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IT INTRODTJCTION.

25 to 80 miles. A day by riding camel may be taken as the double

or more, in mileage, o£ a caravan day. Miles are common land miles,

except where it is stated that they are geographical or nautical. By the

right and left banks of rivers and valleys are meant those banks

which a traveller would have on his right and left hand, resj)ectively, in

descending with the stream or slope. The term foot is used to indicate

the end furthest from the sea of a bay or inlet ; and depth in the same

connection, sometimes refers not to the soundings but to the depth of the

indentation formed in the coast line, the sense in this case depending on

the context.

The system of transliteiation followed in this volume is that explained

in the Introduction to the first volume.

J. G. LORIMER.
Stbathmartinb,

Dundee :

2dtli JDecemher 1908.



GEOGRAPHICAL AND STATISTICAL GAZETTEER
OE THE

PERSIAN GULP.

’OMAN,

AND CENTRAL ARABIA,

Singular ’Abduli : a tribe of Trueial ’Oman wbo have 200 ’ABABILAH

houses at Sharjah. Town, 20 at Ghallah in Shamailiyah, and 15 at

Khalaibiyah adjoining Wadi Ham; some of them are found also as

settlers on Shaikh Shn’aib island. In all they may number about 1,200

souls. In politics they are Ghafiris, and in religion Hanbali Sunnis.

They are not connected with the Sharqiyin, and they claim, it is said,

to be Shm-afa from Makkah. Another account assimilates them to the

’Obaidli ti-ibe of the Shibkuh district in Persia, deriving them from the

’Abdah branch of the Shammar of Najdl it is possible that this theory

has no foundation except in the partial resemblance of the names.

Also called Jazirat-al-Khidhar * from a shrine near its ’ auBA DATT

centre, is a large and valuable island enclosed by the Karun river

on the north, by the Shatt-al-’Arab on the west, by the Persian Gulf on

the south, and by the Bahmansbir on the east. Its length is about

40 miles, and its width varies from about 1^ miles at the middle to

12 miles near its southern end. The centre is mostly desert, but the

margins adjoining the rivers, as far as creeks e3.tend inland, are culti-

vated and planted with dates : much land is now being reclaimed in

the Ma’amareh neighbourhood near the south end. A submarine

prolongation of the island into the Persian Gulf forms the great

re^^Ued Maraqqat 'Abbadan ulotw ,

The inhabitants of ’Abbadan are almost all Kdi’Rb Arabs, of the

Dris division of the tribe, and those in the southern part of the island

nearly all belong to the Nassar subdivision.

A considerable tract in the north-eastern corner of the island is known

by the name of Maharzi c/j;®''; its limits are at Shakhat-al-HaySk

on the northern, and at Hue ’Tlmar on the eastern shore of the island.

Both names are in cominon u'se.
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The shrine of Khidhar * stands a little nearer to the north than to the

south end of the island, about 3 miles from the Shatt-al-’Arab and 1 mile

from the Bahmanshir : it is largely visited by the Slii^ahs of the

surrounding districts.

We proceed to give a list of the villages with which the shores

of Wbb^dan ai’c studded ;

—

Villages on the north shore of ^Ahbadan island from the bifurcation of

the Kdrun and Bahmanshir rivers to the confluence of the Kdrun

and Shatt'-al- Arab.

Name. Inhabitants. Bemarks. Position.

Buzat Maharzi 40 mud bouses and (In th e fork
huts. between

Karun
the
and

or Bahmanshir
Shakhat-al-Btlzah rivers.)

or
Pnzeh Shaikh ’Abdullah

Shfikhat Abarteh Mutiir uhai- 30 huts. Adjoins the last.

sin).

Sbakhat-as-Sadeh Bait Kana’an 10 huts. Do.
(Muhaisin).

Shskhat Haji *Arrak Mutnr (Muhai- 20 mud bouses. Do.
y sin).

Shakbat Haji Bigbaifij Do. 20 huts. Do.

HUz Ridb-yo Do. ' 10 huts. Do.

* Muhammadan theologians are not agreed whether this mysterious personage is a

prophet or not. Some of them even deny his existence
;
but there are, on the other

hand, Sujff mystics who affirm that they have seen him. He is believed to have existed

jn the time of-Abraham, to have been a companion of Moses, and to be still alive in

consequence of having drunh of ihe water of life. Sqme Jluhanaraadan cotpmeniators

identify Mm with the prophet Elias, others with Saint George of England : one even

makes him a general in the army of Alexander the Great.
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rtllages on the north shore of ^Ahiadan island from the hifurcatiou of

the Karun and Bahmanshlr rivers to the confluence of the Kdrun

and Shatt-ah^Arab—contd.

NamOt Inhabitants. Kemarks. Position.

Shakhat -al-Hayak Bait Ghanim
(Muhaisin) and
Saiyids,

40 mud houses.
Opposite Muham-
mareh Town.

Adjoins the last,

Hayakeli

Farsiyell Dawalim (MuBai-
sin).

15 huts. Opposite
Muhammareh
Town.

Do.

Kut-ash“Shaikh Bahraini settlers,

Persians, and a
few mixed Arabs,

150 mud houses 5

opposite Muham-
mareh Town. There
are about 15 shops

;

Ballams and sailing

craft are built, and
water-pots, jars and
*Abas are manufac-
tured. Kut-ash-
Shaikhwas formerly
called Kut Paris and
belonged to tbe
Ka’ab Shaikhs in
the time of their
supremacy.

Do.

TJmm-al -Jaraidiyeh

( 1 )

Descendants of
Bahrain refugees.

10 huts. ^ a mile below
Kut-?ph-Shaikh.

(2) Do. Nassar (Ka’ab). 10 mud houses and
huts.

Adjoins the 1 st.

(3) Do. Baluchis and
mixed Arabs.

30 mud houses and
huts.

^ a mile below the
last.

Ru-wais Ahl-al-’Aryadh
(Muhaisin).

100 mud houses. The
residence of Haji
Faisal, Shaikh of the
Ahl-al-*Aryadh.

J a mile inland,

south of ITmm-
al-Jaraidiyeh.

Buzat*as* Sanqar

jiLUaJj Sjyi

Kot a village, but
the angle between
the Karun river
(left bank) and the
Sbatt-al-'Arab (left

bank), in which the
Persian quarantine
station and doctor*s

house are situated.

f of a mile below
Euwais

n ft
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Villagea on the east shore of ^ Abhaddn island from the bifurcation of

the Kdrun and Bahmanshlr rivers to the month of the latter on the

Persian Gtdf

Name. Inhabitants. Eem.irks. Position.

Sbakhat Bait Salim 'Mutur (Muhai-
sin).

IS buts. Contiguous to

JBuzat Mahiivzi.

Shskhab Abul
Kh-idhair

^j| &AU;
1

Do. 13 buts. Adjoins the last.

HUz ’Umar Do . 10 huts. Do.

ShSkhat Bait Hanua
(fciu-'Ai (SALm

Dris (Ka’ab). 30 mud bouses and
buts.

Do.

Mahyub
1

Do. 16 buts. ...

Bait Hfiji Abdullah Do. 40 mud botises and
buts.

Adjoins the last.

fibanneb
4-

Bait Kana’an
(Muhaisin)

.

10 mud huts. ...

Shinaineb Do, 6 buts. Adjoins the last.

Baiyadbi
iV

Miitiir (Muhai-
sin).

6 mud huts.

Bait Bin Ataiwi i^ait Kann an
(Muhaisin).

20 inncl huts. ...

Paiyeh
ur

Dris (Ka’ab). 30 mud liuts. ...

Suwainikb-as*Sadeb Bagblaniyeh
'

rMuhaisin) and
Dris (Ka’ab).

35 mud buts. ...

Suwainikb Do. 22 mud huts, 4 miles below
Paiyadhi.

il Bu Hamaid

yi jT
Do. 60 mud buts. 1 mile below

Suwainikb.
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Villages on the east shore of ^ Ahladan islandfrom the bifurcation of
the Kctrun and Bahmanshlr rivers to the month of the latter on the
Persian Gulf—eontd.

Name. lulialjitantg. Remarks. Position,

Sha’aibiyeli
C0

Dris (Ka’ab). 20 mud bufcs. 3 miles below Al
Bti Hamaid,

Abdullab-bin-Da’buleli
(U

Nassar (Ka’ab 21 mud huts. 1 mile below
Sha’aibiyeb.

Qabaiieb Tba^^amir (Ka’ab). 6 mud huts. 2 miles below ’Ab-
dullah-bin-Da*-
btlleh.

Sbakbat Ha.ii Is-baq

iiALwj

Dris (Ka’ab). 40 mud bouses. 3 miles below
Qabaneb

.

bTabr-al-Kbidbar

Bakbakb-at-Tura

l;WI

Dris (Ka’ab) only,

Bakliakb (Muhai-
sin).

30 mud bouses. 1 mile below
Shakbat Haj
Ts-baq.

Bakhakb
• Lsr->

Do, 50 mud bouses. About 7 miles
below Bakbakb-
at-Tura.

ICttwaibdeh Mutur (Muliai-
sin).

30 houses. About 4 miles
below Bakliakh

! and 15 miles

from febe mouth
of the Bab-
mansbir.

Villages on the west shore of ^Ahbdddn island from the confluence of the

Kdrun river and Shatt-al- Aral to the sea.

Name. Inhabitants. Kemarks.

!

Position or
distance, in

miles, below last
village.

Aradbiyeb Ahl-al-’Aryadb
and tribesmen
from the Turkish
side of the river

(Mubaisin).

1

25 mud huts. . 1 below the mouth

jS
of the Kartiri
river.

il Bu Kaji Bagblanlyeh (Mu-
j

baisin).

j

10 mud huts. J
'
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JillageB on the west shore of ’Abbdddn islandfrom the con-fluenoe of the

Kdrun river and Bhatt-al-'Arab to the sea—contd.

Name. Inhabitants. Remarks.

Position or
distanoo, in

milcBj below lust
village.

Tawaiqafc Dris (Ka’aTb). 8 mud huts. .1
4

Bait Tx^iv Hainaid A1 Bu Barhaii
(Muhaisin).

20 mud houses. i

Bait Zair Muhammad Dris (Ka’ab). 20 mud huts.

Hartheh
Ajjld

Do. 20 mud huts. Haji
SalbUQ. island begins
just below this village.

1

Shakhat Mahyub Do. 35 mud huts. H

Juruf Do. 30 mud huts. H

J iiruf Bait Haji
Jarrah

Do. 30 mud huts. 1
il

ll Bu Burqa’ Bait Kana’an
(Muliaisin).

8 mud huts.

Baraim

1^=;^

Thawamir (Ka’ab). 50 mud houses. Haji

Salbuq island ends
at this village.

2

'Aiiisiyeh
«i

Baghlauiyeh (Mu-
haisin).

12 mud and date -stick

huts.
2

Bawairdeh

.

A1 13u Ma'arrif
(Muhaisin)

.

20 mud huts. X.

a

Shatait Mutnr (Muhai-
sin).

30 mud huts. 3

Sh&bhat Zfo
^
Husain

6.a,Lw

Al Bu Ma*arrif
(Muhaisin).

46 mud huts. 10

tf&ahlyeh Thawamir (Ka’ab

)

50 mud huts.

i

1
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Villages on the west shore of ^Abhdddn island from the conjl'nence of the

Kdrun river and Bhait-aWArab to the sea—concld.

l^ame. luhabitanta. Kemarks,
Position or
distance, in

miles, below last
village.

Manyiilii

or

Maninhi

Bakhakh and A1 Bu
Ma’arrif (Mu-
haisin) and Nas-
sar and Thawamir
iKa’ab).

A stretch of date-

plantations, extend-
ing 15 miles along
the Shatt-al-'Arab
and containing about
300 mud huts scat-

tered here and there
in small groups.
The yield of these
plantations is over
60,000 baskets an-

]

nnally.

Qusbeli '

or
Qasbai-au-Nassav

w

Nassar Ka’ab, I

Balirainis, Per-
sians and negroes

;

also ’Idan who
have recently
immigrated from
Turkish territory.

Date-plantations
reaching 20 miles
along the Shatt-al-

’Arab with a depth
of 2 to 3 miles.

They contain 600
naud huts scattered

about in small
groups, and produce
about 100,000 bas-

kets of date's annu-
ally. Till 20 years
ago there were few
inhabitants owing to
constant wars with
Muhammareb.

-

Ma’amareli Chiefly Nassar
Ka'ab.

A stretch of date-

groves, 6 miles in’

length on the Shatt-
al-’Arab, contain-
ing about 150 scat-

tered huts.

Adjoins the last.

Villages on the south coast of ^Ahhdddn island*

coast appears to be fairly firm and well marked^ but there are

no fixed villagesy only temporary huts used by shepherds-

The total population of the island appears to be about 24^000 souls.

The t^o southern administrative divisions of 'Abbadany which id

itself included in the Muhammareh District of Southern ^Arabistaiij

are Manyuhi and Qasbat-an-Nassar ; in each of the villages bearing these

names tVere is a representative of the Shaikh of Muha^miliareh; This
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’ABBAS

(BANDAR)*
w

part of the island north of Mauyuhi was formerly under tlie chief

Shaikh of the Dns Ka^ab, but it is now in charge of the Shaikh of the

Ahl-al-"Aryadh Muhaisin.

An important town on the Persian Coast at the entrance of the

Persian Gulf; it constitutes in itself an administrative district and is

surrounded; except on the south side which is to the sea^ by the district

of Shamil. Bandar ’Abbas is situated about 280 miles north-north^

west of ]y[asq[at and 96 miles east-north-east of Lingeh Town.

Sile and hMding ^,—Bandar ’Abbas stands at the foot of a bay upon

a low, sandy, shelving beach
; the buildings approach within 100 yards

of the water’s edge and at high spring tides the sea washes their walls.

The town looks out, between the islands of Hormuz and Larak,

upon the junction off the Ruus-al-Jibal promontory of the Gulfs of

Persia and ’Oman : its background, as viewed from the sea, is formed

by the massive pile of Kuh-i-Ginau, which at a distance of only IS

miles north by west of the town attains an altitude of 7,786 feet. The

immediate surroundings of Bandar ’Abbas are utterly hare ,• even garden

cultivation and the usual drapery of a few palms are here wanting. The

anchorage for ships drawing np to 18 feet of water lies south of the town

at a minimnm distance of 2^ miles
; it has good holding-ground and is

well sheltered from every direction except the south-east, but the landing

is bad on account of shallows which extend a long way off the beach.

Large vessels lie as much as 4 miles out. Opposite the town the

distance between high water and low water mark is about i of a mile,

and rowing boats ground at as much as 100 yards from the shore. At

the middle of the town a pier 100 yards in length and 20 in breadth

extends seawards ; but it is left high and dry at low tide, and at high

water boats drawing 6 feet or more can only reach the seaward end of it.

The bulk of the town consists of houses of sun-dried brick plastered

with mnd or Gach, but there are a few old Portuguese and Dutch houses

* Bandar AbbSs, so named by Skah Abbas in the I7tb century, was known at the

time of the Portuguese occupation of Hormuz, when it was the place of embarkation

for that island, as Gombriiii, a name which continued to be current among Europeans

till the end of the 18tb century. “ Gombriin ” is believed to be a corruption of Gumruk-
custoais. See LeStrange’s Lands of the Eastern Caliphate,
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of better material and a large number of huts ; the frontage on the sea is

about half a mile. A number of the houses possess Badgirs^ which
here take the form of low square towers like those of English country

churches, hut more squat and with vertical slits in all four sides towards

the top ; each of these Badgirs is divided into 4 internal compartments

or shafts by vertical walls which start from the corners and meet in the

middle of the tower. Bandar ^Abbas was formerly enclosed by walls

upon the landward side } but these, where they still exist, are concealed

by the quarters which have sprung up outside them. At the head of

the pier stands the old Dutch factory, now called the Kulah-i-Farangi *

slL/ and used as a residence by the Deputy-Governor, who shares

it with the Imperial Customs Department ; the courtyard contains an

extraordinary number of solidly built warehouses.

The condition of the town and foreshore is highly insanitary : there

are no scavengers and no system of conservancy.

Climate ,—The climate of Bandar ’Abbas is notorious for its heat and

unhealthiness if but there is no meteorological station and precise data

are not available. The summer heat is almost intolerable ; this is due,

doubtless, to the combination of the moist air from the stagnant bay in

front of the town and the heat reflected or radiated by the mountain

wall behind. Even in the depths of winter the mercury seldom falls

below freezing point, and, when on the morning of the 29th of

January 1905$ pools were found covered with a slight coating of

ice, the oldest inhabitants professed themselves unable to recall any

similar occurrence. The months of January and February are cool

and salubrious with occasional showers of rain, which are sometimes

heavy ; in March, April and May the temperature rises, the surround-

ing country becomes dried up, and malaria vails ; in June, July,

August and September the heat is intense and most of the inhabit-

ants desert the town to escape it, but at the same time fever

diminishes ; during October, November and December the heat is again

upon the wane and malarial fevers are once more rife. Mosquitoes are

troublesome in the spring and autumn months.

Water and supplies ,— The town contains wells, but the water is

invariably bad and brackish and seems to conduce to guinea-worm and

’•‘Or European Hat.’’

t A selection of remaiks by travelleis on tbe Bandar ’Abbas climate will be fdund

in Lord Curzon’s Persia (II, 421); See also the Historical Volume of this Q-azetteei*

(Chapter First). . _

J The winter of 1904-05 was exceptionally severe in the Persian Grulf as well as in

Upper India.
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kidney disease ; the former complaint seems to be most prevalent in hlay^

June and July. The better-off among the inhabitants obtain their

supply for drinking from wells at Naiband village^, 3 miles to cast ^vards

of the town^ and their demand has given rise to a regular traffic. Water

from reservoirs at the town is used for drinking by the poorer classes,

but by others only for washing.

Pish are generally abundant, being caught with seine nets, \vicker

baskets, cages, and lines
;
but they become scarce in summer and in stormy

weather. Grain is not obtainable in very large quantities
;
vegetables

are scarce , firewood is scanty and expensive
;
and fodder is almost un-

obtainable. About 250 cattle and 150 sheep and goats are owned iji the

town.

Population ,—Bandar ^Abbas is describcwl as at present consisting of

over 2,000 houses and huts, the more substantial structures outnumber-

ing the slighter in the proportion of 3 to 2. The cold-woafchor popxila-

tion is about 10,000 souls ; the summer population, as already explained,

is very much less. The bulk of the inhabitants belong to a hybrid race

o£ mixed Persian, Baluchi, Arab and negro desceut and are known
as ^Abbasis j the lower orders of them speak a patois—also called

^Abbasi—‘which is a comi^ound of Persian, Baluchi, Arabic and Swahili

ingredients. The ^Abbasis are a poor-spirited race and hardly, it is said,

regard truth, honesty or charity as virtues. The poorer classes lead a

squalid life in date-leaf huts. A cheap diet of fish and dates is all that

they require, and, when this has been provided, laziness and indcpoiulcncc

alike forbid them to work j this apathetic spirit among the labouring

classes greatly impedes business and affords some justification for a local

saying to the effect that nothing begun at Bandar \Abbas is ever finished.

Apart from the merchants and shopkeepers, who are mostly strangers

from abroad, the people are boatmen, fishermen or labourers, and in

the date‘-season they all become harvesters.

The immigrants, upon whom the life of the place cdiiofly depends,

iire Persians from Lar (500 souls), from "Avaz (300 souls) and from
Bastak (150 souls) ; also Hindus (66 souls), Kh5jahs (67 souls) and
Arabs (50 souls). The Hindus here are not accompanied by their families,

but of the Khojahs half the number mentioned are females. Sunnis at

Bandar ^Abbas are about half as numerous again as Shi^ahs and mostly
belong to the Shafih school, but some are Hanafis. About 300 or 400
persons, chiefly Laris and ^Avazis, possess ai^ms.
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Trade and commerce .—Local trade with the surrounding district of

Shamil is inconsiderable ; and the Bandar 'Abbas bazaar, which contains

about 200 shops, is only moderately well supplied with goods. There are

no local manufactures, and practically no skilled labour is available.

The export and import business of Bandar 'Abbas, though its pre-emi-

nence as the port of Southern Persia has disappeared since the rise of

Bushehr and ths development of the Shiraz route to the interior, is stiU

valuable. Kirman and even Yazd still fall within the commercial radius

of Bandar 'Abbas j
and so also, to some extent, do Sistan and Khurasan.

About 1908-04 the average annual value of the export trade of

Bandar 'Abbas was approximately £130,000, more than half of which

was with India, the United Kingdom being the customer of next greatest

importance, Tbe chief exports during the 7 years preceding 1906 were

(in lakhs of rupees per annum) the following : fruits and vegetables (6),

opium (S), wool (1^1, drugs and medicines (H), gums (IJ) and carpets

(1 . Except opium sent to China, nearly all of these went to India,

Imports at the same time (1903-04i) were worth about £890,000 a

year, among which goods to the value of £160,000 were from India, and

to that of £125,000 from the United Kingdom. The principal imports

during the period 1899—1906 were (in lakhs of rupees per annum) cotton

piece-goods (14i),”t'ea (ISJ), yarn and twist (9^), sugar (6^), grain and

pulse (2), dyeing and colouring materials (If) and spices (1). Except

the cotton piece-goods, which were from Britain, and the sugar, which was

from France, nearly all these imports were derived fi-om India. A con-

siderable import trade in rifles which was formerly earned on here has

been either extinguished or forced into other channels by the vigilance of

the Imperial Persian Customs Department.

Drafts on Bombay and Kai’aohi ai'e obtainable at Bandar Abbas.

Currency, weigUi and measxtres.—^\i^ currency of Bandar 'Abbas,

which is typical of this part of Persia, consists principally of silver and

nickel. The silver coins are pieces of 1, 2, and 5 Q-rans, the double Qran

being the commonest. The nickel coins, minted in Belgium, are of 100

and 50 Dinars each and are used as small change ; they are styled respec-

tively Dushahi (or Chaharpul) and Yakshahi (or Dupul). The money

table runs as follows ;

—

50 Dinars = 1 ShaJii

20 ShaHs 1 QrSn

10 = 1 Tuman
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Indian rupees are also current : in 1905-06 the rate of exchange varied

between 415 and 350 Qrans to the hundred rupees.

The official standard of weight at Bandar ^Abbas^ as elsewhere in Persia,

is now the Tabriz Man of 640 Misqals^ equal to 6’547 lbs. English

avoirdupois. The unit generally employed in trade, however, is the

so-called ^Abbasi Man of about 9 lb. English, which is subdivided as

follows :

—

Ol

1 Man 'Abbasi = 4 Chabaraks

1 Ohaharak = 6 Qiyas

1 Qiyas = 37s Misqals

The silver one and two-Qran pieces are supposed to weigh 1 and 2

Misqals respectively, but those of the most recent mintage arc slightly

under weight.

Measures of length are as below :

—

4 Girehs ^j{ = 1 Obabarak

4 Chabaraks = 1 Zara*-i-Sbah gU jjO

or 41*143 English inches.

There is also a ZaraM-Dast gjo or cubit of 18 inches, a Zai\V-i-

Bandari of 9 Girehs or about 22 inches, and a Zara^-i-Lar

of 12 Girehs. The English yard is used by cloth-merchants

tinder the name of Var and is taken as equivalent to 14 Girehs.

There are, no liquid measures, fluids being sold by weight, and no
measures of capacity. Square measurements are expressed in terms
of length and breadth, and there is no separate table of square mcasui'c*

SAijp2nng and sea eo'm?n 2inications,—The native craft of Bandar
^Abbas are :

—

Glass. Number. Total tonnage. Total bands
employed.

Baghlahs 3 1,260 114
Ghiiticbabs . 3 875 48
Zariiqebs , • 25 250 100
Mashnwabs . • • • 15 80 yo
Jolly-boats . . . 10 60 60
Hojris . a ,

.

• • • 50 20 100

Total , 106 2,025 602

Apart from this smaU mercantile marine, and from native boats of otlior
ports which call here, Bandar ’Abbas is dependent for ovcr-sca com-
munication upon the visits of European vessels.*
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In 1905-06 steam vessels to the number of 158 with a tonnage of

341.000 entered the port. All but 8 were under the British flag.

Transport and comm%mications .—Transport owned in Bandar ’Abbas

is small, amouuting to only 10 horses and 350 donkeys ; there are no

camels or mules. The town is dependent for pack-carriage on the sur-

rounding district of Shamil, of which the resources are estimated in

the article under that name. Between November and April there is a

large influx of Afghans with camels, and at that season the number of

camels in the neighbourhood sometimes rises to 3,000 or more.

The inland routes which have their starting point at Bandar ’Abbas

are dealt with in the article on the Shamil District.

Bandar ’Abbas is now connected with Hanjam island by telegraph.

The shore end of the cable is landed about | of a mile east of the pier at

the centre of the town.

Administration.—Bandar ’Abbas is one of the Gulf Ports and as such

is subject to the Governor who has his head-quarters at Bushehr Town.

The local representative of that authority is a resident Deputy-Governor

who is his honrhree ; this individual appears to be entitled in theory to

exercise official influence over the Kalantar of the Shamil District, whose

seat is at Ziyarat ; but in practice the Kalantar generally succeeds in

maintaining a position of equality and the Deputy-Governor is ruler of

the town only. The Deputy-Governor is an unsalaried official, who pays

a premium for his ]Dost and recoups himself as best he can by the collection

of dues and taxes ; the predecessor of the present incumbent paid

5.000 Tumans for his appointment for one year, and the highest annual

sum ever contracted for is said to have been 14,000 Tumtos. From
the Deputy-Governor’s sources of income the revenue of the sea customs,

collected by the staff of the Imperial Persian Customs, are of course

excepted. His chief items of revenue are a shop tax called Asnafiyeh

at the rate of 7| Tumans per annum on each shop, and a passport

tax called Tazkireh at 14?^ Qrans for each person. Attempts are

made from time to time to increase the revenue by the imposition of

various irregular imposts under the names of Dallali or brokerage,

collected at the rate of 34 per cent, from both seller and buyer ; of

Sar-i-Rigi a tax levied on goods placed in position for loading

on transport animals ;
of Maidani , a kind of octroi duty, at 4 a

Qran to 3 Grans pe^ package according to size ; and of Askaliy^h
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or pierage, nominally for the upkeep of the pier or Askaleli, at 2i to 5

Qrans per package according to size. Kahdari or road tolls,

nominally for the maintenance of roads and the provision of road guards,

are not at present levied in the neighbourhood of Bandar '’Abbas. The
Deputy-Governor in fact has carte blanche to make what he can out

of the place during his lease, subject only to the restraints imposed

by the presence of the Director of Customs and of the consular repre*

sentatives of foreign Powers. The town produces no land or agricultural

revenue.

Incidentally the Deputy-Governor conducts the general administration

of the town and decides criminal and civil cases. He maintains no regular

police, and his settlement of cases aj)pears to be determined chiefly

by coriupt or partisan considerations. As a criminal authoi'ity he has

power to inflict fine, torture or imprisonment, but death sentences

cannot be carried out without the sanction of the Governor of the Gulf
Forts,

The religious authorities, who in some districts of the Persian Coast
are respected and administer at least the semblance of civil justice, appear

at Bandar ’Abbas to be utterly venal and are not spontaneously resorted

to by litigants even as an alternative to the court of the Deinity- Governor.

Fanaticism is absent and the ecclesiastical element at Bandar ’Abhiis is a

negligible quantity. There are no leading families : the most influential

of the local notables at the 'pre?:,ent time is ilie Amin-ut-Tujjar, Ilaji

Husain, who belongs to a family from Galehdar.

The Persian Government is represented at Bandar ^Abbas by the

ofiicialsof the Imperial Customs Department, at the head of whom is

a Belgian Director, and by a Naib Karguzar ; or deputy agent
of the Persian Foreign Ofiice. The office of the Customs Director has
become a general court of appeal from the decisions of the Persian
Deputy-Governor, and relations between the Director and the general
body of Persian officials in the place are strained. The duties of the
Naib Karguzar are nominal. The subjects aud representatives of

foreign Powers are supposed to have their dealings with him •, but in fact

he. merely playe the part of a spy in the inteiests of the Persian Gov-
ernment upon the proceedings of the Customs officials and of the
consular representatives of foreign Powers, His salary is 50 Tumans a

month.

The place is undefended. The only armed men are 8 artillery-mcn,

charged with the duty of firing the sunset gun, and about 40 Tufangchis
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or armed levies wlio are under the orders of tlie Deputy -Governor or the

Director of Customs.

Foreign inter Great Britain no European power posses-

ses any tangible interests at Bandar ’Abbas. The Indian Government

maintain at Bandar ’Abbas a Consul, who is a member of their Political

Department; and there are also an Indian post office and savings bank, of

which the operations are exempt from Persian interference unless in the

matter of parcels, which are treated as imports and pass through the

hands of the Persian Imperial Customs. The British Consulate is

situated at Naiband, on the coast 3 miles east of the town, and is

surrounded by a garden and some trees which constitute almost the only

trace of verdure in the locality. 'I'o the British Consul are confided the

interests of Hindu and 9 Muhammadan traders, British subjects,

some of whom own trading vessels and pearl boats : the Hindu com-

munity have in addition a Sarai (or residential quarter) and temple of

their own. One European British firm has a branch at Bandar ^Abbas,

and there are 3 native houses which act as agents for various British firms

and shipping companies. The only other foreign power locally represented

is Russia, who maintains a Consulate with a staff of a Consul, a Persian

Agent, an^Armeman clerky~aJE§Isian Mirza and 10 Cossacks. Russian

trade however at Bandar ^Abbas Is very small, and there is not a single

resident Russian subject.

An important inlet running north-westwards, between the mouth of ’ABDULLAH

the Shatt-al-’Arab and Bubiyan island, from the head of the Persian (KHOE) *

Gulf to Warbah island. It is 1% miles wide at the entrance, and in the

channel the soundings are from 4 to 5 fathoms, except at the east end of

Warbah island where, for a short distance, they decrease to between 3 and

4 fathoms. A deep channel passing to the north of Warbah connects

Khor ’Abdullah with Khor-ath-Tha’lab on which stands Umm

Qasr, while another, styled apparently Khor Bubiyan, leads from Khor

A leport by Commander T. W, Kemp, R.N., on KLor 'Abdullah will be found in

the Government of India's Political Proceedings for Febinary 1906. See also a report

by Commander W. G. Beauchamp, B.I.M., forwarded to the Government of India

by .Major P. Z. Cox, Residept in the Persian Gujf, with ^ d^mi-o^Qial letter dp,te4

20th November 1906.
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^Abdullah^ eoutli of Warbah, into the Khor-as-Sabiyab.'** The northern

shore of Kbor ^Abdullah from the month of the Shatt-a,l-’Arab toWarbah

consists of very low alluvial land, in some places bare mud, in some places

covered with grass and reeds
;
at high tide the sea vuus inland upon

this side, in places for several Tniles, forming a broad sheet of shallow

water. The southern shore is formed by Bubiyan island, off Avhich, at

the entrance of the Khor, lies a detached bank of hard sand, 8 miles long

and nearly parallel to the island ; this bank is called ^Aik . The

entire Khor could be traversed by the largest ships at high water
; and

there are good anchorages for large vessels, in any state of (ho tide, both

below Warbab island and in the northern continuation ol' the Khor

above it. When the shores are overflowed by the tide, the navigation of

Khor ^Abdullah, especially at the east end of Warbab island, is somewhat

difBcult owing to the absence of beacons and buoys.

*ABRIYIN Singular ^Abri . A tribe of Nizari descent in the ^Oman

Sultanate, belonging to the Ghafiri political faction
; in religion thcy,iu’i^

mostly Ibadhis, but a small minority arc Sunnis. They are found in

Dbabirab at ’Araqi; in Western Hajar at ^Awabi, at ^Aqair in Wadi

Sbafan, at Ztomah and Hat in Wadi Bani ^Auf, at Baii-al-Qarn in

Wadi Tara’, at Tabaqah in WMi Bani Ghafii% and at ^Anuj, Fashah,

Maqamma and Mabu in Wadi Sahtan; in ’Oman Proper at Bahlah,

Farq, Gliamr and Hamrah : tlicir number is estimat'd at 0,b00 souks.

They cultivate dates and corn and arc generally a well-behaved and

peaceable tribe. They arc the real masters of ’Awabi, but Bahlah is

their capital, and Hamrah theirlargest separate village. Their Tanumahs

are Muhanna-bin-Hamad and Rashid-bin-Harnaid,

•ADAI ^ valley in the Masqat District of the ’Oman Sultanate
; it rises in

(WADI) the northern slopes of the Eastern Hajar and runs north-east till near

Ruwii when it turns to the north-west and outers the sea 2 miles south-

west of Ras-al-Hamar : it contains a running stream. The valley in tlie

* This southern ckannel also is apparently navigable for vessels of some size.

footnote to article pn Khor-as-Sablyah,
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first 1 a miles of its course is iminliabited ; the ifiaces upon its lower
course are the following ;

—

Place. Position. On which bank.
Houses and
inhabitants. Remarks.

Birain 12 miles south-
sonth-enst of
Matrah.

Right. A village of 3 or
4 houses only
with some 30
aert s of culti-

vation and con-
stant irrigation

from a sweet

-

water Falaj.

Grain, lucerne
and water-me-
lons are grown ;

there are also

dates.

The whole is an
estate of Mu-
ham m a d-b i n-
Sa’id, son of a
late Wazir of
the SultSu : a
Khojah is part-
ner with him in

the property,
Birain belonged
originally to the
Bani Wahaib,

Mahaj 1 mile below
Birain*

Do. There was a

village here but
it has ceased to

exist.

There is cultiva-
tion but no live-

stock.

Mutaliaddam3.b
or

Mit-haddamat

3 miles below
Mahaj.

Do. 20 houses of
Jabur.

There is a con-
siderable date-
grove on the
north side of
the village,

Bajariyah
w

1 mile below
Mutahadda-
rr.at, a short,

distance up a
side valley.

Left. 4 houses. Resources are 10
donkeys, 20
sheep and goats,

and some dates,

belonging to a
resident of
Rakhl.

Rnwi 5 miles below
Bajari3 ah, 1

mile up a side

valley.

Right. See article Ruwi.

Wat 111yah
cu

2 miles below
Ruwi.

Do. Half a dozen
houses of Bani
Wahaib.

Here are date •

plant a t i 0 n s ,

arable land and
a large house,

belonging to the

present Suits n

of 'OmSn, and
assigned by him
to his eldest son
Taimur. The
annual value of

these is $2,000.
Irrigation is by
a Balaj from the

Wadi.

o
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Kame. Position. On ^hich bant.
Houses and
inhabitants.

Rctraviis,

Quram 1 mile below Eight. 15 houses of A few cattle and

Watalyab and

1| from tlie

coast.

1

Hadiyin and

Bani Hasan.

goats are Kept.

The portion of Wadi ^Adai from Eirain to Miitaliadtlamfit is con-

sidered to be in Saih Hatat. The population of the whole valley is

about 500 souls.

ADAM
The southernmost town in the ^Oman Sultanate, situated in ’Oman

Proper, 20 to 25 miles south-south-west of Manah. To the uortinvard

“is open country, without human inhabitants, sloping graduallj’- down

towards Adam; on the southward the Ruba’-al-Khali begins imme-

diately outside the town. The road from Manah, as it approaches Adam,

passes between two arid hills of considerable elevation, namely Jabal

Salakh ^ on the west, and Jabal Madhmar on the east. The

town stands some 850 feet above sea level and has extensive date-planta-

tions irrigated from warm springs. The principal defence is a large

fort built by the Imam Ahmad, the founder of the present Al Bii Sa’idi

dynasty, who, according to one tradition, was born here ; it was repaired

in 1869 by Saiyid ’Azzan. The population is about 3,000 souls, com-

prising about 300 houses of MahMq, 150 of Al Bu Sa’id, 30 of

Hawashim and 20 of Bani Rashid. The only trade is in dates, w^hicli iire

exported to Mahot, The inhabitants of Adam are too remote to

take much part in the faction wars of ’Oman and maintain feuds among
themselves instead,

’ADAN
A district in the principality of Kuwait, enclosed between the districi.

of Qra’ah on the north, that of Shaqq on the west, that of Salu’ on the

south, and the sea on the east. By some authorities ’Adan is considered

to include the district of Qra’ah ;
if^ however, we adopt the view that tlie

two are distinct, ’Adan commences 16 miles south of Kuwait Towm
immediately beyond Malah which is in Qra’ah, and extends 22 miles

.southwards to the Qrain hill which marks its boundary witli the
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district of Salu^. Mi'’aidniyat and Snbailiiyali^ mentioned below, are

situated in the north-western and south-western corners respectively of

’Adan, from which it appears that the breadth of the district from the sea

inland varies from 10 to 20 milek On the coast, ’Adan reaches rather

further north than Malah and includes Fanaitis, mentioned further on.

'’Adan is a plain of softish sand, but-elevated so as to form a soib o£

ridge : there is very little fuel, and almost the only serviceable product is

Thamam grass of bad quality.

The nature of such agriculture as exists is described in the articles

on Pahaihil, Fantas, Abu Halaifah and ShFaibah, the only villages

in the district. These are virtually dependencies of Kuwait Town, to

which merchants and others resort in the Aiyam-ar-E,abi^ or period

preceding the pearling season ; the inhabitants are generally unrelated

to one another and have been attracted to the service of some prosperous

man who has dug a well.

The character of the district may be learned from the following

alphabetical table of villages, wells and physical features —

Name. Position. Nature. Remarks.

'Aqailah Near the coast
several miles south
of ShPaibati.

Wells. Also called Umm-nl-
'Ausaj from

the plant, which is

abundant here.

’Araifjan 1 mile north of

Subaihiyah.
Do.

!

12 feet deep ; water
brackish. There is

also another group of
wells similarly named
about 3 miles west
of Qalai’at-al-*Abid on
the coast.

Burqan 28 miles south of
Kuwait Town
and 13 miles from
the coast.

Hill. 350 feet high ; easy of
ascent.

Dasht Reaches southwards A barren plain of About 5 miles from
along the coast

for several miles
from Qalai’at-al-

*Abid and extends
about 3 miles
inland.

sand and swamp,
with here and there
tnfts of TarFah (a

small bushy tamarisk
with a handsome
feathery pink flower)

and of 'Ardiq (a

plant with a white
flower and a red
berry, closely re-

sembling ’Ausaj).

i

Qalai’at-al-*Abid and |
of a mile from the
coast is a white sand
hill known as Baniyat-

ad-Dasht

* For coastal features see article on Kuwait Priticipalitj.

0 2
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Name. Position,
1

i

Nature. Remarks.

rTasmali 9 miles west of

SM’aibati.
Wells. Brackish water.

^’ahaihil

Fanaitis

On the coast, 21
miles south-sontb-

ensfc of Kuwait
Town.

On the coast, 8 miles

south of Bias-al-

Ardh in Qra’ah.

i

Village.

6 or 7 wells.

See article Faliaihil.

12 feet deep ; water
sufficient for 15 house-
holds and slightly

brackish, but compares
favourably with the
water of Kuwait
Town.

Fantas
^Uaii

On the coast, 16
miles south-south-

east of Kuwait
Town.

Village. See article Fantas.

Ghalab (N‘iqa*ah) Near the coast,

south of the
’Aqailah wells,

between them and
Qalai’at-al-’Abld.

Swampy ground
covered with Haram
bushes.

To the eye this tract

appears to be below
sea level.

Halaifah (Abu) On the coast, 18
miles south-south-
east of Kuwait
Town.

Village. See article Abu Halai-
fah.

Hanaidbil On the coast, 2
miles north of

Kantas.

Wells. Many, bub only 2 con-
tain water ; depth 18
feet. There is melon
cultivation surrounded
by walls.

Hiln 2 miles south " of
Dasmab.

Do. Two have good water at

18 feet.

Himan (Umm-al-) 1 mile west of
Laqit.

About 80 wells. Water good ; depth 18
feet. Thoro is also a
small group of
brackish wells bearing
the same name near
the coast about 3 miles
south of Shi’aibali,

Laqit

or
Laqait

/

25 miles south by
east of Kuwait
Town and 8 miles
west-south -west of
Shi’aibah on the
coast.

About 50 wells. Water good, only slightly
brackish

; depth 20
feet ; would suffice for

60 or 70 households.
M elon cultivation
covers about 1 square
mile. A route inns
from this point across
the desert to ZilfL in

Kajd.
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Name. Position. Nature, Remarks.

Maju ah 1 mile south of

Malah.
5 wells. Depth 18 feet ; water

good.

Manifah On the coast

between Fantas
and Hanaidhil.

9 w’ells. 21 feet deep
; good

water.

Maraii- Less than 1 mile
south of Dasmab.

Wells. Brackish water.

Mazara’

gjy
3 miles north-west

of Laqit.

Cultivated tract

several miles in ex-
tent.

Contains numerous wells,

8 of which have good
water at 17 feet.

Melons are grown in
the hot weather.

Mi’aidniyat 4i miles west of

Malah in Qra^ah

;

at the north-west
corner of ’Adan.

Group of 2 or 3 incon-
siderable hills.

Mishash Habai-
naa

Immediately on the

west of Mazara’.
6 wells. Passable water at 18

feet.

Qabji 1 mile north of

Dasmah.
Wells. Brackish water.

Quiiiyah
CM

1 mile north of

Burqan.
A hollow about 1 mile
square.

The depression contains
numerous wells, also

springs of bitumen or
Qir, whence the
name.

Qutqatai 2 miles south-east

of Dasmah.
Do. dweet water.

Safawi Adjoins Laqib on
the north-west.

About 100 wells. Depth 18 feet ; water
good ; there is some
cultivation of melons.

SM’aibah
SJ^XXjm

On the coast, 24
miles south-south-
east of Kuwait
Town,

Village. See article ShPaibah.
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Name.

Subaililjab
M

Tawil
.

or

Tawdil

TJmm Safaq

TJqsu'bali (Unrni)
w

<JLV-.A3l pi

Warah

Warwar

Position Nature. Rcnuirks.

32 mUos aoutli of

Kuwait Town
and 20 miles from
the coast.

About 100 wells. Scattered irregularly

over a plain about 1

mile square ; in some
the water is good, in

others brackish ; water
is struck at 18 feet, but
** owing to its strong
flow'’ rises to within 6

feet of the surface
; 5

of the wells are lined

with stone. The soil

here is a white clay
covered with white
sand. 'There is no
camel-grazing or w^ood
within miles of the
wells.

6 miles west
Warah.

of About 12 wells. Depth 30 to 40 foot.

Water sweet.

2 miles north-west

of Laqlt.
Wells. Good water at 18 Feet

;

melons are cultivated.

Near the coast

about 5 miles

south of ShPai-
bah.

A small group of
brackish wells.

9 miles north
Burqan.

of About 100 wells.

Immediately oa the
east of Warah.

About 40 wells.

Good 'water at 3 8 feet.

There was formerly
cultivation here,
watered by hand from
the wells ; it was
begun by ’tFthmrm of
the ’Awazim tribe
who died 10 yeax's

ago. One mile to
the west is Mafud
Warah

^
a

hill of black stone 200
feet high and in shape
resembling a tower.
The top, about 00 feet
square, is aecessiblo by
a path practicable for
mules. The lull com-
mands an extensive
view.

IS feet deep; water
good.
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Ras-al-Qalai^ali and tlie northern part of Dohat-az-Zarcp both

described in the article on the Kuwait Principality, are features upon

the coast of this district.

The inhabitants of ^Adan, except in the fixed villages of Pahaihil,

Fantas, Abu Halaifah and SM^aibah, are wandering Arabs who

encamp now at one well, now at another.

The ^Adan district contains the only relies of antiquarian interest

which have as yet been discovered in Kuwait Principality; these

consist of some sarcophagi at a spot 6 miles from the Warah hill, from

which that hill lies at 258° and the westernmost part of the Burqan hill

at 214°. The tombs lie east and west and are therefore not Muham-

madan ! they occupy a plot of high ground about 100 feet square. The

sarcophagi are of gypsum cement, about 5 feet long, 1 foot 8 inches broad

and 2 feet deep ;
the thickness of the sides is about 4 inches

;
they are

buried 3 to 4 feet below ground and a large number of stones of irregular

shape, each about 2 cubic feet in volume are piled over them. There

are no inscriptions. A copper coin found here seemed to be Persian, of

Baghad mintage, belonging to the 17th or 18th century A.D.*

As used in Bahrain and Hasa the term ^Adan designates the whole

desert tract which extends along the coast between the Qatif Oasis and

Kuwait. See Barr-al-’Adan.

A term sometimes applied by mariners to the entire coastal region

between the towns of Kuwait and Qatif in Eastern Arabia. Bedouins,

however, seem to be unaware of any such general application of the

name ; and among them, as among the settled population of the Kuwait
Principality also, the term ^Adan is only understood as referring to the

small tract near Kuwait Town which is described in this Gazetteer under

the title ’Adan.

The shore between Kuwait and Qatif is a low sandy and stony desert

with occasional date-groves owned by Bedouins and a few isolated hills at

intervals ; it is fronted throughout almost its entire length by extensive

reefs, which in places have a passage between them and the mainland
j

the bottom of the sea in many parts consists of white clay, and the

water in consequence is not generally so clear as it is further to the south.

^ This spot was first visited and described bj Captain S, G. Kdox, Political Agent at

Kuwait, in March 1906. : _

'ADAN
(BAEE-AL-:
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The pearl hanks decrease in nnmher off this coast, and, though there are

some small pearl fisheries further to the northwards, they may be said to

end near Abu ’Ali island. The districts composing Barr-al-’Adan are

enumerated in the articles upon the Kuwait Principality and the Hasa

Sanjaq, and most of them form the subject of separate articles under

their own names.

^ADI Singular Adwani . A Hinawi tribe of the ’Om§,n Sultanate,

(BANI) found chiefly in the Western Hajar district where they occupy the

villages of Sawalih, Murbah, Qasra, Ghashab and Wabil in Wadi Fara’.

They are found also on the coast at Quryat and at Ghuwaisah in the

sub-Wilayat of Saham. Those at Ghashab belong to a section called

Bani Bakr jO ^ . Their total number is about 5,000 souls. At

present they have no Tamimah or other recognised chiefs.

AFLAJ Aflag, sometimes called with greater precision Aflaj (or Aflag)

ad-Dawasir . A district of Southern Kajd descending from

Jahal Tuwaiq on the west to the Dah^nah desert on the oast
; nortli of

it lie the districts of Hautah and Kharj, and on the south a great

depression called Maqran divides it from the B>uba’-al-Khali.

There is no means of determining the real size or exact position of

Aflaj, but it is stated to be several caravan days in length From east

to west; and the centre of Parshab, which is one of its subdivisions,

is said to be 2 or 3 days south of the centre of Kharj.

Divtstons and physical /eatnres^'^l^^e Aflaj district consists of

several tracts differing in their characteristics and distinguislicd by
names. Near the western end is Hadhafah

^ a region en-

closed by Jahal Tuwaiq on the west and by Jabal Birk -.^pro-

bably, hut not certainly, a spnr of Jahal Tuwaiq—on the north;
Hadhafah is described as uninhabited and covered with thorny jungle
and is perhaps the part of Aflaj which lies between the hill villages
mentioned in the topographical table below and the other villages furtLr
to the east. If this assumption is correct, Hadhafah is seamed by a
series of parallel valleys which run eastwards from the hill villages of
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Aflaj to those of the plain^ conveying the drainage of the hills. Of
these, the northernmost is one which descends to Wnsailah from
Har^hah and is joined between Wnsailah and Ghail by another coming
from Starah and Ghail; the third passes Hamar and Wasit on its

way to Kharfah and Saih ; a fourth has its rise near Haddar and ends

near Badi^; the southernmost begins at Shutbah, and arrives by way
of ^Ijliyah at Hinu, which is also in the neighbourhood of Badi^.

Oa the east of Hadhafah is Aflaj proper, the most important sub-

division of the Aflaj district ; it resembles Hadhafah in being bounded
w

on the north by Jabal Birk, a pass in which—called SalamTyah —

-

connects it with the district of BLantah. The plain villages of Aflaj

are all situated in this part of the district ;
their names and positions

will be found in the topographical table at the end of this article.

Besides the numerous wells irrigating date plantations and gardens,

Aflaj proper is said to contain as many as 14 springs. One of these,

called Yahmum
; rises a short distance to the east of Rajaijiyah

village and forms a stream, which, after flowing about 3 miles, leaves a

tall black hill on its left bank and continues on its way through stony

ground until it is absorbed by sandy soil at a distance of about 20 miles

from its source.

Next below and to the east of Aflaj proper is the Farshah tract,

on the northern side of which the Jabal Birk spur at length dies away and

ceases to form a barrier between Aflaj and Kharj. Farshah has

numerous wells and some wheat is grown, but there are no trees or

villages ; cultivation, where it exists, is defended by small forts.

Farshah is followed on the east by Biyadhah , a tract which

is adjoined on the north by Sah^bah. Biyadhah contains no springs

or wells, but there are Sidr and other wild trees and some grazing.

Apparently at the south-eastern corner of Biyadhah is a prominent, dark-

coloured hill named Da'^ajah ^ having wells to which Bedouins

resort.

East of Biyadhah again is Haraisan e.*^-***^ ; Da^ajah, just

mentioned, marks the point of transition from the somewhat sandy
surface of Biyadhah to the more pebbly ground of Haraisan. The flood

water of Haraisan is carried eastwards into the DahS/nah by a depres-
w

sion, called Mahammil
,
which is barren but contains some

grazing.

Shutbah , a tract situated in a recess in the eastern flank of Jabal

TuWaiiJ and containing a village of the same name, is generally reckoned

to Aflaj ; but it lies in the direction of Widyan Dawasir and is included

by some authorities in that district ; its drainage appears to escape

north-eastwards into the neighbourhood of Badi ^ in Aflaj proper. - -
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We may note that the Aflaj district is ap^Darently skirted on the

south throughout a considerable proportion of its length, by a depression

called Jadwal which is to the north of Maqran and x>arallel to that

valley, but of much smaller size. The beginning and end of Jadwal

have not been successfully located ; but it appears to be shorter than

Maqran, which is said to extend the whole way from Jabal Tuwaiq
to the Dah^nah, and it is positively asserted that Jadwal and IMacjran

do not communicate with one another. According' to some authorities

the Jadwal depression receives a torrent called Harim from

the direction of Badi ' and swallows u]3 the Yahmum stream which,

as we have seen, rises near Rajaijiyah. Maqran is said to contain largo

Sidr and other trees, and wells at which animals can be watered.

Pojmlation.—As will be apparent from the toi:)ogra.phical table which
concludes this article, the settled inhabitants of Aflaj are mostly Dawasir
landowners and their cultivators of the Bani Khadhir tribe

;
but there

are also a few representatives of the Fadhul, Sahul and Sabai ^ and
possibly of the 'Anizah and of other smaller but still distinct tribes,

besides negro and half caste slaves/* The total number oL‘ the fixed

population of Aflaj may be roug*hly estimated at 22,000 souls. The
people are Wahhabis.

AgnculUire and general resozirces.—The topographical table at the end
of this article and the related articles to which it affords a clue contain
some information as to the crops and livestock of Aflaj. It appears that
the agricultural staples are dates, wheat, barley and lucerne^ and in a
lesser degree fruits, maize and millet. The fruit trees o£ the hill villages
are superior to those of the plains 5 but, in regard to livestock, the lo\A'cr

lying villages are the better provided with horses. The domestic
animals are those of Southern Najd generally, vis., camels, donkeys,
horned cattle, sheep and goats.

AilminutTation.~\\\ comparison with the more northern districts of
the Wahhabi dominions Aflaj is backward and uncivilised; and, in com in on
with Jihe neighbouring but still more remote district of Widyan
Dawasir, it seems to play but a small i^art in the political life of the
country. Aflaj appears to have been but little affected by the internecine
struggle, since 1880, between the rulers of Hail and Riyadh

;
but it is

^ According to Palgrave the half caste population at Kharfah i,i 1802 almost
equalled the Arab 111 numbers and, like full negroes, frequently wore nothing but a
waisfc cloth. Hospitality was meagre, and a want of sociability and u coarseness of
manners were observable. It should be added that Palgrave‘s account of his jouvney
to Kharfah does not inspire conHdence, chiefly on account of the position %vhich ho
assigns to it and to Aflaj with reference to adjoining districts.
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stated that the Walihahi Ainiu now extracts an annual revenue of about

120,000 from the district, of which i is paid by the Bedouins and | by

the villagers. The control of the settled villages of the plain appears to

he vested in the headmen (here called Amirs) of the principal villages of

Badi’, Kharfah, Lailah, Eaudhah and Saih, each of them being

answerable for the component hamlets of his own group : in the hills,

however, each village is independent of the others and subject to its own

Shaikh, the only exception being Wasit which is under Hamar.

Topoqraplij]—The following is a table, alphabetically arranged, of the

inhabited places in Aflaj ;—

Name.

’Amar

Badi’

Ghail

Position.

In the middle of the

tviansfle formed by
Lailah, Saih and
Kharfah and
about 3 miles from
each of those places.

The southernmost
village in Aflaj.

In the hills of Aflaj

16 miles to the

north-west of

Lailah, upon
^

a

depression which

runs down east-

wards to Wusailah.

Houses and inhabitants.

60 houses of Mughai-
lah, a shaikhly sec-

tion of the IPadhul,
and 40 of Bani
Khadhir who culti-

vate for them. The
people are said to

have come Irom
Bandhah 80 years

ago, on account of a

quarrel, and settled

here.

160 houses, of which
about 20 belong to

slaves.

Eemai'ks.

This village is inde«

pendent of Saih
and its name has

no connection with
the *Ammar section

of the Dawasir.
There are 2,000
date palms, all

young, and the usual

fruit trees and
cereals. Lucerne
and melons grow
freely. Water is at

6 fathoms. The
ordinary animals of

Aflaj are kept, but
there are no horses.

The Amir of ’Amar
is ’Abdur Kahman-
hin-Shabib of the

Mughairah.

See article Badi’.

The place is described

as extremely un-
healthy for Arabs,

and the date planta-

tions, which are very
large, are said to be

tended by hired

cultivators from the

plain villages. Water
is from springs.

The usual fruits,

cereals and lucerne

are grown. Bedouins
pillage the date-

groves of the absent

owners.
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Nauio* Position. Houses and inhabitants. Remarks.

Haddai
IM

In tlie hills of Afiaj

at a distance of 30
miles (or possibl,y

more) due west of

Badi’ and perhaps

16 miles south-

west of Hamar.
The drainage of

Haddar apparently
runs to BadP.

20 houses of Intaifat,

50 of Musarir and
100 of Wida’in,
all sections of
the Dawasir tribe

;

also 20 houses of
Bani Khadhir.
Besides these houses
there are many
detached Qasrs pos-

sessed by the same
tribes.

This is the highest in

elevation of the hill

villages of Aflaj and
also, apparently, the
most 1 emote. * The
maroli from Badi’
is .‘•aid to occupy 16
hours and to be
broken generally at

Dbaba’
5yah

where there are wells
and an abandoned
Qasr and where the
plain ends and the
hills begin. Water
is at 4 to 5 fathoms
below tlie surface.
There are said to be
7,000 date p.ilms and
a few fruit trees, be-
sides the usual crops
and domestic animals
of A.^aj.

Hamar In the hills, about
20 miles west of

Saih to which its

drainage descends.

300 bouses of Bawa-
sir of the Ishkarab
section, 100 of the
Hanabijah section,

and 80 of Bani
BZliadliir. Besides
these there are a
number of isolated

enclosures.

The name is said to bo
due to the fact that
the hills fz'om which
floods roach the vil-

lage are of a blood-
rod colour and that
the flood water itself

is red. There are
extensive datc-
grove.s, besides the
usual fruit trees,

cereals, lucerne and
melons

; also the
ordinary domestic
animals and 26
horses. Water stands
6 to 7 fathoms below
the surface.

Haradhah In the hills about 9

miles north-west of

Starab, at the head
of a valley which
runs down toWussi-
lah joining that
from Starah and
Ghail before it

reaches Wusailah,

100 houses of Sahul
of the *Anajid sec-

tion and 25 of Bani
Khadhir.

There are two routes
between Ghail and
Haradhah, one direct
and one by Starah.
The date trees hero
are estimated at

8,000 and the fruit

trees are specially

good. Water is at
3 to 4 fathoms.
Lucerne and the usual
cereals grow and
there are 10 horses
besides the ordinary
livestock of Aflsj.
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Niime. Position.

Kliarfah
A5

In the middle of the
district, 3 miles

north of Baudhah
and 5 or 6 miles

south-south-'west of

Lailah.

Lailali Towards the north

end of Aflaj, about
4 miles north*^esfc

of Saih. and 5

miles south of Wu-
sailah.

Marwan About 6 miles north
east of Bad!’.

Rajaiiiyah
U)

miles north
Marwan.

of

Houses and inhabitants.

30 houses of Dawa-
sir of the M ana*

sub-section of the

*Ammar, and 40 of

Bani Khadhir
cultivators living in

the date gardens.

Large numbers of

Bedouins resort but
do not reside here.

10 houses of Idgha-
mah Da-wasir and
30 of Bani Kha-
dhir ; the latter aie

cultivators hut re-

side within the

village enclosure.

Remarks.

See article Kharfah.

See article Lailah.

There are 6,000 date

palms, but no fruit

trees ; the usual cere-

als, lucerne, melons
and water-melons are

grown, and the ordi-

nary livestock of

Aflaj, besides some
horses, are kept. The
resident Dawasir
own half the,' date-

groves and the Be-
douins the other half.

Water is abundant at

4 fathoms. South-
west of Marwao, in

the direction of Badi’,

is a spot Qa’iyah <4^13

where there are no
fixed habitations, but
cultivators from
MarwSn raise crops
of wheat and barley.

Date palms are about
4,000, but there are

no other fruit trees ;

of the date groves
about I are owned by
Bedouins who resort

here in large num-
bers in the season.

Lucerne, melons and
cereals are cultivated

and there are the
usual livestock, also

12 horses. The water
in the wells is at 4
fathoms from the sur-

face. The Yahmum
siream, described
above, rises to the east

ot north-east of Rajai-

jiyah ; but the culti-

vation of its hanks
is prevented by the
Bedouins,
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Name. Positioa. Houses and inbabitants. Tlcrnarks,

Eaudhah About 3 miles south
of Kliarfah and
10 miles north by
west of Badi’.

... See article Ran-
dhah.

Saih About 4 miles south-

east of Lailah and
7 miles north-east

of Raudhah.

... See article Saih.

Shinadhir CDmm)
w

1| miles north of

Wusailah.
20 houses of Fadli-
til, forming a

Qasr, and 10 of

inferior tribes.

There are about 500
date palms. Water
in the wells is at

about 9 fathoms.

Shufbah At the head of a

valley which drains

down north-east-

wards to Hinu, a

place connected

with Badi’,

40 houses of Bani
Khadhir, cultiva-

tors. The owners
are Khadhrau Da-
wasir who re-

side elsewheie and
only visit the placo

to collect their share

of the produce in

the harvest.

There are 2,000 date

palms here, but no
fruit trees of other

kinds. There is also

ordinary cultivation

of cereals and lu-

cerne. The village

is described as cap-

able of much ini-

provomeni, but
greatly neglected by
its present owners.

Starah In the hills of Aflaj,

in the same valley

as Ghall, but per-

haps 12 miles fur-

ther up it and west-

wards.

20 houses of Sahtil of

the Qubabinali sec-

tion and 60 houses
of inferior tribes.

Cultivaiecl date palms
are estimaloti at

3,COO and vrild ones
at 1,500. The cul-

tivation and livestock

are the same as in

the other hill vil-

lages of Aflaj. The
water level is 2 to

3 fathoms below the
suiTaco of the
ground.

Wasil; In the same valley

as Hamar, but per-

haps 6 miles fur-

ther east and fur-

ther down.

30 houses of Da-
wasir of the Hu(>-
ban section and 20
of Bani Kliadliir.

Date palmjt number
about 7,00t) and are

partly owned by in-

habitants of Hamar.
Other fruits and
crops are average ; so

also are livestock, ex-

cept that there are no
Irorses. Water occurs
at 4 fathoms.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Remarks.

Wusailah About 5 miles iiovtb

of Lailah.
30 houses of Dawa-
sir, vh.9 20 of the

Arfaj and 10 of the

Ishkarah section

;

also 8 of Bani Hajir
and 20 of inferior

tribes.

There are no ordinary

fruit trees and only

about 500 date

palms ; but there is

good cultivation of

barley and wheat,

and melons, water-

melons, onions and
luceine are raised.

Irrigation is from
wells and the water

is raised by camel,

bullock or donkey
power from a depth

of 6 fathoms. There
are no horses

; but

sheep and goats are

numerous. Wusailah
is under Lailah,
In the middle of the

Wusailah lands is

some high ground
called Rifa’ah

with ruins of houses

;

it is now uncultivat-

ed as well as un-

inhabited.

A valley in the Sultanate of ’Oman which has its head at Najd

Wuqbahinthe Western Hajar and reaches the sea about half an hour

west of Saham Town in Batinah. The inhabited part of the valley

is in Hajar, where it is small and narrow : the houses are of mud

and stone. Dates are grown on terraces on the hills
; other crops are

wheats bajri and lucerne. The people, who are mostly Bani*’ Isa, also

own some sheep and cattle. The market-towns of W adi ’Ahin are

Sohar, Saham and Khaburah in Batinah. The following are the

villages of this Wadi in order from the coast upwards :

—

Name.
Distance in hours
from the coast.

On which bank
(proper).

Efouses and inhabitants. Resources.

Falaj-asb-Shak-

haviyin

5 Right. 50 houses of

Shakbarijin,

100 , camels, 150
donkeys and 800
sheep and goats.

^AHIN
(WADI)
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Names.
Distance in hours
from the coast.

On which bank
(proper).

Houses and inhabit-

aiits.
ficsourcoB.

Ghataifah 8 Left. 200 houses of

Bani Isa.

100 camels, 80
donkeys and

1,000 sheep and
goats.

GhadBaifah 8 Right. Do. 70 camels, 60
donkeys and 600
sheep and goats.

Wuqbali 12 Do.

i

100 lionscs of

Bani Ali.

200 camels, 160
donkeys and
2,000 sheep and
goats.

The population of WMi “’Aliin is thus about 3^000 souls. Najtl Wuqbah

is 2 hours above the village of the same name and about 4 north of

Yanqul in Dhahirah. The valley contains a flowing stream.

AHRAM The chief place in the Persian Cpast district of Tangistan
;

it is

situated 27 miles east-south-east'oTBushehr Town and 17 miles north-

north-west of Khnrmuj, the capital of the adjoining district of Dashti,

Ahram stands at a short distance from the right l)ank oF the Abram
or Bahushi stream, a little below its exit from the hills, and is overlooked

by the Kuh Gugardi mountain a few miles to the north-east ; its elevation

above the sea is 360 feet.

The town, which is not now walled, covers an area of nearly^ a

square mile j it is enclosed by date-groves on the nortli and sout-h, and

palms partially mask its western face also. On the south- w(.‘st si(h‘ is

a stone fort; the residence of the Khan of Tangis ban, which has walls

40 feet high and round towers at the four corners. The town witliin

is crowded with mud and stone houses and contains many mat hui.s, but

a large proportion of the houses are ruinous and uninhabited.

The inhabitants number about 1,500 souls and l)olong* to the

various tribes which, under the common denomination of Tajigistanis,

compose the population of the surrounding district. They depend on

the cultivation of wheat, barley, dates and water-melons and have no

industrial or commercial resources
; communication with Btishehr

however is maintained by constant caravans, Animals are 20 horse,
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5 mules^ 40 camels, ^00 donkeys, 70 cattle and 1,500 sheep and goats,

and the date palms are estimated at 20,000. Grazing in the neighbour-

hood of Ahram is excellent, but water though abundant is very brackish.

The largest but not the most important district in Southern AHWAZ
'Arabistan.

DISTRICT
Position and boundaries,—Ahwaz district reaches on the west almost

to the Karkheh river, meeting there the district of Hawizeh; on the

south it is bounded by the districts of Muhammareh and Fallahiyeh,

on the south-east by the district of Jarrahi, on the east by the district of

Ramuz, on the north-east by the Bakhtiyari country, and on the north

by the districts of Shushtar and Dizful.

Natural features and general topography great plain between

the Karun river and the Ramuz District, which has no general name

though parts of it are distinguished and designated, lies entirely in the

Ahwaz District, of which it forms about half ,* this plain is generally grassy,

and in favourable years it is sprinkled with patches of wheat cultivation.

After rain it becomes swampy, and in some seasons the mosquitoes are very

troublesome. The Gupal stream enters the plain at its eastern end and

forms a marsh at Shakheh towards its centre
;
and the principal hills

are those of Ahwaz and Bunneh, elsewhere described. A considerable

strip of country, parallel to the Karuu river on its east fiide, is drained by

the Malih hollow which begins near Ahwaz and ends near Gharaibeh in

the Fallahiyeh District
;

a ridge of higher country divides the marshes

formed by the Malih in its lower course from the overflow southwards

towards the Jarrahi of the surplus waters of the Gupal stream. The

main feature, however, of the Ahwaz District is the Karilu river bisecting

it, which is the subject of a separate article. The part of the

district to the west of the Karun is still, except for information from

native sources, virtually a terra incognita,

* lb has been suggested that jl^I ^Ahwaz) is a corruption of jl^| , the plural

of the word (Huz) common in Southern ’Ara,bistan in the sense o£ a

cultivated area or estate. The conjecture is plausible, and furnishes an explanation

at the same time of the origin of the name Hawizeli, and possibly even of that

of ** Khuzistan ” the old name of ^Arabistan which may have been in

the beginning Hiizistan.’* Another derivation of Ahwaz is given ^in Cnrz-n’s

Persia, II, 361 (footnote) ; see also Le Strange, p. 2S2.

b
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The following is a table of the principal iiattiral feaLurcs and locali-

ties having names which occur in the district *

Name

1

Position. Nature. Remarks.

’Adhaui (Tnbaij
Umm-al-)

tti

Adjoinintj the range
ot hills near

Ahwaz Village.

A small rocky hill. The outliers of the

Ahwaz hills, of which
this is one, lio more or

less parallel to the
main range.

Ahwaz (fCtih-i- or

Jabal-al-)

or

Cross the Karhn
river at Ahwaz
Village and ex-

tend in the direc-

tion of Banneh.

H ills. See article on Southern
’Arabistaii.

Araibiyeh
Ui

11 miles north of

Thiulyeh, close to

Tawileh; etc.

A locality. Bawiyeh of the ^Amur
section frequent this

place.

Asa 1 (Shaikh) 8 miles east of

IsmalH on the

Karun.

A camping ground. So named from the
Shaikh—still alive

—

of a Bawiyeh section

who are accustomed

1

to pitcli here.

Banneh
«AI

Several, perhaps
9 or 10, miles
south or south

-

eouth'Cabt of the
point where the

Kasiri-Ramuz
route crosses the

Gtipal Stream.

A group of hills with
the lands adjoining.

The hills appear to be

a oontinaation of the
ridge which crosses
the Karun river at

Ahwaz Village.
Bawiyeh of the
Bait ISunhair section

camp and cultivate
at this place ; also

numerous Ka’ab of
the Mnqaddum divi-

sion. The prosonco of

two lions hex’0 was
reported in 1904.

Bu’airish On the IS'asiri-

Ramuz road,
beginning nbout
3 miles east of tne
Gtipal Stream
and ending 3
miles further east

at the border of
the Ranxuz
District.

A level plain with
vestiges of a deserted
village.

Bawiyeh of the
*Atuur section and
Olliers are to he found
here in winter. The
name of the place is

also given as Libalrish

Biiaa’

He tU-.

16 miles south by
east of Nasiri,
on the left bank
of the Malih.

j 1 _ •

A locality. This spot is upon the
direct route from
Hasiri to Oharaibeh
in the BallShiyeh
District.

* Except those on the Karun river, the article on which may be oonstilted,
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Name.

Bumeh (Tal)

Buwairdeh

Chinaibeh

Faris (Tubaij)

Faqaisat (Chai)

Gharaibeh

G-upa
1 Stream

J'i/

Hanzi (Shaikh)

Hilweh

SjJLa.

Hisan (Dob-al-)

Potition Natine Pomarks.

About 4 miles
north-east of

Wais.

A locality. The inhabitants are
Hotah or shepherds
not belonging to any
particular tribe.

4 to 5 miles east of
Wais.

Ditto. This is a habitat of

j

Salamat Arabs of
the Masakh section.

On the right bank of

tlie Kariin 4 miles

above Karaishan.

Ditto.
t

Frequented by
Bawiyeh of the
Bait Khaz’al section.

Adjoins the Ahwaz
hills, apparently
to the westward
of Thiniyeh.

A rooky ViilL See ' remarks under
Tubaij Umm-al-
'Adham.

2 miles north of

Shakheh.
A locality. The Faratiseh tribe are

found here.

7 miles east bj*

north of Wais.
A place with shallow
wells, where there

arc generally 16 to

20 households of
Hamaid Arabs,
apparently poor. The
population varies

with the season.

The routes from
AhwSz Village and
Wais to 'Alwaniyeh
unite here. After
rain there is a large
body of standing
water at this place
which to travellers is

better known as Kunar,
on account of a large
tree which forms a
landmark.

Enters the district

on its eastern side

towards the north
and ends in the
marsh at Shakheh.

See article Gtipal,

12 miles sonth-
sonth-east of
Wasiri.

,

A camping ground. Bawiyeh Bedouins
pitch here, and the
place takes its name
from one of their

former Shaikhs.

About 8 miles north
of Shakheh.

A locality. There is fresh water
here on which the
Jama* tribe in the
neighbourhood depend
for their supply.

1

Between Wasiri
and Fallahiyeh
Town, about 20
miles from the
latter.

Ditto. One of the seats of the
A1 Bu *Atuwi and
Al Bu Balid sections

of the Bawiyeh.

D 2
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Name, Position. Nature. RcmarkB,

Imbaraki

ill

11 miles east of

Ismaili on the

Karun and close

to Khudhairijat.

A locality. Bawiyeli of the Bait
Kaliamch section

occupy this neighbour-
hood.

Ishtireh (Khar)

I

On the right bank
of the Kartin
nearly opposite

Ahwaz Village.

A depression forming
a line of drainage.

The ’Anafljeh tribe

formerly extended as

far south as this

point.

Jarbeh
11 miles south-east

of Nasiri.
A locality. Bawiyeh arc found

here of the Hilai-

chiyeh sub-section of

the Nawasir section

of the tribe. The
name of this place is

pronounced Yarbeh.

Jarrah (Na^ir-

bin-)
12 miles south-east

of Muzaffari on
the Karun.

A camping ground. The name is pronounced
Yarrab. Nomad
Bawiyeh frequent
this spot which is

named after one of

thoir Shaikhs, now
deceased

.

Jasim (Saiyid)
oa

In the Bu’airish
plain towards its

north-west side.

Ditto. Occupied in winter by
Saiyid families.

Kadhina

r

Karaid

Karun Biver

Knudhaisiyat

Ditto. A resort, of Bawiyeh
nomadsj, taking its

name from one of

their former Shaikhs.

2 miles north of
Thiniyeh.

A locality.

Traverses the dis-
trict with a south-
westerly course.

Frequent od by the Al
Darunn Bubseetioa of

tho Nawiisir section

of the Bawiyeh, but
often unoccupied even
in winter. There is a
well of fresh water
and, after rain, a
standing pool here.

Sec article KSrun.

11 miles east of
Tsmalli on the
Karun and close
to Imbaraki.

A locality. Frequented by Bltwi-
yeh of the Bait
llahameh section.
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Name. Position, Natare. Be marks.

Luqbair On the right bank
of the Karun
adjoining and
including the vil-

lage of Kut Sai-
yid Isma’il.

A tract. The M arawuneh tribe
have their head-quar-
ters here. The correct
form of the name is

Al-Qabair

Malih Begins in the
Thiniyeh or gap
in the Ahwaz hills

and ends at, or just
short of, Gharaibeh
on the Jarrahi
Eiver.

A hollow running
from north to south
and carrying the
drainage, after rain,

of a large extent of
country ; at such
times it becomes a
flowing stream of

slightly brackish
water.

From the neighbour-
hood of Nasiri to

a point 6 miles north
of

^
Ghai'aibeh the

Malih lias a canal-
like bed, beyond
this it has no banks
and after wet wea-
ther spreads over the
country westwards
and south-westwards
as far as the eye can
see.

Mandil (Tubaij)

^:u
Adjoins the Ahwaz

hills.

A stony hill or hil-

lock.

As at Tubaij ’Umm-al-
*Adham.

Marid (Shaikh) 2 miles south of
Shaikh Asad.

A camping ground. Komad Dawiyeh
occupy this place,
which takes its name
from one of their
present Shaikhs.
About 1 mile to the
east of Shaikh Marid
is a ruined Imamza-
deh called J^aghrur*

Miz’al (Bait)

cJLtfy«

.

13 miles east by
south of Isma’ili

on the Karlin, 1

upon the right
bank of an old

canal which ran
from Nasiri in

the direction
of Fallahiyeii
Town.

Ditto. A resort of Dawiyeh
nomads, called after
a Shaikh now deceas-
ed.

Musarbeh (Jabal)
(spelling un-
certain).

...

... See Ktih-i-Ahwaz above.
The name is also pio-
nounced XJnisarheh.

QamisL 4 miles south of
Thiniyeh.

A locality. Bawiyeb of the
Awaudeh subsection
of the KawSsir section
are found here.
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Bakhtiyari country or in a tract adjoining the Gargar of wliicli the

position; administratively, appears to be doubtful.

Name. Position

.

N-itare. Remarks.

Alwaniyeli
w

On the Bakhtiyari
Eoad between the

Eaghaiweh tract

on the west and
the Gypsum Hills,

which here bound
the Ahwaz plain

on the east; its

nearer edge is

thus about 23

1

miles east by
north of Wais
and the further

one about 25
miles. It is divi-

ded from Eagh-
aiweh by the Shlir

watercourse.

A tract of land of

which the limits are

imperfectly defined ;

it appears to include
other smaller tracts

known as Darrehbid,
Umm-al-Gharab, Sal-

miyeh, and Umm-
at-Tarfeh

; and it

contains a white
oil spring at its

eastern end near the
foot of the hills.

Salmiyeh is some-
times used as halt-

ing place by travel-

lers on the Bakhti-

3’ari Eoad.

Wheat and barley
are cultivated about
’Alwaniyeli by
nomads, chiefly

Hamaid Aiabs, in

the winter inontiis

;

and in spring there
is good pasture in the
neighhourhciod. The
place is also visited

by so-called Turkish
tribes under the ^pro-
tection of the Bakli-
tiyaris.

^

’Alwaniych
is in the jurisdiction

of the Bakhtiyari
Khans.

Barrehbid
tu

Included in the

'Alwanlyeh tract.

A locality. ...

Gharab (Umm-al) Ditto. Ditto. • ••

'

Haddam
mt

On the east side

of the Gargar,
striking that
river about 8
miles by water
above Band-i-
Qir.

A hollow which after

rain contains water
and becomes a left

bank tributary of
the Gargar.

The neighbourluxid
of Haddam is fre-

quented by varitms
tribes- Salaixiat
are found to the north
of it and Hamaid
on both sides

; _south
of it are the A1 Bu
Harmeh, who arc per-
haps a branch of the
Muhaisin.

Hasaniyeh
w

11 miles east of
Saiyid Hasan on
the Gargar.

A locality. The inhabitants arc
Hamaid of the
' Attab section.

Hubaisliij at 5 miles from
Eaghaiweh in the
direction of

ISTasiri.

Ditto.
'

Salamat of the
^ Abdu Waig section
and others are to be
found hero. This
place formerly belong-
ed to the Hamaid.
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Kharraa

Linhairi

Nihairiyeh

Qaswan

Raghaiweh

On tlie east side of

Gargar from
Bulaiti down to

Saijid Hasan.

A tract seamed by
numerous drainage
hollows, whence its

name.

11 miles east by
north of Wais, on
the north side of

the Bakhtijari
Road.

I

About one mile A locality,

from Nihairiyeh,
apparently east-

wards.

On the Bakhtiyari I

Road, between the

Shur watercourse
and a point 3-|

miles to the west
of it ; ’Alwaniyeh
is immediately to

the east of it,

divided from it by
the Shur.

A tract of open
country with a well
of fresh water to-

wards its western
end.

Frequented by the Bait
Sha’aibath subsection
of the Dilfiyeh sec-
tion of the *Anafl-
jeh and by the Bani
Na’ameh division of
the Hardan. There
is a Qadamgah here
called Shiraif.

See Nihairiyeh below.

Wells and a small
permanent Arab
camp similar to

those at Umm-al- i

Gharaibeh.

Also called Linhairi.
The occupants are
Hamaid of the
Kharamizeh section
and pay revenue to
the S^sam-as-Salta-
neh, Ilkhani of the
Bakhtiyaris.

Hamaid of tl]ie

'Abdu "Wais and other
sections and with them
’ Anafijeh of the
* Abadat section re-

sort to this place.

Raghaiweh was for-
merly included in the
territories of the
Shaikh of Muham-
mareh, but jurisdic-
tion over it was
gradually acquired by
the Khans of the
Bakhtiyaris and
for some years a dis-
pute existed which
was a cause of heart-
burning. During
this period Raghai-
weh became a place
of refuge for discon-
tented subjects of the
Shaikh emigrating
from his jurisdiction.

Eventually in 1905
an arrangement was
reached between the
Shaikh and the
Ilbaigi of the Bakk-
tiyaris by which
the former was per-
mitted to remove his
subjects and also
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Name. Position. Nature. Komar IvS.

obtained a lease of

the tract. This
arrangement is not

agreeable to the

Tlkhani of the

Baklitiyaris who
is the owner of the

land. At the end of

1906 the only inhabit*

ants wore Hamaid
occupying a tribal

camp which the Shaikh
of Muhammareh
had establisliod at the
west end of the tract

for the protection of

tho Bakhtiyari Road.
So-called Turkish
tribes under Bakli-
tiyari protection also

visit Raghaiweli.

Salmlyeli
<ta

In the ’Alwani}eb
tract at its west

end, adjoining the

ShtLr watercourse.

A camping ground
with wells.

This is the ordinaiy
halting place in ’Al-

waniyeh for travellers

by the Bakhtiyari Road.
At times a few tents or

shelters of Hamaid,
Arabs arc to bo found
here and water is ob-

tainable ; at others
tho place is deserted

and waterless.

Shtlr Between the ’Al-

waniyeh and Rag-
baiweh tracts, the

former being on its

left and the latter

on its right bank.

A waiercourso crossed

by the Wais
Ramuz road at 23-|

miles from Wais.

The bed is saline and
generally dry.

Tillages and population*— fixed villages of tlie district a.!*c almost

withont exception situated ux^on the Katun, the largest being Hasiti,

Muzaffari, Ahwaz, Braikeh and Wais ;
and the settled pox)uInti(>n of

the district, including besides the Katun villages the large seini-])er-

manent settlements of Banneh and Shakheh, may be estimated at 1 3,000

souls. The sedentary population consists chiefly of Bawiyeh, Al Bu

Kurd^ Dizfulis, Shushtaris and Ma^awiyeh
j
but among them there are

Hamaid, Zarqan^ Hawashim and Muhaisin^aud a very few ’Ikrish iuul

Sabians- The Ka^ab of Banneh and Sh^heh are here reckoned among
the fixed inhabitants of the district, and there is x^i'^^pottion of misceOan-
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eons Arabs and Persians. The mud brick used in domestic architecture is

of the same pattern as in the Jarrahi District.

The nomad population is very much larger, amounting to about

o 7,930 souls, and includes the bulk of the Bawiyeh tribe and of the

’Anafijeh; besides these there are Paratiseh, Hamaid^ Hardan,

Hawashim, Jama", Ka'ab, Marawuneh, Muhaisin, Al bu Rawayeh,

Bait Sa’ad, Salamat, Shawakir, Bani Tamim and Zarqan J
o£ these the

Hamaid, Hardan and Salamat are chiefly found on the outskirts of

the district, in the quarter to which the second of the topographical tables

given above refers.

The following is a tabular account of the principal among the

minor tribes which have their headquarters in, or are peculiar to, this

district ;

—

Name. Location. righting strength. RemarkB.

Faratiseh Cbai Faqaisat. 60» of whom 20 are

mounted and 20 are

armed with rifles.

The Faratiseh are poli-

tically allied to the
Bawiyeh, but they
are said to be of Bani
Xiam stock and to

have immigrated
from the neighbour-
hood of ’Amarah
on the Tigris.

Hawashim Muwailheh and
Aminiyeh on the

Karun, and scat-

tered.

150, of whom 130
have rifles; but none
are mounted.

The Hawashim have
100 mules and donkeys
and pay in their reve-

nue at Wais. The
tribe are said to be
related to the Kinanah
section of the Bani
Dam.

Jama’ Ou the GrUpal
stream.

150, of whom 60 are

mounted and 60
have rifles.

They are politically

connected with the

Bawiyeh; but pay
revenue at Ktit-ash-

Shaikh to the Samsam-
ud-Dauleh, Ilkhani of

the Bakhtiyaris.
They draw their fresh

water at Hilweh.
Their livestock are 100

1

camels, 200 cattle and
2,000 sheep and goats.

Ma’awiyeh Braikeh on the

Karun.
200, of whom 60 have

rifles and 30 are

mounted.

At one time subordi-

nate to the Bawiyeh,
but now recognised as

a separate tribe.
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Name. Positiofl. Fighting strength. Romarhs.

Marawuneh Bight bank of the

Karun between
Ammijeh and
Li’aimi and to 20
miles inland

;
their

focus is at Luq-
bair.

200, all with rifles, of

whom 60 are mount-
ed.

This tribe piy half their

revenue through the

’Anafijeli and the

other half direct to the

Shaikh of Muham-
ntiareli’s Deputy-
Governor at IS'asiri.

They own 100 camels,

400 cattle nnd 5,000

shoei) and goats.

Rawayeh (A1 Bq) Li’aimi on the

Karun and Khai-
rabad on the

Karkheh, the

latter in the Diz-
ful District.

200, of whom 50 are

mounted and all are

armed with rifles.

The position of the Al
Bu Biiwayoh in reve-

nue matters is the

same as that of the

Marawuneh . Thci r

livestock are 100
camels, 200 cattle and
2,000 sheep and goats.

They bear an evil

rei^utation as thieves

and robbers.

Shawakiv

y!r^

Shawweh. 50, of whom 10 are

mounted and 20 have
ri0es.

They are subjects of
the Shurafa of the
Hawizeli District,

but their revenue is

!

paid through the
Shaikh of the Bawi-
yeh, with whom they
are politically allied.

They have 20 camels,
60 cattle and 800
shcex) and goats.

Apart from the Hawashim and Ma^awiyeh^ all of whom are Kod.tledj

and from 20 families of Al Bu Rawayeh in the Dizful District, tlieso.

minor tribes appear to be entirely nomadic and to represent a Bedouin

population of about 2,250 souls. They all cultivate whieat and barley, and
some of tbe Haw§.shim are weavers.

Jffnculfure, trade and communications .—These subjects ai-o dealt

with in the general article on ’Arabistan
;
but here it may bo noted that

there is an old disused canal leaving the Karun at Ahwaz Village, whi<ili

runs southwards for 30 miles and is lost in the marslics on the right bank
of the JarraM west of Gharaibeh. On the western side of the Karun
a canal, it is said, formerly took off at Maqtti^ and ran to Hawizeh.
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Administration:—The distriot is subject to the Shaikh of Muham-
mareh who manages it through a Deputy-Governor with head-quarters

at Nasiri—at present a nephew named Haji Shaikh Rahmah
;
the Deputy

Governor only acts on orders from the Shaikh and has little real power

outside the village in which he resides. The Shaikh of Muhammareh
is also represented in the district by various political agents : the

principal of these at the present time are Mulla Thani at Kut-an-

Naddafiyeh Kabir^ through whom the revenue of the Hamaid and

Faratiseh and that of a few of the ’Anafijeh is collected; Mulla Abus

Saiyid at Muzaffari, who is responsible for the A1 Bu Kurd commu-

nity in that neighbourhood; and Shaikh ^Anayeh at Umm-at-Tamair^

who is in charge of the right bank of the Karun generally and through

whom part of the Hardan tribe pay their revenue. These agents

usually deal with their master direct and not through his representative

at Nasiri, but there is no fixed rule in the matter. The Shaikh of

Muhammareh maintains police posts on the Karun in this district at

Eut-an-Naddafiyeh Saghir (10 rifles), at Milaihan (^0 rifles, of whom

10 are mounted) and at Qajariyeh (60 rifles, of whom 50 are mounted).

For administrative purposes the Ahwaz district is roughly divided into two

tracts, that of Bawiyeh on the east, and that of Karun upon the river.

So much of the district as lies west of the Karun is claimed by the

Nizam-as-Saltaneh as his property, and it is understood that the Shaikh of

Muhammareh pays him 3,000 Tumans a year on account of the tract

but does not admit the validity of his title.

A considerable village on the left’bank of the Karun river, situated

at the head of the rapids to which it gives its name and at the western

end of a range of sandstone hills which subside before reaching it but

re-appear at some distance on the opposite side of the river. The elevation

of Ahwaz is 220 feet above the sea, and it stands upon a somewhat high

bank ;
the country behind it is desert. At the north end of the village,

on an elevated salient of the river bank, there was until recently a large,

dilapidated, rectangular Persian fort, but it has now been pulled down for

the sake of the materials : an Imamzadeh shrine is still a feature of the

place. In the stream, opposite to the lower end of the village, are some

mills which are removed in time of flood ;
and a little below these again

is a blufi or rock, forming part of the bank and traversed by galleries

AHWAZ

VILLAGE
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which probably carried mill races in former times. Immcdin.toly below

this rock is a garden on the bank belonging to the Muh^n-ut-Tnjjar.

Houses number about 160, and, except a few which are of stone,

are built of sun-dried bricks. The population is about 800 souls
; most

of them are Arabs of mixed tribes, but there are some Persians
; the

majority are engaged in agriculture, but about 60 mules are kept. To

Ahwaz belong 17 sailing boats of 10 to 15 tons burden, besides tbe

river steamer Shushan of 30 tons eapacity and her barge of 50 tons
;

there is also an iron barge belonging to the Mn'’iu-ut-Tnjjar. Without

the help of sails the native boats, which can be and are towed uj) tlie

rapids when necessary, drop down the river from Shalaili on the

Gargar to Ahwaz in 3 days, or with a good stream sometimes in 24)

hours, and from Ahwaz to Muhamiuareh in from 4 to* ^6; days
; some

pilgrims to Karbala adopt this means of conveyance, especially those

from Shushtar and the Bakhtiyari country and a few from Isfahan.

There is a ferry at Ahwaz with two small boats. Tlie rapids arc fully

described in the article on the Karun river. Ahwaz is silaiated

in the Southern ’Arabistan district of Ahwaz and ilis revenues

are equally divided between the local headman and th.o Shaikh of

Mnhammareh.

Ahwaz, under the name of Huiunuz-Ardashlr, was in early times the
capital of ’Arabistan; but it suffered greatly dining the rebellion of tlu'

Zanj in the 9th century A.D., and was for a time the residence oi‘ their

leader. It was partially restored by the Buyids in the 1 0th century
;

and the main town, situated on the cast bank of the Karun, wa-s iben
connected by a masonry bridge with a quarter whicli stood on an island
in the river.^

The principal tribe, Bedouins being excluded, of the Kharj distri(d, in

Southern Najd; they are found in the villages of 'Adhar, Dilam
Sulaimiyah and Yamamali. They are possibly identical with the section
caUedHyadah of the great ’Anizah bribe; but some authorities
would^identify them with the 'Aidh section of the Qahtan. A very
few Aid are found also in the ’Aridh District, and there are some ’Aid
or ’Aidh in Zilfi ia Sadair.

* Le strange.
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A valley in tlie Dhahirah district of the ’Oman Sultanate; which^ ^AIN
rising in Jabal-al“Kor at the eastern end of Dhahirah^ runs westwards (WADI-AL-)
to the neighbourhood of ’Ibri where it joins Wadi Sanaisah Its villages

in order from its head downwards are as follow :

—

Name. Position. Bank. Houses and iuliabit-

auts.
EeMA.B3£«.

Hail Bani Hina 3 hours to west- Right. 100 houses of Stands under a
lid) Jua ward of Najd- Bani Hina. jagged square

al-Barak. perpendicular

clifi called Ja-

bal Misht

: re-

sources are 25
camels, 50 don-
keys and 600
sheep and goats.

Dham 5 hours below Do. 80 houses of Bani Livestock are 30

r Hail Bani Hina. camels, 20
Hina. donke3’s and

700 sheep and
goats.

Ain Bani Sarikh 3 hours below Do. 70 houses of Bani Animals are 20
Dham. Sarikh. camels, 20

donkeys and
400 sheep and

Kubarak

goats.

3 hours below Do. 40 houses of Bani This hamlet with
’Ain Bani Jissas. its date groves
Sarikh. suffered severe-

ly from drought

in 1903. iWe
are 20 camels,

20 donkeys and
600 goats and
sheep.

Salaif 20 miles be- Both. 150 houses of Salaif is prac-

low Kubarah. Mauadharah and
200 of Suwa-

tically a subxirb

of ’Ibri, from
wifah. which it is dis-

tant 2 miles to

the east-south-

east. There is

a small fort on
the east bank of

the Wadi over-

looking an aque-
duct. Dates and
lucerne are

grown. There
are 40 camels,

100 donkeys
and 600 sheep

and goats.

The population of Wadi-al-^Ain is approximately 8,060 souls.
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’AINAIN
JT

AJA
or

IJA
(JABAL)

A branch of the A1 Subaih section of the Bani Khalid tviboj fmmcl in

Qatar and Bahrain: in the former they have 400 houses at Wakrah,

and in the latter 75 houses at ’Askar and 20 at Muharraq 'I'owii. lu

religion they are Maliki Sunnis. The Al Bu ’Aiuaiu gain their liveli-

hood as pearl-divers, pearl-merchants and boatmen. None of them are

pastoral; but a proportion, though smaller than in the case of the other

settled tribes of Qatar, hve in tents in the interior during part of the

cold season.

The Dohah quarter of Dohah is said to have been founded early

in the 19th century by Al Bu ’Ainain, who did not remain there long but

were removed in 1838 to Euwais and Fuwairat and sid)seqiu'ntly

settled at Wakrah.

A range of mountains in the Jabal Shammar principality and one of

the chief physical features of northern Najd ; it bounds the Batn plain

in which Hail stands on the north-west, being interposed between Batn
and the Nafud and divided from the latter by a strip of hard gravelly

ground in places 3 hours wide. The length of Aja is about 7.0 miles,*

its breadth is about 15, and its general direction is from north-cast to

south-west. Its elevation is fairly constant and about 1,000 feed, above
the surrounding plains, but one peak (Jabal Fara’ ey

) immediately to

the west of Hail is 5,550 feet hight and so rises fully 3,000 foot above
the town. There are no subordinate ranges or spurs of importance. The
material of Jabal Aja is a coarse-grained granite of grey, pink or
reddish-brown colour ; the strata are inclined to the horizon at; an ano'le

of 55°
; and the sides of the hills, in places vertical, are generally so sleep

that the number of points from which they can bo aseonded is limited.
Wells and springs abound ; the hdlsbear brushwood and, in valleys whore
there is watei, fine palms

; there is also a tree, resembling a tamarisk in
appearance, which yields gum mastic and is perhaps the Talh. A si)eeies
of wild goat is found. Snow is seen, but not often, upon Jabal Aja.

The principal features of the range are two : first a remarkable
enclosed valley in the east flank of the ran?o near Hail, called ’Aadah

• Ac«ovdmg to EnUrJ/curml de Voyage, page 638) only so much of the ran-

'

asn n ..
u vuijf ou ujuua or irie

IS red w ( alM d]a («*., the po.tion north-west of Jafaifah) and the remainder is called
Ju[£lZ8)!IXL

t As calculated by Lieutenant F. Fraser Hunter from an observation bv HnhAv
(see fooinote to article Jabal ShaDSmar), ^ Huber
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described elsewhere under its own name ; and second, a defile known

as Ri^-as-Salf which pierces the range about 4 miles south-west

of ’Aqdah and carries the ordinary route from Hail to Taimah and the

west. The entrance of the on the east is close to Qafar and the

exit on the west is near Muqaq ; the distance between these points may

be 20 miles in a straight line. The crest of the intermediate pass is about

1,000 feet above the level of Hail ; the descent from it on the west is steep

and rugged, and at some distance below the top on the western side is

a place where cold springwater falls from a cliff.

Minor valleys which descend from Jabal Aja on its east side are
Of

itt order from south to north: Umm Sinam ,.1, Taraf Jauj?.,
tt)

Khashmat ^Awad Ghamr Ratawiyah ,
Ratawi ,

Mishlah Suq Jj-. 'Ariki Shahriz Baidha

Taraiq ;
Dahbi ,

Hijiri (Sj^, Fahaidi
,
Jardi (s^)^ ,

Ahaimir ,
Jasha^ami j

*Atun ,
Ghalghal and

Tawarin cyjy* . Those on the west face are Ruwaihli ,
Wubari

,
Dhalmah ,

Homah Nuwaiyah Baidhatain
,

Daqalah iJjo and Wakah All these glens, except the first four near

the south-eastern corner, are said to contain trickling springs at which

the wild goats drink. In most of them are date palms, owned by

Shskmniar Bedouins,**’ which fiourish on the water of the subsoil
;
the

owners, who live elsewhere at other times, camp in the groves to enjoy

the fruit from May to September and obtain their drinking water from

wells which are numerous and often very shallow. The large valley of

^Aqdah is the only one permanently inhabited. Tuwarin contain^

Himyaritic inscriptions and ancient drawings qn the rocks,

Also known as Quarantine Island, a long narrow island in the Shatt-

al-^Arab beginning about two miles below the British Consulate at

Basrah and ending at 10 ^ miles below the same place ; its length is thus 8i

miles, while its breadth, which is fairly uniform, is on the average about

J of a mile only. '^Ajairawiyah is divided from the left bank of the

Shatt-al-’Arab by a channel called Salhiyah which is navigable

by launches, lighters and boats at high tide, and by the mainstream from

* For a list of tbe palm groves and their owners see Huber's Journal de Voi/aoe,

pages,664r-^67f
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the right bank of the river ;
the island subtends all the villages on the

left bank from Kut-al-Ju^ to Nahr Jasim^ and those from Khorah to

Abul Hamad on the right bank.

The following is a table of the places on ^Ajairawlyah in order from

the upper to the lower end of the island :

—

Name. Position. Xx^abitants and bouses. Bemarks.

Salhiyah

or

Lisan

The tip of the
island nearest to

Basrah.

Now occupied by
the Basrah
Lazaret.

The lazaret and quaran-
tine station of Basrah,
from which the whole
island derives its alter-

native name, are situat-

ed here on land belong-
ing to Haji Ibrahim-
az-Zabair. There are

about 4,000 date palms.

Shamallyah
tti

About one mile
below Lisan,
opposite to the
mouth of the
Saraji creek on
the right bank of
the Shatt-al-
’AraTt).

100 souls of ’Idan,
inhabiting huts.

A tract containing about
4,000 date trees. The
inhabitants own a few
livestocJfc.

Sa’aiwan About one mile
below Shamali-
yah, opposite to
the Mina creek
on the left bank
of the Shatt-al-

^AraTb.

80 souls of ’Idan.
The dwellings are
huts, except one
large stone house
on the north
shore which be-
longs to the
principal Shaikh
of the island.

Bo.

Sidrah About f of a mile
below Sa’aiwan,
opposite the Za ir

creek on the left

bank of the
Shatt-al-^Arab.

50 souls of ’idSn,
occupying a few i

huts.
1

The inhabitants own
about 2,500 date palms
and a few cattle, sheep
and goats. The place
is owned by Haji
Dawud-al-Fadagh

.

PadaghiyaTi
du 1 of a mile below

Sidrah, opposite
to Yusifan on the
right bank of the
Shatt-al-’Arab.

130 souls of Atub,
inhabiting huts.

Resources are described
as 5,000 date palms, 30
cattle, 30 sheep and
goats, and 5 horses.

“ Amnkdas
(spelling uncer-

tain).

On the north shore,

§ of a mile below
Fadaghiyah and
facing the Gawam
creek on the left
bank of the Shatt-
al-’Arab.

150 souls of ’Atub,
dwellers in huts.

1

Bo.
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Name. Position. lobabitants and houses. Remarks.

Yamin On the south shore,
level with “Amuk-
das ** and oppo-
site the mouth of
the Hamdan creek
013 the right bank
of the Shatt-al-
’Arab.

350 souls of ’Atub
and other tribes.

The habitations
are huts except
for several stone
houses.

Oats, wheat, rice and
fruit are grown and
theie are 1,000 date
palms. Livestock are
iOO cattle, 70 sheep and
goats and 3 horses.
There are here an. ice
factory and flour mills
erected by Yamin
Harun, a Jew, in
1905-06,

Hiramtan (Kut) i a mile below
Yamin.

130 souls of ^Idan,
living in huts.

There are about 1,000
date palms, and other
fruits are grown and
wheat is cultivated.
Livestock are one or
two horses and about
25 cattle and 30 sheep
and goats.

Wa’aibal On the north shore
of the island, | a

mile below Hiram-
tan and nearly
opposite tbe Kut-
ash-Shaikh creek

on the left bank
of the Shatt-al-

’Arab.

80 sonls of ’Atub,
occupying huts.

Do.

Sangar On the south shore

of the island,

opposite to Sangar
on the right bank
of tbe Shatt-al-

’Arab.

Do. Do., except that the date
palms are only half a*?

numerous.

DirraH
w

On the south shore
of the island, one
mile from its*

lower extremity
and opposite to
Sabiliyat on the
right bank of the
Shfitt-al-’Arab

.

130 souls of ’Atub,
dwellers in huts.

As at Sangar above.

MufraK-ad-Da'aiji

^^=^1 jjjht

The tip of the
island furthest

from Basrah : it

is called Mufraz
on account of the

reunion here of

the Salhiyah
channel with the

main stream of the

180 souls of ’Atub.
The habitations

are huts.

Date palms number about
2,000 and wheat,
barley and other fruits

are grown. Livestock
are 50 cattle, 50 sheep
and goats, and S horset..

river.

¥ ^
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Some date plantations on the island are owned by nephews of the present

Shaikh of Kuwait.

It will be seen that the total population of ^Ajairawiyah is about

1,500 souls, aad that they belong chiefly to the ’Idan and 'Atub tribes,

The present total number of date trees seems to be about 80,500,

^AJAJ
(QAL^AT-

AL-)

Sometimes pronounced ^Ayay. This is the only name by which the

Portuguese Fort on Bahrain Island is known among the surrounding

villages ; but the townspeople of Manamah, especially the Persians

among them, generally call it QaPat-al-Farangi , The fort,

a regular bastioned Portuguese construction of the 16th century,

is now an untenanted ruin. It is situated on the north coast of Bahrain

Island, 3^ miles west of the Manamah fort, stands -about 150 yards

from the beach, and covers nearly 2 acres of ground. The top of the

highest portion still standing is 80 feet above sea level
;
and there is

a deep well in the centre, lined with excellent masonry, but now dry.

AJIRUB Or ^A
3airub; by Persians called Ab--i-Girub <.^1

. A considerable

permanent stream in the Dizful District of ^A'rabistan, having its source

in a spring near the village of QaPeh Qazi, and joining the Diz river on

its left bank some 3 or 4 miles below Kut ^Abdush Shah. The villages

of Qazi, Shama^un and Biyawtiyun are irrigated by the ^Ajirub, which

also forms the border between the portion of the Kathir tribe under

Shaikh Farhan Asad on the east and those under Shaikh Haidar on the

west.

AJMAN

TOWN
and

PEINCI-
PAIIIP

Sometimes pronounced ^Aiman. A town on the coast of Truoial

^Oman forming, with its immediate environs, a small independent

principality of which the political position is defined in the article on

Trucial ^Oman. It is situated 6 miles south-west of Hamriyah and

* for authorities, maps, charts, etc., see flrst footnote to article ^rtfcial ’QmSn,
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S miles notth-east of Sharjah Town, on the south side of the entrance

to a creek which, having a bar of sand and not of rock with 5 feet

of water on it at low tide, is one of the most accessible on this pait of

the coast ; the sea anchorage off ^Ajman, however, is bad. Fresh water

for drinking is obtained from wells 9 feet deep, of which the locality is

constantly changing.

The population of ^Ajman is about 750 souls, composed of 25 houses of

Na'im of the Qaratisah, Hamirat, and Al Bu Dhanain sections, 80 houses

of Al Bu Mahair, 12 houses of Sudan, 14 of Al Bu Kalbi, 5 of

Masaibah and 12 of Shaqosh. All the inhabitants are pead divers and

fishermen J they own about 40 pearl boats and 25 fishing boats, besides

some 60 camels, 20 horses, 100 donkeys, 100 cattle and 400 goats. The
plantations of the town contain about 1,900 date trees : there is no other

oultivation. One or two boats are built here each year, but most of those

in use have been obtained from Sharjah or Bibai.

The authority of the Shaikh only extends 2 miles inland, and, upon

the sea, 1^ miles south-westwards and 2^ miles north-eastwards,

embracing on the last-mentioned side part of the tract called Zora : his

dominions are thus an enclave in Sharjah territory. There is no

dependent village, and no Bedouin tribe owes allegiance to the Shaikh,

who is of the Qaratisah section of the Na^im : a political alliance and

friendly relations, however, generally subsist between the inhabitants of

^Ajman and the people of Baraimij and the present Shaikh of ^Ajman is

a maternal uncle of the present Shaikh of Umm-al-Qaiwain, The

Shaikh of ''Ajman derives a revenue of about Es. 4,600 a year from the

pearl fishers of his port, and he owns some date gardens at Dhaid of which

the jdeld is inconsiderable.

An important nomad Arat tribe in Eastern Arabia. The singular

is ^Ajmi ;
and in the mouth of Bedouins the name generally

becomes ^Aimi (singular) and ^Aiman (plural).

DisfributioTi ,—The head-quarters of the tribe are in the Sanjaq of

Hasa, where the tract of Taff, the southern half of Habl, all Jauf, and

Biyadh as far south as ^Oqair Port are recognised as being ^Ajman terri-

tory. The ^Ajman also occu])y the northern confines of Jafuirah and are

generally found in Kharmah, especially about Zarnuqah ; their winter

'AjMlir

TRIBE
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quarters are partly in Summan ;
in the cold weather a few of them occa-

sionally visit Qatar ;
and some of the A1 ^Arjah and A1 Shamir sections

habitually camp in the Kharj district of Southern Najd. These are the

ordinary limits of the triboj but, when as at present they are on good

terms with the Bani Khalid^ they wander over the whole country as

far northwards as .Kuwait Town. Some settled ^Ajman detached from

the tribe are found in Kuwait Town and there arc a few in the fixed

villages of Wadi-al-Miyah.

Religion^ character and mode of life,—In religion the jmto are

Hanbali Sunnis. As a tribe they are reputed hospitable, steadfast, and

trustworthy according to Bedouin standards ; and their women enjoy a

considerable degree of social freedom, even in the presence of strangers.

By occupation the ^Ajman are pastoral ; and they own many horses,

camels, sheep and goats, but have not a large number of cattle ; their

camels are bought by merchants from the north, and even from Syria,

who visit their country for the purpose every year. The dealiiigs of

the ^Ajman are principally with the Hasa Oasis, where they dispose of

their marketable wares, including horsed, and supply themselves with

the products of civilisation
;
part of their dates, however, they obtain

from the Qatif Oasis. Some of the tribe own date plantations in the

oasis of Hasa, but none of them have any in Qatif. The tents of the

^Ajman are next in size to tho&e of the Bani Khalid and are generally

black with a white lining.

Rivhions^ numlers and following- table shows the principal

divisions of the tribe, together with some particulars concerning‘them ;

—

Section. Sub-section.
Allegod
&ghtiDg
strength.

Present aub-scctional Shaikh (otc.).

Arjah (A1‘) ’Arjah (Al) 400
1

• *w

Do. Mirja’ (Al) 100 ...

. Do. Bizq (A!

)

c3j; JT
150
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Section. Sub •section.

Alleged
fighting

strength.
Present snh*sectional Shaikh (etc.),,

Dha in (Al)

JT

’Ajamah or ’Ajaimah

(Al)

ICO ...

Do. Dha’in (il) 200

Do. Kbarman (Al) 100 ...

Hadi (Al) ’Asi (11)

jT

250 th-i

Do. Sail (Al)

JiU jT

250 ...

Hairaf (Al)

J|

... 100 • ••

Haiyan or Hajjan (Al) ... 100 ...

4i ^

vjl

Hamad-bin-Rashid (Al)

\J|

300 Closely connected with tbe

Al Sifran section and with

the Al Naja’ sub-section of

Al Ma’idb section (see

below).

Hitlan (Al)

jT

Dahamisb (Al) 300 M irdas-bin-HaMb.

Do. Jahil (Al) 50 Fabad-al-Jabil.

Do. Khargan (Al) 200 Salih-bin-Arbab.

Do. Ma’ataq (Al)

jT-

iOO Suwaiyid-al-Fac^ad*

.

Do. Sa*adah (Al) 200 ’Abdullah-biH'Sa’adab.

Do. Sbaryab (Al)

vjl

100 Sa’Id-bin-Sbaiyah.
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Alleged

Section. Sab-section. fighting
firength.

Present sab-sectional Shaikh (etc.).

Khuwaitir (Al) 50 . .

.

Mabfudh (Al) Dabasah (Al) 200 Biqyad^bin-Maqtaf*

jT (JI

Do. Mahfudh (Al) 700 Hamad*bin*Muqrad.

iijk^ jT

Do. Sbafab (Al) 300 Hashar-bin-Jabdah.

Jl

Ma’idh (Al) Habaish (Al) 400 Muhammad-bin-Ta w5L
yj] Jl

Do. Naja* (Al) 700 Muhammad-bin-H a z a m
^6 Jf bin-Hithlain, chief of the

whole 'Ajman tribe.

Do. Salih (Al) 800 Tabus*bin»Thuwaini

JT

Do. Silbah (Al) 200 Miihammad*bin*Suhdah.
vJI

Do. Zaiz (Al)

J
600 ...

Miflih (Al) ...
100

^ ji

Misra’ (Al)

fj^ jT

•••

J

200 *A bdullah-bin-Suwaid

.

Bnshaid (Al) •t* 200
i>JLu^ vjl

Salaifi :A1) • «« 100
yjl

SjUttm (Al)
100

vJ?
...

Shamir fAl) Husain (Al)
250
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Section, Sab-Bection.
Alleged
fighting
strength.

Present Bab-sectional Shaikh (etc.).

Shamir (Al)

vjl

Khadhair (Al)

Jf

200

Do. Shaiqah (Al)

&aili vjT

150 ...

Shawawlah ... 80

Sifran (Al)

vjT

’Amir-bin-Sifran (Al)

Jf

150 Kbumaiyis-bin -Munaikh ir.

(See also next entry.)

Do. Hadi-bin-Sifran (Al) 150 This snb-section together
with the last—in other
words the Al Sifran sec-
tion as a whole—are con-
sidered the most redoubt*
able of the whole tribe
and are closely related
to the Al N 5ja* sub-seotioD
of the Al Ma’ldh.

Sulaimto (Al) 1

Bagbawwar 60 • • e

Do. Dharwan (Al)

J»

200 Mubarak-bin-Haqrab.

Do. Hamrah (Al)

vJT

300 Hajaiyir-bin-Hishshah.

Do. Hasnah (Al) 250 Hattab-bin-ShttWaiyir*

Do. Jibal (Al)

JT
60 ...

Do. Jibar (Al) 100 .*•

Do. Salaiman (Al)

c/UaLm JT
300

Saraib (Al Dmm^as-) ! 100
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'To these may be added the A1 Jiblan section of the Ilutairj who

have separated from their own tribe and at present form part of the

'"Ajman ; and it may be noted that the Maraziq of the Shibkiih District

of the Persian Coast lay claim to ^Ajman descent. In Arabia the

various sections of the tribe are intermingled throughout their whole

territory and have not separate locations.

The estimate of fighting strength, amounting to 10,000 men,

appears high; it indicates a total tribal strength of about 85,000 souls,

but regard l^eing had to the wideness of the area over which the tribe

extend the number is perhaps not excessive. The ^Ajman are said to

muster ^,000 mounted men, all of whom are armed with Martini rifles,

for spears and swords are now hardly to be found in the tribe.

'Political position ,—The ’’Ajman, whom some authorities would

connect with the Qahtan, state that they are descended from Shurafa of

Najran; but their pretensions are generally disallowed, or at least

ignored, for no special consideration is shown them in virtue of the

origin to which they lay claim. On the other hand, their tribal strength

makes their alliance valuable and their enmity a serious danger ; but in

politics they are a shifting and inconstant factor, being, as they theni'

selves have been known openly to profess, ^Hhe friends of those who
treat them best/^

At the present time the ‘’A3man are on good terms with the Bani

Khalid, the two tribes being mutually free of each other^s country ;

and they have somewhat similar relations with the Bani Hajir, who,
after providing themselves with Eafiqs from the ^Ajman, range as they
please in the ^Ajmi districts. With the &1 Morrah, whose camps
intermingle with theirs on the south side of the Hasa Oasis, the ’Ajman
are presently at feud ; and they were also at enmity with the late

Ahmad-bin-Thtoi, Shaikh of the Ma'adhid of Qatar, but with Jasim,

the senior Shaikh of that tribe, their dealings are amicable. As a body,
they are particularly well disposed to Ibn Sa^'ud, whose cause they sup-
ported throughout the recent wars in Najd ; and they are friendly as a
rule, though not at the present time (1907), with the Shaikh of
Kuwait.

In the desert the ^Ajman do not acknowledge the authority of the
Turkish Government; but in the vicinity of Hofuf, where a largo
number of them are encamped for 6 months in the year, they are more
Submissive ; and those who actually enter the bounds of the Hasa
Oasis pay as Government revenue in each season 1 Riyal on account
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o£ every 5 camels and the same on account of every 10 sheep and goats,

The Shaikhs; however, are subsidised by the Porte^ the more important

among them receiving in this manner |50 a month in cash and monthly

rations of the value of $15 or further cash in lieu of the rations
;
and it

is calculated that the Turks in this manner pay more to the tribe than

they receive from it.

The principal Shaikhship of the tribe is vested in a family of the Al

Naja^ division of the Al Ma^idh.
.
The present holder of the position is

]\Inhammad-hin-Hazam*bin-Hithlain, who attained to it in 1905 by the

murder of his relation Shahib-bin-Hithlain.

Position and extent.---k mass of mountains in the Western Hajar of

the '’Oman Sultanate^ forming the highest portion of the Hajar range

and dividing the district of ^Oman Proper on the south from that of

Batinah on the north. Its axis lies west-north-west and east-south-east,

its eastern extremity being at Najd-al-Mughbariyah, the head of Wadi

SamSil-^and its western at or near the head of Wadi Bani Ghafir. The

length of the range proper is thus about 60 miles aiid its breadth on the

average about JiO
;
but it throws ofiE from its eastern end a great unnamed

spur which runs for nearly 30 miles to the north-east and forms a barrier

dividing Wadi Samail from the WMi-ahHammam branch of Wadi

Wawal.

AKHDHAE^
(JABAL)

Configuration .—The top of Jabal Akhdhar is described as -atabW

land which is highest, throughout its length, upon the side next the. sea*

From the crest the fall on the northern side is abrupt and precipitous
;

blit inland the plateau first declines gradually to soiithwards and then

di’Qps, by cliffs less remarkable than those the seaward face, to the

plains of ’Oman Proper. The chief peak of Jabal Akhdhar is, Sham

or Wisham 1*^3 5
nearer to the west than to the east end of the range } ^

it is 9,940 feet high and is visible from the sea at a distance of over 100 -.

miles* Another peak is’ Khadhar
,
7,500 feet high^ at the south*

east corner between Wadi Mi’aidin and Wadi Halfain, above Muti in

the latter. One of the highest ^points on the limb of Jabal Akhdhar

which reaches to the north-east is Jabal Nakhl, 7.>000 feet. The northern

* A distant view of Jabal Akhdhar from the sea will be found in Chart Ko. 2373 —

2837A.
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flank of Jabal Akhdliar gives birth, to the Wadis Bani EharuS5

Sahtan and Bani Ghafir which descend to Batinah; while Wadi

Mi’aidin and Wadi Tanuf, both draining to ’Oman Proper, are the

principal hollows that furrow its southern slopes.

Boutes,—Routes across Jabal Akhdhar are neither numerous nor easy.

The best known is one which leaves Wadi Bani Kharus near the village

of ^Aliya (2,400 feet), and rises by an extremely steep and partly artificial

road to the top of the ^Aqabat-^l-Hajar^m^l ihic (8,000 feet), the ascent

occupying, if local donkeys are used, about 5 hours ; from this pass it

traverses an undulating plain to the head of a ravine containing Saifl

village, to which it descends about 400 feet by a stairway cut in

the rock ; the way beyond Saiq lies through the adjacent village of

Sharaijah, whence it drops into Wadi Mi’aidin.

The other principal route across the main mass of Jabal Akhdhar is

one called Tariq-ash-Shass which leads from ’Awabi to Saiq

and Shataijah and thence to Tanuf ; it is narrow and inconvenient but,

like that already described, it is passable by animals.

Sharaijah is connected with Tanuf, 21 miles distant to the westward,

by a route practicable for mules and donkeys, which could be rendered

passable for camels ; to the east a diflSlcult track, fit only for men and

local donkeys, leads from Sharaijah over the southern slopes of Jabal

Khadhar and thence for about 3,000 feet down a steep stone staircase

to Muti in Wadi Halfaill«

To these routes may be added a footpath called ^Aqabat-al-Qatt

by which a strong walker can cross the hills between Nakhl
and Wadi Samail in about 6 hours, and ^Aqbat-al-Fiq iuor

, an
inferior route by which Jabal Akhdhar can be ascended from the north.

Geology and natural JdkhaX AkhdhsLT consists, so far as is

known, entirely of limestones of the ^Oman series : regarding these the
Appendix on Geology* may be consulted. In some places the rock lies

exposed in large tabular masses ; in others it has hollows containing a
shallow earthy deposit j in others again it is covered with good soil*

The high plateau is stony, intersected by ravines and covered with
grass in tussocks which must afford good grazing after rain it bears
evergreen bushes and even some trees of considerable size. Animals are
the wolf, hyaena, wild eat and Wa^al or Jayakar's wild goat

; birds ax'e

few, principally kites and vultures.

* See the other volmne of this Gazetteer.
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Population^ milages and agriculture , mtabitants of Jabal

Akhdhar nearly all belong to the Bani Eiyam and HabuS tribes. The

principal villages are Bani Habib, Saiq, and Sharaijab in the hills and

Musairah, Mi^aidin and Misfah in Wadi Uraidin ;
of these Sharaijab

is the largest and most important. The cultivated lands of these villages

are generally terraced and irrigated ; the crops include wheat and legu-

minous plants, but most attention is given to fruit culture. The hillsides

in some places are covered with vineyards, producing white and black

grapes which are made into wine or raisins; and pomegranates are

grown in great profusion and exported. Peaches, apricots, figs, mul-

berries and melons are among the other fruits. There are also walnut-

trees, and a kind of coriander called But Ojj which grows wild.

Outside the villages possessing irrigation the people are pastoral, depend-

ing for subsistence on their flocks and herds, but they are not nomadic.

The total population of Jabal Akhdhar, the upper villages of Wadi

Mi’aidin being included, is about 3,500 souls.

A considerable village on Bahrain Island, 6 miles south-west of

Manamah fort and near to the south-west end of the date groves which

cover the north end of the island. "^Ali consists of 200 houses of

Baharinah, who are lime-burners, potters and cultivators of dates. The

largest of the prehistoric tumuli of Bahrain adjoin this village on the

south side. - Date palms are estimated at 8,250 trees and livestock

include 85 donkeys and 10 cattle.

^ALI

An uninhabited island, about 1 2 miles long from east to west, lying ’ALI

ofiE the coast of the Hasa Sanjaq about 16 miles south-east of Eas-al- (ABU)

Bidya'. The nearest point on the mainland is the extremity of the so-

called Jazirat-al-Batinah in Biyadh (I), distant 2 miles to southward

;

m
the passage between the two, known as Maqta^-ar-Raiyafah sibj]

is not navigable. The eastern point of Abu ^Ali, named Ras Abu ^Ali, is

low and rocky ;
it has an anchorage on its south side, protected from

thp ShiE^nxal, in a bay which is as Dqhat Abu 'AH. A cape on
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the south side ol the islaud near its western end is known as Ras-ar-

Kaiyafah, and another on the same side but near the opposite end as

lias Barahakh Abu ’Ali island is closely surrounded by pearl

banks ; on its north side, at about i of the distance from its west to its

east end, is a bank known as Dhahr-al-Baidhah ;
a shoit distance off its

north coast, rather nearer to the eastern than to the western end, is

another called Dhahr Abu 'Ali ;
adjoining Eas Abu ^Ali is a bank named

after that cape; and in the strait between the island and the mainland

are the bank of Batin at the eastern entrance and that of Barabakh

farther in.

Singular ^Aliyi^ . An Arab tribe of Tnicial • ’Oman and the

SMbkuli district iu Persia : they belong* to the Ghafiri faction and are

described as Hanbali Sunnis in religion^ but arc virtually Wahliabis. The

hulk of the tribe are now settled in towns,—1,000 families residing* at

TJmm-ahQaiwain, 200 at Sharjah and 150 at Eas-al-Khaimah» The

Bedouin portion of the tribe in Trucial ’Oman inimber about IdO families

and frequent the couutry from XJmm-al-Qaiwain to Jazirat-abHamrah

and as far inland as Falaj A1 ^Alis The A1 ’Ali of the Persian side are

separately described in the article on Shlhkuh : by them the A1 ’Ali of

Trucial ’Oman are regarded as forming a division called Bin Mn^alla

. The Al ’Ali generally claim connection with the Mntair of

Najd, and by some authorities the Bani Bu ’All of the ’Oman Sultanate

are considered to be of one stock with the Al ’Ali.

One of the largest Arab tribes in Bahrain and fairly numerous also

in Qatar. - In Bahrain they are found at Muharraq Town (400

houses) and at Hadd (100 houses)
;

in Qatar, exclusive of some of the

Ma’adhid section, they number 350 households at Dohah.

Below follow the principal sections and sub-sections, according to tlie

best information obtainable, of the Al Bin-"Ali; but it is not certain that

all the divisions specified originally belonged to the tribe, and there is even

reason to think liliat some of them are separate^ tribes which have
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undergone affiliation. The peculiar case of tlie Ma^adhid * is discussed

in a separate article.

Section. Sub-section. Families. Remarks on families.

Salim (Al) Lahdan (Al Bin-) Gbanim fAl) Represented in both Bah-

jJLAi jT jT jT
rain and Qatar.

Do. Do. Hitmi (Al Bin) Do.

Do. Do. Tarif (Al Bin) Do.

Do. Ma’adMd •Ali ill) Found only in Qatar.

^ jT

Do. Do. ’Asirijln Do.

Do. Do. Fadhal (il) Do.
cUU jT

.
Do. Do. Muqhil {Al Bin) Represented in both Bah-

chib® Jl rain and Qatar : in the
former they are few.

Do. Do. Salamab (^1)

^ 1

Became extinct in 1905.

Do. Do. Talah (Al) Occur only in Qatar.

^ jT

Do. Do. Thdni {Al) Do.

JT

Do. Shabuq (Al Bu) None of distinction. Tbe most numerous sub-
•* (

7

J/ section of tbe Al Balim.
They are found in both
Bahrain and Qatar.

'

Shadhaib (Al Bu) Tbe sub-sections Dnrbas (Al Bin) Represented in Qatar only
and families,

cr-?
jT

(......AjJauM^ v.J|
except the Al
Bin DurbaSr are
unimportant.

The predominant sub-sections in Bahrain are the A1 Bin-Lahdan and

the Al Bu Shabuq.

The list of Ma'^adhid families given above is not exhaustive. Some

of the Al Bu Shadhaib are said to live with the Manasir in Trucial

* The leading families of the Ma’adMd whose names are printed in italics in

the table are those who, either in whole or part, repudiate or do not claim membeiship

of the Al Bm-*Ali tribe.
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’Oman ;
and one of the Al Bin-Diirbas family of the Al Bu Shadhaib is

reported to have succeeded, on the ground of ajSSinity by marriage, to a

tribal Shaikhship left vacant by the extinction of the Al Salamah family

of the Ma’adhid. All the sections and sub-sections of the Al Bin-'^Ali

are so much intermarried and such stress is at the same time laid on

female descent that a majority of the tribe now describe themselves

indifferently as belonging to one division or another, and that there is

considerable doubt even among tribesmen as to which divisions include,

and which are included in, others. The number of the Al Bin-'^Ali, apart

from the Ma’adhid families who disclaim connection with the tribe, is

probably about 4,500 souls. These JMfa’adhid families alone excepted,

the Al Bin-^Ali fly on their boats a distinctive flag of 5 red and 5 white

stripes alternating
;

it is called the Salaimi flag, and the bulk of the

tribe for this reason are known also by the alternative name of Al

Salaim jf

.

By profession the Al Bin--’Ah are pearl divers, pearl merchants,

cultivators of dates, and sailors voyaging to all parts of the Persian Gulf

and even to places beyond
; none of the tribe are pastoral. In religion

they are Maliki Sunnis.

The Al Bin-'Ah are variously derived by different authorities from

the ’Anizah, Qahtan and Bani Tamim, all Arab tribes of Najd
;
the

truth, perhaps, is that they are of mixed origin. The greater number of

the Al Bin.'Ali of Bahrain anived in 1783 with the 'TJtub and have

ever since been closely connected with that tribe, but in a subordinate

capacity. A considerable number of them again emigrated to Qatar in

1894 to escape the tyranny of the Shaikh of Bahrain. There is at the

present time a serious feud, arising out of bloodshed, between the Al
Bin-’Ah and the ’Amamarah.

’ALI The principal Ghafiri settlement in the Ja’alan district of the ’Oman

BANI south-south-west of Sfir and 7

h oJj
south-south-east of the rival Hinawi township of Balad

J Hasan. The houses number about 600, and the population
^ • which consists entirely of the Baui Bu ’AH tribe may number about

3,000 souls. The settlement boasts about 2,000 camels, 800 donkeys
and 4,000 sheep and goats, but only a few horses

;
the date palms ate

estimated at 80,000,
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Singular is ^Alawi The principal Ghaf ri tribe of the Ja’alan ’ALI (BANI
and Sharqiyah districts in the Sultanate of ’Or. an. They are partly BU)
nomadic and partly sedentary : the Bedouin portion of the tribe inhabit ^
Ja’alan only and possess considerable herds of camels and goats, rrhile

the settled portion cultivate dates and grain in the Balad Bani Bu ’Ali
oasis and are found also at Sur and at Ras-ar-Ruwais, Suwaih, Khov
Bani Bu ’Ali, Jumailah and Lashkharah on the South-Eastern Coast of

OmSn where they are mostly mariners and fishermen. A few occur also

at Khabbah in Wadi Khahball.

Some authorities connect the Bani Bu ’AH with the Al ’Ali of Truoial

’Oman and the SMbkuh district of Persia.

The following are the chief sections and sub-sections of the tribe :

—

Section. Sub-section.
Fighting
strength. Habitat. Eemarks.

Fahud Fahud 50 Balad Bani Bu Cultivators of

’Ali. grain.

Ditto

Ditto

Muwaridah
}id^\yc

Ruwatilah

60

50

Lashkharali. Ditto.

RSs-ar.Ruwais Fishermen,
and Sur.

Ja’afarah

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ghanabis

Ibrallim (Bani)

Muqbil (Al Abu)

Sakbilab (Anlad)

Salabikbah

200

120

200

40

60

1

!

J

The Ja’afarah have their head-
quarters at Lashkharah and
are found at Suwaih, their

country extending for a con-

siderable dit^tance along the

coast, and at Sur. They
catch sharks, seer-fish, etc,,

and salt them for export to

Sur and Makalla. They
have only 1 or 2 trading

vessels but own a number of

large fishing-boats.
, They

are comparatively poor in

animals.

Razlq(Bani) Hamudah (Al) 200 Balad Bani Bu
’Ali and
Sur.

The principal

Shaikh of the

tribe belongs

to this section.

Ditto

Ditto

Hasan (Aulad) 100

Jalil (Anlad *Abdnl) 40

tSAc »sDj|

Ditto Cultivators.

Ditto Cnltiva 1: ors
and fisher-

men.

Ditto Khanjar (Aulad) 40 Balad Bani Bu
’Ali.

Cultivators,
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Section, Sub-section,
lighting
strength.

Habitat,

Sinadah Majagbamab 60 In Ja’alan
and at Sur,

Ditto Mazamilab 100 Ditto

Ditto Saif (Anlad) 50 Ditto

Kcmarks,

About 1,000
Bedou i n
souls in

additio n
belong to

these two
subsec-
tions;
they own
some 100
camels, 40
cattle, 50
donkeys
and 300
sheep and
goats,

The total number of the tribe appears to bo about 7;,000 souls. The

Bani BO. *Ali became Wahhabis at the time of the Najdi invasions of

^Oman nearly a century ago; and as late as 18 15 they wore stri(;i, if not

fanatical, in the observance of Wahhabi principles. Tliey have since

relaxed something of their rigour and have resumed the smoking of

tobacco ; hut they continue to be exact in their observance of the foi^ms

and times of prayer and are accounted the most religious tribe in the

’Oman Sultanate. They belong to a Wahhabi sect known as Azraqah

The Bani Bu 'Ali are on the average men of middle size, with shoit

features and quick deep-set eyes. A gloomy and determined expression

which characterises some of them does not belie their natural character.

They are a warlike, independent race and bear a high reiuitation for

courage and dash. Their favourite weapon was originally a thin, straight,

two-edged sword, shaisp as a I'azor and attached by a leather tliong to

a shield 14 inches in diameter, in addition to which they carried match-

locks; their armament is now of a moi’e modern character, but they still

have few breech-loaders.

The Bani Bu ^Ali are the only tribe of the ’Oman Sultanate that

have met a British force on land. On the 9th of November 1820, as

related in the historical portion of this Gazetteer, they defeated a £orc§
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of British Indian sepoys at their village of Balad Bani Bu ^Ali^ and

on the ^nd March 1821 suffered severe retribution near the same place.

On the latter occasion the tribe lost heavily in killed and -wounded, the

town and fort were destroyed and a large number of prisoners were taken

including the principal Shaikh, Muhammad-bin-'^Ali ; but the date groves

belonging to the place were spared,—an act of clemency that was much

appreciated and is still remembered. The prisoners after being kept for

two years at Bombay were repatriated and received grants of money from

the Indian Government to enable them to rebuild their houses and restore

irrigation. Since this episode the tribe have uniformly shown themselve;:

well-disposed to the British nation and have treated hospitably more

than one British traveller visiting their country
;
but they have never

fully regained their position in tribal polities. The Bani Bu ^Ali have a

chronic feud with their neighbours the Bani B-u Hasan I
their present

Tamimah is ^Abdullah-bin-Salim of the Hamudah sub -section, who resides

near Lashkharah but sometimes visits Stir, where he has a house.

A small town in Turkish ^Iraq, on the right bank of the Tigris about

half-way by river between ’Amarah and Eut. There are about 800

brick houses and a population of perhaps 2,000 souls. The inhabitants

are of mixed origin, but almost entirely Shi’ahs by religion
;
they live

by agriculture and petty trade. Wheat and barley grown in the

surrounding country are exported; also ghi, wool, skins and other

Kurdish products, for ^Ali-al-Gharbi is a depot of the Kurdistan trade,

besides being a market town of the Bani Lam tribe. A small business

in Manchester goods is carried on, chiefly by Jewish merchants who

barter them for grain. ^Ali-al-Gharbi is the headquarters of a Nahiyah

of the same name in the Qadha of ^Amarah and is consequently the seat of

a Mudir : it has also a telegraph oifice, a customs house and two- Khans.

The town takes its name from a mosque dedicated, it is said, to Vili, a son

of the Imam Musa whose tomb is at Kadhimaiu.

The name nf ^Alirash-Sharqi place on the left or eastern

bank of the Tigris about three-sevenths of the way from ^Ali-al-Gharbi

to ^Amarahj has a similar derivation ; it also is the headquarters erf a

Mudirate in the 'Alliarall Qadha and exports some grain, but it is much

smaller than ^Ali-al-Gharbi, in fact there is only a shrine and a few tents.

There is a Government reserved forest at ’Ali-ash-Sharqi. -

ALI-AL-
GHAEBI
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’AMAMA-
RAH

’AMARAH
!jl*X

QADHA

Singular 'Ammari . A comparatively poor, seafaring tribe

of Bahrain and Qatar, by some supposed to belong to the ^Ainmar

division of the Dawasir of Najd. In Bahrain the "Amamarali have

40 houses at Muharraq Town and 100 at Bndaiya' ;
in Qatar

they have 20 at Dohah and 20 at Wakrah. Tlieir total number may

be about 900 souls. They are Maliki Sunnis by religion and live by

pearl diving and by navigation in all parts of the Persian Gulf. They

are closely connected with the A1 Bu Kuwarah. and Ma’adhld and

originally came to Bahrain from Qatar along with the ’Utub. At

present they have feuds with the A1 Bin-^Ali and Avith the A1 Bahaih

section of the A1 Morrah.

A division of the Sanjaq of 'Amarah in the Wilayat of Basrah in

Turkish ^Iraq.

Position and hotindaries.—The Qadha is situated on botli banks of

the Tigris chiefly above, but also for a short distance below, tlie toAvn of

^AmSrah : it is bounded on the north-west by the Qadhas of Kut-al-

Amarah and Badrah, on the north-east by the Persian frontier, on the

south-east by the Qadha of Shatrat-al-’Amarah, and on the south-west

by that of Hai.

Topography and inhahiiants^—The town of ^Amarah and tlic villages

of Ali-ahGbarbi, Kumait and Majar are the only considerable centres

population in the Qadha. Above, that is to the north-w^cst of the

town of Amarah, the people are mostly of the Bani Lam tribe, but
those about Kumait are A1 Bu Daraj

j below ’Amarah Town the

principal tribe are the A1 Bu Muhammad.
The chief physical features of the district are the river Tigris, which

flows through it, and the JahSlah canal derived from the same.

Population.—^The total fixed popiilation of the ’Amarah Qadha is

estimated, inclusive of ’Amarah Town, at 41,000 souls. It is calculated
that of these about 34,000 are Shi’ah Muhammadan,?, 4,500 Sunni
Muhammadans, 1,000 Jews, 1,000 Sabians and 500 Christians: the
classes other than Shi’ah Muhammadans are praotioally oonfiuod to the
town of Amarah.
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' JRe^ources .—Above Amarali Town the principal creeps are wheat,

barley and millet
;
below it rice and maize predominate. Sesame and Mash

are also grown
;
and cotton, linseed and opium have been cultivated with

success. The district is important for its livestock, especially horses and

sheep, and for its pastoral products such as ghi, wool, skins and hides.

Among the more productive estates in the district are those of

Akhdhar Bahathah , Jahalah (on the canal of the same
(M m

name), Misharrah and Shaft ,
all of which belong to the

Dairat-as-Saniyah.

Jdminiskatiofi,—^Amarah is the headquarters Qadha of the Sanjaq

of the same name. It consists—the Markaz Nahiyah of ^Amarah, which

is administrated by the Mutasarrif of the Sanjaq personally, being

excluded—of four rural Nahiyahs, namely ^Ali-al- Gharbi ;

^Ali-ash-Sharqi
,
Majar-al-Kabir and Majar-as-Saghir

^AiLwaJI
. Each of these is governed by a Mudir w^ho has his seat at

the place from which his charge takes its name.

This important and rising town of Turkish ^Iraq, not to be con- ’AMAEAH
founded with Kut-al-Alnarah is situated upon the left bank

of the Tigris about ISO miles by water above Basrah and is distant TOWN
some 30 miles from the Turco-Persian land frontier : it is the ehe/^lieu

of the Sanjaq and Qadha similarly named in the Wilayat of Basrah.

Site and Am^vah. stands on a strip of land enclosed on

the west by the Tigris and on the north and east b}- the Jahalah canal

;

while to the south of it, but at some distance, are the marshes of the

Al Bu Muhsmumstd tribe. To the east of the Jahala;h are extensive

swamps and waterways, by means of which some boat communication is

maintained with the Hawizeh District and with Persian ’Arabistan as

a whole. On the right bank of the Tigris opposite ^Amarah are

flourishing plantations of dates, other fruit trees and poplars, amidst

which is the village or suburb of DafEas so called from a shrine

which it contains,— united to the town of *Amarah by a boat bridge

formerly of about 4^0 pontoons, but now (it is reported) reduced to

about half that number by the employment of larger boats. ^'Amarah

has a river frontage of more than half a mile upon the Tigris » and a
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good embankment or wharf faced with brick, alongside of which

steamers can lie^ runs the whole length of the town. The northern

quarter is the older and extends the whole way from the Tigris to the

Jah^lah, which is spanned behind the town by a boat bridge of several

pontoons. In the northern quarter is situated a fine building belonging

to the Dairat-as-Saniyah ;
here also are the military barracks and, upon

the quayj the principal government offices. The main street of the town

traverses the northern quarter from the Tigris to tlie Jah5»lah running

at right angles to both streams : it contains the chief bazaar, of which

the end next the Tigris was destroyed by fire in 1903 and lias now

been rebuilt in a more modern and commodious style. The southern

quarter consists of a row of 27 new houses of uni Form pattern and

handsome appearance which face the river and form 6 large blocks

:

15 of them were built as a speculation by the Dairat-as-Saniyah and

the remainder by local Shaikhs in emidation of the Department's

example. There are at ^Amarah two public baths.

Inhabitants .—The population of ^Amarah is estimated at 10,000

souls, of whom 4,500 may be Sunnis, 3,000 Slii^ahs, 1,000 Jews,

1,000 Sabiaus, and 500 Christians ; most of the Muhammtidans with the

exception of the Turkish officials are town Arabs, but ilua*c are also a

good many Kurds and a few Persians. The country Arabs to the north

of ^Amarah are Bani Lam, and to the south Al Bu Muhammad. The

townspeople—apart from the officials, some welhto-do Persian merchants

and the representatives of Baghdad and Basrah firms—arc mostly

petty traders and artisans.

JProductSi mamhfactures and trade ,—The gardens oF the town pro-

duce citrons, pomegranates, quinces, figs and grapes.

Arab cloaks, Kurdish rugs and silverware are among the manufactures
of the place j the silverware is the work of the SabiauS and one variety

of it, inlaid with antimony, is Unusual and not inelegant.

Ghi, wool, hides and skins, various kinds of nuts, also walnut and
other wooes are imported from the Kurdish hills, while wheat, barley,

maize, rice and sesame are brought in from the surrounding country.

The imports of "'Amarah from foreign countries are the same as those of

lurkish ^Iraq generally* Live cattle are exported by laud in great

numbers from ^Amarah to Syria. ^Amarali supplies Baghdad and
Basrah with ghi, rice and barley ; a considerable quantity of the barley is

shipped to Europe and the greater part of the ghi to Bombay and the
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Levant ports, ^Amarali w/ool, which is of excellent quality, is tor tne most

part baled in a press belonging to Messrs. Lynch Brothers^ and goes

chiefly to London and Marseilles. In matters of trade ^Amarah is

dependent to a great extent upon Baghdad through which it receives

nearly all its imports from abroad. Skins and hides are usually sent to

Baghdad to be pressed for exportation : there are, however, two native

hand-presses for hides. The currency of ^Amarah consists chiefly of

Persian silver Qrans. Shops are said to number 160.

Administrative and official matters .
—^Amarah is a place of administra-

tive importance, being the headquarters of the Sanjaq of ^Amarah

and the residence of the Mutasarrif : it has ordinarily a military garrison

amounting to one infantry battalion, one squadron of cavalry and three

or four field guns, and it is the headquarters of the 8rd battalion of the

85th Eadif regiment. The Dairat-as-Saniyah has a head ofiice here;

and the Customs, Public Debt and Sanitary Departments and the

Tobacco R%ie are each represented by a Mamur, while a harbour master

superintends shipping and river conservancy. There is a telegraph office

linked with ’Ali-al-Gharbi on one side and QaPat Salih on the other.

The Persian Government are represented at ^Amarah by a Naib-Karpardaz

or Consular Agent. The town is constituted as a municipality.

^Amarah did not exist at the time of Colonel Chesney^s

survey in 1836 : it is said to have grown up since 1860 in consequence

of the pacification and material development of the country around.

It is believed to mark the site of a battle field on which a Turkish com-

mander broke the power of the local Arabs and afterwards encamped, and

for this reason it is still sometimes called Ordu or The Camp. The

present thriving condition of the town is largely due to the operations

of the Dairat-as-SanTyah, whose local manager at the pres<3nt time

(1906) is ^ man of progressive ideas. A Committee of Management,

subordinate to the Central Committee at Baghdad, and the principal

offices of the Dairat'-as-Samyah in Turkish ^Iraq are now located here.

There is a Government reserved forest near ^Amarah.

Singular ^Anaifiji An Arab tribe, said to be related to tile Al APIJEF
Kathir, once powerful and of first-rate importance in Southern toiUi:

^Arahistan, but now diminished in numbers to about 5,000 souls ofwhom
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about 1 000 are settled and 4,000 are nomadic. Tlic former boundary

of tbe ^Anafijeh ran along the right bank of the Shatait from its

confluence with the Diz to a little above Chahardingch ; thence it crossed

to Kut Bandar on the Diz and, passing by Khaivabad to tlie leJt bank
of tihe Karkheh followed the Karkheh to a point some 10 miles above

Kut Nahr Hashim : from this point it ran to Khar Ishtireli ]j^

opposite Ahwaz village on the Karun river and then kept along

the rie*ht bank cf the Karun to the mouth of the Diz river. The
^Anafijeh now chiefly occur on the lower course of the Shatait, on the

banks of the Diz within 20 miles of its mouth, and on the right bank of

the Karun : a few are found however on both banks of tlie Grargar.
The ^Anafijeh are mostly tent-dwellers and they own livestock in

considerable numbers, but they depend chiefly for their livelihood on the

cultivation of wheat, millet and barley. The tribe can still muster some
1,140 fighting men, of whom about 150 are mounted, juul the majority
are armed with rifles. Except the ^Ahadat section the ^Anafljcli pay
revenue direct to the Shaikh of Muhammareh througli their own
Shaikh, at present Alwan. In bad years the Shaikh of Muhammareh
remits his demands and even finances the tribe. The sections are ;

—

Location. righting fctrength. Remarks.

^Akadat With the A1
Hamaid, east of
the Karun
river.

lOO, of whom 15 are
mounted.

They inlmbit tents and
possess 10 camels,
100 cattle and 2,000
sheiip and goats.
They migrated to
thoir present quarters
13 years ago.

Anafijeh Usually on the
right bank of the
lower Diz about
Abu Tajur.

40, of whom 30 are
mounted.

The chief Shaikh
belongs to lliis sec-
tion. They live in
tents and have 200
cattle and 4,000
shoex) and goats.

Dailam At Arab Ha'^an
and A bn ’Amud
on the Sliatait,

' and in Miyanab
2 miles from Arab
Hasan.

400, of whom 30 are
mounted.

The Dailam ai*o now in
a transition stage be-
tween tent and hut
life. Their livestock
are 300 cattle and
15,000 sheep and
goats. The Dailam
include some MaiySli

.

who arc said to

bo of Bani Lam
descent.
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Name. Location. Fighting strength. Bemarks.

Dilfiyeb

Ul

At Bait Simaioh

and Bait Saiyid

Ahmad, localities

in Miyanab,
and at Bait

Sha*aibath and

Kharran east of

the Gargar.

200, > of whom 20 are

mounted.

They live in tents and
possess 50 cattle and
1,000 sheep and
goats.

Hamaid Bait

Tarfeh

South of the Diz,
about Abu Jazireh

and Abu Taytir.

40, of whom 15 ai*<3

mounted.

Tent dwellers. They
own 20 camels, 100
cattle and 10,000
sheep and goats.

Their sheep are said

to be all white and of

a specially good stock.

Ightufan 1

In the same part

as the Anafijeh
section above.

40, of whom 10 are

mounted.

Tbey^ live in tents.

Their livestock are

40 cattle and 4,000
sheep and goats.

Mahdiyeh
U)

At S5zi and Adba-
feh on the Gar-

1

gar.

60, of whom 10 are

mounted.

This section have
huts. They own 80
cattle and 4,000

sheep and goats.

Nais
About Abu Qra-

niyeh ou the

right bank of the

Shatait and on

the lower Diz.

200 ; none are

mounted.
!

The Kais inhabit

tents ; they have
300 buffaloes, 600
cattle and 1,000
,sheep and goats.

They really belong

to the tribe of the

same name in the

Hawizeh. District,

Wahabiyeh
w

At Sozi on the

Gargar.
60, of whom 10 are

mounted.

They live in huts and
possess 60 cattle and
3,000 sheep and
goats.

The A1 Bu Haji section of the Hardan tribe pay their revenue to

the Shaikh of Muhammareh through the ^Anafijeh; among whom they

reside.

The principal tov^n of Qasim and in fact of all Kajd; it is

situated about 150 miles south-east by east of Hail, ^00 miles north-

west of Riyadh and 12 miles south of Buraidah. It is thus about half

way between Basrah and Makkah, being distant about 400 miles' from

^ANAIZAH
dj.j^
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either, and lies nearly in the straight line, and. not far from midway,

between the capitals of Northern and Southern Najd. With good

reason it is regarded by its inhabitants as being the centre of the whole

Arabian peninsula and is styled by them Umni Najd pi or Motber

o£ Central Arabia/^

Site and luildings .—The site of ^Anaizah is a loamy hollo-\v 2 or 3

miles from the right bank of Wadi-ar-Rummah, underlain by sandstone

rock and surrounded by sandy desert. To the south-east^ at no great

distance, are some very barren hills covered with loose stones. The height

of ^Anaizah above the sea is probably aboat 2,500 feet. The town is walled

and stands in the middle o£ an oasis which is also walled, or formerly

Ivas so ; the space between the outer and the inner enceinte is filled with

date groves, gardens and cultivated fields. On the north of the town

this cultivated belt has a depth of 1 to 2 miles, and the aspect which

the place presents to a traveller approaching from this side is imposing in

its extent as well as in its richness. Both walls are strengthened by

towers set at intervals, and the agricultural resources and abundant supply

of well-water which the oasis contains would render its reduction by

blockade a difficult it not imxmssible task. Internally the town is

divided into three principal wards, each of which has its oAvn separate

banner in time of war ; they are Kharaizah on the north and west,

Hofuf OD. the south, aud Urom Himar ,Ua. ou the oast. The

houses, e-fen the best, are clay-built, but pleasant aud cleau : a largo

proportion of them have tipper Storeys.

Population .—The inhabitants of ^Anaizah are mostly of the Bani

Tamim tribe J hut the town is said to have boon founded by Sahai’ from

'Aridh, to whom Bani Khalid refugees wore added at a later date.

There are also some ’Anizah. The total population is probably between
10,000 and 16,000 souls. The people have a free hearing aud are well

clad ; they are industrious and not unintelligent, birt their disposition

has been somewhat soured by the Wahhabi form of religion, which is

still in the ascendant, though not universal, among them. The poorer

townsmen resemble Bedouins in garb, and wear- the Kafiyah and "Aqal
of the desei’t j while the richer classes use the fez, over which a gay-
coloured kerchief is loosely thrown. The well-to-do dress in light

worsted ’Abas from Turkish ’Iraq, with sometimes an embroidered
collar ; and persons of good birth, when walking in the street,

carry in their hands long rods that are brought from Makkah.
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The women a.re not visible in the day time, but go out to visit at one

another's houses between twilight and the last prayer. Friday is the

market day, and the Friday prayers in the congregational mosque are

attended by all and sundry residing in the oasis. More aged men are to

be seen here than in north-western Arabia generally. The principal

diseases are fever, enlarged spleen, catarrh, and cataract. In 1880

the mosques of ^Anaizah numbered 15, including the Jami' in the

public square ; and there were four schools, of which one was for girls.

The residents of the town have an agreeable custom of camping en

famille in the surrounding desert for change of air.

Jgrieulture,—’Anaizah, though it possesses a considerable trade, is

largely dependent on its agriculture. On the town lands wheat is grown

year after year in the same fields, and the crops are dense but light

;

fresh loam and the dung of the camels which work the water-lifts are the

only manures in use. The fields are levelled, embanked, and irrigated

from wells ;
the date trees stand in channels which are flushed with

water twice daily. The ordinary cereals, fruits and vegetables of Qasim

are cultivated. Most of the small owners are burdened with debt and

cannot afford sufficiently to irrigate their ground. Animals are horses,

camels, donkeys, cattle, sheep and goats, the horses are estimated at 60,

the camels at 1,000, the donkeys at 300 and the horned cattle at 1^500.

Internal trade and supplies .—Supplies of niany kinds are abundant.

In the main bazaar are sold piece-goods, clothing, drugs (including

occasionally English medicines such as cod-liver oil), camel medicines,

loaf sugar, spices, Syrian soap imported through Madinab, and Yaman

coffee brought by caravans from Makkah. This principal bazaar is

called Maskaf it contains about 120 shops, but only a small part

of it is roofed over. Most of the imported commodities are received

through Kuwait ;
the remainder come through Hasa or, as already

mentioned, from Makkah or Madinab. In the outlying quarters
. of

the town are .small shops which deal in sundries, such as Jron^ „ nails,

matches, salt, onions,, eggs, girdle-bread and milk ; and on Fridays veiled

women sell chickens in the market place and dispose of skins for holding

milk or water which they have tanned and prepared with their own hands.

Common food, Arabian coffee and clothing from the Persian jGulf side are

cheap ; and dates, sold by weight sometimes at SO lbs. for a dollar, are

excellent ; but grain is dear. There is only one well of perfectly fresh

water, and it is observed that the^ wells near the„ de^rt yield as a rule
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sweeter water than those lower down in the Qa^ or basin in which

the town stands.

Occupations and industries .—Numeimis liandieralts and industries

are exercised in ^Anaizah : there arc goldsmiths, silversmitJis, armourers

and tinkers; turners of wooden bowls and makers of wooden locks, of

camel-saddles and of wheels for wells ; stone-enttors, who seldom, live

more than three or four years at their trade on account of its unhealthincss

;

sinkers and liners of wells, workers in marble and manufacturers of coffee-

mortars ; house builders and plasterers ; seamaters and seamstresses
; em-

broiderers and sandal makers. The goldsmiths and silversmiths of

^Anaizah are renowned for their filigree and thread work, and some who

have settled at Makkah are said to surpass all their competitors there.

External trade .—Trade on the large scale is i*eprescnted by about

1 5 merchants of substance, some of whom have representatives at Basrah
andJiddah; the capital of the wealthiest among them may be worth

£24^000. Among the leading merchants are a family named Bassam

who are said to be of Washam origin. There is no Lorsc-breoding at

’Anaizah itself, but horses are purchased from the Bedouins in winter

and brought into condition for export to India. Ghi also is collected

from the Bedouins in spring by ^Anaizah merchants and stored in marble

troughs till summer or autumn, when it is sent by caravan to Makkah;
one such caravan may carry as much as 30 tons of ghi worth £2,000,

Political position and adrninistratiofi.—'T^lxCi history of ‘’Anaizah is

that of Qasim, in which it has ever occuined the leading position.

Before the capture of the place hy the AmTr of Jahal Shammar in 1891,

"Anaizah wasruled by its own Amirs; they possessed arbitrary powers,

but wielded them in a constitutional manner, delerring to some extent

to their Majlis or council. Capital punishment was then but rarely

inflicted. Common offences and theft were visited with a beating:

cutting off of the hand for theft, according to Mnhainniadau law, was
not in vogue. Hardened felons were expelled from the townshiij. In

case of a military expedition the lists for service wore made up by the

Amir, only the hettei-off classes being required to serve; those who
were called out were obliged to send a camel and back-rider each, the

front place on the animal being filled either by the sender or, if ho

preferred it, by an efficient substitute. The poorer classes rcmahicd
at home for the defence of the (town, and on such occasions it was
customary to discontinue the morning market, to prohibit the killing
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of butchers^-meat; and to close by order all places of business except small

general shops. A typical expedition sent out by the town in 1878

against Bedouins consisted of 400 men with 20 mares and 200 camels.

It is probable that; after the liberation of Qasim from the yoke of

Jabal Shaminar in 1902; the old order of things was in most respects

re-established under the present Amir, ’Abdul ’Aziz-bin-’Abdullah-bin-

Yahya j nor does it appear that ifc has been seriously modified since the

nominal Turkish occupation of Qasim in 1905. The sole sign of Turkish

influence in 1906 was a Nuqtah or military post garrisoned by a detach-

ment of less than 100 Turkish soldiers under a Yuzbashi; this detach-

ment occupied a house belonging to the Amir of ’Anaizah in the Umm
Himar quarter, it seemed to have no police or other duties in the town,

and according to the accounts received its presence was virtually ignored

by the Arabs. The Amir held the honorary rank of Mudir, but he

drew no salary and maintained no relations with the Turks. He was

understood to profess allegiance to Ibn Sa'ud alone and to pay him

occasional tribute.

A valley of considerable importance in the Sultanate of ^Oman ; it

begins in the Eastern Hajar, in a part of the hills called Jabal ^Ulya

Uj:
,

and runs southwards across the western end of the Sharqiyah

district to Wadi Halfain, which it joins.

The following are the villages, in descending order, of this valley :

—

Name. Position.
On which

bank
situated.

Houses and inhabitants. Hemarks.

TTlya At the head of

the Wadi.
Right. 100 houses of

Bani Ru-
waliah,

Possesses the ordi-

nary livestock of

’OmSn (viz.,

camels, donkeys,

cattle, sheep and
goats) and 3,000

palms.

Washal 1 hour below

’Ulya.

Left. 60 do. Do. and 1,000

palms.

Mahalyah 2 miles below

Washal.

Do. 100 do. Do. do.

^ANDAM
(WADI)
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JSame.

1

PoBition.

On which
bank

situated.

Houses and inhabitants. Hemarks.

Hibat
iol^

4 miles below
Mabalyali.

Right. 70 houses of Bani
Eiuwatiali of

the Wilad Siilai-

man-bin-'TTmr
and other sec-

tions.

Possesses the ordi-

nary livestock of

’Oman {vh.,

camels, donkeys,
cattle, sheep and
goats) and 2,000
palms.

Ghiryain 1 mile below
Hibat.

Do. 120 do. Do. and 2,600
jialms. (At this

point WMi Mah-
ram comes in

from the right or

western bank,)

Khadhra Bin-

Daffa’
(ID

2^ hours below
Ghiryain and
10 or 12 miles

south-west of

Samad Town.

Do. See article ’Oman
Proper.

Do. and 4,000
palms. (Here this

valley is joined by
Wadi Samad
from the left or

eastern bank.)

Mfljazali 2 miles below
Zhadhra.

Do. 180 houses of

Baui Jabir of
the Bani Harb
section.

Do. and 2,000
palms. (Here
Wadi Qant, de-

scribed below,
joins Wadi *An-
dilm from the

west.)

Washibi
^ t

2 hours below
Majazah.

Do. 60 houses of Bani
Buwahah.

Do. and GOO palms.

Mukhtari* IJ hours below
Washihi.

Do. 100 houses of
Shuruj.

Do. and 2,000
palms.

UkbaiclliSr 2 hours below
Mukhtari’.

Left. 60 lionses of Bani
Kuwahah.

Do. and 1,000

l^alm.s.

Wafi 1 hour below
Ukhaidhir.

Do. 70 houses of
Habus

Do. and 1,600

ixilms.

MutaiJi*

^ Ijda/o
2 hours below
Wafi.

Do. 80 do. Do. do.

Wadi "Andam issues from the hills about midway between 'Ulya and
Washal, audits junction with Wadi Halfain is said to take place 2
miles below MILtaili^

The Bani Ruwahah of this valley belong to thcAulad ’Acpd, ’Awamir,
Wilad Harmal, Wilad Hasan, Wilad Husain, Bani Ha’aman and Wilad
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Sulaimaa-bin-’Umr sections of tie tribe. The total number of inhabit-

ants is about (JjOOO souls. Among them are some of the Hadiyin tribe.

Livestock are estimated in all at about 200 camels, 350 donkeys, 850

cattle and 2,500 sheep and goats : these are divided approximately in

proportion to the size of the villages.

Wadi ^Andam forms, from Khadi-a Bin-Dafla^ downwards, the bound-

ary between the districts of ’Oman Proper on the west and ShaKiiyalx

on the east.

The affluent called Wadi Qant «:Ail
, which comes in at Majazah,

has its head at Saddi in ’Oman Proper and forms the boundary, fi-om

that place to Khadhra Bin-Daf£a’, between ’Oman Proper and

Sharqiyah. It apparently contains three or four of the villages

described in the article on ’Oman Proper.

A small district on the mainland of Persia immediately to the

north-ea^ of Bushehr Town ; it is enclosed between the Rud-Mlleh
Eiver on the north, the Eud-hilleh District on the west, the Bushehl
harbour on the south and the Dashtistan District on the east, and is in

the iurisdietion of the Governor of the Gnlf Ports. Angali is said to

have been at one time a part of the Dashtistan District and to have

been detached from it for administrative reasons.

‘Extent and physical characteristics ,—The length of Angali is

about 15 miles from north to south, but its breadth is only 5 to 10 miles.

The whole is a plain
;
and the portion about Shif, Hasan Nadu and

the two Nukals (mentioned below) is a barren waste. The climate in

winter is cold, and in summer from June to August a very hot wind
blows in the middle of the day.

Population.—The people numbering only some 2,700 souls are a mixed
race, the blood of Behbehani Lurs probably predominating; there is a
small Arab infusion. The men of Angali are described as brave and
hard-working. They wear the ordinary Persian knife and are

well-armed with Martini rifles, nearly 400 of which are owned in the

district. All the people follow agricultural pursui s and their dwellings

are mostly built of sun-dried bricks and mud, but some are huts of woo4
and matting. They are Shi’ahs by religion,

ANGALI
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Agriculture^ transport and trade.—Wheat and barley are^ with the

exception of a few dates and melons, the only crops.

It is calculated that the district possesses about 100 horses, 500

donkeys and 2,000 sheep and goats. Communication with Bushehr

Town is by boat from Shif.

The Hashim Man of Angali, consisting of IG ordinary local

Mans of 8 lbs. 4 oz. each, is equal to 132 lbs. English. Trade is small

and of a commonplace character. Building materials, chiefly Zanzibar

timber and Muhammareh matting, are imported through Bushehr

Town.

Administration,— villages of Angali are ruled by a hercclitaiy

Khan, at present Ahmad Khan, who is subject to the Governor of the

Gulf Ports : his family are said to have been originally Nui Lurs who

immigrated from Behbehan 6U or 70 years ago, but they have absorbed

some Arab blood. The administration is of the same type as in the

neighbouring districts ruled by Khans. The only tax is one of 65 Qrans

per G-au of cultivation, the Gau being here a plot moasuriug 250 by 250

yards and requiring 6 Hashim maunds“of seed to sow it. The annual

sum at present payable to the Persian Government as revenue is 1,500

Tumans exclusive of the farm of the tolls at Shif.

Topography .—The villages of the district arc :

—

Naino. Position, Houses and iiiliablt-

ants. UomarlvS.

Bahi (Tal-i-) Near the south-
east corner of
the district.

30 houses of

Persians.

Wheat and barley are
grown ; there are 40
donkeys.

Barkburdar (Khashm-i-) 5 miles south-east

of Mahmad-
shahi.

20 houses of Lurs
of Behhohani
extraction.

Wheat, barley and a
few dates are grown:
there are 7 hors(^s, 40
donkeys, 20 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

Barkburdar (Kbasbm-i-
Shaikh)

Adjoining Haft-
jush on the
south.

12 houses of
Persians, tribe

not ascertain-

able.

Ordinary cultivation.

Gazi (Nukal-i-) 8 miles south-
south-east of

M a hm a d-
shaM and 10
miles north-east
of Shif.

40 do. Wheat and barley are

grown : there are 50
donkeys, 200 sheep
and a few horses.'
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Name. Position.
Houses and inl^abit*

ants.

Haftjush
j

On the left bank
of the Hud-
hil-leli Eiver,
2 miles above
M a h m a d-
shahi.

150 houses of

the descendants
of immigrants
from Buraz-
jan, Daliki,
Kazarun, etc.

Wheat and barley are

grown. There are 100
donkeys and a con-
siderable number of
horses.

Haidari On the left bank
of the BiQd-
hil^leh Bivar,
1 mile above
M a h m a d*
sliahi.

85 houses of the
descendants of

Ka’ab immi-
grants from
the Hindiyan
district.

Wheat and barley are

grown, and there are

about 600 dale palms.
There are a few don-
keys. The people are

Sunnis.

Hasan (Khaslim-i-Hal)

JS ^al

4 miles east-

sou th-east of
M a h m ad-
shahi.

25 houses of

Lurs and
others..

There is ordinary culti-

vation. Animals are

10 horses, 5 mules, 40
donkeys, 25 cattle,

100 sheep and goats.

Hasan Nadu

joO

or

Hasan Nadum

7 miles north-east!
of Shif.

20 houses of
Iixirs.

The people grow wheat
and barley and have
about 20 donkeys.

Mahmadshalxi ••t ... See article Mahmad-
shalli.

Muhammad Quli
(Kbash.m-i-)

1 or 2 miles south

of Haftjush.

20 houses o f

Arabs calling

themselves Ba-
ni Tamim.

The crops are wheat,
barley and dates

;

there are about 30
donkeys.

Mukhi (Nukal-i-)

Jl^

miles north-

west of Hnkal-
i-Gazi.

45 houses of

IiTir and sup-
|

posed Bani I

Tamim Arabs.

The people have 60 don-

keys and 200 sheep,

and grow wheat and
barley.

,
4^

0
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Name,

Sblf

Suliaili

Ij^iLgu..«•

Zandan

Zardaki Buznrg

.

'-6jf

Zardaki Kachik

Position
Houses and inhabit-

ants-

On the coast 6

miles north-east

of Bushelir
Town.

There are no in-

habitants.

Also called Tul-i-Shif

Lji^ elk* on account

of a rochy^ knoll by
which it is distin-

guished. This is a low
rooky point and land-

ing-place on the main-
land at the north-east

end of Busll©lir har-

bour. Goods passing

between Busliehr and
the interior are trans-

ferred from boat to ca-

ravan or mce versd at

this spot when the
road by Ahmadi is

closed. Shif is vis-

ible from tl^e high
part of the Bushehr
Peninsula, There is

no water at Shif and
mules required there

must be ordered pre-

viously through the

muleteers’ agents in

Biishebr Town.
The Persian Imperial
Customs established

a post here in Ii^04.

1 or 2 miles

south of Kna-
shm-i-Barkbur-
dar.

20 houses of
Persian tribes.

Cultivation is ordinary.

6 miles souch-

snutn-east of
M a h m ad-
slialii.

16 houses of
Nui Lixrs from
Behbehan.

The villaije grows wheat
and barley and has 36
donkeys.

On the left bank
of the Riid-
hil-leh liiver,

1 mile below
M a h m ad -

sliaihi.

30 houses of
Bani Tamim
Arabs and
Lurs inter-

mingled.

This village has dates

as well as wh<*at and
barley, and there are a
few horses and 40 don-
keys.

To the north-east 20 houses
of Zardaki Bu- the same,
zurg which it

adjoins.

of Possesses wheat, barley
and a few dates, alro

35 donkeys.



Singular 'Anizi : there is also a plural 'Anuzj^J^ ; a great Arab 'AKIZAH
tribe of Northern and Central Arabia.

Distribution ^—Their original seat is believed to have been a little

to the north of Madmah on the water-shed between the Ked Sea and the

basin of Wadi-ar-Rummah^ but the Dirah of their Jledouins now
extends from Qasiin and Madmah on the south to the Hauvan in

Syria on the north; while on the east it reaches to the main route between

Hail and Najaf and; further north; to the Euphrates valley. Some
of the Bedouin ^Anizah occupy the neighbourhood of Musaiyib in

Turkish ’Iraq for about two months in the year, and make their annual

purchases of food and clothing there and at Tawairij. The greater part

of the Syrian desert belongs to the ^Anizah, and they come in contact

with the Persian Gulf basin chiefly to the west of the Euphrates
between Karbala and Najaf and further south on the borders of Jabal

Shammar, where they camp in Hajarah and dispute the possession of

Batn with the Shamiuar tribe. They frequent Wadyan and the

Nafud; in the latter Jubbah is one of their chief centres. The Bedouins

around Taimah are ^Anizah, and numbers of the tribe collect during

the date harvest at Khaibar; which formerly belonged to them and where

they still own plantations. Besides' these Bedouins a very considerable

proportion of the sedentary population in the districts of Southern Najd
and in Qasim appear to be of ^Anizah blood.

Divisions and numbers of the Bedouin ^Anizak .—The internal

organisation of the ^Anizah tribe is a subject of great difficulty; and

comparison of the various authorities who have written on the subject

yields no clear or consistent result.

According to information collected recently at Kuwait/ the more

southern ^Anizah fall into two main divisions; the ’Amarat and the

Bishr jLy

The ^Amarat are sub-divided into' Dahamishah and Hilban

; and these again into the sections and sub-sections below ;

—

Dahamishah stci-> of the ^Amardt*

Dhuwaidah

Sumair

Suwalim rV

Tawatihah

’Adalat

Khamis

Mahuwwis

Marwan

Mirabidah

Qabus

^
Sbtaiwi

•I

* Doughty however (I. 331) treats the 'AmarSt as a sub-division of the Bishr and
does not mention the Dahamishah and Hilban whom our Kuwait authority treats as
important.

Q 2
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DaJiamishah Bub-division of the ^Amardt contd.

,
I Balaliz

Suwailmat

Bakr

Diyadibah

Mubaisin I _yv~a

Munabirab

Mutair

Eubdbat oLAj^

Zibnah

Aij\

' BalSiliz

w
Ghirrali 8^i

Mahainat o

Qumaishat cnU^^i*

Eika’an

Sababih

Salatm

Shilkhau

Hilhdn sub-division of the ^Amardt.

Bisaisat oLm^x Salqah

<KaJLw

/ Awasi

Gbasbum Kasib

Hayazah Saqur ( Dbala’in

Matarifab Marzaq

Midbyan Mutair

The snh-divisions of the Bishr are the Fida^an
,

Saba^ah

or Saba^ah ,
and Wald Sulaiman c;U^

,
and the following table

jshows their sections :-—

Hadaib

Jida*m

Fida^dn h-division of the Bishr.

Jida*m

Mahaid

Mizahlif t-AJLxy*

and

Sbtaiwi

Sabd^ah sub-division of the Bishr.

Baqaqat olAai Misaribal

Haraimis

MirsMd

M isaribab

and

Qa aishish

Wald Sulaimdn sub-division of the Bishr.

Awajiyab Khumishab

Ftiqarab YidySn

Of the large Bishr division generally it may be stated that^ except their

Saba^ah sub-division, they adjoin the Shammar tribe on its south-west

frontier and that their ordinary range is from Qasim to the western
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end o£ tlie Nafud. The pasture of their Dirah is excellent^ but their

good watering-places are few and their wells are deep. In person the

Bishr are robust and resemble the Bedouins of the north j for dress they

wear clothes imported from Turkish ’Iraq and sometimes don as

head-gear a worsted band wound fold upon fold like a turban.

: The Saba^ah sub-division of the Bishr are said to be found cliiefly in the

direction of Najaf and Karbala ; on the average they are short of stature

bot carry long spears. Batn is on the border between them and the

Shammar.

The Wald Sulaiman

*

sub-division of the Bishr is said by some to

include^, as well as the sections given above^ the Bajaidah soiUr? a

portion of the ^Anizah tribe of whom a good deal is heard. It seems

certain that the Fuqarah section of the Wald Sulaiman together with a

number of rather strong sections collectively known as the Wald ’Ali t

^ oJj compose a group known as the Bani Wahab J ^ i but

whether this group includes other sections of the Wald Sulaiman besides

the Fuqarah cannot^ on present data, be determined. The '’Awajiyah

section of the Wald Sulaiman are described as inhospitable and violent in

their dealings ; they are found between the Nafud and QasiUl. The

Fuqarah § section of the Wald Sulaiman, in number about 800 souls,

inhabit the country between Taimah and Khaibar and extend to the

west of the pilgrim-route from Syria to Madinah. They live generally

in the Bedouin manner, but their Shaikhs have houses at Khaibar, where

the tribesmen sell querns of their own manufacture at the autumn fair.

In religion the Fuqarah are somewhat fanatical
;

yet they eat the

hedgehog and the fox, and their women go unveiled. In 1878 they were

subject to Ibn Eashid, to whom they paid tribute of $400 a year at the

rate of one dollar per 5 camels or 80 head of cattle. They were then on

bad terms with the Muwahib another section of the ^Anizah

who are variously described as belonging to the Hilban and to the Saba’ah.

* It may be noted here that there is little or no agreement between Guarmani's divi*

sion of the Wald Sulaiman and that furnished by our authority.

^ Regarding the Wald Ali there is considerable agreement between Doughty and

Huber. The largest section of the Wald 'Ali appears to be the Tuwalah and the most

aristocratic the Alaidah.

t By some accounts the Bani Wahab include also all the Bishr, Euwalah and Qalas t

see Doughty, J. 229*

§ Doughty divides the Fuqarah into 8 sub-sections, Huber into 9 : only 3 names in

the two lists appear to correspond—an apt illustration of the difficulty of tribal questions

in Arabia. It is not clear that our Kuwait authority, in classing the Fuqarah as Bishr,

has Doughty's support#
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The ^Amarat and the Bishr, except the Saha^ah^ mainly belong to the

south ; the best known ^Anizah of the north are the Ruwalah
, the

Qalas or Jalas and the Sha^alan . A- close connection exists

between these three^ but it has not been satisfactorily explained. The

Ruwalah are certainly a large body ; their range is from the Ifafud

northwards to fche Syrian Hauran and from Wadi Sirhan on the w^st

to the Hail-Najaf route on the east. The Ruwalah^ it is said^ can

ordinarily be distinguished from their southern neig^hbours the Shammar
by their smaller horses and shorter spears.

Portions of the ^Anizah tribe who cannot^ on the information

available^ be correlated with any of the foregoing are the

—

’Ajail IVJ ak^sirah

AlSidah * M asa'ib

Daghaiyim (Al)
**• r

Jl MatUtah

Dahman Muwaijali

Dhayan (Bani) Niiri

Dilimah Rus

Hasani Shiblan t or Shimlan

Idhn Shumailah

Jala'Id Taiyar
m

Probably a number of these are fractions of the larger and smaller units

already enumerated.

The total strength of the Bedouin ^Anizah may, on various considera-

tions, J be roughly estimated at 36,000 souls.

Character and life of the Bedotiin ^Anizah .—The ^Anizah are res-

pected by their neighbours and enemies the Shaiumar as being, next
to themselves, the noblest of the Bedouins in descent and character;

nevertheless the more southern ^Anizah are perhaps the most evilly

disposed tribe, except the Qahtan, of Central Arabia. The features of

• Possibly a section of the Wald ^Ali group. See second footnote, page 85.

t The Shiblan are said to include the Naif who appear to be identical with a
clan mentioned by Wallin as belonging to the north. On the other hand, Guarmani
appears to inclnde the ShimlSn with the Wald SulairnSn of the south-west.

^This estimate is partially based on Kuwait reports of the fighting strength of the
southern Anizah, which, though containing useful indications, were not sufficiently
reliable to be included in the article. Doughty placed the total of the tribe at 25,000
souls only ; the present Shaikh of Kuwait on the other hand would raise the 'Anizah
to a frankly impossible figure.
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the northern ^Anizah are often of a Syrian or even Jewish caste. Some
'Anizah families^ for the sake of a more comfortable life^ live among* the

Hataim ; but they do not intermarry with them. The tents of the

^Anizah are high compared with others^ and the apartment of the wife is

upon the left in entering.

political s7/m2oathies .—In the recent struggle in Central Arabia the

Bedouins, at least, of the ^Anizah took part with Ibn Sa'^ud and the

Shaikh of Kuwait against Ibn Eashid.

Settled ^Anizali .—The foregoing remarks relate to the Bedouin

^Anizah ; but, as already observed, a large part of the settled population

of Najd claim to be^ and many of them probably are, of the ^Anizah.

In Jabal Shammar they are not mentioned except at Jauf-al-’Amir and

Ghazalah; but in Qasim settled Arabs who call themselves ^Anizah are

apparently found at ’Anaizah, Buraidah, nhalfa'^ah, DharaS; ^Ain-ibn-

Fahaid, Ghaf I, Khabrah, Khadhar, Qusaibah, Muraid Saiyid, Rass,

Raudhat-ar-Rubai^i, Saib, Shaihiyah, Shiqqah, Ta^amiyah, Watat and

Wathal, and possibly at Khabb, Mudhnib and Qisaiya^ah. In Sadair

they are said to occur at Dakhilah, Dhalmah, Harmah, Ijwai, Janubi-

yah, Khis,lM[ajma^^ Ruwaidhah, Tuwaim and Zilfi; in ^Aridh at Barrahj

Haraimlah and Malham in Mahmal, at Batin-ash-Shuyukh, Manfuhah

and Riyadh on Wadi Hanifah, and at Dhrumah town, Mizahmiyah and

Rodhah in the Dhrumah tract. In Hariq their presence is report-

ed at Hariq town and Mufaijir, and in HaUtah at Hautah town and

Hilwah. In Aflaj they are found at Raudhah and in Wadi Sabai^

at Khurmah and Raudhah. They also occur in Kharj

.

The sections to which the settled ^Anizah belong have not been

investigated in many cases, but the following are mentioned :

—

^Askar in Kharj, and at

Dhalmah and Majma* in

Sadair,

Baud ; at Hautah town in

Hautah.

Harqan : at Malbarn in

’Aridh.

Hawaidi at Majuia’ in

Sadair.

Hawaishan in Zilfi.

Hazazinah : at Kariq town
and Mufaijir in HariQ.

Ifqahah <s^s) • at the town of

Dhrumah.

Ijdaimat : at Raudhah in

Aflaj.

Raba^ (AlBu) Jl ; at Dakhilalv

in Sadair.
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Of these the Hazazinah are said to be a branch of the Euwalah,

already mentioned in the paragraph on Bedouin divisions. Among the

settled ^Anizah mention must also be made of the Misalikh .

According to some authorities these are a branch of the Wald ’Ali ; and

the Al Maqran JI ,
the family of the rulers of Southern Najd,

together with the family of the Shaikhs of Buraidah in Qasim^ are

said to be sprung from them.^

A small littoral district at the base of the Qatar peninsula upon the

east side; it is bounded by Khor-al-’Odaid on the north-west and by

Dohatran-Nakhalah on the south-east^ the distance between

which in a direct line is nearly 35 miles. Inland the depth of the district

is on the average ahont 20 miles. On the landward side /Aqal is enclosed

by Mijan on the east, by the Jafurah desert on the south and south-

west, and by Qatar on the north-west.

The coast of ^Aqal is embayed by a great opening, Khor-adh-Dhuwai-

tin jiyo. j
which is 20 miles deep and, being about 16 miles

wide at its entrance, occupies nearly a half of the whole sea frontage of

Aqal
j this inlet is rather nearer to the Khor-al-’Odaid end of the district

than to the other. The depth of the hay varies over the greater part of

its extent from 4 to 10 fathoms, but in different parts of it there are

shoals.

The soil of ^Aqal in the proxinaity of the sea is fairly firm, and the

land rises in steps to a height of several feet
;
behind the ridges thus

formed, which are of a reddish colour, lies a tract of heavy dark sand
with hillocks of light-coloured sand occurring at intervals.

The principal camping grounds in the district are the following

IJame. Position. Bskabxb.

Dhuwaihm About 10 miles inland,
south-westwards, from
the foot of Dohat-adh-
Bhuwaihin.

The principal camping place in the
district. There is 1 well about 2
fathoms deep, surrounded by 10
smaller ones each a fathom deep :

the water of all is good.

Ssa D^u ghty 1^22^^
^ <ijfferent account of the origin of the Wahhabi ruler.

“ rtiole was supplied ly Captain F. B. Prideaux,

firet footnote I ’OmSnf
ofJafura&, eic.) , see
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Name. Position. PBUAtSS.

Nakhalah (’Aqalafc*

an-)

iJiic

5 to 10 miles inland, sonth-

sonth-westwards, from
the foot of Dohat-an-
Nakbalah. The spot lies

among sand hills.

Good water occurs near the surface

over a considerable area. The
place is frequented by the

Manasir and Al Morrali.

Nathil (Saudah) 20 to 25 miles inland,

westwards, from the

foot of Khor-al-’Odaid.

Wells yield good water at 1 fathom.

*Odaid On the south shore of

Khor-al-’Odaid, at a

little way from the en-

trance.

See article Khor-aPOdaid.

Rims (*Aqalat-ar-) 5 to 10 miles inland,

westwards, from the foot

of Khor-al-’Odaid.

Water is good, in wells 1 fathom

deep.

The Bedouins do not regard ^Aqal as geographically included in

^Oman, which in their view is terminated on the west by the Sabakhat

Matti J
but the district has been recognised by the British Government

as forming part of the territories of the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi and it

must therefore be considered to belong; in the political sense, to Trucial

^Oman.

A remarkable amphitheatre or bay in the eastern slopes of Jabal Aja

in Northern Najd ;
it is formed by the junction of several small valleys

within the mountains. The elevation of its floor is 4;0^0 feet above the

sea or about 500 feet above Hail; but the climate is exceedingly hot in

summer. The hills which surround ^Aqdah are inaccessible from the

outside, and the only entrance to the place is by a narrow gorge, called

Ri^-al-'^Aqdah ,
6 miles west-south-west of Hail, which is 100

yards wide at the mouth but contracts, further in, to 50 or less. At the

narrowest part it is barred by a dry-stone wall, about 10 feet high and

8 feet thick; in which at the southern end is a gateway with a heavy

iron gate, broad enough for 4 camels to pass through abreast^ The

approach is capable of defence by a small number of riflemen posted

behind the wall and upon the hill on its flanks. The various interior

valleys of ^A^qdah are overhung by naked granite crags, and their floors

are of granite covered with 12 to 15 feet of a gravel which contains

much moisture aud supports plantations of date trees aggregating

about 75,000 palms. The various groves are walled, and each contains a

^AQDAH
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hamlet named after the clan of the Shammar tribe which inhabits it

;

they are :— ^Abaid oau, ’Abdullah itllijAe
, Aqni ,

’Ali , Ata

tbfi
,
Fadhil J-ili

,
Dhiyab j

Hamil <>1^
,

Jabar
,
Jinidah

soie-
,
Mufadhdhal Rakhls >

Salit bAw
, Shmah

,

Shumailah and Zuwaimil cMjj . The total number of houses,

which are of sun-dried brick, is about 460 ; and the largest villages

are ’Abdullah and Mufadhdhal with 40 houses each, ’Abaid with 85,

and Shumailah with 30.* The fixed population is estimated at 1,500 souls

and this is increased by 500 during the date season when Bedouins who

own some of the date groves are encamped in them. About | the palms

belong to the permanent inhabitants, i to Bedouins of the Shammar tribe

and i to the Amir of Jabal Shammar; the plantations belonging to the

Amir and his relations are situated in the middle of the valley where the

subsoil contains most water. Besides dates, limited quantities of maize,

millet and fruit are grown. ’Aqdah is regarded by the A1 Eashid

as their ancestral stronghold, and various members of the family

own forts in it large enough to accommodate their households in time of

danger. In spite of the abundance of its dates ’Aqdah, it is believed,

could not on account of the paucity of its other resources stand a siege

of more than 3 months.t

‘AQILi Tke correct spelling o£ this name is uncertain ; it is frequently pro-

nounced as if written
,

or ‘^Aqili is a rich district,

mostly plain, situated on the left hank of the Karun river between its

exit from the hills at Tang-i-QaFeh-i-Dukhtaran and the towui of

Shushtar ;
a part of it is enclosed on the west by the loop which the

Karun forms near the villages of Gotwand and Jallakan in the Shushtar

District. The riverain lands of ^Aqili are probably the most valuable

upon the Karun J
they hear luxuriant crops of wheat, barley, tobacco and

cotton, and the whole surface is cultivated. Cattle and sheep are fairly

numerous, and there are some bufEaloes and a few horses and donkeys.

The supply of firewood for Shushtar Town is drawn partly from ^Aqili.

In the absence of a survey it is impossible to determine the precise

limits of the tract or to explain its topography in detail, but the table

* Buber gives several names, which are probably true village names ; but it is impos-

sible to identify them with the tribal names in the text, or to know how to transliterate

one of them.

t Large and small scale plans of ’Aqdah will be found at the end of Huber’s Journal

de Voyage and two good sketches of the entrance in Euting’s Taghuch (I. 216-7).
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below embodies all that is known of the prosperous villages* wbicb it

comprises :

—

Village, Position, Popnlatiou and arms. Bemabes.

Badil Near Mnhammad-
ibn-Zaid,

100 huts of mixed
Iiurs.

This is a Bunneh or

permanent encampment.
There are 100 date
palms.

Batwand About 30 miles

from Shushtar
Town, beyond the
last wells in *Aqili.

80 houses. The
people have 20
rifles.

Owned by the Sarum-ul-
IVlulk, one of the
Bakhtiyari Khans.

Dasht-i-Buzurg 9 miles from
Shuslitar Town
and 2 miles from
the left bank of
the Kartin.

250 houses. There
are 50 rifles.

Water is from the river
and from springs. The
proprietor is the
Shahab-us-Saltaneh, at

present Ilbargl of the
Bakb-tiyaris,

Istagi Between Simaleh
and Qaidan.

120 huts with 60
rifles.

This is a permanent
camp only, but it has a
strong tower. It shares
two water mills with
Simaleh.

Kamaii (Bunneh-
i-Muhammad
'Arab-i)

m

Close to the left

hank of the
Kartin above
Jallakan.

40 houses with 5
rifles.

The inhabitants have an
evil reputation as
thieves and robbers.
The village belongs to
the Shahab-us-Saltaneh.

Kangarpaz On the river. The people are ^
Kangarpaz and f
descendants of
immigrants fro»n

Shiraz, still known
as Shirazis.

There are 3 Bunnehs or
permanent encamp-
ments of this namej^all
connected with Bunneh

-

i-Muhammad 'Arab-i-
Kamari.

Kuh Zard
ojj »y

7 miles from
SMslitar Town,
at the foot of Kub-
i-Fidalak, and 4

miles from the
Karun.

120 houses. The
inhabitants have
80 rifles.

Water is from springs.
The proprietor is the
Shahab-us-Saltaneh.

Makandawan Between Simaleh
and Turk Kbaliqi.

100 huts of mixed
Lurs.

This is a Bunneh or

permanent encampment.

A later report (1907) iiieniions only the villages of Badll, Dasbt-i-Buzurg,

Tstagi, Mundant Qaidan, Eudani, Simaleh and Turk Kbaliqi, given in the text, but

adds others Guizar, Haidarabad, Mnrtazaabad, Saiyidan and Zulmahad. It

greatly decreases the number of bouses, giving no villajge more than 156.
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Village. Positioo. Population and arms.

Mamlzard At the foot of the

Gjpsum Hills.

250 houses with 20
rifles.

or

Muhammad-ibn-
Zaid

Mandani Close to the river. 120 houses and 10
rifles.

Qaidau Adjoins Rudani. 60 houses and 10
rifles.

Eahdaran
si;

About 20 miles

from Skiislitar
Town.

200 houses, among
which are 16 rittes.

Riidani About 12 miles

from Shnslitar
Town and nearly

opposite to Jalla-

kan on the other

side of the
Kartin.

120 houses ; the
people have 12
rifles.

Saiyideh.

w

120 houses. The
people are mostly
Saiyids and have
15 rifles.

Shahin (Buuneh
Haji Saiyid
Ml Ml

300 houses. Half
of the inhabitants
are Saiy ids and
there are S5 rifles.

Simaleh
dJL».M<

About 15 miles
from SktlBlitar
Town.

400 houses. The
people own 300
rifles.

Bemabes.

Mamizard belongs to the

S b a h a b -us-Saltaneb.

There is a good spring.

Adjacent is Kuh-i-
Nardungak i Li

^

on the summit of which
a place called Haft
Shahidan l ^ jcla

is said to exist, with
gardens, mills and much
excellent cultivation
watered by springs.

The owner is the Shahab-
ua-Saltaneh.

Do.

Water is from a spring.
This place belongs to the
Sarum-iil-Mulk, one of

the Bakhtiyari chiefs.

The village stands partly
on a hillock and has a

newly built fort. The
fatuous salt of ShUsh-
tar is obtained as a
deposit along the banks
of a stream which pas-
ses this place. Rudani
is owned by the Shahab-
us-Saltaneh.

Water is from the Karlin
river. The owner is the
Shahab-us-Saltaneh.

Do.

This place is the property
of the Shahab-us“Sa.ltaneh
and enjoys his favour in a
special degree. There are
a dozen shops and a fine

garden called Bagh-i-Nar-
gisi : date palms number
l,00(h Water is from the
Karto river; and two
watei^ mills are shared
with Istagi.
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Village. Position.
1

Popalation and arms. Kshabes.

Turk Khaliqi On the east side of 500 houses and 300 Owned by the Shahab-
the Kartin U
miles belovr Got-

rifles. us-Saltaneh.

wand on the other

side.

Waisi (Bunneh) Between Simaleh 100 huts of mixed This is a Bunneh or
and Turk Khaliqi. Lurs. permanent encampment.

The inhabitants of these villages are^ where not otherwise stated^ Lnrs

of the Bakhtiyari stock; they pay one-third of the produce as rent to

their landlords.

'Aqili, as will be apparent from the table that precedes^ is virtually a

private estate of the Bakktiyari Khans, but it is attached to the

Skushtar District ;
the revenue payable by the Bakhtiyari Khans to the

Persian Government is 12,150 Tumansin cash, 800 Khaxvtoof grain and

280 Kharvars of straw. At the beginning of 1907 a contest was in

progress between the Khans and the Persian Governor of Northern

'Arabistan for the direct administration of the district.

The population of ^Aqili is apparently about 15,000 souls.*

This name appears to denote not one valley in the Eastern Hajar
district of the ^Oman Sultanate but two, of which the eastern enters (WADl-AL-)

Wadi SamSil 1 mile and the other 2 miles above Sarur, both on the

right bank; the second is the true Wadi-al-^Aqq. In the last 4 or 5

miles of their course the two valleys run parallel and close together.

The eastern valley contains the villages of Lizugh and Mizra' Bu
Ba'arah Lizugh is 1^ miles up the valley on the right

bank and consists of 100 houses of Nidabiyin^ while MiziV Bu
Ba^arah, also on the right bank, is 8 miles above Lizugh and comprises

80 houses of Nidabiyin. At each of these villages the usual livestock

are found and about 1,000 date palms.

The villages of the western valley are three ; Pankh ^ ,
on the

right bank, 4 miles from Wadi Samail, 50 houses of Nidabiyin;
Da’asar or ^Aqq, on the left bank 5 miles from Wadi Samail,

50 houses of Nidabiyin
;
and Sinsilah , 6 miles further up, 40

houses of Nidabiyin. These villages also have the usual complement

of livestock and from 500 to 700 date palms each.

* According to the recent report already cited in a footnote (page 91), the popn**

lation is much smaller than this, perhaps only half or even less,
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The total population o£ Wadi-al-^Aqq is about 1^500 souls.

Wadi Saijani joins Wadi*alp^Aqq at Fankh^ apparently from the

western side.

A pass at the head of W adi-al-"’Aqq, 3 miles south of Sinsilahj leads

into Sharqiyah and is one of the best routes thither : the topography

of this part is not well understood, but the route after crossing the

watershed falls into Wadi Samad.

The command of Wadi-aVAqq is of high importance to the Sultan

of ’Oman as it is one of the principal routes by which Sharqiyah insur-

gents have been accustomed to enter Wadi Samail and advance against

his capital. The Sultan has no post in the valley and controls it, so far

as he is able, by keeping the Nidabiyin tribe upon his side.

The largest, or, if small native sailing vessels be excluded from consider-

ation, the only navigable river that enters the Persian Gulf
; it carries

the whole drainage of Turkish Traq and a large part of that of

Persian ’Arabistan as well.

Course and general el aracteristics .—The Shatt-al-‘’Arab is formed by

the confluence at Qurnah Village of the Tigris and the Euphrates

;

in winter the swift brown Tigris and the feeble transparent Euphrates,

the latter strained of its sediment in a journey of many days through

marshes, present a remarkable contrast at their junction. At about 40

miles below Qurnah village the Shatt-al-’Arab leaves the celebrated city

of Basrah upon its right bank; 2^ miles further on it passes the smaller

and less ancient but important town of Muhammareh, situated at a

short distance from its left bank within the embouchure of the Karun
\

immediately below Fao, at a distance of about 50 miles from Muhammareh
and 112 miles from Qumah, it ends in the waters of the Persian Gulf.

The average direction of the river is to the south-east, but in the reach

between Basrah and Muhammareh it has a more easterly and a less

southerly inclination.

The width of the Shatt-al-^A^'s^b at Basrah as measured in 1905 is

600 yards, and from Basrah to Muhammareh its mean breadth is

probably about the same j but after receiving the Karuu at Muham-
mareh it expands at ^once to half a mile, and its dimensions thereafter

gradually increase to a maximum of about one mile in the neighbourhood

of its mouth,
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The sea tides affect the level of the Shatt*al-'Arab throtighoiit its

entire lengthy raising and lowering it by 6 to 9 feet in the neighbourhood

of Basrah, and by about 4 feet at Qurnah Village ; and they are stronger

than the current of the river. Sea water^ however^ does not reach

further than about 20 miles above Fao. The temperature of the Shatt-'al-

''Arab stream is sometimes as much as J 6° Fahrenheit higher than that

of the Karun which enters it near Muhammareh.

Tributaries .—Tributaries of the Shatt-al-^'Arab deserving of mention

are two only;—the Suwaib or Shwaiyib and the Karun ; of

these the latter, is by far the more important.

The Suwaib; which enters the Shatt-al-’Arab from its left bank

about 4. miles below Qurnah Village; comes from the direction of

Hawizeh and consists of the mingled waters; so far as not expended in

irrigation; of the Karkheh river from 'Arabistan and of the Jah.S;lall

canal which taps the Tigris at ’Amarah.

The Karun, the only really navigable river in all Persia^ joins the

Shatt-al-‘'Arab; also from the left bank; at a point about 22 miles by the

course of the stream below Basrab, The Karun is described in a

separate article.

Here may be mentioned—though it is not exactly a tributary—the

creek or backwater; known as Gurmat ^Ali ; which cuts the

right bank of the Shatt-al-'^Arab at a point about 8 miles above

Basrah Town and is said to communicate through marshes u ith the

right bank of the Euphrates near Hammar. It is also stated that

water which leaves the Euphrates near Khamisiyah below Suq-ash-

Shuyiikh reaches the Shatt-al-^Arab by a creek immediately above Kut-

al-Farangi.

Islands .—Above Basrah the river!now contains no islands worthy of

note
;
between Basrah aud Muhammareh on the contraiy the islands

of 'Ajairawiyah, Tawailah, Shamshamiyah and Umm-al-Khasasif,

which are separately described under their own names, form a continuous

chain reaching nearly the whole way j and below Muhammareh also

there are several islands; namely Bahriyah, Gat’ah, Haji Salbuq or

Muhilleh; Ziyadiyah and Dawasir; these form the subject of

separate articles. Comparison of the most I’ecent charts with those

of Colonel Chesney^s expedition shows that the islands of the Shatt*aL

^Arab are somewhat unstable, or, in other words, that the main channel

of the river is not constant. ^
-
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In 1836 ^Ajairawiyall included part of the present Tawailah; the

rest of Tawailah. had not then been formed ; Shamsliainiyali did not

exist; TJmm-al-Khasasif was smaller than at present and belonged to

the left instead of to the right bank; Haji Salbuq on the contrary

belonged to the Turkish and not to the Persian side
; and Ziyadiyah. was

still a part of the mainland.

Navigation ,—The Shatt-ah-^Arab is in most respects a fine example

of a navigable river. It forms as it were a spacious vestibule to Turkish

^Xraq while the Tigris and Euphrates resemble long but narrow

corridors in the interior. An impressive though common spectacle on the

Shatt-al-'^Arab is that of a tall ocean steamer ascending or descending the

river with swiftness and confidence.

The great blemish of the river as a waterway is the undredged and

unlighted bar, 12 miles in breadth^ which obstructs the entrance. The

passage over the bar is marked by a line of 5 buoys belonging to the

British India Steam Navigation Company of which the positions are

occasionally changed ; at the present time the buoys * extend from

about 6 to about 15 miles from Fao, the innermost or Bar Buoy alone

being situated within territorial waters at a distance apj^roximately of

1*7 (nautical) miles from the Persian and 2'8 (nautical) miles from the

Turkish shore. Steamers can cross the bar daily with a draft of 18, and

at spring tides (or once a fortnight) with draft of 21 feet; but in both

cases the combination of daylight and high tide must be awaited,

a necessity which is liable to cause a delay of as much as 14 hours.

Moreover, the soundings on the bar do not depend on the tide alone but

are liable to be considerably reduced by a wind from the north, and the

position and depth of the channel are variable. The bar itself consists

of soft mud, stiffen on the Persian than on the Arab side : a powerful

steamer may sometimes plough through even when the water is less than

her draught, but she will list to one side when inequalities of bottom are

encountered and will not steer : in this way a turbine steamer of the

British India Company has been known to force her way out on an actual

draft of 16 feet when there were only 13 feet of water on the bar. Any
vessel which can pass the bar can also ascend to Basrah without diffi-

culty, the intermediate soundings being commonly 24 feet or more and
the worst places not difficult : it is believed that such vessels might even

reach Qumah Village without let or hindrance. In 1047 A.D., the

Detailed infomatioo in regard to these hnoya will be found In the Political

Proceedings of the Goyernment of India for December 1905,
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eiitrance of the Shatt-ah'^Arab was marked by a teak-wood beacon on the

east bank^ I '20 feet high^ on a stone platform at the top of which a nre

was kindled at night*

In the autumn of 1841^ when the water was at its lowest, a small

steamer ascended the Suwaib tiibutary of the Shatt-al-^Arab to a dis-

tance of 1 0 miles.

Irrigation and cultivation .—The value of the Shatt-al-'^Arab as a

natural irrigation canal and as the fertiliser of a date-growing region,

probably the most prolific and extensive in the world, is not inferior to

that which it possesses as a highway of travel and commerce. Below

Muhammareh the river is rich in silt, contributed chiefly by the Karun;
and the fertility of even the higher reaches is considered by an expert

authority (Sir W. Willcocks) to depend largely on mud from the Karun
carried upstream by the action of the tides.

Everywhere the banks of the Shatt-al-^Arab are extremely low, and

in places the water must—as in Holland—be kept out at high tide by

means of dykes. The watering of the plantations is a simple operation

;

it depends solely on the existence of creeks and distributaries up which

twice a day the tide forces the fresh river water, generally making it rise

to within 2 feet or less of the general ground level.

Between Basrah and Muhammareh the date groves are practically

continuous on both sides of the river and have a depth inland of half a

mile to 2 miles ; the number of trees upon this reach in Turkish territory

alone is estimated at over 1,900,000, including those on the islands. On
both banks above Basrah and on the right bank below Muhammareh
there is generally a fine palm belt, but it is not so dense or unbroken as

between Basrah' and Muhammareh. The number of trees on the

right bank and its islands below Muhammareh appears to be about

250,000.

Political importance .-—The Shatt-al-'^Arab in the lower half of its

course is an important political boundary, dividing Turkish Arabia from

the Persian province of ^Arabistan. Since 1847, in eonseq^uence of the

Erzeroum Treaty of that year, the left bank from the Shamshamiyah
island downwards together with the islands of Haji Salbuq and Dawasir
has been recognised as belonging to Persia. The rights of Turkey and

Persia upon the river below Shamshamiyah island are in theory equal

;

nevertheless Turkish influence is more conspicuous upon the stream than.

Persian.

S
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Topography of the lanJcsfrom Qurnah Tillage to Basrah .—The table

below shows the principal pjlaces jiassed on either bank in descending the

section of the livei’, 40 miles in length, from Qurnah Village to

Basrah :

—

Right bank* Left bank.

Sharish A village with date

groves
;
it is 10 to

15 miles below
.Qiirnali Village.

It is the headquar-
ters of a Nahiyah
in the Qadha of

QUrnah, and
the seat ot a

Mndlr,

Suwaib

or

Shwaiyib
It}

About 6 miles below Qur-
nah Village

; a creek

forming the mouth of
the stream, similarly

named, which has been
described in the para-
graph on tributaries

above.

Mazar’ah
icjy

Also called Mazarl-
w

yah a
stretch of date

gardens upon the

river.

Maiyah (Nahr)
tti

A stretch of date planta-

tions upon the river.

Dair

jiJ}
About 17 miles by
river below Qur-
natL ; a village

with date groves.

A creek called

N ahr-al- Ghumai-
yij leaves

the ^ river at this

point and runs
inland to the

marshes.

Nashwah About 5 miles below

Maiyah ; a village oi

many houses inhabited

by Ahl-al-Jiizair and

other tribes. It is the

headquarters of a

Nahiyah in the Qadha
of Qiirnah.

ShML (Nahr) A large creek on
which there is

military post.

Hamrah An uninhabited locality.

'

'XJmr (Nahr)
j

Another large creek

with a village

which is the pro-

perty of the

fsTaqib of Bas-
rah. Dates and
rice are onltivated.

The place is about
22 miles by river

below Qtirnah.

Kataiban About 15 miles above

Basrah Town; a

creek and large village

inhabited by Muhai-
sin, ’Atub, Qatar-

nah and ’Idan. !Vlr.

Stephen Lynch owns

property here.

Harthah A stretch of date

groves and rice

fields upon the

river.

KilabfNahr Abul) A creek, aboiix; 10 miles

by water above Basrah
Town.
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Right bank. Left bank.

iMagidiyah
(Nabr-al-)

A large creek near
which are several

brick kilns.

1

»Taz5rat-as-Saghir An insulated tract inha-

bited by the same tribes

as Kataiban above.

Gunn ah ’AU This creek or back-
water, about 8
miles above Basrah
Town, is men-
tioned in the

paragraph on
tributaries above.

Fii-nziyah

-^j)>

Date gardens and a

village.

FnllwSn Brick kilns. Oppo-
site Shi’aibiyah,

Shi*aibiyah A creek and village.

Sabnr (Abus)

jjj

A large creek ex-

tending from the

river to the desert.

... ...

rarangi (Kut-
al.)

oy

See article Kut-al-
I’arangi.

Kibasi-as-Saghlr A large creek running
behind Jazirat-al-’Ain

1 » an islet

immediately opposite

Kufe-al-Parangi. Upon
it is a village with

^
date

plantations. The inha-

bitants are of the same
tribes as at Kataiban.
The chief Shaikh of the
’Idan lives here or upon
Jazlrat-al-’Ain,

Silq Pronounced Silij.

Date groves be-

longing to ’Ali

Pasha, Zahair.

Kbarab

viy^i

An island*

Jubailab A large creek with
gardens and a
village ; it is about
a mile below
Kut-al-Parangi,

• 19

Sufiyah
«p

A village and
gardens. Here
also is a creek
called Nahr-al-

Ma'af
<—slat/®

Date gardens owned by
Hashel KMyem.

Jinn

Basrah Town See article Bas-
rah Town.

Dependencies of
Basrah Town.

See article Basrah Town.
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The following table ^ of the same reach brings out additional facts

connected with irrigation and navigation and the geography of the banks

and presents those already given in a difEerent light :
—

Direction of tbe
riTcr.

Names of river
side tracts

(right bank).

Names or
number of trilm-
tanes or ii riga-
tion Greets
(right bank).

Names of river-
side tracts (left

bank).

Names or
number of tribu-
taries or iiriga-
tion creeks
(left bank)

.

Remarks.

South-East
auci Soiitb-

Soutb-West

Sharish

A A

... Ai Bu Ghir-
bah

JT

Suwaib

South Do. ... Umm-ash-
Shilb

c»

There is an

island here

called XJmm*
ash-Shilb.

South-South-
East

Dair ... D^. ... ...

Do. Shafi Shafi Nashwah Hashwah ...

South-South
East and
South-East

1

Sahih-az-

Zaman
2 Azairij

1

1

...

East-S 0 u t h-
East

Nahr *Umr .n. Do. ... ...

East Khaimah ... Huqchah

South -Fast Do. 1 Ham rah ... ...

l?outh Harithah Miyadiyah
W (M

Kataiban Kataxban *«•

Do. Do. Shalahi There is an

island here

called Sa*

ghir

* Supplied by Major J. Earn say, Political Resident at Baghdad. It is based on

the observations of Lieutenants A. Hamilton and Gardner, R.LM., of the ^'Cornet/’

who surveyed this part of the river in 1906-07,
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Direction of the
river.

Names of river-
side tracts

(right 'bank).

1

Namea or
numker of tribu-
taries or irriga-

tion creeks
(right bank).

Names of river-

side tracts (left

bank).

Names or
;

number of tribu-
taries or irriga-
tion creeks
(left bank).

Remarks.

South-South-
East

Gnrmat ’Ali Gurmat Ali J azlrat-al-

Kibasi

1

Saghir

1

South-East Jubailah Sufiyah and
J ubailah

09

Dependencies
of Basrah
Town.

Shi’aibivah,

Eibasi and
Kharab

lU

1
^

««0

Topography of the right hanh from Basrah to Muhammareh .^—The

following is a list of the villages and settlements which succeed one

another upon the right bank of the river on the way from Basrah to a

point opposite the mouth of the Karun, a distance of miles hy

water :

—

1

Name. Nature and position.

t

Inhabitants and houses. Remarks.

Khorab A village about 2
miles up a creek of

which the mouth
is 24 miles below

;

the British Consu-
late at Basrah.

4,000 souls of vari-

ous tribes. Theie
are about 30 brick

houses here : the

other dwellings

are huts.

Estimated resources are
2iJ0,000 date palms,
1,000 cattle, 2,000 sheep
and goats, 20 horses and
8 camels. The Khorah
creek is said to reach to

the dry desert behind.
’Aj airawiyah island

begins a short distance

above the mouth of
this creek.

Batadh'iyah
w

A village, about 1

mile up a creek of

which the mouth
is i of a mile
below the mouth
of the Khorah
creek.

600 souls of the

’Idan and other

tribes inhabiting
hats.

The date plantations of
this village are very
dense. Estimated re-

sources are 100,000
palms, 200 cattle, 500
sheep and goats and 10
horses.

• The topographical tables which compose the remainder of this article have been

compiled from a valuable report submitted hy Captain Bowden of the R. I. M, S.

Lawrence ” in 1906 after a close local inquiry : the report is illustrated by a map
which is cited in a footnote to the article Turkish ’Iraqt..

t The terms right and left bank are used of creeks as if the latter were streams

flowing into the river.
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Saraji

liTame, Nature and position.* Inhabitants aud houses. Remarks.

A village, about 2
miles up a large

creek of which
the entrance is I-

of a mile below
the Baradh’iyah

creek.

2,000 souls of the

’idan and other
|

tribes inhabiting

huts. As the

creek is entered

from the river

there is a large

house on the right

belonging to ’Ab-

dul Wahbab-al-
Qirtas, and another

on the left which
is the property of

Agha Ja’far, Agent
of the Bombay and
Persia Steam Navi-
gation Company.

At low water the creek is

almost dry at 1 mile

from the river. Esti-

mated resources are

60,000 date trees, 300
cattle, 400 sheep and
goats and 10 horses.

Mahanlat-az*
Zahair

A village ou the

bank of the river,

4 miles below the

British Consulate
at BasraB.

200 souls of Mu-
haisin of the

Bait Kana’aii sec-

tion and of other

tribes. There are

2 or 3 well built

stone houses here

;

the rest of the habi-

tations are huts.

Hesources are estimated
as 5,000 date trees, 20
cattle, 35 sheep and
goats, and 6 horses.

Muhaijaran A village, 2 miles up
a creek similarly

named which”
leaves the river 1
mile below Mahau-
lat-aZ'Zahair.

1,§P0 souls of the

’Idan and other

tribes, occupying
huts. There are

several brick
hoases.

The dates grown here

have a high reputation,

and the area under
cultivation is steadily

increasing. Tb© esti-

mate of resources is

180,000 palms, 600
cattle, 1,000 sheep and
goats and 20 horses.

Bait Na’amah A settlement on the
river bank, |
a mile below the

mouth of the
Muhaijaran creek.

250 souls, chiefly of
the ’Idan tribe.

The principal

building is a

palatial mansion
with a frontage

of about 400 feet

erected by the
late Hajj Ahmad-
an-Na’amah : it

‘ is now occupied
by his 4 sons, who
were till lately

among the weal-
thiest Muham-
madan notables

j

of Basrah, but
have now lost most
of tbeir money.

The date palms, which
number about 16,000
belonsr to the family
of Na’amah. Live-
stock are estimated at

20 cattle, 60 sheep and
goats, 20 horses and 5
camels, those of the

next place (Yufeifan)

being included.

* The terms right and left bank are used of creeks as if the latter were streams
flowing Into the river.
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Name. Nature and position.* Eemarks.

The resources o£ fcliis

pluoe are included in
the foregoing entry.

Yusifan

Hamdan

Fajat-al-’Arah"

Hamdan -as-Sag-

hir

Yahudi

A settlement on tVie

river bank, about
600 yards below
the mansion of

Bait Na’amah.

A town, about 21
miles up a creek

of the same name
of which the en-

trance is 6^ miles

by river below the
British Consulate
at Basrah, and
opposite to Yamin,
which is about the

middle of ’Aja-
irawiyah island.

A village, on the

left bank of the
Hamdan creek at

i a mile within
the entrance.

A village, on the
bank of the river

1 mile below the
mouth of the
Hamdan creek.

A village, miles
up a very tortuous
creek, of wiiich the
mouth is nearly
2 miles below the
entrance of the
Hamdan creek.

luhatutaiits aud houses.

1 20 souls, chiefly

'Idan. Tbeie
are 3 well-built

houses, one of
which belongs to
a member of the
Na’amah family :

the rest are huts.

450 souls of various
tribes. Many
huts are in rums
and the remainder
are scattered aud
strciggling.

See article Hamdan.

100 souls of

Muhaisin of the

Bait Kana’an sec-

tion. The hamlet
consists of 2 well

built stone houses
round which clus-

ter a number of

huts.

1,600 souls of

’Idan, inhabiting!

huts.

Resources are estimated
at 1,000 date trees, 60
cattle, 100 sheep and
goats and 2 horses.

The Shaikh of Hamdan
resides here occaisionally.

There are about 800
dube palms, and live-

stock are 20 sheep and
goats and 3 horses.

The Yahudi creek is easily

distinguished by a
nameless tomb vvhieh

stands in the angle
between its right bank
and the right bank
of the river. Date
palms are estimated at

90,000, and there are

about 100 cattle, 200
sheep and goats aud 3
horses.

used of creeks as if the latter were streams* The terms right and left bank are
flowing into the river.
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Saiigar

Name. Nature and position.’^ luhabitauts aud houses. l^emarks.

A village whicli

extends for | a

mile down the

hank of the river

fiom the tomb
immediately below

the YahMi creek.

1,300 souls of

’Atub. There
are several well

built brick and
mud houses; the

other dwellings

are huts.

Some of the villagers are

fishermen and tln^y

own about 20 boats.

The date plantations

here, though dense upon
the river bank, are not
deep and they contain
only about 9,000 tiees :

there are 10 cattle and
100 sheep aud goats.

Pottery is manufactured
and beats are built of
timber imported from
India.

Sabiliyat A village on the
river bank, upon
a creek similarly

named which is

9^ miles by river

below the British

Consulate at Bas-
rah.

4,000 souls, mostly
’Atub, inhabit-
ing huts. The
Naqib of Basrah
generally resides

here in a well

built and fairly

large house.

Resources are placed at
65,000 date palms, 200
cattle, 500 sheep and
goats, 20 h()ise.s, 5
camels and 42 donkeys.

Ahu Mughairah A village, 2| miles
up a creek which
enters the river

just below Sabi-
liyat.

About 5,600 souls

of Bani Malik
of the Bani iJlTabd

section. The
dwellings are all

huts.

The creek is the largest

between Basrah and
Fao and is said to
reach inland to the
desert, a distance of
2 hours by Ballam ;

it communicates with
the creek of Abul
Khasih mentioned
below. The inhabitants
refused to reply to
questions about their
resources ; but date
trees may be estimated
at 100,000, and animals
at 260 cattle, 400 sheep
and goats and 10 horses.

Abul Hamad

I ^3}

A hamlet, on the
3 iver about 1 mile
below Sabiliyat
aud opposite to

the lower end
of ’Ajairawi-
yah island.

The inhabitants,
about 70 in num-
ber, are Muhai-
sin of the Bait
Kana'an section.

There is a well
built mansion, the
property of Abul
Hamad, from
whom the place
takes its name

:

the other habita-
tions are huts.

Resources are 2,000 dnto
pjilms, 10 cattle, ::iO

sheep and goats, 4
horses, and 2 cam(ds.
Abul Hamad is a rich
landowner.

* The terms right and left bank are nsed of
flowing into tie river.

creeks as if the latter were streams
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Name, Nature and position.* Inhabitants and bouses. Remarts.

Nahr Khos A village, 2 miles
up a creek of the
same name which
enters the river

iOO yards below
Abul Hamad.

1,300 souls of

’Idan and Bani
Malik of the
Bani Nahd section,

living in huts.

There are about 120,000
date palms, 80 cattle,

250 sheep and goats
and 4 horses. In this

estimate are included
the palms of the next
village.

Labani A small village on
the river bank,
about Hi miles

by water below
the British Con-
sulate at Basrah:
the island of Ta-
wailah begins a

short way above
it.

350 souls of
’Idan. There

1

are 3 well-built

1

mud and brick
houses; the rest

of the village

j

consists of huts.

The palms, uhich are on
the right hank of the
Nahr Kh5s cieek, are
included in the estimate
for that village. Live-
stock are 40 sheep and
goats, 8 horses and 2
camels.

Abul Khasib

1
yi 1

A considerable town,
situated 2 miles

up a creek of

which the mouth
upon the river is

1 mile below Lab-
ani and which
communicates in-

land with the
creek of Abu
Mughairah.

1. **

!

See article Abul Khasib

.

Abu Ibgai’

j-j)

A tract reaching
from the Abnl
Khasib ereok to a

point miles
farther down
stream.

The inhabitants are

about 2,000 souls

and belong to

various tribes.

There are 8 or 9
hamlets consist-

ing of huts.

There are about 50,000
date palms ; animals
are 200 cattle, 200
sheep and goats and
30 horses. The Shaikh
is agent to the Naqlb
of Basrah, who owns
most of the land in
this neighbourhood.

Abnl Fulus A tract beginning
immediately be-

low Abu Ibgai*
and extending
about miles
down stream.

1,800 souls of
mixed tribes, oc-

cupying about a
dozen small hut
villages.

Agricultural resources
are 26,000 date palms^
300 cattle, 300 sheep
and goats and llO
horses. The date palms
in this tract are com-
paratively sparse, but
every year more land is

being brought under
cultivation. Bricks are
made, but the industry
is a

^
decaying one.

There is a small mili-
tary post at this place.

• The terms right and left bank are used of creeks as if the latter were streams

flowing into the river.
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Name.

Ealjanlyah

*
I

Nature and position.*

A tract similar

to Abu Ibgai’

and Abul Fulus
but larger ;

it

begins at 16

1

miles below the

British Consulate

at Basrah and
extends down
stream for

miles. The island

of Shamsha-
miyah is

^

op-

posite the middle
of it and the

island of Taw-
ailah ends off

its upper, while

that of TJmm-al-
Khasasif begins

off its lower part.

Inhabitants and houses. Bemarks.

900 souls of tribes ' Kosonrces are estimated

described as

MasJiid and
Shaikh Hasan.,

inhabiting 8 small

villages of huts.

There is one well--

built brick house
upon the river

owned by Haji
Mahmud Pasha
and two others

have been built

lately by Haji
Ibrahim ’Abdul
Wahid and
Ahmad Chalabi
'Abdul Wahid,

at 35,000 palms, 200
cattle, 100 sheep ani
goats and 4 horses.

Faiyadhi A tract extending
along the river for

a mile from the

lower limit of

Baljaniyah : it

is subtended
throughout its

length by the

island of Umm-
al-Yababi.

500 souls of various

tribes, inhabiting

6 distinct villages

of huts.

Tho date palms here only
number about 5,000
and they appear to be
below the aveiage in

productiveness. About
half the population are
engaged in fishing.

Animals are 20 cattle,

50 sheep and goats and
20 donkeys.

Zaiu A tract, beginning
immediately,below
Faiyadhi and ex-

tending for one
mile down stream
to the ’ Mutawa'
creek which enters

the river almost
opposite to (but

a little higher

up than) the

Kartin river on
the other bank.

The population is

about 1,300 souls

distributed among
7 small villages ot

huts. The largest,

Zain, which gives

its name to the

district, consists

of nearly 100
huts and is oppo-
site Umm-ar-
Rasas on. Umm-al-
Ehasasif is-

land.

Resources are estimated
at 35,000 palms, 30
cattle, 60 sheep and
goats and 4 horses.

Practically the wliole

of the tract belongs
to nephews of the
Shaikh of Kuwait.
A step-niother of tlie

present Shaikh of

Muhammareli lives

here in a house near
the hank of the river

and owns some pro-
perty.

The population of this section of the right bank appears to be a.bout

68,000 souls, and the number of date palms about 1,618,000.

* The terms right and left bank are used of creeks as if the latter were streams
flowing into the river.
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Topography of the left hank from Basrah to the Persian

frontier ,—A tabular account is given below of tbe villages and cultivated

estates on the left bank of tbe river in tbe order in wbicb they occur

from Basrah down to tbe end of Turkish territory on this side, a

distance about 16^ miles.

Name. Nature and position. Inhatitants and houses. Remarks.

Kut-al-Ju* A village, 800
yards np a small
creek wkich enters

the river 3i miles
below the Tauu-
mah Hospital at
Basrah and
about miles
below the upper
end of ’Ajaira-
wiyah island.

1,310 souls of the

’idan, inhabiting

huts. The village

is a crowded one.

The date palms number
about 20,000, and
there is fair pastur-
age for livestock

which amount to

some 140 cattle, 140
sheep and goats, 4
horses and 50 don-
keys, It is proposed
to locate the new
quarantine station

for Basrah at this

place.

Kut»as-Saiyid (I)
tv

A village, 600
yards np a creek

which opens into

the river | of

a mile below the
Kut-al-Ju’ creek.

260 souls of ’Idan,
whose dwellings,
are huts.

Resources are esti-

mated at 10,000 date
palms, 20 cattle, 40
sheep and goats and
2 horses.

Kut Bin—Mina
(spelling nnoer-
taiu)

A village, 500 yards
up a creek of
which the mouth
IS 600 yards below
that of the Kut-
as-Saiyid creek

-

260 souls of ’Idan,
whose dwellings are

huts.

This village is sur-
rounded by a well-
built mud wall 10
feet high and 2 feet

thick. There are
about 20 cattle, 30
sheep and goats and
8,000 palms.

Majma A village, 200 yards
np a small creek

which is 1 a mile
below that of
Kut Bin-Mina,

160 souls of ’Idan,
inhabiting huts.

Resources are estimat-
ed at 6,000 date
palms, 10 cattle and
20 sheep and goats.

The village belongs
to M. Asfar, who has
bought the whole
of it.

Kufc-az-Za*ir A village, 200 yards
up a creek of
which the entrance
is 1 a mile below
that of the Maj-
ma’ creek.

130 souls of ’Idan,
dwellers in huts.

The inhabitants own
about 6,000 date
palms, 8 cattle and
10 sheep and goats.
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Name. Nature and position. Inhabitants and houses Remarks.

GawSui (Kut-al*) A tillage, | a mile
np a creek of the

Srime name which
takes ont of the

river at a point

6 miles below the

Taiiumah Hospital

at Basrah.

250 souls of ’Idan,
occup3ang huts.

The village is walled.

There are about
10,000 palms, 20
cattle and 30 sheep

and goats.

oMyah
w

A village about J a

mile east of Kut-
al-Gawara, on an
eastern branch of

the Kut-al-Gawam
creek.

50 souls of Muhaisin
of the Bait Kana’an
section. The habi-

tations are huts.

The village is sur-

rounded by a ruined
wall and there are
many deserted huts ;

it is owned by Shaikh
’Abdullah, Bash
A’yan. Resources are

estimated at 1,000
date palms, 5 cattle

and 10 sheep and
goats.

Ghadhban (Ktt)
1

A village, of a
mile up a creek

which joins the
river | a mile
below the Kut-
al-Gawam creek.

160 souls of Muhai-
sin of the Bait
Kana’an section,

dwellers in huts.

Date palms number
about 5,000, and
livestock are 20 cattle,

20 sheep and goats,

2 horses and 10
donkeys.

Shaikli (Kiit-ash-) A village, J a mile
up a creek which
enters the river

4 of a mile below
the Ghadhban
creek.

Do. This village and the
date groves in it,B

neighbourhood are

partly the property
of the Naqib of
Basrah, Saiyid
Rajah ; other part-
owners are Messrs.
Lynch Bros, and the
families of Haji
Mansur and Matos
Iskandar. Resources
are 7,000 date palms,
6 cattle, 20 sheep and
goats and 6 donkeys.
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Name. Nature aiid position. Inhabitants and houses. Remarks.

Suwadi (Kut) A village, 4 a mile

up a creek which
joins the river ^
of a mile below
the Kuh-ash-
Shaikh creek.

600 souls of Muhaisin
of the Bait Kana'au
section. The habi-

tations are huts.

A good view of the
surrounding country
is obtained from this

place, the date groves
being here less dense
than the average,
though the trees are
productive. The
palms are estimated
at 6,000 ; and the
livestock are 100
cattle, 50 sheep and
goats, 6 horses and
10 camels.

Dahaimatal-
Kabir

A village, 4 a mile

up a creek of
which the entrance
is 4 a mile below
that of the Suwadi
creek.

200 souls of IVCuhaisin
of the Bait Kana’an
section, dwellers in
huts.

Date palms, which are

sparse, number about
4,000 ; and there are

16 cattle and 20
sheep and goats.

About 20 acres of
land are cultivated
with wheat and
barley. The village

is enclosed by a
ruined wall.

Dahairoat-as-Sag-

hix

A village, 4 ^

up a creek which
enters the river

^ of a mile below
the Dahaimat-al-
Kabir creek.

600 souls of Muhaisin
of the Bait Kan a’ an
section, occupying
huts.

The resources in palms
and animals are about
half those of the last

village. Here also

some wheat and
barley are grown.

Sinni (Kut-as-) A village, at the
same distance in-

land as the last,

upon a small
eastern tributary

of the same 1

creek.

60 souls of Muhaisin
of the Bait Kan a’an
section, inhabiting
huts.

There are about 3 ,000
date palms, and live-

stock are 10 cattle,

10 sheep and goats
and 2 donkeys.

Saiyid (Ktlt-as-)

‘(II)

A village, about h

a mile up a small
creek which joins

the river 4 ^ itiile

below the last

creek.

lOO souls of Muhaisin
of the Bait Kana’an
section, occupying
huts.

At this place are 10 to

15 acres of arable

land cultivated with
wheat and barley.

The inhabitants own
about 2,500 palms,
10 cattle and 15
sheep and goats.
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Name. Nature aud position. Inhabitants and bouses.

1

,

Remarks.

Daghaiaiat A villajfe, about i
of a mile up a

creek of which
the mouth is J a

mile below the
mouth of the

Kut-as-S a 5 y i d
creek.

120 souls of Muhaisii
, of the Bait Kaiia’an

section, dwellers in

huts.

1 There are about 4,000
palms: animals arc

6 cattle and 10 sheep
and goats. The vil-

lage belongs to the

family of Haji
Mansur.

Jasim (Nahr)
|4^L^

A village, | a mile
up a creek which
enters the river -g

a mile below the
Daghaimat creek.

*Ajairaw i y a li

island ends off

this creek.

SCO souls of Muhai-
sin of the Bait
Kana’an section.

The dwellings are

huts.

Date trees are esti-

mated at 10,000, and
livestock at 30 cattle,

40 sheep and goats
and 2 horses.

Da'aiji A large village,

situated about
miles up a great
creek, of which
the mouth is

nearly 11 miles
by water below
the Tanumab
Hospital at

Basrah and
about opposite to

Labani on the
right bank of the
river : Tawailah
island begins a
little above this

point.

Including several

small hamlets on
the creek, of which
the largest (18 hutsj
is 1 of a mile within
the entrance, the
population amounts
to about 3,000
souls. The people

.
are Muhaisiu of
the Bait Kana^an
section and live in
huts.

There is a Turkish
Custom House at

this place. Palms
number about 50,000,
and livestock are 250
cattle, 600 sheep and
goats, 10 horses and
20 camels. Two-
thirds of the village

belong to the Dairat-
as-Saniyah ; the re-

mainder is the pro-
perty of Saiyid
Hashim and others.

SulairnSnlyab
cu

A district, with a
frontage of IJ
miles upon the
river, commencing
immediately below
the Da’aiji creek.

450 souls of the
’Atub tribe distri-

buted among 6
small villages of
huts, no one of
which is more than
f of a mile from the
river bank. The
houses are all huts.

1

Eesources are esti-

mated at 10,000 date
palms, 10 cattle, 20
sheep and goats and
5 horses. The late
Shaikh of the ’Atub
had bis abode in the
largest of the ham-
lets. The estate is

Waqf property.
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Namo. Nature and position. Inhabitants and houses. Remarks.

Kharnubiyah A village, about 1

mile up a creek of

the same name
which enters the

river a little over

a mile below the

Da’aiji creek.

200 souls of Muhai-
sin of the Bait

Kana’an section,

inhabiting huts.

The people possess

about 3,000 date

palms besides 10
' cattle, 20 sheep and
goats and 5 horses.

This village also is

Waqf.

Buwarin A difctrict, with a

frontage of

miles upon the

river, extending

from the Kharnu-
hiyah creek to

that of Khaiyain
Ul .

the latter

marking the

boundary between
Turkey and Persia,

(It is a question

hereof the upper
or principal mouth
of the Kbalyain
creek, which is

opposite Sham-
shamiya h
island, not of the
branch which joins

the river 2 miles

further down in

the direction of

P'ailiyeli.)

This district contains

8 villages and 6

hamlets and the

total population is

about 3,600 souls.

The largest village,

consisting of 150
huts and several

more substantial

houses is situated

on the Elharntiblyah

creek at f of a mile

within the entrance.

The people of Buw-
arin belong to the so-

called Shaikh Hasan
tribe. With the ex-

ception noted the

houses are all huts.

There are about 50,000
date palms, and live-

stock are estimated

at 1,000 cattle, 1,500

sheep and goats and
120 horses.

Tii6 remainder of tlie villages upon, the left bank of the Shatt-al- Arab

in this section are described in the article on lilEtiliaiainarell Distiiet : the

population of those in Turkish territory, given above, is apparently about

ia,000 souls, while the date palms belonging to them amount to nearly

215,000.

To^ogra^h^ of the right hanJefrom Muhcmmareh to Iho .—Here we

may resume our account of the villages and tracts upon the right bank

of the river, ta.Tring them in the order in which they occur from a point
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nearly opposite the emboucliui'e of the XSrun down to the sea^ the

distance by river being approximately 50 miles

Name.

Mutawa’

or

Mubawaiyah
U)

Gharab (Umoi-al«)

Ruwais

Nature and position.

A tract ; it begins

immediately below
Zain from which
a creek (leaving

the river 1 mile
west-sou t h-we s t

of the month of
the Karlin and
exactly opposite

TJmm-ar-Rasas on
Umm-al-Khasa-
sif island) divides

it ; and from this

creek, which is

known as the Mu-
tawa’ creek, it ex-

tends down the
bank for nearly

1| miles.

A tract, extending
downstream from
the Turkish police

post on the
border of Mntawa*
for nearly a mile
to a gronp of 7
conspicuous palm
trees, well k'mwn
as As-Saba’

^^^1 or The

Seven. The inland

boundary is

formed by the
Mutawa* creek

which runs behind
this tract at a

distance of If
miles from the
river.

A tract, extending
for f of a mile

from the border

of TJmm-al-Gharah
to the southern
extremity of the
Mntawa* creek,

and bounded on
the inland side

by the Mutawa*
creek.

Inhabitants and houses.

About 600 souls of

mixed tribes distri-

buted among 5 small
villages of huts.

1,600 souls of various
tribes living in scat-

tered and isolated

huts 5 on the Mutawa*
creek, however,
there are 3 small
villages or groups
of huts known as

Kilal, Hasban and
Badr, this being
their order from
north to south.

850 souls of a tribe

described as Mashid,

occupying 3 small
villages of huts in

different places.

Remarks.

There arc about 10,000
date palms and live-

stock are about 60
sheep and goats. At
the lower extremity
of the tract is a Tur-
kish police post on
the river bank. It
may be noted that
the Mutawa* creek,

after passing inland
of this tract and
the succeeding tracts

of Uinm-al-Gharab
and Ruwais, rejoins
the river at a point 3J
miles by stream from
the point where it left

it. This creek is full

of fish traps.

Hosonvees are esti-

mated at 30,000 data
palms, 200 cattle, 60
sheep and goats and
10 horses.

Date palms are esti-

mated at 20,000 and
the inhabitants own
some 200 cattle, 80
sheep and goats and
20 horses.
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Name. Nature and position.

Gat’ah A tract, reaching

from the southern

ixkOl entrance of the

Mutawa’ creek for

4f miles to the

entrance of an-

other creek,

known as the

Gat’ah creek,

which enters the

river opposite the

centre of Haji
Salbliq island.

The islands of

Babriyali and
Gat’ab lie off

this tract.

Saniyah A tract, extending
no from the Gat’ah

creek for 2| miles

down to the Saihan
creek.

Inhabitants and houses.

1,300 souls of various

tribes, occupying
huts which compose
7 sepajate ham-
lets.

850 souls of mixed
tribes ; they live in

scattered huts, ex-

cept in one place

where about a dozen
hats are collected to

form a hamlet.

Saihan

Dawasir District

A tract, of which
the upper bound-
ary is the creek

called Saihan,
while the lower is

the entrance of
the Ziyadiyah
creek dividing
Ziyadiy a ti

island from the
hank: its extent
is thus about 2
miles and it sub-
tends the south-
ern end of Haji
Salbtlq island.

A district, extend-
ing downstream
for about 13 miles

350 souls of miKod
tribes, inhabiting

huts. There is only
one village worthy
of the name ; it oon-

sibis of about 40
huts, is situated on
the river about mid-
way between the

two ends of the

tract, and is known
as Khast

Bemarki.

The date trees, which
here grow only on the
bank of the river,

number about 26,000.
Livestock are some
300 cattle, 150 sheep
and goats and 30
horses. There is a
Turkish customs house
on the north side of

the entrance of the
Gat'ah creek; and a

Turkish guard house
ou the river bank
about 1 1 miles above

I

that creek.

This district was ori*

ginally pait of the
mxt (Saihan), but it

is now the property of
the Sultan of Turkey
and takes its separata
name from the Dairat*
as-Saniyab, by which
it is administered

.

The date groves,
which are extremely
valuable, contain about
10,000 trees. 1 he
livestock of the cul-

tivators amounts to

I

some 30 cattle, 100
' sheep and goats and 4

horses.

The country here-

abouts is open and
barren. Date palms
are about 5,000 in
number, and anin)ftls

are estimated at 60
cattle, 100 sheep and
goats and 8 horses.

See article DawSsir
District.

I
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Naine. Nature and position. Inhabitants and houses. Eennarks.

from a point op-

posite the upper
or noithern end of
Ziyadiyali
island.

Dorah, or Dorat
Bin-Ibrahim

Ma*amir

FSo

A tract, beginning
immediatel3^ below
the Dawasir
District and ex-

tending frona a
point 15 miles by
river to another
10| miles by
river above the
Fao civil station.

A tract, with a

'

frontage of 7|
miles on the
river, beginning
10 1 miles by
stieam, and end-
ing 3| miles by
stream, above the
Fao civil station.

A creek which
divides it from
Dorah is known
as the Ma*amir
creek.

A tract occupying
the last 8 miles of
the right bank,
between Ma’amir
and the mouth of
the river.

1,500 souls of the
’idan and ’Atub
tribes, occupying
huts which form
about 12 distinct

hamlets.

1,600 souls of mixed
tribes, partly Mun-
tafik, distributed
among about 25
small hut villages,

each of which as a
rule stands on a
separate little creek
of its own. The
district has a small
population for its

size. It is thus
somewhat similar to
Fao.

This is a prosperous
tract containing about
12,000 prolific pahna :

grapes, oranges and
figa are cultivated as

well as dates. Live-
stock are estimated
at 120 cattle, 200
sheep and goats and
160 horses. Bricks
were ormerly made
here and a large kiln

is still a conspicuous
object a little below
the middle of the
tract, but the industry
has now ceased in

oonseq\jence of the
cost of transport to

Basrah. This was
the starting point o?

a boat expedition sent

by Yusuf- bin-Ibrahim
against EZuwait in

1902.

Date palms are estimat-
ed at 6,000, and
livestock at 450 cattle,

300 sheep and goats,
60 horses and 30
donkeys. The tract
is not fully developed
having come into
existence as a settle-
ment only during
the last 30 years.
At the lower end of
Ma'annr, on the
border of Fao, are
date plantations
owned by nephews of

the present Shaikh of

Kuwait and known
as Sufiyah

See article Fao.
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The population of the right bank villages of this reach would seem to

be about 12^600 souls and the number of their date palms is probably

150^000 at least.

The singular form of the word; which is ^Arabi
; is avoided as

it is ambiguous; meaning also a hill-donkey. The Bani ^Arabah are a

Ghafiri tribe of the ^Oman Sultanate, found chiefly in Wadi Tayin;

where their principal places are Sibal, Qurr, Hammam and Shat.

Twenty years ago they are said to have been a large tribe
; but they are

now much less numerous in consequence, chiefly, of the ravages of cholera,

and probably do not exceed 1,000 persons. They have been on bad terms

with the Siyabiyin for more than 30 years, but the feud is now less

acute than formerly.

An island, only 3 feet above sea level, situated about 60 miles east-

north-east of Musa 11amiyah bay and 15 miles south of Farsi island.

It consists of a sandbank with a rocky foundation and is visited by

fishermen to catch turtle. It swarms with cormorants, being covered

in the season with their nests and young ones ;
and there is a deposit

of guano, a few inches thick, all over it. The question of the owner-

ship of ^Arabi has never arisen, and there is apparently no reason for

regarding it as the property of one territorial power rather than of

another.

An important province of South-Western Persia; it consists chiefly

of the alluvial plains which are either drained or watered by the Karun
Eiver and its affluents the Diz and the Jarrahi. ^Arabistan falls

* Notwithstanding the existence of a largo number of previous works on this

province, the portions of the Gazetteer relating to Arabist an have involved more

laborious investigations than almost any other. A beginning was made in hi’ovember

1904 by the issue, in the form of 27 printed foolscap pages, of an abstract of the

information at that time available: this collection of materials w^s supplied to the

I a

meabae
(BanI)

’AEABI

’AEAB-
ISTAN*
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naturally, in its tribal and narrower administrative aspect, into two parts

or sub-provinces wbicb may be styled Nortbern ^Aratbista>]l and Sontb-

ern ^ A va.bi gta.n respectively j
and eacb of tbese, in so far as it differs

from tbe other, is described in tbe article bearing its name in tbjs

Gazetteer.

Questions of boundaries, physical geography, climate, and internal

o-overnment,—and to some extent that of inhabitants,—having

been disposed of elsewhere^ the subjects of the present article will be

flora and fauna ;
agriculture and livestock ; external and internal trade

;

currency; weights and measures ;
communications of all kinds ;

administra-

tion in the wider sense ;
foreign relations and interests ; those are all

subjects which are common to the jDrovince as a whole.

But first of all we may consider; in a more general and comj)rehonsive

way than was possible in the articles on the two sub-provinceS; the matter

of population and tribes.

local officers and was used by them, and by the writer while on tour at Muhammareb,
as a basis for fresh inquiries. During the earlier part of 1905, a large quantity of

new information was supplied by Mr. W. McDouall, Consul at Muhammareh, in

regard to the Muliammareli and FallShiyeli Districts, and by Captain D. L. R.

Lorimer, Yice-Consul in ’Arabistan, in regard to the remainder of the province ; a

number of reports were furnished also by Mr. J. C. Gaskin, Political Assistant.

The materia) obtained appeared in September 1905 as 156 printed octavo pages, and,

having been sent in this shape lo Major P. Z. Cox, Political Resident in the

Persian Gulf, to Mr. McDouall and to Captain Lorimer, was very greatly

amplified and improved by the further efforts of those officers and of Major
Moiton, R.E., then on special duty for irrigation matters in * Arahis^tan. A
number of journeys were made by Captain Lorimer in connection with this work,

and in the autumn of 1905 the districts of Hindiyan and FallaLiyeli and tbe

Bahmansh-ir were explored by Major Cox and Lieutenant 0. H. Gabriel, I. A., a

number of doubtful points being tbus settled. The observations of Major Cox on

land were supplemented by those of Commander C. G. Sinclair, along tbe

const, which were made at the same time. Tbe result of the further investigations,

which continued during 1906, was that most of the articles on the province had to be
re-wi'itten, and when they were reprinted at the beginning of 1907 they bad
expanded to nearly 300 octavo pages. Most of the new articles underwent further

revision during 1907, and in some instances were extensively added to and corrected.

A second journey to Kbor Musa and Qubban, visited by him in 1905, was made
by Major Cox, accompanied by Captain Birdwood, Assistant Resident, in 1907 ; and
theSLarun in tbe Mubammareh District and the Balimanaliir were examined
oy Mr. J. Hj Bill, Assistant Resident, with a view to solving certain difficulties.

Information on particular points was supplied also by Ahmad Khan, Kaib Taballdar,
Captain Lorimer s assistant at Nasiri. Tbe articles in tbeir present shape represent a
very large amount of work, especially on tbe part of Captain Lorimer.

The following are tbe principal sources of information in regard to 'Arabistan
apart from these which came into existence with the Gazetteer operations : Kinneir*a
Geographical Memoir of the Persian Empire (with map), 1813; Mignan's Aceo^^t
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'Pop'Ulation and tfibes.^l^h.Q followirig is an estimate, by districts, of

the settled population of the province of ^Arabistan ;

Nobthbbn 'AbibistIit. SODTHBEBT •AeaBISTAN.

District. Souls. District. Souls.

Dizful 61,600 Ahwaz 13,000

ShuBlitar . 35,000 Eallahiyeh 46,000

Hawizeh. . 6,000

Attached to Noethben "AbabistJn. Hindiyan . 14,000

4,000Jarralii
District. Souls.

Ma’sliur 1,600

»Aqili 16,000 Muhammareh . 23,000

Bamuz 12,000 Total for Southern
’Arabistan. 3

105,500

Total for Northern 1

’Arabistan. S
123,500

of the Enins of Jhwaz, 1830; Stocqneler*s Fifteen Months* Pilgrimage

map), 1832 ;
WtitelocVs BemarJcson the Endian (Tah) Biver, 1838; Ainsworths

Besearches, 1838; Kawlinson’s Notes on a March from Zohah to Khuzisian^ 1839 ;

Solby’s Account of the Ascent of the Bavun and Pizfitl BlverSi 1814 ; Be

Bode*s Travels in Luristan and Arahistan (with map), 1845 ; Layai'd’s escrijption

of the Province of Khuzistan (with map), 1846; Chesney’s Expedition for the

Survey of the Bivers Euphrates and Tigris (with map), 1850 ; Loft us’ Travels and

Besearches (with map), 1857; Monteith’s Notes on the Boutes from Bushire to

Shiraz (notwithstanding the title), 1857 (but refers to 1810) ;
Colonel L, Felly’s

Bemarhs on the Tribes, etc,, 1865 ; Colonel Felly and Dr. ColviH's Becent Tour

(with map), 1865; General Chesney's Narrative of the Euphrates Expedition,

1868 ;
Mr. Robertson’s Memorandum on the Topography, etc., of Khuzistan,

1879 ; General Houtum Schindler’s historical and Archasological Notes, 1880;

Lady Anne Blunt’s Pilgrimage to Nejd, 1881; Captain "Well’s Surveying Tours

in Southern Persia, 1883 ; 8ir H. Layard’s Early Adventures, 1887 ; Mme.

Dienlafoy’s La Perse, 1887 ; Lieutenant MaunseU’s Communications in Souths

Western Persia, 1888 ; Colonel Bell’s Visit to the Karun Biver, 1889

;

Mr. Ainsworth’s Biver Karun, 1890; Lord Curzon’s Karun Biver (with map),

1890; Lord Gurzon’s Persia, 1892; the G-azetter of Persia, 1892 ; M. De

Morgan’s Mission Scientifique en Perse (Voh IC) (with photographs and sketches),

1895 ; the Persian Gulf Pilot, 1S98 ; Boutes in Persia (with Index map), 1898,

and Appendix to the same, 1899 ; Military Beport on Southern Persia, 1900

;

and various other military works; Lady Durand’s Autumn Tour, 1902 ; also an

article which appeared in Fetermann’s Mitleilungen, Nos. 3 and 4 ot Vol. 63, 1907. *.

There are also a number of recent official reports, especially by Commander^

T. W. Remp and H. B, T. Somerville, R.N., by Major E. B. Burton, Consul at
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T^romtliis table it would appear that the fixed inhabitants of ^Arabistan

number about 5i2^9,000 souls altog‘ether.

In the statement below will be found all the principal tribes of the

province^ whether settled or nomadic :

Name of tribe.
Number of set-

tled members.
Where chiefly settled.

Number of no-
madic members.

Where chiefly

wandering.

Abad

obi

1,100 Hindiyan District. ...

Afshar

^1^1

Dizftil Town. (See

article Northern
’Arahistan.)

1

• ••

i^uhammareh, and by Captain Lorimerj which were prepared otherwise than in

connection with the Gazetteer ; some of these are quoted in footnotes to the

appropriate articles, A valuable memorandum on the Rivers of Arahistan and a

general description of the Jarrahi-FallaMyeh country by Major Burton will he

found in the Government of India’s Political Proceedings for February 1905 and

in the same for June 1904; also remarks on the comparative political importance

of Ahwaz, Dizftil and Shiishtar by Captain Lorimer in the Proceedings for

May 1905,

The writings of Ainsworth, Eawlinson, Layard, Loftus, Houtum Schindler and

De Morgan, above, have special reference in part to antiquities and ancient

geography ; and these subjects are expressly treated of in Vincent’s Voyage of

Nearchus, 1797 ; in Loftus’ Determination of the River JSulaeuSf 1857, and in

Mr. Le Strange’s Lands of the Dastern Caliphate, 1905.

Pull information in regard to trade is afforded by the annual Consular Eeports on

the trade of ’Avabistau ; and the special reports of Messrs. Maclean and Newcomen,

cited in a footnote to the article Persian Coast, may be consulted.

The best general map of the province on a small scale is that issued with the

present Gazetteer, which takes the place of Darts of Arabia and Persia, 1883.

The country is shown on a large scale in sheets Nos. 71 S. W. and 72 N. W. and S. W.
of the South-Western Asia series of the Survey of India, hut the present edition of

these is now out of date, XJseful surveys or maps relating to portions of the

province are : Map of the Turco-Persian trentier, made hy Russian and Rnglish

Officers (Sheet VIII), 1849—55 ; Captain Well’s Sketch of the Karun River at

Ahwaz, 1881 (Map No. 1378 in the Foreign Department Library, Simla) ; Lord
Ourzon’s map of the Karun River and Branches in the Proceedings of the

R, G. S. for 1890; Captain L. E. Hopkins* Route from Ahioaz hy Behhehan to

Shiraz, 1903, in the Intelligence Branch, Simla; Major Burton’s Sketch of the

Route from Ram Sormuz to Fellahieh, 1901, in tlte Government of India’s

Political Proceedings for July 1904; a Rough Diagram showing Positions of

Villages on the Bahmishir River, by Major Cox and Lieutenant Gabriel, 1905
Library No. 1379); Rough Diagrams ewplanatovy of River Systems in Southern
Arahistan:, by the same, 1905 (Library No. 1380) ; Map of Parts of the Behhehan^
Hindiydn, JarrdU and, Falldhtyeh Districts, by Surveyor Jamua Parsbsd,
Survey of India, 1906 ; Majo? Morton’s River JarrdU from Mansoura to Fellahla,
1903 (Library No. 1881); and a preliminary map by .Major Morton of Part of
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Name of tribe.

Number of -

settled
members.

Where xihiefly settled.

Number of
nomadic
members.

Where chiefly

wandering.

^Anafljeh. 1,000 On the Gargar
and Shatait
rivers.

4,060 Ahwaz District.

’Atub 100 Muhamm a r e h
District.

...

’Ausliar

Bahrakfin

400

760

Hindiyan Dis-

trict,

Do. do.

• ••

• ••

Baji (Al)

BakhtiySri
12,000 Dizful, Shush-

tar, Ramuz and
Hindiyan Dis-

tricts.

Uncertain.

Fluctuating.

Hawizeh and
Dizful Dis-

tricts.

Dizful and
Shushtar Dis-

tricts.

Baluchi A few Failiyeh. ... •••

Bandari 1,000 Ma’shdrand Jar-
rahi Districts.

... •••

Bawiyeh 1,500 Ahwaz District. 18,500 Ahwaz District.

Dailami 125 Hindiyan Dis-

trict.

...

Dizfali 39,000 Dizful District,

chiefly in Dizful
Town.

«•«

'AraUstan adjoining the Karan River, 1906. A map has also been published by M.

jKiOigan.

ThetwonavalChartsinto which parts of ’ArabistSn enter are No. 2374-2S37B.,

Persian Gulf, and JTo. 2380-1236, Month of the Euphrates, Shatf-^-Arab and

JBahmishir

:

the latter contains as an inset a sketch survey of the KSrun Eiver to

Ahwaz dated 1899. Marine surveys made in connection with the present Gazetteer

are a Bough Sketch Survey of Fart of the Khor Musa amd the Entrance to

Mindian River, 1906, by Commander Sinclair, E.I.M. (Library No. 13S3)

;

a Sketch Survey of the Creek between Muhalla and Abadan Islands, 1905, by

Commander Sinclair, E.I.M. (Library No. 1382)3 a Sketch Survey of Eannaka

Creek, Khor^Muea. 1907, by Commander C. W. Shearme, E.LM. (Library

No. 1384) 3 and a topographical Sketch showing Dry Bed of Blind Ji.a/run River,

1908, by the same, correcting and extending the last (Library No. 1397)
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Name ot tilbe.

Number of

settled

members.
Where chiefly settled.

Number of
nomadic
members.

Where chiefly
wandering.

Faratiseh

rf.wjp

... ... 200 Ahwaz District.

Ghalibi

Gundazlu

!

125

1,000

Hindiyan Dis-
trict.

Shtishtar Dis-

trict. (See article

Northern ^Arab-
istan.)

...

Gurgi

//
200 Hindiyan Dis-

trict.

... • v •

Haidari 500 Do. do. 4 >.•>

Haiyadir 300 Jarrahi District. ...

Halaf • •• ••• (8,600, hut
these are in-

cluded in the
Bani Saleh
and Bani
Turuf be-
low.)

Hawizeh Dis-
trict.

Hazaaid • •• 6,000 Between the
Ahwaz Dis-
trict proper and
the Bakhtiyari
country.

Hardan 100 On the Gargar
River.

2,400
(exclusive of

the Baui
Na’ameh in

the Hawizeh
Distric t

below.)

Ahwaz District.

Hawashim 500 Ahwaz District. ...

HiySdir ... 2,000 Hawizeh Dis-
trict.

Iblal (Bait)

JJhJ
160 Fallabiyeli Dis-

trict.

’Ikrisli

i

Ahwaz District. 5,000 Hawizeh and
Ahwaz Dis-
tricts.
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Name of tribe.

Number of

settled
members.

Where chiefly settled.
Number of

nomadic
members.

Where chiefly

wandering.

Ja’fari 860 Hindiyan Dis-

trict.

• •• • ot

Jama ••• ... 500 AhwSz District.

Juruf (Ahl-al-)

0^1 cUI

600 Hawizeli Town. 900 Hawizeh Dis-
trict.

Ea’ab 65,000 Ealiahiyeb., Mu-
hammareh,
Jarrahi, Ahwaz
and Hindiyan
Districts.

• ••

Kangarpaz
... ...

Kathir 1,000 Dizfiil District. 7,000 Dizful and
Stiushtar Dis-
tricts,

Kliamis^(Al) 2,600 BSimuz District. ... • ••

Khawauiu 1,000 Dizful and
Shushtar Towns.

... ...

Kurd
¥

750 Dizful District.
1

* **

Kurd (A1 Bu) 1,700 Aliwaz District. ... • ••

Kut (Ahl-al.) 1,200 Hawizeli Town. ... ...

Laki 1,000 Hindiyan Dis-

trict.

••• ...

IiSm (Bani) 500 Bamuz District. ... ...

Iiur (Eastern) 3,600 Bamuz and Hin-
diyan Districts.

...

liUr (Western)

j
6,000 Dizful District. Fluctuating. Dizful District.

Magadan
a,. Ditto

i

Muhammareli
and Fallahi-
yeli Districts.
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]

Name of tribe.

iTumber of
settled
members.

Where chiefly settled.

Number of
nomadic
members.

Where chiefly
wandering.

Maawiyeh 770 Ahwaz and
Pallahiyeh Dis-

tricts.

• « -

Maqatlf

uijJoliL'*

400 JarraM District. ... ...

Harawuneb ... •• 700 Ahwaz District.

Mashaikh 1,700 Dizful and
Shuslitar Towns.

... ...

Ma2ra*eli

Miyanab Arabs 600 Miyanab.

(1,400, but
these are in-

cluded in the

Bani Turuf
below.)

...

Hawizeh Dis-

trict.

Miihaisin 12,000 Muhammareb
and Ahwaz Dis-

tricts.

...

Na’ameb (Bani) ... ... 900
(not included
in the Har-
dan).

Hawizeh Dis-

trict.

Nais 300 Hawizeh Town
and Dizfai Dis-

trict.

1,200 Hawizeh Dis-
trict.

Nidbarat 1,000 Hindiyan Dis-

trict.

... ...

QanawSti 5,260 Hindiyan and
Ma’shur Dis-
tricts.

... ...

Qatl’ (ll)

Jt

... ... 850 Hawizeh Dis-
trict.

Eamtiz (Abl-i- )'

y»]j J'A)

Eawayeb (Al Bq)

•Hh ;

4,800 Hamuz District

.

700 Ahwaz District-

/

/
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Name of tribe.

Number of
settled
members.

Where chiefly settled.

Number of
nomadic
members.

Where chiefly
wandering.

Sa’ad (Bait) 100 On the G-argar 14,000 Dizfiil and

tyxAu River and in Shtishtar Dis-

Miyanab. tricts.

Sabians 360 The towns of ...

Muhammareh,
Hawizeh and
Buziyeh, Ami-
niyeh village on
the Kartin, and
Shahwali in the

Shtishtar Dis-

trict.

Saiyids 10,000 Dizfiil and •••

Shhshtar Towns,
also villages of the

Bamuz, ’Aqili
and Dizftil Dis-

tricts.

Sakiyeh ... 1,000 Hawizeh Dis-
trict.

SaiiLmat 360
i

On the Gargar 1,260 Ahwaz Dis-

ot/olLuu River. triot.

Saleh (Baui) 16,000 Hawizeh Dis-

4lJLsw
trict.

Sharifat 500 Hindiyan and 600 Hindiyan Dit,-

.e>U^ Jarrahi Districts. trict.

SK^wakir • •• 180 Ahwaz District.

yiyi

Shurafa 1,800 Hawizeh Dis-
trict.

SKusktari 19,500 Shtishtar Town • • •

and District.

Suwa’id ... . 1,400 Hawizeti Dis-
trict.

Sawari ... ... 3,200 Do.

Tamim (Bani) (I) ... ... 10,000 Do.

Tujjar 2,500 Dizfiil Town. ...

IM o

-
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Kame of tribe.

1

Number of

settled
members.

Where chiefly settled.

Number of
nomadic
members.

Where chiefly
wandering.

Turuf (Bani) ... ... 20,000
(including the
Halaf and
M a z r a’e h
above.)

Hawizeh Dis-

trict.

ZarqSn 600 Ahwaz District. 1,000 Ahwftz District.

This table shows the total niamber of the nomadic inhabitants of

^Arabistan to be about 11 9^680 souls^ and^ as the settled population have

already been estimated at 229,000, it would seem that the total number

of persons resident in the province must be about 348,680. The manner

in which these numbers are distributed between Northern and Southern

’Arabistan and among the districts of the same is explained in the

articles on the two sub-provinces. The great bulk of the nomads inhabit

the Southern ’Arabistan districts of Ahwaz and Hawizeh.

In the above figures no account is taken of Bakhtiyaris and Lurs,

who only enter the districts as winter visitors : the most important of

these numerically are probably the Sagwand Lurs, who encamp annually

in the Dizful District, sometimes to the number of 15,000 souls.

Wandering Turkish tribes who, under Bakhtiyari protection, enter the

north-western corner of the province have likewise been neglected.

Similarly a large number of the ’Idan tribe who have recently immi-

grated from the right bank of the Shatt-al-Arab into the Muhammareh
District have been omitted from the calculations, their sojourn being

possibly temporary. Per contra it is probable that a proportion of the

nomads of the Hawizeh District, who have been treated as permanently

domiciled there, belong as much to Turkish ’Iraq as to Persian ’Arab-

istan. It is needless to remark that the estimates of numbers are in a

high degree conjectural.

To speak generally, the tribal system of ^Arabistan does not,—like

that of the North-Western Frontier of India for instance,—rest upon a

rigid basis of race ; nor is the tribal or sectional position of the individual

deterncdned immutably by his descent upon the male side. On the contrary

tribesmen can, in ^Arabistan, be made as well as born
;
and the strength

of the tribe or section is liable to be increased by addition to its numbers
from without or diminished by desertion from within. W hole tribes are

sometimes merged and disappear, or are distributed as sections among two
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or more other tribes
;
while at the same time the process of disintegration

is actively bringing fresh tribes^ or at least sections^ into existence, ^

New sections generally take the names of the Shaikhs under whose

auspices they are formed^ and the result shows itself in perjoetual varia-

tion and much confusion of tribal nomenclature. Another consequence

of the looseness of the tribal system is a constant transfer of fighting

power from one tribe or section to another^—a fact which goes far to

explain the discrepancies between the numerical estimates that have been

formed of the same body at different periods. In the present Gazetteer

an endeavour has been made to present as accurately as possible the

grouping of the tribesmen at the present day
; but it is probable that the

account will soon be out of date. An explanation of the want of

permanency in tribal matters in 'Arabistan may be found perhaps in the

migratory habits of some of the tribes^ who constantly change their

place and are obliged^ as a guarantee for their safety amid new surround-

ingSj to aflSliate themselves to strong tribes already established there.

The important tribes of ^Arabistan, with the notable exception of the

Bakhtiyaris and Lurs^ are all Arab^ but they have a strain of Persian

bloody which has increased perceptibly since the famine of 1872, when

many Arabs bought Persian girls as wives. The vast majority, indeed

practically all, are Shl'^ahs
; and until recent years Sunnis, being' considered

infidels, had difficulty in obtaining justice.

Some of the tribes of ‘’Arabistan are settled, others are nomadic
;
and

some are difficult to class, being at present in a transitional stage between

the two modes of life. The settled or semi-settled tribes are mainly

agricultural, and the nomadic mainly pastoral
;
but even the latter culti-

vate a certain amount of grain in winter. Dwellings are houses, huts

and tent-. A mud house having a roof of timber and mud is called in

Arabic Bait-at-Taiu and in Persian Dar
; and every other

habitatiori, except a tent, appears to be included in the term Kipar

(Arabic, Kibar plural Kubarah ), though strictly speaking a

* Obvious ill n.Nitrations of tliese statements conld be collected fiom the articles On

particular tribes of ^Arabistan : here it may suffice to recall that be.-ides the Nais

tribe there are sections styled Nais belonging to tbe *Anafi.jell, Bait Sa’ad and
Bani Turuf

;
that Dailam are found among the ’Anafljeh, Kathir and Bait

Sa’ad
;
that A1 Bu 'Adhar are coimuon to the Bani SSleb and Baui Turuf; that

Haliif occu aiu*)ng the Bani Saleh, Bani Tamim and Baui Turuf; that Hamdau
and Sitatleh belong alike to the Bait Sa’ad and to the Bani Turuf; and that the

Hamaid, Bani Xjiam, Bani Turuf and Ka’ab have sections called Maiyab. It

is not contended that in all these cases community of name indicates community
of blood, but in some of them it certainly does.
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Kipar is a hut of Bardi or Qassab reeds only. A mat hut is properly

styled Kukh (plural, Kuwakheh ), but may also be spoken

of as Kipar Buwari. On the nomenclature and classification of huts

composed in various ways of mud, matting, grass, reeds and tent cloth a

manual might be written ; but it is sujSScient to note that Kipar is the

most comprehensive term.

'

In character and customs the Arab tribes of 'Arabistto are all more

or less alike. Shaikhs or headmen are generally chosen, by the grey-

beards of the tribe or section, from a family in which the oflSce is here-

ditary j but the greybeards are not fettered in their selection by the

wishes, or even by a nomination, of the late Shaikh ; in deciding between

claims they pay much attention to fitness and experience. W hen the

greybeards are not unanimous the tribe or section frequently break up and

follow different Shaikhs. A dispute between men not belonging to the

same tribe or section is arranged, if possible, by their respective chiefs in

consultation. If the minor chiefs cannot agree a reference is made to a

common superior having authority over both tribes or sections
; and in

Southern ^Arabistau the Shaikh of Muhammareh thus generally

becomes arbiter when the disagreement is between two of the larger tribes:

In case of a murder, the blood money payable by the murderer is fixed in

the above manner ;
and, if the culprit has not the wherewithal to meet the

demand, the adult males of his tribe or section must contribute rateably,

according to the tribal books, to make up the deficiency. A case once

settled by tribal custom cannot be re-opened by an appeal to the Shara^ or

ecclesiastical law.

Religious shrines are numerous in the country and are of two kinds,

Imamzadehs and Qadamgahs
; the difference aj^pears to be

that the Imamzadeh is (or is supposed to be) the actual tomb of a

Shi'ah saint, while the Qadamgah is merely a cenotaph erected, as tradition

usually relates, on a request from the spectre of the sacred personage

whom it commemorates.

Mora and fauna .—We now return to the subjects which have not
been dealt with at all in the subprovincial articles.

The most widely distributed trees are the Kunar or ber and the
tamarisk, the dwarf species of the latter being included ; they seem to

occur almost everywhere that any natural wood exists. Smaller brush-

wood is confined chiefly to the banks of streams and consists, besides

dwarf tamarisk, of Grharab or Euphrates poplar, Sarim (a medium-sized
thorny bush), liquorice, willow, a kind of blackberrjr, and similar shrubs.
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Other plants are the '’Ausaj, the Qaqilah^ the Rimth—a plant which

in habit somewhat resembles ling heather and is found growing near

salt-water creeks,—and a kind of Salsola which is burned for potash.

The swamps produce Qassab, a reed of which matting is made, and Bardi

or Labbun, a coarse marsh grass used for hut building.

Of animals, and especially of birds, there is a large variety. There

are said to be a few lions still in the jungles on the Karkheh and Diz

Rivers and in the marshes near Fallahiyeh ;
and the presence of a pair at

Banneh in the Ahwaz District was reported in 1904. The lynx

certainly exists, one having been seen near Shush in 1905, and the Arabs

of the Ahwaz neighbourhood state that there are wolves. Marks of

hyaena have been seen near Nasiri ; and the jackal, fox, hare and

porcupine are found there, and probably everywhere throughout the

province. W ild pigs are numerous wherever there is cover ;
of the fallow

deer only a few remain in the jungles on the Diz^ but gazelle—said to be

of two kinds—are not uncommon, especially about Shakheh in the

Ahwaz District, whence they sometimes approach Nasiri in the hot

weather. Natives say that there are otters, and a badger was killed at

Ramuz in 1905. Water rats are seen, of more than one sort. The
mongoose lives in date plantations, and in the open plains near Ahwaz
there is a small kind of jerboa. Bats exist.

There are scorpions, including a variety called Jarrar^ also centipedes.

Snakes of several kinds are found everywhere and lizards of more
varieties than one in Nasiri alone. Locusts occasionally make their

appearance, and appeared as jumpers in May 1905, subsequently develop-

ing wings. Mosquitoes are numerous in the damper parts of the province :

in the drier districts their place is taken by sand-flies. There is also a
fly like the ordinary house fly, but it stings sharply.

Sharks frequent the Karlin, and even the Gargar, and a fish called

^Anz, which is said to run to 185 lbs. in weight, abounds in the Karkheh
and is present, though in smaller numbers, in the Karun. A small kind

of turtle, about a foot long, lives in the Gargar and the Diz.

Among land birds the sandgrouse is one of the most common
; it is

found everywhere in the open country, especially in the plains of the

Hindiyan and Jarrahi Districts. The large kind {pterocles arenarius)

and the small or pin-tailed kind {pterocles alchata) are both represented,

the former being the more numerous ; the locai names for these are

Kokarj^j.^ and Kharkharah respectively. The black partridge

{francolinus miflgans)^ by natives of the country called Duraj
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occurs wherever water and brushwood are found together^ as at many

places on the Karun, Jarrahi, Hindiyan and Diz rivers : there

appears to be also a distinct kind of brown partridge, which might easily

be mistaken for the female of the black. The Sisi {amwoperdios BonJiami)^

locally styled Tihu frequents suitable stony grounds, as upon the

Gargar and in the valley of the Hiudiyan River
; and the chikore

{caccahis eJuthor), in Persian Kabk is found in the hills. The

Houbarah bustard may be shot on the Hindiyan and Jarrahi plains,

and it is said that the great bustard also has been seen. Quail visit the

country in their season, and blue rock pigeons inhabit the banks of the

Gargar. Swifts and sparrows are common
;
but the crow is rare at

Nasiri and the rook, kite and mynah are said not to be seen there.

Water birds include several kinds of duck; the snij^e [gallinago

scolopax)) here called Tapuk ; the common curlew, especially near

the sea
;
the great and small grebe

;
the purple and ordinary coot

; the

bittern, and a bird called Baiyudhi which is probably an egret.

The woodcock is said not to be unknown.

Agriculture and livestoch,—'Arabistan is a fertile and productive

country and the variety of crops is considerable
; wheat and barley are

the most general in their distribution, but rice, cotton, sesame and beans

also are grown in a number of the districts. Linseed, maize or millet,

and different kinds of pulse are produced in some localities. Special crops

are indigo in the Dizfiil District, opium and pepper in the Shushtar
District, and tobacco in ’Aqili and Biamuz. Vegetables include lettuce,

tomatoes, cucumbers, Lubiya (a kind of French bean), garlic and onions :

in the Shushtar District all of these are obtainable. The most widely

distributed fruits are dates, pomegranates, figs and grapes ; but limes

(both sweet and bitter), oranges, citrons, quinces, apples, pears, apricots,

plums, peaches, mulberries, water melons, musk melons and almonds arc

grown in various places. Dizful and Eamuz appear to be two of the
best fruit-producing districts

;
yet it is reported that in Eamuz all the

fruit trees, except dates, are of recent introduction.*

Cultivation in 'Arabistan is either by rainfall, when it is called Daimi
or by irrigation, in which case it is described as Paryab •

The most heavily irrigated districts are those of FallaMyeli, Hawizeli
and Mnliaiailiarell, in which is grown the bulk of the dates and of the

*In the 10th century A.D. sugarcane was the most important crop of ’AraMstan"
and the province supplied the whole of Persia, Mesopotamia and Arabia with sugar
{vide Lv Strange), The disappearance of this staple is not a littl? remarkable.
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rice; while among the driest districts are Ahwaz and Jarrahi, important

wheat and barley-growing tracts. Local terms relating to irrigation are

Shakheh , a main canal ; Naqreh a branch of the same 5

Nahr^frj ^ a canal smaller than a Shakheh; Jub 5 an ordinary

open water channel
;
and Qanat oUii

^ a subterranean aqueduct like

the Karez of the Indo-Afghan frontier. The courses of these Qanats

are sometimes difficult to trace^ and it often happens that the ultimate

source of the water supply of a village is not discoverable at a glance.

Cham ,
a word which enters into the composition of many names,

means a piece of alluvial land by a river and generally one so situated

at a bend as to be enclosed by the stream on three sides. Dob is

apparently a long shallow depression in which water tends to collect.

Domestic animals are horses, mules, camels, donkeys, bufEaloes,

cattle, and sheep and goats. The distribution of these, like the distribu-

tion of the crops, follows to some extent the character of the country ;

buffaloes, for instance, occur only in the wetter tracts such as the

Fallahiyeh. and Hawizeh. Districts and parts of the Districts of Dizful

and Hindiyan, while camels and mules are kept chiefly in the drier

districts. Camels are not ridden in ^Arabistan, and mounted men in

this province are generally mounted on mares : almost all colts are inten-

tionally destroyed. Of sheep and goats the former are the more numer-

ous, and in some parts there is only a sprinkling of goats. The cattle of

the Sagwand Lurs are small and are used chiefly as beasts of burden.

Not only oxen but horses, mules, buffaloes and even donkeys are used for

drawing the plough, which in *Arabistan is generally woodenshared.

Bxternal trade.— foreign trade of ^Arabistan is carried on almost

exclusively through the single port of Muhammareh, which is situated

upon the Karun River at a short distance from its junction with the

Shatt-ah-^Arab. Small ports exist at Buziyeh and Ma'shur, but they

are without ^team communication ; at both the amount of shipping and of

business transacted is inconsiderable, and Ma^shur is partially dependent

for its trade upon Muhammareh. Buziyeh serves the Fallahiyeh and

part of the Jarrahi District, the I'emainder of the Jarrahi District

being commercially attached to Ma^shur ;
but Muhammareh is the

port of all •’Arahistan and even, to a slight extent, of parts of Persia

beyond it. In 1905-1906 the steamers which called at Muhammareh
numbered 14j3, of which 140 were British, and their tonnage aggregated

137,070. No exact estimate is possible of the native sailing craft that

visit Muhammareh annually, but it is stated that about 100 such
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vGssols rangirtg' from 30 to 150 tons burden call there iti the date season

and a similar number during the remainder of the year.

The aYerage annual value of the merchandise (other than specie)

exported from Muhammareh in recent years has been about c£l(*0j000.

The chief articles of export are dates, wool, gum, oil-seeds and opium,

and in some years wheat. The dates exported are mostly of the mis-

cellaneous inferior sorts called Sair : the best kind of local date, known as

Qantar, is not sent out of the country, and the proportion of the superior

Khadhrawi and Halawi varieties is small in proportion to the quantity of

Sairs. Dates go chiefly to India, the United Kingdom and America,

but some are carried by native sailing boats to Masqat, the Red b’ea

and other places. The date trade is influenced by a prohibition in con-

sequence of which no private owner may bring his dates on the market

until those of the Shaikh of Muhammareh have been cleared off

:

one result of this rule is that the smaller merchants are sometimes

obliged to part with their stocks to the Shaikh-^s broker at a very low

price. The grain trade is uncertain and fluctuating : in the past it has been

greatly hampered by embargoes on exportation suddenly and arbitrarily

imposed in the interest of local officials and notables. A large quantity

of the good wheat sold at Basrah is from ^Arabistan, and in favourable

years such as 1903 the native merchants of Basrah send agents to

N asiri to buy. The destination of the wheat exported is generally the

United Kingdom
;
that of the wool, India and the United Kingdom.

Gum includes gum tragacanth from the direction of Isfahan and ordinary

gums collected at Nasiri ? both are sent chiefly to the United Kingdom.

Of the oil-seeds, linseed goes mostly to India, the United Kingdom and

Germany ;
and sesame to India and Prance. Opium from the side of

Isfahan is nearly all consigned to Hong Kong : local opium from

Shushtar is said not to go beyond Masqat. Other exports are raw

cotton to India and Turkey, bugloss and almonds to India, barley to jwts

of the Persian Gulf, tobacco chiefly to Egypt, and madder^ root to the

United Kingdom and to France ; there are also carpets of Isfahan origiii.

Altogether about half the exports from Muhammareh are to India and

nearly a quarter to the United Kingdom : the shares in the remainder of

countries not under the British flag are sepirately inconsiderable, especially

when a further deduction has been made for the large quantities of opium

that are shipped to Hong Kong.

The import trade of Muhammareh is worth, at the present time, about

£2.^5,000 annually. The most valuable items, in tbeir usual order of

imi)ortance, appear to be ; cotton goods, sugar, metal and metal goods.
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thread and twisty tea^ silkj and wood for making date boxes. The cotton

goods are chiefly from Bombay or Manchester; and the Indian article—

which is chiefly grey or indigo-dyed—exceeds the English in quantity

but not in value. The sugar is from various European countries; chiefly

France; Belgium; Germany and Austria , but some is received from

Egypt; and a small quantity fi'om Maimtius. Metals are chiefly iron

and steel from India and the United kingdom; whence also come most of

the thread and twist. The tea is mostly Indian : the silk goods are In din n,

British; I’rench and Japanese. Other imports are rice; drugS; spices and

indigo from India, and kerosine from Russia and America. The imports

at Muhammareh. in recent years from countries forming of tfie

British Empire has amounted on the average to more than four-fifths of

the whole.

Internal trade .—The only considerable centre of internal trade is

Muliammareh Town; whence distribution of imported goods is carried on

and where local merchandise is collected for exportation. After

Muliaininarell the most important commercial entrepot in the province

is Nasiri, which, since the opening of the Karun to navigation, has

superseded Ma^skur as the port of the landlocked Eamuz District.

The mercantile position of the towns of Dizful and Shiishtar

deserves notice with reference to the surrounding hill and other tribes and

to the general trade of the province. The Arab tribes of Northern

^Arabistan have their dealings with both Dizful and Shushtar^ and

Dizful is also the-market town of the Western Lurs. The commodities

with which the tribes supx^ly themselves at these centres include sugar, tea,

dates, date syrup, rice, beans, onions, garlic, tobacco, matches, candles,

locally-made soap, henna, ready-made clothes of European material,

block-printed cloth of Persian manufacture, leather shoes, cotton shoes,

felt, hair horse and mule saddles, copx)er vessels, sx)ades; horse shoes

and other articles of iron
;

also lead, gunpowder and rifles. Besides

these the Arabs take kerchiefs and the Bakhtiyaris felt hats ; while the

Arabs x)urchase some wheat and barley, as do also the Bakhtiyaris and

the Lurs, and that in greater quantities than the Arabs. At Dizful and

Shushtar the Arab tribes bring in ghi, curds, wool and live sheej) for

sale ; they also supjply wheat, barley, millet, mules and horses to the

Dizful market, and skins and hides to that of Shushtar. At both

places the Bakhtiyaris bring in ghi, wool, live sheep, gum
,
charcoal and

bitter almonds : Dizful they also supply with curds, goats, lime and a few

rugs, and Shushtar with goats'' hair. The Bakhtiyaris of Mai Amir,

K 3
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Murgheli and Ant&Ti Kuli are among those who have dealings with

Shtishtar ;
and the more neighbouring Bakhtiyaris of ^Aqili provide

the town with donkeys^ hides, linseed, rice, firewood, honey, pomegranates,

water melons and salt ; also ashes—said to be of dung—which

are used for mixing with a lime made from boulders found in the bed of

the Karun. The commodities brought by the Western Lurs to the

Bizful market are chiefly live goats, ghi, firewood and charcoal. Both

towns deal with Muhammareh Town by way of the Karlin, goods for

Bizful ]Dassing in this case through Shushtar en route. Piece-goods

are the most valuable of the imports by river
;
but sugar, tea, matches,

candles, iron, copper, lead and German silver are also imported in con-

siderable quantities by this line
)
and letter paper, liquors, boots and shoes,

glassware and henna are also received, though on a smaller scale. Both

Bizful and Shushtar have trade relations with Isfahan a,nd obtain

thence native fabrics with block-printed patterns called Qalamkar

and cotton shoes known as Giwehs ^^4 ' besides these, dark cloth for

women^s veils, linen cloth, waist-cloths, and a sweetmeat styled Halwa

Gaz compounded from a sticky exudation of the tamarisk

tree, are brought from Isfahan to Bizful ; and Shushtar receives from the

same source various native textile fabrics, dried fruits, walnuts, pip^

tobacco and tea samovars. Bizful has dealings with a number of other

places besides Isfahan and is provided with lacquered boxes, spoons and

tobacco from Khonsar ; with tanned leather from B amadan ; and, when
the route -which has been closed to trade for some years— is open, with

wheat, barley, gram, dried fruits, pistachios, saddle-fittings, samovars and

trays from Elhmramabad and Burujird. There is also some direct trade

between the Towns of Bizful and Shtishtar, the latter snjiplying the

former not only with foreign merchandise brought from Muhaiumareh,
but also with jDottery, sieves, local soap, local petroleum and dates

^
while

Bizful in return provides Shushtar with raw cotton, indigo, rice, beans,

Masb, fruit, felt clotb, peucases, and in some seasons with wheat. The
production of raw silk, an industry which seems to have flourished in

’Arabistan in the 10th century A. B.,* appears to have ceased.

Salt is sent to Bizful from the village of Gotwand near Shushtar.
Wool, linseed, hides, gums and sometimes wheat form part of the contri-

bution of both the Bizful and the Shushtar Bistricts to the export trade

of ’Arabistan
; and in addition to these the former produces indigo, raw

cotton and pen-reeds for the foreign market, while the Shushtar District

is a source of opium.

* Vide Xie Strange.
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The commei'cial characteristics of the remaining districts of ’Arabistan

may be described in a few words.

The Ahwaz District produces grain : its river port is Isfasiri and its

sea port Muhammareh. Nasiri is a centre for the collection of ordinary

(or so-called insoluble) gums.

The exports of the Pallahiyeh District are dates^ rice^ wheats barley,

wool, ghi, hides and the skins and feathers of the Baiyudhi and other

birds found in the marshes. The dates are mostly disposed of to sailing

boats from the Persian Gulf at the local port of Buziyell j the wheat and

barley are purchased by visitors from Kuwait, Bushehr, Bahrain and

Masqat ; Kuwait is the destination of most of the rice
;
the remaining

articles are sent to Muhammareh Town. Imports into Pallahiyeh are

chiefly piece-goods from Muhammareh Town, and metals, coffee, tea,

sugar and spices from Kuwait. Buziyeh, besides being the port, is the

only trade centre in the district ; at Pallahiyeh Town, though it is the

political capital, business is inconsiderable.

The trade of the Hawizeh District is mostly with ^Amarah on the

Tigris River by way of the marshes and the Jah^lah canal : rice and tish

constitute the sole exports*

Of the Hindiyau District the only valuable exports are grain and

wool, which are sent abroad in considerable quantities from the similarly

named capital and port upon the Hindiyan River. Imports consist of

necessities of life and simple luxuries which the district does not itself

produce.

Jarrahi is a pastoral district with a small population : wheat, barley

and a little sesame are the only agricultural exports. It imports dates

from the neighbouring district of Pallahiyeh and rice from that of

Ramuz, while its small demand for piece-goods, tea, sugar and spices is

met by the sea ports of Buziyeh and Ma^shtir.

Ma'^shur is merely a port, though it ranks as a district, and it is

unnecessary to I’epeat here the facts about its trade which are fully stated

in the article under its name. Ma^shur, as already mentioned, has lost

to Nasiri the foreign trade of the Ramuz District ; and little now
remains to it beyond a share in the trade of Jarrahi.

Dates and date-syrup are the most important products of the Muham-
mareh District, of which the port is naturally Muhammareh Town: for

the latter reason it is difficult to discriminate the trade of the district

from that of ‘'Arabistan as a whole.

Ramuz Town is a market and dep6t of exportation for the produce of

the district of which it is capital and also for that of the adjacent
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Bakhtiyari and Eastern Lur Mils. The exportable products of the

plain are wheat, barley, sesame, rice, beans, linseed, ghi, wool and hides:

those of the mountains are wool, gums, various nuts, a kind of logwood

and some carpets. Piece-goods, metals, sugar, tea, cofEee, spices, crockery

aud candles are among the chief imports of the district. The trade of

Ramaz with places abroad is now conducted chiefly through Nasiri, but

a part of it is still carried on direct with Muhammareh Town by way

of the Jarrahi River.

Manufactures.— are no manufactures of any importance in

^Arabistan. Such handicrafts as exist are exercised chiefly at the towns

of Dizful and Skusktar, in the articles on which they are described.

Currency and accounts.— currency of ’Arabistaii is much the

same as that of the Persian Coast, but it has a somewhat different

nomenclature. The Qran, worth ordinarily about 4^. English, is not the

commonest coin in actual circulation, but it is the most convenient

to take as a basis for the money table of " Arabistan. The coins actually

current in the province are the following :—
Name.

Nominal value i’l

Qt'Ens.
Material. KbmIre'S.

Si) all Pul Yariable. At
one and' tbe

s-aine time
the ^i^ah

j

Pul lias been
known to

stand at 1-64

of a Qr&n at

Sliushtar,
at -56 at

Dizftll and
at 1-6 i at

Kasiri.

Copper. Or “Black Oasb,“ Py Arabs called

Ghaz^ and SbaMyeh : the

latter name is not to be confounded
with Sbahi below.

SbaM 1-20 Kickel. Of Belgian ‘mintage. By Arabs called

Nua Qamari and Nus Baljiki.

Qamari 1-10 Do. Also of Belgian manu£ icture« and for
that reosou called Baljiki ^
the Arabs. ^

Qran 1 Silver. This coin is not abundant ; it is die-
struck, but the edges are not milled.
Some Qrans of old and cl imsy min-
tage, k’lown in English as “ t)ump ”

Q»ans, are current in ui>p0r Persia ;

but in 'Arabistan merchants only
receive them at a discount.
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Name. Nominal value in
Qrsua.

Material. Remarks.

Du Hazar 2 Silver. This IS the couamouest c.oin in circuia*^

tit n, corresponding to the rupee in

ludia. It is very bndly minted; and
though die-struck, is not milDedged.

Du Hazar 2 Gold. Cannot be described as current ; when
it changes hancis^ it does so at a

valuation of to 4 Qians*

Pan] Hazar o Silver. tJncommon in *Arabistan : it is die-

struck, luill-edged and altogether

well minted.

Panj Hazar 5 Gold. Not really in circulation and passes

when available at a valuation of 10|
to 11 Qrans.

Ashrafi 10 Do. The material counterpart o£ that Per-

sian unit of account which is known
as the Tuman. The Ashrafi is not
really a current coin ana its market
value is 20 § to 22 Qrans.

Besid.es these actual coins there is an imtiginary unit called a Plnar

jUjj equal to the one-thousandth part of a Qran ; fbr this reason the

Qran itself is often spoken of simply as “ Hazar” or a thousand {sc.

Qrans). At Bizful and Shushtar the single Qran is sometimes also

called
“ Riyal ”—a very misleading abuse of terms.

Persians ordinarily work out Qran sums in Tumans and Dinars, but

they express fractions of a Qran in Qamaris and c>hahis and not in Dinars.

Europeans and Arabs reckon in Qrans, the Arabs making use of the

Qamari and half Qamari to express fractions, and Em-opeans of “cents.”

Some native merchants are said to keep their accotmts in Qamaris.

For Tm’kish gold Lirahs and for Indian rupees there is always a

demand; and Maria Theresa dollars and Tni'kish Majidis also can

generally be disposed of. The value of these foreign coins is liable to

fluctuations. The Lirah is nominally worth aO Qrans only, but it

ordinarily changes hands for 60 to 60 Qrans, and many merchants and

others id the bazaar make their calculations in Lirahs or, as they ai-e

here sometimes called, Lairabs. The Indian rupee has acquired a conven-

tional value of 8-85 Qrans, and the word “ Rubiyah ” is sometimes
(
it is

said) used by Arabs to express this amount even in transactions into

which the rupee as a coin does not itself enter. The rupee is to all
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intents and pnrposes cmi-ent at Muhammareh Town : in tlie bazaars of

Nasiri, Shuslitar or Dizful, the case is otherwise
;
hnt even at those

places merchants willing to pnrchase Indian rupees can ordinarily be

found.

At Nasiri a coin with the slightest crack or defect is invariably

refused, but such coins are current at Dizful and to a lesser extent at

Shushtar and B amuz.

Weights and measures only weight common to the whole of

^Arabistan is the Misqal ,
which is used like the English grain as

a standai’d for comparing different weights that are neither multiples

nor aliquot parts of one another: 97-744 Misqals are equal to 1 lb.

avoirdupois English. The only larger weights in general use are the

Man-i-Tabriz of 640 Misqals ' or 6*5478 lbs. English, which

under the namepf Batman has been adopted by the Persian Imperial

Customs as their unit of weight in all parts of Persia, and the Man-i-

Shlraz e;*- of 720 Misqals or 7-3662 lbs. which is not altogether

unknown in general trade. Besides these there is a Man-i-Shahi

of 1,280 Misqals or 1 3*095 lbs. English, which appears to be used only in

arranging transport on the Bakhtiyari Road, and the British steamship

company on the Karun do their business everywhere in an Oke or

Huqqah of 2*87 lbs.

The weights used at Ma'shur are described in the article on that place.

The other local standards which stiH hold the field in native trade are

those given in table below :

—

District wlierC used. Name.
Equiyalent in English,

lbs. av. Ksuabks.

Ahwaz Hnqqah-al -Ahwaz
m

2-87 ...

t)o Waqiyah-al-Ahwaz 4-30 Is equal to i|

Huqqah -al-Ah-
waz,

Bo. Man-i-Shushtar

V ^

15*478 Its subdivisions

are described

after this table.

It is tbe stan-

dard weight for

ordinary pur-
poses in the

district.

The writer has not beon able to discover the origin, of this term or to what

language it belongs.
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Districii where used. Name.
Equivalent io English

lbs. av.
Eescabss.

Ahwaz ' Man-i-lsma’ili (or Simaini) 392

1

Used for transac-

tions in grain.
It apparently
fluctuates and
is at present over
400 lbs.

Do. Tagbar-al-Ahwaz

jlij

7,840 Considered to be
equal to 20
Man-i-Ismalii.

Do. Karah 39.200 Described as the
equivalent of 100
Man-i-Ismalli.

Dizful Man-i-Dizful 16*969

Fallahiyeli Man-i-Fallahiyeh
<u

or

Man-i-Doraq

248 Divisible into 12
local Waqiyahs.

Hawizeh M an-i-Hawizeh. 108*36 If it is equal, as is

stated, to 7 Man-
i-ShSshtar; bnt
possibly it is a
good deal less,

vt».9 26 Ahwaz
Huqqahs.

Hindiyan Man-i-Hindiyau 240
^

...

Do. Man-i-Dih Mulla 247J ...

w
)U 80

Jarrahi

,

Man-i-Khalfabad 124

obTt-ALA

Muhammareh Man-i-Bazar

j!3^ u/*

j

147*3 Consists of 24
Waqiyahs of 600
xVlisqals each. In
practice this
weight is vari-

able.
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District where t^sed. Name.
Equival-ntin English

lbs. av.

MLuhammareh Man-i-Sif 159*6 ConPlsts of 26
Waqiyahs i>f 600
iVlisqals each.

In practice ;hls

weight is vari-

able.

Do. Man-i-Basrali 168 Used in the export
tiade.

Do. Taghar-i-Dasri 3,360 Employed also

at Nasiri by
European mer-
chants.

Bamuz Man-i«R§.muz

yh
106 ...

Shushtar
i

1

Man-i-Shhslitar 16*478 The subdivisions
of th’s Man are

described below.*

by Arabs it k
sometimes called

the Man-al-
Ehan,

Gtaia is in some places estimated (hut not bonght or sold) by tbc

Kharwar or Kbalwar which is considered to be equal to 100

Man-i-Tabriz or 654*78 lbs. English,* and in the Muhammateh
District date crops are computed by means of the Karah of tons

English, which is mentioned above as used in the Ahwaz District.

At Nasiti, Dizful and Shushtar, and possibly iu some of the other

districts, the local Man is subdivided as below :

—

4 Sanar S= 1 Charak.

% Charak = 1 Pashti.

t Pashti S=: 1 Dahsi*

4 Dahsi = 1 Man.

Liquids are sold by weight or, if in small quantities, by the reputed

quart bottle*

Units of linear measurement are the Gaz-i-Shah y of 40 to 41

inches and the double cubit
;
the latter, called by Persians Zar^ and

by the Arabs Dhara"* varies in "^Arabistan between 3^ inches in

Shushtar and‘ Fallahiyeh and 37 inches or even more in other
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districts. Persians subdivide this measure into Nim or halves and
w

Rnb^ or quarters
;
by Arabs these are styled Nuss (for t-A-uaj)

and Ruba^ The Rub^ or Ruba^ is also called a Cbarak and

the Charak is said to consist of 4 Gireh Piece-goods are sometimes

sold by the English yard : otherwise they are measured by the actual

cubit the combined length of a man'^s forearm and hand)
^ or^ usually,

by the actual double cubit (viz., the distance from a man^^s nose to the tip

of his fingers when the arm is extended). In some parts of the country,

and especially in Northern ^Arabistan, distances are estimated by the

Earsakh (Persian) or Sa'^at (Arabic), which is equal to some-

thing between 3^ and 4 English statute miles.

Areas are generally described in terms of their dimensions ; but a

rudimentary unit of square measurement for land exists on the Shatt-al-

^Arab in the Jarib ; the Jarib is supposed to accommodate 200

date palms and on the average it appears to have a superficies of about

acres, but in practice its size is somewhat variable. There is also
cii

the Faddan (Arabic) or Khish* (Persian), a somewhat in-

definite measure of land, but one more generally understood than the

Jarib : it is described as being that area of land which can be ploughed

over with one pair of bullocks during the season of ploughing, or which

requires 100 Shushtar Mans (13 cwts. English) of seed to sow it. It

is evidently the same as the Gao of the Persian Coast and in the

Hindiyan District it is even called by that name.

Commercial usages and obstacles to trade .—Importation of goods

from abroad generally takes place at the order of the larger merchants,

and from these the petty dealers and shopkeepers obtain their stocks*

Traders, whether on the large or on the small scale, frequently keep their

merchandise— especially the more valuable articles—at their private

residences instead of at their places of business. In the date-growing

districts credit is ordinarily allowed for g'oods purchased until the

following date season, and in other parts until the ensuing harvest of

cereals.

The principal difficulty with which foreign traders in ^Arabistan

have to contend is the uncertainty (and frequent imjDOssibility) of

recovering sums due. This difficulty arises from the absence of proper

tribunals and is common to the whole of Persia. It is probable that if

adequate arrangements were made in ^Arabistan foi' enforcing the just

* For the Bamuz IChisb, however, see article Kamuz District.
*
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claims of “ foroign merchanijs a poi’tion at least of tlbo liuropean trade

'with Western Persia which at present passes through Baghdad would

enter the country through JlTuhammareh instead.

Water commmi ications , from the sea to Muhammareh Town

is afforded by the Shatt-al-’Arab, and to the minor ports of Buziyeh

and Ma^shiir by Khor Musa 2 the river and the inlet are described in

articles under their own names.

The principal waterways in the interior of the province are the Karun
and Jarrahi and^ to a lesser extent^ the Hindiyan River : a steamer is

run on the lower Karun by the (British) Euphrates and Tigris Steam

Navigation Company^ and another on the upper Karun by the same

Company on behalf of the Persian Government. The Karkheh and Diz

do not appear to be utilised for purposes of travel or of carriage^

except that at certain seasons wood is made into rafts and floated down

the Diz by Arabs, chiefly to Ahwaz on the Karun. The Pallahlyeh-

Marid canal or Shakheh, which connects the Karun and Jarrahi

rivers and so provides water communication—though at present

of an unsatisfactory character—between the towns of Muhammareh
and Fallahiyeh,is noticed in the article on the Fallahiyeh District.

The navigational features of the streams of ^Arabistan are described

in the separate articles which are devoted to them, and for statistics

of liver (as well as of seagoing) craft the articles on the appropriate

towns and villages may be consulted. Here however we may mention

that the native cargo boats on the lower Karun amount to 19 Mahailahs

and a dozen Nassari Ballams, owned ab Muhammareh Town
; and that

there are 17 native cargo boats at Ahwaz which ply upon the upper

river. The carrying power of the Mahailahs is from ^00 to 600 gunny
bags. Besides these about 80 passenger Ballams are obtainable at

Muhammareh Town, and about 40 small ferry boats are stationed

at different villages on the Karun and Gargar between Muhammareh
and Shushtar. There are also a number of small Ballams in the

Fallahiyeh District. On the Karun native sailing boats maintain a not

unsuccessful competition with the steamers, especially in the carriage

of grain ; this may be explained by the facts that the owners accept grain

in bulk and do not insist on bagging, that for petty collections from point

to point small craft have a natural advantage over large, and that the
boat of the country is able to some extent to evade the embargo when
imposed.
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Land commiinicationB .—With one or two notable exceptions, especially

the Bakhtiyari Road and the route between Shushtar and Dizful

Towns, land commnnications are subsidiary to the Karun and Jarrahi

rivers and are of comparatively slight importance. The main obstacles

to movement by land are rivers and marshes,’ and, in places, the lawless

state of the inhabitants. In wet weather long detours must often be

made in order to avoid impassable ground ; whereas in dry weather, on

the conti'ary, the possibility of obtaining water sometimes becomes the

governing factor in a choice of routes.

The principal routes in ’Arabistan may be arranged in 6 groups

according as they start from (1) Muhammareh Town, (^) Nasiri, (3)

Shushtar Town, (4) Dizful Town or (5) Ma’shur or lie in the (6)

Hindiyan District. It will be sufficient to indicate the courses of these

routes, leaving the distances in most cases to be roughly determined

by map and the probable nature and amount of supplies available

to be gauged by means of the articles on the districts, etc., traversed

;

the majority of the routes being described from native information 6nly

it seems inexpedient to enter into greater detail.

1, (a) Boute from Muhammareli Town to Dizful Totvn,—This

caravan route follows more or less the right bank of the Karun
passing by Rahwali (about 20 miles), Sab^eh (about 30 miles) and Umm-
at-Tamair (about 35 miles). Leaving the river at the last-named place

the route strikes northwards and crosses the Kharur and Sharish

branches of the Shaur River, which travellers must bridge for themselves

with local timber ; beyond this point the route runs between the left

bank of the Shaur and the right bank of the Diz and finally crosses

to the left bank of the Diz at or near Dizful. Until 1892 about one

caravan from Dizful used to arrived at Muhammareh. by this route

every 6 weeks : it was then preferred to the river route as enabling

merchants to escape the extortions of Persian officials.

Troops moving up the Karun by land from Muhammareh. would

follow the right bank, at least until the marshes on the left bank, in the

Muhammareh District, were left behind.

1. {h) Boute from Muhammareh Town to Falldhlyeh Town.^THhQ

ordinary route is by water via the Karun River and the Marid-Fallahiyeh

Canal
;
but there are also winding paths, practicable for transport animals,

^hich conduct from the left bank of the Karun, to Pallahi;^eh Towu.
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2. (a) Route from Ndsiri to T>izful Town .—Travellers between Nasiri

and Dizful ordinarily go by Sbusktar Town, but- the state of tribal

X^olitics permitting—it is possible to march by the right bank of Diz.

The total distance is said to be about 90 miles, and it seems probable

that this route falls into route No. 1 {a) at a short distance from

Nasiri.

2. (5) Roihte from Ndsiri to Shush tar Town .—The route runs up

the left bank of the Karun to Wais '16 miles), and continues along

the same to a point opposite Band-i-Qir (10 miles), where it crosses the

Gargar into Miyanab. From Band-i-Qir the way lies by "Arab

Hasan on the Shatait (14 miles) and thence to Shushtar Town T6
miles). The nature of the latter part of this route will be better

understood on reference to the article on Miyanab, where also some

unimportant variants are mentioned. Supplies are scarce, but water of

course is plentiful, between Nasiri and Shushtar

In connection with this route may be mentioned a horse tramway, owned

by a Persian merchant, which runs from Nasiri to Ahwaz Village
; it is

2/00 yards in length and the gauge is S feet. Ic passes through Nasiri

and then behind (that is inland of) the village of Ahwaz. There are 2

7iew and 2 old trucks, each of which can carry 2 tons and is drawn in good

weather by a single horse. At present there are 6 trained horses. The

permanent-way is unballasted and the wooden sleeiDers are crooked
;

but

for practical purposes the line is eflBcient. The sole function of this

tiamway is to transfer goods from vessels on the lower to those on the

upper Karun and vice versa.

2. (c) Boute from Ndsiri to Isfahan .—This line of communication

consists of a road constructed by the firm of Messrs, lynch Brothers

through the Bakhtiyari hills on behalf of the Bakhtiyari Khans : it

was opened for trafiSc in December 1899. Among" natives it is generally

known as the Eah-i-Bakhtiyari or the Bakhtiyari Hoad, but its name
at Isfahan is Rah-i-"Arabistan. The first 4n miles only of this route lie

in "Arabistan : they present no difficulties to wheeled transport except in

wet weather. Prom Nasiri the road follows the left bank of the Karun
by Qraneh and Kut Saiyid "Anayeh to Wais (16 miles) which is the first

stage; from Wais it runs by Umm-al-&haraibeh, Linhaiil and Baghaiweh
to "Alwanlyeh (24 miles) : these places are described in the article on
the Ahwaz District. One and a half miles beyond Alwaniyeh the road

enters the hills.*

* This route has been loinutely described hy Captain D L. R L'Tim(r, Vice-Con‘<ul
in Arabistan, and his report is in possession of the Intellioenoe Branch, Simla. As the
route does not properly belong to 'ArabistSn it is only mentioned here.
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2. {3) Boiotefrom Nmiri to Bamuz Town.—The length ofthisronte^

which rnns across the plains of the Ahwaz and RamtlZ Districts^ is

about 60 miles in actual travelling. It breaks off^ as does also the

Persian telegraph line to Ramuz and Burazjan, from route No. 2 {c) at 2

miles from Nasiri : it lies at first along the north side of the Kuh-i-

Ahwaz across plains which are sometimes cultivated with wheat, but in

places are grassy and trackless, and in others swampy. At 26 miles the

village of iShai^heh in the tract of the same name is passed, and at 32

miles the Gupal stream is ci’cssed near the place where the camp of

Shaikh Rashid generally stands on its right bank; the nature of the

crossing, which is sometimes difficult and after rain impassable, is

described in the article on the Gupal stream. Beyond the Gupal the route

after traversing a belt of sandhills, crosses the level x^lain of Bu^airish

and at 39 miles reaches the administrative border between the Ahwaz and

Kamuz districts. At 8 miles from this border, or 47 miles from Nasiri,

the route crosses the Muwailheh affluent of the Gupal, and at 49 miles

the village of Mirbadieh is passed ; at 4 miles beyond Mirbacheh the

ZarnJni stream is encountered j
and finally, at 7 miles from the Zarnini

and 60 from Nasiri, the track enters Ramuz Town, having lain after

Mirbaclieh. across cultivated grassy and swampy plains. The Muwailheh

and Zarnini are described in the article on Ramuz District.

Gait caravans of the D^Arcy Oil Concession Syndicate now leave the

Karto River at Shikarehand proceed by Nasiri, Wais and •’Alwaniyeh*

in the Ahwaz District, and along the foot of the Kuh-i-Gaeh which
bounds the Ramuz District on its north-eastern side, until the valley

of the Ramuz River is reached 5 miles east of Ramuz Town, The route

then runs up the valley, crossing the river 3 times, to Shardin

Mamatain, etc., where there are oil borings. For 10 miles beyond Wais
the track is very soft in wet weather, and for the next 5 miles there are

sandy hills ,* but beyond this, along the foot of the Kuh-i-Gaeh, the

going is good, except for the crossing of the Kindak tributary of the

Gupal which is difficult after rain. The Ramuz River is not uncrossable

for ridden animals for more than a few days at a time ; but vehicles

may be greatly delayed there.

2. [e) Route from J^dsi t to Luziyeli and Ma^ route

runs to Huda^ in the Ahwaz District (16 miles) and thence to Gharaibeh

on the Jarrahi River (22 miles). The M alih stream accompanies the

ro’ te on its western side for the first two-thirds of the second march and

then expands into a large Hor or swamp ; from this point for about 2|

* See Route 3 {fi) below.
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miles there is a Hor on the eastern side also^ and the track follows an

eleyated strip of land between the two. This narrow strip is cut across

by one or two channels connecting the two bodies of water^ and it appears

that at times it is itself submerged : in fact the practicability of this

route depends in part on weather and season. Between the marshes and

Gharaibeh there is only one easy canal to be crossed.

From Gharaibeh communication with Fallahiyeh Town and Buziyeh
is maintained chiefly by boat. Cotton goods manufactured at Shushtar
are regularly sent by this route, and the forwarding charge is 15 to 20

Tumans per 100 Shushtar Mans for the whole journey by road and river.

If the Jarrahi be crossed at Gharaibeh and the left bank be then

followed upstream for some distance it brings the traveller into one of

the routes to Ma’shur. (See Route No, 5 (a) below.)

S. (a) ^o^htefrom Shushtar Town, to Bizful Town.—The most direct

route between these two important centres is via Kannak, 22 miles from

Shushtar and 16 from Dizfiil, which affords a convenient halting place

and has flowing but rather brackish water. Some caravans travel by
Ab Bid, skirting the right bank of the Karun for the first half of the

first march ; water is obtainable at Ab Bid, which divides the journey
into two equal stages of 21 miles each. Travellers from Dizful to

Shushtar by Ab Bid may strike the Karun at Gotwand and complete
their journey by water.

3. (J) Uoute from Shushtar to Rdmuz.—This route runs along the
outer foot of the Gypsum Hills which extend in a continuous line from
the one place to the other. The total distance is said to be about 70
miles, and it is divided into 3 stages of which the first is perhaps rather
shorter than the two others ; the intermediate halting places are ordi-

naiily at Dan-eh Naft kiJ and at ’Alwaniyeh in the Ahwaz
District (or on the banks of the Kindak affluent of the Gupal a few
miles beyond ’Alwaniyeh). In wet weather a different route appears
to he followed from a point 8 miles from Shushtar Town to the neigh-
bourhood of ’Alwaniyeh ; travellers by this variant usually make the
first halt at a place called Mazzabanur jjby instead of at Darroh Naft.

8. (c) Route from Shushtar Town to Bamzeh 7'o!««.-The inter-
mediate stages on this route are given as Band-i-Qir—see route No. 2 (a)
above—and Kut Nahr Hashim; and the total distance is stated at
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4. (a) Route from Bizful Town to *Amarah,~T}}ie following are

given as the stages upon this route :—a camp known by the name of

Shaikh Mushattat of the Bani Lam tribe, 18 miles
j Qiraiziyah, where

there is a small spring, 16 miles ; the Dawairij stream, where there is

water (but bitter), 24 miles / Sifsafat on the left bank of the

Tigris, 28 miles. From Sifsafat the route is said to follow the Tigris

bank to ^Amarah for 16 miles, the total distance being thus 102 miles

4. {h) Routes from Bizful Town to Khtorramabdd^—There are

apparently 4 routes from Dizful Town to Khurramabad of which the

8 easternmost partially coincide with one another : in length they

vary from 8 to 12 stages. The easternmost of all, which is also the

most direct, is known as the Kiyalan route and is about 150

miles in length ; it was once provided with caravansarais, but insecurity

has completely closed it to traflSc since six or seven years. These routes

lie outside of •’Arabistan and it is enough to mention them here.**^

4. (<?) Routesfrom Bizful Town to Isfahan, is said to be

connected with Isfahan by two routes through the hills, one of which (by

Khonsar consists of 18, and the other (by Gulpaigan

of 20 stages.

4, {d) Route from Bizful Town to Hawlzeh The first few

stages on this route are the same as the last ones upon route No. 1 (a)

above : the present route then diverges to the right and follows th§

Karkheh River to Hawizeh.

5. (a) Routesfrom Hlaishur to FalldJiiyeh Town,—OTiQ route runs

north-westwards from Ma’shur until it strikes the left bank of the

Jarrahi River at two miles above Saraimeh : Saraimeh, at 15 miles from
Ma’shur, is a convenient halting place. The second stage is from
Saraimeh along the left bank of the Jarrahi to the take-off of the

Janjireh canals (15 miles). From Janjireh to Fallahiyeh Town the

distance by the river and its continuation the Fallahiyeh-Marid canal is

13 miles ,* and from the fact that boat is usually taken at Janjireh it

may be inferred that progress by land on the river bank is difficult below
that point, on account of the numerous canals which are thrown off.

* The most recent reports on these routes are by Captain D. L, R. Lorimer, Vioe-
Consnl in 'Arabistan, and will be found in the Government of Indians Political
Proceedings for October 1904.
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From Ma’shur to Janjirel. the route is passable to all arras in oi'dinary

•weather ; supplies are obtainable and water is abundant.*

The other route from Ma^shur to Buziyeh and so to Fallahiyeh

Town lies by Imamzadeh ^Abdul Hasan in the Fallahiyeh District (20

miles) and its total length is j)erhaps 30 miles : a variant of it passes by

Bamleh which is four miles south-east of the Imamzadeh. This second

route to Buziyeh, sometimes called the "^Aquleh route after a locality

through which it passes at eight miles from Ma'^shur, is interrupted in

winter by flooded country between Imamzadeh ^Abdul Hasan and

Buziyeh; and the traveller may then, if irrigation in the Shatut tract

permits, make from Imamzadeh -^Abdul Hasan for Nahr-ash-Shaikh on

the Jarrahi River (12 miles) and then follow the left bank of the river

down to a place opposite Gharaibeh, where boats can be obtained. The

'Aquleh route has fresh water and its course is very nearly straight.f

5. (5) Bouie from Ma^shur to Bamuz Town.—The stages are Rahaneh

on the Jarrahi hiver (16 miles), Cham-as-Sabi (19 miles), and Ramuz
Town (about 2 5 miles)

; the total distance is about 60 miles. The route

crosses from the right to the left bank of the Jarrahi at Rahaiioh
; it

then runs to Cham-as-Sabi, keeping within 3 miles of the river a,!! the way

4 or 5 miles heyond Cham-as-Sabi a g’orge in low mud hills is entered,

and for 10 miles or so thereafter the ground traversed is more or less broken

and hilly; at 7 miles before Ramuz Town the track diverges from

the river hank
;
and at 1 mile before the end of the stage the village of

Kimeh is passed. The principal obstacle on this route is the Jarrahi
River ; at the crossing place at Rahaneh it is about 50 yards wide and

has perpendicular banks 15 feet high
; the current here is not generally

rapid, but in winter a maximum depth of 13 feet of water may be

attained. At 10 miles beyond Rahaneh there is a deei:> ravine which

requires ramping for wheels, and at 4 or 5 miles beyond Cham-as-Sabi
some cutting and widening would be necessary. "With the exceptions noted

the route is good throughout and passable to all arms
; some su])]>Hcs

also are obtainable, and there is plenty of fresh water from the Jarrahi
by the way.

* An exact description of this route by Major U, B. Burton (with a map) will he
found in Government of India’s Proceedings in the Foreign Departmont for July
1904.

t This route has been more fully described by Captain D., L. E. Lorimer, Vice-

Consul in ’Arabistan, in a letter No. 412, dated 22n4 March 1906, to the Political

Resident in the Persian Gulf.
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This route is used by caravans in summer and autumn after the

wheat and rice harvests
;

at other times there is but little traffic on it.^

6. {a) Route from HincUyan Tillage to Ma^sJiur .—A track runs

from Hindiyan village along the right bank of the Hindiyan Kiver

to ^ Abbad Ilahi village a few miles further down j it then strikes away
north-westwards to Ma^shur. The distance by this route cannot be

less than 40 miles, but some miles might possibly be saved by travelling

in a more direct line between the two termini. The ground crossed

appears to be a plain, fairly level, of which parts are grassy, f

6, (3) Routes from Hindiyan tillage to Behbehdn Town ,—The

principal line of communication within the Hindiyan District is a track

that everywhere skirts the right bank of the Hindiyan River. Travelle?-s

from Hindiyan to Behbehan either follow this track to Cham Zaid.aiL

and thence strike direct for Behbehto, or proceed by Gargari on the

Hindiyan to Cham Siyah on the Marun and thence up the valley of

the Mayun to Behbehan. The distance by the former of these routes

appears to be 75 or 80 and by the latter 60 or 65 miles.

6. (c) Routes from Hindiyan Tillage to iJllam .—The way lies by

Shah Abnl Shah (at about 25 miles) and the total distance is

between 80 and 35 miles over plains. An alternative route is up the

right bank of the Hindiyan Hiver to Chihl Mani (6 miles)
j thence,

crossing the river, to Shah Abul Shah (24 miles)
^ and so to Dilaxn

(about 8 miles). Beyond Chihl Mani the track first crosses good

grazing land with numerous flocks of goats and sheep ; at about 14

miles it traverses a plain with sparse herbage, which is muddy in wet

weather ; and as Shah Ahul Shah is approached it follows a line of

sandhills which are hemmed in between mud-flats on the landward side

and the sea upon the other. J This route appears to be free of obstacles

except in wet weather.

Telegraphic com^mmications ,
—^The telegraphic system of ^Arabistan

is entirely under Persian management and extremely ineJEcient; the

wires are frequently interrupted — sometimes for weeks together, the

• This route has been minutely described by Major B.B. Burton—vide Government

of India's Proceedings in the Foreign Department for July 1904, where also a map

will be found.

t See Belly and Colvill’s Recent Tour.

t From a report by Colonel Bailward, E.F.A.
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signalling is defective^ and messages are only sent in the Persian

language consequently the lines are of little service to Europeans

except for the simplest purposes. The central telegraph office in

^Arabistan is at ITasiri, from which place one branch line runs to

Muhammareh Town and another md Shushtar Town to Dizful Town :

Nasiri itself is connected with jBurazjan on the Indo-European

Telegraph Department'^s Bushehr-Shiraz line by a wire on which the

intermediate stations are Ramuz Town^ Behbehaii Town^ Dilam and

Rig*- The only telegraph offices in ^Arabistan are those at Nasiri and

the towns of Muhammareh, Shushtar, Dizful and Ramuz. The

Telegraph Masters at these places all hold the military rank of

Sarhang

FoUtioal constitution,—The systems of internal administration in

Northern and Southern ^Arabistan are explained in the articles on those

sub-provinces j and the exceptional position of the Ramuz District^

which is attached to Northern ’Arabistan, is mentioned in the article

under the name of the district. It remains to describe the political

constitution of the ^Arabistan province as a whole.

The leading political authorities are three in number, namely, the

Persian Governor of ’Arabistanin Northern Arabistan, the Bakhtiyari

Khans in the Ramuz District, and the Shaikh of Muhammareh in

Southern Axabistan. The Persian Governor is nominally ruler of the

whole province, but outside of the Northern Arabistan districts of

Dizful and Shushtar his authority is slight or non-existent, and in the

Aqili tract in Shushtar it is disputed by the Bakhtiyari Khans. The
Shaikh of Muhammareh holds his position as Governor of Southern

Arabistan directly from the Shah, and the Persian Governor cannot

summon the Shaikh to his presence. The position of the Bakhtiyari
Khans with reference to the Persian Governor is similar ; at least in

practice the latter would not venture to send for them.

The only establishments which are general to the province are those

of the Persian Poreign Office, the Persian Army, the Persian Telegraphs,

the Imperial Persian Customs, the Persian Posts, the Treasury and the

Land Revenue Accounts.

The Foreign Office is represented by a Karguzar or Agent
who has his residence at Muhammareh Town. This official is supposed
to possess copies of all the treaties into which Persia -has entered with

* In autumn 1906, however, a signaller abje to transmit English messages waj^
posted to H’asirL
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foreign powers^ aiid he is in theory the only medium of communication

Tvith Foreign Consular representatives ; it is his duty to try cases which

may occur between Persian and foreign subjects and to protect the

interests of foreigners whose countries may be without consular representa-

tion in the province. In practice the functions of the Karguzar are

much more restricted^ for Foreign Consuls deal directly in many cases with

the local administrative authority, esx3ecially with the Shaikh of

Muhammareh and the Bakhtiyari Khans, and disputes between natives

and foreigners are but seldom referred to the Karguzar for settlement.

The Persian army is represented only by a skeleton garrison at

Shushtar Town, at the present time probably not more than 20 men,*

and by a Qurkhanehchi (or captain of ordnance) and a few

artillery men under the command of a Naib at Muhammareh Town:

this MuhLammareh detachment is under the orders of an artillery oflScer

at Shushtar. The Persian military arrangements in the province cannot

be regarded seriously.

The Telegraph Department in •’Arabistan has been described in the

paragraph above on telegraphic communications.

The head of the Imperial Persian Customs in ^Arabistan is a Director

General, at present a Belgian, who has his headquarters at

Muhammareh Town. The establishment under his control is detailed

in the Appendix on the Persian Impeidal Customs. Posts and treasuries

ill the province are also subject to this official. Treasuries exist only at

the towns of Dizful, Shushtar and Muhammareh and their character is

as yet somewhat informal : land revenue payments, not collected by
the Customs, as well as customs receij)ts, are understood to be now
deposited in these treasuries ; and all official disbursements such as

salaries are regularly made from the same.

The accounts of land revenue for the whole province are believed to be

kept and adjusted by the Persian G overnor of ^Arabistto- f
For the remaining branches of administration,—such as police,

justice, and revenue collection as distinguished from revenue accounts,

—^the local administrative authorities are resj^onsible ; and for informa-

tion in regard to these the articles on Northern and Southern ^Arabistan

and the Ramuz District may be consulted.

^ While the Salai*-i-Mukarram was here (1906) there were several hundred —
perhaps 1,000— Persian soldiers at Shushtar.

t According to a statement furnished by the Mustaufi in 1907, the total annual
revenue of Northern and Southern *Arahistau, iuclading everything paid by the

Bakhtiyari tribe, is 135,725 Tumans ; hut the items, given by him separately,

aggregate 139,217 Tumans.
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Foreign, inter interests in ^Arabistan are almost

entirely British and are jDidncipally represented by the Euphrates and

Tigris Steam Navigation Company^ by the firm of Messrs. Lynch

Brothers^ and by the Persian Transport Company^ all of which

are closely connected with one another. The Navigation Company
maintain a steamer service on the Karun between Muhammareh and

Nasiri and also run, on behalf of the Persian Government, a steamer

on the upx:)er Karun from Ahwaz Village to the neighbourhood of

Shushtar. The Nasiri-Isfahan Road was constructed and is kejpt in

repair by Messrs, Lynch as agents of the Bakhtiyari Khans, who
hold a 60 years’ concession for its management dating from 1897,

Messrs. Lynch are also the chief trading firm in ^Arabistan and the

only one which maintains a European establishment. The Transport

Company are holders of a 60 years^ concession, beginning in 1890, for the

construction and working of a road from Nasiri via Dizful, Khurrama-
bad and Bnrujird to Qum, with a branch from Burujnd to Isfahan.

The D’Arcy Oil Exploitation Company, also British, have recently

commenced operations in ‘’Arabistan under a concession obtained by them
in 1901. Various British trading and steamship comioanies and one or

two Jewish firms of which the headquarters are in England have agents

at Muhammareh.
British subjects at the present time resident in ^Arabistan number

nearly 50, exclusive of Indian military consular guards ; of these about 20

are Europeans and only 1 is a Hindu. The number is at lu-csent above
normal in consequence of the operations of the Oil Syndicate.

The only monopoly enjoyed in '’Arabistan by Europeans otlier than
the British is one for antiquarian research, conferred on the Prench
Government, in virtue of which the ruins of Shush have boon excavated
since 1897 by a French scientific mission under M. Do Morgan. The
principal non-British commercial concerns in ^Arabistan are the Russian
Steam Navigation and Trading Company, who have offices at

Muhammareh, and that of a Dutch mex'chant who is settled at Wasiri,

Mepresentaiion of foreign interests *'—The British Government is

represented in Arabistan by a Consul, whose functions are almost entirely
commercial, and also by a Vice-Consul whose duties arc exclusively
political. The Consul is a member of the British Consular Service, his
headquarters are at Muhammareh, and his jurisdiction extends to the
whole province

; the Vice-Consul belongs to the Indian Political Depart-
ment, IS stationed at Nasiri^ and is charged with all political matters
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relauing to 'Arabistan or to the country of the Bakhtiyaris and

Western Lurs. The Consul is under the authority of His Majesty’s

Minister at Tehran only; while the Vice-Consul receives orders from the

Minister at Tehran or from the Political Resident of the Indian Q overn-

ment at Bushehr according* to the nature of the case.

The only other European power represented in ^Arabistan is Russia^

who has a consular agent at Nasiri in the person of the Dutch

merchant already mentioned : this official is subordinate to the Russian

Consul-General at Bushehr.

Northern ’Arabistan is a division of the Persian province elsewhere

described as a whole under the title of ’Arahistan ;
it is composed of the

districts of Dizful and Shushtar and includes alsO; in one sense, those of

^Aqili and Ramu'Z* The boundaries of Northern ^Arabistan may be as-

certained by referring to the articles on the districts mentioned; in which

also the topography of the country is detailed
;
and for particulars of

flora and fauna, agricalture, trade, communications, political constitution,

and foreign interests and representation the reader is referred to the

general article on ’Arabistan. But the differences in physical geography,

climate, population and internal administrative organisation between

Northern and Southern ’Arabistan are so considerable as to demand

separate treatment of the two divisions in these respects, and we accord-

ingly proceed to deal with Northern ’Arabistan under heads corresponding

to these subjects.

Thpical geography,‘-^'¥oii: a few miles within the northern border the

country slopes gently downwards from the foot hills of Western Luristan

and the Bakhtiyari country, and the soil contains shingle ^ elsewhere

it is a level; rich, and stoneless alluvium.

The principal exception to this general rule is a system of ranges,

collectively known as Khadhar which extend for about 60 miles in

a north-westerly direction from the right bank of the Karkheh a little

above Kut Nahr Hashim to the left bank of the Dawairij. A very low

ridge of earth-covered hills called Kuhd-Khak vJU. sy is also deserving

of mention : it begins 3 or 4 miles east of Dizful Town and, following a

direction parallel to the hills of Western Luristan, reaches Jallakan on

the Karun, becomes rocky, skirts the right bank of the Karun at a

distance of 3 or 3 miles from it, and finally dies away in the plain a few

miles to the west of Shushtai' Town. An important prolongation of this

’ARAB-
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ridge begins on the left bank of the Kariin Kiver some two or three miles

above Shushtar Town; where it attains a height of nearly 1^000 feet and

bears the name of Kuh-i-Fidalak To these accidents of surface

may be added the rocky ridge styled Umm-al-^Ayai which crosses the Diz

River obliquely at Kiit Bandar j as seen fi*om that point it appears to run

north-west and south-east and to be nowhere more than 100 feet higdi.

The principal rivers of Northern ^Arabistan are the upper Karklieh,

the Shaur, the Diz, and a portion of the Kariin including the Shatait

and d-argar branches of that river. The course of the Diz below Kut

'Abdush Shah is marked by an almost continuous belt of scrub with a

sprinkling of trees, and there is some insignificant brushwood at places on

the Gargar and Shatait and in the ueighhourhood of Shahabad on

the Dizful-Shushtar Road ; elsewhere the country is bare of natural

wood.

The preceding remarks apply only to the districts of Dizful and

Shushtar ;
the Ramiiz District lies detached from the others, with which

it has physically little in common, and is fully described in a separate

article under its own name. The '’Aqili district also forms the subject of

a distinct article.

OUmate and seasons .—The hot weather in Northern ^Arabistau is

absolutely rainless, the cold weather as a rule moist and long ; but cveu

in winter protracted droughts may be experienced. The rains ordinarily

begin at the end of October, the weather at the same time becoming cooler,

and continue at intervals until the end of March ; in 1905-06, however,

hardly any rain fell before the spring. The rainfall decreases from north

to south, Dizful Town receiving more rain than Shushtar, and Shushtar
again more than places to the south of it. In ordinary years, though

very high temperatures are registered by day, the nights, at least in the

open country, are g^enerally cool. The climate, except where it is marred

by bad sanitation as in the towns of Dizful and Shushtar, is not m
unhealthy one.

Formulation .—Northern ^Arabistan, if we exclude the Ramuz and
^Aqili Districts of which the population is described elsewhere, is inhabited

chiefly by three races : first, an indigenous breed known as Dizfulis and
Shushtaris j then certain Arab tribes ; thirdly, various representatives

of the great Lur family of elans.

The Dizfulis and Shushtaris, who are more particularly noticed

in the articles upon the towns from which their names are drawn,
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appear to be of mixed origin^ Persian blood however predominating in their

veins ; the dialects spoken by both are debased forms of Persian, yet

difEer to a certain extent ; in appearance as well as in language these two

classes somewhat resemble one another and are distinguishable from the

natives oH other parts of Persia.

Politically the most important of the Arab tribes are the Kathir, who

are settled upon the Diz and who are at present broken into two rival

groups. Numerically the strongest of the Arabs are the Bait Sa’ad, who

also have their headquarters upon the Diz and are intermingled, both

geographically and politically, with the Kathir. The only other con-

siderable Arab tribe are the Al Khamis of the Ramuz District.

The Lurs of Northern ^Arabistan are partly Bakhtiyaris and

partly Western Lurs j
regarding the distribution of both of these the

articles under their names may be consulted.

Of the above tribes the Dizfulis and Shushtaris alone are never

nomadic ; they are not, however, confined to the larger towns, but are

found besides in many of the country villages. The Arab6, except some

of the Kathir and the mixed Arabs in general of Miyanah, are still

Bedouin in their habits ; but the Kathir, besides owning livestock, cul-

tivate wheat and barley. The Lurs are mostly nomadic, except a certain

proportion of the Bakhtiyaris and Sagwands who occupy fixed villages.

The nomadic Bakhtiyaris mostly encamp in winter between Ab Bid and
the Diz River, while the wandering Sagwands in the same season occupy

the country to the west of Dizful Town as far south as Shush, but

never cross to the east of the Diz.

Minor tribes of Northern ^Arabistan are the Kurds, who form the

subject of a separate article, the Afshars and the Gundazlus. The
Afshars appear to be found only in Dizful Town, where they

are practically merged in the general body of Dizfiilis ; and, though
they now claim descent from Nadir Shah, they are possibly identical

with the Afshar Turks, from whom the Ka'ab are said to have conquered

Fallahiyeh, and even with the ^Aushars of the BCindiyan District.

The Gundazlus
, who occur at Bulaiti on the Gargar and '’Arab

Hasan on the Shatait, are stated to be a branch of the Turkish tribe of

Afshar, but there is no evidence that they ever spoke Turki and their

present dialect appears to be Lmish.
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The following is an estimate of the population and a statement of the

tribes of Northern ^Arabistan^ condensed from the corresponding para-

graph in the general article on ^Arabistan :

—

District.

Number of .

settled
inhabitants.

Characteristic or
dominant settled

tribes.

Nnmber of
nomadic

inhabitants. 1

Characteristic or
dominant nomadic

tribes.

Total
number of
inhabitants.

’AqLili 15,000 Bakhtiya r i s,

Western Lurs,
Saiyids and
Kangarpaz.

15,000

Dizful 61,500 Diafulisj Western

Iiurs, Bakti-
tiyaris and
Kathir.

15,000 Bait Sa’ad and
Kathir.

76,500

Ramuz 12,000 Alil*i-Iiamuz, A1
Khamis, East-
ern Lurs and

i

Bakhtiyaris,

*** 12,000

Shuslitar 35,000 SKusLtaris,
Bakhtiyaris
and Gundazlus.

6,000 Bait Sa’ad and
Kathir.

41,000

Prom this abstract it would’ appear that the settled inhabitants ot

Northern ^Arabistan number about l‘Z3^500j and the nomadic about

21,000 souls : the total population is thus approximately 144^500 souls.

In this account the very large numbers of Lur and Bakhtiyari nomads
who visit the district in the cold weather only are omitted, as they are

temporary visitors and their numbers fluctuate.

. The nomads of Northern '"Arabistan are avowedly predatory, and the

same tendency, partly mitigated by civilisation, manifests itself arnonn*

the settled population in the shape o£ grasping avarice. The people treat

foreigners tolerably -well, but only in expectation of rewards which shall be

adequate according to their own exorbitant standards. The town jjopula-

tions are quarrelsome and turbulent, especially at Shushtar ; but it is

probable that, under an efficient Government they would, after the removal

of their self-constituted leaders,
.
subside into a litigious orderliness.

Shihsm is almost the only form of Islam here current, and in the towns
it is of an extreme type in consequence of the numbers and inOuence of

the local religious leaders. Customs vary from tribe to tribe, and the

only observances common to all are those founded on religion, such as the

Muharram and Rozehkhwani.

The weapons chiefly in use are rifles—almost entirely trade Martinis
of English make—and long, rather heavy sticks carried by Arabs and
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Lurs wlio cannot afEord to buy rifles* Rifles are still scarce among the

Bakhtiyaris, and there are not many in Miyanab ; but the townsmen

of Shushtar possess several hundreds. Cartridges are all of the solid-

drawn brass pattern and are repeatedly recapped and reloaded by the

owners or by tradesmen in the towms. Swords and daggers are rare. In

the Dizful District the villages are usually fortified against sudden

attack^ but the towers are inferior to the solidly built Burjs of the North-

Western [Frontier of India.

General internal administration .—The province of Northern ^Arabis-

tan is ruled by a Governor who is appointed by the central government

at Tehran \
he is generally (frona the situation of his headquarters) des-

cribed as Governor of Shushtar, but his proper ofiicial style is Hukmran-

i-^Arabistan The position of this individual in regard to

Southern ^Arabistan is defined in the article on that division of the

province. The Ramuz District, though its revenue is paid into the

Shuslitar treasury, is ruled in all respects by the Bakhtiyari chiefs

who hold it in farm | its administration is described in the article under

its name, and the remarks which follow here do not apply to it. The posi-

tion of the ^Aqili tract, attached to the Shushtar District, is likewise

somewhat ambiguous.

Until recently the telegra]3h masters at Dizful and Shushtar were

Deputy-Governors, each with the title of Naib-al-Hukumat, of the

districts of which those towns are capitals
; but these appointments have

been abolished since the advent of the present Governor, the Salar-i-

Mukarram, in 1905, The Governor is now rex^resented by a siDeeial agent

at Dizful, and wlien he leaves Shushtar upon tour a temiTOrary agent

is appointed at that j)laee also. In the former regime the chief object

of the Governor was to secure the goodwill of a few influential personao-es

whose assistance might enable him to make a living, n.ud normally the

power which a Governor possessed did not extend to any distance from
the towns of Dizful and Shushtar, wliile even within the walls of those

places it was subject to the competition of the Mujtahids, whose wishes

carry immense weight with the populace. Outside the two principal

towns matters were entirely controlled by the chiefs of the Kathir Arabs
and the Bakhtiyari and Sagwand Lurs. To the state of matters thus

outlined there will always be a tendency to revert; but for the present
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there is a partial improvement due to the personality of the new and

vigorous Governor.*

Police and justice ,—There are still no regular police in Northern

^Arabistan and arrests are made by the orderlies or Farrashs of the

Governor. Similarly there are no criminal or civil courts^ but justice—or

a travesty of it—is administered in the towns by the religious leaders, and

in the country is dispensed by the local chiefs in their own jurisdictions.t

Bevenue.^Tl'h.e collection of revenue, in so far as revenue is realisable,

takes place through Mustaufis, of whom there are two, one for the

Shushtar and one for the Dizful District ; these officials are strictly

accountants and removable annually, but in practice they are more or less

permanent coUeetors and farmers of the revenue with authority to sublet

the demand in portions. Revenue defaulters are reported to the Gover-

nor, who takes such action against them as he finds convenient.

In the country the revenue consists of taxes on produce, not on land

;

in the towns it takes the shape of taxes on industries and taxes on shops

;

in each tract or area it is imposed as a lump sum, which appears to

have been arbitrarily fixed at some time in the past, and it is subdivided

and apportioned by local arrangement. The revenue proper is collected

in cash, but in the Dizfdl District there is a surtax which is exigible in

grain. IntheDizffil District the annual demand amounts to 26,000

Tumans,J and in the Shushtar District it is ^0,000 Tumans ; but in

the latter district, at least until lately, not so much as half the nominal

amount was actually recovered ; the figures given include the urban as

well as the rural assessments, also miscellaneous taxes on mills, indigo

works, rafts, etc. In the Dizful District there is, in addition to the

foregoing, an impost in kind of 600 Kharvars of wheat and GOO Kharvars

of barley. Of the total annual revenue for the two districts, of 46,000

Tumans, no less than 4,725 Tumans is payable by the Kathir tribe, who

are partly under Dizful and partly under Shushtar. More detailed in-

* The Salar-i-Mukarram, while he has not broken with the Mujtahids, does not allow

them to dictate to him, and he has completely subjugated the towns of Dizful and

Sniislitar. Naturally he has not been able to effect so much in regard to the Arab

and XiUr tribes in the open country, but with them also he has made some progress.

He maintains a sort of Border Police composed of Bakhtiyaris and Sagwand XiUrs.

t The Salar-i-Mukarram, who has the defects of his qualities, has now taken the

administration of justice in the towns into his own hands and is energetically

exploiting it as a source of private income (1906).

J A recent report (1907) gives the assessment of Dizful (town and villages) as

. 19,577 Ttimans in cash, 1,150 Kharvars of grain, and 700 Kharvars of straw.
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formation regarding urban revenue will be found in the article on

Shushtar Town. The annual revenue of the Ramuz District is 15,000

Tumans or lessj and of ^Aqili 12,150 Tumans.

MiscellaneoioB departments ,—The Imperial Persian Customs have

posts, each under the superintendence of a native Mudir who is locally

called Rais Gumrukat, in the towns of Dizful and Shushtar ;
these are

under the orders of the Director-General of ^Arabistan Customs, whose seat

is at Muhammareh. At each of the towns mentioned there are also a

post office and a treasury, both of which are now—as elsewhere through-

out Persia ‘-in charge of the Imperial Persian Customs
;
from the latter

are disbursed all the salaries and pensions which are payable locally.

Southern Arabistan forms part of the Persian province of ’Arabistan,

to which a separate article in this Gazetteer is devoted, and greatly

exceeds in extent the remainder to which the name of Northern ’Arabistan

has been given. The botany, zoology, agriculture, trade and communi-

cations of the country as a whole are discussed in the general article on

^Arabistan, as are also the general political position and foreign relations

and interests ;
here it is only necessary to refer to the boundaries by

which Southern ^Arabistan is defined, and to give some account of its

physical features, climate, inhabitants and government—the respects

in which, chiefly, it differs from Northern 'Arabistau.

Boundaries and divisions ,—On the north. Southern 'Arabistan

includes the village of Band-i-Qir, which is situated in Miyanab in the

angle between the Gargar and the Shatait streams at their confluence ;

and from that neighbourhood its border runs westwards in such a manner

as to take in the territories of the ’Anafijeh tribe upon the lower Diz,

and the town of Hawizeh together with the mai*shy district surrounding

it. On the west, the limit of Southern 'Arabistan is the undemarcated

frontier between Persia and Turkey which becomes definite only at the

place where it reaches the left bank of the Shatt-al-^Arab at the larger

Khaiyain creek opposite to the Turkish island of Shamshamiyah 5 from

this point to the Persian Gulf the frontier, as fixed by the Treaty of

Erzeroum in 184<7, is the Shatt-al-’Arab. The whole southern boundary

of the sub-province, from the mouth of the Shatt-al-’Arab eastwards as

far as a point between Shah Abul Shah and Dilam, is supplied by the

waters of the Persian Gulf. The eastern limit is unfixed, but corresponds

approximately with an imaginary curved line drawn from the extremity,

upon the coast, of Southern ^Arabistan to the interseotion of the 50th
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meridian of east longitude with the 81st parallel of north latitude : another

imaginary line drawn from this intersection to the point immediately

north of Band-i-Qir, from which we started, completes the perimeter.

The actual point where the boundary crosses the Gargar seems to be

immediately below the village of Naghaishi, which is 8 miles up-

stream from Band-i-Qir. In a few cases the course of the boundary is

explained with greater precision in the articles on the component

districts.

The regular districts included in Southern ^ Arabistan are Ahwaz,

Pallahiyeh, Hawizeh, Hindiyan, JarraM and Muhammareh, all of

which are separately described under their own names ;
and the village

of Ma’sMr with its few square miles of dependent territory may,

as not forming part of any of the others, he reclroned a separate

district.

Physical geography .—The natural divisions of Southern 'Arabistan

are nearly identical with the administrative districts specified in the last

paragraph, each of which has a physical character peculiar to itself. The

rnain features are the Karlin, JarraM, Hindiyan and Karkheh rivers;

and the articles under these names, and under the names of the adminis-

trative districts, contain the bulk of the information available regarding

the nature of the country.

Southern 'Arabistan consists, as a whole, of open alluvial plains

which in some places are barren or thinly sprinkled with desert scrub, but

in others are grassy and in spring diversified with patches of wheat and

barley. In the FallaMyeh. and Ma’shur tracts there are, however, con-

siderable swamps and saline tracts j and of such the south-eastern part of

Ahwaz District also is not altogether free, while the neighbomrhood of

Hawizell is entirely a marsh. Belts of tamarisk, willow and other bushes

fringe the banks of the rivers, but as a rule there are no large trees ; in

the valley of the Hindiyan River, however, are scattered Kunar trees of

considerable size ;
and dense plantations of dates clothe the lower course

of the JarraM River and its canals, the upper part of the BahmansMr,

the banks of the Karun from Qisbeh downwards, and the Persian shore

of lie Shatt-al-'Arab.

The generally level surface of the sub-province is broken chiefly in the

Hindiyan District, in the east and north of which there is a considerable

hilly tract, and in the Ahwaz District by the Kuh-i-Ahwaz. This last is

a range running in a west-north-westerly and east-south-easterly direction
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wliicli is pierced by tbe Karun River at Abvraz Village : the hills are of

red tertiary sandstone^ oblique in stratification and jagged in outline; and

they rise to a height of 200 feet above the plain. It is believed that the

entire length of the Ahwaz range is about 30 miles and that the Karun
divides it into two almost equal parts : the portion to the east of the

Karun is interrupted; however^ at 5 miles from the river by a gaj) or

Thinij’-eh and the part east of this gap is distinguished by the name of

Jabal Musarbeh.* Another group of hills in the Ahwaz District; known

as Banneh; is perhaps an isolated continuation of the Kuh-i-Ahwaz—or

rather of Jabal Musarbeh—but is separated from the latter by an inter-

val of at least 10 miles ;
and it is possible that the low hills through which

the Jarrahi River breaks between the Biamuz and Jarrahi Districts are

a sort of link between the hills of the Ahwaz and those of the Hindiyan
District,

Climate and seasons . temperature at Muhammareh Town
rangeS; in the course of the year; from 32° to 115° F. on shore; and from

27° to 120° F.—^the last under double awnings—on board ship. The

usual daily range of temperature on shore in July is from 85° to 110° F.,

and in January from 40° to 57°. In January 1906 the temperature in

the open near llluliammareh is said to have dropped on one occasion to

24° F.

Rain may fall at any time between the middle of October and the

middle of May; but the principal rains generally occur at the end of

December or in January; and heavy local showers are usual about the time

of the vernal equinox. The total annual rainfall iS; however*; insignifi-

cant.

About the middle of May a dry north-west wind generally blows for

10 days and is followed by a calm of similar duration before the setting in

of the Barih or great north-wester; which lasts for about 40 days.

After the Barih comC; as a rule, 10 days of light southerly breezes
; and

thereafter hot winds from the north-west and damp winds from the south-

east blow alternately " till the end of August.

The summer heat in the plains of Southern ^Arabistan is intense; but

(except in the marshes) dry and not unhealthy ; and from the middle of

October to the end of Apx’il the climate is pleasant. Such is the ordinary;

but not invariable; course of the seasons.

* Properly speaking the part of the range to the west of the river is not Ksh-i-

Ahwaz,” It seems to be sometimes called ManySr (but see article Hawizoh
Pistyict),
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Inhalitaiits.—^'hs following is an estimate of the population and a

statement of the tribes of Southern ’Arabistan, condensed from the conu-

sponding paragraph in the general ai-ticle on ’Arabistan :

—

District.
Number of
settled in-

habitants.

Characteristic or
dominant settled

tribes.

Number of
nomadic in-

habitants.

Characteristic or
dominant nomadic

tribes.

Total n amber
of iiihabit-

uuts.

Ahwaz 13,000 B a wiy eh,
Ka’ab and
A1 BuKurd.

37,930 B a w i y e h,
’Anafi j e h
and Hamaid.

50,930

Pallahlyeh 45,000 Bla’ab* Some. ... 45,000

Hawizeli 5,000 A. h 1-a 1-K u t,

Ahl-al-Juruf
and Nais.

60,250 Bani Turuf,
Bani Saleh,
Bani Tamim
(II) and
’Ikrish.

6o,250

Hindiyan 14,000 Qanawati. 600 Sharifat. 14,500

Jarraiii 4,000 Ka’ab, Some. 4,000

Ma’shUr 1,500 Bandari and
Qanawati.

Do. 1,500

Muhajnmareli 23,000 Muh a i s i n
and Ka’ah.

Do. 23,000

From this abstract it would appear that the settled inhabitants of

Southern 'Arabistan number about 105,600 and the nomadic about

98,680 souls: the total population is thus approximately 204,180

persons.

The great dominant tribes of Southern ^Arabistan are the Mubaisiu
and the Ka’ab—the former politically, the latter numerically : of these

the Muhaisin with their centre at Muhammarell Town should certainly,

' and the Ka'ab whose focus is FallaMyeli Town shotdd probably, be

regarded as settled. The only other sedentary tribe of importance is the

Qanawati in the Hiadiyaa District and at Ma’skur. The principal
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nomad tribes are the Bani Turuf, Bani Saleh and Bani Tamim (II) all

of the Hawizeh District, and the Bawiyeh who are almost confined

to the district of Ahwaz t of less importance, bnt yet substantial nomad

tribes, are the Hamaid between the Ahwaz District and the Bakhti-

yari hills, the ’Ikrish on the border of the Ahwaz and Hawizeh
Districts, the ^Anafijeh at the frontier between Ahwaz and Dizful, the

Al Khamis (semi-settled) in the Ramuz District, and the Hardan in

the district of Ahwaz. The institutions and characters of these tribes are

dealt with from a general point of view in the article on ’Arabistan and

detailed information will be found in the separate articles upon particular

tribes. In religion all are Shi’ahs.

The fighting strength of Southern 'Arabistan was calculated in

1902 at 54f,500 men ; this estimate was founded partly on the tribal

books, but it is in remarkable accord with the figure given above for

total population, which was obtained by entirely different methods. The

principal arm of the fighting man is here the Martini carbine ; of

these there are at least 20,u00, and probably more, within the limits of

the sub-province, and cartridges for the same are refilled locally with

native powder. Percussion guns, generally fowling-pieces, are also used.

In the neighbourhood of Muhammareh Town arms are not generally

earned by private persons except on journeys.

General internal administration .—The whole of Southern ’Arabistan

is governed by the hereditary Muhaisin Shaikh of Muhammareh^

—

now Khaz’al Khan, Sardar Arfa’, Mu’izz-as-Saltaneh

Jryk—who bears the title of Governor of the Shatt-al-’Arab
m

and KaruUj and also of Sarhadd-dar or Warden of the

Marches. The rule of the present Shaikh is personal and extremely

stringent, but, while his severity inspires awe, his justice commands
respect, and tribal opinion is fully consulted by him through tribal coun-

cils. He has two principal advisers or ministers : the first is Haji

Muhammad ^Ali, a Persian merchant of Behbehani family, but settled at

Muhammareh, whom he utilises in his affairs generally and in negotia-

tions with the Persian Government or with communities and persons not

Arab ;
the other is Mirza Hamzah, an Arab of Hillah, who generally

resides at Basrah but is entrusted by the Shaikh with much of his Arab

* Tiie political position and extent of jurisdiction of the Shaikh are explained by
Major Eurton and Captain Lorimer in the proceedings of the Government of India

(Political) for .June 1904, January 1905, and August 1905. His resources sre

described in the Proceedings for June 1900. For the principles of succession to the

Shaikhi^hipi see ihe Goyeinmenb of India's Foreign Proceedings for Kovemh.^r 1898.

¥
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business. The relations of the Shaikh and his two advisers among them-

selves are not well understood, and it is doubtful to which of the three

the ability and determination that have distijiguished the present Shaikh’s

policy since his accession should in the main be ascribed.

The following table explains the connection of the Shaikh with the

various districts for the government of which he is responsible :—

District. i

A^nnual amouit payable

by the bbai&b farm.
From wb.om farmed
and uataro of farm.

Boproseutatives of the
bliaiub iu the

diutrict.

Ahwaz See next column. Chiefly from the Per-
sian Government,
to whom apparently
nothing is paid ; hut
the izam-as-Salta-
neh receiv'es 3,0( 0
Turmans a year from
the Shaikh on Mccouni
of tlie part to the
west of the Karun,
the whole of wtiich

he claims as his pro-
perty, Tne Shaikh
is said to obtain
aboia 6,GOO Tumans
a year as revenue
from the tribes of

j

the district.
'

A Depuiy-Governor at

Nasiri) also agents
with local connections
at Kut-an-Nadda-
fiyeh Kabir, Muzaf-
fari and Umm-at-
Tamair, all on the

Karun Kiver.

I'allaUiyeti T)o, From the Persian Gov-
ernment, who have
apparently granted
tins district to the
Shaikh free of pay-
ment, in compensa-
tion for the transfer

to the Imperial Cus-
toms of the customs
at Huhammareh.
The realisations are
said to amount to
14,500 Tumans per
annum.

An agent, who is a

Leal man, at Fal-
latiiyeh Town.

Hawizeh 30,000 Tuinans. Prom the Perdan Gov-
ernor of Northern
’Aralbistan.

A Deputy-Governor at

Hawizeh Town, who
is a member of the

old ruling family of

Hawizeh.

HindiySn 23,000 Tumaos. Asrents at Hindiyan
Village and Dih
Mulla, who are per
haps subordinate to

the Shaikh's agent at

Ma’shur.
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District.
Annual amount payable

by tbe Shaikh as
farm.

From whom farmed
and nature of farm.

Eeprepe^taMves of the
Shaikh in :he

dmirict.

Jarrahi 14,000 Tumans. Erona the Nizam- ns-

S Itaneh and the Mu-
sldi’-nd -

1

Miul* h wlto

ai6 jointly owners.

Tie Sli kb’s Bgf'Tit at

Ma^shur visits Kha-
fabSd when neces-aryo

Ma’shUrr Do. do. An agent at Ma’shur
who is aUo responsi-
ble for the Jarrahi
Di^tr.ct nnd appa-
ien'l% snperv’ses the
agents in ihe Hin-
diyau District.

Muhammareh 20,000 Tamans. From the Persian Gov-
ernment.

Agents at Kuvrais,

Manyuhi and Q-sbat
N ussar on ’Abbadan

j

Island

.

The incompleteness of the table is due to the difficulty of obtaining*

reliable information locally in matters of the kind.* It should be added

that the Shaikh has a joint interest with the Bakhtiyari Khans in part

of the Behbelian sub-province, which is outside the limits of 'Arabistan,

and that he maintains an agent at Cham Zaidan to watch his interests in

that quarter. The Shaikh, it may be mentioned, is a trader on a large

scale in dates and grain and beeps his own accounts. II e also owns large

properties on the Turkish side of the Shatt-al-’Arab and has a large private

income which he uses to strengthen his administrative position and push

his political interests.

In describing the relations of the Shaikh with the districts under his

charge no mention has yet been made of the local chiefs through whom,
and not through the special agents, the work of executive Government is

carried on.

These headmen, generally called Qilids or Qilaits are the

real medium of communication with the people : the most important of

the class are two Shaikhs of the Ka’ab through whom the Fallahiyeh
District is managed. The Qilids are as a rule appointed by the Shaikh of

Muhammareh from the family in each tribe in which the post is heredi-

tary, and by him also they may be removed ; such appointments and

removals, however*, are not usually made without consultation of other

headmen. The Shaikh of Muhammareh seldom or never goes on tour in

* According to a recent report, based on information supplied by the Mustanfi, the

Shaikh o£ Muhammareh pajs 71, 670 Tdmaus a year for the Aliwa2, EallSliiyeb,

Hawizeh, HindiySn Jarrahi^ Ma'shur and Muhammareh districts (L907).

M 2
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tlie districts^ but in winter he frequently camps at Muzaffari or some other

place on the Karun in order to attend to the affairs of the Bawiyoh
and Bani Tuiuf tribes.

Military forces,— Besides the whole force of tribal levies which is at

Ms disposal, the Shaikh of Muhammareh maintains a corps of Makrani

and Arab mercenaries^ called BalQch-i-Shah , which is about 400

strong and furnishes guards for Muhammareh Town^ the customs

houses^ and the ShaikMs own residences at Pailiyeh and elsewhere. The
expenditure on this corps is chargeable to the Persian Government and is

adjusted by means of deductions from the annual revenue which is pay-

able by the Shaikh into the Persian Treasury. In addition to the tribal

levies and the Baluch-i-Shah_, there is a sort of militia in character

intermediate between the two others, of uncertain strength, and known
as the Ghulams : it consists partly of the ShaikMs Mamluks—who
are either negro slaves or half-caste or white {i,e. Arab) serfs from
the neighbourhood of Basrah—and partly of villagers on whose services

the Shaikh has some special claim : the peasant Ghulams are paid by
assignments of dates from the ShaikMs share of the crop and receive

them regularly whether they are employed or not. The only military

details under the direct control of the Persian Government in Southern

^Arabistan are a Naib or lieutenant and a few men of the Persian Artillery

and a Qurkhanehchi or captain in the Ordnance Department ; these are

stationed at Muhammareh Town and receive their orders from the officer

commanding the artillery in the ’Arabistan province.

Police and justice .—There is no separate police force, and crime is

dealt with by the Shaikh through the civil and military agencies already

described above. The official at Muhammareh Town known as the
Naib-al-Hukumeh is, however, virtually a head of police. The criminal

procedure is generally severe. Persons accused of theft, especially if they
belong to the town population, are often beaten to make them confess ;

and in serious cases, such as piracy, the Shail^’h seldom requires
witnesses but proceeds upon information obtained by means best known
to himself.

In civil cases affecting tribesmen only tribal custom is followed, and
that to the exclusion of ecclesiastical law

j such suits ai*e decided by oaths
which, no tribesman can take falsely, as to do so would be treason to the
tribe. Commercial cases are settled by the Shaikh^s Persian adviser, Haji
Muhammad Aj already mentioned, whom the Persian Government have
recognised as Rais-ut-Tujjax or official head of the mercantile community.
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Uevenne.—The rates and character of agricultural and other taxation

lary from one part of the sub- province to another. They are described

in the separate articles upon the component districts. Small Mahailahs

ascending the Earun pay a toll of % Qrans in the Haffar reach and an

additional 2 Qrans on arrival at Kasiri
;
in the case of large Mahailahs

these rates are doubled. Every Mahailah plying on the river is required

to bring down gratis^ twice in the year^ a load of firewood for the Shaikli

of Muhammareh.

Miscellaneous departments .—^Apart from Telegraphs^ which are noticed

in the general article on ’Arabistan, the principal departments are Customs;

Posts and Treasuries : of these the management is at present combined in

the hands of a Belgian Director-General of Customs in ’Arabistan. This

official is nominally subordinate—except in departmental matters—to the

Shaikh of Muhammareh and enjoys his support^ which has been pur-

chased by concessions on the part of the Persian Government : without the

co-operation of the shaikh the Customs officials would be helpless.

Custom houses exist at Muhammareh Town^ Nasiri, Buziyeh, Ma'shur

and Hindiyan Village^ and post offices at these places and at Fallahiyeh

Town. The only treasury in the sub-province is at Muhammareh Town.

The position of the Karguzar or representative of the Persian Foreign

Office at Muhammareh Town is explained in the general article on

^Arabistan.

An old disused name for the whole of Muharraq Island in Bahrain
j

it is now applied only to one of the villages which are described in the

table in the article on Muhairaq Island.

A village in the DhShirah District of the ’Oman Sultanate, situated

in a plain on the right bank of Wadi Sauaisal about % miles above ’Ibri

and between Ghabbi and Bait al-’Ainain, both of which it adjoins. The

place consists of about 100 houses of ’Abrijin, 90 of Bani Rashid, and

85 of Baluchis : it derives its importance from the existence of a fort

which came into the possession of the Sultan of ’Oman in 1904 and

constitutes his only foot-hold in the district of Dhahirah. A Wah

resides at ’Araqi on the part of the Sultan and about |i00 ig coUeoted

’AEAD
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ASIDH

DISTRICT

annually as Zakat and locally expended. There are about 150 camels^ 20

horses, 200 donkeys, 800 cattle, 500 sheep and goats and 3;000 date

palms.

The central and from every point of view the most important district

of the Wahhabi dominions, of which the capital, Riyadh, is situated

within its borders.

Boundaries and eostent ,
—^^Aridh reaches westwards from the DahS»Iiah

desert to the principal range of Jahal Tnwaiq and even to some dislance

beyond it
;
on the north it is separated from the district of Sadair by

a hollow called ^Ajsh
,
and on the south from the districts of

Hautah and Hariq by the mountainous mass of Jabal 'Alaiyah. The

only (lata for determining the dimensions of the ’ Aridh district are those

deduoiide from the information about routes wiiich is contained in the

ariicles on Najd and Dhrumah and from the facts that are known about

Wadi Hanifah. From these it would appear that the district, to neg-

lect a portion ou the north-east which lies outside the Tuwaiq system

and should not perhaps berecbmedto ^Aridh, measures about SO miles

from north to south aud the same from east to west.

Physical features and geographical divisions
.

physical confor-

mation of the district is by no means simple. The chief range of Jabal

Tuwaiq traverses it, as we have seen, from north to south towards its

western end aud may be used as a base from which to describe the dis-

trict. A subsidiary range belonging to the Tuwaiq system leaves the

principal range in ihe Sadair district and, gradually inclining away from

it in a south-easterly direction, ends somewhere between Riyadh aud the

DahSnah desert, Tart, of ^Aridb, that which was left out of account in

estimating the extent of the district, lies to the north-east of this subsi-

diary range on the side towards the DahS^nahj and another portion,,

containing numeious villages, is included between the lesser and the

greater range. Towards the south end of the district Wadi Hanifah
takes its rise in the eastern slopes of the main Tuwaiq range and,

travelling eastwards with :a southerly inclination, leaves 'Aridh by the

souch-eastern corner.
. Still further south,, but on the western' side of Jabal
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Ttiwaiq, is the plain of Dhrumah from which a valley descends east-

wards^ piercing Jabal Tuwaiq on its way^ to join Wadi Hanifah in

its lower course. Between Wadi Hanifah and Dhrumah, Jabal Tuwaiq
appears to extend considerably further eastwards than it does in the

north.

The recognised geographical divisions of the 'Aridh District are not_,

unfortunately, altogether determined by the physical features—in them-

selves sufficiently perplexing—which have just been described. It has

been possible to describe the southern parts of the district under the titles

Wadi Hanifah and Dhrumah without in any way violating native

usage ; but it is more difficalt to know how to deal with the remainder

to the north of Wadi Hanifah which consists of two hill ranges, inclined

towards one another at their northern ends, and of three plains, one of

which is between the ranges while the others lie outside them on the

extreme east and extreme west.

The plain on the extreme east is named ^ Urmah . It is bounded

on the south-west by the subsidiary range already mentioned,

and on the north-east by the Dahanah desert ; its breadth between the

two is 14 days’ journey with laden camels or about 45 miles. On the

north ^Urmah is said to reach to a locality called Batainiyat

and it extends far enough south and east to include the wells of Abu J ifan

on the route between Hofuf and Riyadh. A dry water-course,

commencing in the subsidiary range and named Thamamah intersects

the plain from south-west to north-east and is eventually lost in the

Dahanah desert ; to the south of it, in a parallel dry torrent bed, are two

groups of wells called Rumah and Rumluyah of which the latter

is about 8 miles nearer to the source of the torrent than the former*

In the neighbourhood of these wells is a customary hatting place on the

route from Kuwait to Riyadh; Riyadh lies about 70 miles or two long

camel marches to the south-south-west of Rumah, and on the way
thither the village of Banban is either passed through or left some

distance to the right. Also to the south of Thamarnah another torrent bed

called Misajidi which has its rise in the same hills, crosses

the plain in a similar direction and is also lost in the DahS^nah.

The plain of ^Urmah is itself stony and barren and broken up into low

hillocks, some of which are flat and some conical, with intervening

hollows.

The remainder of the district, consisting of the principal chain ol

Jabal Tuwaiq north of Wadi Hanifah together with the plains on the

east and west of it, is sometimes included in the term Mahmal to
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which however certain anthorifeies would assign a much more restricted

meaning. The village topography of Mahmal will he found in a table at

the end of this article ;
at present we are only concerned with its more

outstanding physical features. The true centre of Mahmal is a large

depression named Khafs , in which rain water is said to collect and

stag-nate for as much as a year together ; it lies between the main range

of Tuwaiq and the subsidiary range, and it is fed by the drainage, after

rain, of valleys coming down from both. The southernmost and most

important of the valleys on the western side of Khafs is Wadi Wutar

which comes down from Sidus ; at Salbukh, perhaps 20 miles below that

place, it receives on its left bank a tributary coming down from Qasr

Harqan and Ghiyanah ; and before reaching Khafs it is joined, again on

the left, by the A.bn Kithadah sjlir _jj| torrent bed of which' the head is

near Haraimlah, while MLalham is situated on its middle conrse. Wadi

Wutar is a decpish, well-defined valley, and between Sidus and Salbukh it

cuts through a mass of bills : in its lower coarse it contains, at least at

times, a certain quantity of running water. North of Wadi Wutar

another hollow carrying the drainage of Dqalah, Diqail and Mahriqah

finds its way to Khafs. The outlying part of Tuwaiq on the east side

of Khafs appears to overlook the Khafs basin from a short distance and

to send down to it no less than 6 hollows of which the names, in oi*der

from noith to south, are Khai asar , Hifnat-at-Tairi
n»

Tauqi y Hamamah. , Hamai>im and Thamamah •

of these tiie last nam^d has its origin in the same part of the

range as the torrent similarly named which goes down t<> the 'Urmah
plain upon the opposite side. This eastern range of Tuwaiq rises

less than 1,000 feet above 'Urmah^ and it is pierced by a remark-

able gap, through which runs the route between Kuw'ait aud
Sidus.

Somewhat further north than Khafs and the drainage hollows
connected with it is a depression, oo which are situated the three villages

of Safurrah and further down the hamlet of Hasi ; its course ie at fii-dt

north and ihen north-east and it ends a short distance to the east of Hasi
at a bill named Khatilah ^ which is described as standing solitary
in the dessert lik^ a ship at sea. This hill is said to be about the same
height as Jahal Sanam near Safwan, and on tl»e east side of it are
wells, 4 fathoms deep, known as Qulban-al- Khatilah ibWl
Beyond this hollow of Safurrah and Hasi, but rather perhaps to the
west than to the north of it, are two others which convey the drainage
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of Bir and Th&diq away in a direction which has not been exactly

ascertained but is probably northerly.

Another interesting feature of Mahoaal that calls for notice is a

depression furrowing the plateau (apparently styled Sad-hah

between Sidus and ^Ayainah on Wadi Hanifah ;
this hollow is named

Ghallah AJG
^

it begins a mile or two from Sidus^ and it eventually

enters Wadi Hanifah just above the village of Jabailah. At about 10

miles from Sidus Ghallah is blocked by a masonry dam forming a

reservoir called Haqar which is close to the road from Sidus

to ^Ayainah upon its north-east side; when this reservoir is filled by

rain it is expected that a spring at ^Ayainah, called ^Ayainat Bin-Mu^-
m

ammar ^ will begin to flow. Part of the rest of tie country

between Wadi Wutar and Wadi Hauifah drains to Banban and not to

Khafs.

It remains to mention tiat^ on tie western side of Jahal Tuwaiq,
a hollow descending from the neighbourhood of Haraimlah passes Barrah
and ends in the swamp of Mufidh in the Washam district

;
while

another, also from the direction of Haraimlah, runs down to Washata
by way of Rghabah. The western Haisiyah, which is to the south of

the valleys just mentioned, is described in the article on Jabal Tnwaiq.

Inhahitants.—The 'Urmah subdivision of the 'Aridh district contains
no settled iiihabitiints : from a consideration of the appropriate articles

it will appear that the fixed population of Mabmal is about 12,600, of
Wadi Hanifah (inclusive of Riyadh) about 15,000, and of Dhrumah
and its dependencies about 2,500 souls, making up a non-Bedouin total
for ’Aridh of some 80,000 persons. In the whole district, Riyadh
town being left out of considei'ation, the predominant tribe of respect-
able lineage appear to be the Dawasir, with about 8,600 souls, who are
particulaily strong in Mabmal; tOey are followed by the Sabai * and
the Biini Tamim with about 2,600 persons each, and by the ’Anizah
and ’Ataibah, whose numbers are ah-ut 2,000 and 1,000, respectively;
after these come the Fadhul and_Qahtan, and after these again the
Bani Hajir, Sahul, Mutair, ’Aid, Harb andBani Khalid whose
numbers are extremely small. More numerous than any single Arab
tribe, however, are the low caste cultivators, generally grouped together
under the common designation of Bani Khadhir, who appear in
this district to number nearly 6,000 persons. The people of ’Aridh
are restless and not unwariike and their district is the headquarters ofW ahhabism.
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The ordinary Bedouins of ^Irldh are Sabai’, Sabul and, in a mlnoi*

degree, Dawasir; but nomads of the Harb, ’Ataibah and Qahtan and

a few Mutair also visit the district.

Agriculture and resources.—The character of agriculture in Aridh

will he understood on reference to the village lists of its various divisions,

from which it wiU be seen that the people depend chiefly on the cultiva-

tion of dates, wheat, barley, millet, melons and lucerne, all of which are

grown for the most part by irrigation from weUs. There are also, in

most places, fruit trees of the various sorts met with in Najd, especially

citrons, limes, pomegranates, figs and vines ; vegetables also are raised in

considerable variety. A large part of the district consists of pastoral

uplands or downs, and the ordinary livestock of Najd are owned, in the

usual proportions, by most villages. The flocks and herds graze on the

lower levels in winter and the hiU grass is reserved for consumption in

summer and autumn.

Communications.—Tlie routes which traverse the ^Aridh District are

described in the article on Najd.

Administration .—The political importance of the district is in’ovei

by the fact that^ despite political convulsions and foreign wars^ one of its

towns has always remained the capital of the Wahhabi dominions. The

revenue of ^Aridh, then mostly collected in kind, was valued in 1865 at

$50,000 ; at the present time the revenue from dates is estimated at

$12,000 and that from cereals at $4,000 only. The decrease is said to he

due to the damage 'done by both sides during the recent wars in Najd*

Topography .—The villages of W adi Hanifah and of the Dhrumah

neighbourhood are tabulated in the separate ai*ticles on those subdivisions

of the district : those of the remaining Mahmal tract arc as follow

Kame.
I

Position, Houses and inhabitants.

|

Kkmabks.

’Awainidh About 3 miles east of

Barrah on the way
to Biyadb.

I

!

.
j

j

A Qasr containing 15
houses of Sabai’ of
the A1 Khanaizan
section.

Close to ’Awainidh is

a hill called Jabal

Abuz Zidd

ovJlyl. There are a

few dates and some
cultivation of wheat.

Wells ex’e 2 to 3
fathoms deep : the

water is rather

bitter.
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Houses and inhabitants.

Banban

Barrah

One and a half days by
caravan (say 45
miles) north by east

of Riyadh and
about midway bet-

ween the cbiet range
of Tuwaiq and its

eastern ofEshoot.

On the western side of

the chief range of

rTuwaiq. about

midwav between
Daralyah and
Shaqrah aud about

35 milen north-west

of Dhriimah.

20 houses,

5 of •'Ataibah and
15 of inferior tribes.

To these are added
about 5 houses of

inferior tribes fj-om

Dara’iyah when
there is scarcity of

water at that place.

150 mnd houses, , of

Sabai% Sahul,
’Ataibah and
’Anizah.

There are no date
palms, but wheat,bar-
ley, millet, musk me-
lons and water melons
are grown. The
wells vaiy in depth
from 4 to 12 fathoms.
Good grass grows in

the neighbourhood
and the place is a
favourite camping
gronnd of Bedouins,
especially of Sabaf

.

There are some date
palms; and citrons,

pomegranates, musk
melons, water me-
lons, barley, wheat,
millet and lucerne
ar*> grown. The date
crop Is not sufbc ent
for the support of
the inhabitants who
in the hot weather
dispejse to the h*rger
villages of 'Aiidh.
Ihe wells of Bairah
are 6 to 7 fathoms
deep. There are
ah'*ut 40 camels and
iOO cattle besides
sheep and goats.

Probably about 10 About 200 houses. On the west side of
rvtildo v» V

t

Ti « T17ac f. rvF /r 1 flO rvf I 'la . amiles north-west of

Haraimlah.
visa., 160 of Da-
wasir of the
Badiani seotion, 4
of Padhul and 40
of other tribes.

the village the whUs
are 8 lathoms deep,
and on the east 6
fathoms. There are
many dates

; and
wheat, barley, luc-
erne and millet
are grown : fruit
trees are not nume-
rous and there are
no vines.

Adjoins Dqalab, appa-
rently on the south-

I east.

In summer there are

about half-a-dozen
cultivators from

I

Dqalah who sleep

armed ; in winter no
one spends the
night at Diqail for
fear of robbers.

Date palms number
about 3u0

; there are
no other fruit trees.
The other crops are
the Same as at
bqalah, except that
lucerne is not grown.
The wells are 3
fathoms deep.
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Name. I>08ition. Boases and inhabitants. Bbicabeb.

Dqalftli

dJLfJ

Gbiyanali

Haraimlah

ImroetJlately under
tlLo chief range of

Jnbal Tuwaiq on

its eastern side, in

the extreme north

of the district.

Perhaps 3 miles west

of ^albukll on a

drainage hollow

which joins Wadi
Wutar just above
Salbukh.

About 20 miles south

of Thadiq and 12
miles north-north-

west of Sidns, at

the head of the

Abu KitliSdah de-

pression which drains

by Malham to edi

W ui ar. H « raimlah
is apparently situ-

ated almost) on the

main ^^atershed of

Jabal Tuwaiq, for

torrents descend

from its vicinity

both westwards and
eastwards.

I

There are about 2,000
date palms, besides

citron and fig trees.

Crops are barley,

wheat, miilot, lu-

cerne, musk melons
and water melons,
iirigated from wells

5 fathoms deep.

The date groves con*

tain about 300 trees.

Wheat, barley, millet

and lucerne are cul*

tivated. Water
stands at 3 fathoms
ordinarily, but in

time of drought the

wells dry up.
Haraimlah blocks the

southern end of a

hollow which extends

half a day’s journey

in Jabal Tuwaiq
in the direction of

I'hadiq A large fort

built by tiie Egyp-
tians during the\v

occupation stands on

rising ground inside

the town and there

is a small bazaar*

Haraimlah is sur-

rounded by date

plantations, and the

otber fiuit trees and
usual crops of the

’Aiidh district are

grown and flourish.

Irrigation is from
numerous wells of

good water, 15 fa-

thoms deep or pro-

bably less. The
pre-tent Amir is

Hasir-a l-'Amr&ni ap-

pointed by Ibn
Sa’ud ; he is not a

native of the place.

Haraimlah is two
days by caravan from
Biyadh and 9

from ’Anaizah in

Qasim. It is said

to have been the birth

place of Muhammad*
biu-^Ahdul Wahhab,
the founder of the

Wahhabi sect.

40 houses of

Dawasir.

20 houses of Sabai’.

About 465 _ houses,

viz., 20 of ’Aid, 160
of ’Anizah, 25 of

Bani Hajir, 35 of

Sabai’, 70 of Bani
Tamim, and 150 of

inferior tribes.
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Name* Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bbvarsb.

Harqan (Qasr) Perhaps 3 miles west
of Ghij’anah, at the
head of a drainage
hollow wliich jroes

dnwn by Ghiyanah
to Wadi Wutar at

Salbniih.

Visitel, in the seasons
of agriculture only,

by as many a-* 20
families of cultiva-

tors flora Malhani,
Jarlnah and Haraim-
lah.

There are no dates and
very Mttie water !

cultivation is by
lainfall. Somewhiat
and hfirlev and (in

good years) millet

are giown.

Hftsi Apparently a few
milea to the n 'tth of
Dqalab, on a iine of

,
drainage coming
down from 8afur-
rah*

A Qasr containing
4 families of
DawSsir of the
Wida’in division.

Inhabited all the year
round.

Hizwah

*)>
Adjoins Sidus or

forms part of it.

About 25 houses, vtz.,

6 of SabaP, 10 of
Bani Tamim and
8 of inferior tribes.

The agriculture is the
same as that of
Sidus.

Jarinab

or
Qarinah

Apparently between
Haiaimlah and M al-

hani, consideiably
nearer to the former.

240 houses, viz,, 160
of Dawasir, 40 of
Padhul and 40 of
inferior tribes.

There are many dates
and all the other
fruit trees and usual
crops of the district.

Water stands in the
wells ordinarily at 8
fathoms, but falls in
time of drought to
18.

Mahriqah A few miles below
Dqalah, on the drain-

age hollow which
rnns thence to

Khafs ; it is just

below the main range
of Tu-waiq on the
east side.

35 houses, vtz,, 20 of
Bani Tamim and
15 of Fadbul.

Date palms number
3,000 and there are
also citrons, grapes
and figs. Crops are
barley, wht at water
melons and musk
melons, but lucerne
is not cultivated.

Irr g tion is from
wells» 5 fathoms deep^
which become con-
giderablv deeper in
time of drought.
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Hoases and inhabitants.

Malham At the foot of the

chief ranjie of Jabal
^ Tuwaiq on its east

side probably about
15 miles north-east

of Haraimlah.

About 300 mud
houses* viz,i 6 of

DawSsir, 20 of

Fadhul, 30 of
^ Anizah of the
Barqao section, 8
of Sabai’ of the

Al Bin Easbid sec-

tion, 4 of Bani
IKhalid of the
Q»mii S.Z section, _3
of Sahul of the Al
Sulaiman section ;

also 150 houses of
mixed tribes, and the
following (includ-

ed under the com-»

mon denomination
of Bani Khadhir,
or inferior tribes)

Hamadat 30, Muba-
rib 30, Had-hud 5,
Marshud 10.

The date groves are
consid-rrihle and
grafies, figs and pome-
giMnates grow, but
not in profusi«m.
The supply of water
for irrigation and
other purposes is

from wells which
vary in depth, accord-
ing to rainfall,

between 8 and 18 fa-

thoms. Water lifts

are worked by camels,

buffaloes and don-
keys. The cultivated
area is described as

about 8 times that

of Jahrab in

Kuwait territory.

Tiie Imilrat or head-
ship of the village

belongs to the

Kadhul and was
held till

^

1906 by
Hasan-bin-*AbduJlab,
a very aged man,
who then on account
of the troubled state

of the Cwuntiy resign-

ed in fax our of

his nephew 'Abdul-
lah-bin-* Abdul ‘Aziz,

aged 60.

Rghahah On the western side

of the chief range <)f

Tuwaiq, about 18
miles east by north
of Tharmidah in
Washam.

About 815 houses, Bate trees are numer-
viz.f 100 of ’Atai- ous and the ordinary
bah, 100 of Sabai'.
16 of Harb and
lOO of inferior
tribes.

crops of 'Aridh are
all grown. Water in

the wells stands
ordinarily at 8

fathoms.
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Name. Position. Housies and inhabitants.

Salbukh Apparently near tlie

north-western bank
of Wadi Wntar a
little below the
point where the
drainage of Ghiya-
nah joins it, and
perhaps 15 to 20
miles north-east of
Sidus. The main
range of Jabal
Tuwaiq rises im-
mediately to the
west of this village.

35 houses, viz., 20 of
Sabai’ and 15 of

inferior tribes.

Beuabeb.

Date trees are numer-
ous and there is abun-
dance of water, which
does not fail even in
the driest years.
Citions, musk melons
water inelons, wheat,
barley and millet are
all grown.

SiduB About 12 miles
south-south- east of
Haraimlah and 15
we^t-north-west of
'Ayainah in Wadi
Hanifah, at the
head of Wadi Wu-
tar. To the east of
the village is a pla-
teau, 300 feet
higher, which the
route to RiySdii
ascends by a narrow
but not difficult path.
The main range of
Jabal Tuwaiq
passes a little to the
west of this place.

160 houses, viz., 80 of
Bani Tamim of the
Bin Mu^ ainmar f-ec-

tion, 20 of Sabai’
and 60 of inferior

tribes. Thei e are

two quarters, an up-
per and a lower, of
which the latter is

the older but in nuw
half abandoned on
account of floods.

The people in 1865
were civil and quiet,

but they seemed poor
and had a dingr,
unwholesome ap-
peai^ince not com-
monly characLen-tio
of an agricultural
community.

The hamlets forming
the village are neat
and pleasant in ap-
pearance, with large
date groves and en-
closed patches of cul-

tivation. There are
good Wells for irriga-
tion and a fine flow of
fresh water; but cattle

in 1865 were few -^nd

poor. The usual fruits
and cereals are grown
and the ordinary
domestic animals are
kept. In 1865 a small
fort stood in the mid-
dle of the village,

from the vicinity of
which a good view
could he obtained
westwards across the
Mabmal plain in the
direction of Jabal
Tuwaiq, Near the
fort was a mound,
formed by the debris
of considerable bidld-
ings, on which stood
an elegant stone co-
lumn 3 feet in dia-
meter and, though
broken, still 20 feet
high with two crosses
engraved on the
shaft.*

• For a sketch of this oolnmn and further details of tlie village, see Pellv’s Reporton a Journey to the Wahahee Capital. According to a rerent report the pillar fell
or was dismantled hy order of the Wahhabi Amir) soon after Colonel Pellv’e visit,
but h»a sxjioe been re^erooted.
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27am6,

Sufurrati

Position.

I) the northern ]'art

of the districti pro-

bab'y s.^veral miles

totf'e south-enst of

Thad'q. It c nsists

of 3 viliaeres dis-

posed m order from

s.-utli to north upon

the sane drainage

hollow, w., ’Abya

tjJlf astah dJkiM^

and Sidah aIa-. .

Some of the drain-

age of the Tillage

lan<is which does not

ePoai)e by this hollow

north-eiistwards to

Khatilahis said to

go westwards to

some sand hills

called Iswar ^[^1

.

Houses and inhabitants.

About 135 houfies

vzz., 30 of Dawa-
sir in 'Aliya, 00 of

Dawasir and 6 oi

Hani Tamim in

W-'Stnh, and 40 of

DawaSir m Siflah.

Beharrb.

There are date palms in

all thret- villag -s, and

some c'trons, fiorg^

limes and a few vines

are seen ; but on the

whole frirt trees are

fewer than in the

o_h<‘r vi lages of

’Aridh. Crops are

wheat, barley, millet,

lucerne, musk me'ons

and water melniis.

T be depth of the wells

is 8 fathoms at 'Aliya,

7 at Wastah and 6 at

Sifiah.

Thadiq

or

Thadik
iJolj

Between Tnwaim and

Haraimlah, probab-

ly 35 miles fiom the

former and 20 from

the latter.

About 300 bouses.

The details are

;

DawSsir of the

Suwailim section 40,

and of the A1 'Isa

section 40 ; Bani

Tamim of the Ma-
jid section 60 ;

Bani-

Hajir 20; inferior

tribes 23, vzz., Ji-

da’ah 4, Mizai’al 4,

Babaiya’ lO and Ja-

mai’ah 6 : the

balance belong to

miscellaneous tribes.

The date plantations

are extensive : other

fruit trees are the fig,

ponoegranate, peach,

lime, citron and vine.

Wheat, barley, millet,

lucerne and melons

are cultivated. The

wells, which are 8

fathoms deep, yield

excellent water. The

name lis erenerally

pronounced Thadij or

Thadicb.

’AEIDH

VILLAGE

A village in the DbaMrah District of the ^Oman Sultanate : it is

situated on the right bank of W adi-al-Katir between Hayal and Dariz.

^Aridh consists of abont 320 mud houses : it is inhabited by Bani Kalbail

of the Jarawinah section (300 families) and by Bani Shakail

families). It possesses dates and other cultivation. The people are
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carriers as well as cultivators and own some 40 camels and 100

donkeys ; there are about 50 cattle and 1,000 sheep and goats.

An island ofE the coast of the Abu Dhabi Princinaiitv in Trucial ASZANAU
’Oinan, 72 miles east by north of the entrance of Khor-al-'^Odaid and

belonging to the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi. It is 1| miles long by 1 mile

broad : the northern part is hilly, one point having an elevation of 200

feet above the sea ; the southern part is a plam. There is an anchorage,

in 4 or 5 fathoms, to the east of the southern tip of the island : no fresh

water is obtainable. Some pearl banks exist m the vicinity of Arzanah,

of which we may here mention Sutuh Arzanah, a large group extending

eastwards towards Zirko Island; Batin Arzanah, 16 miles to the easti

south-east
;
and Maiyanah, 4 miles to the south.

One of the Shibkiih ports of the Persian Coast ; it is situated n ’ASALU
miles south-east of Tahiri and 4 miles north of Naband at the north

entrance point of Naband bay. The village, which consists of about

200 stone houses and a certain number of huts, occupies more than | a mile

of the coast and has a large date-grove behind it. The ship anchorage

at ^Asalu is exposed to the Shamal, but small boats find shelter by run-

ning over a reef which fronts the place and anchoring inside. The
inhabitants are Sunnis and belong to the Harami or Al Haram tribe.

They own 4 pearling Sambuks and a score of fishing Baqarahs in which
they go pearl-diving on the banks near Naband ; they also fi.sh, especinlly

on a ground in Naband bay off Baidheh Khan village, and cultivate

grain and dates. ’Asalu was, till his death by violence in 1906, the

residence of Shaikh Ahmad-bin-Saif, the Al Haram Shaikh, who till

recently ruled over the villages of Nakhl Taqi, ’Asalu, Baidheh Khan,
Halat Naband, Naband, Barku, Tabin and 'Amariyeh in subordination

to the Khan of Dasbti by whom they were held in farm jin 1906

however, the group were brought directly under the authority of the

If
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Governor of tlie Gulf Forts^ and the connection of the Dushti Khan

with them was terminated. The Persian Imperial Customs have now a

post here.

ASHEAF Singular Sharif : there is also a plural Shurafa . A sacred

or semi-sacred tribe, tracing their origin to the Hijaz province and claim-

ing kinship with the prophet Muhammad through descent from the

Imam Hasan ;
they are found in small numbers at various points in

Arabia and in the Persian Gulf region, as for instance at Na^am in the

district of Hariq, and possibly at Sabhah in Widyan Dawasir. Some

who live at Lailah in Aflaj belong to a section called Saqar /U
, while

others at Saih in the same district are Hamid

ASIS ^ Sanjaq of Hasa5
immediately to the north-west of

(BADD-AL.) the Hasa Oasis ; it is about 30 miles in length, stretching from Jabal-

ad-Dam on the north to the border of the Ghuwar tract on the south,

and its average breadth between Jau-as-Sa^adan on the west and Jauf

on the east is about 18 miles. Its boundaries are further defined by

the Gharaimll hill on its east side, by the Qarat-ar-Rukban hill at its

south-east corner where it meets the oasis of Hasa, by the Ghar-ash-

Shuyukh hill at its south-western extremity, and by the Baraim hill on

its western border towards the north end. Badd-al-Asis is described

as a plain of sand interspersed with undulating rocky ground ; the sand

is reddish and the rocks are dark-brown in colour. Grazing consists of

Thamam grass and of ^Arfaj and Eimth bushes, of which the last is

particularly favoured by camels. The only well in Badd-al-Asis is

Shatqam about 5 miles north-west of Qarat-ar-Rukban, which

is 3 fathoms deep and contains good water. It should be noted that

according to some authorities the district described is mostly a part of

Ghuwar, and that Badd-al-Asis is merely the name of a track leading

across Ghtiwar in the direction of TafF and Wadi-al-MiyaL
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A valley in the SUbkuh District of Persia, in the article on which its ASTJH
position and course are fully described. (BARVEH

Darveb Asub contains the following villages :

—

Name. Fositlob. Population, resources, etc.

Bihdih In the western branch of the

valley, about 4 miles above the

point of junction of the two

branches.

200 houses ; 80 camels, 200

donkeys, 230 cattle, 3,000 sheep

and goats, and 8,000 date

palms.

flaahnii In the eastern branch of the

valley, about 6 miles above the

point of junction of the two

branches.

100 houses ; 70 camels, 200

donkeys, 150 cattle, 2,000 sheep

and goats and 3,000 date trees.

KunardUn In the western branch of the

valley, about 4 miles above

Bihdih.

40 houses ; 20 camels, 50
donkeys, 30 cattle, 3,000 sheep

and goats and 200 palms.

From this table the popidation of the valley would seem to be about

lj600 souls.

Darveh Asuh has a close political connection with the upper part of

the Gabandi Valley and forms part of the territories for which the Nasuri

Shaikh pays revenue to the Governor of Bastak.

The singular is ’Ataibi and the collective plural ^Afcaibah ; 'ATAIBAH
but to designate a number of individuals there is a plural ^Utbaii

Bmge and territory ,—An important Bedouin tribe of Najd, occupy-

ing the vast wilderness^ <jOU miles in extent^ between Qasim and the

Makkah country; the Bedouin tribes which adjoin them are the Mutair

on the east, the Shammar on the north, the Harb on the north-west

and the Buqum, Qahtan, and Sabai^ on the south. A great part of the

routes from ^Anaizah and Buraidah to Makkah lies in their, territory

and Qasimi caravans travelling by those lines are accustomed to enlist

Rafiqs of the 'Ataibab. Their camps are seen especially at Dhariyah,

Buthnah, Miskah and Shibirmah. On the north their limit is at Wadi-ar-
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and tliey are found as far east as tte Qatan hill in that valley,

and as Wadi-as-Sirr and Washam j’^fthey are also among the Bedouins

who frequent the district of Kharj, they are sometimes seen in ^Aridh,

and a few poor ^Ataibah occasionally visit Kuwait in search of a

livelihood. Ihe op p osite direction they are known to encamp at

Huwaiyah in Wadi Sabai^ The Dirah proper of the ^Ataibah consists

of sandy or gravelly plains, sprinkled with isolated bergs of granite and

basalt, but containing excellent desert pasture.

Life and subsistence ,—The majority of the tribe are nomads wander-

ing dispersed through their vast domains ;
but the ^Ataibah have also

some fixed villages, with palm groves, in the hills 10 0 miles to the north

of Makkah, and colonies of settled ’Ataibah exist at diflEerent places in

Najd, especially in Middle Najd or Qasim. The ^Ataibah live chiefly

by the camels, sheep and goats of which they own large numbers j the

wool of their flocks is short and coarse and suitable only for making ropes

and Bedouin tents. Forty years ago the ^Ataibah owned some of the best

horses in Arabia, and good horses are even now said to be sold within the

tribe for $200 each. The prices of camels, sheep and goats are lower

among the ^Ataibah than among the Mutair ;
the best riding camels

fetch only $60 to $70, the best baggage camels $10, and sheep and goats

$3 a head. The ^Ataibah eke out their subsistence by raiding*, especially

to the north of Wadi-ar-Eummah, and by protecting pilgrims on their

way to Makkah.

Character .—As a tribe the ^Ataibah are honourable, hospitable, and
not inclined to treachery ; more stable in mind than most Bedouins

;

better fighters than even the redoubted Qahtan ; in religion moderate
and free from fanaticism.

Number and divisions ,—Their total number within the limits of

Central Arabia may be roughly estimated at 6,000 souls.

The ^Ataibah consist of two large divisions, the Euwaqah or Koqah
and the Barqah

The waa- cry of the Eoqah is oji) and the Wasm of their chief
Shaikh is a snake branded below the left eye of the camel.

• The composition of the tribe as given
i below from .Kuwait information

differs cpnsiderahly from that attributed tp it by Doughty (II, 437) pn ^ western
authority.
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The Roqah are divided into the following sections :

—

'Adhyan Hanatisbab dAllbx

'Afarm Hizman

Ali (Dhi) Jidba’an

*Awazim (ob" Jisasimab

Bararlq Kbararls

D } 1 Rblawiyab
im

d^UA

Pilabihah Mibadilab di«>l^

Ghanamm Mirasbidab

Gharbiyah dj^ Murja

Habardiyah
m

Sa'adab

Hafa Simrab

Hamamid <5^*6 L6~i^ Zirqan w’Jjj

The main sections of the Barqah are the ’Asnmah the Da^ajil

or Da'ajm
, the Daghalibah ^ the Dahasah

,
the

Miqatah or Imqatah 4kiUI
^ the Milabisah , the Nafa’^a '^3^

theNakhasah
^ the Rusan the Shiy§,binah , the Thibitah

and the Tufahah djsr^ . Of these the Shiyabinah have recently lost

two successive Shaikhs at the hands of the Qahtan and Mutair.^
Some sections of the Barqah are divided again into subsections as

below

^Asumah.

Alwat oljlc Nasbir jJiU

Amrlyab
•n

Eakalb3.t

Gbaz§.l J!>i Easan

Jalamidab Sumban

Jil&din «/->»% and

Magbariyab Tabman

.

Da^djlL

’Adbadln Hidf cJjjk

Aqailab dUtiu Ma*aliyab ddlA/«
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Daghalihah*

Hinadiyah Qaba’ah

MawasUh Qamu

Miqata/i.

’Alablyaii 4K^)ILc
j

Kbanafirah

Aqafah Kbuniyan

Gliazaila Qimizah

Hamidah Busan Miqatab ^la.B >0

Hawabiya*b

Ul

and

Ha'warinah Silifab AfiJUu

Mildhisah.

Bisaisab Babmah (Dbi;

Hawamilah and

Hay§.dhila Bubiqab

Nafa^a.

Dbara'in Majawilab

Falatah 4)jJL9 Misa’id

ox Mufarrij

Afiatab AjJLil Qumaisbat

Faqahah Ziyad (Dbi)

Rmdn*

’AiQTab (D'hl)
Sr>'^

Majarri (Dbi)
«•

Habur xt^ and

J aTTama’ab 1 Miqabii^ab Aj^aXA/c

Shiydhinah^

’Abdullah (Dbi) Kballfab (Dbi) AAjX.ri

’Amr (Dbl) Sakbalab sLsr^

Fabiaid (Bbi) Sbaibab (Dbi)

Hafarab Zababjab
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The Barqah appear to have no general war cry, but some of the

sections have distinctive war cries and also Wasms of their own. Such

are the following :

—

Section. War cry. Wasm.

'Asumah

cu

§ Half-way up the near
side of the animars neck.

Daajil Half-way up the
off side of the animars
neck.

DagMlibah 11— Half-way up the near
side of the animals neck.

Miqatah
«>

1— On the off foreleg
of the animal.

Nafa*a O— On the off hind-
leg of the animal.

Busan

00

O On the off cheek
of the animal.

Shiyahinah

w
C On the off cheek

of the animal.

Political position .— The 'Ataibah have from early times paid

allegiance to the Wahhabi power and in 1865 their annual contribu-

tion to the treasury of [Riyadh was estimated at $12,000. In the

civil war in Southern Najd about 1871 they sided with ^Abdullah

against Sa^ud and, assisted by the treachery of the Qahtan, defeated

Sa'ud when he attempted to subdue them. Subsequently, when the

fortunes of Hail were in the ascendant, they came under the authority of

the Shaminai^ Amir, who severely enhanced their taxation ; but in 1902,

on the recovery of the Wabh&bi power, they again became subjects of Ibn

Sa^ud whose cause they always favoured and to whom they now render

tribute at the rate of $1 on every 5 camels and $2 on every 10 sheep.

The ^Ataibah are fairly well armed with trade rifles*

SettleA ^Ataihah .—Up to this point we have been concerned with

the ^Ataibah as a tribe of nomads, but it is necessary no observe that

residents of a number of fixed villages ip. Najd are described as '’Ataibah

by descent. In Qasim the following villages are said to be wholly or

partially possessed by ^Ataibah Qasr-bin-'^Aqaiyil, Athlah, Badayah,
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^ATUB

audhIn
(ZOE AL-)

jjj

Basr, Bitah, Bukairiyali^ Ab-ad-Dud, ^Ain Ibn-Fabaid, Ghaf

Ghammash, Haid, Jau'i, Quwai'ali, Nafi, Eass, Saib, Sbaibiyah and

Wuzakb, to tvkick skould perkaps be added Mudhnib. In Jabal Shauiinar

territory Baqa’a is said to be occupied by ^Ataibak of tke Sa^adah

section ;
and in Sadair tke people of Zilfi, and in ’Aridk tkose of

BanbaUj Barrak and Egkabak^ are mentioned as being to a greater or

less extent ^Ataibak. Tkose of Zilfi belong to sections known as Parakid

and MasaTdak SiXcLw®.

An Arab tribe of Turkisk ^Iraq, wko kave tkeir keadquarters upon tke

Skatt-ak-^Arab between Basrak Town and Mukammareh Town ; in

religion tkey are Sln^aks^ and like all tkeir neigkbours tkey are addicted

to robbery. Nearl} all the villages upon Ajairawiyak island towards

its lower end are inhabited by ^Atub, as are also the large villages of

Sangar and Sabiliyat upon the right bank of tke Shatt-al-^Alrab opposite
j

and tke 'Atub are (with tke ^Idan and tke Qatarnak) tke principal

element of tke population in tke mixed villages generally of tke right

bank. Tkey are also found at Sulaimaniyah on tke left bank of the river

below tke Da^aiji creek. Outlying colonies of ^Atub are found at

Kataiban and one or two other villages on tke left bank of the river above

Basrak Town
;

also at Dorak which is a short distance above Pao.

Some ^Atub also occur on tke Haffar reach of tke Karun who probably

belong to this tribe. Tke principal Shaikh of tke ^Atub was till lately

Alag-al-Humaiyid, wko lived in one of tke Sulaimaniyah hamlets; but

he is deadj and kis son Sultan is now in prison in connection with

offences committed on tke river.

A tract in tke HaSa Sanjaq, forming its extreme north-eastern

corner upon tke sea. On tke coast it extends from Jabal Manifak on

tke north, where it meets the Kuwait district of Sudak, to Musal-

lauaiyak bay which forms its southern limit. Inland it is bounded by

tke marshy depression known as Sabakkat-al-Mutaya ^^1 . It

is in fact tke irregularly shaped strip cut off by a line joining Jabal

Manifak to the foot of Musallamiyak bay, and its extent measured in

any direction hardly exceeds 20 miles and is generally muck less.
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The principal features of the Zor-al-Audhan coast are the capes of

Eas-al-Ghar jWl ^1; ,
Ras-al-Musainah siw*' u“h and Eas al-Bidya’

;
of these the first is about 14 miles south-east of Jabal

Manifah, the last is 8 or 9 miles further to the south and forms the

northern entrance point of MusaUamiyah bay, and the second is

about midway between the other two but rather nearer to Ras*al-

Bidya'. Off Eis-al-Ghar is a pearl bank similarly named.
m

The weUs of the Zor-al-Audhan tract are Ruwaqiyah saSIjj on the

coast halfway between Eas-al-Ghar and Eas-al-Musainah ; Bahajah

in the centre of the tract ;
and Sudah about 3 miles inland from

the north-western side of Mtisallamiyah bay. The water of all three is

indifferent in quality.

A -valley in the ’Omani Sultanate, connected -with Wadi Para’, which

it is said to leave in the neighbourhood of Enstaq, and subsequently

reaching the sea at Sha’ibah near Masna’ah by an independent course to

the east of Wadi Para’. The villages in this valley are, apparently

in descending order, the following

’ins'
(WADI
BANI)

Name. Proposition, House and inhabitant. BSlCAnES.

Ihour from Wadi
Fara.’

10 houses of Baui

’Auf.

Wheat and lucerne are

cultivated. There are 16
camels, 80 cattle, 150
sheep and goats.

Taiklia Ihour from

mltain.

Qas- 40 houses of

*Auf.

Baui Crops are wheat and lucerndi

and there are 60 camdls,

10 cattle and 50 sheepi

and goats.

Zammak
lu

3 hours

Taikha.

from 100 houses

’Abriyin.
of The only crop is wheat.

There are 100 camels, 70
cattle and 200 sheep and
goats.

Hat 1 hour

Zammah.
from 50 houses

’Abriyin.
of No cultivation

; the people

are shepherds and carri-

ers owning 10 camels, 50
donkeys, 80 cattle and
1,000 sheep and goats*
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AWAL
J'jl

»AWAMIR

A town or large village in the Western Haja^r of the 'Oman Sultanate

on the left bank of Wadi Bani Kharus within the hills
;
it lies about 15

miles west of Nakhl and somewhat less (13 miles) to the east of Rustaq.

The elevation is 1;850 feet above the sea and the settlement covers a fairly

large area. There are about 300 houses in the town proper^ mostly of

mud and stone; but some of them mere huts
;
and another 150 stand

outside upon lower ground. The place is defended by a foi-t called Bait-

al-'Awabi which occupies a position of natural strength

commanding the approach from Nakhl. The population is about a;500

souls; belonging chiefly to the 'Abriyin (1^0 houses), Bani Kharfis

(70 houses)) Bani Harris and Dhahul; but there are also some

Siyabiyinj Bani Bahri and Bani ^Auf. The bazaar contains over 50

shops kept by Arabs of the place. Every available spot in the vicinity

is reclaimed for tillage; and the neat regular fields attest good husbandry,

DateS; lucerne, maize, millet, wheat and barley are the principal crops

;

the palms are estimated at 4,000. Livestock are 100 camels, 150

donkeys, 100 cattle and 4,000 sheep and goats ; the cattle arc of a small

hump-backed sort
;
they are not sent to graze on the coarse grass of the

bills
,
but are stall-fed on barley, dates and lucerne. 'Awabi is a position

of great natural importance dominating as it docs Wadi Bani Kharus,

up which lies the best route to Jabal Akhdhar from the north: it has

been perpetually in dispute between the Bani Eiyam and the 'Abriyin,

but the political influence of the 'Abriym, who number 120 households,

has generally been predominant, In 1900 the 'Abriyin transferred

possession of the fort from themselves to the Sultan of 'Oman who still

retains it by means of a garrison of 30 men. The route called Tarlq-ash-

Shass leads direct from 'Awabi over Jabal Akhdhar to Wadi Tanuf

in 'Oman Proper.

The old name of Bahrain Island, disused, but still remembered.

According to tradition Awal was the name of the first occupier, the

brother of a certain Na'asan whose name also is supposed to survive in

that of Jazitat Umm Na'asan. The name Awal occurs in the annals of

the earliest Muhammadan conquest,*

Singular 'Amiri A lai‘ge Arab tribe of 'Oman, by race

Nizariyah, but now in politics Hinawiyah. About one-third of them are

^Vide Le Strange’s Lands ofth^ JEantern Caliphate^
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Bedouins ranging the borders of the Euba’-al-Kbali from Trucial ’Oman

in the north, -which they occasionally visit in small numbers, to the

district of Dhui^r on the southern coast of Arabia.

The other two-thirds are now settled, chiefly in ’Oman Proper where

they possess the villages of ’Aqil, Q,al’at-al-’Awamh', Palaj, Hamaidhah,

Quriyatain, Qarut, Khm-mah, Shafa’, Saiyahi and Suq-al-Q,adim
^

and

are found at Mzwa ; they occur also at Masqat Town, Bait-al-Falaj and

BiUWi in the Masqat District ;
at Ghallah and Sad in Wadi Boshat

;

at TTflil Al ’TJmair, Sib and Ma’bilah in Batinah ; at Kh6dh in Wadi

Samail and at Khubar and Luwiz in Dagbmar. In ’Oman Proper the

settled ’Awamir number about &,500 souls and are divided into the

foUowing sections : Ahmad (Aulad) ’AH-bin-Hamad (Aulad)

^ ^ o3!jl, ’Ali-bin-Khalf (Aulad) uiii. Amir (Aulad)

^3)jl,'Haramilah ,
Ja’afarah Ja’id' (Aulad-al-) o.cUr'l

Khanajirah Muhammad 0.*=^, Musa (Aulad) Rakhbah

Rashid (Aulad) o-il) Saba (Aulad) h- Saif (Aulad)

lJlx^ Salim (Aulad) Sand (Aulad) Sarahin

Sarahin-al-Muwailah and Shiraz (Aulad) jl;^ -iSj!
; those at

Nizwa are of the Aulad Saif section, and at Sib a section called Aulad

Mahaiyi are found. The settled ’Awamir outside ’Oma.n Proper

are about 4,000 persons,

Tbeir mi^i’atory Habits and tlie sli^btness o£ tbeir contact with

civilisation renders a close estimate of the strength of the Bedouin portion

impossible ^ but, regard being had to the wideness of their distribution,

they may safely be assumed to be numerous and perhaps amount to

3,500 souls. The total strength of the tribe is thus probably about

10,000 souls,

A term ’Afar jlic, frequently used in connection with the ’Awamir,

appears to denote a portion of the tribe inhabiting a particular territory,

called ’Afar or Dhafrah SjAi
, between Mabot and Bbufar; it includes

representatives of many sections.

' The ’Awamir are reputed brave and warlike, but crafty, treacherous

and predatory ;
they are said to plunder indiscriminately all whom they

mebt, not excepting members of their own tribe with whom they happen

to be unacquainted. The ’Afar are popularly supposed to feed upon

carrion : they deny this, but admit that they are not infrequently reduced

to devouring the animals’ skins with which some of them are clothed.

The ’Awamir speak a peculiar dialect of Arabic and the language of

the westernmost sections is hardly intelligible to theii se'ttled biethem

in ’OmUn Proper.' The “tribe is Ibadhi in religion they are at feud
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with the Jannabah and the Daru’. The tribal capital is ^Aqil, and

the present Tamimahs are Suhail-bin-Aswad and Biban-bin-Biban.

Distrilution .—Singular 'Azimi A preponderantly Bedouin

tribe now hardly found in Eastern Arabia outside the limits of the

Kuwait Principality; within which they range from Kuwait Town and

Jahrah on the north to the borders of the Hasa Sanjaq on the south;

and from the sea on the east to the beginning of Summan on the west;

some, however; exist in the neighbourhood of Qatif, where they breed

horses and camels and take menial service under various Shaikhs
;
and a

few are settled in the fixed villages of Wadi-al-Miyah. About 250

non-nomadic families of the tribe are established in Kuwait Town,

where one of the quarters is called after them
; and 25 others possess the

village of Dimttah*

^Awazim or Hawazim are apparently found in various parts of

Central Arabia; especially at Jauf-al-^Amir; Sakakah; Taimah ani

Baidha Nathil in Jabal Shaiumai; and at Ghat in the Sadair district

of Southern Najdjbut these “^Awazim or Hawazim are possibly not

identical with the Kuwait ^Awazim and may belong to the Hataim
tribe {vide article) or to the Haxb^*

Origin and traditions,—The Shaikh of Kuwait says that the name

^Awazim means the segregated;'’^ and that they are sprung from

the bastard children of a victorious Turkish army in Central Arabia, who

were collected and formed into a tribe. This story appears improbable,

especially as it is not supported by anything peculiar in the physical

characteristics of the ^Awazim and involves the difficult supposition that

the word ^Awazim was originally ’Awazil Jjl^c ; it serves, however; to

* This is a difloicult question which it has not been possible to clear up at the

present time, though the names 'Awazim and Hawazim could hardly, one

might suppose, be confounded by Arabs. The “Hawazim'' of Wallin, the

“*Azzamees ” of Palgrave, and the Howeysin of Lady Anne Blunt must apparently

all be the same people ; and the first and the last, at any rate, resembled the ’Awazim
of the Kuwait in being of undistinguished origin. Wallin found the Hawazim
living intermingled with the Shararat, despised and poor, and robbed of almost all

their animals by raiding parties of the Southern Shammar. The latest reports

however state that the ’Awazim, the Hawazim section of the Harb and the Hawazim
section of the Hataim are entirely distinct from and independent of one another.
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illustrate the slight esteem in which the ^Awazim are held socially. The

tribe themselves claim to be an offshoot of the Harb, and say that their

name means quick in starting and refers to a sudden tribal dispersion,

of which their accounts are various and conflicting ; it is generally ascribed

to a diflSlculty with the Sharif of Makka. Some of the ’Awazim admit

the descent of their tribe from a Harb foundling adopted by the Mutair.

The ^Awazim appear to have immigrated into Kuwait territory about

three generations ago and the island of Umm^an-Namal was granted to

the Adhyaibat subdivision by the grandfather of the present Shaikh of

Kuwait.

Numbers and divisions-—-The ^Awazim Bedouins of Kuwait are

divided into two main sections, the Ku^ah ^Aiyal Kuwai^

or Aulad Kuwai^ and the ^Aiyal Ghiyadh The
Ku’ah, who on account of their supposed descent from an elder brother

take precedence of the ^Aiyal Ghiyadh, are subdivided into the

Hadhalin Braikat and Shqufah
^ each of which

sections has a Shaikh of its own : the Braikat are not considered to be
true descendants of Kuwai^ The ^Aiyal Ghiyadh are subdivided into

the Mala *ibah
^ Musahimah

^ Misa^idah
^ Adhyaibat

, Jawasirah , Muhalibah , Muwaijiyah or Mwaiji

, Aghrubah
^ Karashah

, and Sawabir . One
authority mentions a subdivision called Tuwalm crdiy, without
indicating to which of the divisions it belongs. The Aghrubah and
Muhalibah are so much scattered that they hardly possess a corporate
existence. The ^Adhyaibat and Muwaijiyah admittedly have no Shaikhs
of their own and are variously represented as being included with the
Mala^ibah or the Sawabir ; and the Shaikh of the Sawabir appears
to be also Shaikh of the Misa^idah. The strongest subdivision are
the Misa^idah, and the Hadhalin are among the weakest. The number
of the Bedouin 'Awazim in Kuwait territory may amount to 4,000
souls.

Occupations and resources,—The ^Awazim of Kuwait are pastoral
nomads, fishermen and pearl divers, and some of them cultivate melons at
Warah in the ^Adan district. Their camels are estimated at 7,000
and their sheep and goats at 140,000, but these numbers are probably
exaggerated : they have some donkeys, but no cattle and only 15 horses.

Meligion, social position and customs-—Vague stories are current that
t he Awazim in other parts of Arabia have a strange religion of their
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own ; but those in Kuwait territory are now without exception Sunnis

of the Maliki persuasion. By the Arabs the 'Awazim are regarded as an

inferior tribe^ and they intermarry only among themselves and with

the Rashaidah. The Mihr or price paid for wives among them was

formerly only 40 Riyals, of which half was given in kind
; it has now

risen to 100 and even 200 Eiyals. The ^Awazim can recognise one

another by their pronunciation or Nutaq.

Politicalposilion,’--The tribe are at present loyal subjects of the

Shaikh of Kuwait and^ from the military point of view, the backbone of

his state ; the Shaikh regards them, despite their dubious origin, as good

fighting men —and with justice, for about 50 of them were killed in his

invasion of Jabal Shammar in 1901, including three sons of the Shaikh

of the Sawabir and several men of mark among the Jawasirah. The real

head of the tribe is now the Shaikh of Kuwait, but a representative

of the old tribal authority exists in Is’ud-bin-Habib-bin-Jam^ah

of the Hadhalin subdivision. The ^Awazim are

politically allied to the ’Ajman,

An important village or small town in Qasim, the most populous

place between Hail and Buraidah; it is situated about 25 miles west-

north-west of Buraidah. The emplacement of ^Ayun is a large depression,

some miles in extent, in a bay on the southern side of Jabal Sarah. The

plantations cover a space 3 miles in length and nearly 1 mile broad, and

the palms are among the best in Qasim, The groves are said to be 40

in number : some of the palms are planted in excavations in sandstone

rock. On the west side of the town is a large and growing sand dune,

retained by a mud wall of which the height has frequently to be increased,

Water is very abundant and though not good is drinkable
;
the depth

of the wells is from 5 to 6 fathoms. The people, about 2,500 souls, are

said to be of Shammar descent. They are small, thin and ugly, with

hollow eyes and projecting cheek-bones ; they wear a red Kafiyah

without an "Aqal and are Wahhabis by religion, but they are reputed to

be of a humorous disposition. ^Ayun has about 20 shops and is the

market town of G-haf, Raudh and Wathal.. Politically it is dependent

on Buraidah. The rocks at the entrance of the ^Ayun depression at its

north-western end bear some Himyaritio inscriptions.
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The reputed tomb of the prophet Ezra^ domed and having a row of ’AZAIR
Jewish houses attached to the precincts : it stands on the right bank of

the Tigris midway between Qurnah and QaVat Salih about 30 miles by

river from each. ^Azair is within the limits of the Tigris marshes and

is included in the Qadha of Shatrat-ayAmarah : the surrounding

Arabs are of the Al Bu Muhammad tribe. There are some trees and

gardens, but no village.

A division of the Sanjaq of Baghdad, which is a part of the Wilayat ’AZIZITAH
of the same name in Turkish ’Iraq ;

it was constitued in 1884, at the

time of separation of the Basrah Wilayat from that of Baghdad, out of

territory formerly included in the Qadha of Zut-al-Amarah.
QADHA

Position and houndaries ,—The ^Aziziyah Qadha is situated on the

left bank of the Tigris some distance below Baghdad City, and is

enclosed by the Qadhas of Baghdad and Khurasan on the north-west, by

that of Badrah on the north-east, by that of Kut-al-Amarah on the

south-east, and by that of Jazirah on the south-west. ’Aziziyah appa-

rently reaches up the Tigris to the junction with that river of the

Diyalah.

Topogra])h^ and triles ,—The Qadha contains only two villages of

any importance : of these one is ’Aziziyah, described elsewhere under

its own name ; the other is Salman Pak, which is mentioned in the article

on the Tigris.

The following is an alphabetical table of the principal Muqata'’ahs

or tracts in ’Aziziyah and of the tribes occupying them :

—

Tract, Tribe. Tract, Tribe.

1. Badi
,

Dilaim.

1

I

10. Qutmyat-ash-

Sharqiyab

Shammar Toqah
of the Hadail section.

2. DabUni

(The private pro-

perty of an Ar-

menian family.)

Shammar Toqab
of the *Atbah,

Khawalid and
Qaraghol sections.

11. Sad

I

Shammar Toqah of

the Manahir section.
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Tract. Tribe. Tract. Tribe.

3. Bair SiLammar Toqah
of the Banwah
section.

12, Samrah Zubaid of the Bani
'Ajil and Bj»ttah
sections.

(On the large bend of
the Tigris at

Ctesiphon.)

4. Dawar-al-
Gharbi

Shammar Toqah
of the Qufaifan
section.

13. Shadhif Shammar Toqah
of the Dawud and
Majli section.

5. Dawar-ash-
SHarqi

Shammar T5qah
of the Mardan
and^ Zakaitat
sections.

14. Shadi Shammar Toqah
of the Sud’an section
and Da’ajah.

6. Diyalali Dafafi’ah, who
are perhaps a
section of the
Shammar
Toqah.

15. Tuwaithah JabtLr.

7. Haminlyah
•0

Shammar Toqah
of the Dawar
section.

16. Zaljah

^3
Shammar Toqah of
the Majsbilah section*

8. Khanasah Shammar Tdqah
of the Manahir
section.

17. Zara*

(Zawiyat-as)-
Shammar Toqah of

the Dawar section*

9. Qutniyat-al-

Gharbiyab

Shammar Toqah
of the Shuwaiqi
section.

Population .—The total fixed poptilation is estimated at 20,000 souls

:

pearly all the people are Shi’ah Muhammadans, but there are a few Jews.

^Resources,—The district is entirely agricultural and pastoral. The
principal crops are wheat and barley ; livestock include horses, donkeys,

camels, cattle and buffaloes in considerable, and sheep in large, numbers j

and there are a few mules.

In the Shadi tract there are extensive deposits of good white salt,

said to be formed by the evaporation in the sun of water from certain

brackish streams. Some 15 or 20 miles to the east of ’Aziziyah
Village these deposits reach down towards the Tigris bank, and the salt

is removed in boats by a contractor to whom they are leased. Wild
liquorice is another a,spet of some valne,

'
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Admintstraiion.^HhQ Qadha of ^Aziziyah belongs to the Snd class*

’Aziziyah Village was until recently the seat of the Qaim-Maqam^ while

the only Mndir in the Qadha was located at Salman Pak and was of the

1st class ; now however it is reported that since 1905 Salman Pak has

become the headquarters of the dadha^ and ’Aziziyah Village (on account

of its inconvenient situation and the encroachments of the river) that of

a Nahiyah only. The Dairat-as-Samyah owns the Shadi tract together

with the Mamlahah or salt-field which it contains.

A village in Turkish 7raq, on the left bank of the Tigris about 'AZIZIYAH
midway between Baghdad and Kut-al-Amarah ;

it is about 50 miles from

either in a direct line, but by river it is 117^ miles from Baghdad and

110 miles from Kut. Prior to 1860 there was at most only a police VILLAGE
station upon the site now occupied by ^Aziziyah

; but some years later

the place began to develop in consequence of the acquisition of land in the

vicinity by the Dairat-as-Saniyah ;
and in 1884 from being the head-

quarters of a Nahiyah it became those of a Qadha. About this time the

population of ^Aziziyah amounted to 1,000 souls, of whom three-fourths

were Sunni Muhammadans and the remainder Shi^ahs with a few Jews.

After 1884 ’AzizTyah again retrograded, partly in consequence of the

inroads of the river upon the bank; and in 1905 it exchanged

places administratively with Salman Pak, the latter becoming the

clief-Ueit, of the Qadha while ^Azizlyah again descended to the status

of a Nahiyah. The poiDulation of ^Aziziyah is now under 200 persons :

there are about 30 small mud houses only, and half a dozen shops. The

means of artificial irrigation being wanting, there is consequently

no cultivation
;
and the few inhabitants who remain draw their supplies

chiefly from the adjoining Shammar Toqahi tribe. The chief and almost

sole kind of trade at ^Aziziyah is an export of liquorice
;

it is carried on

by a Jew who holds a monopoly of it fr’om the Government.

The only civil executive oflScial at ^Aziziyah is now a Mudir—an old

man of the Jamil family—with a single clerk and two Dhabitiyahs under

his orders. There is a telegraph office at ^Aziziyah, which is connected by

a double wire with Baghdad on the one side and by a single one with

KSt-al-'^Amarah on the other : 3 mounted Dhabitiyahs are posted to the

office as line guards. The Hamidiyah (Turkish) river steamers stop in

passing ^Aziziyah to receive and deliver mails. A Government reserved

forest exists on the Tigris bank near this place.
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BADI' The southernmost Tillage in the Aflaj district of Najdj it is

situated atout 10 miles southj and perhaps a little east, of Raudliah

in the same district. Badi^ consists of two quarters, a northern

called Batmah and a southern called Taraf, which are separated by

a mile or two miles of date plantations and cultivated land. The

population of Badl^ is about 3,000 souls and consists of 300 houses

of the Subhabirah and 200 of the Ishkarah (Al Bu ^Ali) sections

of the Dawasir and of 100 houses of the Bani Khadhir. Date

palms are said to number 23,000 and the common fruits of Najd
are grown. The other crops are wheat, barley, maize, millet, lucerne,

must melons and water melons. The wells are 5 to 6 fathoms

deep. Horses are few among the settled population, but other

livestock are in the usual proportions. The following is a table of

the component parts and dependencies of Badf :

—

Name. Position. Hoases and inhabitants. Ebmases.

Batinah See above. The people are Sukba-
birah Dawasir.

The northern quarter of

BadV.

Hitiu At the lower end of a
hollow which comes
down from Shutbah

1

at the south-west

corner of Aflaj.

No permanent habita-

tions, but some cultiva-

tion by inhabitants

of Badi’.

There is a dste grove,

pi’actioally wild. Crops

are cultivated only in

promising seasons when
they are likely to he

worth protecting against

Bedouins.

’Ijliyah

dliLp®

In the hollow which
comes down from
Shutbah, above
Hinu.

Do. There is a date grove and

melons are grown

;

cereals also are

cultivated but are apt

to suffer by the depreda-

tions of Bedouins.

Mistrif In the middle of
Badr,

A fort coniaining only a

few households of
slaves.

The
^

fort belonged

originally to the Hijji

of Lailah, but about

85 years ago the other

Dawasir of the neigh-

bourhood attacked and

ejected them.

Qarainah On the west of Taraf
and closely adjoin-

ing it.

15 houses of Dawasir
of the Ishkarah
(Harathmah) section.

A small hamlet forming
a suburb of Badi’.

Taraf See above* The people are Ishkarah
(Al Bn *Ali) Daw-
asir.

The southern quarter of

Badi’.
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An important and populous division of the Sharqiyah district of •RATifvaTi
the ’Oman Sultanate. It consists of a plain several miles in extent,
having its centre about 25 miles south-east of Ibra and 35 miles north-
west of Balad Bani Bu Hasan in Ja’alan

; it is bounded on the north and
east by the hills of Eastern Hajar, on the south and west by ranges of

sand-hills beyond which all is desert. In the plain stand several villages,

each with a separate fort and with date plantations watered by a separate

spring
; the intermediate spaces are sandy and barren. About half of the

houses are built of mud and stone; the remainder are huts of date

branches. Badiyah produces the most valuable dates in ’OrnSn, mostly
of the Mibsali variety, which are exported to Bombay by way of Sur.
The people, except a few Bani Bu Hasan, are all Hajriyin. The
following is a list, in alphabetical order, of the places in this oasis

Name. Houses. Camels. Doukejs. Cattle.
Sheep
and

goats.

Date
palms.

Remaues.

Dabik
v£JUjJ

80 20 30 160 1,000 4,000 Nil.

Gkabki
200 20 20 200 2,000 20,000 Do.

Haili 20 15 10 10 20 1,000 Do.

HatHh
syU

40 20 30 60 1,200 10,000 Do.

Hawiya 100 20 20 300 1,000 8,000 Bedouins of the
Hajriyin and
A1 Wahibah
tribes are always
encamped at this
place.

JafarA ... ... ... ... ... A watering place
without fixed in*"

habitants.

Minticib 400 100 300 250 5,000 60,000 NiL •

Qa’ 60 - 12 20 20 200 4,000 Do.

Bakab
30 40 30 ... 6,000 6,000 Do,

ShSiblk
30 70 60 100 1,000 6,000 Do.

Carried over
.

j

950 317 620 900 17,420 :119,000

0 2
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Name. Hou'se?. Camels. Donkeys. Cattle.

Sheep
and
goats.

Date
palms.

Remabes.

Brought forward 950 317 520 900 i:,420 119,000

Sharaq 40 20 25 80 1,000 10,000 There are perma-
nent encamp-
ments here of

Suwawifah and
other Bedouins.

Wasil

or Stlq Badiyah

soo 80 160 200 3,000 20,000 Nil.

Yahia 40 8 30 20 2,000 9,000 Nil

Totals 1,330 425 725 1,200 23,420 158,000

The popialation of Badiyah is probably about 6,500 souls. Trade is

centred at Wasil, the only one of the villages -which possesses a bazaar.

BAGEDiD The city of Baghdad^ the capital of the Wilayat of the same name

and the largest and most important place in Turkish ’Iraq, is also styled

CITY^ Dar-as-Salam or the Abode of Safety and Madinat-al-Klmlafa

or the City of the Khalifahs
;

sometimes it is oven men-

tioned by the ancient and possibly pre-Islamic name of Zauraf .

The name Baghdad appears to be ancient Persian^ meaniiig the God-

given place.” Ruins of a solid brick embankment discovered on the right

bank of the Tigris in 1848 prove that Baghdad, no doubt under a

different name, already existed as a place of some importance in the days

of Nebuchadnezzar • and (with an interval of 56 years from 836 to

892 A,D., during which its place was taken by Samarrah) Baglidiid was

for about 3 centuries under the ’Abbasid Khalifahs the political

capital of the whole Muhammadan world. The Muhammadan city of

Baghdad, which supplanted Hashimiyah near the present Hillah, was

founded by Mansur, the second of the 'Abbasid Khalifahs, in 762 A.D.,

and wa«s originally on the right bank of the Tigris only.

Although its administrative pre-eminence was somewhat impaii*ed

by the erection of the Musal and Basrah regions into independent

* Tte best map is of Baghdad revised to 1906, numbered 1388 in the

I’oreij.n Department Library, Simla, -

t The semi-official local newspaper is called Zaura.’’
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Wilayats in 1878 and 1884^ and althoug^li the rapidly growing

port of Basrah is thought by some to threaten its commercial ascen-

dencyj Baghdad is still the true cajpital of all Turkish ^Iraq. The civil

governorship of Baghdad even now enjoys a higher prestige than that of

Basrah j
and to the Wali of Baghdad are still aocredited the consular

representatives o£ highest rank maintained by foreign powers in Turkish

’Iraq. Baghdad moreover remains the headquarters of the 6th Army
Corps of the Turkish Army

;
and to Baghdad also are posted the ofBcialg

who superintend the working throughout Turkish ’Iraq of the depart-

mentSj such as Customs^ which are directly controlled from Con-

stantinople. Again^ if from the trade of Basrah be subtracted so

much as depends directly or indirectly upon Baghdad, the commercial

subordination of Basrah to Baghdad will at once become apparent

;

and in matters of education and religion, likewise, Basrah occupies

a merely secondary place.

Positt07i3 site and climate,—Baghdad is situated in latitude 33° 19' 7^

north and longitude 44° 25' 33" east
;
it is further north than Jhelam and

not so far north as Rawalpindi in the Punjab province of British India,

From Damascus it is distant 480 miles veiy slightly to the south of

east, and from Basrah 282 miles in a north-westerly direction
; but its

distance by the rivers Shatt-al-’Arah and Tigris from Basrah is 500>

and from the Persian Gulf about 570 miles. Its elevation^above the sea

is about 220 feet.

The city stands on both sides of the Tigris, which flows through it

from north-west to south-east, with a breadth varying from less than 250

to more than 350 yards : opposite the present British Residency the

width is 390 yards. The banks of the river at Baghdad and to a consi-

derable distance both above and below the town are of good clay soil and

stand both firm and high
;
in places beyond the walls they are bordered

by rich cultivation irrigated from water-lifts, and in others they are

fringed with date plantations in which fodder crops are grown between

the palms ; sometimes they even carry a sprinkling of natural wood,

chiefly dwarf poplar. These fertile waterside belts however are narrow,

and upon the sides away from the river Baghdad is closely hemmed
in by parched clay deserts of dreary aspect

; the north-eastern desert

reaches away towards the Diyalah river and the hills of the Persian

frontier and is high lying and waterless, but the other, between the

Tigris and the Euphrates, is liable to be inundated by the spill of

the latter river and is not altogether uncultivated. From each of
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these deserts the part of Baghdad which it approaches is cut off by a

depressed tract surrounding the town, imperfectly protected by embank*

ments and liable to be flooded by the Tigris at certain seasons ; when

this occurs the city itself becomeSj as it were, a low island crowd ed with

houses and divided into two parts by the broad and rapidly flowing

river.

The climate of Baghdad, owing to the proximity of arid and treeless

deserts, is extreme, and upon the whole dry. The summer maximum at

S A.M. ranges from about 114i® to Fahrenheit, and the winter

minimum from about 26° ,to 31°; but the thermometer has been known
to rise to 123° and to fall to 20°. The rainy days, mostly in winter, vary

from 5 to 20 per annum
;
the normal rainfall for the year is 9'04) inches

;

and the mean humidity for the whole year is about 56 per cent, of

saturation.

JPerimefer and area .—Until the time of Mid*hat Pasha, who was
Wali now nearly 40 years ago, Baghdad possessed a complete enceinte of

earthworks and brick fortifications
;
but they were dismantled by the reform-

ing governor, and the debris now forms an almost continuous embank-
ment along which runs a path or road. Except for this raised (but

unfoi-tunately shadeless) boulevard surrounding it, Baghdad is now a

perfectly open town. *

. On the left bank of the Tigris these remains, together with tho river,

enclose a rough parallelogram about two miles iu length and somewhat
over 1 mile in average breadth. About | of this area on the side next
the desert is empty or occupied only by graveyards and ruins, and towards
the southern end a good deal of space is still occupied by date groves,
which are however rapidly makiug way for houses

; the rest is covered
by the main town of Baghdad. To the old fortifications belonged
4 gateways which still exist and preserve their ancient names

;
these

are the Bab-ash-Sharqi at the present south-eastern, and
the Bab-al-Mu"adhdham at the present north-western corner
of this part of the town, and the Bab-at-Tilism or Talismanic
Gate and the Bab-al-Wastani or Middle Gate in the long
face towards the desert of the former fortifications, the first towards its
south-eastern and the other near its north-western end. The Bab-at-
Tilism, which was bricked up after the exit through it in 1639 of the
conquering Sultan, Mm-ad IV, has recently been converted into a military

_* The defensibility of Baghdad is^disouasod by Captain H. Sm-rth ir I,;. 7?
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magazine : both it and the Bab-al-Wastani now stand isolated in the open

at a long distance from the houses of the town. The names of a number
of Tabiyahs (bastions and redoubts) which have disappeared remain
attached to the mounds that mark their sites.

The quarter on the right bank of the Tigris begins somewhat
further upstream than the main town on the other side ; but its length is

not so great and its depth is a good deal less. On this side the outline

of the former fortifications was more irregular and the area enclosed

much less considerable ; but the vacant spaces within are not now so

large^ proportionally^ as they are in the main town. On the south side

there seem to have been four gateways, the Bab-al-Karaimat at

the east endj the Bab-al-Hillah near the south-eastern

corner, the Bab-al-Kadhimain at the north-western extremity,

and the Bab Shaikh Ma^ruf midway between the two last ;

but some of these are possibly modern.

Apart from the uncompleted demolition of the fortifications, from the

building over in the south-eastern quarters of the main town of lands

formerly arable, and from the construction outside the Bab-al-Mu'^adhdham

of some military and other government buildings, Baghdad has changed

but little since it was surveyed by Jones and Collingwood in 1853-54.

General aspect,— general appearance of Bag'hdad, seen from the

top of a high building such as the Roman Catholic Church, is flat and
monotonous. The narrow and crooked streets are invisible from such a
point of view

;
the height of the houses, which in the better residential

quarters is considerable, cannot be appreciated; and there are few
inequalities of ground or striking edifices and but little verdure to break

the clay-coloured superficies of terraced roofs and insignificant upper

storeys. Some rising ground occurs in the trans-Tigris suburb, and one

of the quarters in the west centre of the main town appears to stand on

higher ground than the rest. Conspicuous single objects are the isolated

minaret of the Suq-al-Ghazal JyAJl or Thread Market, rising to the

teight of about 100 feet in the very centre of the main town; the Latin

Chureh, with a cupola of brick, 150 yards to the west of it
; the domed

stirine of Shaikh ^Abdul Qadir near the south-eastern extremity

ofthetowU; and, lastly, the fine blue cupola of the J ami^-al-Maidan

towards the west end, with the summit of the Jami'^-as-Sarai

mosque somewhat nearer the middle of the town, close to the

government oSSces, and the Azbak mosque nearer the circumference,

just within the Bab-al-Mu^adhdham or westernmost gate o£ the town.
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In all^ Baghdad is said to possess 145 mosques. The trans-Tigris

suburb is devoid of architectural features.

Views of Baghdad from the river or from the ground level are less

disappointing
j

the better houses^ built of soft yellow brick, are some-

times three storeys high and are frequently ornamented with projecting

balconies or windows of carved wood called Shaiiashil . The long,

vaulted brick bazaars are dark, but their very obscurity only increases the

picturesqueness of the effect. The poorer quarters of the town contain

low and commonj)lace houses of unburnt brick.

ShfineSy momments and inscriptions ,—The most famous shrine at

Baghdad is the tomb and mosque of Shaikh ^Abdul Qadir, Gilani, near the

east end of the town
;
it was once a centre of political intrigue and was

regarded as a place of sanctuary fi'om the law and from the civil arm
;
but

the Turks have now brought it under proper control. A well-known tomb

is that of Shaikh ^U mr, with a fretted tapering top, which stands in the

vacant space between the town and the old northern wall
;

tlic individual

commemorated whose full name was Shaikh ^Umr-as-Suhrawardi,

Shahab-ad-Din ^oif
, was an eminent Muham-

madan teacher and preacher who was born at Suhraward in 539 A. H.>

taught at Baghdad and Basrah, and died at Baghdad in 632 A. H.
We may mention also, though it X30ssesses no sacred character, the

tomb of the Lady Zubaidah consort of the Khalifah Harun-ar-

Bashid
;

it is situated on the edge of the desert beyond the southern

suburb and consists of an octagon surmounted by a shaft which suggests

the inverted cone of a pine-tree.

The minaret of the Suq-al-Ghazal bears an inscription in the Kufic
character, but it is reported undecipherable. Another, on the wall of

what is now the Customs House, is in excellent preservation and fixes the
date of that building as 630 A. H.

Thoroughfares and communications ,—The streets of Baghdad are
generally ill-kept and too narrow for the passage of a wheeled vehicle.

Ihere is no main street unless a road, somewhat wider than the others,
which leads from the main bazaar past the military barracks and govern-
ment offices to the Bab-al-Mu'^adhdham may be so termed

;
this road

shortly before it reaches the city gate traverses the Maidaii or
principal piazza of the town.

The two sides of the river are connected about the middle of the
town by a Jisr or bridge of boats 240 yards in length, composed
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of 2-4 strongly-bnilt wooden pontoons
;

these are lashed together and are

moored not only to the banks^, but also to buoys in midstream. The
roadway laid across the bridge is fit for any kind of vehicle and is pro-

vided with a parajDet or handrail. A section of 3 boats near the right

bank can be disconnected and swung down stream to allow the passage

of steamers or masted vessels, and the bridge can be opened at the other

end also. The whole bridge is removed in case of high floods, especially

if the wind is blowing up the river ; for such a wind, if/trong, sometimes
raises quite a sea. Numerous Quffahs ply as ferry boats between the

two parts of the town.

A horse tramway to Kadhimain starts from a station in the south-

western part of the town not far from the head of the bridge of boats. *

Water mjoplT/-—About 30 o houses in the Maidan and 3 other quarters

of the town are supplied by means of pipes with water from the

(Tigris ;
the water for these is pumped from the river by an oil engine of

20 horse power, but no attempt is made to filter it, and the silt even is

not allowed to settle. In other parts of the town water is furnished by
carriers who bring it in single skins balanced on the backs of donkeys,

not in pairs of skins loaded so as to counterpoise one another as in

India : the present cost of water so fetched is from Rs. 2-8-0 to

Rs. 4-i 1-0 per 100 skins according to the distance of the house from the

river. The shrine of Shaikh 'Abdul Qadir, Gilani, and part of the quarter

in which it stands are provided with water by means of pipes that are fed

by lifts worked by horses. Many houses in the town have private wells,

but the water in these is not sweet and is only fit for such purposes as

watering the roads ; the level of the water in the wells varies with the

level of the Tigris. Estimates are now being prepared by the local

authorities for a scheme to supply the whole town with water automa-

tically.

InJiahitants, religions^ mode oflife^ and liealtTi.—From the ethnical

standpoint Baghdad is a remarkable place : situated in an Arab country it

is governed by Turks and inhabited chiefly by Jews, and so polyglot and

cosmopolitan is its character that as many as 13 languages may occasion-

ally be heard in the same assembly. The population of the town is

believed to amount, at the present time, to about 140,000 souls
;

if so, it

is apparently more than double what it was fifty years ago, when the

ravages of the great plague of 1831 and other losses had not been fully

repaired. Jews are about 55,000 and out-number every other racial group ;

Fully describod by Captain H. Smyth in his Reconnaissance Report, 1904.
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Arabs are next with a strength of about 38,500, of whom some 7,500 are

Bedouin sojourners ;
then come real or reputed Turks, 30,000 ; Kurds,

5,500 ;
and Persians, 5,000. There are also about 8,000 native Christians

who belong to various races. Some Pathans are found and a few

Muhammadan Indians, but no Hindus.

The Turks inhabit chiefly the western part of the main town, while the

Jews and Christians still partially adhere to their ancient quarters,

adjoining the Suq-al-Ghazal on the north and west respectively. The

original Christian quarter, however, is being rapidly overrun by Jews,

while the Christians are spreading simultaneously into the more eastern

quarters. The Arab, Persian and Kurdish elements live commingled

throughout the remainder of the town, except that the quarters on the

right bank of the river are predominantly Persian and almost altogether

ShPah.

Of the Muhammadan population about five-ninths are Sunnis and

four-ninths Shi’ahs. Among tbe leading Muhammadan inhabitants are

the Naqib of Baghdad, who has a house on the left bank of the river

immediately above the new British Residency, and Kazim Pasha,

a brother-in-law of the Saltan of Turkey who resides here as a political

detenu in a mansion on the right bank of the Tigris nearly opj>osite to

the French Consulate.

The native Christians are divided into the following sects : Gregorian

Armenians and Chaldsean Catholics, each about 2,000 ; Syrian Catholics,

1,400 j Roman Catholics or Latins, 1,200; Catholic Armenians, 1,000

;

Protestants, 200 ; Greek Orthodox^ 60. The Christians are mostly

Christians by descent ; few are recent converts or the children of such.

The first five of the Christian communities specified have each a chnrch

of their own. The enclosure belonging to the church of the Gregorian

Armenians was used for the burial of British Christians until the right to

a separate British cemetery was conceded by the Turkish Government.
It contains the grave of a British Besidency Surgeon, Dr. Ross, who
died in 1849, The present Armenian, Roman Catholic and British

cemeteries succeed each other upon the right of the road from the Bab-
ash-Sharql to the north-east corner of the old fortifications. A school

and orphanage, managed by the Carmelite order, are attached to the
Roman Catholic Church, and a social club and library to that of the

Gregorian Armenians. The Roman Catholic, Syrian Catholic and
Catholic Armenian churches are closely associated with one another and
are subject in common to the Bishop of Babylon, whose seat is at

Baghdad. Advocates and lawyers are nearly aP Christians.
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Fuller information about some of the classes of Baghdad society mil be

found in the general article on Turkish ^Iraq which should be consulted.

Some characteristic features of life at Baghdad depend on the

extreme climate of the place. Such is the habit of living in Sardahs

or subterranean cellars during the heat of the day in summer^

and of existing entirely on the roof between sunset and sunrise during

the same season. Among institutions of public utility at Baghdad are,

according to the Turkish official almanac, 12 libraries, 1 reading-room,

*28 baths, 7 gymnasia and 2 hotels. Schools are noticed in the general

article on Turkish ^Iraq.

The Baghdad boil or date-mark is a disease peculiar to

Baghdad city, and a large proportion of the inhabitants bear its traces

in the shape of permanent oval scars. It is a slow, sloughing, rodent

ulcer, which generally attacks the face, hand, wrist or ankle, and is

not generally amenable to treatment, but disappears of itself after running

a tedious course of months ; in these respects it resembles the Aleppo

button and the frontier-sore of India ; its cause is believed to be

the entrance of dust from the streets through an abrasion in the skin.

Trade .—The trade, manufactures and commercial position of Baghdad

are dealt with at length in the article on Turkish ’Iraq. The principal

bazaar runs parallel to the left bank of the river, at a short distance from

it, from the bridge of boats to a point a little above the old British

Residency. There is a smaller bazaar, also parallel to the river, in the

southern suburb j it extends both above and below the bridge of boats

and contains a number of grain stores or ‘"Alwahs. The only bank is a

branch of the Imperial Ottoman.

In the whole town there are reported to be 4,000 shops, 208 -Khans or

caravan sarais, 235 coffee houses, 182 '’Alwahs, 116 flour mills worked

by horses, 17S weavers^ hand looms, 22 silk weaving machines, 68

dyeing establishments, 4 wool presses, and a soap factory. To these we

piay add 13 potteries, a number of sweetmeat and treacle factories, 3 oil

mills, and an ice machine. There are also 3 printing presses.

Civil^
military^ and municipal administration .—Baghdad is the

chef-lieu at once of the Wilayat, of the Sanjaq and of the Qadha—all

similarly named—in which it is situated. Its position in regard to the

general administration of Turkish ’IrSq in all its departments is dis-

cussed in the article under that name.

_ The law courts, including the mercantile court, and the civil and

military offices of government form a block of buildings known as the
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Sarai on the left bank of the Tigris J
the Sarai begins about 350

yards abore the bridge of boats and has a considerable frontage on the

river ; it contains also the public reception rooms of the Wali. Imme-

diately above the Sarai is the local ofidce of the Dairat-as-Saniyah. One

coui-t-honse at a distance from the others is the Shara^ coui-t, which stands

on the left bank of the Tigris about I of a mile below the bridge of

boats. The Customs House is on the left bank of the i-iver a short dis-

tance below the bridge of boats ;
near to it is the mooring place of all the

river steamers. Baghdad is the centre of the telegraph system of the

Basrah, Baghdad and Musal Wilayats, which is described in the article

on Turkish ’Iraq and the head ofldce, which is accommodated under the

same roof with the principal post office, is situated in a back street

a little way from the Maidan on its north side. There is a harbour

master at Baghdad who superintends shipping and river conservancy.

Baghdad is the seat of the Central Committee of the Dairat-as-Saniyah

administration in ’Iraq.

The military importance of Baghdad as the headquarters of the 6th

Turkish Army Corps will be apparent from the article on Turkish ’Iraq,

in which also the strength and composition of the local garrison are noticed.

It is the headquarters of the 1st, 2nd and 8rd battalions of the 81st regi-

ment of the Radif and also of the 41st brigade of the same. The town,

as aheady explained, is now practically unfortified. The infantry of the

garrison, with the exception of certain guards such as that over the

magazine at the Bab-at-Tilism, are quartered in barracks having a large

parade ground with a clock tower in the centre ;
these are called the

dishlah h&A —a corruption from dishlaq and extend up the

left bank of the Tigris almost all the way from the bridge of boats to

the Sarai. The eastern end of the Uishlah contains a secondary military

school, but the local Government now propose to sell the building and

transfer this school to another site. The cavalry lines are outside the

Bab-al-Mu’adhdham at no great distance from the luvor or the town i

they adjoin the road to Mu’adlldh.am and are surrounded by an ordinary

wall. There are also quarters for marines. The town contains 19 small

military posts or guard houses.

The Qal’ah or ancient citadel still exists, retaining its mili-

tary designation, in the comer of the main town between the Bab-al-Mu’-

adhdham and the river ; it comprises the artillery lines known as Top-

khanah , a military prison, a prison for ordinary life-convicts,

a large open space, and possibly an ordnance store. The Tm-kish official
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almanac shows that there are two arsenals and two arms depots. A
military hospital^ known as the Majidiyah is situated outside the

town on the river bank just above the Qahah^ and a military bakery

exists.

Baghdad is a municipality, and as such its affairs are supposed to be

regulated by a Municipal Council working under the supervision of the

civil authorities. In point of fact the committee can do little beyond

offering suggestions to the Wali ; they cannot of themselves expend any

sum larger than 200 gold piastres and in the circumstances it is not extra-

ordinary that few signs of their activity should be observable. They main-

tain a hospital just outside the Bab-al-Mu’adhdham which is known as

the Ghuraba Khastahkhanahsi ajLL and is resorted to by the

very poor. There were formerly 8 separate municipalities in the town^

but now they have been combined into one by order of the local Govern-

ment.

Foreign consular buildings, etc,—The question of foreign interests

and their representation at Baghdad is sufficiently dealt with in the article

on Turkish ’Iraq l here it only remains to mention the^tangible evidences

of the same which exist in the shape of buildings.

The former British Political Eesidency and Consulate-General, a hired

building’ given up in 1905, stands on the left bank of the river about
i a mile below the bridge of boats ; it is a rambling old building in the

native style of architecture with some remarkable interior decorations and

a garden on the side towards the river, and it has now been converted into

a hotel. The new British Residency, which is the property of the Indian

Government, is on the same bank but at twice the distance below the

bridge of boats
;
along with its dependencies (which include a separate

house for the Residency Surgeon, a dispensary, a post office and lines

for the native infantry guard) it is situated not far from the south-

eastern end of the town and was originally one of the last buildings in

this direction, but already a number of houses have sprung up between

it and the open country. The^new British Residency and edifices con-

nected with it are certainly the largest, finest and most commodious build-

ings in Baghdad. The English Club is about 100 yards to the east of

the former British Residency.

Most of the foreign consular buildings are situated on or near the

left bank of the river below the bridge of boats. The Russian Con*
sulate-General, a good house, is about | of a mile below the bridge of

boats ; next below it is the French and Austrian Consulate^ a very old
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buildings part of whicTi subsided during the floods of 1907 ; then comes

the German Consulate; about 250 yards below the Eussian Consulate-

General and the same distance above the new British Eesidency; of which

the river wall has recently been advanced so as to give a considerable

space between the house and the river : the American Vice- Consulate is

about 200 yards inland from the German Consulate. These residences

are all rented from private owners^ except the German which is the

private property of the German Consul.

The Persian Consulate-General is on the right bank of the river about

150 yards above the bridge of boats : it also is a hired building.

The consular representatives of Belgium and Norway, being private

merchants charged with consular functions, have no official residences*

BAGHDAD A division of the Sanjaq, similarly named, in the Baghdad Wilayat

oldij of Turkish Hraq.
QADHA

Fodtion and loxindarm .—The Qadha of Baghdad is situated on

both banks of the Tigris, partly above and partly below Baghdad City.

It is bounded on the east by the river Diyalah in its lower course, and on

the south and west—except that it includes the trans-Tigris suburb of the

City—by the Tigris : on the north and north-west it is in contact with

the Qadha of Kadhimain and on the north and north-east with that of

Khurasan.

^ Tojiography .—The only points of any importance which the Qadha

contains, besides the city of Baghdad itself, are Mu'adhdham and

Qararah, each of which is described in a separate article under its own

name.

Population ,—The fixed population of the Qadha may be estimated at

150,000 souls. Of these about 55,000 are Jews by religion, while 50,000

are Sunni Muhammadans, 37,000 are Shi’ah Muhammadans, and 8,000

are Christians. The articles on Baghdad City and Mu'adhdham give

the composition by races of almost the whole population of the Qadha.

Besourees .—Most of the wealth in the Qadha belongs to the city

of Baghdad, the article on which may be ’consulted. It remains to add

t^t a considerable cultivation of feuit and vegetables is carried on upon
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the banks of the river immediately above and below the town^ and even

within the municipal limits. The gardens are irrigated from the TiP'ris

by means of water lifts or pumps, and in many of them are situated

country or pleasure houses belonging to wealthy residents of the town.

The fruits grown are dates, grapes, peaches, nectarines, pomegranates,

figs, plums, mulberries, quinces, limes, citrons, oranges, apples and apricots,

but only the oranges are of the first quality ;
the vegetables include ladies’

fingers, brinjols, cucumbers, musk melons, water melons, pumpkins,

beetroot, carrots, cabbages, cauliflowers, turnips, cress, lettuce, beans,

tomatoes, onions, garlic and radishes. Some of the vegetables are of

recent introduction
;
on the whole they are good, but, as successive

sowings are not regularly made, they are obtainable only during a short

season. According to Turkish official statistics there are 769 water lifts

in the immediate environs of Baghdad City, while date palms within

the same limits number 177,800 and| other fruit trees 130,000. The

area of cultivation in the Qadha has been estimated at 1,850 Faddans.

Jdmmisira^ion,^ In this QsidhsL them is no Qaim-Maqam; the ad-

ministration is carried on by the Wali of the Wilayat, whose residence is

within its limits, in Baghdad City. There is only one Nahiyah, that of

Mu’adhdham, belonging to the 2nd class
;
another which formerly

existed at Qararah has been suppressed.

Singular Bahrani . The name of the race or class to which

nearly all the Shi’ahs of the Bahrain Islands, of the Hasa and Qatif

Oases and of the Qatar promontory belong. The mistake of supposing

that Baharinah means natives of Bahrain ” must be carefully guarded

against •, on the contrary the Sunni inhabitant of Bahrain repudiates

the name of Bahrani ’’ and describes the class to which he himself

belongs as Ahl-al-Bahrain.” As employed along the western coast of

the Persian Gulf the term Bahrani is practically a synonym for a Shi’ah

Muhammadan whose mother tongue is Arabic.

Numbers and distribution ,—In Bahrain the number of the Baharinah

appears to be about 38,000 souls ;
in the Hasa Oasis, if we include the

Shi’ah population of the towns of Hofuf and Mubarraz, they are about

&0,(>()0 persons ; in the Qatif Oasis, inclusive of Qatif Town, they are

perhaps 28,000 souls. In Qatar they have about 60 houses at Dohah

BAHAEL
NAH
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and 40 at Wakrallj representing in all about 500 heads. Some of the

tribe have emigrated at various times to other parts of the Gulf^ especially

to some of the districts of the Persian Coast, such as Dashti and perhaps

Dashtistan; about 250 Baharinah are settled at Sohar Town in the

Sultanate of ^Oman and about 600 at the towns of Abu Dhabi and Dibai

in Trucial ’Oman ;
and the total number of the Baharinah cannot now

be assessed at much less than 100,000 persons.

Religion and character .—All Baharinah are Shi’ahs. They are un-

warlike in character and tend to peaceful pursuits, the richer among
them living by trade and the poorer by husbandry, pearl diving and

various handicrafts.

Reading famities , Baharinah have no tribal cohesion or

organisation, but some of their leading families are distinguished by
names. The prominent Bahrani families of the Hasa and Qatif Oases,

—if we except the ^Alaiw at ,who are found at ’Anik in the Qatif
Oasis, and the Al Bin-Ghanim jT ,whose Shaikhs ruled Qatif Town
until they were subverted by the Wahhabis,—have not been ascertained

;

but among the wealthier and more important in the Bahrain Principality

are the following -

^Anabirah Majid (Al) (jj

^Asafirah Muslim (Al) jT

(or Al ’Asfur jT) Rafyah (Al) jT

^Asakirah Rahmah (Al)

Ghabarah and

Hadadid Suwar (Al Bin-) jT
;

besides numerous families of Saiyids who are now recognised as

Baharinah. The above are mostly large families of which branches are

found in different parts of Bahrain. The Baqaqalah of Bahrain—but

not those of Qatar who are Sunnis — are considered to be Baharinah
;

so are the Hamidah.

Origin .—The Baharinah are generally stated to have come into

existence by the conversion of certain Arab tribes, including one called

the Bani Rabi’, to Shi’ism about 300 years ago; this is the local

Muhammadan tradition. Some European writers on the other hand
have manifested an inclination to regard the bulk of the Baharinah as
an aboriginal tribe conquered by the Arabs. In the absence of sufficient

ethnological data it is impossible to pronounce in favour of or against
either theory.
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A to-wn of the ’Oman Sultanate in ’Oman Proper towards the west BAHLAH
end of that district and about 20 miles west of Nizwa; it is situated ^
1^600 feet above sea level. The site with the surrounding* cultivation

forms an irreg’ular parallelogram about 2 square miles in extent^ which

is enclosed by a wall and stands on the left bank of Wadi Bahlah, a

tributary probably of Wadi Halfain. The town, composed of a

number of distinct villages or walled quarters, is in appearance one of the

most striking in ’Oman. On an eminence in the centre of it rises a huge

white fort with two towers, one of which is very lofty and commands

a splendid view of the whole valley ; while around, on various sides,

the plain is broken by low hills less than two miles distant. The

inhabitants of Bahlah are Mahariq (35 houses), ’Abriyin (200 houses),

Bayasirah (100 houses), Jannabah (30 houses), Miyayihah of the

Maqarishah section (30 houses), Bani Jissas (30 houses), Bani Kalban

(30 houses), Bani Eashid (50 houses), Bani Shakail (40 houses) and mixed

tribes,'amounting to about 3,000 souls in all. The crops grown on the

town lands include wheat, barley, jowari, sugar, beans, gram and cotton

;

there are also plantains and mangoes and the number of date palms is

estimated at 3,000. There are 40 horses, 800 camels, 400 donkeys, 600

cattle and 1,000 sheep and goats. Cloaks called Manasil d^^^li^are manu-

factured of fine goats’ hair, some earthenware is made, and lungis are

woven as in most of the larger places in ’Oman. Bahlah is believed to

be a very ancient place and was for a time under the Nabhani dynasty,

who ruled at the beginning of the 17th century, the capital of all ’Oman.

The principal Shaikh is Nasir-bin-Hamaiyid, a man of forcible character

who attained his position about 1885 by the murder of two elder brothers,

Barghash and Rashid. In March 1885 a destructive flood occurred in

the Wadi by which many date trees and houses were swept away.

Or Bshmishir but the forms Bahmanshir and Bahmanshir

are locally more prevalent. By European geographers this

name is applied to the stream which leaves the left bank of the Karun
2 miles above Muhamniareh Town and forms the eastern boundary of

^Abbadan island all the way from that point to the sea. We must how-

ever warn the reader that in the neighbourhood of Muhammafeh Town

the term Bahmanshir is applied to the last reach of the Karun, by

Europeans wrongly called' Haffar and that the river now in question,

having among natiyes no general name, is described by various local terms

?

BAHMAET-
SHIR
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in its different reaches—such as Shatt; Silaikh or Silaioh, and Shatt

Tnra taken from villages on its banks.*

The total length of the Bahmanshir, as we in accordance with

European usage shall call it, is 54 miles by its winding course and 40 in

a straight line ; its mouth in the Persian Gulf is about 10 miles east of the

mouth of the Shatt-al-^Arab. There are two remarkable bends rather below

the middle of its course. The breadth of the river varies from 300 yards in

the upper reaches to 600 yards and even | a mile as it approaches the sea.

Towards the middle of the nineteenth century it carried about two-

fifths of the water of the Karun and its depth at low water was nowhere

less than 9 feet 5 but by 1890 the uppermost 15 miles of its course had

become obstructed by banks which in places dried almost across the

channel at low water, and the R.I.M.S. ‘‘ Cornet/^ drawing only three

feet, grounded twice in making the passage: the 30 miles of the river

nearest to the sea however then continued navigable for vessels of not

more than 7 feet draft. Native sea-going boats cannot now pass the

shoals of the upper Bahmanshir without assistance from the tide. The

rise and fall of the tide, which is felt throughout the whole length of the

Bahmanshir, is about 9 feet. The channel between the mouth of

the river and the open sea is called Khor Bahmanshir ; at its north

end it had, in 1890, 15 feet at low water diminishing to 12, 10 and

finally to 8 feet on the bar, which is of soft mud and 10 miles distant

from the river mouth ; the river was then accessible, at low water, to craft

drawing not more than 7 feet. When there was no steamer service at

Kuwait and Muhammareh was the steam-port of that place, the

native sailing boats by which communication was maintained frequently

made use of the Bahmanshir channel in order to escape Turkish

interference upon the Shatt-al-’Arab.

Erom the Karun downwards the banks are lined with villages and

date-plantations to within about 10 miles of the sea ; low grassy plains

follow, the banks for some distance remaining firm and steep ; finally,

the stream enters a region of shelving mud-flats, covered above the water

line with coarse grass and reeds. Islands are easily formed in the

Bahmanshir by staking the stream and so causing a deposit of silt, and

this is frequently done ; the new island is at first used for pasturage and

ultimately brought under cultivation.

* Of these two naxnes, that of Silaich is perhaps soraetimes used by natives to describe

the whole stream to which the present article relates. But the term is open to objection

as leading to confusion with Khor Silaich—see article Khor Musa—which enters the

$ea between the Bahmanshir and BIhor Musa.
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TK« villages upon, the right bank of the Bahtnanshir are enumer-
ated and described in the article on ’Abbadan island ; those on the left

bank are :

—

Name. Position. Houses and iababitants. Rzs^abes.

Munikh From the head of

the Bahmanshir
down to a point
opposite Mahyuh
on ’Abbadan
island.

20 houses of Mutur
Muhaisin, partly
scattered and partly
forming a hamlet.

Near by is a place
called Ma’aibar

where there is some-
times a ferry kept by
a family of jNassar
Ka’ab. The Impe-
rial Persian Customs
Lave a post at the
lower end of Munikh,
at a place where there
is a bar across the
river.

Silaik (Tipper) Opposite Shanneh
and Shinaineh on
’Abbadan is-

land.

A few houses of
Hilalat Mubaisin.

Pronounced Silaich,

There is an island
here called Ma'amareh,

Kharkhareh Opposite ’Abdullah-
bin-Da*huleh on
the ’Abbadan
side. '

10 houses of Bakhakh
Mubaisin.

Above this place, oppo-
site Suwaiiiikh on
’Abbgrdan island,
but close to the left

bank of the Pahman-
shir, is an island called
Saiyid ’Abud.

Silaik (Lower)

A1 Bu ’Abbadi

jj J|

Follows Khar-
khareh.

Opposite Qabaneh
on the ’Ab-
badan side.

30 houses of Ela’ab
of the ThawSmir
section.

30 houses of Ka’ab
of the A1 Ba’Abbadi
section.

Pi*onounced Silaich. The
place appears to have
the alternative name
of Hasawiyeh.

Malakeh About a mile above
Sbakhat Haji
I«“baq on the
opposite side.

20 houses of Ka’ab
of the Dris division.

• ••

Bti Shanak Opposite Sbakhat
Haji Is-haq on
’Abbadan is-

land.

Do.

Dalgeli Opposite! Bakhakbn
at-Tura on the
’AbbSdan side.

10 houses of Mutur
Mubaisin. ‘

Tingeh
dfjj

Opposite to open
desert on ’Abba-
dan island.

20 houses of !N^assar

Ka’ab and Muttir
Mubaisin.

A few miles below
Tir.geh and opposite
to Kuwaibdeh on Ihe
’Abbadan s^de is a
Customs post.
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BAHRAIN

ISLAND*

This island, formerly called Awal, is the largest in the Bahrain

archipelago and lies almost in the middle of the unnamed V-shaped

galf which divides the Turkish territories of Hasa and Qatif from the

promontory of Qatar;

SJiape^ size and physical characteristics ,—The shape of the island

corresponds with that of the gulf, the coasts that front”the mainland being

approximately parallel to it throughout. From the northernmost point

near Manamah town to the southern extremity at Kas-al-Barr, Bahrain

Island measures 80 miles : its maximum breadth from Eas-al-Jufair to

Budaiya^ is 10 miles. The total area of the island is 208 square miles,

and about 18 square miles are covered by date plantations.

The principal date belt is at the north end of the island
; it is almost

continuous from Manamah to Buri, with a length north-east and south-

west of 7 and a maximum breadth at the middle of 3 miles
; and it thus

,
occupies most of the space north of the great marine indentation,

known as Khor-al-Kabb, which penetrates from the east coast almost to

the centre of the island.

The greater part of Bahrain Island is flat and low, but the surface

rises gradually from all sides towards the centre to form a plateau 100 to

200 feet high; in the middle of the plateau is an oval-shaped depres-

sion, about 13 miles long from north to south by 4 broad, containing

in its centre the solitary hill of Jabal-ad-Dnkhan, 440 feet high, the

most elevated point on the island. The descent inwards from the

plateau to the depression is in most places too steep to be practicable

for animals ; it consists at the northern end of a nearly vertical drop

of 20 feet followed by a steep slope of 30 feet. The plateau itself is

extraordinarily stony and presents a line of low cliffs, perhaps 15 feet

high, to the north, below which is a sandy plain extending in all direc-

tions to the coast and draining from west to east. Jabal-ad-Dukhan is

of a dark hue, but elsewhere the rocks are light yellow or light pink,

indeed almost white, in colour.

Features of the coasts.^'We need not dwell here on the geology of

Bahrain Island, which is dealt with at length in the article on the

Bahrain Principality; but it will be convenient to give at this point,

in alphabetical order, a list of the chief features and points of interest

* The more imporbaDfc authorities, maps, charts, etc., are specified in a footnote to
the general article on Bahrain Principality.
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—otlier than inhabited or cultivated spots—which occur upon the
coast

Name.

’Aqariyah

Barr (ESs-al-)

> crb

Bartiifi (Pasht)

Buqshi (Eas-al-)

Dubas (Eas)

u“h

Hasam

.

(Eas Umm-al-)

pi 4^1)

HaiySn (Efis)
u*

U^b -

Jarjur (Eas Abu)

Lrb

Jasrah (Eas-al-)

Position.* Nature. Eemabhi.

On tbe west coast
8 miles below
B u d a i y a’

.

Malikiyah village
lies a little way
inland.

Landing place. The usual point of em-
barkation and disena-

barkation for passen^
gers between Bah-
rain and the main-
land of Hasa. There
are one or two huts
here for the accomnao*
dation of travellers.

The southern extre-

mity of the island,
Cape. Also known as

ESs Hadd-al-Bahrain

About a mile long
and ve i^arrow.

Adjoining the north-
west corner of
Bahrain Island.

A coral reef. Has a spring of fresh
water.

On the east coast 6
miles from the
southern extremi-
ty of island.

Cape. ...

On the west coast 7
miles south-south

-

west of Jabal-ad-
Dukhsn.

Do. A short distance ofE it,

at sea, is a deep-water
hole famous for its

fish.

2 miles south-east
of Mauamali
fort.

Do. The north-east entrance
point of the Khor-al-
Habh behind
Manamah town.

On the east coast

5 miles east

of Jahal-ad-Du-
khan.

Do. Carries an old and
prominent building,
said to have been
erected as a memorial
01 as a tomb ; this
promontory is called

also Eas Sa’sa'ah*

On the east coast 5
miles east-north-
east of Jabal-ad -

Dukhan.

Do«

On the west coast 8

miles below Bu-
daiya\

Do. Eas-al-Jasrah is also a
alternative name of

' ESs-al-Jufair below.

• lu thiB'ColttmH " above** means to-tbe north, and ‘* below** to the souths of the point specified*
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Name. Position. Nature. Ejbmarks.

Jazaii* (Ras-al-)

u^b

On the west coast

6 miles south-

west of Jabal-ad-

Dukban.

Cape. Has a well, frequented

by fishermen, and
gives its name to a

i hamlet near by.

Jidi (Jszlrat) 3 miles west-south-

west of Budai-
ya^

Islet. Nearly a mile long
from east to west,

rocky, and reaching a

height of 62 feet.

Jufair (Ras-al-) On the east coast 2
miles east-south-

east of Mana-
mali fort.

Cape. Called also Ras Qazqaz
and Ras-

al-Jasrah

Kabb (Khior'al-)
w

... ...
See article Khor-al*

Kabb.

Libainat-al-

*Aliyali
m

8 miles west-north-

west of Budai-
ya’.

Islet. Sandy and covered with
low scrub ; the surface

is 2 feet above sea-

level at high water.

Libainat-as-Safi-

liyah

8 miles west-south-

west of Budai-
ya’.

Do. Do.

Mattalah (Ras-al-)

dlSjf

’On the west side of

Bahrain Island, 8

miles south by
west of Jabal-ad-

Dukhaii,

1

Cape

.

Inland miles from
the cape is a well

called ’Ain-al-Mat-

talah. A salt plain

. called Mimlahat-al-

Mattalah

about 4 miles in

length, extends from
Ras-al-Mattalah to

i^s DubSs ; here the

people of Bahrain
extract salt for do-

mestic consumption.

MOj (Ras Abul)

cr!>'

On the west coast

4| miles west-
south-west of Ja-

bal-ad-Dukhan.

Do. ...

Na^aijS
, . 2 miles west-north-

west of Budai-
ya^

Bocks. They, rise 2 feet labove

high water mark.

• In this column ” aboTe ** means to the north, and/* below ” to the south, pfith^ point specified,.
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Nomah (E.as)

Qadhaibiyah
(Dohat-al-)

On the west coast, 6
miles soutli-west

by west of Jabal-

ad-Dukhan.

On the north-east

coast of Bahrain
between J ufair and
Halat Bin-Anas
villages.

of Jabal-ad-Du-
khan.

A large hay with a

clean sandy beach*

Qarain (Bas-al-) the east coast,

. 7 miles south-east

Qazqaz (Eas)

Eaqah (Jazirat- l^- miles south-west

ar-) of Budaiya’.

Eumman (Eas- The northernmost

ap.) point of Bahrain
w Island, near its

north-eastern cor-

ner.

Sa’sa^'ah (Eas)

Sahailah (Jazirat) IJ miles north-west

of Budaiya’.

A short distance inland
is the village of
’Adaim.

In summer an encamp-
ment, extending a
mile along the shore
and having 2 or 3
wide streets which run
throughout its length,

is formed here. The
occupants are people
of Muharraq
Town, Hadd and
Halat Abu Mahur

;

they inhabit 'Arishes
of date fronds having
compounds walled in

with the same mate-
rials, and their water
is fetched from
the Umm-ash-Sha*um
wells.

See Jufair above.

Eocky and about 5
feet above high
water ; covered with
low scrub. Also
known as XJium-

«U «ll

as-Subban

Entirely built over and
now forms the eastern

quarter of Mana*
mak Town.

See Eas Haiyan above.

Sandy ; said
^

to be

increasing in eleva-

tion, but is still covered

at high tide.

Subh (Eas Abu)

U'b
On the north-west

coast about mid-
way between
Budaiya’ and
Sharaibah,

Xu this cQlumu ** above ** lueauB to th.e north, and ** bolow ** to the south, ot the point specifi
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Name. Position.* Nature. Hbsiaxks.

Sulaisil. Begins 4 miles north- The passage used by Arabs call the inner

west by north of large native vessels buoy ‘‘ Boyat Sulaisil.*

'

Manamah. Town between the outer and
and runs land- the inner anchorages

wards. at Manamah.

Tubli (Eas) On the south side of Cape.

the Khor-al-Kabb,
miles from the

foot of it.

Yaman (Eas-al-) On the east coast, 5 Do. Prominent,
miles from the
southern extremity
of island.

ra’suf (Jazlrat) 2| miles west of Islet. Small and barren.

'Aqariyah.

^jallaq (Ras-az-)

oV U^b

4 miles west by
north of Jahal-ad-

Dukhan.

Cape. The village of the same
name stands on this

point.

Ziiwaiyid (Eas) On the east coast 6 Do. Nil.
a>

miles north-east

of Jabal-ad-Duk-
han.

• In tnis colamn “ab'Jve ** means to the north, and “ below ** to the south, of the point specified.

Hills ,—To these features of the coast we may add the following hills,

which are the principal, and indeed the only conspicuous, natural objects

in the interior of Bahrain Island :

—

Name. Position.* Nature. Exkaxks.

D u k b a n
(Jabal-ad-)

... ... See article Jabal-ad-
JDukhan.

Hisai (Jabal-al-) 2 miles east

of Rifa’-ash-
Sharqi.

!

Hill. About 2| miles in
length and slopes

downwards in a
south-easterly direc-

tion almost to the
seashore.

tiughaibrat (Jab-

al)

li miles north
of Jahal-ad-Duk-
han.

Group of hillocks. In the centra] depres-
sion of Bahrain
Island.

Eumamain (Jab*

al)

Near the foot of ei ah-

al-ad-Dukhan on
the north-east side.

Couple of hillocks. ...

In this column ** aboye ** means to the north, and ** below ” to the south, of the point specified.
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f'ownSi villages^ The following alphabetically arranged list exhi-

bits in a convenient form the towns, villages and other inhabited or culti-

vated places on Bahrain Island

Name, Position. Houses and population. Rehasks.

'Adsim 54 miles south-west

of Jabal-ad-Duk-
han.

16 stone and mud huts. The place is between
BSs Nomah and some
sand mounds. Em^-
ty in summer, it

is occupied in winter
by fishermen from
Zallaq.

Ain-ad-BSr Adjoins Jidd Hafs
on the south-west.

50 houses of Balia-
rinah., cultivators,

masons and barbers.

Practically a suburb of
Jidd Hafs. Animals
are 7 donkeys and 2
cattle.

*Aj5j (Qal’at-al-)

jl^l ^ ... *4 1
See article Qal’at-al-
’Ajaj.

»lli See article ’Ali.

Anas (Halat Bin-)

^1 iuu
On a point at a very
short distance due
east of Manamah
Town.

86 huts of Sunnis,
some Malikis, some
Shafi’is ; they are
pearl divers and
fishermen. Most of
the people are non-
trihal Arabs, but
there are about 10
houses of Huwalah
and 20 of free
negroes. Donkeys
number 7.

There are 9 pearl boats
at this place, ofwhich
6 are MSshuwahs,

*Aqur

j^\ '

On the east coast,

opposite the centre

of Sitrah Island.

30 reed huts of
Baharinah, cul-

tivators, fruit and
grass-sellers, fisher-

men and pearl
divers-

Situated on very low-*
lying ground. There
ai’G 8 donkeys and
6 cattle here ; also 6
pearl boats of which
3 are Shn’ais or
Sambuks.

Askar On the east coast,

miles east-north-

east of Jabal-ad-

Dukhan.

75 stone houses and
reed huts of A1 Bu
’Ainain pearl
divers.

1 Batil, 1 BaqSrah and
17 Mashuwahs or
jolly boats are owned
here, of which 16 are
pearl boats; and there
are 6 donkeys and 16
cattle. Batepalms are
estimated at 1,600.
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Name. Position. Houses and population. Bemares,

On the north coast

between Sanabis
and Karbabad.

A favourite hot weather

resort of townspeople
who erect date-stick

! huts for themselves
here.

Baham (Abu) 2| miles west-south-
west of Mana-

- inati fort.

30 huts of BahS-
rinah, date growers
and cultivators*

The village is surround-
ed by plantations

irrigated by a fine

stream of water from
the *Adari sj)ring

;

the' stfeam flows
' through the village.

Ttere are 7 donkeys
and 2 cattle.

Baijawlyab -

4^1
2 miles west-south-
west of Manamah
fort.

20 huts of Ba-
hariHali, date grow-
ers.

Thete ate hefe 9 don-

keys ailid 1 liead of

cattle. l)ate tree's

number about 760.

Baqaisbi (Qal’at-

al-)

On the west coast, 4
miles west-north-
west of Jabal-ad-

Bukhan.

A ruined fort.

Barbar f a mile south-east
of Sharaibah.

60 mean reed huts
occupied by Baha-
rinah, weavers,
cultivators and
fishermen.

A village with date

groves adjoining.
Several ShU'ais or

Sambiiks, employed
in pearling, are owned
here. Donkeys num-
ber 19 and cattle 8.

There are about 2,400
date palms, besides
some peaches and
pomegranates and a
few tamarinds and
mulberries.

Barbnrab
2 milesv north-east
of Bifa’-ash-
Sharq;i«

20 small stone Luts of
Baharinah, agri*
culturists.

A fine spring to tbe,^

north of the village

irrigates the cultiva-
tion. Donkeys num-*
her 16 and there are
2 cattle. Bate palmi^

1 are estimated at

1,760.

Bilad-al-Qadim
<>lb

... ... See article Bilad-
al-Qadim,

Budaiya’’

Buquwwab •

w

*4^. -

4' miles west-south-
, west of Mana-
.maH fort.

J
^

20 huts of !Ba»
barixxali who live
by selling firewood.

"See article Budaiya%

Donkeys are 66 and
cattle 6 and dates
about 5,600.
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1

Name. Position. Houses and population. Eehaees.

Buri 7 miles soutlirwest

of Manamab
fort.

A few stone houses
and 150 huts of

Baliarinab^ all

growers of dates.

The village is surround-
ed by date planta-
tions and is at the
south-western extre-

mity of the great date
belt. Donkeys num-
ber 17 and cattle 13 ^

dates are estimated
at 10,500.

Diraz
3!;oJ»

1 mile east-north-
east of Budai-
ya’ and I of a
mile from sea.

Seyeral well built

houses and about 150
huts of BaRari-
nab., cultivators,

weavers] and pearl

divers.
^

The dwellings are scat-
tered amongst various
adjacent date clumps*
The weaving industry
is considerable and the
cloth manufactured
is chiefly that used
for making *Abas*
Several Shu’ais or
Sambuks, employed
in pearling, are owned
here. Livestock in-
clude 30 donkeys and
12 cattle, and dates
are about 1,500.

Dumistan 4J miles west of
Rifa’-al-Gharbi
andf of a mile
from the west
coast.

20 huts of BahS-
rmab.9 cultivators

and pearl divers.

There are 17 donkeys
and 6 cattle, and
date palms are esti-

mated at between
2,500 and 3,000.

lalah
sUiJI

On the north coast,

1| miles east of
Qarat-al-'Ajaj.

About 30 huts
inhabited by Baba-t
rinah. who are

pearl divers and
date growers.

Practically an eastern
suburb of Sanabis.
It stands between the
shore and the date
gardens. Animals are
9 donkeys and, 2
cattle.

Farsiyah On the east coast,

miles east-sonth-
east of Rifa’-
asb-Sharqi.

30 huts of Baba-
rinab, all culti-

vators.

There are 6 donkeys
here and 5 cattle.

Palms are about
1,900.

Ghuraifah
On the east coast mid-
way between Ras
abjufair and Ras
Umm-aJ.-Hasam.

30 mean reed huts of
Babariuab,. culti-

vators and fisher-

men.

Stands at the east end of

the date groves which
line the north shore
of

,
Khor-al-Kabb.

Animals include 6
donkeys and 1 head'

of cattle.
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Name. Position* House and population.

HabsH (Jabalat) 3 miles west by
soutb of Man5-
mah fort.

20 huts of Bah.ari-
nah, agriculturists.

There are 17 donkeys
and 3 cattle here.

Palms are about
1,800.

Hajar 1|- miles south of

QaPat-al-’Ajaj.
40 huts of Bahari-
nab, cultivators.

The village lands are
irrigated from nu-
merous good wells.

There are 18 donkeys
and 4 cattle. Dates
are estimated at
12,000.

HalaitSn ... See Jaz^iir below.

1

Hamalah
*WI

i of a mile from the
west coast 5 miles
below Budaiya’.

40 huts of Bahsri-
nab, cultivators

' and fishermen.

There are S donkeys
and 1 head of cattle.

Harbadiyah. On the north coast |
a mile west of
QaPat-al*’Ajaj.

20 huts inhabited by
Babarinab who
are cultivators and
fishermen.

...

Hujair 4| miles north
of Bifa’-ash-
Sliarqi and | a
mile south of the
Slabb creek.

15 huts of Babari-
nab, date growers.

Situated on the western
fringe of the date
groves between Ka-
warah and Tubli.
Donkeys number 38
and cattle 2. Date
palms are estimated
at 4,000.

Stitah Between ManS-
mati town and
Halat BinAnas,
close to the
Christian cemete-
ry.

50 reed huts of
Babarinab who
are stone-cutters,

lime-burners, black-
smiths and pearl
divers.

There aie 8 donkeys
here and 2 cattle,

but only about 300
palms.

Iswar (Halat
Bin-).

On the coast between

,

Ras-ar-Eumm a n
and Hal-at Bin-
Anas.

40 huts of Babari-
nab, who are
pearl divers, fisher-

men, rope-makers,
carpenters and
donkey-men.

Livestock are 3
donkeys and 4 cattle

and there are 16 pearl

boats, of which 3 are

3!ilashuwahs or jolly-

boats.

Jabailat 4|. miles north of
Bif s;" - a s h-
Sbarqi and ^ a
mile south of the
Kabb creek.

15 huts of Babairi-
nab, date grow-
ers.

There are large date
plantations, and most
of the fruits accli-

matised in Bahrain
are grown here.

Jal>alaK On the north coast 1

mile west of Ma-
nSmah fort.

20 reed * huts of
Babsrinab, date
growers, pearl divers
and boat-huilders.

Date plantations ad-
join. Animals are
4 donkeys and 1 head
of cattle.
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Name. Position. Houses and popalation. R£1EAR£S.

Jamrah (Bani) 1 of a mile east of

Budaiya*.
60 huts of Bahari-
nahL, who are

date growers and
weave cloth of which
*Abas are made.

Near by is the well

from which is pro-
cured some of
the drinking water
used in Budaiya*.
Several Shti’ais or
Sambuks, employed in
pearling, are owned
here. Donkeys num-
ber 25 and palms are
about 1,300.

Janablyah Near the west coast

IJ miles below
Budaiya*.

20 hnts of Bahari-
nah, cultivators

and fishermen.

Stands in a date-clump.
There are 8 donkeys,
2 cattle and not quite
1,000 date trees.

Jannusan
Wf

Near the north
coast, 1| miles
west of Qarat-al*

’Ajaj.

30 huts of Bahari- i

nail, pearl divers

and fishermen.

There are 15 donkeys
and 6 cattle. Date
palms are estimated
at 5,500, and there are
some peaches and
pomegranates, be-
sides, it is said, a few
vines and apricots.

Jasairab On the east coast,

7| miles from
tl>e south end of
the island.

35 reed huts of Sun-
nis, 30 of Ka’-
aban and 5 of
Kibisah, pearl
divers and fisher-

men.

There are 11 pearl
boats here.

Jau On the east coast, 6
miles east-south-

east of Jabal-ad-
Dukhan.

A few well built

houses of stone, mud
and gypsum mortar
and about 400 huts.

The people are all

Sunnis and are

mostly engaged in
the pearl fisheries.

There are 80 house-
holds of Al Bu Ru-
maib.

There are no dates, hut
about 30 boats are
owned here, mz,, 4
Baqarahs and 28
Mashuwahs and jolly-

boats, of which 23 are
pearl boats. Donkeys
number 8, and cattle

26. There are 2
routes to Jau from
Manamah town,
one along the coast,

the other by Rif5*-
ash-Sharqi. Jau
was the abode of the
Al Bu Samait while
in Bahrain.

Jasrah On the west coast, 3
miles below
Budaiya^

I

1

60 reed huts of Bani
Rhalid of the
Dawawdah section,

engaged in the pearl
fisheries.

There is a small date
clump here, adjoining
the sea. Donkeys
number 9 and cattle 2.
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Houses and population.

Jazair

jil'Pl

Jidd ’Ali

Jidd Hafs
09

‘Jidd-al-Hajj
at w

On the west coasts 6 Resembles *Adaim It is also called Halai-
miles south-west above. tan
of Jabal-ad-
Dukhan, near
Eas-al-Jazair.

Near the east coast, 4 30 squalid reed huts Here there are 13 don-
miles north of inhabited by Baharl- keys and 3 cattle, and
K. i f a * - ash- nah who cultivate date trees are placed
Sharqi. dates. at 3,430.

300 houses of Bahari-
nah who are date
growers, carpenters,

lime-burners ' and
pearl-merchants.

miles south-east 300 houses of Bahari- The village is prosper-
of Qar-at-al-’Ajaj* nah who are date ous, with large vege-

growers, carpenters, table and lucerne
lime-burners ' and gardens irrigated
pearl-merchants. from a number of

good springs. *Ain-ad-
Dar is practically
a suburb of Jidd Hafs.
There are 50 donkeys
and 13 cattle. Date
palms are estimated
at 16,500, and fruits
of all sorts are grown.

On
^

the coast, 1 16 huts of Bahari- There are 17 donkeys
mile west of nah, date growers and 3 cattle and
Qarat-al-’Ajaj. and fishermen. about 1,40U palms.

Jubailat

J nfair

Between Qarat-al-
’Ajaj and Ruzak-
ban, adjoining the
latter.

On the north side
of the cape simi-
larly named.

10 houses of Bahari-
j

nah, cultivators.

80 reed huts of
Baharinah, cul-

tivators and fisher-

Animals include 3
donkeys and 3 cattle.

There are some boats
(see Raqa’ah below).

of J of a mile oast of the
il- village, near the
jr- point of the cape, is

a large stone house,
the property of
’Abdur Hahman-bin-
’Abdul Wahhab, the
Wazir of Bahrain.
On the south-west
side of the village are
a large date clump
and some lucerne
fields. Livestock
are 2 horses, 7
donkeys and 4 cattle.

There are about 900
date trees. There
are 15 pearl boats
here, of which 13 are
Mashuwahs and jolly-

boatjs.
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Position, Houses and population. EMARSIB.

Jurdab On tbe east coast,

opposite Nabi
Salih Island.

30 reed huts inhabited

by Baharinah who
are date growers.

Date palms are esti-

mated at 2,230.

Karbabad
obT

On the west coast, |
a mile east of

Qal’at-al-’Ajaj.

50 mean reed huts of

Baharinah
fish, dive for pearls,

and cultivate dates.

There are 23 donkeys
and 3 cattle. Dates
are estimated at

8,600, besides which
are oranges, pome-
granates, peaches,
almonds, tamarinds,
bananas, etc.

Karanali of a mile west-

south-west of

Qal’at-al-’Ajaj.

60 huts of Bahari-
nah, cultivators.

There are 15 donkeys
and 12 cattle.

^CarzakkSn

Jj/
f of a mile from
the west coast, 7

miles below Bud-
i aiya\

150 huts of Bahari-
nah who are culti-

vators and sail-

makers.

The houses stand
amidst date groves
and gardens which
are watered, along
with those of Mali-
kiyah, by Falajs.

Animals include 24
donkeys and 8 cattle ;

dates are about
16,600.

Kawarah 4J miles north of

Rifa’-ash-
Sharqi and | of

a mile from the

east coast.

50 reed huts of

Baharinah who
are cultivators.

Situated on the fringe
of the date groves
furthest from the
sea. There are here
14 donkeys, 3 cattle

and about 2,150
palms.

Khafir (Abn) miles south-west

of Manamah
fort.

SO mat huts inhabited

by Baharinah,
cultivators.

Donkeys here number
4 and cattle 2.

Khnraiyan
(Al

1|- miles south-west

0 f Manamah
fort.

30 huts of Bahari-
nah, cultivators

and makers of a

black cement.

Close to the highroad
between Manamah
town and Rifa’.
Animals are 11
donkeys and I bead of

cattle.

'Kulaib (Dar) 3 miles north-west

of Jabal-ad-lDn-

khau and 1%
miles from west

coast.

50 reed huts. of Ba-
harinah, cultiva-

tors and sailmakers.

There are 25 donkej's

and 12 cattle and
about 4,000 dates.
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Name. Position. Honses and population. Behabus.

Ma’amir 1 On the east <;oast,

opposite to Sit-
rah island a little

below its centre.

130 honses, including
a number of masonry
buildings. The people

are Baharinah, all

engaged in the pearl

fisheries and owning
a considerable num-
ber of large boats.

2 Baqarabs and 22
Shu’ais and Sambuks
are owned here, 17 of
these being used for
pearling

; livestock
include 9 donkeys
and 8 cattle.

Muli^ 1 mile sontb-west of
Manamah fort.

30 reed huts of

Baharinah, culti-

vators.

There are several good
wells and a spring.
The village stands
surrounded by lucerne
fields on the north
shore of K h o r-al-

Babb. Livestock in-

clude 19 donkeys and
2 cattle, and dates are
estimated at 9,000.

Makhruq 1 mile south-east

of Bifa’-ash-
Sharqi,

A small group of huts,
now deserted, belong-
ing to Baharinah,
agriculturists.

There are fields of
lucerne watered from
a spring. The culti-

vation here is going
to ruin.

Maliklyah Near the west coast

8 miles below
Budaiya’ and
jnst inland of
* A.qarlyah.

100 huts of Baha-
rinah, engaged in
cultivation.

The
^

dwellings stand
amidst dates and there
is a prominent stone-
built Shi’ah shrine
close by. Among the
livestock are 18 don-
keys and 10 cattle.

Dates are about 6,000.

Manamah town
6^[U]

... See article Man a**

mah.

Mani On the north coast
miles west of

Manamah fort.

20 reed huts of
Baharinah, date
growers and fisher-

men.

Theve are 19 donkeys
and 4 cattle here.
Dates are estimated
at over 19,000.

Maqaba 2 miles east of
Budaiya’.

20 huts of Bahari-
na , cultivators.

This villag possesses
one of the finest

springs on the island.

Donkeys number 20
and cattle 8. Date
trees are about 4,000.

Markk ll miles east of
Budaiya’,

25 huts of BabSri-
nah, weavers, and
of Saiyids who are

religious beggars.

Situated in the middle
of a date clump.
There are 16 donkeys
and 3 cattle

; also
about 1,360 date

^
trees.
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Name. Fosibion. Houses and population. Remarks.

Marwazan miles east-south-
east of Qarat-al-
’Ajaj.

25 huts of Baha-
rinah.

Surrounded by date
gardens. Animals are
10 donkeys and 3
cattle.

Muqsha' 1 mile south of
Qal’at-al-’Ajaj.

20 huts of Balia-
rinab, date growers.

There are 9 donkeys
and 8 cattle here,

also about 1,600 date-
palms*

Musalla

LaJt

2J miles west-south-
west of Manamah
fort.

40 huts of Baha-
rinab, cultivators.

There are 5 donkeys
and 4 cattle here*

Muwailghah Almost adjoins the

south-west corner
of Bilad-al-
Qadim.

40 stone and mat huts
of Baharinah,
date cultivators and
gardeners.

There are 5 donkeys
and 1 head of cattle.

Na*im-al-Kabirah See article Manamah.

Nur Jnruft 1 mile west of

QaVat-al-’Ajaj.

20 huts of Baha-
rinali, date growers.

Livestock include 1

5

donkeys and 2 cattle.

There are some
2,500 date-palms and
many other kinds of
fruits.

NuwaidrSt 2 miles north-east
of Qarat-al-’Ajaj.

60 reed huts of
Babarinah, mat-
makers. cultivators
and pearl divers.

There are 11 donkeys
and 2 cattle here,
and about 1,730 date--

palms.

Portuguese Fort ... ... See article QaTat-al-
"'Ajaj.

Qadam miles south of
Qal’at-al-’Ajaj.

30 huts of Babari-
nab, cultivators.

There are date planta-
tions on the east side

of the village, and a
large number of pre-
historic tumuli to the
west. Donkeys are
12 and cattle 2.

Qal’ah

AaiUI
Adjoins Qal’at-al-

'Ajaj.
30 huts of Baba-
rinab date growers.

There are 9 donkeys
and 3 cattle. Trees
are 1,400 dates, some
pomegianates and a
few oranges, tarn a*
rinds, almonds,
peaches and mul-
berries.

Quraiyali
IM

^ a mile from the

west coast, 1 mile
below Buda^ya^

50 reed huts of
Babarinab, mostly
weavers of sailcloth

for the Manamah
market.

Animals include 9
donkeys and 5 cattle.

There are less than
1 ,000 palms.
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Kame,
|

Position. Houses and population. Bemarks.

Bifa’-al-Gliarbi

Bifg:’ -ash *•Sharqi

Enmman (Ras-

ar-)

• ••

See article

Grbarbi.

See article Rifa’-asb-
Sbarqi.

See article SAanamah.

Rnqa*ah f of a mile west of

Qal’at-al-’Ajaij.

lOjhouses of Baha-
rinah, divers and
cultivators.

Surrounded by dajte

groves. WithJubailat
this place boasts 23
Shu*ais and Sambuka,
used as pearl boats.

There are 18 donkeys
and 3 cattle. Date-
palms are put at 8,000
and there are many
citron and other fruit

trees.

Etizakkaii
Ul

vy%)

j of a mile west of

Qal*at-al-’Ajaj.

20 huts of Baha-
rinah, cultivators
and fishermen.

There are 13 donkeys
and 1 head of cattle.

Date-palms are placed

at 5,000 and there

are numerous citrons

besides other fruit

trees.

Sadad Near tbe west coast,

9 miles below
Budaiya’.

40 reed huts of
Babarinah, culti-

1 vators.
1

i

i

1

Stands in the midst of

date plantations which
are watered by a Ralaj

from a spring called

Sakbarah, and con-

tain about 10,500
palms. There are 16

donkeys and 5 cattle.

Saibi* (Abo) miles south-west
of Qal’at-al-’Ajaj.

i

45 huts of weavers,

!

cloth-dealers and
cultivators.

There are 8 donkeys
and 3 cattle here,

also about 1,400 date

trees.

Sablat*al-Fuqlyah

or

Sahlat-al-’Audah

3 miles west-south-

;

west of Mana-
tnali fort.

50 reed huts of
Babarinah. who
keep sheep and culti-
vate.

The village stands on

comparatively high
ground and is sur-

rounded at a short

distance by date groves

situated upon a lower

level. Here there are

2 horses, 23 donkeys,
and 5 cattle. Along
with that following,

this village possesses

about 15,000 date-

palms.
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Name,

SaWat-al-H adri-

yali

or

Sahlat-as-Saghi-
rali

Sakhir

Position,

Salbah

SaHh (Hillat
*Abdus)

w
SLU.

8almabad
,ibUJLw«

Sanabis

3 miles south-west
by west of
Manamah fort.

H miles north- west
of Jabal-ad-
Dukhan.

On the east coasts 3|
miles east of Rifa’-
ash-Sharqi.

'i

a mile south of
Qarat-al-’Ajaj.

3|- miles south of

Qarat*al-’Ajaj.

Houses and population.

30 teed huts of Baba
rinab, cultivators.

On the north coasts

midway between
Man^mab and
Qarat-al-’Ajaj.

30 huts of the A1
Bani Yatail, fisher-

men.

20 huts of Baha-
rinab, date growers,

30 huts of Baba-
rinab ,

date growers.

Eemarks.

The inhabitants are
about 1,500 Baba-
rinah engaged in
boat-buildin g, fi sh -

ing and the pearl
trade.

The village is in the
midst of ,a date grove
on the longer road
from Manamab to
Rifa’. A good
stream of water runs
through the village,
an d there is consider-
able cultivation round
it. There are 7 don-
keys and 3 cattle.

A camping ground
near which are 3 large
masonry houses, the
property of two sons
of the Sheikh of
Bahrain.

There are several good
streams of water ema-
nating from springs.
Donkeys here number
5 and cattle 4.

This village is about 1
mile west of the
ordinary route from
Manamah to Rifa’
and is far from any
other village. It is

on the southern fringe
of the great date-belt
and to the south-east
of it a stony plain
stretches to Rifa’.
A good stream of
water, utilised for
irrigation, passes close

to the village. Li re-
stock include 16
donkeys and 5 cattle.

There are about 5,500
dates.

The village has a long
straggling front to
the sea occupying,
with intervals, about
•| a mile. There is

a prettily situated

mosque in the centre
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Name. Position. Houses and population.

Sanad 2i miles north-north-

east of Kifa’ -

asL-Sharqi.

20 huts of Baha-
rinah, cultivators.

SSr 3 miles east-south-

east of Budai-
ya’.

30 huts of BaLa-
rinalx, cultivators.

ShabrakkSn 1 mile from the west

coast, 10 miles

below Budai-
ya’.

60 reed huts of

Baharinah., date

growers and sail-

makers.

Shakhurah 3 1 miles south-

south-east of

QaVat-al-’Ajaj.

Tiie inhabitants are

now only 10 or 12
houses of Bahari-
nah, cultivators.

Sharaibah On the north coast 3
miles west

^
of

Qarat-al-’Ajaj.

40 reed huts with one
good masonry house
on the seasliore.

The people are
Maliki Sunnis,
chiefly ’lltub, and
all engaged in the
pearl fisheries.

Suq-al-Khamis

Ssuqaiyali
«0

200 yards south-
east of Manamah
fort.

40 huts of Babari-
nab, date growers.

Remarks

.

of tlie place. Live-
stock include 16 don-
keN s and 10 cattle.

Lrit e-palms are ab«mt
900. The people
own 30 pearl boats, of

which 2 ai’6 Baqarabs
and 23 are Shu'ais
and Sambuks.

Livestock include 25
donkeys and 7 cattle,

and there are about
6*250 palms.

The people have 17
donkeys, 7 cattle and
about 10,000 palms.

There are 16 donkeys
and 7 cattle Date-
palms are 2,5G0 to

3,000.

Once a flourishing

village with numerous
well built stone houses

;

now for the most part

ruins, but still cover-

ing a large area.

Donkeys number 31
and cattle 6. Palms
are estimated at 6,000.

There are 23 donkeys
and 6 cattle here

;

boats are 10 Shu'ais
and Sambuks and 3

others, all used for

pearling.

See article Bilad-al-
Qadim.

The houses are scattered

amid 't cultivation bor-

dered by date groves.

Lucerne is extensively

grown and palms nnm-
ber about 7C 0. On the

east side of the village

is a well, enclosed

by a wall, belonging
to the Hindus of

Manamah,
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Name, Position. Houses and populat'O:?, liemarks.

Tash shall
uu

2 miles south-west
by west of
Manamah fort.

50 huts of Bah^ri-
nab, cultivators.

Close to the west side
of Bilad-al-Qadim,
and has a fine spring of
water. Animals are 6
donkeys and 3 cattle*

Tubli miles north by
west of Rifa’-
ash-Sharqi and

f a mile from the
Kabb creek.

30 reed huts of poor
Bahairinah, culti-

vators.

Stands on the inland
edge of the great dale
belt. Livestock in-
clude 22 donkeys and
4 cattle. I'rees arc
50 pomegranates and
8,150 date-palms.

Tubli (Muraqib-at-3 Begins a short dis-
,

tance south of
Tubli and extends
south-eastwards for

a couple of miles.

A camping ground fre-

quented in summer by
Na’im Bedouins,who
draw their water, while
there, from Jalib-al-

Qumri.

Zallaq

o^yi

On the west coast,

11 miles below
Budaiya’.

3 masonry houses and
about 200 mud
houses, inhabited
by Dawasir who
are all engaged in the
pearl fisheries,

This is the second most
important place of the
Dawasir in the
Bahrain Pi'inci-

pality. There is a
mined fort. Vessels
are 6 Baqarahs, 19
Shu'ais and Sam-
buks and 9 Mashu-
wahs and jollyboats,

16 of vvhich are used
for peai ling

; there are
16 donkeys and 15
cattle.

Zinj 1 mile south-west
of Manamah
fort.

30 huts of Baha-
rinah who culti-

vate and manufac-
ture a black cement.

There is extensive
cultivation in and near
the date groves, which
are irrigated from
several good weiis.

Livestock are 16 don**

keys and 3 cattle.

There are about 12,000
date-palms and a good
many figs.

It should be noted that in the above table negroes have been shown

as belonging to the tribe among whom they live or whose slaves they are.

springs characteristic of Bahrain Island and the other

islands of the archipelago are described generally in the article on the

Bahrain Principality, Those which are situated on Bahrain Island itself^

ox on the reefs connected with it, are enumerated below in alphabetical
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order ; along with, them are mentioned the principal wells^ which in many

cases are doubtless low-leyel springs^ in character not differing from those

that reach the sm'face

Name. Position. Bemarks*

Adari or ^Adhari A little to the east of Sahlat-

al-Hadriyah village, close to

the shore of the K.abb
inlet.

A magnificent spring of which the
water is extensively utilised for

cultivation.

’Aqala f of a mile from west coast

and 7 miles from Ras-al-
Barr.

A well of fresh water.

’Amar 3 miles south-south-west of

Jabal-ad-Dukhan.
Do.

Bartufi (Fasht) See table of coast features
above.

There is a spring on this reef.

Dsr
jb

Close to south-east corner of
Jidd Hafs, in its suburb
called ’ Ain-ad-Bar.

A fine spring.

Dar-al-Manadil 1 a mile south of Jau on the
east coast*

A well of fresh water.

Faraihah In Mahuz village. A fine spring of fresh water exten*

sively used for irrigation.

Faslt (Kaukab Fasht
Khor)

See article Fasht Khor Fasht.

Ghnwaifah CTImm)
* ou

On the west side of Rifa’-
al-Gharbi village.

A deep well on the high plateau
from which the people of Rifa’-
al-Grharbi draw their own
drinking water and from which
much water is sent to Mana-
mah. Its water is considered
by natives to be the best in
Bahrain.

Hafirah 3i miles south-east of Jabal-
ad-Dukhan.

A well of fresh water.

Hanaini Immedialely below Rifa’-
asli-Shar<3li on the wcvst
side, in the central depres-
sion of Bahrain Island.

Two wells close together, each
situated in a small enclosure
closely packed with green palm
trees. The wells are 1 7 fathoms
deep in winter and more in
summer. One is used for irriga-
tion only; from the other most
of the welhto-do people of
Manamah Town obtain their
drinking water.



The

Manaini

well,

Bahrain

Island.

(
Mr.

T.

C.

Gaskin.

)
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Name, PosltiOD. Kemarbi.

Harta
[Jjib

J a mile south-east of Mabuz
village.

A fine spring of fresh water,which
is carried inland and applied to

irrigation.

Ijra-i (TTram) 3| miles west of Rifa’-al-

Gharbi.
A spring of which the waters are
conveyed by Falaj to the date

groves of Karzakkan.

Khalid On the high plateau, inside

the village of Rifa’-ash-
Sharqi.

A deep well from which the people

of the village obtain their drink-
ing water.

Malilnyali
Ui

2 miles north-east of the

village of the same name.
This spring waters the lands of
the village by means of a Falaj.

Maqaba Olose to the village of the

same name.

One of the finest springs on the
island.

Mattalab
w

IJ miles inland from Eas-

al-Mattala.

A well.

MiiWailgbah Near Ihe village of the same

name.

The water is brackish, but valu-

able for irrigation.

Qar 3 miles south-south-west of

J abal-ad-Dukhan.
A good well of drinking water

1

adjoined by bitumen deposits,

whence its name.

Qarain-adb-Dhabban 1 a mile inland from Bas-

al-Qarain.
A well of fresh water.

Qassari
«j

Within the limits of Bilad-
al-Qadim, the one to the

north, the other to the

south of the village.

2 large springs of good water*

The name is also pronounced
Gassari and Jassari.

Qumti (Jalib-al-) 2 miles south of Tubli, amidst

prehistoric tumuli.

A small spring which supplies

with water the Bedouin encamp-
ments at Mar5q1b-at-Tubli.

Kumaidhab 7^ miles south by east of

Jabal-ad-Dukhan.
A well of fresh water.

Sabiyah 2i miles east of Rifa’-

ash-Sharqi.
A spring and underground water-

channel by means of which many
date groves are irrigated.

Safa

UU
3 miles north-north-east of

Rifa’-ash-Sharqi, on the

east coast.

Po.

Safirah 2 miles south-west of Rifa’-

ash-Sharqi.
A well in a meadow-lilce Eaudhahi
with ruins of some houses beside

it*
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l?ame. Position. Remarks.

Saiyid (1)
Ul

In Tubli village. A fine spring of fresh water form-
ing a valuable source of irriga^
tion.

Saiyid (IT) On the north side of Sar

village.

Do.

Sha'um (Umm-ash-) Close to Mahuz village. Do.

ShabafaK 3 miles east of Rifa’-ash.-
Sliarqi.

A spring. There are date gardens
here belonging to the people of
Nuwaidratj who encamp beside
them in the hot weatlier. The
nearest permanent village is

Salbah.

Sharaibali In the sen opposite the vil-

lage of this name.
A spring.

Snmman
w

6 miles north of Ras-al-

B«rr and 2 miles inland
from the east coast.

A well of fresh water.

Tashshan At the village of the same
name.

A fine spring.

Yadar (Umm)
(JU

Jjb (.1

7 miles north of Eas-al-
Barr and 2 miles inland
from the east coast.

A well of fresh water.

Yusuf 2 miles east of Jahal-ad-
Dukhan.

Do.

Zaidan (Abu)

jjI

Close to Bilad-al-Qadim
village.

A fine spring of fresh water which
issues from beneath a mosque.

The wells described are all situated iu small Eodhahs surrounded by
desert. A few Bedouin tents or some flochs and herds belonging’ to the
Shaikh of Bahrain are generally to be found in the vicinity of each of
them.

Miscellaneous.— article on the Bahrain Pi-incipality may be con-
sulted in regai-d to all matters not dealt with above which concern Bahrain
Island. Here however we may mention that in Bahrain Island a space
of more than 12 square miles is covered by fields of prehistoric tumuli^
by the Arabs called Muraqib : they lie for the most part
on the glacis of the plateau to the north of the central depression, and
those of the largest size and seemingly greatest importance are close
to the village of ^Ali.



Ancient

Tumuli,

Bahrain

Island.

(Mr.

J.

C.

Gaskin.)
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The term Bahrain once embraced the promontory of Qatar and the BAHRAIN
Oases of Qatif and Hasa as well as the islands of the archipelago

:

some antliorities indeed would attribute to it in the past an even more PRINCI»
extended application, affirming that it once denoted the whole western PALITY*
side of the Persian Gulf from Ruus-al-Jibal to the mouth of the

Shatt-al-’Arab. The derivation of the name is uncertain. Its apparent

^ This leading article on the Bahrain principality and the minor articles on places

in the same are founded chiefly upon systematic and careful investigations made

on the spot during the years 1904-1905. The information available from sources

existing before 1904 was arranged by the writer and was issued in November of that

year in the form of 9 printed foolscap pages intended to serve as a basis for further

inquiry. The inquiry proper was begun by the writer on tour in Bahrain early in

1905; but it was carried out chiefly by Lieutenant C. H. Gabriel, I.A., who

personally travelled over the greater part of the islands, and by Captain

F. B. Prideaux, Political Agent in Bahrain, who supplied very full information

regarding all places in his jurisdiction. A set of draft articles founded on the

notes and reports of 1905 was then prepared by the writer; ib was finished in January

1906 and extended to over 60 octavo pages of print. These drafts were sent to

Captain Prideaux, by whom they were very carefully revised with the assistance of

Mr. In am-al-Haqq, the Agency Interpreter, a graduate of the Aligarh College. Early

in 1907 the drafts were reissued, with modifications and additions, and some points

which remained doubtful or obscure were disposed of by Captain Prideaux and his

assistant during the year. Geological information was kindly furnished by

Mr. G. Pilgrim of the Geological Survey of India, The articles iu their finai form

now occupy over 70 octavo pages.

Bahrain has from an early time attracted the attention of travellers in the Persian

Gulf, and the following are some of the older authorities on the islands j

Niebuhr’s Description de VArahie, 1774; Buckingham’s Travels in Assyria, Media

and Fersia, 1829 ;
Whitelock’s Description of the Arabian Coast, 1838; Mignan’s

Winter Journey, 1839; Bombay Fecords, XXIV, 1856; Whish’s Memoir on

Bahreyn (with map), 18(32 ; and Palgvave’s Central and Eastern Arabia, 1865.

More recent are: Captain E. L. Durand’s Description of the Bahrein Islands, 1879,

and his E.rtracts from a Report on the Islands and Antiquities of Bahrain, 1880;

Mr. T. Bent’s Bahrein Islands in the Fersian Gtilf, 1890 ;
Captain J. A. Douglas’s

Journey from the Mediterranean to India, Fersian Gulf Filut, 1898 ;

the Reverend S. M. Zwemer’s Arabia, 1900; Mrs. T. Bent’s Southern Arabia, 1900 ;

and Captain A. W. Stiffe’s Ancient Trading Centres of the Fersian Gulf’—

Bahrain, 1901. Captain Durand’s second paper and the contributions of Mr. and

Mrs. Bent deal partly with the subject of antiquities ; the Fersian Gulf Filot

is concerned chiefly with maritime features ; and the remainder of the authorities

are general in their scope.

In matters relating to tiade, the annual commercial reports of the Political Agent in

Bahrain are the chief source of information,

A large scale map of the Bahrain Islands (except Jazirat Umm Na’asan) exists

in the Survey of India’s sheet Bahrain 1904-1905, the result of a survey

undertaken in connection with the Gazetteer inquiries; and Admiralty Plan

No. 2377*^20, Bahrain Harbour, shows some detail of the northern half of the

islands,andtheir coasts as well as all maPme features on the northern side of the
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meaning’ is
“ tte Two SeaSj’’’ but the reference is not clear and is inter*

preted in different ways.

Hxtent md importance .—The present Shaikhdom of Bahrain consists

of the archipelago formed by the Bahrain, Mnharraq, Umm Na’asan,

Sitrah and Nabi Salih islands and by a number of lesser islets and

rocks which are enumerated in the articles upon the islands : taken all

together these form a compact group almost in the middle of the gulf

which divides the promontory of Qatar from the coast of Qatif and

which, as it has no recognised name, may appropriately be styled the

Gulf of Bahi’ain. Connected with the sovereignty of Bahrain, or

possibly appertaining to the Shaikh as hereditary personal property,

are certain ill-defined rights upon the mainland of Qatar, at present

(1905) under discussion. Whatever the nature or extent of these rights

our attention will be confined, in the present article, to the undisputed

insular possessions of the Shaikh.

On the western side, of the Persian Gulf, Bahrain is, agriculturally and
commercially, the most valuable district. Its position moreover as

regards the Persian Gulf is central, for the distance of its port and capital

fi-om the entrance of the Gulf is only a little greater than its distance

from the mouth of the Shatt-al-’Arab. On the Arabian side of the
Gulf, Bahrain has no rival in political importance except the principality

.of Kuwait
J
and the Turkish province of HasUj although it affords the

best and Shortest approach from the Gulf to Najd, is itself commercially
dependent upon Bahrain.

Marine surrenmdings .—The most striking feature of the Bahrain
group of islands is the lowness and levelness of the land and the
shallowness of the environing sea. The whole Gulf of Bahrain from
Kas Rakan to Ras Tanurah, a distance of 73 miles, is, except for one
clear and fairly wide channel which runs north and south ofE the east

coast of Muharraq Island, a mass of reefs and shoals. The’most exten-
sive obstacles to navigation in the archipelago are the Fasht-ad-Bibal
JnoJI vi-Ai

, between Muharraq Island and Ras Rakan, four miGa

group. The general chart for -Bahrain is No. 2374—2837-B., Persian G-ulfj both
this and the Plan mentioned contain distant views -of the Bahrain Islands from the
sea. Thera are two recent marine surveys of the wafers to the west and east of the
Bahrain islands, respectively, namely, Bahrain to OJar and Bahrein to Has Bakhin,
Preliminary Cbaits Nos. O. 1 and 0. 2, Poona, 1903. ITwo charts relating to Khor-al-
Qalai’aU accompany a report by Lieutenant H. 0. Somerville, R.N„ which was
printed for the Government of India in the Foreign Department, Simla, in July J905,
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long from north to south by three miles broad^ and the Fasht-al-Jarim
15 miles long north and south by 9 miles broad towards

its northern end, which shelters the harbour of Manamah from north

and west winds. Many of the reefs of the Bahrain islands are partially

dry at low water. On the side towards the open sea the shallow

waters of Bahrain may be considered to end at the Rennie Shoal, 54
miles north of Muharraq. There is a passage, called the Khor-al-Bab

fi’om IVEauaniah to Qatiif south of the Fasht-al-Jarim, which
is practicable for vessels drawing not more than 15 feet. Many pearl

banks are situated in these waters : their names and positions are given

in the Appendix on the Pearl Fisheries.

Geology ,—The main island of Bahrain forms a striking geological

contrast to the other islands of the Persian Gulf. The rocks are chiefly

white or pale-coloured limestones of the eocene age, sometimes sandy or

argillaceous, and so disposed as to form a low anticlinal dome of which

Jabal-ad-Bukhan is the summit. In the hollow between the girdling

plateau (described in the article on Bahrain Island) and this central peak

the rock has been denuded by marine agency and forms a plain. In places

ihe eocene limestone rocks are highly fossiliferous and contain

foraminifera, echinids and mollusca : as a whole they are characterised by
an abundance of siliceous material, occurring as flint, as cherty concretions

or as quartz geodes, and by the dissemination of gypsum and salt through-

out the series in a marked degree. The presence of the salt and the

gypsum is most conspicuous in ^cei'tain places where they have been

leached out of the rock and have formed vast accumulations of saliferous

or gypseous soil* The most distinctly marked areas of this character are

one towards the south end of Bahrain Island and another on the island

of Umm Na’asan^ and the gypsum fields of the latter supply

practically aU the mortar that is used in Bahrain. The coastal portions of

Bahrain Island, as also of the other islands of the group, are overlaid

with sub-i’ecent coral rocks or shelly concrete ; and sandstone of the

same age is found in the central depression of Bahrain Island. This

depression, as well as the littoral flats, has in fact emerged from the

sea in comparatively recent times, and the remains of the old sea-beaehea

are well mai'ked. A small deposit of asphalt is found penetrating the

eocene rocks 3 miles south-south-east of J abal-ad-Dukhan.

The Bahrain islands are famous for a remarkable set of springs^

beautifully clear and but slightly brackish, some of which are sub-

marine ; the majority of them are enumerated in the articles on the
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principal islands^ and here it will be sniBcient to mention that in the

northern.part of Bahrain Island^ north of Khor-al-Kabh; they are warnij

copious and nearly fresh^ the best known in that district being those of

’Adari; Qassari and Abu Zaidan. The most noteworthy springs in the

sea are that of Abu Mahur close to Muharraq Island and the Kaukab
on Fasht Khor Fasht. The best water in the islands is obtained from the

Hanaini wells, at the north end of the central depression of Bahrain
Island, and from the Khalid and Umm Ghuwaifah wells on the plateau

adjoining. There can be little doubt that the springs of Bahrain^ like

those of the Hofuf and Qatif Oases^ are fed by the drainage of

part of Najd whichj temporarily lost in DahS,nah and SahSbah,
travels thence eastwards by subterranean passages.

Climate and seasons .—The climate of Bahrain is by no means the

worst in the Persian Gulf, and some travellers have emphasized its

less pleasant features in terms which the facts do not warrant. Daily

observations have been taken only since October 1901, and since that

time the highest temperature registered has been 107*5° F. and the lowest

40°. The weather from October to April inclusive is pleasant, the

temperature indoors ranging between 60° and 85° P.; January and

February however, in which north winds blow and it is cold enough to

light housefires, are sometimes rainy and unhealthy. Prom the beginning

of May till the middle of June the weather is hot ; but the heat is stiU

tempered by the sea-breeze or Barih, and the nights are fairly cool.

From the middle - of June until the end of September the heat is

oppressive ; land breezes from the west, south-west and south, it is

true, continue irregularly all summer ; but in the intervals the

thermometer remains persistently above 100° F. The average rainfall

between 190-2 and 1906 was 3*25 inches a year; but the atmosphere of

Bahrain, in consequence of irrigation and the neaimess of the sea, is damp
and heavy, as is evidenced by the mean humidity which ranges from

79 to 80 per cent, of satm-ation. The rainy season is considered to begin

at the middle of October and to end at the middle of May ; the rainy

days however are ordinarily 3 to 6 only. In Bahrain only the Shaikhs,

who own flocks and herds, welcome rain ; to the poorer classes in their

frail huts of date fronds it causes serious discomfort. The prevailing

wind is the Shamal or north-wester, which in winter is violent and

dangerous to shipping ; after it the north wind is the most frequent ; the

'only strong wind besides the Shamal is the Qaus from the south-east

which blows irregularly between December and April. On the whole
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the climate of Bahrain is probably superior to that of Masqat or

Bandar ^Abbas and it certainly excels that of the neighbouring* shores of

Qatif^ but rheumatic affections are very common, and so also are

diseases of the heart and lungs. A grey-headed negro is hardly ever

seen, and the pearl divers of Bahrain are notoriously a shorfc-lived race,

though this possibly is due rather to their occupation than to the climate.

Natural products and wild animals ,—The only minerals of value in

Bahrain have been mentioned already in the paragraph on geology.

There is almost no natural vegetation ; mangroves in the creeks and a

few her trees in other places appear to be the only exceptions ; there is

not even grass except what is artificially cultivated. A kind of small

gazelle (believed to be Arabica) is not uncommon in the less inhabited

parts of the main island ; and hares and mongoose are fairly numerous.

The Houbara bustard is a winter visitor, and the Shaikhs keep hawks

(imported from Persia) for hunting it. Sandgrouse also are sometimes

seen, but are not apparently sought after by native sportsmen.

Population and tribes,—No census has ever been taken of the popu-

lation of Bahrain, but we subjoin here a rough estimate based on

the reported number of houses. The totals of souls have been calculated

on an assumed average of 5 persons to a house ; and if, as is not improb-

able, the figure assumed is too low in the towns, the totals for urban

population must be proportionally increased.

Island.
!

Towns,
Sunni
towns-
people.

Shi'ah
towns-
people.

Sunni
vil-

lag*es.

Snnnl
vil-

lagers.

Shi’ah
vil-

lages.

ShVah
vil-

lagers.

Bahrain
^

Manamah

Budaiya’

9,800

8,000

15,000

Nil.
6,275 73 19,450

Muharraq
^

Muharraq

Hadd

19,000

8,000

1,000

Nil.
7775 3

1

2,750

Na’asan (XJmm) Nil Nil. Nil. Nil. Nil. Nil. Nil.

Nabi Salih Do. Do. Do, Do. Do. 2 375

Sitrahl Do. Do.

i

.

Do. 1 3 50 7 1,600

Total 44,800 16,000 19 14,200 85 24075
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The principality then contains, on such an estimate as it is possible

to form, 4 towns with a population of 60,800 souls and 104 villages

with a population of 38,-276; in all 99,075. To these must be added

about 200 non-Muhammadans at Manamah, making a grand total of

99,275 settled inhabitants. The only nomads are Na^im Bedouins, who

frequent the island in varying numbers, and a few Ka^aban who have

no settled residence.

Of the whole population of about 100,000 souls some 60,000, chiefly

townsmen, are Sunnis and about 40,000, mostly villagers, are Shi^ahs.

The largest community—for it cannot be called a tribe—in the princi-

pality is undoubtedly that of the Bahranis or Baharinahj who compose

nearly the whole of the Shl^ah community and more than three-fifths of

the rural population. The remainder of the people, except a few foreigners

such as Persians and Basrah Arabs, Hindus, Jews, etc., belong to various

Sunni tribes or classes, of which the most important, numerically or for

other reasons, appear in the following synopsis ;

—

Name.
NumlDer

of
lioases.

Where located. Eemarks,

’Ainain (A1 Bu) 95 Askar and Muharraq
Town.

Belong to the Msliki
sect of Sunnis.

’Ali (il Bin-) 500 ’ Mubarraq and Hadd
Towns.

Do.

’Amamarali 140 Budaiya’ and Mu-
barraq Town.

Do.

Dawasir 1,000 Budaiya’ and Zallaq. Do.

Dha’in (Al) 10 Mubarraq Town. Do.

Huwalali 3,080 Manamab, Mubarraq
Town, Budaiya’,
Hadd and Halat-bin
Anas.

Like the bhi*ali

Babarinab the
Huwalab are a
class, not a tribe.

All are Sunnis, but
some are of the
Maliki and some
of the Shafi'i persua-
sion.

Jana’at 3 Manamab. Belong to the Maliki
sect of Sunnis.

Ka’aban 60 4 at Jasahah and J wan-
dering near Jabal-ad-
Dukban.

Do.
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Name.
Number

of
houses.

Where located. Remarks.

Kiialid (Bani) of the

Dawawdah flection

50 Jasrab. Belong to the Maliki
sect of Sunnis.

Kibisati 8 Jasairah and Bifa’-al-
Gharbi.

Do.

Kuwairah (A1 Bu) 20 Muharraq Town and
Hadd.

Do.

Madbaliakah 150 Bnsaitin. Do.

Maqla (A1 Bin-) 100 Halat Abu Mabur. Do.

Manana’ati 120 Qalali, Muharraq
Town and Hadd.

Do.

Mu’awadah 20 Muharraq Town. Do.

Muraikhat 15 Halat Umm-al-Baidb. Do.

Musailam (Al) 25 Muharraq Town, Hadd
and Halat Abu Mahur.

Do.

Na’im Fluctuating Mostly nomad, but 154
settled families are found
at Halat-an-Na’im, Umm*
asb-Sbajar, Umm-asb-
Sbajairab, Hslat-as-
Sulutab and Hifa’-al-
Gharbi.

Do.

Negroes (free) 860

1

1

Manamab, Mubarraq
Town, Budaiya’, Halat
Abu Mabur audBifa’-
asb-Sbarqi.

There are free negroes
in other places also,

but in the lists of
villages they have
been treated as of
the tribe or class

among whom they
dwell. Only about
50 of the free
negroes in Bahrain
formerly belonged
to Sbi'ah masters
and are now them-
selves Shi*ahs.

Negroes (slaves, but
living separately from
their masters)

1,160 Budaiya’, Mubarraq
Town, Halat Abu
Mabur, Manamab
and Bij^’-asb-Sbarqi.

Negro slaves at places

other than those
mentioned bate not
been distinguished
in the tables of
villages from the
tribe to which
their masters belong.
Only about 20 of
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Tlie soil is perhaps ' not sterile, although, without cultivation, it does not

ordinarily produce even grass ; deficiency of rainfall is probably the chief

reason, for in exceptionally wet years grass is said to grow knee-deep all

over the central depression of the main island to the edge of the

Mimlahat-al-Mattalah, All cultivated land is irrigated from springs or

wells. The springs are many and copious, but the low level at which

many of them lie makes it necessary to conduct the water to the planta-

tions in very deep cuttings, which in places are lined with stone and in

others are carried through outcrops of rock. Irrigation is of 3 kinds,

and date plantations are distinguished as Nakhl-as-Saih

Dulab and Nakhl-al-Gharrafah ; of these the first kind

is watered by gravitation from flowing channels, the second by a lift of

1 or 2 skins raised by bullocks or donkeys walking down a slope, and the

third by a Gharrafah or lever and skin with a counterpoise.'^ Fish-manure

is used to fertilise the date groves. Agricultural produce is brought to

market daily in the Manamah bazaar, and weekly at the Suq-al-KhamTs

fair (on Thursdays) and at a place near QaFat-al-^Ajaj (on Mondays).

The most valuable of the domestic animals are donkeys of a particular

breed, from 12 to 13*1 hands in height; they avie generally white but a

few incline to greyness, probably on account of impure breeding. The
stock was originally imported from Hasa and is perhaps the finest kind
of donkey in the world. The females, being less noisy than the males,

are sold at higher prices, and a good one sometimes fetches as much as

E500; the stallions are all sold to professional donkey boys, who hire

them out in the towns for riding oi* carrying loads. Only about 200 of

these donkeys, it is said, now exist upon the islands ; but the number of

donkeys of all sorts, according to the statistics obtainable, is nearly

2,000. The ordinary donkeys, about 1,800 in number, are of all colours—
white, grey, black and brown—and vary in height from 12 to 10, hands
and less; they are useful and capable of hard work. The provender of

donkeys is chiefly lucerne, dates and grass. Horses are only kept by the

family of the ruling Shaikh : they are generally of pure N ajdi blood, but
have somewhat deteriorated through being bred in an unsuitable climate.

No horses are bred for exportation : those owned are about 50 in number.
About 100 camels are owned by the Shaikh and his family and perhaps

50 others belong to private individuals at the two who employ
them in carrying water to Manamah for sale. There is a small but fine

local breed of cattle, famous even on the Persian coast for their milking

* The Gharrafah is handled by one man. The counterpoise is generally a basket
of earth.
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qualities ; the beef of Bahrain however, which sells locally at about 6 annatj

per Ib.j is by no means first-rate. Cattle of ail sorts in the islands are

reported to amount to about 850 head ; they are stall-fed upon dates,

lucerne, bhoosa, dried fish and old bones and are sometimes unable to walk

on account of their over-grown hoofs. Sheep and goats are few and are

hardly owned outside the principal island, there being no grazing else-

where except upon Umm Na^asan; it is estimated that there are in all

about 500 sheep and 700 goats, of which 600 belong to the leading

members of the A1 Khalifah or ruling family, 400 to the larger Arab

tribes, and £00 (stall-fed) to individual townsmen of Manamah and

Muharraq.,^ Mutton and goats’ flesh, mostly imported, sells locally at

7 to 8 annas per lb. according to quality.

Pearl and sea fisheries .—The pearl fisheries of Bahrain are the most

important in the Persian Gulf except those of Trucial ’Oman ; they employ

917 boats and afford occupation to over 17,500 men, the Bahrain pearl

boat being thus manned on the average by about 19 men.

The local sea fisheries are productive and afford a livelihood to a

considerable proportion of the coast population. The fish are taken both

with nets and in tidal weirs or enclosures called Hadhras made of

reeds, some of which surround large areas.

Communications and navigation ,—The Bahrain islands are travers-

able in most directions with riding and pack animals ; in ii'rigated

tracts the water channels, which would otherwise seriously impede
movement, are generally sufficiently well bridged. The most important

route in the islands is that from Manamah to the two E>if3»^S : wayfarers

travelling by it either ford the Maqta'’-at-Tubli creek or go round the

head of it, 1 mile further west, according to the state of the tide.

A table * of the various kinds of craft owned in the ports Df Bahr'am

is given below. c r

Island.

j

Port. 1
%
s

Batlls.

DQ

1
1

to

'o'

s

•a

“•1
-1-^ <

.5* a
Id a
rSiOi

,

QQ

Mashuwalig

or

Jolly

boats.

Totals.

I

Bahrain Island Anas (Halat Bin) ... ... • •• ... ... 6 9

»» >1
*Aqnr ... ... ... ... 3 ... e

99 )» 'Askar ... 1 ... 1 ... 17 19

Caibried over ... 1 ... 1 3 23 34

* This table may be compared with the estimate given by Pelly in his Iteport ok
Tribes, etc., 1863.

1? ft
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Island. Port.
m

%
*1

CQ

Batlls.
s
i=j

1
a

IC9

.d QQ
CO

Mashawahs

or

Jolly

boats.

"o

Broxiglit for^rard ... 1 ... 1 3 23 34

Baiir; in Island Barhar, Dhaz and Bani

1

J imra,h
... ... ... 15 17

»» 99 Budaiya’ ... 11 ... 10 66 37 114

>5 99 Iswar (Hal at Bin-) ... ... • •• ... 3 16

»» 99 Jau ... 4 ... 28 32

ti 99 Jufair ... ... ... ««a 13 15

99 Ma’amir ... ... 2 22 ... 24

f> 99 Manamah 2 6 1 100 109

S) 99 Rumman (Eas-ar-) 1 2 1 ... 15 19

9* 99 Ruqa’ah and Juhailat ... ... 23 ... 23

19 Sanahis ... 2 23 ... 30

>9 99 Sharaibah ... ... 10 ... 13

»• 99 2allaq ... ... 5 19 9 83

Munarraq Island Bnsaitin ... ... 8 12 26 46

>9 Dair ... ... ... 1 25 26

99 99 Hadd 8 ... 42 183 21 249

9* 99 Muharraq Town ... 40 14 68 189 396 707

39

9 J

99

39

Na^im (Halat-an-)
and

Sulntah (Halat-as)

... 5 ... 12 60 4 71

99 99 . Qalali ... ... ... 55 4 69

99 99 Samahij
... ... ... ... 6 6 12

S9 99 Shajairah (IJinm-aBh-) ... ... 1 14 15

99 99 Shajar (Umm-ash-) ••• ... ... 2 15 ••• 17

NaM Salili Island Kaflan and Qurjah ... ••• 1 8 10

Sitrah Island Muhazzah ••• ... 30 1 31

99 99 Quriyah ... ... ... 19 ... 19

99 99 Snfalah ... ... ... 19 ... 19

Total'num'ber of vessels 3 60 22 160 789 694 1,760

Total tonnage . .
'

.
"

. 365 1,847 563 3,482 :9,615 4,473 20,720

Total hands employed 99 2,010 167 3.090 9,748 2,942 1*8,390

The oolTimn of totals in the table above includes some vessels of which
the class has not been ascertained, “

-
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A word is necessary as to the uses for which these various types of
vessels are suitable ; a certain ntunber are convertible and ai'e not restricted
to one form of employment. Trading vessels are Baghlahs, Bum?, Shu^ais
and Mashuwahs; pearl boats are chiefly Baqarahs, MashuwahSj Sambuks
and Batils ; cargo lighters are Bums of a wide flat-bottomed species
called Tashashil thALsJ

; ferry boats are M ashuwahs and Shu^ais, and so
are fishing boats. It has been ascertained that there are in Bahrain about
100 vessels used for trade which run to Qatif, ’Oqair, Qatar, Trueial
0lll3.ll and the Persian Coast, some of them even to India, Southern
Arabia and Zanzibar

j 917 which proceed to the pearl banks ; SO cargo
lighters in Manamah harbour, of which half are Bums

; 300 ferry-boats
plying chiefly between Manamah and Muharraq Town; and 600
fishing boats. The total of these figures is 1,947, clearly illustrating our
statement as to partial convertibility.

Manufactures The leading handicrafts of Bahrain are

saihnaking and the manufacture for local sale of woollen ^Abas, lungis
both white and coloured, and checked sheeting. Matting is woven
from fine Hasa reeds and is the best obtainable in the Persian Gulf.

A new textile industry has recently spnmg up in the manufacture of a

striped cotton cloth from which Qahas and Zabuns are made, and the
output of this material now amounts to about 100 pieces weekly*

Bahrain is famous throughout the Persian Gulf for its boat build-
ing, and this industry gives employment to about 200 carpenters. In
1903-04 nearly ISO boats, ranging in price from fiSOO to RS,000, were
sold to purchasers in Qatar and Trueial ’Oman. The timber and
nails used in construction are chiefly from India.

Foreign trade.—Bahrain is the principal pearl market of the Persian

Gulf. It is also an emporium of general trade with the mainland of

Arabia
;
but its former function is the more important, and it is probable

that, if the pearl beds were to fail, the Shaikhdom would shortly be
reduced to. comparative insignidcanee. Impoi-ts are oyster shells and
pearls from the neighbouring seas and coasts ; rice, cotton piece-goods,

silk piece-goods, embroidery, spices, coffee, sugar, tea, eoii-rope, timber,

metals, hardwai-e and haberdashery from India; barley, wheat, ghi,

carpets, rosebuds, rosewater, firewood, almonds, currants, gram, walnuts,

live cattle, sheep and goats and some henna from Persia ,• fruit and
sweetmeats from the Sultanate of ’Oman; ’Abas, dates, ghi and hides

from Hasa ; dates, fruits and some sheep and ghi from Qatif:

sheep, a few ’Abas and a little wool from Kuwait ; dates, ghi, M&sh,-
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6 Qabdhat

Dhira’

Ba^

Amya]

Farsakh

3^ Barid

86 U Darjali

1,000

3

4

= 1 Dbira^ or cubit

c= 1 Ba^ or “ fatbom/^

=s 1 Mil Hashimi cly® or mile/’’

= 1 Farsakh or bour^s-walk/^

= i Barid or postal runner’s stage/*

= 1 Darjali or degree/’

= 1 Dairat-al-Ardb u^j^I U fo or circuit of the

eartli/’

Of these only the Qabdbali, Dhira^, Ba’ and Farsakh are known to

ordinary illiterate people. The Dhira’ is equivalent to 18| English inches*

Qemral administration .—The (Tovernment of Bahrain is of a loose

and ill-organised character. It is ruled by a Shaikh—at present ’Isa *bin-

’Ali—who, with the assistance of a Wazir or principal adviser, disposes of

matters of political or general importance and personally governs, unless

when absent on sporting expeditions to the mainland, the island of

Mnharraq and the part of Bahrain Island which is adjacent to

Manamah. During four months in the hot weather the Shaikh has

his seat at Manamah : his headquarters during the rest of the year are at

Muharraq Town, but he indulges in frequent journeys. A brother,

sons, nephews and other near relations hold fiefs in various places, of

which they have almost independent possession for life ; upon these estates

they collect taxes for their own behoof and exercise magisterial and

seignorial jurisdiction. The most important semi-independent holding

of this sort at the present time is in the hands of the Shaikh’s brother

Khalid; it includes the islands of Sitrah and Nabi Salih, as well as all

the villages on the east side of Bahrain Island to the south of Khor-al-O

Kabb and the inland villages of Rifa’-ash-Sharqi and Rifa"-al-Gharbi*

These fiefs are resumable at the death of the holder : in theory, at least,

there is no obligation to continue them in favour of heirs.

Class disabilities and privileges .—Under the regime of the Shaikh

and his relations the condition of the Baharinah, who form the bulk of

the cultivating class in the principality, is unhappy. They are subject to

a constant Sukhrah or corvee which affects their persons, their boats

and their animals
;

their position in regard to the land is that of serfs

rather than of tenants at will ; and if they fail to deliver a certain amount

of produce, which is often arbitrarily enhanced by the Shaikh’s servants

and relations, they are summarily evicted from their homes and in some

cases are beaten and imprisoned as well. Some of the BabL§,rinall are

in theory landowners, having been allowed in the past to purchase
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gardens and obtain Sanads for the same ; but their estates are often

resumed for no valid reason : even the sons of the present ruler have been

guilty of this injustice. The crops of the Baharinah are frequently

stolen by the Bedouins who range the island or are damaged by their

animals. It does not appear that the Baharinah are ever put to death

without a regular trial by a Qadhi ; but there is reason to suspect that

deaths due to ill-treatment sometimes occur among* them^ and their

women are apt to be molested by the Shaikh^ s servants. If oppressed

beyond endurance the Baharinah might emigrate to the Qatif Oasis^

and a consciousness of this possibihty is the principal check upon the

inhumanity of their masters.

The position of the Dawasir of Budaiya^ and Zallaq is somewhat

peculiai. With their neighbours the Baharinah they have little to do j

and their relations with the Shaikh of Bahrain are distant though not

unfriendly. They insist on being dealt with through their own chiefs,

and they have given the Shaikh of Bahrain clearly to understand that,

if he should take any action affecting them of which they disapprove,

they wiU quit Bahrain in a body. It is considered, however, that the

extensive purchases of date plantations which four or five of their head-

men have made of late years in the vicinity of their settlements now
render this threat difficult, if not impossible, of fulfilment.

The Bedouins, chiefly Na'im, of whose presence the islands are never

free and whose number reaches its maximum in the hot weather, are a

cause of much trouble and annoyance to the settled inhabitants
; but

they are patronised and encouraged by the Shaikh from an idea^ pro-

bably erroneous, that they would rally to his side in an emergency.

’Religious and legal institutions,^—The Shaikh of Bahrain and his

family and tribe are Sunnis, and the Sunni form of Islam consequently

enjoys, as it were, official recognition and preference.

Serious cases of a criminal nature and important cases of civil law not

relating to mercantile transactions or to the pearl fisheries are referred by
the Shaikh to an official chief Qadhi—at present Jasim-bin-IVlahza^ of

Hanamah—who is a Sunni ; and, provided that the whole of the parties

are Bahrain subjects, the fact that some of them may be Shl'^ahs does

not affect the established procedure in this respect.

Minor cases, especially those of a civil character, are sent ioi*

settlement, if both parties are Sunnis, to Shaikh Sharaf«bin-Ahmad
of Uullarraq, Sunni • and, if both parties are Shi-'ahs, to Shaikh

^ The Foreigrn Proceedings of the Government of India for April 1901 contain sojnd
information tinder thifi head.
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Alimad-biii-Hurz of Manamali, Shi^ah: to this extent the right of

Shi^ahs to have their cases disposed of by co-religionists is recognised.

The secular arm is brought into play by the Shaikh to enforce the

findings, on the criminal side, of these various judges ;
the latter,

unfortunately, are reported to discharge their functions with the

maximum of injustice/^* Besides the legal experts whose names have

just been mentioned, there are at the present time in Bahrain 7

other Sunni Ciadhis and 2 Qadhis of the Shi^ah persuasion who are

permitted by the Shaikh to adjudicate on cases which the contesting

parties may agree to refer to them. It is believed that, in criminal

matters, the headmen of Sunni tribes other than those residing in the

towns of Manamah. and Mliharraq wield considerable magisterial

powers
3
and it is probable that landowners of the Shaikh^s family and

their agents exercise a similar authority in regard to the agricultural

Baharinah. It is understood that the Baharinah, who, as we hate

seen, are not generally landowners, are accustomed to submit their*

matrimonial cases and petty disputes about moveable property iot

settlement to their village Mullas.

Mercantile cases, especially those in which foreigners are concerned, are

decided by a tribunal t called variously the Majlis-al-'^Urfi or

Majlis-at-Tijarah that is the Customary or the Commercial

Court. This body, of which the permanent members are nominated

by the Shaikh in consultation with the British Political Agent, possibly

bad its origin in arrangements made long since for settling by
arbitration claims which arose between British subjects and persons

anienable to the jurisdiction of the Shaikh of Bahrain +

;

but it hds

how existed for at least 50 years, and has come to be regarded

the only authority in the islands competent to settle mercantile suits.

In practice Such suits, if both parties are Bahrain subjects and the

dispute is one of fact only, are often irregularly settled by the relations or

servants of the Shaikh ; but all questions of principle, by which the

interests of foreigners might afterwards be aftected, are referred to

the Majlis for decision, and the .Shaikh admits a moral obligation to

make use of the Majlis on all suitable occasions. When one or more of

the parties to a case is a British subject, or when none of the parties

are Bahrain subjects, the Majlis is ordinarily convoked by the British

^ Since the Jlolitical crisis of February 1905 the administration of justice in

Bahrain has somewhat improved. Public opinion on the subject is growing more
powerful, largely in consequence of a steady influx of protected foreigners.

t Regarding the Majlis, etc., see letters from Major P. Z. Cox, Resident In the

Persisin Gulf. No 76 of 25th February and No. 516 of 4th March 1906 ; the Govern -

ment of India's Foreign Proceedings for April 1901 may algo he consulted.

J Some authorities, however, suppose it to be a purely indigenous institution.
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Political Agent and sits at the British Political Agency, but a represen-

tative of the Shaikh is allowed to be present, and his presence is

occasionally requested by one of the parties ; the finding in such

circumstances becomes operative only after it has been approved by

the British Political Agent.

Cases arising out of pearl diving operations or the pearl trade are

determined hy a board of arbitration, known as the Salifat-al-Ghaus, of

which the constitution and powers are described in another place. ^

Judicial fees (called Khidmah ) are levied, sometimes by the

Gladhis, sometimes by the Amirs or Bazaar Masters of the Manamah
and Muharraq towns, and sometimes (particularly in large cases) by

the Shaikh himself. In small cases the plaintiff generally pays Khid-

mah on the amount of his decree
;
but sometimes he is made to pay

10 per cent, on the amount of his claim, even if he does not obtain

a decree in full. If the plaintiff loses his case Khidmah is not taken,

unless it had been recovered in advance. In large cases the Shaikh is

careful always to take Khidmah in advance.

Finafice.’f—'The budget of the Bahrain principality is at the preseht

time^ in rough outline, as follows J 2
—

Receipts;

1

Eipenditdre.

f

Es. Rs;

Sea custonds. 1,50,000 Personal expehses of the 1,00,000

Agricultural dues (vzs:., the pro- 1 ,00,000
Shaikh (including salaries of
bodyguard).

duce of state gardens and a

tax called Nob on the

gardens of private individuals

from whom it can be col-

Special expenses (in contiectioii 30j000
with marriages, journeys, etc.).

lected).

Tax on pearl boats.

Judicial fees, succession duty (at

12^000

30,000

Allowances to members of the
Shaikh’s family.

1,00^000

10 per cent.) on all estates ,

Expenses of the administrationttansferred by inheritance, etc.

Rent of town lands, shops and 14,000

UiOOO

Khans.

Miscellaneous (including secret 4,000

Subsidies and presents to

Bedouins,
66,000

extortions).

Total
i

3,00,000 TdTAL

^ See the Appendix on tbe Pearl Fisheries,

t The Foreign Proceedings of the Governmeut of India for October 1905 maj be

eonsulted.

I The table below may be compared with that at page 06 of the Fersiaix Gulf

Administration Report for 1873-74. .
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In addition to monetary taxes the Shaikh takes for himself one-

twentieth of the slaughter animals imported from abroad ; this parti-

cular trade is considered not to be included in the lease of the sea

customs.

It will be observed that the above is the budget of the Shaikh of

Bahrain alone, and that the column of receipts does not include the

amounts which are wrung by fief-holders of the Shaikh^s family from

the villages situated in their estates. A poll tax called Taraz

is among the additional imposts to which the agricultural Baharinah
are at times subjected. In the Sunni villages as a rule, and especially

in those where one tribe largely predominates, there is either no taxation

at all or the proceeds go to the tribal chief instead of to the Shaikh of

Bahrain or members of his family.

Military and na^oal resources .—Altogether the Shaikh of Bahrain

and his principal relations and servants maintain about 540 armed men,
distributed somewhat as follows : —

Shaikh ^Isa-bin-'Ali, Shaikh of Bahrain . . 200
Shaikh Khalid, brother of ^Isa . „ . ,100
Shaikh Hamad, son of ^Isa ... .80
Shaikh IVluhammad, son of ^Isa • . .30
Shaikh ^Abdullah, son of ^Isa .... 30

The Bazaar Master of Manamah . . ,50
The Bazaar Master of Muharraq • . ,50

Total ^ 540

Of this force about 200 men are armed with rifles, but the remainder, if

they possess firearms at all, have only matchlocks : all, however, carry

swords. For the defence of his dominions from foreign aggression,

however, and for the maintenance of order within, the Shaikh depends

not so much on these retainers as on the Nairn tribe, of whom he pro^

fesses to have large numbers at call. In point of fact the Naim of

Bahrain and Qatar only amount to about 4 00 fighting men all told, and

of these more than half are generally absent in Qatar, while not more
than 100 out of the whole number are mounted. The Shaikh, as already

mentioned, has a small but excellent stud of Arab mares, and he and his

family own about 100 riding camels.

Till lately he possessed several fast-sailing but unarmed Batils, of

which 2 or 3 were ordinarily placed at the disposal of the customs
contractors for the prevention of smuggling

^ these, however, have now
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disappeared, and when the Shaikh requires a boat he takes one by

Sukhrah.

ToUtical position andforeign interests.—lihQ treaty relations of the

Shaikh of Bahrain are exelusivtly with the Indian Government, who

maintain at Manamah, as their local representative, a European officer

of their Political Department having the local rank of Agent : this Agent

is subordinate to the British Political Resident in the Persian Gulf. The

maintenance of a charitable medical dispensaxy, built by local eontribu-

tionb and known as the Victoria Memorial Hospital, was undertaken

by the Government of India from 190u, and the institution itself has

been attached to the Political Agency. There is also a British post

office connected with the Agency.

British subjects ordinarily resident in Bahrain at the present time,

inclusive of officials but exclusive of an Indian military guard for the

Agency, are : European British subjects, % j Eurasians, 4 ; Native Chris-

tians, 2 \
Hindus, 69 ;

Muhammadans, 122 ;
Jews, 6. In the hot weather

the number of Hindus under British protection rises to about 175, and

that of Muhammadans to 150. One British mercantile firm and 2

British steamship companies are represented in the islands ; and there are

22 resident Hindu and 11 resident Muhammadan traders who are

under British protection.

After the political and commercial interests of Britain in Bahrain,

the interests of the United States, arising from a mission of the

Reformed (Dutch) Church of America, are the most important
j this

mission, which is at Manamah, was founded in 1893.

Of more recent origin, and less extensive, are the German interests

represented by a commercial firm.

A small island in tlie Shatt-al-^Arab close to its right bank at a BAHRI*
little more than 6 miles below the mouth of the Karun

;
immediately YAH

below it is 6at’ah Island, from which a small channel only divides itj

and opposite to it, on the other side of the main stream, is the upper end

of Haji Salbiiq Island. Bahriyah lies off the centre of the tract called

Gat^ah on the right bank of the Shatt-al-’Arab ; its length, up and down
stream, is a little over half a mile

; its breadth is considerably less. The

mhabitants, who belong to various tribes and liye in huts, number
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about 80 souls. Tbey possess about half a dozen cattle^ a score of sheep

and goats and SO date trees besides fruit trees of other kinds. Bahriyah
is in Turkish territory : it is owned by the present Shaikh of Muham-
mareli and by the family of 'Abdul Wahhab.

A village on the ooast of the Euus-al-Jibal District in the ' Oman
Sultanate

;
the mountains rise behind it at a distance of about 1| miles

It consists of about 450 houses of Sbihiih, nearly all of the Bani Shatair
but a few of the Bani Hadiyah section, and is situated in Dibah bay
about 1 mile noi-th of Hisn-ad-Dibah «oJI or Dibab proper, but
it is sometimes regarded as a part of Dibab. From the sea the" two
places appear to form one town with a background of date palms, but
in reality they are separated by a watercourse up which the sea runs
for about 200 yai-ds. The inhabitants live by date-cultivation and
fishing and own about 14 sea-going Samhuks which cany dates and
fish to Masqat Town and places in the Persian Gulf. A little wheat
barley and sweet potato is grown both in the date gardens and behind
the town, and dates are exported. There is one provision shop kept by a
Persian. Bai'ah is the southernmost village in Euus-al-JibSl on the
eastern side of the ' Oman Promontoiy, but it is controlled by a Shaikh
appointed from Zumzar.

A creek on the coast of Trucial ’ Oman which, leaving the sea half-
way between Jazirat-al-Hamra and Umm-al-Qaiwain, runs parallel to
the coast for 4 miles at a distance of 1 mile inland and terminates in the
bay of Umm-al-Qaiwain, entering the same at its north-eastern corner.
The island thus formed is known as Siniyah ^ and belongs to the
Umm-al-Qaiwain PrincipaHty : it has no date trees but contains the
ruins of two deserted villages, namely xMaUah at the north-east end
where there is an unoccupied fort belonging to the Shaikh of Umm-aj’
Qaiwain, and Siniyah at the south-eastern extremity, where an old
mosque may be seen. It is said that scarcity of water obHged the inhabit
ants to migrate to Umm-al-Qaiwain Town. The Shaikh of Umm-al-
(^iwain sometimes goes hawking on the ialaod.
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A very short valley in the Masqat District of the ’OmSn Sultanate :

it begins 3 or 4 miles soath and a little west of Masqat Town, runs 3|

miles to the north-west and then tmms due north reaching the sea at

Darsait 2| miles from the bend. The only places in this W adi are

Darsait at its mouth and Bait-al-Palaj, from which it takes its name,
1

J

miles from the sea. Euwi is close to tbe left bank of Wadi Bait-al-Palaj

at a point 3 miles from the sea; but its lands mostly drain to Wadi

^Adai, in which we have included it.

Bait^al-Palaj village is miles from Matrah Town ;
its main feature

(and raison d^Stre) is a large fortified residence of the Sultan of ’OmaU;

who comes to live here in the hot weather. There are young date

plantations watered by Falajsfrom the Wadi, Saih-al-Harmal, and Rawi.

A village has sprung up on the north-east side of the fort ; it contains

some stone houses and a considerable number of less substantial dwellings,

about 30 in all. The inhabitants are ^Awamir and are mostly connected

with the garrison : they possess 60 camels, 30 donkeys, 7 0 cattle and

200 sheep and goats. The situation of Bait-al-Palaj is open and airy

for this district and there is convenient access to the sea both at Darsait

and at Matrah ; with the latter Bait-al-Falaj is connected by a road

running through a natural opening in the hills which is called

Kharashif .

An important division of the Lur race ; they have their headquarters BAKHTI-
in the mountains between Shiishtar and Isfahan., but are found also in TARI
the districts of Dizful, Shflshtar and Ramuz in Northern 'Ayabistati

and in the plain of 'Aqili. In all these localities some Bakhtiyaris are TRIBE
permanently settled, while others make their appearance as cold weather

visitors and camp mostly to the south of Ab Bid between that place and

the Diz river. The plural of the name is Bakhtiyariha •

Divisions and distribution in ^Arabistm .—The sections of the

Bakhtiyari tribe form two groups known as the Haftlang and

the Chaharlang
;
the ruling chiefs of the whole tribe at the

present time belong to a section which is included in the Haftlang group.

The sections most frequently met with in Northern ^Arabistan are

perhaps the Shir ^Ali ^ and" Talawari t5;^3U5
^

-vrlio belong to the

Chaharlang group, as do also a section or incorporated tribe called Zanganeh

4^) . These three sections are aU represented in the Ramuz District^

BAIT-AL-
FALAJ
(WADI)
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of wMch the population is largely Bakhtiyari
; but in the SMshtar

District the settled Bakhtiyaris, almost without exception, are members
of the Shir ’Ali section. Eakhtiyaris are found in the Dizfdl District

permanently established in the villages of Ab Bid, Asad Khan (I),

Biyawtiyun, Chugheh Sabz, Chugheh Surkh, Dubandar, Kaunak,
Khusrauabad, Kutiyan, Najafabad, Salarabad, Sar Bisheh, Shahabad,
Shalgahi Buzurg and Kuchik, Shami, Sbamsabad and Siyah Mansur,
of some of which they have exclusive possession. In the Shushtar
District they occur at the villages of Grotwand, Jallakan and Pahwindeh ;

at Shalaili Buzurg and Kuchik, Qurumizi, Hasmawa, Chahargaweh,
^Abdullah Jarrah, Sufan, 'Abbas, Hilaleh, Sozi and Saiyid Hasan on the
Gargar; at Kunarpir, Lungur, Mahdiabad, Qal'eh Nan, Kut Saiyid
and Tabatti in Miyanab ;

and at Buraki and Yissareh on the Shatait ;

a few live also in Shushtar Town. There are a few Shir ’AK
Bakhtiyaris in the Hindiyan District at Gargari Balai.

Political organisation and ‘position in ’Ardbisldn,~-^h& political

headship of the Bakhtiyaris is vested in two chiefs, the Ilkhani

or paramount chief and the Ilbaigi or second chief, both of

whom are recognised by the Persian Government; the present Tlkbg Tii

is Najaf Quli Khan, Samsam-us Saltaneh, while the Ilbaigi is his cousin,

Ghulam Husain Khan, Shahab-us-Saltaneh. The Ilkhani and Ilbaiei

are however only two, out of a large number of Khans, relations, all of

whom are deemed to be chiefs of the tribe.

To the Khans belong, besides almost the whole of the Biamuz
District, the villages of Ab Bid, Kutiyan and Sar Bisheh, part of the

village of Kaunak and a water mill at 'Abdush Shah, all in the Dizful
District; the plain of 'Aqili, Gotwand and Jallakan in the Shtishtar
District j and 'Arab Hasan, Shaikh Jarrah and the site (at present

deserted) of Chahardmgeh on the Shatait. Each Khan is accustomed to

administer the tracts which he owns, and in spring the principal Khans
generally encamp in the neighbourhood of Ab Bid and take charge of the
whole surrounding country ; duriug the anarchy which prevailed in 1904
they even undertook the protection of the route between Shushtar and
D.zful and maintained an armed guard at Shushtar. The Bakhtiyari
Khans are responsible to the Persian Government for the revenue and
administration of the Ramuz District, where they own much property
and enjoy a good reputation as considerate and progressive landlords

;

and ’Alwaniyeh and Eaghaiweh on the borders of the Ahwaz District

of Southern 'Arabistau are also within their jurisdiction. In Ramuz
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the A1 Ehamis, and at ^Alwaniyeh and Eaghaiweh the Eamaid tribe

are subject to them and pay them taxes. Apart from land revenue in

agricultural districts, the Bakhtiyaris are said to pay an annual assessment

of 16,700 Tumans to the Persian Government.

GeneraL^k favoui’able opinion was formerly entertained by British

officers of the Bakhtiyaris, who were described as a manly and spirited

tribe ; but closer political relations with them in recent years have caused

them to appear rather in the light of truculent, avaricious and quarrelsome

savages. They are submissive to the authority of their Khans, but the

only bonds are those of money and fear, recalcitrant subjects being coerced

by spoliation and force of arms j little, if any, loyalty towards the chiefs

is apparent which is not due to the dictates of immediate self-interest.

The Khans appear to greater advantage as landlords in the RamilZ

District. They are not always at accord among themselves. 'J'he

total fighting strength of the Bakhtiyaris is about 20,000 men:

of these a very few are armed with rifles of recent patterns, perhaps

7,000 liave Martinis, and the rest carry smooth-bore muzzle-loading guns

of native manufacture. About 2,000 men are serviceably mounted and

some others possess inferior ponies. A good many mules and horses

are bred by the tribe and some of these find their way to India through

Muhammareh. The speech of the Bakhtiyaris is a dialect of Persian.

For more exact information in regard to the distribution of the

Bakhtiyaris in ^Arabistan and the property owned there by the chiefs

the reader is referred to the articles in this Gazetteer on the districts

mentioned. The Bakhtiyari Road from Nasiri to Isfahan, which

lies through the Bakhtiyari country, is noticed in the paragraph on

communications in the article on ^Arabistan. A more general account

of the Bakhtiyari tribe will be found in the Gazetteer of Persia,

A stream of Northern ^Arabistan; it rises near Qilab
^ BALARnD

a place situated in the hills of the Western Lurs about 30 miles noi-th or

and slightly west of Dizful Town; the name Qilab is derived from a BILARUD
bitumen spring. The Balarud, after irrigating the tract known as OjyUj

Mazra’eh Salihabad in the Dizful District, passes 5 miles west of Dizfiil

Town and then 1 mile east of Bunwar Nazir
;

it finally joins the Diz

]’iver from the west at a point 11 miles below Dizful Town. The

village of ^Amleh Karim Khan is partly irrigated from the Balarud.

b§ bed pf ^he Balarud is coarse shingle ; in summer the Balarud is dry
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except in pools
;
in autumn it becomes a flowing stream supplying many

camps o£ Sagwand Lurs ;
after heavy rain it is apt to become impassable

for one or tvo days.

BALUCHI Throughout this Gazetteer the name Baluchi^ sanctioned by English

TRIBES. usage, is used to designate the race or tribes which form the subject of

this article ; but the correct form of the word in Baluchistan is Baloeh

,
both for the singular and for the plural, and there the term Baloehi

refers only to the language spoken by the Baloeh. In Arabic the name

is Balush in the plural and Balushi in the singular.

In Baluchistan the name Bal5ch is strictly employed to designate

certain respectable middle-class tribes of the country only ; but in the

Gulfs of Persia and ’Oman, and consequently thror^hout this Gazetteer

{except in places in the articles relating to Persian Makran), it is used

in a wider sense to include immigrants from Baluchistan generally and

persons whose mother tongue is the Baluchi language. The principal

tribes of Baluchis proper represented in the area covered by this Gazetteer

are the Buzdars, Hots, Kalmatis, Lattis, Mullais, Bais, Rinds, Sangurs

and Shaizadahs, who are scarcely if ever mentioned by their tribal names

outside the limits of Persian Makran, also the Jadgals who in Baluchis-

tan are reckoned Baluchis, but elsewhere, and especially in the ’Oman

Sultanate, are generally distinguished under their proper name from other

Baluchis.

In the political divisions of the Gulfs of Persia and ’Oman Baluchis

are found chiefl.y in the Sultanate of ’Oman, where their number is

roughly estimated at 20
,
000

,
or, including Jadgals, at 30,000 souls. In

Trucial ’Oman they appear to number about 1,400, and in Turkish ’Iraq

about 3,000 persons
3
in the intermediate regions of Qatar, Bahrain,

Hasa and Kuwait they area negligeable element
3 and in Najd they are

apparently not found. A few occur in Southern ’Arabistan, chiefly as

mercenaries and dependents of the Shaikh of Muhammareh. On the

Persian Coast they are few until the district of Shamil is reached, in

which and in the Minab District they form an appreciable part of the

population. The district of Biyaban is, like the whole of Persian

Makran, almost altogether a country of Baluchis in the wider sense of

the term as explained above.

The Baluchis even abroad are seldom Shi’aHs, and they .settle more

readily among Arab than among Persian communities. Some remarks on
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those in the ^Oman Sultanate will be found in the article on that country^

and the article on Turkish 'Iraq explains the distribution of the Baluchis

domiciled there.

A village of about 40 mud houses^ situated at the southern apex

of the Miyanabj between the Gargar and Shata-it branches of the

Karun river just above their junction. The banks here, which stand

about 18 feet above the Gargar at low water, are submerged in floods.

There is a feny with 8 small boats, and a land route leads through the

Miyanab to Shushtar Town. The inhabitants of Band-i-Qir are

'Anafijeh Arabs who cultivate wheat and barley and own about SO mules

and some donkeys. The land revenue of the village was farmed for 1,500

Qrans in 1904. Band-i-Qir sends most of its produce to Nasiri and

receives most of its imports from Shushtar. Traces of the ancient city of

Lashkar or 'Askar Mukram exist on both banks of the Gargar from a

mile above Band-i-Qir upwards.

A village in the Jabal Shammar principality about 45 miles

north-east of Hail on the route to Najaf : it is also known by the name

of Taiyibat-al-Ism Baqa'a is picturesquely situated in a large

basin of whitish sandstone, which receives the drainage of a plain

between it and Jabal Jildiyah and also, it is believed, forms the conclusion

of Wadi Da'aijan on which stands Hail. The village consists of two

main parts, Uwaimi at the north and Sahabi at the south side

of the basin, and the plain between them is covered with a thick layer

of very bitter salt. These quarters consist each of a stone-walled enclo-

sure containing a number of miserable hovels, the iuhabitants being

of the Sa'adah section of the 'Ataibah tribe. A little to the east is a amall

intermediate hamlet called Sharqi ^JJ^ or Maraiqib
; it is

inhabited by Shammar of the Ja'afar section and is believed to be very

ancient. The total population nf Baqa'a is about 400 souls. The date-

groves are 5 miles in circuit and their produce excellent
;

corn and

* A view of Band-i-Qir is given in Chesney’s JSscpedition*

. t A sketch-map which includes the Baqa’a basin will be found at the end of

Huber’s Journal do Vo^agOf bat it does not entirely agree withhijs e^'lier deioription

of the place.

BAND-I-
QIE

BANDAKIL

or

BANAU-
DEH

BAQA'At
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barley also are soto every year. Water, bad and brackish, is at 40 feet

below the surface. Only one well, in Uwainai, yields passable water ; and

even that is bluish and milky in appearance.

Singular Baqqali A community represented by about 12 house-

holds at ffianamah in Bahrain and by 10 at Dohah in Qatar. They

perform menial service in the houses of the Bahrain and Qatar chiefs,

cultivate gardens, and are petty shopkeepers. Those of Bahrain are

Shi^ahs and are reckoned to the Baharinah
;

those of Qatar are Maliki

Sunnis.

In English formerly spelt Brymee/’ a remarkable oasis in the

district of Jau, in a tract situated between the ’Oman Sultanate and

Trucial ’Oman which may be described as Independent ’Oman ;
it was

ID

formerly known also as Tuwamiyah
,
but this name has fallen into

disuse.

Position and emlent.-^^The exact situation by latitude and longitude

of Jimi, oneof the most central villages in the oasis, is given in the

table of villages below; it shows the oasis to lie a little south of a

straight line drawn between the towns of Sohar and Abu Dhabi, about

65 miles west by south of the former, and 85 miles east by south of the

latter. The plain of Baraimi is bordered on the north by the wilderness

of Bamlat Kahal; on the east by well-wooded plains and small ridges of

hills belonging to the district of Jau ; on the south by Jabal Hafit ; and

on the west by the first dunes of an ocean of sand that stretches without

interruption to the coast of Abu Dhabi. The oasis is nearly circular

and its diameter is about six miles.

Inhabitants and villages, population of Baraimi amounts to

about 5,500 souls, of whom the .greater number are Dhawabir, some

are Na’im and a few areBaniTaS. The general condition of the people

is poor, probably in consequence of tribal warfare and chronic insecurity

• TLe map for the Baraimi Oasis is Poute taken ly Major P. Z, Cqx,

see fir^t footnote in article Trucial ’Cmai^<
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rather than o£ the natural conditions of their existence, and the

prosperity which seems to distinguish the place is said to be more

apparent than real. The food of the inhabitants is mainly dates and

coarse bread or rice, but they vary their diet with salt fish and goats'' or

camels^ flesh. Milk is abundant, and a hard cream cheese is made, the

juice of the euphorbia being sometimes used instead of rennet. The

women wear an unbecoming black veil and high-heeled shoes : their

work is to spin, to weave, to make felt, and to tend the goats and kine.

The following is a table, alphabetically arranged, of the villages of the

Baraimi Oasis ;

—

Name. Position. Nature. Bbmabeb.

*Ain Dhawahir About 3 miles
south of Barai-
mi Village.

j

A village of 280
houses of Dtia-
waiiir of the
Jawabir section.

Sometimes merely called 'Ain.
Tiie lands are watered by
2Falajs, one of which comes
from the east and the other
(called Bawudi

)

from Jabal Hafit* * Date
palms are estimated at

20,000, and livestock are
said to be 40 horses, 150
camels, 100 donkeys, 100
cattle and 1,000 sheep and
goats.

Baraimi Village 1 ^ miles east-

south-east of
JImi, of which
the position has
been astronomi-
callj determin-
ed.

... See article Baraimi Village.

Hill 2 tuiles north-
north-east of

Baraimi Vil-

lage.

A village of 80
houses of Dha-
wahir of the

DaiSrUiikah sec-

tion.

Irrigation is by a Falaj conv-
ing from the hills to the
north-east. Resources are
2,000 date palms, 40 camels,
20 donkeys, 20 cattle and
60 sheep and goats ; there
are no horses.

J3.hali 4 miles south-
west of Barai-
mi Village.

A date plantation
with a few huts
of care-takers.

The place belonged originally
to the ^Dhawahir, but it is

now owned by the Shaikh of
Abu Dliabi who reclaimed
it about ten years ago.
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Name. Position. Nature. B.EMABKS.

Jimi Situated, accord-

ing to careful ob-

servations bycir-

cum-meridional
altitudes of

the sun, in

latitude 24° 16'

10'' north and
longitude 55° 42'

- 30'' east, Madi’as
observatory be-

ing 80° 14' 51"

east of Green-
wich. It is

nearly in. the
- centre of- the

oasis.

A village of 200
houses of Dlia-
wShir of the
Bani Sa'ad sec-

tion.

The water supply is from the

east. Date trees are esti-

noated at 6,000 and live-

stock at 6 horses, 60 camels,

40 donkeys, 40 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

li£a’ataradli
1

3 miles south-
west of

Baraimi Vil-

age.

A village of 200
houses of Bba-
wStiir of the
Baramikah sec-

tion.

Water is from Jabal Hafitby
Falaj. There are said to be
here 4,000 date palms, 40
camels, 20 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 70 sheep and goats, but
no horses.

M as'udi 2| miles north-

north-west of

Baraimi Vil-

lage.

1

1

An encampment
of Bani Tas,
lately started by
Khallfah, the
eldest son of

the Shaikh of

Abu Dhabi.

The lands are watered by a
Falaj which first passes
Muraijib. As yet there are
no resources except a few
recently planted date trees.

Muraljib 2| miles west-

north-west of

Baraimi Vil-

lage.

An old aban-
doned fort,

adjoining the
Falaj which
goes to ^as'-
udi.

The fort was built and used
by the grandfather of the
present Shaikh of Abu
Dhabi.

^^aiiarab

9jUa5

1^, miles north-
west hy north
of Baraimi
Village.

A village of 120
houses of Dha-
wahir of the
Daramikah sec-

tion.

The lands are irrigated by a
Falaj coining from the
hills on the north-east. Re-
sources are estimated at
6,000 date palms, 60 camels,
30 donkeys, 40 cattle and
100 sheep and goats : there
are no horses.

Su'arab

ZjSu^

1 mile east by
south of
Baraimi Vil-
lage.

1

A village of 100
houses of ITa’-
imof the Qaia-
tisah section.

The Falaj by which the date
groves are irrigated comes
from the north-east. There
are said to be 10,000 date
trees here

; also 100 camels,
60 donkeys, 60 cattle and
600 sheep and goats.
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The villages are iiiiwalled and consist of houseS; built of mud and date

branches; which are scattered and concealed among the

Besides those occupied there are many empty and dilapidated habitations.

JgrimlUire*—The general aspect of the oasis ib verdant and fruitful.

The soil though thin is fertile, and streams of running water abound on

every side ; these are brought by Palaj from the hills, sometimes several

miles distant, and supply the deficiency of the slight rainfall. Each

village has its separate belt of date groves ; within the village the sub-

division of arable land among owners is minute, and individual holdings

are on the average extremely small.

Attention has been devoted with success to the culture of dates and other

fruits; of cereals and vegetables the quantity and quality are at best

moderate. Some of the best varieties of date are grown, including the

Fard, Khalas and Mibsali sorts
;
but they are not held in equal estimation

with the produce of Wadi Samail and Badiyah in the ’Oman Sultanate.

The palms of the oasis number about 60,000. Fruits other than dates are

lemons, sour and sweet limes, pomegranates, water melons, musk melons,

bananas, mangoes, graj^es, figs and olives : the papai also exists. Cereals

are wheat and barley in spring, and jowari and millet in autumn ; vegetables

include sweet potatoes, radishes, brinjals, beans, onions and garlic. Pulse,

cotton—both of the white and the red flowered varieties—and lucerne

yielding 8 to 9 crops a year are among the other products. Leguminous

plants are not here sown among cereals, but follow them in rotation

on the same ground
;

stubble, too, is ploughed in and never burnt. It is

said that coffee was once cultivated on the slopes of Jabal Hafit> but the’

plantations, if any ever existed, have now disappeared.

Livestock.—Horses are only seen in the possession of Shaikhs, and

cattle too are somewhat scarce ; but camels are cheap and abundant, and

donkeys are largely in use both as riding animals and as beasts of burden.

The villages of the oasis are reckoned to possess in the aggregate about

50 horses, 550 camels, 300 donkeys, 300 cattle and 2,500 sheep and

goats. Besides these a number of horses, said to be as many as 100, are

ordinarily kept by the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi in the Oasis,
A

Trade-—^There aie few or no professional traders, but a primitive local

market is Held eaoli afternoon in one of the quarters of Baraimi Village j

here commodities mostly change hands by barter. The foi’eigu trade of

Baraimi passes chiefly through the port of Sharjah, which is distant

nearly 80 miles north-north-westwards, but also to some' extent through

the other coast towns of Dhabi, Dibai and Sbhar.
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along the shore for about 3 miles and consists mostly of huts scattered

among the date-plantations. There is no harbour, only an open road-

stead. In the centre of the place rises a lofty fortress with flanking-

towers at the angles. The houses surrouDding the fort on east, south

and west number about 1,200, but some of them are empty and the

population of the town may be estimated at about 5,000 souls. The

inhabitants of the eastern quarters are chiefly Dawakah, Muwalik and

Mashafirah with some A1 Hamad and Siyabiyin ;
in the neighbourhood

of the fort the population is mixed ; the western quarters are tenanted

by Hirth, Ghawarib, Ma’awal, Muwalik, A.1 Badar, Hikman and Bani

Bu Hasan. There are also some Daru’. These Arab tribes (except the

Muwalik, most of whom are found here) number on the average only 20

households each and their number is exceeded by that of the Baluchis

and Jadgals who form the remainder of the population. A few Khojahs

also are found, and there are 11 Hindus, the latter representing 6

commercial concerns and enjoying British protection. Many of the

Arabs are Bedouins,— still owning cattle, sheep and camels,—who have

settled down and acquired date-plantations ;
and some should be classed

as a rural rather than as an urban population, occupying as they do a great

part of the country between the town and the promontory opposite the

Suwadi islands. Temporary Bedouin visitors are also numerous. In the

date-season the population of Barkah is swelled by immigrants from Mas-

qat Town and elsewhere who come to work as harvesters. Barkah is cele-

brated chiefly for its dates. The groves extend continuously from Wadi

Manumah ^ uiiles east of the town, to Wadi-al-Qrasim some

10- miles to westward of it, and the trees number 40,000 or more.

There is also some ordinary cultivation
; and in the month of August

large quantities of a shell-fish called Dok
^ resembling a cockle, are

collected and dried in the sun for export to the interior. Live-stock are

6 horses, 700 camels, 200 donkeys, 500 cattle and 3,000 sheep and goats.

The bazaar contains over 100 shops dealing in ordinary wares. Barkah

possesses- 20 large Badans and is the port of the villages in Wadis Lajal

and Ma’awal and partially of those in Wadis Tau and Bani Kharus,
as also of the town of NakhL The place is governed by a Wali with

a salary of ^1,800 a year on behalf of the Sultan of ’Oman, who also

maintains in the fort a ganuson of 20 men commanded by an ^Aqid. The
customs of the poi*t produce about f3,00n a year and $1,800 is realised

as Zakat ; the former amount is locally expended, and of the latter only

$1,200 reaches the Sultan’s treasury. The customs here have been under
direct management, instead o£ being f^med, since 1903-02.
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• vfflage, formerly clef-lien of the aadha of Shamiyali in Turkish bA’RUR
’Iraq; it is situated 17 or 18 miles east by south of the town of Najaf in (UMM-AL
the mai'shes which compose the Shamiyah district. The population of

Umm-al-Ba’rur is now very small, and the majority of the inhabitants,
<*'

though the place was till lately the administrative headquarters of a
Qadha, merely inhabit reed huts. Umm-al-Ba’rur is regarded as un-
healthy and was abandoned by the administration for this reason. Its

place has been taken by Hamidiyah
, a town which has sprung

up on the left bank of the Abu Kufuf canal about 2 miles above Umm-
al-Ba’i-ui'. Hamidiyah is said to contain 800 houses, 150 shops, 3
mosques, 3 Khans and 10 granaries, also a Government Saraiand barracks.

^

Anglice “ Bassadore,” a British station situated on the westernmost BASIDU*
point, similarly named, of Qishm Island and about 25 mQes east by north
of Lingeh Town. It includes a native village called Bandar Singau

^ '

about 1 mile to eastward of the remains of the principal settle-
ment described- below. The viUage of Nakhlistan, mentioned in the
article on Qishm Island, lies just outside the station and to the east of it.

Basidu Point is of low cliff rising 20 feet above high-water mark,
IS level on the top, and carries a few date-trees ; it is an airy position open
to all the winds that blow. The station has been practically unoccupied
rince the abolition of the Indian naval squadron; but three reservoirs, a
jetty extending to low-water mark, and a rifle-range laid out to 600
yards still exist. There are also a small building on which the Union
Jack- is hoisted daily, i of a mile south of the point, and a graveyard
which is maintained in good order. The former officers’ quarters, hospi-
tal, sepoy lines, bazaar and store houses have been allowed to fe,ll into
decay, being no longer requh-ed. There were never any permanent
defences, and the only establishment now existing for the public service
is a small coal dep6t in charge of a Native Agent who is also responsible
for the flag and receives a salary from the Indian Government. The

* i*® immediate surroundings are included in the Govern-

Chai-t,
i o.m&'SS, Bastdu. A discussion of the boundaries of tlie British station will
be found in the former glace (as also in the Proceedings for Jannary 19021 and awew of the approach from seaward in the latter. Some remarks on Basidu by
Sir L, Dane and Admiral Atkinsou-Willes are contained in the Foreign Proceedings
of the Government of India for Jnne 1904 and a general report by Lieutenant
V. Hunt in those for, August 1901.
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population of this part of the station is now only about 30 souls : it

consists of natives who inhabit some scattered mat huts.

Bandar Singau^ above mentioned, falls within the bounds of British

jurisdiction. The people are fugitive slaves and gain a living as fisher-

men and weavers of Lungis : they possess 6 boats. The village has no

trade and affords few supplies except water, for the collection of which

there are 8 reservoirs. There were formerly about 200 huts here, but

now nearly all are in ruins, and the population has fallen to about 20

souls. The reason for the decline of Bandar Singau is that residence

there is now discouraged by the British authorities lest the place should

become a base for the operations of smugglers in Persia.

The anchorage at Basidu extends parallel to the shore on the north

side of the point and consists of a belt J of a mile broad at i of a nodle

from the shore : the depth is 5 to 7 fathoms and the bottom, of clay, is

good holding-ground. The landing is inconvenient in a swell on

account of the rockiness of the coast, and at low water on account of a

mud-flat which is then uncovered. Outside the anchorage lies a channel

12 to 16 fathoms deep called the Gut, in which vessels avoid

anchoring. Protection against the Shamal, which here blows from

south-west by west, is given by the northern point of Beacon Shoal,

a narrow bank which curves round the west end of Qishm Island from

Basidu point for two-thirds of the way to Ras Dastakan
; of this bank

the northern half, about 2i miles long, is dry at low water and has its

extremity marked by a beacon. There is a deep but narrow and unnavi-

gable channel between Beacon Shoal and the coast of the island. Other

important features of the approaches to Basidu are the North Bank and

the Plat. The North Bank is a westward prolongation of the middle

shoal of Clarence Strait which has its final ending in the sea 7 miles

west-south-west of Basidu point. The Plat is a great bank carrying 2 to

3 fathoms at low water and lying round the whole south-western corner

of Qishm Island. It extends for more than 20 miles along the coast,

about ^ of its length covering the western and the remainder the southern

side of the island, and its northern end overlaps the south end of Beacon

Shoal and is outside it. The main entrance to the Basidu roadstead

begins between the Plat and the North Bank where it is 2 miles wide

and has 3| fathoms of water j it then runs between Beacon Shoal and

the North Bank, deepening as it goes to 7, and eventually to 9 fathoms.

There is a passage between the south coast of the island and

the Flat joining the ordinary entrance at Beacon Shoal; it contains

a channel of to 4^ fathoms, but this channel is not easy to find nor is
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it suitable for vessels so large as a second-class cruiser, though it might

be used by such in clear weather.*

The headquai’ters division of the Basrah Sanjaq of the Basrah Wilayat

in Turkish ’Iraq.

Position and loundaries .—The Qadha of Basrah is situated on both

sides of the Shatt-al-’Arab and extends from a few miles above Basrah

Town down to Zain on the right and down to the Persian fi-ontier upon

the left bank. It is bounded by the Qadha of Qumah on the north,

by Persian territory upon the east, by the Qadha of Fao upon the south,

and by deserts upon the west.

BASEAH
Sj-ai

QADHA

To^ogrofhy cmd inhalitants .—The most populous and important

place in the Qadha is the town of Basrah, to which a sepai-ate ai-ticle is

devoted; but Hamdan, Abul Zhasib and Zubair also are towns of

considerable size and consequence, and there are numerous large villages

such as Khorah, Muhaijaran, Sabiliyat and Abu Mughairah upon the

right bank of the Shatt-al-’Arab and Da’aiji upon the left bank. The

region is probably the most densely inhabited in Turkish ’Iraq and even

in the whole Persian Gulf. The main feature of the district and that to

which it owes its entire character is the Shatt-al-’Arab, in the article

upon which and its islands will be found detailed topographical informa-

tion about the whole Qadha. The rural tribes in the settlements irrigated

by the river are chiefly ’Atub, ’Idan and Muhaisin.

Population.— fixed population of the Qadha appears to be as

follows, according to the Nahiyahs of which the positions are explained in

the paraigraph on administration below :

—

Nshiyah of ’Arab (Shatt-al-) Oqq

„ Basrah (ie., Basrah Town) .... 68,000

» Hartbah 12,600

„ Khasib (Abul)

„ Zubair (».«., Zubair Town) .... 6,000

Total' . 160,000 souls.

About half the population of
, Basrah Town together with the

9 Vide Admiral AtkipsourWilles’ memoriindwii pf the 8tli December ISQ?,
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entire population of Zubair Town are Sunni Muhammadans^ and nearly

the whole remainder of the people are Shi^ahs; but there are about 2^500

Christians of various sects and about 2^000 Jews, both of which com-

munities are located chiefly in Basrah Town.

Resources .—The Zubair Nahiyah is situated in the desert^ but the other

Nahiyahs together constitute one of the richest date-producing tracts in

the world. Some cereals are grown in the more open lands^ and lucerne

and vegetables are cultivated among the date trees. Livestock also are

abundant and include buffaloes.

Administration .—This large as well as populous Qadha has no

separate Qaim-Maqam; being the Markaz Qadha of the Basrah

Sanjaq—which is the Markaz Sanjaq, in its turn, of the Wilayat

—

it is, according to the usual Turkish arrangement, in direct charge of the

Wali of Basrah. The Qadha is subdivided, as we have already seen, into

5 Nahiyahs. Two of these are simply the towns of Basrah and Zubair

;

the others are Harthah, which extends along the right bank of the

Shatt-al-’Arab from the borders of the Qadha of Qurnah to Basrah

Town
;
iVbul Khasib, which reaches along the same bank from Basrah

Town to Zain, the latter being included,*—that is to the commence-

ment of the FaO Qadha; and Shatt-al-‘^Arab, which occupies the left

bank of the river from the limits of the Qurnah Qadha down to the

Persian frontier.

BASRAH

TOWN.*

The name is believed to mean the Black Pebbles.^^ Basrah is the

second town of Turkish Hraq in political and commercial importance and

perhaps in population
;
in all these respects it is inferior to Baghdad, and

in the last it is possibly equalled by Karbala. Basrah is the ehef-heu of

the Tm’kish Wilayat similarly named, and such influence as the Ottoman

Government possess in Eastern Arabia and even in Najd is exerted

chiefly from Basrah. Old Basrah, which occupied a different site from

the modern, was famous for its schools of theological and philosophical

learning; but the present Basrah can lay no claim to any kind of

erudition.

Position and site,—Basrah,—the position of which, as the town is

rather scattered, we may take to be that of the British Consulate,—is

The best map is Plan of Basrah and its Bnvirons from a Turkish Survey,

1906 numbered 1389 in the Foreign Department Library, Simla.
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situated about 382 miles, as the crow flies, south-east of Baghdad ]

about 23 miles west by north of the neighbouring Persian provincial

capital of Mtlhammareh, and about 80 miles north by west of the Arab
town of Kuwait. By river it is 72 miles distant from the head of the

Persian Gulf, and by way of the Shatt-al-’Arab and Tigris it is 500
miles from Baghdad.

The town stands, enveloped in and interspersed with date groves, partly

near and partly upon the right bank of the Shatt-al-'’Arab, which here

flows fi’om north-west to south-east and has a breadth of 600 yai’ds ; the

surrounding country is flat and is intersected in every direction by tidal

creeks and irrigation channels.

After the Shatt-al-’Arah the dominant featm’es of Basrah are two

creeks, the Nahr-al-^Ashar and the Nahr-al-Khandaq ^
which leave the right bank of the river about 800 and 1,200 yards
respectively above the British Consulate ; both run inland, with slightly

winding courses, for 3 miles or more in a general south-westerly
direction ; and their breadth, which is about 50 yards at the entrance,

diminishes as they go.

Climate and toafer-supply,~In December and January the weather at
Basrah is cold, sometimes with frost at night ; the months of July, August
and September on the other hand are intensely hot. The greatest heat
experienced in summer is ordinarily about 112° Fahrenheit and in winter
the thermometer falls to 35° or lower. The hottest weather is generally
in July, and the coldest in January; in 1901 the thermometer rose to
118-2° on the 8th of July, and in 1902 in winter it fell as low as
82-5°. The annual average rainfall appears to be about 6 inches.
Basrah was once reputed very unhealthy, but it is now less so than
formerly ; nevertheless the climate is extremely trying during the summer
months, and it is malarious all the year round.

The drinking water of all who can afford it is fetched from the open
stream of the Shatt-al- ’Arab. Only the poorest classes of Basrah town
proper drink the water of the ’Ashar, but of these it has been remarked
with truth that they “use the canal from which they draw their drinkino"

water as a wash-tub, a bath, a dust-bin and a cesspool combined.”
We now proceed to describe the divisions and suburbs which in their

ensemble compose Basrah.

Tke town of Basrah ^proper.—The main town, which alone is properly
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called Basrah, extends along the south-eastern bank of the ^Ashar

creek, beginning at about two miles from the Shatt-^al-^Arab and ending

1 mile further on at a bridge called Jisr-abGhurban, beyond

which the ^Ashar is narrow and unfrequented. Some of the best native

residential houses at Basrah, occupied by officials and rich merchants,

are on the “^Ashar just below this bridge. The main bazaar runs from

near the ^Ashar creek southwards through the busiest part of the town

to a suburb called Mishraq ; it is about | of a mile long and is

built of brick and roofed all the way : at the end towards the ^Ashar

are a few shops which deal in European commodities. The town is said

to contain 7 mosques besides several shrines and Imamzadahs.

Doh and The spit between the ^Ashar and Khandaq

creeks is called Dob I
it is about half a mile broad and is overgrown

with dates except so much of it as is within a mile of the Shatt-al-'^Arab.

In this lower and open extremity there stands, upon the ^Ashar creek

at i to i a mile from its entrance, an important quarter of the town

which is generally known as Maqam ^Ali ^ or M aqam, but by the

Turks (together with the whole clear end of Dob) is styled ^Ashar.

Maqam contains houses, shops, cafes and a considerable population, and

it has a post office and telegraph office, the latter only for messages in

oriental characters 5
here too were a flour mill and an ice factory belonging

-tcra Jew, but theyhave lately been transferred to ^Ajairawiyah island.

Behind Maqam, more in the direction of the Khandaq creek, are the

unfinished barracks of the Turkish military garrison.

The ^Aslidr creelc ,—The •’Ashar creek has been partially described

above. It remains to mention that superior houses are now springing up

along its south-eastern bank ; some of these are occupied by Europeans

and one is the private residence of the present Wali of Basrah. Opposite

the middle of Maqam the •'Ashar creek is spanned by a wooden bridge on

piles which can be crossed by horses and vehicles and of which part can

be removed to allow boats with masts, etc., to pass.

The Khandaq The Khandaq creek, of which the general

character has already been outlined, is the seat of the grain trade ;
its

banks are lined with yards and dep6ts, and many Mahailahs and other

boats constantly lie moored within its entrance. The Khandaq is

bridged in two places, which are on a level with the upper and lower ends

respectively of Maqam. The lower of the two bridges, near to the grain
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market, is inferior to the ^Ashar bridge ; the other is of brick, but it is

broken in the middle and only planked across.

The hanks of the ShatUaWArab at Basrah .—A number of localities

which may fairly be considered as included in Basrah Town are situated on

the banks of the Shatt-al-*’Arab, partly above and partly below the British.

Consulate. These we enumerate, in the order in which they are passed

by the river, beginning with the furthest up-stream ;
—

Bigfht bank .
^

1

Left bank.

Rubafc (Nahr-at-) A creek, the next
above the Nahr-al-
Khandaq, from
which it is about
500 yards distant.

On the north side of
it are a new house
belonging to Mirza
Hamzah, the Arab
Secretary of the
Shaikh of Muham-
mareh, and a house
belonging to Raphael
Sayegh ; below it is

a house belonging to
Asfar and Co.

Gardilan A creek and large village
about 1 mile up-stream
from the British
Consulate. Below Gardi-
lan are 3 large houses
owned by Ibn-al-Faraib,
Salim -al-Badr and Mu-
hammad-ash-Sha*aibi; the
last of these 3 pro-
prietors is now in exile

and his house remains
unfinished. Some date
plantations at GardilSn
are owned by nephews
of the present Shaikh ot
Kuwait.

Khandaq (Nahr-
al-)

This creek, 1,200
yards above the
British Consulate,
has already been
fully described. On
the north side of the
entrance are the
premises of the
Basrah Trading Co.,
known as “ Bait
Muir but owned
by Asfar and Co.

'Ashar (Kahr-al-) This creek opens into
the river 300 yards
above the British
Consulate and has
been described at
length above.

Khastabkbanab
'Askari

dolA jjLwA.

A Turkish Government
hospital exactly opposite
the entrance of the
Ashar creek ; it was
originally a naval hospital,

hut is now used also by
the milit-iry authorities

end resorted to by the
general public. In maps
it is generally shewn as
Gardilan, but it should
rather be called TanUmah.

T
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Bigbt bank.

GazJirah (Kahr-

al-)

British Consulate A large handsome Ta
building with a high

(by Arabs called flagatatt upon the

Bait-al-Bslyoz hank of the river:

... it contain Sj besides

residence and

OT ofidoes of tbe Consul,

OunsulkhaQali a British Indian

{
‘»\ Post Office. Imme-

) diately above the

Consulate are the

offices of Messrs.

Gray, Mackenzie
and Co., and jnst

below it and a little

I further inland are

‘ those of Messrs.

Lynch Bros.

3iaz?Lrah (Kahr- A large village ; next

al-) below it is a house

xaVJ!ll ^ belonging to Saiyid

Eashim, a nepbew
of the present Naqib
of Basrah, about
goo yards below
tbe British Con-
sulate ; this house
is now leased to

Miessrs. E. Wonck-
haus and Co., tbe

' agents of the Ham-
burg-American Line
of steamers.

Sarai (Nahr-as-) A creek about 750
1

II
yards below the
British Consulate :

on the south side

of the entrance is

the house of the
Turkish Commodore
with the naval

barracks behind it.

Quarantine Office ^l^his office is only a i

Qj short way below tbe

Tanumah

ox
Karantinah CJo}umodore*s house

and stands on land
belonging to Astar

and Co. It is imme-
diately followed by a
bouse belonging to

M. Asfar, at present
leased to Manashi
KSiiah, a Jew ; and
below this again is

Mr. Hamilton’s
house, where there

IS a liquorice press.

A small village with some
cultivation about opposite

to the British Consulate.

During the crisis between
Turkey and Kuwait in

1901-02 about 8,000 troops

were encamped here on
ground generally used as

golf links by the British

community of Basrah.
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Ei|?ht bank Left bank.

Man§,wi-al-Pasha
(JMahr)

J.43

A creek, about a mile
below the British
Consulate, in which
Turkish Government
vessels sometimes
lie. A short distance I

up it is situated a
considerable village

suburb of Basrah,
consisting of about
400 bouses.

It will be seen that if any quarter of Basrah can claim to be a

European quarter it is that on the right bank of the Shatt-al-’Arab below

the ^Ashar creek. The honses in this part are generally large and

stand in their own grounds.

Communications by water and land.—The Shatt-al-'^Arab connects

Basrah by water with the Persian Gulf, and on the other side, continued

by the Tigris, with Baghdad. Basrah is at present the head of naviga-

tion for ocean steamers which usually anchor in the stream, in a depth

of 5 to 6 fathoms, from the British Consulate downwards : but river

steamers lie by preference near the mouth of the *Ashar. The rise and

fall of the river and creeks under the influence of the sea tides is from 6

to 9 feet, but the water is always fresh.

For the service of the town itself the Shatt-al-^Arab, the Ashar

and the Khandaq are all highways, and the Ballam is to Basrah

what the gondola is to Yenice. The •’Ashar and Khandaq become

shallow when the tide is out, but they are crowded with boats and

full of life and activity at other times. These two are connected at

intervals by transverse irrigation cuts ; but the last are not passable even

for small Ballams except at high water, and they are consequently little

used unless for removing dates in the date season. A driving road fol-

lows the south-eastern bank of the ^Ashar ci’eek from the Shatt-al-

Arab up to the town of Basrah proper, and a few flies and omnibuses

ply upon it ; but most passengers between the two prefer to go by water.

The wooden bridge at Maqam gives access from this road to Dob,

General character of the town and buildings.—From the foregoing

account of quarters and suburbs it will be evident that the modern Basrah

is a straggling town : it might even be called a disjointed collection of

places.. The walls and gates of. the town proper which until recently

T %
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existed in a dilapidated state have now practically disappeared, leaving

the place undefended except by its dense forest of date palms and its

labyrinth of muddy tidal canals.

The better hoTises in the residential quarters are mostly bnilt of a

soft yellow burnt brick ;
bnt timber, at least in the town proper, enters

largely into the construction of the upper storeys. Rooms on the ground

floor are not generally inhabited except in the hot weather.

In/mhit;a 7its.—TloLQ population of Basrah, in the sense in which the

name is used in this article, is now roughly estimated at 58,000 souls,

but it may be less. Of the people about one-eighth are Persians and most

of the remainder Arabs ;
the rival Muhammadan sects of Sunni and

Shfah are said to be here about equally balanced in numbers. There are

also many Jews—probably more than 1,000—among whom are some of

the wealthiest merchants. B.esident Indian Muhammadans, mostly

Sunnis, number about 50 ; and there are about half a dozen Hindu tia-

ders. Negroes of servile origin are fairly numerous.

Among institutions of general convenience are 4 public baths in the

town proper and 2 in Maqam. Schools are noticed in the general article

on Turkish ^Iraq.

Oracle .—The trade and commercial position of Basrah are fnlly de-

scribed in the general article on Turkish ^ Iraq, where also will be found

some remarks on the native shipping of the port. Khans or caravansarais

are estimated at 25 in the town proper and 10 in Maqam, and there are

said to be 33 coffee houses in the former and 27 in the latter. Soda

water and ice are manufactured locally and there are various wool p)resses

and one liquorice gpress. The only bank is a branch of the Imperial

Ottoman.

There are no wharves or pontoons at Basrah for the discharge of

cargo from sea-going vessels ;
ships are laden and unladen in the stream

by means of lighters, and during the date season the harbour is much

congested. Steamers have commonly to complete their lading outside

the bar of the Shatt-al-^Arab or even (in bad weather) at Kuwait#

General^ miliia'Vyy marine and municipal administration ,—Basrah is

the headquarters of the Wilayat of Basrah and its position in the civil ad-

ministration of Turkish 'Iraq will be understood on reference to the article

under that name. The Sarai or principal group of government buildings

stands upon the 'Ashar creek in the town of Basrah proper towards

its lower end % and the principal telegraph oiEce is also in the main towu.
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Thebrancli telegraph office in Maqam (by the Turks called the ^Ashar
office), accepts messages in Turkish or Arabic only. The principal customs
house is in Maqam at the junction of the 'Ashar creek with the Shatt-
al-^Arab, the port office being near it ; there is also a customs house
upon the Khandaq ci*eek. The Dairat-as-Saniyah have a workshop on the
south bank of the ‘’Ashar near its entrance where there are a few machine
tools and where small castings can be made and ordinary engineering

repairs executed. A mud dock at the same place is useless as it cannot
be emptied

; but the Dairat-as-Saniyah have also a dry dock on the north
bank of the Khaudaq at | of a mile from the Shatt-al-^Arab, and here 2

new river steamers were put together in 1904. The site of the
quarantine office has been mentioned above and that of the lazaret is

described in the article on -^Ajairawiyah island. There are at Basrah

about 100 Astarsuwars or gendarmes mounted on mules. Shipping and

river conservancy are in the charge of a harbour master ; the Dairat-as-

Saniyah is represented by a Mamur and subordinate staff
;
and the prin-

cipal offices, etc., of the navigation bi anch of that department are located

here and are under a director who is subordinate to the Central Com-
mittee at Baghdad. There is also a local Saniyah Committee.

The military position of Basrah is explained generally in the article on

Turkish ’Iraq. There is now no defensive military work of any sort at

Basrah
;
but a field battery of 6 guns is permanently located in the angle

between the south bank of the “"Ashar creek and the right bank of the

Shatt al-'^Arab and partially commands the river both above and below

that point. Two battalions of regular infantry form the bulk of the

normal garrison, and a detachment of engineers also is said to be stationed

at Basrah. No cavalry are ordinarily present, but there are about 40

horses belonging to the artillery. The principal barracks, two in number,

are in Dob behind Maqam : in the town proper there are 9 military

stations or posts. Basrah is the head-quarters of the 1st battalion of the

85th regiment of the Radif and also of the 43rd brigade of the same.

The marine establishments are described in the article on Turkish

“’Iraq, and the position of the naval and military hospital on the left bank,

and that of the Commodore^ s quarters and of the naval barracks upon the

right bank of the Shatt-al-‘’Arab have already been specified above.

The municipal affairs of Basrah are regulated by a Municipal Council

which in powerlessness and inefficiency resembles that of Baghdad.
The streets are unpaved and the main town is notoriously insanitary.’^

* For a full account of the sanitarj condition of Basrah and its surroundings, also

of the nature of the water supply, see Dr. Borers Meporf on the Sanitary Defence

ofthe IPerStan Gulf and the Shatt-al•Arab^ 1901- -
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Foreign consular and other buildings^—In regard to foreign interests

at Basrah the general article on Turkish ’Iraq may be consulted. Of the

foreign communities the British is the most numerous and important and

possesses a club ;
reference has been made already to the British Consulate

and to its situation upon the right bank of the Shatt-al-’Arab a little

below the mouth of the ’Ashar. An American Consular Agency and an

American Presbyterian Mission exist ; the latter stands upon the south

bank of the ’Ashar above MaqarUj where also are the Russian Consulate

and the ofSce of the Russian Steam Navigation and Trading Company.

A small hospital and free dispensary managed by the American

missionaries are near the Englisli club^ and there is also a school attached

to the Mission^ but it is not recognised by the Tm^kish authorities who

are taking steps to have it closed if possible. A Roman Catholic church

and school are under the direction of the Carmelite Fathers.

The Persian Consulate^ which has much business in consequence of

the passage of Persian pilgrims to the Shi^ah shrines through Basrah, is

situated in the town proper.

Shrines and antiquities .—In the Mishraq quarter at the south end

of the town proper is the mosque of Shaikh ^Abdullah Bash A^yan
(M

aUI ^ which was built about 1729 A.D. \ its minaret com-

mands the only good general view that is obtainable of Basrah and its

environing sea of palms.

The ruins of the ancient Basrah, founded in 638 A.D., begin about 6

miles south-west by west of the modern town and extend for about 3

miles farther in the same direction up to the walls of Zubair, in the

article upon which they are described. The site of the present town is

divided from that of the old by a depression liable to inundation by the

Euphrates. The names of the streets and quarters of Old Basrah are

said by local literati to be preserved in those of the modern town. Under

the ’Omaiyids Basrah was one of the ^Iraqan or twin capitals of ^Iraq, the

other being Etifah. The greater part of Old Basrah was burned in an

insurrection in 871 A.D., and in 923 it suffered a 17 days’ sack at the

hands of the Carmathians
;
by 985 A.D. a considerable portion of it had

gone to ruin, but by 1052 it appears to have been once more in a fairly

flourishing condition. In 1123 A.D. the town wall was rebuilt with a

smaller perimeter than before. The port of Old Basrah on the Shatt-al-
w

’Arab was XJbullah aJjI
^ which had existed from Sassanian or even

earlier times and had become, by the 10th century, a place of considerable

size. Ubullah was probably the GrecK “ Apologos ” and it seems to

have occupied the site of the present Maqam quarter of Basrah. -
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A division of the sub-province of Lar in the province of Pars BASTAK,
in Persia ; the greater portion of the district lies inland at a distance

from the Persian Gulf. Bastak has nevertheless a partial connection

with the Persian Gulf and is held^ in a sense, to extend to the shore of

the Gulf on both sides of the Lingeh District. To the west of the

Lingeh District the revenue of the territories subject to the chiefs of

Gabandi, Mugam, Chiru, Charak, and Mnghn has now for some time

been payable to the Deputy-Governor of Bastak. To the east of the

Lingeh District again, the town of Khamir together with the coast

from the border of the Lingeh District at Purghar to the frontier of

the Shajnil District at the mouth of the Rud-i-Kul is recognised as

belonging geographically to Bastak. This recognition however is of

no practical significance, for Khamir, the only place of importance, is

actually subject for administrative purposes to the Governor of the

Gulf Ports, while its revenues are farmed by the Mu^in-ut-Tujjar of

Tehran : the powers of the Governor of Bastak in relation to this part

of his territories are consequently nominal.

The coast of the district from Purghar to the mouth of the Eud-i-Kul

is about 34 miles in extent ; its average direction is from west-soutb-

west to east-north-east, and it forms the north shore of the Clarence

Strait between Qishm Island and the main; it is a low coast and the

greater part of it has not as yet been satisfactorily examined. The town

of Khamir, situated J4 or 15 miles west of the Rud-i-Kul, divides the

coast into two portions, of which the western is the mouth of a great

valley from the interior, namely, the long trough which lies behind the

maritime range of the Shibkuh and Lingeh Districts and contains

Galehdar, Tarakameh and Ishkani, Off this part of the coast line lie

miles of swamp, from which most of the firewood used in the lower part

of the Persian Gulf is obtained; the marshes, thickly grown with

mangroves, are intersected by numerous creeks and difiicult of passage

-except for small boats.

The maritime range which forms the noi*thern boundary of the

Lingeh District and has already been described in the articles on that

district and on Shibkuh encloses this part of Bastak on the south
; and

the district appears to be intersected by a higher range, similar in

direction, which leaves the coast at Khamir. This last range

has two principal summits near Khamir; one, which is 9 miles north-

east of the villaige and nearer to the coast, is 8,700 feet high
; while

another, 12, miles north-west of Khamir, is even, loftier but is less bold
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in outline. From tiie higlier peak a spur runs off south-eastwards in

the direction of Khamir; its foot-hills contain deposits of sulphur.

The following are the principal places on or near the Bastak coast :

—

Name. Position, Houses and inhatiitants. Eemabeb,

Khamir On the coast 12

miles west-nortb-

^^est of Laft ou

QiShm Island.

... See article Ehamir.

Lashtaghaa 2 miles west of

Khamm
40 houses. The people

are mostly Sunnis.

The inhabitants own 6

fishing- boats and en-

gage in petty trade.

The village is under the

Kalantar of Khamir.

Mahtabi (Bandar) ! On the coast about

20 miles north-

east of Lingeli
Town.

20 houses. This is a port of the

Ishkaui district and

also a mart for fire-

wood, charcoal and

sail-cloth
;
made at

Dishkun, the trade

being mostly with

Trucial ’Oman.
There are some fish-

ing boats and a good

haibour to keep them

in. The Imperial

Persian Customs have

a post at this place.

Puhal-i-Kdnb On the ccast 11

miles east by north

of Khamir and 2

miles west of the

month of the Eud-
i-Kul,

SO houses, mostly of

Sunnis.

There are 4 camels, 20

cattlo and 150 sheep

and goats. Cultiva-

tion is insignificant.

There are 5 water re-

servoirs and 1 or 2

fishing-boats.

Puhttl-i-Qibleb 1 mile west of Puhal-

i-Kosh.

i

20 houses of Sunnis. There are a few dates,

a little cultivation and

a few cattle and sheep,

also 4 water reservoirs,

a ruined caravansarai

and a few fishing-

boats. In the neigh-

bourhood is a salt

mine which is worked.

BATIS A considerable tract of landin Kuwait territory between Kuwait Bay

^laij and the '1 urkish outpost of Safwan : Batih begins 23 miles north of

Jahrah) its extent from south to north is 23 miles, and its end 11 miles

south of Sa^aUt On the east it is separated from Khor-as-Sabiyah by
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a low-lying tract called Roclhatain^ and on the west it reaches to the

locality known as Umm-al-Khilan. Batih consists of undulating

perfectly waterless desert and lies somewhat high^ its elevation above the

sea varying from 130 to 210 feet. Numerous slight ridges cross it from

west to east; the more northern appearing to be included under the common

name of Hamar*
,
and the slope of the country downwards from west

to east is uniform but gradual. Batih is traversed from west to east near

its northern extremity by a broad; shallow depression called Bil Jirfan

and towards its southern end by a series of sandy runS; through

which the rainfall drains from the higher ground in the west down to

Rodhatain : between these twO; on the southern side of a well-marked

ridge; is a locality which appears to be generally known under the name

of Batih*al-^Aud or Great Batih. A few gazelle are to be seen

in Batih.

The final and lowest section of the great Wadi-ar-Enmmah, of which

the middle and upper course lies in Najd. The Batin may be considered

to reach the Kuwait frontier first at Hafar ;
from Hafar it runs for

about 61 miles north-eastwards to Riqal and from Riqa^i it continues

in the same direction for about 95 miles further to the neighbourhood of

Jabal Sanam, to the westward of which it passes at a distance of 15

mileS; thereafter vanishing altogether.f

The Batin is generally a well marked depression; varying in breadth

from 8 miles (as at Hafar) to 2 miles (as at Riqa’i). The actual bottom

or bed of the valley measures about 3 miles across at Hafar, but it

is ordinarily much less, and for some distance above Riqa^i its width does

not exceed \ a mile : it shows no signs of water action; but it is covered

with a level deposit of dark-coloured clay which may have been gradually

washed down from the higher ground on either side. The level bed bears

large patches of low scrub which give cover to gazelle and bustard.

Between Hafar and Jabal Sanam the Batin is approximately the

north-western boundary of the Shaikhdom of Kuwait; but the Shaikh

asserts that his influence extends some distance beyond it.

* The Hamar ridges have a slightly reddish tinge (whence their name) and are said

to curve southwards between Batih and the sea ending somewhere near Mdairah. The
drainage, nevertheless, of the country towards Khor-as-Sabiyah is apparently not

intercepted by these ridges. It is from the highest part of HamSr crossed by the road

that Safwan is first descried by the traveller from Kuwait,

t A later report, trom Bedouin information, states that the Batin below Jabal

Sanam passes south of a place called Barjisiyah, and then a little north of Zubair
Town, and finally ends in a marsh in Turkish Traq. * - - -

BlTIKT

or

BATAIH
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The routes from Basrah and Kuwait to Qasim run along the Batin,

the former joining it near Jabal Sauaui and the latter at Riqa^i.

In the following table the principal features of the Batin are enu-

merated and are described in descending order :
—

*

Name. Position. Nature. Eemabes.

Hafar In tbe middle of
the Batin, about
160 miles west-

south-west of

Kuwait Town.

... See article Hafar.

Ballal (Qasr)

Jib

In the middle of

the Batin, about
25 miles below
Hafar.

The remains of au old

mud fort, about 5C
yards square, with
some outlying debris
There is nothing
impressive about
these ruins though
the Arabs attribute
them to tlve prehis-

toric Bani Hilal.

L The bed of the valley
1 is here of greater
L breadth and hears

more vegetation than
near Biqa*i, but
there is no water,
and the existence of
tbe luins is some-
what difficult to
account for.

Dharabln On both sides of
the Batin, about
17 miles below

1
Qasr Ballal.

Two groups of mounds
opposite to each
other.

The mounds are low.

’Adhariyat On the right hank
of the Batin fiom
Dharabln to
Biqa’i, a distance
of 19 miles.

A series of half a
dozen dry water
courses which enter
the Batin from the'
higher ground on
the south-east.

In some of these there
is water underground.

Biga’i Between the deepest
part of the Batin
and its right bank,
about iS miles
below Dhai’ablu.

See article Riqa^.

Kharjah Near the left bank
of the Batin
opposite Biqa’i,

A number of knolls. The knolls form groups.

(No name)
On the right bank
of the Batin 10
iniles below
Biqa’i.

A conspicuous hill

forming a good land-
mark.

Mahzul Near the right
bank of the Batin
at an uncertain
distance to the
north-west of
Jahrah.

A hill. Mahzul marks the
western extremity of

the Kuwait district

of Shiqtqaq.

* A portion of tLe Batin below Jabal Sanam was examined by Major Knox in

Januery 1908* The residts were unfortunately received too late for incorporation in
this Grazetteer and were transferred to the Foreign Department.
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Limits ,—An important maritime district in the Snltanate of ’Oman
; BATINAH*

its coast forms a great hollow curve between Masqat Town and the pro-

montoiy that divides the Gulf of ‘’Oman from the Persian Gulf. Its

extreme points are Khatmat Milahah a spur coming down

close to the sea nearly 3 miles north-north-west of Murair^ and Hail

Al ’Umair on the south-east^ which are 150 miles apart in a direct line
\
its

boundary inland is the foot of the Western Hajar hills which run

roughly parallel to the coast at a distance varying from 10 to 20 miles.

The exact boundary with the Qasimi district of Shamailiyah beyond

Murair is marked at the present time by a stone wall which runs seawards

for a quarter of a mile fi*om the extremity of the hills and through a gap

in which the road from Murair to Ghallah passes. J

’Physical geogra'^ly,—The whole of Batinah is a low-lying plain^

sandy towards the sea, clayey in the interior, and stony as the hiUs are

approached. There are no springs, but water is everywhere obtainable

from wells which are‘ generally 15 to 20 feet deep. The great valleys of

the seaward slope of Western Hajar all traverse Batinah on their way
to the coast ; but their courses within the Kmits of Batinah are often

iU-defined^ and in some eases their channels are so broken up and

dispersed as to render uncertain the point at which they reach the sea.

A list of the principal of these valleys, in order from east to west, will be

found in the article on Western Hajar ; some of them bear in Batinah

names different from those by which they are distinguished in the hills.

The coast of Batinah is destitute of prominent capes, and the only

islands that lie off it are those of the Daimaniyat and Snwadi groups.

Climate ,—The Batinah coast is much cooler in summer, especially at

night, than the rocky coastal tract to the east of it in which Masqat
Town is situated. The months of May, June and July are healthy,

but fever begins with the date harvest,

*The principal villages of Batinah are shown in Black’s

CoaH, For authorities on the district see article ’Oman Sultanate (foot note).

The etymology of the names of Batinah and Dhahirah is not free from difficulty.

Batin ordinarily means that which is hidden or inward, Dhahir that which
is evident or external

;
but unless we suppose the districts in question to be viewed

from the west instead of the east—-a supposition which appears unnatural^tbe
names in these senses are clearly inappropriate. It is possible that Dhahirah
is so called because it is high and prominent, while Batinah has received its name
because it is low-lying' and not visible from a distance. Or the names may bo

referred to other senses of the Arabic roots, and we may connect Batinah with the

“ belly ^hicu is in front, and Bbahirah with the “ back ’>*^3 which is behind.

+ See plan No. 1363 in the Foreign Department Library, Sinaia.
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IMitants.-^^ largest and most impoi-tant tribes of Batinali afe

tbe Yal Sa’ad and the Hawasinah ;
the remainder may he ascertained

from the paragraph on population in the article on the ’Oman Sultanate.

Batinah is an exceedingly populous district in the neighbourhood of the

coast; and a number of the tribes represented in the towns and viUages

are understood to have Bedouin sections which wander in the interior of

the disti-iet with their flocks and herds. Practically the whole of the

people belong to the Hinawi faction.

The following is an estimate of the settled population of Batinah

Eastern Batinah, viz.

Places on the coast (see end of this article) .

Wadi Bani Ghafl-V

(Lower) ^ . . • • •

Western Batinah, viz ,
the snb-Wilayats of

Iiiwa

Shinas , . • • - ^ •

Sohar

Total

61,200

2,800

12,500

12,800

6,200

20,000

105,500 souls.

The nomads of Batinah, whose number is quite uncertain, belong

chiefly to the important Hawasinali, Bani Kbarus and Yal Sa’ad tribes

and to the less important tribes of the Biduwat, Al Hamad, Yal Jarad,

Mnwalik, ISIuwafil, Al Bn Qarain, Al Bu Rashaid and Shabul.

Agriculture, animah and fisheries.—Batinah is celebrated principally

for its dates, and the Arabs have a saying that a man can walk along the

coast fi-om one end of the district to the other without leaving the shade

of the palms : the statement is not literally true, but it conveys without

much exaggeration an idea of the magnificent date belt which frinps

the sea-shore almost continuously and has sometimes a depth of 7 mfles

inland. There is also much ordinary cultivation along the coast;

the chief crops are wheat, barley, cotton, sugar, and lucerne, and

some tobacco is grown in the north-westernmost villages. Fruits

include— besides dates—mangoes, bananas, pomegranates, figs, limes,

melons, quinces, olives and Loz almonds. All crops are irrigated from

wells which are copious and, as already mentioned, not deep. The interior

of Batinah, with the exception of a few spots, appears to be uncultivated

and iDaiTeii.

Tke domestic animals are camels; BorseS; cattle^ goats and dogs, but

horses are few ; wild animals include the gazelle and the hare. The

country, though suitable enough for wheeled traffic, has no vehicles.
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The fisheries of the coast are productive. The commonest kind of

fishing-boat is the Shashah j composed of a bundle of date stalks

held together with strings which floats by the buoyancy of its materials

and not by excluding water ; in these slight but unsubmersible craft the

people of Batinah put to sea in all weathers and perform journeys of 50

miles and more.

Trade.—The only article of exportation is the date. Imports are

principally ricoj cotton goods, sugar and coffee, received for the most part

from India through Masqat Town j and the trade, in consequence of the

denseness of the local population and of the fact that the valleys of

Western Hajar are supplied through the Batinah ports, is not inconsider-

able. The coast of Batinah possesses no harbours, nor even any creeks

that are accessible to boats except of the smallest size ; it lies quite open

to the Shamal and is a dead lee-shore in a Na^shi. Nevertheless some sea-

going and coasting craft belong to Batinah, and the following table of

its ports, in order from east to west, contains pai’tieulars I'egarding

them ;

—

Port.
Inland area served by

tbe port*
Vessels owned at the

port.
Places to which the larger vessels

ran.

Sib Wadi Samail and
Wadi Tau.

30 Shashahs and 40
small boats.

Masqat Town only.

Barkah Wadis Tau, Lajal,
Ma’awal and
Bani Khartis.

20 large Badans and
20 small bouts.

Ditto.

Masna’ah. Wadis Bani
Kkarus and
Para’.

4 Baqarahs, 12
Badans and 20
Shashahs.

The coast of Trucial
’Oman and Masqat
Town,

Wudam Wadi Bani Ghaflr. 40 Baqarahs, Batils
and Ghuuchahs.

Persian Gulf, India and
Yaman.,

Suwaiq. Ditto 10 Baqarahs, 5
Badans and 20
small craft.

Masqat Town and
Persian Gulf,

Sur Haiyan The adjacent
villages.

40 Baqarahs, Batils

and Ghunchabs.
Persian Gulf, India and
Yaman.

Khaburah Wadis Hawa-
sinah, _Bani

’Umr and ’Ahin.

6 Badans, 30 Sha-
shahs and 15 small
boats.

Masqat Town and
Persian Gulf.

Saham Wadis *Ahinj Sar-
rami and

. Shafan.
\

30 Badans and 70
small boats.

Masqat Town, Shinas
Town and the Persian
Gulf.
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Port.
Inland area served by

[

tbe port.

Vessels owned at the
port.

Places to which the larger vessels
run.

Sohar Wadis ’Ahin,
Hilti, Jizi and
Bani *Umr-al-
Gharbi.

8 Badans and 30
smaller boats.

!

MasQ.at Town and
Makran.

Harmiil Liwa Town. None of its own. Boats from Khaburah
bring cargoes for Liwa,
which is the trade centre

of this part.

Shinas Town Wadis Hatta and
Faidb.

4 Baqarahs. Masqat Town.

Mnrair (Saghirat
and Kabirah)

Wadi-al-Qor. 33 Baqarahs and
Batils.

Masqat Town and
Persian Gulf.

Adminutration .—Tlie Sultan of ^Oman is represented in Batinah by

Walls at Sib, Barkab, Masna'ab, Suwaiq, Kbabiirah and Sohar

Town. The Sohar Wilayat is divided into the sub-Wilayats o£

Saham, Sohar Proper^ Liwa and Shinas, each of which is described

under its own name. The other Wilayats are smaller and less organised.

At present the Sultan derives almost no revenue in excess of local

expenditure from his possessions in Batinah.

Tojpograph^,—The topography of the western part of Batinah is set

forth in the articles on the Wilayat of Sohar and its subdivisions
; the

following are the principal places in eastern Batinah in order from the

east westwards :

—

Place, Position.
Houses and
inhabitants.

Beaiabks,

Hail A1 ’ITmair

jT
On the sea 5 miles

south-east of Sib.
50 to 60 houses of
’Awamir and A1
’Umair.

The inhabitants live by
dates, other cultivation

and fishing.

Sib See article Sib.

Laghshlbah 4 miles west of Sib
and 1 mile inland.

60 houses^cf Aulad
Hadid, A1 Wahi-
bah an4 Bani
Haya,

The people fish and own 20
Shasbabs ; they have also

80 cattle, 250 sheep and
goats and 2,000 date

palms-
(
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Place, PositioD,
Honses and
Inhabitants.

Ma*abllab A little west of
Laghshibah, near
the sea, on the left

bank of Wadi
Qatib'-r^laS which
comes down from a
place about 13 miles
inland.

40 houses uf
’Awamir,

SbakhSikhit On the coast, 4 miles
west of Ma’abilah.

40 houses of
Muwalik and
mixed tribes.

Eumais On the sea 10 miles

west of Sib.
30 ditto, includ-

ing Mashafirah.

Wadi Manumah At the coast 6
miles east of

Barkah.

150 houses of
Hikman and
Jannabah.

HarSdi On the coast 4 miles

east of Barkah.
100 dwellings of
Matarlsh : one is

a fortified house
;

the rest are huts.

Barkah

Falaij About 6 miles
inland from
Barkah.

One stone-built
plastered house
belonging to the
Sultan of ’Oman
and about 20 huts
•of nomads of

1

various tribes.

MahSr (Bu) About 4 miles west
of Barkah and
3 miles inland.

85 huts of the
MuwSlik tribe.

Billah

^
About 3 miles in-
land and 4 miles
west of Barkah,
to the west of
Wadi Ma’awal.

A fort and over
800 huts of the A1
Badar.

Na*aiuS.n About 7 miles south-
west of Barkah
and the same dis-

tance inland.
1

I

Kemabes.

The inhabitants are culti-

vators and own 10 camels,
12 donkeys, 30 cattle,

200 sheep and goats and

3,000

palms : they have
no boats.

Here are 25 Shashahs, 80
camels, 20 donkeys, 800
sheep and goats and

3,000

palms.

Wadi Lajai reaches the
sea half a mile west of
this place and Wadi Tau
still further to the west.
There are 30 ShSshahs, 16
camels, 20 cattle, 150
sheep and 2,000 palms.

Nil.

There are dates and wells.
The people are fishermen
and sailors and dive for
pearls at the Daimani-
yat islands.

See article Barkah.

20 camels, 30 cattle, 200
sheep and goats and 600
palms.

30 camels, 50 cattle, 400
sheep and goats, and

3,000

palms.

Besides dates there is culti-
vation of sugar, "wheat
and melons. Palms are
about 2,000.
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Place, Position,
Houses and
inhabitants.

Rehabes.

HadHb (I) A short distance

inbiud, about 1

mile west of

Billab.

40 houses of Bani
Bu Hasan.

90 camels, 30 cattle, 200
sheep and goats and 6,000
palms.

31bali (Bn) On the coast 3

miles east of

Masna’ah.

A large scattered

village of Gha-
failat, Ghawarib,

Yal J arad and
Nnwafil, inhabit-

ing date-branch

hnts.

Sugar and lucerne are cul-

tivated as well as dates.

There are 500 palms.

Wadi Bani Kharus
reaches the sea a mile or

two east of this place.

Maraghah A mile or more in-

land between Bu
’Abali and Mas-
na’ah.

60 huts of Yal

Jarad.
'

Dates are grown : there are

! about 1,G00 palms.

Sba*ibab 2 miles east of

Masna’ali.

1 40 honses of Yal
Khamis and
Nnwafil,

Grain is cultivated and

there are 3,000 date

palms. Wadi Bani ’Auf
reaches the sea here.

Masna’ali See article Masna’ali.
Here Wadi I*ara’ falls

into the sea.

Tau-asb-Shawi On the right bank
of V\'adi 5'ara,’ 3

miles inland from
Masna^ah.

20 houses of Yal
Sa’ad.

Wheat and lucerne are

grown ; there are 50 cattle

and 100 ^sheep and goats^

also about 400 date trees.

Tarlf On the left bank of

Wadi Fara’ oppo-

site Tan-ash*

Sbawi, but rather

higher up and
clear of the

Masna'ah date

groves.

60 houses of Yal
. Sa’ad.

The inhabitants subsist

by their dates and other

cultivation
;

there are

about 12,000 palms.

There are a few sheep and
cattle.

Muladdah 7 miles inland,

south-westwards

of Masna’ah.

Town consisting of

a few mud houses

and some 400
hnts. The people

are all Yal Sa’ad
except a few
BalucMs.

There is a bazaar of 50

shops, and a large fort be-

longing to the Yal Sa’ad.
The place depends on its

extensive date plantations

which are divided only by
a narrow Wadi from those

of Masna’ah. and

1

contain about 6,000

palms.
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Houses aud
inhabitants.

BaqqSs

Gharaifah

On the coast5 divid-
ed from Mas-
ZLa’ah. only by
the mouth of
Wfidi Fara*.

Awaid On the sea between
Shirs and Wudam.

Wudam On the sea 8 miles

from Masna^ah
r > and 6 from

Suwaiq.

.^Sl large doable vil- The people live by date
lage consisting of cultivation and fishing,

two quarters
;
the There are wells, but n©

eastern contains cultivation except of
300 houses of the dates. Palms are about
Hadadabah ; the 3,000.
western^ separated
from it by a dis-

tinct interval, is

composed of 200
houses of the Ysl
Braik.

80 houses of various The inhabitants are fisher-

tribes. men and possess about
80 Shashahs.

On the sea 8 miles A town of 4.00 Besides fishing-hoats some
from Masna’ah huts, chiefly of 40 sea-going craft run-
and 6 from the Baluohi, ning to Bandar *Abbas,
Suwaiq. Maqannah, and Iiingeli, the Makran

Bani Hammad ports and Karachi are

tribes. One of the owned here. WudSm is

quarters is called the port of Muladdab,
Sur-ahMaqi^nnah. Gharaifah, Qarat and

Tharmad and of W’Sdi
Bani Gbafir. There are

no shops ; business is done
in private houses.

About 6 miles inland 100 huts of the Yil There are date plantations
from Wudain. Sa’ad. containing about 2,000

trees.

Inland, a few hun-
dred yards east of
Sur-al-Qarat,

SCO huts
Sa'ad.

Yal There are 6,000 date palms.

Qarat (Sfir-al-)

Tharmad

5 miles inland of 200 dwellings of
Wudam south- the Yal Sa’ad,
westwards, be- most huts, but
tween Gharaifah some mud houses,

and Tharmad.

Inland, a few hun-
dred yards west
of 8ur-al- Qarat.

260 houses of Yal
Sa’ad.

There are about 3,000 date
palms ; no other cultiva-

tion. About 40 camels
are kept, but few cattle or

sbeep.

There is abundance of
dates, palms numbering
alont 5,000, but little

other cultivation. The
people are many of them
camelmen.

Khahbah On the sea about 300 to 400 bouses The people live by the
half way from of Ma’awal, Yal cultivation of dates,

Wudam to l^’ad and Yal wheat and lucerne;

Suwaiq. Khamis. there are 4,000 palms.
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Place, Positiou.
Houses and
inhabitants

.

Suwaiq

Bat-hah Ysl <

Sa’ad

OJfcw

or

Bat-hah Suwaiq

\3icr

On the coast about
2 miles west of

SuwaiQ.,

600 houses of Yal
Sa’ad, very much
scattered.

See article Suwaiq.

There are wells, and the
date-groves belonging to
the place extend about 6
miles along the sea-front
and reach about 5 miles
inland. The trees possi-

bly number 10,000.
Wadi Bani Ghafir
reaches the sea here.

Khadhr On the sea, about 7
miles west of

Suwaiq.

400 houses of_ Yal
Sa’ad and A1 Bu
Rashaid. There
are 2 quarters,

that inland being
detached from the
other.

The people fish and grow
large quantities of dates

:

the palms number about
6,000.

Haiyai^ (Siir)

W
1

On the coast 4
miles . west of

Khadhta.

260 houses of 1

Maraziq, Bani
Khammarah, Yal
Sa’ad, Balu-
chis, etc.

The date plantations are

very fine, containing

about 4,000 palms, but
the people have no other

agriculture or live- stock.

They own about 40 large

boats which carry dates

to Karachi and Makran.

Obiyan On the sea, 9 miles

east-south-east of

Khabtoali.

200 houses of A1
Bu Qarain, A1 Bu
Sa’id^ Huyudand
mixed tribes.

There are about 3,000
palms.

Hajairali On the sea to the
west of Dhiyan,

40 permanently
inhabited huts of
date branches, be-
sides a large fluc-

tuating Bedouin
population in teats.

The Bedouins are
A1 Bu Qarain
and the place
belongs to them:
the fixed inhabit-
ants are fishermen
of various tribes
including Bani
EhSlid.

The place is really a

oamping^grouud of the

nomad A1 Bu Qarain

with wells and dates:

they have many camels

. and sheep here.

HftaMb(ii) On the sea, 6 miles
east of Kba*
buraii.

50 houses of Ma-
nawarah and Yal
Sa’ad

The people live by the

cultivation of dates and
cereals ; they have 1,000
palms.
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Place, Position.

,

Houses and
inhabitants.

’Abbasah
w

Oil the sea 1| miles

east of Kha-
burah.

150 huis of _Bdni
Khalid and Al Bu
Bash aid.

There are 500 date palms
;

the people also fish and
have many smiill boats.

Wadi-al-Hawasinab
falls into the sea be*

tween this place and
Kbaburab.

Khaburah See aiticle KbSburab.

Qasaf

civyJ

One hour inland

from Kha-
burab on the

right hank of

Wadi-al-Haw5-
Sinab.

40 houses of

Hawasinab.

1

Livestock are 14 horsesi

20 camels, 40 donkeys,

20 cattle and 1,000 sheep

and goats ; and. there are

8,000 date palms.

The number of date palms has perhaps been generally underestimated

in the above table,

The following places in Batinah have not been exactly located:—

Place. Pofaition. Hoaees and inhabitautG. REMJ.BZB.

Ghalil Uncertain. Masa’id and Hi- Firewood is exported to

nadls. Masqat Town.

Sabaikhi Do. 60 houses. The people are fishermen

and cultivators owning
1,000 date palms.

Singular Battashi . A tribe of the ’Oman Sultanate
j
they BATTASH

are of Yamani descent/* belong to the Hinawi faction, and are Ibadhis (BANI)

in religion. Their principal seat is in Wadi Tayill, where they occupy
^

a large number of villages including Hail-al-Qhaf, but they are found

also in Wadi Maih, Wadi-al-Hilu and Wadi Bani Bttaashj at

P9>^hmar and Quryat» and at one or two other places on the
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coast of the Masqat District ;
full details are given in the table below.

The Bani Battash are divided into the following 10 sections :—

Section. Fighting strength. Location, Remarks,

Dbakar (Bani) 150 Wadi Bani £at-
tash.

Nil.

Faris (Wilad) 200 Do. Do.

Ghasain (Bani) 80 Madairak in Wadi
Tayin.

Shepherds.

Hazam (Wilad) 60 Do, Do.

Juma’ah (Wilad) 60 Mazara’ in Wadi
Tsyin,

Carriers and cultivators
of dates.

Ma’ashirab 660 Yiti, Bandar Khai-
ran and Kbaisat-
ash-Siiaikh on the
coast of the Mas-
qat District

;

Mizra’- al -’Alowi,

Mizra*- al - Hadri
and EijV in Wadi
Maih.

; and Hiwar
and Falaj-al-Hilam
in Wadi-al-Hilu.

Singular is Ma’ashari

Malik (Wilad)
t£JLJU

120 Aqftir, etc., in Wadi
Bani Battash.

Carriers and cultivators
of dates.

Salt (Wilad) 120 Do. Do.

Umr (Pajii)

-r*^
650 Hida, *Dqdah,

’Ajma, Malahlah,
Ghaiyan, Sidafi
and Rikakiyah
in Wadi Tayin,,

Singular is Ma’amri

•V'ard (Wilad) 30 Lashkhar in Wadi
Tayin.

Cultivators of dates.
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The total number of the tribe is now about 7,000 souls ; formerly

they were more numerous. The Bani Battash bear a ^ood character and
are peaceably disposed ,* they concern themselves chiefly with trade and
the cultivation of dates. In ancient times, it is said, they used to breed

horses for the Indian market on grazing grounds near Quryat J but this

occupation has long been discontinued.

The Bani Battash are sometimes at feud with the Siyabiyin.
Their Tamimah or chief Shaikh belongs to a family called Wilad
Shimas and has his residence at Mazara’.

A valley in the Masqat District of the Sultanate of ^Oman; its

course is from south-west to north-east, its length is about 20 miles, and it

reaches the sea at the south end of Quryat. The inhabitants are all of the

Bani Battash tribe, and the following are their villages in order from the

head of the valley down to Quryat upon the sea Mazara ^ ^;I;/^(left bank,

150 houses) ; Mihya (right bank, 100 houses)
; Misfah

(right bank, 100 houses)
; Aqair (left bank, 50 houses) ; Khadhra

1;^ (right bank, 80 houses) ; Hail (left bank, 70 houses)
;
Sakhbari

iSj^ (left bank, 10 houses); Khilaiyif uaJA (left bank, 20 houses). The

population of the valley is thus about 3,000 souls. Kesources are estimat-

ed at 200 camels, 280 donkeys, 860 cattle and 4,500 sheep and goats,

which are distributed among the villages roughly in proportion to the size

of the latter. Date palms amount altogether to some 21,000, of which

^ibout 7,000 are at Mazara' and 7,000 at Misfah,

Singular Bawi * A large and powerful Arab tribe of

Southern 'Arabistan ; they claim descent from Muhalhal, an Arab hero,

and consider their ancestry superior to that of the Ka'ab. The Bawiyeh

number perhaps 20,000 souls and occupy, along with certain small tribes

dependent on them, the whole of the region between the Jarrahi on the

east and the Kariin on the west, from the confluence of the Haddam

with the Gargar in the north to ^Ali-ibn-al-Husain or even Marid on

the Ka!run in the south. A few are found also on the right bank of

the Karun. The tribe are mostly nomads living in tents and owning

BATTASH
(WADI
BANI)

j;;iL

BAWlTEH
tti
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large flocks and herds ; but on the Karun they possess the permanent

villages o£ ILut “^Abdullah, Kut Saiyid Salih^ Kut-al-'^Amaireh^ Umm-at-

Tamair and Ghazzawiyehj also the more than temporary settlements of

Kut Saiyid Salih, Kut Saiyid ^Anayeh and Moran. The residence of the

chief Shaikh, at present Husain-bin-'^Ali whose father died at an advanced

age in 1907, is at Kut-aVAmaireh where he has a fort and house. The

number of settled Bawiyeh is probably about 1,500 souls, as against

18,500 who are nomads. The Faratiseh, Haiuaid^ Jama*', A1 Bu Kurd,

Salamat, Shawakir and Zarqau tribes which are politically connected

with the Bawiyeh are described elsewhere, and the detailed analysis which

follows below relates only to the divisions of the Bawiyeh proper. From

this table it would appear that the Bawiyeh have 2,710 fighting men,

of whom 920 are mounted on horses (or rather mares) and 800 are armed

with rifles, but in practice they seem unable to put as many as 2,000

warriors in the field ,• on the other hand the estimated fighting strength

appears small in proportion to the alleged total number of the tribe.

Section. Habitat. Fightiog strength. Bemaskb.

*AmUv 'Araibiyeh, Bu’ai- 400, of whom 160 They own 200 camels,

rish, Ohai Sudan have rifles and 100 100 cattle and 6,000
and Tawileh.
They also visit the

JarraM District.

are mounted. sheep and goats. A
smaller division called

Ohul are included in

the ’Amur section.

'Atnwi (A1 Bu) Sbakheh, Dob-al- 600, of whom all have This section have no
Hisan, and Umm- rifles and 60 are camels, but they own
at-Tarfeh. They
are still under tbe
Bairaq or flag of

the Muhaisin,
to which tribe

they properly
belong, but it is

now about 20
years since they
settled at Sbakheh.

mounted. 203 donkeys and 3d0
cattle and have ih

their possession about
10,000 sheep and
goats, many of which
belong to other tribes

such as the Muliai-
Sin, the Al Bu 'Atuwi
being hired to pasture

them. The Al BvL

Atuwi pay 200 Tumans
a year to the Shaikh
of Muhaxnmareh
and 160 1'Umans to the
chief Shaikh of the

- -

Bawiyeh on account of
the land they occupy* -

Bslid (AlFu)- Bdb^al-Hisan and 100, of whom 50- have- This section own lOO
TJmm-at-Tarfeh. rifles and 20 are camels and 200 cattle

1

mounted.
'

and have charge of
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Section. Habitat. Fighting strength. Remabes.

about 10,000 sheep and

1

goats, but of these

many belong to the
Mubaisin and other
tribes. They are said

to pay 100 Tumans a
year as revenue to the
Shaikh of Mubam-
mareh.

Kbalid (Bani) Obara-as-Sabi. 150, all mounted and
armed with rifles.

The Bani Khalid own
300 camels, 400 cattle

and 10,000 sheep and
goats. They are pro-

bably of a different

origin from the Bawi-
yeh proper, and it is re-

ported that they have
recently begun to pay
fcheir revenue direct

to the Shaikh of Mu-
bamxnareb.

Khaz’al (Bait) Cbinaibeh. 60, all mounted, of

whom 20 have rifles.

This section is named,
in compliment, after

the Shaikh of Mu-
bammareb whose
maternal uncle’s son is

head of it. They have
40 camels, a few cattle

and 1,000 sheep and
goats, besides flOmares*

LiibarSt

or

Llbarat

Kut-al-’Amaireb
and Ghazzawijeh.

60, of whom 20 are
mounted and armed
with rifles.

The Lijbarat only pos-

sess 500 sheep and
goats. They are said

to be descended from
the kitchen-servants
of a chief Shaikh of
the Bawiyeh.

'

Kawasir The places men-
tioned in the

column of remarks.

1,000, of whom 100
are mounted and 170
possess rifles.

The hiawasir are said to
pay 800 Tumans as

annual revenue to theS

Shaikh of Mubam-
mareb and to be divi-

ded into 6 subsections,

Wz.;

—

(1) Nawasir proper
(30 rifles) at
Ghazzawiyeh.

(2) *Aw5udeh

(30 rifles) at

Qamish : annu-
al revenue 100
Tumans.
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Section. Habitat. Fighting strength. Rbuakkb,

(3) Bariimi
^ (Al)

(20

rifles) at Ear-
aid : annual
revenue 200
Tumans.

(4) Hilai chiy eh

at

Jarbek
(5) Husain (Al Bu)

lII (So

rifles) at Ghaz-

zawiyeh.

(6)

Musiibbi (Al

Bti) (20 rifles)

at Moran.

Bahameh (Bait) Khudhairiyat and 200, of whom 100 are

Imbaraki. mounted and 50 aie

armed with rifles.

This section have 400
camels and 5,000 sheep

and goats.

Sunhair (Bait)

Zahrao (Al)

• l;Aj Ji

Shakheh

Banneh.

and 200, of whom 100

have rifles and are

mounted.

Kilt-al-’Amaireh. 150, all mounted, but

only 60 with rifles.

Also called Al Ba
Eashdi jj jf.

Livestock* are 100
camels, 200 cattle and
4,000 sheep and goats.

The present Shaikh is

Kashid.

The Shaikh of the
whole Bawiyeh tribe

belongs to this section.

They own 400 camels,

a few cattle, 15,000
sheep and goats and
200 mares.

There ie also a section styled Simairat ol^.^ who are scattered

among the other sections and number about 60 fighting men. Most of

them are at present attached to the Bait Rahameh section above and are

dependents of Shaikh ^Anayeh, nephew of the principal chief of the

Bawiyeh.

, It is aflSrmed that the Bawiyeh as a whole pay annual revenue
to the Shaikh of Muhammareh through their own Shaikh, hut that
certain sections are exempt and even receive allowances.

SATASIRAH Or Bayasir singular Baisar . A community or tribe oi

inferior social status, found everywhere in ’Oman, but especially at Nakhl,
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BaUah and Nizwa and in the coast towns of Masqat, Matrah, Saham
and Sohar; they occur also at various places in Wadi Samail, and at

Misinnah and Mali in Wadi Bani Ghafir. Their origin is doubtful
; some

authorities state that they are a tribe of Hadhramauti origin, but it

appears to be the case that most of them are merely the children of

^Omani Arabs by slave mothers. Some are Ghafiris and some Hinawis

and there is no agreement among them in religious matters. They are

peaceable and industrious and some have accumulated wealth, but the

Arabs do not entrust them with authority or command ; and they are

accustomed to remove their sandals, after the manner of servants and

inferiors, before kissing the hands of Shaikhs. Those who regard the

Bayasirah as a regularly constituted tribe divide them into the following

4 sections : Aulad Barakain and Aulad ^Abdu with

headquarters at Nakhl, Aulad Subah with headquarters at

Nizwa, and Al Khasaib with headquarters at Masqat Town

;

there are also at Nakhl sections or subsections called Aulad Hamad

and Aulad ^Ubaidan The Bayasirah number perhaps 10,000 souls

and are connected, among others, with the following tribes with the

Bani Hasan, 400 houses; with the Bani Ruwahah, 70 houses; with the

Bani Battash, 30 houses ; and with the Habus, 20 houses. A few

Bayasirah have emigrated to Dhufar Proper and are to be found there

cultivating at Hamran.

This sub-province of Fars, with the town of Behbehan as its capital,

lies for the most part beyond the limits of the Gazetteer : the only

portions included are the coast district of Liravi, which is described

in a separate article under its own name, and the Zaidan plain which,

with its villages, is noticed in the article on the Hindiyan River. The

town of Arrajan, famous in the 10th century, seems to have been situated

within a few miles of the site of the present town of Behbehan, by which

it was superseded before the end of the 14th century A. D.^

A small town in the Jazirah Qadha of Turkish ^Iraq, on the right

bank of the Tigris about 60 miles above Kut-al-Amarah and 60 below

^Arrajan declined after its capture by the Ismaiiians in the 13th century A. D.

and by the end of the 14th century had fallen Completely to decay. See Le Strangers

Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, The name of Behbehan is first mentioned in

connection with a march made by Timur in 1393 A. I)._

BEHBE-
HAN

BGHAI-
LAH
sXm
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^Aziziyai. by river ; it stands on Dairat-as-Saniyah land and belongs

entirely to that Department. The population is about 2,000, of whom more

than one-third are Kurds and a majority are Shl^ahs. The town is situated

on the boundary between the country of the Bani Rabl^ah on the east and'

that of the Zubaid!on the west, and it is much frequented by the surround-

ing Arabs. It is the centre of a cultivated tract which produces wheat,

barley, oats, rice, sesame, maize, millet, beans and Mash in profusion and

the lands are watered by a large canal, called Bad^ah ji, which takes off.

below the town and runs -into the desert behind it. There are as yet-

no dates ; but gardens of fruit-trees, including peaches, hawe been laid out.

Supplies not loeally''produced are brought from Hillall, Dagharah and the

Afaj district in the Euphrates valley. Sheep are numerous, but larger

animals scarce. There is a bazaar of about 50 shops. A manager of

the Dairat-as-Saniyah, who is said to be invested with executive-powers,

resides here, and there is a small police post of 7 mounted and 8

unmounted Dhabitiyahs. Trade and cultivation are both on the increase.

The local Arabs are nearly - all employed as cultivators by the Dairat-as-

Saniyah and pay | of the gross produce as rent. The. income of the

Department from this estate is said to be 4,0-00 Lirahs annually and.the

annual expenditure 600^ Lirahs.

BIDTAH A coast village of the Shamailiyah tract in Trucial ^Omau, subject

to -Sharjah and situated 5 or 6 miles north of-Khor Pakkan. A small

island, also called Bidyah^ lies ofE the coast a little to the southward.: it is

200 feet high. Bidyah consists of about 800 houses of Shar^iyin who
are fishermen and cultivators of dates, wheat and maize. There, are 8-

shops, but no Indian traders. &ome iO sea-going boats running to Sib

and Masqat are owned here and 8 fishing boats. Livestock are estimated

at 15 camels, .30 donkeys, 200 cattle and 100 sheep and goats, and date

palms number about 3,500, There is a suburb or dependent hamlet called

Haqil ,

OADIM
^ scattered village on Bahrain Island, about 1| miles- south-

oil)

^^st of Manamah tort. It consists of about -860 mud and reed huts,

* along with the ruins of many well -built- hpuses^ There is a south-^
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•western suburb called Bilad-ar-Eafi^ jlb, and the ground on the

north-west side of the village^ called Suq-al-Khamis
j

is

the scene of a largely attended market which is held every Thursday

throughout the year. About ^ a mile west of the existing habitations

are the ruins of the Madrasah Abu Zaidan mosque, with

two slender and not inelegant minarets, 70 feet high, still standing : in

combination with Jabal-ad-Dukhan these minarets form the leading mark

for vessels entering Manamah harbour. - In the midst of the ruined

part of the village is the Abu Zaidan spring, over which is built a modern

Shi^ah mosque ;
its beautifully clear waters fill a tank to which all the

notabilities of Bahrain resort for bathing in the hot weather;. The

people of Bilad-al-Qadim are Baharinah who gain a livelihood as pearl

merchants, cultivators and tailors. Livestock include 21 donkeys

and 7 cattle. Date palms are estimated at 11,500 trees, and there

ai’e also some figs, almonds and pomegranates. The .rose and jessamine

grow.

A district of; the Persian Coast, included in the administrative BITABAlSf
province known as the Gulf Ports ;

it is intermediate between the district

of Minab on the north and the district of Jashk on the south, and it

flanks upon the eastern side the passage which connects the Gulf of

’Oman with the Gulf of Persia. Geographically Biyaban is considered

to belong to Persian Makran.

Boundaries—The Biyaban District is bounded on the west by the sea,

'

and on the- east by the crest, of a range of hills which runs parallel to the

coast at a distance of 10. to 15 miles inland, dividing Biyaban from the

districts of Rudbar and Bashakard. Onihe north the boundary .with.

Minab District is a line which passes between the Minab villages of

.

Ziyarat, ^Dudar, QaPeh-i-Gat _and Taling and the Biyaban villages' of

Bundram, Guwasinand and Garuk; on the ^outh the boundary with the

Jaskk District passes bebween the Biyaban villages of Bunji andBashib

and the Jashk village of Kuh Mubarak. The district is thus about 50

miles in length from north to south and from 10 to 20 miles in

breadth.

Bkymal chief range of hills'is that forming.the eastern

boundary of the district \ it is known 'as tshe- Euh-i-Biyaban «y
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In the north near Gruwasnxand it reaches an altitude of 1,962 feet, and in

the south it has a peak 3,9430 feet in height. Between Kuh-i-Bijaban

and the sea are several minor ranges which begin near the coast and trend

gradually away from it in a south-easterly direction towards the main

range ; these ridges have no general names and are called after the villages

near wliich they pass. They are entirely of sandstone, assuming in

places curious and grotesque shapes and lending themselves to varied uses

as forts, store houses for grain, etc. In one peak these subsidiary ranges

attain a height of 899 feet.*

The principal streams of Biyaban, in order from north to south, are the

Graz y y Hiwai
,

Karai
, Biriz and Zangali, all of

which, except the Karai and the Biriz^ flow down from the main range to

the sea. The Gaz, which passes about a mile north of the village of Gaz>

derives its name from the tamarisks which grow in profusion along its

banks. The Hiwai reaches the sea approximately in north latitude 26° ) 5'

;

the Karai is about 7 miles south of the Hiwai, and the Biriz about

8 miles south of the Karai ; and the Zangali, which is the southernmost of

all, has its course immediately to the south of the villages of Tujak and
Gawan. All these streams have steep banks which are about 20 feet

high and from 50 to 70 yards apart. In winter the Gaz, Hiwai,
Karai, Biriz and Zangali are sometimes impassable, but in summer they

either fall to a low level or dry up altogether. In spring the Gaz
river has been known to run 6 feet deep with a current of 6 miles an
hour, and travellers are sometimes delayed by it for as much as a
week at a time. Besides these large streams there are a number of hill

torrents, varying in width from 10 to 30 yards, which after rain would
undoubtedly become difficult, if not impassable, for transport animals.

The coast line is low and sandy except for a short distahce southwards
from Biriz, where it is said to be rocky and bold. There are few inlets or

creeks, and none of consequence except that which forms an anchorage
for Sirik.

The soil of Biyaban is clayey in parts and Sandy elsewhere. A feature

of the district are Mins or dangerous quicksands, formed by the
sun drying the surface of the ground while below the soil remains in a
semi-fluid condition \ they occur chiefly upon the coast between the firm,

damp strip near the water^s edge and the soft, dry ground farther inland.
The commonest wild trees are the camel thorn and the tamarisk.

^ A delineation of some of the hills in this district as seen from the sea is given
in Chart Ko. 2373—2837-A., 'Persian Gulf.
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People.—The inhabitants of Biyaban are all Baluchis^ chiefly of the

Kais and H5t tribes ; in religion they are Sunnis^ and they are not in

any degree Persianised. They are extremely poor^ ignorant and uncivil-

ised. Almost all of them inhabit ° date leaf huts ; there is hardly a

dwelling of any other kind in the whole district. The people are date

growers^ stock owners and cultivators ; a few upon the coasts however,

eke out their livehhood by working as fishermen and sailors. The total

population of Biyaban is about 8,000 souls.

Agriculturey livestoeh and trade,—Dates^ wheat and barley are grown

for local consumption and the surplus for export is inconsiderable ; a little

produce, however, from the smaller villages finds a market in the larger,

especially in those at the coast and most of all at Sirik. Cattle, sheep,

goats and fowls exist only in numbers suflS.cient to meet local require-

ments.

The only commercial centre is Sirik, from which agricultural products

are exported in small quantities to the islands of Qishm, Hormuz, etc,,

and to the ports of Trucial ^Oman and ^Omah. Sarkand and the landing

places for Sirik and for the village of Grunari near the moutK of the

Hiwai stream are also points of call for vessels of light draft. Native

vessels which are too large to enter the creeks or to be hauled up on the

beach generally avoid the exposed shores of Biyaban.

Communications and transport .—Two main routes between Minab
Towli and Jashk traverse the Biyaban District lengthwise \ they divide

at Kalawi in the Minab District and unite again at Gangan in the

Jashk District. One of them, known as the Rah-i-Darya^ si;

follows the coast; the other, called Rah-i-Kuh »[; runs- further

inland through the lower hills. The Rah-i-Darya,* starting from Kalavi

passes by Kuhistak- (6 miles), and Ziyarat, (IS miles) in the Minab

District, and then by Tahrui (9 miles), Sirik (45 miles), Kardar (6 miles),

Gaz (Smiles), Gao or Namurdi (4 miles), Zarawat (5 miles), Sikui

(4 miles), Karai (Smiles), Biriz (8 miles), Gawan (5 miles), Mukhjangan

(3 miles), and Gatan (6 miles) in Biyaban to Kuh Mubarak (10 miles},

in the Jashk District, and so to Gangan (12 miles). The points

through which the K,ah-i-Kuh runs after leaving Kalavi are Shahmurdi

Kunarzu - Dudar, Bangurman and Hujozam

most if not all of which are in the Minab District, and

” *This route is fully described by Preeoe in his Notes of a Journey beticeen Shiran

emd Jashk-.
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the villages of Maihmaiii^ Sarzeh^ Qalamui, Goshki^ Agushki^

Zahrakij Shirahaiij Sarkuh and Bashib in Biyaban ; Gangan in the

Jashk District is reached after the last named. The Rah-i-Darya

is frequently impassable in winter in consequence of floods^ otherwise it

presents no difficulties of a physical nature ; it is a mere track, however,

sometimes not even visible, across the sandy deserts which divide the

villages and date groves situated upon it. The Eah-i-Kuh is described

as hilly and difficult, and water, at least in summer, is scanty and bad.

It follows that the Rah-i-Darya is used in summer and the Rah-i-Kuh

in winter. It should be noted that the inhabitants of Biyaban consider

all water good^^ which can be drunk without immediate evil results :

this fact should be borne in mind in consulting the table of villages

given below-

The district possesses about 800 camels and 500 donkeys, but these

are only sufficient for the requirements of the owners, and no con-

siderable demand for transport could be enforced without hardship to the

people.

Admimstraiion.-^T^he district is governed by a Kalantar of local

Influence appointed by the Governor of the Gulf Ports. At present

the Kalantarship is in dispute between Mir Haji and Mir Barkat who
both belong to the family of the Mirs of Jashk. The revenue for

which the Kalantar is responsible appears to be about 2,500 Tumans
a year. The seat of Government has ordinarily been Sirik ; but

Mir Barkat, when in power, has made Namurdi his headquarters.

The state of the district is lawless and about 1,200 rifles of various

kinds are said to be in the hands of the inhabitants. The Kalantar

has authority to order any punishment, except death, without reference

to the Governor of the Gulf Ports ; and in practice he may be said to

Inflict even the extreme penalty at wiU, for persons obnoxious to him are

liable to be shot out of hand on pretext of their having attempted to

escape from custody. Civil cases are nominally decided by the Shara^

courts, but in reality they are generally settled by force. The Imperial

Persian Customs are now represented in Biyaban by Mudxrs at Sirik,

BirTz, Sarkand and Bunji; these officials are at present directly

subordinate to the Director-General of Customs at Bushchr ^nd their

duties as yet are far from onerous,
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Topography folloTring is an alphabetically arranged table of

the principal villages in Biyaban

Name. Position, Houses* Bsuasks,

Agashki 6 miles east-north-

east of Mukhjan-
gan.

25 Wheat and barley are

grown and there are

150 date palms. Live-
stock are 10 camels,
12 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 150 sheep and
goats. There are wells
of good water, 6
fathoms deep.

Bailai 2 miles south of

Tahrui, near the
coast.

60 Resources are 700 date
trees, 10 camels, 20
donkeys, 70 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats. There are 3
wells of good water, 2
fathoms deep.

Baslilb 6 miles south-east

of Gatan.

20 There are 200 date palms
and a little wheat and
barley is grown. Ani-
mals are 10 donkeys,
10 cattle and 100 sheep
and goats. Water is

good, from 3 wells, 6
fathoms deep.

1

Bauni 3 miles south of

Tahrui, near the
coast.

2 i date palm, 1 donkey,
2 cows and a well, 1
fathom deep, of good
water.

Bazgar

/jW

3 miles west of
Namurdi.

20 Livestock are 20 camels,

15 donkeys, 10 cattle

and 20 sheep and
goats ; date trees

number 160. There
are 5 wells, 4 fathoms
deep ; the water is

fairly good.

Biriz 11 miles north-
north-west of

Gatan and 4 miles
from the coast.

100 Wheat and barley are
grown and there are

200 date palms. Some
of the people are
fishermen and possess 4
small boats. Animals
are 20 camels, 20
cattle and lOO sheep
and goats. I'here are

- 7 wells, 3 fathoms
deep ; the water is

poor.
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Name, Position. Houses.

Bundram 2 miles nortt of

Girau, on the coast.

16 A little wheat and
barley are cultivated
and date trees number
300. Livestock are 10
camels, 7 donkeys, 60
cattle and 300 sheep
and goats. Water is

good, from 4 wells, 1

to 2 fathoms deep.

Bunji 5 miles south by
east of Gatan and
3 miles from the

coast.

10 There are 100 date

palms, 2 or 3 donkeys,
10 cattle and 25 sheep

and goats. There are

2 wells of good water,

1 fathom deepu

Dardan In the low hills, near

the right bank
of the Gaz river

about 6 miles

above Gaz,

7 A little wheat and
barley only are grown.
Animals are 2 camels,

8 donkeys, 4 cattle and
20 sheep and goats.

There are 2 wells, 6 to

7 fathoms deep ; the

water is fairly good.

Faig In the low hills, 4
miles east of Gaz.

Ijlil. There are no houses and
no date palms, but a

little wheat and barley

is cultivated by the

inhabitants of Gaz.

GSibnan 1| miles south-west

of Mukhjangan.
16 Resources are 300 date

trees, 4 camels, 8
donkeys, 15 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

There are 5 wells, 3
fathoms deep, of good
water.

Gao

ji?

8^ miles south-south-

east of Gaz.

8 There are 100 date trees

and 3 wells, 3 fathoms
deep, of good water.
Animals are 3 camels,

6 donkeys, 10 cattle

and 60 sheep and
. goats.

Garindalixi 5 miles west-south-
~ west of Gaz and 2

miles from the

coast.

3 A little wheat and
barley at e grown and
there are 60 date

trees. Livestock are 2
camels, 1 donkey, 5
cattle, 15 sheep and
goats. Three wells, 3
fathoms deep, yield

water of poor quality.
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Name, Position. Houses. Bemabks.

Garuk

1

In the low hills 14
miles east-north-

of Kuhistakin the
Minab District

and near the right
bank of the Ma-
zavi stream.

10 houses of Bash?4-

kardi Persians.

Wheat and barley are
grown to a small
extent. Water is from
the Mazavi stream.

Gataa 9 miles north of

Kuh Mubarak in

the Jashk Dis-

trict and 4 miles
from the coast.

i

100 There are a few don-
kej'S, 150 cattle, 250
sheep and goats and
2,000 date palms

;

wheat, barley and
Indian corn are grown.
The annual Mslyat
is 30 Tumans.

Gawan

wl/

4 miles south-east
of Biriz.

£0 A little wheat and
barley are grown and
there are 300 date
palms, also 6 wells of
good water, 3 fathoms
deep. Animals are
4 cattle, 20 donkeys,
80 cattle and 80 sheep
and goats. A mile or
two to the north
of this village the
Minab-Jashk road
passes through fanta-
stic sandstone hills.

Gaz

/

Near the left bank
of the Gaz river,

at 8 miles from
the coasts

I

1

50 Wheat and barley
are grown in winter
by irrigation from the
Gaz river and there
are 500 date trees.

Livestock are 10
camels, 16 donkeys,
60 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

There is- good water
in 3 wells from 2 to 6
fathoms deep. The
annual Mslyat is 32
Tumans.

Gazpir 1| miles west of
Namnrdi.

20 Animals are 5 donkeys,
15 cattle and 100
sheep and goats, and
there are 6 wells, 5
fathoms deep, of good
water. Date palms
number 300.
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Name. Position. Houses. Bema.be:s.

GidQ 6 miles east of 20 Resources are a little

cultivation of wheat
and barley, 200 date

trees, 3 camels, 6 don-

keys, 20 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

There are 4 wells of

indifferent water, 4
fathoms deep.

Girau On the scmtli bank
of a small oreek

LOO Date palms number 1,000

and there are 20

at about % a mile

f1 om the coast

and 16 miles south

of Kuhistak in the

Minab District.

camels, 30 donkeys,

100 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

Wheat and barley are

grown. Good water

is obtainable from 6

wells^ 1 fathom deep.

The village lies among
sand hills 30 or 40

feet high and has a

white fort which is

visible from the sea.

The inhabitants own
a few boats which are

kept hauled up in the

creek. The annual
Malyab of the village

is 100 Tumans.

Goshki 4 miles east-north-

east of Zarawat.
100

'

Wheat and barley are

thrown, and there are

300 date ti’ees. Live-

stock are 20 camels,

25 donkeys, 25 cattle

and 200 sheep and

goats. Good water is

obtainable from 5

wells, 4 fathoms deep.

Gunari 4 miles south-west 9 A little wheat and

1 of Namurdi and 4 barley is grown and

,
miles from the there are 180 date

! coa^t.
1

trees. Animals are 2

camels, 5 cattle and
10 sheep and goats.

There aie 3 wells 3

i'athoms deep ; the

water is of poor

quality. Some of the

inhabitants are fisher-

men and the landing
place is a point of

call for small coasting

vessels.
Gxiwa»mS.itd About 12 miles

north-east ol

Girau.
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Name. Position. Uoases. UEMitESlS. -

iCahurchilan 3^ miles west of

Kamurdi and 4
miles from the
coast.

8 Besources are 100 date
palms, 4 camels, 3
cattle, 15 sheep and
^oats, and 3 wells of
3 fathoms depth eon*
taining good water.

ICarSi 2|- miles south of

Sikui and 6 miles

from the coast.

60 Wheat and barley are
grown and there are

400 date palms. Live-
stock are 7 camels,

12 donkeys, 30 cattle

and 100 sheep and
-goats. Water is good
from 10 wells, 6 fat-

homs deep.

Karatau

ujljjS

On the left bank of

the Hiwai stream,

4 miles west-north-

west of Sikui and
the same from the
coast.

20 A little wheat and
barley is grown and
date trees number
300. Animals are 5

camels, 3 donkeys, 8

cattle and 60 .sheep

and goats. Water of
poor quality is found
in 4 wells, 2 fathoms
deep.

Kardar 1 mile from the

right bank of the

Gaz river at 7
miles from the

coast.

10 Resources are cultivation

of cereals (wateied by
the Gaz river in

winter), 400 date

palms, 6 camels, 10
donkbys, 40 cattle,

200 sheep and goats

and 2 wells of good
water, 2 fathoms deep.

Kargushki 4 miles south by
east of Karai.

60 Wheat and baiiev are

grown and date trees

number 1,000. Live-
stock are 10 camels,
20 donkeys, 16 cattie

and 100 sheep and
goats. There are 6
wells, IJ fathoms deep,,

of good water.

Kilingi 3 miles south-east

of Sirik.

8

(

Animals are 2 camels,

3 donkeys, 10 cattle,

and 100 sheep and
goats, and a little

wheat and barley is

cultivated. There are
3 wellst 3 fathoms
deep, of good water.

X i
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Name. Position.

j

Houses. Bemabeb.

Maihmani In tbe low hills

near the right

bank of the Gaz
river about 8
miles above Gaz.

26 There are 500 date

trees and cultivation

of wheat and barley.

Livestock are 4
camels, 10 donkeys,

20 cattle and 200
sheep and goats. One
well, 20 fathoms deep,

contains good water.

M islii J a mile south, of
Sink, of wliioh it

is a dependency.

20

1

1

Resources are 400 date

trees, 10 camels, 8
donkeys, 50 cattle,

200 sheep and goats

and 4 •wells, of good
water, 2i fathoms
deep.

Muklijangan 6 miles north of
Gatan and 6 miles
south-east of
Biriz.

15 There are 150 date

palms and a little

wheat and barley is

cultivated. Animals
are 10 camels, 7
donkeys, 12 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

Water is good, from
3 wells, 3 fathoms in

depth.

Namurdi S| miles south of
Gaz.

15 The inhabitants own
200 date palms, 3
camels, 15 donkeys,
20 cattle and 60 sheep

and goats. There are

2 wells, 3 fathoms
deep, of good water.

The annual Malyat is

40 Tumans.

Naraiband 3 miles south-east
of Zarawat.

18 Resources are 200 date

palms, 4 donkeys, 16

cattle and 40 sheep

and goats, "Water is

indifferent from 8

wells, 3 fathoms deep.

Qalamui 6 miles north-east

of Zar§,wat,

'

20 A little wheat and bar-

ley is grown and
there are 100 date

trees. Livestock are

5 camels, 4 donkeys,

10 cattle and ToO
sheep and goats. The
water, from 3 wells 4

fathoms deep, is fairly

good.
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Name, Position. Houses. Remaeks.

Salawi 2 miles nortk of

Mukkjangan,
6 There are 1,000 date

trees and a little culti-

vation of wheat and
barley. Ko livestock

except one camel.

Water is good, from
6 wells, 5 fathoms
deep.

Sarkand On tke coast 4
miles nortk of

Kuk Mukarak in

tke Jashk Dis-

trict.

A. smftll port, or rather

landing place, where
tke Persian Customs
now maintain a post.

Sarkuk 6 miles east by
south of Gatan.

12 Date trees number 100

,

and animals are 4
camels, 4 donkeys, 10
cattle and 50 sheep
and goats. There is

one well, 7 fathoms
deep, of which tke
water is brackish.

Sarzek Near tke left bank
of tke Gaz river,

5 miles above
Gaz, ill tke low
kills.

40 There are 1,600 date
palms and livestock

are 12 camels, 20

1

donkeys, 26 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

There are 20 wells, 16
fathoms deep, from
which the water is

raised by bullocks

;

it is of fair (Quality.

Shamkiran 2 miles west of

Mukkjangan.
4 A little wheat atid

barley is grown and
there are 100 date
palms. Livestock are
3 camels, 4 donkeys,
6 cattle and 40 sheep
and goats. The wells
are 4 fathoms deep
and contain good
water.

Skirakan

cr*!;^

5 miles east by
south of Gatan.

20 There is a little culti-

vation of wheat and
barley and date palms
number 360. Animals
are 5 camels, 1

0

donkeys, 25 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

There are 4 or 5 wells,

of good water, 6 to 7
fathoms deep.



Name.

8ikm

Sii'ik

.—The name
Sirik is some-
times used in a
general sense to
designate all the

villages lying
within a radius
of 5 miles of
Sink proper.)

TahrUi

Tujak

Position. Houses. Bbuabks.

10 miles south hy
east of Gas! and
7 miles from the

coast.

150 This village has 2,000
date trees besides some
cultivation of wheat
and barley. The
wells, 7 in number,
are 6 to 6 fathoms in

depth and contain
good water. Animals
are 20 camels, 26
donkeys, 20 cattle and
20 sheep and goats.

3 1 miles south

-

south-east of

Tahrui and about
the same distance

from the coast.

150 The only approach to

a port in BiySban

;

the landing place,

known as Bandar
Sirik, lies upon a
creek due west of the
village where small
Bums and other light

vessels can anchor 5

goods are carried hy
land between the
Bandar and the village.

Wheat and barley are

cultivated and there
are 2,000 date trees.

Animals are 10 camels,
70 donkeys, 100
cattle and 100 sheep
and goats. Good
water is obtainable
from 10 wells, 2
fathoms in depth.
Some of the inhabit-
ants are fishermen
and 7 small boats are
owned here.

3 miles south of
Girau and 1 mile
from the coast.

100 There are 7 or 8 wells
of good water, 2,000
date trees and a little

cultivation of wheat
and barley. Livestock
are 10 camels, 20 don-
keys, 150 cattle and
400 sheep and goats.

34 miles south of
Biriz and 4 miles
inland fiom the
coast.

10 A little wheat and
barley is grown and
there are 200 date
trees. Livestock are
4 camels, 6 donkeys,
10 cattle and 60 sheep
and goats. There are
3 wells, 2| fathoms
deep, of good water.
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Karae. Position. Houses. BemaRss.

Tumrahi 3 mfles south-east

of Sink.

20 1 The only erops are a

little wheat and bar-

ley ; animals are 3

camels, 10 donkejs,

60 cattle and 100

^

sheep and goats. There
are 2 wells, 1| fathoms

deep, containing good
water.

i'-hraki 4 miles east bj
north of Gatan.

10 Wheat and barley are

oultivated and there

are 400 date trees.

Water is from 4 wells,

6 fathoms deep, and is

,

good. Animals are 10
donkeys, 30 cattle and

30 sheep and goats.

'arawat
4 miles north-

north-east of

Sikui,

10 There are 200 date

palms and a little

cultivation of wheat

and barley* Animals
are 3 donkejs, 7

cattle and 20 sheep

and goats. Good water

is obtainable fiom 2

wells 4 to 5 fathoms

in depth.

The largest tract in the Sanjaq of Hasa that is included under one

name: on account of its desolate character, however, its importance is

not in proportion to its size nor comparable with that of the oases of

Hasa and Qatif.

Bomdanes.—On the coast Biyadh reaches from the cape off which

lies Abu ’Ali island in the north to Ras-as-Safairah, a promontory

opposite the south end of Zakhnuiuyall island on the south—a (iistance

of 130 miles. Biyadh is hounded on the north by the tract called

Huziiin; on the west of it lie in succession from north to sonth the

tracts of Jau Shamin, Habl, Jauf, Badd-al-AsiS and the Hasa Oasis

;

on the south it meets JafSrah inland and Barr-al-(iar^ near the coast.

BIYADH
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The maximum breadth of Biyadh is between the sea and Habl where it

amounts to about 50 miles.

The Qatif Oasis^ which lies upon the coast about midway between

the two ends of Biyadh, is i egarded as a separate tract, surrounded

on the landward side by Biyadh but not forming* a part of it. Certain

other areas also, which fall within the limits above described, but are

distinguished by names and characteristics of their own, are scarcely

to be taken as included in the term Biyadh ; these are dealt with in

separate articles and their names will be found in the following

paragraph.

'Physical characteristics and divisions^— Biyadh, considered gener-

ally, is a tract of light-coloured sandy soil and abounds in low

white sandhills called Naqiyan . Qasba, Subat and Thamam are

among tbe grasses, and ^Andal, Rashad and Tarfah are among the shrubs

which grow, and they are found in great profusion. Almost everywhere

water is obtainable by digging a very few feet beneath the surface, and

the Bedouins say that the wells of Biyadh are numbered by

thousands.^^

There are several areas which call for notice as differing in character

from the rest of the tract. The northernmost of these is the
U)

Sabakhat-as-Summ ,
a large saline plain or nitrous depression

covered with sandhills, which almost reaches the sea in the neighbour-

hood of Jabal Dhalaifain and extends inland for many miles with a very

considerable breadth. To the south of it, and divided from it only

by a narrow strip of the ordinary Biyadh, is a second Sabakhah of

similar character known as Sabakhat Salaliyat • on the

Oast this marsh nearly touches the confines of the Qatif Oasis. The

two areas containing the best groups of wells in Biyadh are known as

Dabaisi and Hushiim and have their centres respectively 10 miles south-

west and 30 miles west by south of Qatif Town. Next to these in

excellence are two coastal strips, the Barr-adh-Dhahran which extends

from the Qatif Oasis to the large bay of Dohat Ruhumj and the

Barr-al- Oqair which reaches southwards from Dohat Ruhttm to the

end of the Biyadh tract. The least inviting part of Biyadh after the

Sabakhahs is said to be Habail
^ a region some miles in extent

which is traversed at 30 or 40 miles from Hofuf on the route to Qatif
Town ;

water is obtainable, however, and Bedouins sometimes encamp

here. Jau-al-Ajal is a small similar tract between Jubail-

al-Barri and Qasr Al Subaih.
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Features and loells ^—For the purpose of more minute d sciiption it

is necessary to divide Biyadh into the following parts :

—

I. The part north of Sabakhat-as-Summ.
II. Tlie part between Sabakhat-as-Summ and Hushunij Dabaisi

and the Qatif Oasis.
.

III. The part between Hushtim, Dabaisi and Jauf.
IV. The part between Dabaisi on the west and the Qatif Oasis

and Barr-adh-Dhahran on the east.

V. The part inland of Dohat Rulium.
“VI. The part westwards and south-westwards of Barr-al-^Oqair,

Each of these artificial divisions we now proceed to describe : but

Hushum, Dabaisi, Barr-adh-Dhahran and Barr-al-^Oqair—whether

they ought to be regarded as belonging to Biyadh or only as enclosed by
it—are dealt with separately under their own names

;
and so, of course,

is the Hasa Oasis.

I. The following is a table, alphabetically arranged, of the principal

features in the division of Biyadh north of Sabakhat-as-Summ ;

—

Name. Poflition. Nature.

Bahri (Jnbail-ah) Ou the coast 2B
' miles soutb-east
of Abu ’Alt
island and 37
miles north-west
of Ras Tanurah.

A hill forming a
landmark of some
importance.

A small creek known
as Ehuwair-al-Jubail
runs inland imme-
diately on the north
side of the hill.

Barrl (Jubail-al-) 6 miles inland
south-westward s

from Jubail-al-

Bahri.

Do. ...

Batinah
(Jazirat-al-)

rfiloUj)

South of Ahu ’Ali
island from which
it is divided by
the unna^igable
channel Maqta*-
ar-Raijafah, 2
miles broad.

The seaward end of
the promontory
which juts out from
the mainland to-

wards Abu ’Ali
island ; at high tide

it is out ofF from
the remainder by a
small arm of the
sea, called Maqta’-
al-Batinah, and be-

comes an island ; it

is described as being
about the same size

as the island of
Umm JSTa’asan in
Bahrain.

The so-called island is

rocky and rises in
two or three peaks.
It has no named
capes.
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Name. Position. STature, Rehabes.

Dafi (Dohat-ad-) 6 miles south of

the west end of

Abu ’Ali island

and about 20
miles south-east

of Mnsallami-
yala bay.

A small bay. From the foot of

D5hat-ad-Dafi. the
boundary between
Huzum and Bi-
yadh runs inland
due westwards.

Dafi (Ras-ad-) On the coast ap-

parently in the
corner between
the eastern end of

Maqta’-al-Bat inab
and the coast

of the mainland
running south

from it!

A small cape.

Dhalaifain
(Jabal)

On the coast, 12
miles south-east of

Jnbail-al-Babri.

A hill. ...

Ja’ailiyah

(Ras-ah)

On the coast, 16
miles north-west
of Ras Taniirah.

A small cape. Sometimes pronounced
Lij’ailiyah. A peail
bank, similarly named,
adjoins this cape,

Tanurah (Ras) About 10 miles

north-east of
Qatif Town.

See article Ras Tanu-
rah.

The pearl banks along this coast are given, in the Appendix on the

pearl fisheries of the G-nlf

.

The principal Bedouin camping places in this division where water is

obtainable are given below, the relative positions being* stated from native

information ;

—

Kame. Vernaoxilar equivalent. Position.

’Ainain At the north end of Jubail-al-Barri.

Ajal (Jau-al-) Midway between J ubail-al-Barri and Qasr
A1 Snbaih.

’Avuq (Umm-al-)
1*’

15 miles south-west of Qasr A1 Subaili.

'Awazim (’Aqalat-al-) 6 miles south-south-west of the Murair hill.

Dafi 3 miles east by south of the foot of Dohat-
ad-Dafi.

Dhalaifain At the bill of the same name upon the coast.
i
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Name. Vernacalar equivalent. Position.

Fasal
!

6 miles west-south-west of the foot of Dobat-
ad-Dafi.

Jarar (Umin-al-)i ? In the centre of the division, 11 miles south-
south-west of the foot of Ddhat-al-Dafi.
and 23 miles west by south of Jubail-al-
Bahri.

Madbarib 6 miles south-south-west of the foot of
D5hat-ad-Dafi.

Maraghah 7 miles south-west of tbe Murair hill.

Nabhaniyah 18 miles west by south of Umm-al-Jatar.

Nafail JL^ 10 miles west by north of Umm-al-Jarar.

Qarain (Umm) 14 miles south-west of TJmm-al-Jarar.

Euqq Midway between ’Ainain and TJmm-al-Jarar.

Sa’adab 14 miles south-south-west of Umm-al-Jarar.

Sab3>b
At the coast between J ubail-al-Bahri and
Jabal Dhalaifain, slightly nearer to the
former.

Sabhab Sabihah 16 miles west by south of Umm-al-Jarar.

Sadiyah

W

4 miles north-east of Umm-al-Jarar,

Sharuf (Abu) ^-3

1

2 miles south of Juhail-al-Barri,

Subaih (Qasr Al) ^ jT See article Qasr Al Subaili.

Summ r 4 miles inland from a point on the coast
which is rather nearer to Jabal Dhalaifain
than to Jubail-al-13ahri,

Tuwaiyab 3 miles west and slightly north of J ubail-al-

Bahri.

Wasat ixwfj 7 miles south by east of tbe Murair bill.

1

II. The only features of interest in the division of Biyadh imme*

diately south of the Sahakhat-as-Snnim are two hills named Muharakiyah
w

and Qarain respectively ; of these Qarain is about 28 miles

west of Lajto in the Qatlf Oasis^ while the Mnbarakiyah is about 9^ miles

to the north of Qarain and appears to be situated between the Sabakhat-

as-Snmm and the Sabakhat Salaliyat at or near their inland estremities.
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The camping gronnds with water in this diyision are the following :

—

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position.

’Ardhlimiyali
u>

8 miles nortb-west o£ Safwa in tbe Qatif
Oasis.

’Arish (Umm)
cu

14 miles west by north of Safwa in tbe

Qatif Oasis.

^Arqtibali 19 miles west by north of Safwa in the

Qatif Oasis.

Birdi (Umm-al-)
O)

pi On the south side of the Sabdkhat-as-Summ,
8 miles east of the Qarain hill.

Daraidi 6 miles west of Safwa in the Qatif Oasis.

Dasmah 2 miles east-south-east of the Mnbarakiyah
hill.

Dhumain (*Aqalat) 5 miles west of the Qarain bill.

Ghnmailah 14 miles west of Lajam in tbe Qatif Oasis.

Hail (Abul) 3 miles west of Lajam in the Qatif Oasis

Ja’aimali 8 miles north-east of Safwa in tbe Qatif
Oasis, and about 1 mile from tbe sea and
tbe same from the north shore of Qatif bay.

Joan 6 miles north-north-west of Safwa in the

Qatif Oasis. „

Ma’an (Abu) 10 miles west by north of Safwa in the

Qatif Oasis.

Babimab On the coast between Eas TanUrali and
Eas-al-Ja’ailiyah, LI miles from the former
and 6 miles from the latter.

Sa’alul 5 miles north-north-west of Lajam in the

Qatif Oasis.

Salaliyat 9 miles east of tbe Qarain bill.

Sbab vU. 8 miles north by west of Safwa in the Qatif
Oasis and 3 miles from the sea.

Sbabam (Kawakib) 10 miles west-north-west of Safwa in the

Qatif Oasis.

Sbaqm 3 miles north-north-west of Safwa in the

Qatif Oasis.

SbuDiailab (Bu) 6 miles north-west of Safwa in the Qatif
Oasis.

Subagbawiyab

a» '

10 miles west of Lajam in tbe Qatif' Oasis.
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At Ja^aimah is a clump o£ date trees belonging to Bani Hajir.

Here may be mentioned 8 other watering places which^ though not

situated in this division^ are adjacent to it^ lying to the west of Hushiiin,

They art :

—

Name, Vernacular equiyalent. Position.

Jafain 10 miles west-south-west o? the Qarain hill.

Jarthamah 8 miles south-south-west of the Qarain hill.

Nuwaisah 12 miles south-south-west of the Qarain hill.

III. The central division of Biyadh has no outstanding natural

featnres, but the following camping grounds with waLer are situated in

it.—

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position.

Abal (Ahul) J>j^i 13 miles west by north of Munifah.

Baqaiq
(3-^*3

7 miles south-west of Munifah.

Baqqah
tt)

14 miles south-south-west of Munifah.

Dhabblyah
m

15 miles west of Qatif Town.

Ghubaiyah
w

9 miles west*north-west of Qatif Town.

Ghuwailat 3 miles north-east of Munifah.

Halaiwin (Bani) 16 miles south-west of Munifah.

Jido-ai 3 miles east of Munifah.

Mulaihah 5 miles west of Bani Halaiwin.

Munifah 21 miles south-west of Qatif Town and the
same west of Jabal Mudrah in Barr-adh-
Dhatiran.

Naba'ah <Kjt33 16 miles west by south of Munifah.

Safawiyah d3jlLo 5 miles south of Naba’ah.

Sha’aibah (Abu) 7 miles west by north of Munifah.

Tiyanah (Abu) djlu ^3 1
4 miles west-south-west of Baqqah.

Tuwailah 6 jpiles south-south-east of Munifah.
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IV. The strip of Biyadh on the east side of Dabaisi resembles the

central division in its lack of prominent features j it has only 5 camping

grounds which are well known, with water :

—

Name. Vernacular equivalent.

1

Position.

Badrani
1 .

i

B miles west-south-west
1

of Qatif Town.

Baqailab
I

6 tni es south-west of Qatif Town.

Nabyah 8 miles south of Qatif Town and 4 miles

west of Dammau.

SuWaba’ 2 miles south of Nabyah.

Taba 2 miles south of Suwaba’ and the same west-

north-west of Jabal Mudrahin Barr-adh-

- ,

Dliahran.
-

V. Except for the objects described in the article on the bay itself , -the

part of Biyadh inland of D5hat BfUllUin is featureless. The following

points in it, where water is procurable, are Bedouin resorts :

—

Name, Vernacular equivalent. Position.

Baqarrah
«0

14 miles west of Niqa-al-Mabaraf on Dohat
Kuhum.

Dhabban (Umm) -IB miles north-west of Niqa*ahMaharaf on
Dohat Eutium.

Dira* 6 miles north-west of Niqa-al-Mabaraf on
Dohat Euhum.

Gbunan viiUji 6 miles north -north-east of Umm Dhabban,

Haiyat (Abul) jjI 12 miles west by north of Niqa-al-Maharaf
on Dohat Rulium.

Hujairi 7 miles north-north -west of Niqa-al-Mabaraf
on Dohat Ruhum,

Ruhum
r“-J

2 miles north-north-west of Niqa-al-Maharaf
on Dohat Rutium and 1 'mile from the

shore of the bay.

Sarair jij^ 2 miles west of 2iUghaiU

S arrah
m

- 5 miles west of Sarair,

Znghail

i

i

IT miles west-north- west of Niqa-al-MahafTaf
on D5hat Kuhum.
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VI. The only considerable feature of the division of Biyadh that lies

inland of Earr-al-’Oqair is a nitrous marshy depression, known as

Sabakhat Shatar jJoU
, which is close to the eastern border of the

Hasa Oasis and has its centre about 80 miles south-west of ’Oqair Port.

The length of this depression from north to south is probably 20 miles,

and its breadth where it is crossed by the route between ’Oqair and

Hofuf is 4 miles
;

it is fairly clear of sand and the surface is covered

with saltpetre.

'ihe principal Bedouin camping grounds with wells in this division

are ;

—

Name. Vernacular
equivalent.

’Alah

1

Atblah (XJmm)

Baraiman

Bisaitin

Dannan

Position,

About 16 miles inland
south-westwards from a

point on the coast oppo-
site Zaktinuniyali
island.

18 miles west by north of
’Oqair Port.

14 miles south-west bj
south of ’Oqair Port.

3 miles north-east by
north of Barairaan.

22 miles north-west of

^Oqair Port and 7 miles

inland from Ddhat Dha-
lum.

Bs&iabzs.

iTbese wells are situat-
I ed in a tract of the

same name which is

I
several miles in extent

! and adjoins the south-
i ern boundary of

1 Biyadh.

The first halting place
on the ordinary route
from ’Oqair Port to
Hofuf when the
journey is performed
m 4 stages. There
are 3 wells, but the
water is brackish.
Grass and camel graz-
ing are available,

bni no fuel. Remains
exist of a Qasr, simi-
lar^ to that at Khu-
wainij below, but
older.

There is some grazing
here, and by digging
sweet water is obtain-
able.
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Name,
Vernacular
equivalent.

Position. Eemabes.

Dharr (XJmm-adh-)
w w
jiJi

^1
1 mile nortb-north-east of

Bisaitlu.

Near by is a group of
mounds where in 1902
A1 Morrah tribesmen
lay in wait for a Tur-
kish military detach-
ment, afterwards sur-
prising and cutting it

up at Qofdiyah. In
1906 the whole inci-

dent was repeated*

Hisliah (Umm) 11 miles west by soatb of
Khuwainij,

...

Kharaiq 10 miles inland westwards
from Eas-al-Qaraiyah in
Barr-al-’Oqair Port.

...

Khuwainij 22 miles south-west of
’Oqair Port.

The halting place on
one route between
’Oqair and BEofuf
when the journey is

performed in 2 stages.

There are remains here
of a Qasr built by the
Turks ; it was about
20 yards square, with
a bastion at each
corner, and had rooms
against all four walls

inside. On the east

side, only a few yards
distant, is a well of
good water, fathoms
deep.

MSris (Abul) 10 miles south-west of
Baraiman.

Mijam’ah 9 miles west-north -west of
’Oqair Port.

• •4

MtLwaih IJ miles north-north-east
of Baraiman.

• ••

Qofdiyali
w 4 miles south-west of

Umm-adh-Dharr.
The scene of 2 mishaps
to*« Turkish troops.
See Umm-adh-Dharr
above. The place is

also called QufF-al-

Yasrali

Bizqan 18 miles west by south of
’Oqair’ PorU

1
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Kasie.
Veraaeular egui- 1

valent.
Position. Eemabes.

Rughwan 15 miles north-west of

’Oqair Port and 7 miles

inland from the coast.

...

Shatar 3 miles south of Ahul
]Maris on the eastern

border of the Sabakhat

Shatar*

The middle stage on the

' ordinary route be-

ween Hofuf and

’Oqaip Port; hj
road it is 21 miles

from the former and

28 from the latter

place. The wells, 3

in number, are small

and the water is

brackish. There is no

grazing or fuel.

Snwad 8 miles sonth-west of

'Oqair Port.

Good water for ’Oqair
Port is fetched from

this well.

Taba’at 18 miles inland westwards

of Dohat Dhalum.
...

Zaghaimah 3 miles west by south of

BarHiman.

Poptlaiion ,—Except for the one recently formed settlement of Qasr

A1 Subaill, Biyadhis without fixed inhabitants^ but it is mncli frequented

by nomads. The northern half of the tract is understood to belong to

the Bani Khalid and the remainder to the ’Ajman ;
bnt when, as at

present, the two tribes are on terms of amity the Bedouins of both make

use indifferently of the entire tract. The Bani Hajir also visit Biyadh

under the auspices of the ^Ajniaii,

A tract of country in the Masqat District of the ’Oman Sultanate,

forming a plain on the north-west side of a spur which the Eastern Hajar

sends down to the sea between Masqat Town and Wadi Samail. Al-

though the tract is spoken of as Wadi Boshar there is no valley p]*operly

so called, but the drainage of the plain finds its way to the coast by

* See map Maskat District (Survey of Indi^, 1904-05) and StiJ^e’s Visit to tie

pot S^rin^s of Posher.

BOSEAE*
(WlDI)
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various outlets between Hail Al ’Umair iuBatinah and Khuwair iu tbe

Masqat District. Tbe Bosbar villages extend in a string about 14. miles

long from nortb-east to south-west : in the table which follows they are

given in order, beginning at the end nearest Masqat Town :

Houses and inhabitants.

Path Al Bu Paid

vjl

B 6 3 li a r Bin- Adjoins Sad.

’Anoran.

9 miles west-south" 30 houses of Al Bu fhsre are a few date trees*

west of Buwi. Sa’id.

Adjoins Path. 4»0 houses of Bani The people are shepherds.

Hasan.

X)o. 30 houses of ’Awa- I>o.

mir.

Adjoins Sad. 100 houses of Bani A few cattle, sheep and
** Hasan. ^ goats are procurable.

Adjoins Boshar Bin- 200 houses of Bani

Amran, Hasan.
The owners, as distin-

guished from the occu-

piers of this village, are

Al Ku Sa’id. There are

350 donkeys, 300 cattle

and 250 sheep and goats.

Ghallah 1 mile south-west of 200 houses, viz.,

, Pilij. Bani Hasan (60),

Bani Jabir chiefly

of the Salut section

(70), Bani Baqad

(20), Siyabiyin
(15>, ’Awamir
(26) and Al
Wahibah (10).

Most of the village is owned

by Khojahs, There

are 6 hot springs here:

the hottest is 116°P., and
the largest discharges

about as much as a 5-

inch pipe. Dates, man-

goes, plantains, pome-
granates, limes, corn

and vegetables are

grown and there are

about 3 camels, 90 don-

keys, 30 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Lansah 3 miles west
Ghallah.

60 honses of Bani

I

Jabir, Bani
Baqad and others.

A convenient halting-

place for the night for

travellers who have
mad^ a late start from
Matrah for Wadi
Samail. There are 25

camels and 250 sheep

and goats.

Less than a mile 35 houses of Shabul. 50 camels, 15 donkeys and
west of Lansab. 200 sheep and goats.
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Name.

Falaij-asli-Sham

Sunub

Hammam-al-’Ali

*Awabi

Misfab-al-’Ali

sIa^w/o

I

Misfah-as-Safil

iijLwJ I stAtMkAe

Sa’al

Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bbmabes.

3 miles south-west
of Grhallah.

30 houses of Ban]
Ruwahah. and
mixed tribes.

Part of this village belongs
to *Ali-bin-Juraa', one
of tlie Sultan’s secre-

taries. There are 20
donkeys, 10 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

2 miles south of
Falaij -ash-Sham.

80 houses of
Nabahinah.

10 camels are owned here,

also 25 donkej’s, 30
cattle and 60 sheep aud
goats.

2 miles south of
Falaij-ash-Sham
and west of Sunub.

30 houses of
lifabaliinali and
others.

The people are cultivators

and carriers
; they

possess 16 camels, 40
donkeys, 35 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

4 miles south-west
of Falaij-ash-Shara.

10 houses of Tama-
timab.

7 donkeys and 20 sheep
and goats.

Adjoiii oue another
2 miles west of
’Awabi.

80 houses of Bani
BaqS.d and Tam^-
timah, also
Kahbiyin and
Siyabiyin.

45 donkeys, 40 cattle and
60 sheep and goats.

2J miles west of
Misfah.

20 houses of
Siyabiyin.

This village is famed for

a vegetable antidote to
snake-poison which the
inhabitants are said to

possess.

Tiese hamlets^ with the exception o£ Boshar Bin-^Amianj in which
the houses are mostly of stone, consist of date-branch huts with one or two
buildings each of a better class, constructed for purposes of defence.
The total population of the whole tract is apparently about 4,800 souls.

The villages have separate date-groves.

Wadi Boshar is celebrated for its hot springs, of which the best
and most frequented for medical baths are those at the village of
Ghallah : there is a spring also atone of the Misfahs but it is too hot for
use. In 1888 Barghash, Sultan of Zanzibar, who was then suffering from,
a fatal disease, visited 'Oman chiefly with the object of bathing in the
Boshar springs.

The distance of the nearest part of Boshar by road from Matrah is

seven or eight miles.
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BU'BITAN a. large^ low island, about 26 miles in lengtn by 12 |in breadtb, at

tbe north-western corner of the Persian Gulf J
Khor ^Abdullah divides it

from the mouth of the Shatt-al-'Arab and from Turkish territory, Khor

Bubiyan from the ishmd of Warbah, and Khor-as-Sabiyah from the

possessions of the Shaikh of Kuwait north of Kuwait Bay. The eastern-

most point (or nearly so) of Bubiyan is called Ras-al-Qtaid o^xaJI • the

southern point, 7 miles north-north-west from Pailakah island, is known

as Eas-al-Barshah . The island has no date trees or villag'es,

and is destitute of fresh water. The northern end of it is very low

and is sometimes broken in upon by the sea
;
the south end also

is partially overflowed at high water. In summer some of the

^Awaziin of Kuwait visit Bubiyan and catch fish upon its north-eastern

coast by means of tidal weirs or Hadhrahs
;

and, chiefly on this

ground, the Shaikh of Kuwait claims the island as his property. A
storehouse, guarded by a small military detachment under an officer,

was established by the Turks near Ras-al-Qaid in 1902 and still remains.

BUDAIYA^ A town on the coast of Bahrain Island near its north-western corner

:

it stretches for about a mile along the sea and is about 800 yards deep.

It consists of 3 quarters named Fariq«al-*Amamarah, ParTq-ad-Dam

and Fariq-al-Budaiya^ : of these the last is the oldest and southernmost.

Fariq-al-Budaiya^ is adjoined on the north by Fariq-ad-Dam, which

stands on Ras Budaiya^ or Budaiya^ point
; and Fariq*ad-Dam is adjoined

in its turn by Fariq-aVAmamarah on the east. Waste spaces which

divided these quarters have now entirely disappeared. There are a

considerable number of stone houses, including 5 or 6 buildings of solid

masonry with upper storeys, besides a large number of reed huts ; and

Fariq-al-Budaiya^ contains a tower. The inhabitants of Budaiya^ are aU

Sunnis, comprising Dawasir (800 houses), ’Amamarah (100 houses),

Huwalah (50 houses), free negroes (200 houses) and a large number of

negro slaves (perhaps 450 houses). The total population is estimated

at 8,000 souls. The Budaiya^ and Dam quarters are mostly Dawasir J

their water supply is from wells in the date plantations of Diraz and Bani

Jamrah villages
; that of the quarter of the ’Amamarah is from a well a

little to the east of their houses. Most of the people are engaged in the

pearl fisheries. Over 100 boats, some of considerable size, are owned

Here ; they are 11 Batils, 10 Baqarahs, 56 Shu^ais and Sambuks and 37

Mashuwahs and jollyboats
;
of these 67 are used for pearling. Livestock
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include 2 horses, 55 donkeys and 25 cattle. There are 3 day schools

kept by MuUas. The internal admiDistration of the place is conduc-feed

by the Shaikh of the Dawasir without any interference from the Shaikh

of Bahrain,

An Arab tribe, partly settled and partly nomad, found in the extreme BxiQtrm
south- 9vestern corner of Najd and beyond. Wadi Bishah is one of

their seats, and Rumadan and Turabah in Wadi Sabai' are among

their villages. Bedouin Buqum encamp in large numbers near Turabah

in the summer. The singular of the name is Buqumi .

An important town of Najd, situated in Qasini and second in that BUEAIBAH
district to ’Anaizah only. Buraidah stands on the opposite side of

Wadi-ar-Eummah from ^Anaizah, at some distance from the left bank,

and is distant 12 miles from ’Anaizah northwards.

Buraidah is almost surrounded by desert, and palm groves

and cultivation are found only on that side of it which is next the

Wadi. On the west side of the place the sand of the desert appears to

be constantly accumulating to a greater and greater height. The sub-

soil is a sedimentary deposit of bluish-white clay
;

but in some places

three strata of sandstone, each from 3 to 6 feet thick, are encountered

within 80 feet of the surface. The elevation of Buraidah above the sea

is slightly less than that of ’Anaizah,

Arrangemeni and huildings.—The town is surrounded by a strong

mud wall with square towers at intervals, and contains, at its north end,

a large but not lofty fort called Qasr Mahanna which also

possesses towers. The houses of Buraidah are of clay, but many have

upper storeys ; they cover on the average a larger area than those of

’Anaizah, and their size, together with the greater width of the Buraidah

streets, makes the town appear more extensive than ’Anaizah.

' The central feature of the town is the main bazaar, called Majlis

,
which runs north and south and is divided by sections among

the various trades. At the northernmost end are blacksmiths and tin-

smiths ] next them are cobblers and shoemakers ; then tailors and vendors
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of ready-made clothes and of piece-goods ; then green-grocers ; then

butchers
;
finally a miscellaneous collection of shops belonging to dealers

in piece-goods^ confectioners, arms and ammunition merchants, and

gold and silver smiths. A street running eastwards leaves the main

bazaar near its southern end and is given up to female traders who traffic in

eollyrium, henna, toilet requisites, dresses, gold thread, rings, etc. In two

places, one in the tailors'' quarter and the other in that of the butchers

and miscellaneous dealers, the bazaar widens out and forms an open space;

both these spaces are used as camel and cattle markets, and in the latter

auctions are also held.

The various wards of the town surround the Majlis and are as follows

:

on the north-east, Jaradah on toe south-east, Jadidah «

j

on the south-west, Butah ; on the west, Duwash
; and on the

north-west Shamal Of these Jaradah is by far the largest,

amounting perhaps to a third of the whole town.

The Jami" or principal mosque, which is situated to the east of the

Majhs near the northern of the two cattle markets, has a high square

tower; it is a large building but like other Wahhabi mosques can lay

no claim to elegance. There are five other considerable mosques, one of

which has a tall minaret ; this minaret and the tower of the J ami', though
attached to places of worship, are used as ordinary look-out stations

by the town watchmen.

Inhabitants.—The population of Buraidah amounts to about 7,500 souls

;

they are mostly 'Auizah but partly Bani TsiUlim, Galla slaves, dependents
of the Amir of Buraidah, were formerly numerous, A number of the

fighting men are mounted on tbe Amir''s horses. There are seven schools

in which Muhammadan jurisprudence and Quranic lore are taught, also a
number of elementary schools

; five schools for girls exist at which instruc-

tion in reading, writing, needlework and the Quran is imparted by female
teachers.

Agriculture and supjplies .—The date groves of Buraidah are very exten-
sive and ordinary fruit trees are numerous. Cereals also are grown in the
vicinity of the town, and desultory cultivation is carried on by Buraidah
agriculturists at outlying places such as Duwairah and Naqib, The date
belt to the south of the town is called Suhakh ; it is full of wells of good
water, on which the irrigation depends, and lucerne is raised in large
quantities among the palms. Livestock are estimated at l,fi00 camels,
200 donkeys and 600 or more horned cattle. The Amir owns about 60
good horses and mares and his relations have 10 ox 15 more, but there are
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few or none among the ordinary townsmen. Camels for transport are

supplied by the adjacent Bedouins, those of the town itself being mostly

employed on the wells.

Buraidah is a stage on the route between Kuwait and Makkah, All

kinds of supplies are plentiful. The water of Buraidah, however, is

generally dull and brackish ; its level varies from 20 to 40 feet below

ground and rises after Hoods in Wadi-ar-BiUmmah. The wells in the

town are lined with dry-stone masonry.

Commence and industries .—The shops in the main bazaar number about

300. Buraidah is a great commercial centre, hut its trade and activity are

at their height only during the four months following the date harvest,

when nomads resort to the town to buy dates, rice and cloth
;
sometimes as

many as 1,000 of their tents may be seen at one time pitched outside the

walls. At other seasons of the year a considerable proportion of the shops

are closed. Buraidah is celebrated for its horse maiket; the animals

mostly come from the Mutair and are more numerous than in the

’Anaizah market but not so good. Buraidah is partly dependent on

Kuwait for food-stuffs and entirely so for cotton goods. There are

richer merchants at Buraidah than at Hail^ among them being some

prosperous camel masters who have made their money by transporting

grain in Turkish ’Iraq, by importing rice and clothing into Najd, and

by exporting ghi to Makkah or, in some years, dates and corn to

Madinah.

The chief indigenous handicrafts are those of the blacksmith, gold-

smith and silversmith. Swords of good temper and workmanship are still

turned out, and in former days Buraidah was celebrated for the manu-

facture of fire-arms.

Political position and governments— history of Buraidah is

inseparable from that of Qasim ; it is a record of rivalry with ’Anaizah

varied by occasional coalitions between the two places to meet a

common danger* The constitution of Buraidah under its own Amir has

hitherto resembled that of ’Anaizah, political relations with the sur-

rounding Bedouins being however less close ; and it appears to be as little

in abeyance, notwithstanding the nominal Turkish occupation of Qasim

established in 1905, as that of the larger town* The Turkish Nuqtah or

military post at Buraidah consisted in 1906 of 60 rifles and was accommo-

dated in a large house without an upper storey in the Jaradah quarter,

which belonged to the AmTr of Buraidah. The Amir, at present Salih-

bin-Hasan-bin-Mahanna, received in 1905 the rank of Qaim-Maqam in
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the Turkish service ;
bat his appointment, in so far as his employers are

concerned, is an unpaid sinecure, and he is understood to own allegiance

to Ibn Sa'ud,^

Ordinarily pronouuced Burazjun. The principal place in the district

of Dashtistan and tlie seat of the Khan who under the Provernor- General

of Fars rules tne greater part of that district : burazjan is situated

about 28 miles north-east of Biishehr Town. The ordinary route from

Bushehr Town to Shiraz passes by Burazjan^ which by land is distant 43

miles from Bushehr and 16 from Daliki, the next stage beyond it
}

but the land-journey from Bushehr can be reduced to 28 miles by

taking boat from Bushehr to Shif.

Burazjaii stands on the plain of DashtistaU, at an elevation of only

250 feet above the sea and dominated by the lofty crests of the Gisakan

mountain less than 10 miles to the eastward
;

it is surrounded by date-

groves which are most extensive upon the west iide. The ordinary

houses are poor but there is a fine stone-built Sarai with loopholed walls,

commanding the town and capable of being utilised as a fort j it was in

fact occupied in 1906 by a Persian military detachment of 150 infantry

with one mountain gun. High Persian officials passing through Burazjan

treat the Sarai as a residence. Water is from deep wells and is good and

abundant.

The town contains about 500 houses and the population may be esti-

mated at 2,500 souls ;
the people are mostly cultivators, traders, or

muleteers. The only prominent tribes are the Paparis
, who have

dominated the place since they expelled the original Bag owners less

than a century ago ; the Qaidan also comparatively recent

immigrants
;
and some Saiyids : the remainder of the townspeople

are a medley of immigrants from other places, such as Bushehris,

Dashtis, Khishtis and Kazarunis. The standard of civilisation is higher

at Burazjan than is usual in the coast districts about Bushehr, but the

inhabitants avoid needless display of well-being and even allow their

houses to remain unrepaired lest the Persian Government should be

tempted to quarter a high official permanently among them ; at the

same time their attitude towards the Government is somewhat defiant.

In 1906 the son of Ihn Sa*ud seized and deported him, undeterred by hi»’

Turkish official status*
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Tte opium-habit is very prevalent. There are several religious shrines of

slight importance.

There are no local manufactures^ but the bazaar contains about

170 shops. Burazjau depends upon dates and agriculture and upon the

transit through it of the Shiraz and up-country trade. About 300

mules belonging to Burazjau are employed on the Shiraz route;

formerly there were over 500; but many were sold in consequence of

scarcity in 1903-04i. Burazjau is the only trade centre in Dashtistan

and its trade is consequently an epitome of the trade of the district.

The exports all go to Bushehr Town and comprise wheat; barley, beans,

melons, tobacco, gum, wool, firewood, charcoal and lime : the imports in

the contrary direction, for the consumption of town and district, are chiefly

prints, rice, colfee, sugar, tea, opium and spices. The currency is

Persian, chiefly silver Qrans ; and the Man of Burazjau is equal to

18 lbs. 11 oz. English, giving a Hashim Man (16 ordinary Mans) of

139 lbs. English.

Burazjau, though at present farmed along with its dependencies by the

Governor of the Gulf Ports, belongs to the Government of Pars and

is the seat of the Khan who administers the greater part of the

Dashtisian District. He is not himself a Papari but belongs to a tribe

called Maiman A Deputy-Governor also resides here on behalf

of the Governor-General of Pars,

The Indo-European Telegraph Department's line from Bushehr Town
to Shiraz passes tiirough Burazjan and is connected at this place with the

Persian Government telegraph which goes by Rig, Dilam, Behbehatt

and Ahwaz to lluhammareh, Shushtar and Dizful.

A village on the west coast of Muharraq Island in Bahrain, 1 mile BUSAITXN
north of Muharraq Town. East of the village is a date grove about

800 yards in length by 200 in breadth, in which are situated two wells

that supply the village with slightly brackish drinking water. Beneath

the date palms carrots and lucerne are extensively cultivated. Busaitin

contains about 400 dwellings ; some are of masonry, but the majority are

date-mat huts. The inhabitants are Sunnis, chiefly Madhahakah (150

houses); but a few are A1 Bu Rumaih (20 houses), 'Utub and Bani

Yas of the Al Bu Falasah section. The inhabitants own 8 Baqarahs,

12 Shii'ais and Sambuks, aul 26 Mashuwabs and jollyboats ; of these 32
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aie used as pearl boats. Date palms number less than 1,000 : there are

a few pomegranate and lemon trees. Donkeys number 8, and cattle

4 only.

BUSHEHE

PENINSULA

A torpedo-shaped promontory lying parallel to the coast of the Persian

district of Tangistan at a distance of 4 or 5 miles ; the intervening space

is occupied by a grass and reed-grown swamp or Mashileh across

whichj at about midway between the extremities of the peninsula; runs a

caravan route to the mainland.

Extent.—The peninsula measures exactly 1% miles from its north-western

tip on which stands Bushehr Town to Eas Halileh at tbe opposite end i

between these points the outline on each side is a convex cnrve and the

maximum breadth^ at midway^ is about 3^ miles. A small tail running

eastwards from Ras Halileh almost cuts off the Mashileh from the sea. The

peninsula is surrounded by the sea on north, west and south ; on the east

it IS bounded by the Mashileh which at its northern end merges in Khor

Sultani; a creek entering Bushehr harbour.

Physical features, water and legetation.—The site of Bushehr Town

is rocky and slightly elevated above the sea, but immediately south of it a

strip of very low land runs across the peninsula from coast to coast

;

beyond this low strip the ground gradually rises again, and the remainder

of the peninsula is a soit of turtle-back attaining its maximum elevation

of 150 feet in the centre at Imamzadeh village. There is a stretch of

low cliff along the coast at the south-west corner of Bushehr Town and

again in the neighbourhood of Eishehr: south of hishehr the high

ground falls away abruptly, at some distance inland, both on the west

towards the sea and on the east towards the Mashileh and there are

several considerable ravines, One hollow called Andar-i-Buneh Lareh

AAj or Andar Bandar joif runs down from the middle of the

peninsula to its east side, a little south of the telei^raph line to the

mainland
;
aud parallel to this, on its south side, is a Qanat which taps a

subterranean water-supply. The low parts of the peninsula are sandy,

the higher are generally of a firm, arable soil
;
but there are protrusions

at numerous,places of a soft, porous sandstone rock in horizontal strata,

and elsewhere there are considerable stony tracts.
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Wells are niimero-iis^ but there is no really good drinking Ti^ater in the

peninsula
; the best is obtained from a shallow well near the beach at

Bandar Halileh and some of respectable quality at a spot called Naidi

between 1 and 2 miles south of Bushehr Town.
Here and there a little grass is found. An occasional ber and

tamarisk are the only naturally growing trees ; but the Babul and
cypress are founds also a tree with yellow flowers called Gul-i-Abrisham

and another with red of which the name is Panjeh-i-^Arus. Roses grow,

but not well : the jasmine, Bougainvillea and oleander flourish.

Climate,—lihe climate resembles that described in the article on

Bushehr Town, but on the higher parts of the peninsula the heat is less

oppressive in summer. The cold weather is frequently ushered in by dust-

storms. In winter white clouds, formed by exhalations from the Gulf

meeting the cold air of the mountains, cling to the summits and seaward

slopes of the great maritime range to the east of the town * and are

sometimes carried by a change of wind down to the coast itself. Storms

are frequent in December and are sometimes accompanied by thunder and

hail.

Population ^—The inhabitants of the Bushehr peninsula, apa^t from

Bushehr Town which forms the subject of a separate article, number
about 8,500 souls and belong to mixed tribes. A number of the wealthier

natives of Bushehr Town have gardens and country houses in the northern

part of the peninsula and live there, driving or riding every day to

their business in the town. The inhabitants of the villages of the

peninsula own about 300 rifles exclusive of those in the possession of the

Kadkhuda of Rishehr*^s levies.

Agriculture and trade ,—A large proportion of the peninsula consists

of arable land, which in partis cultivated regularly by means of wells, and
in part after a more desultory fashion by rainfall. The ordinary crops

are wheat and barley, sown about December after the beginning

of the winter rains and reaped after 4 months. The seed is scattered

on the surface of the unprepared ground and is then turned in with a light

plough drawn by a single bullock or even donkey. In places there are

date-groves, but not of a thriving appearance. A peculiar feature of the

peninsula is its viticulture, conducted after a somewhat curious method.

The vines are planted in deep pits or wells, led to the surface of the

^ A sketch of these hills as seen from the sea will be found in Chart No. 2378-27,

Ahu Shahr,
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ground, and then trained over rockeries of loose stones ; each vine-pit and

mound is surrounded by a low dry-stone wall and forms a circular

enclosure with an average diameter of about 20 yards, some being less and

some considerably more. The vines of Rishehr are particularly prolific

and it is said that one at that place used to yield nearly 2,000 lbs,

weight of fruit every year. The grapes find a market in Bushehr

Town. The number of date palms in the peninsula is from IS^OOO to

20,000. Other fruits are water melonS;, marsh melons, oranges, lemons,

pomegranates, citrons and figs, and there are a few Purtnqal or

Baghdad oranges. Vegetables of all sorts are grown, including encumbers,

pumpkins, brinjals, tomatoes and bindis in summer, and carrots, beetroot,

cabbage, cauliflower, turnips, beans, mint, lettuce and chillies in winter
;

the lettuce of Bushehr has a high reputation in Persia. Potatoes are very

little grown and are imported from Shiraz and Karachi,

There is no trade apart from that of Bushehr Town, and no other

port exists except a few small boat-harbours which are little used except

by the fishing craft of adjoining villages.

Communications .—The only road in the peninsula fit for vehicles—and

those of strongly built types—is one 6 miles in length from Bushehr Town
to Sahzabad ;

it is maintained at the expense of private subscribers, under

the supervision of the Britisn Residency, and has a branch to Kishehr.

The land routes* from Bushehr Town to Bandar ’Abbas, Muhammareh
and Shiraz all leave the peninsula by one common crossing about 5

miles south-east of Bushehr Town. Here it may be noted that the

Shif route was closed in 1906 by the Grovernor of the Gulf Ports in

favour of the route by Ahmadi, and that caravans from up-country were

then obliged to come to Bushehr Town and encamp outside the walls.

This change was due chiefly to the extortions practised at Shif by the

Khan of Angali, who paid 4j, 800 Tumans a year for the right to collect

tolls at Shif ; hut in 1906 it was intended to continue the new arrange-

ment and to build a large caravansarai just outside the town. The Shif

route was always Unpopular because there was no warehouse for goods at

Shif, and transport animals could not he kept nearer to that place than

at Khushab whence it was necessary to fetch them when required.

Three cables of the Indo-European Telegraph Department, 2 from

Jashk and 1 from Fao, are landed a few hundred yards to the west of

Rishehr fort and conducted ovOrlaod for about one mile north-eastwards to

the telegraph station which consists of 6 or 7 large buildings. The

^ See Moutes in Persia 1, Nos, 20, 21 and 23.
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European signalling staff, formerly 25 strong, Las been reduced to 14

since the introduction of automatic long-distance instruments which render

manual repetition unnecessary. Prom the Rishehr telegraph oflB.ce three

land lines run across the peninsula and the Mashileh to the coast and

thence to Shiraz. A short line runs direct from the oflSce to the British

Resident's house at Sabzahad, and another line accompanies the Shiraz

line to the coast of the peninsula and then strikes northwards to

Bushehr Town where instruments in the British Residency and the

Persian telegraph ofllce are connected with it. The British town

Residency is thus placed in communication with Sabzabad, and the Persian

telegraph oflBce with Shiraz, through the Rishehr oflBce ; and the Persian

oflBce in the town is almost continuonsly in possession of one of the

8 wires to Shiraz.

Administration .—The present Kadkhuda of Rishehr, a refugee of

tie family of the Khan of Angali, farms the land revenue of the

peninsula for 500 to 600 Tumans a year. He maintains a body of 35 to

40 men armed with riflies, who act as a sort of police in the villages

and supply personal escorts to the Governor of the Gulf Ports. The

Bushehr peninsula is naturally under the jurisdiction of the Governor

of the Gulf Ports who has his head-quarters at Bushehr Town.

Topography ,—The following are the principal places and points of

interest on the Bushehr peninsula :

—

Name. Position. H oases and inhabitants. Remabks.

Asalu About miles

south of Bushehr
Town.

15 huts. There are a few donkeys
and cattle and about
1,000 date palms
forming several plan-
tations.

Bin M&na" About 2 miles

south of Bushehr
Town.

100 huts, chiefly of

Arabs.

This is a summer camp-
ing ground chiefly,

and the place is

reduced to about 20
huts in winter. There
are 15 cattle and 30
donkeys.

Bushehr Town

Dallaka (Khashm)

On the northern tip

of the peninsula.

Nearly 2 miles

south of Bushehr
Town.

12 huts.

See article Bushehr
Town.

Two bongalows are
being built here by
Jews.
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Bemabes.

There are 30 donkeys,
20 cattle and 100
sheep here.

Some o£ the houses are
of masonry, the rest
of clay. The village
stan<is on a low, stony
coast a few feet above
sea level and has date-
groves on its north
side which extend to
the first ridge of
higher ground about a
mile to the northward.
There is some cultiva-
tion, most of which is

irrigated from wells.

There is a good anchor-
age here for small
boats, sheltered from
the Sbamal but not
much used ; also a well
of water, better than
any procurable at
Bushehr Town,
which is only 3 feet
deep and is at 80
yards from the beach.
The Imperial Persian
Customs have a post
at this spot, and
the guards cultivate.
Behind the place are
date plantations which
reach to the Mashileh
at the hack of the
peninsula.

There are 5 fishing
boats here.

It
^
is supposed that

diseases are cured by
sleeping one night in
the^ precincts of the
shrine. The place is

frequented by visitors

from Bushehr Town
and from Tangis-
tSn. Nothing is

known of the history
of the saint. The
present hereditary
keeper of the shrine
is one Saiyid ’Ali.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eeuakss,

Jabri* On the west bank
of Kbor Sultani

less than | a mile

above tbe Chahar-
burj.

200 houses (30 of

which are upper-

storeyed) and 100
hnts.

A village or detached
suburb of Buslielip
Town close to us south-
east corner : boats

are built here. There
are 15 shops and (with
Sitamabad and Zulma-
had) 150 fishing bodts.
Annuals are 20 don-
k<^ys and 10 cattle.

The size of this place

isinore:ising,and it is

now almost joined to
tbe town. The new
settlers are chiefly

from Tangistan.

J ufpareh
|

\

or
Hafrah

About 3 miles south

, of Bushehr Town
near the sea.

’

12 huts, etc. There is one fairly large

bungalow and a small
house of stone and
mud. The French
Consulate has a house
on the north-east side

of this place.

Khajab. (Kbasbm) J of a mile north
of the Rlshebr fort

and the same dis-

tance from tbe

sea.

1 large house and 15
huts.

The village possesses

cultivated lands which
lie in a hollow between
it and tbe sea and are

irrigated from a well.

There are 10 donkeys,
7 cattle and about 50
sheep and goats.

Kbasbm Bala
))b

A short distance

to tbe north of

Elbashm Kbal^h.

20 houses

.

There are a few donkeys
and cattle and 50
sheep and goats.

Ebasbm Nau Closely adjoining
Etiashm Bala and
to tbe north of it.

15 huts. There are 15 donkeys

I

and a few cattle.

Lll 1 of a mile north-
west of Bagh
Mnqam.

35 houses • The village consists of

two parts, Lll *Ajamah
and Lil Bah-

raini the latter

is somewhat the larger

and is inhabited by
the descendants of

immigrants from
Bahrain. There
30 donkeys, 30 cattle

and 50 sheep and
goats.

* ThQ names Jabri, Sitaruabad and Zulmabad, all signifying '*tyrannj,” refer to
some incident in the Anglo-Persian war, but its precise nature cannot now be ascer-

tained.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

Mahmudabad Immediate!}’ next
the graveyard on
the south side of
the Turkish Vioe-
Consulate.

5 stone houses and 15
huts.

Mufqa'eh On the west coast

of the peninsula,

2 miles south-
southwest of

Btisliehr Town.

40 houses.

Muqam (Bagh) Near the east coast

of the peninsula,

slightly north of

the point where
the Shiraz tele-

graph line enters

the Mashileh, and
3 miles nt»rth-

eaat of Eisnehr
fort.

Hnlf a dozen houses.

The piesent chief

Mulla of BustLelir,
Shaikh Muhammad,
Imain-i-Juma’, re-

sides here in sum-
mer.

P udar
IJ miles south-east

i

of the south-east
corner of
Bushehr Town,
on the south bank
of the Khor Sul-
tani near its head.

40 houses, to which 80
huts belonging to
inhabitants of
Busiielir Town are
added in summer.

Eavuni E etween Sabzabad
and Eishehr vil-

lage.

25 huts

Rishehr

(in English gen-
erally Beshire”)

Near the west coast
of the peninsula, 6
miles south of
Buslielxr Town
and I of a mile
south of the
Eishehr telegraph
buildings.

15 houses of Bahrainis,
forming a block
called Bahrainiyan,
and 10 of Saiyids
and others. Shaikh
Husain, a Bahraini
who was chief Mulla
of Biislielxr 4Q or

This is practically a part
of Btishelir Town.

The people are fisher-

men and own about 12
boats. Immediat^yto
the north of Mufqa’eh
is the base of an
unfinished beacon or
lighthouse 40 feet

high. To the village

belong about 500 date
palms.

A disconnected block on
the n« rth side is called

Bagh Jims
after Mr. James ttd-

ward**, Bxtra Assistant
Resident, who built a
house and resided here

alter taking his pen-
sion. Miiqam is so

named from being the

site of a shiine. The
peoole are gardeners
and have charge of

about 10,000 date
palms (including

3
^0 ung trees).

Some rising ground
and high trees adjoin
the village and to the

south of it are about
1( 0 acres of cultivated

land. The village

contains a number of

masonry houses.

There are a few horses

and cattle and a dozen
donkeys.

There are a few cattle

and donkeys and about
50 sheep and goats.

On the coast I* of a

mile west of the vil-

lage are the ruins of

the old Rishehr fort,

by natives called

Qal’ch Bahmau 8hah
•Li . It is in

the form of a square
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Name. Position. Honses and inhabitants. Rbmiekh.

60 years ago used to

live here in summer,
as did also bis two
immediate successors

Shaikh Khalaf and
Shaikh *Abdul ’Ali.

with sides over 300
yards long, and the
ramparts still rise

about 80 feet above
the sea-level. The site

belongs to the Persian
Government and is

surrounded by a ditch

70 to 100 feet wide
which is cultivated by
forced labour under
the orders of the Gov-
ernor of the Gulf
Ports. Tl)e fort was
taken by storm by a
British Indian force in

the Persian war.

Sabzabad 6 miles south of

Bushehr Town,
1 mile east of
Rishehr fort and }
of a mile south of

Imamzadeh.

This is the country
house of the British

Political Resident in
the Persian Gulf. It

stands on the highest
part of the peninsula
and is surrounded by
a good garden.

Sangi In the middle of

the peninsula, 1^
miles south of
Buslielir Town.

800 houses, mostly of

stone.

Most of the inhabitants
work in Bushehr
Town. They have
about 400 donkeys on
which they bring water
for sale, also mud and
stone (whence the
name Sangi) for build-

ing purposes. When
there is a scarcity of
mules they also act as
carriers to Shiraz.
They have ' besides

about 60 cattle.

Sard-Tal J of a mile south-

west of Sabzabad.
10 houses. The people are culti-

vators, vine-growers
and quarryrnen. It
is said that they
formerly inhabited
tba Rishehr fort.

They have lOO sheen
and goats and a few
other animals.

Sbagbftb On the west coast

of the peninsula,
\

of a mile north-

west of Rishehr
fort.

A small Persian ham-
1 et of about 6 houses

- There are two small
. date groves and 10

donkeys, besides a few
other animals.
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Name. Position, Houses and Inhabitants. Pemabks.

Shakari (Bagh) In tine middle of the

peninsula, slight-

ly to the east of

Sangi.

20 houses of stone

and mud, to which
are added in sum-
mer about 30 huts.

The village consists of

two or three small

blocks. Stone is quar-
ried here. There are

a few horses and cattle,

and 3 or 4 date planta-

tions containing in all

about 4,000 palms.

Shambn
.

»*

Near Sangi, on the

west of the road

which passes that

place.

20 stone houses. The houses belong to

inhabitants of Bu-
sliehr Town : they are

not fully occupied ex-

cept in summer.

Sitamabad

juT

On Ibe west bank
of Khor Sultani,

li miles above
the Chaharbui'i.

800 houses

.

This place is growing
and will shortly

coalesce with Zulmabad.
There are 20 donkeys,

10 cattle and (with

Jab ri and Zulmabad

)

about 150 fishing boats.

Tangak

isJSiij

On the east coast

of the peninsula,

1|- miles east of

Im&mzMeh,

Altogether 100 houses. Six villages lying close

together. The north-

ernirost is ^ of a mile

south of the point

where the telegraph

line enters the Mashi-
leh and the southern-

most is IJ miles from
it. The inhabitants

possess about 120
donkeys, 90 cattle and
300 sheep and goats,

and there are about
1,500 date palms.

Zair Gbulftm Hu-
sain (Khasbm)

On the east side of

Khashm Dallaka.
Half a dozen houses. There are very few don -

keys and cattle. Imme-
diately to the south-

east ia a clump of dates

situated near ground
which has been bought
by the British Eesi-

dency.

Zulmabad On the west bank
of Hbor Sultan i,

immediately to
the east of Sita-

mabad from wh^ch
it is divided by a
road only.

160 houses . A number of the inhabit-

ants are sailors and
fishermen. They own
about 20 large and
(withJabri and Sitama-
bad) 150 small boats.

There are 20 donkeys
and 10 cattle. The
place is increasing

by immigration from
Tangistan.
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The Russian Consulate-General and the German Consulate at Bushehr

are situated on the west coast of the peninsula^ the former f of a mile,

and the latter (just south of the village of Mufqa^eh) at 2| miles, from

the south-west corner of Bushehr Town.

BCrSHEHR

TOWN*

Situation and harhouTiX—The town occupies the extreme noi-tbern tip

of a promontory, elsewhere described under the name of Bushehr Pen-

insula. The peninsula projects from the southward into a large bay of

which the muddy, ill-defined edges ‘are on the north in the district of

Rudhillellj on the north ‘east in Angali, and for a short distance on the

east in Dashtistan. The width of the bay is 5 miles north by west

from Bushehr town, which may be reirarded as its southern entrance

point, to the nearest part of the EiUdMlleh coast ; its depth, fiom tiie

entrance inland in an east-north-easterly direction, is 6 or 7 rniles, JThe

greater part of the bay is very shallow, and east of a line drawn across it

north-north-eastwards from Bushehr town nearly the whole area is

occupied by mud-flats and islands. The innermost anchorage attainable by

vessels of moderate draft is at the head of a’ channel called Khur Daireh

and is situated in the middle of what we have called the entrance of

the bay. It lies nearly S miles north-north-wost of Bushehr town and is*

sheltered on the north-west by a great submerged sandbank called

Raq^at-al-^Ali which runs out southwards from the EudMlleh

A plan of the Bushehr harbour is given as an inset in Ch^rt No. 2374-2835r-B,

Fersian the principal plan is No. 2378-27, Ahu tSkahrj which will

shortly he improved in accordance with the results of a fresh survey by the Royal

Indian Marine in 1904.

t See Le Strange’s Lands of the Fastern CalifhLUm

I Recent information regarding the harbour will he found in the Government of

Tndik’s Foreign Proceedings for February and July 1905.

Z %

Bushehr, in English generally called Bushire,^^ is the chief seaport

of Persia
;

it is also the principal town on the eastern side of the Persian

Gulf and the headquarters of the Persian administrative division known

a^ the Gulf Ports. Its position on the Persian Coast is about 190

miles north by east of Hanamah in Bahrain, 170 miles east by south of

Kuwait and 150 miles east-south-east of the mouth of the Shatt-al-

^Arab. The earliest mention of Bushehr, at least under that name, occurs

apparently in the works of Y^ut, who wrote in the 13th century A. D.t
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coast, while on the sonth-east it is adjoined by a long narrow wall of sand

called Lakfeh wXl
,
only 1 to 3 feet below water. The holding ground in

Khur Daireh is good and the soundings 3 to 4j fathoms, but the

approach in many parts has only 15 to 17 feet of water and the anchorage

is a rough one in a Shamal. The bottom being very soft steamers

drawing 15 feet can reach Khur Daireh iu any state of the tide unless

a Shamal be blowing, when it becomes necessary to wait for high tide.

Steamers drawing from 19 to 20 feet can generally be brought in

upon the highest high water of the 21 hours. The outer anchorage,

that ordinarily used by steam vessels calling at Busliehr but exposed

both to the Shamal and to the Sharqi, is in 5 fathoms at about 5

miles west by south of the town. Here steamers drop anchor and wait

to be relieved of their mails and cargo and to receive fresh shipments by

a fleet of native sailing boats which, if it suits the convenience of the

boatmen and the Hammalbashi, immediately put ofE from the town

under a full press of canvas.

A deep creek about 200 yards broad, called Khur Sultani

runs past the east side of Bushehr town in a south-easterly direction

towards the Mashileh ; it is unfortunately divided from the inner

anchorage by a bank 1^ mile broad on which the soundings are only

5 and 6 feetj the bottom here is hard sand and a good channel

could probably be dredged. At Pudar 1^ miles above the town this

creek, which has many soundings of over 20 and some of more than 30

feet, forks; one branch continues south-eastwards to the Mashileh,

while the other, styled Khur Shakari bearing at first to the

nortb-east, sweeps round in a great semi-circle and eventually rejoins the

bay at its northern end. On this creek, near the place where it opens

again into the bay and is called Kbur Bandargah is Shif in the

AXKgali District, a landing-place for travellers to "the interior. Between

the curving creek just described and the open bay is enclosed a mass of

mnd-flatsj sand-flats and low islands. The principal island, divided into

two parts— Shaikh Sa^ad to the north and 'Abbasak to the

south—which are separated by a shallow channel named Khur-i-'^Abbasak,

easily fordable at low water, ie long and narrow with an extent from

north to sooth of over 4 miles ; it forms a low plain covered in places

with coarse grass and is largely overflowed by the sea at the highest

spring-tides. At the northern extremity of Shaikh Sa'ad, not far to the

west of ShTf, is a village called JazTrab of 50 bouses of boatmen

and fishermen, Arabs of the Bani Tamim or Dumukb Dsiwasir tribe,

or originally from Kuwait, who are all Sunnis and speak both Persian
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and Arabic. On tbe eastern shore o£ ^Abbasak towards the end nearest

Bushehr town^ are a hospital and the Bushehr quarantine station.

Between 'Abbasak and Piidar is a small island called Muharraq or

Shah Zano^i
,
which i*^ (overed at thehigi est springs and whence

mud is brought for house building in the eastern part of the town ; and

west of this; facing Bushehr town across Khur Sulttoi, are mud and

sand flats which are dry at low water springs. These flats end westward

in a seaweed-covered spit called Alafdan which forms the

northern side of the Khur Sulttoi entrance, the southern side being

constituted by a sand bank, called Raq'^at-as-Safli, ,
that

dries in patches and is a subaqueous prolongation of the Biishehr

Peninsula. These marine surroundings of Bushehr are at once so indefi-

nite in their outline, so flat and so extensive, that the eye is of little aid

in ai'riving at a comprehension of them, and even on the spot recourse

must frequently be bad to a map or chart.

Siie, buildings and topograpJig is a compact town, and the

closeness of the houses together, their height and the elevation of the

rocky ground on which they stand—the last being in parts 40 feet above

sea-level- impart to it an appearance somewhat more distinguished

than is usual in towns of the Persian Griilf littoral. The lofty Badgirs

which were once a distinctive feature of the place have, however, ceased

to be conspicuous j there are now only 3, of which 2 are old, and it is

considered unlucky to build new ones. The houses are of stone and nearly

all have an upper storey ; none have 2 storeys aud few have only a ground

floor. Altogether there are only about 1,400 houses, but the population is

dense and out of proportion to the number of dwellings. The ordinary

building material is a friable conglomerate of sand and shells from

adjacent ouarries in the peninsula ;
it is rapidly eroded by the action of

the weather and the aspect of the older houses is consequently one of

decay* The town contains no open spaces deserving of mention, and

such courtyards as the larger mansions may possess are enclosed and

i
hidden from view. The winding lanes, which are the only streets,

though narrow, are not inconvenient in ordinary weather ; but in rain

the trench which runs down the centre of each becomes a mere sewer

of mud. The town was formerly walled on the landward, that is on

the south side ; but the rampart, where not actually demolished, is now

almost altogether concealed amid the recent extensions of the town iti

this direction, and only traces of it are here and there visible.

The town is divided into four principal wards or Mahallehs styled
w

Behbehani y
Dekiashti Khashshabi and Kiiti ;
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Behbehani is the most northern, Dehdashti is on the east, Kuti is at the

south-west corner and contains the British Residency from which it is

named, and Khashshabi appears to be more or less central. Besides

these there are two small quarters inhabited by Jews, the more import-

ant being at the north-west corner of the town and the other at the

south-east corner near the Chaharburj. At the northern end of the

town is a solitary open space, called Basidun , between which

and the water^s edge is situated a block of buildings containing the

Persian Imperial Customs establishment and the Persian post office*

The premises o£ the Imperial Bank of Persia are in the town, hut they

front upon this welcome piece of unencumbered ground j from the latter

diverge the two principal thoroughfares of Bushehr, one skirting the sea

face on the west side of the town and the other following more or less

closely the bank of the Khur Sultani upon the opposite side.

The esplanade upon the seaward side runs at some height above the

beach
; it is narrow and crumbling but can boast some of the handsotnest

edifices in Bushehr. Among them are—to proceed from the north
U)

southwards—the Amirlyeh a large mansion built by the Darya
Baigi when he was Governor of the Gulf Ports and at present inhabited

by the principal Customs officials, two blocks of buildings occupied by the

Russian Steam Navigation and Trading Company, and finally the

Britisn Political Residency. The last is a large walled tenement
consisting of two courtyards, one behind the other and each completely
surrounded by buildings ; the buildings face inwards and on two sides

of each courtyard they rise to an upper storey. A little beyond the

British Residency, on the sea face, is an Ab Ambar jh/o| or water
reservoir constructed for the public benefit, by the Qawam-ul-Mulk, who
Was Governor of Bushehr, about 60 years ago

; and beyond this again is

the Turkish Vice-Consulate, where the town ceases and there is a native
cemetery on ground supported by a sea cliff about 15 feet in height.

The way round the opposite side of the town is more confined and
obstructed, and the pedestrian may either pass from the Customs yard
along the busy quays of Khor Sultani or plunge into the main bazaar to
emerge finally at the Chaharburj or Persian Government offices, there
rejoining the Khor Sultani at the extreme south-eastern corner ' of the
town. Ihe Chaharburj is a large building with a flagstaff

^
and outside

it, on the Maidan which extends towards Jabri, stand the time-guns
which reg-ulate the meals of the populace in the month of the Ramazan
fast, are fired daily at dawn and sunset, and are used also for saluting
purposes. -

®
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Climate and sanitation.^^The hottest month at Bushehr is August

and the coldest months are January and February
; in summer the thermo-

meter has been knoT^n to rise to 115‘5° F. in the shade, the moistness

of the atmos25here rendering this temperature much more trying

than in other places, and in Tvinter to fall to 32^° F. The period most

dreaded is between the 20th of July and the 15th of September, when the

temperature seldom rises much above 100^ F. but the difference between

the wet and dry bulb readings is sometimes only 2°. The normal rain-

fall is about 12 inches per annum, but as little as 4j inches may be

received. The most frequent winds are northerly, those from the north-

west apparently predominating, and after them those from the north-east

and north. December, January and February are stormy and cold

months; March and April are pleasant ; May is hot and dry; during

June and part of July the increasing heat is mitigated by the Shamal

;

then follows the period of extreme discomfort, already described ;
after

the middle of September the weather gradually becomes cooler. '1 he

sanitary condition of Bushehr is bad, for the subsoil is riddled with cess-

pools which are seldom cleaned out, and in the vicinity there are cemeteries

where the dead are buried in shallow graves
;

yet the place is not

tinhealthy. Malarial fever is the most prevalent disease among the

native population. Ophthalmia and other eye diseases are rife^ caused by

flies, glare, dust and the insanitary habits of the people.

Population ,—The present population of Bushehr Town is estimated at

15,000 souls. As will appear from the table below, which is not

exhaustive, it is composed of extremely heterogenous elements ; but it is

predominantly Persian, and Persian is almost the only language heard,

for though about ^ of the people know Arabic few of them speak it

habitually. The following are the most important, numerically or other-

wise, of the classes represented at Bushehr :— *

Persian^k Other Orient ils*

Bushebrii • • . 6,000

Shambadis . 2,600

Behbehauis • , . . 1,000

Kazarunis . 1,000

Khanaslris 300

Jews . . . • . 600

Armenians • , . • 85

Goanese . « . » 20

Baghdad Muhammadans . 20

Do. Christians . . J18
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Persians*

Shirazis • . • • . 200

Tangasilis • • 200

Duvvanis * • • * 200

Dehdaslitis (supposed to be

immigiants from a place^ now
deseited) between the

Behbehan Dietricts)

Bamuz
150

Dashtis • • • • 100

Samghunis • • • 40

Kharagis . * • • • 30

Isfahan is • • • » • 10

TehrSnis • • t • • 10

Gahrs • • • • • 5

Lingavis • • •

Arabs.

• • 5

Local t • 0 • • 200

Bahrainis • • • • 20

Kuwaitis • • • • • 10

Hasawis
r< 9 10

Other Orientals,

Memons • . . • 4

Bobrahs . * . . 3

Other British Indians . . 10

Europeans*

British • • • • 24

Eurasians • • • 10

French « - • • 5

Russians • • • • 6

Belgians • • • • 5

Germans • • • • 2

Greek » • . 1

The above are all permanent residents
;
and among a large floating

population of travellers^ traders, temporary labourers and other visitors

there may be on the average about 200 Kazarunis and 100 Behbehanis.

The labouring class are mostly immigrants from Bashti^ and

are known of Khanasiris, but many are Tangistanis and Duvvanis.

The most characteristic article of Persian garb is the head-dress which

is of several kinds j one is the familiar felt hat or Kulah-i-Namadi
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which may be black, grey or wkite j
another is the Knlah-i-Mahuti

of black broad-cloth mounted on cardboard
; a third is the

light cloth cap known by the name of 'Araqchin or perspiration

catcher," and worn with a coloured Masqat turban. There are also a

Kulah-i-Tarmah or soft hat, which goes with a white turban styled

^Amtoeh or Shal , and a Kulah-i-Safid made of white

shirting ; the latter is used by Mullas and merchants and is covered by

a white turban of local pattern. The ordinary costume of well-to-do

men at Bushehr now consists of a long coat, waistcoat, pantaloons,

woollen socks and imported shoes
;
but elderly and religious persons still

affect the robe confined at the waist by a Kashmir or Calcutta shawl,

the loose drawers, the white Shiraz socks, and the broad cloth cloak

which were universal 20 years ago. The females of Bushehr wear a

black mantilla and sometimes a black netted veil ; those of the lower

classes have stockings of yellow leather called Chakmeh
; and

those of the upper classes use, outside their houses, a kind of silken

trouser which fits like a stocking over the foot and lower leg and is baggy
above the knee.

If it be permissible to include in one general description so mixed a

body as the population of Bushehr, it may be said that they are physically

well-developed and mentally quick and intelligent
;

but that their

naturally well-bred and agreeable manners conceal an unreliable and
ungrateful disposition, and that they are inclined to be uncivil to foreign-

ers, though less so than formerly.

Trade and manufactures,— despite the natural disadvantages

Under which its harbour labours, is still the chief gateway of foreign trade

in Southern Persia
j
and the volume of business depending on this circum-

stance is increased by the consumption of its own not inconsiderable

population. The market of Shiraz is chiefly, and that of Isfahan to a great
extent, supplied with imported goods through Bushehr.

The imports of Bushehr were valued, between 1901 and 1903, at

£701,000 per annum. The principal commodities imported from 1899
to 1906 were the following, of which the average annual values in

lacs.of rupees are given in brackets : cotton piece-goods (63^), sugar (18),
tea (11§), grain and pulse (6), metals (6), dyeing and colouring

.materials (3J), provisions (3), woollen goods (2^), silk piece-goods (2),

hardware and cutlery (2), yarn and twist (If), spices (1|), drugs
and medicines (1^), glass and glassware (1), haberdashery (1), and
silverware and jewellery (1). Of these principal imports, cotton piece-

goods wore chiefly from the United Kingdom, while the remainder—except
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sugar and silk piece-goods from France and glass and glassware from

Germany—were mostly of Indian origin.

The annual value of Bushehr exports during the period 1901-03 was

estimated at £350 ;
00 (), or half that of the imports. During the 7 years

1899—1906 the chief articles of export were^ according to the same

notation as has been used for imports above : opium (35^); gums of

all sorts (8)j carpets (OJ), wheat almonds and kernels (3|),

hides and skins (a|), tobacco (2), raw cotton (IJ), cotton piece-goods

(re-exported) (li) and rosewater (1). Inmost of these commodities the

principal customer was the United Kingdom ;
but the destination of the

opium was for the most part China, of the tobacco Turkey and Egypt, of

the cotton piece-goods Turkey and Bahrain, and of the remainder India.

The only manufacture at Bushehr is of copper coffee-pots which find

fei market at various places in the Persian Gulf.

Local trade at Bushehr is conducted in the bazaars which are situated

on the east side of the town adjoining the Khor Sultani; the principal

of these is clean, lofty, roofed over, and some 200 yards in length ; it

is somewhat winding and at its south-eastern end breaks up into several

smaller bazaars chiefly occupied by dealers in food. In all, the bazaars

contain about 600 shops, and the goods exposed for sale, consisting

mainly of provisions, clothing materials, hardware and miscellaneous

articles, are varied and of passable quality : Manchester prints, Shira^

tobacco, Java tea described as Chinese, Shiraz and Bandar ^ AbbaS carpets

and Russian teapots, together with grains, spices, vegetables and fruit, ar6

the commodities most in evidence.

Standards of weight are a Bushehr Man of 7| lbs. English and a

Hashim Man consisting of 16 Bushehr Mans and equal to 124 lbs.

English.

S/iipjping,—The shipping oE Bushehr comprises 50 to 60 Mashuwahs of

10 to 15 tons and manned by 6 or 7 men each, which run only between

the town and the harbour ; about 50 Sambuks, Bums and large Mashu-

wahs of 30 to 40 tons, which make voyages to all the principal Gulf

ports ; 4 Baghlahs of 50 to 60 tons j and about 20 still larger vessels which

visit Karachi, Bombay and Zanzibar. Besides these there are about 350

fishing boats.

The port of Bushehr was visited in 1905-06 by 158 steamers with a

tonnage of 198,278 ; of these all hut 5 were British.

Supplies ,—The water of Bushehr town is bad. Every house almost

has a well, but the fluid which it yields is bitter ; about 10 per cent, of

the houses are provided with reservoirs. The better classes obtain their
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drinking water from Bahmani Andar Bandar Dalimiru

and Bojikdan or G-unjashkdan
^ places in tke

peninsula at considerable distances from the town ; but even this water

is slightly brackish and cannot be drunk with impunity except by

persons habituated to it : in fact the water from whatever source in

the Bushehr peninsula has been pronounced unfit for human consumption

by the Chemical Analyist to the Government of India. Drinking water

for the British Residency is brought from Basrah by the RJ.M. vessel

attached to the Residency. Other supplies available in the town depend

chiefly on the state of the export or import trade at the moment ; the

adjoining districts of Eudhilleh, Angali and Dashtistan, besides the

remainder of the Bushehr Peninsula, can also be drawn on at short

notice for articles which they produce.

The British Government keep steam coal for their own use at

Bushehr, and a little is stocked for sale by some private firms. Repairs

to ships cannot be executed here.

Commmiications .—The adjoining mainland can be reached by boat,

disembarkation taking place at Shif on the northern coast of the bay *

which is reached in about 3 hours ; or, with land carriage, by following

the eastern edge of the Bushehr Peninsula for about 4 miles and then

crossing the Mashileh at the same place as the telegraph line.t The
Shif route, as stated in the article on Bushehr Peninsula, is at present

out of use. The number of harbour boats has already been mentioned

above under the head of shipping ; some of them, it should be observed,

belong to Jazirah village and not to Bushehr town. The amount of

transport ordinarily present at or near Bushehr town may be estimated at

2^50 to 300 mules when the Shif route is closed, but when it is open

there is none. The adjacent districts, however, of Bushehr Peninsula,

Dashtistan, Angali and Rudhilleh possess transport resources which

are described in the articles under their names j and recourse can be had,

if time and circumstances permit, to more distant but still not remote

districts such as Dashti.

The telegraph system which has its focus at Rishehr is described in

the article on Bushehr Peninsula. There are two telegraph oflSces in

Bushehr town, a British one in the Residency and a Persian one in the

centre of tlie town, both situated on a short branch from Rishehr.

* See Itoutes in Persia^ I, No. 21 (footnote).

See 'Routes in Persia) I, No. 23.
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Bushehristhe seat of the high official known as the

Governor of tlie Gulf Ports, whose jurisdiction is defined in the article

on the Persian Coast of the Persian Gulf. Here it is only necessary to

refer to his headquarters establishment and that of the Persian Imperial

Customs which is independent of his control.

The force at the disposal of the Governor in Bushehr consists nomi-

nally of one battalion of regular Persian infantry and 50 artillerymen,

but in fact, in addition to a few mounted irregulars whom he maintains

as a personal escort, he has only aOO infantry and aO gunners under his

orders. Six breech-loading mule guns belong properly to Bushehr, but

one of them is now (1906) at Burazjan and another at Shushtar ;
*

there are also about 25 muzzle-loading guns, but these are practically

useless. The regular garrison seldom receive pay and for the most part

gain a livelihood by working as labourers, barbers, etc., in the town, an

arrangement which is facilitated by their having no professional duties to

perform : though dressed in ragged uniforms of blue cloth with red

facings, their appearance is unmilitary and spiritless, promising little

advantage to their employers in any kind of warfare. The Governor’s

power at sea is represented by the " Persepolis ” gunboat of 600 tons

and 450 horse-power; she was launched at Bremerhaven in 1885, her

extreme speed is now 6 knots, and she carries 6 guns (4-inch B. h,

Krupps) and 24 Snider rifles.

The offices of the Gnlf Ports administration are situated in the Chahar-

hnrj building, already mentioned, which is also the private residence of

the Governor unless he is accompanied by his family
; in the latter case he

hires a house in the town or near it. The Governor is supposed to attend

to business at the Chaharhurj every day except Friday from early morning

until the middle of the afternoon ; and here the bastinado or Falak udi

is still administered under his orders according to Persian custom.

There are no regular tribunals. Civil disputes are ordinarily settled by

the ecclesiastical authorities, nominally in accordance with the law of the

Guran. Such criminal and other cases as come before the Governor are

disposed of by executive order, according to his caprice, and without

reference to any code of law.

The Imperial Persian Customs, at present under Belgian management,

have their principal office in the Persian Gulf at Bushehr. The customs

wharf is at the northern extremity of the town, as already mentioned

;

and the European officials areaccommodated in the Amiiiyeh mansion, once

before alluded to. Employes of the Customs wearing a black uniform

* These detached guns have now been returned to Bushehr (1907).
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and a white metal badge on the front of a black Persian cap are now met

with at every corner in Bushehr : in appearance at least they are the

least discreditable part of the administration.

The Persian telegraph, like the Customs, is exempt from the control

of the Governor ; it is subject to the Minister of Telegraphs at Tehran.

The British Residency Surgeon is Port Health OfBeer, and the penal-

ties for infraction of quarantine regulations are enforced by the Customs

authorities ; the latter now hold charge of the local treasury also and

pay all official salaries. The quarantine station is on the 'Abbasak island

in Bushehr bay.

Foreign representation and interests.— Britain is represented by

a Consul-General, a member of the Indian Political Service, who is also

British Political Resident in the Persian Gulf. To his staff belongs the

Residency Surgeon, just mentioned in his capacity of Port Health

Officer, a member of the Indian Medical Service ; this officer usually

enjoys a considerable private practice in the town and many natives have

recourse to the charitable hospital in the Residency, of which he is in

charge, for medical and surgical treatment. The Resident has also

2 Assistants of the Indian Political Service. A British Vice-

Consul of the Levant Consular Service was posted to Bushehr for the

first time in 1904- and arrived in November of that year ; he is subordinate

to the Consul-General, and his special functions are to attend to com-

mercial matters and to protect the interests of British trade, especially

during the frequent inevitable absences of the Consul-General from

headquarters on political duty elsewhere. A British post office is main-

tained in the Residency, the mails being shipped and landed direct

without passing through any Persian office ; and there was until recently

a treasury of the Government of India in charge of the Resident,

but in 1905 it was abolished and the financial business of the Residency

was transferred to the Imperial Bank of Persia.

There are at Bushehr (including officials) 34 European British subjects,

48 Muhammadan British subjects, and 25 British subjects of other

races (Armenians, Goanese, etc.). Apaxt from the military guard and

a few domestic servants there are no Hindus. European British firms

represented at Bushehr are 8 in number, and there axe 4 Muhammadan

houses of business and 2 others which enjoy British protection,

Russia is the only other Power represented by a Consul-General.

The principal Russian interest, not purely political, in Bushehr is the

Russian Steam Navigation and Trading Company which occupies a

double block of buildings on the sea front. Prance, Germany, the
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Netherlands and Turkey are each represented by a Vice-Consul. There

is a small French school for the teaching of the French language.

BUZIVEH
iijj

or

BIZlYEH
w

or

BUZI

. The largest town in the Pallahiyeh District of Southern ^Arabistan,

more populous than the capital town of Pallahiyeh; from which ft is

distant 3 miles eastwards. Buziyeh is situated on both banks of Khor

Doraq within a mile of its head; 2 miles south of the end of the Jarrahi

River at Khazineh; and at a distance of about 35 miles via Khor Doraq

from Khor Musa; hut it is accessible to native sea-going craft of as much

as 150 tons
;
at Buziyeh the creek is wide enough for two good-sized native

vessels to pass one another at high tide^ and is spanned by a narrow timber

bridge; 60 feet in length; which connects the two parts of the town. At

Buziyeh the water of Khor Doraq is drinkable; but only when the sea ebbs

;

its level varies with the state of the tide; of which the range is about 6

feet. The Khulfi and Buziyeh canals from the Jarrahi River separate

from each other about miles northwards of Bnziyeh and a little above

the head of Khor Doraq ;
after dividing they pass the town at a few hun-

dred yards distance on the east and west sides respectively and eventually

both fall into Khor Doraq, the former from its left and the latter from

its right bank, at some distance below the town. The nucleus of

Buziyeh consists of a bazar of about 25 shops situated on the western

bank of the Khor ;
the remainder of the settlement is scattered amidst

interminable date groves and intricate water-courses, making its size

difficult to estimate ; but the total population is placed at about 8,000

souls* The inhabitants, except some Kuwait Arabs and some Persians

who have settled here for trade, and a few Sabians who are chiefly

goldsmiths, all belong to the Ka’ab Arab tribe
;

the sections to which

they belong, chiefly of the A1 Bu Ghubaish subdivision, are shown

in thie article on the Ka’ab- The chief occupation is date culture, but

Buziyeh is also the only port and the chief centre of trade in the

Pallahiyeh District
;

to some extent it serves the Jarrahi District

also. The principal exports are dates, rice, wheat, barley, matting, palm

leaves, trunks for firewood, etc., melons and a little wool.

With the rest of the district the town is subject to the Shaikh of

Muhammareh who administers it through an agent, at present Shaikh

Rizaij of the A1 Bu Ghubaish section of the Ka^ab tribe. The Imperial

Persian Customs have a post here, with premises at both ends of the

bridge over Khor D5raq, but it is believed that the smuggling of arms

and other goods, for which the place was once notorious, has not"yet entirely
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ceased ;
the local Mudir of Customs is under the orders of the Director-

General at Muhammareh Town. There is also a Persian post office. The

thick date grqves and steep-sided canal which surround Buziyeh are its

only defences : by manipulation of the canals it could be rendered even

more difficult of approach than it is in ordinary circumstances.

Buziyeh may perhaps be identical with the Basiyan of the

medisBval Arab geographers,*

A considerable village in the Dashtistan district of the Persian

Coast and the head-quarters of an Arab Shaikh who rules it, along with

several adjoining villages, in subordination to the Governor of the Gulf

Ports. Chah Kutah is situated about 15 miles south by west of Burazjan

and 18 miles east by north of Bushehr Town. It consists of about 150

houses of Dumukh Arabs, who are connected with the Dawasir of

Bahrain and were until recently all Sunnis but are now many of them

Shfabs ;
there are also a few Persians of the tribe called Zanganeh.

Wheat, barley, melons and dates are grown, and the people own 300

donkeys and some camels. There are two small mud and stone forts

and about 70 of the fighting men of the place are said to be mounted.

There are no shops, but a little trade is carried on in private houses.

The other villages in the jurisdiction of the Chah Kutah Shaikh are

Davirah, Husainaki, Kunarabadi, Muhammad Ahmadi, Tul Ashki and

Abu Tavil.

The best, and indeed the only, harbour on the coast of Persian Makran

:

the part of it which can be used by large vessels is however entirely open

to southwards. The bay is of horse-shoe form, slightly wider within

than at the entrance, of which the eastern and western points, called

Ras Chahbar and Ras Puzim, respectively, are 8 miles apart;

Chahbar point is low and rocky with sandhills and a rocky spit, while

Puzim is cliff, about 200 feet high, and has no reef off it ; on Chahbar

point there is a small square tomb. The maximum depth of the bay

from the entrance noi-thwards is about 11 miles, and the shore on both

* Vide Le Strange

t A plan of this bay is given as an inset in Chart No. 2383—^38, Maskat to KamcM ;

and a minute description and naval appreciation of the bay by Commanders T. W. Kemp

and H. B. T. Somerville, R.N., will be found in the Government of India’s Political

Proceedings for June 1904.

CHAH
KUTAH
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sides is generally rocky, with cliffs in places, for about 4 miles within
the entrance. Between Chahbar point and Challbar Town, however
there is a sandy beach which increases in breadth from 10 yards at the
point to 200 yards at the town; the town is miles within the point, on
the eastern side of the bay. On the same side the land rises to a plateau

which behind Challbar Town attains a height of about 400 feet
; but

the rest of the perimeter of the bay is low and swampy. The soundings
diminish from 8 fathoms at the entrance to 6 fathoms at the place where
the shores cease to be rocky and become low ; the whole inngv part of

the bay is very shallow. The bottom is sand of various degrees of

fineness ; nowhere does deep water approach the beach. The monsoon
blows here as a fresh south-south-easterly breeze which dies away at

night, and during its continuance a strong swell inins into the bay and
breaks heavily all round its circuit except at the town of Chahbar.
A Shamal causes inconvenience at Chahbar, but good shelter can then be
found on the Puzim side of the bay : Shamals are fairly frequent in

winter. Tidal streams are hardly felt in the bay ; the rise and fall of

the tide is about 9 feet. On the east side of the bay are the town of

Chahbar and the village of Tiz; at the head ’of it, a few miles inland,

the village of Parag; and on the west side the village of Kunarak.
North-north-east of the head of the bay, at IS miles inland, is a peak of

the maritime range 2,259 feet in height.

CHAHBAE

TOWN

The name is said to be a corruption of the Persian Chah Bagh »U.,

but the derivation is doubtful: by Persians it is sometimes spelt ChaharbSr
Chahbar, the most central and at present the principal port

of Persian Makran, is situated in a small cove in Chahbar Bay
li miles within the eastern point, and is distant 180 miles east by south
from New. Jashk and 55 miles west by north of Gwatar, the two
other ports of the country : the important town of Gwadar is 106 milBs

east by south of Chahbar. . Chahbar belongs to the Gaih district.

Bite and surroundings. -The town stands on low ground less than
quarter of a mile fiom the beach, at half a mile from which native
vessels find an anchorage in 2 fathoms of water : the anchorage for
larger vessels is at double the distance off shore in 4 fathoms of water
with a sandy bottom. Along half a mile of the shore opposite the town
boats of 5 feet draught can approach to within 20 yards qf the shore at
low tide. To the north of the town, at a distance of less than 2 miles,
rises the escarpment, nearly vertical n places, of a table li^nd over 700
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feet ^ while close to the southwaord are orchards and date plantations^

reaching part of the way to Chahbar point.

Climate.—Chahbar is regarded as a healthy place : the climate is

more equable and considerably cooler than that of New Jashk, but in

June and July it is somewhat trying. In 19<)3, the maximum cold

weather temperature in the shade was 87° and in 1904 it was 90'' : tbe

hot weather maxima in 1903 and 1904 were 99° and 94°. The minima

were not registered. The normal rainfall is 6 to 6 inches a year, but the

amount fluctuates. The rainy season is from December to February.

Inhabitants.— population of Chahbar is about 2,300 souls^ chiefly

Maids and Buzdars. Hindus number 60 and KhSjahs 140 souls^ includ-

ing women and children. The language spoken is a Makrani dialKct

of Baluchb but Hindustani is generally understood. Persian is rarely

heard and is unintellii^ible to the majority of the peo]>le. The houses

are chiefly mat huts^ except the residences and shops of the British Indian

traders which are of stone and mud. A mud fort, which was once a

distinctive feature and stood in the centre of the town^ is now a hopeless

ruin.

Iieso%irces and siipplies.—The drinking water of the place is sweet

and abundant ;
it is obtained from numerous wells among the gardens.

About 500 sheep and goats are kept by the inhabitants^ but there are

no cattle. It is believed that with a month^s warninjr about 2,500

camels could be collected here for transport. Large quantities of fish are

netted in the bay^ but they are generally coarse and of poor quality.

Grass is unobtainable, but camel grazing is abundant throughout the

year, and fodder is procurable from the interior in large quantities. Fuel

is scarce. Good stone for building and roadmaking can be quarried

at a place half a mile west of the Telegraph OflBce.

Trade and shipping.—Chahbar is the principal port of Persian

Makran and the character of its business will be apparent from the para-

graph on trade in the article on Persian Makran. The value of the

exports is about Rs. 150,000 and that of the imports about Rs. 100,000

annually ; the exports are barley, wheat, jowari, raw cotton, dal, ghi,

fish, sharkfins, isinglass and hides and to a small extent dates; the

imports are cotton, silk and woollen goods, sugar, rice, flour, kerosine and

cocoanut oil, and (in small quantities) spices, indigo, iron, copper, tobacco,

alum, beads and teak planks. To the place belong 12 vessels of 20 to 100

tons burden carrying crews of 8 to 20 men; these ply to Karachi,

Bombay, Masqat and Bakrain ; they draw 7 to 9 feet of water :

2 a
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used as lighters they are capable on the average of carrying about 100

men each. Besides these there are 7 smaller boats. Trade is chiefly

with India, and 5 Hindu and 1 Muhammadan Indian merchants under

British protection are engage! in general business here.

Administrative and 'political matters .—The local executive authority

is a W ali, and the Persian Imperial Customs are represented by a Mudir

and his subordinates
;
the Wali was formerly nominated by the Chief of

Gaihj but the present incumbent of the post received his appointment

from the Persian Imperial Customs. The Indo-Kuropean Telegraph

Department have an office here on their land line between Gwadar

and New Jashk, with both of which places telephone communica-

tion is mentioned ; the telegraph building is a substantial one and is

situated about half a mile south of the town. There are also stone

barracks built by the Government of India in- 1902 for the accom-

modation of a native officer, 50 men and a Hospital Assistant of

the Indian Army. The head of the telegraph establishment is the local

representative of the British Government, in subordination to the Director

of the Persian Gulf Telegraphs who has his head-quarters at Karachi,

One of the Shibkiili ports on the Persian Coast ;
its position is 84

miles east of Chiru and 1 6 miles west-north-west of Mughu. About

a mile to the east of the town the Gulshan valley reaches the sea

forming a considerable creek, beyond which again is swampy land
;

the

creek is 300 yards wide, and impassable at high tide and after heavy

rain. The village ha? several towers and there are date-groves behind

it, over which rises a fort, on a hillock inland of the town, nearly 100

feet high: thi^ fort is reckoned the strongest in all the Shibkuh P' rts

and enables the Charai is to hold their own against the Marzuqi and

Hamadi Shaikh's, their neighbours. The general ’appearance of the place

is clean and attractive. "Water is partly from tanks and partly from

wells 15 feet deep. The anchorage is good in easterly wind- but some

swell is experienced in a Sbamal.^ The population consists of 170

hou-es of Al ^Ali, who are Sunnis, The people have some cultivation

of dates anl other crops, but the majority are Nakhuda's, sailors and pearl-

divers, and a few are merchants. They own about 8 trading vessels

(Baghlahs, Ghunchahs and Sambuks) which run as far as Basrah on the

one side and Masqat on the other, occasionally even visiting India; and

plan of the anchorage and coast adjoining Oh&rak forms an inset in

Admiralty Chart, Ko. 2373--2837-A., F^rsian Gtulf^
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they have also about a dozen regular pearl-boats which cross the Gulf, and

rather more than a dozen smaller craft which are used for fishing and

for pearl-diving off the neighbouring island of Qais. The revenue

of Charak, together with Tavuneh and the island of Qais, amounts to

1^600 Tumans per annum and is payable to the Governor of Bastak.

The Shaikh of Charak and its dependencies, Tavuneh, the villages

of Gnlshan, Bavirdun, and part of the village of Duvvan in the district

of Lingellj is Salih-bin-Muhammad Salih, a childless man who has

associated a nephew with him in his government : he is noted for his

greed, and his control over his subjects is insecure. The Imperial

Persian Customs have a post at Charak.

One ol‘ the Shibkuh ports on,the Persian Coast ;
it is situated about OHIRU

43 miles s ath-east of.Sh.ivuh and 34 miles west of Charak. Chiru has ;^1

a fort and a large date-grove, and lies facing the east in a small bay

formed by a low sandy projection running southwards from the main

line of the Persian coast ,* the village is a mile north of the point of the

promontory. The bay is easy of access and forms a capital anchorage

in a Shamal, but it is exposed to easterly and south-easterly winds *
;

the shore is flat and sandy, the water is deep close to the beach, and

little or no tidal stream is felt in the anchorage. A very small pearl

bank is said to lie east of the village at about \ a mile off shore. There

are steep hills inland of the village, which is amply supplied with water

from 5 reservoirs filled by their drainage. Chiru village consists of

about aOO houses of the ^Obaidli Arab tribe, who are Sunnis. They

possess some 5 trading vessels, which run all over the Gulf, to ’Oman*

and occasionally to Basrah ;
also 5 pearl boats which visit the western

coast of the Guff, and a dozen fishing Baqarahs and Shu*ais which are

used for sea-fishing and in summer for pearling operations off the adjoin-

ing island of Hindarabi. The local authority is ^Abdullah-bin-Muham-

mad "Abdul* Rasul, 'Obaidli, but he ordinarily resides at Baikheh

Armaki , a place 30 miles distant, leaving a brother in charge

of Chiru. The revenue of the Chiru Shaikhdom, amounting* to 1,600

Tumans a year, is payable to the Governor of Bststsiik. There is a

post of the Imperial Persian Customs at Chiru.

* A plan of the anchorage is given as an inset to Admiralty Chart No. 2373—

2837 -A., Persian Gulf. For naval considerations connected with Chiru, Commanders -

'E. W. Kemp and H. B. T. Somerville’s report of 20th June 1903 may be consulted.

(See the Proceedings of the Government of India for June 1904.)

a
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CLARENCE
STRAIT^

This is the English and only general name of the passage between

Qisbm Island and the coast of the mainland
; it is navigable for vessels^

but a pilot is indispensable as it is very intricate besides being incom-

pletely surveyed.

The Strait may be divided into 3 reaches. The first is from the

eastern entrance between Qishm Town and Bandar ’Abbas to Laft

point which is exactly midway between Qishm Town and Basidu; it is

86 miles in length nnd it contracts from a width of 15 miles at the

entrance to only 1 mile in the neighbourhood of Laft. The navigable chan-

nel, at its western end called Khur Masakeh hugs the Qishm coast

and IS for the greater part of the way very much narrower than the Strait,

The second reach begins at Laft point and continues to a little beyond

the village of Quran, a distance in a direct line of 17 miles
; its direc-

tion is more southerly than that of the other two reaches. In this part

the strait consists of two branches which separate at Laft point and

reunite slightly below Guran; the western is Khur Masakeh the
•i

eastern Kbur Guran or Saiyid Ahmad Khur Masakeh

has a minimum depth in the fair-way of 5 fathoms and does not narrow to

much less than half a mile, but the banks, which are steep, are submerged

and have nothing to mark their position and this branch is consequently

seldom used by pilots. Khur Guran is in places only J of a mile wide

and its course is winding, but the banks are well-defined for most of the

way by mangroves and the minimum depth, like that of Khur Ma,sakel},

is not less than 5 fathoms. The two Khurs are separated by a mangrove

swamp intersected by creeks. Khur Masakeh gives access to the town

of Khamir near its right bank and Khur Guran to Laft village on

Qishm Island. The length of both Khurs is over ^0 miles, that of

Khur Guran being the greater by a few miles.

The third and last reach of the strait, called Khur Ja’afari

reaches from the junction of Khurs Masakeh and Guran to Basidu and

is 19 miles in length. As Basidu is approached there is a mud flat

extending along the shore of Qishm Island, and also a shoal in mid-

channel by the northern side of which ships pass.

There is an anchorage off Laft point which is thoroughly well protected

from all winds and would form a good harbour for the largest ships

;

the bottom is fine sand and shell and appears to be good holding

Clarence Strait ifl beet shown in Chart No. 2375—768, Bntrmc$^ of tU
Tonim Gulf,
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ground* The tidal stream here runs about 2 knots an hour at springs

.

The land at La£t point slopes upwards to a height of 60 feet ; on the

mainland opposite the ground is low and quite flat for a distance inland

of about 3 miles.

An area surrounded on all sides by the larger tract known as Biyadh : BABAISI
it is uncertain whether it should be regarded as forming part of the latter

or not. The centre of Dabaisi is approximately at the Qarain wells

mentioned below. Northwards the tract extends to the latitude of Qatif

Town and southwards to a mile or two beyond that of Jabal Mudi-ah in

BaiT-adh-Dhahran ;
its eastern border runs nearly parallel to the sea shore

at a distance of about 7 miles from it^ and its western border is on the

average 7 miles further to the west. The best known wells in Dabaisi and

the positions assigned to them by the Bedouins are as follow :

—

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position.

*Arish (Ummahat)
. 1 CO

Possibly outside of the Dabaisi tract* to the

w6st\vai'dB.

Bahair (Bu) 4 miles south of Qarain.

Bataikhi 5 miles east-south-east of QaitSin^

Hathiush (Kaukah
Bin)

11 miles west of Qatif Town.

Hasni (Niqa) 9 miles south-east by south of Qar^iu.

Jabanin 2 miles north-north-east of Qarain.

Jaib 'O^vaiyid 3 miles south-west of Qarain,

Jamrah 7 miles south-soni^-west of Qarain*

Mustadill
tm

8 mileg west-south-west of Qatif Town.

Qarain 11 miles south-west of Qatif Town, almost in

the centre of the Dabaisi tract.

Kifaqah 10 miles west by south of Qatif Town,.

Salam plU 7 miles south of Qarain.

Shaddsd (Abu) 3 miles east of Qarain,

The wells of Dabaisi are superior to those of the tracts enclosed by or

forming part of Biyadi, excepting B[usllUM only which is equal to

Dabaisi in respect of water supply.

The naval advantages of the anchorage off Laft point are discussed in Com-
mander Kemp and Somerville's report of 20th June 1903 in the Proceedinffs ( Foreifful
of the Government of India for June 1904.

® '
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DAGHA- An important canal in Turkish "Iraq taking off from the left bank o!

BAH Euphrates about 35 miles below Hillah. At its mouth it is about

70 yards wide and of considerable depth, and it runs at first in

an easterly or south-easterly direction for about 12- miles to a town

or group of villages called Dagharah which stands on its left bank.

The tribes inhabiting this settlement are the Al Sa"id, the Al Shibanah,

the Al "TJmr, the Al Bti Nail, the Hamad, the Al Zaiyad,the Hilajatand

the iMujawir, all of whom are included under the common designation of

Aqra", also the Farahinah, Al Bu Rishah and Sindan. At the Dagharah

villages the canal divides and subdivides into a number of branches and

so creates a moist area producing wheat, barley and rice, inhabited

by settled cultivators whose reed-hut villages are scattered here and

there over the waterlogged soil. A few miles further onits waters re-

combine into a large reed-bearing marsh with an open space in the

centre. From the lower end of this swamp issue small runlets, which,

rapidly uniting one with another, bring back the remaining water of
' i w

the Dagharah into one channel called Mikhriyah near a collection

of villages known as Afaj distant about 1 6 miles in a straight

line from the village of Dagharah and like it situated on the left bank

of the stream. The inhabitants of "Afaj belong to the Bahahithah,

Makhadahah, Shaibah, Hamzah, Al Ru Nashi, "Ajarij and Al Bu Rashid

tribes, and they are spoken of collectively asthe"Afaj, as if thatalso were

the name of a tribe. Below Afaj the Dagharah curves round to the south-

ward, and possibly rejoins the Euphrates a little above the westernmost

mouth of the Shatt-al-Gharaf under the name of Shatt-al-Kar, jKJIki.

The celebrated ancient site of Nifar is 4^ or 5 miles to the north of the

principal of the "Afaj villages. The Dagharah tract is a Nahiyah in the

Diwaniyah Qadha, as is also ghatt-al-Kar in that of Shatrat-al-

Muntaflk. Besides the tribes domiciled at Dagharah and "Afaj, Al

Budair also are found upon the course of the Dagharah canal and give

their name to a Nahiyah of the Diwaniyah Oadha*

DAaHMAB A group of small villages upon the coast of the "Oman Sultanate

in the Eastern Hajar district: it is situated about fpur miles south-

east of Quryat on. a maritime plain that, is bounded, inland by steep

and rugged hills of limestone and is divided down the centre by a

chain of low, stony knolls, on one of which, is a small mined tower* --
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The drainage of Wadi Tayin reaches the sea here by several channels

passing between and round the villages.

The hamlets of the group^ which extends foar miles, are in order

from north-west to south-east :

—

Name. Houses and iuhabitants. ASKS.

Khubar 10 huts of ’Awamir. The hills are two or thiee

miles distant from this

village.

Lnwiz 15 huts of ‘Awamir. Nil.

Sallan 20 huts of mixed Arabs. Do.

Bilad 3C huts of mixed tribes. Do.

Janah 80 huts of Bani Battash, Bani Do.

Wahaib, etc.

Hajir 50 huts of Bani Jabir of the The hills closseiy adjoin this

' Gbazal section. village.

All these villages consist of huts only : among the mixed popula-

tion Bani Battash predominate. Dates, fruits, lucerne and cotton

are cultivated, and fowls, vegetables and water are obtainable: livestock

are 50 donkeys, 30 cattle and 600 sheep and goats. Water, which is

good and plentiful, is drawn from wells 15 to 20 feet deep. Twenty to

25 fishing-boats, but no coasting vessels, are owned here.

A belt of sandy desert which runs north-west and south-east be- DAHANAB
tween Central Arabia and. the Arabian districts of the Persian Gulf and

forms a clear and continuous line of demarcation between the two. The

Dahanah is also known, particularly towards its southern end, by the less

specific name of Nafud.* Its average breadth is about 50 miles, and it

extends from about the 29th degree of north latitude to the tropic in the

neighbourhood of Jabrillj or somewhat further. It is flanked on the east

throughout the greater, part of its length by the npn-sandy but almost

equally inhospitable tract of Summau; south of Summan it has first

Wadi Faruq and then probably the Jabrin "oasis upon its eastern

’ We may note that conversely a small portion of th^ great Northern Nafud is

distinguished by the name of Dahanah : see Najd* Boute Ho. IIlj ad Jin.
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border. Where it is crossed by the route between Kuwait and

Eiyadh it has a breadth of two ordinary marches and consists of seven

great sand ridges (with smaller intermediate ones), separated from one

another by plains ; the ridges vary from a quarter of a mile to several miles

in width and the plains from to 7 miles. The sand of this part has

a light-red or reddish-orange tint j the subsoil, where exposed, consists of

light clay, pebbles an ! sandstone oebris
;
there is some vegetation, and

the fauna include gazelle, hare, bustard, snakes, lizards and beetles. - The

southern Dahanah is also crossed in two average marches by the route

between Riyadh and Hofuf ;
it has a more confu'*ed conliguration than

tiie northern, cones and domes of many shapes taking the place of parallel

ridges, and the sand is of an orange or deep- red colour. In crossing it

here from the west, steep ascents are Hrst encountered, alternating with

nearly perpendicular descents down which camels slide bodily ; these are

followed by an interval of firmer sand with scattered brushwood ; near the

centre of the tract patches of soil with dark-coloured stones begin to appear

througii the sand
;
beyond the centre the sandhills pass from the form of

eminences and hollows to that of long rollers and then to that of steps
;

finally progress ceases to be heavy and the country is sprinkled with-

vegetation. In tins part the Dahanah is separated from Summan by a well-

dehned valley. The nomads of Dahdnah, as of SammaUj are almost

entirely llutair.

daimani-
TAT

Also called Saba^ Jazair A chain of islets and rocks,

1*2 miles in length, at a distance of nine miles from the Eatiuali coast

of the 'Oman Sultanate between Sib and Barkah and nearly parallel to

it. The chain may be divided into three sections.' The easternumst

section consists of one islet i of a mile long and £5 feet high called

Kharahah
,
and of several detached rocks which hehmg to it. A

channel three miles wide divides the eastern from the central seption

which is four miles long, and comprises seven islets of different sizes in

a row, 30 to 40 feet high, with low cliffs of a light brown colour ; of

these seven islets the largest and westernmost is f of a mile long by i

broad, The western section is divided by a channel miles wide

from the central
;

it consists of one islet, Jazirat Jun and 3 rocks

above water and extends 1 1 miles east and west in a straight line. The

main islet of this section is | of a mile long, very narrow and 107 feet

high near its west end : it has a tolerable anchorage in eight fathoms

on its south side. All the islets are barren and destitute of fresh water,
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but they are frequented by fishermen who come over from the mainland

in Badansand Shashabs, and pearl-diving is carried on rouud them on a

small scale.

A village on the north-west coast of Muharraq Island in Bahrain, DAIR
2 miles north by east of Muharraq Town : it stands on comparatively

high ground and is surrounded by date groves and lucerne fields.

Irrigation is from several large wells in which the water stands at about

15 feet from the surface. There are some HOO houses of mud and mats^

also three mosques. The people are Baharinah, all engaged in the

pearl fisheries
;

they own 1 Baqarah and 2o Sbu’ais and Sambuks and

employ ^1 of these in pearling. There are SO donkeys, 13 ca<tle and

about 1,700 date palms. The full name of the place is said to be

Dair-ar-Eahib or the Monk^s Cloister, and ruins still exist

of what the Arabs suppose to have been a Christian settlement.

An island off the coast of the Abu Dhabi Principality in Trucial DAITlUAfi
^Omau near its western end, and about 29 miles north by east of Dallttah

island. Daiyinah is low, flat and sandy, bearing scanty grass; the

highest part is a black detached rock at the north end, rising about 9 feet

above high water. . The length of the island is 1^ miles from north-

north west to south-south-east and the breadth about 600 yards. A fair

anchorage in a Shamal exitts close to the south end of Daiyinah. There,

are several pearl banks ' in the vicinity, of which the more important

are:—Tubabat Daiyinah, 11 miles to the. north; Hawad-bin-Mansfir,

10 miles to the north-east; Dhahr Daiyinah, 8 miles to the north-east

Batn Daiyinah, 2 miles to the south-east; and Hawad-ar-Raddad,' 4

miles to the south-west. Daiyinah belongs to the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi.

'

A considerable place on the coast of the Dashti district in Persia, 104
. DAIYIfi

iniles south-east of Bushehr Town and 9 miles west of Eaugun; it

stands at the edge of the sea with a low range of sandstone hills-behind
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it, and on the east side is a large date-grove, One mile off-shore is an

excellent anchorage in a Shamal, but a reef makes landing difficult
;
the

inhabitants use as their boat harbour the Bardistan creek which comes

down to the sea at 2 miles to the eastward. Daiyir consists partly of

stone houses and partly of huts and is protected by a fort with towers.

The population is about 5,500 souls, including some A1 Nasur, some Bah-

rainis who discharge the functions of Mullas and ^Alims, and some Jews

;

but the hulk of the people say they are from the neighbouring village of

Bardistan in Dashti and claim to have come originally from Kufah. The

inhabitants of Daiyir mostly live by ag'ricnlture j but they own, besides a

few fishing-boats, half a dozen sailing-vessels (Sambuks, etc.) which make

voyages to Bahrain and other places. Asa port Daiyir is the natural

outlet of a considerable grain-growing tract, and horses from the Shiraz

district were formerly (but are not now) embarked here to escape export

duty. At times, when its neighbour and rival Kangun has been tempo-

rarily destroyed, Daiyir has managed to secure a large amount of trade j

but it has itself suffered vicissitudes of fortune and has twice been burned

by the Nasuri Khan of Gabandi* In 1865 Daiyir was ruled by a lady

who appeared in public and was able to write : she was the mother of

the present Khan of Dashti. It is now governed by a son of the Khan

as his. father^S deputy and there is- a post of the Imperial Persian

Customs.

‘ A village in the Dashtistan district of the Persian Coast, and a

stage on the Bushehr-Shiraz route ; it is situated at an elevation of 400

feet about 13 miles north-north-east of Burazjan, being adjoined by

hills on the north-east and surrounded on the other sides by date-planta-

tions. The heat in summer is excessive. Daliki consists of about 35

houses of bilingual Arabs, who are Shi ahs and are said to he the descen-

dants of immigrants from Bahrain ; they cultivate dates, wheat and

barley and own about 40 mules and 40 donkeys. A short distance to the

sotith of the village is a green sulphurous stream. A bitumen pit exists

in the plain about 4 miles from Daliki and 1 mile from Qarawal Khaneh,

and a deep boring has been made for petroleum by European concession-

aires, but without success.

* and deals with Daliki' and its neighbourhood at

pages 183—184*
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An island off the coast of Abu Dhabi territory in Tracial 'Oman, a DALMAH
little to the south of an imaginary line connecting Abu Dhabi Town with

the entrance of Khor-al-'Odaid and rather more than twice the distance

from the former that it is from the latter. Dalmah is elliptical in shape,

with its longer axis running north and south, and it has a narrow projec-

tion at its southern end. Its length is 5 and its breadth 2^ miles, and the

surface, except for a very low, narrow plain at the south end, is hilly, the

highest point being 244 feet above sea level. Plenty of brackish water is

obtainable from wells, and there are deposits of red oxide of iron which are

not at present considered worth removal. A small settlement of about 15

families of the Qubaisat section of the Bani Yas tribe exists on the west

side of the southern plain ;
the inhabitants wade for pearls in winter,

besides diving for them in summer, and are keepers of goats. Dalmah is

a place of some importance at the end of the pearl season, when a tempo-

rary bazaar of some 10 shops springs up, and a number of persons engaged

in the pearl trade meet there to settle their accounts. Among these are

the majority of the Indian traders on the coast of Trucial 'Oman, who

come here to recover debts and make purchases of pearls. Several pearl

banks exist in the vicinity, among which are :—Umm-as-Sulsul and

Manyokh, 8 and 5 miles respectively to the north ; Hawad Bin-

Musammih, 9 miles to the south-east j Abu Dastur 4 miles to the south-

west ; and, besides several others which are nearer, Halat Dalmah 27

miles to the north-west. Dalmah belongs to the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi#

The administrative capital and principal town of- the district of

Widyan Dawasir in Southern Hajd; it appears to be situated about

midway between the eastern and western ends of that part of the district

which is known as Wadi Dawasir.

DiH
f'"
or

ILDAM
ri^t

Site md iuildings.—The toWn is surrounded by a wall in which there

are four gateways: internally it is divided into two ward^ 'Ayaidhat

and Shawaiq to each of which a bazaar or Suq of the same

name is attached. . 'Ayaidhat is apparently on the west side of the town,

andShawaiqontheeast, while Suq Shawaiq is almost in the centre. The

two bazaars, which are open squares, are connected by a street that

widens out between them to form the meat market, known as Maqsab

. On the east side of the town, near one of the gateways is the

combined fort and residence of the Amir> calledGlasr-al-Hasaiyin
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which has several high towers. There are four large mosques, two in

the ^Ayaidhat quarter and one at each end of the Suq-al-Shawaiq ; but, as

is usual in this part of Arabia, they are without decoration or architec-

tural features. The ordinary houses of the town are frequently of brick

and mortar and rise to an upper storey ; sometimes they are whitewashed,

and sometimes the lower part of the walls is painted green or red. The

facades of the upper storeys are often ornamented with a balcony pro-

jecting considerably over the entrance door.

Inhabitants.—The people are Dav^asir of the Rijban division and

number perhaps 5,000 souls. They are described as independent in

politics, bold in war, and enterprising in trade ; they are reported to be

well armed with rifles, and Dam merchants are said to make journeys to

both India and Africa in the ordinary course of business. In religion

the inhabitants of Dam are Wahhabis or Hanbah Sunnis ; the mosques

of the town are not many, apparently on account of a local preference for

large over numerous congregations. There are about five much frequented

schools, of which the Madrasat-bin-Dharman is the best known, and

about 15 smaller ones. Female education is unknown here except in the

family of the Amir and the houses of religious teachers.

Agricultural ani other resources ^—The date groves are very extensive

and contain an enormous -number uf palms. Other fruits are grown in

abundance, and there is some cultivation also of wheat, barley, maize and

lucerne, but almost entirely as secondary crops among the palms in the

date gardens. Wells are numerous both within the town and outside it

;

the ordinary depth is about five fathoms, and the water as a rule is only

fairly good 5 inside the walls however there are some excellent wells,

notably those of Atainah, Hamaili, Jalib and Mathlah. A large number
of camels are owned here and a considerable number of horses ; but cattle

are scarce and donkeys very few.

I^rade o'nd .—Imported goods, except arms and ammuni-
tion which are brought from Qatar through Aflaj, are received by way
of Yaman and Hijaz. Merchants from Yaman and Najran are said to

visit Dam but maintain no permanent business agencies there. Among
the crafts exercised in the town are those of goldsmith, blacksmith,
tinsmith, carpenter, potter, talloT and oil-presser. ' The number of shops
in the bazaar is said to be" very large, but the statistics obtained are not

reliable. jSWords "and daggers of fine temper are made, but the daggers
j^re ,not equal to,those, of.JBEadhramaut.— Dam- appears to be a rifle-repair^*
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ing and eartxidge-loading centre for a large tract of country, including

Wadi Sabai’ as well as the whole of Widyan Dawasir. It is reported

that an attempt was lately made by some mechanics, who had gained

experience abroad, to staTt a rifle factory ; but it proved impossible to

turn out weapons which could compete either in quality or in price with

those imported from Europe.

Adminisiraiion ,—Dam is the seat of an Amir whose power is absolute

in the town and extends in a modified degree to all the villages of V\ adi

Dawasir and Salaiyil. His political position is described in the article on

Widyan Dawasir. Tbe quarters of ^Ayaidhat and Shawaiq have each a

Shaikh of their own j both of these Shaikhs are of course in strict sub-

ordination to the Amir.

A considerable village in the 'Aridb district of Southern BTajd ;
it is DARA7TAH

situated chiefly on the left bank of W adi Hanifah about 9 miles above ^

Riyadh. The country immediately to the north of Dara^Tyah consists of
^

open downs. A quarter of Dara^iyah on the right bank of the U adi is

called Taraif those on the left are ‘^araihah and Ghasibah

and tbe bed of the valley between the two is known as Batin

Each of the quarters is walled and defended by towers. he p’ace is

surrounded hy t-xtensive date groves containing perhaps 3 (>,000 palms,

and by gai dens which produce apricots, figs, grapes, pomegranates and

citrons. There are also lucerne, vegetables and the usual cereals. The

present population may be about 1,300 souls, viz y 110 houses of Bani

Tamim, 50 of Dawasir and 100 of inferior tribes. There is some

ordinary trade by resident merchants in coffee, piece-goods, etc., imported

from Hasa, Kuwait and Hijaz.

Dara'iyah, which was at the time the capital of Najd, was completely

destroyed by the Egyptians in 1818, and remained practically uninhabited

until 1 865 or later. Since then it has regained part of its population and

some of its former prosperity. The ruins of the old town are chiefly

on the right bank of the Wadi. According to local tradition, when

Dara^iyah was at the height of its f-rosperity a shop there used

to let for $30 a month. By tha older Arab geographers the name of the
m

place is spelt Dhariyah
’
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DAB)TJ^ Singular Dara^i . A tribe of the ^Oman Sultanate belonging to the

Ghafiri faction: originally they were all nomads of the Euba'-al-Khali,

but some are now settled at Tana^am and other places in Dhahirah.

Estimates of their numbers differ very widely : those in Dhahirah may

amount to 3^600 souls of whom about one-third are settled. There are

also a few at Barkah in Batinah. The Bedouin portion now frequent

the neighbourhood of Jabal Hamrah, They are a wild and predatory

race and hardly a rising of the eastern tribes occur in which the Daru^

are not involved. The Bedouin portion are said to belong to the Ibadhi,

the settled portion to the Sunni sect. The Bedouin Daru^ rear large

numbers of camels which they graze on the confines of the Great Desert.

The following are the sections of the Daru^ ; Badiwai Batun

Faradls Hadi (Hal Bu) ^ JU, Janm Khamis (Hal)

Khamis (Yal) Jli, Mahabinah Maharidah

Majali Makhadir Maraziqah
,
Muhammad (Hal)

0^** Jtft., Mutawihah Nafafi (^Ayal) Jl^
,
Salim (^Ayal)

Shamatah Sultan (^Ayal) uHaL. Thuwail Jiy and

25uwaiyah Their Tamimah is Saif-bin-Hamad of the Hal Muham-

mad section.

DAS The northernmost of the islands in the great bay between Abu
Dhabi and Qatar ; it lies about 100 miles west-north-wesc of Abu
Dhabi Town, 67 miles north of the nearest part of the Abu Dhabi
coast and rather further from Qatar. Das is only IJ miles

long by f of a mile broad, with hills of regular outline that reach an

elevation of 145 feet in the northern half
;
the south of the island is low.

Theie is no water on Das and it possesses no anchorage of any value. It

is considered to belong to the Shaikh of Abn Dhabi and therefore to be

included in Tmcial 'Oman. The following pearl banks are situated in the

vicinity of Das :—Biqqat Das, 2 miles to the south-east
; Riqqat Mani',

9 miles to the south-east
j Umm-al-Bunduq, 6 miles to the south-west;

and Abnl Qamaqim, Kharaiyis and Abnl Hanainun at 7 and 5 miles

and a very short distance, respectively, to the north-west.

A large and important district of the Persian Coast of the Persian

Gulf, inland it begins at 'Arabi, 27 miles .east-soutji-east d£ BSsheh^

DASHTI
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Town/and on tlie coast at a point 40 miles sonth-south-east of the same

place; its termination is at the mouth of the Bardistan valley, 105 miles

south-east of Bushehr Town.

Limits ,—Dashti is bounded on the west by the sea, and nn the east,

approximately, by the seaward face of the main maritime range ; some

places connected with it lie in valleys within that range, but none of

them are important and they fall beyond the scope of a Persian

Gulf Gazetteer. On the north Dashti meets the district of TangistaU,

its extreme inland village on this side being Arabi. as already mentioned,

and the extreme coast village Qalat. On the south Dashti meets the

district of Shlbkuh, in which the place nearest to Dashti is Kangun*

Physical characteristics .—The physical features of Dashti are few

and simple. The principal one is, of course, the great maritime range

which runs south-eastwards and forms an almost continuous background

to the district. Six miles to the north-east of Khurmiij it rises m a

grand peak 6,4’10 feet high which is generally known as Kuh-i-Khurmuj,

but possesses also the more distinctive name of Kuh-i-Bairami

probably a corruption of Bahrami South of Khurmuj town for 16

or 20 miles the main range is fronted, towards Dashti, by an out^vork of

low sandstone hills called the Kuh-i-Kaki ^
terminated at its south-

eastern end by a gap, 4 or 5 miles wide, through which the MuHd river

issues from the highlands of Pars. South of this gap the main range,

at first under the name of Kuli-i-Namak resumes its course; and

finally it impinge^ on the coast at Kangun, a few miles beyond the end of

the district. Kuh-i-Bairami is a huge mass of limestone having a quaqua-

versal dip and is sometimes crowned with snow for 2 or 8 days in

winter. Kub-i-Narnak, 4,00* > feet high, is of sandstone below, and towards

the summit cmsi^its largely of salt which is visible from afar as glistening

streaks of white or grey.

A minor but important feature is a sandstone coast range, reaching

a height of over 2,500 feet, which bears the name of Kuh-i-Mund or Kuh-

i-Kar and is described in the article on the Tangistan district, to

which it partly belongs. The trough contained between this subordi-

nate range and the main range is the Khurmuj plain or valley, extending

from near Ahram to the Mund river, with a length of 30 and a breadth

of several miles
;

a string of palm-leaf villages extends along its western

side and there are a few upon the east also ; it drains by a longitudinal

channel called Simr ' which is 10 yards broad and contains

above 2 feet of brackish water in places, to the lllluild river at Chaghapur*
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Kuh-i-Namak is adjoined on its southern side by a rang-e of which the

highest point (3,270 feet) is Kuh-i-Darang not far from Kuh-i-

Narr.ak. This range runs first southwards for 16 miles and then eastwards

for an equal distance : the lesult is the enclosing between it and the main

range of a triangular valley called Bu Saif which has no open e?;it

except at its south-eastern corner on the coast between Daiyir and

£angun. Kuh i-Darang is of sandstone and is connected with Kuh-i-

Namak by mounds of sandstone and gypsum intersected by ravines

containing brackish water.

Dashti thus consists of two plains or valleys that both drain south-

eastwards and are separated from one another by the plain or serpen-

tine valley of the Mund river, of which the average direction is at

right angles to theirs*

Coast .—The coast of Dashti has notbeen thoroughly explored and part

of it is unapproachable by vessels owing to extensive shoals. Six miles ofE

the mainland at ai-out 27 miles south-south-east of Khnr Ziyarat and

approximately the same distance west of Daiyir is a low islet, i a mile

in diameter, called Tsakhiluy^ : it appears to be a meeting place of

several hydrographical features and it marks the po»nt where the direction

of the coast changes from south-south-east to full east. From Nakhilu

a gTes.t shoal, called Has-al-Mutaf ^ runs for nearly 20 miles

to the east- south-east with a deep channel inside which is open to the

east but blind at the other end except for a boat passage round the

north side of Nakiulu ; and between this shoal and the mainland

again is a second s^hoal with yet another deep channel inside. The

inner <‘hannel appears to he called Khor XTmm-al-Karam p.01 from
the name of a small island at the head «'f it : the outer is called Khan

: both Umm-al-Karam and Khan are excellent havens for

native boats and are used as such by the people of the nearest mainland

villages. On the north side of the Nakhilu boat passage, already

mentioned, begins a narrow strip of sand called Jabrin which

runs north-north-west for 6 miles and then joins, or almost joins, the

mainland. Prom Nakhilu northwards to Khor Ziyarat the coast is

a mass of swamps and small creeks of which little is kriown.

Climate^— of Dashti is accounted good
; both on the coast

and inland it is cooler in summer than that of the Bushehr Peninsula.

Pojfiulation population of the district, between the mountains
and the sea, is probably not less than 20,000 souls.
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Tlie following are the better known tribes of the Dashti district :

—

Name. Approximate number of
souls.

Bemabss.

*Amranis 600 This tribe is said to have immigrated
from the neighbourhood of Suq-astl-
Shuyukh in Turkish ’Iraq.

Bahrainis A few. Mostly at Daiyir.

Faqiha

L^ii5

1,000 A well behaved tribe. They are believed
to be indigenous.

Hajiyan 2,500 Reputed the bravest of the Dashti tribes.

Like the Faqiha they are considered to
be indigenous.

Jatut 1,000 Camelmen of unknown origin. They are
found also in Taugistan District.

Khajaha 550 They are said to have immigrated from
Belibeliau about a century ago.

liurs V^ry few. Bee article Xinrs. These also are said

y
to have come from Bahbehan.

Mirzaha Not numerons. They are said to be descended from a
family of brothers whose mother was a
Saiyid, hence the name.

Mnllaha 550 Better educated than their neighbours,
but depend on charity for their support.

Ruuseh 1,500 Have always been faithful to the present
Khan and his father : the Khan conse-
quently appoints all bis deputies from
this tribe.

Sadat

o}jU»
600 ^ Saiyid s.

Salih Ahmadis 150 The Khans of the dynasty preceding the
present one belonged to this tribe.

Most of these tribes are said to be of Arab descent, but nearly all are

now Shi^ahs in religion and speak Persian only. Besides the above there
are a number of small and obscure tribes, including the Dabashiha

Behdarha Elabganis Khanasir
, Muhallis

Qaidan
, Shaikhanis Shaikhha Tahgasir

and ^Umruha
; and at some villages, especially on the coast, are

found colonies of Arab immigrants from Shibkiih and elsewhere, who are

mostly bilingual and belong to the Sunni denomination* The largest place

^ B
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in the district is Daiyir^ and after it are Khurmiij and Kaki. The Dashtis

differ from their northern neighbours^ the Tangistanis, in being peace-

fully inclined^ partially civilised^ and comparatively amenable to manage-

ment. In the larger places their houses are often of stone and mud, but

the ordinary villages consist of date-frond huts only ; most villages how-

ever are defended by one or more Burj Tufangchi or rifle

towers of stone and mud. The great bulk of the people are agriculturists

or, on the coast, sailors and fishermen ; a few live by trade. They have

a number of Martini rifles, but on the whole the Dashtis are not so

heavily armed as the residents of the other districts of the Persian Coast

;

the proportion is about 3 rifles to 5 houses on the coast, and 2 rifles to 3

houses inland. The Dashtis are a healthy, sturdy race, and many of

the labourers and boatmen at Bushehr Town are of their number.

Agriculture and trade ,—The chief crops are wheat, barley and dates ;

the date plantations are everywhere watered from wells. There is not

the same quantity or variety of fruit as in Ttogistan. The waterlift

used is called Charkh-i-Chahab worked by a bullock

which is made to walk down an inclined cutting in the ground. Cattle

are fairly numerous, and sheep and goats are kept in great numbers.

Trade on a small scale is general ; but there is nowhere any large

bazaar or mercantile centre, unless the towns of Khurmuj and Daiyir

may be accounted such. The exports of the district are cattle, ghi, wheat,

barley, dates, tobacco, onions, firewood, charcoal and earthenware, also

some ^Ahas of local manufacture. Imports are cotton piece-goods, rice,

coffee, sugar and tea. External trade in both directions is with Bushehr
- Town, Bahrain, Lingeh and Bandar ’Abbas. The ordinary currency

consists of Persian Qrans, but the Indian rupee circulates in some of

the coast villages. The standards of weight are a local Man of 5 lbs,

18 oz. English and a Hashim Man of 16 local Mans or 93 lbs. English.

The chief port is Daiyir.

Communications and transport,—The only known routes in the district

are a section of the Bushehr-Bandai* ^Abbas route which passes

through Khurmuj town and leaves Dashti by the gorge of the Mund
river, and a route t which runs from Khurmuj town by Kaki to Daiyir

on the coast : neither apparently presents any diflSculties.

* See Routes in Rersia, I, Uo. 20.

t Vide Colviirs report forwarded to tbe Government of India by the Political

Resident in the Gulf with his letter 46, dated 4th May 1866.
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The total transport of the district is estimated at about 250 horses^

250 mules^ 1^250 camels and 3,500 donkeys.

Administration.— Dashti district belongs to Fars, but it is

sometimes farmed from the Governor-General of Fays by the Governor of

the Gulf Ports. It is administered by a hereditary Khan of reputed Arab

descent, at present Jamal Khan, who has his residence at Khurmfij and

became master of the district after numerous smaller Khans or Shaikhs

had reduced themselves to impotence by their internecine feuds. The

Khan pays 16,000 Tumans a year for the district of Dashti to the Governor

of Pars or the Governor of the Gulf Ports, as the case may be. There is

no organised police force ; but the Khan's personal retainers maintain order

on the roads, and village affairs are regulated through the headmen. In

the larger places there are some highly respected Mullas, whose decisions

in civil disputes are accepted by the people. Land revenue is assessed at

the rate of 50 Qrans per Gau (250 by 250 yards) of cultivation, and a

tax of ^ a Qran to 2 Qrans is levied per date-palm according to

value. There is also a poll tax of 5 to 20 Qrans j this tax is re-

covered (at the rate of 8 Qrans per annum) from Dashtis at Bushelir

Town by agents whom the Khan sends for the purpose. The poll tax is

unpopular and, in conjunction with general misgovernment resulting

from the incompetence and age of the present Khan, has been

responsible for much emigration from the district in recent years.

The Khan formerly held in farm and administered several of the Shibkuh.

ports to the southward which are outside the Dashti district, and for

these he paid 8^000 Tumans a year.

Tomography .—The following are, in alphabetical order, the villages of
Dashti :

—

Name.

AbSidan

ubbi

•Ali (Chah)

position. Hoases and inhabitants.

23 miles north- 1GO hoases of HSrjijan
west of Bardistao, and 'Amranis.
near the bead of
the bardistan val-
ley.

9 miles west-north- 70 houses of Hajiyiln
west of Kiiur- and Faqiha.
muj.

12 horses, 80 camels,
120 donkeys, 6 mules,
60 cattle, 1,500 sheep
and gears and 4,000
date-palms.

Some of the houses are
of stone. There are
6 horses, 30 camels,
40 donkeys, % mules,
20 cattle, 700 sheep
and goats 2,000
date trees.

* Note.—The resources in this column appear to be in many cases e^aggei'ated and
are to be regarded with caution.

2^2
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Kemaukh.

’ Arabi 13 miles north-

west of Klnir-
rnlij.

25 houses of Mullaha
and Sadat.

There are 2 or 3 stone

and mud towers.

This village is on the

road from Ahram
to Khurnnij Ee-
sources are 2*> camels,

40 donkeys, 30 cattle

and 1,200 sheep and
goats, also 2,5O0 date-

palms.

Babram Asad Ou the southern
extremity of Kub-
i-Miind,where it is

turned by the

Mtlnd river.

40 houses of Runseh
and Hajiyan,

There are 500 date

trees : livestock are

40 donkeys, 20 cattle

aud 500 sheep and
goats.

On the coast 6 miles

north of Lavar.
20 houses. The people aie poor

;

they cultivate corn.

Bardistan miles north-
north-east of
baiyir and the

same distance

from the mouth
of a valley which
comes down from
Kuh-i-Darang to

the sea 2 miles

east of Daiyir.

100 houses of Faqlha,

Jatut and 'Amranis.
There is a tall Bftdgir,

Resources are 7 horses,

30 camels, 50 don-

keys, 5 mules, 25

cattle, 1,000 sheep

and goats and 1,250

date trees.

Badku On the coast, i a
, mile south of

Zlrahak.

25 houses of Kabganis
and Kiianaslr.

There are 15 Yarjis.

Agricultural resour-

ces are 2,500 date-

palms. 2 »

)

donkeys,

10 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Batimeh

-

On the coast, 9
miles west of
Daiyir.

50 houses of immi-
grants from Elung
near Dingell and
Bustauu in
Slaibkuli, all Arabs
and Sunnis ; they
speak Arabic as well

as Persian.

The people grow dates

and com. There is

a small domed tomb
on the hill behind.

' There are 15 fishing

boats and 2,003 date-

palms. Animals are

50 camels, 50 don-

keys, 40 cattle aud

1,500 sheep and
goats.

Bun (Chfih) 4 miles east-north*

east of Burdakhac
Ifan on the Munc
river plain.

' 1 15 houses of Muhallis
i and Hajij'an.

livestock are 30 don-

keys, 20 cattle, aud

500 sheep and goats.

There are 300 date-

palms.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. BsuAfiss.

Bardakhan
Kuhneh

On the Milnd river

plain, 7 miles
north-east of Bur-
dakhan Nau.

30 houses of Mul-
l§.ba, Sadat, Jatut
and Bahrainis.

There are said to be
10.000 lemon trees
and 20,000 date-palms
here. Animals are
100 camels, 400 don-
keys, 20 horses, 16
mules, 150 cattle and
3.000 sheep and goats.
The Chief of Dashti
once resided here.

Bardakhan Nau On the Mund
river plain, 14
miles south-east
of Khor Zijarat.

60 houses of Mullaha,
Sadat and Bahrainis.

Here are 1,00J lemon
trees a^d 1,500 date-
palms. Livestock are
6 horses, 300 donkeys,
7 mules, 70 cattle and
2,500 sheep and goats.

Chaghapnr 10 miles north-west
of Kaki, on the
right bank of the
MUnd river just

below the point
where the drain-

age of the Khur-
muj plain enters
it.

50 houses of Hajiyan
and Miihallis.

Stock are 5 horses, 6

mules, 25 camels, 70
donkeys, 30 .cattle

and 1,600 sheep and
goats. Date-palms
number 4,000.

OhSbpQl

JjJ

9 miles from the
coast, between
BuTdakh§.a and
Baiyir.

A village of Euuseb. There are 20 camels,
40 donkeys, 30 cattle
and 600 sheep and
goats, also 1,500 date-
palms.

ChScak 10 miles west-south-
west of Khur-
EQuj, on the west-
ern side of the
Khurmuj valley.

40 houses of Ruilseh. Bato-palms number
1,000, and there are
15 camels, 35 donkeys
20 cattle and 500,
sheep and goats.

Ohawasbki 8 miles west by
north of Khur-
muj, on the west
side of the Khur-
muj valley.

50 houses of Ruuseh. Animals are 40 don-
keys, 20 cattle and
600 sheep and goats,
and there are 2,500,
date-palms.

Ohtighawar 8 miles north-
nortb-west of
Kaki, near the
right bank of
the Mnnd river.

A village of Hajiyan
and Kuuseh.

Animals are 10 horses,
25 camels, 80 donkeys^
8 mules, 50 cattle and
2,500 sheep and goats.
Date-palms ax’e 4,000.

Baiyir
IM

*** ••• See article Baiyir.
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Name. ,
Position. Houses and inhabitants. Beuashs.

Jamarak 3 mUes north-west

of Bardisfcan, near

the south end of

the Bardistan

valley.

20 houses of Hajiyan
and Salih Ahinadis.

There are 6,000 date,

1,000 pomegranate,
600 lemon and 200
orange trees. Ani-
mals are 25 horses,

30 mules, 35 camels,
200 donkeys, lUO
cattle and 4,000 sheep
and goats.

Kalgan On the coast 1 mile

north of Lavar.
A village of Khanasir. There are 3,000 date-

palms and mnch cul-

tivation, and the peo-
ple own 3 good sized

boats. Animals are

40 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 600 sheep and
goats.

Kaki 26 miles south-

south-east of

Khurmtij town,
in the Mund
river plain.

... See article KgLki.

Khar Kuhneh

jlaw

10 miles north by
west of Bardistan,

on the north side

of the Bardistan
valley.

Half-a‘dozen|houseB of

Tangasir.

There are 400 dates,

16 donkeys and 100
sheep aud goats.

Khurmuj 40 miles south-east

of Bushehr Town
and 20 miles from
the coast.

• «« See article Khurmuj.

Kuiul

JU

1 mile north of

Chah ’Ali, on the

west side of the

Khurmuj plain.

40 houses of Ruuseh,
Salih Ahmadis and
Faqiha.

Wheat, barley and dates

are grown : there are

6,000 date-palms, 17
horses, 4 mules, 12
camels, 80 donkeys,

80 cattle and 300
sheep and goats.

Kunavi 8 miles south by
east of Kaki, in

the Mlind river

plain.

30 houses of Hajiyan,
Salih Ahmadis, Sadat
aud J atut.

Resources are 6 horses,

4 mules, 1 5 camels,

70 donkeys, 60 cattle

and 1,600 sheep ai^d

goats, also 4,000
dates.

KardaTan On the right hank
of tiie Mund river

at 2 miles from
the coast.

100 houses of Hajiyan,
Kuuseh, Shaikhha
and Mullah a.

There are 12,000 date-

palms, 4 horses, 4
mules, 25 camels, 60
donkeys, 30 cattle,

400 sheep aud goats.
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Name. Position, Houses and inhabitants. EE3£AnKS.

Lavar (I) 12 miles south of

Kh-urmuj town.
A villase of Mirzaba

{

and Euuseb.
[See Routes in Persia,

I. 86.) There are

5,000 date-palms.
Animals are 7 horses,

5 muless 12 camelsa,

40 donkeys, 30 cattle

and 1,500 sheep and
goats.

Lavar (11) On the coast, 12
miles north of

Khor Zijarat.

20 houses of Khana-
sir and Kabganis.

There are 5 large boats.

Livestock are 30
donkeys, 15 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

Date trees number
3,000 and fig trees

2,000. The Imperial
Persian Customs have
a post here.

Malangu 9 miles east by
north of Burda-
khan Nan, on the
slopes of Kuh-
i-Darang,

15 houses of Hajiyan,
Ruuseh and Jatut.

There are 5 horses, 4
mules, 40 donkeys,
20 cattle and 700
sheep and goats. Date
trees number 2,000.

Mankal

JLCLo

5 miles south of

Kh-urmiij town,
on the east side

of the Khurmuj
valley.

40 bouses of Sadat,
Mullaha and Shaikha-
nis.

Eesources are 5 horses,

4 mules, 40 donkeys,
;

20 cattle, 500 sheep
and goats and 2,500
date-palms.

‘

Mashileh Akbari 4 miles north-west
of Khurmuj.

30 houses of Hajiyan. Eesources are 6 horses, |

5 mules, 25 camels,
30 donkeys, 25 cattle,

400 sheep and goats
and 2,000 date-palms.

Mashileh Haidar
Muhamniad
’AH
w

jvSAa.

1 mile . south of

Mashileh Akbari.
25 houses of Hajiyan. There are 1,500 dates.

Animals are 4 horses,

3 mules, 20 camels,
25 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 80 sheep and
goats.

Miyankhareh 8 miles south-west
of Khurmuj
town, towards the
wesit side of the
Khurmuj valley.

40 houses of Sadat
. and Shaikbanis.

'I'here are 2,000 date-

palms. Animals are

6 horses, 3 mules, 40
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 7G0 sheep and
goats.

Muhammadsbftd
w

o(jT

3 miles south by
west of Khur-
muj town, on the

east side of the
Khurmuj valley.

20 houses of Mirzaha
and Eauseh.

Animals are 4 horses,

4 mules, 40 donkeys,
20 cattle and 800
sheep and goats. Date-
palms number 6,000.
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Name.

Mnlshdan

NaiikSn

QSidan

vy?ooU

Qalat

olli

Rais (Bagh)

Sakai

li^AW

Sarvistan

Skakri

,iS/^

Houses and iuhabitants.

On the left bank of

the Mund river

at 16 miles from
the coast,

2 miles north by
west of Bardistan,

in the middle of

tbe Bardistan
valley.

Some houses of Haji- There are 8,000 date-

yan, Shaikhanis, palms. Livestock in-

^adat and Jatut.

15 houses of 'Amvanis
and Faqlha.

elude 6 horses, 7
mules, 100 camels,
120 donkeys, 40
cattle and 2,000 sheep
and goats.

Animals are 3 horses,

20 donkeys, 10 cattle,

300 sheep and i^oats.

Date trees number
1 ,000 .

1 mile south-east 10 houses of Lurs 30 donkeys, 15 cattle,

of Faqxh Haaanan. and Faqiha. 500 sheep and goats,

also 2,000 date-palms.

On the coast, 12 25 houses of Khana-
miles north-north- sir and Kabganis.

west of Lavar and
immediately south
of the Baraki
group of villages

in the Tangistan
District.

8 miles west of village of 200 houses.

Khiirmuj town
at the west side

of the Khurmuj
valley.

Tbe people are fisher-

men and grow corn
and dates. They have
2 large boats.

Some of tbe houses are

of stone. Resources
are 5 horses, 4 mules,

12 camels, 60 donkeys,
40 cattle, 800 sheep
and goats and 6,00u

date-palms. Also
called Gaz Daraz
jijo j/* and Maqtal

15 miles north-

north-west of

Bardistan, at the

north side of the

j

Bardistan valley.

20 miles north-west
|

of Bardistan, to-

wards the head of

the Bardistan
plain.

30 houses of Faqiha Animals are 20 donkeys,
and 'AmrSnis, immi-
grants from Bus-
tanu, in Sliibkub,
who are Sunnis and
speak both Persian
and Arabic.

60 houses of HajiySn,
Faqiha, Shaikhanis
and Jatut.

3 miles west of

Kaki, in the

Mund river
plain.

west of 30 houses of Hajiyan
in the and Jatut.

10 cattle and 400
sheep and goats, and
there are 700 date-

palms.

There are 4,000 date-

palms. Animals in-

clude 32 horses, 10
mules, 60 camels, 70
donkeys, 50 cattle

and 1,200 sheep and
goats.

There are IQO date-

palms, 10 horses, o

mules, 25 camels, 70
donkeys, 30 cattle, and
700 sheep and goats.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. R£]fA.S£S.

Shibarm About 12 miles

north of Daiyir.
20 houses of Hajiyan. There are 1,000 date-

palms, also 10 camels,

30 donkeys, 20 cattle,

and 400 sheep and
goats.

TrSTi 6 miles north-west

of Khurmuj
town, in the middle

of the Khurmuj
plain.

20 houses of Hajiyan. Date-palms number
2,000 and animals are

16 camels, 20 donkeys,

15 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

VaU

Jb
On the coast, 3 miles

west of Daiyir,
on a small rocky

point of low clift.

26 houses of Hajiyan
and Faqiha.

There is a high round
tower, also a boat-

harbour inside some
rocks. Animals are

16 donkeys, 10 cattle

and 1,200 sheep and
goats, and there are

§00 date-palms.

Varavi

sab

9 miles south-west

of Khurmuj
town, on the west

side of the Khur-
muj plain.

30 houses of Snniii

immigrants from
Shibkuh.

Eesources are 20 don-

keys, 15 cattle, 300
sheep and goats and

8,000 date-palms.

Zaizar 9 miles south-south-

west of Khur-
muj town, on the

west side of the

Khurmuj plain.

20 houses of Hajiyan
and Sadat.

There are 3,000 date

trees. Animals are

40 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 800 sheep and
goats.

Zirahak On the coast, 6 miles

north of Lavar.

Haifa dozen houses

of Kahganis and
Khanasir.

There are 2 large boats

and 4 Varjis. Agri-
cultural resources are

10 donkeys, 5 cattle,

700 sheep and goats

and 1,200 date trees.

Ziyarat

ojOj

Near the coast, 6

miles north of

Khoi Ziyarat, the

mouth of the

Mtind river.

40 houses of Hajiyan
Mlrzaha, Shaikhanis
and Jatut.

There are 4,000 date-

palms. Animals are

60 camels, 70 donkeys,
30 cattle, and 2,000
sheep and goats.

A district of the Persian Coast in the vicinity of the Bushetr

Peninsula
} the principal place in Dashtistan is Burazjan, situated exactly

in the middle of the district and about 28 miles north-east of Bfishehr

Town. The districts of Mazara^i^ Zira^ Angali and Shabiukareh are

DASHT-
ISTAir
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considered to belong geographically to Dashtistan^ and it is said that

they once formed parts of it in the administrative sense also.

Limits .—The length of Dashtistan from Bibara in the north to

Chah Kutah in the south is about 80 miles ; and its breadth^ which is

greatest towards the southern end^ averages 10 to 15 miles. On the

south Dashtistan reaches to the coast opposite Bushehr Town ; on the

west it is enclosed by the districts of Angali and Zira^ and on the

north-west by the district of Mazara’i ; on the north-east and east it is

bounded by hills of which the Gisakan mountain is a part.

Physical characteristics .—The whole of Dashtistan is a plain^ form-

ing a slight declivity between the mountains on the north-east and the

sea coast on the south-west,— a circumstance determining the direction

of the various streams and hollows by which the district is

crossed. The principal stream is that which passes Daliki and, by

uniting with the Bud Shirin, forms the Rud-hilleh River. Of secondary

importance are the Ahmadi water-coui'se, which rises in a part of the

hills called Bairami passes the village of Ahmadi, and reaches the

sea a couple of miles to the east of Shif ; and the Chah Eutah salt

stream which pursues a parallel and similar course a few miles further

to the south-eastward. The part of the district adjoining the hillg

enjoys less of the sea breeze and suffers from scorching winds in summer
between the end of May and the beginning of October ; otherwise

the climate resembles that of Bushehr. Traces of sulphur, bitumen

and petroleum occur at the north end of the district. Water nearly

everywhere is from wells varying between 30 and 50 feet in depth
;

these ordinarily contain 4 to 1 0 feet of water and they never dry up.

Inhabitants .—The population of the district is exceedingly composite

and amounts to about 15,000 souls ; at most places they are described as

Persians, and in many cases they are believed to be desc^endants (>f immi-

grants from neighbouring Persian districts, especially from Dashti and

the direction of Shii az. Deserving of special mention are the Persian tribe

of Bag who inhabit the villages of Jimeh, Khushab and Khushakan

in the centre of the district ; they were originally the masters of BurazjS,!!^

but were expelled by the Paparis about two generations ago and have now
sunk to the level of ordinary cultivators. The Papari and Qaidan tribes

ai:e noticed in the article on Bnrazjan. A few Zanganeh or

Zanguis axe found, especially at Chah Kutah ; this is a Persian

tribe of uncertain origin, but reputed courageous., There are also a num^her
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of Arab settlements in the district, the most important being* a group in

the south-east corner of which Chah Ktitah is the largest ; this group is

inhabited by Dumubh who are a section of the Dawasir tribe of

Bahrain and until recently were all Sunnis ; now about | of them are

Shi'^ahs. Other Arabs, said to be of Bahrain origin but not belonging

to any known tribe, are found north of Burazjan ;
and Arabs calling

themselves Bani Hajir , who are believed to have come from the

Hindiyan district, occur at three or four scattered points. With the

exception of the Dumukh and a few of the other Arabs the whole popula-

tion is Persian-speaking and Shi^ah. Further details of the population

are given in the table of villages at the end of this article. Except in

Burazjan the dwellings of the people are nearly all huts or mud houses

of an unpretentious kind. Burazjan is the district capital.

Agriculiure,—The chief products of Dashtistan are wheat and barley,

which are grown in winter by rainfall ; in summer water melons, musk

melons, cucumbers, maize, a little cotton, castor oil, beans, onions, garlic

and sesame are cultivated by irrigation from wells. The soil is rich and

suitable for the growing of opium ; dates also flourish. Livestock is

represented by an ordinary proportion of cattle, sheep and goats. The

unit of land-measurement is the Gau or that area of land which requires

6 Hashim Mans of seed-grain and can be ploughed by one yoke of

animals (whether cattle, horses, mules or donkeys) in about 25 days

;

it is represented by a square of which the side measures about 250 yards.

In a good year the return to cultivation in Dashtistan is from 8 to 16-

fold. Dashtistan agriculturally resembles Dashti^ but it is considered

the superior district. The cultivators of Dashtistan are many of them

embarrassed with debts originating in loans taken at exorbitant rates

of interest for the purpose of buying seed-grain.

Trade,—Burazjan is the commercial centre of Dashtistan, and the

article on it may be consulted for an account of the trade of the district.

The standard of weight is a local Man equal to 8 lbs. 11 oz. English, and

the Hashim Man of the district (
= 16 local Mans) is eq^uivalent to 139 lbs.

English.

CommunicafionB and transport,—The district contains no natural

obstacles to movement ; within it lie the first three stages on the ordinary'

route from Bushehr to Shiraz * The transport resources of the district are

estimated at 200 horses, some camels, 350 mules and 2,500 donkeys. Some

* S^o Routes in Persia, I, No. 23.
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quantity o£ wb.eat and barley is purcbasable locally, but not as a rule

until the prospects o£ the coming harvest are assured ; until this occurs

the stocks in band are boarded.

Administration .—The pobtieal organisation of Dasbtistan is a patch-

work of extraordinary complexity. The bulk of the district is under the

Governor-General of Tars ;
but some of the southern villages, including a

group for which the Shaikh of ChahKutall is responsible, are subordinate

to the Governor of the Gulf Ports. The system of farming the revenues

is responsible for further confusion, especially as an indefinite degree of

executive power is conferred on the farmer along with the right to

collect the taxes, and the more so in the present ease that the farmer

of the greater part of Dasbtistan is the Governor of the Gulf Ports and

that he holds it on lease from the Governor-General of Pars. Half or

more of the villages to the north of Burazjan are held on a Tiyul or

royal grant by the Salar-i-Mu’azzam, who is accountable for them to the

Shah only. • Burazjau and its dependent villages, forming the greater

part of the district, are ruled by the Khan of Burazjau (at present

Mirza Husain) who also collects the revenues, a drivilege for which ha

pays the sum of 5,000 Tumans annually ; he is properly answerable

to the Governor of Pars, to whose jurisdiction Burazjau has always

nominally belonged, but, in consequence of the farm in favour of

the Governor of the Gulf Ports, the relations of the Shaikh are

at present, it would seem, exclusively with the Bushehr Government.

The Shaikh of Chah. Kutah, who is in executive charge of that place and

of several adjoining villages, is subject, both in theory and in practice, to

the Governor of the Gulf Ports. The Governor-Geneinl of Pars is

represented by a Deputy-Governor at Burazjau, vrhere also there is a

Persian telegraph staff.

The lot of the subjects of the Khan of Burazjau is not a happy one

;

they are rack-rented and are obliged to yield their master military

service whenever he may require it, supplying their own arms and ammuni-

tion. The subjects of the Salar-i-Mu’azzam and of the Shaikh of Chah

Kutah are probably little better off, and of late years there has been a good

deal of emigration from the district. The nominal land revenue averages

50 to 60 Grans per Gauj but the Khan of Burazjau, at least, endea-

vours to extort more.

There is no sort of criminal justice, and civil justice is synonymous

with the good offices of Mullas in arranging private disputes. Quarrels

between villages are either adjusted by Saiyids or else fought out to the

bitter end.
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Topograjphy.'-^Tah.e following are tlie villages of tlie Dashtistan

district : the present political position of those not subject to the Khan
of Burazjan is indicated in the column of remarks :

—

Name. Position, Hoases and inhabitants. Beuauks.

Ahmad i 9 miles east of Shif.

1

120 houses of Dumukh
Dawasir Arabs.

Under Bushebr.
Wheat and barley are

grown ; there are no
dates. Animals are

20 horses, 10 mules,

200 donkeys, 100 cat-

tle and 800 sheep and
1

goats. There is a

caravansarai with 60
rooms for travellers

and capable of accom-
modating about 2,000
animals ; also a tower
for defence.

Ashki (Tul) ^ a mile east of

ChSh Katah.
20 bouses of Dumukh
Dawasir Arabs.

Under Btlshebr in the

jurisdiction of the
Shaikh of Cbab Kll-
t5b. Wheat, barley,

water melons and dates

are grown, and there

are some donkeys.

Band^TUz 3 miles south of

Buraejan
60 houses of Bura-z-

janis.

Wheat and barley are

grown and there are
150 donkeys.

Barg^hi 4 miles north of
Burazjan.

30 houses, f of the

inhabitants are

PSparis of Buraz-
jan and the rest

are Bahraini im-
migrants who speak
Arabic as well as

Persian,

Wheat and barley and a

few dates are grown.
Bargahi is an ancient
place.

Bibara 4 miles north-west

of Daliki.
200 houses of Buraz-
janis, Dasbtis and
Kazariinis.

Farmed by the Salar-i-

M u*azzam to the Khan
of Sbabankareb.
Wheat and barley are

grown ; there are

about 300 donkeys, a
few horses and 400
sheep. The hot winds
are very trying here
in summer.

Bunar 3 miles south of

Burazjan.
80 bouses of Burazja-
ms.

There are 20 horses, 15
mules, 25 camels, 200
donkeys, 100 cattle

and 400 sheep and
goats, and wheat,
barley and dates are

cultivated.
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemabks.

Burazjan 28 miles north-east

of BUshehr Town.
... See article Burazjan.

Chali ’Arabi 1 mile north-west of

’Isavand.

30 houses of Arabs
Called Ban! Hajir
and said to have come
from the HindiySn
District. 'J'hej are

Sunnis and speak
both Persian and
Arabic.

There is cultivation of
wheat and barley and
a little dates ; about
100 donkeys are kept.

Chah Khani

«u.

2 miles south of

Chah ’Arabi.

30 houses of Buraz-
janis.

Wheat and barley are
grown, but theie are
only about 200 date-
palms ; there are 100
donkeys.

Chali Kutab

soy

15 miles south by
west of Burazjan
and 18 miles east

by north of Bti*
shehr Town.

... See article Chah
Kiitah.

Cbitu (Dar-5-) 4 miles north of

Chah Kutah.
40 houses, half of

Zanganeh and half

of mixed tribes.

There is a tower. Wheat
and barley are grown ;

and animals are 15
horses, 100 donkeys,
50 cattle and 400
sheep and goats-

Daliki 13 miles north-

north-east of Bu-
razjan.

... See article Daliki.

Dayireh 2 miles north of

Chah Kutali,
20 houses of Dnmukh
Dawasir Arabs

:

they are Sunnis and
speak Arabic as well
as Persian.

Under Bushehr and
administered by the

Shaikh of Chah
Kutah. Wheat,barley
and dates are cultiva-

ted. Livestock are 15
horses, 100 donkeys,

60 cattle and 400 sheep

and goats.

Dib Nau

y so

7 miles west of
Burazjan.

20 houses of Buraz-
janis.

Wheat and barley are

grown and there are

85 donkeys.

G azbid

iMjf

1 mile east of
Ehushab.

50 bouses of Buraz-
janis.

Wheat, barley and dates

are grown ; there are

20 mules and 100 don-
keys.
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants.

Glsakan High up on the
mountain o£ the
same name, a few
miles to the east
of Burazjan.

Hamad (Buneh)

4^^ dxj

4| miles west of
Baliki.

Hisar (Bagh-i-)

Husain akl

4| miles west of
Burazjan.

6 miles west-north-
west of Chah.
Kutah.

'Isavand

IsmS*!! (Bunehy

dJL)

10 miles south-west
of Burazjan.

'

6 miles south-west
of Baliki, on the
right bank of the
B&liki stream.

In all 80 houses of
Kashkulis and
Ltirs.

A village of 20 houses

20 houses of Bur3,z-

janis and Tangis-
ianis.

20 houses of descend-
ants of B«ni Hajir
Arab immigrants
from the Hindiysn
District and of
Dumukh Bawasir
Arabs from Ball-
rain : some are still

Sunnis and all speak
Arabic as well as
Persian. The
Dumukh outnumber
the Bani Hsjir.

30 houses, i of Bani
Hajir from Hindi-
yan and f of Buraz-
jSnis, mostly of the
Papari tribe.

20 houses of Bashtis,
BurazjSnis, etc.

This place has springs
of sweet water. It

consists of 4 separ-
ate hamlets of about
equal size, each pro-
tected by a tower.
Jointly the hamlets
possess about 40
horses, 200 donkeys,
100 cattle and 800
sheep and goats. In-
soluble gum, charcoal
and wild almonds are
exported.

Closely connected with
Bibara. There is a
tower. Date-palms
number 6,000. Ani -

mals are 40 donkeys,
25 cattle, 100 sheep
and goats and a few
horses.

Wheat, barley and dates
are grown and there
are 40 donkeys, 25
cattle, 80 sheep aud
goats and a few
horses.

Under Buskekr and
administered by the
Shaikh of Chah
Kutah. Wheat,
barley and melons are
grown and there are
a few dates.

Wheat, barley, tobacco
and a few dates are
grown. There are
100 donkeys.

Wheat, barley and dates
grow and there are
some donkeys.
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IName. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

1

J arran 10 miles west bj
south of Buraz-
jan.

25 houses of immi-
grants from the

Angali and
Tangistan Dis-

tricts.

Wheat and barley are

grown and there are

40 donkeys.

Jimeh

it v<->

3 miles west of

Ktushab.

30 houses of settlers

from Khushab q, v.

The village has a tower.

Livestock are 10
horses, 100 donkeys,

50 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

KhusLab 4 miles west-south-

west of Buraz«
jan, situated on

rising ground on

the west side of

the road to Shlf

.

50 houses mostly of

Hags who were ex-

pelled from Bnraz-
jan 2 or 3 genera-

tions ago.

Wheat and barley are

grown and a few
dates. Khushab was
the scene of a Persian

defeat in the Anglo-
Persian war of 1 867,

Khiisbakaii 5 miles west-south-

west of Buraz-
3an, upon a hill,

on the west side

of the road to

Shif.

60 houses of Bags,
the former rulers of

BxLrazjan.

Wheat, barley and a

few dates are cultivat-

ed : there are some
donkeys.

KuUl 7 miles west-north-

west of Buraz-
3an and 1 mile

from the Btid-
liiLleli Birer.

60 houses of aborigi-

nal Persians.

Wheat and barley are

grown and there are

60 donkeys.

Hunarab^

obT

On a plain to the

south of Chali
Kutah.

25 houses of Dumukh
D awasir Arabs.

Closely connected with
Chah. Ktitah. Live-
stock are 40 donkeys,
20 cattle and 300
sheep and goats.

This village has a

tower.

Lardela In the hills, 8 mile
east-north-east of

Bnrazjan.

8 20 houses of Bahrainis
Burs and other
Persians.

There is a tower here.

mrza (Bundi)

}jj^ tfjb

Near the left bani
of the Dalik]

stream, mid-waj
between Daliki
and Burazjan.

: 20 houses: f of the
L people are Lurs anc
' f are Bahraini Arabs
L

This village is closely

1 connected with Sarku-

vardan and like that

place is farmed by
the Salar-i-Mu’azzam.
.Wheat, barley and

dates grow, and there

are some donkeys.
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ITame. Position* Boases and iahabitaats.
|

MnhaiaTnad Ah-
madi

w

J a mile south of

OhaH KUtali,
20 houses o? Dumukh
(DawSsir) Arabs ;

they are Sunnis and
speak both Arabic
and Persian.

Under Btislielir and
administered by tlie

Shaikh of Chah.
Kutah. This village

has dates, wheat and
barley and a few
donkeys.

Nanizak 8 miles soufcb of
BTirazjan.

40 houses of no par-
ticular tribe.

The inhabitants grow
wheat, barley and
dates, collect gum, and
own some donkeys
and camels.

Nazar Agbai 2 miles soutb-west
of Daliki.

150 houses of Buraz-
janis, Dashtis ‘and
Kazarunis.

Wheat and barley are
cultivated and sonoe

donkeys owned.

Qaid (Dib) 3 miles north-north-
west of Buraz-
jan.

200 houses of Buraz-
janis and Khlshtis.

Wheat, barley, tobacco
and dates grow ; there

are 40 donkeys, also

30 mules and some
camels. The elder son
(Hirza Muhammad
Khan) of the Khftn of

BurazjEn resides

here as his father's

deputy. There is a
large but old and
dilapidated fort with 4
towers.

Qaraval Klianeli
i

6 miles south of

Daliki, on the
east of the road

{

to Burazjan.

20 houses of Buraz-
janis.

The people have 60
donkeys and a little

cultivation of wheat
and barley, but they
are inclined to depend
rather on robbery for
their livelihood.

Kabdar

jb dij

6 miles north-north-
west of Buraz-
jan, on the east

side of the road
from Daliki to

Burazgan.

20 houses of Buraz-
janis, Lurs, Khish-
tis and Kazarunis.

The people cultivate

wheat and barley and.
own 60 donkeys and
some mules, but they
are mostly robbers.

Ss.deb

soL.

2 miles west-north-

west of Daliki.
20 houses, 1 of Bah-
raini Arabs and

•I of aboriginal Per-
sians.

Under Daliki. The
crops are wheat and
barley ; there are some
donkeys. This village

is closely connected
with Sarkuvardan, | a
mile distant, and like

it is farmed by the
Salar-i-Mn’azzaiD.

a c 2
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Kame, Position, Hoases and inhabitants. BEUABSe*

Samal 6 miles east of

Chah Kutah.
100 houses of mixed

Tangistanis.

1

There are 2 toweis here.

Livestock are 15

horses, 160 donkeys,

75 cattle and 600

sheep and goats.

Formerly this village

belonged to Tangis-
tan, but the Khan of

Burazjan has suc-

ceeded in attaching

it to his jurisdiction.

Sarkureh

>Jr“
'

1

5 miles south of

Burazjan.
60 houses of BurSz-

janis, Khisbtis and
Dashtis.

Wheat, barley and

tobacco are grown

;

there are 100 donkeys.

SarkuvardaQ 2 miles south-west

of Baliki.
100 houses of mixed
tribes from other

districts.

Wheat, barley and

dates grow and don-

keys are kept.

Sarmal

fS*j->**

6 miles north-east

of Chali KiilSh.
40 houses of Bani-

Hajir immigrants
from the Hindiyan
District. Thej are

Sunnis.

This village has 1 tower,

Livestock are 60 don-

keys, 30 cattle and

400 sheep and goats.

Sufiabad

•ibi

If miles south-east

of Haftjush.

70 houses of mixed
Persian-speaking

tribes.

Wheat and barley are

grown, and livestock

are 15 horses, 60

donkeys, 40 cattle and

300 sheep and goats.

Tavil (Aba) 5 miles north-north-

west of Cliali

Kutah*

30 houses of Dumukh
(Dawasir) Arabs,

who are Snnnis

and speak Arabic

as well as Persian.

U nder Buslielir, in

the jurisdiction of the
- Shaikh of Chah
Kutah. Dates,

tobacco, water-melons,

wheat, and barley are

grown. There are 30

horses, 200 donkeys,

150 cattle and 600

sheep and goats.

Ziy&rat 8 miles west by
north of Buraz-
jan.

200 ' houses. The
people are descend-

ants of Dashti immi-
grants ' of no
particular tribe.

Wheat, ' barley and

dates are the cj'ops,

and there are 200

donkeys and some

mules. There is a

small shrine called

Shaikh Mansur.

DAWAIElj A division of ths Amarah Sanjaq of ths Basrah

'Iraq.

in TurKsIi
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Position and houndanes,—^\L<^ Dawairij Qadha comprises a good

part of tlie plains to the north-east of ^Amarah Town between that place

and the Persian hills. Dawairij is -understood to be bounded by the

^Amarah Qadha on the west and by the Persian frontier on the north

and east : on the south it is adjoined by the Qadha of Zubair.

Topogra^l^ and inhabitants.—^There are no fixed villages in

Dawairij : Tafrah
^

the administrative headquarters^ is merely a

mud fort
;
it is reported to be situated about 30 miles to the east and

somewhat to the north of ^Amarah Town. The district is traversed by

a brackish stream of the same name (Dawairij) which comes down

from the Persian hills and contributes to form the marshes between

^Amarah and Hawizeh. Dawairij is the headquarters of the Bani Lam
tribe and their principal Shaikh has his residence in the district.

Population ,^—The entire fixed population is estimated at 50,000 souls

who, with the exception of a few Sunni officials, are all Shi^ah Arabs.

Besources.—The Daifat-as-Saniyah has acquired some of the best

land in the district, and there are now flourishing date plantations at

Tafrah which owe their existence to that department: the arable

land under its management is generally leased to tribesmen of the

neighbourhood for cultivation. Eice, maize and wheat are grown;

camels, cattle and sheep are abundant
\
and there are some buffaloes.

The excellent grazing in the neighbourhood has in the past been a cause

of dispute not only between different sections of the Bani Lam.) but also

between the Turkish and Persian Governments.

Administmtion,^^^ class of the Dawairij Qadha has not been

ascertained and there are no Nahiyahs. The Qaim-Maqatn and his staff

generally manage to live at ^Amarah Town instead of at Tafrah, leaving

the Bani Lam to their own devices.

A district extending for a considerable distance along the right bank DAWASIR
of the Shatt-al-'^Arab between Saihan and Dorah

;
its upper extremity

is about 16 miles by river below the mouth of the Kariin, while its DISTEICT
lower is 16 miles by river above the Fao telegraph station ; its own 3.nd

length between the two is nearly 19 miles. In the whole district there
ISLANDS

are abo ut 50 hamlets of 5 to 15 huts each, inhabited by various tribes

;
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tlie people are somewtat nomadic in their habits and many old deserted

huts are to be seen. One place, known as Kut-al-Khallfah c:^
^

is inhabited by Muntafik. Palms are comparatively scarce and the crop

poor, but native sailing- boats call to collect inferior dates for exportation.

The island of Ziyadiyah lies between the Shatt-al-’Arah and

Dawasir in the uppermost 6 miles of its extent ;
and, where it terminates,

a chain of low and narrow islands called Dawasir begins on the opposite

or Persian side of the river and continues for about 6 miles.

Exclusive of the part, apparently uninhabited, opposite Ziyadiyak

island, Dawasir consists of the following tracts in order as the river is

descended :

—

Ettent upon the river. Inhabitants. Bbuabks.

Dawaib 3 miles. About 1,250 souls of
mixed tribes.

Resources are estimat-
ed at 10,000 palms,
100 cattle, 360 sheep
and goats and 6
camels.

Sanijah 4 to 6 miles. About 450 souls of
various tribes.

There are about 3,000
date palms. Animals
are 60 sheep and
goats and 13 horses.
This tract owes its

name to the circum-
stance that it is the
property of the Sul-
tan of Turkey and
is managed by the
Dsirat-as-Saniyah

.

Paddi^hijah
m m

1

Ditto. 1,000 souls of
Muhaisin of the
Bait Kaua’an sec-
tion.

1

The date palms of this
tract are estimated at
6,000, and the live-

stock at 100 cattle,

150 sheep and goats
and 100 horses. A
creek which forms
the upper boundary
of this tract, divid-
iug it from Sauiyah,
as known as the
PaddSgbi^ ah creek
and has at times been
notorious as a resort
of river pirates.
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From this table it would appear that the total fixed popalation of

Dawasir is about and that date palms number some 18,000.

Singular DOsiri An important Arab tribe of Southern Najd,

having settlements also on the coasts of the Persian Gulf.

Distribution.,—The districts par excellence of the Dawasir are those

of Widyan Dawasir and Aflaj in Central Arabia : the Bedouins as well

as the settled inhabitants of those regions are chiefly of this tribe. The

numerous villages of the Salaiyil and Wadi Dawasir divisions of the

Widyan Dawasir district belong entirely to the settled Dawasir, whose

fellow tribesmen in Aflaj are owners of BadP, Haddar, Hamar, Kharfah,

Lailah, Marwan, Rajaijiyah, Raudhah, Shutbah, Wasit and Wusailah.

The populations of Hautah town and Hilwahin the Hautah district and

of Hariq town in the Hariq district are partly Dawasir, and the tribe

is represented in Kharj both by settled villagers at Dilam, Sulaimiyah

and Yamamah and by Bedouins who encamp in the district. In ’Aridh)

where nomadic DawSsir also are seen, fixed Dawasir occur at Bir, Dqalah,

Hasi, Jarinah, Malham, Safurrahand Thadiq in Mahmsfci ; at ^Ammariyah^

Daralyah, and Manfuhah on W adi Hanifah ;
and at Dhrumah town

and Mizahmiyah in the Dhrumah tract : in Sadair they are found at

^Audah, Ghat, Hasun, Jalajil, Ma'^ashibah, Raudhah, Ruwaidhah, and

Zilfi, and in Wasliam at Marat. The settlements of the DawSsir scarcely

extend further north than Sadair^ and in Qasim their presence is reported

at Hatan, Huwailan, Quwafah and Shamasiyah only. On the south-west

their limit appears to be in the Wadi Sabaf district, where some exist at

Hazam, Khurmah, Raudhah, Rumadan and Suwaiyid.

In Bahrain the Dawasir are the most numerous Sunni tribe after the

^Dtub, and are the second of all the Bahrain tribes in political import-

ance, being inferior in this respect to the ^Utfib only. The Dawasir of

Bahrain are said to have immigrated from Najd, whence they gradually

moved eastwards and, after spending several years by the way on

Zakhnuniyah island, finally arrived in Bahrain about 1 845 tinder the

leadership of the grandfather of their present Shaikh. They have now

about 800 houses at Budaiya^ and 200 at Zallaq, both places on the

West side of Bslhrain Island. About 30 households of the tribe are

DAWASIR

TRIBE
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settled at D5hali in Qatar and perhaps the same number in the town

of Kuwait, Offshoots from the Bahrain community of Dawasir exist

in the Persian coast district of Bashtistau at Chah Kutah and

its dependent villages and at the village of Jazirch in Buslichr

harbour.

Divisiom ,^—The principal divisions of the Dawasir tribe are said to

be 2
—

1. Braik (Al) jT

2. Hasan (il) jT

Makharib

4. Rijban

6. Riyayitbat c:^ljbb^

6. Subabab

and

7. Wida’in

Some of these call for further remark or for minuter classification.

1, The Al Braik are possibly not a main division of the Dawasir j

adcording to one account they are included in a larger unit known as the

Misahrah to which sections called Al Abul Hasan JI,

Al Bu Sabba^ Jl and a group of sections known as Musarir

also belong. Al Braik are found at Nuwaimah, Al Abul
Hasan at Quwaiz^ and Al Bu Sabba’ at Nazwah^ all places in

Widvan Dawasir* Mu^addi-bin-Iqwaid^ at present the chief Shaikh of

the Bedouin Dawasir of Central Arabia, himself belongs to the

Misa^irah, The Hanabijah of Bilad-al-Hanabijah in Wadi Dawasir
are MisaTrah ; so also are the Intaifat ci>U^3f at Haddar in Aflaj,

the Al Rishdan jT at Ruwaisah in WadiDawasir, the Sharafah
at Sabhah and Thamtoiyah in Wadi Dawasir, the 'Uwaidhat at Thama-
miyah in Wadi Dawasir and the 'Uwaimir at Huwaizah in Wadi
Dawasir. Some of the Dawasir in Zilfi also are MisaTrah.

The Al Hasan division consists of two subdivisions, the ^Ammar
and the Parjan

, which in turn are composed of the sections

given in the table below. Numerically small sections are distinguished

^ A list by Col. B. C. Ross of Dawasir seotions will be found in tbe Persian Gulf
Administration Report for 1879-80.
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by an asterisk, and in a few cases loeaKties in which the sections are

known to be represented are specified.

^Ammdr subdivision of the Al Hasan.

I

Idghamab at Bajai- I Nifal cUi
iiyah in Aflaj.

’Ajlan or ’Ajalin

at Lailab. in Imdhaikhar

Afiaj.

Nimshan

Nistair

'Ali (I) JU

Batair

Ishkarah at Badi% ^
Hamar and Wasailah in

Adaj and Darsah in Wadi
Dawasir. They include two Qainan
subsections named Al Bu
'Ali and Haratb-

mah Ul;A.
g

. ,

Buras or Al Abu

Kas ^)j jj} JT at Ijailali Jabail

in AfiSrj.

Dawal’ij

Bramah

Ja*afar

Jawaid* ^ycL

Sa'ad * at Asail in

Widyan Dawasir.

SaWadirah

Fahad Khirfan
Sawahilah dUla

j^ahaid

Saraj

Ghanim JU

Mana* at Asail in

Widyan Dawasir and at
Shafsn

Lailali in AJOLaj*

Mubarak at Baudll-
all in Afiaj.

Sharaim

Hamamah or Mabkhut

Muhammad

Shawahlu

HijriB

Muwajidah

Huqhan at Raudliall

and Wasit in Afiaj and
at Kamidah in Widyan _

Dawasir. Nibqan ^yl£u

Sukhabirah at

Badi* in Afiaj.

Wasit k^L

Among the ’Ammar the dainan are one of the largest sections.
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Farjan mldivuio% of the Al Easan,

’All (II) ^
'Arfaj at Wusailali in

AfiLaj,

*Awad

Badrah sjj^j

Badrani ^^t Birin

^Aridh**

Bidarlii : at

Jalajil and
Zilfi in

Sadair possi-

bly identical

with the
Badrani.

Basman

Dahaah

Fnwarln

Half

Hajis

Haradan at

Iiailah in

AfLaj.

Hawamilah jLU>|^ji)

Hnwashilah

Jadhalln at Lai-

lah. in AfLaj

Khafir

Mahl (J^

Manna’

M as*ud

Miznah djyo

Mnfarri]

Nadir

Nahadh

Naif

Sa*adnn

Salaiyim

Salim

and

Dawaihis Maqtuf tjfa^ Sa nd

The •’Arfaj are a large section among the Farjan. The Daw;asir in

Dashtistan and some o£ those in Bahrain belong to a section known as

Dumukh
,
who are stated to belong to the Al Hasan division

of the tribe.

It should be added that a Ghaiyithat section^ wlio ai^e found

at Kharfall in Aflaj and at Hautah and Hilwah in HaUtah, are

of the Al Hasan ; but the subdivision to which they belong is uncertain.

3.

One village in which the Makharib (also called the Makharim

)
division are represented is Ma^talah in Wadi Dawasir. The

Ju'aid , who are Bedouins found only in Kharj, are said to belong

to this division.

4. The Rijban are found at Daui) which is the capital of the settled

Dawasir of Central Arabia, and at other places. One of the sections of

the Rijban are the Khatatibah <HklkA who inhabit Muqabil in Wadi

Dawasir.

5. The Wida^in division comprises, among other sections, the

Araimah at Bilad Al Hamid in Wadi Dawasir, the Dawwas
at Mathnah in Salaiyil, the Al Dhuwaiyan JT at Bilad Al

m
Dhuwaiyan and Khataijan in Salaiyil, the Earraj at Khairan in
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Salaiyil^ the Al Hamid jT at Bilad A1 Hamid in Wadi Dawasir,

the Al Hanaish Jl at Dahlah in Salai3ril^ the Hij ji at Tamnah
in Salaiyil and at Lailah in Aflaj, the Al ’Isa at Thadiq in

’Aridh^ the Jibarin or Al Jabir JT at Lailah in Aflaj, and
in Bahrain^ the Khadhran who own Shntbah in Aflaj but do
not reside there^ the Khamasin at Mishrif in W'adi Dawasii^ the

Midbal or Midabilah djUo in Dhrumah, the Al Muhammad jT

at Bilad Al Muhammad in Salaiyil^ the Al Nahish jT at Fara^ah

in Wadi Dawasir, the Al Suwailim at Thadiq in ^Aridh and Muqabil

in Salaiyil
»
the ’Umur at K abkabiyah and Tamrah in Salaiyib and

the Walamin at Nafjan in Wadi Dawasir. The WalamTn have two
subsections known as Mana^ and Sa’ad.

Character and life .—Little is known, in consequence of the remote-

ness of their country and its inaccessibility to European travellers, of

the main body of the Dawasir \ but they appear to be of consequence as

a settled rather than as a nomad tribe. A party of Dawasir from the

far interior, who supplied at Kuwait in 1905 most of the information

about tribal divisions given above, wore a somewhat distinctive dress

in which different shades of red and brown were blended, and they

carried silver-mounted swords. Their kerchiefs and shawls were red, of

Eurox3ean manufacture ; their mantles were brown, some light, some dark

in colour; their swords, they said, were from India, Baghdad and
Makkah. In their Bahrain settlements none of the tribe are pastoral

;

there they are chiefly engaged in pearl diving, in pearl dealing and in the

culture of dates.

The Dawasir of Central Arabia profess to be followers of Ibn Hanbal,
but in reality they are Wahhabis in the modern acceptation of the term;
in Bahrain they are Maliki Sunnis ; and in Dashtistan about one-

fourth are still Sunnis, while the remainder have recently been converted

to Shi^ism.

Political 'position.— district of Widyan Dawasir forms’ a princi-

pality which is almost purely Dosiri in population, is ruled by a Dosiri

chief with his capital at Dam, and is but slightly attached to the
Wahhabi state; Aflaj, on the other hand, though all but exclusively a
Dosiri district, appears to be an integral part of the dominions of Ibn
Sa^ud. The political organisation of Widyan Dawasir is noticed more
fully in the article on that district. In the other districts of Wajd
where Dawasir occur they are not of political importance in a tribal

sense. The Dawasir of Bahrain are a practically independent
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either of their pearl boats or their date gardens^ and under the weak

regime of the present ruler they would certainly resist any attempt by

him at interference in their affairs.

ftAWSST'R. The most inaccesable and the least known, except Wadi iSabai’, of

(WIDTAN) districts of Najd.*

^ "
General .—Widyan Dawasir is described as a hoUow district or system

of depressions, sandy and monotonous, filling a great part of the space

enclosed between Jabal Tuwaiq on the north-east, the Enba’-al'-Ehali

on the south-east, and Wadi Sabai’ on the west. Its general slope

is downwards from west to east, and Salaiyil, the lowest lying and

most easterly of its subdivisions, affords a common outlet towards the

Dahg,nab desert for the drainage of its component valleys except

Hamam.
m

Salaiyil 8nhdutfkt,--Tiie Salaijil subdistrict is situated

among confused outliers of Jabal Tuwaiq, thrown off at the point where

that range ceases to run southwards ; it lies about 5 days^ journey,

perhaps 80 or 100 miles, south and somewhat to the west of

the populous part of the Aflaj district^t The south side of Salaiyil is

formed by a detached mass of hills which a chain of eminences, not too

continuous to prevent the escape of the Widyan Dawasir drainage east-

wards, connects with the corner of Jabal Tuwaiq, some 15 or 20 miles

to the north. The part of the hills of Salaiyil immediately west of

the village of Tamrah is called Jabal Tamrah, and one of its spurs, over

which a track runs westwards into the subdistrict of Wadi Dawasir, is

styled Pird-al-Jubah .

Salaiyil is not a large tract and it contains only about a dozen villages

situated, with their palm groves, at intervals of a few miles apart upoU

hollows coming down from the southern hills. The villages and other

chief points of interest are said to be as follows :

—

* It does not appear that Widyan Dawasir has as yet been visited by any European

traveller and the whole of our information concerning it is derived from native sources.

t It is possible that, as apparently stated by another authority who has been followed

in the map issued with this Gl-azetteer, the distance between the villages of Aflaj and

Salaiyil is very much less than 80 or 100 miles.
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Name. PoBitioa. Houses and inhabitants. Bemasks.

Dahlah
dJldkO

Near Bilad Al Mn*
1

bammad.

i

100 houses of Al
Hanaish Da-
wasir.

The villacre ia surround-
ed by hills which make
its position one of some
strength. Water is at

6 fathoms, and there are

some date groves in the
middle of which other
cultivation is carried

on.

Dhuwaij&a (Bi-

lad Al)
•

ijl ailb

Several miles sontb-
west of Bilad Al
Muhammad.

100 houses of Al
Dhnwaiyan Da-
wasir.

An ordinary village.

The wells contain good
water at 4 fathoms.

Fara’ali

d£jS

Possibly _identioal with
Bilad Al DhuwaiySn
above, or with Khatai-
jan below.

jahUiyah
(Qaryat-al-)

On the west side of
Jabal Tamrah, at
the western border
of Salaiyil.

A place where Be-
douin Dawasir
encamp in sum-
mer.

There are 8 wells with
good water at 12 fa-

thoms. Ruins said to

be those of a pre-Is-

lamie town exist' here,

and report mentions a
number of inscribed
and sculptured stones.

According to local tra-

dition a route once ran
from this place to the
realms, somewhere in
the Buba’-al-Khali,
of a certain King 'Ad.

ICabkablTali

«•# 4

Several miles north
of Tamrah.

100 bouses of

’Umiir Dawasir.
Some of the dwellings are
huts and are scattered

among the date groves.
Water is at 3 fathoms.

Khahan
wIjjA

A mile or two east

of Tamrah.
20 houses of Al
Farraj Dawasir.

...

Khataijan A few miles north-
east of Tamrah.

50 houses of Al
Dbuwaiyan Da- i

wasir.

The dwellings are dis-

persed among the date
plantations. Water is

at 4 fathoms.

Mathnab To. the west of Bilad
Al Muhammad.

75 houses of Daw-
'was Dawasir.

...
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Beuabxs.

Muhammad
(Bilad Al)

The easternmost

village ('withi the

possible exception,

of Dahlah) in Sa-

laiyil.

200 houses of Al
Mnhammad Da-
wasir-

There are 4 regular shops
dealing in ’Abas, piece-

goods, coffee, arms and
ammunition: some trade
is done also in private
houses. A number of
houses have an upper
storey. There are con-
siderable date groves,
containing perhaps
5,000 trees ; and culti-

vation of wheat, barley,

maize and lucerne is

carried on both among
the palms and in the
open fields. There is a
big Jami* mosque, near
which are 3 large wells

with good water at 5

fathoms.

Muqahil
JbUU

Between Bilad Al
Muhammad and
Tamrah.

100 houses of Al
Suwailim Dawa-
sir.

...

MurqSb Some miles east of

Tamrah.
25 houses of Al
ITasir Dawasir.

...

QiWat (Umm-
:

al)

oUIaJI

At the foot of Jabal
Tamrah on its east

side.

A camping ground
of Dawasir Be-
douins.

There are several hollows
here in which rain

water collects.

Tamnah Between Bilad Al
jyiuhammad and
Tamrah.

50 houses of Al Hijji

Dawasir.
•••

Tamrah The westernmost of

the fixed villages

in Salaiyil, about
30 miles west of

Bilad Al Muham-
mad.

150 houses of ’Umur
Dawasir.

Ordinary cultivation and
livestock, except horses

of which there are none.

The water, in wells, is

good 5 it is at 4| fa-

thoms.

Prom this table tbe whole fixed population q£ Salaiyil would appear to

be less than 5,000 souls.

In Salaiyil the soil is sandy and the water-supply is exclusively

from wells. Wheat, barley and dates, however, are grown and are irriga-

ted by means of lifts worked by camels and bullocks. The houses are

nearly all of mud and stone.

Eamam suldistrict*—Between Salaiyil and Aflaj, but nearer to Salaiyil

and perhaps only ^0 or 36 miles distant from it, is Hamam , a small
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not unfertile tract yielding wheat and dates by irrigation and possessing a

camping ground^ several wells, and two Qasrs each of the enclosures

is occupied by a family of Wida^in Dawasir from Salaiyil. AltboLigb.

Hamam is counted a part of Widyan Dawasir^ its drainage has an inde-

pendent outfall to the eastern desert ; it neither combines with that of

Salaiyil and the rest of the district to the south-west nor runs north-east-

wards to the Maqran depression^ which is regarded as the boundary

between Aflaj and Widyan Dawasir upon that side.

Wadi Dawasit suldistrict *—The principal subdistrict of Widyan

Dawasir is Wadi Dawasir which drains down into Salaiyil from the

west ; the position of its head is uncertain^ but the valley is said

to be about. 100 miles in length. According to one account it is entered

at some point in its course by the drainage of Wadi Sahai’^ the western-

most district of Southern Najd. The following is a list of the principal

inhabited and frequented places which it is reported to contain :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Kekaeks,

Asail Weat of Dam at 600 houses of Walft- The town is divided into

perhaps 9 miles. min Dawasir of two quarters, Fariq-al-

Jl^) the Mana* and Mana' and Fariq-as-Sa*
Sa*ad sections. ^ad, each presided over

by a Shaikh of the sec-
tion to which it belongs.
Many of the houses
have upper storeys and
are huilt of sun-
dried brick and mud,
and some are white-
washed or painted.
There are 2 large mos-
ques and 2 schools of
importance. The place
has no hazaar» and goods
are brought from Dam
or purchased at the
Thursday fair at Mish-
rif. The date planta-
tions are very exten-
sive ;and figs, peaches,
pomegranates, grapes
and almonds are pro-
duced as well as daces ;

cultivation of wheat,
barley and maize also
is carried on among
the date-palms. Water
is good and stands at
6 fathoms. There are
a number of horses
besides other live-

* stock.
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Name. PoBltion. Houses and inhabitants. Reuaseb.

Dam Aboo-t the middle
of Wadi Dawasir.

... See article Dam.

or

lldam

DSrsab
}*3

East of DSm at a
distance of 15
to 20 miles.

100 houses of Tsh-

karah Dawasir.
An ordinary village.

There are 2 large gate-

ways.

Dhain At the western
extremity of Wadi
DawSsir, perhaps
35 miles west of
Dam.

A camping gronnd
frequented by Da-
wSsir Bedouins.

There' are a dozen wells
of good water 5 fa-

thoms deep.

Fara'ab About 20 miles west
and somewhat
south of Dam

;
it

is the westernmost
permanent village

in Wadi Dawasir.

150 houses of Al
Nahish Dawasir.

The village has only one
entrance. There are

the ordinary dates,

cereals and livestock.

The wells are 5 fathoms
deep and slightly

j

brackish.

Hamid (BilSd Al) About 12 miles west

,
of D^xn.

150 houses of Djt-
wasir of the Al
Hamid and *Arai-

mah sections.

Like Asail this village

28 divided into two
quarters, each belong-
ing to one of the sec-

tions and controlled

by a Shaikh of that

section, and each has

its own mosque.
Date-palms are very
numerous and among
them wheat is grown.
Wells are 5J fathoins

deep and the water is

good. There are some
horses besides other

animals.

Hauabijab
(Bilad)

Abont 20 miles east

by north of D&m.

.

200 houses of Ha-
nabijah Da-
wasir.

An ordinary village

without a bazaar of

its own ;
goods are

bought at Dam.
There are large date

groves amidst which
wheat and lucerne

also are grown. Water,
which is at 5 fathoms,
is fairly good. There
are some horses

_
as

well as ordinary live-

stock.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants . TiEMAfiXS.

Huwaizah About 12 miles
from Dam in

the direction of
Fara’ah.

150 houses of A1
’Uwaimir Dawa-
sir.

Tills Tillage has 3 gate-

ways, otherwise no-

thing distinctive.

Kamidah About 25 miles
east of Dam, the
easternmost of the
fixed villages in

Wadi Dawasir.

60 houses of Huq-
ban Dawasir.

Date-palms are very few,
but cultivation of

wheat and lucerne in

open fields is consider-

able. ’W ater is at 3
fathoms and brackish.

Ma'talah
aJIIa/*

About 8 miles south-
east of Dam.

300 houses of
Makharib Dawa-
sir.

The water in the wells

is at B fathoms and
fairly good. The date
plantations are large.

Mifllirif
1

2 or 3 miles north-
west of Dam.

360 houses of
Khamasin Dawa-
sir.

There is a bazaar here
containing about 80
shops ;

it is in the
form of a parallelogram
running north-east and
south-west, and in the
centre is a maiket to

which Bedouins bring
gbj and wool. A
Qsdhl has his seat at
Mishrif. In other res-

1

pects this is an ordinary
village.

Muqabil 5 or 6 miles east

and son ewhat to

the south of

Dam.

160 houses of
Khatatihah Da<
wasr.

An average village.

^ustajidd Far to the west aud
somewhat to the

south of Dam^
possibly beyond
the limits of Wadi
Dawasir,

A sun«mer camping
ground of Dawa-
sir Bedouins.

There are about 25 wells

within an area of 4 or
5 miles ; they are 3 to

4 fathoms deep and the
water is good.

NafjSn West of Mishrif at

no great distance.

400 houses of

Walsmin Dawa-
sir.

Possibly identical with
Asail above.

Nazwah

*>y

About 15 miles east

and slightly north

of Dam.

200 houses of
A1 Bu Sabba*
Dawasir.

The date groves are des-

cribed as enormous :

figa, grapes and melons
are also produced,

and wheat is grown
both among the dates

and in the open. Wells
are 5 fathoms deep and
the water is fairly good.

1'here are said to be
about 60 horses here.

Si D
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NRcne. Position. Honses and inhabitanis. RRlCAEIfS .

Nuvraimali

or

K uwai’amali

About 12 miles

east, and a little

south, of Dani.

160 houses of

A1 Braik Dawa-
sir.

There are huge date
plantations and some
wheat and barley are

grown, chiefly among
the dates. The Wells

are 4 to 5 fathoms
deep and contain fairly

good water. There are

about 30 horses besides

other animals.

Quwaiz A mile or two
west of Nuwaimah.

300 houses of

A1 Abul Hasan
Dawasir.

The date groves are ex-

tensive and there is

some cultivation of
cereals. In addition to
other livestock there

are horses numbering
about 60. The wells

in the fields and gar-
dens are 5 fathoms deep
and their water is

slightly brackish ; a
very large well called

Dabbus in the village is

slightly deeper and
yields better water.

Bs^kah

d/l;

Between Kamidab
and Eawaisah.

A shady spot with
a cluster of Rak
trees.

There is no water here.

Ruwaisah About 15 miles
east and rather
north of Dam.

70 houses of A1
Rishdan Dawa-
sir.

An ordinary village, ex-

cept that dates are few ;

there were formerly
more, but the planta-

tions are said to have
been ravaged by *Ab-
dullah-bin-Faisdl, the
Wahhabi Amir, in a
retirement from Wadi
Dawasir.

SabSiah Further west than
Slamidah and
further east than
Bn waisah.

150 houses of
Sharafah Dawa-
sir.

Possibly identical with

one of the divisions

of Thamamlyah below.

Sabaihah
(Spelling Tin-

certain)

Some miles east of
Dhain.

A summer camping
ground of DawS-
sir Bedouins.

There are half a dozen
wells of good water
about 4 fathoms deep.
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IJ’aine. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Remasvs.

Thamamiyah
ttj

About 20 miles east

of Dam.
850 houses of

Dawasir.
This place is composed of

two separately walled
vilbiges a short distance

apart : one (containing
150 houses) is called

Qasr-al=’Uwaidhat aiid

the other ( of 200 houses)
Qasr-asb-S h a r a f a h ,

from the sections of

the Dawasir by whom
they are respectively

inhabited. Each village

has its own Shaikh.
Water is go» d at 5 fa-

thoms ; agriculture and
livestock are average.

Wu’aifrah 15 to 20 miles

south-east of

Dam.

Now a camping
grouud only of
Bedouin Dawasir

There are the remains of

an old village and a
. dozen wells, 4 fathoms

deep, which contain
good water.

According to this table the settled population of Wadi Dawasir would

appear to be about 2^^000 souls.

Wadi Dawasir has no water except in wells, but it is full of palm

groves ;
dates, wheat and barley are the chief products.

OtTier suhdistricts .—A tract called Lughaf v-iiJ said to contain 3

hamlets, also belongs to Widyan Dawasir. It lies to the west of Jabal

Tuwaiq, but like most of the districts it drains to Salaiyil, sending

down along with its own drainage that of Para^ah a place still

further to the west. Fara'ah is described as a settlement with extensive

cultivation of dates, wheat and barley ; the waterlifts there are worked

by camels.

Daham is the name of a tribe and their district ; the latter

is sometimes reckoned to Widyan Dawasir and lies, it would seem, to

the south of Salaiyil, presumably in the desert.

Population .—The Arab inhabitants, both nomadic and non-nomadic,

of Widyan Dawasir belong almost entirely to the Dawasir tribe, from

whom the district has received its name ; but it is said that about one-

fourth of the population is composed of negro slaves (included in the

above statistics in the tribe of their masters) . The total fixed population

of the whole district probably does not exceed ^7,000 souls and must be

considerably less if, as is probable, the numbers of houses in the villages

2 n 2
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Have been greatly exaggerated. THe people are described as hospitable,

but they are all Wahhabis. Adjoining villages are frequently at feud

and nearly all villages are walled.

Agneuliufe and, trade.—^There is apparently nothing distinctive in

the agriculture or trade of the Widyan Dawasir district. The staples

of cultivation, as will be apparent from the tables of villages above,

are dates, wheat, barley, maize and lucerne
j
and the fruits include figs,

peaches, pomegranates, grapes and almonds. Camels are very numerous,

and everywhere there are cattle and some donkeys
;
a few horses are

found in nearly all the villages, and in some the number is considerable,

such information as has been obtained about the trade of Widyan
Dawa^r will be found in the article upon the town of Dam.

’Political organisation .—The Amir of Dam is paramount chief of

Widyan Dawasir, as well as absolute ruler of his own town. He
represents the district in its dealings with external powers and receives

tribute from all the villages. He does not interfere in the domestic

affairs of the villages, but he settles cases which are referred to him and
mediates in disputes

^ eases which involve points of law are referred by
him to the QMhi of Dam, an official who is altogether under his

influence. The Amir has a treasury and maintains a staff of' several

secretaries or clerks. It is reported that the Amir and his subjects

regard themselves as independent of outside control and that a Turkish
army advancing on Dam from the direction of Yaman was once repulsed

by the Dawasir with great slaughter
; two guns taken on that occasion

can still, it is added, be seen at Dam. It is not denied that Zakat was
formally paid to the house of Ibn Sa’ud and, though discontinued during
the supremacy of Ibn Rashid in Najd, its renewal shortly in favour

of the restored Wahhabi ruler is regarded as probable ; but the Wahhabis
have never, it is alleged, meddled in the internal affairs of Widyan
Dawasir, nor would they ever be permitted to do so. The present

Amir is one Masri-bin-Wuthaalah
; he is described as tall, broad-should-

ered and muscular, with a long beard, and is said to be extremely
popular among his subjects.

DHA’ilir A^ village on the eastern coast of Qatar about 20 miles north
of D5liah. It is closely connected yrith the village of Sumaismall^
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wliicii is distant from it only about 1 mile westwards. Dlia’ain consists

of about 150 houses^ mostly of A1 Bd Kuwarah with some of

Hamaidat and a few of MadhahakaL About 70 pearl boats belong

to the place; besides 10 trading- vessels and 10 fishing boats. Transport

animals are 10 horses and 60 camels. Drinking water is from ^Awainat

Bin-Husain> 6 miles inland.

An Arab principality; the most extensive and one of the two most

important in Truoial ^Omau.

Boundaries and divisions,—Upon the coast Abu Dhabi reaches from

Khor-al-Ghanadhah; which divides it from the Shaikhdom of Dibai, on

the east to Khor-al- ^Odaid on the west—a distance of over ‘^00 miles.

The Shaikh of Abu Dhabi in 1895 claimed that his frontier extended to

the bay of Umm-al-Hul near Wakrab in Qatar; but his claim was not

approved by the Government of India : Bishairiyah has also been named

as the limit of his state in this direction; but no good reason has been

adduced for supposing that his jurisdiction ever extended beyond Khor-al-

^Odaid, though the northern- shore of that inlet should perhaps be

reckoned as included with the inlet itself in his territories. Inland the

frontiers of Abu Dhabi are not defined ; it is asserted that on the east

they reach to the Baraimi OasiS; but without taking it in
;
and on the

south they may presumably be placed at the margin of the Ruba’-al-

Bhali.

The principal divisions of Abu Dhabi upon the mainland in order

from west to east are ^Aqal, Mijan, Sabakhat Matti, Dhafrah (includ-

ing Bainunah; tiiwah and other minor tracts)^ possibly Khataui; and

finally what may be called the home district in which the capital; Abu

Dhabi Town; is situated : these tractS; except the last, all form the subjects

of separate articles. The insular possessions of the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi

are the islands of Arzanah; Daiyinah; Dalmah, Das, Qarnain, Salali,

Yas and ZirkO; and; these also being described elsewhere under their own

names, it only remains to deal here with the geography of the home

division.

DHABi
(ABP)*

PRIN-
CIPALITY

Physical cliaraeteristics and toj^ogra^liy of the home division,—This

part of the principality apparently consists altogether of undulating

sandy desert with scanty grazing and a poor watei’-supply.

* For authorities, maps, charts, etc., see first footnote to the article Trucial
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The following are the inhabited places and other points in it of which

the Dames are most frequently heard ;—

Name. Vosition. Nature, Bbm;ab:c6.

Batj-Q On the northern
shore of Khor-al-
Batin, about IJ
miles within the

entrance.

A village of 130 date

branch huts, of

which 100 belong to

theAlBii Mahair
and the remainder to

the Sudan tribe.

There are some date
plantations in which
are situated the wells

that yield the drink-

ing water of the
place. The inhabi-

tants own 60 pearl

boats, but no sea-

going vessels.

Bafcin (Khoi’-al-) *

1

The north side of

the entrance is

about miles

south-west of the

nearest part of

Abu Dhabi
Town.

A creek of which the

extent is probably
great, but has not

been ascertained

;

at high tide it is a
large lagoon, at

low tide it is full

of uncovered sand
banks ; the 3

fathom line does

not appear to reach

its interior* Khor-
al-Batin communi-
cates by way of

X£bor-al-M a q t a
*

with the sea 2 ot 3
miles north of Abu
Dhabi Town..

Batin village is on the
north side of this Khor
at H miles inside the
entrance ; immediately
in front of the vil*

lage is a narrow
channel which is 3

1

feet deep at low
water. One of the

islands in the lagoon
carries a mound called

Jabal Fataisah

which is 4^ miles

south-south-west of

Batin village : on the

north-western end of
the same island^ 1

mile from the mound
is a hnt. Another
island lying 3 or 4
miles to the west of

the last is known as

Jazirat-al-Bahrani

Dliabi (Abu)

Town

... ... See article Ahu Dhabi
Town.

Ghanadbab
(TChor-al-)

42 miles south-west
of Dibai Town
and 36 miles
north-east of Abu

- Dhabi Town.

An inlet of the sea. It marks the boundary
between the Sbaikh-
doms of Dibai .and

Abu Dhabi, the north
bank belonging to the
former and the^ saut.b

bank to the latter.

Huwail (Bui) 35 to 40 miles west
by north of the
Baraimx Oasis.

Well. One route between Abu
Dhabi Town and the
Baraimi Oasis passes

this way.

* For a representation of part of this inlet see.Capaniauder G. Sinclair’s Part of Khar-at ^

Baitn, 1906-
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Name. Position, Nature. 1 Bemaeks.

Iblls (Suq)

‘I

About 25 miles by
road tVom Abu
Dhabi Town on
the way to tbe
Baraimi Oasis.

An outcrop of light

coloured sandstone,
fantastically shaped,
rising from the
sand.

There is no water here,

but the projection
serves as a landmark
for caravans. The
name means Tbe
Devil’s Market.”

Juhar
1
12 miles west of

tbe Baraimi
Oasis.

Wells containing good
water.

There is some acacia
jungle near. The
country belongs to

the I^hawahir. The
name is generally
pronounced Yabar.

Maqta* 10 miles inland of

Abu Dhabi
Town, on tbe

route to tbe

Baraimi Oasis.

A ford on a creek
which connects tbe
5nterior of K h or-al

Balin with tbe sea

at a point 2 or 3

miles beyond Abu
Dhabi Town.

Men on foot can cross

only at low tide. A
fort built on a sand
bank in the middle
of the creek com-
mands the passage
to tbe mainland.
South of this ford tbe
creek is called Kbor-
al-Maqta’, and north
of it Khor-as-Sa’
aidiyat

Mashairif About 16 miles
sontb-east by east

of Maqta’.

Wells. Surrounded by desert*

Baknab

dxSj

20 miles north-west
of tbe Baraimi
Oasis.

A camping ground 1

with Ghaf trees.

Brequented by Bani
Yas nomads, especi-

ally those of the
Qumzan section.

Saxoaih 6 or 7 miles east

and somewhat
south of Kbor-al-
Gbanadbab. The
place is in Abu
Dhabi territory.

A locality characteris-

ed by stony bills

interspersed with
sand ; there are

some 7 wells about
15 feet deep, but
tbe water is drink-
able only after

rain,

Samaih is a convenient
rendezvous for Bedon-
ins and is used
as such by the
Shaikhs of both Abu
Dhabi and Dibai
when preparing for
war. Bani Yas of

tbe Rumaithat sec-

tion camp about
here.

Between BXiatam
and tbe sea, about
20 miles south-
sonth-east of Abu
Dhabi Town.

WelJs.
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Inhabitants .—The settled popiilatioii of the principality are merely

the residents of Abn Dhabi Town and Batin village in the home division,

the occupants of fixed settlements in the Liwah tract of the Dhafrah

division, and the inhabitants of Dalmah island. The composition of the

non-iiomadic population is therefore as follows :

—

Tribe, Place. Namber o£ souls.

Baiii Yas Abu Dhabi Town 2,800

Do. Liwah tract 6,100

Do. Dalmah island 75

Al Bu MatLair Abu Dhabi TOwU 500

Do. Batin 500

Sudan Abu Dhabi Town 375

Do.
j

Batin 150

Persians Abu Dhabi Town 600

Marar Do. 200

Baharinah Do. 120

Hiscellaneons Do. 636

The total is thus about 11,000 souls.

The Bedouins of the principality are the remainder of the Bani

YaS and nearly the whole of the Manasir tribe, or together about

3,300 persons. It is probable that the nomads of the Dhawahir, Bani

Qitab and Na'^im sometimes cross the indefinite eastern border into the

Abu Dhabi Shaikhdom, but they can hardly be reckoned to belong to it.

Beso'urces and There is no cultivation except a little of dates.

Camels abound
; but cattle, sheep and goats are few

;
and peaid diving is

the principal occupation even of the Bedouins. In the whole of the

Shaikhdom there are about 410 pearl boats, of which the majority are

owned at Abu Dhabi Town and 50 at Batin, the remainder being kept in

creeks along the coast, or on islands ; they are as a rule of small size and

work on banks adjoining the coast or islands. There are about 10 sea-

going vessels at Abu Dhabi Town, of which 2 are Sambuks and the rest

large jollyboats merely ; these run to Bahrain, Basrah, Lingeh and

Masqat, but not to India.
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There is no trade worthy of mention outside the town of Abu Dhabi,

in the article on which the subject is treated of. The villages of

Muzaira^ah and Taraq in Liwah are small local centres for the distribu-

tion of goods.

Commtmications.—The routes in the principality are described in the

article on Trucial ^Ouaan.

Adminisfo'ation.—The present Shaikh of Abu Dhabi, Zaid-bin-Khallfah,

rules his principality absolutely within the limits to which his powers

of coercion extend ; and, though his control over the Bedouin portion of

his subjects is incomplete, as is the case more or less in all Arab Shaikh-

doms, his authority over them is unusually great. His is by far the

niost powerful personality in Trucial '^Oman at the present time, and

his influence is not only dominant throughout that region but extends to

the independent Baraimi Oasis and even to “^Ibri in the Sultanate of

^Oman.
An estimate of his annual revenues, in so far as they are ascertainable,

follows below ; the principal item, it will be observed, is that derived from

the' pearl fisheries :

—

Item. Amount*

$
Dues on pearl boats and operatives and other income dependent on the

pearl industry , r ...... . 57,000

Oommission levied by bis son on transactions in pearls at Dalmah
island .«.•...•••• 5,000

Agricultural taxes paid in kind by the Ban! Yas of Blwah in

Dhafrah. 2,500

Five thousand Jirabs of dates worth $1 per Jirab, rendered as tribute

by the Dhawaiiir of the Baraimi Oasis . . . ^ • 5,000

Lucerne supplied by the same Dhawahir for 100 tribal horses main-

tained by the Shaikh in the Baraimi Oasis .... 3,000

A cash subsidy paid him by the Sultan of ’Oman for restraining the

Bedouins of the Baraimi Oasis and Dhahirali and preventing

raids by them on the villages of Batinab, perhaps • . . 3,000

Totaii . 75,600

The last item, though it has been in existence for at least 10 years,

has only recently come to notice : the payment is of a private and personal

nature and its amount is necessarily uncertain, but the fact that it is

regularly made throws much light on the present political position in

*0maiL.

Foreign relations and interests,—The ruler of Abu Dhabi is one of

the Trucial Shaikhs, whose position is described in the article on Trucial
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’Oman. The only foreign interests ia the principality are British, and

these are described in the article on Ahu Dhabi Town.

DHABI
(ABTJ)

TOWN

The capital of the Abu DhaW Principality in Trucial ’Oman and the

only settlement of importance -which that principality contains.

Abu Dhabi Town is situated on the coast of Trucial ’Oman about 88

miles south-west of SMljah Town : it extends for about 1| miles along

the low sandy coast and consists chiefly of mat huts with a fe-w stone

buildings. At sea^ 15 miles to the northward^ is Hadd^ the nearest of the

Persian Gulf pearl banks. The largest edifice is the fort of the Shaikh

at a little distance inland behind the town ; not far from it^ on the

outskirts of the town proper^ is the separate bazaar of the Indian traders;

The anchorage* for large vessels is totally unsheltered and lies more than

two miles off the shore. At the back of the town are some stunted date

trees and water is obtained from wells : 85 years ago most of the drink-

ing water of the place used to be fetched from Dibai, but recently

potable water has become obtainable in the vicinity of the town^ especially

at a place 3 or 4 miles from it
;
pits are dug in which the water collects

at 4 to 5 feet below the ground level. Immediately to the south of the

town is the large shallow lagoon of £hor-al-Batin; and to the east a creek

connected- with it^ both of which are described in the article on the Abu

Dhabi Principality.

The population of the town may be about 6^000 souls, about ^ Bani

Yas and the rest other tribes. The Bani Tas sections are Al Bu Falah,

40 persons; Qubaisat, 380; Maharibah^ 300 ;
Al Bu Palasah^ 200;

Qumzan, 250; Al Bu Hamir, 800 ; Eumaithat, 600 ; Mazari’, 300; and

Hawamil, 500. The other tribes are Al B-u Mahair, 500 ; Sudan, 375 ;

Marar, 200 ; Thamairat 120 ; AlBinNasirj-^0^ jf, 120 ;
AlBu

’Amim jf, 120 ; Khamarah, (said to be originally from

Khamir in Persia), 375 ; Halalamah, UU, 75 ; Dahailat 200;

and Baharinah, 120. To these must be added a Persian community of

about 500 persons and 65 Hindus.
'

The inhabitants of Abu Dhabi live almost entirely by pearl diving

and fishing or in a few cases by petty trade t they have no ordinary

* A plan of this anchorage is given in Chart No* 2873—8837-A.
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cultivation and very few dates. Particulars of shipping are given in

the article on Abu Dhahi Principality. ‘About 750 camels belong to the

place, and there are 85 horses; but of the horses all except 5 belong

to the Shaikh and his family. Trade with the interior is insignificant,

being only with the Baraimi Oasis and with the Band Yas and Manasir

tribes. There are over 70 shops of all sorts in the Abu Dhabi bazaar

;

40 are kept by Persians, 19 by Hindus and 10 by Arabs. Pearls are the

sole espoi4;. The Hindus import cloth, rice, coffee and sugar besides

dealing in pearls.

British interests are represented here by the Hindu trading commu-

nity, all from Tatta in Sind; the majority have their families with them,

and most of them take leave to India at intervals of about a year. In the

pearl season the number of Hindus is about doubled. No Muhammadan
Indians do business at this place.

An important Bedouin tribe whose territory extends from the right DHAPIR*
bank of the Euphrates about Samawah and Suq-ash-Shuyukh west-

wards to the Birak or Darb Zubaidah, a section of the pilgrim route

between Najaf and Makkah, and south-eastwards to Kuwait. They

are sometimes found in the Nafud as far west as the route between

Jauf-al-^Amir and Hail and they maintain occasional relations with the

latter place. Their neighbours on the north-west are the ^Anizah
;
on

the west the Shammar of Jabal Shammar, with whom they are at

feud
;
on the south the Mutair and ^Ajman ;

and on the east the

Muntafik. They are said to visit places on the Euphrates occasionally

for the purpose of obtaining supplies, but to a great extent their dealings

with Turkish '’Iraq are carried on indirectly through other tribes.

The principal sections of the Dhafir who live in the dii’ection of

Kuwait are the Batun Samid and Ma'^alib :

with them are found a small section, called Kathir, of the once

celebrated Baui Khalid tribe. The Dhafir are all nomads and do not

engage in trade, but they own large flocks and herds besides camels.

In religion they are Sunnis of the Maliki sect. They are at present

(1905) on good terms with the Shaikh of Kuwait, where their smiths^

* A genealogical table of the Shaikhs of the Dhafir hy^ Captain Knox, Political
Agent at Kuwait, forms an appendix to his diary No. 19 for the week ending 8th
May 1907.

,
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work is executed ;
andj perhaps for this reason, the subsidies formerly

paid to them by the Turkish Government in the Basrah Wilayat,

generally at Nasiriyah, have been suspended for the last four years.

They have no property in Turkish territory. The tribe is now well

armed with modem rifles.

dhaprah* The westeinmost and least known part of 'Oman, a subdivision of

ijLa}] Trueial ^Oman.

Boundaries,—Dhafrah. lies between the Persinn Gulf on the north

and the Raba’-al-Khali or Great Desert of Southern Arabia on the

south ; on the west it is bounded by Sabakhat Matti and Jafurah^ and

on the east by Khatam.

Divisions ,—The huge area thus defined comprises at least 5 separate

tracts which are distinguished by names^ but the absence of striking

natural features makes it difficult to determine their relative positions

and extent. Indeed there is reason to think that the internal boundaries

of Dhafrah are somewhat vague, and that the names of the

tracts are not employed by all Bedouins in strictly the same sense. The
m

5 tracts in question are TafE ualo, Dhafrah proper, Bainunah

Qufa tij} and Liwah of which last name the correct form is said

to be Al-Juwa of these Liwah and Bainunah are the most

important.

All authorities agree that Liwah is the southernmost and furthest

inland of the divisions of Dhafrah; that its length, which is eastwards

and westwards, approaches, if it does not exceed^ 1 75 miles
j that its breadth

is insignificant in comparison with its length
; and that the village of

Shah is situided in it almost exactly midway between its two extremities.

To determine the position of Liwah it is therefore only necessary to

determine the position of Shah, but here we are confronted by serious

discrepancies of evidence; the most pri^bable view, however, appears to

* Authorities—Major P. Z. Cox, Political Resident in the Persian Gulf, Captain

F. B. Prideanx, Political Agent in Bahrain, and ’Abdul Latif, Residency Agent at

Sharjah, all from native information ; also Col. Miles in his Boute hetmen Sohar

and ehBereymi in ’Oman. The most reliable map of the interior is Ma^ of

Dhafrah Liwah etc., 1906, compiled by Major P. Z. Cox from native information.

Charts of the coast are specified in the footnote to article Trueial ’Oman, especially

cancelled Chart Jlo. 19-B,
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be that Shah is situated 50 to 55 miles inland from the coast upon

a line drawn due south from Ras Miqaishit, the western point of

the Salali group of islands^ and that it is about 90 miles south-west

hj south of Abu Dhabi Town. If this opinion errs^ it is probably

by bringing Shah somewhat too near to the coast and too far to

westwards.

The position of Bainunah depends upon that of a well Da^afaSj which

undoubtedly belongs to this tracts though its position in the same is not^

perhaps^ so central as that of Shah in Liwah. According to the report

which for several reasons appears most reliable^ Da^afas is about 30 miles

south-east of Jabal Dhannah (on the coast op]30site Yas island)

and about 20 miles inland from the nearest point on the sea. The alter-

native position attributed to Da’afas is very much more southerly and

more easterly than that just described. It is not disputed that Bainunah

is between Liwah and the sea^ nor that it reaches to the westernmost

extremity of Dhafrah^ in other words to the border of Sabakhat Matti.

Of the remaining tracts Qufa is undoubtedly interposed between

Liwah and Bainunah and is long fi*om east to west and narrow from north

to south.

TafE is, by general consent, a maritime strip extending the whole

length of Dhafrah with an average depth inland of about 15 miles. Its

westernmost section, that reaching for about 25 miles on either side of

Jabal Dhannah, is possibly particularised as Taff Bainunah.

The last tract requiring to be located is Dhafrah proper, and the name

may be taken to signify so much of Dhafrah in the wider sense as is not

included in any of the foregoing divisions. The position of Dhafrah

proper with reference to Bainunah is doubtful ; but it is probably on the

east while Bainunah is on the west and the distances of the two from the

sea are similar. The wells of Kafaifah, it may be added, seem to be near

the point at which the tracts of Bainunah and Dhafrah proper meet one

another and the tract of Taff.

Following then the opinion which seems most worthy of acceptance

we may provisionally arrange the divisions of Dhafrah as follows :

—

1. Along the coast a strip 15 miles wide, which for nearly 100

miles on the east is called Ta:ffi, and for 50 miles on the west

TafE Bainunah.

2. Behind the coastal strip a belt 40 miles wide composed of

Dhafrah proper, Bainunah and Qufa : of these Dhafrah proper

(30 miles broad) adjoins Taff throughout its length, and

Bainunah (20 miles broad) adjoins Taff Bainunah, also
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, thronglioiit its length, while Qufa fills the space remaining
on the south of these two.

3. Inland of Qufa, and like Qufa roughly parallel to the sea,

another belt measuring about 175 miles in length and perhaps

20 miles in breadth : this belt is Liwah.

Phyncal characteristics .—The maritime tracts of Taff and Taff

Bainunah contain no features of interest except a few small hills, which

are possibly volcanic. The shore is stony, and at a little distance inland

swamps are said to exist, interspersed with stony mounds. Vegetation is

chiefly Abal and Hams,

Dhafrah proper and Bainunah are said to resemble one another in

character ; they form, apparently, a fairly level expanse of heavy red sand

or reddish soil with occasional sand dunes of lighter colom' and gravelly

patches. Dhafrah proper, at least, is somewhat higher in level than Taff.

Neither tract possesses any trees ; but in Dhafrah proper there is some
vegetation of Arta and Hadh, and in Bainunah the Arta, Markh and Abal

are found : both districts afford a considerable amount of grazing for

camels. The wells of Dhafrah proper seem to vary in depth between 1

and 2 fathoms and those of Bainunah between 1^ and 7 fathoms, the

average in the case of the latter tract being' 3 fathoms.

Qufa is an inhospitable region of sandy ridges with no vegetation

except a few shrubs of Arta and very little water ; but the few wells that

occur are shallow, not exceeding 2 fathoms.

Liwah is the most remarkable of all the tracts. It consists mainly

of white undulating sand dunes, altogether without vegetation ; but it

contains over a score of small depressions, disposed in series or chains

from east to west. These depressions are divided from one another by
sandy wastes ; but at the bottom of each depression there is fertile soil,

supporting the cultivation of a village which generally stands upon a

sandy eminence near by. These low-lying oases contain plantations of

date palms, which in a few cases are of considerable extent. The water

level in Liwah, doubtless in the depressions, appears to be on the average

at 2 fathoms beneath the surface ; and except at Tharwaniyah a depth of

4 fathoms is not, it would seem, ever exceeded.

Throughout Dhafrah, to speak generally, the water of the wells is of

fairly good quality, and not very scarce. The wells themselves are either

unlined or lined only with date sticks and leaves
; the only exceptions to the

rule appear to be the Babah well in Bainunah, which is reported to be half

lined with masonry, and a well called Saqar J>^ , also in Bainunah but

not j)recisely located, which is said to be entirely so lined. This
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peculiarity is no doubt due largely to tbe sballowness of tbe wells, but it

also seems to indicate firmness in the soil.

Inhabitants .—In the whole of Dhafrah only two tribes are found, the

Bani Tas and the Manasir \ the former are settled rather than nomadic,

while the latter are altogether Bedouins. Of Liwah they are jointly

occupants, but the permanent villages, called Mahdhar
,
all belong

to the Bani Yas, the settlements of the Manasir being untenanted except

in summer while the date harvest is in progress. Among the Manasir
date plantations are joint tribal property, but with the Bani Yas they

belong to individual owners. The Bani Yas of Dhafrah are semi-

civilised j some of them trade with Abu Dhabi and even Dibax and

correspond with those places. The dwellings of both tribes are huts of

date sticks and leaves : the Manasir, when their sojourn in Liwah is over

for the year, close theirs up and stop the adjacent wells, it is said, with

sand. Dhafi’ah proper is the principal grazing ground of the Manasir
while Bainunah contains the favourite pastures of the Bani Yas ; but in

winter the Manasir range as far west as Qatar and in summer their

camels are left with those of the Bani YaS in Bainunah. The Bani Yas

of Dhafrah take a share in the pearl fishery and own a number of boats

which are kept at Bandar Eadaim, Khor Mughairah and Bandar Mirfah

upon the coast. The number of the Bani Yas ordinarily in Dhafrah may

be reckoned at 5,100 souls, while that of the Manasir is the entire

strength of the tribe or 1,400 persons ; and besides these there are about

70 Bedouin families of the Marar tribe who are accustomed to wander in

Liwah. The whole population of Dhafrah may therefore be estimated at

6,500 souls, but it is fluctuating,

To^ogra^h^.—The following is a detailed list of the villages, settle-

ments, wells and other principal points in Dhafrah according to the best

information available

Name. Position, Nature. BE3£ASES.

Abyadh (Abul) ... The middle portion
of the island of

which the east end
is called Salali.

See article Salali.

Ajuz (Bada’-al-) About 12 miles
south-south-east

of Da’afas. In
Bainunah.

A well. This well is 7 fathoms
deep and at present
out of repair.
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Marne. Position. Nature. Bemaess.

’ Aqailah [Dlands about 10
miles south of

Jabal Barakah
on the coast. Pro-
bably in Bainiinah,

A well. The depth is 5 fathoms.
Also called 'Aghailah

’ Asi About 10 miles
north-west of

Hamaim. In
Qufa.

Do. The depth is ij.

fathoms.

’Atfcab About 10 miles
north of Muzai-
ra’ab. In Liwah.

A permanent hamlet
of 20 huts of Bam
Yas of the Qubai-
sat section.

The present headman
is Buti-bin-Khadim,
who is also over
Muzaira’ah and Qar-
midah but gener-
ally resides at Abu
Dhabi Town.
There are a fair

number of date palms
and 20 wells of 2
fathoms depth.

Ayih

Ailc

About 30 miles
j

east-south -east of
Da*afas an d the
same north-north-
west of Shah. In
Dhafrah proper.

A well emit camping
place of 25 families
of Bani Yas of the
Mazari ’section.

The depth is 2 fathoms.

B§.bah

<uLU|

About 12 miles
east of Da'afas.
In Baintiuah.

A well. The water is good.

The well is about 3

fathoms deep and to

half its depth it is

lined with masonry.

Barakah (Jabal)

iS]ji

On the coast about
16 miles south-
west of Jabal
Dhannah.

A hill.
...

Barid (Bu) A mile or two
north of Muhibbi.
In Baintinah.

A well. Water is at 2 fathoms.

Bazam (Khor-al-) Oft the coast of
Taff and TafP
Baln^nah, its en-
trar ce beinar off

. Has I jla*, which is

described below,
and its head
between Salali
Island and the
mainland. The
east end is 60
miles from Abu
Dhabi Town

An extensive blind
channel, parallel to
the shore and situat-
ed between it and
a great reef called
Bazam

; it is acces-
sible to Small vessels
and contains the
anchorages of Ban-
dar Miriah, Khor
Mnghairah and
Bandar Radaim
which are separately

Or Bazummi .

This inlet is** &0
miles long, and the
width at the en-
trance is 6 miles
diminishing to 1

mile at the head; it

is open to the west
and closed to the easb.

The soundings dimi-
nish irregularly from
10 fathoms to 1 ; in

1907, in an attempt
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Name. Position. Nature. Esmabzb,

and the west end
is the same dis-

tance from the
border of Saba-
khat Matti.

described in this

table.

to explore it, a cast of
5 fathoms was imme-
diately followed bj
another of 1|.

Da’afag The^ position of
this place is dis-

cussed in the
text above. It is

admitted by all

authorities to be
in Bainunah and
is a convenient
point from which
to fix others.

A well. The water, at
fathoms, is good.

Dahin About 10 miles
north-west of

Qa’aisah. Jn
Liwah.

A summer hamlet of
6 houses of

Manasii' of the A1
Bti Mindhir section.

The headman is Rashid-
bin-Mani*. There are

about 250 date palms.
Wells are 4 in num-
ber and only 1 fathom
deep.

Dhabaibah 15 to 20 miles
east-north-east of
TharwSniyah. In
Qofa.

A well, at present out
of repair.

The depth is 2 fathoms.

Dhafir About 10 miles
south-west of
Muzaira’ah. In
Liwah,

A permanent village

of 80 huts of Bani
Yas (if the Maha-
ribah section.

The chief man is

Hamad -bin- A g h t a i 1

who is also over
Taraq. There aj e
large date plantations

and about 30 wells 4
fathoms deep, but
the water is brackish.

Dhannab
(Jabal)

dJJo c4^

On the Taff Bai-
nUnah coast, on
the piomontory
which runs out
towards Yas
island.

A hill. The height is 350 feet.

Two or three miles to
the east of this hill is a
small inlet known as
Barqah Haiz iSjj

;

3 miles to the east of
Barqah Haiz is a small
promontory called

Ruwais ; and 4

1

miles east of Buwais is

another slight headland
styled Has Dhubai'ah

• The sea from
Jabal Bhannah to RSs
Dhubai*ah forms a bay
of which the name is

Dohab Dhannah.
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Name. Position. Natare, Be1CASKS.

Dliawaihir About 25 miles

west by south of

Shah. In Liwah.

A village of 30 huts
of Bani Yas of
the Al Palah and
Qubaisat sections.

...

Hadhi Some 10 or 12
miles east of

Subakhah. In
Liwah,

A permanent ham-
let of 15 huts of
Bani Yas of the
Hawamil section.

Biasbid-bin-Humaid is

the chief man, as he
is also of Sliah, Suha-
khah and Wazil
Here are 25 wells 1
fathom deep and con-
siderable date plan-
tations. It is re-

marked that the
inhabitants irrigate

their fields by manual
labour instead of em-
ploying animals and
that they are purely
Hadhar.

Hafif About 12 miles
east-Doith-east of
Khaunur. In
Liwah.

A permanent village
or 50 huts of Bani
YSs, of the Mazari’
section.

The date groves are
extensive and there
are about 30 wells 3
fathoms deep. The
place is under Paris-
bin-*Ali of KhannUr
and Mariyah.

Halib 25 or 30 miles north-
east of Qa’aisah.
On the border of
Khatam.

A well. The depth is about 2|
fathoms.

Hamaim Between 85 and 90
miles east of Shah.
The easternmost
village in Liwah.

A summer village of
30 huts of Manasir
of the Al Taraif
subsection.

There are 5 wells, about
1| fathoms deep, and
a good many date

1 trees. The present
headman is Suwid-bin-
Ghadaiyar, under
whom also is Qa aisah.

Hamrah
(Bada’-al-)

16 to 20 miles north

1

of *Attab. Pro-
bably in Dhafrah
proper.

A well. One fathom deep.

Ha'wa.ja About 15 miles
north-east of
Bada*-al-Hamrah.

Do. The water is at less
than 1 fathom.

Huwailah In the extreme
west of Liwah.

A permanent village
of 40 huts of Bani
Y5s of the Mazari*
section.

The depth of the wells
is 2| fathoms.
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Name* Position. Nature. Eemibeb.

Ida

‘"*J|

About 12 miles
west of Khanntir.
In Liwah.

A summer village of
50 huts of MaDa-
sir of the Al Bu
Mindhir section.

There are some 60 wells

with an average depth
of 2 fathoms. The
date plantations are

fairly extensive. The
place is under Rashid-
bin-Mani* who gener-

ally lives at Sarait

and is over that place

and Tharwaniyah also.

Jjla* (RSs)

jJUl

On the coast 20
miles east of Jabal
Dhannah: it marks
the entrance of
Khor-al-Bazam.

A headland shaped
like a fort with tow-
ers.

To the west of this

cape at 4 or 5 miles is

a small inlet called

Khor Hanaif wAjUx* •

and to the east, at

about and 5 miles

respectively, are a small

inlet known as Khor
Thum a iriy a b

and a rock

which goes by tie
name of Qassar Bu

Khinn ^ jjjLas,

Jarairah About 2 miles south
of Jarrah, In
Liwah.

A summer hamlet of
6 huts of Manasir
of the Al Bu Sha^ar
section.

There are some date
palms and 4 wells of 1

fathom deep. The
headman of this plaoe
and of Jarrah and
Mosal is Muhammed-
bin-Jaraiw.

Jarash (Bad a')

uy^ f

About 25 miles
south-west of
Bandar Mirfah. In
TafE Bainunah.

A well. 1| fathoms deep.

Jarrah

Ml

About 20 miles
south-west of
Hamaim. In
liiwah.

A summer hamlet of

10 hut8j)f ManSsir
of the Al Bu Sha*ar
section. :

Or Yarrah *ji • Wells
. number 8 and are 1
fathom deep : there

are a good many date

palms. Three horses

are owned here.

Mnham mad -bin-

Jaraiw is chief man of
this place and of Jb-
rairah and Mosal.

2 B 2
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A well.

Bsaiakzs.

Often pronounced Chi-
faifah. The water, at

1| fathoms, is good..

A spot, marked by 10
Ghaf tx*ees, which is

a rendezvous for
parties of maraud-
ing Manasir when
about to enter
'Oman,

A settlement of 20
huts^of Bani Yas^ol
the A1 Bu Falah, Al
Falsh and Al SultSn
sections.

There are 8 wells less

than a fathom deep

:

the water is brackish,.

A permanent village There are about 80 wells
of 100 hnf« «oTi;of 100 huts of Bani
*5r a 8 of the
MazarP section.

A well.

here, 2 fathoms in
depth ; and the date
groves are extensive
for Liwah, including
according to one
account as many as
14,000 palms. Faris-
bin-*Ali, who lives
here, is head-man of
Hafif and Mariyah as
well as of this place.
A

^
fort which once

existed at KhannBr
was^ destroyed by
Shaikh Ja s i m-b i n-
Thani of Qatar in
one of his invasions of
Liwah.

The water is brackish
and the depth 2 fa^
thorns or more. This
halting place is much
frequented by Be-
douins passing be-
tween Dhafrah and
Qatar, ECasa or
Jabiiin.
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Iifame« '* Position, Nature,

Latir (I; 30 or 35 miles

west-south-west cf

Shah. In Liwah.

A permanent village

of 15 huts of Bani
Yas of the Qanaisat
section.

Latir (II) About 35 miles
south-east of

Bandar Radaim
on the coast. In
the centre of
Dh^frah proper.

A well and camping
place of 30 families

of Bani Yas of the

Mazari’ section.

Lidamah A camping ground of

20 families of Bani
Yas of the Mazarf
section.

Ma'asar 15 to 20 miles north
and somewhat
west of Qa’aisab.

In Dhafrah proper.

A well.

Mariyah

<u

About 7 miles north-
west of Khanntir.
In Liwab,

A permanent village

of 70 huts of Ban!,

Y5s of the Mazari
and Qubaisat sec*

tions.

Miqaishit. ... The western part of

the island of Salali.

Mirfah (Bandar)

jtxb
I

On the coast of
|

Taff, in Khor-al-
Bazam, about 7

miles east-south-

east of Eaa
Ruwaisiyah.

An anchorage where
some of the peail

divers of Dhafrah
keep their beats.

Mosal About 20 miles

west of Jarrab.

la Llwah.

A summer hamlet of

10 huts q_f

Manasir of the Al
Bti Sha’ar section.

Mughairah (Khor) On the coast of

Taff, in Khor-al-

Bazam, midway
between Bandars

Mirfah and Ra-

daim, and about 8

miles from either.

An inlet and anchor-

age wheie some of

the boats of the pearl

fishers of Dhafrah
are kept.

Bemassb.

is 3 fathoms.

'he depth is 1

fathoms.
to 2

The depth is 1
fathoms.

to 2

There are about 30
wells, 2 fathoms deep,

and dates are cultivat-

ed on a considerable

scale. With Hafif
this place is under
Faris-biu«*Ali o f

Khannur.

See article Salali.
The ivestern lip of

Miqaishit is called

has Miqaishit.

Bani YSs of the Bani
Shikr secticn inako

this place a base of

pearling operations.

There are 5 wells of

1 fathom deep and
some dates. The in-

habitants own 3
horses • W ith Jarrah
and Jarairah this place

is under Muhammad-
bin-Jaraiw.

Bani Yas of the Maba-
ribah, Qandsat, Qu-
baisat and Al Sultan
sections make this a

base for their pearling

operations.
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Name. Position^ Nature. EeMASKS.

Muhibbi

m

About 8 miles

south-east of

Rakaiyab. In
Bainunab.

A well. The depth is 2 fathoms.

Mulaisab About 12 miles in-

land, soutb-east-

wardsa from tbe
coast at Jabal
l^arakab. In
Taff Baintlnab.

Do. Do.

Mlqab About 12 miles

east by north of

Kbanntir, In
Llwab.

A permanent villagre

of 80 huts of Bani
Yas of the Bani
Sbikr section.

The people are pearl
fishers in tbe season,
working chiefly from
Bandar Mirfan. Tbe
wells at Mtiqab are 8
fath oms deep.

MutaTVwa’
(Bada* -al-)

w

About 15 miles west;

of Ba’afas. In
BainUnah.

Do. Tbe well is a fathoms
deep, but the water is

good.

Muzalra’ah About 12 miles
soutb-soutb-we s t

of Sbab. In Liwab,

A permanent village
of 80 huts of Bani
Yas of the Mabari-
bah and Qubaisat
sections.

There are over 100
wells of an average
depth of 4 fathoms;
the water is said to be
very pure and trans-
parent. The date
groves are tbe most
extensive in Liwa*
Thete are some store-

rooms^ or Makbazin
at which the villagers
and Bedouins of the
neighbourhood buy
•what they require*
The headman is

Buti-bin-K h a d i m,
who genetally resides
at Abu Dbafei town
and under whom are
also the villages of
*Attab and Qarmidah#

Nimairiyati

w

About 83 miles
south from tbe
easternmost foot
of Kbor-al -Batin
which is near Abu
Dliabi Town» In
Dbafrab proper.

A well. The depth is between
1 and 2 fathoms,

Nishasb About 8 miles ,

north-west of
Jarrah. In Liwab.

A locality with water. Frequented by Bani
Yas. The wells are 2
fathoms deep.
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Name. Position, Nature. BE3£i.ltSS,

Qa’aisah About 12 miles
west-south- west
of Hamaim. In
Llwah.

A summer hamlet of
15 huts_of Manasir
oftheAlBti Eaha-
mah section.

There are 6 w ells : about
2 fathoms deep and a

few date trees. The
inhabitants have 5
horses. The chief man
is Suwid-bin-Ghadai-
yar, to whom Hamaim
also is subject.

Qarmidali About 9 miles east
by north of
Muzaira'ab. In
Liwab.

A permanent village
of 40 huts of Bani
Yas of the Mahari-
bah, Qubaisat and
A1 Sultan sections.

There are about 10
wells of a fathom
depth, also a few date
palms. This viOage,
with Muzaira’ah and
’Attab is under Bnti-
bin-Khadim who
us'inlly lives at Abu
Dhabi Town.

Qamzan (Bada*-

al.)

About 20 miles
south-west by
west of Da*afas.
In Bainlnah.

A well, at present out
of repair.

Water is at 3 fathoms.

Quttif

cJjiaJ

About 25 miles east

and somewhat
south of Khannur.
The southernmost
village in Liwah.

A village of 25 huts of
Bani Yas of the
Qubaisat section.

Badaim (Bandar) On the coast of

Taff, in Khor-al-
Bazam near its

head and about 14
miles east of

Bandar Alirfah*

An anchorage where
some of the boats

of the pearl divirg
inhabitants of Phaf-
rah ate kept.

This is a base of pearl-
ing operations to the
Hawamil, MazSri’,
Qasal and Al Sultan
sections of the Bani
Yas. Sonae of the
Al Falah and Al BU
Falah who have no
boats of their own also

go pearling from this

place.

Bakaiyah About 12 miles
south of ’Aqailah.

In BainUnah.

A well. The depth is 2 fathoms.

Eakaiz (Ghait-ar-) Between MugMlat-
ar-Rakaizand Su-
bakhah. Perhaps
in liiwah.

Do.

1

One fathom deep.

Bakaiz (Mugbilat- About 12 miles

north-north-e a st

of Subakhah. In
Qufa.

Do. Between 1 and 2
fathoms in depth.
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Name. Position. Nature. !REMASKS.

Ramramah Inland^ about 25 A well. The depth is 2 fathoms.
miles south of

Bandar Radaim
on the coast. In
Dhafrah proper.

Riksab 15 to 20 miles west Do. Water is at 1 fathom.
of ‘Idd. In Li- There is a small date
wah, at its ex- plantation here be-
treme western longing to the viJ-

end. lagers of 'Idd.

Ruwaisiyah (Ras) On the coast about A small cape.

<0 half way up Khor-
al'Bazam and 13
miles west of Ras
Miqaiahit.

Salali See article Salali.

jiu

Island

Salimi Nearly 10 miles A village of 30 huts
north- north-east of of Bani YSs of the

kJ> Muzaira-’ah. In
Liwah.

Maharibah section.
-

Sarait About 15 miles east- A snminer village of There are 5 wells 2
south-east of 20 huts of Manasir fathoms deep, and a
Shah, In Liwah. of the A1 Bu Min*

dhir section.

few’ date palms. The
headman is Rashid-
bin-Mani’ who gene-
lally lives here but is

also over the villages

of ’Idd and Tharwa-
uiyah. He has 10
horses and in winter
goes as far as Qatar.

Sawami’ (Raa) On the coast mid- A bluff headland. About 4 miles west of
way between the Ras Sawami’ is a
nearest parts of small cape known as
the islands of Ras Qurain-al-’AishL
Salali and Yas,
about 30 miles

*

to the
east at 4 and 8

from either. miles are Khor
Rbasuifah

and Khor Hara-

mlyah between
which at a short dis-
tance inland is a
small hill called Jabal
Rhasaifah.. ^
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Name. Position.

Shah The position of this

place, which is uni-

versally admitted
to be central in

Liwah, is discuss-

ed in the text
above.

Shavvaibir

ash-)
About 40 miles
south-east of Abu

1

Dliabi Town.
In the north-
eastern corner o£
Dhafrah proper.

Shidaq-al-Kalb About 10 miles west
of Mnzaira’ab.
In Liwah.

Shwaihat On the coast of Taif
Baintinah, about
midway between
Jabal Barakah
and Jabal Dhan-
nah.

Subakhah

<JLsr^

About 15 miles east

of Shah. In Li-
jwah.

Suhail About 25 miles
north of Hadhi.
In Dhafrah pro-
per.

Taraii: About 6 miles in-

land from Bandar
Eadaim, south-
ward. In Tail.

Taraq

i»Ji

About 7 miles

north-east of
Muzaira*ah. In
Liwah.

*

Nature. Brhares.

A permanent village

of 60 huts of Bani
Yas of the A1 Bti-

I'alah, Hawamil and
Qasal sections.

Wells number about 30
and are 1 to 2 fathoms
deep ; there are ex-

tensive plantation s of
dates. The headman
is Eashid-bin-Humaid
who is also over
Hadhi, Subakhah and
Wazil.

A well. Depth is If fathoms.

A village of 40 huts
of Bani Yas of the
Al Palah, Qubaisat
and Al Sultan sec-

The name means
“ Corner of the Dog’s
Mouth.*’

tions.

A locality where water
is not obtainable ex-

cept after rain.

This place has been used
by the Shaikh of Abu
DBabi as an advanced
base for military
operations against
QS/tUfir*

A permanent village

of 30 huts af Bani
Yas of the Hawa-
mil section.

^There are 30 wells of
about 2 fathoms depth
and the date planta-
tions are extensive.
The

^
headman is

Bashid-bin-Humaid,
Jto whom also Hadhi,
Shah and Wazil are
subject.

A camping ground of
15 families of Bani
Yas of the Mazari’
section

...

‘A well, at present dis-

used.

Water, when obtain-
able, is at 1 fathom.

A permanent village

of about 40 huts of

Baui YSs of the
Maharihah sectioti.

There are 40 wells
about 2 fathoms deep,-

and extensive planta-
tions. Two store-

keepers sell rice and
coftee. The headman
is Hamad-bin-Agh^
tail who is also over
Dhafir.
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Name. Position. Nature. Bemasks.

Thamir (Kiiaraij-

at)

About 10 miles

south-east of

'Aqailah. In
Bainunah.

A well. The depth is 2 fathoms.

Tharwanlyah About midway be-
|

tween Shah and
Ham aim in a

straight line be-
tween the two. In
Llwah.

A summer village of

30 huts of IVEana-
sir of the Al Ba
Mindhir section.

There are also per-

manent Bani Yas
of the Hawamil
nection, about 25
households.

The wells, about 30 in
number, are 6 fathoms
deep and the date
groves are extensive.
There are 4 horses.

Rashid-bin-Mani’ is

over this settlement
as well as over Sarait
(where he generally
lives) and 'Idd.

Tbaih

m
About 15 miles in-

land, southwards
from the sea ; and
50 miles west by
south from Shaw-
aibir. In Dhaf-
1 ah proper.

A well. Water is at 2 fathoms*

Wahaidah 6 or 7 miles south-

east of Sarait. In
Liwah.

A village of 25 huts
of Bani Yas of the
Hawamil section.

Depth of wells is 3
fathoms.

Warakh

4^1

About 20 miles

east of Ghait-ar-

Kakaiz*

Do. Water is at 1 fathom.
The place is much fre-

quented by Manasir.

Wazll 3 or 4 miles south

of Shah. . In
Llwah.

A permanent village

of 20 huts of Bani
YSs of the Hawa-
mil section.

Wells number 10 and are

1 fathom deep. There
are a few date palms.
Bashid-bin*Humaid of
Shah, etc.* is Shaikh
also of this place.

1?^titaid (Jabal) On the coast, at the

extreme west end
of Taff Bainunah.

A MU. It marks the boundary
between Dhafrah and
Sahdkhat Matti.

Yflif About 35 miles west

of Shah. In
Liwah.

A Tillage of 25 huts
of Bani Yas of the
Quhaisat section*

»*«

Yas _

Island

• ••

1

• •• See article Yas Island.
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Commmications.—liQBQrt routes from Bandar Mirfah, Khor Mughai-

rah and Bandar Radaim connect the villages of Liwah with the coast.

The usual stages are given as follows :

—

(1) Bandar Mirfah; Bada* Jarash; Bahah; Majmulah Bada^

Muhammad and Kaiyih in Liwah,

(2) Khor Mughairah; Kafaifah, Babah, Badi^ah ’ Mashairib

andMuzaira^ah inLiwah.ca »

(3) Bandar Badaim, Bazummi Dhuwannain Qaryan

Bada’ Saif Mughailah and Shah in Liwah,

Political po8ition,’^l)h!^h2ik^ as already remarked; is apart of Trucial

^OrnaH; and the whole of it falls within the political sphere of the

Shaikh of Abn Dhabi to whose principality it may accordingly be consi-

dered to belong. The Bani Tas of Liwah count themselves subjects of

the Shaikh; but the extent to which the Manasir are amenable to his in-

fluence is doubtful, Dhafrah has been at times the scene of prolonged

contests between the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi and the principal Shaikh of

Qatar, the latter making raids into the Liwah tract; and the former

retaliating by means of expeditions against Qatar, in the course of which

he has been known to utilise Shwaihat upon the coast as an advanced

base for his operations.

LimiU ani extent.^

k

large district of the ’Oinail Sultanate lying

between the Western Hajar on the north-east and the Enba^-al-Khali

or Great Desert on the south-west ; it is divided from ^Oznan Proper by

Jabal-al-Kor at its south-eastern end and meets the district of Jau at

its north-western extremity. Dhahirah thus forms an elongated

parallelogram about 100 miles in length from north-west to south-east

and about 50 in breadth from north-east to south-west.

Phydeal chmacteristics ,—Dhahirah consists of a plain of uneven

surface sloping down from the hills of Hajar to the Buba’-al-Khali; in

which the whole of its drainage is lost* It has two principal valleys,

Wadi Dhank, which comes down from Hajar to the town of Dhank and

* For the signification of the name see footnote under Batinah* For authorities

and maps see article 'Oman Sultanate (first footnote).

DHAHt-
RAH*
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tRenee runs to tlie Ruba'-al-KMli preserving throughout its course a

general direction from east to west, and Wadi-al-Kabir which, descending

from Hajar west-south-westwards towards 'Ibri, becomes in the neigh-

bourhood of that town Wadi Sanaisal and receives from the east Wadi

Sharsah and Wadi-al-’Ain, the former joining it a little above, and the

latter a little below ’Ibri. ' The hills which diversify the surface of

Dhahirah are outliers of Hajar ;
chief among them are detached or semi-

detached eminences around ’Ibri which attain an elevation of 800 or 400

feet above the plain, an isolated group of low hills called Jabal Falaij

which lies some 25 miles to the north-west of ’Ibri, and some scattered

hillocks between ’Ibri and Jabal Falaij on the side towards the Great

Desert; The north-western slopes of Jabal-al-Kor may be regarded as

pdrtaining to DhaHrat. along witliaridge called Jabal Haddah which

runs west-north-west from the southern extremity of Jabal-al-Kor and

forms an acute angle with it.

The elevation of the district varies from 1,200 feet above sea-leveil at

^Ibri to 2,750 feet at Miskin. To the west of Dhank Town the plain is

generally stony or ' shingly with a sparse growth of mimosa and acacia

that affords winter grazing for thousands of Bedouin goats. South of

Dhank Town a more sandy and less stony region begins. The south-east

corner of the district between Jabal-al-Kor and Jabal Haddah is a plain

sprinkled with mimosa and debris from the hills. Scrub jungles cover

the open plains through which Dhahirah merges along its entire length

into the Euba^-al-Khali, Everywhere water is derived from springs*

particulars of the settled inhabitants of Dhahirah

will be found in the articles on the Wa<iis mentioned in the preceding

paragraph, in those" on the towns which they contain, and in the table of

villages given at the end of this article. In this place it is sufficient to

recall that Hbri is mainly a town of the ^ Ya^aqib and Dhank of the

Halm, while considerable settlements of Bani ^Ali, Bani Zid and Bidah
occur in Wadi Dhankj Bani Ealban are found in Wadi Dhank and
Wadi-al-Kabir; 'Ahriyin in Wadi Sanaisal; Bani Hina, Manadharah
and Sawawifah in Wadi-aVAin ; and Maqahil in Wadi Sharsah.
Towards the north-western, end of the district there are comniunities of

i^ani Qitah^ ami Baluchis and other tribes are represented in various

places, in numbers not entitling them to special mention here* Regard-

ing the nomadic inhabitants of Dhahirah less is known j hut they seem
to be chiefly Naim and ^Awamir in the north-west -and in the
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south : there are also Bani Zafait. The Bedouin element is in Dhahirah
hig’hly important^ but its numerical strength is not ascertainable.

The following is an estimate of the settled population of Dhahirah :

—

Wadi-al-’Ain 3,000
"Wadi Dhank

. 7,300
Wadi-al-Kabir with its tributary Wadi Bilad Shahum . . 8,000
"Wadi Sanaisal ......... 6,400
Wadi Sharsah 1,400

Bemaiuder of the district (see the table at the end of this article) 5,000

Total 31 ,100 souls

Agrimlture^ industries and trade .—The products of Dhahirah include

all the typical products, of the ’Oman Sultanate, and the wheat is reputed

better than that of the other districts. The soil, where cultivable, is

described as a rather heavy clay mixed with stones. ’Ibri is tbe centre

of the richest cultivation j in its vicinity are produced wheat, millet,

indigo, sugar and lucerne, besides dates, mangoes, limes and other fruits.

The chief industry is indigo-dyeing. Wheat and fruits are exported

to the Sharqiyah and Sohar districts.

Administration.^-^The hold of the Sultan of ’Oman on the Dhahirah

district is slight ; but he maintains a Wali, supported by a garrison of

30 men, at ’Araqi in Wadi Sanaisal.

To;pograj^Jig .—The following is an alphabetical list of the principal

places in Dbahirab exclusive of those, among which are the most

important, that are described elsewhere in the articles on Wadis Kalbir,

Sanaisal, Sharsah, ^Ain and Dhank :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

1

&£Ui.BES.

Aflaj Bani Qitab Twenty-fivre miles
north-west of
*Ibri and 16
miles south o£

Dhank Town.

A cluster of 7 hamlets
of the Bani Qitab,
situated on the plain
immediately south
of Jabal Falaij and
comprising some 600
houses altogether.
Two hamlets, that of
Mazim, which is

walled and fortified,

and that of Subaikhi
are inhabited by a
Saluchi colony.
Each hamlet is

The names of the
hamlets are^ Palaj-al-
Favanj i Falaj-

al-MSzim Falaj"

as- Subaikhi

F a 1 a j
- a l-3\Ia*mur

Falaj-al-Hamai*

dhi Falaj-

al-Qafaiqif
and Falaj Abu Khabi

The road

from Dhank to
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Name. Position. Hoases and inhabitants. Bbmases.

Bizaili

^ij}

Mufiyali

Ten miles west of
Dhank.

Twenty-six miles
west-north-west
of Dhank.

within shouting dis-

tance of the next.

40 houses of Al Bu
Shamis Nsi*im.

Watering place with a
large well.

’Ibri, descending from
Jahal Falaij, passes
through the village of
M azim. The external
trade of the place ig

piain^ with Trucial
’Oman. Livestock
are 15 horses, 400
camels, 150 donkeys,
250 cattle, and 4,000
sheep and goats.

There are some wells at
which Bedouins en-
camp and the village
itself is not perma-
nent. Livestock are
25 camels, 20 don-
keys, 20 cattle and
500 sheep and goats.

A village of 30 blanket
and mat wigwams of
AI Bu Shamis
is generally pitched
here in winter. They
have 150 camels, 20
donkeys, 20 cattle and
400 sheep and goats.

Sanainah Fonr miles south
of Bizaili.

200 houses of Al Lu
Shamis Na’im.

Stands on a plain which
has rnuch mimosa
vegetation but mer-
ges, at no great dis-

tance, into the Ruba*-
al-HIhali. Livestock
are 10 horses, 200
camels, 30 donkeys,
60 cattle and 1,200
sheep and goats.

Tana*am About 3 miles
south of Dahai-
shi on. Wad
Sanaisal.

Tract or group of
villages, the head-
quarters of .the

Daru* tribe, with a
population of per-
haps 1,000 souls.
The settlement is

said to extend 7
miles.

Seen from a distance
the Tana’am oasis
resembles that of
*Ibri. The honses are
scattered through the
plantations in the
same manner. The
principal hamlets are
said to be Daraiz

’Araqi

Cxhahbah Salmi
’Ibri

iraqis HijSr
Akhdhar

and Salaif

hut their relatiTe sizes
and positions Lave
not been ascertained.
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A littoral tract in the HasS; Sarijaq
5
though included within the 32AHIIA1T

boundaries of the larger tract known as Biyadh it is distinguished there- (^AER-
from by its natural characteristics and by the possession of a separate ADH-)
name. Bahrain Island lies ofi the coast of Barr-adh-Dhahran at 15 to

| j^jj

"

25 miles distance.

Upon the coast Barr-al-Dhahran extends from Dammam
on the north—^that is from the southernmost outpost of the Qatif Oasis

—to the entrance of Dohat Euhuin on the south
;

its length is thus

rather less than 80 miles. Its depth inland is indeterminate^ but does not

exceed a few miles.

Physical only striking accident of sui’face in Barr-adh-

Dhahran is Jabal-adh-Dhahran; from which, it is said, the name of the

entire tract is deriYcd. This is a range running parallel to the shore

between Dammam and Qahat-al-Husain, which are 12 noiles apart, at a

distance of only 2 or 3 miles from the sea. The principal summit, flat-

topped and 500 feet high, is situated 6 miles inland from the coast and 17

miles approximately south-south-east of Qatif Town. About 3 mites

nearer to Qatif Town and 6 miles south of Dammam is a conical peak,

belonging to the same range, which is 446 feet in height and bears the

name of Jabal Mudrah On the south side of Jabal-adh-Dhahran

is an area called Madarah containing many wells. The land

on the eastern side of Jabal Dhahran, which slopes down to the sea, is

actually higher upon the average than that on the western side. Barr-

adh-Dhahran contains numerous small clumps of date trees scattered about

in all directions.

Welh and other named places . following are the objects having-

names which are of most importance in Barr-adh-Dhahran :

—

Name. Position. Nature.

*Aqdan (Bin) 5 miles inland west-

north-west wards
from the foot of

“ Dohat- as-Saih.

A well.

Rbuabes.

Shaikh Sal m an -hi n-
Di’aij, a near relation

of the Shaikh of
Bahrain, was mur-
dered here with a
large party in 1900
by a gang of A\
hlorrah Bedouins of
the A1 Babaih sec-

tion*
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Name* Position. Nature, Bbuabsb.

Buraiqat (Eas) The entrance point

on the north side

of Dobat Eu-
hum.

A cape. To this headland, in

the present Charts,

the name of
'‘Kureya*’ has been
erroneously given.
See article Dobafc

Ruhum.

Dhabxan (Maqta'-
adh-)

One mile inland
from the northern
shore of Ddhat
Ruhum.

A well.

•

Husain (Qal’S-t-

al-)

Near the coast 12
miles south-east

of Dammam and
the same distance

north of Dohat
’Ain-as-Saih.

Some wells of good
water and a number
of date plantations.

This place is separated

from the sea only by
a narrow line of

sandhills. There is a

small ruined fort.

The dates belong to

the Bani Hajir.

Khasbaibiyab
w

1

Two miles inland
north- westwa r d s

from the foot of

Dohat 'Ain-as-

Saih.

A well.

Lalyab On the coast 8
miles north-north-
east of the en-
trance of Ddhat
*Ain-as-Saih.

A well and date plan-
tation. 1

...

Mudhba

)

Several miles west
or north-west of
Bin-’Aqdan ; pos-

sibly in Dabaisi.

A well.

Eakab On the coast 1 mile
north-west of QaF-
5t-al-Husain.- -

Do. ...

Saih (Ddbat
as-

About 28 miles

sou tb-south-east

of Qatif Town
and 86 miles
north of ’Oq.air
Port.

A iSiallow bay of no
great extent;

...

Inldbitanis,—Tlfe date groyes of Barr-adh-Dhahran are owned and
tended bj Bani Hajir Bedoinns, but Al Morrah also wandW in the tra<?t.
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A tribe of the Ruus-al-Jibal district in the ’Oman Sultanate,

numbering* about 1,750 souls, to whom belong the villages of Film (60

bouses), Habalain (25 houses), Mansal (6 houses) and Maqaqah (IOC

houses) in Ghubbat Ghazirah j
Midah (1 house), Qanah (40 houses'),

Sham (25 houses) and Sibi (7 houses) in Khor-ash-Sham ;
Balad (20

houses) in Ghubbat Shabus
;
and Muntaf (15 houses) and Shlsah (15

houses) in Ghubbat Shisah : Larak island also is inhabited by about

200 souls of Dhahurij^n who][are closely connected with the people of

Kumzar.

In the cold weather tbe Dhahuriyin of Euus-al-JibSl live by

fishing
; in spring they migrate bodily, leaving only caretakers behind,

to Khor Fakkan, Dibah and Khasab, where they attach themselves to

some of the permanent residents and bivouac in the date plantations.

The Dhahuriyin are practically a part of the SMhuh tribe, by whom
they are surrounded and with whom they ai’e closely identified, but they

claim, connection with the Dhawahir of Baraimi ; the Dhawahir,

however, it must be observed, are Mawalik and Hinawlyab, while the

Dhahuriyin are mostly Hanabilah and Ghafiriyah, a oirenmstanee which

renders somewhat doubtful the validity of the claim. The Dhahtiriyin

do not admit that they are in any way subordinate to the SMhQll

:

they appear, except those of Maqaqah, Qanah, Sham and Sibi, who have

perhaps closer relations with the Bani Hadiyah, to be connected with the

Bani Shatair section of that tribe. The Dhahuriyin of Film and Mansal

are ShafiTs in religion ; the rest of the tribe are Hanbalis.

An isolated village in the heart of the great ’Oman Promontory
;
it

belongs to the principality of Sharjah and geographically and politically

it is a centre of some importance in Trucial ’Oman.

Position
f surroundings md climate . is about 30 miles east of

Sharjah Town and 33 miles south by west of the town of Ras-aF

Khaimah. It stands near the western side of a level plain, which is

about 15 miles wide from west to east and the same in length from north

to south
; this plain is bordered on the west and north by sand dunes,

on the east by the hills which form the backbone of the ’Oman Promontory,

* Avthoritg \—^Major P. Z. Cox, Political Resident .in the Persian Gulf,, fxoin

personal observation. The only map is Route taken hy Major P. Z, Coso, etc., 1905.

2 P
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and on the south by the shingly plateau of Qallah Mahafidh. The ma,ir|

features of the Dhaid plain and some other localities adjoining it are

described in the last paragraph of the present article. The plain of

Dhaid is well wooded^ containing many acacias^ and after rain it produces

in abundance a coarse tussocky kind of grass. In the summer months a

dry hot wind blows constantly at Dhaid, detracting from the amenity

of the place which otherwise would be considerable.

Tillage and, inliahitants .—The village of Dhaid consists of about 140

houses, nearly all date-leaf huts j
of these about 70 belong to the Tauaij

tribe, 40 to the Bani Qitab, and 30 to Na’im of the Khawatir section.

The Tauaij and Na^im communities have each a fortified mud tower

for the defence of their separate quarters ; and on the east side of the

village is a fom^-towered fort belonging to the Shaikh of Starj all. Dhaid

is the headquarters of the nomad portion of the Tauaij, but the Bedouins

who frequent the plain surrounding it are chiefly, perhaps, Bani Qitab.

AgricuUthfal [resources ,—The date groves of Dhaid form an oasis

about 1 mile in diameter. They are irrigated by a fine Falaj which comes

from Wadi Haqalah to the south-east and passes through the precincts of

the Shaikh of SharjaVs fort on its way to the oasis
;
the stream before

it is tapped for irrigation is about three feet wide and two feet deep,

clear and transparent, and has a strong flow. The waters of the Falaj

are carefully divided up among the lands of the oasis, and the local

representative of the Shaikh of Sharjah is responsible for their correct

distribution. In addition to dates a little wheat is grown at Dhaid, and

the inhabitants have the usual complement of domestic animals.

Administration ,—The settlement is governed and kept in order by a

Wall who is directly under the orders of the Shaikh of Sharjah.
This oflicial is, at the present time, a venerable old negro retainer of the

Sharjah family, who resides in his master's fort and flies the flag of

Truoial ^Oman upon its north-western tower. The a.nmial revenue
derived by the Shaikh of Sharjah from Dhaid is said to consist of 100
Jirabs of dates, paid as a royalty, and of $228 in cash I’ecovered as a

water rate from users of the Falaj. The position of the Shaikh's fort is

such as to dominate the Falaj; but it is questionable whether the

possessors of the fort could seriously interfere with the flow or affect

the course of so strong a stream.
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Political and military ])o%ition,—Altlioiig*li Dliaid is controlled by the

Shaikh of Slxarjah he has not an exclusive interest in the place. His
uncle Salim-bin-Sultan and the Shaikhs of ^Ajmail and Hamrlyah all

own date plantations at Dhaid, and the unpleasantness of the climate in

the hot weather months is g‘iven as the only reason why they do not

visit the place frequently. There is reason to think that^ in event of

British or Indian troops being required in TruciaPOman, Dhaid would ba

the most suitable station for them in the interior^ at least during the

cold weather. The water supply is excellent and ample ; camel and other

grazing is abundant ; and the place is probably already aceessiible for

wheeled transport from Ras-al-Kliaimall Town by way of the Sir and

Jiri plains, besides which there are camel routes through the hills

connecting it with the ports of the Shamailiyall District on the other

side of the ^ Oman promontory. The subject of communications with

Dhaid is more fully discussed in the paragraph on routes in Trucial

’Oman.

Topography of the neighbourhood.—The following are the most

important places in the vicinity of Dhaid :
—

Xame. Position. Natare

.

’AH (Tui) In the Dhaid plain,

6 miles south

-

south-webt of
Dhaid village.

A well. It lies immediately
under the sand dunes
which border the plain

on the west.

Biruddi About 12 miles
east-south-east of
Dhaid village.

A locality. This is the point at

which, it is said, the
Falaj watering: the

village of Dhaid enfce/s

the Dhaid plain.

Faraikh 3 to 7 miles north-
north-east of
Dhaid village.

A sandy valley which
descends from north
to south and finally

debouches on the
plain of Dhaid near
Huraqqihat.

The valley contains a

number of acacias and
some Arta which
afford grazing to the
camels of the Bani
Qitab. Abont mid-
way between the head
and the foot of the

valley is a well of the

same name on the
rente between RSs-al-

Kbaimah Town and
Dhaid village.

Maqalah idaid to be situated

in the hills 15 or
20 miles south-
east of Dhaid

A village of 10 houses
of Na’im of the
A1 Bu Shamis divi-

sion.

The 1 inhabitants are

said to possess camels,

dorikeys, cattle, sheep
and goats and a congi-

2 p a
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Name. Position. Nature, Reuasks.

Yillasre and at a
considerable ele-

vation .

derable number of
date palms. Near by
are a valby called

Wadi Haqaiah, in

which the stream tbat
irrigates Dhaid vil-

lage has its source, and
a hill called Jabal Ha-
qaiah that is said to

overlook Wadi Sfuni.

Kathairah (Wadi) In the Dbaid plain
south of Dbaid
village.

A valley or water
sconr.

This hollow runs north-

north-westwards for

2 miles from Wushah
and then turns west-
wards in the direction

of the coast. In this

part of its conrse its

left bank skirts the

foot of some sand-

hills.

Manghol (Wadi) Crosses the Dhaid
plain from east to
weNt 3 nailes north
of Dhaid village.

A Bat-ha or water
scour in the sand,
running oiit of the
Dhaid plain in the
direction of the
coast*

Muraqqibat and Thiq-
bat-as-Sanaibil are

situated on this hol-

l«»w, the former to the

east and the latter to

the west of the point
where it is crossed by
the mute between Ras-
ni-Khaimah Town
and 1 >haid village. To
the west of that route
the Wadi is some-
times called Wadi-as-

Sanaibi f

j)

Muraqqibat
w

Ol^'*

On the right bank
of WUdi Manghdl,

\ a mile east of
the place where
the r. ate between
has-al-Kliaimali
Ti'wn and Dhaid
village crosses it.

A group of wells. These wells ave com-
monly used by travel-

lers between TJmm-al-
Qaiwain and places

on the east coa^t of the

*Oman Promontory
from Fujairah as far

south as Sliinas.

Sanaibil (Thiqbat-
as-)

cIam^) KjIj

On the left ban k of
Wali Manghol,
1 mile below Mu-
raqqibat.

A group of borings
which are the head
of the Kalaj water-
ing Falai in the
Umm- al -Qaiwazn
district*

The chalky clay thrown
np from the excava-
tions forms a cluster

of white mounds
which are an excel-

lent landmark.

Wushab 3§ miles south hy
eaf^t of Dhaid
village, on the
risrht bank of
Wadi Kathairah*

A well on the route
from Dbaid village
to the Baraimi
Oasis.

1

Just above Wushab,
Wadi Kathairah re-

ceives a tributary on
its right bank.
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A very small tribe of non-Bedouin Arabs in Bahraiil; said to be

descended from an individual named Dba^in^ who was a servant of the

Al Bin-'^Ali. They have 10 houses in Muharraq, and one of the

quarters of that town is named after them. They are pearl fishers by

occupation and Maliki Sunnis by religion.

A village on the east coast of Qatar, situated on a Khor or inlet of

the same name about 80 miles north of DShah, and consisting of

about 100 houses of the Mahandah tribe. The people are all pearl

divers, following no other occupation except fishing and owning no

flocks or herds. Fifteen pearl boats and two other sea-going boats of the

Mashuwah type and 6 fishing boats are owned at Dhakhirah. Trans-

port animals are 10 camels. Drinking water is from Lubwairdah,

% miles to the north-west.

A village on the north-west coast of the Qatar Promontory, near

its tip and 1 or 2 miles south-west of Euwais. It is difficult of

approach from seaward being fronted by a reef 2^ miles broad which

is nearly dry at low water. The inhabitants are about 7 0 families of

the Manana^ah tribe owning 20 pearl boats, 6 other sea-going vessels

and 10 fishing boats. Their drinking water is from the well of Umm
Dha'an, about miles inland. Camels here number 80.

Frequently pronounced Dhanch j the second largest town in the

Dhahirah district of the ’Oman Sultanate, phasantly situated at

the mouth of a precipitous opening in the estern Bajar range V'hich

forms the exit of WMi Dhank. Jabal Hafit is visible from Dhank on a

clear day. Dhank is divided into an ^Alayah or upper town of about

5, and a Sifalah aJIA- or lower town of about 7 quarters, each quarter

being separately walled. The houses are mostly of sun-diued brick.

Fine date plantations containing about 3,500 palms and orchards of

hmcs and pomegranates surround the town, and on the outskirts is some

cultivation of wheat; lucerne and indigo. ^Vater for irrigation is raised

DBA’IN
(1)^

DHAKHi-
RAH

DHALtfy
(ABO)

DHANK

TOWN
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from wells by bullocks. Livestock comprises 14 horses, 80 eamels;

•250 donkeys, i350 cattle and 1,100 sheep and goats. The population of

Dhank is about 3,500 souls, belonging to various sections of the Na’im
and some other tribes : in the ^Alayah, which consists of 400 houses, the

people are all Na’im; in the Sifalah, containing 300 houses, they are

Na^im of the ’Ayal ’Aziz, ’Ayal Hiyah, Shawamis and Wahaishah

sections and Shakur,

I^ANK Or Wadi Dhanch ; also called Wadi Fida Icii . One of the two
^ ^ chief valleys in the district of Dhahirah in the Sultanate of ’Oinan;

it begins in Western Eajar near Najd-al-Wuqbah, on the opposite side

of which pass Wadi-ayAhin, going to Batinah, has its rise. From
its head to about Yanqul the direction of Wadi Dhank is apparently

from north to south, but below Yanqul it runs almost due westward;

its final exit from the hills of Western Hajar is by a precipitous gorge

just above the town of Dhank. On the upper side of the gorge the

valley is half a mile broad, with banks 100 feet high and a fine stream

of water in the middle, flowing above ground ; at this spot was fought

the battle of Dhank in 1870 between Saiyid ’Azzan and Saiyid Turki,

of which the ultimate result was the ruin of ’AzzSn^s cause and the

accession of Turki to the Sultanate.

The chief places in Wadi Dhank from above doWnWai’ds are i

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants* Re ABES.

Wuqbah On the right bank, 3
hours below Kaid-al-
Wuq bah.

150 houses of Ban*
Ali.

There are 4 horses, 60
camels, 60 donkeys, 100
battle, 400 sheep and
goats and 15,000 date
palms.

Yftt^qul On the left bank, 5
hours be^^w Wuqbah.

2C0 houses of Banj
Ali.

Yanqul was one of the

chief places of the lYaba-
hinah^ during their

predominance in ’OiHsn
about 1600 A. D. Th^re

1

are 20 horses, 200 camels*
60 donkeys, 160 cattle

and 600 sheep and goats

;

palms number 2,000.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

Pida On the right bank, 2
miles below Yanqul.

200 houses of Bani i

Zid.

The date plantations of

Pida form a long but

narrow fringe in the

valley and contain 2,500

palms. There are 100
camels, 100 donkejsj 200
cattle and 300 sheep and
goats.

Dut

0^.3

On the right hank, 2

miles below Pida.

100 houses of Bidah
and Sa’idah.

There are date plantations

containing 1,000 palms.

Bhank Totto See article Dhank Town.

A mile or two below Dliank Town^ Wadi Dliank is joined on its

right bank by Wadi Abn Kurbah which has a sandy bed and

banks thickly clad with tamarisk. It also receives from the easfc^ at

some point below Dhank Town, a Wadi called Wadi-al-Jailah
^
in

the upper course of which is situated a village Khadal composed

of 100 houses of Jarawinah (Bani Kalban). Wadi Dhank then

continues on its way towards the Ruba^-al-Khali in which it is lost.

The total population of Wadi Dhank and its affluents is about 7,300

souls.

A considerable Arab tribe, who have their headquarters in the

Baraimi Oasis and inhabit its neighborhood
: practically the whole

Baraimi Oasis ^except the villages of Su^arah and Baraimi belongs to

them. They number perhaps 4,500 souls and are divided into 3 sections,

the baramikah who inhabit Hili, Ma^ataradh and Qatarah
; the

Jawabir who are confined to ’Ainj and the Bani Sa^ad

who own Jimi. In politics the Dhawahir are Hinawiyah j in religion

Muwalik. In summer all of them inhabit villages ; in winter the entire

community become Bedouins. They own large flocks of sheep and

many camels
;
they are charcoal-burners and carry theii* charcoal for sale

to the coast of Trucial 'Oman, and elsewhere, on their own camels. The

Dhawahir have probably little cultivation elsewhere than in Baraimi,

unless, as some assert, the Bani Sa^ad of Ghunah and Mad-hah in

DHAWA-
HIE
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Sliamailiyall belong to this tribe. Politically the Dhawahir of

Baraimi are subservient to the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi; to whom they even

pay tribute
;
and it is not unlikely that; if they were to avail them-

selves of their numerical superiority and of his assistance^ they might he

able to possess themselves of the whole oasis.

DSRU' ^ village in the ^Aridh district of Najd; memorable chiefly

MAH for the resistance w hich it offered to the Egyptian forces in 1818 and

for the severity with which it was treated after being taken by them*

Dhrumah appears to be situated about 35 miles to the south-east of

Barrah and about the same distance to the west-south-west of Riyadh.
It stands in a plain of some extent which receives the drainage of three

valleys from the western slopes of Jabal Tuwaiij^ ;
of these the northern-

most begins in Jabal Eharshah^ a portion of the Tuwaiq range adjoin-

ing Haisiyah
j

the middle one is Bodhah and the southernmost
is Saqtah ihiL*

. To the south-east and north-east of Dhrumah are

the Tuwaiq hdls; to the south-west is a sandy desert; and to the north-

west is a plain across which lies the route to Shaqrah in Washam.
The hollow in the Dhrumah plain down which passes the combined
drainage of the vaUeys &om Jabal Tnwaiq leaves the village of Dhrumah
on its right bank, but the date groves of the village are watered from,
wells in its bed

; from Dhrumah it trends east-south-eastwards^ traverses
Jabal Tuwaiq, and enters Wadi Hanifah a short way below Hair but
hear enough to that place to irrigate a portion of its date gardens.
Between Dhrumah and Hair^ at several miles from Dhrumah^ a village
called Mizahmiyah is passed upon the right bank; and several miles
further on another viUage, named Rodhah, also on the right bank^

;
the

lands of both these places are partly watered from the holloW; wHch as
it approaches Hair receives the name of Sail Hair yu. . Before
reaching Hair it is joined-^apparently from the left-by another
hoUow, called Maghrifiyah

^ from Jabal Tuwaiq. The route from
Dhrumah to Riyadh lies by Mizahmiyah and thence over the high
P on of Jabal Tuwaiq known as Abaljid

; the whole iommey
occupies about 12 hourS; and the latter tkee-fourths of the way
" y difficult. The way direct from Dhrumah to Hair lies over a

the distances a

tiansposes the positions of these villages, and yet another reducestne distances and makes them suburbs of Dhrumah.
'
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taore southern and less elevated j^art of Jabal Tuwaiq called Maghrifivah,

and the journey is ajpparently a longer one than that to Riyadh. These

are the routes used by travellers moving lightly or in fear of robbers ; but

a strong caravan with laden camels would, it is said, go by Hair, follow-

ing the natural valley which leads from Dhrumah to that place.

The following table gives the usual particulars of the villages of

Dhrumah; Mizahmiyah and Rodhah :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

Dhrumah See above. 300 Louses, viz.,

about 1.50 of Bani
Khadhir and on
tl e average about
25 each of ’Ani-
zah of the Ifqih-

ah section, Dawa-
sir of the Midbal
S'ction, Fadhul,
Mutair of the

Natisah (Braih)

section, Sabai’ of

the A1 ' Abdul
Aziz section,

Saliul and Bani
Tamim, The
main town is call-

ed Bilad ojAj, and

there are outlying
quarters or depen-
dent village's

known as Qasr-bin-
Shabjiil and
Wusaitah ,

There is a bazaar con-
taining a number of
shops. There is exten-
sive cultivation of
wheat and barley

;

different estimates of
the date palms average
30,000. Millet, lu-

cerne, melons and the
orninary fruits are also

grown. The wells are
11 to 18 fathoms in

depth. Livestock are
numerous. The Amir
or headman of the
village is at present
M aham mad-bin -*Abdul
’Aziz of the Nawasir
section of the Bani
Tamim.

Mizahmiyah
w

Do. 100 bouses, viz., 40
of Bani Tamim,
40 of inferhr
tiibes, and the

remainder *Ani-
zali and Dawa-
sir.

There are 6,000 date
palms, a few fruit
trees and the usual
cereals and lucerne.
The water level is the
same as at Dhrumah,
or not quite so deep.

Eodhah Do. 45 houses, viz,, SO
of ’Anizati and
15 of inferior

tribes.

Resembles Mizahmiyah,
except that date palms
are estimated at 4,000
and that water is at

10 fathoms.

This seems the most convenient place in which to refer to the torrent bed

of Abaljilat which, though not directly connected with Dhrumah,

adjoins it on the southward, being situated (apparently) in the hills of

Jabal Tuwai(l between Dhrumah and the HariqL district. It is

said to rise in the same neighbourhood as the Nisah tributary of Wadi
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Hanifali ;
but its direction must be different, for, after passing a

village called Jau-as-Saibani it runs southwards to Khashm-adh-

Dhib in the Hariq district, where it ends. Only in times of exceptional

flood does its water reach to Khashm-adh-Dhib.

The village of Jau-as-Saibamiis a poor and scattered one ; it ordinarily

consists of 40 houses of slaves only. Bani Tamiua, however, from

Dhrumah and Mizahmiyah, come here to cultivate in the cold weather.

There are no date trees and no lucerne, but wheat, barley, millet and

melons are grown. Water is at 4 fathoms from the ground level*

DHUFAR * The term Dhufar is properly used to describe the maritime plain on

Qj* the south coast of Arabia which extends, enclosed between the Samhan
district. hills and the sea, from Ras Risut eastwards for 30 miles to Khor Rori.

It is also used in a restricted sense to designate the villages of Hafah and

Salalah, which together contain two-thirds of the entire settled popu-

lation of the same plain. In a wider sense, however, as the name of a

district, Dhufar denotes the whole coastal tract, from and including the

village of Kharifot on the west to Ras Nus on the east, which is in the

possession of the Sultan of ''Oman and forms a separate district of the

'Oman Sultanate. It is in the last of these three meanings that the word

is employed in the present article; Dhufar Proper is dealt witb

separately under that title. The eastern and western limits of the Dhufar

district as just defined approximately coincide with those of the Qjtra

tribe.

district of Dhufar, as defined above, has a length west

by south and east by north of 134 miles and a maximum breadth inland,

In DhuSr Proper, of about 20 miles.

^hydcd greater part of the district does not merit

a detailed description
; it consists of barren hills at no great distance from

the sea, interrupted here and there by short insignificant valleys. The
only valley of importance is Wadi Raikut which reaches the coast at

Hasik and is said to have its head in the far interior. The hills, thopgh
in places iiiegular in direction and discontinuous, really form one range

* For Dhufar district, see map in Mrs. Bent’s Southern Arabia or in the Geo-
graphicaLJonrnal for August 1895. The Chart for Dhufar is No. lOB. For authorities
onihe district see article 'Omln Sultanate (first footnote).
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whicli is generally known by the name of Jabal Samhan. In two places

only does the range recede perceptibly from^ the coast
; one of these is

between Has Nus and Murbatj where a belt of low land 6 to 1 2 miles

broad, rocky and desolate in the extreme, but containing some hares and
gazelles besides a few date trees in a ravine towards Ras Nus, is left

between the hills and the sea ; the other is the plain of Dhufar Proper,

of which the extreme points upon the coast have been already mentioned.

Climate.—SHm.2i;ted. as DJiufar is on the shore of the Arabian Sea, its

seasons are regulated chiefly by the monsoons. The south-west monsoon,

which brings rain, ordinarily arrives about the 11th of June and is

sometimes preceded by 10 days by a severe gale from the south or south-

east. In December and January the air of Dhufar is pleasant and

salubrious.

InTiahitanis,—The two great tribes of the district are the Qaras, who
are found chiefly in the Samhan hills, and the A1 KathiT) who inhabit

the plain of Dhufar Proper and the hills also. The Qaras have a
language of their own and the A1 Kathir are believed to speak an Arabic

dialect which difPers considerably from that of the Persian Gulf. The
villagers are indolent agriculturists and like most town Arabs are timorous

and much addicted to tobacco. Other tribes known in Dhufar are the

Ja^afar and the Bait-al-Qalam of the former of whom there are

20, and of the latter a few households at llurbat ; Saiyids or Sadat oIoL-

and Mashaikh, both sacred classes, mostly settled at Murhat and Taqa;
the Hasarit or Hasrifc a Bedouin tribe who visit

-Murhat, but ordinarily inhabit a country said to lie three or four days^

journey to the east of Dhufar ; and the Harasis
,
a tribe of which

stray members are seen now and again in Dhufar, having come, it is

believed, from a long distance. A few Mahras and Hikman are found

at Murhat in Dhufar, and the district is adjoined on the west by Mahra
territory. Formerly there were a few Indian traders in Dhuf^*, now
there are none.

The blood-feud flourishes in Dhufar and is at times so prevalent

that two inhabitants can hardly pass one another without a Rabi^

or guarantor. This was particularly the ease in 1846, when frightful

anarchy prevailed and there was a general desire for British protection.

The condition of affairs has been somewhat ameliorated since lEe effective

occupation of Dhufar by the Sultan of 'Oman^ but population is said to

be still decreasing. The former julers of the countiy, whose ruined
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villages cover the plain of Dhllfar Proper, are called by the present people

the Minquv'i

Fo^mlaiion .—As will be apparent from the table at the end of this

article and from that in the article on Dhufar Proper, the population of

the whole district must be about 11^000 souls, composed as follows :

Settled inhabitants of Dhufar Proper . • . , • 3,000
Settled inhabitants of the remainder of the district . . , 1,500
Qara Bedouins 4,250
Al Elathir Bedouins 2,000
Other Bedouins (Hasarit, etc.) ...... 250

ToTiLL . 11,,000

CommtmieaUons and irans2:)ort.—Communication between Dhufar and
the outside world is hampered by various obstacles. The coast possesses

no large harbour and landing is generally difficult on account of surf,

though the bays of Murbat and Risut afford good anchorage for small

vessels in the north-east and south-west monsoons respectively. Practi-

cally no sea-going boats are owned in Dhufar, but there are about 40

HorisandlO Shashahs.

The plain of Dhufar could be crossed with field guns, but the track

along the coast which connects the j)lain with the Murbat anchorag^>

would be difficult for artillery. The paths in the Samhan hills become
altogether impassable in the rainy season. The Al Kathir and Qara
tribes possess many camels : other transport animals are scarce.

A land route connects Salalah in Dhufar with Adam in ^Oman
Proper, but it is an arduous one and the journey occupies about a month

;

water in some parts is met with only at intervals of two marches*

This route leaves Dhufar by W adi Jarziz, traverses the district called

Qatan behind Jabal Samhan, approaches the sea at Jazir and then bears

direct for Adam, passing on the way through a locality called Dhahr
. There is no direct route between Dhufar and Central Arabia.

T^ade^ 8%ip'pi%g and resources ,—There are no manufactures. By far

the most valuable export is frankincense from the Samhan hills, which is

mostly carried to Bombay in native boats. Other exports are hides, sheep-

skins, gums, bees' wax, bitter aloes, and at times ghi ; these also are for

the most part hill products. Imports are chiefly rice, sugar, jowari, dates

and dyed cloth from Bombay ; but small quantities of goods are brought
w

also from Aden and Makalla particularly tobacco from Makalla ; and

in summer a few traders in piece-goods visit Dhufar from Shihr

returning to their homes in the cold weather.
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One sea-going* boat wag formerly owned in Dhufar
; it was a Badan

whicli made voyages between Marbat and Makalla, but it has now
disappeared. Boats from Makalla^ Sur, Bahrain and Kuwait frequently

call at Dhufar to trade or to obtain provisions^ and business with

Bombay is canned on chiefly by means of boats belongingto Sur. Dhufar
merchants used occasionally to charter Indian Kutiyahs fiom Sind^ but

this is no longer done and trade is said to be falling off.

Boats from the Persian Gulf generally visit or pass Dhufar in Novem-
ber and December

) some return before the monsoon, but others better

linger till the Tadbirah or premonitory symptoms of the

monsoon in June, or even till the first blast of the monsoon itself.

These boats carry dates on their outward, and coffee on their return

voyage. The smaller craft of the coast about Masirah fish in fleets

along the shore towards Dhufar in winter and return home with the

current in March or April.

The inhabitants of Dhufar believe themselves independent of foreign-

trade, and think that they could subsist by their own cultivation and

flocks and herds if intercourse with the outer world were to be interrupted;

this is possibly true in regard to food, but a blockade would certainly

reduce them to great straits for clothing.

The products of the Dhufar district are described in the articles

on Dhufar Proper and Jabal Samhan. N o minerals of commercial value

are certainly known to exist, but an easily worked not very durable

building stone is quarried near Salalah.

Administration .—This remote district of the '^Oman Sultanate is ruled

by a Wali who is appointed from Duaan by the Sultto. The late

Wali, Sulaiman-bin-Suwailim, had been almost continuously absent from
Dhufar for 9 years before his death in 1907, and his duties were

carried on by a resident deputy-governor. The revenue derived from
sea-customs, amounts to $n,000 a year, or more, and there are taxes on
animals and a tax on agriculture ; the last, known as Zakat, is fixed at

of the gross produce and is estimated to bring in about $16,000 a year.

The taxes are mostly received in kind, and the late Wali was accustomed

to send the goods thus collected to an agent whom he maintained at

Bombay, where they were converted into cash. The revenue realised

only sufllces to cover the expenses of government and no surplus is ever

remitted to Masqat. The military force is fluctuating and consists

of 50 to ^00 ^Askaris or arnaed levies who are paid from the local

revenues ; at present the number is about 60 distributed between
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Murbat, Salalah, Hafah and Eisut. These levies are now mostly local

men^ not ^Omanis ;
in their number we have not inelndecl the personal

retinue of the deputy-governor in the Hisn.

To])ogTajphy .— The topography of the plain of Dhufar Proper and the

Samhan hills is given in the articles under those names ; the following

is an alphabetically arranged table of the principal features and places in

the remainder of the Dhufar district :

—

Kharifot On the coast 17
miles "west of

Ras Sajav.

A ravine and village

of 30 houses divided

from Eakbyut to the

east by the tract

called ISailikot. The
people are Qaras of

the ^amasah and
Ban! ’Isa sections.

Murbat

Nus (Ras and
Bandar)

uo' O'!)

On the coast A cape with a small

43 miles east- anchorage on the

north-east of east side of it formed
Murbat. by a concavity of the

coast and sheltered

from southerly and
westerly winds.

Qinqari On the coast 22 A small sandy hay,
miles east of 2| miles wide at the
Murbat. entrance and IJ

miles deep
; it is

sheltered from the
north and east hut
open to the south:
the soundings are
irregular from 8 to
26 fathoms.

There is a stream of
running water and,
at the mouth of the
ravine, a date grove.
The village is the
westernmost in the
Dhufar district.

There are 100 sheep
and goats ; no boats.

See article Murbait.

2 miles north of the
point which forms the
north end of the bay
is the tomb of Salih-

ibn-Hud

There are date tiees

and a good spring,
sufficient to supply 2
or 3 vessels in a
day. The^ popula-
tion^ consisting of
20 households of
Januabab, is poor
and nearly naked ;

they inhabit low
circular huts, built of
stone, date branches
and sea-weed, upon
the cape. They have
60 sheep and goats,
but no boats.

A limestone hill called

Jabal Qinqari with
veins of chalk and
gypsum overlooks the
bay ; it is 1,300 feet

high.
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Name. Position,

Rakhyut On tlie coast

miles west
Eas Sajar.

Nature.

13 A village of 60 or 70
of mud houses inhabit-

ed by Qaras of the
Bait ’Ak'ak, Bait
Hardan, Bait *Isa

and Bait Shamasah
sections ; it stands
at the mouth of a
ravine of the same
name and is sepa-

rated from Safqot
to the east hy a
mountainous ridge
scarped on the side

towards the sea.

Bemarfs,

The village stands on
the west side of a
creek, on the opposite

side of which is a

tower built by the
*Omani Wali of

Dhufar to keep off

the attacks of hostile

Maliras. Eakhyut
has increased consi-

derably in the last 20
years in consequence
of the expansion of the
frankincense trade.

Rakhyut is also called

Qamar and

occasionally Sa’duni

from the

name of a former
chief.

Risut * At the western
extremity of
DhxLfSr Pro-
per.

A bay facing the east

with a promontory
of the same name on
the south side of it.

The bay is about 1

mile broad by half a
mile deep. The
beach is sandy and
is divided from the

plain of Dlnifar
Proper by some
hundred yards
of low sea cliff. The
promontory is 200
feet high and 1 mile
broad at its base ; it

is covered with traces

of human occupation,

including a cemetery,
8 acres in extent.

Rori (Khor) At the eastern

extremity of

Dliu:^r Pro-
per.'

A remarkable lake or

inlet of the sea run-
ning a mile or more
inland ; it is the es-

tuary of "Wadi
Dirbat from Jabal
Samhan.

In the bay stands a
mud-built bazaar of

15 or 20 shops, con-

structed by the Wsli
of DhufSr and per-
manently occupied by
Dhufar traders. In
the trading season,

between March and
September, the num-
ber of shops in-

creases to 40 or 50.

A guard of 10 or 15
/Askaris is always
posted here. A tor-

rent bed reaches the

bay through a small
lagoon ; 1|- miles up
this ravine is a fresh

water spring. Boats
from Sur and
Masqat Town call

here, hut none belong
to the place. There
are 800 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

The inlet is divided
from the sea by a
sand bar over which
the water flows at
high tide. A pen-
insula, once fortified,

adjoins the east side

of the entrance. Re-
mains of ancient build-

ings surround the lake,

^ plan of the Risat anchorage will be found as an inset in Admiralty chatt Ko. 10 B.
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Kame. Position, Nature. Rbmares.

Sadah

j

Oq the coast east

of Murbat,
appireiitlj 20
miles or more
from that place
by land.

A small village on the
sea at the mruth of
a Wadi of the same
name. 'I’hereare 1 or
2 houses and about
20 caves, on both
sides of the valley,

inhabited by Qaras
of the Ahl ’Omr
section.

The Wali of Dhufar
formerly miintaioed
a post of 15 *Askaris
here, hut it has been
abolished : there are
a few store-houses.
The place depends
on the frankincense
trade. There are no
boats except from
other plrtces. Cattle
number 600 and goats
and sheep 1,000.

Safqdt On the coast fi

miles west of
Eas Sajar.

A small village said to
consist of 10 houses
of Jannabali

; it is

at the month of a
deep ravine which
here comes down
to the sea.

The people inhabit
caves in the sides of
the valley. They do
not recognise the
authority of the Wali
of DhufSr, but they
give no trouble.

Sajar (ESs)

(Also pronouBced
SSigar and
Saiyir.)

On the coast 32
miles we4-south-
west of Elsnt.

1

The largest, but not
the most striking
cape on the south-
ern coast of Arabia,
The sea around it is

very dt-ep. Qhe sum-
mit is 3,380 feet
above the sea, and
the bluff extremity
2,770 feet, bnt the
cape does not project
much from the niain
land. The eastern
side is not so high
as

^
the western,

owing to the strata
dipping to the east,
but it is perpendi-
cularly scarped. The
south-west side des-
ceuils in 3 or 4 grand
steps to the sea.

Eas SS.dar is a pait of
the Samban moun-
tains ; it consists of
white and grey lime-
stone. Its sides, where
not peipendioular, are
covered with trees, and
the plains at the tcp
with long grass. There
are caverns inhabited
by Jannabah. on
both sides, but chiefly
on the eastern. The
people are poor fisher-
men, about 20 in
number, owning a few
small, roughly made
Boris. The Govern-
ment of India in
1879 fl,xed this cape
as the boundary be-
tween the political jur-
isdictions of its officers
at Masqat and Aden:
the convenience of the
arrangement is now
open to question as
the Wali of Dhufar
bus e.-.tablished his
control at E-aUbjut 13
miles to the westward.
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Name. Position. Nature. E-ejiarzs.

Sailikot Between Bakhvut A stretch of coast. Here the highlands
and Khaiifot. fall back somewhat

fr')m the sea and
the ground descends

to the coast in long

shelves covered with

grass and trees.

Salah In the hills

eastwards of

Murbat, from
which it is said

to he distant

two days’ jour-

ney.

A Talley. This valley can only

be reached oti foot.

It contains 12 huts

of Qaras who own
150 cflttle and 200
sheep and goats and
import maize from
Murbat.

Salalah is the largest place in Dhufar : the second is Murbat which is

the principal port of the district.

DHUFAR*
jIrIs Qf jLaA

PROPER

Physical characterisiies.—'PhQ plain consists of miliolitic or freestone
deposits covered by a rich alluvium

; its elevation above the sea is trifling,

and it is famed among Arabs as the most fertile and favoured district

on the southern coast of Arabia, Numerous watercourses from the bilk

traverse the plain to the sea, and about a dozen of these, where they reach
the shore, form creeks of which the water is partially fresh; some are
well-wooded and grassy inland, and some are densely grown with
mangroves at the coast. Parts of the country are covered with a coarse
grass which dries up in winter, and in places there is a jungle of acacia.

Water is found everywhere at a few feet from the surface; the wells

• The map and chart for Dhnfar Proper are the same as for DhufSr District q, v.

2 a

Boundaries.—A. low-lying maritime plain in the Dhnfar Disti-iet,

to which it gives its name
; it is bounded by the sea on the south and the

Samhan hills on the north, and extends fi-om Risut on the west to Khor
Rori on the east. Its length is thus about 30 miles and its average
depth less than 6 miles.
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are from 5 to 20 feet deep. At its west end the plain ends in a

oAihcle-sac 100 feet above sea leYel^ behind a coast range of which the

Risnt promontory is a prolongation. At the east end it is connected

with IJIurbat by a narrow maritime x^latean which, from Khor Rori to a

point four miles short of Murbat, is 100 feet above the sea except at

breaches made by ravines. The coast from Taqa for 5 miles to the

westward consists of cliff about 100 feet high ;
and from that point as

far as Dahariz it is low and is skirted by a mangrove swamp half a mile

deep. There is generally a heavy surf upon the beach ;
and the lauding,

which is effected in catamarans, is ordinarily difficult or at least

unpleasant,

Population .—Prom the topographical table at the end of this article

it may be deduced that the fixed population of Dhufar Proper numbers

about 3,000 souls, and it will be seen that nearly all belong to the A1

Kathir tribe. The people, both nomads and non-nomads, wear their

hair long and collect it by a fillet round their heads ; Saiyids, however,

and the poorest classes have their heads shaved. The ordinary inhabitant

of Dhufar has only one garment, a dark-blue sheet six cubits long by

three broad, which forms a kilt by day and is his only bedding at

night.

Auriculture and animals.—The principal crops are bajri, maize,

millet, cotton, and a little wheat and sugar-cane. There are no

dates. Cocoanuts grow, but there is no surplus for export, Fjuits

are water and musk-melons, papai and a few plantains and mulberries.

Some tobacco is produced, but the quantity is insuflScieut even for local

consumption. Vegetables include bindis, and red pepper is grown;
biinjals are seen, but only in the Wali^s garden. Ploughs are not

in use; the ground is tilled with spade or hoe. The people own
camels, cattle, sheep and goats, but have no horses and few donkeys

;

the goats are of a peculiar and rather handsome variety known throughout

’Oman as Dhufar goats. Pish abound and acres of a small fish called

’Aid
,
resembling the sardine, may be seen drying near villages.

Gazelle, hysenas andjfoxes are met with where there is cover.

Administration.—Dhufar Proper is the only part of the LliiifSr

District which is efEectively controlled by the Wali. The late Wali had
his headquarters in the Hisn or fort upon the shore between
and Hafah, a country residence and fort at Rizat, and a house and
gardens at Hamran.
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Tomograph ?/,—The following are the principal x^laees in Dhiifar

Proper

'Auqad
oiy:

Name. Position. Nature

.

RtMi-BES,

The westernmost
village in Dhu-
far plain, 4
miles west of

Salalah, four
miles north-east
of Risut, and
about one mile
from the sea.

A village of about 75
occupied mud bouses
divided into two
quarters with an in-

terval of half a mile
between. The quar-
ter to the west is

*Auqad Bait Fadbil
and has 60 houses ;

the other is *Anqad
Bait Marhun which
has now only 15 oc-

cupied houses. The
quarters are named
fi’om the sections of
the A1 Esthir
tribe who inhabit
them.

The inhabitants culti-

vate maize and hajri
and collect frankin-
cense. The water-
supply is from weUs
two or three fathoms
deep. There are no
boats. Cattle number
about 600 and sheep
and goats the same.
Midway between
Salalah and ’Auqad
a stream beginning in
a fresh water spring
runs down with a zig-

zag course to the sea ;

its banks are marshy
and abound in water-
fowl. Half a mile
north of ’Anqad are

the ruins of a fort.

Bilad
olb

or
Balad-al-Qadimah

or
Balaid

On the coast

f a mile east

of Hafah, from
which it is divi-

ded by cotton
fields and gro-
ves of cocoanut
palm.

A ruined site covering
an area two miles in

length by 600 yards
in breadtli. The
fortified portion of

the ancient town, at

its east end, stretch-

ed for 1,240 yards
along the sea, had a
depth inland of 500
yards and was en-

^oircled on the three
.landward sides by a
great ditch of fresh
water. The citadel

at the north-west
corner of this quarter
still rises 30 feet

above the plain.-

The ruins of the
unfortified part of
the town are exten-
sive but insignifi-

cant.

The ruins contain many
sculptured remains,
some Muhammadan,
some possibly pre-
Islamitic- : among the
former, near the
north-east corner of
the ruins, is the
marble tombstone,
admirably preserved
and bearing the date
710 A. H., of Malik
Ibrahim-bin-Mudhaf-
far, who according to
tradition was the first

Arab ruler of Dhufar.
Not far from Bilad is

the shrine of'Abdul-

lah-as-Samiri dJJ!

t5yeUJ| a. saint from
Malabar, whose inter-

cession is sought in
the time of drought.
To the north and east
of Bilad is an accaoia
jungle containing
gazelle and foxes.

^ A full 4esciiption of the ruins of Bilad^ with drawings, will be found in an article
by Dr. Carter in the transactions of the Bombay Geographical Society for 1846.

^ a a
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Name. Position. Nature. BeMARKS.

Dahai-iz On the coast, 4
miles east o£
Hafah.

Village of 100 mud
and stone houses of

the A1 Fadhil and
other sei'tions of the

A1 Kath-ir. The
place is in a ruinous
c«'nditi<»n. On the
west side are cotton
fields atid a grove of

coooanut palms.

The people are fisher-

men and cultivators

:

there are 10 small
fishing boats, 1,000
cattle and 300 sheep
and goats. Dahariz
was once the capital

of Dhuf&r.

Hafah

S3^

About 2 miles

east oF Salaiab.
on the coast,

along which it

extends, quarter
of a mile.

Village of 150 houses
of stone and mud ;

some however are

uninhabited. About
25 families are low
caste fishermen ; the
rest are Al Kathir
Arabs of the Shana-
firah section.

There are a few cocoanut
gardens. There are

no manufactures.

HamrSn About 12 miles
east of SalaLah.
and two miles

from the sea.

House and gardens,
with a spring and
watercourse, winch
belonged to the late

"W ali of Dhufar.

Fruit, tobacco and vege-

tables are grown here

by Bayasirah culti-

vators, ini migrants
from ’Oman.

Hisn About 100 yards
from the beach
at a point half

a mile west of

Hafah and 1|
Boutl'-eabt of

Salalabi*

The principal fort in

DhufSr of the
Suita o of ^Oman :

it was built several

years ago by the
W ali Sulaiman,
covers about an acre

of ground, and con-
fa ns a substantial

three-storey *-d build-

ing. The entrance
is on the east side.

Outside the fort is a

small enclosed bazaar

of 6 shops near
which are a few huts.

Bizst

Ofjy

About eight miles

east of Salalab.
and one and-a-
h-ilf miles from
the sea.

A fort built by the late
V^ all of Dnufar and
garrisoned by 10
levies. Near by are
some 10 mud houses
inhabited by culti-

v^to's of the late

Wali*8 gardens, who
are Al Kathir.

The lands are irrigated

by a water-course
from a Wadi of the
same name.

Rrbftt

Jc-.J

Two miles north-
east of Salalah.
and one-aml-a-
half iniies from
the sea.

A deserted site with
standing columns,
et'. The remains
cover many acres,

hot are not appa-
rently very ancient.

There was a small vil-

lage here as latt^ly as

1844, but it ha-‘ since

been abandoned on
account of the depre-

datijms of the hill

Qaras.
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Nacne. PositlOD. Natare.
1

Eemaek®.

Salalah
dJliU

See article Salalah.

Taqa The easternmost A Tillage of , about The mountains here

village in the 20 mud huts and come down close to

Dliufar Proper * one stone building,

chieflv inhabited by

tlie sea and make a

two miles west pleas ni^ background.

of Khor Pori Ma’ashani Qaras Tuere aie many anci-

and 20 miles ' There are three or ent remains, standing

west of Mur- * fonr families of cohiinns, stone sarco-

bat.

1

Sbarifs and a few

1 of Mashaikb ; tLe>e
‘ latter classes act

as mediators and
go-betweens to the

Bedouins, among
whom their persons

are sacred, and they

take chaige of the

flocks and herds of

Bedouins while in

the plains.

phagi, etc.

A coast village of the Kas-al-Khaimah District in Trncial ^Oman,

situated 1 mile south of Bai’ah on the western shore of a sandy hay

which is 6 miles in breadth and open from north-north-east to east;

it is connected by a route^ which runs vid the Qaliddi pasS; with Kas-al-

Khaimah Town on the other side of the ’Oman Promontory. Dibah is

the frontier village, in this part, of Sharjah ; Bai’ah, the next to the

north, divided from Dibah merely by a small Wadi coming down to the sea,

belongs to the Ruus-al-Jibal district of the ’Oman Sultanate. Bai’ah

is ordinarily included under the name Dibah ;
but it is really distinct

from Hisn-ad-Dibah or Dibah proper and should not be confounded with

it. Dibah is held as a fief by Eashid-bin-Ahmad, a first cousin of the

Shaikh of Sharjah; he resides in the place and is described as Wali

:

the neighbouring village of Wamm is subject to his administration, and

he receives the Zakat on dates from the village of Muhtarqah in Wadi-

al-Qaliddi. The population of Dibah may be about 1,0UO souls: there

are 100 houses of the peasant class called Bayadir, 50 of the ’Awanat

tribe, 1 5 of Naqbiyin and 10 of Sharqiyin. To the south of the place

are extensive date plantations containing, it is estimated, about 10,000

palms* The water is good and the wells about 4 fathoms deep. Live-

stools axe ^0 camels, 50 donkeys and 700 sheep and goats.

DIBAH
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BIBAI

PRINCI-
PALITY*

DIBAI

TOWN

An independent Arab principality on tlie coast of Trncial ’Oman;

its political position is ex^Dlained in tlie article on that country, Dibai is

situated between the Shaikhdoms of Sharjah on the north and Abu

Dha'bi on the souths meeting Sharjah on the coast at Abu Hail which

lies partly on one side of the border and partly on the other^ and Abu

Dhabi at Khor Ghanadhah, a creek described in the article on the Abu

Dhabi Principality; which runs inland for many miles and divides the

principalities one from the other. Jabal-al-’Ali
; the only hill

on this coast; is in Dibai territory ; it is ^20 feet high; flat-topped; and

lies 19 miles south-west of Dibai Town and 4 miles inland; being

separated from the sea by a strip of low desert. It is often called

Jabail ,t

Inland the extent of the influence of the Shaikh of Dibai is doubtful.

The village of Hajaraiu; 50 miles south-east of Dibai Town in Wadi

Hatta, at the present time recognises him as overlord
;
but the origin

of the connection is exceptional; and the place must be regarded as an

isolated dependency; for there are villages nearer to Dibai Town which

do not acknowledge the Shaikh^’s authority.

Besides Dibai Town and the village of HajaraiU; the latter being

merely a distant protectorate; the only permanently inhabited place in the

principality is Jumairah
, a coast village about 3 miles south-west

of Dibai Town ; it consists of 45 date branch huts and is inhabited by

Bani YaS; Manasir and mixed tribes who are all fishermen and own

among them 5 camels; 60 donkeyS; 45 cattle and ^00 sheep and goats.

None of the Bedouin tribes are expressly attached to Dibai; and the

only recognised subjects of the Shaikh are accordingly the inhabitants

of Dibai Town; of Jumah-ah and of Hajaraiu. The trade; shipping, etc.,

of the principality are simply those of the capital.

The Shaikh maintains about 100 retainers armed with Martini rifles,

and about 1,500 of his ordinary subjects are reported to be similarly

armed. There are no customs at Dibai Town, but the revenues of the

principality are said to amount to |51,400 a year, largely derived from the

pearl fisheries.

The capital and only town of the principality of the same-name i

it is situated on the coast of Trucial ’Oman, 7 miles south-west of the

^ For authorities, maps, cliarts, etc., see first footnote to article TruciarOrnSn*

t A lepresentation of this hill will he.found in Chart No..2373^^2837-Ai
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town o£ Sharjah and 79 miles north-east of the town of Ahu Dhabi.
At sea 20 miles to the west-south-west of Dibai town is ^Alaiwi^ the

easternmost and nearest of the Persian Gulf pearl banks.

Dibai stands on both sides of a creek, with a shallow and difficult

entrance, which extends for some miles beyond the town in a south-

easterly direction ; there is a small quay for vessels able to go inside.

The town consists of 8 main quarters : of tlriese the principal is Dairah

, which stands on a tongue of land about SO feet high on the north-

east side of the creek between it and the sea, and has a date grove a mile

in extent behind it. Dairah contains about 1,600 houses^—inhabited by

Arabs, Persians, Baluchis and others,—and the main bazaar of 350 shops.

The other two quarters, Shandaghah and Dibai proper, lie on the

south-west side of the creek, Shandaghah being the nearer to the sea.

Shandaghah is the residence of the Shaikh of the Abu Dhabi Principality

and contains some 250 houses all occupied by Arabs ;
Indians are not

allowed to establish themselves here. Dibai proper contains about *200

houses and 60 shops, also the principal mosque and some ruins said to be

those of a Portuguese fort ; the Indians are all collected in this quarter.

^ Perry boats ply between Danah and Dibai proper^ and on Fridays the

crossing is free to inhabitants of Dairah who go to worship in the Jami^

mosque. There is good water at Dibai in wells from 5 to 80 feet deep.

The town was once walled, but the wall is now in ruins
;
on the landward

side, however, are a number of towers of defence.

The population of Dibai town, in all about 10,000 souls or rather

more, consists of the following elements : Bani Tas of the Al Bu Falasah

and Sabais sections, 440 houses ; Al Bu Mahair, 400 houses ; mixed

tribes, chiefly Arabs and including MazarP and natives of Bahrain
and Kuwait, 400 houses ; Persians, from various districts of Persia, 250

houses ; Sudan, 250 houses ; Baluchis, 200 houses ; natives of the Hasa
Oasis, 50 houses ; Marar, 30 houses ; and Shwaihiyiii 10 houses. Nearly

all of these are Sunnis of the Maliki sect. There are also 67 settled

Hindus and 23 Khojahs, British subjects, inclusive of w^onen and

children, and in the pearl season about 20 other Hindus visit the place.

.

Date trees number about 4,000, but the yield is scanty : the only other

Cultivation is a littlei lucerne. Dibai town is reckoned to possess 1,650

camels, 45 horses, 380 donkeys, 430 cattle and 960 goats. About 335

pearl boats, 50 fishing boats and 20 seagoing vessels, the last being

chiefly Sambuks and Badans, belong to the place, and 10 to 12 boats

are built annually.

The trade of Dibai is considerable and is rapidly exj>anding, chiefly in

consequence of the enlightened policy of the late Shaikh, Maktum-bin-
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DILAM
or

DAILAM

encamp, however, near the BagMad-Karbala road about Mahmudiyah *

They are closely connected with the Zubaid and would probably act with

them in case of war.

A small port situated on the coast of the Liravi District in Persia,

but not forming part of it administratively ; it lies about 85 miles north-

north-west of Bushehr Town and a similar distance east-north-east of

the bar of the Shatt-al-^Arab.t Dilam stands upon a low coast which

extends north and south and consists of a strip of rocky land raised 10 to

15 feet above the sea-level, having swamps behind it that run inland for

several miles. Half a mile to the south of the place is a little cultivation

with some trees ;
and to the eastward is a plain containing a few villages

dependent on Dilam. A square fort stands in the middle of Dilam, and

li miles to the north-eastwards is the fort of Tanub, again mentioned

beloW; which protects the water-supply.

Ancloroge,—The anchorage for vessels, about miles off the shore,

is sheltered from the Shamal and partially from the Qaus ]
the bottom

is of soft mud and the depth of water 4 fathoms : native craft lie close

to the beach in a creek in the mud-flats. Landing is difficult because

of the mud, and cargoes are loaded and unloaded by means of donkeys.

Inlialitants,—The population amounts to about 1,500 souls and is

entirely Shfah
;

all the people are Persian-speaking, but about one-third

of them can talk Arabic also. Some are cultivators in the surrounding

Liravi District, others sailors or fishermen, and the remainder merchants

or shop-keepers. Their houses are erections of sun-dried brick without

an upper storey. The population seems to be decreasing as there are

now about 100 unoccupied and ruinous houses. A number of recent

emigrants from Dilam have settled at Fao in Turkish ’Iraq*

Itemmes.—The resources of the place are inconsiderable. Drinking

water is scarce and indifferent ; it is brought from Tanub. About SO

horses, 40 mules, 200 donkeys, 160 cattle and 500 sheep are owned by
the inhabitants. There are 10 Bums, 10 Mashuwahs and 20 small fishing

boats.

* For information about the Dilaim, see Gazetteer of Baghdad (1899), pages 134-5

and 190.

t It would seem natural to identify Dilam with the Mahtuban of the toediseval

Arab geographers j but Mr. Le Strange, the best authority, identifies it with Siniz. See

his Lands ofthe Eastern Caliphate. Vide also footnote to article LirSTL
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Trade,—Dilamis the port o£ the wheat-growing district of Behhehaii^

and to this circumstance it owes such trade as it enjoys. Oversea traffic

is principally with Bushehr hut also^ to limited extent^ with Kuwait,

Bahrain and ]y[as<^at. The chief exi)orts are wheat;, barley, straw,

insoluble gum, linseed, ghi and dried figs ; imports include rice, coffee,

sugar, tea, pepper, turmeric, dried limes of ISIasqat origin, and kerosine

oil. The bazaar contains 90 shops. Ordinary Persian coin, mostly

Qrans, is current. The standard of weight is a local Man of 14 lbs. 8| oz.

English
;
there is also a Hashim Man of 16 ordinary local Mans or

lbs. English.

Communications .—The route from Dilam to Zaidan (21 miles) and

thence to Behbehan Town (22 miles) has been recently described,^ and

a coast route connects Dilam with Rig, 54 miles distant on the one side,

and with Hindiyau Village at 27 miles on the other. Both of these

routes are suitable for pack carriage and neither presents any serious

difficulties.t Postal communication with Bushehr is by courier, and

there is a post in each direction every week. Dilam is a station on the

Persian Government’s branch telegraph-line from Burazjan to Ahwaz

;

it. is intermediate between the Rig and Behbehan Town stations.

Administration .—Dilam is ruled by two local Khans (at present

‘’Abdul Husain and ’Ahdur Riza, brothers) , who are under the authority

of the Governor of the Gulf Ports 5 the Khans, who defer considerably

to Saiyids and Mullas, dispose of criminal matters, and civil causes are

settled by the Qazi and Mullas. J The general revenue of Dilam is

inconsiderable, being farmed by the Khans from the Governor of the

Gulf Ports for 1,250 Tumtos a year, but, since the establishment of

a post of the ImiDerial Persian Customs, the sea customs have yielded

a substantial return. The Khans previously farmed the sea customs for

12,000 Qrans per annum; since direct management was instituted they

have been receiving compensation at the rate of 500 Qrans annually,

while the duties collected by the customs in 1905 amounted to 60,000

Qrans. The people of Dilam are fairly well armed with Martini rifles

and revolvers : there is about one rifle to every house.

* Vide a report by Lieutenant C. H. Gabriel, I.A., in the records of the Intelli-

gence Branch, Simla.

See Houtes in Persia, I, Ko. 21. A route from B'ushelir, to Dilam has

recently been described by Col. Bailward, R.P.A.

J Before the end of 1906 the Khans were removed by the Governor of the Gulf
Ports who proceeded to appoint an outside nominee : itds impossible to say whether this

innovation will become permanent#
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Dependencies ,—Two small places in the neighbourhood dependent on

Dilam aie the following:

—

Name, Posit loa. Houses and inhabitants. BrbUABEB.

’Amiri 6 miles uortb-east

of Dilam on the

ro-ite to Behbe-
ban.

i

60 rand huts of

Lurs and 1 or 2 of

Arab Saiyids.

The village stands on slightly

rising ground. Some grain
is ciilnvoted. There are a
tew ht rses and about 200
sheep ; also 2 wells of

brackish water.

Tanub li miles north-east

of Dilam.

1

Half a dozen huts?

of cultivators who
are dependents of

a Saiyid of Dilam.

There is a little cultivation

and a small fort built by
a Saivid, as an act of merit,

to protect the water-supply

of Diiam which is at *this

place and was formerly liable

to be seized by enemies.

The capita] and administrative centre of the Kharj district of

Southern ITajd, and itself sometimes loosely called Kharj ; it is

situated about 50 mfles south by east of Riyadh and perhaps 35 miles

east-north-east of Hautah town.

Dilam is walled and is said to consist of three wards styled respect-

ively Samhan Suq and Tuwalah ^ There is a

fort within the walls occupied by Ibn Sa^ud^s representative; and

some of the ordinary houses of the place have upper storeys
;

but

the principal mosque is a mean construction in the poor Wahhabi style

of architecture. There is one large school; the Madrasah Shaikh
Makhdhub besides a number of small ones. The population of

Dilam is about 1;500 souls; there are 100 houses of ^ Aid; 60 of Bani

Tamlni; 20 of Dawasir; 20 of Sabai ^ and 100 of inferior tribes.

Reports agree in describing the date groves of Dilam as extensive

and as containing between 10,000 and 15,000 palms. Wheat and maize
are grown and even a Httle rice

; there are also citrons, grapes, lemons,

figs, pomegranates, melons and lucerne. Irrigation is from weUs of good
water, 6 to 8 fathoms in depth, and from the Farzan rivulet described

in the article on Eharj. Livestock are estimated at 600 camels, 100
donkeys and 300 cattle, there are few horses or none. The bazaar

contains about 30 shops, supplied with piece-goods and sundries from
RarSa and with coffee from Yaman vid DEantah.
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Dilam is at present governed in the name of the Wahhabi Amir bv
one Hasan, a Y amani of the Qahtan tribe, specially appointed by Ibn
Sa^ud. He is not a local man, but he has with him at Dilam about *20

households of his relations and personal dependents.

In the Eastern Hajar of the ’Oman Sultanate : a valley which rises

in a Saih or desert plain to the north of the Baldan-al-Masakirah division

of Sharqiyah and, running northwards, joins Wadi Tayin on the right

bank at the village of Sidafl. The following are the villages of Wadi
Dima in descending order from its head to Sidafi :—Dairah

(70 houses), Samut (50 houses), Ghamsah
( 60 houses),

Oaiyah (150 houses). Hail Jia. (20 houses), Qutaifi. lyulaS

(40 houses), Barkyat oU jj (60 houses), Ahla il^I (20 houses),

Samhan (50 houses), Hisn (180 houses), Harrah sjU.

(20 houses), Qabsah (10 houses), "Auf '-iy (80 houses) and
Hajh' jiU (100 houses). AU the villages ai-e on the left bank
except Dairah, Harrah and 'Auf -which ai’e on the right bank and Hajir

which is on both sides
j the inhabitants, some 4,500 souls, all belong

to the Bani Shahaim except those of Hajir who are Bani RuWEliah,
Hajir is within sight of Sidafi. Livestock are estimated at 350 camels,

550 donkeys, 600 cattle and 2,500 sheep and goats, dis-tributed approxi-

mately in proportion to the size of the villages. Date palms number
about 50,0ii0, of which the majority are at Hisn (10,000), Qaryah
(9,000) and Barkyat (8,000).

A small -rillage in the Qra’all district of the Kuwait Principality,

situated on a low bank of sand about 200 yards from the sea and 6 miles

east-south-east of Kuwait Town. The village belongs to the ’Awazim,
contains 25 houses, and is inhabited in the cold weather only. In the
hot weather the people find employment at the pearl fisheries or in the
date gai-dcns on the Shatt-al-’Arab. The inhabitants have only 1 or 2

Horis ; they fish principally by means of Hadhrahs or tidal weirs

upon the beach. A few donkeys and some pordtry belong to the village.

There are a number of wells but only a few hold water, which is

brackish and hardly more than sufficient for the requirements of the
village. There is no recognised headman, and the Shaikh of Kuwait
deals direct with the village thi'ough -the first inhabitant whose presence

he can secure.

DIMA
(WADI)

DIMNAH
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The houses of Dimnah are typical of the country about Kuwait and

may therefore be described. They consist of a single room each with a

floor-space of 30 feet by 10 feet. The walls are of mud^ 4 feet higt^

and support a gable roof, 7 feet high at the ridge, of light rafters and

Basrah reeds covered with date-leaf matting. The door is low, and

there is no window. A fireplace and a slightly raised stand for coffee

pots, constructed of mud, occupy one end of the apartment.

DIWANI-
YAH

«e

QADHA

A division of the Sanjaq of the same name in the Wilayat of

Baghdad, in Turkish ^Iraq.

Position and loundaries ,—The Qadha of Diwamyah is situated upon

the Euphrates between Hillah and Samawah^ chiefly, if not entirely,

upon the left or eastern bank. It is bounded on the east by the Qadba

of Hai in the Basrah Sanjaq of Muntafik
;
on the south by the Qadha

of Samawah ;
on the west by that of Shamiyah ;

on the north-west

by that of Hillah i
and on the north by the Qadha of Kut-al-Amarah

in the Baghdad Sanjaq.

Pornography and tribes .—The only places of size in the Qadha are the

town of Diwamyah, described elsewhere under its own name, and the

Dagharah and ^Afaj settlements of which mention is made in the article

on the Dagharah canal
;
to these may be added the village of Fuwwar

referred to in the article on the Euphrates.

The following (apart from the Dagharah tract, the article on which

may be consulted] are the Muqata^ahs or tracts of which the Qadha is

composed and the tribes that inhabit them :

—

Tracts,

^Abrah
Ul

Dajjah

Jalihah

Tribes,

Farahinah.

Abu 'Alaiwi, Sindan and Ziyad.

Jalihah.

Kharkharah Same as Dajjah.

Muradiyah A1 Bu Husain,

Nakhailah A1 Bu Rishah.

Further information about tribes will be found in the article on the

Dagharah canal, the whole of the tract watered by which is situated

in this Qadha.
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Population ,—The total fixed population of the district is estimated at

50;000 soulsj of whom all are Muhammadans and all (except about 500

Sunnis at Diwaniyah Town) are Shfahs.

DateS; wheat, barley and rice are cultivated, and the

usual animals are owned. According to the latest Turkish official

statistics the date palms in the Qadha number 100,000.

Administration ,—Diwaniyah being the Markaz Qadha in the Sanj^

of the same name has no Qaim-Maqam, but is personally governed by the

Mutasarrif resident at Diwaniyah Town, who is also in direct chai-ge

of the Markaz Nahiyah or subdivision likewise called Diwaniyah. There

are 3 other Nahiyahs in the district, viz,, "Afaj (3rd class), Budair^^oj (1st

class) and Dagharah (1st class)
; the Mudirs of the first and last of these

are stationed at the villages bearing the same names which are described

in the article on the Dagharah canal, and the Mudir of the second has

his headquarters at a place called Budair. The town of Diwaniyah is

the chef‘lieu of the whole Qadha.

The chief town of the Sanjaq of the same name in Turkish 'Iraq; it

stands upon the Euphrates about 65 miles below Hillah Town and 75

miles above Samawah Town by the com*se of that river, and it consists of

two portions upon opposite banks united by a boat-bridge of nine pontoons,

Diwaniyah has now, in consequence of the drying up of the reach of the

Euphrates on which it stands, nothing to recommend it as an

administrative centre except its central position in the Sanjaq. Upstream

as far as the boundary of the Hillah Qadha and downstream as far as

Rumaithah, agriculture has ceased for want of water ; and the villages,

though many of them are still standing, are practically deserted. At the

town itself the pontoons composing the boat-bridge may sometimes be

seen reposing upon dry sand.

The main quarter of Diwaniyah, about 4 of the whole, half

composed of brick-built houses and including the Sarai or govern-

ment offices and the barracks, is upon the left bank of the river bed ;

the right bank quarter consists altogether of houses of sun-dried brick.

The town is open and undefended except by a ruinous wall on the left

bank : the open desert surrounds it on every side.

The population does not exceed 4,000 and is decreasing. It consists

almost entirely of Arabs, of whom all but 150 are Shi'ahs : there are also

some 50 Turks, 45 Jews, 30 Persians, and half a dozen Christians. There

^re two* public baths.

DIWANI
YAH

TOWN
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The trade of the place^ which has dealings with Najaf and Baghdad

as well as with Basrah, is insignificant and is confined to the export of

ordinary agricultural and pastoral produce and to the import of a few

common articles. Even this small degree of trade depends largely on the

still flourishing settlements upon the Dagharah eanal^ some way to

the north-east, and on properties of the Dairat-as-Saniyah at some

distance off. The town itself has only a few date trees, and for supplies

it depends upon outlying places connected with it. There are about 200

ordinaiy shops, besides eight cafes, four Khans or caravansarais and four

^Alwahs or grain stores. For eight months in the year the Euphrates

river is dry and the inhabitants get their drinking water from wells,

which are fortunately sweet.

The Turkish Government had some difficulty in compelling the chief

officials of the Diwaniyah Sanjaq to remove from Hillah, where they had

established themselves, to their proper headquarters here; indeed this

measure was not successfully enforced until about 12 years ago. Among

the civil officers is a Mamur of the Public Debt Department. The mili-

tary garrison of Diwaniyah consists nominally of one battalion of regular

infantry and three guns
;
but three of the four infantry companies are

generally on duty in the district, collecting revenue, etc., and the normal

garrison is only about 80 men. Perhaps 100 Eadifs can be called up

at Diwaniyah, which is the headquarters of the 3rd battalion of the 86th

Radif regiment. Diwaniyah is connected with Hillahby a double line of

telegraph and with Samawah by a single line. The town is constituted

as a municipality.

DIYALAH the Persian frontier north-east of

jJbo
Bagh^d City, lies outside the scope of the Gazetteer except at its

mouth, which opens into the Tigris at a point 10 miles south-east of

Baghdad in a direct line and over 20 miles distant from it by river.

Just above the confluence the banks of the Diyalah are united by a boat-
bridge of 16 pontoons divided into four- sections, which are connected by
planks; each boat is 82 feet long, 12 feet wide, 6 feet deep and flat

bottomed. Except at the bridge, where the approaches though i-amped
are difficult for wheels, the banks (in this part of the Diyalah) are
mostly precipitous and rise about 30 feet above the stream. For two
miles from the bridge on the left hank the country is much cut up
by water channels, and beyond this again the conntry is open desert-
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cultivable but uncultivated—in all directions. At tbe end of the bridge

on tbe right bank are about 30 huts and on tbe left bank 15 : these

compose a small village called Diyalah which is inhabited by mixed

tribeS; chiefly Zubaid of the Al Bu Khattab section. From the begin-

ning of December to the middle of April the Diyalah is navigable by
native craft as far as the town of Ba^qubah^ but during the rest of the

year, partly in consequence of the water drawn off by important canals, it

is a shallow stream of no consequence. The Diyalah apparently serves as

a boundary between the Baghdad and ^Aziziyah Qadhas.

The Diz river rises in the mountains of South-Western Persia in the

vicinity of Burujird, enters ^Arabistan at a point about 15 miles north

of Dizful Town, and joins the Kariin exactly at Band-i-Qir.

Coune and, general After passing the town of Dizful

on its left bank, it being here a swift and not very deep river but partially

obstructed by rocks, the Diz runs for about miles to the south-west;

in this reach its bed is broad and shingly, the stream flowing in

several channels, and a number of small canals take off on either bank,

especially on the left bank where there is a tract of heavily irrigated

country.

At about 11 miles below Dizful Town the Diz is joined on its

right bank by the Balarud and near the same place it changes its direc-

tion to south-south-east
; 11 or 12 miles further on it passes the village of

^Abdush Shah upon its left bank, and 3 or 4 miles beyond 'Abdush ^hah

it receives the perennial ^Ajirub stream as a tributary upon that side.

At a place about 30 miles south-south-eastwards in a direct line from

Dizful Town the Diz leaves the village of Dih Nau upon its left
j and

several miles further on it reaches Ktit Bandar virtually the upper

limit of navigation, at which point a rocky ridge not more than a hundred

feet high, with a north-westerly and south-easterly direction, is pierced
w

by the river in its course : this ridge is named Umm-al-’Ayai ,

A couple of miles before arriving at Kut Bandar a place Lim (or Ilm)

Kathir, which is only about 16 miles south-west of Sbushtar Town, is

passed on the left bank ; a left-bank tributary known as the Shureh

, which may perhaps be identified with the Kaunak stream,

enters the river immediately above Lim Kathir, and a small right-bank

DIZ
RIVER

or
AB-I-DIZ
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affluent called the Mukhaibat ‘of which the source is not

known, falls into it just above Kut Bandar.

From Kut Bandar the Diz continues its south-south* easterly course

to within 10 miles or less of the rig'ht bank of the Karun above

Wais^ w^hen it swerves to the north-east and enters the Karun at the

confluence of its Shatait and Gargar branches
; before turning north-

eastward it is joined on its right bank by the Shaur river, the most

important of its tributaries, in two channels which are described

in the article under the name Shatir. For some distance above Kut

Bandar, and below that place for the whole way to Band-i-Qir, the

course of the Diz is serpentine in an extraordinary degree ; thus Kut
Bandar, which in a straight line is only about 25 miles from Band-i-Qir,

is distant from that place by river no less than 85 miles. To speak

generally, the Diz is swifter, shallower and (above Kut Bandar) more

broken up by obstacles than the Karun,

The average fall of the Diz appears to the eye to be more rapid than

that of the Shatait or Gargar. It cuts its way through an alluvial

plain between steep banks which rise 10 to 20 feet above flood level and

outside of which there is no marked valley or river basin. - The banks are

frequently several hundred yards apart at bends, and the re-entrant

curves are occupied by low deposits of mud overgrown with scrub. Prom
about 20 miles south of Dizful Town to within about the same distance

of its junction with the Karun the course of the Diz lies in a belt of

brushwood, not usually more than 2 or 3 miles wide and in places less,

frequently broken by gaps through which glimpses are caught of limitless

plains. Trees from 30 to 40 feet in height are scattered through this

jungle, yet there is no wood fit for use except as firewood : the principal

trees and shrubs are the Gharab or Euphrates poplar, the Sarim, the

tamarisk, the liquorice bush, and a sort of blackberry. Fuel for the

steiimers on the Kflrun, for the towns of Shushtar and Wasiri, and to a

certain extent for Dizful Town is obtained from this tract.

The climate of the Diz country is undoubtedly much more humid than
that of ^Arabistan generally, and in spring there is abundant pasturage

upon both sides of the river. Fuel and fodder are obtainable, and the

Arabs of the neighbourhood own numbers of buffaloes, cattle, sheep and
goats. On the left bank immediately above Kut Bandar there is much
unirrigated cultivation of wheat and barley.

Ifrigation ^—At all seasons of the year the Diz is of a darker colour

than either the Gargar or Shatait ; it assumes, when in flood, a deep red

hue near Dizful Town and one verging on chocolate at Band-i-Qire
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Tlie proportion of silt carried is about the same as in the Karlin . In
^Arabistan the Diz is hardly utilised for irrigation except in the react
immediately below Dizful Town, where the leyel of the country on
either side is not much higher than that of the stream. The following
is a list of the xmncipal canals which tap the Diz in the Dizful District,

but their exact relative positions and the spelling of some of the names
are uncertain -

Might Bank,

Qanat Sinjar.

Nahr QaTeh Tuq.

„ Shuhan.

,, Shakhak.

,, Zawiyeh Bakhtiyari.

„ Shaikh.

,5 „ Kalantarha.

,, Bunwar Nazir.

„ Khwajeh Husain.
Jateh*

Left Bank.

Qanat Shahabad.

„ Siyah Mansur (watering
Siyah Mansur village).,

„ Bunwar Shami.

„ Kumish Hajiyan.

„ ,, Muminaii
Clanat-i-Gavdul (with head at

Dizful Town).

I „ Bagh Gazir.

„ Hammam Kinar Ab (not

used for irrigation).

,, Hammam Pilleli (also not
used for irrigation).

Nahr Bagh Saiyid.

„ Khan.
„ Ilyasi. .

,, Dahli.

„ Kulangan (partially irri-

gating Q-aVeh Shaikh).

„ Kutiyan,

„ Jibar.

,, Sharafabad (watering a
number of villages,

among them ^Abbaa,
Asad Khan, Hajiabad,
Jibar, Kuwigh and
Sharafabad).

Nahr-i-Kilmilak (with head at
Dizful Town).

. Navigation,—In a favourable state of the river there is no obstacle,

except a strong current, to navigation between Band-i-Qir and Kut
Bandar—a distance, as already remarked, of 85 miles by water. At Kut
Bandar the channel is interrupted by a reef of rock ;

the rock however

is pierced by an opening, about 20 yards from the left bank, which in a

good river carries from 4^ to 6 feet of water, but is somewhat diflScult

owing to the strength of the current. A little higher up there is a

second reef, but the soundings in the passage through it are better.

Above Kut Bandar, in consequence of a steeper inclination of the river

bed, the current becomes more rapid ; the depth also is less, and the

2 H 2
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graiV6lly £iii<3. in placGS tliG stony iiatTirc of tliG bottom would m^liG it

dangerous to force a liglitly built vessel should she show signs of

grounding. Kut Bandar may therefore be taken as the practical limit

of navigation for steamers of the type of the Shushan which last

visited the place in March 1905.

Villages and inhalited tracts ^—The villages on both banks of the

Diz below Dizful Town are described in the article on the Dizful

District ; the last of these is Dih Nan, below which there is nothing

adjacent to either bank that can be reckoned as a permanent village.

There are^ however^ both above and below Dih hTau, a number of habit-

able tracts distinguished by names^ and these are described in descending

order in the table below :

—

Kame. Position. ITatnre. Bemaees.

Hiddeh On the right bank,
below Jirqeh
Saiyid M uham-
mad.

A tract of land. Also called Haddameh,
Kathir of the A1 Bu
Nassi section dwell here.

Husainiyeh On the right bank,
about midway
between the con-
fluences of the

Balartid and
’Ajirulb with the
Diz ; it extends
as far westwards
as the Shaur
river.

Do. Belongs to the Katbir
tribe, by whose _ Bait

Karim, Ma’alleh, Al Bu
f^asir and Mahur sec-

tions it is occupied.

The name is derived

from a building erected

for the holding of

Eozehkhani.

Ahnl Bishr On the left bank,
below the ’Aji- ;

rub and above
Dih Nan.

Do. Occupied by the Bait

Sa’ad.

TJmm-al-'Wawi On the left bank,
in the neighbour-
hood of Dih Nan.

Do. Do.

Lim Kathlr On the left bank, 5
miles below Umm-
al-Wawi and 2 by
land above Kut
Bandar ; ShustL-
tar town lies 16
miles north-east-

wards.

A combined fort

and caravansarai
built of mud,
known also as

Khaneh-i-Shaikh
Farhan <o(A

This was until very re-

cently the head-
quarters of Shaikh
Farhan Asad, one of

the heads of the Katbir
tribe, but he has now
removed to the village

of Dih Nau. Another
form of the name of the

place is 11m Kathlr

.

‘

^ Tie “ Shushan " is a stern-wheeler of 100 feet length over all, 23 I’eet beam and 2-^

feet draft. - -
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Name. Position. Nature,

Abnr Bidha 2 miles from the

right bank, not

far below Kut
Bandar.

An Imamzadeh. Locally tbe name is pro-

nounced Eida. Bani

Sa’ad of tbe Ka*ab-as-

Sitatleb section dwell

here.

Jajis Said to be about 2

miles from tlie

right bank of the

Diz, at a point

about 10 miles

below Kut Ban-

dar.

A mound, said to

have been crowned
at one time by an
impregnable fort.

Tbe neighbourhood is

occupied by Bait Sa’ad
tribesmen and watered

by tbe Isbareh canal

from tbe Shalir.

Huwaisiyat On tbe right hank

immediately above

the ’Aaafijeh
border.

A tract of land. Irrigation is by tbe

Hawasiyeh canal from

the Shalir. Tbe in-

habitants are Bait

SaAd.

Abu Tayur On the right bank,

12 miles by water

above the junction
’ of the Diz with

the Karun.

Do. A settlement of the

’Anafijeh.

Yaqauwiyeh On the left bank,

about 4 miles from

Band-i-Qir.

Do. The people are of the

Hardau tribe ;
they

are surrounded by tbe

’Anafijeh.

Nais Between the preced-

ing and tbe follow-

ing place.

Do. ’Anafijeh of tbe Nais

section camp here.

Abul Jazireh On the right bank

about 1 mile from

Band-i-Qir.

Do. Occupied by ’Anafijeh.
Tbe name is pronounced.

TJbuizireb.

A district of Persia, composing witli the adjacent district of Shushtar

and the neighbouring districts of ’Aqili and Eamuz a northern division

of the province of ^Arabistan. The physical geography, climate, inhabi-

tants, and' government of the district being dealt with in the article on

Northern ’AraWstan, while its agriculture, communications and trade

are described in that on the province of ^Arabistan generally, it only

remains to treat in the present place of its boimdaries and topography.

DIZPUL
jyj‘»

DISTRICT
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Boundaries .—On tliree sides tile Dizful District is enclosed by other

Persian territory, on the north by the hill tract of Western Lnristan

and the Bakhtiyari country, on the east by the district of Shtashtar

in Northern ^Arabistan, and on the south by the district of Ahwaz
in Southern ’’Arabistan ;

on the west it is conterminous with the Basrah

Wilayat of the j)rovinee of Turkish “^Iraq. The northern limit of

Dizful is a line running eastwards from a spot on or near the Dawairij
stream so as to include Pa-i-Pul, the tract of Mazra^eh Salihabad and
the villages of Sar Bisheh and Ab Bid

; on the east the boundary
is at first an imaginary line passing between the villages of Kaunak
and Shalgahi in Dizful and those of Pahwindeh and Farajabad in the

Shushtar District, and thereafter it may be taken - to be the Diz river

as far southwards as a point between Lim Kuthar and Ktit Bandar

;

the line then turns to the west, leaving the ^Anafijeh in the Ahwaz
District, and continues in the same direction, crossing the Shaur and

Karkheb rivers on the way, until it joins the undeniaicated Perso-

Turkish frontier. That frontier itself constitutes the boundary of the

Dizful District upon the west.

To^ogra2)h^.'^^Q\oy7 is a tabular statement of the principal places in

the Dizful District, from which it will appear that the settled popu-

lation probably amounts to about 61,500 souls, inclusive of the inhabi-

tants (45,000^) of Dizful Town.

Name.
j

Position. Houses and inhabitants.

1

Remaekb.

it Bid

V^I

Aboat 8 miles
east and some-

i

what north of '

Kaunak, with a i

precipitous hill

called Kuh War-i-
Zard immediately
to the north of it

160 houses oi

Haftlang Bakh-
tiyaris. The
people have 20
rifles and there
are 2 forts, one
held by the Ba*
klitiyari Khans
and the other by
the villa^gers.

!

Water is from a spring
which is surrounded by
willows ; there is a
garden with trees, and
wheat and barley are

grown. Some " cattle,

donkeys and sheep are
kept. A Hammam
exists. The village is

the property of the Ba-
khtiyto Khans. ~

^Abbae (Qal’et)
w

About 9 miles
south of Dizful
Town on the east
side -of the Diz
river.

30 houses of Lurs,
m.ostly Sagwand
but a few Faili,

There is a small
fort and the
people "have 3
rifles.

Water is from the Diz
river by *tbe_ Sharafa-
bad canal ; there are 20
mules and 3 flocks of
sheep.
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Name.

Abbaaabad
^ *w

oUT

*Abdiish Sbah
(Qal'eh or Kutj

Ahmad (Jirqeb

Saiyid)
UJ

Aiwan-i-Karkheb

'Ali (Qareh Ha]i)

(also call fid

Khanaba:!

Otj) (Ai^)

Position.

About 7 miles
south of Dizful
Tou-n aud less

than 1 mile east

of the Diz river.

About 16 miles
south of Dizful
Town, 1 ' mile
frOnj the left bank
of the Diz river

and 2 miles from
the upper end of
the junorle tract

on the Diz,

About 10 miles

west-south-west of

Dizful Town in

a tract called

Ja’farabad, near
the tomb of Saiyid

Tahir. It is situ-

ated in the tract

known as Milk
!Bin-Mu*alla.

About 6 miles
soath-west of
Dizful Town to

the west of the

Diz river, .

HoiiFCsand inhabitants.

25 houses. The
|

people are mostly
Lurs of the Sag-
wand and Dinar-
wand sections,

hut there are

a few Arabs :

among them they
have 8 rifles.

80 houses. The
people are Eathir
Arabs with some
Eurds and a few
Dizfulis. Theie
is a fort and 50
rifles are owned.

120 houses, of

which 30 recently

built are mud
with timber roofs,

the rest being
huts. Except 4
families of Saiyids
and a few Lurs
the people are

Eathir. There
are 26 rifles,

all belonging to

Saiyid Ahmad.

20 bouses of Sag-
wand Lurs.
There are two
small forts, one
of which is out of

repair, and 10
rifles which are
the- piopertj of

- Ehanj§.n Khan.

Resiaeks,

Irrigation is from the
Diz river and there are

some gardens.

The people live by agri-
culture and wood cut-
ting

; they also own
camels, buffaloes, cattle
and sheep. In winter
there is a ferry over the
Diz at this place

; the
rafts are supported by
skin floats. The village
belongs to Shaikh
Haidar of the EatMr

;

but a water mill which
is reputed to grind 400
pizfuli Mans of flour
in the 24 hours is the
property of the Bakli-
tiyari Khans. There
is a shrine here of Is-
haq-bin-Ibiahim,

Wheat, barley, rice,

millet and Mash are
grown, and water and
marsh melons have
lately been introduced.
Irrigation is from the
Karkkeh. and Stiaur
rivers. Livestock are
cattle, mules, sheep and
a dozen buffaloes. The
place is named after its

present head, who is a
younger son of Saiyid
Tahir.

See article Karkheh.

There is irrigation from
the Diz river and
wheat, barley, rice,

Knnjid, Mash and
millet are grown.
Some cattle and don-
keys are kept. The
village is owned in 4
shares of which one
belongs to Khanjau
KhSn, the Sagwand
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Name.

Ali^ibn-al-Husain

{ Qariyeh)
m

v^>

.•'I

Ali Quli (QaVeh)^ dM

Ajajireb

Aqa Abu Talab
(Qaleh) ^

^j| ISf ixXj

Asad Khan

Asad
(Qal’eh

(II)

CitA iW
}y dxis

Khan
Nau)

Bakhtiyaii
(Zawiyeh)

Position. Houses and inhabitants. ' Eemases.

Lur chief, one to Mu-
hammad ’Ali, and two
t^ the heirs of the Ute
Agha Eiza, Mustaufl.

About 10 miles
south-west of

Dizflil Town, to

the west of the
Diz river.

10 houses of Sag-
wand Lurs and
Saiyids. There is

a small mud fort

with timber roof

and the people
have 2 rifles.

The village is irrigated
from the Diz and there
are a garden with trees

and a water mill.

Ciittle and donkeys are

kept. The owners are

tjie heirs of the late

Agha Riza. Mustaufl.
The shrine known
as Buq’eh-i-’Ali-ibn-al-

Hnsain is 1 mile from
the village.

6 miles south of
Dizful Town on
the east side of
the Diz river.

20 houses of Dizful-
is and Durs.
There are 4 rifles

and a small fort.

Water is from the DiZ
river. There are some
gardens.

6 miles south-east
of Dizful Town,

20 houses of Sag-
wand Lurs and
Dizfuiis. There
are 5 rifles and a
small fort.

Irrigation from the Diz
river.

Adjoins 'Abbasa-
bad on the south-
east*

25 houses. The
people are Sag*
wand Lurs with
a few Saiyids and
Arabs. They have
4 rifles.

^

Adjoins Dih Jibar. 40 houses. The
inhabitants are
Arabs, Kurds,
Baklitiyaris
and a few Diz-
fuiis. There are
5 rifles and a
small fort.

Water is from the Diz
river by the Sharafabad
canal. This village and
the next take their name
from the same founder.

About 8 miles
south-east of
Dizful Town.

20 houses of Sag-
wand Lurs and
Dizfuiis. There
are 4 rifles and a
small fort.

Water is by Qanat from
the Diz river. There
are some gardens This
village is named , after
the same individual as
theTast.

About 8 miles
south-west of
Dizful Town,
west of the Diz
river.

40 houses of Dizfuli
Lurs and Arabs.
The people have
6 rifles and there
is a fort.

Wheat, barley, beans, rice,

indigo,
^

Kunjid, Mash
and millet are grown

:

irrigation is from the
Diz river by a canal.
Livestock are donkejs,
buffaloes and cattle.
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. PEMi-ESS.

Balingan Balal 12 miles south of
Dizful Town on
the east side of
the Diz river.

25 houses of
Kurds, Nais
Arabs under the
protection of the
Kathir and
Dizfulis. There
are 6 rides and a
small fort.

Water is from the Diz
river.

Balingaii Dutnaii

or Pain
About 1 mile east
of QaUeh ’Abdush
Shah«

30 houses of Lurs.
There is a small
fort and 20 rifles

are owned

.

Do

Bandobar or

Bandobal
(Qariyeb)

— jtjjjJj djj»

2 miles south of
Bizfni Town.

30 houses of Diz-
fulis. There is a
mud fort ; the
people have only
2 rides.

Water is by a canal from
the Diz river, and
wheat, barley, beans,
rice, indigo and
Kunjid are grown, also

melons and fruit.

There are some don-
keys, cattle and sheep.

Banut (QaPeb) About 4 miles south
ofQareh ’Abdush
Shah.

50 houses of
KatMr of Shaikh
Parhan’s section

and of Dizfulis.

There are 14 rifles

and a small fort.

Irrigation is from the
Diz river and the crops

grown include indigo
and linseed.

Bisbeh Nan
(Qareh)

<};5tJl3

About 4 miles south
of Dizful Town
on the east side of
the Diz river.

60 houses of Diz-
fulis and Sagwand
Lurs. There is

a small fort and
10 rifles are

owned.

Water is from the Diz
river. There are two
gardens.

Biyawtiyiin Koughly 4 miles to'

the east of Qal’eh
’ Abdush Shah.

60 houses of BakJi-
tiyaris, Arabs,
Sagwand Lurs
and Kurds,
among whom are

a few Dizfulis.

The inhabitants

have a small fort

and 20 rifles.

Irrigation is from the
’Ajirub.

Cli%lieb Sabz
(QaBeb)

6s

Close to Ohugheh
Surkh below.

45 houses of Bakli**
tiyaris, Dizfulis

and Sagwand
Lurs. There is

a small fort and 5
rifles are owned.
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Name. Position.. Boases and inhabitauis. Eeuaesb.

Chugheli SurkL
(Qal’eh)

or

About 10 miles

south -south-east

of Dizful Town.

30 houses of Diz-

fulis, Bakli*
tiyaris anu
Iiurs. There are

4 rifles and a fort.

A number of mules are

owned here.

Chaw asir

Day13 i About 6 miles

south-west of

Dizful Town to

the west of the

Diz river.

50 mud houses of

Dizfulis. There
is a small fort.

Water is from the Diz
river.

Dihbat (Qal’eh)

jb s>i

About 4 miles south

of Dizful Town
on the east side of

the Diz river.

25 houses of Lurs
and Dizfulis. The
people have a

small fort and 7
rifles.

Do.
There is a shrine

of Suwar-i-Ghaib
or the In-

visible itider.

Bizful Town
-Jyjo

... See article Dizful
Town.

Dubandar About 8 miles west-

south-west of

Dizful Town on
the way to Aiwan-
i-Karkheh

.

100 mud houses of

Lurs, Bakhti-
yaris and Dizfu-
Ifs. There are 3

small forts.

The vUlage is owned by
Aqa 'All of Dizful
Town ; it has a water
mill and an Imamzadeh.

Far iash (Qal’eh)
w

About 6 miles from
Dizful Town on
the east -side of
the Diz river.

40 houses of Arabs,
Dizfulis and Sag-
wand Lurs,
chiefly the last.

They have a small
fort and 6 rifles.

Water is from the Diz
river. A considerable

number of buffaloes

and transport animals
are owned here.

Gan] eh (Qariyeh) Adjoins Bunwar
N azir.

40 houses of mud
with timber roofs,

forming a fort ;

the people are Diz-
fulis. The only
arms are a few
muzzle-loaders.

There is a good supply
of water from the Diz
river by a canal which
takes ofi from the right
bank below the bridge
at Dizful Town ; and
wheat, barley, beans,

rice, indigo, millet,

M ash, Kunjid and
marsh melons are

grown^ There are also

a few date palms and
the orchards contain
sweet and bitter limes,

oranges, citrons, pome-
granates, quinces,
apples, tigs, grapes,

apricots, plums and
mulberries. There are

some cattle, donkeys,
sheep, and a few buffa-
loes. The place is

owned by inhabitants of

Dizful Town.
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Name* Position. Houses and inhabitants.

1

Ke5Iabs:s.

GumSr About 8 miles south
of Kaunak,

See next column. The place consists of 4
hamlets, viz., Qal’eh
Riza (Dizfulis\

Qal’eh Murad
(Dizfulis), Saiyid Ram-
zan (Saiyids

and a few Arabs),
and Ka Arzan Nur
jyi ^ (Lurs and

Shushtaris). Irriga-

tion is from the

Kaunak stream.

Hajiabad About 9 miles south
of Dizful Town
on the east side of
the piz river.

20 houses. The
people are

Kurds, Nais
Arabs connected
with the Kathir
tribe and Dizfii-

lis. They have 8
rifles and there is

a small fort.

Water is from the Diz
river by the Sharafabad
canal. There are some
gardens.

Jibar (Drli) About 10 miles
south of Dizful
Town to the east

of the' Piz river.

SO bonses of

Kurds and Sag-
wand Lurs,
among whom are

a few Dizfulis.

There is a fort

and the inhabit-

ants have 4 rifles.

Water is from the Diz
by the Sharafabad
canal. There are two
water mills.

Kalehwand
(Qareh)

oJ^ <KxUi

About 5 miles
south of Pizfiil
Town to the east

of the Diz river.

40 houses of

Kurds, Sagwand
Lurs and Dizfu-
lis. There are 10
rifles and a small
fort.

'

Water is from the Diz
and there are 4 gardens.

Karim Khan
(’Amleb)

cjLA

About 12 miles

from Dizful
Towm between
west and south-

west, and 5 from
Bunwar Nazir.

It is situatecl in

the tract known
as Milk Bin-Mu’-
alla.

A settlement of 200
households, mostly
Dinarwand Lurs,
the remainder
being Sagwand
Lurs, Kurds,
and a few Arabs.
They inhabit huts
in summer and
tents in winter
and possess 60
rifles. The Dinar-
wands immigrated
from Pusht-i-Kuh
with the grand-
father of Karim
Khan. *Amleh”
is the word in
Pnsht-i-Kuh for

personal following.

The village lands are

well irrigated by canals

from the Karkheli
and Balartid and
produce wheat, barley,

rice, millet, Kunjid,
Mash and musk melons.

Livestock are mares,

mules, donkeys, and
many cattle and sheep,

also buffaloes. Karim
Kban and his brother
Papi Khan are alive

;

they are Paili Lurs.
The former holds a
commission for the
maintenance of 40
mounted men hnt is

never paid by the

Persian Government.
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15'ame. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bbmases,

Kaunak • •• See article Kaunak.

Elbairalad ... ... See article Kar-
kheh.

Kbaoabad

^bl

• »t ... The same as Qal'eh
Haji ’All q,v.

Khizar Baigi (Zawi-

•

. 1.

Adjoins Zawiyeb
Muradi.

8 bouses of Sagwand
Lurs. There is a
mud fort with
timber roof, but the
people have no rifles.

Irrigation is by a
canal from the Biz
river

; and wheat,
barley, rice, indigo,
Kunjid, Mash and
musk melons are
grown. The people
have at present no
livestock, having
been recently raid-
ed. The village,

which is owned by
respectable inhabi-
tants of Bizful
Town, is exempt
from Government
revenue.

Kbiisraiia'bad

(Qareh)

<ib| &3tJ3

A little east of Salara-

bad and less than
4 miles from Kut
' Abdnsb Sbab.

60 houses of Bakh-
tiyaris, Kurds and
Dizfulis. There are
14 rifles and a small
fort.

Irrigation is from
the Biz river.
There is one water
mill.

Khwajeb Husain
(Bunwat)

About 8 miles west-
soutb-wesfc of Dizful
Town.

60 houses of Diz-
fulis. There is one
small fort.

Water is from the
Biz river.

Kilmilak About 5 miles south-
'rtrard s from Bizful
Town.

10 h'ouses of Dizfulis. The houses have
mud and timber
roofs. There are
a garden and a
small mud fort.

Animals are cattle,

donkeys and a few
sheep. The lands
are watered by a
canal of the sanxe
name from Biz*
fill Town.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Be MASKS.

Kutiyan (Qal’eli) 4 miles or more east

of Qal’ch * Abdush
' Shab.

-

60 houses of Bakh-
tiyaris, Sagwand
Lurs, Arabs and

,

Dizfulis. The dwel-
lings' are of mud
with timber roofs.

There is a small fori

and the people have
20 rifles.

Water is from the
Diz river by
canal : the crops

grown are wheat,
barley, beans, rice,

mil let, Kunjid,
cotton and Mash.
There are a few
date and some
other trees, also a

water mill. Live-
stock are mules,
donkeys, buffaloes,

cattle and sheep.
The village is

owned by the Ba-
kktiyari Khans.

Kuwlgli
(Dih, Qareh or

Qariyeli)
M W

^jS dijS m djds -

9 miles south of Diz-
fill Town, east of

the Diz river.

30 houses of Arabs
and Kurds. There
is a mud fort with a
timber roof and the
people have 3 rifles.

j

Wheat, barley, beans,
rice, Kunjid, and
indigo ( the last for
seed only; are

grown by irriga-

tion from the
Sharafahad canal
from the Diz river.

Donkeys, buffaloes,

cattle and sheep are
owned. The vil-

lage is the ances-
tral property of
one Haji Saiyid
’ Abdul G-hafur.

Miyan Chughan About 6 miles west-

south-west of Diz-
ful Town.

45 mud houses of

Dizfulis. There is

a fort.

Two gardens exist.

Mu’alla CM ilk Bin-)

j

Between the Diz and
Karkheh rivers,

containing the villa-

ges of Jirqeh Saiyid
Ahmad and ’Amleh
Karim Khan*

1

1

1

1

A tract irrigated

by two permanent
canals from the

Karkheh river.

The owners are

said to be the
S h a hab-us-Salta-
neh, Bakhti-
yari (2 shares) ;

8aiyid Ahmad,
Arab (2 shares);

the Sardar-i-Mu-

karram ( 1 share) ;

and Karim Khan
(1 share).

MuHammad (Jirqeli

Saiyid

)

«o m

About 12 miles south-
j

west of Dizful
Town, west of the
Diz river: it is

above the tract on
the Diz called Hid-
deh and near the
ruined shrine of

Buq*eh-i-Julbas dtjtib

80 houses, mostly
Arabs, with a few
Saiyids and Lurs.
The Shaikh has a
large house, besides

which there are 6
other mud houses :

the rest of the dwell-

ings are huts. The
inhabitants own 20
rifles.

Mares, mules, cattle

and a few sheep
are kept. The
village lands are

irrigated by the
Harmushi canal

from the Kar-
kkeli and the

crops are wheat,
barley, beans, mil-

let and Mash.
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Name.

Huradi (Zawiyeli)

Najafabad (Qal’eh)

tib) Ajdii

Nazir (Bunv^ar)

Qazi (QaVeh)
ijJJJ

QumS,t
JoUj

Position.

About 7 miles soutb-

west o£ Dizful
Town and west of

the Diz river.

Adjoins Qal’eh Kuti-

yan.

About 6 miles west-

south-west of Diz-
ful Town.

Between Slial^ahi and
Najafabad.

Houses and inhabitants.

15 houses of Dizfulis

and Sagwand Lurs.
There is a fort, bub
the people have no
rifles.

25 houses of Bakli-
tiyaris and Diz-

fulis. There are 5

rifles and a small fort.

180 houses of mud
with timber roofs.

The people are Diz-

fulis, were formerly
well-to-do and had
many rifles ; now
they have only a

few muzzle-loaders

for protecting their

crops and stand in

fear of the Sagwand
Durs. The place

was once plundered
by the Dirakwand
Lurs.

20 bouses of Sag-
wand Lurs and
Dizfulis. There are
4 rifles and a small
fort.

Eemaeks.

Irrigation is by canal

from the Diz river

;

the crops grown
are wheat, barley,

beans, rice, indigo,

Kunjid, Mash and
musk melons. The
people formerly had
some cattle and
donkeys, but most
of these have
been plundered by
Arabs.

The place consists of

7 QaVehs or walled

hamlets, situated

close together and
appearing from a
distance to form
one village ; these

bear the follow-

ing names Agba
Musa, Haji,
Agha Muhammad,
Baqqal, Agha
Baqir, Hashtdar
and Galleh. Water
is from the Diz
river and wheat,
barley, beans and
lentils are culti-

vated in winter,

and rice, indigo,

Kunjid, Mask and
musk melons in

summer. There are

gardens with trees

in which formerly
stood large build-

ings such as Ham-
mams. The place is

owned by various
inhabitants of

Dizful Tpvvn.
,

Irrigation is from the

'Ajirub.

See article QumSit.
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Houses and inhabitants.

Saivid (Qal’eli)
w

7 miles^south-east o£ 20 Hotisas of Sagwand Water is from tbe
Dizful Town. Lurs and Dizfulis. Diz river.

The people have a
small fort and 6

f

rifles.

Salarahad (Qal’eh)

obT ;))Lw

A.bout 2 miles easfe of 46 houses of Sa§wand 1

Qal’eh ’Abdosh Lurs, Sakhti- '

Shah and a little yaris and Aiabs,
south of Shama’un. There are 10 rifles

and a small fort.

Salihabad
(Mazra’eh)

About 11 miles north- Ho houses at the pre- This is a fertile
west of Dizful
Town.

sent time.
|

tract about 6
[ miles by 4 in

extent, partially
watered by Qanats
£r^)m the Bala-
rud. The soil is

very good, but
the supply of
water is limited
and most of the
tract is unirri-
gated. The cul-

tivators are in-
habitants of
Dizful Town ;

the crops include
wheat, barley,
water and musk
melons and some-
times Kunjid.
The place belongs
to the descendants
of

^

one Haji
Saivid Husain,
Shusbtari, who
obtained it in
perpetual Tiyul
from Shah
Muhammad Shah :

i of the actual
owners some re-

I side at Shush-
tar and some at
Dizful Town.
The original
founder was one
Salih Muham-
mad Khan and
the ruins of a
fort, HammSm,
etc., built by him
are still visible.
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Beuaszb.

Sar Bisheh
S jM>i

About 20 miles from
Dizful Town on
Uie direct route to

Ab Bid, also 4
miles nortb-Dortb-
east from Kau-
nak.

12 bouses of Bakhti-
yaris with a few
Bizfiilis. There is a

weak mud fort, but
tbe people have no
rifles.*

Wheat and barley
are grown, lutthe
place is poor a)id

has been several

times plundered
by tbe Dirak-
wand Iiurs. The
village is the pro-
perty of the
Samsam-us-Salta-
neb, Ilkbaai of
the Bakhti-
yaris.

Sbababad
o(j} sLm

Shaikh (QaTeb)

Sbalgabi Buzurg

12 miles south-east
of DizfUl Town
on tbe route to
Sklashtar Town.

4 miles south of
Bizful Town on
tbe east side of
tbe^ Diz.

] 2 miles south-south-
east of Dizftil
Town.

40 bouses of Bakk-
tiyaris and Diz-
fulis. There is a

small fort.

30 bouses of Dizflilis

and a few Lurs
who have been set-
tled here from old
time. There are
two forts.

50 bouses of Kurds,
Dizfulis and
B a k k t iyaris.
The inbabitani s
have a fort and 14
rifles.

Water is by Qanat
from the Diz
river. There is

an Inii,mzadeb
here with a few
Kunar trees.

Near Sbababad
are tbe ruins of
J undi Sbapur

, at

one time tbe
Sassanian capital

of 'Arabistan.
In tbe lOtb cen-
tury A. D. Jiindi
Sliapur had begun
to decline in con-
seqi:ence of tbe
attacks of neigh-
bouring tribes,

but even in the
14tb century it

still retained part
of its prosperity
and population,*]"

The village lands
are irrigated by
the Kulangan
canal and produce
indigo and

j en
reeds.

lately. Water is from a spring.
^ increased

t Tide te Strange,
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Houses and inhabitaute

Shalgahi Kuoliik

Shama’iin

Less than J a mile 20 honses of £akh-
from the last. tiyaris. There is

a fort and the
people have.o rifles.

About 2 miles east 50 houses of Lurs.
of QaTeii Abdush
Shah.

There is a small
fort and 14 rifles

are owned. i

Shami (hunwar)

Shamsabad

Sharafabad

About 3 miles sontl -
|

south-east of Dizful
Town^

About 8 miles south-

east of Dizfial Town.

About '3 miles froin

Dizflil T<»wn and
2 miles east of tbo
Diz river.

25 houses of Saowas d

Lurs, Dizfulis and
B akh t iyaris.
The people have a
fort of mud with a
raftered roof and 6
rifles.

Consists f of

Bakhtiyaris and

I of otiier Lurs.
Theie is a small

“ fort and the people
have 16 rifles.

50 bouses of Sagwand
Lurs with a few

! Arabs and Dizfulis.r

There are- 12 rifles

and a fort.

1 be village lands are
irrigated bj the
Ajirub. There
are 3 mounds, local-
l.y called Chughehs

probably indi-
eating old re-
mains :

Chugheh Dih 5^
Chfigheh Ibrahim

and
N i s h a n-i-'A qsb
cjlilc There

are also 3 other
smaller mounds,
one of which is

called Tappeh 'Ali

Sala-b'a-Sar, from
a Qadamgab ad-
joining it where
the saint is sup-
posed to have ap-
peared can ying a
basket on his bead.

Water for irrigation
is bj ought from
the Biz river by a
caual which takes
out of it about 7
miles above Biz-
ful Town.

There are here 4
gardens, a water
mill and a shrine

called Imamzadeh
Amir {i,e. Ali),

The village -is sur-
rounded by fruit

gardens and trees,

the lands are irri-

gated by the canal
from the Biz called

the Sharafabad,
and there is a water
mill. The inhabit-

anis own a con-
siderable number
of mules ^ and
buffaloes.

“
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Name,

Sliulian

Shlisli

Siyah Mansur

Ta’anaeK (Jii'qenO^

Qanyeh Saiyid)
Ml HI

43^

TaMr .(Jirqeh or
Qariyeh Saiyid)

Ml m
^UsJjUu iijS -

Tnq or Tu (Qal’eli)

“ (3y **15

Position.

About 7 miles south-

west of DizfUl
Town, west of the

Diz river.

8 miles south-east of

Dizful Town on
the route to Sliusli-
tar Town.

About 8 miles west-
south-west of Diz-
ful Town, above
the bridge over the
Harojushi canal

from the Kar-
kheh.

About 10 miles west-
south-west of Diz-
ful Town, in a tract

called Husainabad
and 1,000 paces
nearer to Dizful
town than a shrine

known as Buq’eb-i-

’Ali-bin-M u s a- a r-

Eidha.

2 miles _ south-west
of DizfUl Town on
the right bank of
the Diz.

Houses and inhabitants.

12 houses of Dizfulis;

they have a small

fort but no rifles.

35 bouses of Bakh-
tiyaris and Lurs
and a fort.

70 houses of Kathir
of Saikh Haidar’s
section, Bam Dam
of the Sharkhah
section, Kurds and
Sagwand Lars, they
live all the year
round in huts. They
have 5 rifles.

60 houses of mixed
Arabs among whom
are Kurds and a
few Lurs. The
people are cultiva-
tors and unwarlike

;

they own 6 rifles.

Of the hoi^ses 10 or
12, recently built,

are of mud ; but
the rest are still

huts.

60 mud houses of
Dizfulis and a small
fort.

j

KfiHABKS.

Irrigation is from
the Liz and
possibly also from
the Karkheh.
Wheat, barley,

beans, rice, Kunjid
and Mash are
grown, and there
are some donkeys
and cattle.

See article Shush.

Irrigation is by
a Qanat, likewise
called Siyah Man-
sur, which takes
out of the Liz
river above Liz-
ful Town.

Water is from the
Karkheh river

by the Harmushi
canal ; the crops
grown include
wheat, barley,

beans, millet and
Masb. Mares,
mules, donkeys
and cattle are
owned, and Saiyid
Ta’ameh, who is

the eldest son of
Saiyid Tahir, has
100 sheep ; for-
merly there were
many more sheep,
but they were
plundered in 1904
by the Kathir of
Shaikh Barhan’s
section.

Water is from the
Karkheh by the
Harmushi canal

;

wheat, barley,
millet and Mash
are cultivated, and
there are 100
buffaloes. The
present headman
is Ja’far, a son of
Saiyid Tahir.

There are 2 gardens.
Water is brought
from the Diz
river by canal.
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The town of Dizful is situated on the left bank of the Diz river DIZFUL
about ^0 miles below the point where that river leaves the hills.

TOWN
and huitdings ,—The site of Dizful is elevated and somewhat

uneven, falling away on the river face in conglomerate cliffs about 100 feet

high, the foot of which is washed by the river when in flood ; on the left

bank these cliffs do not extend beyond the town in either direction, but they

are found again on the right bank a short distance up-stream. The length

of Dizful upon the river is about li miles, and its depth inland about three-

fourths of a mile. The houses are closely packed, and most of them have

an upper storey
;
many are of brick and well built. The sti’eets are narrow

and crooked, and the central portions, which are neither paved nor cobbled

and are used as common sewers, become in wet weather canals of black

and putrid filth
;
raised side walks for foot passengers, however, about

18 inches wide, run along their sides. On the side next the Diz the

houses are built on the face of the precipitous bank, the foundations

of the lowest being on a level with the water^s edge
;
and several steep,

narrow paths afford access from the town to the river. Dizful contains

38 mosques and no le§s than 24 shrines, some of which are Imamzadehs

and some Qadamgahs. The shrines are said to be still used to some

extent as places of Bast or sanctuary from the law : the most impoiiant

are the Imamzadeh of Baba Yusuf bb, in the south-east corner of

the town, and that of Sultan Husain n/lkU situated on the left bank

of the river above the town in a suburb called Ruband A canal

called Qanat-i-Gavdul takes off from the left bank of the river

between Euband and the main town.

At the southern extremity of Dizful town the river is spanned by an

ancient bridge, which, with the numerous water-mills above it, is the

chief feature of the place. The bridge is about 430 yards in length and

consists of 24 arches, all slightly pointed but not uniform in shape or

span. The piers are built of large blocks of cut stone
;
the superstructure

is of brick, and different parts of it evidently belong to different periods.

The roadway is about 16 feet wide and roughly cobbled, : the parapets

in some places have disappeared. The bridge generally is in bad repaii-

;

and an arch built of brick by the townspeople, to replace one which

collapsed two years ago, is of inferior workmanship. Convenience

of communication with the country to the .west, and consequently, to

some extent, the prosperity of Dizful town, depend on the existence of

this bridge. The mills, of which particulars are given below, are 39 in

number, and stand upon rocks and artificial islands, mostly near the left

bank ; some of them are connected with others by gangways, and all are

2 I 3
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liable to be submerged in the spring floods. A permanent canal, known

as Nahr-i-Kilmilak ,
leaves the river on the east side below the

bridge.

The only edifice on the right bank o£ the river is the mansion of the

Persian Governor of Northern ^Arabistan, a modern construction, known

as the Kushk It consists of an enclosure, about 500 feet in length

by 300 in breadth, and contains several buildings ; it is surrounded by an

ordinary high brick wall, the only semblance of a fortification which

exists at Dizful.

Teople .—The population of Dizful is about 46,000 souls and is increas-

ing. It has absorbed many heterogeneous elements, and some of the

groups of which it is composed still bear names or cherish traditions

indicative of foreign origin: such are the Jama^at Giwehkashan

who claim to be of Lur extraction
;
the Afshars , who call them-

selves descendants of Nadir Shah ; and the Khawanin some of whom
name Jenghiz Khan as their ancestor. Nevertheless, the people of

Dizfiil have been brought by a process of assimilation and fusion to

resemble one another so closely that they now form a community

homogeneous in language, customs, and details of dress, and by them-

selves may even be considered to constitute a Persian type. No Lurs
proper, Kurds, or Arabs reside within the town. The most prominent

sections of the populace are the Saiyids, who number 6,000 souls and are

divided into a multitude of subsections ; the Tujjar or merchants,

who are 5C0 households or less ; the Mashaikh who are reckoned

at 250 houses ; and the KhawanTn, who are estimated at 100 houses.

The lower orders belong to a base type; they are. dirty, discontented,

unhealthy, and peculiarly ill-favomred in appearance. The better classes,

such as the Saiyids, are many of them respectable and well-mannered.

The only religion is the Shfah faith in its standard form, and “ there are

no Babis, ^Ali Ilahis, or avowed infidels.^^ Although the people gen^

erally are bigoted and fanatical in regard to their particular form of

religion, no signs of hostility to foreigners are apparent at ordinary

times. Politically the ordinary townsmen of Dizful are a negligeable

quantity. ' ^

Occi^pations, industries and trade.—A considerable number of the

inhabitants of Dizful exercise vocations connected with religion : shop-

keepers number about 2,000 : the remainder are employed in the local

industries. The indigo of Dizful, though inferior to that imported from
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India, enjoys local favour, and the averag‘e annual output is estimated at

3,000 Dizfuli Mans : it is graded in three qualities and fetches from
30 to 60 Qrans per Dizfuli Man.* Agricultural implements, stirrups, bits,

horse and mule-shoes, knives, and tools are manufactured at Dizful
from imported iron and steel

;
rifles are repaired ; copper is converted

into cooking"pots
j
and brass and German silver are made into samovars

and pipe-bowls and are used for inlaying iron. Floor-cloths, ^Abas
and hats of felt, various cotton textiles both plain and striped for

clothing, cotton webbing, ^Abas of woollen thread, riding and pack-

saddles or Palans, earthenware and blue enamelled pottery, linseed oil,

gunpowder and bullets, lacquered pen-cases and similar articles of papier-

m§.che, also native soap for washing clothes, are among the other manu-
factm'es of the town. Some of the inhabitants are occupied in the

stamping of designs on cloth with wooden blocks, in dyeing, lime-pound-

ing, rice-cleaning, cotton-ginning, in the making of cotton shoes and in

the cleaning of hides for tanning. There are also builders, bricklayers,

millers, basket-makers, bath-keepers,, and butchers . The curious profes-

sion of the Sagpa b deserves mention ;
he keeps a large number of

dogs which he hires out for the protection of flocks or cultivation.

The 39 mills already mentioned grind flour and are actuated by
wooden water-wheels. Only of them can ply when the water is

at its lowest in summer. The ordinary charge for grinding is 7 Siyah Pul

and a handful of flour for every Dizfuli Man ground. The annual cash

earnings of a mill vary from 20 to 50 Tumans, of which half goes to the

owner and half to the Persian Government ; the owners are people of

the town, and some of them are exempt from the Government demand.

All foreign goods and most goods from a distance are imported

from Shushtar or ^Amarah by the large merchants, and as a rule are

deposited by them in their private houses ; for—except Messrs. Lynch

Brothers, and four of the principal local merchants— the business men

of Dizful have no warehouses other than their ordinary residences. The

smaller dealers and shopkeepers purchase from the larger merchants,

and even they do not, as a rule, keep their more valuable goods at their

shops. Small shops are found scattered in various streets, but there is

also a large bazaar which consists of thi’ee or four lines of booths, each

row of stalls standing back-to-back with the next
; it is always crowded

with purchasers from town and country. Caravans from '

Arabistan for

Khurramabad start from Dizful.

* At the present time the indigo works are closed and the owners have removed

their plant on account of the excessive imposts placed by the Sardar-i-Mukarram, the

new Governor of Northern ^Arabistan, upon the industry (1906).
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and tranB]) 0Tt.—There is an unlimited supply of river water,

which is used for all domestic purposes * and is also taken off for irriga-

tion by Qanats or subterranean conduits on both banks above and at the

town, A large supply of grain and meat is always available ; and

recently (1905) a Persian military force of over 2,000 men for some time

drew its supplies from Dizful. Firewood is obtained from the banks

of the Diz river below Kut Abdush Shah and from the Karkheh
district ;

and, during floods, the supply is increased by a quantity of inferior

drift-wood retrieved from the river. It is estimated that 300 camels and

1,000 mules accompanied by professional drivers could, in ordinarily

favourable circumstances, be obtained at Dizful upon short notice.

Acbjiinisiratiim and political influences .—The Persian administrative

staff at Dizful, besides the Naib-ul-Hukumat or Deputy Governor—
who is at present (1905) the Telegraph Master—consists of only

2 Mirzas or clerks and 4 Farrashes or orderlies. The real power, both

in the town and in the surrounding country, is held by the religious

leaders of the community, the most important of whom are the Mujtahids.

The civil authorities can only make themselves obeyed when they

have bought or otherwise secured the countenance of the predominant

religious faction of the day ; and Lur or Arab chieftains of the

neighbourhood, if they have reason to distrust the intentions of the

Persian Governor towards them, will only obey his summons to appear

when it is accompanied by a safe-conduct from the chief Mujtahid

(Agha Shaikh Muhammad Hasan, Hujjat-ul-Tslam). t The supreme

power is in the hands of the chief Mujtahid, who is generally liked and

respected, and has up to the present shown himself agreeable and polite

m his dealings with the representative of the British Government. The
Mujtahids are the dispensers of imblic charity, and collect for the

purpose the Zakat or alms prescribed in the Quran ; most of them how-
ever, having little private property, are supposed to act upon a familiar

proverb to the prejudice of the destitute and distressed. There are 27
schools at Dizful in which reading, writing, and religious subjects are

taught ^
a few are kept by ordinary Mullas, but the rest are held in

the houses of the Mujtahids, that of the chief Mujtahid being attended

, .
* In medisBval times the water was raised from the river to the level of the town

hy a mechanical contrivance worked by a water wheel. See Le Strange.

t feince the above was written the position lias been modified by the appointment of
the SardSi-i-Mukarram to the Governorship of Arabistan under whom the Deputy
Governorship has been abolished and respect for authority enforced ; hutib is uncertain
how long the more vigorous, regime which has been initiated Will last (19Q6).
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by 150 to 200 pupils. Notwithstanding theii* great local influence the

Mujtahids o£ Dizful are of less importance politically than those o£

Shushtar.

There is also at Dizful an oflScial called the Imam Jum^eh

whose office is virtually hereditary and at present a sinecure ;
he is

supposed to lead the Friday prayers in the principal mosque, but this

function has fallen into desuetude. The appointment was originally

ecclesiastical; but the recognition of the Persian Government has rendered

it semi-secular. The present holder of the office (Saiyid Abus Salam) is

possessed of considerable private property, receives a salary of 300

Tumans a year in quarterly instalments from the Imperial Customs

treasmy, is on good terms with the Mujtahids, and has some influence

with the sm’rounding Arab tribes.

A Persian telegraph office and post office exist at Dizful
;
and there is

custom house presided over by a director, under whom are a dozen guards.

Generally so styled at the present day, but Bedouins sometimes

call it Dohat-al-Qatar, and it seems to have been formerly better known

as Bida*' [Anglice Bidder ; it is the chief town of Qatar and is situated

on the eastern side of that peninsula, about 63 miles south of its

extremity at Ras Rakan and 45 miles north of Khor-al-'^Odaid.

HarhouT.—Dohah stands on the south side of a deep bay^ at the

south-western corner of a natural harbour * which is about 3 miles in

extent and is protected on the north-east and south-east sides by natural

reefs. The entrance, less than a mile wide, is from the east between the

points of the reefs
;

it is shallow and somewhat difficult, and vessels

of more than 15 feet draught cannot pass. The soundings within the

basin vary from 8 to 5 fathoms and are regular : the bottom is white

mud or clay.

Town site md guarters,—The south-eastern ])oint of the bay is quite

lowj but the land -on the western side is stony desei-t 40 or 50 feet

above the level of the sea. The town is built up the slope of some rising

ground between these two extremes and consists of 9 Pariqs or

quarters, which are given below in their order from the east to the west

DOHAH

. - * A plan of the harbour of Dohah is given in Chart No. 2374—2837-Bi
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and north : blie total frontage of tlie place upon the sea is nearly 2

miles.

Name of quarter* Position* Bem^bks.

Al Bin-Ali On Kas-an-Nisa’ah dL3t.*JJ|

a small promontory at the

extreme east end of the

town.

,

Inhabited chiefly by Al Bin-’ Ali,
whence the name.

Sulutah
aJaJL^JI

Do* Named after the SulUtah, who
are the principal occupants.
There are also sotne Baqaqalah
here.

Mni qab-ash-Sharqi Adjoins and is continuous
with Fauq-as-Sulntah,

The people are mostly Ma’adhid,
Manana’ah and Sulutah.

Dohah Follows Mnrqab-ash-Sharqi
without an interval.

Founded later than Bidsl*

by Al Bu ’Ainain who after-

wards removed to Wakrah.
The present inhabitants are

Huwalah, Ma’adhid and
Persians ;

there are also Al Bin-
’Ali, Arabs from N a j d,

Bah3>rinah and Dawasir.
In this quarter is the
main bazaar of about 60 shops 3

also a hereditary mansion of the

Al Thaui, the most important
Arab family in Qatar.

Dts^vaihah Separated from Dohah by a
slight interval in which is

a cemetery.

Inhabited by Baharinah,
Huwalah and other tribes.

This quarter was formerly
known as D6hat-as-Saghirah

Qal’at-al-’A&kar

I ikxX$

Stands inland of Duwaihah,
of which quarter it was
originally part, upon some-
what higher ground.

Here is the fort of Dohah,- by
the Turks called Qasr
Kunarah it^U^ which ac-

commodates the Turkish mili-
tary garrison and some Turkish
officials. It was,built originally
about 1860 by Al Musallam
whom the Shaikh of Bahrain
brought in to counterbalance the
Sudan of Bida*. The accom-
modation of the troops is

wretched.

Murqab-al'Qh a^'bi Extends along the shoi*e,

forming a gap about 600
yards long in the town
front.

At present deserted.
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Name of quarter. Position,

Bida* Divided from Qal’at-al-

’Askar by Murqab-al-
Ghaibi.

The oldest of the quarters,said

to have been founded by Sudan
refugees fiom Abu Dhabi

; it is

a compact settlement of some
150 houses and is still tenanted
chiefly by Sudan (80 bouses),

the remainder of the inhabitants
being A1 Bu Kuwarah
(20 houses), *Amamarah,
Baqaqalah, H uw a 1 ah

,

Baui Yas and negroes.

B-umailah Separated from Bida* by an
interval of 200 or 300
yards : one mile beyond
Bnmailab is Ras-ash-

«•

Shtiwa’ a small

cape which forms the

north-western limit of the
town as Eas-an-!Nisa’ah
does the eastern.

Contains about 100 houses, some
of which are at present occupied
by Khalifah, eldest son of
Jasim, the A1 Thani Shaikh, and
his retainers. The inhabitants
are Ma’adhid.

4^

The general appearance of Dohah is unattractive ; the lanes are

narrow and irregular^ the houses dingy and small. There are no date

palms or other trees^ and the only garden is a small one near the fort,

kept up by the Turkish garrison.

Po2mlation and tribes ,—The inhabitants of Dohah are estimated to

amount^ inclusive of the Turkish military garrison of 350 men, to about

12,000 souls. The population may be distributed as follows by tribes

or classes :

—

Name of tribe. Number of souls. Where located.

’Ali(AlBin-) 1,750 In the Al Bin-*Ali and Dohah
quarters.

^Amamarah 100 Scattered through the town.

Arabs from Najd 250 In the D5bah quarter, on the
inland side.

BahSrinah 300 Scattered through the town,
especially in the Dohah quarter.

Baqaqalah 60 Scattered through the town,
especially in tbe Bida’ and
Sulutah quarters.

Dawasir 150 In the Ddhah quarter.
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Name of tiibe. Number of souls. Where located.

Huwalah, of whom |

are A1 Bu F akhiu
1,000 Scattered through the town,

especially in the Dohah and
Bida’ quaiters.

Kuwarali (A1 Bu) 100 In the rida’ quarter.

Ma’adMd 600 In the Dchah, Murqab-ash-
Sharqi and Rumailah quarters.

l^anana’ali 60 Scattered through the town,
especially in the Murqab-ash-
Sharqi quarter.

N egfoes (free) 1,000 Scattered through the town.

Negroes (slaves, but

living separately

fromtheh masters)

2,500 Do.

Persians 300 In the Ddhah quarter.

Sudan 400 In the Bida' quarter.

Sulutali 3,250 In the Sulutah and Murqab-ash-
Sharqi quarters.

(Baui) of the

Al Bn Falasah
section.

50 Scattered through the town,
especially in the Bida' quarter.

^ -Besides the above a few families of Sadah are found.

There wei^e formerly a few British Indians at Dohah of whom 2 or 8
were permanent settlers

; but fcheir occupations, in consequence of the
A1 Thaiii Shaikhs haying entered iDersonally on the business of pearl
meichants, ceased to be profitable and all of them have now taken their
departure.

I he people of Dohah are, as a general rule, unhealthy in appearance—
a circumstance which is attributed to their assiduity in pearl diving, this
being a form of employment which places a severe strain on the human
constitution.

Occupations, shipping and trade. Sahariliah are blacksmiths,
coppersmiths, and pettj pearl dealers ; the other tribes live by pearl
diving, sea lishi'ng and a small maritime carrying trade. About 850
^arl-Wts, 60 sea-going boats running to 'Oman, the Persian coast and
Basrah, and 90 fishing boats are owned at Dohah. Pearls are the
only export;^ and the impoi-ts resemble those of the coast towns of
Irncial Oman. Foreign trade is chiefly with Bahrain and, in a lesser
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degree, with Liugeh. Dohah is naturally the chief market town of the

Bedouins of the Qatar peninsula.

S%pplieSi water and transport ,—Little can be obtained locally in the

shape of supplies. Firewood is brought from the interior and from

Clarence Strait.

Dohah itself possesses only one well of brackish water, named ^Ain

Walad Sahd which is | a mile to the south of the Dohah

quarter
;
but there is a group of others called Mushairib 'R’ith

fairly good water, at 1 mile to the west of the Dohah quarter. Three

miles further inland is Bir-al-Jadidah a large masonry well of

indifferent water on which the town mainly depends for its supply. A
mile beyond to the southwards are the wells of Na^aijah, from which

the Shaikhs of the A1 Thani, the other notables of Dohah town and

the oiEcers of the Turkish garrison obtain their drinking water. The

best of the Na'^aijah wells is called ^Asailah * The Turkish

troops obtain most of their water from Mushairib, where there is a

military outpost of 8 men in.a tower to watch the wells. The soldiers

have now a vegetable garden at this place; and scurvy, which was for-

merly common among the garrison, has^ disappeared.

About 150 horses and 800 camels are kept at Dohah.

Political position ,—Dohah may be regarded as in most respects the

capital of Qatar and its place in the political system will be apparent

from the general article on Qatar. The Turkish garrison which

bespeaks, though it cannot enforce, the Tui’kish claim to sovereignty

over all Qatar is stationed here
;
but Jasim-bin-Thani, the most influen-

tial Shaikh of the promontory, avoids residing in the place. The town is at

present ruled by Jasim'^s fourth son ^Abdullah, he being recognised as

Shaikh of Dohah both by his father and by the Turks. The appoint-

ment of a Kais-al-Llman or Turkish harbour master is said to be contem-

plated (1907).

. This name is sometimes used to designate the town of Fallahiyeh and

the country about it, inhabited by the Ka'ab tribe, or even the whole .

of the Fallahiyeh District in Southern ’Arabistan.' It is possible that

it was formerly used to describe the whole principality of the .Ka’ab

DORAQ
or

DORAQ
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Shaikh, mcluding the districts of Pallahiyehj Jarrahi; Ma’Shur; and

even Hindiyan. Khor Doraq, a branch of Khor Musa, is described in

the article under that name.

Dtoq-al-Furs, possibly Pallahiyeh Town, was in the 10th century

A. D. a very flourishing place, through which most pilgrims from Pars

and Kirman passed on their way to Makkak. It then possessed remains

of Sassanian buildings and, according to one authority, a fire temple.^

DORAQIS- In Southern ^Atabistan^ the tract upon the sea between Khor Doraq

on the east and the Bahmanshir upon the west. The name is not in

common use.

DUKHANt The highest hill on Bahrain Island and in the Bahrain archipelago,

JABAL-AD- It is situated 13 miles south of Manamah Town and is a square-looking

hle^ck rock, 440 feet high, situated in the middle of the great

central depression of Bahrain Island. Its colour and appearance are

however deceptive, for in common with the rest of the island it

is not volcanic, but consists entirely of limestone. A good view is

obtainable from its summit of aU Bahrain, of the encircling sea, and even

of the coast of the Arabian mainland
;
the hill itself is visible from the sea

at a distance of 24 miles and it forms, in conjunction with the minarets

of the Madrasah Abu Zaidan mosque, a leading mark for vessels entering

Manamah harboui’. In certain circumstances it might be of value as a

signalling station.

DURUGiS
.UjjO

or_
DTJEUD-
GAH .

The pi?incipal place in the small Persian district of Zira ; it is situated

about 10 miles noith-west of Burazjan and 1| miles from the right

bank of both the Eud Shirin stream and Eud-hilleh River near the point

where the former merges in the latter, Durugah consists of about 150

* Vidd Le Strange.

t A distant view of Jabal-ad-Dukhan from the sea will be found in Admiralty

Plan No. 2377-20. . _ - , _ . .
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houses o£ a tribe claiming Arab descent who live by cultivation of wheat,

barley, dates and cotton
j

it is also the bazaar of the Zira District, but

there are no regular shops. The date-palms are said to number 25,000,

and livestock comprises 20 horses, 200 donkeys, 120 cattle and 500 sheep

and goats. The village is held in Tiyul by a relative of the Salar-i-

Mu^azzam and is farmed by the Khan of Shabankareh to prevent its

falling into the hands of any rival Khan. Revenue is collected at the rate

of 20 to 100 Qrans per Gau of cultivation. The defences of the place

consist of 4i towers.

A considerable village of over 200 stone and mortar houses on the

coast of the Lingeh District in Persia, about 7 miles north-west of

Bustaneh and 4 miles east of Mughu ;
to the south-west of the village

is a pearl bank, known as the Duvvan bank, close to the shore. The

village is divided into two quarters ; that on the west is called Kafarghan

or Duvvan Qawasim, is inhabited by Qawasim, and pays revenue

to the Deputy-Governor of Lingeh ;
that on the east is called Duvvan

A1 ^Ali after the tribe inhabiting it and is under the Shaikh of Charak.

The A1 ’Ali, who are only about half as numerous as the QawSsim, have

a large fort in which they reside for fear of their enemies, the Maraziq of

Mughu. Except a few Wahhabis
,

all the people are Sunnis. The A1

’Ali have 12- pearhng vessels (Sambuks) which work on the Arabian side

of the Gulf and sometimes at Farur island
; they also possess about 2fi

smaller craft (Baqarahs, ^Amilahs, Shu^ais and Varjis) which they use

for fishing and pearling near Bustaneh and for fishing at Farur island.

The Qawasim own b Sambuks which run as far as Basrah on the one

side and the Batinah coast of ^Oman on the other ,* also 2 ' Amilahs and

3 Shti^ais. The Al 'Ali have about 70 rifles and are a warlike tribe : of

the Qawasim only about 15 possess rifles. The people are sailors, fisher-

men, pearl-divers, agriculturists and date-growers
; some of them are

Nakhudas in command of boats belonging to ports on either side of the

Gulf which ply upon the Lingeh and Shibkuh coasts. Animals are 100

camels, 100 donkeys and 700 sheep and goats ; the camels are kept in

the hills near Bustaneh, There are wells of sweet water and, in addition

to these, each of the quarters possesses 2 reservoirs.

DTJYVAlf
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EUPHRA-
TES
or

FURAT*

The length of this famous river between Pallujah—the point where it

enters our purview—and its junction with the Tigris at Qurnah -is^ by

the winding course which it follows^ nearly 400 miles ; its general direc-

tion between the extreme points mentioned is from north-west to south-

eastj but it runs in a curve of which the hollow is on the north-eastern or

Mesopotamian side.

To describe fully and with correctness this, the lower course of the

Euphrates, is at present impossible. The survey made in 1836 of the

river below Samawah and the survey dated 1860-65 of the portion

between Khan ffiaqdam and Samawah are now antiquated, and reliable

detailed information about the changes that have taken place in recent

years is not, when it relates to the more inaccessible reaches of the river,

easy to procure. So far, however, as these difficulties permit we shall

endeavour to describe the Euphrates,— first in its general and topogra-

phical aspects, and then with reference to navigation and irrigation.

General come and The principal points that, mark the

line of the Euphrates in its lower course are the towns of Musaiyib,

Hillah, Diwaniyah, Samawah, Nasiriyah and Suq-ash-Shuyukh,

by which it passes. This part of the river may be divided into three

sections; an upper section from Pallujah to Musaiyib, a central

section from Musaiyib to Samawah and a lower section fi’om Samawah
to Qurnah.

The following are the principal points, in descending order, and the

character of the river in the first of these divisions :

—

Name.

(1) On which side

eltuated.; (2) distance

by stream, and (3) average
direction from the

last place.

Nature. RUMAItKB.

Eallujah
w

^Left bank. See article Pallujah The river, which is

spanned liere by a

bridge of 25 boats

and divided into 2

channels by an is-

land, flows with a

broadtli of 240 yards

and a maximum
depth (in November)
of about 25 feet.

aiu.yic ja cnienj on iniormation supplied by Colonel
L. S. Newmarch and Sir W. Willcooks, on an article by Mr. H. W. Cadotij in the
Geographies Journal for September 1906, and on personal inquiries. Some of the
data regarding the course of the river below Nasiriyah were supplied by Dr. Bennett
and Mr Tan Ess of the American Presbyterian Mission at Basrah. The best mans
ophel'uphrates are thri from Chesney’s survey (1886) of the whole; that from
the sumys of Selby, Colhugwood and Bewsher (1860-65) of the portion betweenpan Maqdam and Samawah s and that which illustrates Mr. Cadova’s article.

mTff inLcV f accompanied letter
p. 8 of 39th Apipl863 from the Political Agent at Baghdad to the Secretary to
tbe Governmeot of India in the Foreign Department.
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Name.

(1) On which side
situated ; (2) distance

by streatn, and (3) average
direction from the

last place.

Nature. REMiuBSIS.

Khsn Mao[-
aam

Khidhar Aliyas

Qv Kbidhar

(

[

Left bank.
30 miles.

Soutli-east.

Left bank.
24 miles.

South-east.

See article Khan
Macidam,

The Euphrates has a
width at this place
of about 1 90 yards.

A mosque with df te

palms and a few
mulbeiry trees.

Above the mosque
is a wood of tama-
risk and poplar

about 800 yaids
long by 200 yards
wide. The neigh-
bouring Arabs are

Mas^ud. The lauds

in the vicinity

belong to the Dairat-
as-Saiiiyah.

The banks here rise

about 10 feet above
the level of the river.

Imam Ibrahim-
al-Khalil fLeft bank.

-{ 6 miles.

[^South-south-east.

A tomb surrounded
by a small grave-
yard. On the oppo-
site side of the river^

about 1,000 yards
to westward, are

some walled date
gardens belonging to

Baghdad owners.

The Khan at Sikan-
dariyah on the

Bagdad-Karbala
road is visible from
this place.

Musaiyib
tv Both banks.

8 miles.

.
South-south-east.

See article

Musaiyib.
From Imam IbrShim-
al-Khalil the land on
both sides of the river

is cultivated and there

are many gardens,
walled and unwalled,

of dates, oranges,

pomegranates and
figs.

^
At Musaiyib

the river is 180 yards
broad and is crossed

by a bridge of 24
boats. In the low
season the banks,
which here consist of

alluvial sand of vary-

ing fineness with no
cohesion, are 8 to 14
feet above the level

of the stream, the
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l?ame.

(3) On which side

situated, ;2) distance

by stream, and (Si) average
direction from the

last place.

Nature. Bemares.

extreme depth is 14
feet and the current
flows about 1,500
yards an hour. In
the flood season the

river rises 10 feet and
the current increases

to 4 miles an. hour.

There is a consider-

able island in the
river about 1| miles

above Musaiyib
and a similar one
ahoULt 1 mile below :

both are suitable

places for bridging

operations and date

timber in plenty is

available near the

former.

In this section^ 68 miles in length, the Euphrates flows through a dry

but arable country ;
its bed is broad and open, and the current is ordinarily

slight. In the table above reference has not been made to some small

canals which take off on the left bank : they will be mentioned in the para-

graph on irrigation below.

After passing through the town of Musaijib the Euphrates runfer for

two miles and then throws off from its right bank the important Hlisai-

Hiyali canal
;
just below this point a former loop of the river, called

m
the Shatt-al-'^Atiq ^ or Old River, takes its departure on the

opposite side
;
this branch is now altogether dry. Three miles below the

head pf the Husainiyah canal the river reaches a crucial point in its career,

and its waters divide into two streams w hich separate at an acute angle

;

that to the west or right is the great Hindiyah canal
;
the other—here

known as the Shatt-al-Hillah -is the one which we shall follow, for it is

the true Kuphrates of the last thousand years, though its stream is now

thin and sluggish. About a mile below the bifurcation of the Hindiyah
canal and the Euphrates, the Shatt-al-^Atiq already mentioned rejoins

the Euphrates from the left ; most of the land enclosed between the

- Euphrates and the Shatt-al-^Atiq now belongs tg the Dairat-as~Saniyab.
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The following diagram will help to explain what takes place

Scale 1 mile*

A=Musaiyib.
BB=Hu‘ai(.ij'ah canal.

CC=Sriatt-al-*Atiq.
DD=Shatt“al-Hmalx.
EE.= Hind5yah bariage.

P= Shatt-al-Hindiyah.

A tabular account of the second section of the Euphrates follows here

in continuation of the preceding table:

—
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X^ame. 1

(1) On which side
situated; distance

by siream, and (3) average
direction from the

last place

.

Nature, Esmares.

Bagharah

Canal

(
Left bank.

•|
35 miles.

South-east.

(This is the position

of the head.)

1

See article Bagha-
rali.

are on the left bank
of the river. On
the right hank oppo-
site to the site of

Babylon is the village

of jlnSnah Ajlic . For

months in summer
the Euphrates at

Hillalx and in the

reach above it is

quite dry, and the

boat bridge of 15
pontoons at BEillali

settles down upon
the sand . I n winter,

after rain, the stream
at Hillah is 60
yards broad and less

than four feet deep*

For about 20 miles
below Hiliair there
are date groves and

i many villages : one of
the latter called

Imam Hamzah (Ilis
not to be confounded
with the village of

the same name below.
The palms then cease

and for 10 miles the
country has a less

cultivated and pros-

perous appearance.
Towards the end of

latter stretch are

numerous fortified

hamlets, 200 to 300
yards apart. Then
follow 6 rdiles df

still more desolate

country, where many
of the hamlets are

now deserted and
where the fighting

towers are beginning
to show symptoms of

decay. The villages

on the right bank
belong to the Wisa-
mah tribe and onejof

them, called Shukri

9 marks the

boundary between

]

the two main sections
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(1) On which side
situated

j (a) distance
by stream, and (3) average

airection from the
I

iaet place.

Diwaniyali
1 Botb banks.

I
30 miles.

- South -sonth -east.

See article Diwani-
yah.

ImSm Hamzah
(11)

I'

Right bank.

I
20 miles.

‘ South by east.

A small village on the
i river bank taking its

name fyom a shrine
in the desert about
1 mile to west-
wards. It is not to
be confounded with
the village of the
same name a little

below Hillah Town.

(

cfiheWisamRn. In
summer some discon-
nected pools are all

th<4t remains of the
river in the reach be-
tween Hillaii and
the head of the
Bagharah, they
are sometimes crowd-
ed with fish which
either are caught
with nets by the
Arabs or die as the
water evaporates.

• In the_^ neighbourhood
of Diwaniyah the
average breadth of the
river bed is 90 to 95
yards, and the deepest
part is almost in-
variably within 10
feet of the steep
bank on the outside
of a curve. On the
lands enclosed by
hollow curves of the
river much tamaiisk
grows. The height of
the banks here above
the bed, which is alto-
gether dry in summer,
is 13 to 16 feet.

The stretch from
Diwaniyah to
Imam Hamzah (II) is

dry in summer, and
in that season it is al-
most deserted by the
inhabitants who
migiate westwards
towards the Sindi-
yab. canal to find
water for their cattle.
Near Imam Hamzah
(II) deposition of
wind-borne sand is

proceeding rapidly in
the bed of the river.
The village of Lana-

lam which

has now ceased io
exist, stood on the
left bank of the
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Name.

(1) On which eid6

situated ; (2) distance

hy stream, and (3) average
direction from the

last place.

Natura. i£El£ABEg.

Samawah
,

_ »

r Both banks.

J
30 to 40 miles.

( South-east.

See article Sama-
wah.

1

1

river 6 miles below
Imam Hamzah (11).

Below Imam Hamzah
(II) the bed of the

river narrows in

places to 50 or even

40 yards, and the

hanks are sometimes
more than 18 feet

high. Here, as in the

immediately preced*

ing reaches, the river

—except in winter-—
has virtually ceased

to flow ; but 5 or 6
miles above Samg.*
W‘all its channel is

joined by the *Atshan
t^tuJag coming
from the Bahr-an-
Najaf, which gives

back to it, so far as

not expended or

absorbed, the water
taken

;
out by the

Hindiyah. canal

above Hillahi. The
first half of the way
from Imam Hamzah
(II) to Samawah is

desert and the

towers and houses
which still stud the

banks of the river,

are now all unoccu-
pied ; but after Aba
JuwSrir

,

a mud village of

about 80 houses
situated on the right

bank 14 miles by
road frona Imam
Hamzah (II), the

country improves
and possesses both cul-

tivation and inhabi-

tants. Abu Juwarir
is the headquai-ters

of a Nahiyah in the

Qadha of Samawah ;

the inhabitants are

Bani *Aridh and
Kliaza’il. A short

way above Abu
Juwarir is the small
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Name.

(1) On which side
Bitaated

; (2) distance
by stream, and (3) average

direction from the
last place.

Nature. EBMiAaKS.

village, also on the
right hank, of Saiyid
Abu Tabakli ^jy)
and a little below
Abu Jnwaiir, on
both banks, is the
half-deserted town
or settlement
Humaithab. to
which a separate
article is devoted.
At Samawab there
is a boat bridge.

In this, as in the first section, some canals have been omitted which are

dealt -with, further on in the paragraph on irrigation.

Except in the first 5; and again in the last 5 miles of this section

the bed of the Euphrates is for practical purposes dry during a great

part of the year ; indeed for months in summer it is altogether

empty^ and even in winter it only carries one thirty-fifth part of the

water of the river. The total length of the section^ waterless at times

with the exception of 10 miles^ is about 150 miles. The place of the

Euphrates in this part of the country is taken by the Shatt-al-Hindiyah>

which opens into the river at both ends and draws off nearly all the water

at the head of the reach to restore a portion of it again at the tail. The
causes of the supersession of the river by the canal^—a process which does

not appear to have been foreseen in 1886 and which may have begun but

was not^ apparently, far advanced in 1860-65,—are partly natural and
partly artificial. The chief factor was probably a gradual rise in the

level of the river bed about Hillah by a natural deposition of silt ; and
examination has shown that in the neighbourhood of Hillah the loss

of depth amounts in places to as much as 12 feet. A second influence

came into operation with the opening of the Hindiyah canal, by which
the volume and velocity of the Euphrates stream were reduced and its

scour was diminished. A barrage constructed by the Turkish Govern-

ment about 1890 at the head of the Hindiyall canal partially remedied

the evil for a time
j but in July 1903 this work gave way and the

injury vras aggravated, for the whole Euphrates now began to pour

down the Hindiyah channel. Since this event occurred the silting up

of the old Euphrates bed below ithe take-off of the Hindiyah has
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beeu accelerated by dams or Sukur which the Arabs build in it,

especially below Hillah, for the purpose of flooding* their lands and by the

wasteful manner in which they withdraw water from the river, particular-

ly by means of the Dagharah canal, without returning the surplus.

Sand also, carried by the wind from the adjoining desert, is now doing its

part in choking up the ancient channel ; and in places the accumulations

due to this cause have attained a depth of feet.

It is interesting to observe that these changes constitute a return

to the conditions of 1,000 years ago, when the main stream of the

Euphratos flowed—as it has again begun to do—by Kufah, and when
the channel on which Hillah Town subsequently grew up was a canal

known as the ^'Suran The move of the Euphrates into the

Hillah channel appears to have taken place gradually between the 8th
and the 12th centuries a.d.

The principal features of the river in its third and last section, about
165 miles in length, are given in the table below which is a continuation

of the last preceding one

(1) On which side
sitaated • (2) distance

by stream, and 1$} average
direoiion from the

last place.

Nature. Remabks.

Durraji
r Left, bank. A small village on the On the left bank about

^
25 miles. left bank about 18 miles beloW

V. East-south-east, 26 miles below Samawah Town
Samawah Town.
It belongs to the
Dairat-as-Sauijah
and contains a tele-

graph office.

and 7 miles above
Durraji is Kbidhar

a village of

about 100 mud
houses, named after
a small shrine which
it possesses ; the in-
habitants are cultiva-
tors, boatmen . and
traders and mostly
belong to the Al Bn
Muhsin tribe. The
Mudir of the Darr3.ji
N abiyab of the
Samawah Qadba
has his residence at
Khid bar. On or near
the right bank of the
Euphrates a little

way above Durraji is

Am Said

a locality in the desert
inland of wbieh salt

is obtained^ Below
Samawah the Eu-
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(1) On which side
situated: (2) diiitaDce

by stream ; ard (3) average
direct! m f«oni the

last place.

^NSsiriyah
Left bank.
50 miles.

East-south-east.

See article Nasiri-
yah. Town.

Suq-ash-
Shuytikh

(jy*M

Both banks.
20 miles.

E ast-BOuth-ea st.

See article Suq-ash-
Shiiyukh.

phrates flows in a
turbid stream, v^ry-
iut? from 60 to j 20
yards in width, be-
tween banks which
in the low season
are 7 to 14 feet high.
Near the river on
either side are culti-
vated fields with fche

desert and scrub
jungle beyond.

The reach below Dnr-
rajiis similar to the
one above it ; but
the river widens as
it jbd Vances, and at
Nasiriyah, 4 miles
below which the wes-
ternmost branch o5
the Shatfc-al-Gbaraf
joins it as a left bank
tribntary, it is about
800 yards broad.
There is a boat
bridge at Nasiri-
yah of 25 pontoons.
The celehra-ed an-
cient ruins of

Muqaiyar are

situated on a slight
eminence, to the
south of the riverj
about 6 miles south-
west of IS'asiriyah.

The left hank between
Nasiriyah and
Siiq-ash-Shuytikh
is a swamp, formed
by the spieadingout
and comminjjlirg of
the Shjtt-al-Gbargf
and the EnphratHS.
At

_ Suq-ash-
Shuyukh the river
pioper cannot be
very broad as the
bridge contains only
a dozen boats. About
10 or 15 miles below
Suq-ash-Shuyukh
and perhaps 3 miles
inland from the right
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Kame.

Madinah

(1) On -wliicli side

situated 5 (2) distance

by stieam, and (3) average
direction from the

last place.

Nature. Beicabks.

bank of the rirer ig

the Turkish military
station of Eha^l-

Three creeks tihich
lead from the rirer
to Kh-»m3s5yab unite
At that place and the
canal formed hy their
junction is said to
connect with the
Shat t-a l-’A r a b
just above Kut-al-
IParangi.

fRight bank.

I
70 miles (and about

{ 12 miles above

1
Qiirnali). Tillage.

East by north.

See article Madinab. In the reach from
Suq-asb-Sliuyukh
to Madinah the Eu-
phrates runs through
marshes notorious
for their extent.
Hammar, a village or
small town which is

the headquarters of
a Nahi^ ah of the
same name in the
Qadhaof Suq^ash-
SHu-ytikh and has a
telegraph station, is

situated on the left
hank of the Euph-
rates about half-way
between Suq-ash-
Sbriyukli and
Madinab, at the
junction of the eastern-
most oilan nel of the
Shatt-al-G-baraf with
the great river. A
large stretch of the
marshes below this
point is known as
Eirkat-al-H a m m Sr

. Below
HammSr again, on

‘
“

fs

or

a
considerable place in-
habited by Bani Asad.
The breadth of the
Euphrates from
Suq-as-Shuyukh

same bank,
Jazair Jlya.

Eibaish (jZJljSf
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Name,

(1) On which side
situated; (2) di tance

by stream, and (3) average
direction f rom the

last place.

Nature. RniCASES.

te Madinah and
thence to Qurnah
is describt'd as on
the avernge about
150 yards. In the
swamps above Mad-
inab the depth is

soraetiin#*s only 2^
feet. Near Madinah
there are great
marshes on the south
side of river partly

known as Hor-aal-
Jazair

which comrannicate
with the Shatt-al-
’Arab|by backwaters
a> d from which also,
in floods, Euphrates
water finds its way
down to the hollow
between Basrah and
Zubair Towns.

Navigatio7t ,—The navigation of the Euphrates is nowhere free above
the town of Suq-ash-Shuytikh, which was the highest point reached—
and that not without difficulty—by the R.I.M.S. Comet in her last

attempt to ascend the river in recent years. In the swamps above
Madinah the depth of water^ as already mentioned^ is sometimes only

feet. Native, Safinahs can ordinarily reach the mouth of the ^Atshan
at any season, but between July and November they cannot go much
further. In March and April, however, the two months of highest river,

conomunication is still open through Hillah to Musaiyib ; but the

channel, as we have seen above, is silting up, and unless energetic mea-
sures are taken it will soon be blocked altogether. Boats now generally

reach liiisaiyib vid the ^Atshan, Bahr-an-Najaf and Shatt-al-Hindiyah
thus passing ShiHafiyah, Kufah, Kifl and Tawairij on the way instead

of Imam Hamzah (II), Diwaniyah and Hillahi. The result is thus a
diversion rather than a closing of communication, and the loss other than
agricultural which is caused by the change is more to a few old towns and
some villages than to the country at large : it is obvious however that

neither of the rival waterways is as satisfactory as it would be if the other

did not exist, and the damage to vested interests by the transference
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of bnsiness from one line to the other is in some cases very great. It is

believed that by efficient repairs to the Hindiyah. baiTage^ before it is

too late^ a miiiinmm depth of 4 feet could even now be secured in the

whole lower course of the Euphrates.

The depth of the Euphrates is variable and appears to have decreased

generally throughout its course^ and not only in the section from

Mnsaiyib to Samawah, since the survey of 1836 ; but above

the head of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah there are still soundings of 30 feet in

places where the stream is confined.

Navigation depends largely on wind, and when both wind and current

are adverse progress becomes almost impossible. In the absence of wind

and with an average current a native boat can drop down stream at the

rate of about 4 miles an hour ; the current in the wide reaches above

Mtusaiyib is only about 3 miles an hour even in time of flood, but there

are places where it reaches a velocity of 8 or 9 miles. The influence of

the sea tides is felt as far up as Durraji.

Even if physical obstacles to navigation did not exist it is improbable

that a steamer service on the Euphrates would be remunerative in the

present circumstances of the country ; for Turkish ''Iraq, in its undeve-

loped condition, cannot suj)port more than one large centre of trade and one

line of communication, and these it possesses already in Baghdad City

and the Tigris river. Moreover, the imports which would follow the

Euphrates line are neither so heavy nor so bulky as to demand steam

carriage ; and the most considerable export is grain which must be picked

Up from point to point,—a task that steamers cannot profitably perform.

Irrigation .—The Euphrates from Fallujah to Diwaniyah is a river

well calculated to serve as a source of perennial irrigation upon a large

scale, and the fact is one which during long ages received a full and prac-

tical recognition. The canals to which Mesopotamia owed its prosperity

and importance in ancient times mostly tapped the Euphrates on its left

bank between the two places mentioned and after traversing Mesopotamia

at this, its narrowest part, flowed with open mouths into the Tigris J
in

this way, besides wateriug the fertile country through which they passed,

they afforded a means of communication by boat between the two great

rivers. The remains of these canals are still the dominant feature of the

landscape, and huge piles of silt-clearance, resembling railway embank-

ments, cross the otherwise featureless desert in every direction and intersect

at many angles. Some of the old canals are yet in operation on a greatly

reduced scale and irrigate perhaps a hundredth part of the area which was

formerly served*
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The maximum discharge of the Euphrates at Musaiyil) is 2^0 00 to

8^000 cubic metres per second and theminimum discharge about 300. The
mean velocity of the river at a typical place in the same neighbourhood
was *85 metres per second on the 6th January 1905^ giving by calculation

a maximum flood velocity of 1‘33 and a minimum low-water velocity of

*66 metres per second. The average fall of the river is about 1 in 18,000^

or much the same as that of the Nile^ to which in the reaches between

Fallujah and Mussaiyib it is said to bear a striking resemblance. In the

latitude of Baghdad the average level of the Euphrates is about 20 feet

above the average level of the Tigris, so that the Tigris at its highest is

exactly on a level, its maximum rise being 61- metres, with the Euphrates

at its lowest in the corresponding stage of its course. The Euphrates
runs in a shallower and more open bed than the Tigris, and having a more
constant stream it is the more suitable for irrigation. To the east of

Baghdad the lowness of the left bank of the Euphrates is a serious but

remediable defect
; when it rises it lets loose destructive floods which

sometimes sweep across Mesopotamia almost to the Tigris, and one of the

first steps in the reclamation of Mesopotamia would be the prevention

of such occurrences. Between Fallujah and Khan Maqdam attempts

have already been made to confine the river by means of eaiih embank-
ments about 8 feet high and 20 feet wide which are revetted on the
side towards the stream.

The river is at its highest in April and at its lowest in September : the

following diagram will explain the character of its ordinary rise and
fall;—
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Tlie rise in spring is due to the melting of the winter snows in

Armenia^ and the sudden rise in November followed by a temporary

decrease in December and January is attributable to the autumn

rains, of which the effect is suddenly checked by winter frosts. The

maximum annua] rise of the Euphrates, which does not last long enough

to appear in our diagram, is about 5 metres.

If the restoration of irrigation in Mesopotamia were to be seriously

undertaken the operations would probably be begun on the part of the

Euphrates between Eallujah and Diwaniyah ; some of the more

important existing canals in this quarter consequently must be noticed

here. The first of these is the Saqlawiyah which used to take

out some 8 miles above Fallujah and, passing to the north of the ruins

of ^Aqax Nimrud formed an extensive lake on the west side of

Kadhimain Town and then entered the Tigris about 5 miles below

Baghdad. In July 1838 the British surveying steamer Eu^pTirates passed

through this canal and met with no soundings of less than 6 feet
j

but since then the canal has been closed, on account of the floods which

it assisted on their way towards Baghdad. The upper end is now

blocked by wheat fields, while the lower is filled for a short distance

by a back-flow from the Tigris, and forms a creek, known as the Khar

which is spanned by an iron bridge at a short distance from

Baghdad on the route to Musaiyib. The following is a list of the

existing canals from Fallujah to Hillah with their discharges as

registered on the 3rd January 1905 when the Euphrates at Fallujah

was li metres above its lowest level and was itself discharging 700

cubic metres per second :

—

Discbarge on Srd

Name and description of canal.
January 1905
m cubic metres
per second.

1, The Abu Ghuraib ^1, takes out 4 miles below

Fallujah and runs to near Baghdad. Close to its

head it is spanned by a strong brick bridge carrying

a roadway, 10 ^ feet broad ; the bed width of the

canal here is about 30 feet, and it runs in a cutting

4j0 feet deep. It is separated from the Saqlawiyah by
a high pebbly desert yielding gypsum .... 6

ft. The Radhwaniyah of which -the head is a

lodle or two below Khan MaqdaiU .!**.. Nil*
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Discharge on 3rd

Name and description o£ canal.
January 1905

^ in cubic metres
per second.

S. The Mahmudlyah takes out below the Radhwa-

uiyah, crosses the Baghdad-Karbala road at Mah-
mudiyah and approaches the Tigris at Madain.
Near its head it is crossed by a brick bridge without a

parapet : the roadway is 11 feet wide. The bed

width of the canal at the same place is 1^ feet . . 2

4. ‘The Latifiyah Nil.

tM

5. The Sikandariyah further down, crosses the

Baghdad-Karbala road at Sikandariyah ... 1

6. The Musaiyib leaves the river just above the

town of Musaiyib and crosses the Baghdad-Karbala

road 3

7. The Nasriyah takes off between Musaiyib and the

head of the §hatt-al-Hindiyah and Gvomes the

Baghdad-Hillah road 3

8. The Mahawil quits the reduced river several

miles below the point of separation of the Hiudiyah
and crosses the Baghdad-Hillah road . . . Nil.

9. The Khatuniyah ,
leaves the Euphrates a

short distance above the ruins of Babylon and crosses

the Baghdad-Hillah road ........ 2

10. The Nil takes out still nearer to the ruins of Babylon

than the Khatuniyah and crosses the same road . 1

Uf

11. The Wardiyah crosses the Baghdad-Hillah road

between the ruins of Babylon and Hillah . . . Nil.

All the canals in the list above are on the left bank of the Euphrates

and, with the exception of the Radhwaniyah, the Mahawil and the

Khatuniyah, they are the property of the Dairat-as-Saniyah. The Abu
Ghuraib has a good regulating-head of masonry, consisting of two
spans each 34 metres wide and probably identical with the bridge described

above ;
but the regulators of the remainder are indifferent. As will be

seen, the aggregate discharge of these canals with a rather low river is
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only 16 cubic metres a second j
this mi^ht rise in time of flood to about

200 cubic metres per second^ but the result would be flooding, owing to

imperfect subsidiary arrangements^ of the whole country
;
and cultivators

in the present state of affairs prefer not to irrigate their lands at all when

the river is high. The silt in these small canals is heavy, and there are

symptoms that clearance is not keeping pace with deposit and that the

canals are gradually deteriorating.

The large Husainiyah canal and Shatt-at-Hindiyall, bn the right

bank, whose heads are 2 and 5 miles respectively below Musaiyib,

form the subjects of special articles ; and the small canals on both

banks between Hillah and the head of the Dagliarah, being described

in the article on the Hillah Qadha, do not call for notice hero,

except the Tajiyah which takes out just above Hillah and the

Jarbu^iyah, an im.portant asset of the Dairat-as-Saniyah, about half way

from Hillah. to the head of the Dagharah
,
both of which are on the

right bank. The Dagharah itself, on the left bank, is separately dealt

with elsewhere. It only remains to mention the Abul Padhal JLAaJ)

a canal thrown off by the Euphrates from its left bank some 2 miles

above Diwaniyah and swallowed up in the marshes to the south-east-

**

wards which contaiu the village of Fawwai- ))j» distant about 30

miles from Diwaiuyali.

A considerable Arab tribe of Southern Najd, not apparently found

anywhere elsewhere. In Sadairthey occur at 'Ashairah, 'Attar, Hajma’,
Tuwaim and Zilfi ;

in 'Aridh at Bir, Jarinah, Mahriqah and Malham in

Mahmal, at Malqa and ’Audah in Wadi Hanifah,,, and at Dhramallj

inHariq atHarlq town; in Hautah at Hautah town and Hilwah;

and in Aflaj at ’Amar, Lailah, Raudhall and Umm Shinadhir,

Those of Majma’ belong to sections called Fadhl and Kathir

and those of Hautah town to sections styled Al Talib

and Kathran while the Fadhul of 'Amar and Randhah are

said to be of a Shaikhly section known as Mughairah ,

The Kathir and Kathra sections are probably identical. The origin

of the Fadhul is forgotten, but a vague tradition connects them with

the Bard Lim.
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A coast village in the ^Adan district of tlie Kuwait Principality,

21 miles south-south-east of Kuwait Town. It consists of about 50

houses and has 20 wells of good water about 18 feet deep. There are

200 well-grown date palms and some cultivation of wheats barley

and melons^ irrigated from the wells. The inhabitants^ who belong to

various Arab tribes, own some flocks of sheep and goats. As mentioned

in the article on ’Adan, Fahaihil is a resort at certain seasons for townsmen

of Kuwait.

An island seven miles north-west of Mastjat Town and two miles from

the nearest point on the ^Oman coast. It is 280 feet high and precipitous,

with overhanging cliffs all round except at the south-west corner where

the only landing place is. Fahal is one-third of a mile in length from

north to south, is light-coloured, and has deep water all round. It was

known to the Portuguese as the Isle 6f Victory on account of a naval

success which they gained near it over the Turks.

A large and scattered village in Jabal Shammar proper, about

45 miles south-east by east of Hail on the route to Buraidah. It

stands on high ground to the west of a Wadi called Abal Krush

bl
; 2 miles to the south-west of the place is Jabal Qafail

Jaaj, a hill 200 feet high. The soil is sand, 15 to 30 feet deep,

with a stratum of 6 feet of very hard black basalt beneath. The

quarters of Faid and their date groves are spread over a space 2 to 3

miles in extent : the quarters are, besides that specifically called Faid

which contains 40 houses,—"Ain ,
Ghazaiziyah djyy

, Hamrah

Hadhaifaa ,
Marjum , Najib > Qalaiyib

Sbajarab (Abu) , and Sinaiyan . The population^ wbo may

number 1,000 souls, are partly Bani Tamim and partly Shammar.

Cereals, vegetables and melons are grown. Water is at 6 to 9 fathoms, and

the best well is in Marjum. In ancient times Paid was a large and famous

PAEAIHiL

or

FAHAHIL

FAHAL*

PAID

* A view of Fahal from the sea will he found in Chart No. 237?—2837*A.
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place and a station on the pilgrim route from Kafah to Makkah. There

are some ruins on a black lava hill called Kharash , gOO yards south

of 'Ain.

PAILAKAH To British manners formerly known as Pheleechi/’ from the local

aSUf pronunciation which is Failachah. An island; 7 miles in length with

ISLAND a maximum breadth of 3 miles, lying on the north side of the

entrance to Kuwait Bay : its western end, the nearest to Kuwait Town,

is about 10 miles east-north-east of Ras*al-Ardh, while its northern

end is about 7 miles south-east of the month of Khor-as-Sabiyah.

TJiysical characteristics and sitrroundings ,—The shape of Failakah

is that of a badly-shaped wedge, having its point to the south-east

and its base to the north-west. • The island stands on an extensive

flat of mud and sand with rocky patches, which is called Dharub
VjLo and stretches south-eastwards from the entrance of Khor-as-

Sabiyah. Failakah is low, the highest point being a mound 30 feet

high in the westernmost part; at high spring tides it is broken in

upon by the sea, and, not being visible more than 6 or 8 miles, it is

frequently not sighted in entering Kuwait Bay. Failakah has two out-

liers, ^Anhah
,

a small sandy islet about 3 miles from its south-

eastern extremity at the place where the Dharub flat comes to an end,

and Mashjan
,
a low sandy islet on the flat about % miles

from Failakah in the dii-ection of Khor-as-Sabiyah.

Estimates of the population of Failakah vary ; but

there appear to be about 200 men or, say, 500 souls altogether. There

is now only one village, Zor jjj , on the north-west coast facing Mashjan

;

a Niqa^ah or boat-harbour, difficult of entrance, is situated on the shore

three-quarters of a mile to the north-east of the village. Landing at

Zor is easy. The place possesses some 70 or 80 ordinary boats, smaller

on the average than the boats of Kuwait Town, and over 20 Wahriyahs

or fishing-boats built oi Jarids or date-branches. There are several

deserted villages on the island. One of these, named Subaihiyah
,

sisituated on the western shore nearer to the southern than to the northern
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end of the island. It is marked hy a group of 90 superannuated palms,
perforated by insects. Close to Zor, beyond its boat-harbour, is the

deserted site of Sa idi • about a mile further is a similar place

called Dasht • finally, in this direction, ire reach Qrainiyah <i^j3

where Jabir, the eldest sou of Shaikh Mubarak of Kuwait, has built

himself a house : this is now, except Zor, the only inhabited place on
the island. The people of Zor, mostly fishermen but a few of them
pearl divers, are of mixed origin ; the majority are said to have come
from the island of Kharag*, but others are from Fao, the Hiudiyau
District and even ^Oman. They are civil and well-disposed, but

superstitious and fanciful, and their condition generally is wretched.

Indeed the aspect of the island from every point of view is one

of melancholy but gentle decay.

Water supply .—Water is found in most parts of the island at a

depth of only 6 feet : it is said to be better than the water of Kuwait
Town and to be less brackish near the sea than it is at some distance

inland. In the hot weather it turns so salt in some places as to kill

lucerne.

Mslieries and afjricicUure.—The resources of Failakah are fisheries and

agriculture on a modest scale.

After deduction of Makalah
^

or the food expenses of the crew,

the catch of fish is divided into equal shares, of which one goes to the

Shaikh of the island, one to the owner of the boat, one to the

Captain, and one to each of the crew.

Wheat and barley are grown with some success on clayey patches.

About 6,000 lbs. of wheat are said to be sown annually in the whole

island, and the total yield of grain is about 3 0 tons. The produce -

after deduction of taxes, when taxes are paid, is divided equally between

the cultivators on the one hand and the suppliers of seed, plough-animals

and food for the animals on the other : the crop is sown in October and

reaped in April. Melons are grown, also lucerne and some of the

ordinary vegetables such as onions, carrots and radishes. There are a

few rose trees and some dates ;
but the latter, which are chiefly towards-

the south end of the island, are not in a flourishing condition, and the

agriculture of Failakah generally is inferior to that of Jahrab.. The

% L
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Sidar or ber and tlie tamarisk are the principal trees other than

dateSj but hardy as they are they do not grow withont attention.

Domestic and other animals .—Failakah boasts a dozen camels^ a number

of donkeys^ a few flocks and herds^ and some poultiy. Flamingos^

pelicans^ gulls and flocks of a bird resembling the curlew haunt the shore,

and the island is said to be visited in the hot weather by large flocks of

sand-grouse. There are a number of gazelles, descended from a pair

which a member of the Shaikh of Kuwaitis family turned loose some

years ago : only relations of the chief are permitted to shoot them.

Administration .—Failakah is governed (1904) on behalf of the Shaikh

of Kuwait, to whom it belongs, by one of his relations. This indivi-

dual, Sa^ud Qalatah, who is a man of about 35 with some negro blood

and partially paralysed in his lower limbs, succeeded his father in the

governorship. About one-third of the arable land on Failakah is held

Mu’af or revenue-free: the remainder pays Zakat to the Shaikh of

Kuwait at the rate of one-tenth of gross produce, besides which the

Shaikh takes for himself all the straw of the island, even on revenue-

free holdings, except a small quantity that the inhabitants are allowed to

retain for their own necessities. The Shaikh has declined to allow rich

merchants of Kuwait or foreigners to settle in Failakah on the ground
that they would probably oppress the original inhabitants.

Sacred places. Failakah is remarkable chiefly for its tombs and
shrines. First, there are the graves of the Auliya Ujl or Saints, who
play a large part in the traditions of the island; of these"some 60 or 70
are scattered round the village of Zor. Then, about a mile to the
south of Zor, there are the tombs of Sa^ad o*-

, Sa"id
. and Sa^idah

that of Sa^ad is to the east of the others, and the whole group
stand up conspicuously as Failakah is approached in a boat from Kuwait.
It is principally to visit these tombs, said to commemorate two brothers
and a sister who were murdered here, that pilgrims from Yaman and
India, and more frequently from Afghanistan and Baluchistan, visit
Failakah. There is another tomb, also possessing virtue and visited by
pilgrims

3 it IS said to be that of a certain Muhammad-al-Badawi, whose
on y claim to distinction is that his finger after death resisted the removal
of his signet ring. Lastly, there is the Muqam-al- Khidhai>As-l! .UU
«ioho™tMsaeboat ha,bo„ „f z„,, fa
tbreateoed by th« moroMimeiife ot the sea. Persians do not resort to it
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but it is frequented by Arab sailors -wbo come to perform their votts^ made

in sickness or in danger at sea, by sacrificing a sheep or a goat, by

burning incense and by feeding the poor. The tutelary spirit is probably

the same Khidhar who has a shrine on ’Abbadan island; in Failakah,

however, his reputation is chiefly as a patron saint of mariners. The

shrine of Khidhar is not so much visited by foreign pilgrims as those

mentioned before it.

Traditions .— QrainTyah is said to have been the seat of a tyrant who

wore golden boots : his city was destroyed by God because he cut a

child in half to prove the temper of his sword. There is a local tradition,

supported by traces of good stone houses in the middle of the island,

that the Portuguese once occupied the place. They are said to have

been driven, first from Dasht and then from the centre of the island

to which they retired, by a plague of rats sent upon them by the

Auliya,

A village in the Muhamniareh. District of Southern 'Arabistan j
it FAILlTEH

is situated on the left bank of the Shatt-al-^Arab, 3 miles above Muham-

mareh Town, between the Shatt-al-’Arab and the right bank of the Abu

Jidi^ canal. It consists of about 300 brick, mud, and reed houses,

with or 15 general shops and two cofPee shops : the inhabitants are

Muhaisin and mixed Arabs, Baluchis, and negroes. Pailiyeh is the head-

quarters of the Shaikh of Muhammareh's administration ;
here are the

offices of his Government, and here is quartered his mercenary force of

about 400 armed Arabs and Baluchis, A small quay of date logs occupies

the angle between the river and the canal, and about a mile up the Abu

Jidi’ is a small dock in which the Shaikh^s steamers are repaired. The

Shaikh has at Failiyeh about 20 brass and iron muzzle-loading guns, and

his saluting battery stands just below the entrance to the canal : below

the battery is an orchard and young date grove. Failiyeh is connected

with Muhaininareh Town by a private telephone belonging to the Shaikh.

The principal buildings are two palaces which are still occupied by part of

the household of the Shaikh, but Khaz^al Khan now resides in an impos-

ing new mansion called Qasr Khaz^aliyeh, ^ three-quarters of a mile

further up the bank of the Shatt-^al-Arab ;
his Persian wife, the Jamil-as-
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Saltaueh, also has her abode there. Pailiyeh was founded about I860
by Haji Jabii’j the first great Shaikh of the Muhaisin.

A coast village in the centre of the Shamailiyah tract in Trucial

^Oman, about 23 miles north of Khor Kalba and 20 miles south-south-

east of Dibah. Khor Fakkm stands oh the southern shore of a sandy

bay two miles wide^ one mile deep and open to the north-east : the

bay has a perfectly sheltered boat harbour at its east end and just

outside its eastern point is an island 240 feet high known as Sirat-al-

Khor . The water supply of the village is good and the date

plantations contain about 5^000 trees ; fish; vegetables; cattle and poultry

are procurable. There are about 150 houses of Naqbiyin and Arabi-

cised Persians; and the population may amount to 800 souls. The

people live by their dateS; by cultivation of wheat and by pearl diving;

they own four or five coasting vessels which run to Masqat Town

and to places in the Persian Gulf. There are seven shops. The place

is at present held in fief by Sah‘d-bin-Ahmad; a first cousin once

removed of the present Shaikh of Sharjah, One of the quarters or

suburbs of Khor Pakkan is called Hiyawah.

A valley in the Eastern Hajar district of the ’Oman Sultanate,

through which runs the main line of communication between the coast at

Sur and the inland districts of Ja’alan and Sharqiyah; its direction

is south-south-west and north-north-east; afid it reaches the sea slightly

to the Wfst of Su.

Wadi Pisao jUi, the principal tributary of Wadi Falaij, rises on the

eastern side of a pass in Jabal KhamiS about 20 miles south-south-east

of Sur, and about 1 mile below the pass opens out into a stony plain

called Ma^qal which is surrounded by hills and ravines and in

which are some of the coal exposures referred to in the article on Jabal

ShanoLis. Bedouin encampments are sometimes found in this vicinity.

About eight miles below Ma^qal, Wadi Pisao joins Wadi Palaij, of which

the upper portion has not been described by any European traveller, from

the right bank. In the foot-hills of Jabal KhamiS, to the east or north-

east -of this junction, is a Masharifah village, of about 60 houses, called

A plan of the Khor Fakkan Bay will he found ia Chart No, 2373—2837-A.
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Ghassah which is distinguished hy a tower and is said to possess

30 camels^ 20 donkeys^ 80 cattle, 600 sheep and goats and 800 palms;
and in the bed of the T^adi itself, below the junction, is the oasis of

!Falaij with date palms, oleanders and other trees, good and ample

water, abundant camel-grazing and evidences of former* cultivation

extending for about a mile : Bedouins belonging to the Masharifah

or to the Rawajih section of the Bani Bu Hasan frequently eneamp

here, but there are no permanent habitations. Four and-a-half miles

below the oasis of Falaij, on the right bank of the Wadi, is the tower

of Rafsah ; it is said to have been built by an Imam of ’Oman to

resist the incursions of the Wahhabis, but it is now in the hands of the

Masharifah tribe who oblige all caravans using this route to pass through

a square gate-house 100 yards from the tower and pay toll, in considera-

tion of which they do not plunder them. The tower itself is a quaint

erection 50 feet high by 80 feet in diameter and it completely commands

the passage up the Wadi, which at this point is narrow. On the left

bank of the WMi, opposite the tower, are cave-dwellings containing some

eight or ten families of Masharifah, who possess 3 camels, 40 donkeys,

8 cattle and 200 goats. This is the frontier village of the tribe in the

direction of Sur. About two miles below Rafsab, Wadi Falaij is joined

from the west by a ravine with conspicuous yellow sandstone cliffs, two

or three miles up which lies the Masharifah village of Mislaq The

people of Mislaq are wood cutters and carriers
;
they own 8 camels,

16 donkeys, 12 cattle and 200 sheep and goats. One mile further on

Wadi Falaij debouches from the hills and, leaving Suq Stir on its right

bank, tends north-eastwards to the coast.

The total fixed population of the valley and its affluents appears to b6

only about 500 souls.

The valley of Wadi Palaij varies greatly in breadth : at Rafsah it is

only a few hundred yards broad, while fui’ther up it exceeds two miles ;

the actual bed of the Wadi is generally 200 to 300 yards across and is

enclosed between banks 20 or 30 feet high. From the oasis of Palaij

downwards the Wadi contains a limpid, running stream, which has

frequently to be crossed in ascending or descending the valley and is in

places two feet deep. The road generally runs in the bed of the stream,

but at Rafsah it ascends to the level of the Masharifah tower^by a steep

zigzag path.
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The most central of the districts of Southern ^Arabistan^, having on

the south-west and west the district of Muhammarehj on the north the

district of Ahwaz, on the north-east the Jarrahi District, on the south-

east Ma’shur and the territory connected with it, and on the south Khor

Musa and the open sea.

Sotinchries.—The border of the district apparently begins on the sea

at the mouth of Khor Silaik and follows that creek, and subsequently the

Khuwairin branch of Khor Qanaqah with which Khor Silaik is

virtually connected, to the ruins of Qubban. From Qubban onwards

the boundary seems to be the Salmaniyeh canal until some marshes near

the bank of the Karun river are reached
;
these it skirts, running more

to northwards than before, and ]Dasses in succession by Maqtu'’ and

^Ataishi ,
at the latter of which there is a ruined tomb, to a

locality named Khuwaiseh where there is some rising ground, Be-

yond Khuwaiseh the line turns eastwards and arrives by way of Qusaibeh

where again there is some elevated land, at the right bank of the

Jarrahi River immediately below the village of Qarqar. Crossing the

river it continues at first in a south-easterly, and then in a southerly direc-

tion
;
passes by '’Aqnleh, a spot 8 miles west of Ma’shur ;

and finally

reaches the bank of Khor Musa at or near the point where that inlet

breaks up into the two Khors of Doraq and Ma^shur. From this point

back to the mouth of Khor Silaik the boundary is at first Khor Musa

and then the Persian Gulf.

Fli^sieal geography, climate and natural producU.^-^\!d Fallahiyeh

district consists of the country traversed by the Jarrahi River in the

lower one-third of its course. From the point where it enters the dis-

trict, immediately below Qarqar, down to Khazineh, where its stream is

finally broken up a little above Fallahiyeh Town, the Jarrahi is

bordered on both banks by a belt of canal-irrigated cultivation. Outside

this cultivated belt are, at the eastern end of the district, flat alluvial

plains which stretch to the horizon and are waterless except after rain

;

and this dry and nearly desert portion of the district reaches, on the

south side of the Jarrahi, about as far west as Imamzadeh ^Abdul

Hasan, near which it is terminated by an extension southwards, known as-

Shatut, of the irrigated tract connected with the river. On the north

of the Jarrahi, on the borders of the Ahwaz District, there are large

swamps- both to the west and to the east of Gharaibeh
;
of these the

former is probably fed by the spill of the Mslih and the latter, by the
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surplus waters of the Giipal, both streams of the Ahwaz District, as

well as by the overflow of the Jarrabi which they adjoin. The

Fallahlyeh-Marid canal, a continuation of the Jarrahi River, traverses

Hors or swamps which extend to an uncertain distance on either side of it.

The large tract between Khor Qanaqeh and Khor Doraq is as yet unex-

plored
j but the north-eastern bank of Khor Doraq is known to be marshy

throughout almost its entire length, and is practically unai)proachable

except at one point near Imamzadeh ^Abdul Hasan.

In the damp parts of the district the heat of summer is almost

intolerable, and mosquitoes abound to such an extent that even natives

of the country take refuge inside nets immediately before sunset and eat

their evening meal there. Prom June to September military operations

would be practically impossible for climatic reasons.

In the drier parts of the district tamarisk, dwarf tamarisk and camel-

thorn are seen, especially on the banks of hollows. Other naturally

growing plants are Q-aqilah, ^Ausaj, Rimth and a kind of Salsola from

which Shinan or herb-potash is obtained by burning.

Inhahifants .—The population of th^ district is almost entirely of the

Ka^ab tribe and therefore Shi*^ah by rbligion ; the people, though their

houses are not solidly constructed, form fixed agricultural communities

and should perhaps be regarded as settled. If this view be taken, the

district has no considerable Bedouin population. The following is a rough

estimate of the number of souls in the district :
—

Fallahiyeli Town 2,000

Buziyeh 8,000

Jarrahi settlements (see next paragraph) . , . . 28,000

Janjireh settlements ,
4,500

Shatut settlements 2,600

Total souls 46,000

In the two towns first mentioned Ka^ab are a majority of the population,

but intermixed with them are some Persians, some Arabs from Kuwait^

and some Sabians j in the Jarrahi settlements the people are all Ka^ab

except 1,000 persons, or fewer, who are Saiyids or belong to various Arab

tribes ; the Janjireh and Shatut tracts are in the exclusive possession of

the Ka^ab. Among the non-Ka^ab residents near the Jarrahi are some

Bani Turufj settled by the Shaikh of Muhammareh on the Khaz^ali

canal, and a few ^Anafijeh of the Simairat section on the Shabaisheh

canal, to whom may be added the Bait Iblal (about 150 souls)

at Khuwainis and Khamis and the Ma^awiyeh (some 70 persons) at

Madinat-al-Mumin : both of the last named tribes are here dependent on
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the Ka‘’ab, Even in this, their principal district, the black turban which

used to be distinctive of the Ka^ab has been generally discarded for the

Arab kerchief and fillet : headmen, however, still wear the old-fashioned

head dress. Houses are sometimes of mud and sometimes of matting and

reeds • they have generally sloping thatched roofs. The mud brick is here

of the same pattern as iu the Jarrahi District.

Canahy settlements and general to^^ograjphy .—Most of the villages of

the district are settlements situated upon canals from the Jarrahi River

and known by the same names as the canals. The canal system conse-

quently furnishes the key to the topography of the district, and in the table

below an attempt is made to explain it ; but two tracts or groups of dis-

tributaries which are of special importance have been reserved for separate

description elsewhere under the names Janjireh and Shatut. The

remaining canals are given below in the order in which they occur in

descending the Jarrahi :

—

Name of canal. ]Position on the Jarrahi. Particulars of the dependent
population.

Particulars of cultivation,
livestock, etc

, and remarks.

Dili's Left bank, 1 mile
below Qarqar in

the Jarrahi Dis-
tiict.

RIa’ab of the Bait
Hilayil section, in-

habiting reed and
mat huts. Fight*
ing strength is 20
men, all armed with
rifles and mounted.

20 Faddaiis of cultiya-

tion. There are 20
cattle and 1,000 sheep
and goats.

ZaMi Left bank^ 1-| miles
below Dilis,

JKa’ab of the A1 Bu
Ghubaish subdivi-
sion chiefly occupy-
ing mat huts. There
are SO fighting men,
all armed with rifles

and mounted.

30 Faddans of cultiva-

tion. Livestock are

30 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Zubaidiyeh
m

Right bank, par-

tially opposite

Pilisand partially

opposite Zabdi.

Ea’ab of the Kha-
nalireh division,
living chieflj in mat
huts. There are JiO

fighting men, all

mounted and armed
with rifles.

20 Faddans of cultiva-

tion. There are 100
cattle and 100 sheep
and goats.

Qatrini Left bank, | ofa
mile below Zabdi.

Ka’ab of the Bait
Hilayil and Moni
sections, mostly
occupying mat huts.
I’bey have 90 fight-
ing men, all with
rifles and mounted.

On the average 90
Faddans of cultiva-

tion including gar-

dens, but the canal

can water up to 160.

Animals are 100
cattle and 1,000 sheep
and goats.
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Name of canal.

f

Position on the J arrahi.
Particulars of the depeudent

population.
Particulars of cultivatlou,

livestock, etc., and remarks.

Mansureh Right bank, per-

haps 1 of a mile
below Qatrani.

Ka*ab of the Hazbeh
division ; they have
2 or 3 mud houses
and the rest are reed

and mat huts.

There are 20 fight-

ing men armed with
rifles and mounted.

30 Faddans are culti-

vated and there are

gardens. No animals
are kept here

; the
owners have their

livestock at IJmm-as-
Sakhar.

Mansiireh Saiyid

Ja’far
w

oouvw

Right bank, about
1 mile below
Mansureh.

Arabs of various

tribes. Fighting
strength is 60 men,
all mounted but only
half of them with
rifles. There are 2
mud houses ; the
other dwellings are
reed and mat huts.

60 Faddans of cultiva-

tion ; there are some
gardens. Animals
are 50 cattle and 300
sheep and goats.

Mansiiceh ETi-

naiyin
Ui

Right bank, about

1 mile below
Mansureh Saiyid

Ja’far.

RZa’ab of the 'Asa-

kireh subdivision;
occupying reed and
mat huts. There
are 30 fighting men
all armed with rifles

and mounted.

There are gardens and
30 Faddans of culti-

vation. Livestock
are 30 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Farhaul Left bank, perhaps

I of a mile below
Mansureh Kinai-
yin.

Ka^ab of the A1 Bu
Ghubaish subdivi-

sion, inhabiting reed

and mat huts.

Fighting strength
is 20 men, all with
rifles, of whom 15
are mounted.

20 Faddans of cultiva*

tion. Livestock are
30 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Nabr-ash-Shaikh

jti

Left bank, | of a

mile below Farha-
ni.

Arabs of different

tribes, living in

reed and mat huts.

There are 40 fight-

ing men of whom 30
are mounted and 30
are armed with rifles.

There are gardens and
40 Faddans of culti-

vation. Animals are

30 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Chilhan

• If

Left bank, perhaps
| a mile below
Sfabr-ash-Shaikb.

Ka’ab of the A1 Bu
Ghubaish subdivi-

sion ; their dwellings

are reed huts.

Fighting strength 5s

20 men, all mounted
and armed with rifles.

20 Faddans are cnlti-

vated and there are
gardens and 60 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats.

Khuwainis Left bank, f of a
mile below Chil-

ban.

Bait Iblal Arabs
dependent on the
Ka’ab. They live

in reed and mat huts
and have 30 fight-

There are gardens and
30 Faddans of culti-

vation. Livestock are

40 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.
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Kame of canal. ^Position on the JarraM. 'Particulars of the dependent
popnlatiuu.

Particulars of cultivation,
livestock, etc., and remarks.

Mansureh Hasan-
ibn-Madhi

Right bank, exact

position nncertain.

ing men of whom
20 are monnted and
have rifles,

Ka’ab of the Muqad-
dam division. They
have 30 fighting

men, all with rifles

and mounted. Their
houses are mat and
reed huts.

There are gardens and
30 Faddaiis of culti*

vation. Animals are

20 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Kbamis Left bank, below
Khuwainis and
above Qarakban.

Bait Ibl a 1 Arabs
dependent on the

Ka’ab.

This canal irrigates 22
Paddans.

Qarakban Left bank, 3 miles

below Kbuwainis.
Ka’ab of the A1 Bn
Banaidar section.

They live in reed

huts and have 40
flighting men, all

armed with rifles

and mounted.

There are gardens and
40 Faddans of culti-

vation. Aniaialsare

40 cattle and 300
sheep and goats.

Nahr Saiyid

Hasan
m

Right bank. Fighting strength is

15 men who have all

rifles but are not
mounted.

|

There are 15 Faddans
of cultivation.

Kbashab Right bank, per-

haps 1 a mile

below Nabr Sai-

yid Hasan.

Ka’ab of the A1 Bu
’Ubaid section ; they
inhabit reed huts
and have 30 fight-

ing men of whom
20 have rifles and
are mounted.

There are 2 boats here,

Ballams, also 30
Paddans of ordinary
cultivation and gar-

dens. Livestock are

30 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Kadinat-Disb-
man

Left bark, 1 mile
below Khasbab.

Ka’ab of the Al Bu
Suf section, occupy-
ing ;reed huts.
Fighting strength is

20 men, all mounted
and armfed with rifles.

There are gardens and
20 Paddans of culti-

vation. Animals are

30 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Braijeh Right bank, practi-

cally opposite the
two Madinebs.

Ka’ab of the Kha-
raijeh section ; their

fighting strength is

6() men, of whom 40
have rifles and 40
are mounted.

50 Paddans of irriga-

tion.

Madinat-al-
Mumin

Left bank, adjoin-
ing Madinat Dish-
man above.

1

Ma’awiyeh dependent
on the Ka’ab and
living in reed huts.
They have 20 fight-

ing men of whom
15 are mounted and
15 have rifles.

There are gardens aUd
20 Faddans of culti-

vation. Animals are

30 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

i
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il Bu Ghuwazi

Jl

Nahr Shitawi

Gharaibeh

OoDsisls of ;

—

(1) Nahr-al-Hu-
sainl

(2) Nahr Mah-
mud

(3) Gbar a i b e h
(proper)

'Aquleh

dJliLc

Sh5khat-as -Saijid

Fakhar
u>

(also called Qahan

and Sharukhiyeh
w

Positioa on thd JarrShi. 'Particulars of tlie dependent
j

population.
Particulars of caltivation,
livestock, etc., and remar ,is.

Left bank, \ a mile
below Madinafc-al-

Mumin,

Saiyids. 16 Faddans of cultiva*

tion.

Right bankj 1 mile
below A1 Bu
Ghuwazi.

...
9 Faddans of cultiva-

tion.

Right bank, at the
point where the
Jarralii changes
its direction from
west to south-
west. The bulk
of the habitations

are between canals

(2) and (3) below.

As below. Gharaiheh is a river
port and Ballams are
always procurable.
Merchandise coming
by mule caravan from
Northern ^Arabis*

^

tan is shipped here
in Ballams for
Buziyeh.

Right bank, just

below Nahr Shita-

wi

Ka’ab of the
’Awamir section,

with 50 fighting

men of whom 20
are mounted and 20
have rifles. The
houses are reed and
mat huts.

There are 50 Faddans
of cultivation, 50
cattle and 100 sheep
and goats.

Right bank, just
below Nahr-al-
Husaini.

Ka’abofthe A1 Bu
Banaidar section,

inhabiting reed and
mat huts. They
have 50 fighting
men of whom 40 are
mounted and 40
have rifles.

The cultivated area is

60 Faddans. There
are 80 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

Right bank, just

below Nahr
Mahmud.

Arabs of various tribes.

They have 50 fight*

ing men, 20 witn
rifles and 30 mounted.
The houses are reed
and mat huts.*

50 Faddans are culti-
vated. Livestock are
50 cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Right bank, f a
mile below Gha-
raibeh.

Ka’ab of the Rubai-
bat section. Fight-
ing strength is 40
men, of whom 30 are

mounted and all are
armed.

Do.

Left bank, below
'Aquieh.

Saiyids. This canal waters 20
Faddans of oultiva-
tion and besides sup-
plies the canals of
the Shatut tract with
water.
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Name of canal. Position on the J arrabi}.
Particulars of the dependent

population.
Particulars of cultivation,

livestock, etc., and remarks.

Bin-Nasir
Right bank, below
Shakhafc-aa-Saiyid

Fakhar and withiD
miles of Gba-

raibeh.

Ka’ab of the Kha-
nafireh division.

80 Faddans are irri-

gated.

Baiyudhi Right bank, below
Bin-Nasir and
within miles of

Gharaibeh.

Do. Do.

Bin-’Arbid
Right bank, below
Baiyudhi and
within miles of

Gharaibeh.

Do. Irrigation of 60 Fad*
dans.

Farsi

Maksar

Right bank.

Do.

Do.

Ka’ab of the Al Bii

Na*im section.

15 Faddans are irri-

gated.

Do.

Safarat *Abdun
Nabi

Do. Do. Irrigated area is 62
Faddans.

*Am©h

4UJ7

Left bank. Saiyids. 15 Faddans of cultiva-

tion.

Subaikhiyeh Do. Do. 5 Faddans are irrigated.

Safreb

IjSUC

Do. Ka’ab of the Kha-
nahreh division.

[This canal waters 30
Faddans.

Al Bu Su£

jJ J)

Right bank. Ela’ab of the Al Bn
Suf section.

^ The irrigated area is

Faddans.

Mugbaidhi Do. Ka’ab of the Kha-
nafireb division.

Do.

Kbaz*ali

1

Do. Bani Turuf, settled

here bv the present
Shaikh of Miiham-
marell who also

constructed this

canal.

Rice is grown as well as

wheat and barley,

which last are the only
crops on the canals
above this one ; the
annual rice crop is

estimated at 1,000
Hashim 3taus. The
Khaz’ali canal is, 10
yards wide at the
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Kame of canal. sition on the Jarrahi . I

[particulars of the dependent
population.

Particulars of c iltivatiop,
livestock, etc., and reni irk^

entrance and flows at

first north or north-
west ; its surplus
waters are said to reach
the Eiarun river near
' Ali-ibn-al-H u s a i n .

This and the canals
below it are said,

unlike those above, to

flow in summer as well

as winter.

Ja'fari Eight bank. Ka’ab oftbe'Amaieh
section.

Rice is grown, the
annual output being
estimated at 5,000
Hashim Mans, and
there are 3,000 date
palms.

Muhammadi
u>

Do.
j

Ka’ab of the Ma-
qaddam divisjoa

.

There are 2,000 date
trees. The annual
crops are estimated at
1,000 Hashim Mans
of wheat and 2,000 of
rice.

Umm-as-Sakhar

^'r“

Do. Ka’ab of the Hazbeh
division who ire said

to possess 660 rifles.

There is extensive rice

cultivation yielding
perhaps!14,000 Hashim
Mans of rice p(*r

annum. Date palms
number 5,000. Live-
stock are 15,000
buffaloes and 1,500
cattle.

Kasirijeh
w*

Do. I

Eia’ab of the Hazbeh
division.

The cultivated area is

15 Faddans yielding
about 500 Hashim
Mans of wheat and
barley in the year.

Jafal

Jla?-

Do. Ka’ab of the Da-
wariqeh (A1 Bu
Nasir) section.

There are 5,000 date
palms and the yearly
rice Cl op is estimated at
4,000 Hashim Mans.

Subahijyeh
w

Do. Ka’ab of the Muqad-
dam division.

The annual crops are
500 Hashim Mans of
rice and the same of
wheat and barley.

Shitaliyeh Do. Do. 3 Faddans of cultiva-

tion - yielding 600
Hashim Mans of
wheat and barley
annually.
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Natoe of canal. 'osiUon on tbe Jarrah.i.
‘aiticulars of the dependent

population.

Particulars of cultivation,

livestock, etc., and remarks.

Shakliai Ghaniin .Left bank. Ka’ab of the A1
Ghubaish subdivi-

sion.

This canal irrigates

25 Faddans of wheat
and barley cultiva-

tion.

Mnnafiyeh

IB

Right bank. Ka’ab of the A1 Bti

Naim section.

7 Faddans of cultiva'*

tion producing about
700 Hashim Mans of

wheat and barley per

annum.

Janjireii
Left bank. See article Janjirob. See article Janjireh.

Klialfiyeli
m

ijkaLL

Right bank. Ka’ab of the A1 Bu
Nairn section.

There are 6 Faddans
of wheat and barley

cultivation producing

300 Hashim Mans of

grain annually.

Kuwait Hashim Do. Ka’ab of the Khana-

fireh division.

This canal waters 20
Faddans of land

yielding: 2,000 Ha-
shim Mans of grain

each year. There

are also dates.

Bida* Do. Do. Here are 10 Faddans
of cultivation pro*

dnciiig* about 600
Hashim Mans of

wheat and barley a

year.

Sudauiyeli
BP

Do. Do. Tbe irrigated area is

8 Faddans and the

estimated annual

yield of wheat and
barley is 400 Hashim
Mans.

Hui)aqqi Left bank. Ka’ab of the A1 Bti

Taheh section.

There arc 10 Faddans
of wheat and barley

and 10 of rice culti-

vation ; the annual
output of each is

about 500 Hashim
]VI ans. Linseed and
dates are also grown.

’Alwan

- w!/®

(also called Hai-

dari

Do. Ka’ab of the A1 Bti

Banal dar section.

20 Faddans of irri-

gated cultivation.
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Name of Canal. Position on the Jarrah.i.

MizaFanwi
(spelling uncer-
tain)

Eight bank.

Shabalahch Left bank.

Badariyeh
tM

Right bank opposite

I ShabaiBheb.

Shakhat Hamad Eight bank.

Jadideh Do.

Shakhut Sbahbaz Do.

B but

Shikaliyeh Do.

Topchiyeh Right bank, at the

point on the

Jarrahi River

called Khazineh.

• '

Partiealars of the dependent
population.

Saijids.

Bawiyeh of the
Simairat section.

Ka^ab.

Ka^ab of the low-

class Musallim sec-

tion.

Ka’ab.

Do.

Do.

Ka^ab of the ’Ab-
raiheh, Al Pu’ Ash-
aireh, Dawariqeh,
Mani’at, Maham-
mad-ibn-Haji Ya’-
nnb, and Al Bii

*Ubaid section.

Particalars of cultivation,
livestock, etc., and remarks.

20 Faddans of irri-

gated cultivation pro-

docinff about 1,000
Hashim Mans of
wheat and barlej in

a harvest.

There are 20 Faddans
of cultivation.

The annual yield of
cereals is estimated
at 500 Hashim Mans
of rice and the same
of wheat and barley.

The cultivation here
produces about 700
Hashim Mans of
wheat and barley and
1.000 of rice in the
year.

There are 5,000 date
palms and the annual
output of cereals is

estimated at 500 Ha-
shim Mans of wheat
and barley and 1,250
of rice.

Date trees number
2.000 and the yearly
production of cereals

is placed at 600 Ha-
shim Mans of rice

and the same of
wheat and barley.

There are no date
palms. About 700
Hashim Mans of
wheat and barley and
the same of rice are

produced anuually.

About 500 Hashim
Mans of wheat and
barley and 2,500 of

rice Jtre raised annu-
ally. There are 6,000
date palms, 300
buffaloes and 200
other cattle.
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Name o! canal. Position on the JarraM. Particalars of the dependent
population.

Particulars of cultivation,
livestock, etc., and remarks,

Hinduwan Right ban!?, im-
mediately below
Topohiyeh.

Ka’alb of the Daw-
ariqeh and Rubaibat
sections.

About 1,500 Hashim
iVlans of rice are pro-

duced annually and
there are 5,000 date
palms and 300 bnf-
faloes.

Sliauli Right bank, just

below Minduwan.
Ka’ab of the Daw-
ariqoh, Rubaibat and
Yustif-bin-Aqaiy i b
sections.

There are 6,000 date
trees and the annual
yield of cereals is

computed at 500
Hasbim Mans of

wheat and barley

and 1,000 of dates.

Ghaiyadhi Right bank im-
mediately below
Shauli.

Ka*ab of the Al Bii

Jinam^ A1 Bn Kha-
dhir, A1 Bu Kiraimi,
Hntarid, Sawalim,
Shawardlyeh.^Al Bu
Su£ and A1 Bu
Zambtir sections.

The lands irrigated

produce about 1,000
Hashim Mans of

rice in each year.

Khaie Left bank, at the
point on the Jar-
rahi River called

Khazineh, and
apparently a little

below the Ghai-
yadhi on the
opposite side.

Ka’ab of the Dawa-
riqeh section.

The irrigated area is

15 Faddan8 and rice,

linseed and dates are

grown. This canal
passes a little to the
east of Buziyeh,
below which it falls

into Khor Ddraq.
The head which it has
in common with the
5 following canals is

about 15 yards broad.

Bnziyeb Its head is the
same as that of
the last, but its

lower course is

further to the
westward.

Ka'ab of the A1
Bu Ghubaish and
jSTassar subdivisions,

the latter of the
Dawariqeh section

.

There are 10,000 date

palms and the lauds

irrigated yield about
1,000 Hashim Mans
of wheat and barley

and 2,000 of rice per
harvest. This canal
passes less than half
a mile to the west of

Buziyeh and fur-

ther down falls into

Khor Doraq.

Ansliar

jUjI

Do* Ka’ab of the ’Asa*
kireh subdivision.
Those on the branch
called_ Kb or are of

. the Al Bu 'Abbadi
section ; others are
the Bait ’Abdush
Shaikh, Bait Afsai-

On the main body of
this canal there are

10,000 date palms,
and the annual yield

of cereals is about
500 Hashim Mans
of wheat and barley
and 1,500 of rice.
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Name of canal. Position on the Jarrshi

1

I Particulars of the dependent
population.

yil, A1 Bu j^raiyin,
Bait 'Aziz, A1 Bu
Hamad, A1 Bu Jin-
am, Al Bu KuwaisiJ),
Aj Bu Mubadir, Al
Bu Musallam, Al
Bu N a*5m, _ Al Bu
Sharban, Al_ Bu
Shilaqeh and Al Bu
Subaiyah.

*Anaiyiti
cu

Its head is the
same as that of
last, but its lower
course is further
to the westward.

H!a’ab> of the Al Bu
Haji All, Has«an,
Makasibeh and Saw-
ailat sections.

Musai}'iv
w

Do. Ka’ab of the ll Ba
’All and Makasibeh
sections.

Sa’adi

tjScS-X-u*

Do. Ka’stb of the Dawa-
riqeh and Mutarid
sections.

Maghaiti Right bank, below
K-hazineh,

...

C^aidai'i Do.
...

Hasiri
Do.

...

’Ablldi
Left bank, about 1
mile above Falla*
hiyeh To^n.

...

ICharusi Left bank. Ka’ab of the Al Bu
Hamdi, Kawamil
and Shawardlyeh
sections.

Particulars of eultiva-ion,
livestock, etc., and lemarks.

Some distance be-
low Buziyeh, on
the we<^t side of
which it passes at
half a mile distance,
the Ansbar forms
two branches knowa
as Khor and
Nabr Mu?a

; the for-

mer "has 8,000 date
palms, and the latter

irrigates land pro-
ducing IjCOO Hashim
Mans of rice a year.

There are 3,TOO date
trees and about 2,000
Fashim Mans oE rice

are produced in each
harvest* This canal
passes ahont miles
west of Buziyeli.

Date palms number
5.000 and the annual
yield of rice is about
2.000 Hashim Mane.

lbout 1,500 Hashim
Mans of rice are pro-
duced annually and
there are 6,000 date
palms.

Canals which it is desired to close are quickly and effectually dammed
at their h^ds with a mixture of earth and brushwood.
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The chief places or tracts in the district besides those given in the

table above are the following :

—

Kame. Position

.

Cbaracter. Remarks.

’Abdul Hasan
(Ircamzadbh)

20 miles west by
north of Ma’shtir
and several miles
inland from the
north hank of
Khor Doraq; it

is sltnated on the
eastern margin of

theSbatlit tract.

A neglected shrine sup-

plying e land-mark.
The direct route be-
tween Buziyeh and
Ma’shur passes by
this place. A practi-

cable track, 10 miles
in length, connects
the Imamzadeh with a
point on Khor Doraq.

’Aquleh

<sJliLc

8 miles west and
slightly north of
Ma’sliiir on the
holder of the Fal-
lahlyeh district

•with the Ma’shto
tract.

A spot, with one or

two holes contain-

ing bitter water, in

the midst of an ab-

solutely featureless

plain.

The direct route from
Buziyeh to Ma’-
Shur passes through
’Aquleh.

Buziyeh On hoth sides of
Khor Ddraq at
its head, 28 miles
west bv north of
Ma’shur.

See article Buziyeh,

FallaMyeh
Town

On both banks of
the FallaMyeh

-

Marid canal, 3
miles west of
Buziyeh,

See article FallaMyeh
Town.

Janjireh On the left hank of
the Jarrahi Ri-
ver, 8 miles north-
east of FaUa-
hiyeh Town,

Seo article Janjireh.

Qublban At the head of the
Qanaqeh branch of
Khor Musa, 15
miles south-east
of the Marid
creek on the
Karun.

See article Qubban.

Bamleh

ShatUt

iojiaA

4 miles south-
east of Imam-
zadeh ’Abdul
Hasan.

Between the Jar-
rahi River,
Iiijainzadeh ’Ab-
dul Hasan, Khor
I'oraq and Buzi-
yeh.

A place marked hy
sand hills.

A variant of the direct

route between Bu-
ziyeh aud Ma’shur
runs by Bamleh in-

stead of hy Iinam-
zadeh ’Abdul Hasan.

See article Shatut.
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Agriculinrey livestock and trade.—Dates are the principal crop of

the district^ and from Umm-as-Sakhar southwards and westwards

there are lar^e plantations upon all the more important canals. Eie?,

wheat and barley as well as dates are cultivated on a considerable scale,

not only on the canals but also beside sheets of standing water w’hich

occur here and there. The gardens in the villages contain garlic and

beans.

Sheep and goats are plentiful^ and numerous herds of cattle are to be

seen, besides buffaloes in the marshy tracts : some of the last are brought

into the district, at particular seasons only, by migratory Ma^tdan. Horses

and donkeys are also owned, but in smaller numbers.

The chief exports of the Fallahiyeh district are dates, rice, wheat,

barley, wool, ghi, hides, palm leaves, matting for roofs, date wood for

fuel, melons, garlic and other vegetables : to these may be added the skins

and feathers of the Baiyudhi (probably an egret) and of other birds

which are found in the marshes. The dates are chiefly disposed of to

sailing vessels from the Gulf, but some go to Ramuz ; Kuwait is the

destination of most of the rice ; the greater part of the wheat and barley

is purchased and fetched away by visitors from Kuwait, Bushehr,

Bahrain and Masqat ;
the remaining articles go to Muhaminareh.

Imports are piece-goods, through Muhammareh, and spices, coffee, tea,

sugar and metals fi’om Kuwait. Buziyeh is the only port situated

in the district and the greater part of the foreign trade is carried on there :

but some, as we have seen, passes through Muhammareh Town. Light

'Abas for summer wear are the sole manufacture of Fallahiyeh district.

The Fallahiyeh or Doraq Man is equal to about 248 lbs. avoirdupois

English, and it is considered to be equivalent to 1 6 Shushtar Mans ;

it is divided into 12 Waqiyahs of 20 lbs. each. Half a Fallahiyeh Man

is called a Qusarah and 10 Fallahiyeh Mans make a Karat-ad-

Doraq. There are two units of lineal measure, a Dhara^ or Zar^, which

is equal to 9/10 of an English yard, and the ordinary Gaz-i-Shah.

Land communications
y

transport and supplies.—The principal land

routes in the district are dealt with in the general article on ^Arabistan.

The drier tracts can be traversed in any direction without impediment

except such as may arise from scarcity of water, forage, and fuel. In

the moister regions progress is more difficult ; but even there, in places,

there are winding paths practicable for laden animals. Of this last kind

are some tracks which lead westward from Buziyeh and Fallahiyeh

Town, between the marshes, to the left bank of the Kaiiin.
S -vr 9.
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No statistics of animal transport are available^ and there is no more

exact information concerning supplies than that contained in the para-

graph above upon agriculture. Canals being numerous^ water is not

ordinarily a difficulty in the inhabited parts of the district.

It has been pointed out that the first step in a military occupation

of Fallahiyeh would probably be to seize a position near Janjireh

commanding the irrigation of the district; this would iDrevent the

inhabitants from resorting to their traditional tactics of flooding the

country to embarrass an enemy^ and by manipulation of the water supply

combined with a blockade they could probably be brought to submission.

Water communications and transport.—The oversea communications

of the district depend on the port of Buziyeh and the Khor Musa inlet^

and information regarding them will be found in the articles under those

names.

The main artery of internal communication by water is the Jarrahi

Rivei', which boats of considerable size can navigate to the uppermost

limit of the Fallahiyeh district, and even beyond it. The Jarrahi is

not connected by a navigable channel with Khor Musa or any of its

branches ; but it is prolonged to the Kariin, which it enters at the Marid

creek, by the Fallahiyeh-Marid canal, locally called Shakheh .

This canal passes through the middle of Fallahiyeh Town, 4 miles

below which it emerges from the date groves and enters the open

grassy desert ; its direction is at first somewhat south-westerly, hut

the southing disappears as the Karun is approached. For a number of

miles after the date groves of Fallahiyeh Town are left behind, the canal

is only a ditch 6 to 8 feet wide with a depth of to 2 feet, and its small

capacity in this part makes it impracticable for boats of over 5 tons
; but

it could probably be improved without much difficulty, and even in its

present neglected condition it is the principal means of communication

between the towns of Fallahiyeh and Muhammareh. At 10 miles

from the Karun the Shakheh begins to feel the influence of the sea

tides, and its channel becomes wider and deeper. The whole length of

the canal from Khazineh, where the Jarrahi River ends, to Marid has

been computed by a traveller at 37 miles
;
but this appears to be an over-

estimate, easily explicable by the slowness of the journey.*^ Mosquitoe^^

are said to render the passage of the canal almost impossible at certain

times of the year.

Descriptions of this canal by Major E. B. Burton will be found in the Government
of India’s Proseedinp;s in the Foreign Department for June find July 1904*
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Very few boats are owned by the riverside villages on tbe JarraM,
yet there is said to be no lack of small craft when occasion demands

;

none of them however can carry more than 60 hallahiyeh Mans or about
7 tons Eng‘lish. About SOO Ballams are said to have their headquarters

at Tallahiyeh Town and to -ply chiefly on the section of the river between
that place and Grharaibeh which^ being* situated on a route to Sliushtar3

is a sort of river port. Between Gharaibeh and Fallahiyeh Town goods
are carried entirely by water. The local boats work upon the upper

reaches of the river as well^ and also in the opposite direction from

Fallahiyeh Town to Muhammareh ; and large numbers of small craft

from Muhammareh visit Fallahiyeh Town and even ascend the

Jarrahi for some distance^ principally in the date season.

There is a uniform rate of freight for all places on the Jarrahi
irrespective of distance : it varies from 1 to 2 Qrans per Fallahiyeh Man.

Goods are forwarded from Shtishtar to Fallahiyeh Town by land and

water at a through rate of 15 to 20 Tumans per 100 Shushtar Mans.

Ad^minisiration .—The district^ which now forms part of the terri-'

tories of the Shaikh of Muhammareh^ its revenues being held by him

in farm, is administered by two Shaikhs of the Ka^ab tribe who are

answerable to him and are jointly responsible with him to the Persian

Government. The Shaikh of Muhammareh is represented personally

by an agent at Fallahiyeh Town. Criminal cases in the district arc

tried by the ecclesiastical authorities, and their sentences are carried out

under the orders of the senior of the two local chiefs*

The principal taxes are those on agriculture. The date crop pays

33 Qrans per Kareh; and of rice half the produce in kind is invariably

demanded. Lands cultivated with wheat or barley are subject to a

fixed cash assessment of 12 Qrans per Faddm and a share of the crop

is also taken; on the Jarrahi below the Safreh canal this share is

and above that canal i, of the total yield. There is also a shop tax at

the rate of 3 Qrans a month on every shop. The revenue derived from

these sources is assigned to the Shaikh of Muhammareh in compensa-

tion for the loss of the Muhammareh customs which he formerly held*

The annual value of the collections has been estimated at 4,500 Tumtos^

and one report places it at 6,000 Tumans.

The only institutions in Fallahiyeh belonging to tlie central Persian

Government are a customs house and post office at Buziyeh and a post

office at Fallahiyeh.
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FALLA- district of the same name in Southern

HIYEH ^Arabistan and the capital of the Ka’ab tribe.

It stands almost buried from view by date groves, on both banks of

TOWN the Fallahiyeh-Marid canal about 3 miles below Khazineb^ the place where

the Jarrahi River ends and the canal begins : by the time it has reached the

lower end of Fallahiyeh town the canal has parted with most of its water^

and a few miles further on the date groves cease. The part of the town on

the left bank is surrounded on three sides by a dilapidated stone wall

which encloses^ as well as houses, a large area of marsh ; in the circum-

stances it is not surprising that Fallahiyeh should be reckoned the most

unhealthy town of
^

Arabistan. Among the diseases prevalent are ulcers,

caries bone, rheumatism and ophthalmia. About 250 mud houses and

130 shops compose the bulk of the town : there is only one important

mosque. In one place, on the left bank of the canal, there are several

brick houses of considerable size, the largest of which, now empty,

formerly belonged to Ja^far, a Shaikh of the Ka^ab. The people

are mostly Ka'^ab of the Khanafireh division, and a reference to the

article under that name wiU show some of the sections to which they

belong
;

in number they may be about 2,000 souls. Movement is chiefly

by water, and the town possesses many Ballams : Mahailahs also come up

from Muhammareli by the Fallahiyeh canal, and there is a good water-

way conducting from Fallahiyeh to Buziyeh via, Khazineh and the

Buziyeh canal. The town lands produce abunda-nt dates and rice
;
but

trade is slack, and the bazaar is generally closed at noon from lack of

business. Luring the last 8 or 9 years the power of the Shaikh of

MuhLamiuarell has become absolute at Fallahiyeh, which he now

administers through a member of the ruling family of the Ka^ab. In

the matter of customs Fallahiyeh town is within the juiisdiction of the

post at Buziyeh, but there is a separate post office.

FALLUJAH
•I

A village in Turkish “^Iraq, on the left bank of the Euphrates, nearly

70 miles by water above the town of Musaiyibj it is surrounded

by cultivation, but them are not many dates. The Abu Grhuraib canal

still takes off from the Euphrates about- 4 miles below Fallujah,

and the Saqlawiyah used to take off about 8 miles above it ; both are

noticed in the article on the river. At Fallujah the Euphrates is

spanned by a boat bridge, 227 yards long, carrying a roadway 10 feet in
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width; the bridge is divided into ^ parts by an island and consists alto-

gether of 25 boats; each of which is 30 feet long, 11 feet broad and 5 feet

deep : this bridge is at present in poor repair and has practically no
handi’ail The inhabitants number about 600 souls : their houses are

built of sun-dried bricks. An isolated house; the property of Kazim Pasha;

brother-in-law of the present Sultan of Tui’key and political detenu at

Bdighdd/d; stands on the right back of the Euphrates opposite to

Fallujah; near the further end of the bridge. In Fallujah village proper

are a mosquC; two or three KhanS; and a bazaar of about 80 snops. There

is also a Sarai or Grovernment building; for Fallujah is the iieadquarters

of a Nahiyah similarly named in the Qadha of Dilaim and is con-

sequently the seat of a Mudir. The place is on the Baghdad-Aleppo

telegraph line; being the station intermediate between the offices at

Kadhimain Town and Eumadiyah : the connection is double in either

direction.

A coast village in the ’Adau district of the Kuwait Principality, PANTAS
16 miles south-south-east of Kuwait Town. It contains about 100

houses
;
the inhabitants belong to the mixed Arab tribes which are found

in Kuwait Town. There are about 30 wells
;
some are brackish, but

others contain good water at a depth of 20 feet. The W'ells have

openings 20 feet square; and three gangs of donkeys can work at one

simultaneously. Cultivation consists of barley; lucerne; melons, radishes

and onions, and is richer than at Jahiah, though the area cultivated is

smaller. The village has 300 date palms and many Sidar or ber trees.

As mentioned in the article on -Adan, it is to some extent a country

resort for townsmen of Kuwait.

This name, which as used by Emropeans refers only to the well-known FAO*
telegraph station near the mouth of the Shatt-al-*Arab, denotes properly

y
U

the whole of a cultivated tract or estate extending along the right bank

Jtti horify.' of the ii^foimation contained in this article is derived from an
elaborate report by Mr. W.D. CnmmiDg of the Indo-European Telegraph Depart-

ment. Fao.



of the river from the sea upwards to a distance of 8 miles
;
the telegraph

station is situated above the middle of this tract at about 5 miles from
the sea. By the Turks the name Pao is also applied to a whole Qadha
in the Basrah Wilayat of which the administrative headquarters are

at Pao.

BotindarieB of the Mo tract.—The Pao tract is enclosed on its north-

eastern side by the waters of the Shatt-al-’Arab and is bordered upon
the south-west by the open desert

; its breadth between the two varies

from 5 of a mile to f of a mile and is generally greater in its lower than
in its upper reaches. At its upper end Pao is divided from Ma^amir^
the next tract above it^, by a creek known as Hadd or Musa^ and its

length thence to the sea is, as already stated, about 8 miles.

Character^ toj^ography and population of the Fao tract .—The tract

t'onsists of a narrow strp of clayey soil adjoining the bank of the

Shatt-al-’Arab. Everywhere it is cut across at right angles by
iiiigation creeks from the river

; these creeks form a continuous series

from one end of the tract to the other and are on the average less than i
^

O ^

o a mile apart
j on each is situated a small hamlet beai’ing the same

name as the creek.

The following is a list of the creeks and hamlets in order from the
upper to the seaward end of the tract

Serial No.

i

N atne of creek and hamlet.

|

Number
of householdn

1 forming the
hamlet.

Inhabitants and remarks*

1 Hadd or Musa
Ul

1 Persians from the Hindiyan
District.

s Muhammad Muhibb 'Ali 5 Do. do.

5 Shinuu
(U

3 Bahraknn Arabs from the
Hindiyan District.

4 Khan&zi 5 od

6 Harabu 2 Persians from the Hindiyan
-

District.
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Namber
Serial No.

|

Name of creek and bamlet.
of households
forming the Inhabitants and remarks.

[

j

harrJet.

6 Siuafi 1 Ka’ab Arabs of the Nassar di>i-

sion from Qasbeh on ’Abbadan
island.

1 Sirsakuh 3 Persians from Dilam.

8 Munnakh 1 Arabs from Kuwait*

9 Saqar and Karaim 1 Do. do.

10
'

Sala’id i
3 Bahrakun Arabs from the Hin-

diyan District.

11 ’Abdul Hasan 2 Do. do.

12 Nasir Julsah 2 Persians from Dilam*

IS Dushman 3 Bahraknu Arabs from the Hin-
diyan District.

U Manqus 1 Do. do4

15 Abdus Saiyid
«w

2 dd

16 'Aid 2 Arabs from Kuwait,

17 Khadhairi 3 Babrakun Arabs from the Hin*
diySn District.

18 Mahfari 2 Arabs from Kuwait.

19 Shairau and Muhammad 4 Do. do.

' Salih.

20 ’Ali Safar 2 Bani Hajir Arabs from Kuwait,
'
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Number

Name of creek and hamlet.

hamlet.

Inhabitants and remarks.

Muhamrnad Gadayan
us

Haji Rashid or Telegraph

Creek

Haji ’Abdallah or Qaaran-
tine Creek

aJLl)

Ahmad Barun and Shu“

mail

(JjL^Jo -

’Abdun Nabi

4 Arabs from Kuwait.

2 Persians from Kangun.

3 Bo. do.
The Fao station is between this

creek and the last.

6 Persians from Bilam.

Arabs from the Dawasir District

on the Shatt-al ’Arab.

Bin-Ay ai

I

Tanaksir

Ha-ii ’Abdullah
w
aJUI 0^

Khalifah-bin-Ibrahim

(4^1^) AftAjA

Ka’ab Arabs from Qasbeh on
1 ’Abbadan island.

This creek has a southerly branch
colled Yusaf Bahraini.

Persians from the Tangistan
District.

Persians from Kangun,

aro possibly Muhaisin of the

same branch as are found at

Faddagbiyab.

Ka’ab Arabs from Persia*

Katbaif and Dardsbad Ka’ab Arabs oE the NassSr divi-

sion from Qasbeh on 'AbbSdan
island.

’Ali Shir

Tahir and Nasir Safar

Muhammad Sulaiman
Ml

Persians from Dilam.

On the former Persians from
Dilam ; on bhe latter Kuwait
Arabs.

Persians frcm the Hindiyan
District.



Serial No, Name of oreck and bamlet.

Number
of bonsebolds
forn nff the

humlet.

Inhabitants and remarks.

35 ’Abdur B/ahim and ’Abdul
’A2iz

4 Persians from Kangun.

36 Mabin Sanaisar and As-
tSwi

6 Ha’ab Arabs from Persia.

37 Haji Sultan and Haji
Sulaiman

18 Do. do.

38 Salih-bin-Nasir and Sha-
llan 1 Nahar

25 Settlers from Bahrain.

39 Bin Gajairi and Nahr
Athar

j*^ - <^ji^ a/i

23 Persians from the Hindiyan
District.

40 Ibn Ahmad 9 Ka’ab Arabs from Persia.

41 Habash and Bu Agap 20 Do. do.

42 Muhammad ’Abd-ud-Daim
]

and Ahmad Zaioh
V3

7 Arabs from the Dawasir District

on the Shatt-al-’Arab.

43 Bu Said 7 j>o. do.

44 Mulla !sa and Husain
'Abd-ud-Daim

m

5 Do. The Eao fort is between
this creek and the last.

45 MuUa Husain and Mjam
Hag blub

w

14 Persians from Dilam.

46 Bait Snbi3^an - - 4 Ka’^ab Arabs of the IS’assar

dj vision from Qasheh on ’Abba-
dan island.
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Serial No.

j

Name of creek and hamlet.

Number
of households
forming the
hamlet.

Inhabitants and remarks.

47 Bin *Alawi 16 Arabs from tbe Dawasir District

on the Shat t-al-’Arab,

48 Husain Ahsliamari 18 Persians from Rang'un.

49 ’Abdul ’ Aziz
4 Do. do.

A civil station^ containing the Fao telegi’aph office, is situated be-

tween. the adjacent creeks of Haji “’Abdullah and Haji Rashid and a fort

between the creeks Bu Saiyid and Mulla “’Isa ; there are thus 22 creeks in

Pao above the civil station, 21 between it and the fort, and 6 below the

fort.

Prom the above table it will be apparent that the fixed poi)ulation of

Pao, exclusive of the civil station and fort which are dealt with further oil,

amounts to about 1,700 souls, and that it consists of very heterogeneous

elements.

Agricnlture of the Fdo tract .—Agriculture is almost confined to the

growing of dates ; the groves generally begin between 200 and 800 yards

from the water^s edge, but the clear space between is also being planted

with palms and in places the trees already come down to the bank. The

present number of palms in the whole tract is estimated at 10,000, The

date palms of Pao have a luxuriant growth, but most of them yield the

inferior qualities of fruit known as Sair whicn are exported in baskets to

Asiatic countries \ some of the better sort howearer are now bought up by

Basrah dealers for export in boxes to Europe and America.

A little wheat and barley is produced for local consumption ; and a

small quantity of vegetables is raised by the people, both in summer and

winter, for their own use. The cultivators do not keep livestock on the

same scale as the inhabitants of ^Abbadan island on the other side of the

Shatt-al-^’Arab, but they own some cattle and a very few sheep ; for

these some lucerne is cultivated, but their pasture consists chiefly of the

grass that grows everywhere on the banks of the Shatt-al-’Arab.

In recent years .reclamation of land from the river and the sea has

been undertaken by Shaikh Mubarak of Kuwait who is owner of all
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the laud at Fao. By means of Sadds or embankments a quantity of

arable land has been added below the fort both on the bank of the river

and on the side towards the sea, but not in the direction of Khor
’Abdullah ; and at another jolace the Shaikh has endeavoured to cheek
erosion of the river bank by causing large Ballams filled with earth to

be sunk close in shore. Creek No. 49 is a new one and is called after the

present iand-agent of the Shaikh of Kuwait. Shaikh Mubarak is also

preparing to cultivate a new strip of land on the side next the desert
; it

extends with a breadth of 600 yards from the civil station to the Hadd
creek, a distance of 5 miles

;
at present this plot is saline and produces

nothing.

Climate ,—The year at Pao may be divided into seasons as follows :

—

Winter—Decemberj January and February,

Spring—March, April and May.

Summer— June, July, August and September.

Autumn—October and November.

This distribution of months being taken as a basis, the highest and
lowest temperatures recorded (in degrees Fahrenheit) since observations

began to be taken have been :—

-

Season. Highest
Temperature.

Lowest
Temparat&re.

Winter of 1904-05 84 51

Spring of 1905 . 106 70

Summer of 1905 116 93

Autumn of 3906 105 78

Winter of 1905-06 .... ..... 84 47

Spring of 1906 107 68

Summer of 1906 (to end of July) . .... 120 n

The winters of 1904-05 and 1905-06 are believed to have been colder,

and the summers of 1905 and 1906 less hot, than those of ordinary years.
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January and February are the wettest months
;

but rain may fall at any

time between the middle of November and the middle of March^ and in

1905 some rain was received in May. The total cold weather rainfall in

1904-05 was 3*65 incheSj and in 1905-06 it was 1’63 inches. There are

occasional showers at all seasons. During July and the first half of

March north-west winds ordinarily prevail^ with dry heat
;
and from the

middle of July to the end of September the atmosphere is damp as well

as hot. In September and October there are frequently fogs at night

and in the early morning.

The civil station of station of Pao covers the riverward

end of the spit between the Haji Rashid creek (No. 22 above) and the

creek of Haji ^Abdullah (No. 23 above) immediately below, and its

frontage upon the river is about 600 yards.

The telegraph offices—for the sake of which, chiefly, the station

exists— are situated on the southern bank of the Haji Rashid creek, the

quarters of the Turkish signalling staff being exactly in the corner

between that creek and the bank of the Shatt-al-^Arab. These quarters

are built of wood in two storeys, each storey containing four rooms ; the

staff accommodated consists of a superintendent, a mechanician and six

clerks. A little further from the river (and also from the Haji Rashid
creek) is the instrument room, a single-storeyed wooden building divided

in half by a partition
j the end nearest to the river is occupied by

the Turkish, and the other end by the British staff. At a slightly greater

distance from the river (but again considerably nearer to the creek) are the

quarters of the British telegraph staff, which consists of one clerk in

charge and three other clerks of the Indo-European Telegraph Depart-
ment, one Assistant Surg’eon of the Indian Medical Service, and seven

menials, among the last being four boatmen. A garden, lawn tennis

court and other appurtenances adjoin the_^British quarters on the two land-

ward sides, and there are 7 tanks of 400 gallons capacity each for storing

water. The average number of messages transferred monthly at Fao from
the Turkish line to the Indo-European Company's cable is about 800,
and of those transferred in the opposite direction about 600.

On the south side of the British compound, about equidistant from
the two creeks and from the river, is the Sarai or Turkish Government
building, which is a substantial single-storeyed brick structure of five

rooms ; and beyond this again, on the northern bank of the Haji ^Abdullah
Qieek and at about the same distance from the Shatt-al-'Arab as the



British telegraph quarters, is a village of huts with a population of about

150 souls consisting partly of minor Turkish oflScials, police, etc.

The quarantine establishment and premises, the latter consisting of

two mud rooms, are located in the corner between the Haji ^Abdullah

creek and the Shatt-al-^Arab which corresponds to the position occupied

by the Turkish telegraph quarters at the other end of the station : the

Customs House is between the Sarai and the quarantine office and has an

upper storey of one room. On the river front, nearer to the quarantine

than to the telegraph station, are the quarters of the Turkish harbour

master : they stand on a tongue of firm ground between two marshes

presently to be mentioned.

A marsh lies behind the entire station, reaching practically from

creek to creek ; and upon the river also there are two marshes, of which

the larger lies between the telegraph station, the Sarai and the harbour

master^s quarters, and the smaller between the quarantine offices and

the same quarters. At the back of the inland marsh, at about 700 yards

from the river, date groves begin ;
they extend for some hundreds of

yards to the desert beyond. On the southern bank of the Haji Bashid

creek, on the verge of the desert and about 1,000 yards from the river

are the ruins of an old mud fort, now used as a graveyard and planted

with date palms. On the same bank of the same creek, but nearer the

river and about the middle of the date plantations, is a mosque adjoined

by one or two huts.

The Fdo fort. —The Fao fort, of which the construction was com-

menced in lvS86, stands about four miles below the station, between the

creeks of Bu Sa^id (No. 43 above) and Mulla ^Isa (No. 44 above), of

which the former runs along its north-western and the latter along its

south-eastern side ; it is about 500 yards distant from the Shatt-al-'^Arab

proper, but at high tide the water of the river washes up to its walls.

The plan of the fort is roughly rectangular and its main face is appar-

ently that on the Mulla '"Isa creek, which looks to the south-east and

towards the mouth of the river ; this front, which is faced with light

coloured stone and rises about 15 feet above the crest of the glacis, shows

from the river as a white line against a dark background of date planta-

tions. The fort is already completely shut in by date groves upon its

south-west side, and new plantations reaching to the Shatt-ah-^Arab

have been laid out upon its north-western and south-eastern sides j it

appears, in fact, that in a few years the fort, except for a clear alley

leading down to the nearest part of the river, will be completely

surrounded by a forest of dates. The fort is still without any artillery
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armament. The actual garrison consists of a Yuzbashi^ about 45 rank

and file of regular infantry, and a Medical Officer ; there is also a Bim-

bashi who is called Bimbashi of the Fao Fort, but he lives at

Basrah.

Political poution.—Fao, as the key of the Shatt-al-^Arab and as the

point where the cable of the Indo-Europea,n Telegraph Department meets

the Turkish land line, is a place of international importance ; it is at the

same time the only Turkish station of any size below Basrah. The

Shaikh of Kuwait has valuable interests at Fao inasmuch as the whole

of the tract, after remainino; for some years in litigation in the Turkish

courts between him and some of his nephews who are Turkish subjects,

passed in 190 4? to the Shaikh in virtue of an amicable agreement by

which the family estates on the banks of the Shatt-al-'^Arab were parti-

tioned among the various claimants. The agent of the Shaikh of

Kuwait at Fao is one ^Abdul “'Aziz of Kaugun in Persia, a circum-

stance which may account for the nationality of a number of the

cultivators employed.

T%if'kuTi administmtive arrangements.—Fao is the headquarters of a

Turkish Qadha, and the Qaim-Maqam who governs it has his residence

and office at the Sarai in the civil station j this official is at present a

civilian, hut military officers have at times held the appointment. The

duties of the Qaim-Maqam are political rather than executive. His staff

consists of a Mai Mudir or general secretary, a Sanduq Amin or treasurer,

and a clerk. The civil police under his orders are two non-commissioned

officers and 1 5 men of the Dhabitiyahs.

The strength and location of the Turkish telegraph staff and military

garrison at Fao have already been described above. The place is the

headquarters of the 2nd battalion of the 85th Radif regiment.

The Turkish Custon^s establishment consists of a Mudir or superin-

tendent and one clerk, besides menials
; and the quarantine establishment

of 1 officer and 2 guards.

The present harbour master is a Lieutenant in the Turkish Navy
; his

duties are to register all local craft belonging to Turkish subjects and to

levy port dues on exports and imports leaving or arriving by water.

The Fao Qadha consists of the districts on the right bank of the

Shatt-al-^Arab from Fao up to Mutawa ^ inclusive, with the dependent
islands, and its population is thus about 15,000 souls.

Communications* At high water landing is easy everywhere in the

neighbourhood of Fao
; but, when the tide is low, banks of mud that extend

from 50 to 100 yards into the river are uncoverged between tho station
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and the month of the Shatt-al-Mrah, and the shore here hei 5mes inconve-

nient (though not impossible) of approach. At the station the breadth of

the mud flats is only about 20 yards and it gradually decreases to 10

yards at the head of the Fao tract. The difference between ordinary high

and low tide is, at the station, about 10 feet. With a south-west wind

blowing, the tide sometimes rises 20 feet and submerges the station along

with the surrounding country.

The course of the paths in the Pao tract is determined by the creeks,

the arrangement of which and of the villages upon them is extremely

regular and symmetrical. A path follows the bank of each creek from

the edge of the Shatt-al-^Arab up to the beginning of the desert
;
and

there is also a pathway leading from the river to the desert up the centre

of every spit between two adjacent creeks. Longitudinal communication

is supplied by S roads or paths, all of which are roughly parallel to the

river : of these, the one nearest to the river runs between the date planta-

tions and the stream and is interrupted by every creek which it

encounters ;
the second, which is the most shady and frequented, con-

nects the village on each creek with the villages upon the creeks adjoin-

ing it on either side and its course is consequently not very straight, but

upon this route every creek is bridged by a single date log thrown across

it
;

the third route lies along the edge of the desert behind the date

plantations and is not interrupted by the creeks. Of these longitudinal

routes the second and third are said to be prolonged the whole way

to Basrah Town.

Also called Wadi Kustaq : an important valley in the

Sultanate of Oman which has its head on the north side of the Najd

al-Fara^ in the Western Hajar hills, some fifteen miles to the north

of Hamrat-al-^Abriyin in ^Oman Proper and a few miles east of Jabal

•Sham the highest peak of Jabal Akhdhar; from the Najd

Wadi Para^ runs in ^ general north-north-east direction, finally reaching

the sea on the west side of Masna'ah on the Batinah coast, at a

point about 46 miles distant in a straight line from its origin. The

valley contains an intermittent stream which appears above ground at

J.ustaqi, Grhashab, Wushail and Jammall,

% 1?

PARA’
(WADI)
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The villafices of "Wadi Fara’ in descending order are as follows

On whioli bank.
Houses
and

lnliabi,tants.
Hema:bbb.

Half an hour Eight,

below the

Two hours Left,

below Fara*.

NSzlyah Adjoins Hail.
[ Do.

70 houses of The people grow
Bani 'Auf. wheat, barley and

millet and are
carriers. They
have 6 camels,
30 donkeys, 70
cattle and 700
sheep and goats.

There are 2,000
date palms.

100 houses of The people are car-

Mishaqisah. riers, grow wheat,
barley and millet,

and possess 10
horses, 10 don-
keys and 20

i

cattle. Date palms
number about
1 ,000.

30 houses of Cultivation and
Bani ’Auf. occupations as at

Hail. Livestock
are 10 cattle and
50 sheep and
goats. 1,000 date

trees.

30 houses
Bani ’Auf.

’Alayat-al-

Mazari’

Opposite Nazi- Right,
yah.

300 houses
Mazari’.

Sawalih Adjoins ’Alay-
at-al-M a z a<*

n

.

40 houses
Bani ^Adi.

There is. a fort

called Burj-al-
Alazarl’, held by
30 men of the

Mazari’ tribe,

immediately above
the village : it has

a date plantation
and spring of

fresh water.

There are 40 don-
keys, 100 cattle

and 200 sheep
and goats. Date
palms, 20,000.

Cultivators of grain
as at Fara’ and
possess 12
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 40 sheep and
goats. 9,000 date

trees.
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Village. Position. On which bank.
Houses
and

inhabitants.
E tiiAnKs,

Hajrat-ash-Shaikli Adjoins the
last village.

Right. 50 bouses of

Ban! Hina.
Cultivation as at

Sawalih : date
palm s number
about 10,000 :

live-stock are 20
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 40 sheep and
goats.

Harat-al-Jabali Do. Do. 100 houses of

Bani Hina and
A.1 Bu Sa*id.

Cultivation as at

Sawalih ; there are

30 donkeys, 30
cattle and 80 sheep
and goats : dates
are estimated at

5,000 trees.

Mabsdhar Quarter of an
hour below
the last vil-

lage.

Do. 200 houses of

Dalalil, an in-

ferior commu-
nity who trade

’ in cattle.

Here are 20 don-
keys, 40 cattle,

150 sheep and
goats and 3,00C#

d ate palms.

Bait-al-Qarn Do. Do. 60 houses of
*Abriyin and
Sbarainah, also

a few A1 Bu
Said.

The people are

traders and own
8,000 date trees,

10 donkeys, 10
cattle and 50
sheep and goats.

Hawajiri Opposite Bait-
al-Qarn.

Left.
1
30 houses of

Manadharah
and Dalalll,

The inhabitants
weave and culti-

vate grain, and
own 7 donkeys.
4 cattle and 25
sheep and goats.

Dates are 2,000
trees.

QaVat Kasra
&xl3

Adjoins the
last village.

Do. ... See article Rus-
taq.

Of

Bustaq

Qasra Nearly opposite

Hawajiri.

Right. 150 houses of

Bani ’Adi and
Bani Lamak.

The people trade

and cultivate

grain and have
15 donkeys, 15
cattle and 100
sheep.

Eummaniyah
w

Opposite Qal’-

at Kasra.
Do- 50 houses of

Salaimiyin.

Cultivators, possess-

ing 8 donkeys,

7 cattle and 50
sheep and goats.

Date trees, 4,000.

2n 2
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Village. Position. On which bank.
Houses
and

inhabitants.
Remcabks.

Timm Himar

jUa. !.>

Adjoins Rum-
maniyah.

Rigb t. 60 houses of Bani
Shakail and
Bani Lamak.

The people are

carriers and cul-

tivators and own
the same live-

stock as those of

Rum m an 1 y a h.

The date palms of

this village are

estimated at

20,000.

*Ain-ar-E.araali

1

A sliorfc dis-

tance below
Umm Himar.

Left. 300 houses of
hamah, a tribe

not found else-

where in
'Oman.

The inhabitants are
silversmiths and
cultivators ; they
have 40 donkeys,
20 cattle, 200
sheep and goats,

and date palms
are said to number
30,000.

M arbah Half an hour
below ’Ain-ar*

Ramab,

Do. 150 houses of
Bani ’Adi.

Grain is cultivated.

There are 20
donkeys, 15 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats, and date

1

palms are placed
at 26,000.

Saqainyah
m

Opposite Mur-
bab.

Right. 30 houses of Bani
Hina.

Cultivation; there

are 5,000 palms, 5

donkeys, 4 cattle

and 20 sheep and
goats.

Hallab
w

Adjoins Mur-
bab.

Left. lOO houses of

Manadharah,
Cultivation of
wheat, millet and
lucerne. Livestock
are 8 donkeys, 10
cattle and 100
sheep and goats.

Date trees, 6,000.

Ohashait Half an hour
below Hallah.

On both
banks.

500 mud houses
of Bani ’Adi of
the Bani Bakar
section and of
Bani ’Umr.

Same cultivation as

at Hallah. Ani-
mals are 25 don-
keys, 25 cattle

and 250 sheep
and goats. There
are said to be
40,000 date palms
here.
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Village. Position. On which bank
Houses

. and
inhabitants

EE3fA£RB.

Tikhah Adjoins Gha-
shab.

Left. 20 houses of the
Wilad *Abd-as-
Salam section
of the
Ya’aribaii.

j Same crops as at
Hallah above

;

livestock are 20
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 120 sheep and
goats ; and dates
are estimated at
30,000 trees.

Wabil Opposite
Tikhah.

Bight. 150 houses of
Bani 'Adi.

Same cultivation as
preceding villages.

Animals are the
same as at
Tikhah. Date
trees, 8,000.

*AiE Wabil Adjoins Wabil. Do. No houses. There are planta-
tion of date
palms, amount-
ing to about 8,000
trees. The
animals on this
estate are 30
donkeys, 30 cattle
and 200 sheep
and goats.

Mizahlt Adjoins 'Ain
Wabil.

Do. 200 houses of

Manadh a r ah,

Mishaqisah and
the Bani
Salman section

of the Miya-
yikah.

There is a post of
15 ’Askaris here,
representing the
authority of the
Sultan of ’Oman.
Livestock are 30
donkeys and 500
sheep and goats.
The number of
date palms is

stated at 12,000.

Falaj Shirah Half an hour
below Mizahit.

Do. 100 houses of
Siy a b i y i n
and ’Ababld.

The lowest village

within the hills

of Hajar. Here
are 10 donkeys,
70 sheeps and
goats and 8,0C0
date palms.

Wushail Opposite Falaj
Shirah.

Left. 700 houses of

IVlishaqisah and
Maaari’.

There are only a
very few cattle

here, but dates are
pdaced at 60,000
trees.
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Village, Position. On wMeli bank.
Houses
and

inbabitants.
Remarks.

Falaj-al-’Ali One hour below
Falaj Shirah,

Eight. 150 bouses of

Bani 'Umr.
No animals. Pate
palms are said to

number 18,000.

or

Falaj Bani ’Umr

Falaj-al -Whsta

Uauw J.J1 ^
or

Falaj-al-Hawa«
shim

Quarter of an
hour below
Falaj-al-’Ali.

Po. 150 houses of

Hawashim.
No animals and the

number of palms
is somewhat
smaller than at

Falaj-av-'Ali.

Paris Adjoins Falaj-

al-Wusta.
Po.

!

40 houses of Yal-
Sa*ad and Ha-
washim.

6 camels only, but
about 1'?,060 date

palms.

Shabaikah Three-quarters

of an hour
below^ Paris.

On both
banks.

50 houses of Bani
Hina and
Bawashim.

No livestock : 2,000

date palms.

Hazam

r>
Half a mile be-

low Shabai-

kah.

Left. ... See article Haz-
am.

Misfah Half an hour
below Ha-
zam.

... 100 houses of
Siya b i y 1 n
and Bani ^Auf.

...

Jammati
(W

Opposite Ha-
zam.

Half an hour
east of the
right bank.

... Bee article Jam-
mah.

Biiwairid

]

Po. Quarter of

an hour
east of

Jammah.

50 houses of Bani
BCarras and of
Baltioliis, ser-

vants of the
A1 Bu Sa*id.

1

30 sheep and goats

only. Pate

palms> 8,000.

MaQEtlr Po. Half an hour
east of
Jammah.

40 houses of Bani
Harras.

The people form a

garrison and are

cultivators on be-

half of Saiyia

*Ali-bin*Ba d ar,

of the Al Br
Sa’id whose

private estate the

village is.
^

There

is cultivation of

dates, wheat and

lucerne ;
the

palms number
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Village. Position. On vyhieh bank.
Houses
and

inhabitants.
Beuabxs.

1 about 8,00o.
Animals are 5
camels and 300
sheep and goats,

also 1 horse.

Tarif Three hours be-

low Hazam.
Left. ... See article Bati-

nah.

Tau-ash-Shawi Opposite Tarif. Right. Do.

Masna’ah One hour below,

Tarif.

Do. ... See article Mas-
na’ah.

The settled population of the valley down to and including Mansur is

thus approximately 25^000 souls.

There is also a ruined village called Munaqi near Wushail,

half of -which belonged to the government of the ^Oman Sultanate and

half to the inhabitants of Wushail ; it has about 12 wells^ one of which

is very large and is still used for [irrigation, Another village now
deserted was

,
about a mile south of Jammah; it was held

by the Bani Harras and Siyabiyin.

The trade of Wadi Bara^ is with Masna^ah. The name Rustaq is of

uncertain application ; it is sometimes used to designate particularly the

fortified village of QaFat Kasra, which is the capital of the valley,

but more generally it refers to the whole aggregate of villages from

Hazam inclusive upwards. All Eustaq, in the latter sense, is in the

possession of Saiyid Sa^id bin-Ibrahim-bin-Qais-bin-’^Azzan, who receives

an allowance of |200 a month from the Sultan of Masqat and has given

him his sister in marriage.

A place in Turkish ^Iraq on the right bank of the Shatt-al-^Arab 4 FARAN6I
miles above Basrah ; by Europeans it is called Magil but this name (KUT-Al-)

is not used by natives and its origin is uncertain.* Kut-al-Earangi was,

until about 35 years ago^ the site of the British Consulate at Basrah and

*In Colonel Chesney*s Chart of 1849 the name appeaisas “McGill*’ Colonel

Chesney also gives Ma’kil, Jiu/o (stronghold), as an alternative, but locally this

explanation is repudiated. The Ma’qil canal, however, which lod to Oil Basrah, must
have separated from the Shatt-al-’Arab somewhere in this neighbourhood.
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derives its name (^^EuroiDean Fort from the fact : the Euphrates and

Tigris Steam Navigation Company have docks and workshops at this

place, where they have been established for many years. One of the river

steamers of the E. and T. S. N. Co. was lately reconstructed here, but as

a rule the Kut-al-Farangi yard is only used for small repairs, and the

heavy work of the Company is carried out at their Baghdad premises.

There are two cemeteries, one belonging to the Company and the other to

the Anglican community of Basrah ;
and a native village and some

brick kilns . also exist. Some of the Arab inhabitants have recently

emigrated to Persia to avoid conscription by the Turks for military

service. On the south side of the place is an insignificant creek which

does not run very far inland : on the north side is a channel by which

water from Khamisiyah on the Euphrates is said to reach the Shatt-al-

’Arab. The frontage of Kut-al-Farangi on the Shatt-al-’Arab seems to

have been reclaimed at no very distant time and it is now again threatened

by the encroachments of the river.

^ARS By Arabs called Paris A large and important division of

Persia ranking as a Province or Ayalat and ruled by a Gov-
eimor"General or Parman-Parma The following districts of

the Persian Gulf are in the jurisdiction of the Governor-General of

Pars :-^Liravi; Shabankareh, Mazara% part of Dashtistan,
Tangistaiij Dashti, the greater part of Shlbkuh and, though in

name only, the maritime portion of Bastak about Khamir. 'I’he

physical geography, the administration, and the currency, weights and
measures of these districts of Pars are dealt with in the article on the

Persian Coast.

The modern European name of the whole country (Persia) is derived

from the name of this province (Pars) through the Greek ^Tersis.’’^

I'AESI
,

middle of the Persian Gulf, about 67 miles north-east
of Miisallainiyall bay on the coast of tte Hasa Sanjaq and an equal
distance to the south-west of the Baraki villages on the coast of the
Tangistan district m Persia: Jazirat 'Arahi is about 15 miles south of
it The island is a quarter of a mile across, 10 feet above eea level and
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overgrown with coarse grass and brushwood; it is frequented by

fishermen, chiefly from Zharag, who come to catch turtle, abundant

here, for their oil and shell. There is no fresh water. The ownership of

this island, like that of ^Arabi, appears to be undetermined.

A valley apparently running north by west and south by east and

divided from the Hasa Oasis, to the east of it, by an interval of about

30 miles. On the north Wadi Faruq meets SummaiL in the neighbour-

hood of Jabal Hamrat JMah ; on the west it is bounded by Summan
throughout its length of, possibly, 100 miles

;
on the south it ends at a

hilly ridge called Jau-ad-Dukhan perhaps 30 or -10 miles

short of Jabrin. Its average breadth is perhaps 10 or 15 miles. Wadi

Faruq is said to consist of a labyrinth of sandhills, but it produces

firewood which is brought in by Eedouins for sale at Hofuf. The valley

is occupied in autumn by the ^Ajman, and at times it is infested by

raiding parties of the Al Morrah and Manasir.

To British navigators at one time known as Polior.” An island in

the Persian Gulf almost ^0 miles south of the Shibkuh port of Mughu

:

in shape it is an ellipse with its greater diameter of miles running

from noi4h to south and a lesser diameter of 3 miles. Except for a reef

with a few detached rocks on the west side, the island has deep water all

round it
;
and the coast consists of rocky cliffs 30 or 40 feet high. The

tides here are strong and there is one dangerous shoal between Farur and

the mainland, apparently identical with the pearl bank known as Niveh

Jazirat Farur
; otherwise the island is easy of approach.

Farur is covered with dark volcanic hflls which in one conical but

table-topped peak attain a height of 465 feet. Most of the island is

bare rock and talus, but the ravines contain numerous trees and one on

the east side has wells and some date-palms. There is little bird-life

but there are a few gazelle. On the east side of the island is a small

village of about 40 souls of Sudan and of miscellaneous Arabs from the

Persian side. They own a couple of fishing boats (Shu'ais)
;
most of their

* ^ distant view of part of Farcr Island is giyen in Chart No. 2373—2837-A.,
Feraiati Gulf.

FARUQ
(WADI)

FARUR
V
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provisions are imported from Mughu. The people of Mughu send their

cattle to Farur to graze and they obtain some firewood from the island.

Farur is under the Marzuqi Shaikh of Mughu. The Persian Government

have not up to the present time shown any interest in this island.

FARUR In English fovmcrly knownhy the extraordinary name of “ Nobilenre/'

(NABIYU) An uninhabited islet lying in the Persian Gulf about 10 miles south-

J)/ south-west of the southern extremity of Farur island. It has a reef one

mile in extent on the north-west side and narrow reefs on the Avest and

south sideSj otherwise it is surrounded by deep water. Nabiyu Farur is

circular iu shape with a diameter of half a roile^ and towards its east sitlc

is a dark-coloured, saddle-shaped hill 120 feet in height; the greater pari

of its surface is sandy and covered with salsola bushes. A few larks and

chats (genus Saxicola) and a colony of ospreys are the only living

creatures. No attention has as yet been paid by the Persian Government

to this island.

FASHT
(FASHT
KHOR)

K

A large coral reef of irregular shape^ Avith an average tliameiur of

about 3 miles, lying ahoAit 7 miles north-Avest of Bahrain Ishuul. N()a,r

its eastern extremity is a remarkable Kaukab or spring of fresh Avater,

wbeli is 3 feet beloAV the surface of tlie sea at low tidt*. As nuudi as

700 gallons of excellent water have liecn obtained from it iu a day.

Pearl divers make use of the s])ring in the pearling sea,son : during the rest

of the year it is seldom visited by sailing boats.

FAWARS Or A1 Paris Jl ; singular Furisi A genera,! term used

in the Persian Gulf to describe Arabs of the Persia,n litt(,ira! from

Kangun to Bandar ’Abbas who do iiot belong to any well known Arab

tril)o
;
such, for instance, are the Abu Dastur who are found on Sini

island.

The name is in use in the Sultanate of ’Oman also, but there it is applied

to Arabicised Persian immigrants and their desceudauts
;
in the dominions
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of tlie Sultan the Fawaris are Sunnis and number about 5,000 souls, being

found at Sawaiharali, Sohar Town and Sallaii in the Sohar sub-Wilayat

of Batinah and at Sham and Fanjah in Wadi Samail.

A village of the Shamailiyah tract in Trucial ^Oman^ 15 miles FUJAIRAH
so\ith of Khor Fakkan and 27 miles north-norfch-east of Shinas;

it is situated near the place where Wadi Ham reaches the coast and

is about two miles from the sea. The landing place opposite Fujairah

is called Gharaifah; but its port is Ghallah, a little to the southward,

Jrom which it is distant four miles by land and whence goods are

brought on camels. Fujairah possesses date plantations containing some

3,000 palms, amid which stands the village adjoined by a small but

strong fort upon a hilh The village is com]>letely surrounded by a

strong wall, 9 feet high, to which have been added on the south and

west sides an exterior ditch and breast-work. There is plenty of fresh

water in wells 4 fathoms deep. The houses, in number about 150, are

mostly of mud and stone, but a few are of gypsum cement. During

the date harvest, when peace reigns, the inhabitants are accustomed to

camp in mat huts among their plantations outside the village walls. The

pcoiJe of Fujairah, who arc Sharqiyin, mostly of the Hafaitat

section, live by the cultivation of dates and by pearl diving
; some

tobauco, wheat and jowari arc j-a,ised also. There are no manufactures atid

no shops. Fujairah is the stronghold of the Sharqi leader Hamad-bin-

^Abdullah, who since 1901 has been endeavouring to assert the indepen-

deime ol! a i)art of the Shamailiyah tract against the Shaikh of

Sharjah. T^ie Eollowing places in Shamailiyah are reported to be

now in the possession of Hamad and accordingly to look to Fujairah as

their capital : Bithuah, Gharaifah, Marbali, Qaraiyah, Qidfa^ and

Saqamqain, This tract in revolt under Hamad enjoys the countenance

of the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi.

A village oji the east side of the Qatar promontory about 1 0 miles from I'U'WAIE-

its northern extremity. Immediately to the north of it is a hill called

Jabal-al-Fuwairat, separating it from the site of the now deserted

village of Ghariyah which is also an the coast; according to another
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account, however, the Jabal is merely a vertical cliff 80 feet high, against

the foot of which the sea breaks. The village is sarroniicled by towers,

but it is not continuously walled and there are no gates. The houses

upon the circumference of the village are substantially built of stone and

mud. The papulation of Puwairat consists of about 100 houses of the

Al Bu Kuwarah tribe and 60 of Kibisah ; these communities are divided

from one another by a well-marked street and form a southern and a

northern quarter respectively. The people live chiefly by pearl diving,

but they also own some 20 horses, 100 camels, 60 donkeys and 80 cattle.

About 35 pearl boats, 9 other sea-goiiig vessels, [and 12 fishing

boats belong to the place. There are no sho
2)s. Indifferent water is

obtained from the Zarka tSjj well, 1 mile west of tlie village, and good

water from the wells of Filihah, and Ain Sanfin distant

2 and -1 miles respectively to the south-west. The Ain Sanan well is

protected by a fort originally built by the Ma’adhid, but now oceii])ied

and kept in repair by the Al Bu Kuwarah.

A vallty in the Shibkuh district of Persia: it ruiis parjilh'l lo the

coast at an average distance througlioiit its eours(‘ of a.hout 10 inili‘K

inland, finally reaching the sea in Naband bsiy : the lt‘iigili of the vaJhy

is about 45 miles, aaid its direction is from oast-soiitli-east to \vt‘Kt-uoj’th-

west. The pj’incipal points in the Gfibandi vaJiiy a,iv tlu‘ vilhigii <d’

Chah Mubarak, at about 13 miles from its mouth, a,nd (lahaiidi vilhrge

about 10 miles al)ovc Chfili Mubarak.

Tlio villages of Gfibandi are divided into four [M)litica,l grou[).s known
as Ilarami

j
Maliki

,
Na.siiri and Tamitui .

The Harami villages lie on** the south sidii of iho valhy for a "short

distance l)oth above and below Chfih Mubarak and on the moth side

of the valley from Chah Mxibrirak to til 0 sea; the Alaliki villages are

mostly on the soiitli side of the valley helow Chah M ubarak, but one or

two of them are interspersed with Uararni villages on the south side of

the valley near Chah Mubjuuk
;
the Nasuri villagtjs fm‘m a chisier helow,

but also for a short distance above, Culiandi village
;
and the Tanumi

villages occupy llic north side of the valhy immediately ahovcj (Jhah

Mubarak. The portion of tlm valley nbovi^ the Nasuri group coiilaius

no villages. The following tables give the topography of the groups in

greater detail ;

—
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Kiirami Villages,

Kamo, Po&ition. Houses, resources, etc.

Aekar (Bu) G railcs west-nortli-vvest

o£ Oliali Mubarak, on
the norbli side of the
valley.

SO houses ; 4 camels, 4 donkeys, 90
cattle, 600 sheep and goats and 1,300
date palms

; 10 wells of sweet water,

34 to 4 fathoms deep, of which 4 are

specially devoted to watering tobacco
crops.

Bazbaz 2 miles west, of Dili Nan,
on the north side of the

valley.

50 houses
; 30 donkeys, 70 cattle, 1,500

sheep and goats and 3,000 date
palms; 2 springs and 3 wells of 2
to 3 fathoms’ depth.

Dill Kau

y 80

9 miles west-north-west

of Chah Mubarak and
5 miles from the mouth
of the Gabandi valley,

on the north side of the

valley.

70 houses; 3 camels, 50 donkeys, 45
cattle, 800 sheep and goats and 3,000
date trees ; numerous wells of sweet
water 2 to 3 fathoms deep.

Ghuwairizeh Some distance to the east

of Kashkunar.
50 houses ; 6 camels, 40 donkeys, 40
cattle, 600 sheep and goats and 700 date
trees ; 8 wells of 6 fathoms* depth.

Kaftliknniir 6 miles south-east of Chah
Mubiirak, on the sooth
aide of the valley.

425 houses
; 60 camels, 500 donkeys,

900 cattle, 5,000 sheep and goats and
16,000 date palms; 5 water reser-

voirs and numerous wells of 2 to 5
fathoms* depth. A track over the
hills connects Kashkanar with the port
of Tib in, 10 miles distant. By Arabs
Kashkunar is called Qasr Kunar.

Kliiyiiru 4 miles west-north-west of

Chah Mubarak, on the

north side of the valley.

120 houses; 10 camels, 60 donkeys,
100 cattle, 1,600 sheep and goats and
4,000 palms ; 14 wells of sweet water
S'J* to 4 fathoms deep, of which 5 are
specially used for watering tobaoco.

Khund A mile or two east of

Tang Sharzeh, at the

foot of the Sharzeh hill.

260 houses, oE which 30 are inhabited
by Jews ; 15 camels, 130 donkeys, 280
cattle, 3,000 sheep and goats and
15,000 date palms

;
2 springs and

30 wells of fresh water 2 to 3
fathoms deep, of which 10 are used
chiefly for tobacco cultivation.

SarvbEsh One and a half miles west-

north-west of Kashkunar,
upon a sandhill, on the

south side of the valley.

110 bouses
; 6 camels, 40 donkeys, 90

cattle, 500 sheep and goats and 3,600
date palms ;

3 reservoirs and 25 wells

varying from 2J- to 3^ fathoms in
depth, the deeper being near the
reservoirs.
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Nam^. Position. Hoases, resources etc.

Sharzeh (Tang) 1 or 2 miles east of Dili 10 houses ; 15 donkeys, 36 cattle, 600

Nail, near a hill called

Sharzeh.

sheep and goats, and 2,500 date

palms ; 3 springs, on which depends

the water supply.

Tuttbn 2 miles south-west of 70 houses ; 3 camels, 25 donkeys, 4i0
ULU %J U

Chah Mubarak. cattle, 800 sheep and goats and 1,600

date palms ; 14 wells 2 to 2J fathoms
deep.

fiambu Gharbi 1 mile west north-west of

Tumbo.
40 houses ; 3 camels, 25 donkeys, 150
cattle, 2,600 sheep and 2,600 date

palms ; 12 wells of fresh water from

1| to 2 fathoms deep.

MaliJci Villages.

Akabir 2i miles south by west of

Chah Mubarak, on the

south side of the valley.

j

60 houses ; 5 camels, 15 donkeys, 40
cattle, 300 sheep and goats and 2,600
palms; 18 wells 2 to 2^ fathoms deep.

The name is also pronounced Aohabir,
and sometimes takes the form of

Akbari.

HanM 7 miles west by north of

Chah Mubarak, on the

south side of the valley.

80 houses ; 10 camels, 90 donkeys, 100
cattle, 1,500 sheep and 7,000 date
palms; 18 wells of 3 to 4 fathoms
depth. There is a reservoir called

Birkeh Akhavain on the side towards
Knnehkhaimeh. The name of the
village also occurs as Banut hjij .

Basatin Near the mouth of the

Gabandi valley, a mile

or two west of Halat

Naband on the coast.

100 houses ; 7 camels, 40 donkeys, 60
cattle, 800 sheep and goats and 6,000
dates ; 8 wells, all situated in the date
gardens, of 3 to 4 fathoms’ depth.

Fawaris 3 miles south by east of

Chah Mubarak on the

south side of the valley.

70 houses ; 5 oamels, 30 donkeys, 40
cattle, 300 sheep and goats and 2,300
date trees ; 15 wells of fresh water 21^

to 3 fathoms deep. The place is also

called Farsi.

Khareh

*>
3| miles west by sonth of

Chah Mubarak, on the

south side of the valley.

160 houses ; 10 camels, 100 donkeys,
130 cattle, 800 sheep and goats and
10,000 date trees ; 22 wells of 2 to 8
fathoms’ depth.

Knnehkhaimeh * 6 miles west by north of
Chah Mubarak, on the
south side of the vs^lley.

70 houses ; 6 camels, 25 donkeys, 40
cattle, 400 sheep and goats and 5,000
date trees

; 12 wells 3 to 4 fathoms deep.
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Name. Po4tion, Houses, resources, etc,

Safiyeh On the south side of the

valley towards its mouth,
2^ miles inland west-

wards from the foot of

Naband bay.

70 houses ; 15 camels, 30 donkeys, 65
cattle, 600 sheep and goats and 5,000
date palms ; 1 reservoir and 6 wells

of fresh water 4 to 5 fathoms deep.

Savfihil 1 mile east-south-east of

Chah Mubarak, on the

north side of the valley.

50 houses ; 3 camels, 25 donkeys, 45
1

cattle, 550 sheep and goats and 500
date palms ; 4 wells 2| to 3 fathoms
deep.

Zubar

3^3)

1 mile east-south-east ®f

Safiyeh, on the south
side of the valley.

90 houses ; 15 camels, 70 donkeys, 75
cattle, 800 sheep and goats and 6,000
date trees ; 1 water reservoir and 8
wells 4 to 5 fathoms deep. There is

also a fort, belonging to the adminis-
tration. with a well 7 fathoms deep.

Naiuri Villages.

Namo. Position. Population, resources, etc.

AhshSm 1 mile
^

south-east of
Gabandi village.

160 houses ; 40 camels, 150 donkeys,
100 cattle, 3,000 sheep and 2,000 date
palms ; 2 water reservoirs. The place

is also known as Ada.

A muni In two parts at 4 and 6
miles north-west of

Gabandi village, on the
north side of the valley.

50 houses ; 12 camels^ 20 donkeys, 80
cattle, 1,200 sheep and goats and 700
date trees ;

also called 'Alumaniyeh.

Bainbari J a mile south-west of

Gabandi village.

20 houses ; 4 camels, 10 donkeys, 30
cattle, 200 sbeep and goats and 1,500
date trees.

Bardul I'J* miles north-west of

Gabandi village, on the
north side of the valley,

under a hill called Mar-
zuvabanu.

50 houses; 20 donkeys, 60 cattle, 20
sheep and goats <ind 3,000 date palms

;

1 water mill. There are vines, and
the dates grow by running water.

Dailam (Nakhl) About a mile west of

Gabandi village.

20 houses ; 7 camels, 20 donkeys, 40
cattle and 500 date trees.

Dashti
miles soutb-south-west

of Gabandi village, on
the south side of the ’

valley.

200 houses
; 70 camels ; 200 donkeys,

320 cattle, 2»000 sheep and goats and
1,000 palms.

Dhkun (Birkeh) 7 miles north-west of

Gabandi village, on the

north side of the valley.

90 houses ; 20 camels, 30 donkeys, 150
cattle, 2,000 sheep and goats and 2,000
date trees ; also called Baraidkan.
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Name, Position. Population, resources, eto.

Fumistan About IJ miles north of

Gabandi village, under
the hill Marzuvabanu.

70 houses ; 30 donkeys, 100 cattle, 300
sheep and goats and 6,000 palms, water

chiefly from springs, but there is also

a reservoir. Limes, vines and
pomegranates grow, and there are

3 watermills.

Gabandi village 13 miles north-north-west
of Sliivuli, on the north
side of the valley.

300 houses; 15 horses, 2 mules, 30
camels, 200 donkeys, 400 cattle, 2,500
sheep and goats and 11,000 date

palms ; 8 water reservoirs and some
wells, of which the best is called

Chah-i-Nau and is in the direction of

Ahsham. The residence of the Nasuri
Shaikh is here.

Garit (!Nakbl) About 1 mile south of

Gabandi village.

30 houses ; 7 camels, 20 donkeys, 45
cattle, 200 sheep and goats, and 1,000
palms.

Khalaf (Yard)
Jj.3

About 1| miles south-east

of Gabandi village.

20 houses; 20 camels, 30 donkeys, 30
cattle, 1,500 sheep and goats and S(X)

date .trees; drinking water is from
1 Gahandi village and only animals aro

watered from the local wells.

Kunar Bahac Near Yard Khalaf. 35 houses ; SO camels, 40 donkoys, 70
cattle, 2,000 sheep and goats and 1,000
palms ; water as at Yard Khalaf.

Mllaki 3 miles north-west of

Gabandi village, on the
north side of the valley.

40 houses ; 6 camels, 15 donkeys, 30
cattle, 1,500 sheep and goats, aud SOO
date palms.

MuqHl (Nalslil) 1 of a mile west of
Gabandi village.

20 houses ; 3 camels, 15 donkeys, 15
cattle, 70 shoep and goats, aud 300
date palms.

Sitlu 3 miles west of Gabandi
village, on the south side

of the valley, at the foot

of a hill called Qal’eb
Surkh.

60 houses ; 30 camels, 20 donkeys, 45
cattle, 1,500 sheep and goats and 800
date palms.

Suvkbuha Near Yard Khalaf. 30 houses ; 12 camels, 40 donkeys, 35
cattle, 400 sheep and goats and 1,000
date palms. The people are ruddy
complexioned, whence the name of the
village : they talk good Persian and aro
believed to be from the north.
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Tamlmi Tillages.

Name. Position, Population, resources, etc.

' ALin-as-Saudeh In a hill of the same
name, to the east of
Bundu.

20 houses ; 500 sheep and goats and
1,000 date trees ; 3 springs from the
hill.

'

Bundu 5 miles east-south-east of

Cbah Mubarak, on the
north side of the valley.

80 houses ; 20 donkeys, 80 cattle,

1,000 sheep and goats and 600 date
palms ; 7 wells of 3 to 3| fathoms’
depth.

Bustanii 2^ miles west-north-west

of Cbah Mubarak, on the

north side of the valley.

110 houses; 10 camels, 70 donkeys,
100 cattle, 2,000 sheep and goats
and 4,500 date trees ; 12 wells of
sweet water 3^ to 4 fathoms deep.

Cbah Mubarak 16 miles north-west by
west of Gabandi village,

on the north side of the
valley, and the same
distance east by south of

Nalband.

230 housts; 8 horses, 20 camels, 160
donkeys 250 cattle, 1,500 sheep and
goats and 12,000 date palms : 4
water reservoirs, of which one called

Gharameh is large, and 20 wells 3^
to 6 fathoms deep, including one
called Chah-i-Babul which is said to

1
be ancient and of great size. Chah
Mubarak was the residence of the late

Tamimi Shaikh, Saqar-bin-Mnbarak,
who built here a fort with a deep ditch

round it.

Jalalat

cijUU.^

4 miles east-south-east of
Chah Mubarak, on the
north side of the valley,

under the hill called
* Ain-as-Saudeh.

50 houses ; 16 donkeys, 40 cattle,

1,600 sheep and 600 date palms ; 3
wells 4 to 4^ fathoms deep.

Mardu
yOyc

In the hills to the east of

iazu.

1

1 house, 300 date palms* and run-
ning water.

Miirva’eb

!

A mile or two to the east

of Chah Mubarak.
40 houses ; 25 donkeys, 45 cattle, 600
sheep and goats and 600 date palms ;

5 wells of 2§ to 4 fathoms depth.

Sahmu 1 mile east-south-east of

Savahil, on the north
side of the valley.

90 houses ; 6 camels, 50 donkeys, 100
cattle, 800 sheep and goats and 3,000
date palms; 7 wells of sweet water

2^ to 3 fathoms deep.

Sabmu Sharqi 1 mile east-south-east of

Sahmu.
70 houses ; 5 camels, 40 donkeys, 70
cattle, 600 sheep and goats and 3,600
date palms ; 5 wells of sweet water 3
to 4 fathoms deep.

Tal-i-Yarda
jC>jJ iJj

Between Bustanu and
Chah Mubarak,

A fort built in 1905 by the late

Shaikh Saqar, Tamimi : it is supplied

with water from Chah Muharak.

Tazu In the hills a mile or two
to the east of *Ain-a8-

Saudeh.

1 house, 300 pomegranate and lime

trees, 500 date palms, and running
water.

1 o
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From tlie number of houses it would appear that the normal population

of the valley is about 19;500 souls^ viz .

—

Harami villages . 6,400

Maliki 3,700

Nasuri „ , 6,900

Tamimi 3,500

Recently^ however, the valley has been to a considerable extent depopulated

by emigration, due to political troubles, chiefly to Bahrain, Kuwait and

Fao \
and in most of the villages a proportion of the houses are empty.

In all the divisions the people are of mixed origin, speaking both Persian

and Arabic, and nearly all are Sunnis of the Shafi'i sect. The inhabi-

tants of the Nasuri group of villages call themselves Nasuris, but in

reality only the family of their chief and a very few others belong to that

tribe. In most of the places there is a sprinkling of negroes.

Wheat, l^barley, maize, rice, flax and tobacco are grown in the Gabandi

valley, chiefly by rainfall but in places by irrigation ; date palms every-

where abound
;
and in some villages there are limes, pomegranates and

vines. Most of the people are agriculturists, but some of them take part

in the pearl fisheiy on the Arabian side of the Gulf. Shivuh and Tibin

are the ports of Gabandi. An estimate of local resources can be foi'med

from the data given in the village tables above.

Until 1905 the whole valley was administered by the Nasuri Shaikh
of Gabandi village, Hasan-bin-Mazkur, under whom were also Shivuh and
^rtain other places on the Shibkuh coast and the villages of Darveh
Asuh; for the places then subject to his control the Shaikh paid 12,000

Tumans a year to the Governor of Bastak. In 1906 a new arrangement

was made, the Harami, Maliki and Tamimi villages being taken from
Hasan-bin-Mazkur, whose annual revenue was at the same time reduced

to 7,000 Tumans, and conferred on the Tamimi Shaikh, Saqar-bin-Mubarak,
of Chah Mubarak, who thereupon became responsible to the Governor
of Bastak for 5,000 Tumans a year on account of the Maliki and Tamimi
groups and to the Imperial Persian Customs for 3,560 Tumans a year on
account of the Harami villages in Gabandi and upon the coast of Shibkuh,
Shaikh Saqar was however assassinated in March 1907, and it is not
yet known how the local administrative arrangements will be affected

by the event. Shaikh Hasan-bin-Mazkur is a Sunni; but his wife, a

daughter of Tahir Khan of Galehdar, is a Shi^ah ; consequently his sons

are being brought up as Sunnis and his only daughter as a Shi^ah,
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A group of 3 villages on the coast of the Persian district of Hayat

Davudj 15 miles north-north-west of the town of Rig ; the villages,

in order from north to south, are distinguished as Shamali

Miyani and Qausi The place is defended by half a

dozen towers and comprises altogether about 150 houses ; the inhabitants

are Lurs. A short way to the south of the villages is a creek deep

enough to admit native boats of 25 tons burden
; but the anchorage for

larger vessels is at some distance off-shore, there being only 3 fathoms

at 1 i miles, and the landing is bad at low water. Dates, wheat and

barley are the chief products ; there are about 40 horses, 30 mules

and 200 donkeys, and the fowls are said to be remarkably fine.

Ganaveh is governed at present by Murad Khan, son of Ka Murad, an

uncle of the Khan of Hayat Dawud ;
and he resides here. A Customs

ofiicial is now stationed at this place partly in order to prevent the

smuggling of rifles into the country, but as yet the trade has suffered

little from his interference. Near Ganaveh are some extensive ruins,

probably marking the site of the Jannabah of the mediaeval Arab and

Persian geographers.*

This channel, the uppermost part of which is artificial, issues from

the Karun on its left bank just above Shuslltar Town and rejoins

that river at Baud-i-Qir. Its direction is thus almost exactly from north

to south, and its length in a straight line about 30 miles, but between

its extreme points it bends eastwards in a regular emwe of which the

maximum divergence from the direct line is about 8 miles. The Gargar

forms the eastern boundary of the Miyanab island.

Features of course .—At its head are the remains of a massive barrage,

apparently known at the present day as the Band-i-Mirza j t it

is built of hewn stone with six narrow openings, through which water

passes leaving the crest dry except when the river is high and pours over

it The openings, however, are unbridged and are too wide to cross.

Below this barrage the stream flows for half a mile through a channel, 100

feet deep, artificially excavated in the sandstone rock : it then reaches a

second dam, called Pul-i-Bulaiti ch, which carries the routes from

* See Le Strange's Lands of the Fastern Caliphate. The Carmathian Abu Tahir

is said to have been bom at Jannabah, which was also celebrated in the middle ages

for the manufacture of linen stuffs.

t The names Band-i^Qaisar and Band-i-Shahzadeh are not now recognised as

applying to this barrage. See also footnote to article Shiatait*

2 0 2

GANAVEH
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or
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GABGAE
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Shuslltar Town to all places east o£ it. At the Pnl-i-Bulaiti the water

is forced into tunnels in the precipitous rock on both sides o£ the river and

by these is conducted to the flour-mills of Shushtar and Bulaiti a little

further down. Below the mills, at 200 yards or more from the dam,

rock yields to earth; but the banks continue to be nearly 100 feet in

height till the end of Shushtar Town is reached. Half a mile below

Pul-i-Bulaiti a natural ledge of rocks crosses the channel with an opening

in it 20 yards wide but passable for native river boats. At a point 4

miles lower down the river bed is again nearly traversed by a natural

barrier, carrying masonry remains, by which the course of the stream is

considerably deflected to the east and made to form an acute angle

;

this place is called Mahibazan ujjb or Bazaniyat meaning

a place where fish play, from the numbers of fish which come there to

spawn and are caught. On the right bank at 7 or 8 miles below

Shushtar is the important landing place of Shalaili, above which

there is not, for practical purposes, any navigation either native or

European. Prom Mahibazan to a short distance above Band-i-Qir

the Gargar meanders through a stretch of low ground : this bottom

varies in width from a mile to several hundred yards and is enclosed

upon either side by steep clay banks from 40 to 50 feet high, with

which the river in its windings from time to time comes in contact.

As Band“i-Qir is approached the high banks close in upon the river

and show remains of brick buildings, vestiges of the ancient city of

'Askar Mukram-
;
parts of these are sunk as much as 10 and

even 20 feet below the present surface of the ground. At Band-i-Qir

itself the banks do not ordinarily rise more than ] 8 feet above the

river in its lowest season
; and in the high season, during floods, they

are frequently overflowed. The width of the Gargar stream varies from

50 to nearly 100 yards, and at Baud-i-Qir it is about 60. The banks

are now entirely denuded of wooding.

Dischargef rise and fall^ current and silt ,—The flood discharge of

the Gargar is estimated at about 7,000 cubic feet a second, but in

March 1905 the discharge at Band-i-Qir W'as only about 2,000 cusecs.

Owing to the height of the banks the river does not lend itself naturally

to purposes of irrigation, but in some places there are small inundation

canals watering low-lying lands. The times of the river'^s rise and fall

vary from year to year, and the difference between the summer and
the winter level is also inconstant ; but by the middle of June the water
has ordinarily subsided to a low level and thereafter continues to decrease

until the first rains of winter at the end of October or beginning
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o£ November. Ordinarily the current varies from 5 to 2 knots and is

strongest in the upper reaches towards Shushtar Town, but when the

Haddam is in flood it is said to attain 8 knots below the confluence of that

tributary . The silt of the Gargar at its maximum is about one-eightieth

of the volume of water ; most of it is of purely local origin and
is very quickly dropped. The discoloration of the water in floods is

a light buff.*

Navigation.—The navigation of the Gargar is diflicult, chiefly on

account of the sinuosity and the narrowness in places of the channel,

of which the breadth varies from 20 to 40 yards ; with a low river

obstacles in the shape of stones, sand spits and tree stumps are super-

added. Tree stumps and similar snags are especially common in the middle

reaches of the Gargar ; many of them are known and can be avoided, but

new ones ai^e frequently met with when the river falls. The average

depth of the Gargar in the low season is from 6 to feet, but at par-

ticular points soundings of 3, 2 and even feet may be expected. The
channels are subject to perpetual alteration in consequence chiefly of sand-

bars, which are thrown across the river by small tributaries during the

last freshets of spring
; these the reduced river of the summer season is

unable to scour away. Among the larger of the tributaries are the Malih

6 miles below Hilaleh ; the Chai-an-Naft coming in

2 miles below Kraidi, from the neighbourhood of some naphtha springs

below the Bakhtiyari hills ; and the Haddam
,
1 mile below Saiyid

Hasan : these are all upon the left bank and contain water only after rain.

About miles above Band-i-Qir the river contains piles of old cut

stones which make the passage dangerous in the low season and also

afford a jpoint (Va'ppui for the formation of sand banks.

The Shushan,'^^ which runs from Ahwaz to Shalaili in ordinary

states of the river, is a stern-wheeler 100 feet in length over all, with a

beam of 23 feet, and draws 3 feet when carrying 30 tons of cargo; t

a longer vessel could not negotiate some of the turns, and an ordinary

paddle-steamer would find many if not most of the channels too narrow.

Since 1892 the ^^Shushan^^ has plied regularly on the Gargar at most

seasons, but when the river is low she frequently runs aground or strikes

the banks and sometimes sustains injury. The only fuel is wood, which all

comes from the banks of the Diz and of which about 15 tons are consumed

The waters of the Gargar, then known as the Mashruqan were described

as '' white by an Arab traveller so long ago as the 10th century A.D. See Le
Strange.

t Her barge, 65| feet by 16J feet, carrying 60 tons of cargo, can only be used in a

good river.
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on the round trip from Ahwaz to Shakili and back again : a fuel-

depdt is maintained at Band-i-Qir. The steaming hours between Ahwaz

and Shalaili are from 20 to 26 in ascending, of which 7 are occupied

by the reaches of the Karuu below Band-i-Qir ;
the return journey to

Ahwaz tabes from 9 to 20 hours according to the state of the river.

Tillages .—The following are the villages situated on both banks

of the Gargar in order from Shushtar Town down to Band-i-Qir :

—

Name.

Miles below
Shushtar Town

by water, and
on which
bank.

Houses and inhabitants.

Bulaiti Nil. 200 houses, some of

Left, mud, some of stone

and some of gypsum
cement. The people

are Gunduzlus and
have about 200
rifles.

Muhammad Husain 6J. 6 mnd houses of
(Kut Hfiji) Right. Shushtaris : they

ov

or
’

Saiyid Amin (QaTeh)

have 3 rifles.

Shalaili Buzurg 7.

1

20 houses of Shir ’Ali
Right. Bakhtiyaris, Per-

sians and Kurds,
or

'*

owning 3 or 4 rifles.

Shalailiyeh Kabir also 2 or 8 houses of
lU

y^f ^aIaI^W
Arabs.

Beucasiics.

Bslaiti is ^ connected
with StLushtar, of
which it forms a
suburb, by a dam
across the Gargar.
The routes from
Shushtar Town to
Qareh Tul and
Hamuz Town pass
through this village.

Wheat, barley and
beans are cultivated,
and some of the in-

habitants are carriers
owning 100 mules.
There are some flour
mills. BBlaiti is

owned by the Mu' ia-
ut-Tujjfir of Tehran,
the Bais-ut-Tajjar of
Muhammareh and
two others.

This place stands on the
high bunk, about 1 mile
down stream from the
place called Mahibazan
and overlooking the
river. There is a
garden below in the
river bod. Three
Persian soldiers

are quartered here,

noininally as a guard
for the Shalaili
landing place.

The village is about J
^

mile from the rive^

bank. Wheat, barley
and beans are grown,
also sesame and cotton
near the edge of the
river. Some buffaloes
are kept by the Arab
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Miles below
ShtLslxtar Town

by water, and
on which
bank.

Honsos and inhabitants.

inhabitants. A little

below this village and
above the next is the
landing place iot

Siiustitar Town
where steam and sail-

ing boats from the
lower iBlaruu dis-

charge their cargoes.

A Persian military
guard is supposed to
be stationed here for
the protection of
vessels and goods ;

it is represented at
present by 3 men
living at Kut Haji
Muhammad Husain
above. This and the
smaller Shalaili below
are owned by a
member of the family
of the late Muhammad
*Ali, Mujtahid, of
Shtishtar Town.

Shalaili Kburd

or
Shalaili Kdchik

or
*

Shalailiyeh Saghlr
IV

Qnrumizi

or

Qul Bnmizi

HasmSwa

or
Hasmahsd

10 honses of the same See last village',

tribes as in the last

village. They have
3 or 4 rifles.

40 honses of Shir

*Ali Bakhtiyaris.
The inhabitants
have 30 rifles.

Wheat, barley and
beans are grown. The
village is owned by
Mirza Tahir Khan,
Mustaufi, of Skiisli-
tar.

30 houses of Shir Wheat, barley
^

and
Ali Bakhtiyaris beans are oaltivated

and Miyanab by the Bakhtiya-
Arabs, owning 10 ris ; the Arabs only

rifles. beep buflaloes. For-
merly sailing boats

discharged their

cargoes here foi
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Name.

CBabargSweli

NSsir or Nasair
(Bunnell)

m

Miles below
Shflshtar Town

by water, and
on which
bank.

Houses and inhabitants. Reuabks.

Shushtar which is

10 miles distant by
road. Near the
village is the conspi-
cuous Qadamgah of
Nabi Shu'aib

Same

owner as Qnrumizi
above.

131,
Right

14i.
Right.

15 houses of Shir
*Ali BakhtiySris
and Shushtaris.
They have 4 rifles.

12 grass huts of
Miyanab Arabs,
possessing 10 rifles.

This place is occupied
only at seed time and
harvest. Same owner
as at Qurnmizi above.

Wheat, barley and
beans are grown. The
owner is the same as
at Qurumizi above.

Ijbareh (Buuneh)
m
Slj

Abdullah Jarrah
(Bunneh or Kut)
w « «,

- Ai:*

Snfan

or
JSTasr TJllah (Bunneh

Mulla)
IS Of m
aB| lll/s AU

* Abbas (Bunneh Mul-
la)

(tf m Hi

^Uxr ASJ

15|.

Right.

30 mud houses of
Miyanab Arabs
owning 10 rifles.

There are about 10
mules. The village
belongs to^ the family
of Haji Saiyid
'Abdus Samad, Muj-
tabid, of Sbusbtar
Town.

16|.

Right.

18.

Eight.

15 huts, mostly mud,
of Arabs, Shushta-
ris and Shir *Ali
B a k h ti y aris.
There are 6 rifles.

30 mud huts of Shir
*Ali Bakbtiyaris,
who have 10 rifles.

Same owners as Bunneh
Ijbareh above.

The
^

name Sufan is

derived from a tomb
in the vicinity.
Wheat, barley and
beans are grown and
there arc about 10
mules. Tho owners
arc the samo as at
Bunneh Ijbareh above.

Right.

1

60 mud huts of Shir
'Ali Bakhtiyaris
and some Arabs.
They own 20 rifles,

Wheat, barley and
beans are cultivated
and 10 mules are kept.
There is a ferry here.
Same owners as at
Bunneh IjbSreh
above. This village
is situated in a tract
known as Daulatabad.
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Name.

Miles below
Shi3.shtar Town
by water, and
on which
bank.

Houses and inhabitants. Bbicabeb.

Hilaleh

aJU
19|.
Lett.

60 grass huts and
tents of Salamat
Arabs and Shir * Ali

Bakti t i y a r i s.

There are 30 rifles.

The crops are wheat
and barley. The
owners are those of

Bunneh Ijbareh above,

but for the last two
years half the reve-

nue has been paid
to the Shaikh of

Muhammareh
who has leased it.

Sozi 21.

Right.
35 mud huts of Shir
'Ali Bakhtiyaris,
'Anafijeh of the

Mahdiyeh and
Wahabiyeh sections,

and a few Salamat:
the headman is a

Bakhtiyari. Rifles

number 10.

Wheat and barley are

grown. The owners
are the same as those
of Bunneh Ijbareh.

Daulatabad
22.

Right.
The remains of a
village or town and,
perhaps, the tract

surrounding it (See

Bunneh Mulla
'Abbas above and
'Adhafeh below).

The place was deserted
about 20 years ago on
account of failure of

' irrigation from the
Minau canal.

’Adhafeb

A»Ln£

23.

Right.
60 houses, 4 or 5 of

mud, the rebt grass
huts and tents.

The people are
' Anafijeli Arabs
of the Dailam and
Mahdiyeh sections

and Bait Sa'ad of

the Nais section

:

they own 20 rifles.

The headman be-

longs to the Dailam,

Wheat and barley are

grown and there are

20 mules. Ownership
as at Bunneh Ijbareh
above. This village

like Bunneh Mulla
' Abbas stands in the

tract called Daulata-
bad.

Salamat

Cl>l/cU.wu

25,

Left.

25 tents of Salamat
Arabs. They have
10 rifles.

...

01*

Saiyid Mubammad _

Abdun Nabi (Bunneb
Mulla)

m m
iU 6S^

24|
Right.

20 grass huts of

MiySnab Arabs,
partly connected
with the * Anafijeti
and partly with the

The crops are wheat
and barley. The own-
ers are those of Bun- ,

neh Ijbareh above*
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Miles below
Shftshtar Town
by water, and

on which
bank.

Eouses and inhabitants.

Hasan (Saiyid)

STagbaislii

Bubiy ell
|
(Uram-ar

)

p*)

MastiLut, who was a
refugee from Wais
and had been an
attendant at the
Inaamzadeh there.

40 huts with mud
walls and roofed
with mats or tent

cloth. The inhabit-

ants are mostly
Bait Sa’aci of the
Mahamid section,

connected with the
party of Shaikh
Farhan of the
Kathir. There ^e
also some Sal&mat
and a few Shush-
taris, Bakhtiyaris
and ’AnafLeh.
There are 20 rifles.

10 grass huts and 10
tents of Maiyah
Arabs, a subdivishm
of the Dailam sec-

tion of the ^AnS-
1 fijeli. They have

10 rifles.

There are here 16 mares,
10 mules, 60 cattle

and 1,000 sheep and
goats. 0?rnership as
at Bunneh Ijhareh
above. There is a
ferry here with one

I small boat.

A fort built by the
Shaikh of Muham-
mareli near his

border for the pro-
tection of river

trafidc. At present
the fort is not garri-

soned, as it is not
required, nor are

there any civil in-

habitants.

The proprietors are the
same as at Bunneh
Ijhareh above ; this is

the last village in this

direction which they
own. Opposite, upon
the left bank, is

the Ch&i-al*HaddS.m
which forms the

boundary between the
Shaikh of Mnjtiam-
mareh’s jurisdiction

and iC^orthern ’Ara-
bistan.

To attract settlers the
revenue at this place

was flxed at the low
rate of two Qrans per
plough. At the time
the 2-Qran piece was
about equal in value
to the Indian rupee
and was sometimes
called “ Bnbiyeh*’.

Hence the name of

this fort.

Band-i-Qir See article

Qir.
Band-i-
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GArAH
ixlaf

GHArA-
LAH
&lAe

GHAPiR
(WADI
BAND

From a point called Umm-al-Hamam about a mile above Band-i-Qir

and up to Saiyid Hasan the ruins are visible of the city of Lashkar

or ^Askar Mukram ;
they occur upon both banks. ^Askar

Mukram took its name from Mukram^ an Arab commander sent by

Hajjaj, the celebrated governor of ^Iraq under the Omaiylds; to subdue

a rebellion in ^ArabiStan. In the 10th century A. D. the main town

stood on the western bank and was connected with the remainder by 2

bridges of boats. ’Askar Mukram still existed in the 14th century and

Was then generally called Lashkar.*

An island adjoining the right bank of the Shatt-al-’Arah off the tract

called Gat'ah
;

it begins immediately below Bahriyah, is opposite to the

upper portion of Haji Salbuq island, and has a length of nearly 2 miles

but very little breadth. The inhabitants number about 200 souls and

belong to various tribes. They own about 7,000 date palms, 40 cattle,

60 sheep and goats and 1 or 2 horses. Grapes, apples, figs, melons

and pomegranates are grown as well as dates. Gat’ah is Turkish

territory.

Singular Ghafaili A nomadic Arab tribe inhabiting the plain

country inland of Kas-al-Khaimah and XJmm-al-Qaiwain but not

extending into the hiUs j the Jiri plain and its immediate neighbourhood

are their favourite habitat. They are a small tribe and probably do not

number more than 600 souls. In politics they are Ghafiriyah and they

are generally well disposed to the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi, whom they have

frequently assisted in warfare, but at the present time their closest relations

are with TJmm-al-Qaiwain ; in religion they are lianbali Sunnis. They

own camels and live by selling firewood and charcoal in the coast towns.

They are credited with the possession of 700 camels, 40 donkeys, 100

cattle, and 1,000 sheep and goats.

A valley which has its head in the Western Hajar district of the

Oman Sultanate, traverses Batinah, and reaches the sea at Bat-ha Yal

Sa'ad : the pass in Hajar at which it rises is called Najd-al-Hayal, being

adjacent to the village of Hayal in the Wadi-al-Kabir of Dhahirah.

• Vid$ Le Strange*
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Its principal tributory is Wadi Sahtan whicli joins it on tbe right bank

near tbe village of Tabaqah.

Tlio villages of Wadi Bani Gbafir in order from tbe Hayal pass down-

•wards are as follows : tbe distances between tbem are stated in bours

Village. Position, On which hank.
Houses and
inhabitants.

Bemabes.

Sa’abah
dX3K^

At the head of
the vallej.

Left. 25 houses of

Bani Shahum
of the Naiyayi-
rah section.

Nil.

Rimi 2 bours below
Sa'abab.

Right. 60 houses of

Bani Shahum.
Do.

BilSd-ash-Shahum 2 hours below
Bimi.

Left. 100 houses of

Bani Shahum.
Do.

Murri
m

iSj*

8 hours below
Bilad.-ash-

Shahum.

Do. 60 houses of

Maqabil.
There are two forts

here.

Mabbab 2 hours below
Murri.

Right. 60 houses of

Maqabil.
Situated on a route

between Dhank
Town and
Bustaq.

Dliab’a 1 hour below
Mahbab.

Do. 25 houses of

MiyayiLah.
There is a tower
here.

Maibah IJ- hours below
JJhab’a.

Do. 60 houses of

Bani Shakail.
This village has a

square fort.

Maqbaxn Half a mile

below Maihah.
Do. 18 houses of

Bani Shakail.
There is a tower
here.

MidSn Adjoins Maq-
ham.

Do.

1

30 houses of

Bani Shakail.
Nil.

Sani Adjoins Midan. Do. 120 houses of

Bani Shakail.
Do.

Kabaf Three-quarters

of an hour be-

low Sani.

Do. 30 houses of

Miyayihah.
Do.
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Village. Position. On which bant. Houses and
inhabitants.

Bbmabkgt.

Dhawaihir Quarter of an
hour beloT?

E!abaf.

Left. 20 houses of

Miyayihah.
Nil.

Taiyib
1

Quarter of an
hour below

^ Dbawaibir,

Do. 25 houses pf

Miyayihah.
Do.

Rijlah Half an hour
below Taiyib.

Do. 20 houses of

Miyayihah.
Do.

Qarti Half an hour
below Rijlab.

Do. 40 houses of
Miyayihah.

Do.

Buwaibi Half an hour
below Qarti.

Do. 15 houses of

Miyayihah.
Do.

Difa’ One hour be-
low Qarti.

Bight. 30 houses of

Miyayihah.
Do.

Marji One hour be-

low Difa*.
1

Do.
I
50 houses of

Miyayihah of
the Bani Salman
section.

Do.

Khafdi Two hours be-

low Marji.
Left. 30 houses of

Miyayihah.
Do.

'Ain Sharainab Quarter of an
hour below
Kbafdi.

Eight. 160 houses of

Sharainab.
Do.

tTabaqali

^SlAb,

2 hours below
*Ain Shnrai-

nah.

Left. 40 houseB of
’Abriyin and
Miyayihah.

Wadi Sahtan
comes in beie, on
the right bank.
This village has
4,000 date palms
and there is some
cultivation of

wheat. There are

a few camels and
a large number of

sheep and goats.

Dib&s 2 hours below
Tabaqah.

Bight. 20 houses of

Miyayihah of

the Salamiyin
section.

There are dates
here hut no other
cultivation. A
fort stands on an
eminence in the
middle of the
village.
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This concludes the upper poi'tion o£ the valley or Wadi Bani Ghafir

proper, of which the population is apparently about 5,000 souls. Every-

where in this section there is cultivation of wheat, barley, millet, beans and
lucerne, and the date palms are estimated at about ^5,000. Livestock is

evenly distributed among the villages and amounts to some 1,000 camels,

5,000 donkeys, 2,000 cattle and 8,000 sheep and goats.

Near Dihas, which is about 12 miles in a direct line from the eea, the

valley enters Batinah and changes its name to Wadi-al-Hoqain ,

from the Bani Hina village of Hoqain which is mentioned below- At
its mouth upon the sea it is called Bat-ha Suwai(J or Bat-ha Yal

Sa^ad. The villages in the Wadi-al-Hoqain section are

Name. Position. On wMch l)ank.
EoaBBs and
inhabitants. BsitABsa.

Lamki 2 miles below
Dib§.s.

Right. 30 houses of
Bani Lamak.

Nil.

'Ain 1 mile below
Lamki.

Both. 20 houses of
Sharsinah.

Do.

*Amar
jUr

3 miles below
'Ain.

Do. houses of

Miyayihali.
Do.

Nizlik

i

3 miles below
*Am5r.

Do. 40 houses of
MaqSbil and
Miyayihah of
the Khanabi-
shah section.

Do.

Mad] Dah 3 miles below
Nlzuk.

Right. 60 houses of
Maqabil and
Miyayihali of
the Khanabi-
shah section.

1

Do.

MisinxiaK
1 mile below
Madlnah.

Do. 26 houses of
Bayasirah,

Do.

Zula
1 mile below
Misinnah.

Left. 20 houses of the
Bani Tiyum
section of the
Bani iKalbSn.

Do.

Salam
1 mile below
Znla.

Do. 30 houses of
Maqabil.

Do.
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GHALLAH

Name. ' Position.

'

On which bank.
Houses and
inhabitants.

Bemabks.

Zawajir
1 mile below

Salam.

Eight. 35 houses of

Miyayihah.
Nil.

Mali
1 mile below

Zawajir.

Do. 40 bouses of

Bayasirah.
Do.

Hawaii
1 mile below
Mali.

Do 45 houses of

Bani Hina,
Do

Hoqain 4 or 6 miles be-

low Hawaii.

Both. 200 houses of

Bani Hina.
The inhabitants

are said to pos-

sess 20 camels^

80 donkeys,
100 cattle and
1,000 sheep and
goats.

The crops are the same in Wadi-al-Hoqain as in the upper valley :

the population works out at 2,800 souls.

The trade of Wadi Bani Ghafir as a whole is partly with Wudam and

partly with Suwaiq. A route from Miskin in Dhahirah to Eustaq
falls into Wadi Bani Ghafir at Mahbah and leaves it again at Dihas.

Also known as Kalba, but never called Ghallat Kalba, and not to bo

confounded with Khor Kalba. Ghallah is a village of the Shamailiyah

tract in Tmcial ’Omaa, situated on the coast about half way between

Khor Kalba and Fujairah, 4 miles from either; it consists of about

800 houses, chiefly date branch huts, and a few mud godowns. The

inhabitants are Naqbiym, Sharqiyin, Kunud (20 families), ’Abadilah

(20 families), Baluchis and Pemians—the last from the Bastak district

and the vicinity of Lingeh ; they live by fishing and the cultivation of

dates, wheat, jowari and tobacco, their date palms numbering about

25,000. They own 10 sea-going boats which run to Masqat, Makrau

and the Persian Coast ports, also 14 fishing boats. Exports are chiefly

tobacco, grown on the hills behmd, to Bahrain, and dried fish to the

Batinah ports and Masqat. Ghallah is still under the domination of

Sharjah ;
it has not been affected by the recent rebellion which has
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Its lieaclquarters at Pujairah. The small fort with an upper storey is

held by a representative of the Sharjah governor of Shaniailiyah.

Ghallali is the port of Fujairah.

An island oK the western coast of the Ruus-al-Jihal distnet of the

^Oiuan Sultanate near its northern extremity: it is separated from the

mainland by Khor Quwai. Its length noith and south is mileSj

its breadth ^ of a mile
; low in the north it rises to 600 feet in the

southern part^ and the shoi'e at nearly all points is precipitous. Jazirat-

al-Ghanani is totally barren and devoid of water; bnt the people of

Kumzar; to whom it belongs, send goats here for grazing aftei* rain.

GHANAM
(JAZIRAT-

AL-)

Also called the Shatt-al-Hai
; but this name, thongh it is still

understood, seems to be passing out of general use. The Shatt-al-GharSf

is a great stream, almost a river, in Turkish ^Iraq: it leaves the right bank

of the Tigris opposite Kfit-al-Amarah and, running on the average

about south-east by east, joins the Euphrates at two places, viz,j at

Hammar and at a point a little below Nasiriyah Town. The relations

to one another of tlie various channels of the Gharaf are explained

below. The length of its course from Kut to Nasiriyah is about 120

miles
;
in parts where tlic hod is single its average width is as much as

75 yards; and tlic banks, which are of sandy alluvium, rise in jdaces as

much as 18 feet above the level of the bed. In summer the Shatt-ab

Gharaf is dry, but in winter the main stream is said to have an average

depth of about 6 feet and could probably be navigated by a river steamer

of light draught ; it is believed however that the waterway is silting up.

The difference of level between the upper end of the Shatt-aKjharaf on

the Tigris and its lower end at Nasirayah Town is inconsiderable, and

it is said that floods in the Euphrates reverse for a time the cuiTcnt of

the stream in its lower reaches.

A branch of the Shatt-al-Gharaf formerly separated from the present

bed immediately below Hai Town and rejoined it 2 or 3 miles below

GHARAF*
(SHATTAL-)

*Auihoritm.^ET,J{. W. Cadoni in an article in the GeographicalJournal for

September 1906 and personal inquiries by the writer
;
abo information obtained by

Mr. Crow, Consul at Basrah, from Dr. Bennett of the American Mission there, who

lately visited the Gharaf (1907).
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Qal’at Sikar j
this channel is now silted up and is called the Shatt-al-

A^ma Li or Blind River ;
while it stiU flowed the alternative

branch was known as Abu Juhairah and the island enclosed

between the two as Jazlrat Kinanah aih/ , At the same peiiod the

reach near Skatrat-al-MtUltafik was styled the Shatt-as-Sabil

but this name seems to have fallen into desuetude. The stream is

said now to divide somej way above Shatrat-al-Muixtafik Town into

two branches, of which the eastern takes f of the water and is called the

Shatt-al-Bada^ah ,
while the western carries the iremainder and is

known as the Shatt-ash-Shatrah. The Shatt-al-Bada^ah runs through

swamps to the Euphrates at Hammar ; and the Shatt-ash-Shatrah,

after passing the town from which it is named, bifurcates at a place

Hamzah into two channels. Of the two sub-divisions of the Shatt-

ash-Shatrah the larger, known as the ^Ajuzah ,
goes eastwards and

joins the Shatt-al-Bada'ah while the other—which is probably the original

bed of the Gharaf—enters the Euphrates about 4 miles below Nasiriyah-

The lower part of the Shatt-al-Gharaf in both its present branches is

environed by marshes over which the inhabitants move in canoes,

except in the dry season ;
but communication between the towns of

Nasiriyah and Shatrat-al-Muntafik is ordinarily by land. The

marshes on the Bada^ali branch vary in dej)th from 8 feet in summer

to 6 or 7 feet in time of flood.

The following are the chief points of interest on or near the western-

most (or original) bed of the Sliatt-al-Gharaf, in order from its head

downwards ;

—

Niivme, Position, iJatare. Uehabeu.

JMhairijah On the right bank,
about 10 miles

from the Tigris,

A small village, the

head-qnarters of a

Nahiyab of the same
name in the Qadha
of Hai. There are

about 50 bouses and
6 or 6 shops.

The surrounding Arabs
are Bani RabPall of
the Maiyah section.

Hai Town On the left bank,
about 20 miles
below M hair

i
jab.

See article Hai Town.

QaTat Sikar On the left bank,
about 25 miles

below Hai Town.

See article QaTat Sikar.
The Bada’ah branch of
the stream probably
separates from tho
Sbatrah branch some-
where between tias
place and Shatrat-al-
Muntaflk below.
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Name. Position. Nature. REMABZa'.

Talluli
««

About three miles
trom the left

bank, some 26
mill's below Qal’at

Sikar.

A site with ancient

ruins which extend
for 4 miles from
north-west to south-

1

east along the

left bank of a for-

mer bed of, or an-

cient canal from,
the Shatt-al-Gharaf,

These have been ex-

plored by French
archaeologists.

The country around
Talltili is a swamp
during half the year
and a desert during
the other half. The
town of Shatrat-al-
Muntafi-k lies about
8 miles to tlie south-

west of this place.

Sliatrat-al-
MuntaflLk

ftSJlAlUI 'ijiaMj

Four or live miles

from the right

bank about 30
miles below Qal'at

Sikar.

See article Shatrat-al-
IVtuntafl-k. Some-
where below this place

occurs the bifurcation

of the Shatrah branch
into the ’Ajuzah and
Nasiriyah channels.

Nasiriyah
Town

On the western side

of the western-

most channel of

the Shatt-al-Ghara
near its function

with the Euphra-
tes, anti about 30
miles below Slia-

trat-al-Munta-
fik.

See article ITasiriyalx
Town.

Cereals arc extensively cultivated on botli sides of the Shatt-al-Gharaf,

and a kind of water lift is here in nse for irrigation which resembles

the balanced lever seen on the banks of the Nile and the cUenldi of the

Paniab in India. The chief crops are wheat, barley, maize, millet, and

sesame.

In the country of the Bani Rabl’a]!, which adjoins the Tigris, the

Shatt-al-Gharaf divides the territory of the Maiyah section of that tribe

on the west from that of the Sarai section on the east side ;
the rest of

its course lies through the country of the Muntafik.

Some authorities consider that the Shatt-al-Gharaf was originally an

irrigation canal dug from the Tigris and that it has been enlarged to Rs
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GHARiP

GHDBBAT
GHAZlRAH

*•)

present dimensions by tlie rnsh down it of tbe surplus waters of that

river in time of flood. The main stream of the Tigris apparently began

to flow down the bed of the Shatt-al-Grharaf about 600 A.D. and returned

to its original (and present) bed about 1550 A.D.

The celebrated ancient town of Wsit-al-Hai was probably

situated on the Shatt-al Gharaf not far from the present town of Hai

;

it was founded by the celebrated governor Hajjaj about 70S A.D. and

was called Wasit or Central because it was regarded as approximately

equidistant from Kufab, Basrah, and Ahwaz. At the end of the 14th

century it was held with a garrison by Taimur Lang (Tamerlane).

A level tract, described as strewn with broken black shingle,

between the sandy, flat country of the Trucial ^Oman coast and tho

hills in the interior : it lies on the route from Sharjah Town to tlie

Baraimi Oasis, rather nearer to the former than to the latter, and is noAV

inhabited by the Bani Qitab. It originally belonged to the Naim
of Baraimi who were expelled by the Bani Ka’ab about 1790. In I84i()

the place was already in the occupation of the Bani Qitab a.nd was then

covered with thick thorn jungle and had several wells a,ud a ruined

fort; the last has now disappeared. The nearest well in Oliarif to

Sharjah Town is one called Thaqaibah and the furthest from it is

that of ’Aiydh.

Also called Malcolm Inlet.* An arm of the sea forming a rcmarlcablo

indentation in the eastern coast line of the Euus-al-Jibal (listri(*i of ihe

^Oman Sultanate towards its northern extremity. It is 3 miles wi(l(\ at

the entrance and has a depth from east-south-east to wcst-noj*tli-w(‘st o[

9 miles : its head is divided from Khor-ash-Sham in the Persian G\il£

only by the narrow isthmus of Maqlab. On the north side two large coves

S miles deep, and on the south side two shorter ones, proje(;t inland at

right angles to the main inlet. Ghubbat Ghazirahis surrounded on every

side by precipitous hills
; but here and there are small sandy bays farmed

by ravines which come down from the mountains, and the coast-line of

Remarks on this inlet hy Admiral Atkin son-Wilks will be found ii\ tlio

Government of Irdia's Political Proceedings for June 1904.
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the inlet is so irregular as to attain a length of over 40 miles. The

soundings are from 30 to 36 fathoms in the main inlet and from 20 to

25 fathoms in the smaller coves. Ghnbbat Ghazirali would shelter

a large fleet, but it is not suitable for a fixed coaling station as it would

not be easy to defend. Vessels could safely coal in it from colliers, and

it would serve as a good temporary anchorage. The villages of Film,

Habalain, Mansal and Maqaqah, belonging to the Dhahuriyin, are

situated in Ghubbat Ghazirah.

A station of the Dairat-as-Saniyah in the Qadha of Kadhimain in GHUEAlB
Turkish ^Iraq : it is situated on the route from 'Baghdad City fco (ABU)

Fallujah on the Euphrates, at about 28 miles from the former by road

and 15 miles from the latter. There ai,re two large walled Khans and

two smaller ones, which together woidd accommodate 200 horses and

400 men
;
these stand on a high, dry and gravelly site The surrounding

country is cultivated and cut up by small canals, aud in parts it is

even marshy : the main source of irrigation is the Abu Ghuraib canal

which is described in the article on the Euphrates. Large quantities

of grain arc sometimes stored in this place. The Saniyah estate is

managed by two Turkish military officers, assisted by two clerks and

having 7 moixnted Dhabitiyahs under their orders ; the income of the

estate is about 8,000 Lirahs per annum as against an expenditure of 800

Lirahs.

A tract in the Sanjaq of Hasa lying on the west side of the Hasa

Oasis and conterminous with that district between Jabal Qarat-ar-

llukbau aud Jabal Bu Ghaiumah, both of which are situated on the

GHUWAR

commou border. Tlie eastera boundary of Gliuwar is, however, prolonged

far to the southward and reaches to a hill called dusur Bin-'Ajlan

whieh is probably about 50 miles north of JahriH; south of

the Hasa Oasis, Ghuwar is adjoined on the east by the tract known as

Kharmal.. The north-western comer of the Ghuwar tract is marked

by the hill of Ghaa'-ash-Shuyukh, and thence the western boundary runs
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GTJPAL By Arabs pronounced Gobal. A brackisli stream which traverses the

great plain common to the Eiaiuaz and Ahwaz Districts of '’ArabistaU;

formins' a sometimes serious obstacle on the route between Nasiiri and
O

Ramnz Town. The Gupal consists at first merely of the surplus water

of a canal which takes ofi from the right bank of the Ramuz river at a

point about 5 miles east of RamiiZ Town and waters the i3lain to the

north-east of the town between it and the hills, At about 4 miles north

of Ramuz Town the overflow water of the canal is augmented by a

brackish tributary which has its rise in the Gypsum Hills bounding the

Ramuz District on this side
;
the increased stream continues to flow

north-westwards, keeping within a mile of the hills and parallel to them,

until the mounds of Kut-ash-Shaikh are passed, lying or 2 miles to

southward. Three or four miles further on the Gupal changes direction

to the south-west, and so passes about 6 miles to the north-west of

the village of Mirbacheh. Near this it probably receives on tlie loft

bank two tributaries, mz.^ the fresh stream which has its course a mile

eastward of Mirbacheh and the salt Muwailheh stream which is

described in the article on Ramuz District. About 9 miles after passing

Mirbacheh a salt stream from the north, called the Kindak vio.K and

having its source in the Gypsum Hills which enclose the plain on the

north-east, falls into the Gupal on its right bank.

Kventlially, about 12 miles west of Mirbacheh, the Gupal intersects

the usual route between Nasiri and Ramuz : there is some choice of

crossing places. A barrage^ partly of masonry, was constructed here-

abouts in 1905 by the Shaikh of Muhamlnareh, and a canal was cut

from the same to irrigate the lands of Banneh which lie a few miles to

the south. The barrage can be used as a bridge by men, but not at

present by animals
;

it is intended, however, to improve it At this

point in its course the water of the Gupal is salt, eveu after recent rain.

The banks, which in most places are perpendicular and of clay, rise

about 20 feet above the level of the bed, and the distance between tlioin

varies from iO to 70 yards. Tn summer the Gupfil is probably almost

dry
;

in winter it sometimes rises 15 or 20 feet and overflows tlio banks,

and at that season it may be found either fordable or unfordable.

When unfordable, yet without being much swollen, the actual stream is

10 to 15 yards in breadth and runs with a considerable volume and a
decided current. Quicksands occur.

About 300 yards below the barrage the stream bends to the west, iuid
8 miles further on it is drawn off in a southerly direction in numerous
small canals, some of which, being 3 feet, deep are difficult to cross. The
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Gupal aow ceases to exist; and the surplus water which is not absorbed

by the cultivation spreads out to form the Shakheh marsh ; it is said

when in great excess; to travel far southward and flood miles of country

to the north-east of Gharaibeh on the Jarrahi. In March 1906 from

a point 1 miles north of Gharaibeh more than 90° of the horizon; chiefly

between north and east; was seen to be flooded in this manner.

Bxteivt ,—The Gwadar district includes not only the town and port GWADA
of that namC; but the whole of the country in Makran which is

^

subject to the Sultan of ’Oman. It consists of the shores of East and ^
West GAvadar Bays and of a sandy strip of flat country in which rise DISTRI

the hills of Jabal-i-Mahdi Koh-i-Dram
^
and various low emi-

nences further to the westward. At the foot of the Koh-i-Dram lies

GwMar-i-Nig’war ,
the only cultivated locality.! The rest is

known as Gwadar-i-Raik i.e.^ Gwadar Sands. The whole district

covers an area of some 307 square miles.

Zimits .—Great divergence of opinion exists regarding the boundaries

on every side except the south. Those gnmn by Captain RosS; who was

for several years Assistant Political Agent at Gwadar; are i north; Koh-

i-Dram ; east; Batambab or Barambabad Kaur
; west;

Cape Pishukan . These appear to be the limits generally recog-

nised by the townspeoxde of Gwadar. Some Baluchi subjects of the

’Oman Sultanate regard the watershed of the Talar range; called Saiji

in Dasht from the Talar Pass to Kandasol as the

northern boundary ; a line drawn south from the Talar Pass to near

Sarchib eventually terminating at the mouth of the Karwat

torrent; as the eastern limit ; and a line running south through

Koh Tungi sy* near Gabd ^ to Ispar Koh *y ;
a hillock east

of Ganz as the frontier on the west. Subjects of the Khan

of Kalat give the Dram hill as the northern; the Drabbailo

stream as the eastern; and the Ankarau stream as the western

boundary
; the tract from the mouth of the Palairi to Pishukan

is regarded by them as an isolated locality also belonging to the

Sultanate of ’Oman. The bulk of local opinion seems to incline to

* The greater part of the materials for this and following article has been supplied

hy the courtesy of Mr. R. Hughes-Buller, I.C.S., editor of the Imperial Gazetteer

of Baluchistan. The map for Gwadar distiicfc is sheet No. 16 N. E. of the North*

Western Frontier series of the Survey of India : the Chart is No* 2383—38. The
latter contains a view of the coast hills.

t Nigwar is the cultivated skirt of a hill.
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this view. At Pishukan again the boundary is disputed^ the people of

that place claiming up to Is23ar Koh, while those of Ganz and Jinwri

consider their limit to be the western margin of Dagaro Tal

about 2 miles west of Pishukto.

The coast line^ which extends some 40 miles in a direct line, is low and

consists of sand-dunes. The most conspicuous headlands are Sur or

Jabal Sur, the north-east 2)oint of Gwadar East Bay; GAV^ar
Head, a hammer-headed rocky promontory 7 miles in length east and

west and about a mile wide ; and Eas Pishukan, a narrow rocky si)it.

Physical features»—^^he Dram or Dramb hills form part of the

Makran coast range. Owing to their inaccessibility they have long

formed an asylum for the peojple of southern Makran from Persian and

other incursions. It was here also that the Kulanchis took refuge

from Mir ^Abdullah Khto between 1715-16 and 1730-31. The highest

peaks are Barn (3,152 feet), Dram (3,125) and Mukh (3,200).

The Dram range is much frequented by the nomads of GAvadari-i-

Nigwar, Chish and Kahur trees are abundant and the water-

supply is fairly identiful. Jabal-i-Mahdi, so called from an original settle-

ment of the jVtahdizais an offshoot of the Sangur tribe, on

its skirts, is a mass of white clay hills of somcAvhat remarkable outline,

and with perpendicular cliffs on the south side ; a gap 2 miles in

width divides it from the Sur headland. The Koh-i-Batil forms

part of the Gwadar Head : it is an irregular mass of cliffs of a dark brown
colour and about 480 feet high overlooking Gwadar Town. Eivc miles

east of Gwadar Town there is a small mud volcano * near the beach,

and one of the features of the harbour itself is another, Avhich after heavy
weather becomes active and emits poisonous gases, sometimes destroying

thousands of fish.

The area contains no rivers
;
the Kainvat, Barambab or Barambabrid,

Sur, and Ankarau are the most imi^ortant of the hill torrents. All rise

in the Dram hills with the exce];)tion of the Ankarau, which rises fuitlun'

north in the southern slopes of the Saiji ridge and falls into the sea

through a large salt-water creek to the west of Gwadar Town.

Glimaie and water supply .—The climate is hot iliroaghoiit the year,
but the proximity of the coast arid the cousequeut soa-breozos render tlie

heat less oppressive than in the Kaich ^ valley. The European
telegraph officials formerly stationed at Gwadar Town found the place

• See article Persian Makr5h, phygioa'l oharaeteriatics, footnote.
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so unhealthy that it had to he abandoned ; the stench arising from the

sea, apparently caused by mud-volcanoes, is at times intolerable. More

recently some improvement has taken place, but malaria is always

prevalent and strangers are generally attacked.

The water supply everywhere is brackish. In Gwada.!* Town water

is obtained from shallow wells and in Gwadar-i-Nigwar from deep ones

;

in the latter place it is not only brackish but fetid. The rainfall is very

scanty and sometimes none occurs for several consecutive years : most is

received in winter.

Plants and anhnah .—There is nothing distinctive about the flora,

which is scanty in the extreme. Tamarisk is found in the beds of the

torrents and Chish, Chigird and Kahur in the plains, except in

Gwadar-i-Railf, where there are no trees. Gwadar-i-Nigwar possesses a

few date-groves. The hills contain mountain sheep and Sind ibex, which

arc celebrated for their size. The sea swarms with fish, and fishing is

carried on not only in the Gwadar Bays and at Pishukan but also at Sur

and off the mouth of the Barambab.

Population.— total population of the Gwadar district, including

Gwadar-i-Nigwar and Pishukan, was about 1,030 families or 5,1-50

persons in 1903. With the exception of the Gwadar Town, the head-

quarters of the administration, and Pishukan there are no- perma,nent

villages. Of the few temporary hamlets in Gwadar-i-Nigwar, Khiya

Qalat alone is important, as the headquarters of the Nigwa,r

headman. The groups inhabiting Nigwar in 1903 were Kalmatis,

20 families ;
Mahdizais, 30 families ;

Zainuzais (a section of the

Kulauch Bands o,w) 10 families ;
Raikanis or -indigenous

Baluchis,^50 families ;
and 10 families of servile origin.

Gwadar Town contains about 870 families or 4,350 peisons, and

Pishukan about 40 families or 200 persons. The majority of these are

Maids o-n*, who number some 3,700 persons : others are Koras L)/ or

sailors, 80 families ;
Hindus, 40 families ; Khojahs or Lutiyahs ,

50

families. The Arab Wall’s following and escort of sepoys number

about 30. The Nigwar Baluch are Zikris ;
the Khojahs are

followers of the Agha Khan; the Arabs are Ibadhiyah ; and the Maids

and Koras are Sunni Muhammadans. The occupation of most of the

population is- fishing; the Baluchis are engaged in flock-owning,

cultivation and transport, and the KhojahS and Hindus in trade.
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AgriciilHre .—Ciiltivation is confined to Gwadar-i-Nigwar ; its extent

is insignificant and as a means of liveliliood it is iDrecarions. Large tracts

of arable land are^ however^ available for enltivation. The whole of the

land is dry-crop and dependent on floods canglit by embankments.

The cultivators generally combine flock-owning with agrienltnre.

The principal crops are jowari^ cotton, and Mash. A little wheat, barley,

Parmash, Arzun and some melons and dates are also grown. In Nigwar

there are about 200 camels, 100 cattle and 1,000 sheep and goats ;
there

are almost no donkeys.

Manufactures .—Salt is manufactured in pans out of salt water drawn

from wells on the shore. It was untaxed until 1903, when the Arab

authorities proposed to take one-twentieth of the produce as revenue.

The salt is used for local consumption and for fish-curing.

Communications .—The main route from Gwadar to Turbat

traverses the south-east of the area. An alternative route leads nortliward

to the Ankarau river and, crossing the Dram, joins the first route at the

Talar Pass. Several tracks lead westward to Persian Makran, the principal

one following the telegraph line via Gabd and Drabol to Baliu

and another going to the same place vid Suntsar and the Dasht.

Transport animals are chiefly camels, but there arc a few mules and

donkeys.

Administration .—The country is administered by an Arab deputy of

the Sultan of ’Oman, known as the Wali, who lives in Gwadar Town and

is supported by an Arab garrison of 20 footmen. A sub-governor, a Ma.id

by origin, lives at Pishukto. Civil cases ai^e referred to a local Qadhi, wliose

decision must be confirmed by the Wali. The interests of the Britisli

Subjects, ^.^.,the Hindus and the Kll5jahs, are looked after by a i-csi(Umt

Native Assistant to the Director of Persian Gulf Telegraphs, tlie Dircoior

deciding any civil or criminal cases which may occin* among tJiein. Tlu^

Wali is helped by the Nigwar headman in all cases relating to tlui people

of that place, and by the Kauhdas or headmen of the Maids and the

Koras in cases relating to the latter. In return for his services the

Nigwar headman is given the Dahyak or tithes and the grazing-tax

of Nigwar, The Kauhdas of the Maids and the Koras get four dollars

per annum as an allowance. The only rcvomio realized hy the Arab
authorities is derived from customs duties, levied on goods entering or

leaving the port, at the rate of 5 j)or cent, ad valorem

;

from octroi

on goods imported into Gwadar Town ; and from a tithe on fresh fish.
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The enstoms revenue of Gwadar has undergone various vicissitudes since

It ceased to he farmed and was brought under direct management in

1903 ;
it is understood that the gross collections are now about $37,000

a year, while the net income is about $28,000.

Capital of Gwadar District and the principal place on the Matran GWADAR*
coast.

Gwadar is a town‘’with an open roadstead, standing on a sandy

isthmus to the northward of Gwadar Head about 310 miles east of

Karilchi. On either side of the isthmus are bays, both of which are

shallow. Large steamers cannot approach near the shore and landing

has to bo effected in country boats. The population numbered about

4,350 persons in 1903 : the details of its composition are given in the

article on Gwadar District. Most of the dwellings are mat-huts ;

but round a square fort with a high tower garrisoned by Arab ^Askaris of

the Sultan of ’Oman there arc clustered a number of mud and stone

houses, among which the Khojah mosque is conspicuous. There are

a few date and banyan trees, and fair water is obtainable by digging

aboixt 12 feet. The climate of GwMartown is unhealthy; and an inter-

mittent fever, attended by headache, want of appetite and violent

1 etching, is prevalent, especially when the wind is in the south-west, t

The value of the trade, which is carried on chiefly by Hindus and

Khojahs, was estimated in 1903 at 5^ lakhs of rupees exports and 2

laichs imports. Exports are gbi, wool, goats^ hair, bides, cotton, salt fish,

fills, dates, Pish-lcaves and mats ; imports are cotton piece-goods, silk,

sugar, rice, jowari, iron, and kcrosine. Some coarse cloth is woven and

Pish mats arc made. Tiudc with the interior is carried on by Baluch

caravans. There are 5 Hindu and 10 Muhammadan Indian houses of

l)usiness under British protection. Dues are levied both on imports and

exports, generally at 5 per cent, ad valorem^ and a tithe is taken of all

fresli fisli landed in tlic port. The number of large native craft (1905)

])e]ouging to the place is 23; there are also 50 smaller fishing boats, 6

lighters and 4.00 fishing Horis. The sea-going vessels of this port run to

Basrah, Masqat, Karachi, Bombay and the Malabar coast. The Gaz

or cubit of Gwadar is very nearly equal to 2 feet.

*Thomap and chart are the same as for Gwadar District q.v. The chart

contains a view of Gwadar Head.

tTho climate o! Gwadar is described in the Foreign Proceedings of the GoTernment

of India for February 1880.
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Formerly Gwadar was the chief port of Makran and the trade from

Persian as well as British Makran gravitated to it, but since the

construction of the bridle-path from Pasni to Turbat and Panjgur

nearly the whole trade of Makran hag found its w^'ay to Pasni,

which is fast increasing at the expense of Gwadar.

GwMar is a fortnightly port of cal] of the British India Steam

Navigation Company's steamers. There is a combined post and tele-

graph office, located in a building belonging to the Indo-European

Telegraph Department at the north-east side of the town, near which

is the British political bungalow.

The authority of the Sultan of ^Oman is repressented by a Wali and

20 ^Askaris.

Gwatar Bay is a great indentation in the Makran coast line at the

point where Persian territory ends and Kalat territory begins : the bay is

about equally divided between the Persian and British spheres of influence.

At the entrance the width is 19 miles and within it is somewhat loss :

the depth inwards is about II miles and the whole area of the ha,y is

entirely open to the south : the bottom is of mud, very flat and even.

The soundings, which are 6 fathoms in the entrance; begin to diminish at

half way towards the foot of the bay, and thereafter they shoal regularly

to the low swampy coast which forms its northern shore
;
the land on tlie

east and west sides of the bay is rocky and hilly, and on the west side

it rises to a tableland from 300 to 400 feet in height.

With the eastern half of the bay, which lies in Baluchistan, we are

not concerned: the chief feature of the remainder is the Diishtyari Chil

a river, which, coming down fi-om Bahu, the capital of the

Bahu district, and passing 4 miles to the cast of Mir Bazar, tlie cnpiiul

of the Dashtyari district, enters the bay at its north-western corner.

On the west coast of the bay, 3 miles south of the estuary of this

river, is the village of Gwatar
;

it consists of about 200 mat liuts.

There are two mosques built of mud. The inhabitants, who belong
to the Maid tribe, number about 1,000 souls and are nearly all fisher-

men. There are 10 Hindu traders, unaccompanied by their families, and

* A plan of the bay is givan as an inset in Chart No. 2383-38, Maskat to Earachh
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&8 KhojhaSj both men and women
;

these are all British subjects. Ship-

ping comprises 4 seagoing boats^ called Safri Bojis
,
of about 75

tons burden each and carrying crews of 8 to 20 men; also 22 fishermen’s

boats callcdjGazdanis ^ of 10 to 20 tons burden^ and 4 smaller

boats called Yakdars

The trade of Gwatar^ which is one of the three principal ports of Per-

sian Makran^ formerly nearly equalled that of Chabbar ;
but it is at

present hampered by disturbances in the interior^ and the' value of the

annual exports does not now exceed Rs. 50^000, nor that of the annual

imports Rs. 30^000. The Persian Imperial Customs Department is re-

presented here by a Mudiv assisted by three Balucbi guards.

Gwatar is in the district of the Baku chief.

In the ^Oman Sultanate two contiguous villages, known as ^Ain and

^Aqar, situated in Wadi Bani Habib in Jabal Akhdbar, about 16 miles

north-north-west of Tanuf. The elevation above the sea is about 6^200

feet. I he place consists altogether of about 40 houses of the A1 Bu

Shfimis section of the Na’im tribe. The dwellings are small and stand

about half-way down one slope of the Wadi. Both sides of the valley are

laid out in terraces and planted with pomegranates, figs, peaches,

apricots, walnuts, and sweet limes. A little wheat and barley is grown,

and the hills arc covered with vines. There are about 15 camels, 15

donkeys, 20 cattle and 200 sheep and goats.

An irregularly shaped and extensive tract of desert country in the

Sanjaq of Hasa ; its position may be approximately defined by saying

that its centre lies about 7 0 miles inland, in a west-south-westerly direc-

tion, from the coast town of Qatifi

Boundaries ,—Habl is described as somewhat resembling in outline a

smoker'^s pipe, with the stem running from north-north-east to south-

HABIB
(BAND*

HABL

* For a view of this place see page 60.
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south-west and the bowl, which is at the south end, turned to the west j

still observing the terms of this metaphor we may say that stem and

howl combined are 80 miles in length, while the stem is abont 15 miles

in diameter and the bowl has a depth (from west to east) of 50 and a

diameter (from north to south) of 30 miles. On the north the Habl

tract may be regarded as bounded by Sanfan-al-Hauna,—which

however some authorities would include in it ;—and from Jabal Labtalah

at the southern apex of Saufan-al-Hanna, the boundary between Habl

on the east and Wadi-al-Miyah on the west runs direct to Jabal Qadiim.

At this last point the boundary of Habl turns west and runs along the

southern end of Wadi-al-Miyah to the Tafp hills which it follows

southwards to Naslatain-al-Farha, one of the sj)urs of that system
;

it

then goes eastwards, defining the extent of Habl to the south and

separating it, between Naslatain-al-Farha and Jabal Mathluth, from the

Taff plain tract, and, between Jabal Mathluth and Jabal Dam, from the

tract of Jau-as-Sa’adan. At Jabal Dam the line tabes a northerly direction

and becomes the eastern border of Habl, the adjoining tract on this side

being BiySdh until the southern end of Jau Shamin is reached ; to

exclude that district the line turns westwards for some miles and then

resumes its northerly course which finally ends at the point of junction

of the regions of Habl, San:fell-al-Haiina, Radaif and Jau Shamin,
that is at the well of Hajrah. It should be noted that some Bedouins
would include the south-western part of Habl, which lies beyond Jabal

Qadam, in Wadi-at-Miyah
;
but this view does not a2>pcar to command

general acceptance.

Physical characteristics and divisions .—-Habl is described as an
expanse of dark-coloured sand in which mounds alternate witli low valleys ;

the hollows are full of the tree called Markh and the shnil) known as
Ghadha, besides which they produce ’Arfaj and Rimth buslies and Nasi,
Subat and Thamam grass. Wells however are few and far between,
and they are much deeper than those of Jauf, a tract which Habl in other
respects resembles. In the extreme west of the tract, immediately before
the TaS hills are reached, is a bare stretch of heavy sand styled Jau-al-
Ghanam

; and near the centre of the tract is a large salin
depression commonly known as Khor of which the position
is more exactly fixed by the wells that it contains, viz., Umni-al-Uah and
Himarah. Two hiUs in the disti-ict are Ghumis

, ] 0 miles north
of Jabal Mathluth, and Qaburah which lies 17 miles westwards of

northern extremity of Jabal Dam.
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Wells .—The principal wells in Habl arc these :

—

Name, Position. BliMABKS

Abwfib

1

Near tbe south-west corner
of Habl, about 30 miles
west of Jabal Dam, nearly
equidistant from Jabal
Mathluth and Naslatain-
al-Farha and a little to

the north of a line join-

ing them.

Alaimij^ah
m

Near tlie north end of Habl,
5 miles west of J abal
Labtalah near its southern
end.

Ariq In the middle of the
broadest part of the
district, 9 miles south by
west of Jabal Qadam.

...

Haba-i Near the trijunction point

of tbe Habl, Jau Stiamin
and Biyadh tracts.

Hfibaiyali
m

Near the east border of

Habl and about 10 miles

west of the Hushum
area in Biyadli.

*«•

Hafairah On the southern boundary
of Habl, 8 miles east of

J abal Mathluth.

Hitnarah
8 miles south-east of Jabal

Qadatn.

This is one of the two wells

situated in the depression

called Khor. The water is

barely drinkable.

JVlnfxhar 13 miles north of Jabal

Qadam close to the edge

of Jau Shamin.

Musallakh
m

c

At the north end of Habl
at the eastern foot of

Jabal Labtalah.

...

Qiih (Khor TJmm-al-)

^CiUI :i;^^

In a line between Habaiyah
and Himarah and 8 miles

from each of them.

1

A well in the Khor tract yielding

water which is almost undrink-

able.

— ™ g
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Name, Position. Ejsmaiiks.

Had ‘ha Just within HabI at its

north end, being situated

5 miles south oE the

Hajrah wells where the

Habl, SanfSn-al-Hanna,
Eadaif and Jau Sliamin
districts all meet.

The water of this well is said

to be good.

R abaf ah (:l^qalat)
On the eastern border of

Habl in a line between

Haba-i and Habaiyah and

6 miles from either.

...

Shafiyah 12 miles west by south of

*Ariq.

...

Tulah

4J0

2 miles west of Jabal Ham. This well is 12 -

3
- fathoms d"‘op ;

its water is the best in Habl.

InJiaUtants.^‘^lii2h\ Boi’th of the Habaiyali well belongs to the Bani

Khalid; the southern half is in the country of the ^Ajman. When

however, as at i)resent, the two tribes arc on good terms, they wander

without let or hindrance each in the domains of the other,

Singular Habsi A tribe of Yamani race, in polities

Hinawi and in religion Ibadhi ; they inhabit the western part of tlu^

Sharqiyah district of the ’Oman Sultanate known as Baldan-al-nal>us,

possess the villages of Wafi and Mutaili' in Wadi ’Andam, and are found

at Manah in ’Oman Proper and in Wadi Mi’aidin.

Their principal divisions are :

—

Section.
PiglitiJig

strength.
Habitat. li KMAltKa.

'Abdu fAyal) 100 Manah. Kil.

JUfi

'Asirah 100 Shar qiy ah Do.
villages, especi-

j

ally Mudhaihi.
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Section, Fighting
strength. Habitat. EBMA3S23.

Dlianain (Yal) 200 Sharq.iyah
villages, especi-

ally Rodhah in

Wadi Samad.

Nil.

Ghananimah 200 Sharqiyab
villages.

Do.

Ghasasimah 100 Do. Do.

HaLan (Aulacl) 100 Mudhaibi. Do.

Jawabir 200 Do. Do,

Malirah (’Ajjil) 160 Mudhaibi and
Raddab.

Do.

Maqadamah 80 Shar qiy ah
villages, especi-

ally Liizq,

Do.

N’ajiyali 100 Shar qiyah
villages, especi-

ally Qufa ifah.

Do.

Sa^id (Bani Bq) 60 Qabil Eani Bu
Sa^id.

Do.

Sawfilim

f^!r"

IdO Qufaifab. Do.

ShaLib (Yal) 80 Shar qiy ah
villages, especi-

ally ’Ainain and
Lizq.

Do.

Sbamatarah 80 Yarious villages

in Sharqiyah.
Do.

Thrmi (Bani) 100
This section are

Bedouins : they
possess about

1
60 camels, 30
donkeys, 50
cattle and 2,000
sheep and goats.

2 Q 2
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The chief villages and towns inhabited by the Habus may be ascer-

tained by reference to the articles on the Sharqiyah district and Wadi

Samad. There is no reliable estimate of their number but it may be

placed provisionally at 7^000 souls.

The Habus are a wild^ uncivilised tribc^ less Avealtliy and important

than their neighbours, the Hirth and Hajriym : such ijilliience as tliey

possess depends on their numbers rather than on tlieir character. They

are principally engaged in date cultivation, but are also oamel-oArners.

They have now many rifles of various cheap kinds (1905) and maintain

an offensive and defensive alliance with the Hirth. Tlic small Warud

tribe is tributary to the Habus. The principal Shaiklis of the JTal)us

(1905) are Salim-bin-Hamaid, Ghananami; and Mas^dd-bin-Rashid, Jfibiri.

Mudhaibi is the political headquarters of the tril^e, but Bodbab in

Wadi Samad is tbeir largest settlement.

EADD (I) A village in the Sultanate of ’Onian^ situated at tbo foot of Khor-al-
•0

Osjp'l Hajar, and about one mile inland in a south-westerly direction from Bfis-

abHacld, the low sandy point whicli marks the entrance of tlu* Gulf of

^Oman and is almost the easternmost point in Arabia. 11 add is IG

miles east by sontli of Sur and may bo reckoned as belonging io the

coast of the Eastern Hajar District.

The village stands in a sandy plain and consists of ov(‘r iiOO habita.-

tions, some of which are of mnd bnt most of date l)raiu^lit‘S : il. l)oa.sts a,

stone fort, three or four round toAvers, and some dale i.ro(‘S. \val.(‘r-

supply is fairly good hut not very abundant. Tlu‘ inliabiianf s of Iladil

belong to the Muwalikh tribe ; tbey live by fishing and ])oss(‘ss 8 Hjuliins

and 15 small boats; about 30 sheep and gouts coii^t itnbi iln‘ whnl(; of

their livestock. The cod and other rock-fish liere are of the largt'st. siz<‘,

sometimes almost gigantic.

The authority of the Sultan of 'Oman at Hadd is marked by llie

presence of a detachment of ]5 'Askaris, commanded by a- Jama/dar

under the orders of the Wall of Sur
;
ami for pur[)(>ses ()f revemu^ and

taxation Hadd is treated as subordinate to Sur.

HADD (II)
south-eastern point of Muharraq Tshind in Bahrain.

^ ^ narrow promontory for a distance of about J of a mih^, and
at high tide is only comaecied with Muharraq Island l)y a ne(*k of land
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400 yards wide. There are a number o£ well-built masonry houses, perhaps

:200, and a very much greater number of mud and stone houses and

mat huts, perhaps 7 00 of each. The water supply is from wells in a

date grove called Zimmah \ a mile to the north. The people arc

Sunnis, chiefly Sadah (150 houses) and Al Bin-'^Ali and Al Bu Palasah

(Bald Yas) (200 houses), after each of whom a quarter is named : there

arc also 20 houses of Htiwalah, 10 of Al Bu Kuwarah, 10 of Sudan,

10 of Manana'ah and 1 or 2 of Al Musallam, and a fourth division of

the town is called Fariq-al-Musallam. The total population is estimated

at 8,000 souls. Shops only number 5 or 6. Next to Muharraq Town

this is the greatest pearl diving place in Bahrain, and to it belong 167

pearl boats ; vessels of all sorts are 3 Batils, 42 Baqarahs, 183 ShU^ais and

Sambuks and 21 Masbuwahs and jollyboats. There are 2 horses, 110

donkeys and 35 cattle. No dates are grown, there being no space for

jdantations, but the grove at Zimmah belongs to Hadd. The islet and

spring of Ahu Shahin lie 1 mile south-east of Hadd.

A small hamlet on the west coast of Qatar about S miles north of

Zubarah. It consists of about four houses, merely, of the Kibisah tribe.

An important halting place and group of wells in the Batin section of

Wadi-ar-Rummah, near the point where it leaves Dahg^nah and reaches

Dibdibah. Ilafar lies about IGO miles west-south-west of Kuwait

Town, from which it is reached in from 3 to 5 stages.

The ^vclls of Ilafai* arc about 40 in number, but at the present time

only 1 1 are
“

alive/^ that is to say, yield water. They arc scattered in the

bod of the Batin, which hero forms a circular plain about 3 miles in

diamcitu, at intervals of 100 yards to of a mile apart
; each well is in

tlu^ ei'utns of a, luouiid, about 10 feet high, which has been formed by the

spoil removed from it. The wells arc lined with rough stone masonry

and an) about 0 feet m-ross at the top; their average depth is about 150

ieet t<> watiT, l)uii if lef(. undisturhod for a time the level rises l>y about 30

feet. The \vat(w they contain is almost tepid, and in the chilly air of

morning vapour can be seen rising from their mouths. South by east

fmm the wells, bt'twecn them and the right bank of the Batin, is a bug,

low, sandy hill.

HADIYAH
w

HAPAR
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No firewood is available in tbe immediate vicinity and tbe only fuel

at band is camel dung.

The Mutair, Dliafir and various tribes of Kuwait territory make

some use of these wells^ and they would be more frequented if they were

of a less inconvenient depth. Hafar is one of the recognised stages on

the route to Qasim via the Batiu from Kuwait Town and Basrah,

and the place marks approximately the frontier on this side between

Kuwait and Jabal Shammar ;
at timeS; in the coarse of the recent wars,

it has been held by the Shaikh and at times by the Amir.

At Hafar two hollows join the Batin, one apparently coming from due

north and the other from due south; the former is called Falaij -ash

-

Shamaliyah ^1^ and leads to a line of wells styled Atwal-adh-

Dhafir running northwards, of which the first is

w
^

"
r .

Dalaimiyeh ;
the other hollow, named Falaij-al-Janubiyah I

conducts similarly to a line of wells having a southerly direction and

known as Atwal-al-Mutair of which the first is Safah in Summan :

the wells of each of these series are said to lie from ^ to 3 days^ march

apart.

The true Haffar is a tract on the right bank of the Karun river begin-

ning about 7 miles above Muhammareh Town and ending about 1 mile

above the point of ^vergence of the Karuu and Bahmanshir ;
it contains

the riverside villages of Ramsan, Askaleh, Bu Mahsin, Bu Charim,

Muqamiseh and Umm-at-Talul. From this reach the name has been

transferred, possibly' by the native pilots of European vessels, to a

lower one; and it is now commonly but erroneously applied by geographers

to the last two or three miles of the course of the KaruU, those namely

between the point where the Bahmanshir leaves it and the place where

it enters the Shatt-al-Arab. Such an application of the term is in no

way sanctioned by local usage
;
and it has been particularly ascertained

that residents of Muhammareh Town, though they sometimes call the

Karuu where it flows past their walls the Bahmanshir, thus giving

rise to confusion on a different point, never speak of it as the Iiaffar^^

The villages of the true Haffar are described in the article on Muham-

mareh Disirict and those of the so-called Haffar in the articles on

Muhammareh District and ^Abbadan island.
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A division of the Mimtafik Sanjaq of the Basrah Wilayat iu Turkish HAI
Iraq.

Position and loundaries .—The Qadha of Hai is situated on both sides qadha
of the Shatt-al-Gharaf, the river which connects the Tigris transversely

with the Euphrates, in the upper half of its course. The district is

apparently enclosed between the Qadha of Kut-al-Amarah on the north,

that of ^Aiuarah on the eastj that of Shatrat-al-Muntafik on the

south and that of Diwaniyah on the west.

Toj30^mj)Ii^ and inhabitants »—Besides the town of Hai and the

villages of Qarat Sikar and Mhairijah, the two first of which are the

subjects of separate articles while the last is noticed in the article on the

Shatt-al-Gharaf, there are no places of importance in the Qadha. The

only conspicuous natural feature is the Shatt-al-Gharaf. The dominant

tribes are the lEuiltafik in the southern and the Bani RabTah in the

northern part of the district; and the tribe of Bani Hashiin are found

in the neighbourhood of QaTat Sikar.

Population ,—The total fixed population is estimated at 4i,000 souls,

of whom at least 42,000 are Shl^ah Arabs, while about 1^500 are Sunnis,

and there are perhaps 500 Jews. The last two classes are not found in

any number outside the town of Hai.

HesoiiTce8,-—T[\Q district is dry and healthy, and the crops and live-

stock are such as can flourish without a superfluity of moisture. The

staples of production and trade are wheat, barley, millet, maize, sesame,

dates, ghi, wool, skins and hides.

Administration *—The Qadha of Hai is subdivided into 3 Nahiyahs,

namely the Markaz Nahiyah of Hai, that of Qahat Sikar, and that of

Mhairijah ;
the seats of the Mudirs of the last two are the villages

similarly named.

A town situated on the left bank of the Shatt-al-Gharaf about 30 miles HAI

from its head opposite Kut-al-Amarah : it is the chief place in the Qadha

of the same name in Turkish Iraq. About two-thirds of the town TOWN
consists of brick houses and the rest of huts. The'population is 4,000

_

or

souls, of whom three*fourths are Shihihs ;
but there is a considerable KUT-AL-

Jewish community, which maintains a Jewish school, besides about 100

households of Eaili Kurds. The surrounding Arabs belong to the Sarai ^

section of the Bani Rabi^ah tribe. The neighbourhood of Hai produces
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and tliG main bazaar arG 6nclos6dj and tli6 walls siirronnding’ tibcni arc of

no great height. The gates o£ the walled quarters are kept closed at night.

Fojmlatioti.—The size of Hail is small in proportion to its political

imj)ortance j
it seems clear that the population does not exceed 3^000 souls.

It is composed of agriculturists, tradesmen, men-at-arms and household

slaves
;
the last are not numerous. The people are mainly Shammar, but

among them are some natives of Qasim besides Gallas and a few Persians.

The typical Hail townsman is of slender build. All classes and both

sexes wear next their skins the Haqu, a plaited leather belt, and

in this they resemble the Arabs of the desert. Food is universally served

on the floor and, contrary to the practice of Jauf-al-^Amir and other

northern places, it is exposed for sale in open markets. The morals of

Hail are re^Duted lax. There are four ordinary schools.

Trade and industries ,—The commerce of the town is small and its

manufactures are few. The butchers’ trade is considered degrading and

the cook-shops in the bazaar are mostly kept by Persians, The shopkeepers

are generally natives of Najaf, Qasim or Madinah. Cloth, calico, spices,

metals and European goods are imported from Basrah, Najaf and

Madinah j
com from Suq-ash-Shuyukh, Artisans are not many; they

belong to the smiths’ caste and their implements are few and clumsy ;

nevertheless cop]perware, spear-heads, and horse-shoes are manufactured,

wooden bowls are turned, and camel-saddles are built. There are a few

house builders and gyxosum plasterers. Women embroiderers in silk and

metal-thread do a small business. The largest trading capital in Hail

probably does not exceed £300.

Sujo^iies .—Ordinary supplies are obtainable. There are the ordinary

livestock, also horses and riding camels, but home-grown dates are not

very abundant and stocks are imported from Qasim. Wood and grass

are mostly collected by Q-asimi labourers, and the town has many wells of

10 to 15 fathoms’ depth ; but, with the exception of one sweet well of 15

fathoms-belonging to the Samah quarter, they are either, bitter or saline*

General ,—The present town of Hail is j)robably of late foundation.

A more ancient town is said to have existed to the east of modern Hail

and to have included Suwaiflah. Hail has risen to importance chiefly as

the permanent residence of the Amirs of Jabal Shammar. When the

fortunes of Ibn Eashid were in the ascendant there was much going and

coming of strangers and the Amir entertained about 180 guests a-day at

an annual expense of about £1,500. Hail in time past also derived much
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profit from the traD sit of Persian pilgrim caravans on their way to and

from Makkah^ but in recent years the route has been to a great extent in

abeyance owing to the incessant wars and prevailing insecurity.

A sandy locality with date plantations^ on the coast of Trucial ^OmaUj HAIL
on the boundary between the principalities of Sharjah and Dibai. It lies (ABD)

a short distance south-west of Khailj from which it is divided by the

Khan creek, and is miles from Sharjah Town and 5 miles from the

town of Dihai. In the date season it is occupied by people from both

Khan and Dibai : at other times it is uninhabited.

A flourishing village of about 60 houses in the Sultanate of ’Oman HAIL-AL-
on the western side of Wadi Tayin at a place, about 7 miles from OHAr
the coast, where it widens before leaving the hills. There is an Jo*-
unfailing supply of water brought by a Falaj from the hills.

The inhabitants are Al Bu Sa’id, Bani Battash and other tribes. There

is extensive erdtivation of dates and other crops, and olives and mangoes
flourish. Livestock are 20 donkeys, 25 cuttle and 300 sheep and goats.

Had-al-Ohaf was founded early in the 19th century by Saiyid Khalfan,

an Al Bu Sa’idi, who was a conspicuous Anglophile in his day. The Igi-id

was purchased from the Baui Battasb, who as late as 1884 still exercised

a sort of protectorate over the place.

A place in Wadi-al-Hilti in the Western Hajar district' of the HAIYAD
’Oman Sultanate

;
it is situated upon the right bank about 3 miles above .

" ^
the exit of the valley from the hills. The village consists of only 80
houses of the Jahawar and Shabul tribes

; but it contains a fort which is

in the possession of the Sultan of ’Oman and is the only point held by
him in this part of Wostom Hajar : the garrison of the fort consists of

10 ’Askaris. A few dates and a little grain are grown, and the livestock

of the village comprises 6 camels, 10 donkeys, 6 cattle and 300 goats and
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HAJAR Also called^ in plural form^ Hiijur A remarkable billy tract

or range o£ the mountains in the Sultanate of extending from

Shinas on the north-west to Sur on the south-east ; it is nowhere far dis-

tant from the coast, and east of Masqat Town it closely adjoins the sea.

Hajar in the aggregate forms one of the most extensive districts in the

'’Oman Sultanate
;

for, while its breadth varies from 20 to 50 miles,

its length exceeds that of any other two districts together. According

to native ideas the Hajar is all one ; but for convenience we

may divide it at Wadi Samail (including that valley and its affluents

in the eastern portion) and deal with it in two articles under the

names of Eastern and Western Haj are

HAJAR These are ancient names which have not entirely died out but have

become somewhat indefinite in their application The accepted view is

and that Hajar originally referred to the oasis of Hasa and that Khatt Hajar

KHATT designated the coastal tract fi'om Ras Tanurah to Dohat Salwa and there-
HAJAE

included the Qatlf Oasis, Barr-adh-Dhahran^ Barr-al-^Oqair and Barr-

al-Q,arah. It is said that the whole of this littoral was once thickly popu-

lated : but now, except the Qatif Oasis, Khatt-al-Hajar is a desert. The

name is sometimes given as Khatt Hajar-al-Bahrain
; and this corrobo-

rates a hypothesis, founded partly on other facts, that the name Bahrain
was once applied to a part of the mainland as well as to the archipelago

which now bears it.

The article on the Hajar division of the “'Oman Sultanate contains a

HAJAR ^oneral definition of the whole tract so named
; we now proceed to

(EAST- describe in detail the eastern portion which we have arbitrarily separated
ERN)^ from the rest.

^

Zimiis and extent.—The Ea.stevnlla.jsa' oi’Cmsin extends about 120

miles from Wadi Samail and its tributaries on the north-west to the

Jabal Khamis range on the south-east, both of which it includes. Its

watershed, continuous with the watershed of Western Hajar to which it

is linked by the Najd-al-Mughbariyah, is 50 miles distant fi-om the coast

at the head of Wadi Samail and thence runs at first almost due east to a
point 40 miles south-south-west of Masqat Town : beyond this place its

dh-ectiou is from north-v/est to south-east and the distance between

* For authorities, maps and charts see first footnote to article ’Oman Sultanate. .
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it and tlie coast dimmisbes, being ultimately reduced at its termination

near Sur to about £0 miles.

The disposition of the valleys and ridges of Eastern Haiar irith

reference to the main axis of the range is very imperfectly understood but

it is probably less regular than in Western Hajar: Wadi Tay in, for

instance, in its upper eoui-se runs parallel to the general direction of the

range instead of at right angles to it, an eccentricity vhieli has no

counterpart in Western Hajar. Between Daghmar and Sur the h^s

of Eastern Hajar fall directly into the sea, and beyond the aspect which

they present seawards nothing is known of them in this part : where they

are crossed by the route from Sur to Ja'alan they have been partially

surveyed.
.

Little is known, similarly, of the inland flank of Eastern^ Ha]ar

except that it forms the boundary upon the north of the interior

districts of Ja'alau and Sharqiyah. The uncertainty as to the position

of the inland border of Eastern Hajar makes it impossible to estimate the

whole breadth of the district with accuracy, but it probably varies from

30 to 40 miles.
. ^ j.- e +i,a

The hills of Eastern Hajar are fairly constant m elevation tinm tbe

north-west end, where they reach 5,250 feet at the head of Wadi Taym

and 6,300 feet inland of Quryat, to the south-east as far as Jabal

Khadhar : beyond this pomt they fall away to 2,845 feet m the

Jabal Khamis range behind Sur.

Coiififfuraiion and features.—The principal feature of the north-

westein and only explored pait of Eastein Hajar is Wadi Taym, which,

running at first between two impoi-tant ridges of the Hajar system

Jabal Baidha and Jabal Sauda, turns suddenly at right

through a remarkable canon and debouch on the coast at

Immediately to the north-west of WMi TayiU, near the Bea,isT\ adi Ban,

Battash. In iiroeeeding south-eastwards Wadi Taym is o j

still on the seaward side of the hills, by a group of three valleys mduded

under the common name of Wadi Bani Jabir (1) : they are Wadi Shah,

Wadi Tiwi and Wadi Hilam, -which reach the sea at Ghail-ash-Shab,

Tiwi and Kalhat respectively. The only remaining valley of impoi-

tanee on this side of the range is Wadi PalaiJ,

near Sur, and is enclosed between the parallel ranges of Khadhar and

Khamis, the two easternmost members of the Hajar system and dispos-

cd at riffht angles to the main range.
tt •

A, .Wy «m..kea, to mW of Ha,„ »o pr»--
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face ; on this inner side three WMis, called MahraiU; ^Audam and

Samad, rnn down^ the last by Samad toTvn^ to the -western end of the

Sharqiyah district^ Wadi ^Andam (of which the other two are tribu-

taries), eventually joining Wadi Halfain ; while Wadi Bani Khalid

descends south-eastwards to the Ja’alan ]3lain.

The Eastern Hajar consists, so far as is known, of limestone ; with

reference to this point the geological Appendix may be consulted.

To]}ogTapliy .—The following is a list of the places on the coast of

Eastern Hajar in their order from north-west to south-east :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bema^xs.

Quryat
o bJi

31 miles so\ith-east

of Masqat Town.
... See article Quryat.

Daghmar

jJiCi

Extends from 4 to 8
miles south-east of
Quryat.

... See article Dagh-
mar.

Dhibab 16 miles south-east
of Quryat.

50 to 60 huts of Baiii

Jabir of the Ghazal
section.

The inhabitants
are fishermen and
jtlso cultivate
dates, melons and
cotton. They
have 25 small
fishing boats, 500
date palms and
100 sheep and
goats

.

Bimah

M
24 miles south-east

of Quryat.
100 houses, mostly
stone and mud, of
the Bani Ghadanah
section of the Bani
Jabir.

The people arc
fishermen and
own date planta-
tions in the hills ;

they have 30 fish-

ing boats and
1,000 date palms,
but very little

ordinary cultiva-
tion. There are
wells hero of
brackish water.

Fins Exactly midway be-
tween Quryat and
Sur, 31 miles from
either.

50 or 60 stone houses
of the Bani Ghadanah
section of the Bani
Jabir.

Here are 30 donkeys,
30 cattle, 200
sheep and goats,
some cultivation
of grain and a
little of dates.

Ghail-ash-Shab 25 miles north-west
of Sur.

... See article Wadi
Shab.

Tiwi 23 miles north-west
of Sur.

... See article Tiwi.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. PtEllARKS.

Haiwa 20 miles noith-west
of Sur.

An anchorage merely,
without houses or

inhabitants.

Fine limestone is

or used to be
shipxoed from this
place to India.

Kaliiat 12 miles nortli-west
of Sur.

... See article Kalhat.

Stir 94 miles soutli-east

of Masqat Town.
See article Stir.

Hadd (I) 16 miles east by south
of Stir,

1

See article Hadd
(I). The place is

leally beyond the
limits of Eastern
Hajar, but it can-
not be reckoned to
any other district.

Names and descriptions o£ the pi-ineipal inland places of Eastern

Hajar will be found in the articles on Wadis 'Aqq, Dima, Palaij, Hilam,
Eani Jabir (I), Khabbah, Bani Khalid, Mansah, Saijani, Samail,

Shab, Tayin and Tiwi, and in those on Jabal Khadhar and Jabal

Khamis ; a few not included in these are given in alphabetical order in

the following table

Name. Position. Character. Eemaeks.

Fita On W adi Manqal
which is

between Halhat
and Stir, consider-

ably nearer to the
former, and several

miles inland from
the sea.

Fita is a sort of plain

traversed by the
Wadi mentioned ; it

contains a village

about 2 miles from
the right bank of
the Wadi.

1

The village consists

of 30 houses of the
Fararijah seotiou
of the Bani Bu
Hasan. There
are 40 camels, 100
donkeys, 100
cattle, 1,000 sheep
and goats and 200
date palms.

Jarda In the hills near the

head of the Wadi-al-
'Aqq tributary of

"Wadi Samail.

60 houses of
Hidabiyin and
others.

There are 20 camels,

30 donkeys, 35
cattle, 2 00 sheep
and goats and
150 date palms.

Kabda In Wadi Manqal a few
miles inland from
Kalhat.

130 naud houses of

the Sha’ ibiyln sec-

tion of the Bani
Jabir.

There are 350 date

palms, 100 oanaels,

150 donkeys, 80
cattle and 600
sheep and goats.
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To these should possibly be added Duh and Sainia^ which are desci’ibed

in the article on ’Oman Proper.

Toptlaiion ,—The j)rineipal tribes of Eastera Hajar are the Bani

Ruwahah, Bani Jabir, Nidabiyin^ Eahbiyin and Siyabiyin in

Wadi Samail and its tributaries ; the Bani Battash and

Bani Jabir in the central portion; the Masliarifah near the

eastern end ;
and the Eahbiyin, Bani Battash and Bani ’Arabah in

\Yadi Tayln ;
Sa’adiyin and Hishm also are found in W^'adi Bani Khalid

on the side next Ja’alan.

The following is an estimate of the settled population of the Eastern

Hajar district :

—

Wadi-al-’ACLQ. . . . . . » . . 1,500

Wadi Bani Battash ..«•••• 3,000

Wadi Dima . . . . ^ . 4,500

Wadi Falaij 600

Wadi Hilam (excluding Xalhat) ..... 2,100

Wadi Bani Jabir (I) 9,000

Wadi Khabbah ........ 1,900

Jabal Khadhar 1,700

Wadi Bani Khalid 6,400

Wadi Mansah and its tributary Wadi Bak . . . 3,900

Wadi Saijani ........ 850

Wadi Samail and its tributary Wadi Dhaba'un . . 30,000

Wadi Shab (excluding Ghail-ash-Shab) .... 250

Wadi Tayin (excluding Daghmar) .... 8,600

Wadi Tiwi (excluding Tiwi) ..... 2,200

Places on the coast (see 1st table in paragraph on Topography
above) 20,900

Miscellaneous places (see 2nd table in paragraph on Topography
above) . 1,100

Total . . 98,400 souls

The Bedouins of the district are Bani Bu Hasan, Hishm and Anlad
Kasih : their number is uncertain.

Products and animals .—Our knowledge of Eastern Hajar as a

whole is too incomplete to admit of a general account being given of its

vegetable and animal products or agriculture. The facts that are known
will be found in the articles on the particular valleys and places which
have already been indicated.

AdministTation . at Quryat and Sur upon the coast, the
Sultan of ’Oman has at present no representatives and very little

influence in Eastern Hajar : the whole interior of the district is virtu-

ally independent.
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An inlet on the coast of the ’OMan Sultanate, 2^ miles west of Ras-al-

Hadd and about the same distance east of the entrance of Khor-al-

Jaramah. The entrance to Khor-al-Kajaris ^ of a mile wide and lies

between low clifis
;
the inlet runs inland for | of a mile in a south-south-

easterly direction and then opens eastwards into a large shallow basin

which extends for more than a mile to the east, almost reaching Hadd

Town. The entrance is open to the north and its depth rapidly diminishes

from 8^ to fathoms, while the inner basin is altogether dry at low-

water spring-tides. It follows that Khor-al-Hajar is of little value even

for the smallest vessels and is not used except by fishing-boats.

Disputes similar to those affecting Khar-al-Jaramah occurred in

regard to this inlet between 1877 and 1880.

HAJAR*
(KHOR.
AL-)

This is a division, arbitrarily formed to facilitate description, of the

Hajar region of the 'Oman Sultanate.

Bomdariesmd The Western Hajar district reaches fromW adi-

al-Qor on the north-west to Wadi Samail on the south-east, and has thus a

length of 160 miles approximately Its watershed is roughly parallel to

the Batinah coast and runs at an average distance of 40 miles inland ; the

distance however is greater than this towards the extremities and less

towards the centre where the sea-coast curves inwards slightly towards

the mountains. The boundary of Western Hajar on the seaward side is the

line along which its hills subside into the Batinah plain at a distance, on

the average, of some 15 miles from the sea. The boundary with Dhahirah

on the inland side is somewhat indefinite, the decline being more gradual

than on the seaward face : the valleys on this side up to their heads

are generally reckoned in the district of Dhahirah; but the Hajar hills

undoubtedly extend south-westward to the immediate neighbourhood of

'Ibri and Dhank Town. Including therefore, for the moment, in Hajar the

slopes which are ordinarily considered a part of Dhahirah, we may say that

the Western Hajar has an average breadth of 40 to 50 miles.

HAJARt
(WEST-
ERN)

Configuration and general The physical geography

of Western Hajar appears to be simple and regular. Its axis runs

* Admiralty plan No. 2371—228 contains a delineation of this inlet on a large scale ;

also a view of the adjoining coast.

t For authorities, map and charts, see first footnote to article ’Oman Suluauate.
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nortli-west and south-east and the valleys to "which its slopes give birth

run off at right angles on both sides, those on the north-east to Batiliah

and those on the south-west to Dhahirah and 'Oman Proper. The highest

portion of Western Hajar is a considerable block at the south-east

end which is called Jabal Akhdhar; Jabal Akhdhar reaches an elevation

of nearly 10^000 feetj but the remainder of the range to the north-west

is considerably less and at the head of Wadi-al-Jizi, perhaps the lowest

point, it is only 1,860 feet.

The chief valleys which run down from Western Hajar across Batinah
to the sea are, in order from east to west, as follow : Wadi TaU; Wadi

Lajal; Wadi Ma'awalj Wadi Bani Kharus (near the coast called

Wadi-al-Qasim) withjits eastern affluent Wadi Mistal; Wadi Bani 'Auf J

Wadi Fara^ or Rustaq
5
Wadi Bani Ghafir (in Batinah styled Wadi-

al-Hoqain) with its right bank tributary Wadi Sahtan; Wadi Mabrah ;

Wadi-al-Hawasinah with its tributary from the west, Wadi Bani

'Umr; Wadi Shafan j
Wadi Sarrami ; Wadi'Ahin j Wadi-al-Hilti;

W^adi-al-Jizi j Wadi Bani ^ Umr-al-Gharbi ; Wadi Hatta ; and Wadi-al-

Qor. There is also a Wadi called Faidh u^} in the neighbourhood of

SMnas Town.

Proceeding next from west to east along the inland slopes of Western
Hajar, vpe find that the range sends down Wadis Dhank and Kabir
to Dhahirah and Wadis Tanuf and Mi'aidin to 'Oman Proper.

The Western Hajar is a limestone range and its geological character

is noticed in the Appendix on geology. The Jabal Akhdhar portion is

fully described under its own name : the remainder is generally very

peaked and sharp ridged, with some herbaceous but very little ligneous

vegetation. Trees and plants include Samar, acacia arabica, rhamnus,
screw-pine, oleander, calotropis, euphorbia, castor-oil plant, wild lavender,

a kind of rush called Basal cU), used for mat-making, and a plant named

Marannaliah bearing a fruit like a small bitter lime, of which the
seeds, administered in food or drink, cause stupefaction. Birds are few in

Western Hajar ; ravine deer and foxes are among the commoner animals.

Tillages and population .—The articles on the Wadis of Western
Hajar, a list of which is given in the preceding paragraph, contain
full information regarding the tribes who inhabit Western Hajar, their

villages and their mode of hfe. To complete the topography of
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Western Hajar we subjoin a table of places not situated in any of tbe

better known valleys ;

—

Name. Position. House and inhabitants!

1

1

Kemabks

Buwah Between 'I’au and Bid-
bid, below a pass of
tbe same name on
tbe side of it next
Tau.

60 bouses, mostly of

mud and stone, of

tbe Bani Jabir.

The inhabitants
have so camels,
30 donkeys, 30
cattle and 2,000
sheep and goats.

Tuwaiyab
**

i

3 miles west of

Nakhl on tbe way
to ’Awabi.

i

80 bouses of mixed
tribes, chiefly

Ya’aribah.

The drainage of
Tuwaiyab goes
eastwards to

WadiMa’^wal.
Livestock are 20
camels, 40 don-
keys, 60 cattle

and 700 sheep
and goats.

Tile following is an estimate of the settled population ot* Western

Hajar :

—

Wadi »Ahin 3,000

Jabal Aktidliar (iacltiding upper villages of Wadi

IVCi’aidin) 3,500

Wadi Bani ’Anf ...... 1,000

WadiEara’ 26,000

Wadi Bani Gtiafir 5,000

Wadi Hatta (below but not including Hajarain) . 500

Wadi-abHawasinah (down to and including

Ghaimiu) 2,300

Wadi.al-Hilti . 1,800

Wadi-al-Jizi ....... 4,000

Wadi Bani Kharna 6,400

Wadi-al-Qor (Aswad only) . . • • . 400

Wadi LajSl 400

Wadi Ma’awal 12,000

Ws.di Mabrali 1,700

Wadi 1»500

Wadi 700

W§.di SarrBmi .•..••• 5,600

Wadi d.,500

Wadi Tau 1,500

Wadi Bani ^TJmr . . •
,

• . • 3,600

Wadi Bani 'Umr-al-Gliarbi . . • 800

JAisoellaneous places (see preceding table) • • 8^^

Tot^i* • 86,760 soub*
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Seciion. Subsection.
Figliting
strength.

Subsectional Shaikhs
and lemailcs.

.’Viakhadlidhabah Sharahin

n Sultan (Al)

JT

j)
Tawwa (Al)

Do. Zabar (Al l^u)

y-

Do, Zakhanin

Do. Various

Muhammad (Al) 'Amirah
«*»

vJI

120

Filahah (Al) 60

Kidadat 70

Kilabah (Al) 50

<1^ jT

Misarir 150

Qartif (Al) 60

OyS jT

Sha’amil 200

Bo. Simahin 30

Bo. Taya’ (Al) 20

Do. Various 70

The ’Affllrah are divided into

Al Jida-i jT
Al Dhumain
whose fighting strengths are

given in this order in the pre-

ceding column. The Shaikhs
of the same are Dhib-oin-
Eaddah, and Muhanna-bin-

I Balud, respectively.

Battal-bin-Hashar,

70 *Abdullali-bm-Jidaiyid.

Suwaiyid-bin-Mutrab.

Mubarak-bin*Dughmah.

Muhammad-bin-M a d h i-b i n*
Ta'azah ; he is also chief
Shaikh of the whole Al Mu-
hammad section.

’Awaidhah-as-Simhani.

Fahad-bin-Taya*.
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The total fighting strength of the Bani Hajir is thus about 1,500

men, of whom 650 belong to the Makhadhdhabah and 850 are of the Al

Muhammad section
; and the number of the whole tribe probably amounts

to some 5,000 souls.

Political condition,'-‘'^\iQ two great divisions of the Bani Hajir,

namely, the Mukhadhdhabah and the Al Muhammad, are ordinarily at

enmity with one another, and this is the case at the present time

;

there is consequently no paramount Shaikh of the whole tribe. It is

understood that the leading men of the Bani Hajir, receiving as they do

allowances from the Turkish Mutasarrif of Hasa and presents from the

Shaikh of Kuwait and the Al Thani Shaikhs of Qatar, are inclined to

regard themselves as independent of all authority
;
hut the payment by

them of Zakat to the Wahhabi Amir is regarded as a not impossible

contingency of the future. About 1865 the value of their annual con-

tribution to the Riyadh treasury was estimated at |3,000.

Singular Hajari . A tribe of the ’Oman Sultanate, Yamani HAJEITIN
by descent, Ibadhi in religion and Hinawi in politics. They inhabit

the whole Badiyah division of the Sharqiyah district, are found

also at Mudhaibi, and deal with the port of Sur, They have not a

good name for honesty and are rapacious and turbulent

;

nevertheless they are oae of the wealthiest and most enterprising

communities in this part of the country. They are engaged in cultiva-

tion and trade and own a number of boats : some of them visit Bombay

and Zanzibar. The Hajriyin, though possessing fixed villages, have

retained to a considerable extent the tendencies and characteristics of

Bedouins.

The Hajriyin are now estimated at 7,500 souls and the sub-

divisions of the tribe are as follows :

—

SoCtlOD, righting strength.* Villages in Badiyah, Remabes.

Babarimah 200 Wasil, Haili and Nil.

Hatub,

Baharinah

Hababasab 80 Wasih Dabik and Qa

.

Po.

These are appaiently somewhat uiider’estiTcated.
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Section. righting strength. Villages in Badiyala. Behabes.

Haid (Wilad

Mahadinah

1

Bu) 300 Eak and Mintirib. Nil.

r These two sec*

1 tions resem*
and

1

Mahaddab

JSOLsr*

400 Yabis, Sb&raq and

Shabik.

< ble Bedouins

I
more than the

V others.

Mahasinab 400 Ghabbi and Mintirib. Nil.

* These are apparently somewhat under-estimated.

Wasil is the tribal capital; but the Hajriyin have at present no

Tamimah.

It was the Hajriym who in 1813 suddenly attacked Mutlaq, the

Wahhabi leader, slew him and expelled his force from the country

:

Sa^ad, the son of Mutlaq, in revenge completely broke their power,

and they have never entirely recovered their former position.

HALAIFAH
(ABU)

mlA. yi]

A coast village in the ’Adan district of the Kuwait Principality,

lying about 18 miles south-south-east of Kuwait Town; it consists of

about 50 houses and is inhabited by Arabs of miscellaneous origin. There

are about 1,000 flourishing date palms and 30 wells containing good

water at about 20 feet
;
but of the latter only 7 yield water for iiTigation^

Barley, melons and a few vegetables are grown and some Sidar or her

trees are seen. This village, as mentioned in the article on ’Adan, is to

some extent a country resort for townsmen of Kuwait.

HALPAIN
(WADI)

A valley in ^Omau, probably the longest in that part of Arabia. Its

head is divided from the head ofWadi Sainail by the Najd of Mnghbariyah

only, and it Anally reaches the sea at Mahot : its general direction is

thus south by east and its length about 185 miles in a straight line.

Five miles below the Najd, of which the elevation is 2,400 feet above

sea-level, Wadi ^alfain passes Muti (2,800 feet)
;

7 miles further on

it reaches the town of Jzki (2,150 feet), which It divides into two



Muti

at

the

head

of

Wadi

Halfain.

[Maj.

P.

Z.

Cox.]
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parts ; about 10 miles below Izki it passes a group of small villages

belonging to the ^Awamir tribe and called collectively Falaj-al-'^Awamir

yc]yj\ some of which are described in the article on ’Oman Proper

;

below this point it is untenanted except by Bedouins. At Izki the

right bank of the Wadi is 200 feet high; but below that town the

bed opens out and becomes flat; sandy^ and hardly distinguishable from

the surrounding desert. It is stated however that after heavy rain its

flood water sometimes reaches the sea at ]y[ah5t.

Wadi Mi’aidin from Jabal Akhdhar joins Wadi Halfain at no great

distance below Izki : while further down, below Duh near Adam^

Wadi Halfain receives Wadi Kalbu on the right- bank from ’Oman

Proper and; somewhere not far from Sanau, Wadi ’Andam from the

Eastern Hajar upon the left.

Wadi Halfain, it is said, everywhere contains sweet water near the

surface and has pasturage at all seasons. It is the chief highway between

the inhabited portion of ’Oman and the South-east Coast ; and at one

time it was customary to land cargoes of slaves at Mahot and march

them by this route to their destination to avoid the risk of capture by

British cruisers.

An island in the Persian Gulf, about 61 miles east-north-east of

Hohah in Qatar. It is about a mile in diameter and consists partly of

hills, of which one peak rises to 180 feet
;
but a considerable portion of its

surface is fairly level. There is no fresh water, nor is there grazing even

after rain ;
but some of the fishing grounds in the vicinity are excellent,

and the island itself is a favourite breeding place for terns and yields large

quantities of their eggs in the season. Pearl boats call here, and fishing

vessels take refuge under the lee of Halul in Shamals
;
the usual anchor-

age in such oases is on the south-east side, where a quiet berth can be

found in 6 fathoms at half a mile &om shore, and where there is a natural

landing place and boat harbour formed by a gap in the cliffs of the coast*

The island is surrounded by a fringe of pearl banks, and about 16 miles

north by east of it is a detached pearl hank known as Najwat Bin-Hilal

or Riqqat Halul. An intermittent spring of bitumen exists under the

sea in the neighbourhood of Halul; but its exact position is uncertain.

The political position of Halul appears to be indeterminate
; the pearl-

divers and fishermen both of Qatar and of Trucial ’Oman are in the

habit of resorting to it
;
and, so far as can be learnt, no exclusive or

HALTJI
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preferential rights are claimed by any of the classes who use it, or by any

territorial chief.

HAM ^ valley in Trucial ^Oman which apparently pierces the hills of the

(WADI) ^Oman Promontory obliquely from north-west to south-east : it has its

head in the neighbourhood of the village of Adhan in the Jiri plain, and

after traversing the whole mass of mountains it reaches the sea on the

east coast near Fujairah. Its total length, windings being followed,

seems to be about 35 miles. The lower part of the valley is in

Shamailiyah and the upper in Eas-al-Ehaimah; both districts of the

Sharjah Principality.

The following are, in alphabetical order, the principal villages in Wadi

Ham or connected with it :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Remarks.

Adhan

i

Oatside Wadi Ham
at its head, 14
miles north-east

by north of

Dhaid village.

In the Eas-al-
K li a i m a h
District.

Although reckoned
the uppermost settle-

ment of Wadi Ham
this village is situat-

ed in the Jiri plain,

in the article on
which it is described.

’Asimah In Wadi Ham, 60 houses of Mazarl There are 20 camels,
about 6 miles

below Adhan. In
the Ras-al-Kliai-

mati District.

and Shahairah. 40 donkeys, 40 cattle,

400 sheep and goats
and 4,500 date palms.

Bilaidah In Wadi Ham, 4 houses of Shar- This is the uppermost
about 8 miles

above Bithnah.

In the Shamai-
liyah District.

qiyin. village of Shamai-
liyali in Wadi Ham*

Bithnah In Wadi Ham, 50 houses of Skar- The place is walled and
<i3jq about 6 miles qiyin. fortified and com-

from the coast. mands the route uji
In the Shamai-
liyati District.

Wadi Ham: at

present it is held by
the Shaikh of

1

Fujairah against
his overlord, the
Shaikh of Sharjah.
The estimated re-

sources of Bithnah
are 15 camels, 30
donkeys, 20 cattle,

600 sheep and goats
and about 4,000 date
trees.
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Houses and inliabitants.

Diftah

Khalaibiyah
Ul

In or near Wadi
Ham between
B i t h nab and
Masafi, but near-

er to the former.

In Wadi Ham,
about half way
between Adban
and’Asimab. In

the Ras-al-Kliai-

mah District.'

In a small valley

called Wadi
Kbabb, close to

*As5mab in Wadi
Ham. In tbe

Eas-al-Khaimah'
District.

10 bouses of Nactbi-
yin.

20 bouses of Mazari*.

30 bouse!
’Abadilah
Sharqiyin.

Here there are about
20 donkeys, 30 cattle,

150 sheep and goats

and 1,000 palms.

Resources are 10
camels, 40 donkeys, 20
cattle, 250 sheep and
goats and 1,500 date

trees.

of There are said to be 30
and cattle, 200 sheep and

goats and 2,000 date

palms.

Manamab In a small valley-

connected with

Wadi Ham.

7 or 8 bouses of

Sharqiyin of tbe

Hafaitat section.

Sufad is in tbe same
valley, and both places

perhaps belong to

Sbamailiyah
generally rather than

to Wadi Ham*

In Wadi Ham,
about 16

^

miles

above Bilaidab

and 12 below

Adhan. In the

Ras*al« K li a i -

mah District.

50 bouses, half of

Sharqiyin of the

Hafaitat section

[

and half of Maha-
rizab.

Livestock are placed at

20 camels, 50 donkeys,

30 cattle and 360
sheep. Date trees are

estimated at 6,000.

Sbokab

Near Siii
^

in a

small Wadi of tbe

same name (Sfuni)

which joins Wada
Ham. In the

Eas-al-Kliaimali
District.

40 bouses of Dbababi-

bab and 30 of

Mazari’.

Palms number about

3,000, and livestock

are said to amount to

30 camels, SiOO

donkeys, 60 cattle and
1,000 sheep and goats.

Sfuni is overlooked by

Jabal liaqalab. Wadi
Sfuni has a branch

called Wadi Naidain

i
.

Near Siji, outside 10 families of There are a few camels

Wadi Ham proper

and to tbe west

of it. In tbe Ras-

al- K b a im a h
District.

Qawaid, practically

Bedouins.

and donkeys, also

about 150 sheep and
goats and 1,000 date

palms.
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Name. Position.

1

Houses and inhabitants.

Siji Apparently in a

plain, about 7
miles west of

Wadi Ham at

Masafi, In the

Ras*al" K li a i -

mah District.

1

20 booses o£ Zahum. Resources are estimated

at 10 camels, 25

donkeys, 30 cattle, 300

sheep and goats and

2,000 date trees.

Taiyibali
1U

In Wadi Ham, 1

or 2 miles below
' Asimab. In the

Eas-al-Khaimali
i

District,

50 booses of

Sharqiyin and

Mabarizab.

Palms are said to

number 3,000 and
livestock to be about

10 camels, 60 donkeys,

70 cattle and 660

sheep and goats.

The route from Fujairah to Dhaid follows Wadi Ham for about |

of the way to its head.

HAMAD A great desert plain in Northern Arabia to the north-east of Wadi
oUa. Sirhan and to the north of Jauf-al-’Amir ; northwards it reaches as far as

the Baghd§<d-Damasens line, and a small branch of it intervenes between

Jauf and the Nafud. The elevation of the last mentioned part above

the sea is about feet ; it is absolutely level and bare of vegetation, a

flat black expanse of gravelly soil covered with small round pebbles. The

Hamad, where it abuts on Wadi Sirhan near Kaf, in an immense stony

plateau, with white calcareous protuberances of remarkable shape
j about

45 miles south-east of Kaf a chain of hills called Jabal Misma runs into it

north-eastwards from the edge of Wadi Sirhan.

HAMAID ^ considerable nomad Arab tribe of Southern ^Arabistan ; their range

is from the Gargar (in its lower course) and from the Karun (about

Naddafiyeh) eastwards as far as Eaghaiweh, and their tribal focus is on

or near the Haddam aflluent pf the Gargat. They are politically allied

to the Bawiyeh. The Hamaid own a few camels besides considerable

numbers of cattle and large flocks of sheep and goats, but they subsist

chiefly by the cultivation of wheat anld barley. Their fighting men
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number about 1,700 ofwbom some 550 are mounted and nearly 500 are

armed -witk rifles. Some of the Hamaid go to the Shatt-al-^Arab in

summer to work in the date plantations there.

The following are the 'principal tribal divisions with such information

regarding each as it has been possible to procure :

—

Name. Location. Fighting strength. Kemabks.

'Attab Hasamyebj 11 miles

east of Saiyid

Hasan on the
G-argar.

100, of whom 30 are

mounted and 30
have rifles.

The 'Attab have lOO
cattle and 500 sheep
and goats.

'Awamir Znwair, 4 miles

east of Nadda-
1 fiyeh on the

Kartin,

200, of whom 50 have
rifles and 100 are

mounted.

Liveefiock are 40
camels, 200 cattle

and 6,000 sheep and

1

goats. The principal
Shaikh of the tribe
belongs to this sec-

tion.

Hawalat

oDIyia.

4 miles north of the

Haddam and the

same distance east

of the Gargar.

150, of whom 60 have
rifles and 60 are

mounted.

Animals are 200 cattle

and 4,000 sheep and
goats.

Kharamizeb Nihairiyeh near
Raghaiweh.

500. Of these 200
are armed with rifles

and 150 are mount-
ed.

This section have 40
camels, 400 cattle
and 10,000 sheep and
goats.

Maiyah Both sides of the

Haddam near its

junction with the

Gargar.

Do. Possess about 600
cattle and 6,000
sheep and goats.

Nigailat
Naddafiyeh on the

KarUn and Zuw-
air near it.

40, of whom 10 are

mounted and 15
have rifles.

They have 40 cattle

and 2U0 sheep and
goats.

Sa'id Both sides of the

Had dam.
200, of whom 30 have

rifles and 50 are

mounted.

Their livestock amount
to 100 cattle and
3,000 sheep and
goats.

The total number of the tribe may be estimated at 6,000 souls. Of

the above sections the Kharamizeh alone pay revenue to the Bakhtiyari

Chief, the Samsam-as-Saltaneh ; the others render tribute, to the

amount of about 600 Tumans a year, through Mulla Thani of Naddafiyeh

to the Shaikh of Muhammarell. All sections inhabit tents exclusively.

The 'Abadat section of' the 'Anafijeh have noyr been living with the

IJamaid for sonte years.
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HAMAI-
DAT

Smgtdai Hamaidi A brancli of tlio Al Subaih section of

tbe Bani Khalid tribe; they are fonnd chiefly at Lusail in Qatar,

where they have 50 houses; there are some also at the village of Dha’ain.

The Hamaidat are Malild Sunnis and live by pearl diving and fishing.

In winter they camp in the interior of the peninsula of Qatar with their

sheep and goats.

HAMDAN A town ill Tnrkisli ^Iraqonthe south side of the Shatt-al-^Arah^ about

2 Qf fi^om Basrah to ILuhammareh Town ; it is situated

miles up a creek of the same name^ of which the entrance is 65 miles by

river below the British Consulate at Basrah and opposite to Yamin on

’Ajairawiyah island.

The town stands on both sides of the creek^ the portion on the north-

western bank being however | a mile distant from it. The population of

Hamdan is about lljOOO souls^ of whom the majority are Mnhaisin of

the Bait Kana^an section. There are 80 to houses well built of

bricks and mud^ but the rest of the dwellings are huts. Grazing is good

and cattle numerous. Date palms are estimated at 150,000 trees, and

livestock at 2,500 cattle, 1,000 sheep and goats, 40 horses and 200

donkeys.

Within the Hamdan creek, and so not visible from the Shatt-al-^Arab,

are a tomb visited by Shi^ahs and a shrine respected by Sunnis
; the

former appears to be a cenotaph, as it is admitted that the Imam Hamzah

whom it commemorates neither lived nor died at Hamdan.

HAMIDAH A tribe settled in the Eas-ar-Rumman suburb of Manamah town in

Bahrain—also known for this reason as Fariq-al-Hamidah—where they

have 120 houses. They are an offshoot of the Manana^ah but have

been converted to Shi^ism, and they are classed at the present day as

Baharinah. Their ocenpations are sea-fishing and pearl-diving.

HAMEA called Jazirat-az-Za^ab An island and village

(JAZIRAT- ^ principality of Sharjah in Trucial ^OmaB, 12 miles west-south-

AL-) west of Ras-al-Khaimah Town. It is included in the district of Ras-

al-Khaimah. The island,—ahont 2 miles long, parallel to the coast and
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veiy narro'W;—is low and sandy, and its sonth^west end at low-water

is nearly connected with the mainland
; the creek between the island

and the coast is shallow and can be forded in all states of the tide. On

the mainland opposite are some red sand hills. The village, which is in

the middle of the island, consists of about 500 houses of the Za’ab

tribe and is divided into a small quarter called Umm ^Awaimir ^1 on

the north and a large one called Manakh to the south. The inhabit-

ants possess about 100 camels, 100 donkeys, 150 cattle and 500

sheep, but have no dates except at Khatt in the Jiri plain. They own

about 25 pearl boats and some 10 small boats in which they bring firewood

for sale to the towns of Sharjah and Dihai. They depend for their

livelihood chiefly on pearl-diving.

A village on the coast of Trucial ’Oman, 8 miles south-west of Umm- HAMRI-
al-Qaiwain town and 6 miles north-east of the town of ’Ajman. It YAH
stands on the north side of a small creek, consists of about 800 houses,

and is defended by a fort on the shore and by several ' towers. There are

6 shops. The inhabitants, including the Shaikh, are Naim of the

Darawishah section, with a few Tanaij : they own about 17 pearl boats

besides some 3 horses, 40 camels, 50 donkeys, 60 cattle and 150

sheep. There are now 1,000 date palms. The Na’imi Shaikh of

Hamriyah, at present ’Abdur Eahmaii-bin-Saif, is not recognised as an

independent chief
;
he has no separate treaty with the British Govern-

ment, he is entitled to no salute, he used to accompany the Shaikh of

Sharjah at interviews with British officers, and he must still be regarded

as a dependent of Sharjah. Now, however, he denies his subordination

to the Shaikh of Sharjah and looks for protection to the Shaikh of

Umm-al-Qaiwain. There are no customs at Hamriyah, but the Shaikh

derives about $4,520 a year from taxation of pearl boats. He also owns

a date plantation at Dhaid.

Next to Jabal Tuwaiq, in which it has its origin, this valley is the TJANIFAH
most important physical feature of Southern Najd, or at least of the (WADI)
’Aridh district. <^^1;
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General course . Hanifali emerges from the main range of

Jabal Tuwaiq at a point marked by a conspicuous bluff to the west of

Sidus ;
it appears to be formed by the union of four valleys of Jabal

Tuwaiq which are^ in order from north to south, Khumar
,
the

w
eastern Haisiyah , Ghurur and Bodhah ; of these

Haisiyah, which is thickly grown with acacia and other trees, is

the best known as containing the road between ^Ayainah and Barrah, a

eection of one of the principal routes across Arabia. From the head of

Haisiyah down to Eiyadh, a distance of about 50 miles, the general

direction of the Hanifah valley is east. At Malqa about 15 miles

above Riyadh it apparently forks,^ enclosing a small island ; and

near ^Ilb, some 4 miles further on, the same thing occurs again. Between

’Ayainah and Riyadh^ Wadi Hanifah receives three tributaries, all on

its right bank ; these are Wahairish
,

which comes in

immediately above Taraf, Ubaitah a midway between Jabailah

and Malqa, and ^Ammariyah or Mazaira’ah which contains

the village of ^Ammariyah and joins immediately below Malqa. At
Riyadh, or just beyond it. Wadi Hanifah turns to the south-south-east

;

and, after passing Hair at less than 20 miles from Riyadh, it is joined

by a valley from Dhrumah and acquires the alternative name of W adi

Hair : beyond this point it receives, apparently on the borders of Kharj, a

tributary named Nisah , which begins in the same part of the

Tuwaiq hills as the Abaljilat valley going to Hariq. Wadi Hanifah is

finally lost in the desolate SahS,bah tract at a distance of perhaps 30

miles from Hair ; its drainage is said to reach the Dah&uah beyond,

where it disappears. Some natives of the country hold that the fresh-

water springs of Hasa are fed subterraneously by the drainage of Wadi
Hanifah,—a theory which is at least plausible.

General characteristics .—Above *Ayainahlow hills separate the Wadi
on its right bank from the higher summits of J abal Tuwaiq, while on
the left bank there is a raised plateau. At “’Ayainah the bed of the valley

is gravelly, and thence to Dara'iyah sandy. Prom ^Ayainah down as far

as Malqa the general character of the Wadi is fairly uniform
; it has an

average width of a few hundred yards and on either side of it there are

flat-topped cliffs, alternating with low slopes, while the immediately
adjacent hill crests never rise more than 200 feet above the level of its

bed. From Dara^iyah to Riyadh the Wadi appears to be of a

* The point is obscure both in Palgrave and Pelly. Fresh inquiry tends to shov?
that the loop formed is unimportant, and that the islsiind enclosed is short and liable tc

puhmersion in heavy floods.
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difEerent character and to become, in places at least, a scarp-sided and
contracted ravine rather than an open valley.

Floods in Wadi Ilanifah are said to rise 7 to 8 feet and to occur on the
avei'age four or five times in the year. After exceptionally good winter
rains flowing water in the river bed may be expected to last, in the neigh-
bourhood of Riyadh, throughout the succeeding spring and even summer*
The lower part of the valley is celebrated for its luxuriant date groves ; in

the upper and less frequented portion gazelle and pari ridges are met with.

Wadi Hanifah has always been the seat of political power in Southern

Najd and the successive capitals of ^Ayainah, Dara’Iyah and Riyadh
have all been situated upon it.

Towns and inllages.^^]iQ following table contains particulars of the

principal inhabited places on Wadi Hanifah and its ^Ammariyah tri-

butary :

—

ame. Position, Houses and inhabitants. RnuiitKB.

*A3^ainah On the left bank of
Wadi Hanifah,
about 18 miles
south-east of Si-

dus.

Ho permanent in-

habitants, but in

favourable seasons^

when there is water,
cultivators immi-
grate from Sidus
and Malbam, and to

a lesser extent from.
Dara’iyah.

There are no cate
palms, but tamarisks
abound. Wheat, bar*

ley and millet are

growD. The water
supply is from
springs and from
numerous wells 12
fathoms deep ; one
of the springs, called

*Ayainat bin-Mu'am^

mar ^ is sup^

S
osed to be depon-
ent on a reservoir

on the GrhSllah tor-

rent in the direc-

tion of Sidus. By
some ’Ayainah is

said to have been the
birth-place* of the
founder of the Wah-
habi sect and at one
time the capital of
the country. Detach-
ed heaps of ruins and
extensive retaining
walls built to confine

the flood of Wadi
Hanifah seem tc
prove that it once
was, in fact, a con-
siderable place.

^ It seems more probable, however, thab Muhammad-biu-Abdul WahhSb was tom
in Hautah,

9 Q
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Name. Pcsitiou.
j

Houses and inhabitauts. Ribmarks.

Taraf About a mile below
*Ajainah.

Resembles ’Ayainahj
but the occasional

cultivators in this

case are all from
Malham.

1

, Xike ’Ayainah in re-

spect of agriculture
and water supply.

Jab ailah On the left bank
of Wadi Hamfah
about 3 miles
below Taraf.

The permanent in-

habitants are only

4 houses of inferior

tribes ; in winter,

however, there i.s an
influx of about 50
households of culti-

vators, chiefly from
Malham but a few
from Salbukh.

There was formerly a
large village here.
Crops are wheat,
barley, lucerne, marsh
melons and water
melons, but dates are
very few. The vil-

lage lands are on
both sides of the
Wadi. Humerons
wells 12 fathoms
deep yield fresh
water, but the level
of the Wadi bed is

too low to admit of
irrigation from
them.

Malga On the left bank
of Wadi Hamfah
9 miles below
Jabailab.

About so houses, mz»i.

15 of Hadhlil, 4 of
i

Qahtan, and 10 of

inferior tribes.

The name is due to the
separation of Wadi
Hanifah at this point
into two branches
which re-unite fur-
ther down. Wheat,
barley, millet, lucerne
and melons are culti-

vated ; there are
date palms in abun-
dance but no other
fruit trees. The date
plantations are the
property of the rnler
of Riyadli. Sup-
plies are very limited.
Water is from wells
8 to 14 fathoms deep.
Some of Ihn Sa’ud’s
horses are kept here.

KTaVSali (Abut)
|

On the right bank
of the *Amma-
Tiyah tributary of
Wadi Hamfah at
a distance of
several miles up
it.

Ho permanent in-
habitants, but visited
in the agricultural
season by about 10
cultivating families
from other places,
VIZ,, Padhul from
Dara’iyali and
Malham and inferior
tribes from *Ilb.

There are no dateo, but
the usual cereals and
melons are grown.
The wells are 6 to
12 fathoms deep.
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Names. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

’Ammariyah
w w

At the head of the
’Ammariyah t ri-

bntary a few
miles above Abul
Kabash.

60 houses, viz., 20 of

Bawasir, 10 of

Sabai’, 10 of Bani
Tamim and 20 of

inferior tribes.

There are 6,000 date

palms and some other

fruit trees, but no
vines. Water is in

wells at 8 to 18
fathoms.

’I.b On the right bank
of Wadi HanifaVi
4 miles below
Malqa.

60 houses, viz., 20 of

Sabai* and 80 of

inferior tribes.

Tbs date palms are es-

timated at 6,000 and
there are also citrons

and figs. Lucerne,

melons and the nsual

cereals are grown.
Part of the cultiva-

tion is on the further
side of the Wadi. The
depth of the wells

varies between 4 and
12 fathoms.

‘Andah
'

On the right bank
of Wadi Haiilfab

1 mile bolow ’lib-

30 houses, viz>, 10 of

Fadlnil, 10 of

Sabai’ and 10 of

inferior tribes.

Part of the cultivation

is on the further

side of Wadi Hani-
fah. The usual

cereals are grown
and there are also

citrons, figs, melons
and water melons.

The number of the

date trees is esti-

mated at 4,000.

Dara*iyah
w

On the left bank
of Wadi Hanlfah
1 mile below
’And ah.

See article Dara*-
iyab.

'Arjah On the right bank
of Wadi Hanifah
3 miles below
Dara’iyah.

100 houses, viz., 30 of

Sabai*, 30 of Bani
Tamim and 40 of

inferior tribes.

There are the usual

fruit trees and cereals

and the datepalms are

estimated at 15,000.

The wells vary in

depth between 4 and
12 fathoms.

Shuyukh (Batin-

ash-)

Chiefly on the left

bank of Wadi
Hanlfah 4 miles

below 'Arjab, but
part of the village

is on the opposite

side.

100 houses, viz., 30
of the family of Ibn
Sa’M and 70 of i a-

ferior tribes.

The date groves belong

to the family of Ibu
Sa'ud ; there are also

other fruit trees and
cultivation of lucerne

cereals. The dwellings

are mostly garden

houses.

Biyadli

l>4)

About 2 miles from
the left bank of

Wadi Hanlfah at

a point 2 miles

below Batin -ash-

Shuyukh.
1

See article Riyadii.

a s 2
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Nacq es

.

Position, Hoases and iohabitants.

Manfuhah Oo the left bank
of Wadi Hanlfah

450 houses, viz,, 100
of ’Anizah, 50 of

2 or 3 miles below
Hiyadli from
which it is separa-

ted by an enor-

mous huiial

ground.

Dawasir, 100 of

Qabtan, 50 of Bani
Tamim and 150 of

inferior tribes.

Masani* On the left hank of

Wadi Hanifah 3
100 houses, mz,,Z0 of

Sabai’, 30 of Bani
miles below Man-
fnhah.

Tamim and 40 of

inferior tribes.

Hair Ou the right bank
Wadi of Hanifah

200 houses, viz,, 100
of Sabai’ and 100yu IS miles below

Masani’ aud one
day by caravan
north-westwards
from the Saha-
bab. tract.

of inferior tribes.

In the hot weather
the population is

largely increased by
an influx of Bedouin
Sabai* wbo own
date palms here.

BlB&tABES.

Maufuhah had in 1819
some good npper-

storeyed houses of

mud and stone with
£at roofs. Dates,
wheat and barley are

the present staples,

the palms (which are

irrigated from wells)

being estimated at

over 30,000 ; in 1819
cotton, maize, mnsk
melons, water melons,
peaches and figs were
grown, and brinjals,

spinach and clover

were obtainable, bnt
the fruits were not
of good quality.

The wells vary in

depth from 4 to 12
fathoms according to

their distance from
the Wadi. The
Wahbabi ruler keeps
some 30 horses at this

place. To the Tillage

belong some 30
camels, 50 donkeys
aud 150 cattle.

The village latids lie

I

ou both sides of the
Wadi. Water is near
the surface. There
are the ordinary fruit

trees and cereals and
perhaps 10,000 date
palms. The groves
of jVIasani* are conti-

nuous with those of

Manfuhah.

The date plantations
are on both aides of

the Wadi and are

estimated to contain

10,000 palms. There
are a few fruit trees,

and cereals, lucerne
and vegetables are
grown, hut the culti-

vation is poor. The
water level is only 2
or 3 fathoms below
the surface of the
ground.

J
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To British navigators of a former generation known as Anganm
and even as '' Angar/' A remarkable island situated off the south coast

of Qishm Island^ in close proximity to Khargu pointy from which it is

divided by a strait a mile wide and 6 to 12 fathoms deep in the

fair-way, Hanjto has been not inaptly called the Perim of the Persian

Gulf and it would form a good base of naval observation^ the Gulf

being here so narrow that the Arabian coast is ordinarily visible ; it

would not however be a suitable site for a defended naval establishment.

Configuration ,—Hanjam island is of a nondescript but compact shape

;

it measures 5^ miles in length from north-north-east to south-south-west

and about 3 miles in breadth. The island consists of an agglomeration

of rugged hills decreasing in elevation from north to south : the highest

summit is Table Hill^ one mile from the north end, which reaches 350

feet. The dismal aspect of Hanjam from the sea, whence it appears as

a mass of barren, broken and almost black rocks, streaked here and there

with white and red, does not belie its real character.

Geology .—Geologically the island is as rich in interest and variety as

botanieally it is poverty-stricken. The prevailing rock is a miliolitic

limestone; but patches of maroon coloured stone and soil are numerous and

are generally indicative of the presence of rock salt. In the northern part

of the island are several salt caves, notably one t towards the centre of

the island which is entered by a long, low, narrow passage in the face of

a hiU j
it contains a grotto of rare beauty adorned with stalactites and

tracery of the purest white salt. The mouths of some of the caves are

adjoined by piles of stones and metallic substances of various colours whicli

have excited the admiration of more than one visitor ; among them appear

For naval considerations relating to Hanjam, Commanders T. W. Kemp and

H. B. T. Somerville’s report of 20th June 1903 may be consnlted: see the Political

Proceedings of the Government of India for June 1904. Some remarks by Sir L, Dane

and Admiral Atkinson-Willes are given in the same. A tracing of the Hanjaru

anchorage with additional soundings taken in June 1903 is coutaiued in the

Government of India’s Foreign Proceedings for June 1904, and remarks on Hanjam

by Admiral Willes will also be found there. A plan of the anchorage is given as

an inset in Chart No. 2673-2837 A., Persian Qulf, where also a distant view of the

island from the sea will be found. A general report on Hanjam by Lieutenant V, Hunt

is contained in the Ftreign Proceedings of the Government of India for May 1901

;

see also reports by Mr. Lobo, Sir L. Bane and Lieutenant Shakespear in the Foreign

Proceedings for December 1904, June 1904 and March 1905. There is a plan of the

telegraph station in the Proceedings for September 1905.

t Described by Floyer ; see bis XJnenglored BalucUstan, pages 124-6.

HANJAM*
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to be sulphur^ red ocbre and blocks of specular iron o]*e ; the last, on account

of their weight; are used by the fishermen of the island as sinkers foi

their nets. A valley near the western coast, about 800 yards north-west

of the foot of Table Hill, presents another geological curiosity in the form

of clay pillars which stand erect and bear a singularly close resemblance

to the tranks of fossilised date trees. In 1904 two of these pillars, on

being broken open, were found to hold a core or second pillar of flint of

the same length as the first ; and one of the clay pillars contained in

addition a fossilised bivalve shell. The outer clay ease was extremely

hard, but peeled off in layers under the blows of a hammer.*

Climate .—The climate of Hanjam in summer is barely tolerable ; the

heat is terrific and is aggravated during the months of Jime, July aiid

August by the moisture with wliich the atmosphere is laden, by the

assaults of sand-flies and other insects, and, iathe neighbourhood of the

coast, hy the stench of decomposing sea-weed. The rainy season begins

in October and ends in March. In the winter of 1 903-1 904 the fall was
considerable and filled the reservoirs, but for 4 or 5 years previously there

had been very little rain.

Tiera and faitna.—The only self-sown trees are the her an.1

acacia; and grass, even in spring, is only siifiicient to tinge one

or two of the main valleys with a slight shade of green.

In the hills are some wild goats, in reality domestic goats which have
escaped from the villages and their descendants, and the island is now
overrun by hares which were introduced here and on Tunb island about
1 882 by Mr. Ffinch, then Director of the Persian Gulf Telegraphs.

There are no wild carnivora. Birds are not uncommon, especially towards
the open ground at the south-west of the island ; among them are the
kite, hawk, stone-plover, lark, dove and blue-rock pigeon, the latter

inhabiting the eaves and sometimes the deep wells of the island. The
edible oyster is plentiful along the shores, and pearl-oysters also abound.
Sand-flies and other insects exist in myriads and are troublesome at
certain seasons.

Pelegfa^li etation ^'^—Only three points on Hanjam are at present
inhabited. Of these the first is the British telegraph station, which was
re-established at the north end of the island in April 1904 after having

* Mr, B. W. Lobo of the I. E. T. D., on whose excellent accouni. of Hanjam the
greater part of this article is founded, has seen similar freaks of nature at Ormarah on
the coast of Makran.

i A plan of the station and discussion of its boundaries will be found in the
Government of Iodia*s Tolitioal Proceedings for September 1905,
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been in abeyance for 18 years. The buildings are situated on a cliff i

of a mile inland from the north coast of the island; and are only a few yards

to the northward of the plinth which marks the site of the original station.

The staff consists of an Assistant Superintendent and two clerks. On the

south side of the station is a valley of considerable extent and about

550 yards across
; it runs across the island from west to east and contains

two or three wells, the best of which is affected to the use of the

telegraph establishment. Ihe water is about 18 feet from the surface

and varies from sweet to brackish ; advantage has been taken of it to lay

out a small garden and plant some trees.* The northern side of the valley

consists of high cliffS; the lower strata of which are composed ofiShur or

saline matter. A village called Masheh, consisting of a few huts,

stands 300 yards east of the telegraph station and is occupied by native

employes of the Indo-European Telegraph Department who were brought

here from Jashk but were originally natives of Basidu.

lianjam village .—The most populous place on the island is the village

of Hanjam, situated on a stretch of flab open country by the coast on the

south-east side of the island. The plain adjoining it is all under cultiva-

tion. Hanjam is a typical Arab village, comparatively clean and well-built,

and consists of about 200 houses. It possesses 8 or 9 gardens well

stocked with fruit trees and irrigated from w'ells 20 to 25 feet deep which

arc worked by bullocks ;
there are about 1,400 date-palms, and the other

principal crops are wheat, barley, onions and pumpkins. The Arabs of

Hanjam belong to the Bani Yas tribe of the Arabian coast, whence they

are said to have immigrated about 8 generations ago ;
their intercourse

is still chiefly with that coast and particularly with the town of Dibai.

They are manly, independent, intelligent, industrious and extremely

hospitable. They own 36 pearl boats which constitute their principal

means of livelihood ;
the bulk of the male population is absent on the

Arabian pearl-banks every year from June to October, not returning to

the island until they have disposed of their takings to Indian merchants

in Trucial 'Oman or at the pearl mart of Lingeh* The women during the

same season seek employment at Minab and other places as date-pickers

and return to the settlement about the same time as their male relatives.

In summer, consequently, Hanjam village is practically deserted except

by aged caretakers. In winter the men of Hanjam, who are said to

be very dexterous in the use of the harpoon, mostly devote themselves to

*The valley and wells have been miuntely d'escribed by Mr. Lobo ; the

Governmeat of India’s Foreign Proceedings for December 1904
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shark-fishing , but some remain on shore to tend the cold weather crops.

Por shore-fishing the people of Hanjam use a torpedo-shaped fish trap

of wickerwork with one inch meshes and a cone-shaped entrance pro-

jecting inwards from one end ; tliis is sunk at a moderate depth in a

passage between two rocks and is taken out at the end of the day with

such fi.sh as having wandered in have been unable to find their way out

again. To Hanjam village and that of Ghail, mentioned below, belong

7 camels, 40 donkeys, 60 cattle and 400 goats, all of which are allowed
to roam at large over the island. About a mile south of Hanjam village,

in the first series of hills from the coast, are some masonry remains
which the Arabs attribute to the Portuguese.

GAail village—The third settlement is Ghail JUi, an offshoot

of Hanjam village situated on the west coast about 3 miles south-

west of the telegraph station and 3 miles north-west of Hanjam village.

It contains about 30 houses and depends like Hanjam chiefly on pearl-
diving. Here there is a well of excellent water within a few feet
of the sea beach. Pour or five walled gardens have sprung up about
100 yards east of the village ,• in these there are fruit trees, onions and
a few pumpkins and beans. In the gardens are some eight shallow
wells, and between them and the village an artificial lake for storing
rain water has been created by damming up a hollow which passes the
village. The supply of water at Ghail is almost inexhaustible, and
native vessels anchoring between Hanjam and Qishm Island procure
their supply from this place by boat when the tanks at the north end of

the island are empty.

Besides tbe telegraph station and the villages of Hanjam and Ghail
there are now no other settlements on the island ; but traces of former
hamlets exist in more than one place, and in the valley south of the old
telegraph station are the remains of walled plots of cultivation.

Anchorage, etc .—Some idea of the resources and trade of Hanjam has
been given in describing the island and villages. The salt-eaves and pits,
it may be observed, have not been worked in recent years. It lemains to'

add that there is a valuable anchorage, called Masheh bay, between Han-
jam and Qishm ; it is visited by most native vessels proceeding up the
Gulf in order to take water on board, or, in some cases, to obtain shelter
from the Shamal which here blows from the west-south-west. This place
was formerly a rendezvous of pirates and is still occasionally used by
slavers. The anchorage is a double one, lying on both sides of a sandy
spit at the northernmost point of the island, on which a beacon and
high-water mark have recently been erected by the cable ship of the
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Indo-EuropeaD Telegraph Department. The amount o£ the anchorage

sheltered from the prevailing winds is very limited; and the bottom is

hard and a ship is liable to drag her anchor, especially in consequence of

the tides which run strongly during ebb and are said to attain about

8 knots at springs. Vessels drawing about 10 feet can be beached

on the spit. The western part of the anchorage is the better, but it is

partially exposed to the Shamal, to avoid which vessels must change

their position to the other side of the cape. The depth in the anchorage

is about 9 fathoms. Masheh bay is the place where vessels load salt

from the Namakdan mines on Qishm Island for the Calcutta and

other markets ; there being no safe anchorage off Namakdan the

salt is brought here in lighters, a distance of over 20 miles, and

transhipped.

Political principal authority on the island is the

Shaikh of the village of Hanjam, who has hitherto endeavoured, with

some success, to avoid relations with the Persian authorities. No
revenue or tribute is paid by the islanders, and a Persian Customs

post and two Persian flag-staffs at the north end of the island are as yet

the only evidences of Persian sovereignty.

Huim .—No account of Hanjam would be complete which failed to

mention the ruins on the north coast. The principal are two mosques 275

yards apart, of which the eastern seems to have been a Persian construc-

tion and the western stands on a cliff overhanging the sea. On the

northern side of the former, along the beach, extend traces of a settlement

which appears to have consisted of 200 or 300 houses: among the remains

here some copper coins, dating from 113 to 164 years back, have been dis-

covered. Immediately to the south of these ruins is a hollow 250 yards

square containing graves and headstones, and in the vicinity of the

mosque are 9 reservoirs hewn out of the solid limestone rock and lined

with an imperishable hydraulic cement locally called Saruch. The largest

of these reservoirs is 60 feet long, 12 feet wide and 12 feet deep and

has a cyliiidrically vaulted roof of common Gach and stones. The

western mosque appears to have been built with the ordinary maroon-

coloured cement of the island ;
it is also adjoined by reservoirs, 3 ov 4

in number, and by a graveyard which, with the remains of houses

on the hill behind. Indicate that it may have been the nucleus of a

distinct settlement. Aboxit a mile from the village of Ghail are three

blocks of granite, the laorgest weighing several tons, of which the

presence is not in any way accounted for except by a superstitious tale.
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HARB Singular Harbi . A great Arab tribe, mostly nomadiC; found

in the Hijaz province and on the western confines of Na>jd.

Bisinhdion ,—Part reside between Makkah and Madinah within the

basin of the Red Sea, others to the south of Khaibar about the head of

Wadi-ar-Rtnuniah and that of Wadi-al-Hamdh which goes down to

Madmah j
the remainder, with whom we are chiefly concerned; inhabit

the country upon the upper com'se of Wadi-ar-Rummah and the tract

called Hazam-ar-Raji south of it, sometimes pushing as

far east as Dilaimiyah; Ab-ad-Dud and Subaih in Qasim and as

^Aqlah; Balaziyah, Fuwarah and ^Odhaim inJabal ShSilUlunr* Harb

Bedouins are occasionally seen in ^Aridh. Settled Harb are found at

Barrud in Wadi^-as-Sirr, at Zilfi in Sadaii; and at Rghabah in 'Aridh ;

and some of the inhabitants of permanent villages in Qasim claim to be

of Harb descent; especially at Basr, Bukairiyah; •’Ain Ibn-Fahaid; Hamar,

Hilaliyah; Jauh, Qaryah; Quwafah; Muraid Saiyid; Nabhaniyah,

Shaihiyah; Shiqqah; Subaih and Ummahat«az*Ziyabah. The Bedouins

who adjoin the Harb in Najd are the Eataim upon the north; the

Mutair upon the east and the 'Ataibah upon the south-east and south.

Divisions and mmber .—The Harb tribe consists of two main

divisions, the Masruh and the Bani Salim jJU .

The subdivisions of the Masrdh are three, the Bani ^Ali ^ ^

the Bani ^Amr Jh and the Bani-as-Safar I ; these again

are composed of the sections given below."^

Bani ^Ali subdivision of the Masruh,

’Abidah 80^ Karashif

Dahaim Kitimah

Dawairah and

Kalakhah Turafah

The Bani ^Ali appear to lie the furthest to the north and east of the

whole tribe. Some of them are pithless day-sleepers and coffee-

drinkers;*^ some are ultra-religious; others on the contrary are unable to

say their prayers, and not all keep Ramdhan. Some of the Bani ^Ali

pitch their tents in a circle and keep their animals in the middle, an

unusual form of camp among the Bedouins of Central Arabia. The

* Doughty received an almost entirely different statement (II. 613). Possibly the

sections he meniions are those in Hijaz.
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ruling famllj' o£ tlie whole Masruh division belong to a subsection of

the Karashif called Furom .

Bani ’Amr subdivision of the Masruh.

'Atur Sha*afm

Bidarin Shiddah

Ghiyadin ,
and

U3

Sha'ab ' Sillah

Bani-as-Safar subdivision of the Masruh.

*Auf Makhallaf uili-

FaridaH 81^3 Wahob ^3^3

The ^Auf are reputed robbers, especially of pilgrims^ but in reality

only part of the section engage in nefarious practices.

The subdivisioas of the Bani Salim are two only, the Maimun

and the Mizainah • The Bani Salim appear to be as a rule

honest, kindly, hospitable and, for Bedouins, well clad. Their sections

B *;

—

Maimun subdivision of the Bani Salim.

Ahamidab Salaim (Aulad)

Gharban Wasadah

Hanishab and

Jimlab
Zigbaibat cisb^j

Mizainah subdivision of the Bani Salims

'AraimSt
Hawamil

Bisbariyab
Hawazim

C^^3^

Dbawabirah
Husnan

KananiyaK
Nabaitab

Of these the ’Araimat have no camels, but only sheep ; and the

Hawazim, t who are perhaps not true Harb, are taunted by their enemies

* Douglity s account differs considerably from this (II. 512).

T See the footnote to the article on the Awazim.
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with being Sal'ttba or Hataim, and are sometimes described as Ibadhi

in religion like the tribes of the ’Oman Sultanate.

The settled Harb of Zilfi are said to belong to a section called Bani

Hammad ^ .

The numbers of the Harb are difficult to estimate, but those in

Najd may be placed at about 3,500 souls.

livelihood and character ,—The Harb are camel and sheep-owners
j

their camels are nearly all swarthy or black, and some of their sheep are

black also. A number of the tribe are professional robbers and high'waymen,

and others act as escorts to pilgrim caravans passing through their country.

In complexion the Harb are extremely dark, but they have the features

of true Arabs. In religion they are Hanbali Sunnis
; in character and

disposition they seem to vary considerably from section to section j many
of the poorer Harb live among the Hataim, but they abstain from

intermarriage with them. The Harb are not as yet a well-armed tribe
;

their weapons are still for the most part muzzle-loading gims, flint-locks

and spears j such rifles as they possess have been imported through Yanbft’

on the Red Sea.

Political position .—As the greater part of their territory and nearly

all their immovable property are in Hijaz, where they have a number of

fixed villages, the political relations of the Harb with the Turks are

necessarily close. The Bani Salim division aPd the Bani 'Amr sub-

division are subsidised by the Turkish Government in consideration of

their keeping open the various pilgrim routes through the Harb Dii-ah
;

but the subsidy is really paid by the pilgrims in the form of tolls collected

at Makkah by the Turkish authorities on behalf of the Harb. The
Damascus Hajj is severely taxed for this purpose, that from Hail less

so, the Qasim Hajj escapes stiU more cheaply, ajnd that from Riyadh
is altogether exempt. The Harb who live in Najd beyond
effective Turkish jurisdiction were in the beginning tributaries of the
Wahhabi ; but in 1864 they allied themselves to the ’Ataibah, then

hostile to Ibn Sa’ud. In 1878 they were subject to taxation by Ibn
Rashid and used to be periodically collected by his order at Samirah for

military and revenue pm-poses. They have lately returned to their

original allegiance and render annual tribute to the Wahhabi Amir at the
rate of one sheep or goat in every 50 and one dollar in cash on every 5
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camels : the total value of their present annual contribution has not

been ascertained.

A considerable Arab tribe located chiefly upon the boundary, to the HAEiDAN
west of the KaruiX, between Northern and Southern ^Arabistan; a

few are found to the east of the Gargar. Shartagh a few miles to the

east of Kut Nahr Hashim appears to be their principal centre. The

Hardan cultivate wheat and barley ; they also own 300 camels, cattle in

considerable numbers, and large flocks of sheep and goats. The fighting

men of the tribe are reckoned at nearly 700, of whom over 200 are

mounted on horses and 100 or 200 have rifles, and the total number of

souls may be estimated at ^,600. The Hardan pay revenue to the

Shaikh of Muhammareh

.

The following are the divisions of the tribe with some particulars

oonoeming them

Name. Location. Fighting strength. BehJlSES.

'Abiideh

s<>^c

Shartagh, 7 miles

east of Kiit N ahr

Hashim

.

150, of whom 40 are

mounted
Livestock are 50 camels,

100 cattle and 3,000
sheep and goats. The
revenue of the section

is paid through Shaikh
’Anayeh at ITmm-at-
Tamair, who is in

charge of the right

bank of the Karlin
in the ALwaz Dis-
trict.

Haji (A1 Ba)

^ Jl

Among the *Anafl.-

jeh, usually at

Yaqauwiyeh on

the Diz River.

1 60, of whom 30 are

mounted.

This section own 200
cattle and 2,000 sheep
and goats and pay
their levenue through
the ’Anafljeh.

Hardan Shartagh. 200, of whom 60 are

mounted.

The chief Shaikh of the
whole tribe is of ttis

section. They own
200 camels, 200
cattle and 6,000 sheep

and goafs and pay
their revenue in the
same manner as the

’Abtideh section.
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Name. Location. Pighting strflngth. Eemares,

Na ameh (Bani) Kharran, near the

Qadamgah called

Shiraif.

80, of whom 30 are

mounted.

The lands occupied hy
this section are the

property of ’Abdus
Samad, Mujtahid, of

Shushtar and they

pay revenue to him.

Their water is from
wells and they own 10

camels, 200 cattle and

5,000 sheep and goats.

Others of this sec-

tion, as they now
live apart from the

tribe, are not reckoned

to it ;
they are men-

tioned in the article

on the Hawizeh
District.

Shijairat Chiefly about Sidi-

yeh, a place on the

right bank of the

Karun below'

Li'aimi ;
but the

section is a scat-

tered one.

lOOjof whom 30 are

mounted.

The Shijairat have 200
cattle and 3,000 sheep

and goats. Robbery
and theft were for-

merly rife in the

vicinity of their head-
quarters, bub have
decreased since the

Marawuneh tribe

moved into the same
neighbourhood.

Tamitn (Bani) Shartagh. 100, of whom dO are

mounted.

The revenue of the

Bani Tamim is paid

in the Srime manner as

that of the 'Abudeh
sectiou. They have
40 camels, 100 cattle

and 2,000 sheep and
goats.

All the soctioBs of this tribe are dwellers in tents : the only excep-

tions are a very few families who are settled at Kraidi on the Gargat-

HA.EIQ Generally pronounced Harij or Harig ;
a valley in Southern I^ajd

forming a district of the Wahhabi dominions.

Boundaries and physical features.—On the north Hariq is divided

from the district of 'Aridh by Jabal ^Alaiyah j
and on the south it

tw

appears to be bounded hj a range, called Hilaiyah ,
wbicb is
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interposed between it and part of tbe Hautah district. The fall of the

Hariq valley appears to be from west to east^ and its drainage is reported

to join that of Hautah upon its way to Kharj.

Jabal ^Alaiyah, already mentioned, is an important physical feature

connected with this district and with Hautah ; it is uncertain whether it

pertains to the Tuwaiq system or is an isolated range. It is described as

enclosing a basin of which the drainage escapes by a fissure called Sha^ib

^Alaiyah in the eastern side of the mountain ; in the north-western part

of the basin is a locality named Mawan where there are wells 4

fathoms deep and date groves at which Bedouins assemble in the season

to gather the fruit. Jabal ^Alaiyah is reported high and difficult and is

said to contain a number of strongholds, which are called Qaraniyah

or Q.urumyah and are occupied by robber bands

composed of the ofE-seourings of many of the tribes of Arabia. A part of

Jabal ^ Alaiyah apparently projects southwards into the Hariq valley, for

it is crossed immediately after leaving Hariq town on the way from that

place to Dilam in Kharj.*

Communications .—Routes radiate from Hariq town to Dilam in Kharj,

to Hair on Wadi Hanifah, and to the village of Jau-as-Saibtoi which

is described in the article on Dhrumah.

The route to Dilam goes east with a slight southerly inclination j the

journey occupies a caravan 10 or 11 hours and the distance may be about

30 miles. The first 3 hours are spent in ascending and then descending a

portion of Jabal 'Alaiyah ; thereafter the route runs through a plain

where neither villages nor torrent beds are encountered. It is also possible

to go from Hariq to Dilam by descending the Hariq valley to its

junction with the valley of Hautah and thence following the Hautah
valley to Dilam : on this route also no villages are passed.

The route from Hariq to Hair is identical with the first route to

Dilam until the crossing of part of Jabal 'Alaiyah has been effected and

the south-eastern corner of the mountain is reached \ it then diverges

northwards, ^Alaiyah for some time remaining on the left hand. A
waterless stage which is reckoned half way to Hair is reached in 10

caravan hours; it is named Ausat from a hill that adjoins

it on the west. Unless however the road is very winding, it does not

appear that the journey can amount to so much as 60 miles.

* Hariq bas not, so far as is known, been visited by any European traveller* It is

hard, however, to understand how Palgrave reached Kharfah in Aflaj without

apparently passing through either Hariq, or Hautah*
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The route from Hariq to Jau-as-Saibaui runs for 8 hours through

hilly ground., Jabal ^Alaiyah being ou the right hand side of the

traveller, to the hill of Faraishah ;
thence the way continues

westwards for 5 hours over' a level plain to J au^as^Saibani. The times

being those taken by a caravan, the total distance is probably between

30 and 40 miles. At 3 hours short of Jau-as-Saibani on the south side

of the route is Khashm-adh-Dhib which is regarded as the

uorth-westemmost corner of the hills of Hariq and is the furthest

point reached by the torrent of Abaljilat from ^Aridh.

Topography, population and, resources .—The following' is a table

of the principal places in the Hariq district with some particulars con-

cerning them

Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Remarks.

Hariq town About 30 miles west

by nortli of

'Dilamin Kharj.

Population is about
3,000 souls, but a

number of the people

live scattered in the

date gardens. There
are 100 houses of

Euwalab ’Anizah
of the Hazaziuab sec-

tion ; 40 of Sah.til i

20 of Sab ai* of the

Kbatblan section ; 15
of Da-vs^sir ; 10
of Fadhul and 176
of Baui Khadhir.
The Sabai’ are set-

tled in the date

groves to the south-

east. One of the

Qasrs in the middle
of the settlement
is called Mishrag

The date groves are
very extensive and
contain a large num-
ber of trees. The
usual fruits of South-
ernIQajd, including
peaches, are fouul

;

also the usual cereals.

Water is at 16 to 20
fathoms and the well-
lifts are worked by
camels. Livestock
are estimated at 50
horses, 50 donkeys,
600 camels and 300
cattle. There is a
bazaar of about 4')

shops, supplied from
HCasa with piece-

goods and *Ahas,
from Hasa and
Qatar with arms
and ammunition, and
from Yaman with
coffee. The place
contains a number
of upper-storeyod
houses

; timber for
building is obtained
locally and not im-
ported.

Mufaijir A.bout 8 miles east

of Na’am.
46 houses, viz.f 15 of
Hazazinah of the
Euwalah section of
the ^Anizah, 10 of
Sahul and 20 of

inferior tribes.

The water supply and
crops are the same
as at Hariq town,
hut the date planta-
tions are neglected
and the place is going
to decay,
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Name. Position, House aud i nhabitante.

Na'am About 8 miles east
of Hariq town be-
tween the two
routes from Haiiq
town to Dilam
in Kharj.

About 80 houses of
AshrSf and thoir

dependents. The
owners are well-to-

do.

The founder, a on-fcain

Muha m m a d- b i n-
Husain ,:s dead and
the village is in

the possession of his

three sons with their

families and servants.

There are consider-

able date plantations.
Agricultural cor di-

tions are similar to

those pie vailing at

Hariq town.

Sha*ibat In the direction of
Wadi braik, in a
valley from
Haiitah which
goes to Kharj.

A deserted village. There are some wells

at this place.

Wuthailan On a hollow which
runs down from
Jabal ’Alaiyah to

the valley of
Hautah.

Do. There are the remains
of a Qasr and some
untended date gioves,

hut no permanent
habitations which are

at present occupied,

A little wheat is

grown by cultivators

from Hautall. Water
is from a perennial
spring.

Zalal (Qa’-az-)

jsyi gC!

Close to the town of

Hariq on the side

towards Na’am.

Nil. This is a Khabrab
where grass grows
and thei*e is a well.

Cultivators from
Hariq town rulti-

vate wheat here in

the cold weather.

It -will be observed that among the genuine Arab villagers of the

Hariq district ^Anizah of the Ru*walah section predominate, but the

inferior tribes who are grouped together under the designation of Bani

Khadhir are probably moie numerous than they. The whole &ettled

population of the Hariq district probably does not exceed 4,000 souls.

It is believed that Hariq was once more thickly peopled than it is new ;

local opinion attributes the decline to the Egyptian invasions. The

valley is noted for the excellence of its fruits. The revenue which Hariq

at present yields to the V\'ahhabi Amir is estimated at $ 5,000 a

year.
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HAEQUS

HAERAS
(BAND

HASA
LucsOI

or

AHSA

OASIS*

A mere sandbank in the Persian Gulf, situated about 30 miles west

and slightly south of Tarsi island ; it is about ^00 yards in length and

is hardly above the level of high water. There are a few birds. The

ownership of Harqus is undetermined^ never having come into question.

Singular is Harrasi . A Ghafiri tribe in the Western Hajar

district of the Sultanate of 'Oman, Ibadhis in religion : they are

found at Hillat Bani Harras (100 houses) in Wadi Saiuail ;
at Nakhl

(65 houses) and Hibra (40 houses) in Wadi Ma'awal; at ^Awabi,

in Wadi Bani Kharus ;
at Buwairid (25 houses), Mansur (40 houses)

and Jammah (500 houses), in Wadi Para’; and at Fiq in Wadi

Mistal. They algo occur at Taimsa (40 houses), in ’ Oman Proper.

The Bani Harras number about 4^000 souls. The ruling family is

w

called Aulad Thinaiyan ;
the present chief is Khalfan-bin-

Thinaiyan, and the tribal capital is Jammah.

This and the Qatlf Oasis are the only fertile and well watered tracts

in the Sanjaq of Hasa; and of the two the Hasa Oasis, now under con-

sideration, is by far the more valuable and important.

Boimdaries, extent and 'position ,—The Hasa Oasis has its north-

western corner at Jabal Oarat-ar-Eukhan and its south-western

corner at Ja\)al Bu Ghanimah, while its southern boundary runs from

Jabal Bu Ghanimah to Jabal Arba^ and theuce for several miles further

to the east ;
on the remaining sides the borders of the district are not

precisely defined by conspicuous features. With these limits its extent

is about 35 miles from north to south, and its breadth may be taken at 20

miles. The Hasa Oasis is enclosed by the desert tracts of GhllWar on

the west, Kharmah on the south, and Biyadh.on the east and north;

at Jabal Qarat-ar-Eukhan it touches Badd-al-Asis^ and at its oppo-

site or south-eastern extremity it meets Jafurah. The town* of Hofuf^

of which the position is well asoeniained, is situated in the district near its

south-western corner: and ihe eastern border of the oasis approaches

within about 30 miles of the Persian Gulf coast at the port of ^Oqair.

Physical feaUms and climate.—It should be clearly understood that

although the whole is spoken of as Hasa, only a portion of the district

just defined is cultivated or permanently inhabited. The greater part of

* The principal authorities, maps, etc., relating to this tract are included among those

mentioned in the first tootnote to the title of the article on the Hasa Sanjaq.
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it is in fact merely desert except, perhaps, between Qaran and '’Ayun,

where it is marshy. The chief block of cnltivation is in the sonth, to

the east of the towns of Mubarraz and Hofuf ;
it does not extend mneh

further north than the first of these, and southwards it hardly reaches

beyond the second and does not cross to the south of the Hofuf-Jishshah

road until near Bab-al-Jafar
;
its extreme length from west to east does

not exceed miles. Besides this block there are 2 or 3 detached areas

of cultivatioh, but in comparison with it they are insignificant ; and,

when in the following paragraphs mention is made of limits of cultivation,

the phrase is to be taken as referring to the limits of the main block. Of

the cultivated areas the nearest to the main block is one which adjoins

the west side of Sha^abah ; it is separated from the cultivated country to

the south of it by a narrow belt of stony, waste land, across which water

for irrigation is brought in deeply-dug channels. This patch is about

2 miles north of Mubarraz ;
and 2 miles further, in the same direction,

a somewhat larger one occurs which contains the villages of Matairafi,

Jalaijilah, Qaran and Qarain and fpossesses springs of its own. The

lands of “^Ayun village compose the largest and most isolated of the minor

cultivated areas, for they cover a space of perhaps 4 square miles and the

nearest part of them is about 15 miles north of Mubarraz ; in oonnectiorr

with these may be mentioned a small patch of cultivation at Qattax’-

which is 6 miles further to the northward but belongs to the same owners

as ^Ayun.

The hills of Qarat-ar-Rukban, Bu Ghanimah and Arba', inasmuch

as they lie on the borders of the oasis and are common to it and other

districts, are described in the general article on the Hasa Sanjaq. Emi-

nences actually included within the district are few and unimportant.

The nearest to Hofuf is a mound called Abul Kubari about

miles north-east of the town; and the largest is Jabal Qarah, which

lies 6 miles east-north-east of Hofuf, covers a considerable area, and has

at its base upon difiEerent sides the villages of Qarah, Dalwah,

Taimiyah and Tuwaithir : Jabal Qarah consists, partly at least, of sand

stone rocks weathered into fantastic shapes, and it contains roomy caves

which are used as dwellings in the hot weather. The only hill of im-

portance besides Jabal Qtoh is Jabal Buraijah also called

Jabal Sha’abah ;
it is a high ridge running eastwards for perhaps a mile

from the village of Sha'abah which is situated at the foot of it. Mention

may also be made of some hillocks a mile to the south-east of Jishshah

which are known as Talul-ad-Duwwar.

The aqueous features of the oasis, such as springs, streams and lakes
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it is in fact merely desert except, perhaps, between Qaran and ^Ayiin,

where it is marshy. The chief block of cultivation is in the south, to

the east of the towns of Mubarraz and Hofuf ;
it does not extend much

further north than the first of these, and southwards it hardly reaches

beyond the second and does not cross to the south of the Hofuf-Jishshah

road until near Bab-al-Jafar
;
its extreme length from west to east does

not exceed 12 miles. Besides this block there are 2 or 3 detached areas

of cultivation, but in comparison with it they are insignificant ; and,

when in the following paragraphs mention is made of limits of cultivation,

the phrase is to be taken as referring to the limits of the main block. Of

the cultivated areas the nearest to the main bloch is one which adjoins

the west side of Sha^abah
;

it is separated from the cultivated country to

the south of it by a narrow belt of stony, waste land, across which water

for irrigation is brought in deeply-dug channels. This patch is about

2 miles north of Mubarraz ;
and 2 miles further, in the same direction,

a somewhat larger one occurs which contains the villages of Matairafi,

Jalaijilah, Qaran and Qarain and fpossesses springs of its own. The

lands of ^Ayun village compose the largest and most isolated of the minor

cultivated ai’eas, for they cover a space of perhaps 4 square miles and the

nearest part of them is about 15 miles north of Mubarraz ; in connectiorr

with these may be mentioned a small patch of cultivation at Qattar.

which is 6 miles further to the northward but belongs to the same owners

as ^Ayun.

The hills of Qarat-ar-Rubban, Bu Ghanimah and Arba’, inasmuch

as they lie on the borders of the oasis and are common to it and other

districts, are described in the general article on the Hasa Sanjaq. Emi-

nences actually included within the district are few and uninaportant.

The nearest to Hofuf is a mound called Abul Kubari about

miles north-east of the town; and the largest is Jabal Qarah, *^‘5 which

lies 6 miles east-north-east of Hofuf, covers a considerable area, and has

at its base upon different sides the villages of Qarah, Dalwah,

Taimiyah and Tuwaithir : Jabal Qarah consists, partly at least, of sand

stone rocks weathered into fantastic shapes, and it contains roomy caves

which are used as dwellings in the hot weather. The only hill of im-

portance besides Jabal Qarah is Jabal Buraijah also called

Jabal Sha’abah ; it is a high ridge running eastwards for perhaps a mile

from the village of Sha^abah which is situated at the foot of it. Mention

may also be made of some hiHocks a mile to the south-east of Jishshah

which are known as Talul-ad-Duwwar.

The aqueous features of the oasis, such as springs, streams and lakes

are noticed in thd paragraph bolow on irrigation.
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The elevation of Hasa above the sea has not been observed ; but it

is certainly not great. The general slope of the oasis, to judge from

the flow of the springs, is downwards from west to east ; but in the

northern portion, to the south of '’Ayun, there appears to be a descent

northwards as well as eastwards. The soil is light and inclines to

sandiness ;
but, though barren saline patches occur arbitrarily here and

there, it is generally fertile. A multitude of springs exist, all of which

are more or less warm and some of which are extremely hot ; they prob-

ably represent, along with those of Qatif and Bahrain, the drainage

of Najd eastwards which disappears on reaching the Dah^nah desert.

Running waters fed by the springs abound, especially on the east side

of Hofuf; in places the roads run upon embankments through deep^

saturated country ;
and in some localities there are marshes and large

stagnant ponds, the most notable being Birkat-al-Asfar.

Natural grass is plentiful in spring ; reeds and rushes grow in the

swamps ; and among wild trees the tamarisk and the Sidar or her are

the most common.

The climate of the Hasa Oasis is not favourable to physical activity

or to health, but it is colder, drier and less relaxing than that of Qatif

or Bahrain.

Pojuoldtion .—The people of the Hasa Oasis are partly nomads and

partly settled townsmen and villagers. The Bedouins are dealt with

elsewhere in the article on the Hasa Sanjaq, and here we have only to do

with the fixed inhabitants, who are called in Arabic Hasawiyah .

Among the Hasawiyah little stress is laid on tribal divisions, and the

principal distinction observed is that of I’eligion, between Shi^ahs and

Sunnis. The total sedentary population of the oasis, the towns of

Hofuf and Mubarraz being included, may be placed at 67,000 souls, of

whom 25,000 (three-fourths Sunnis) inhabit the town of Hoffif and

8,500 ffom’- fifths Sunnis) that of Mubarraz. Of the 63,500 persons

living in the 35 other towns and villages of the oasis, it appears that

almost exactly | are Shi^ahs and J Sunnis
; but the Sunnis generally

preponderate in the larger of these country places. Both sects have

schools at Hofuf, and the Sunnis have small schools in some of

the larger villages as well, hut the Shi’^ahs have none outside of the

capital.

It may be naentioned, notwithstanding the unimportance in Hasa of

differences other than those of religion, that most of the Shi'^ahs probably
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belong to tbe race known as Bakarinall, being so regarded by tlie people

of Qatif and Bahrain though notj perhaps^ so styled by themselves
;
and

that among the Sunnis there are iaclnded a few of the cla* s called

Huwalah- The Baharinah, notwithstanding the name and their

undoubted racial identity with the original inhabitants of Bahraini as

proved by the existence among them of some of the same family divisions,

appear to be indigenous to Hasa and not to be immigTants even of old

standing. There are a few Jews in the oasis who have come from

Turkish ’Iraq since the Turkish occupation of Hasa; and it is said that

a Sabian community once existed, but if so it has now disappeared,

Negro slaves are fairly numerous and for statistical purposes have not

been distinguished from their owners, whose form of religion—whether

Shfah or Sunni—they usually follow.

It is reported that in the villages of the oasis nearly every male adult

possesses a rifle.

Inhalited places.—The following is an alphabetically arranged list of

the principal towns, villages and nomad camping grounds in Hasa :

—

Name. Position, Nature and inhabitants, UnukBKS.

tn r’a n - a 1 - 2 iles north-east A village of 200 Also called Hautah
Jantibl yah by north of Jisb-

shah.
houses of Shi'ahs, This village is

on the eastern edge
of the cultivated por-

tion of the oasis, or

just outside it.

Am rau-ash-
Sbamalljah

Immediately north A village of 350 Tbe village lands areir-

rigated by wftterfrom
the Haqal spring.

of Amran-al-
Jantibiyah.

houses of Sbi'ahs.

AqSr 2 miles west-njrth- A village of 40 Tbe water supply for

irrigation of the
village is from the

Khadud spring.

west of Jisbshah,
on the north side
of the Jishshah-
Hofuf road.

houses of Sunnis.

Aytin 20 miles north of
Hofuf.

A town of 600 houses

of Sunnis.
The northernmost
settlement in the
Hasa Oasis and a

place of some impor-
tance ; it is surround
ed by a deeu moat and
is the headquarters of
a Nabiyah, but there
is no bazaar. Ayun
receives much of tbe
surplus water of the
-^asis from the south-
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Nature and inhabitants.

Battaliyah

Daiaiqiyah (Qasr
ad-)

3 miles east- north-

east of Mubar*
raz.

5 miles south by
west of Jishshah
and ^ a mile
north of Jabal
Arba*.

A village of 325
houses of Shi*ahs.

A small fort-like

enclosure contain in

g

10 houses of noo-
Bedouin A rabs.
There is no garri-
son, either police or
military.

ward ; and the moat,
which is generally
dry, can easily be filled

in timss of danger.
The cultivation at
Qattar, mentioned
below, belongs to
Aytin.

Irrigation is from
the Harah and
Jauhariyah spidngs

,

of which the former
rises close to the
village.

The building has 4
,bastioned corners and
a gate on the north
side. There are 2 or
3 springs and perhaps
3,0L)0 date trees ; but
the place lies outside
the southern limit of
cultivation.

Dalwah At the south end A village of 225
of Jabal Qarah, bouses of Shi’ahs.
31 miles west-
north-wqst of
Jisbshab.

For irrigation this

place depends on the
surplus water of vari-

ous other villages.

Fudhul Adjoins tb^ Jish- A village of 260 There is flowing
shah-Hofuf road booses, mostly of water, but little
on the south side Sunnis. cultivation except ofon the south side
at a point 3 miles
from Jishshah
and 6 from Ho-
ftif.

cultivation except of
dates.

Gharabi I 4^ miles east-south- A well and camping The place is sutround-
east of AyUn. ground visited by ed by desert.

Bedouins.

Ghuwaii

and
Ghuwajiyah

& *

About 16 milos
north of Jisbshab
and 11 miles south-
east by east of

Ayun.

Two wells close to-
gether ou the border
of Biyadh.

Halailah 6 miles north-east A village of 330
of Hofuf, just houses of Shi ’ah s,

withiu the north-
ern^ limit of culti-

vation.

Water for irrigation is

from the Haqal
spring. The Dairat-
as-Saniyah has rice

lands here.
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Position. Nature and inhabitants.

Hamadali ('Aqalat About a mile south

“r .. „ ot Naslat Bq
- &IiLc GhaHimah and a

short distance to
the west of Sarat-
al-Ka§ht.

A. Bedouin camping
ground with wells.

Hautah

Hazam

Hofuf
0^1

Jafar (Bab-al-)

J alaijilah

On the west of, A Bedouin camping
and immediately ground,
adjoining, the Sa-
hud fort near
Mubarraztown. .

Near the south-
west corner ofc* the
oasis and ahont 40
miles south-west
by west of 'Oqair
Port on the
coast.

5 miles east-north-

east of Hofuf
and a short dis-

tance from the
western foot of

Jahal Qarah.
Immediately south
of the Jishshah-
Hofuf road at a
point? 1 mile west
of Jishshah.

$ miles due north

ofHoftif.

A large walled. village

of 360 houses

;

about half the
people are Shi’ahs

and half Sunnis.

150 bouses of Shi’-

ahs.

See ^Amran-al-Janu*
biyah above.

I

Numbers of the poorer
Bedouins of the
*Ajman, Dawasir,
Bani Hajir and 11
Morrab are to be
found here in the hot
weather. In summer
as many as 1,500
tents may be counted
at this place, but in
winter not cue
remains.

See article Hofuf.

A village of 200
houses of Shi’ahs.

Irrigation is by a
channel from the
Khadud spring. The
Dairat-as-Saniyah has
rice lands here.

This place is the

headquarters of a

Nahiyah aud there is

land here under the
management of the
Dairat-as-San i y a h •

The lauds of the

village are watered by
a channel from the

Saqal spring,
^
but

those of the Dairat*

as-Sanlyah lands by
one from the Barabar
spring. There is a
post here of 50
mounted and 10
unmounted Dhabiti*
yahs.

This village stands

in the centre of A
detached area of cul^

tivation which it

shares with the other

villages of Matairafi,
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Name.

Jisi*5}iab

Jiiwathah
^Masjid)

Kaczan

Kalabiyah

Ejuwaimi (Qasr-

al*)

Manaizlah

dL/VfL*

Position.

9 miles dne Ts'est

of HofUf on the

route from Hofuf
to ’Ogair Port,

and situated on
the eastern limit

of cultivation or

just outside it.

2 miles north-north-

east of Halailah

be3'ond the north-
ern limit of

cultivation.

10 miles north-
east of Hofuf
and 5 miles north
of Jabal Qarah.

1 mile north-west
of Halailah.

1 mile east of

Hoftif at the
south side of the
road to Jishshah.

On the north side
of the Jishshah

-

Hoftif road at a
. point 3 miles west
of Jishshah.

Nature and inhabitants.

A town of 400 houses.

The people are

Sunnis with a small

proportion of Shi’-

ahs. Some of the
Sunnis are settled

Pani_ Khalid of
the A1 Jabur sec-

tion.

An ancient village

site.

A well and Bedouin
camping ground.

A village of 250
I

houses. About two-
thirds of the people
are Sunnis and the
remainder Shi’ahs :

some of the Sunnis
are BanJ Khalid
of the A1 Miqdam
section.

A fort occupied by
Turkish troops and
police, namely, it

would seem, a
quarter of a bat-
talion of regular
infantry and 25
mounted Dhahitiy-
ahs.

A village of 225
houses, mostly of
Shi*ahs.

Behauks.

Qarain, Qaran and
Shaqiq. There are
rice lands here under
the Dairat-as-Saniyah*

The inhabitants mostly
either cultivate dates
or own camels on
which they carry
goods for hire bet-

ween^Oqair Port and
Hofuf. Good water,
grass, fuel and other
supplies are obtain-
able, but there are no
shops. Jishshah is

the first stage on the
way from Hofuf to

*Oqair when the
journey is performed
in 4 stages.

Here are a spring
and the ruins of a
iDOsque which is

locally believed to
have been one of the
first 3 ever built by
Muhammadans.

This place is situated
on the northern
border of cultivation.

The land connected
with the fort is

watered by the
Luwaimi spring.

Jabal Qsrah rises

about 1 mile to the
north of this village.

The Dairat-as-Saniyah
has rice lands here.
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Kature and inhabitants.

Maqdam

Markaz

y^'

Matairafi

Mazawi

Mubarraz

Na’am (Bani)

Kahu (Bani)

Midway betvveen

Kalablyah and
Halailah.

^ a mile north-west
of Jishshah.

A village of 100
h on s e B, mostly
of Shi’ahs.

A village of 325
houses. About half

of the people are

Sunnis and the other
half Shi’ahs.

f of a mile south- A village of 125
south-west of Ja- houses of Shi’ahs.

laijilah, in the

same detached
area of cultiva-

tion.

2 miles north-west A village of 60 houses
by west of Jish- of Shi’ahs.

shah.

Situated on the north-

ern verge of cultiva-

tion.

The plantations of this

place are watered by

channels frono the

Khadtid and Haqal
springs. There is a

post here of 25
mounted and 10 un-
mounted Dhabiti-

3 ahs.

The Huwairah spring
rises a few hundred
yards west of this

place, which is also

supplied with water
for irrigation by
the Umm -al-Lif

spring. There are

lands here belonging
to the Dairat-as-
Saniyah,

Cultivation depends
on the Haqal spring.
At this village too

are Saniyah rice

lands.

See article Mubar*
raz.

A village of 200 The Nasairlyah spring

houses of Shi’ahs. rises close to the east

side of this village

and irrigates its

fields.

A hamlet of 20 This place has de-

houses of Shi’ahs. dined greatly, hut
it is still irrigated

and some date plant-
ations remain. The
Haqal, Umra -al-Lif,

Qasaibab, Luwaimi
and Barabar springs
are situated in a
cluster between it

and Hoftif ; and
the Mansur spring
rises immediately to
the south-east of it.

6 miles north-east A village of 300 Jahal Qarah rises

by east of Hofuf. houses of Shi’ahs. immediately behind
this village, on its

south-east side.

2 miles north of

Hoftif.

On the north side

of the Hofuf

-

Jishshah road at

2^ miles from
Hofuf.

1 mile east of

Hofuf and a

short distance to

the noith of

the Hofuf-Jish-
shah road. !
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ITame. Position. Natare and inhabitants. Bemaees.

Qarain a mile south-east

of Qarao.

A village of 130
houses of Sbl’ahs.

This place is situated

in the same detached

area of cultivation

as Jalaijilah.

Qaran 1 mile north- east

of Jalaijilah.

A village of 120
houses of Shi*ahs.

Jabal Qarah rises im*
mediately behind this

village, on its south-

east side.

Qasr-ash-Sharqi At the south side

of the Hofuf-
Jishshah road, 4
miles due east of

Hofiif.

A fort occupied hy a

Turkish garrison

which consists ap-

parently of a quarter

of a battalion of

regular infantry and
26 mounted Dhahi-
tiyahs.

Til is post is also

known as Qasr Oha*
saibah and

as Qasr-al-Wajaj

Eamailah
1

1 mile nort-h-north-

east of Jishshah,
just ’within the
eastern limit of

cultiyation.

A village of iOO
houses. The peo-

ple are mostly
Sln’ahs.

Ruqaiqali 1 mile south of

Hoftif and per*

haps somewhat to

westward.

A large camping
ground always oc-

cupied by Bedouins-

of the poorer class ;

of these about 600
families are per-

manently resident

and 1,000 more
are added to

their number in

the hob weather.

Dawasir, ’Aj-

maTij Al Morraii,
Bani Hajir,
SatLul, Mutair,
Sabai*, ’Ataibah
and Qabtan are all

found here;

The name is^ pro-

nounced Rujaijah

and even Riigaijab.

Water is from pits.

The permanent re-

sidents grow barley

in winter in the

surrounding desert.

Saibat

J^bUaJI

1 mile west-north-
west of Jishshah.

A village of 100
houses ; the peo-

ple are mostly
SbVahs.

««.

S lia*abalr 4 miles north-
'north-east of
Mubarraz at

the western end
of Jabal Burai-
jah,

- ,,i

A village of 150
houses of Shl’abs.

The cultivated lands

of this village, which
stretch from it

south-westwards for
’ a couple of miles or
more, are separate

both from those of
the main block and
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Name. Position, Nature and inhabitants.

Shaharin 1 mile south-west
of Jahail.

A hamlet of 20 houses
of Shiahs.

Shaqiq f of a mile south-

east of Matairafi.

A village of 100
bouses. Half the
people are Shi’ahs

and the other half

Sunnis.

Siyairah miles north of

Jisbshab.
A village of 160
bouses, mostly of

Shi*ah8.

Taimiyah ^ miles north-west
of Jisbshab, at
the south-eastern

corner of Jabal
Qilrah.

A village of 225
houses of Shi’ahs.

Taraf 1 mile south-west
of Jisbshab.

A village of 450
;

houses. The bulk
of the people are

Sunnis ; a small pro-

portion are Sbi’abs.

Thanain (Abu)

a;'

4 miles south-east
of Hofuf.

A Bgdouin camping
ground with wells.

Thaqbah 2 miles west of
Hofuf and per-
haps slightly to
southward.

Do.

Thur (Abu) 2 miles north by
west of Jishshah,.

A village of 40 houses
of Shi'ahs.

Traibil Closely adjoining

Jahail and to the

south-east of it.

A village of 60 houses
of Sbl’ahs.

Tuwaithir^ 4 miles north-west

of Jisbshab, at

the foot of Jabal
Qarah on its east

side towards the

north end.

A village of 260
houses of Shi*ahs.

Eemases.

also from those of

the area surrouding
Jalaijilah. Irriga-

tion water is brought
across the interven-
ing waste from the
springs of Harah
and Jauhariyah.

water supply, hut
the population is

nevertheless small.

The Dairat-as-Sanijah
has lands here on
which rice is grown.
Shaqiq is in the

same group with
Jalaijilab, etc.

Irrigation is by chan-
nels from the Khadud
and Haqal springs.

on the Barabar spring.

Surrounded by desert.

Do.

The supply of water

for irrigation is

brought from the

Khadud spring.
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The houses of the Hasa oasis are built chiefly of suu-dried bricks and

mud and the villages have walls and gates ;
but in most places there is also

a proportion of huts outside the village wall. The villages are genei-ally

hidden away in date groves and gardens. Except in the town of Hofuf,

where there are wells, water for drinking is generally taken from the

springs which irrigate the date groves.

Irrigaiion .—The most remarkable features of the oasis are unques-

tionably its water supply and the utilisation of the same for agricultui-e.

Reference has already been made to the warm springs which break out

here and there all over the sui-faee of the country, sometimes singly and

sometimes in groups ; and a table is now subjoined showing the names,

positions and characteristics of the moi-e important, and of certain lakes

and channels which are connected with them :

—
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Name. Posit ioo.

Iblal I

Jlbl

jess than one mile to the i

south-east o£ Hofiif
i Spring of wh:ch the surplus

waters are tributary to Salaisil.

Jabariyah J

w
Between the villages of Bani i

Nahu and Bani Na’am,
rather nearer to the latter.

i large spring which is one of

feeders of SalaisiL

Jamal (Umm-al-)

JU^I (,1

A. few hundred yards east of

Hofiif, between the Haqal

and Khadud springs.

...

Jauhariyah

Jazlrab

Close to the south-west side

of Battaliyah village.

In a garden of the same

name about 1 mile south-

west of Hofiif.

A spring of which the water
reaches to Sha’abab.

A double spring of which the

suiplus waters fall in to Salaisil.

Kasbt
(Sarat-al-)

About 1 mile north west of

Hofiif and the same soutb-

west of Mubarraz.

A large shallow lake near the

western side of the oasis ; it

receives the water of several

springs. In the hot weather

the lake dries up, and in the

process of doing so its waters

become undrinkably salt.

Khadtid

1

A few hundred yards east

of Hofiif and tbe_ same

west of Bani Nabu village.

A large spring of which the

waters benefit the villages of

Jabail, Traibil, ’Aqar, Taimiyah
and Markaz.

Kbaraitaii (Umm)
w

Lit' (Umm-al-)

uo^l'l

Luwaimi

Ma.bz\’ (Birkat Um;n
al-)

IM

'iSjJ

Just outside Hofiif on the

north-east side.

Immediately to the north-

east of the Khadud spring.

Immediately to the east of

the Barabar spring.

- Several miles east of the

town of *Ayun.

A large spring which is among
the feeders of Salaisil.

Do.

' A large spring, from which the

lands about Qasr-al-Luwaimi
are irrigated.

) A lake which receives the super-

abundant Wdtei*s of the northern
part of the Hasa oasis. From
the side of ’Ayun it is fed by
a channel called Maqta*-al-

Mahza’, which flows about 10
feet broad and varies in depth
with the season of the year, hut
is said to be sometimes impass-

able.

Mansur A short distance to tb(

south-east of Bani Nahi

village and rather mor(

than 1 mile east of Hofuf

3 A spring from which is irrigated

1 a part of the lands of Hofuf
3 town.
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Name. Position. Ee MASKS,

M arjan Just outside Mubarraz
town, at its south-west
corner.

Also called 'Ain-as-Saiyid

A spring from
which the people of Mubarraz
obtain drinking water.

Mishaitijah
Ul

Abnat 1 mile south-east of

Hofuf.
A spring.

Nadharah
Close to the south-west
corner of Mubarraz
town.

There was formerly a village here

called ’Ain Nadharah, but it has
disappeared. The plantations

still exist and are tended by
people of Mubarraz and
Hofuf.

Najm ('Ain*an-) About If miles west of
Mubarraz, near the tip

t)f Naslat Bu Ghanlmah.

A hot sulphur spring ; the water
Is clean, beneficial in cutaneous
diseases, and can also he used
for irrigation. A dome which
covered the iJpring was de*
stroyed in 1862 by the Wahha*
bis.

NaqairSt (Kliisat

or Saba’)
miles east of Jishshah. A small well-like spring. It is

not applied to irrigation.

Kasairlyah
(M

On the east side of Bani
Na’ani village, immediately
adjoining it.

A spring watering the lands of
Bani Na'am village.

Qasaibab

dAjUOJ

Immediately north of the

Luwaimi spring.
...

Qatt§.r About 6 miles north of the

town of 'Ayun.

' A spring of which the waters do
not reach very far. The land
adjoining it belongs to the
people of ’Ayun, who grow
wheat and rice in it ; when the
Bedouins are on the war path,
however, it is allqwed to lie

fallow.

Saba (ITiniJQ)
m

r'

J a mile south of the village

of Mataiiafi) and the same
distance west of that of

Shaqlq.

A large and very hot spring.
From its basin, 60 feet in dia-
meter, 7 streams radiate in
different directions ; it owes
its name to this circumstance.
Some old masonry work and
thick vegetation surround the
pool. The water of 17mm Saba'
is distributed among the villages

of Mataifafi, Shaqiq and Qarain
and reaches to 'AyUD.
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Name. Position. E.eMab:ek.

Saiyid ('Ain-a8-) See Maijan above.

Salaisil

Sarah

It begins a mile east of

Hoftif on the north side

of the Bani Nahu village.

A rivei’-like torrent formed by the

commingling of the surplus

waters of many springs.^ At
first it dows east in a single

obannel, has a strong current,

and is 30 to 40 feet wide and
very deep ; as it passes Bani
Na’am village, however, on the

north side, it divides into two
branches known as !Nahr Salaisil

and Nahr Dughani Of

these the latter, which is the more
southerly, waters all the south-

eastern villages of the Hasa
Oasis ; it appears to be about 10

feet broad and 2 or 3 feet in

. depth. Nahr Salaisil on the

other hand passes close to the

south of Jabal QSvah, and
brajiches of it even run round
that hill to Halailah and other

villages ;
so much of its water as

is not expended in irrigation

finds its way into the Birkat-al-

Asfar.

5 miles east-south-east

Jishshah.
of A spring which may b6 taken as

marking the south-easternmost

limit of the Hasa oasis. A
few date trees adjoin it and a

village is said to have existed

formerly.

Ta’adhid 1 mile east of Hofaf. A spring.

Za*ablah B

aJjUjj

miles east of EEofuf. Do.

The irrigation channels leading from the springs to’ the fields eon-

timially cross one another by means of aqueducts, and the result is a

very complex network of waterways. Each spring, is the separate pro-

perty of one or more villages. The water seems to be ample for the

cnltvated land, and much of it even runs to waste. Each plot of
^

land

Viaa hgji fr6m tiiUe immemorial a regular water supply from a particular

spring attached to it, which is reckoned by hours of flow ; the distri-

bution of water consequentljr follows that of land and not hereditary tribal-
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snares or any other scheme of division. Water rights cannot be sold

apart from land, for the two are indissolubly connected and are necessa-

rily transferred together. The water is not subject to taxation, being

X’egarded as Mai Allah or a natural benefaction free to all who are

landholders. Small striped or speckled fish exist in the streams.

AgriculUire and livestocX;^—The cultivated parts of Hasa are a mass

of date plantations interspersed with rice fields : every village possesses

some date groves. The dates are the most valuable product of the oasis

and are considered by the Arabs of the Persian Gulf to be the best in

the world, superior to those of Basrah and ^Oman ; about J are of the

most esteemed variety styled Khalas, and ^ are of the kind called EazaiEi.

The average annual date crop of the Hasa oasis has been estimated

at 51,000 tons. Besides dates some rice is cultivated ; also lucerne

and a sour grass ”—possibly a sorrel—called Rashaidi .

Wheat and barley are raised, part of the barley being grown in

winter, without irrigation, in the desert portions of the oasis whei*e

there are semi-]3ermanent Bedouin encampments ; but the cereals

produced are not sufficient even for local consumption. Sugar and

indigo are not seen. The fruits of the oasis include the citron, peach,

apricot, fig, pomegranate, grape, sweet lime and sour lime : and there

are also common vegetables such as radishes, onions and garlic, but

both fruits and vegetables are of poor quality.

The chief domestic animals are cattle, sheep, donkeys, horses and

camels : despite the swampy character of the country and its political con-

nection with Turkish ^Iraq there are no buffaloes. Cattle are abundant,

and there is said to be on the average a cow to every house ; but sheep,

which belong chiefly to the Bedouins, are not so plentiful as in Najd.
Tte doukeys, which are in possession of the villagers, are estimated to

number about 8,000 of the famous white Hasa breed and about 10,000
of ordinary breeds. Horses owned by villagers are about 100.

Commitnications, transport and supplies.—The Twnin routes which
traverse the Hasa Oasis are described in the article upon the Hasa Saujaq.
Here it may be added that travellers proceeding northwards from Hofuf
do so by way of ’Ain Hamadah and the Barr or desert to the westward,
avoiding the cultivated country.

Reliable estimates of the transport and supplies available in the oasis
are not available, but- a rough indication of the nature and extent of
;ts resources is contained in the foregoing paragraphs.
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Manufacturer^ trade^ civil administration and military arrange-^

ments .—These subjects are dealt with in the article on the Hasa Sanjaq

except the trade in dates^ the nature of which is explained by the follow-

ing table

Quantity in tons. Disposal. UEHj-nKs.

3,000 Exported to Jiddah ma> ’Oqair The passage from *Oqair to

Port and Basrah. Basrah is hy sailing boat. On
this route there is a saving in

transhipment dues.

1,000 Exported to Jiddah vi& Bahrain.
|

...

5,000 Exported to Bahrain. For local consumption in

Bahrain.

2,000 Exported to Qatar. For local consumption in Qatar.

40,000 Locally consumed in the Hasa oasis,

sold to Bedouins, or exported

overland to Najd, Kuwait, etc.

• ••

None of the dates exported from the Hasa Oasis are boiled dates^

A detached province of the Turkish Empire^ situated on the coast of

Eastern Arabia between the Kuwait Principality on the north and the

promontory of Qatar and the Jafurah desert on the south ; on the east

it is bounded by the sea, and on the west by the tract known as

Summan. The official designation of this province among the Turks—

^

at least until tiie Ottoman occupation of a part of the true Najd in

1905—was Sanjaq of Najd/'

* The region dealt with in this article being in some respects a territorial unit it was

necessary to give it a specific name for the purpose of separate description. Without

such an article no general vievy of this part of Eastern Arabia in its physical aspect

could have been sei before the rpader, nor could the Turkish administration of th&

scattered localities in which representatives of the Porte are actually stationed have

been presented in any intelligible light. Moreover, it would have been impossible to

deal satisfactorily with the main routes which traverse this piece of country ; and

more than 20 articles in the Gazetteer, dealing with the tracts of which it is composed,

would have remained uncorrelated to one another. ..

The term ** Hasa SaujSq *’
is not unobjectionable, but it seems to be the least

unsuitable that can be suggested : the only possible alternative is Eastern Arabia

phrase at once too comprehensive and too vagme. Each component of the name

Hasa SnnjaJJ.*’ io b^blc to criticism, the first component because th^ Turks call their

HASA
L.Ji

SANJAQ *
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Boundaries and natural divisions, —On the north the boundary of

the Sanjaq begins at Jabal M mlfah upon the coast and runs inland

westwards to the Na^airiyah hdl ; then, changing its direction to south-

westjit pa'=?ses by the ^Udumat hill to the north end of the Abu Dhahair

ridsre. The western boundary is marked by Jabal-al-TaS throughout

the length of that range, and beyond by aline joining the south end oO

Jabal-al-Taff to Jau-ad-Dukhan. From Jau-ad~Dukhan the boundary

runs fir-t north-east by Q'lsur Bin-'^Ajlan to the south-eastern corner

of the Hasa Oasis; then eastwards ; and finally south-eastwards to the

foot of Salwa bay.

province the * Sanjaq of Najd,*’ while the Arabs do not admit the Hpplicability of the

term Hasa ” to anything hut the small oasis so styled, and the second component
because it seems to suggest that the Turki have effectively occupied the entire region

in question. The former of these objections ^to Hasa ”) does not carry nauch weight

;

for, the existence of a Turkish Sanjaq in Eastern Arabia being admitted and the

Turkish name*' Sanjaq of Najd being rejected for obvious reasons, it is clearly best

that the Sanjaq should be called after its headquarters and most valuable constituent

district—the oasis, namely, ot Hasa. The second objection (to ‘‘ Sanjaq *’) has
perhaps more force ; hut it must he remembered that, while on the one hand the Turk-
ish occupation is not at present effective except in the oases of Hasa and Qatif, at

’Oqair Port and on the islands of Tartit, Musallamiyali and Jinnah, on the
other hand there are strong reasons for regarding the whole of the region under dis-

cussion as subject to Turkish influence and even authority. The Turks themselves

claim the sovereignty of the whole, and the validity of their title to the country north

of *Oqair Port bus been allowed by the British Government; while to the south

of that place, though called in question, it has not been explicitly denied. The Turks
also subsidise the ‘ Ajinan, Bani Hajir, Bani Khalid and Al Morrah tribes, who
together occupy the whole of the country except the two oa^'es and Tarut Island, and
maintain by their means a system of postal communications outside the oases. Within
the limits of what we have called the “Hasa Sanjaq,** for the last 30 years, the

political relations of those tribes have been exclusively with the Turkish Government.
The political status of the region (other than the oases, ’Oqair Port and the

islands) somewhat resembles that of parts of the tribal territory between the adminis-
trative border of British India and the frontier of Afghanistan, where the political

suzerainty of Great Britain is proved, not by administrative^ occupation, but by
the payment of subsidies and by tbe occasional employment of military force. In other

words, trwcts such as Biyadh and Gtiuwar seem to belong to the jurisdiction of tbe
Mutasarrif at Hofnf in much the same manner as tbe Afridi and Mahsud countries

belong to the jurisdiction of the Chief Commissioner at Peshawar.
Such information relating to the Hasa Sanjaq as was available in 1904 was thrown

by tbe writer into the form of notes and appeared as 16 fool-cap pages of print in
Hovember of that year ; these notes were taken by him on tour to the Persian Gulf
and formed the basis of fresh investigations which he initiated there during a halt in

Pahram. After the writer’s return to India in 1905 detaikd information regarding
eht Qatif Oasis was fhtained bi Mr. J. C. Gaskin, Political Assistaiit in the Persian
Gulf; and an exhaustive study of everything connected *with the Hasa province and
Its geography was commenced by Captain F. B. Prideaux, Political Agent in
Bahrain, assisted by Mr. In*am-al-Haqq, Agency Interpreter, an Aligarh graduate.
In l^ovemDer 1905 a provisional draft of j^rtioles on the Sanjaq and places, etc., in it
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The administrative divisions of the Sanjaq will be mentioned further

on, bnt the present is a suitable place in wh«ch to enumerate the various

natural tracts, having distinctive names, of which the region is com-

posed : each of these has a character more or less peculiar to itself, and

ea^•h forms the subject of a separate article in this Gazetteer, wh^eh may

be consulted for details concerning it. The order of these tracts upon

the coast from north to south is ;

—

Zor-al-Audhan, Huzum, Biyadh,

Qatif Oasis, Barr-adh-Dhahran, Barr-al-'’Oqair and Bari-al-Qarah.

The tracts upon the landward frontier in succession are :—on the north

Sabakhat-al-Mutaya, Raiaif and Wadi-al-Miyah ; on the west, Wadi-

al-Miyah, Hahl, Taff, Wadi Partiq, Na^alah, Ghuwar, Kharmah, the

Hasa Oasis (at its south-east corner), Biyadh and Barr-al-Qarah. dhe

tracts in the interior which do not at any point reach to the circum-

ference are Sanfan-al-Hanna and Jau Shamin south of Radaif, and

Jan-as-Sa^adaH, Badd-al-Asis and Jailf to the north-east and north of

the Hasa Oasis. The Sanjaq, it will be seen, consists of no less than 2^

was finished by the writer and sent to the Gulf, where it was carefully revised by

Captain Prideanx ;
Major P. Z. Cox also, Resident in the Persian Gulf, dealt with

some of the points that had been raised. Meanwhile a set of maps and plans had

been compiled by Captain Prideaux, with great labour, from native information ; and

at the beginning of 1907, chiefly in consequence of the work of Captain Prideaux

during the previous two years, a fresh set of drafts was completed at Simla extending

to over 130 octavo pages of print as against 50 similar pages at the end of j.906.

This draft of 1907 was subjected, during the remainder of the year, to further

revision by Captain Prideaux,
^ -cr a •-

Apart from the present Gazetteer the chief general authorities on the Hasa Sanjaq

are the following: Niebuhr’s Description de V Arable, 1774 ;
Sadlier's Diary of a

Journey across Arabia (in 1819), 1866 ; Bombay Records, XXIV, 1856 ; P^grave's

Central and Eastern Arabia, 1865; Felly’s Report on a Journey to the Wahahee

Capital, 1866 ; Captain J. A. Doua^las’s Journey from India to the Mediterranean,

1897 ; tie Eev. S. M. Arabia, 1900; and Herr H. Burchardt’s article

Ost-Arahien von Basra his Mashat, 1906. The Persian Gulf Pilot, 1898, deals

fully with the coast, islands and other maritime features of^ the region ; a report by

Dr. Cassim Izzedine, contained in the Political Proceedings of the Government of.

India for June 1898, treats of the country primarily from the sanitary standpoint;

and for discussions of ancient geography, the identification of places, etc., Spreng

Alte Geographie Arabiens, 1875, and Colonel Miles’ Note on Plinfs Geography

of the East Coast of Arabia, 1878, may be consulted.
^

Tne map issued with thh Gazetteer is the best of the region under consideration.

It is founded on the following: valuable compilations by Captain Prideaux from

native information : Map of Eastern Arabia north of Qatar, 1905 ;
Plcm of the

PLasa Oasis. 1905 ; Plan of the Xatif Oasis, 1^05; Index Map of the Tracts tn

Eastern Arabia north of Qatar, 1906: these are filed in the Library of ^he Foreign

Department, Simla, under the following numbers 1369, 1370, 1371 ^
only Charts relating to the coast of the Hasa Saniaq are No. 2374 2837-

Persi<m Gulf, and Preliminary Ghs^rt No, 0. 1, Bahrein to Ojar, Poona, 1902.

% V %
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separate natural divisions i
of these all are desert with the exception

of the two oases and^ to a certain extent, of Wadi-al-Miyah, Besides

these tracts on the mainland, the islands of Musallamiyah, Jiimah,

Janah, Ahu ’Ali Jaraid and Tarut,—all separately described,—must

be taken to be included in the Hasa Sanjaq.

Thysical features .—As a whole, the region is one of sandy or earthy

deserts, containing numerous shallow wells of drinkable water and a fair

quantity of grazing and therefore habitable by Bedomns. Flere and there

the surface is broken by isolated hills : such of these as belong entirely to

one tract are described in the article on the tract, while the remainder,

situated on boundaries and comi4on to more than one tract, are dealt with

in the general table below

Name. Position. Gliaracter. Bbmabks.

’Ajlan (Qusiir

Bin*)
About 70 miles
south of Jabal Bu
Ghanimah.

A hill. It marks the southern
extremity of GBu-
war, dividing it

from Jafurah.

Arba’ (Jabal)* 6 miles south of
Jishshah village in
the Hasa Oasis.

An isolated hill with
four points.

It stands on the bor-
der between the
Hasa Oasis and
Kharmah. Qasr
Drtlaiqiyab in the
oasis is immediately
north of it.

i

Baraim (Jabal) 16 miles west of
Jabal Gharaimil,

A solitary hill of no
great size.

On the border between
Badd-al-Asis on the
east. and Jau-as-
Sa’adan on the
west.

Dam (Jabal -ad-) 40 miles inland,
west by north,
from the foot of
Ddhat Rutiuin;
50 miles south-
west of Qatif
Town, arid nearly
60 miles north by
east of Hofuf

.

An isolated hill, one
of the principal
landmarks in thp
centre of the San-
jaq ; it is probably
several miles in
length from north
to south.

At its north end are
two small peaks call-
ed Jabailain-al-Baraj

Jabal**

ad-Uam marks the
junction of no less
than 5 distint* t tracts,— Habl, Biyadli,
Jauf, Badd-ai Asis
and Jau-as-Sa’adan.

* A Tiew of Jabal Arba’ acoompames .Herr H. Barebardt’s article Ost^Arabien, 1906,
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2^anie. Position. Character. Eemasss.

Dhahair (Jabal

Abu)
60 or 70 miles in*

land, due west-

wards, from the

coast between
Musallamiyali
and Abu ’Ali
island.

A range of hills, per-

haps 20 miles long

from north to south.

It forms a northerly

prolongation of Ja-

bal-ai-T«ff, fiom
which it is divided

only hy a slight

gap. The two most
conspicuous peaks

are one at the north

called J abal Umm-

It skirts Wadi-al-Mi-
yab. on the west

fiom opposite Nta*
south waids as far as

the 'Awainah wells.

Beyond it, but separ-

ated from it by an
interval of some
miles, is Summan.

az-Zor j^yi y
and

one at the south

called Halaiyat

obick..

Dukban (Jaa-ad-) About 90 miles

south by west of

Jabal Bu Gbani-
mah.

A hill. It marks the southern
extremity of the

Na’aiah and Wadi
FaruQL tracts.

Qhaminttb (Jabal

Bn)
cIasw

About 6 miles west

of the towns of

Hoftifand Mu-
barraz.

A ridge of white

craggy bills,
^

pro-

bably some miles in

length from north

to south : a spur

known as Naslat Bti

Gbanimah
comes down

totheNajm spring

on the we.st side of

Mubarraz.

At the southern end
is the menting place

of the Hasa Oasis

and the Ghuwar
and Kharmah
tracts.

Gharaimil (Jabal) 40 miles north of

Hoftif and 20
miles south-south-

east of Jabal-ad-

Dam.

An isolated hill, appa-

rently of consider-

able size or at least

extent.

The tracts of Jauf,
Biyadh and badd-
al-Asis meet round
this hill.

Hass (Jabal-al-)

w
1

About 15 miles

south-east by east

of Nta’.

An isolated hill. It marks the trijunc-

tional point of the

Badaif and San-
fan-a 1 - H a n u a
tiats and “Wadi-al-

Miyab.

Judah (Jabal) About 1 2 miles

soutb-south-w e 8 i

of the Umm Bu-
bafab wells in

Taff.

An outlier of Jabal

-

,
al-Taff, but probably

dibconuected from

that range.

Between Taff and
Summan. (Se<i

next entry.)
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Name. Position. Character. Ebmabks.

Judah (Jabal

Hamrat)
s

About 12 miles

soath-soutli - west
of Jabal Judab,
between Taff and
Summan.

An outlier of Jabal-
at-Taff, but probably
disconnected from
that range*

Between Tafif and
Summan. (See
last entry.) The
Judah wells in TafP
are between this hill

and Jabal Judah.

Labtalah (Jabal) Some 0 miles south-
east of Tlia] in

Wadi-al-Miyah.

An isolated hill. This hill, which is of
some extent from
north to south, is on
the boundary between
Habl and Wadi-al-
Miyah.

Mathluth (Jabal) 25 miles west by
south of Jabal-
ad- Dam.

An isolated three-

pointed bill not
covering much space.

This hill is the meet-
ing place of the
Habl, Jau-as-Sa’-a-
dan and Taflf
tracts.

Mil rail* (Jabal) 10 miles inland, due
westwards, from
the foot of Ddhat-
ad-Dafi.

A small isolated hill. Stands on the border’
between Biyadhand
Huzum.

N'a’ainyab (Ja-

bal)

(U

About 18 miles
north - north- east

of Nta’.

A detached hill or
group of hills.

Wsdi-al-Miyali and'
the Badaif tract
meet at this spot,
which is also upon
the southern border
of the Kuwait
Principality.

'Otbmanlyah
(Qarat-al-)

About 26 miles

west by S' nth of
Jabal Bu Gha-
nimah.

An isolated hill. It is on the border
between Ghuwar
and Ha’alab..

Qadfim (Jabal)

o4?-

About 35 miles
north-west of Ja-
bal-ad-Dam.

Do.
j

It stands at the head
of a reentra'it in the
border of Habl, the
other district which
reaches it being
Wadi-al-Miyah.

j^ukban (Qarat*
ar-)

About 20 miles
north-n oi th-west
of HofUf.

A hill of insignificant
height and circum-
ference, but one
which sometimes
plays an important
part in intertribal
fights

^
among the

Bedouins.

It marks the north-
western corner <>f the
Hasa Oasis and is

its meeting place
with the Biyadb,

. Badd-.il-Asis and
Ghuwar tracts.
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Name.

SLuyukh (Ghar-
asb-)

Position.

About 25 miles
ndrth-west of
Jabal Bii Glianl-
mah.

Character.

A hill, it perhaps
extends southwards
for some distance,
for some authorities
assign to it a posi-
tiou a good deal
more southerly than
thsit given in the
last Column.

RrJiABKS.

This hill seems to be
the meeting place of
the Bade al-Asis,
Ghuwar, Na^alali
and Jhu-as-Sa’adan
tracts.

Tald: (Jabal-at-) Roughly parallel to
the coast at a dis-

tance of about 100
miles inland: its

northern end is

approximately in
the latitude of
QasrAl Subaib.
and its aoutnern in

that of 2iaklinu-
niyah island.

’Udumat About mid way be-
tween Jabal Na’-
aiiiyah and the
northern end of
J abal-al-Taff.

A range of bills, the
most extensive in
this part of Eastern
Arabia, running for
about 100 miles
from north by west
to south by east.

From its eastern
side the range bends
off two principal
spurs, namel}’, Daq-
lam ^^0 near the

wells of Qiibaibah
in Wsdi-al-Miyah
and Nasiataiii-iil-

Eaiha

on the border be-
tween Habl and
Taff* At the wes-
tern foot of it, in
nearly the same lati-

tude as Nrtslatain-

al-Farha, is a ciicu-

lar depression called

Subsub, and yet a
little fuither west
is a detached hill

known as Jabal Wu-
shaihah.

An isolated hill.

Jabal-at-Taff divides
Tafif, Habl and the
soutiiera half of
adj-al-Miyah on

the east from
Summan on the
west. Jabal Judah
and Jabal Hamrat
Judah, though api^a-
rently deticned, seem
to belong to the
southern part of the
Talf system.

It stands on the nor-
thern border of

Wadi-al-Miyab be-

tween that district

and the Warai’ah
tr^ct m the Kuwait
Prini-ipalicy.

Other hills which, standing within a district, belong to it and are

described in the article under its name are the following :—Jubail-al-

Bahri, Dhalaifain, Mubarakiyah and Qarain in Biyadh, the two foraaer

on the coast and the two latter in the interior ; Ghumis and Qabdrah in

Habl, in the interior ; Dhahran in Barr-adh-Dhahran, near the coast;

Qarah and Buraijah in^ the Hasa Oasis; Ghuwar in Q-huwar and
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Kharmah in Kliarmall^ botli in the interior ; and finally Jabal-al-Qarah

in Barr-al-Qarah, near the coast. Springs^ streams and lakes occur

only in tbe Hasa and Qatif OaseS;, in the articles on which they will be

found. The depth of the water level has been indicated^ so far as

possible^ in the articles on the numerous desert tracts. The climate is

warm and in the oases moist also j more rain^ it is said, falls than in

Bahrain, and some food grains are even raised near the Hasa Oasis

without recooi’se to artificial irrigation.

InhalUanU ,—The following is an estimate of the population of the

whole Sanjaq, distinguishing between villagers (or townsmen) and

Bedouins, according to such information as is available :

—

Settled population*

Area. Souls*

H!asa Oasis, including: the towns of Hoftif (25,000) and

Mubarraz (8,500) 67,000

Jinnah island 600

Miyan (Wadi-al-) . 1,000

Musallamiyab. island ..... 2,000

Qatif Oasis, including Qatif Town (10,000) . . . 26,000

Subaih (Qasr Al) ...... . 1,000

Tartit island 3,500

Total settled population . 101,000

Nomadic population.

Tribe. Souls.

*Ajman 35,000

Hajir (Bani) . 5,000

Khalid (Bani), after deducting settled Bani Khalid on

the islands of Musallamiyab, Jinnah and Tarut
and at Qasr Al Subaih, etc. .... 10,000

Morrah (Al) 7,000

Total oomadic population . 67,000

The whole of the ^Ajman and Al Morrah. tribes have been included

among ‘the Bedouins of Hasa, for the great bulk of the former have

their headquarters in the Sanjaq, and the Al Morrah, though the

Jafurah desert and Jabrin are among their peculiar possessions, have

hardly any
.
relations with the external world except through Hasa.

Conversely the 'Awazim and Eashaidah, although they wander to

some extent in Hasa, have been excluded from the table because their

permanent headquarters and proper locations are in KlXWait territory ,*

and certain Bedouin
.
tribes of Najd—such as the Dawasir, Sahtil,
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M'U.t3;ir5 ’Ats^ibsili and Qabtan^ who are represented hy camps
in Hasa in the hot weather,—have been similarly treated.

The Baharinah—who form nearly the entire population of the Qatif
Oasis, compose perhaps or more of the population of the Oasis of Hasa
and occupy Tarut island, but are not found elsewhere—are the chief

racial ingredient in the settled population : their number may amount to

58,000 souls. The next most considerable element is the settled portion

of the Bani Khalid, about 4,500 persons, chiefly on the islands of Mnsal-
lamiyah, Jinnah and Tarut, at Qasr A1 Suhaih, and at Kalahlyah and

Jishshah in the Hasa Oasis and Umm-as-Sahak in the oasis of Qatif.

In Wadi-al-Miyah there are about 1,000 miscellaneous Arabs, drawn
from the ’Ajman, ’Awazim, Bani Khalid, Mutair, Eashaidah and

Shammar tribes ; and these, with a few Bani Yas and Sadah on Tarut
Island and still fewer Huwalah at Qatif Town and in the Hasa Oasis,

complete the tale of the settled inhabitants. Negro slaves, who are fairly

numerous, have been included, for statistical purposes, in the tribes and

communities by whom they are owned. There was formerly a flourishing

though fluctuating community of Hindu traders, British subjects, un-

accompanied by their families, at Qatif Town ; but it has now disappeared

for reasons which are explained in the article on that place.

The distribution of the Bedouin tribes of the Sanjaq is explained in

detail in the articles under their names ; to speak generally, the Bani

Khalid are located in the north, and the A1 Morrah to the south, with

the Bani Hajir between them towards the coast and the ^ Ajman between

them in the interior.

The inhabitants of the Sanjaq are heavily armed , and it is reported

that, in the villages of the Hasa and Qatif Oases, nearly every male

adult possesses a rifle. When the arms trade was permitted in Bahrain

rifles were easily obtained thence ; now they are mostly smuggled in

through Qatar.

Agrimlture and livestock .—Agriculture is practically confined to the

Oases of Hasa and Qatif, in the articles on which irrigation and crops

are described. Here it may be repeated that dates, which are excellent

and plentiful, are the chief staple; but rice, wheat, barley and a consider-

able variety of fruits and vegetables are also grown. Cattle and

donkeys are owned in considerable numbers by the villagers of both oases

;

but camels, horses and sheep are chiefly in the possession of the Bedouins*

Transport .—A proportion o£ the donkeys in the Oases of Hasa and

Qatif are excellent and belong to the white indigenous breed now found

also in Bahrain J thhir good quality is attributed to the dates and
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lucerne on wHcli they are fed. The price of donkeys per head ranges

from 10 to 150 Riyals and the total number in the two oases is esti-

mated at 3,200 of superior, and 10,650 of inferior breeds ; but it is not

probable that the owners could spare more than a small proportion of

either class from field labour and other necessary employments. Of the

number of horses and camels either existent or available among the

Bedouins no estimate is possible ; in the two oases, exclusive of animals

belonging to the Turkish Government, there are said to be about 150

horses (chiefly mares). The horses vary from the pure-bred Arab,

difficult to obtain and fetching a very high price, to the common KadTsh

or baggage horse. A large number of hardy and serviceable animals,

showing some breeding, may be had at prices ranging from 20 to 40

Lirahs ; and the Turkish Dhabitiyahs, who are mounted on horses of this

stamp, can perform journeys of 100 miles in 8 days with ease. Good
riding camels, inferior only to those of ^ Onian5 are numerous, as

are also ordinary baggage camels ; but a well-bred riding camel costs

on the average 20 Lirahs, and frequently much more.

Natural ^rochbcts*—The products of the Sanjaq are chiefly agricul-

tural, from the oases, and pastoral from the surrounding deserts : their

nature will become apparent in considering the question of exports.

JPearl fisheries.—On the coast pearl fishing is carried on to some

extent ;
it employs 167 boats and afEords occupation to about 3,500 men.

The average crew of a pearl boat in Hasa is about 21 men.

Manufactures .—The only industry of importance in Hasa is a manu-

facture of ^Abas which has its seat at Hofuf ; the material used is

generally all wool, but mixtoes of silk and wool and of silk and cotton

are also employed ; the finished article is sometimes embroidered with

gold or silver thread. There are also some expert workers in copper and
brass who make cofiee-pots of an elegant shape

;
but a number of these,

having emigrated, are now plying their craft in different parts of the

Persian Gulf, and the monopoly formerly enjoyed by Hasa in this line

has ceased to exist.

Traie^'—Trade has its principal seat at Hofuf, which is the chief

market of the Hasa Oasis and surrounding country as well as an entrep6t

of the foreign trade of Najd ; tut there is a secondary centre, of more
restricted importance, at Qatif Town. The whole Sanjaq has only
two ports, ^Ogait- and Qatif Town: of these the former serv^^s

* Some particulars about the trade of Qatif are contained in the Government of
India’s foreign Proceedings for January 1901 and January 1904.
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Hofuf together i^^ith the regions directly or indirectly dependent on

that place, while the port of Qatif exists solely for the benefit of

the Qatif Oasis and its smaller outside clientele. The present

volume of foreign trade (in both directions) at Qatif Town is estimated

at about 35 lakhs of rupees annually. Some account of the export and

import trade of the Hasa province will be found in the articles on Qatif

Town and ^Oqair Port i this trade is principally and almost exclusively

with Bahrain^ where is Manamall, the actual steam port of the Sanjaq.

The only exports of importance are dates and other products of the

date palm ; reeds and reed-matting
;
donkeys, ghi, hides and Abas. The

destinations and quantities of the dates exported are detailed in the

articles on the Hasa and Qatif Oases. Date branche? for firewood are

despatched to Bahrain and Persia ; reeds for mat-making from Qatif to

Bahrain; finished reed-mats to Masqat, Qatar and Basrah; donkeys,

ghi and hides to Bahrain ;
and hides to Persia.

Imports are piece-goods, rice, wheat, barley, coffee, sugar, spices,

metals and hardware : except a part of the cereals, which is received from

Turkish ^Iraq and from Persia^ these are obtained almost entirely through

Bahrain and are largely of Indian provenance.

The slave trade is said to be carried on freely in Hasa at the present

day, even in the town of Hofiif. A good many of the negroes sold in

Hasa are taken to Qatar to be employed in pearl diving.

Weights -—-In the tables of weights which follow, the English equi-

valents, given in avoirdupois weight, have been calculated from different

data and are not entirely consistent.

The weights used in the Hasa Oasis for general and retail purposes

are called Asqat JoULmI and are these :

—

1 Ruba’ ... •68 lb. (but it is sonnetimes taken
as equal in weight to 12 Riy^ls
or 28f Indian rupees, that is, to

28| Indian Tolas or *73 lb.)

1 Tbamin
>

or } = 4 Ruba’ 2*76 lbs. (or rather more).
1 Huqqah

6SLix^ /

1

1 8 Tharoin i

[_
\ Qiyasali

1

or

[
8 Huqqab

|

^ j

23 lbs. (or rather less).

Hasa Mann 24 Qiyasak 562 lbs. (or rather less).

cu
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Otlaer weig*litSj with special uses, in the Sasa Oasis are the (local)

Mithqal Shirazi >
equal to f of an Indian Tola or 72

grains, for transactions in gold and silver ; the Musmiyah , of

10 Qiyasah or 230 lbs., for wholesale dealings in locally grown cereals ;

and the Waznah ,
which is f of a Qiyasah and so equivalent

to about 3-^ lbs., for wholesale operations in dates, these being always

estimated by the Waznah, not by the Qiyasah or Mann.

The Qijasah is considered to be the true unit of weight in Hasa.

In the Qatif Oasis the ordinary weights used in retail trade are

1 Qiyas —

1 Alf =2 Qiyas
uAJI

1 Qatif Mann = 16 Alf

.*07 lbs. (but it is sometimes
taken as bein^ equal in
weight to 18 Kiyals ot* 102
Mithqal Shirazi, both rather
less than this).

2T4 Jbs.

34-S7 lbs*

1 Qallah = 2 Qatif Mann = 68*75 lbs.
CM

Wholesale business in dates is conducted in Qallahs. Besides the

above the Qatif Oasis possesses two other tables of Weight for special

purposes*

The first, for the weighment of precious metals, runs i—

... = 54 grs. (vi^., of
an Indian Tola).

... = 72 grs. f of an
Indian Tola).

10 Mithqal =; 1*65 oz.

Shirazi

2 Khamsin :£= 8*29 oz.

The second, which is for retail dealings in meat, fish, etc., is as

follows :

—

1 Waqiyah = „• = *68 lb.
«b

1 Huqqah = 4 Waqiyah = 2*76 lbs.

Qatif Mann = 12^ Huqqah = 34*37 lbs.
«>

1 Mithqal Mishkhas

or

1 Hamar
!

1 (local) Mithqal Shirazi

1 Khamsin

1 Miyah

dJ/O

or

1 Amyah
ajL/ol

1
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In Qatif the Mann is regarded as the real unit of weight.

The Qiyasah of the Hasa Oasis and the Qiyas of Qatif are, it will

be observed, entirely different weights ; but the Ruba*’ for general ];>ur-

poses of Hasa and the Waqiyah for the sale of certain articles in Qatif

are identical, and each of them is equal to -g- of a Bahrain Ruba^.

The Qallah is altogether peculiar to Qatif, and there is no Qiyas or Alf

in Hasa.

Wholesale weighments in the Hasa Sanjaq are made by means of a

machine which is in fact a rudimentary steelyard; the moveable weight

in this instrument consists of a perforated stone slung by a string from the

lever; and the lever, in the Hasa Oasis, is graduated in V\ aznahs,

Qiyasahs and Manns.

Measures .—In both oases the unit of linear measure is the Dhira^

which in Hasa is of the same length as in Bahrain, viz.i 18|

inches, and in Qatif is 19| inches.

Currency .—The currency of the Sanjaq is very mixed. The official

standard is the Turkish Lirah of lOO gold piastres worth 18s. English;

but the term Qursh or gold piastre is still unknown in the bazaar and the

popular standard is the Biyal or Maria Theresa dollar, here worth on

the average about 1^. English. Qatif Town accepts Indian rupees

readily, at least 3 lakhs of rupees having been sent there for the purchase

of dates in 1905, and Indian cmTeney notes are favourably received in the

towns of Qatif and Hofuf. The following is a table of the principal

coins, real and imaginary, in the Sanjaq ;

—

Name. Turkish official

valuation.
Average bazaar rate.

MardMf ^ of a gold piastre; J of a Mubamma-
diyah (see below).

An imaginary unit of

ac*co nt peculiar to

Qatif Town.

Mnhamsaoadlyah
W W 1

i of a gold piastre. of a Biyal (see

below).

Do.

Biyal of a Lirab. Tbe bazaar unit of Nil.

currency.

Bupe« '6^ gold piastres. f of a Rival, Do.
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Name.
Turki^’h official

Taluatiou.
Average bazaar rate. BE3i£A.ItXB.

Tawilah

or

Long-Bit
1

rV2 of a gold pias-

tie.

I

of a Riyal, but
varying between

and xiu'

An ancient coin cur-

rent only in the Hasa
Oasis and sa’d to be of
Carmaihian mintage,
It is of copper and
about an inch and a
half in length ; the
shape is difficult

to describe. T he
Tawilah appears to

have been formed by
di^ubling a strip of
metal in the middle,
after which the two
limbs were compressed
and welded together
for f of the distance
from the place of
flexure, the points re-

maining slightly

separated after the
manner of a split-pin.

The free ends are

rounded, the com-
pressed part is flatten-

ed, on both sides ;

an illegible inscription

apparently impiessed
before the strip was
bent, is found on the
exterior faces of the
flattened portion.

The Turkish Government allows taxes to be paid in Riyals or rupees

as well as in their own coin^ but Mardhufs and Muhammadiyahs are

not admitted in official accounts^ and the Tawilah is not recognised as

legal tender. It will be observed that the Indian rupee stands relatively

higher in popular than in official estimation,

CommuTiications ,—A few remarks upon the principal lines of com-

munication in the Hasa Sanjaq follow :

—

I. Ro'ute from B-ofuf to Kuwait Town.^—The way to the Kuwait
border, which is generally reached at or near the Na’airiyah hill, lies

across a number of desert tracts in the Hasa Sanjaq, all more or less

equally provided in respect of water and grazing, and all equally deficient

in supplies ;
it follows that there are no hard-and-fast lines of march and

no established halting places. Different caravans follow^ different strings

* Captain "F. B. Prides^ux, Politieal Agent in Bahrain, from natiye

information.
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of wells according to season and the s'fcate of Bedouin politics, but as a

rule they pass by Nta’ in Wadi-al-Miyall, the only village of any size

which can be taken in the course of the journey, and one which divides it

into two nearly equal halves. The distance from Hofuf to K'await Town

in a straight line is a little under 3o0 miles ; but the track of a caravan

making the journey is probably not less than 360 miles, in consequence

of the slight but frequent changes of direction that are made for the sake

of camping at wells. The charac^ter of the tracts traversed and the

nature of the wells may be learned from the articles under their names :

the tracts are, after leaving the Hasa Oasis,—either Biyadh or Badd-al-

A R1S ‘ either Janf or Jau-as-Sa'adan 5 Hahlj and Wadi-al-Miyall.

Sanfan-al-Hanna is sometimes, perhaps, crossed between the two

last-named. On the Kuwait side of the border similar conditions

prevail and the coastal tracts of Sudah, Hazaim, Salu, "Adau and

Qra’ah are ordinarily traversed in succession. The route is only suitable

for desert caravans ;
but to these it does not present, in ordinary seasons,

any serious difficulties. For the direction of the start fi-om Hofuf the

article on the Hasa Oasis may be consulted.

Il.-.lioute from Hofuf to Qatlf This route, though the

stages are not invariable, is better defined than the last ; it rans to the

north-north-east and its actual length is about 105 miles, as against a

direct distance of 85 miles between the two termini. The following are

tlie principal points on the journey ;

Name. Natnre. Tract.
Miles from the

last point

Hofuf
Kalabi7f^h
Kan zati

Ghuwaij
Hainam (Abul)

Hayat (Abul)
Zugbail '

Ji 6-ai

Xja)am
Qatif Town

Town.
Village.

Wells.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Village.

Town.

Hasa Oasis.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Jauf.
Biyadh.

Do.
Do.

Qatif Oasis.

Do.

1

6
4
8
23
16
6

16
20
6

There is a sufficiency of water and fuel by the way, but the water is

generally indifferent, and the country is infested by Bedouin

» Authorities.— ¥. B. Prideaux. PoUtioal Agent m Bahrain, from native

information; aud U.-ptain J. A. Douglas in his <0 ^
Mediterranean. See also Lieutenant Jopp m Bombay Se ecUo^ XX
nages lU-115. Herr H. Burohardt’s article Ost-AraUen, 1906. also oontams a

general description of this route and is accompanied by a view taken on the way,
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marauders. The distance can be covered in 3 days, but caravans ordi-

narily take bnger.

III.—Boute from Qatlf Town to Kuwait Town!^—The average

direction o£ this route, which like No. I is by no means strictly defined,

is a little west of north- north-west. Starting point and destination

are about 230 miles apart ; but the deflection caused by the inward

trend of the intermediate coast, added to a slight zigzagging from well

to well, probably raises the actual distance to about 300 miles. Travel-

lers making this journey appear to pass, as a rule, by the Abu Ma"an

wells and Mubarakiyah hill in Biyadh, and thereafter by the Mistannah

wells which are at the meeting place of the Radaif and Huzum tracts,

IV.— Eoute from JEofuf to ^Oq^air Pi?r^.t~The direction of this route

is between north-east and east-north-east, and its length in actual travelling

is apparently about 50 miles. The usual line taken is by Jishshah

village in the Hasa Oasis (9 miles) ; the wells of Shatar (12 miles) and

Baraiman (14 miles), both in Biyadh, at each of which as also at

Jishshah a halt may be made if it is desired to break the journey into 4

short stages; and, finally, ^Oqair (14 miles). Between Hofuf and
Jishshah the road runs at first over a stony plain with a well-marked

track across it, and for the last 8 or 4 miles through a cultivated country

;

between Jishshah and Shatar there are first 2 miles of open stony plain,

then 6 miles between sand hills, then 4 miles across the nitrous Siibakhat

Shatar which is fairly clear of sand : the remainder of the way is very

heavy going over loose sand, and the track is liable to be obliterated by

wind. The places mentioned are described under Biyadh.
An alternative line after Jishshah village is by Khuwainij (23 miles),

Muwaih (5 miles), Bisaitm (2 miles) and ^Oqair (11 miles); the 3

places named before 'Oqair all possess water and are described in the

article on the Biyadh tract, in which they are situated. The journey
by this alternative line is ordinarily broken by a halt at Khuwainij.

V. Boutefrom Hofuf to JDdliah in Q,atar^X—The general direction of

this route is east-south-east, but as in Nos. I and III the course pursued

Captain. F. B. Prideaus, Political Agent in Bahrain, from native
information.

t Authorizes .—Captain F. B. Prideanx, Political Agent in Bahrain, from native
information; and Captain J. A. Douglas in his Journey from India to the
ranean. See also Lieutenant Jopp in Bombay Selections XXIV, 185H, pages 111-112-

J Captain F. B. Prideaux, Political Agent in Bahrain, from native information.
Herr H. Burchardt {vide his Ost^Arabient 1906) travelled this way, but gives no
detailed account of the route

j a view giving a general idea of the country however
accompanies his article.
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by caravans is apparently variable. Some appear to travel circuitously,

in order to avoid the Jafuraii desert, by Hammr to Ba'aij—both of

which are in Barr-al-Qarah and are described in the article under that

name— ; but the ordinary route is by MaiWayahand Bahathin Jafurah
and there is a yet more direct route to Ba’aij by Grhaiyathin in Jafurah,
The distances from Hofiif are about 85 miles to Mana'ayah, 45 to Bahath
and 65 to Ba^aij, or 35 to Ghaiyathin and 55 to Ba‘aij : about 10 miles

beyond Ba^aij the foot of Dohat-as-Salwa is turned and the district of

Qatar entered. The water on these routes is of bad quality and there

are no supplies.

VI .—Routesfrom Hofuf to Riyadh/^—Travellers from the Hasa
Oasis to Southern Najd do not ordinarily, it would seem, shape a direct

course from Hofuf, but start either in a north-w^esterly direction for the

wells of Judah in Taff or in an almost southerly one for the wells of

^Awaisah in Kharmah j these at first exceedingly divergent routes are

said to unite at Sa'ad the neighbourhood of Abu Jifan. This

route is further described in the article on Najd.t
The wells upon these and all routes in Hasa are described in the

articles upon the districts composing the Sanjaq. In cases where the water

is described as ^^good ’’ it is understood to be not inferior to that of the

springs on Bahrain Island. The wells of the Sanjaq have generally a
dry masonry lining of largish stones

; where a village formerly existed,

however, the blocks are sometimes set in mortar.

* Captain P, B. Prideaux, Political Agent in Bahrain, from native information,

t It is interesting to identify, where possible, the actual routes which have been
followed and described by travellers. Captain F. B. Prideaux, who has given much
attention to the subject in this part of Arabia, believes that the following were the

points reached by Sadlier in 1819 on the dates given below ;

—

June*

28th—Saihat (Qatif Oasis).

29th—Badrani (Biyadh, IV).

30th — 'Aziz-abMa (HustHim).

July.

1st—Mulaihah (Biyadh III).

2nd—^Abwab (Habl).

July—continued.

3rd*—Bubai’ah (Umm) (Taflf).

8th—Hafairah (Habl).

9th—’Ain Dar and Dumaiyagh
(Jauf).

10th— Ayun (Hasa Oasis).

11th—Hofuf.
24th—Rubai’ah (Umm) (Taff).

Palgrave’s route in 1862 cannot be identified unless on the supposition that he has

transferred the name Oweysit (’Awaisah) to some earlier stage in his journey than the

one to which it belonged,

.Felly’s route in 1865 appears to have lain approximately by Abu Jifan and Judah ;

the wells which he passed on the 10th of March may have been the former, and on
the 13th or 14th (according to his map) he must have been in the vicinity of Juaan.

% \
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General system of admhiistration.—The Hasa Satijaq, by the Turks

hitherto called the “ Sanjaq o£ Najd is an administrative division of the

Basrah Wilayat in Turkish ’Iraq] the local governor has his seat at

i^ the Hasa Oasis and, as combining in his own person the chief

civil and military authority npon the spot, is styled Mutasarrif Liwa Najd

or ^‘Deputy-Governor and Brigadier of Najd

The Turks divide the Sanjaq into 4 Qadhas, namely, Hofuf ( or the

Hasa Oasis audits dependencies)
,
Qatif (or the Qatif Oasis and its

dependencies), Qatar and Najd ]
but the validity of the Ottoman claim

to Qatar is not admitted by the British Government, and Najd, even

supposing the recent Turkish occupation of Qasim to be renewed or

continued, has no actual administrative connection with Hasa. The

Qadha of Hofuf is divided into 4 Nahiyahs named after their respective

headquarters Hoftif, Mubarraz, Bab-ahJafar and ’Oqair J the Qatif

Qadha has no subdivisions, but in it are included the islands of Tarut,

Mnsallamiyah and Jinnah. I'he duties of Qaim-Maqam in the Hofuf
Qadha, and even of Mudir in the Hofuf Nahiyah of the same, are

discharged by the Mutasarrif of Hasa in person
; but in the Qatif Qadha

there is a separate Qaim-Maqam, who has his headquarters in Qatif

Town and is a purely civil official without authority over the troops

stationed in his jurisdiction. Civil duties in the ^Oqair Nahiyah are

performed by the officer commanding the Dhabitiyahs at ’Oqair Port.

The administration of Hasa is organised on the usual Turkish pattern,

and some of the ordinary civil departments are rej)resented ia the

Sanjaq but the system of government is less elaborate than in Turkish

"’Iraq and partakes somewhat of the nature of a military occupation.

In the oases of Hasa and Qatif the power of the Turks is firmly estab-

lished and the agricultural population are held in awe by military

force. In most of the villages of these two districts there are hereditary

Shaikhs ; but, except at Saihat in the Qatif Oasis, they have been

deprived by the Turks of the executive powers which they wielded under

the Wahhabis and in earlier times. The official head of each villasre

is now a Mukhtar , elected by 4 respectable persons called Ikbtiyar-

iyah who have themselves been nominated by the Turks.

The Bedouins of the Sanjaq while within the oases axe submissive to the

Porte 5 hut in the surrounding deserts, even at comparatively short
distances from military posts, they are virtually independent and some-
times attack Turkish convoys ; nor are the Turkish desert mails safe
unless carried by tribal Sa'in or escorted by tribal Knfaqa. Chiefly in

the interests of their postal service the Turks subsidise the ’Ajman, Bani
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Hajir^ Bani Khalid and A1 Morrah tribes : the total annnal amount
of the tribal subsidies is stated to be 437^ Lirahs or about £400 English.

Military and police forces ,—The military garrison o£ the Sanjaq,
with Qatar^ consists of 4 battalions of regular infantry^ % squadrons of

cavalry and 1 battery oF light guns drawn by mules : the last is classed

by the Turks as a mountain battery. Besides these there are % old guns
at Dohah. in Qatar. The troops are relieved at intervals from Basrah^
British mail vessels^ chartered steamers and frequently native sailing

boats being employed for the purpose; and no military unit is supposed
to remain in Hasa for more than two years^ service there being very
unpopular and regarded as a sort of exile. There is an auxiliary corps of

about 50 Bedouin guides^ who are mounted on camels and armed with
Snider rifles.

The police foree^ in Hasa an important adjunct to the military

garrison, consists of 6 Buluks or companies of D habitiyahs or gendarmes
furnished by Basrah; of these 4 Buluks are mounted. The chief duties

of this armed constabulary are to occupy small posts for the protectiou of

roads and villages and to supply escorts for travellers and caravans. The
mounted men receive pay of Es. 80 a month, and the unmounted of

Rs. 15; both branches wear uniform and carry Snider rifles. Tlie

Dhabifciyahs, as in Turkish ‘’Iraq, are mostly Kurds and non-local Arabs
;

but Baharinah and other indigenous classes are now being enlisted.

The units, whether military or police, in Hasa are ordinarily much
below their proper strength. The following is believed to be a fairly

accurate statement of the distribution of the troops and gendarmerie at

the present time :—

station. Poet. Military garrison. Police garrison.

/ 1 battalion of infan- Nil.

Hoftif. Kut-al-Hofu£. ]
try.

j 2 squadrons cavalry.

C 1 battery.

Do. Qasr-al-Khazam.

'

i battalion of infan-
try.

25j mounted.

Do. Qasr-al-’Abid. Nil. 100, nninouiited.

Mubarraz In the town. Do. 25, mounted, and
Tinmounted.

Do. Qasr Sahud. i battalion of infantry. 25, mounted.
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Station

.

Post. Military garrison. Police garrison.

Hasa Oasis Qasr-al-Lnwaimi. ^ battalion of infan -

try.

25, mounted.

Do. Qasr-ash-Sharqi. Do. Do.

Do. Bab- al-J afar village. Nil. 50, mounted, and 10,

unmounted.

Do. Markaz village. Do. 25, mounted, and 10^

unmounted.

’Oqair Port ... Do. 50, mounted, and 20^

unmounted.

Qatif Town Kut-al-C2atIf. A detachment of 50
infantry from the
battalion at ’Anik.

36, unmounted.

’Anik ... A battalion of infantry,

less a detachment of

50 at Qatif Town.

,
150, mounted, less a
detachment of 5 at

Saibat.

Saihat «•« Nil. A mounted detachment
of 5, principally

employed in assisting

the customs.

TSrut Island Do. 10, unmounted.

Jinnah Island • •• Do. 3, unmounted.

Musallamiyah
Island

... Do. Do.

Tlie battalion which is stationed at Dohah in Qatar belongs to the

Hasa command.

The land communications with Turkish ’Iraq, the internal political

situation, and the military resources of the Turks in Hasa being such

as we have depicted them, it seems probable that the Turkish

administration of the Sanjaq would be reduced to serious straits by a

naval blockade of the coast.

Revenue and finance*.—Details of the fiscal system are not avail-

able, but it is clear that the public revenue of Hasa is derived

mostly from agriculture, of which date cultivation is the principall

branch. Taxation is not, apparently, uniform throughout the Saujaq.

In the Hasa Oasis the Turkish Government takes a share of all agri-

cultural produce. In the Qatif Oasis, on the other hand, there is a

cash tax on dates, its incidence following the results of a quinquennial

survey at which the plantations are arranged in 3 grades ; each palm

* The Government of India’s I oreign Proceedings for May 1904 contain iniormabkiii
ahont the finances of Hasa.
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tree is assessed at S gold piastres, li gold piastres or f of a gold piastre

per annum according as it belongs to a plantation of the 1st, End or

3rd grade. The total yearly revenue derived from agriculture in the

Hasa Sanjaq has been roughly estimated as follows, Riyals being

converted into rupees at the rate of f10 =B:14 :
—

liem. Es.

Share o£ dates in the Hasa Oasis, about 20,000 Mann at

per Mann*.••••... 2,66,000

Share of rice in the Hasa Oasis, about 1,680 Musmiyahs

at $8 per Miismiyah ....... 13,440

Share of wheat in the Hasa Oasis, about 560 Musmiyahs

at $12 per Mtismiyah 6,720

Proceeds of tax on palms in the Qatif Oasis . . • 80,000

To the total thus obtained of Rs. 3,66,160 or £24,411 English must be

added whatever the taxes on livestock and on Bedouin tents yield ;
ifc is

known that such taxes exist, but their rates and the amounts which they

produce have not been ascertained.

The customs of the Sanjaq are not directly managed by the Ottoman

customs service, ns is the ease with those of Turkish ^Iraq ; they are

annually put up to auction by the Mutasarrif who reports the result to

the head of customs at Baghdad and receives instructions accordingly.

In 1905 the Hasa customs were knocked down to two leading Shi'^ahs

of Qatif for a year on an undertaking to pay 18,500 Lirabs or about

£12,544 English. The customs farmers are represented by officials

called Mudirs at Hofuf, ^Oqair Port and Qatif Town ; and the Hofuf

Mudir, who deals with Bedouin produce, has a subordinate styled a

Wakil at Mnbarraz.
There is a tax on pearl boats of half a Lii'ah per annum per boat,

irrespective of size
;
it is reported to yield about £75 sterling a year.

In 1903 it was stated in Bahrain by a retiring Mutasarrif of Hasa

that the annual revenue of the Sanjaq amounted in all to 60,000 Llrahs

(£64,000 English); that of this sum 64,000 Lirabs (£48,600 English)

was required to cover military expenditure; and that the balance of

6,000 Lirabs (£5,400 English) was insufficient to meet the expenses of the

civil administration. It is asserted, on different authority, that the small

amounts disbursed by the Hasa administration in subsidies to Bedouins

actually exceed those which are recovered by taxation from the same

* It sbould be noted the Turks profess to take the value of one^tenth of the crop

;

but they really obtain more by overestimating the pecuniary value of the Government

Share. Thus in 1907, when the export of dates from the Hasa Oasis ceased on

account of the insecurity of the roads, etc., the price of dates fell locally to $3 per

Mann, but the tax for the year was nevertheless calculated at $7 per Mann.
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tribes ; but^, if this is the case^ either the total revenue must be consider-

ably less than £54,0 00 or some important item of revenue must have

been omitted above.

Miscellaneous civil departments .—Some of the ordinary civil institu-^

tions of a Turkish Sanjaq exist in Hasa^ but they are not prominent.

The courts of judicature are understood to be constituted as they are

elsewhere in the Turkish dominions^ and the department of Public Debt

is rejDresented by a Mudir at Qatif Town. The ports of Qatif Town

and ^ Oqair are each in charge of a Rais-al-Liman or Turkish harbour-

master, and it is reported that a similar official is about to be stationed

at D5hali in Q^atar. The department of Public Instruction maintains

schools at various places in the Hasa Sanjaq but nothing* more is

known of its operations. No post or telegraph offices exist. Private

correspondence is despatched by private arrangement
\ but official mails

are carried by Sa^is or mounted couriers, who are drawn from the

subsidised tribes and are in waiting every day at the office of the Muta-

sarrif. Tiie jommey between HofBf and Qatif Town is made once a

week, and that between Hofuf and D5hah in Qatar once a month, by

Sa^is ; the first of these journeys occupies 3 days, and the second either

8 or 4 days, in each direction. Official correspondence between Hofut
and Basrah was sent from 1871 until 1900, or later, entirely via

Bahrain ; it was then for a time despatched, partially at least, Ijy land

through an agency of which the headquarters were at Kuwait Town j

finally by 1907, if not earlier, the land route had been again entirely

abandoned in favour of the route by sea.

The Dairat-asSaniyah .—The Dairat-as-Saniyah or Civil List Depart-

ment, which plays so important a part in the economy of Turkish ^Iraq,

made its appearance in Hasa about 20 years ago. In the Hasa Oasis

it owns plantations, partly in the village of Bab-al-Jafar, which yield

2,000 to 2,500 Manns of dates per annum, and the yearly crop of its

palms in the Qatif Oasis is estimated at about 16,000 Qallahs; the
average total annual value of the dates obtained by it in both oases has
been calculated at £3,000. In the villages of Jabail, Jalaijilah, Halailah,

Manaizlah, Matairafi, Mazawi and Shaqiq in the BLa^a Oasis are rice lands

under the Department which are ^ said to produce 1,000 Musmiyahs of

rice per annum. The Dairat-as-Saniyah also owns about 26 houses in

Qatif Town which formerly belonged to the Al Bin Ghtoim Shaikhs

of the Baharinah. The Mndir Amlak-as-Saniyah or*

manager of the Saniyah properties is in the Ha^a Oasis invariably, and
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perhaps ex officio^ the Tabur Aghasi or Major of Gendarmerie at Hofuf

:

in the Qatlf Oasis the office has been held from the first, aod still is

held; by a certain Haji Mansur Pasha Bin-Juma* of Qatif Town.

A straggling town or settlement in the Ja'alan district of the

’Oman Sultanate, the capital of the Bani Bu Hasan tribe
; it is situated

about 35 miles south-west by south of Sur and extends perhaps five miles

in a north and south direction with a breadth of about one mile. On the

north side the settlement is defended by a wall and boasts two forts, one

of mud, the other of gypsum stucco ; there are also towers, defending the

springs on which the irrigation of the place depends, about one mile

to the westward j
and to the south-east stands a stone and gypsum

fort surrounded by about 30 houses which is called Hisn-al-Mashaikh

'Ihe hostile settlement of Balad Bani Bu ’Ali lies about

seven miles to the south-south-east, the distance being measured from

the centre of the one oasis to the centre of the other.

The houses of Balad Bani Bu Hasan are said to number 1,000, and,

some allowance being made for exaggeration, the population may amount

to 4,000 souls; the ordinary building material is mud, but some

gypsum stucco is also seen. The dw^ellings, throughout the greater

part of the settlement, are interspersed with date plantations
; the groves

are densest towards the west and south. Streams of clear and sweet

water, sent forth by a dozen or more springs, irrigate the date groves ;

and drinking water is drawn from wells 4 to 5 fathoms deep. Lucerne

and a little maize and cotton are cultivated as well as dates; the date

plantations are reported to contain 10,000 trees. Only about 15 horses

are owned by the inhabitants : other livestock are 250 camels, 400

donkeys and 2,000 sheep and goats. There is a respectable bazaar of

about 40 shops in which clotb and food-stuffs are sold. Ihere are no

manufactures ;
but a little cloth is woven for local consumption, and

boiled dried dates called Bisr are exported to Bombay through

Sur and Masqat Town. Sur is the usual port of Balad Bani Bu

Hasan, and the route thither lies down Wadi Palaij, passing a short

distance to the east of Kamil and Wafi.

One of the south-western quarters of the town, called JaWabi-al-

Khuwaisah was the scene in July 1881 of a severe struggle

between the Bani Bu Hasan and the Bani Bu 'Ali in which the

former are said to have lost 76 and the latter 60 in killed.

Hasan
(BALAD
BANI BU)
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HASAN Singular is Hasani • A tribe of the ^Om^n Sultanate, Yamani

(BAN I BU) by descent and Hinawi in politics. They number about 4,000 souls in

a J b the Ja’alan district at Balad Bani Bu Hasan, which is their- principal^
'

settlement; and perhaps 500 in Batinah at Barkah and Hadhib (I).

They are also found at Jinah near Sur (40 bouses) and at Fita (30

bouses) in Eastern Hajar. Tbeir total number is thus about 5,000, or,

•with some subordinate tribes mentioned below, about 7,000 souls.

In Ja’alan the Bani Bu Hasan are date‘growers and cultivators and

are well provided with camels. They are for the most part stationary

;

but in language and general characteristics they resemble the Bedouin

tribes of their neighbourhood.

The Bani Bu Hasan are now fairly well armed with rifles of various

cheap kinds, yet of late they have shown themselves on the whole les^

restless than the other Hinawi tribes of Ja’alaH and Sharqiyah.

The sections of the Bani Bd Hasan proper are the following

Section. Fighting strength. Habitat. lllSMAllKS.

Davu’ 30 Balad Bani Bu Hasan, Nil.

Far^rijah 40 Fita and in Ja’alan. Do*

Hnwajir

jr!>^

60 Jinsih. Do

J&bir (Bani) 70 Bo. Do*

Mdtani (Hal Bu)

ji JU
200 Jinah and Balad

Bani Bu Hasan,
Do.

M Hsarir 200 Balad Bani Bu
Hasan.

Do.

iJawajib^ 100 They encamp at
Falaij! in Wadi
Falaij.

Bedouins.

ShikalaL. 100
Nil.

Suwabi^

c?!r

' 100 Balad Bani Bn Hasan, Do.
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Besides ttese there are four petty client tribes who are reckoned almost

as sections of the Bani Bu Hasan, namely

Name. Location. Households. EElifAE£s.

Jabal (Abl) Near ’Aqlbab in

Ja’alain,

60 This section are

robbers but are

said to possess 90

camels, 10 don-

keys, 50 cattle

and 1,000 sheep

and goats.

Masbaikh-al-Balad

Mash§fikh-al-Jabal

Do. 40 This also is a pre-

datory section.

In Jabal Masbaikh in

Ja’alan.

260 These are Bedouins

and robbers ; they

own a consider-

able number o£

animals.

Sarhan (Bani) Do. 40 ...

’Umr (Hal) In Ja’alan and

Badiyah.
100 This section culti-

vate, and own
about 2,000 date

palms.

The Bani Bu Hasan are Ibadhis, with the exception of the Ahl Jabal

section who are Azraqah Wahhabis. There is perpetual desultory warfare

between the Bani Bu Hasan and their neighbours, the Bani Bu ^Ali.

The present Tamimah of the Bani Bu Hasan is ^Amir-bin-''Ali-bin-Eashid.

A village on the west coast of the Qatar promontory about 10 miles

from its northern extremity. It is frequently spoken of simply as

Khuwair in contradistinction to Khor/^ i»e* Khor Shaqiq on the

opposite side of the promontory, Khuwair possesses a tribal fort in a good

state of repair and is inhabited by about 80 families of the Kibisah

tribe, who live solely by pearl diving and fishing j
they have 20 pearl

boats, 5 fishing boats and 20 camels, but no other resources of any sort.

Drinking water is fetched from Thaghab, about 3 miles to the south-

east. A small islet ofE Khuwair Hassan is known as Jazirat-al-Khuwair,

HASSAN
(KHOE)
(U

or

KHU-
WAIE

The pi'rignkr is Hataitai and lhere is a distrihutive plural HATAIM
Hatman . A nomad tribe of Central Arabia ; their origin is

uncertain and they are not regarded, as true w^'abSi
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LocaUon,--^\i'^ Hataim (exclusive of the Hawazim section whose

distribution is discussed below) inhabit the countiy from Khaibar east-

wards as far as the Abanat hills upon Wadi-ar-Rummah and are

hemmed in between the Harb on the south and the ^Anizah on the

north. Some settled Hataim are said to be found in the villages of

Hayat and Thurghud in Harrat Khaibar^ of Ghazalah and Mustajiddah

in Jabal Shammar^ and of ^Ayun-as-Suwaina^ and Faidhah in Wadi-

as-Sirr.

Divisions and number,

-

-Among the sections* of the Hataim are the-

’Awamirah Mahaimizat

Barraqah
Madharihah

Nuwamisah
Dalamik

a 1 Qa’abid
Hawazim

Jaladau wloJA and

Khiyarat CL> UA. Simrah

dLw,.^I^3

The Shaikhs of the tribe are said to belong to the Barraqah section.

The Hawazim section (by some authorities treated as Harb and not

Hataim) are either frequently confounded, or are really identical, with
the 'Awazimlt tribe of Kuwait ; these Hawazim or ’Awazim are found
at Jauf-al-'Amir, Sakakah, Taimah and Baidha Nathil in Jabal

Shamniar and also, perhaps, at the village of Ghat in the Sadair
district of Southern Najd. It is curious that the Rasbaidah, who
resemble the 'Awazim and like them live near Kuwait, are also said

to be connected with the Hataim.
The Hataim in the west of Centi'al Arabia may be roughly estimated

at 8,000 souls.

- life and eharacter.—Vhei Hataim live in the ordinary Bedouin
manner, but they are distinguished from Arab Bedouins by their long
blue shirts. They arc less cheerful, frank, dignified and honourable
than, the Arabs, and also less civil to guests. The Hataim are good
fighting material and often excellent shots j in person tliey are more
lobust than the Arabs and their women are better looking. As hunters
they are second only to the Sulaba and sometimes they even succeed in
killing ostriches. Their dromedaries have always been among the best,
rivalling those of the Shararat, but they have never been well provided

_

* Other sections are mentioned hy Doughty and Huher, but hdve not been idontiOed
in the course of our inquiries from the Persian Gulf side.

tEegarding this difficulty see article ’AwSzim (footnote ). 'I'he Hawazim of the
ilataim are apparently also known as HawSzin
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with horses; in 1863 they had only a score o£ mares and in 1878 were

still almost without any. Some sections of the Hataim make cheeses of

sheep and goats’ milk which they sell at Khaibar. The women’s apart-

ment in their tents is on the right side in entering.

Folitical ])osition .—Notwithstanding their comparatively thriving

condition the Hataim are despised by the Arabs^ who class them with

the Sulaba below all Arab tribes and taunt them with being eaters

of carrion. The Arabs never intermarry with the Hataim^ although

some ’Anizah and Harb families dwell among them
;
and; on the other

hand; poor Hataim women sometimes condescend to mate with negroes.
w

The Hataim generally render Khuwwah or Akhawah
,
that

is blackmail; to all from whom they have anything to fear, and this

is doubtless the secret of their relative prosperity. In 1878 some of

those about Khaibar paid taxes both to the Amir of Jabal Shammar
and to the Turksj and they still give Khuwwah simultaneously to the

Harb; Shammar and ^Anizah tribes.

A plaiii; the only one of any extent in the interior of the Masqat HATAT
District of the ’Oman Sultanate; it includes part of the upper basins of (SAIH)

Wadis ’Adai; Maih and Mijlas and a small portion of the course of

Wadi Sarain. It begins on the north at Mutahaddamat in Wadi ’Adai

and runs southwards to include Birain; it then curves round eastwards

embracing the last 8 miles of Wadi Jannah—here called also Wadi

Hatat before its junction with Wadi Maih; finally it takes in the

whole of Wadi Maih above Tawilah, the whole of Wadi Sarain below

Qabil ^Ali-bin-ZamaU; and the upper part of Wadi Mijlas with its

tributary Wadi Haithadh. The north-western part of the plain is the

broader and more open; its width hereabouts approaching or attaining 8
'

miles : south-eastwards of Wadi Jannah it is narrower and more broken

up. ^fhe length of Saih Hatat along the curve in which it lies is about

30 miles. Where it adjoins Eastern Hajar it has a few stunted trees

and shrubs; greatly diminished by the ravages of Masqat wood-cutters ;

and in some places on the same' side it is studded with natural pillars

of rock; 20 to 25 feet high. The inhabitants of the villages of Saih Hatat;

which can be ascertained from the articles on the W adis traversing it,

are mostly Bani Wahaib : there are also Bani Khazam.
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HATTA
(WADI)

w

THe north-westernmost valley-mless
we rechon the lower part of

Wadi-al-Qor-intheWestemHajar district of the ’Oman Sultanate:

it be-ins below a sandy tract in the heart of the ’Oman Promontory

from which it is sepai-ated by a Najd, and, breaking into two channels

near the coast, reaches the sea at Shinas and Widaiyaj. The upper

portion, fmm Hajarain to the head of the vaUey, can hardly be regurded

as belonging to the ’Oman Sultanate.

The places which Wadi Hatta passes in its descending course are the

following :

—

ITame.
position. On which bank.

Houses and
inhabitants.

Uemauks.

Hadaf Near the bead of tbe

Wadi.

Right. 20 liouseft

of Bani

Ka’ab.

Nil.

Masfiit 1 bonr below Hadaf. Do. 50 lionses of

Biduwat.

The people of this

village, who are

at enmity with

those of Hajaraia

adjoining ifc, de-

pend on tbe

support of the

Na’im of the

Baraiini Oasis.

Haiarain J of an hour below

Masfut.

Do. 100 hoi ISO 8

of Didriwilt.

The Shaikh of this

village is a vassal

of tlu* Shaikh of

Dibai, to whom
ho looks for pro-

tection against

the pi'opli) of

Masfrii and their

allios the Na’im.

Falaij Bin-Qaf-

aiyir

1 hour below Hajarain Do. 8 houBOH of

Biduwai.

Nil.

Tam ait

I1A4J0

^ an bonr below Falaij

Bin-Qafaiyir.

Do. 10 bon BOB of

WasliahttU

Do.

Mnsbatbab 1 an bonr below

Tamait.

Do. Do. Do.
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Name. Position, On which banh

,

1

Houpes and
inhabitants.

^

Rem^bks,

’Ajib
^

1 iioHi below
1

Left. ^0 bouses of This village com*
abbah. VVashabat.

!

mands h fine

view of the Ba-
tinah. The hills

end a short dis-

tance below it

and 4 hours from
it is Shinas
Town.

Of the entire population of about 1,400 souls, only some 500 appear

to be subject to the Sultan of 'Oman ;
the rest belong rather to Inde-

pendent 'Oman.

These villages are poor in animals : altogether they are said to contain

only 50 camels, 100 donkeys, 50 cattle and 200 sheep and goats.

Wadi Hatta eanies the drainage of Wadi Qahfi and its tributary

W5di-al-Hayul, which comes from the neighbourhood of MahSdhah.
A district in the interior of Southern Hajd forming part of the HAUTAB

Wahhabi dominions.

Bomdaries and physical feafnres.~—'B.2tXLta,h. is adjoined on the north

by the district of Hariq, being separated from it by Jabal Hilaiyah
j on

the east it meets the district of Kharj
;
and on the south it is divided

from the district of Aflaj by the range of Jabal Birk. The western

limit of the Hautah district has not been ascertained, but it is perhaps

the Tuwaiq range. The main feature of Hautah is a valley running

apparently east-north-east from Hautah town to Dilam in Khaij and

about 35 miles distant
;
by this valley, which immediately below Hautah

town seems to be called Braik the drainage of Hautah is conveyed

to the Khaij district. Tbe Hautah valley has two main feeders : that of

Hilwah sjh.- joining it, apparently from the south, several miles below

Hautah town, and that of Hariq which comes in from the north-west at

a point stiU further in the direction of Kharj. The mountain ranges

which bound the district on north and south are said to constitute a

serious obstacle to egress upon those sides
;
but a pass called Salamiyah,

mentioned in the article on Aflaj, connects the valley of Hilwah with

the Farshah division of Aflaj.*

•Hautah does not appear to have been visited as yet by any European traveller.

But see the footnote to the article on Hariq.
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Topography, population and resources.—The following table contains

an account of tbe principal places in Hautab; ________________
EJtMAii]s:s.

Tho majority of the in-

habitants live not in the
town proper, which is

called Hillah dJla. , but

in detached quarters
among the date groves.
The greater part of the
plantations seem to
belong to a part of the
settlement called Braik

which apparently

gives its name to, or is

called after, the valley

below the town ; the
bulk of tbe palms are
said to be situated in
nhe Haufcah valley below
Its junction with the
tributary from Blilwab
and above its meeting
with that which comes
from Hariq. Besides
dates the ordinary crops
and fruits of Southern
N'ajd are grown. The
wells are deep and
camels are used to work
the water lifts, which
are beyond the jpower of
bullocks and donkeys.
The town is largely
commercial and has a
bazaar of about 80
shops. Tho inhabitants
own about 500 camels,
50 horses, 50 donkeys
and 100 cattle : a num-
ber of the camels are
employed in trading
caravans.

There are tbe usual
dales, fruits, cereals

and lucerne ; tho wells
are not quite so deep as
those of Hautah Town,
say 18 fathoms. Camels
number about 300,
donkeys 50 and cattle

100. Tbe date planta-
tions are very dense.
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Name. PoBitio'a, Houses and inhabitants. Hejtaiiks.

Quwai* To the north-eaf?t of 80 houses, v4z., 20 of Resembles Hilwah in
Hilwah and con- Bani Tamim and its generril character-
nected with that 10 of Bani istics, bat livestock
village, but actual-

ly nearer to Hautah
town.

Zhadhir* are proportionately

fewer,

Wusaitah Between Hilwah A Qasr of Bani A considerable date
and Quwai’. Khadtiir. grove belongs to this

place.

It will be seen from the above table that tbe settled population of tbe

district is tribally very composite^ and that it probably amounts to rather

less than 6,000 souls, of whom tbe majority inhabit the town of Hautah

and its suburbs. The agriculture and livestock are those of Southern

Najd generally^ but the date trees are exceptionally large and fine, some

of them (it is said) yielding an incredible quantity of dates in a single

season. The other fruits of the district are also above the average.

Trade .—There is a considerable trade with Hasa and Qatar on the

one side and with Yaman and Hijaz on tbe other \ piece-goods are chiefly

obtained from Hasa—with which district nearly all the local merchants

have business relations,— arms and ammunition are imported through

Qatar, and coffee is brought from Yaman. A certain number of Hautah

merchants are accustomed to visit India for trade. xAmong the prin-

cipal firms in Hautah are thf Ghanaim, who are Bani Tamim, and the

^Atiqah and W ahaibis, who belong to the Bani Khadhir. There are

also some merchants of repute among the Baud.

Administration .—The Amir of Hautah town and principal mania the

district is at present one Muhammad Abu Shaibah of the Bani Tamim.

He stands high in the favour of Ibn Sand and has authority under

the Wahhabi rulers over all Hautah, even the Amir of Hilwah (now

^Abdul ^Aziz-bin-Kharaiyis) having been made subordinate to him. This

is regarded as an exceptional and temporary arrangement, due to the

personal influence of Abu Shaibah with Ibn Saud. The people of Hautah

are well armed with rifles, but swords are still carried.

Singular Hausini . A Hinawi tribe of the ^Oman Sultanate^ HAWASI-
partly Ibadhi and partly Sunni in religion ; they occupy the whole of NAH
Wadx-al-Hawasinah and nearly all of Wadis Sarrami and ShafaJl in
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Western Hajar; also most of the town of Khaburah in Batinah

;

and they are fonnd also at Qasbiyat-al-Hawasinah in the sub-Wilayat of

Saham. Their tribal capital is Ghaizain in Wadi-al-Hawasinah,

They number about 17,500 souls, exclusive of some Bedouins who belong

to the tribe.

Below is a table of the Hawasinah which explains the classification and

distribution of about 10,500 members of the tribe
;
the remainder (7,000)

are mostly at Khaburah, where the Hawamid and Sawalim sections in

particular are represented.

Section, Number of houses. Habitat.

Hawamid 310 Mijzi in Wadi-al-Hawasinah

;

Hibi and Khadd in Wadi
Sarrami; and Khishai in

Wad Shaj^n.

Najaja’ah 60 Suwari, Shakhbot and Sadan in

Wadbal-Hawasinah.

Rashaid (Aalad) 160 Ghaizain in Wadi-al-Hawasinah
and Qasbiyat-abHanasinah in

the sub-Wilayat of Saham.

Said (Bani) 1,440 Kbadhra, Sakhiyat, Qal'ab, Kbabt
Saiharah, Falaj Harmal, Dhu-
waihirah, Faj^ij and Hail Kasha
in Wadi Sarrami, and
Nakhshah, Ghashain, Safa, ’Iqli

and Bl’aik in Wadi Shal^n.

Sawalim

/Ir*

70 Ghaizain in Wadi-al-Hawa-
sinali.

Sinan (Bani) 100 Harm all and Bada’ah Aulad
Juma^ah in Wadi-al-Hawa-
sinah.

The Hawasinah are generally at feud with the Bani •'Umr who

adjoin them on the west. Their present chiefs are Almirr and Nasir,

brothers, sons of Muhammad.

HAWA- A valley in the Western Hajar district of the ^Oman Sultanate,

(W?:DI^?L)
beginning at the north side of a pass some miles north of Miskin

™ Dkakirah, reaches the sea at Kkaburak in Batinahia little to the^ ^ east of the bazaar of that town.

VVadi-al-Hawasinah contains the following places, which we give
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in their order from above doTOwards : the inhabitants are all

Hawasinah :
—

Place, Position. On VFhieli bank.
biamber of
boases.

B.'ZUJlS.ISHh.

Mijzi 6 hours below the
head of the Wadi.

Left. 40
(of the Haw-
amid sec-

tion).

Livestock are

20 camels, 40
donkeys, 100
cattle, and 600
sheep and
goats. Palms,
3,000.

Suwari 1 hour below Mijzj. Do. 15
(of the Naja-
ja’ah sec^

tion).

There are 4
camels, 20 don-
keys, 15 cattle,

and 40 sheep
and goats.

Palms, 2,000,

Harmali 3 hours below Suwari. Do. 70
(of the Baiii

Sinan sec-

tion).

Animals are 30
camels, 40 don-
keys, 70 cattle,

and 800 sheep
and goats.

Palms, 4,000.

Shakbbot 1 hour below Harmali. Eight. 25 There are 5
camels, 10 don-
keys, 10 cattle,

and 100 sheep
and goats.

^

Palms, 700.

Falaj-al-H a w a-

sinah

-J-9

^ an hour below
Shakhbot.

Do. 40 20 camels, 25
donkeys, 20
cattle, and 300
sheep and goats
are owned here

.

Palms, 3,000.

Bada’ah Aulad
Juma*ah

d^c3J

1 an hour below Falaj-

al-Hawfisinah, but
not in the main
valley.

• •• 30
(of the Bani
Sinan sec-

tion).

Animals are 3
camels, 5 don-
keys, 10 cattle,

and 100 shee p
and goats.

Palms, 5,000.

Badarah
•| an hour below
Badaah Aulad
Juma*ah.

Right. 20 There ,
ar® 5

camels .20 don-
keys, 15 c.®-ttle,

and 200 sheep
and goats.

Palms, 1,000.

Sadan 3 hours below Badai*ah, Do. 20 Animals are 3
camels, 10 don-
keys, 10 cattle

and 200 sheep
and goats.

Palms, 1,000.

% T
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Place. Position. On which hank.
Number of
hoases. Eemabks.

Ghaizain 3 hours below -Sadan. Left. ‘

1

200
(of the Aulad
Ra s h a i d

and Sawa*
lira sec-

tions.

The principal

place of the

Hawasin ah
tribe. Live-

stock 30 camels,

26 donkeys, 40
cattle, and
1,000 sheep and
goats. Palms,

Qasaf 6 hours below Ghai-
zaiu aod 1 hour
above Khabtirah.

Eight. ...

8,000.

See article

B§,tinah.

Of tLese places Ghaizain is tlie last Tvitlim the Hajar hills : Qasaf is in

Batiaah. The population of the valley above the point where it enters

Batinah seems to be about 2,300 souls.

W§,di-al-Hawasinah has two principal tributaries, both from the

west. The upper of these is Wadi-adh-Dhula^ -nrhich

comes in below Harmali and above Shakhbot and contains only one vil*

lage, namely Bada’ah Aulad Juma’ah, given in the table above. The
other. Wadi Eani ’Umr, enters Wadi-al-Hawasinah between Ghaizain
and Qasaf, outside the hills

; it is elsewhere described under its own
name, but we may here note that its uppermost village is another
Mijzi which can be reached foom the Mijzi in Wadi-al-Hawasinah
in about 5 hours by a pass across the hills.

Wadi-al-Hawasinah is deep and narrow, and the hiUs which form its

sides are of dark-coloured rock. The villages are built upon the hill-sides,

and their date trees grow on artificial terraces to which spring-water is

conducted in channels : there are no weUs. The houses are of stone and
mud; the crops besides dates are wheat, barley, bajri, maize, millet,
lucerne, beans, sweet potatoes, and various grasses which are cultivated
as fodder for ammaJs ; the people keep camels, cattle, sheep, goats and
donkeys. Frmts are limes, mangoes, grapes, ohves, plums, pomegranates,
figs, quinces and almonds. The trade of Wadi-al-Hawasinah is with
Khaburali and Suwaiq.

HAW IZEH The westernmost of the districts of Southern ’Arabistan.
*}iy^

PostUon, and Hawizeh district surrounds Hawizeh Town
DISTEICT. ^hich is about 65 miles north of Muhammareli Town and equidistant
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from the Karun at Nasiri and the Tigris at ’Azair. It is

enclosed by Turkish ^Iraq on the west and on the remaining sides by

districts of ’Arabistan^ viz., Dizfiil on the norths Ahwaz on the east,

and Muhammareh on the south. On its north-east side it is bordered

and separated from the Dizful District by two parallel hill ranges,

called Manyur and Mishdakh ,
which run from north-west to

south-east, at distances respectively of 15 and 20 miles from Hawizeh

Town, and end on reaching the right bank of the iKarkheh. : these

ranges are included under the common name of Khadhar * . The

limits of the district are otherwise indefinite, but some of the places

comprised in it are specified in the paragraph on topography below.

VJiy^icaJi chcLfaiCtevistics .—The general features and condition of the

district at the present day are not well understood, as tribal disturbances

and chronic lawlessness have made it for the time being inaccessible to

civilised travellers ; ' and it does not seem to have been visited by Euro-

peans since the Anglo-Russian survey of the Turko-Persian border half a

century ago. The river Karkheh, turning the corner of the Manyur and

Mishdakh ranges, enters the district near Kut Nahr Hashim.at the eastern

end j a part of it emerges again at the western end,under the name of

Swaib or Shwaiyib and eventually flows into the Shatt-al-^Arab. The

bulk of the Hawrzeh district, between the disappearance of the Karkheh

and the formation of the Swaib, is believed to consist of marshes and

water channels in which the river loses itself, interspersed with pasture

grounds and surrounded by barren deserts.

The inhabitants of the Hawrzeh district, those of Hawi-

zeh Town alone excepted, nearly all belong to noinadic tribes ; and all but

a few Sabians and two or three Najd Arabs, who are shopkeepers in the

town, are Shfahs by religion. In summer and autumn the tribes encamp

in the marshes, and in winter and sprung they roam the deserts wrth

their flocks and herds : some of them cross at times into Turkish territory.

The 5,000 persons who live in ^Hawizeh Town may be taken as re-

presenting almost the whole fixed population of the district ; fhe nomadic

remainder appear to reach the large total of about 60,250 souls. The

tribes of Hawrzeh are*represented by their neighbours as being uncrvrlised,

dangerous, and bitterly hostile to Sunni Muhammadans.

But set» article Sontheru 'ArabiStSn. The name Manyur seems to be applied at

times to the continuation of the Kuh-i-AhwaZ from the Karun towards the Karkheh

river.
a T a
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The following is a conspectus of the main tribes, both nomadic and

settled, of the Hawizeh Disti’ict :

—

Tribe. Location. Fighting strength. Bemabks.

Baji {!>) • •• Believed to be a sec-

tion of the Bani
Iiam tribe. They
are found also in the
Dizful District at

Khairabad on the
Karkheh.

Halaf Scattered, fin the
hani Saleb. and
Bani Turuf
country.

Included in the Bani
Saleh and Bani
Turuf.

Formerly an inde-

pendent tribe but now
distributed among,
and forming sections

of, the Bani Saleh
and Bani Turuf,
and possibly of the
Bani Tamim, The
Halaf are Shi’ahs.

Hiyadir Scattered, chiefly in

the Bani Turuf
country.

600 The Biyadir live

chiefly among the
Bani Turuf and are
not apparently con-
nected with the
Hiyadir'* section of
the Bani Saleh or
with the HaiySdir
tribe of Southern
’Arabistan. The
Hiyadir are Shfahs.

’Ikrish About Suwaimiyah
and in the country
a few miles to the
east of Kut Nahr
Hashim.

150 of the Bait Ghalib
and 150 of the Bait
Hasan division ;

also the hulk of
1,100 of the Da-
ghaghleh division,

the rest of these last

being in the Ah-
waz District.

For further informa-
tion see article

*Ikrish,

Juruf (Aiil-al-)

ULaI

Scattered, hut
partly in Hawi-
zeli Town,

Perhaps 400 alto-

gether, of whom
150 in Hawizeh
Town.

This tribe is Shi’ah*

Kut (Ahl-al-)

M Hawizeh. Town. 360, other small tribes
of the town being
included with them.

Do.

Mfilik (Baoi)
This is a section of the
Bani Tamim, and
it is possible that^
other sections of the
same tribe also enter
the district.
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Tribe.

Mazra’eh

Na’aroeh i Bani)

Location.

Ill the Bani Turuf
country.

Among the Shurafa.

Fighting strength.

Included in the

Turuf.
Bani

250, of whori'

inoTinted.

60 are

Formerly an indepen-
dent and powerful
tribe who are said to

have owned f of

the lands of the
Hawizeli District.

They have now be-

come subject to the
Bani Turuf and are
reckoned as one of

their sections. They
are Shi’ahs.

They originallv belong-
ed to the Hardan,
hut they have been
excluded from the
article on that tribe as

they are now separate

from it. The Bani
Na’ameh are Sbl’ahs.

Nais

Qati* (Al)

(jT

Sabians
w

Sakiyeh
Hi

Scattered, but part-

ly in the town of

Hawizeli.

Hawizeb Town.

Do.

400, of whom only
about 60 are in the
town.

300

These Nais are believed

to be of the same
origin as the sections
similarly named of
the *Anafijell, Bait
Sa’ad and Bani
Turuf tribes. Thev
are Shfahs, There are

N«is also at Bsllingau

Balaiand Hajiabadin
the Dizftil District

The Al Qati* are Shi’*

abs.

See article SabiaHS.

This tribe is Shi’ah,

Below (that is down- lOO, of whom 30 are

stream from) the mounted.
Shurafa.

Salell (Bani) A considerable traot 4,350, of whom 1,000

south of Ha- are mounted.

wizetL Town.

See article Bani Salell*

Sh urafa Apparently net far

from Kilt Kahr
Hashim between

tlat place and
HawizetL Town.

oOO, including 100
mounted, if their

dependents be reck-

oned.

They are reckoned
Sniyids and are said

to have come from
Makkah a very long
time ago. They are

engaged in agriculture
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Name, Position. Nature. Bbmab'cs.

and by religion are
Shi*ahs. The Shawa-
kir of the Aiiwaz
district are attached
to them politically.

Compare article

AstLraf.

Su’wa'id In the Bani Turuf
country.

400 These in ^Arabistan
live among the Bani
Turuf, but they are

said to be merely a

branch of a larger

tribe in Turkish
’Iraq, towards
’Amarah. In
religion they are
Shi’ahs.

Suvrari Scattered through-

out the district.

900 Of the fighting men
500 are said to
belong to a section

called Bait ^ Awayeh
of whom

the bulk are in Tur-
kish territory near
’Amarab, and the
rest to a section
called Bait Nusir

. They are
all Shi'abs.

Turuf (Bani) The district gene-
rally.

5,600, o£ whom only
about 60 are
mounted.

See article Bani
Turuf.

Tojpography .—The following are a few points in the district of which
the names are known :

—

Name.
|

Position. Nature. JKemaaes,

Dahahiyeh
«b

Apparently some
miles to the west
of Hawizeh
Town.

A canal dependent on
the Karkheh,

It is said to be a consi-
derable centre of
population.

Hashim ( Kut
Nahr)

On the Karkheb,
about 25 miles
west-north-west of
Nasiri and 16
miles east by
north of Ha-
Ivizeh Towh.

The site of a great
dam on which the
proper irrigation of
the Hawizeb dis-
trict depended ; it
gave t^ay in 1837
and has not been
restored.

Some 700 families of
’ Ikrish of the
Oaghaghleh section
are generally in camp
a few miles to the
.east of this place.
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Name. Position, Nature. Bbmarics.

Hawizeh. Town In the centre of the
district and about
40 miles west by
north of Nasiri.

See article Hawizeti
Town*

Khafajiyeh On the left bank of

the present main
stream, in the
district, of the
Karklieli river ;

it is situated seve-

ral miles to the
west of Kht Nahr
Hashim.

The seat of the prin-

cipal family of the

Baui Turuf tribe.

There are said to be 90
mud-built shops at

this place.

]\J uh ammad
^Shaikh)

Ml

Apparently to the
south-east of Ha-
•wizeli Town.

A locality. It marks the eastern

boundary of the
territoiies proper of

the Bani Saleli
tribe.

Suwaimiyeh
Uf

About 7 miles

north of Ha-
wizeli Town.

Do. About 100 families of

’Ikrisb. of the Bait
Ghalib section are

settled hereabouts.

Trade and communications .—The chief exports of the district are rice,

fish, and the plumage of a bird called Baiyudhi, probably an egret, but

commercially described as an “oBj»rey.” In the season great quantities of

large ^Anz fish are caught and sell locally at 2 Qrans per Hawizeh Man;

the HawTzeh Man is[equal to 7 Man of Shushtar.

The trade of Hawizeh is mainly with ’ Amarah on the Tigris by

way of the marshes and the Jahalah canal. There are also routes, to

some extent in use, which” connect the district with the towns of fiC'U.liailX''

marell and Dizfui : these are noticed in the article on ’Arabistan.

- Si&tory and administration.—The district was once well cultivated

and prosperous, but by the bursting of the dam at Kut Nahr Hashim on

the Karkheh in 18S7 it was rendered almost impassable, and its agricul-

ture was destroyed. After this event the- power of the local Wali or

Mania ,
who was ' an independent chief, belonged to a Saiyid family

of Hawizeh Town, and had formerly exercised authority over an extensive

region, shrank within narrow limits. Since 1902, in which year the

Shaikh of Muhammareh assumed responsibility for the revenue of the

district, the Persian Government being unable to recover the same by

their own arrangements, H-awzeh has been included, theoretically, in the
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administrative division of Southern ^Arabistan; and in 1904 the Shaikh

of Muhammareh, by a successful exiDedition against the principal tribe,

the Bani Turuf, succeeded in reducing the tract to actual submission.

Thereafter the district was managed for a time through the chief Shaikh

of the Bani Saleh l
but more recently the Shaikh of MuhaiUinareh hag

appointed Mania “'Abid Ali-bin-Maula Mutab to be bis Deputy-Gover-

nor with headquai’ters at Hawizeb Town. The annual assessment is

nominally 30;000 Tunians on the Bani Tnruf and 16,000 on the more

settled inhabitants of the district about Hawizeh Town
;
but it is stated

that from the former only about 20,000 Tumans, and from the latter

about 10,000 are collected.

HAWiZEH

TOWN

Situated about 40 miles west by north of Nasiri in the centre of the

Hawizeh District of which it is the capital. Formerly a large town, it

was ruined by the bursting in 1837 of the dam at Kut Nahr Hashim on

the Karkheh river, which upset the whole irrigation system of the

district, caused the main stream of the Karkheh to take a more northerly

course, and reduced the town, which stood on the left bank of the original

river bed, to comparative insignificance. The greater part of the popula-

tion are said to have been dispersed by this event and to have joined the

wandering Arabs of the district ; but the town still boasts of 1,000

inhabited houses, representing a population of about 6,000 souls
; there

are also many deserted dwellings. The Kut oy quarter, the only

part of Hawizeh which now resembles a town, lies furthest to the south;

the others are Sakiyeh not so far to the south, Nais on the south-west,

and Ahl-i-Juruf on the north
; these last three are named from the tribes

mhabiting them, of whom some details are given in the article on the

Hawizeh District. A large part of the population which is reckoned to

the town is said to be massed on a canal called Dahabiyeh on the west
side of the settlement. The whole population is Shi^ah except 3 shop-

keepers who are Arabs of Hajd and 20 families of Sabians ; of the latter

12 are silversmiths and 2 ironsmiths but none are agriculturists. The
Woiucr of Hawizeh town is now bad as well as scanty, but it remains the
seat of the official who governs the district in the name of the Shaikh of

Muharnmareh.

Hawizeli m the 14ith century A.D, was one of the most floui-ishing
places in ArawistSu and the centre of a district which produced corn,
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cotton and sugar cane. Tlie Sabian community already existed at

that time.

The northernmost part; if we except the town of Dilam^ of the

Gulf Ports governorship in Persia ; it has Rig for its capital and is

situated on the coast of the Persian Gulf between the district of Liravi

on the north and the district of Rudhilleh on the south.

*The Hayat Davud district is bounded on the west by the

sea. The eastern boundary in the northern part is a range of hills,

about 15 miles inland, which rises in places to the height of about 1,000

teet ;
in the southern part it is a salt stream called Riid Shur

0^ which comes down from a hill called Bikarz-wa-Mishan

j
or Taviseh and divides it from the Shabankar6h

District. The northernmost village of the district is Bahmiyari, and on

the south Hayat Davud extends almost to the Rudhilleh River ; its

maximum length is consequently 40 miles, but its extent upon the coast

is less as in the north it is overlapped upon the sea by the portion of

the Liravi district which contains Jabal Bang. The island of Kharag

belongs to Hayat Dawad.

Physical geogra^Jiy.^lDiQ whole district appears to be a plain
; it has

good soil in certain localities and is intersected by watercourses, some of

considerable size, which cross it from the hills to the sea. There is an

outcrop of' light grey sandstone close to Rig. The chief features of the

coast are a creek, called Khor-al-Qusair or Khur Jasair

frequented by large boats and yielding a few mother-of-pearl shells,

midway between Rig and the Rudhilleh River, and Khur Khalil cUbL,

a tidal inlet 1 mile south of Ganaveh, which is used by the boat-owners

of that place.

Population .—A list of the villages of Hayat Davud is subjoined

under the heading of topography. The people, as will be seen, are

mostly Lurs whose ancestors immigrated from the Behbehan province,

partially submerging an ancient Persian population whom local tradition

represents as having continued to be Gabrs yf or fire worshippers

till about 5 centuries ago. In some places there is an infusion of

Arab blood, and the village of Gumarun is a settlement of Saiyids.

HAYAT
DAVUD
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The total number of the inhabitants appears to be about 12,000 souls.

The Persian language with Lurish modifications is practically universal,

so also is the Shi^ah form of the Muhammadan religion. Inland the

people are cultivators, and upon the coast cultivators, seafarers and

fishermen. Outside of Rig, huts are the only kind of dwelling. The

generality of the inhabitants are peaceable and partially civilised, but

they are well-armed with Martinis and possess, it is said, on the

average about one rifle to every house. From January to April the

population is swelled by Darashuli and Kashkuli lliyat, or nomadic

]pin tribes, who camp in the vicinity of Rig and make their purchases

for the year in that town.

Agriculture and livestocTc.—Wheat and barley are the agricultural

staples, but dates also are cultivated. The banyan, fig and castor oil

plant flourish. There appear to be few cattle, but sheep are numerous

and are estimated to amount to 10,000 in the whole district. Water is

all from wells.

Trade .—The subject of trade is disposed of in the article on Rig,

through which all the external trade of the district jpasses. The internal

trade is of no account.

Trans20ort and communicaiionB.—The district, it is believed, can

furnish about 350 horses, 150 mules, 250 camels and 2,000 donkeys.

There appear to be no serious obstacles to the rdovement of transport.

It is possible to march along the coast,* and an inland route from

Burazjan " to Zaidan traverses the district vid the villages of

Ohahrusahi, Gah Safid, ^Abbasi, Muhammad Sadiq and Rahmiyari

there is also a route from Rig to Dih Kuhneh in the Shabankareh
District.

Administration.— district is governed by a hereditary Khan (at

present Haidar Khan, son of Khan ^Ali Khan) of Lur descent, who has

his residence at Rig and is subject to the Governor of the Gulf Ports.

At present 8,000 lumans a year is paid by him for the farm of the

fl.iBtriet. (huminal justice is dispensed by this Khan and by one of his

brothers (Muhammad Khan) who acts as his deputy at Chahrusahi.

Documents are attested and civil disputes are settled in every villagO

* Vide ColviU in Volume XVII of the Ttansactioixs of the Bombay, Geographical
Society, pages' 137-39V

" " '

" t See Ttauies in JFersia^ l, Nos. l^A. aiid 21A.
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by the local Qazi or Mulla^ except matrimonial eases which it is nsaal to

refer to the decision of the Qazi or Mulla of some neighbouring village.

The general administration is conducted through the headmen of villages.

There are no regular police^ but the retainers of the Khan look to the

safety of the roads. Land revenue is collected at the rate of 60 to 70

Qrans per G-au of cultivation ; there are no other taxes. The only

direct representatives of the Persian Government are a postmaster and

a telegraph master at Rig and Persian Customs officials at Rig and

Ganaveh.

Topography ^—The following are the principal places in the Hayat

Davud district with some details :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

’Abbasi
m

8 miles north-east

of Rig.
100 honses of Lurs
and ancient Persian
tribes. Some of

the dwellings, still

inhabited, are said to

date from pre-Isla-

mic times.

The village stands in a
plain and is defended
by 3 towers. Dates,
wheat and barley are

grown, and there are

30 horses, 20 mules,
100 donkeys, 70 cattle

and 800 sheep and
goats.

Allafeyari

Ahl) •

10 miles east by
south of Rig.

15 houses. There are 7 horses, 15
donkeys, 12 cattle

and 150 sheep and
goats.

Arash On the coast, 2
miles north of

Rig.

12 huts of Sunnis,
settlers from Rig.

A little wheat and bar-
ley are grown.

Babmiyari 15 miles north
by west of

Ganaveh.

75 houses, mostly of

Lurs from Behtoe-
han. Here as at
’Abbasi some of the
buildings are said to

be ancient.

There are 4 small
towers. Dates, wheat
and barley are grown
and there are 30 don-
keys and 800 sheep*
The people are quiet
and civil.

Pang*

tsJlij

About 2 miles from
-Jabal Bang in the

Liravi district,
j

10 houses of Lurs
. from Behbehan*

'

There are a few dates
and some other culti-

vation, also a few
horses and donkeys
and J 00 sheep.

Bidu 6-. miles ea^st by
south of Rig near

. the Rud Shur*

20 bouses of Sunni
Arabs, said to be
Bani Tamim and to

have come from
Rallahiyeh.

Only grain is culti-

vated. There are a
few horses and some
30 donkeys and 30
camels.
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ITame. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemabsb.

Chaharburj 12 miles east by
north of Ga-
naveh.

30 houses of Lurs
from Belibehaii*

There is grain cultiva-
tion and some 40
donkeys and 500
sheep are kept besides
a few horses.

Ohaharmal 10 miles east of
Eig.

30 houses of Beh-
Tbehanis.

Wheat and barley are
grown and there are
some 40 donkeys and
400 sheep, also a
few horses.

CliShrusabi 15 miles north-east
of Eig and 2
miles from the
ri^bt bank of the
Bud Shur.

100 houses of Lurs
from Behbehan.

The^ village is on
rising ground and is

protected by a small
fort and 4 towers.
Dates, grain and
tobacco are grown
and there are 30
horses, 100 donkeys
and 500 sheep.
There is a small
shrine, A deputy of
the^ Khan has his

residence here.

Darehdua

Fahrabari

12 miles from Eig.

15 miles north by
east of Ganaveii.

30 houses of Burs.

70 houses of Lurs
and old Persian
tribes.

Wheat and barley are
grown : there are 10
horses and 30 don-
keys.

Stands on the plain.
W heat and barley
are grown. There are
here some houses
said to date frono pre-
Muhammadan times.
Animals are 10
horses, 16 mules, 100
donkeys, 60 cattle
and 600 sheep and
goats.

Ganaveli

»jU/

On the coast 15
miles north-
west of Eig.

See article Ganaveh.

Gab Safld 9 miles south-east
of Eig.

A group of three vil-

lages containing
together about 260
houses of Lurs and
the^ descendants of
ancient Persian
tribes.

The villages stand on
high ground and are
defended by towers.
There is cultivation
of wheat and barley,
and the inhabitants
possess some 30
horses, 160 donkeys
and 2,000 sheep
and goats Those
villages are said to
be very old.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eesiases.

Gnmarun 12 miles east-north- ?

east of Ganaveh.
iO houses of Shl’ah

Saiyids, well-known
throughout the Per-

sian Gulf as Gnma-
rnnis- Some others

of them are found
at Chah Zangi in

the Shabankareli
District,

Wheat, barley and
dates are grown
here and about 20
horses, 100 donkeys
and 700 sheep and
goats belong to the
village. The headman
is a learned Saiyid and
farms the village

from the Khan of

Hayat Davud.
The people are said to

be charitable but
somewhat fanatically

disposed.

Haidari (Qal’eh)

Aa13

On tbe coast 20
miles nortb-west
of Rig.

A small hamlet. There are a few date

trees.

Tmamzadeh

8^|y«U|

Adjoins the middle
village of Gana-
veli.

1

12 huts of mixed
Iiurs and Arabs.

Wheat and barley are
grown. Some arches
are standing of a
mosque said locally

to have been the first

built in this part of
Persia.

Jazlreb On tbe south

side of a creek

which runs inland

for J of a mile

from tbe sea.

15 houses of Arabs
who claim to be of i

Bani Hajir and
Bani Tamim des-

cent ; they are Sun-
nis and speak Arabic
as well as Persian.

The people cultivate
and fish and possess
about SO donkeys
and 300 sheep and
goats, besides a
dozen fishing boats.
Their surplus pro-
duce they sell at
Biishelir. The
creek is 2 fathoms
deep at entrance.

Kainali 10 miles north-east

of Rigt

20 houses of Liirs. There are about SO
donkejs and 400
sheep and goats, and
a little grain is

grown.

Eubak

iSXsbji

5 miles south-

east of Rig, with

the salt streano

called Rudkhaneh
Shur passing its

east and south

sides on the waj
to the sea.

15 huts of liurs from
Behbehan.

r

1 The inhabitants have
about 1 00 camels and
30 donkeys besides
cultivating on a
small scale. They
send some wool to

the BHshelir
market. Also called

Ahu Gbarib jjj.
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Napae. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bektabss.

Kular

yy

On the plain about
6 miles north of

Big.

30 houses of Lurs
from Belilbelian
who are said to be
religiously inclined

and charitable.

The people deal in
wool and gum and cul-
tivate a little : they
have 40 donkeys and
300 sheep and goats.

Maliinad Sadi On the plain about
12 miles north-
east of Big.

100 houses of Xiiirs.

They are said to be
charitable and rather
fanatical in religion.

There is considerable
cultivation of wheat
and barley and some
of dates. Horses
number 30 and don-
keys about 1 50. Also
called Muhammad

Sadiq (joU

Mahmid (Mal-i-) On a hill, 7 miles
from Big.

30 houses of Xiiirs
from the Behbe-
lian province.

There is cultivation of
cereals 9 and 80 don-
keys, 400 sheep and
goats and a few horses
belong to the village.

Puzehgali

•If
>jji

On the coast 6 miles

south -sonth-e a s t

of G-anaiveli.

50 huts of Lurs from
the Behbeban pro-

vince.

Some wheat and barley
are grown and live-

stock are 20 horses,
80 donkeys and 600
sheep and goats.

Big 31 miles north-
north-west of
BUslielir Town.

See article Big.

Eusur 10 miles from Big. 30 houses of Lurs. The people grow wheat
and barley, send some
wool to Busbehr,
and own 20 horses, 40
donkeys, 30 cattle and
600 sheep and goats.

ShM

Taj Maliki

14 miles inland
from Big, on
the sooth side of
a salt stream that
comes down from
the Bibi Hakimeh
hills.

3 miles south of
Shnl.

Perhaps 400 houses of
Lurs from the
Behbelian pro-
vince.

30..houses of Behbeha-
ni Lurs.

Wheat and barley are
cultivated and about
500 Hashim Mans of
gum, collected in the
bills, are exported
annually. Ancient
foundations are trace-
able here. Animals
are 20 horses, 15
mules, 300 donkeys,
100 cattle and 1,500
sheep and goats.

Cereals are grown and
about 30 donkeys and
400 sheep owned.

Yazdpiishan

‘ijri -

10 miles north-east
of Ganaveh,

25 huts of mixed '

Lurs.
rhere are some donkeys,
„and ordinary jnultiva-

tion.



HAZAIM m
A district of tlie Kuwait Shaikhdom, enclosed by the sea on tbe HAZAIM

east; by tbe Salu^ district on tbe north; and by tbe Sbaqq^ district on

tbe west ;
tbe briny rivulet of Maqta^ marks its soutbern limit and

divides it from tbe plain of Labibab. Tbe middle of tbe district is

about 60 miles south by east of Kuwait Town ; its total extent is

doubtful.

Hazaim consists of a large plain without trees but not destitute

of camel grazing
3
tbe soil is firm and dark-coloured and free from stony

patches. At the south end; near tbe
,
Maqta' stream; is a Sabakbab or

saline wet-weatber marsh.

Hazaim contains tbe following places which we have tabulated in

then alphabetical order

ame. Position, Cliaracter. Bbuabss.

* Aqrabi Within sight of

the sea near the

northern border

of Hazaim.

Wells. The depth is to 2
fathoms and the qua-

lity of the water varies

with the amount of

rain.

*

Asailan About 4 miles to

tbe west and
somewhat north

of Eafa iyab.

Do. Contain good water

at Ig fathoms.

* Ataridh To the west and
somewhat north

of ’Asailan.

Do. Contain good water

at 2 fathoms.

Dhali’-al-Asbari

Maraghah

A little to the south

of Kafa'iyah,

About the middle

of the western

border of Hazaim,

probably 20 to 26

miles west by

north of the

mouth of the

MaqLta’ stream

and 10 to 15 miles

south-east of

Wafrah.

Do.

Do.

Contain good water

at 14 fathoms.

The water stands at

14 fathoms and is not

good.

Qa’amab Close to the sea-

shore, a couple of

miles to the south

of ’Aqrabi.

Do. The water, at
^

2

fathoms, is of in-

different quality.

Rafalyab
w

-

About 10 miles

west-south-west of

the mouth of the

M;aq.ta’ stream.

Do. Fairly good water at

2 fathoms.
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Name, Position, Character, BumASKS.

EaLaiyah
m

5 miles wesfe of

Wafrah.
A small hill.

Ba$;hvah

yj

Some miles north

or north-east of

Eafa’Iyah.

Wells. Water bitter, at 1

fathom.

Eughwan

wyj

Adjoining Eugh-
wah.

Do. Do.

Sa’ud West and slightly

north of Taiyibat-

al-Ism.

Do. Good water at 2|
fathoms.

Shadhaf
XjSL>}lAii

9 miles south-south-
east of Wafrah
and 7 miles west
of Maraghah,

Do. Depth 2 fathoms; water
brackish.

Taiyibat'al-Ism
m

A short distance

inland from
Qa’amah.

Do. Indifferent water at 2

fathoms.

Wafrah Apparently between
60 and 60 miles
dne south of

KiiTrait Town.

Numerous wells. The wells are 2 fathoms
deep and yield water

of passable quality.

Those -who make Umm Janaib a small separate district to the
west of Hazaim assign to it the hill of Rahaiyah and the wells of
-Shadhaf and Wafrah described above.

HAZAM valuable fort and small viUage in the Sultanate of "Oman, situated
on the west side of Wadi Fara’ at less than 1 mile from the bed of
the Wadi and some 15 miles to the south-west of the town of Masna’ah
in Batinah, which is the port of Hazam. Hazam is the lowest point in
the tract known as Rustaq, and there is a difference of opinion regarding
the district in which it is situated, some assigning it to Hajar, which is

probably correct^ and others to Batinah : this much is clear that it stands
in a plain, at some distance from the hills of B[ajar properly so

^

The^ village is walled and consists of about 80 houses of the
Miyayihah and Ta’aribah tribes, in the centre of which is the celebra-
ted fort. There are no wells here, and the vater supply depends on
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subterranean conduits from Wadi Fara’ wliicb enter the village. The

date plantations are extensive, containing (it is estimated; 70,000 palms
;

and wheat, barley, sesame, beans, sugarcane and lucerne are grown.

Horses are said to number 4, donkeys 150, camels 100 and sheep and

goats 900.

The fort is one which can be held by a small garrison and its

possession gives command of routes, especially that to Suwaiq, which are

important to the neighbouring tribes of Batinah and particularly to the

Yal Sa^ad. Hazam originally belonged to the Ya’aribah, from whom it

was captured by ^Azzan-biii-Qais in 1870 after a long siege. It is

now in the possession of Saiyid Sa'^id-bin-Ibrahim of Eustaq, a relation

and virtually independent vassal of the present Sultan of ’Oman,

Or Hibi : a village in the Western Hajar district of the HIBl

^Oman Sultanate, one day’s- journey inland from Saham Town, at the

head of Wadi Sarrami* The place consists of 80 houses of Bani ’Isa,

Hawasinah of the Hawamid section and Bani ’Umr; and the local

resources include about 30 camels, 10 donkeys, 40 cattle, 800 sheep and

goats and 3,000 date palms. There is a fort garrisoned by 40 men

under an ’Aqid on the part of the Sultan of ’Oman.

Singular is Hikmani , A tribe found on the South-Eastern HIKMAN
- «»

Coast of ^Oman, where the Barr-ahHikman or mainland

between Masirah island and Ghubbat Hashish is named after them,

especially at Mahot ; they also occur along the coast for 40 miles to

the £Outh-west of Ghubbat Hashish. Sixty years ago they were an

independent tribe, Ghafiri in politics and Sunni in religion, regarded as

cognate with the Jannabah; but since that time they have partially

lost their separate existence, those of Barr-al-Hikman having attached

themselves to the Bani Bu ^Ali, while others have become Hinawis under

the protection of Shaikh Zaid-bin-Khalifah of Abu Dhabi, to whom they

pay annual visits and from whom they receive presents. Mahot is their

principal settlement. Their number may be 800 souls. Some Hikman

are found also at Murbat in Dhufar and at Barkah and Wadi Manu-

mah in Batinah. One authority gives the name of this tribe as

'Ukman ^ . 3 *
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EILAM
(WADI)

(»ia-

HILLAH
w

tiu

QADHA

Or Halam
; tlie easternmost of the three valleys which compose Wadi

Bani Jabir (I) in the Eastern Hajar district of the ’Oman Sultanate.

Wadi Hilam reaches the coast at Kalhat, and the following ai’e the

principal places which it contains, in order fi-om above downwards

•

Name, Position, Houses and inhabitants.

niliir Near the bead of tbo 250 bouses of Bani The head-quarters

valley. Jabir of the ^alut

seciiou.

of the Salut or

ruling section of

the Bani Jabir.

Hnl 14 hours below
Hilam.

SO houses of Bani
Jabir.

Nil.

Qasa’i h J of an hour below

Eul.
Ditto Do.

Qa’ab i an hour below
Qasa’ab.

20 houses of Bani
Jabir.

1
Do.

Sufnn 1 of an hour below
Qa ab*

30 houses of Bani

Jabir.
Do.

Shufi i an hour below 40 houses of Bani Do
fiufun. Jabir.

M nilat i an hour below
Sbufi.

20 houses of Bani
Jabir.

Do.

Qodbaii 4 hours below Mahat

.

Ditto Do.

Ealhat On the sea, 2 hours
below Qodhah.

... See article Kalhat*

The Bani Jabir here mostly belong to the Anlad Nasir section of the

tribe, but some are Anlad Bashid
; and the total population of the valley

(exclusive of Kalhat) is about 2,000 souls.

The general character of Wadi Hilam is described in the article on
Wadi Bani Jabir (I).

A division of the Diwaniyah Sanjaq of the Baghdad Wilayat in

Turkish ’Iraq.

Tontion and lomdarm.—T!:la& Qadha of Hillah is situated on both
banks of the Euphrates below Mnsaiyib and above Diwaniyah. It is

bounded on the north and north-east by the Qadhas of Kadhimain and
Jazirah, both in the Baghdad Sanjaqj on the south-east by the
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DiwaHiyali Qadha
; on the south by the Shamiyah. Qadha

;
and on the

west hy all three Qadhas of the Karbala Sanjaq,

Topogra^^hy mid tribes .—With the exception of Hillahi Town,
described elsewhere under its own name, this Qadha contains no very

large places; but the villages of Husain and Imam Hamzah (I), men-

tioned below, contain each about ^,000 inhabitants. The district is

divided into 4 rural Nahiyahs, each containing a number of villages and

inhabited by various tribes.

The villages and tribes of the Bm'manah diUjb Nahiyah, which is of

the 2nd class, in alphabetical order are

Villages, Tribes.

1, 'Atabij Al Bu Sultan of the following sections :

—

Abdullah (Al Bu),
*Anah (Al Bti),

2. Barmanah 'Awaisat,
DaghairSt,.
Darkish (Ai ®n).

(headquarters of the Mudir) 6baiS.u (Al Bn),
Hanidab {Al Bu),

3, Dulab Harish (Al Bu),
Husain 'Ali (Al Bu),

• j Jauabiyin,
4. Fanharab Khalil (AlBu),

Maraizah (Al Bq),
Salih (Al Bu),

5. Garaita’ah Samaudar (Al Bu),

Saqar (Ab.Bu),
Sbakair .(Al Bu),

6. Husain Sbawi (Al Bu),
Talabah (Al Bu),
Thabit (Al hu),

7. Jam*iyat Zuwaiu (Al Bu).
^

_

8, KuwaikhSt

Also Zubaid of the Jabaisb section (Al Bu
Dadab and Al Bu Sanaid subsections).

0* Kukhailah

10. BawSsbid

11. Sadab

The Khawas Nahiyah, also of the 2nd class, is inhabited by

about 6,000 persons of the Yasar and 4,000 of other tribes ; its viilagee

2x2
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are 'Ananah (on tlie ri^ht bank of tbe Euphrates opposite to the

rmns of Babylon), Sinjar and Tahmasiyab (about 8 miles

west of Hillah Town). ’Ananah is the residence of the Mudir.

The villages of the Mahawil Nahiyah, likewise of the and

class, are as below ;
the tribes are not specified

Villages.
Villages.

1. Ahmad (Battah)
W

2. Bavnun

WjjjJ

3. Jamjamah

6. Mustafa (A1 Bii)

_jJ jT

7. Sadat-al-HiSD

8. Saiyid ( Hat tab)
HI to

4. Khattitiiyah 9. Sarah

5. Kawairish 10 Wahbi (Battah)

• -

Besides these there are the following villages on the Mahawil canal

:

Sabbaghiyah , Khan-al-M ahawil. Imam (.t»l
,
and Manfiyah, .

Sabbaghiyah is the residence of the Mudir.

The Mamduhlyah Nahiyah, which is of the 1st class,

contains the villages and is inhabited by the tribal sections which follow ;

—

Villages. Tribal sectious.

1. ’Alak Hamad (Al Bti),

ciUis

Tsa (Al Ba),
2. *Alawanah

Jaraiyat,

8. Imam Hamzah (I) (See article

Euphrates) Jarbu%

Jasim (Al BH),
4. Khaikan-al-K-ibir (headquar-

j

tera of the Mudir)
Kasairat,

5. Khaikan-as Saghir Masa’id (Al Bii),

Mansur (AlBti),

6. Khashkhashiyah
* A • Samandar (Al Bu),
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Villages. Tribal seolioos.

7. Mazltiiyah Sharlfat and

Zabairiyah,

8. Sa*air (Abu)
all of whom are sections of the

9. Shurf<it-as-Sagbirah A1 Bu Sultan tribe.

The remaining Nahiyah, that of Nahr Shah is of the 2nd class

and contains these villages :—
Villages.

Villages.

1. ’Abaid r.Tadidat-al-Hajj-) 7. Huwaish-as-Saiyid

'
2. ’A^ainat 8. Janajab

otbiii:

3. Busan ah 9. M a* a? marah

4. Pabl»h (headquarters of the

MU'Jlr) 10. Rashidiyab

dJbo
m

5. Gbala^s
and

6, Hiddab - 11 S ’idiyah
mw

The tribes inhabiting this Nahiyah are the Jamai at, JawazarTyah,

Ehaza’il, Bani Mansur, Shaghab, Shukar, 'Umr Lang, and ^U-waidiyan,

all of whom perhaps, with the exception of the Khaza’il, are sub-

sections of the two Jabui* sections of the Zubaid. Janabiyin, Wisamab

and Zubaid of the Khafajah and Yasar sections are also found.

Topulation .—The fixed population of the Hillah Qadha is estimated^ at

75,000 souls. Of 'these it is believed that about 4)8,500 are &biah

Muhammadans, 26,000 Sunni Muhammadans, and 500 Jews.

Besowrcea.—The. chief ptoducts of the district are dates, wheat and

barley. A recent ofdoial enumeration of the date palms appears to have

given the following results :

—

IfTahiyali of B&rroanab *

„ Khawas .

„ Haliawil «

„ Mamdulilyah

Nahr Shah

146,329 trees.

12,538 „

4207 „

57,026 „

'489488 „
91
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This malres a total of 268,588 palms, or, with those of Hillall Town, of

about 338,000 for the whole Qadha. Livestock are horses, donkeys,

camels, cattle, buffaloes, sheep and a few mules and g’oats^ Liquorice

grows wild.

The principal canals in the various Nahiyahs are given below in their

alphabetical order ;

—

Barmai^ab*

1. Barmanah

2. Banharah

3. Ghunaiyah
tu

4. Hasan (Al Bu)

5* Mishaimish

Khawas.

1. Khawas

2. Mahuawijah
O)

3. Saturlyah
cu

4. Tahmasiyah

5. Tajij^ah
CM

Maliawil.

Those apparently
of M ahawil,

Khatuniv ah,

JSiland Wardi-
yah uientioned

in the aiticle

on the river

Buplirates.

Mamdttbiyah,

1. Abu Chu-
Z5xaq

2. 'Awadil

3. Badhal

JjsJ

4. Bashiyah

6. H o r - a s-

Saiyid Hijab
«>

6. Kadas

erV
7. 'Othmani-
yah

w

8. Rubiyanah

9. Shumli

10. Shuwaimli

11.

-Zu'ailawi

Nahr Shah.

1. Abu Zaw*
ayah

2. ’Aliyah

3. Batrah
}ijh

4. Daurah

5. Ghurbidah

6. Hamzawi*>
yah

«u

7» HaqaniyaK

8. H 0 r “ a 1

Hindiyah
u>

9. Herman-
Nail

JitiJI jyyb

10. H o r -a s-

fialtnan

11. H 0 r-a 1-

Wastani

I

12. ’IlSj
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Barmllnab. KhawSs. Mahawil, MamdQlily ah,. Nahr Shah.

13. Jazariyali
uo

14. Jarbu*i-
yah

w

15. J5l)

16. Manaslm
Salih

17. Multahi
yah

m

18r Nahr Saif

19. Bustami-
yab

20. SLababi-
yah

w

21. Zarufiyab
UJ

Besides these
there are

eight others

of which the
names have
not been
a s certaineu.

making 29
in all. Thir-
teen of them
take directly

out of the

E u ph r a- -

tes and 16
out of the
Kahr Shah,
which gives

its name to

the K ahi-

yah.
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Aclmmutration.^^iXl^ih. is a Qadha of the 1st class
;

it consists of

a headquarters Nahiyah of Hillah and of the 4 rural Nahiyahs (already

mentioned) of Barmanah^ Khawas^ Mahawil, Mamduhiyah and Nahr

Shah, each of which is governed by a Mudir. The relative positions

of the Nahiyahs are not altogether certain^ but Khawas is evidently

upon the west side of the Euphrates immediately above Hillah Town^

wnile Mahawil apparently extends up the eastern bank from Hillah

Town to the northern limit of the Qadha. The Nahiyahs of Barmanah

and Mamduhiyah seem to succeed one another in this order on the left

bank of the Euphrates below Hillah Town, Nahr Shah being pai’tly

opposite to both of them on the other side of the river.

The Dairat-as-Saniyah owns various estates in the Qadha : among

them are the Muqata^ahs or tracts of Abu ^Arais - Gharq
tt) (W

Umm-al-Hawa^gj^ll pi, Malih and Yusufiyah

They are said to be cultivated by Arabs of the Ma'^adan tribe, and are all

situated in the lower part of the Khawas Nahiyah and watered from the

Shatt-al-Hindiyah.

HILLAH
tt*

iIa.

TOWN

One of the most important towns of Turkish ^Iraq at the present

day : it stands upon both banks of the Euphrates about 30 miles below

Musaiyib and perhaps 65 miles by the course of the river above

DiWauiyah Town. A road, unmade but fifc for driving, and a service of

public conveyances connect it with Baghdad City about 60 miles distant.
M)

The principal part of the town, called Shamiyah 'because it

is the nearer to the Syrian desert), stands on the right bank of the river,

of which the bed is here about ICO yards wide, and is connected with

the eastern portion, called Jazirah (because situated in Mesopo-

tamia), by a bridge of 15 boats. In summer the river bed is now

entirely dry, and the people of Hillah obtain their drinking water by

digging holes in it to an average depth of 3 feet. Both parts of the

town are largely constructed of ancient bricks dug up on the adjacent

site of Babylon : the only features of architectural interest belong to the

western quarter, namely a tall minaret in the centre and a mosque called

the Masjid-ash-Shams outside the north-western gate on

the road to Karbala, The town of HiUah stands towards the upper

end of a magnificent stretch of date trees that fringes the banks of

the Euphrates for some 30 miles : it is estimated that the town itself

possesses 66,000 palms and that the district has not less than 333,000.
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The population is 3 0,0 00, and more than three-fourths of the whole
are Shi^ah Arabs ; the remainder are mostly Sunni Arabs, but there are

perhaps 750 Persians, 30 Oriental Christians, and 20 Panjabi and
Kashmiri Indians, besides a dozen Afghans, Among the Persians are

included a few Baluchis, who are Persian subjects.

Surrounded by gardens and fruit-trees, Hillah is the centre of a

district which produces wheat and barley in abundance ; and a surplus of

these, as well as of dates, is ordinarily available for exportation. The

agricultural prosperity of Hillah is however on the decline in consequence

of the failure of the Euphrates and may conceivably become, at no very

distant date, a thing entirely of the past. At present, it is calculated,

the following supplies could be collected at Hillah in a week if the

conditions were favourable : 400 tons of wheat, 600 tons of barley, 100

tons of rice, 1,000 oxen and cows, 600 buffaloes, 300 horses, 1,000

donkeys, 50 mules, 700 camels and 5,000 sheep. The covered bazaars

are extensive and weh -stocked, containing it is said as many as 2,000

shops ,* they furnish all ordinary articles and some of European manufac-

ture. The number of ^Alwahs or grain stores is stated at 120, of coffee

shops at 20 and of Khans or caravansarais at 18, There is also a ware-

house for the storage of petroleum. Hillah imports piece-goods and

some other merchandise from Baghdad City, but the rest of its trade

is with Kufah on the Shatt-al-Hindiyah, a means of communication

being provided by marshes which in some seasons extend from the

Hiudiyah to within about 4 miles of Hillah. The chief exports are

barley, wheat, dates and ghi ; the principal imports are piece-goods, sugar

and coffee ; the only manufactures of importance are a fine felt, used for

rugs and for horse-furniture, and a particular kind of Arab saddle.

Hillah is the chef-lieu of the Qadha of the same name in the Sanjaq

of Diwaniyah and is a municipal town
;
besides the Qaim-Maqam of

the Cladha there are here Mamurs of the Public Debt department and

Tobacco Regie and a harbour master for the river. The military garrison

consists of a regiment of cavalry, 3 guns and a battalion of infantry

,

and Hillah is probably, after Baghdad and Basrah, the most important

military station in 'lurkish ’Iraq. The place is a centre for about 1,200

reservists, being the headquarters of the 1st battalion of the 84th

regiment of Radif ;
and a large stock of ammunition besides several

hundred spare riflles for the reservists and, it is said, a reserve battery of

field-guns are kept there. The barracks, well built of Babylonian bricks^

are in the western town and form the back of a large open square which

fronts the river at the boat bridge. The Sarai or oiSSces of the civil
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administration consist of a large block of buildings in good repair a little

to the north of the barracks. There are a telegraph and a post office.

Schools number S and mosques nearly 30. The Persian Government

are represented here by an honorary Naib-Karpardaz or Consular Agent.

Hillah stands amidst historic sites. The ruins of^ Babylon begin

only 3 miles to the north, while the Tall Nimrud lO’ or prominent

mound which marks the place of the ancient Borsippa is 8 miles to

the south-west ;
and Hashimiyah the ffist capital of the ^Abbasid

Tnip.lTfabs
j

is beheved to have stood about 10 miles to the northward,

a few miles to the east of the Euphrates. The eastern quarter of the

town existed already, as Jami’an in the 10th century A.D. ; and

Hillah proper, on the west bank, was founded in 1102 A.D. The

name means “ The Settlement.”

SILTI
(WiDI-

AL-)

A valley in tlie Western Hajar district o£ the Oman Sultanate^

it descends to Batinah and reaches the sea by various branches near

Sawaiharah and ^Awainat, It rises on the north side of a pass between

Batinah and Dhahirah called Najd-al-Hilti and passes in succession

the following villages ;

—

Name. Position.
1

Houses and inhabitants. Remauks*

Halahil 6 hours Below the 90 honses of Bani Here are 16 camels,

Najd, on the

right bank.

Ghaitb, 15 donkeys, 40

cattle and 700

sheep and goats.

Muta’Srishah 2 hours below Halahih 60 honses o£ Maqabil Livestock are 8

on tbe right bank. of the Bani Kfaail

section.

camels, 10 don-

keys, 12 Cattle

and 600 sheep

and goats.

Hail 1 hour below Mnta*a-

risbah on the right

bank.

40 bouses of Maqabil. Animals are 3

camels, 7 don-

keys, 5 cattle and

300 sheep and

goats. Some date

plantations and

arable land here,

worth $300 a

year, Belong to

the present Sul-

tSn of ^OmSn
(Saiyid Faisal) in

his private capa-

city.
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Name. Position. Hoases and inhabitants. Eemaees,

Litbaibat

oluH
1 hour below Hail, on i

the left bank.

50 houses o'? Mac^abil
and Jahawar.

The people possess

8 camels, 10 don-

keys, 10 cattle

and 500 sheep

and goats.

Aqair

jXiic

1 hour below Litbaibat

on the left bank.

40 houses of Maqabil
and Jahawar.

There are 8 camels,

10 donkeys, 6

cattle and 400

sheep and goats.

Haiyadh
ii>

j

Slightly below ’Aqair,

on the right bank.

See article

Haiyadh.

Khabt
Ja^A.

2 hours below

Haiyadh, on the

right bank.

30 houses of_Jahawar 1

and Bani ’Isa.

Livestock are 3

camels, 6 don-

keys, 4 cattle and

100 sheep and

goats.

’Ablali

diJL^

2 hours below Kbabt,

on the left bank.

20 houses of Jahawar. Animals are 5

camels, 8 don-

keys, 7 cattle and

30 sheep and

goats.

AbailaH 1 hour below ’Ablah

on the right hank.

10 houses of Jaha-

war and Baai 'Isa.

There are 2 camels,

5 donkeys, 5

cattle and 200

sheep and goats.

Eiqqab 1 hour below 'Abailab

on the left bank.

A non-permanent en-

campment of shep*

herds.

The hills end here,

and from this

point across

Batinah to the

sea is reckoned

12 hours.

The head of this Wadi does not appear to adjoin any inhabited

place in Dhahlrah : the nearest villages to it are those of the HawaSinah.

Dates are cidtivated throughout the valley, but not in profusion-; a

'small amount of [grain also is grown, but the people are mostly

shepherds.

The total population of Wadi-al-Hilti is about 1,800 souls.

A valley about 13 miles in length in the Masqat District of

the 'Oman Sultanate ;
it runs from south to north and enters Wadi Maih

from the east just below Yiti and only one mile from the coa,st. Wad^

HILTI
(WADI-
AL-)
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al-Hilii contains two villages Hiwar^;^ ;
2 miles above Yiti, and Hilu, S

miles above Hiwar; both are on the right bank. Hiwar consists of

10 houses of Bani Battash of the Ma'ashirah section ; near it is Falaj-al-

Hilam a village of 8 houses of Ma^ashirah, owned by a Hindu of

Masqat Town; with date cultivation.

HINA Singular is Hinai . A tribe of Yamani descent in the

(BANI) Sultanate of ’Omail; Ibadhis by religion and belonging to the Hinawi

Ua political faction.

The Bani Hina are found piincipally in Hajar and in ^Omau

Proper, In Hajar they occur at Qurain (100 houses)^ H abbas

(80 houses); Haili (200 houses); Qadimah (40 houses); Jammah (50

houses); Naghzah (50 houses); Harithiyah (20 houses) and Khodh (120

houses) in Wadi Samail; at Hajrat-ash-Shaikh (50 houses); Harat-al-Jabah

(80 houses); Saqairiyah (30 houses) and Shabaikah (40 houses) in

WadiFara^j at Hawaii (45 houses) and Hoqain (200 houses) in Wadi

Bani Ghafir; and at Khan (40 houses) in Wadi-al-Jizi, Their chief

centre is Nizwa in ^Oman Proper where they have 300 houses; at

Bilad Sait they have 40 and at Ghafat 50 houses; and Jabal-al-Kor is

regarded as being’ in their country. Bani Hina are found also at Liwa

Town (160 houses) in Batinah, and at Hail (100 houses) and Dham

(80 houses) in Dhahirah.

The Bani Hina number in all about 9^000 souls. A few of them

at Nizwa belong to a section called Haw^inah • and the Jabur;

whom we have treated as distinct; are perhaps a branch of the tribe

The Bani Hina are brave and warlike and are at feud at the

present time (1905) with the Jannabah; Daru^ and Bani Kalban. The

Hinawi faction; formed in ^OniSn at the beginning of the 1 8th century,

derived its name from the Bani Hina, whose chief Shaikh at that time,

Khalf-al-Qusaii’; was the first Tamimah or generalissimo of the whole

faction. The Shaikh of the Bani Hina from 1881 to 1894 was Hilal-

biu'Zahair; a descendant of Khalf and, like his ancestor; noted throughout

^Omailfor his resolution and daring : the headship is now held by his

sons, who reside at NizwJt,
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In English formerly known as ^^Inderabia. An island near the

coast of the Shibkuh district in Persia : its eastern extremity is abont

4| miles west-north-west of Chirn, Hindarabi is over 4 miles in length

from east to west and nearly 3 miles inbreadth:it is of a brown colour

and rises gradually from the sides to a flat centre about 100 feet above

sea-level. There is no natural vegetation except a certain amount of

grass in spring. The island is fringed by a reef which impedes landing at

low water and is surrounded by pearl banks except at one place upon the

east side. About the middle of the north shore of the island is situated

the village of Hindarabi in which are about 100 houses of ’Obaidli Arabs;

Sunnis j it possesses wells of which the water is brackish in summer^ a

few banyan treeS; and some cultivation of wheat and barley ; the flocks and

herds amount to about 50 cattle and 100 goats. There are about 400

date palms, chiefly on the west side of the village. The people are mostly

fishermen and pearl-divers, owning SO small craft. (4 Baqtohs

and 16 Shu^ais), which they use for fishing in winter and for pearling near

the island iu summer. Hindarabi island is subject to the ’Ohaidli Shaikh

of ChirxL; whose local representative is styled Naib. About ? of the

fighting men are armed with modern rifles.

A division of the Karbala Sanjaq of the Baghdad Wilayatin Turkish

Iraq.

Position and hovndanes,’—^\xQi Qadha of Hindiyah is situated on both

banks of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah beginning a little way below Musaiyib

and ending some distance above Kufah ;
it is bounded on the north by

the Qadha of Karbala, on the east by that of Hillah, on the south by

those of Shamiyali and Najaf, and on the west by the Shamiyali

Desert.

Top Hindiyah contains noplaces of any size

except the town of Tawairij, the administrative centre of the

district, and the large village of Kifi, both of which are described in

separate articles under their own names. The main and- central feature

of the district is the Shatt-al-Hindiyah, which traverses it from

end to end and is possessed of numerous distributaries.

•To the mediaeval Arab and Persian geographers Hindaiabi seems to have been

known under the name of Abriim. See Le Strange’s Lands of the Eastern Galij^hale.
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The following is a table of the principal Mnqata^aliB or agricultural
tracts of which the Qadha is composed and of the tribes by whom they
are inhabited and tilled :

—

Tracts, Tribes. Tracts.

1. Fatjah

dJlXi _

A1 Bu Fatlah. 7. Masai’idat-a s h. -

Sharqiyrih

2. Harqa

(5^
Tafail.

8. M s h o r a b-al -

Gharbi

3. Janajiyali
cn

Janajah.
9. Ms bora b-a s b,-

Sharqi

4. Ka^aburi Bani Hasan.
10. Nafasb (Abu)

6. Manfaban Qarait.
11. Hobab (Abn)

6. Masai'idat-a 1-

Gharbiyah
Jallhab.

12. Zubailiyah

4M

Tribes.

Jallhah and Baraji*.

Da’um, Farakishah and
Mas’ud.

’Amiriyah, Bani Sadd
and Bani Taraf,

Bani Hasan.

Qarait.

The Bani Salah tribe are also found in this district.

Fopulafion.—Uhe total fised population of the district is estimated
at 95,000 souls, of whom about 89,000 are Shi^ah Muhammadans, 5,500
are Sunni Muhammadans and 500 are Jews.

^ ^

Besources.—Baste palms are estimated at 400,000 ti-ees. Rice was
formerly the chief crop of the Qadha ; but the upper part of the district
in the neighbom-hood of Tawairij town, formerly marshy, is now dryin<^
up, and the place of rice in that part is being taken by other cereak
There is nothing remarkable about the livestock.

Jdmin,istrafion.^Th.e district, which is a Qadha of the 1st class
conskts of^oreg^ar Nahiyahs, that of the Markaz or headquartersa^stered from Tawainj by the Qaim-Maqam of the Qadha, and that
of governed by a Mudir, who has his seat at Kifl. The Nahiyah of
Kifl IS of the 3rd class. There are also a number of small subdivisions
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called Qol Mu^ashirliyis, including Harqa wticli extends for some dis-

tance along the left bank of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah above the Nahiyah of

Kiflj and Mshorab on both banks of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah. from

the Dawaihiyah canal upwards : the latter is divided into 2^ tracts,

Mshorab-al-Gharbi on the west, and Mshorab-ash- Sharqi on the east

side of the stream. The chef-lieu of the Qadha appears to have been

originally at an unhealthy spot in the marshes, whence it was removed

some years ago to the healthier site of Tawairij on the banks of the

Shatt-al-Hindiyah.

A great waterway in Turkish * Iraq, formerly a canal but now become

a river : it leaves the right bank of the Euphrates at a point about 5

miles below Musaiyib, and draws off at the present time nearly the whole

stream of that river.

The Eindiyali Image ,—The angle contained between the Euphrates

and the Hindiyah immediately below the point of bifurcation is acute.

At a short distance within the entrance of the Hindiyah, the banks being
m

here about 200 yards apart, it is spanned by a large Saddah

or barrage built of massive limestone blocks : in the centre of this work

there is now a gap about 20 yards in extent. As there is a concave

flexm’e in its lower or downstream aspect the length of the barrage must

exceed 200 yards : its form is somewhat as below :

—

^caLe / zoo^

^Authorities ,—An article by Mr. H. W. Cadonx in the Geographical Journal far

September 1906, Mr. G, Le Strange’s Lands of the Eastern Cali;phale, and personal

investigations by the author.

HINBI-
YAH*
(SHATT-
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The water rushes in a rapid—almost in a waterfall—through the

gap and trickles over the wings, and a deep whirlpool is thus formed on

the lower side, in which the dancing Quffahs of fishermen may often he

seen. A village called Saddah stands on both sides of the Hindiyah at

the barrage ; on the right or western bank are some 5() houses with shops

and cafes ;
on the left bank are about 25 houses, including the quarters

of a superintending engineer and his establishment.

Toj^ogra^liy of the Hindiyah proper,—The principal features of the

Hindiyah in the next 68 miles of its course can be most conveniently

explained by means of a table, as follows :

—

Name, Position, Nature,

Mshorab

Canal

Takes off from the
right bank about
7 miles below the
barrage.

A canal, sometimes
dry, of which the bed
is 15 or ^0 yards
broad and 10 feet
deep.

Much water runs to
waste thiough this
canal and helps to
flood the country to
the south-east of
KarbalaTown The
substitution of rice
for barley on the
lands irrigated by it

and the progressive
enla gement of the
mowh, which is un-
scientifically con-
structed, ate account-
able for a gradual in-
crease in the damage
done by this canal.
The protective works
which have been

I necessitated are re-
ferred to in the arti-

cle on Karbala
Town.

Sulaimaniyah

Village

About 6 miles west
of a voint o»» tVe
Hindlyatj 8 miles
below the barrage.

A village of about 40
mud hu's, standinij

on a mound. The
people own some
buffalo*^s, sheep and
donkeys, and anme
work as boatmen
when the country in
the ueighb urh n>d
is flooded. Tie don-
keys sre hiied out
to pilgrims to Kar-
Tbala.

*

The route between
Karbala Town and
Tawairij passes tne
south side of this
vdhge at 6 miles
fioin the former and
7 fiom the latter
place. The Hor-al-
Husamijah extends
away to the south-
west of the village,
and there are other
swamps adjoining.
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Name. Position. Nature,
.

Dawaihiyah
w

Canal

Takes off from tbe
right bank about
2 miles below tbe
Msborab canal.

A canal about 25 yards
wide with banks 7

or 8 feet bigb : in

winter tbe water in

it runs 3 or 4 feet

deep. This canal

goes to the south-
west. Tbe Dawai-
hiyab has a bi anch
known as tbe Abul
Kbasawi;_5?jL*^*^l

which communicates
with tbe swamps
adjoining Sulaima-
niyah village.

Similar to tbe Msborab
canal above. Near
this canal is a village,

called Bani Salab
aJLw with cultivation

of wheat and barley :

tbe people, probably
of tbe tribe so named,
are about 200 souls.

A little south of the

canal is Umm Jamal

JU^ pi a village oE

400 inhabitants who
grow cereals^ dates and
melons. Also near
the Dawaibiyab, but
to tbe north of tbe
Karbala-Tawairij
road are the villages

of Saiyid Jodab
and Bani *Anfi

;
tbe former

has 400, the latter

100 inhabitants.
Here are poplar trees

and cultivation of
wheat, barley. Mash
and millet : Bani
'Aubi has also a date
grove. On both sides

of tbe Dawaibiyab
are tbe Maulah tribe

(400 souls), who own
date groves and work
as boatmen.

Abd ’Auniyat

Canal

Takes off from tbe

rigbt bank about
3 miles below the
Dawaibiyab canal.

A canal similar to tbe
last, on which it

apparently con-

verges, for upon tbe
Karbala - Tawai-
rij road tbe two are

less than 2 miles
apart.

Similar to tbe Msbo-
rab canal. Midway
between tbe Dawai-
hiyab and tbe ^Abd
'Auniyat, near tbe
road, is a village

called A1 Bu Sabwah
jj J T of

about 450 inhabi-
tants ; tbe people ai*e

gardeners, cultivators

and boatmen. A
mile and a half from
A1 Bu Sahwah on tbe
way to Tawairij is

ibn 'Amti ^3^
a small hamlet of
market gardeners

;

and about 2 miles
south-west of

,

8 A
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Ta-wairij

Tawairij on a
branch of the 'Abd
'Auniyat is Bajibah

, a place partly

cultivated by the
Jalihah, where there-

are some gardens.

Chiefly on the right See article Ta'wairij. As Tawairij is api
bank, 1 mile
below the ’Abd
’Auniyat canal.

Shatt-al-Mulla
«r a>

- )UJIk^
Canal

Takes ofi from the
right bank 3 or 4
miles below Ta-
wairij.

A canal whicbi, with-
in a few miles of
its head, is 40 jards

I wide and 8 feet deep.
hTot far from its

head it throws o£E

from its right bank
a considerable dis-
tributary called

Zibdiyah

or Zibdiyafc which
is about 12 yards
wide and 3 feet

deep. A little

below the point of
separation of the
Zibdiyah there is a
village of the Qarait
trihe upon the Shatt-
al-Mulla. On the
left bank of the
Hindiyah, oppo-
site the Shatt-al-
Mnlla, and between
Tawairij and
ECillali, is a tract
of land known
as Mabannawlyah
01 to

and watered

by a canal of the
same name ; it pro-
duces wheat, barley,
millet. Mash and
beans.

preached wooding
and cultivation in-

crease npon the banks
of the H indiyah.
At the town itself

the stream is about
150 yards wide and
is spanned by a boat
bridge of 21 pon-
toons ! here the
water flows strong
and deep between
firm banks.

This canal is said to
curve round west-
wards and then
southwards, passing
close to Khan Hamad
and Khan Mnsalla
on the route from
Karbala Town to
Kajaf Town and
eventually rejoining
the Hindiyah near
(probably just above)
Kiifah. In going
from Kajaf .Town
to Kifl this canal Is
crossed at about 7
miles from Tfajaf:
at the crossing place
it Las easily sloping
banks, runs about 50
yards wide and 2 feet
deep, and is about |-

of a mile west of the
Hindiyah.
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Position, Nature,

On the left bank, 11 A remarkable mound, A
or 10 miles below on which are Baby- *1

the take-off of Ionian, ruins. This b
the Shafct-al-Mulla is the ancient Bor- C

canal. sippa. a

L

t

t

a

s

]

I
r

3

<

i

On the left bank, See article Kifl. Tl

12 miles below
Tall Nimiiid.

On the right baB^s, See article Kufah..

about 14 miles\

below KiflL.

Name.

Tall Nimrad

or

Birs JNimriid

Kia

Kufali

Ke^ia^ss.

little way aboye
lU NimTud the left

nk of the Hin-
‘yail IS broken by
inlet called Gass

c.?. Water leaving

e Hindlyah by
is opening forms
large lake or

lo ““j

*Aufi

stream is 200

yards wide here) and

there is much culti-

vation especially

upon the right bank.

About 3 miles below

KifL, near the right

bank, is the village

of*Amran con-

sisting of a few Arab

huts and 1 walled and

fortified enclosure.

The Ahu Shurah

canal,which waters the

Hor-ad-Dukhn tract

and is noticed in the

article on the Qadha
oflJrajaf, takes off

from the left ^bank

in the same vicinity.

About 4 mileB below

*Amran again is a

place where the

Hindlyah narrows

down to about 80

yards * here the banks

rise 10 feet above

the water.

j^t Kufah, where

there is a boat bridge

of 16 pontoons, the

Hindlyah is about

150 yards wide and

flows in wipter with

a maximum depth of

about 6 feet ;
but a

quarter of a tune

above the bridge the

breadth of the stream

is nearly twice as great.
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Name. Position. Nature, Eesiabeb,

Abu Sikhair On tie right bank, The headquarters of The Dairat-as-Saniyah
about 12 miles a rich tract of coun- have an important
below Ktifah. try, known as Mush-

khab
j

which belongs to

the Dairat-as-Sani-

yah. This place is

situated in the
Shamiyah Qadha.

station in a fort at

this place. The head
of the Hamidiyah
canal, running to

Wajaf town, is im-
mediately above Abu
Sikhair : this useful

public work also

belongs to the De-

partment of the Civil

List.

Ja'arali On the right bank. A prosperous village, Ja’arah has 3 mos*
about 1 mile below; the property of the ques and about 100
Abu Sikh air. Dairat-as-Saniyah ;

it has about 1,500
inhabitants, some of
whom are Baliieliis
under the protection

of Persia. Like
Ahu Sikhair this

village lies in the

Qadha of SLa-
miyali.

shops.

About 15 miles below Kufah. tbe Hindiyab enters tbe Babr-an-Najaf,

•which is described below and in the article on Najaf Town.

BanTes ani country adjoining the Hindiyah proper .—The country-

on both sides of the Hindiyah from its head down -to Tawairij appears

to be generally firm and dry
; but, as has been indicated above, there is

considerable flooding due to unskilful management of canals between
the lower part of this reach and the town of Karbala. The rest

of this region is becoming gradually less and less moist, and rice is

being supplanted here as the s'fcaple ci-op jby other cereals wh'^ch requii’e less

water.

Between Tawairij and Kifl the country to the west of the Hindiyah

is flat and somewhat sandy, but it is well cultivated and is liable to

inundation in floods : the camel-thorn grows throughout it in profusion.

The corresponding stretch on the east side of the Hindiyah consists of

impassable and almost continuous swamps.
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Below Kifl as far as the Bahr-an-Najaf the lands between the right

bank of the Hindlyah and the Shamiyah Desert appear to be stable and

firm^ and as far as Kufah they are well cultivated ; but their present

character below Kufah. and that of the whole country on the left bank

below Kifl are not well ascertained.

The right bank of the Hindlyah appears to be fairly well consolidated

throughout and it is possible for caravans to travel parallel to it at no

great distance from the stream ; but between Tawairij and Kifl the

route runs as a rule at some three or four miles inland, chiefly (it is under-

stood) because the canals which have to be crossed are unbridged near their

heads; between Kifl and Kufall the road appears to follow the actual right

bank. The state of communications upon the left bank has not been

recently investigated ;
but it seems clear that for the greater part of the

way between Tawairij and Kifl, at least, there is no possibility of

travelling by land in the neighbourhood of the bank*

The BaJiT-an-Najaf.—In order to reconduct the waters of the Hindiyah

into the Euphrates, we may now follow their course across the so-called

Sea of Najaf, which they enter about 15 miles below Kufah^ to Shiua-

fiyah—a distance of about 21 miles. The Bahr, even when it con-

tains most water, is shallow ; and it is reported to be steadily silting up :

as a lake it now exists from January to M ay only, and during the

other 7 months of the year the greater part of it disappears leaving

merely a stream or channel. The water, owing to the gypsiferous

character of the regi on in which the lake is situated, is almost undrink-

able. When the lake is at its highest its navigation is somewhat

dangerous, especially at night
;
and a sort of primitive lighthouse to aid

belated voyagers is (or was formerly) maintained at its southern end by

the inhabitants of Shiuafiyah.

The Bahr-an-Najaf did not exist in the middle ages ; or at least it

had not, apparently, any existence separate from the Great Swamp in

which the Euphrates, in those days, disappeared at a sliort distance

beyond Kufah.

The The channel by which the bulk of the water issuing

from the Bahr-an-Najaf is carried to the Euphrates is known as the

^Atshan uUJaj: - its course is extremely winding and measure®

about 6Q miles. At about 2 miles below its exit from the Sea of Najaf

stands the village of Shiuafiyah, on both banks, and here there is a

boat bridge of 12 pontoons. Ten miles below the present Shiuafiyah
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is the deserted site of a former village of the same name. The iunction

with the Euphrates now takes place about 5 miles before the town of

Samawahis reached and not, as at the time when the survey of 1860-65

was made, about 10 miles after passing it. The ^Atshan has a

northerly branch of some importance known as the Abur Rafush

jjJ which reaches the Euphrates by an independent channel,

but its course has not been clearly described.

Irrigation and cidtivation *—Exact information is wanting as to the

amount and value of the irrigation dependent onjthe Hindiyah, but it

appears to be both extensive and sueeessful. - The date palms on the

Tawairij to Eifl section of the Hindiyah are estimated- at 400,000 and

those on the Kufah reach at 170,000. Rice used to be grown extensively

on the Hindiyah about Tawairij and even above it • but the effect of the

barrage, though now broken, has been to reduce irrigation in the upper

reaches and to drive the rice-growers further down stream. The principal

canals derived from the right bank have been described in the paragraph on

topography above : those on the left bank are not well known. To the list

of right bank canals should be added, perhaps, „the Si^adah This

canal skirts the ShaiUiyah Desert, running more or less parallel to the

section of the Hindiyah between Tawairij and Kufah J its source and

ending have not been exactly ascertained ; in its lower course, however, it is

probably fed by inlets from the right bank „of- the Hindiyah. . In the

neighbourhood of Najaf Town it is sometimes empty- and appears to be

broken : it passes 4 miles to the east of -Najaf, and where crossed by

the OSTajaf-Eufah road it is 40 yards wide from bank to baiik, and

about 50 feet deep. To speak generally^ the country,on both sides of the

Hindiyah is well cultivated 5 hut it is liable to be flooded when the stream

rises above its normal level.

Navigation .—-The breadth of the Hindiyah, as we have seen, varies

from SO. to nearly 300 yards
;
its bed contains many ^ shoals,and shallows

;

the current in midwinter runs on the average about If miles an hour. It is

navigable throughout by Safinahs of medium size, of which about 20 are

generally obtainable at Tawairij, and it could probably be negotiated by
river , steamers of 2 or 3 feet draft. River traffic between the towns of

Easiriyah and Musaiyib now generally follows the Hindiyah line, the

course j)f.which we have just traced; but in the dry season large vessels,

that is vessels of a carrying capacity of 400 sacks'’^ and upwai'ds

cannot ascend above Shinafiyah or sometimes eveu. J and
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bulk in any case be broken at the Hindiyab barrage, cargoes being

there transferred across terrot, Jirma to boats on the upper Euphrates,

Between Tall Nimrud and Shinafiyah. journeys are generally made by

boat ;
for roads are few and unsatisfactory, and where they exist they

are unstaged and somewhat unsafe.

S^drogra^Mcal changes , alternation of the Euphrates between

two coxu’ses dividing at a point a few miles south of the present Musai-

yib is an interesting historical and hydrographical problem. It seems

clear that before the 9th century of the Christian era the main stream

of the Euphrates flowed past Kufah and must therefore have followed,

more jor less, the course of the x^i‘®sent Hindiyah. The bed of the

modern Euphrates by Hillah Town, however, existed even then as the

Suran canal j and in the 9th century the Hillah channel

became, or had become, more capacious than that which went by Kufah.

the 12th century of the Christian era the Hillah channel had come

to be regarded as the main Euphrates river, and so matters remained

until the end of the 19th century. At the time of the British survey,

made in 1860-65, the Hillah channel still carried the bulk of the river

;

but the Euphrates was now apparently showing a tendency to return

to its old, original bed, for a barrage (marked as ^Umr Pasha'^s Sadd)

aheady existed at or close to the site of the present Hindiyah barrage,

near the head of what vras still the Hindiyah canal. At some time

between 1865 and' 1890 the Euphrates succeeded, notwithstanding the

Sadd, in entering the Hindiyah, which being nearly straight in its

uppermost reaches had a rapid flow and was quickly scoured out to a

greater and greater depth; in this way, assisted by the silting up of the

Hillah channel, it soon attracted to itself the bulk of the river, and the

country along its course was submerged and temporarily ruined. The

construction of the present barrage was next undertaken by the Turkish

Guvernment with the assistance of M, Shouderfer, a French engineer :
*

a brick monument now standing on the high spit of land which divides the

two channels at the point of their separation records the date of this work

as 1303 A.H. (1890-91 A.D.). The barrage, while it remained entire,

raised the level of the upper river by about 2 metres and caused about 4 of

the water of the Euphrates to pass slowly down the Hillah channel.

In July 1903 the central portion of the barrage gave way 5
the work

became practically inoperative
;
and the Euphrates, after the interval of

a millennium, resumed its ancient course. In 1905 the question of

*^866 Cuineti^ 1II> 157 (footnote).
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restoring the barrage was considered by a commission appointed by the

Porte
;
but the final result of their deliberations is not yet known.

HINDIYM

DISTEICT

This district, of which the name is sometimes spelt and is

locally pronounced Hindiyun, is the easternmost of Southern ^Arsibistail*

Extent and boundaries .—The Hindiyan district is enclosed on the,

south by the Persian Gulf ; on the west by a Khait or strip of

slightly elevated land which runs more or less parallel to the Hindiyan

River about midway between it and Ma^shur; on the north by a line

traversing part of a plain called Shah Nabi ^ and running

eastwards to some hills^ along which it continues to a point near

Gargari, a distance in all of about 15 miles
;
on the east by a line which

cuts obliquely across the maritime range from Gargari to a point on the

coast between Shah Ahul Shah and Dilam. The district has thus

a length upon the coast of about 60 miles and a depth inland of about

SO miles.

Physical characteristics and Neglecting the hills which run

from the north-east corner to the neighbourhood of the sea at Shah

Ahul Shah and encroach but little on the surface of the district; we may

say that the Hindiyan district consists wholly of plains. The soil is

saline in places, but generally it is good and firm ; and the prairies, grass-

covered after rain, seem to offer every advantage for the breeding of

cattle and horses. The chief feature of the district is the Hindiyan River,

which is separately described under its own name. The sea is shallow

upon the Hindiyan coast and as a rule a depth of so much as S fathoms

is not found within 4 miles of land.

The climate is not unhealthy. Hot and dry winds from the noiijh-

west prevail in summer ; but as early as September, in some years, the

temperature has ceased to be unpleasant.

Fop^ilation ,—An idea of the numbers and composition of the popula-

tion of the district may be obtained from the article on the Hindiyan
River, which contains a table of the villages on its banks with some
particulars of the inhabitants. The only village on the coast is Shah
Ahul Shah, which is elsewhere described under its own name. The
fixed inhabitants of the district number some 14,000 souls, and to these

must be added a small quota on account of nomad tribes, chiefly Sharifat,
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wlio wander in the district. The following is a succinct account of the

principal tribes, but few of whom are common to the other districts of

^Arabistan :

—

Tribe. Villages.
Number of

souls.
Bii.]V]:A£s:s,

Abad Cham Tang and
Kurehpa.

1,100 Immigrated from the Kuh-
galu Lur district 60 years

ago in consequence of a
famine.

’Anshar Sarkhareh. 400 They are said to have left

Shiraz, their former home,
on the death of Karim Khan,
Zand. They are described as
being now Babis.

Bahrakuu ’Ahhad Ilahi, Badrani,
Piiz Snfaid and
Tuwaisheh, also

some scattered huts
below the last.

750 An Arab tribe said not to be
found outside tbe Hindiyan
district except at Fao, whither
a few have emigrated.

Bakhtiyari Gargari Balai. 150 They are of the Shir *Ali

section.

Dailami Gargari Paini. 125 They trace their descent to the
Dailami dynasty and claim to

have been settled in Gargari
for 500 years.

GhaUbi Ditto. 125 They immigrated six years ago
from Behbeban in con-
sequence of bad treatment
there.

Gurgi Sahababad. 200 ...

Haidari Jiri. 500 By religion they are Sunnis.
1 They are said to have come

from the Rud-hiUeh Dis-
trict 60 years ago, hut the
cause is not known. By some
they are identified with the
Haiyadir, of the JarraM
District.

Ja’fari Jahirabad, Kaparki-h
and NSsirabad.

850 They came from the Ktihgalu
Iiur country 60 years ago in
consequence of a famine.

Ka’ab . Both Gharabis, Cham
Sb a’abST)i,Hindiyan
Tillage and ' Dih
Mulla.

1,550 See article Ka’alb. In ^ this
district they are of a section

called Sha’abani and are
locally known as Shabunis.
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Trite. Villages.
Nainter of

souls.
Ii.EMi.BK8.

Laki Asyab, Gargari
Paini and Suwaireb.

1,025 They are said to have immi-
grated from Khnrramabad
100 years ago. They were
originally known as "'Nadir
Shah’s Laki ”, which per-

haps may indicate that they
were among the followers
whom that sovereign’s death
dispersed. By some accounts
they are of Afghan origin.

Llir

—

Darlakehj Paili,

Gargari Balai,

Maliki, Cham
Murad and Cham
ShVabani.

1,250 Nearly all of the Agha Jari
section of the Kiihgalu group'

of Eastern Durs.

-

i^idhaiat Buzi and Kut. 1,000 Ah Arab tribe who ate Said to

have immigrated from Najd
300 years ago.

QanaWati Chihl Mani, Datihak,

Gaz 'Ali Hindiyan
- Village, Husainabad,

Cham Kalgeh, Cham
Khalaf ’tsa, Cham
-Kharnnh, Dih
Mulla, Cham
Babmani and Znlma''

had, -

4,500 Now the principal tribe of tke
district and found also at
Ma’shtir, where they number
about 760 persons. They are
said to have immigrated 5o
years ago from Belibelian to

escape oppression. According
to tradition their original

home was in the neighb^our-
hood of Kufah.

SIiarMt Sbirahad and Hin-
diyan Village.

i

350 See article Sharifat. Besides
these about 500 nomad Shari-
fat come in at QaTeh Mashraq^i
in the harvest season.

'

- -

The Clamwatis, as will be seen, enjoy a great nnmerical predominance.

The Pao tract in Tnrhish territory on the Shatt-al-'^Arab has been to a

large extent settled by Arab and Persian families from the Hindiyan

district;

dfrieutt'ure.—CvltiY2ition is confined to the vicinity of the river.

From Dih Mulla downwards it is all Daimi, that is dependent on rain-

fall : above that place it is Paryab or irrigated. There appears to be no

impediment to the construction of canals on the lower course of the

river eiceptj the poverty and indolence of the cultivating classes.

The. nature of the canals is lioticed in the article on the Hiadiyan River.
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On tlie lianjir canal rice is grown ; elsewhere the chief cereals are wheat

and barley, the quantity of wheat standing to that of barley in the

proportion of 4 to 1. Other common croj)s are beans, sesame,

linseed, musk-melons and water-melons. Owing to the un-

certainty of the rainfall in recent years, cultivators in the

Hindiym district have adopted the practice of storing the grain of

one season in large mud receptacles outside their houses until the pros-

pects of the next crop are assured. Each village possesses a due

complement of donkeys, cattle, sheep and goats besides a few mares, and

in the wet tract at the head of the district there are some herds of

buffaloes. Grain is sold by weight. The unit of land-measurement

is the Gao.

The only exports of value are grain and wool, which leave

the district in considerable quantities. Horse breeding is on the decline,

notwithstanding the facilities for it which exist, and the stamp of

animal produced is not saleable in the Bombay market. The im-

ports consist of the oi'dinary necessities and simple luxuries which the

district does not produce. There are no local manufactures. The

Hindiyan Village Man is equal to about 240, and the Dill Mulla

Man to about 247^ lbs. avoirdupois English.

Communications ,—The plains of the district present no obstacles to

movement of man or beast except such as arise from their being

slippery after rain and wateriest at other times. The principal routes

are dealt with in the general article on ^Arabistan.

The supplies and transport available can be gauged by means of the

village list in the article on the Hindiyan River and_of the remarks on

agriculture above,

A'dminiHration.^TlhQ Hindiyan district is subject to the Shaikh of

Muhaminareil, who has officials representing him at Hindiyan Village

and Dih IIIalia. The tenure on which he holds it has not been precisely

ascertained. The revenue is fluctuating and is assessed at so many Tumans

per Gao of actual cultivation. In 1905 the revenue of the Dih Mulla

neighbourhood -was farmed for 6,000 Tumans and the revenue of the

rest of the district for 18,000 Tumtos ; this was an enhancement on

former years and has not been realised Without hardship and oppression.

The Imperial Persian Customs have posts at Hindiyan Village and at

Tuwaisheh near the coast.
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Antipities.—-hi the lOth century the Hindiyan disti*ict contained

the remains of fire temples and some TV'ater wheels of ancient construc-

tion I and at one time the Ismailians had strongholds in the adjoining

hills.* A local tradition cmi’ent at the present day^ that the Portuguese

once held the district; receives some support from the facts that the

name of Purgal is still recognised, and that there are traces

of buildings and several old iron guns of the usual Portu guese type at

Dih Mulla. Dih Mnlla may perhaps have been a Portuguese factory,

the river being then navigable above Hindiyan Village as it was, to

some extent; as late as 1836.

EINDITAH - Meadioaters.^l^eulj always pronounced Hindiyuii,*' and sometimes

spelt Hindijan This river is formed by the junction in the

plain of Zaidan (generally pronounced Zaitun); at a point 22 miles

RIVEEi
]iorth by west from Dilam on the coast, of two streams, the Khairabad

or Ab Shirin vT and the Shulistan - or Ab Shur

jylL both from the eastward : to the mediseval Arab geographers

the entire Hindiyan river appears to have been known as the Shirin.* The

move northern of the two confl.uents, the Khairabad, is sweet ; it is said

to take its name from a ruined settlement upon its right bank a few

miles above its junction and to rise in a high range of mountains in the

country of the Kuhgalu Lurs. In its course the Khairabad. gathers

to itself the water of several other streams, of which the chief are the

Zuhreh and the Kumbal . The Shulistan, which has bitter

water, is stated to have its origin in a mass of hills to the west of

the Kazarun-Shiraz road
;
these were formerly, it is stated, inhabited by

a tribe called Shul but have now been occupied for some centuries by

the Mamasani Lurs. The Shulistan like the Khairabad river, has several

tributaries, and one of these, the Shashpir which comes down

from the north of Shiraz, is exceedingly bitter, strongly impregnating

the Shulistan and even afEecting the Hindiyan but not in such a degree

as to make its water undrinkable. Even at the driest season of the

year the Khairabad and Shulistan are both considerable streams with a

breadth, at their junction, of 25 yards and a shingly bottom.

• See Le Strange’s Lands of the Eastern Calvghate.
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jjmjjerous sbieU distnbutarrics 'wlieii on tliB point of rojoining tlis paxent

stream.

Lowgt coiiTse in the Sindiyo,n lower course of the

river in the HindiyaU District begins between the Eellbeixan.

village of Gholeh and the Hindiyan village of Sbirabad, where the

stream, turning the north end of some bills, emerges on the open

plains of the Hindiyan District. From Sbirabad it runs first for 5 miles

west'noi’th-westwards to Suwaireh j it then turns, and its average direction

fromSuwaireh to Hindiyan Village, a distance of 22 miles in a

straight line, is due southwards. At Hindiyan Village its course becomes

winding ^ and, after all but reaching the sea at a place 10 miles south-

south-west of Hindiyan Village, it meanders due westwards for another

9 miles, keeping within two or three miles of the coast the whole way,

and eventually attains the Persian Gulf at a point 16 miles south-

west of Hindiyan Village as the crow flies but double that distance

from it by water. At its embouchure the Hindiyan cuts its way through

mud-flats and its mouth is difficult to discover from seawards owing to

the lowness of the coast.

ChaTaetevisties in the Sindiy&n ^«s#r»c#.““Above Suwaireh the

Hindiyan is broken up into more than one channel j but from

Suwaireh downwards it flows in a single bed, having high banks and

a nearly constant width of about 60 yards until past Hindiyan Village,

where the breadth varies from 70 to 100 yards. The bottom from the

beginning of the Hindiyan District till 6 miles below Suwaireh is shingly,

and thence to the sea it is of hard mud. The water of the Hindiyan,

as akeady observed, is drinkable, but impregnated with a salt or

alkali brought down by the Shulistan which gives it a bitter taste yet

does not prevent the lathering of soap. In winter the river flows with

a strong cmrrent throughout its course. From Gargari to a point 6

ynilfis below Suwaireh there is irrigation by means^ of Jubs or

water-cuts taMng ofi from various natural branches of the river.

The country on both sides of the river consists of featureless plains

which the stream, except near the north end of the district, has not been

utilised to irrigate. Here and there are patches of musk and water-

meloni in the actual bed, but the banks bear nothing except an occa-

sional tamarisk until a fine grove of tah date trees belonging to Tuvvai-

sheh is reached near the river mouth. The banks for the last 2 or S miles

before reaching the sea are covered with bulrushes.
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Biverside villages in the Hindigdn District .—TKe following is a

table of the villages on or near the Hindiyan river from Grargari down*

wards :

—

Name. Position. Population. Bemabks.

Shlrabad On tbe left bank
of tbe Hindiyan
one mile below
Gholeh.

20G bouses of Sha-
rifat.

200 sheep an d goats are
owned here and there
is winter cultivation
of grain. There are
no cattle or donkeys.

Qareli Mashraqi On the right bank
1 mile north of

SMrabad.

Fluctuating : at har-

vest time there are

500 to 600 Sharifat
nomads present.

The Skurifat who fre-

quent this place own
70 horses, 1,000
camels and 10,000
sheep and goats : they
cultivate grain here in

winter. There is a
pronainently situated
post for the defence
of the crops.

Oargari Balai

(^3)b

6 miles east-north

•

east of Sbrrabad,

on the Lanjir
canaL

60 houses of Shir ’Ali

Bakhtiyaris and
Agha Jari Lurs.

Bice and linseed are
grown and there are
100 sheep.

Oargari Paini 5 miles norsh-east

of Shirabad, on
the Lanjir canal.

1

80 houses of Lakis,
Gbalihis and
Dailamis.

There is irrigated culti-

vation, and 100 sheep
and goats and 300
buffaloes are kept.

AsyaT^ 5 miles north of
Shlrabad, on the

Lanjir canal.

120 houses of Lakis. Grain is cultivated and
there are 200 sheep
and goats.

Suwaireh 5 miles west-north-
west of Shirabad,
on the right bank
of tbe Hindiyan
river and at the
tail of the Lanjir
canal.

60 houses of Lakis. There is riverside cul-

tivation, and the people
keep 100 cattle and
lOO donkeys.

Buzi 3 miles south-sonth-
west of Suwaireh
and 1 mile from
the left bank of the
Hindiyan river.

100 houses of

Nidharat Arabs.
Grain is cultivated and
there are 10 horses,

260 donkeys, 260
cattle and 100 sheep
and goats.

KxLt

oy
f of a mile west of
Buzi, near the left

bank of tbe river.

100 bouses of Nidharat
Arabs and some
Bebbebanis.

The inhabitants grow
corn, rice, beans and
linseed and own 160
cattle and 200 don-
keys.

Dih Mulla
tti

lU

3 miles sontb-west
of Hut.

,,, See article Dih
Mulla.
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Name, Position. Population, EehabKs,

Cham Khalaf ’Isa 2 miles south of

Dill Mulla on
the right bank of
the river*

160 houses of Qana-
watis and other
Pehbebanis.

The people cultivate

grain and have 20
horses, 30 mules, 200
donkeys, 150 cattle

and 2,000 sheep and
goats.

Darihak On the left bank
opposite _ Cham
Khalaf *Isa.

Ditto. There is grain cultiva-

tion and 20 horses,

200 donkeys, 150
cattle and 300 sheep
and goats are kept.

Ckam Rbainub On the right bank
1 mile south of
Darihak.

4 houses of Qana-
watfs.

Grain is cultivated and
there are a few cattle

and donkeys.

Paili On the left bank
1 mile sonth of
Cham Kharnub.

30 houses of Paili

Lurs.
Cereals are grown and
50 donkeys, 50 cattle

and 30 sheep and
goats are kept.

Jiri On the right bank
1 mile south-east
of Faili.

100 houses of Haidari
Arabs.

Grain is grown and
there are 30 horses, 300
cattle, 300 donkeys
and 1,000 sheep and
goats. To the west at

a short distance is

an Imamzadeh called

Shah Ibrahim.

Sarkbareh On the left hank ^
a mile east of
Jiri.

80 houses of 'Aushars. Grain is raised and the
people keep 300 don*
keys, 300 cattle and a

few horses.

Nasirabad On the right bank
IJ miles south-
south-east of Sar-
khareh.

100 houses of JaTaris. Tbe inhabitants culti-

vate grain and own
150 cattle and 250
donkeys.

Cham Tang On the right bank
1 mile south of
Nasirabad.

100 houses of Abads. "Resources are cultiva-

tion of grain, 200
cattle, 250 donkeys,
600 sheep and goats,

and a few horses*

Cham Kalgeh On tbe right bank
2 miles south of
Cham Tang.

120 houses of Qana-
watis.

Grain is cultivated.

Livestock are 150
catt’e, 200 donkeys
and 1,000 sheep.

Kurehpa On the left bank J
a mile south-east
of Cham Kalgeh.

1 20 houses of Abads. There are 160 cattle,

200 donkeys and 1,000
sheep .and goats.

Grain is cultivated.
^

TsbirSbad
Jbf

On the left hank
a mile south-east
'of Kurehpa.

60 houses of Ja’faris. There are 30 cattle

and 70 donkeys and
grain is grown.

§ B
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Name, Position, Population. Keimar^s.

SahababM

tibj

On the right bank
1 mile south-west
of Jabirabad.

40 houses of Gorgis Cattle and donkeys
number 60 and 150
respectively and there
is cultivation of grain.

CWhl Mani On the left bank
IJ miles south-
west of Sahaba-
bad.

100 houses of Qana-
watis.

There are 150 cattle,

250 donkeys and
500^ sheep and goats,
Grain is grown.

Husainabad On the right bank
a little below
Chihl Mani.

80 houses of Qana-
watis.

GiMin is cultivated and
150 cattle, 175 don-
keys and 500 sheep
are kept.

Ziilmabad On the right bank
1 mile south of

Husainabad.

Qanawatis. There is the ordinary
cultivation of grain.

No animals.

Cham Murad On the left bank
miles south-west
of Zulmabad.

60 houses of Agha
Jari Lurs.

There are 275 donkeys
and 160 cattle. Grain
is grown.

Cham Babmani

ft

Not far from the
left bank a little

south of Cham
Murad.

40 houses of Qana-
watis.

There are 40 cattle and
75 donkeys. Grain
is produced.

Hindiyan
Village

On both banks 1
mile south-west
of Cham Kahmaoi.

... See article Hindiyan
Village,

Maliki On the left bank 1
mile south-east of
Hindiyan Vil-
lage.

20 houses of Agha
Jari Lurs.

The inhabitants possess

150 cattle, 250
donkeys and 2,000
sheep and goats. They
also cultivate grain.

Darlakeb
&OjU

On the left bank f
of a mile south-
Tvest of Maliki.

Ditto. There are lOO cattle,

100 donkeys and 3 00
sheep, and grain is

grown.

Gharabi Kuohik On the left bank li
miles west of

Darlakeb.

60 houses of Ka’ab
Arabs.

Livestock are 200
cattle, 100 donkeys
and 160 sheep. Corn
is grown.

Gharabi Buzurg On the right bank
almost opposite
Gharabi Knohik,

Ditto. The people own 100
donkeys and 100
cows.

Cham Sba’abani On the right bank
f of a mile south-
west of Gharabi
Buzurg.

60 houses of Agha
Jari Lurs and 20
of Ka’ab Arabs of
the Sha*ahani section.

Grain is cultivated

and 200 cattle, 100
donkeys and 100
sheep and goats are

kept.
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Name. Position. Population. EehakKs.

Gaz ’AH On the right hank

I a mile west of

Cham Sha*ahani.

100 houses of Qana
watis.

There are 10 hordes,

100 cattle and 2b0
donkeys. Corn is

grown.

’Abbad Ilabi
Ml

On the right bank
2 miles south-
west of Gaz 'ii-li.

30 houses of Bahrakun
Arabs.

The people grow grain

and have 10 horses,

40 cattle, 40 dojjkeys

and 1,000 shpep and
goats. A track rnns
from here to Ma’
sh-ur.

Badrani On the right hank
2 miles south of

'Ahhad 'llahi.

40 houses of Bahrakun
Arabs.

There are a few horses

and donkeys, 40 cattle

and 300 sheep and
jroats, besides grain
cultivation.

Piiz Sttfaid On the left bank
almost opposite

Badrani.

Ditto. The inhabitants culti-

vate grain and possess

a few horses, 30 don-*

keys, 40 cattle and
800 sheep and goats.

Paraiz On the right hank
2 miles below Puz
Sufaid.

A very small hamlet. There is cultivation and
the people own 300
sheep and goats and a
few other animals.

Kaparkah

_/v

On the left bank

W miles south of

Paraiz.

12 houses of Ja’faris. There are here about
20 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats.

Shah MlrNa'amaii
bLui

In the river 4 miles'

west-south -west of

Kaparkah.

... An uninhabited island.

A shrine of the same
name stands on the

right hank.

Tawaisheli On the left hank
If ’ miles south-

south-west of Shah
Mir Na^aman and
6 miles east-south-

east of the true

mouth of the river

(as distinguished

from the bar).

20 houses of Bahrakun
Arabs.

There is a fine palm
grove and some
cultivation : a few
horses, donkeys and
caTtle are owned. A
post of the Imperial
Persian Customs
watches the river at

this place.

There are also some huts occui'ied by Bahrakuu Arabs below Tuwai-

sheh near the mouth of the river.

Navigation.— entrance to the river Hindiyan is closed by a bar '

which is situated about 30 miles east by north of the entrance of Khcr

Musa, 3 miles south-south-west of Eas Bahrakun and 6 miles

ssa
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HINDITAN

VILLAGE*

HIRTH,
H-4RTH

or

HERTH

nearly dne south of the point where the firm, banks of the river cease and

mud flats begin. The bar has about 3 feet of water on it at low water

springs and a heavy sea breaks on it when wind and tide are contrary.

The bar and channel through the mud flats are at present marked by

several small pile beacons which are not visible for more than 1 J miles,

Within the bar a channel depth of not less than 6 feet at low water

springs may be relied on the whole way to Hindiyan Village,

Locally pronounced Hindiyun the principal place in the Hindiyan

District; situated on both banks of the Hindiyan Eiver at a point 16

miles north-west of its mouth; the position has recently been deter-

mined as 30° 14' ^4'' north and 49° 43' b" east. The population is about

1;000 souls and consists of Qanawatis; Sharifat^ Hayad and

Ha’ab Arabs of the Sha^abani section; the last predominating. The

people are cultivators of grain, boatmen and traders, and they possess

some 20 horses, 300 cattle, 500 donkeys and 1,000 sheep and goats.

Ophthalmia is prevalent among them. Vessels from Kuwait, Bushehr,

Bahrain and Lingeh come up the river to Hindiyan, and there is a con-

siderable exportation of wheat, barley, wool and live sheep, also a smaller

one of oak bark, sesame and ghi. The bazaar contains 30 shops. Forty

years ago only the portion of the village on the right bank was subject to

the Ka’ab Shaikh ; but now the whole, like the rest of the district, is

under the Shaikh of Muhammareh. An agent on the part of the

Shaikh has his residence at Hindiyan village and collects taxes on shops

and on all transactions in grain and wool. The Persian Imperial Customs

have a post here which is reported to produce 18,000 Tumans a year.

There is no telegraph, but postal commnnication is maintained with

Behhehan and Bushehr by the Persian Post Office.

Singular Harithi . An important tribe of the Sharqiyah District

in the ’Oman Sultanate, said to be of Nizari descent, but now belonging

to the Hinawi faction ; in religion they are Ibadhis. The central division

small town of Hindijan, famous for its market of sea fish, already existed in the
lOtk century A.D., hut was situated apparently on the Tab, i.e., on the Jarrahi,
not 00 the Hindiyan River. See Le Strange's Lands of the Eastern Caliphate*
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of Sliarc[iyall called Baldan-a!-Hirth, with its villages and towns,

belongs entirely to the Hirth : their principal places are Ibxa and

Mudhairib, the former being the tribal capital. Hirth are found also at

Mudhaibi, Nizwa, Samad and Sib. The bulk of the Hirth are thus

located between the Hajriyin on the east and the Habus on the west 3

and the total number of the tribe, exclusive of dependents mentioned below,

appears to be about 9,000 souls.

The Hirth, though they have to some extent retained the

characteristics of Bedouins, are chiefly occupied in date-growing and

ordinary cultivation
; but a number of them are wealthy traders owning

vessels, and some who emigrated to Zanzibar have become men of

substance and position in East Africa. The Birth do not deal with

Sur : their ports are Matrah and Masqat. They are a warlike tribe

and are now armed with various kinds of rifles.

The following are the principal sections of the Hirth proper :

Section .
- Fighting strength. Habitat.

’Asirah 160 Suhakh and Manzafah
quarters of Ibra.

Nil.

Barawaaah 250 Ibra, Were involved
in the rebellion

of 1877.

GhajUth 160 Do. and Palaij in

Baldan-al-B irth.

Nil.

Hadam (Aulad) 200 Sah in Baldan-al-

Hirth.
Do.

Hadri > Anlad) 160 Qanatir in Baldan-al-

Hirth.
Do.

Harfah (Aulad) H50 Ibra and Mudhairib. Do.

Khanajirah - - 300 Do. and
Nakhl in Western
Hajar^

Do.

Ma^amir 280 Ibra, Mndhairih
and Falaj Mas’M.

Do.

Magharah 100 Ibra and Tzz. This section are
Bedouins.
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Spctio’i. Eighling strength. Habitat. EeMABKs,

Saif (Bani) 300 Halfah. Ibadhis.

Sarahimah 200 ^Adhfain and Sibfc,
i Do.

Thuwani 50 Zilaft. Do.

Tuwa’i 200 Sibt Do.

’Umr (Bani) 400 Kamil and Siq. Do.

Zahahniyin 200 Wadi Kliabbali. Do.

Zaiyud
U)

^^3

150 Didu and Kftmil. Sunnis.

The Hishm command the road from Siir to Ja^alan above Rafsab and

can close it at pleasnre. The whole of Wadi Bani Khalid is under their

control, for the other tribes inhabiting* it, though collectively of some

account, are always disunited
;

these tribes are said to pay dues to the

Hishm.

The Hishm alw^ayg supported Saiyid Turin when Sultan of ‘^Oman

(1871-Ksb8) and were even present on his side at the capture of

Matrah from ^Azzan in 1871. They took part with his son and

successor, Saiyid Faisal, in the crisis at Masqat in 1895, where they

were under the leadership of '^Abdullah-bin-Salim of the Bani Bu ^Ali.

The present chiefs of the Hishm are Sa^id-bin-Rashid and Sultan-bin-*

Eashid of the Bani ^Umr section
; the former resides at Siq, the latter at

Kamil.

HOFUF
This town, the capital both natural and administrative of the Sanjaq

of Hasa, is situated in the south-eastern corner of the Hasa Oasis at a

distance of about 40 miles inland in a south*west by west direction ftom

the port of 'Oqair.

Site and surroundings^—The site of the town is rocky but low ;
it

appears to be only a little higher than the waterlogged country which
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adjoins it. The space covered by buildings is described as oblong, with

a length from north to south of 1 to miles and a breadth of J a mile.

The land to the south of the town is waste and quickly merges in the

desert : on the other three sides cultivation and date groves, which are

densest ou the northern and eastern sides, approach close to the walls.

The springs of Haqal, XJmm-al-Jamal, KbadQd, Umm-al-Lif, Qasaibah,

Luwaimi and Barabar, described in the article on the Hasa Oasis, all

rise within a mile of the eastern side of Hofuf, and those of Umm
Kharaisan and of Bahair and Bahairiyah adjoin respectively its northern

and western faces, A few hundred yards to the south-east of the town

are a large well and a group of gardens called Snwaidarah

Graveyards closely surround the town upon most sides, especially on the

east, south-east and north-west.

Quarters and buildings .—Hofuf is divided into 3 large wards, of

which the names are Kut or Kut-al-Hofuf, Rifa’ah and

Na^athil JjUj ,

Kut, which forms the north-western corner of the town, is really a

large fortified enclosure with sides about 600 yards long and completely

surrounded by a ditch
;

it is inhabited by the Turkish troops, the Turkish

otticial community, and others. It contains a fine Sunni mosque having a
ui

dome and called for that reason Qubbah
,

also another good building

which is used as a military hospital, and a couple of forts which are

mentioned further on among the defences of the town. On the east side

of the Kut, at the north end of the town, is a market place with a

Qaisariyah or arcade of shops. On the south of the Kut, between it and

the next quarter, is a date plantation. The Rifa'^ah quarter forms the entire

eastern side of the town j
it is healthier and somewhat higher than

the others, and in it are the residences of a number of the better families.

Na^athil includes the southern and western parts of the town and is, in

extent, a good half of the place ; it is inhabited promiscuously by all

classes. As already mentioned, it is separated from Kut by a date grove;

and within its limits are enclosed occasional gai*dens and a few trees,

the latter chiefly figs and citrons. The principal mosque of Hofuf, which

belongs to the Shi^ah sect and is probably the largest mosque in Eastern

-Arabia, is in N a^athil, Kut is said to contain about 1,200, Rifa'ah

about 2,100 and Na'^athil about 1,700 houses.

The houses; of Hofuf are flat-roofed and are mostly built of stone and

mud, and plastered with gypsum mortar
;
some of those in the Rifa^ah

quarter are tolerably good and even handsome, with arches entering into
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their architectru’e. Nearly every house possesses a private well about

4 fathoms deep. The [streets^ except 2 main avenues^ are narrow and

filthy. The whole town has 8 g*ates^ of which called Bab-ash-Shamal

t-jb and Eab-ash-Sbarq c3;»^I belong to the Kut.

Defences .—Hofuf is enclosed by a thin wall of sun-dried bricks and

clay j it is only about 1 ^ feet high and has now no ditch^ as it once had^

upon its outer side. At the north-western corner of the town the

place of this wall is taken by the northern and western walls of the

Kut^ which are continuous with it but twice as high. The principal

military work is the Elut^ which forms one of the quarters of the

town and has been partially described in that character ; the Kut

comprises the chief citadel^ known as Kut-al-Hisar c:>y' and

2 minor structures styled Qasr-al-Qubbah and Qasr-al-'*Abid
,

Q,asr-al-Qubbah has the alternative name of Q,asr Ibrahim

and Qasr-al-'^Abld serves the j)urpose of a jail as well as of a fort,

These smaller fortifications are surrounded by moats^ now dried and

choked up) with rubbish. The only detached work is Qasr-al-Khazam

a fort situated a few hundred yards from the west side

of the town and having the Turkish cemetery immediately to the

south of it. The military garrison of the Kut is rej)orted to consist

of two squadrons of cavalry^ one battery of mule guns and one battalion

of infantry ; and that of Qasr-al-Khazam appDears to be a quarter of a

-battalion of infantry. There are besides one hundred unmounted

Dhabitiyahs on duty at -Qasr-al-'^Abid and ^5 mounted men of the same

corps in Qasr-al-Khazam. A military band performs in the afternoons
: ^

this is the only recreation of the garrison.

Inhabitants .'—The total population of Hofuf is estimated at about

25j000 souls. The peopfie are a mongrel race and are not divided into

any well ascertained tribes^ nor ai’e there many foreign immigrants among
them. Genuine Persians are not found, but there are a fair number of

Arabs from Najd ; most of the latter are shopkeepers and camel-owners,

but some of them are proprietors of date plantations. There are said

to be in the Rif ah quarter some 50 families descended from the JaTar

section of the Shammar tribe.

About three-fourths of the people are Sunnis j the rest, with the

exception of a few Wahhabis, are Shi'^ahs. There are ^ large Sunni

schools called Madrasat Shaikh Abu Bakr and Madrasat Shaikh •'Abdul

Latif, at both of which boys from Bahrain, lldasqat and other

distant places are received^and educated* The principal Shi^ah schools
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are tkose of Shaikhs Muhammad-bin-'^Abtaii; ^Amran-bin-Hasaii; Musa-

ahu-Khamsin and Muhammad-bin-Shaikh Husain.

Trade and mamifactures .—Under normal conditions there is a con-

siderable trade with Eiyadh in Najd whence ghi is received at Hofuf

and to which cloth, sugar and rice are sent in return. Before the recent

wars in Najd the number of caravans coming into Hofuf fi’om Eiyadh

was on the average about one a week. Bedouins from all the surrounding

country supply their wants at Hofuf, and a general market is held every

Thursday in an open space outside the town upon the north side which

is called the Suq-al-Khamis (3^*^ ;
* but local trade is mostly

carried on in private houses. Hofuf is celebrated for the manufacture

of elegant Abas, richly embroidered with golden or coloured thread,

and of brass coffee pots of curious shape which are exported as far as

Basrah and Masqat.

Administration ,—Hofuf is the civil and military capital of the whole

Hasa Sanjaq
;
it is also the headquarters of the Hasa Qadha and of the

Hofuf Nahiyah. Bor purposes of internal administration it is con-

stituted as a municipality.

The north point of this island, the site .of the celebrated Ormuz HOEMUZ
of former times, is situated 1 1 miles east-south-east of Bandar Abbas

and 4 miles south of the nearest part of the Persian mainland ; the ISLAND f

mouth of Khur Minab is distant from it 19 miles due eastward,

Hormuz island is nearly circular in shape with a diameter of 4^ to

5 miles. The coast is free from pronounced indentations and the only

promontory is the northern point, already mentioned, which is low and

fiat and projects nearly a mile from the general body of the island, its

width across its base- being also about a mile. The passage between

Hormuz and the mainland navigable for vessels of moderate draft is

only a mile wide, and its depth, which at the narrowest part of the

• A view of the Siiq-al-Khairds accompaiues Herr H. Burchaidt’s article Ost*

Arabian, 1906.

t A plan of Hormuz anchorage occurs as an inset in Admiralty Chart No. ^373—

2837 A*; Tersian Gulf^ where also a distant view of the island from the sea will be

found. A general report on Hormuz by Lieutenant “V. Hunt is contained in the

Poreign Proceedings of the Government of.Iudia for May 1901.
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strait is 1 0 fathoms, diminishes to 4 and even 3| at the end towards

Bandar 'Abbas, The island, except at its northern and southern

extremities, is surrounded by a belt of shoal water of considerable width.

Except for the flat promontory on the north side and a strip of fairly level

ground, half a mile to a mile in width, which follows the eastern shore,

Hormuz is covered with jagged hills of brilliant and variegated hues.

The dominant colour is a reddish-purple largely streaked with white,

while the principal geological ingredients are rock-salt, red ochre and

a greenish, very adhesive clay. The hills are on the average over 300

feet in height and one peak in the centre reaches 690 feet. All the

ravines, and indeed whole valleys, in the interior of the island are

incrusted with salt and present the appearance of being lightly powdered

with snow. Upon the banks of the ravines are pure white saline

incrustations varying in thickness from 3 to inches and some of the

ravines, in breadth from 6 to 1 5 feet, are spanned by natural bridges of

salt strong enough to support a man.

Hormuz is almost perfectly barren ; its aspect of all but metallic

sterility is relieved only by a few stunted Kunar trees and some patches

of barley on the plain near Hormuz Village. A few gazelle are the only

natural fauna.

There is no permanently inhabited place on the island except Hormuz
Village which, with its population, is described in a separate article;

in that place also will be found some remarks on trade and resources.

Here it may be added that of copper, specular iron ore, red oxide of iron

and salt existing on the island only the last two are worked. The
supplies and transport which the island affords only suffice for the

needs of the inhabitants, and the quantity of sweet water available,

chiefly rain water collected in reservoirs, is strictly limited. Vegetables
and“fodder are practically unavailable.

The revenue of Hormuz is at present farmed by the Mu^m-ut-Tujjar
of Tehran from the Persian Government for 14,000 Tumtos a year,

and the island is consequently regarded as under his jurisdiction; but
the political control is vested in the Governor of the Gulf Ports. The
representative of the Mu'in-ut-Tujjar is a resident agent by whom the
taxes are collected ; these are general revenue, a royalty on the red oxide
workings (which are called- Ganj or Galak), and a sort of poll tax on
the miners. The agent has a salary of 50 Tumans a month, besides
perquisites arising from the salvage of wrecks, etc., and he is responsible
for the entire administration of the island. _The present agent is a
Persian, Mirza Khalil, whose father was at one-time employed in the
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British. Residency at Bushehr as a munshi. The Deputy-Governor of

Bandar ’Abbas sometimes seets to interfere in Hormuz affairs in the

name of his master^ the Governor of the Gulf Ports^ the usual

pretext being complaints of oppression or the wreck of a native boat.

The Persian Government are represented by an Inspector of the Imperial

Customs Department.

The simple topography of Hormuz Island is summed up in the

table below ;
—

Name of place. Position.
Houses and inhabit-

ants.
Bemabss

Bibi Gul (Qasr)

Jf
On the south-west
coast of the is-

land.

Nil. A site with a well of slightly

brackish water and the
ruins of former habita-

tions.

Hormuz
jyv*

Village

On the northern
point of the is-

land.

See article Hormuz
Village.

Salah-ud-Din On the east coast of

the island, 8 miles

from Hormuz
Yilla ge.

Nil. A place where there are salt-

pans and where salt is

manufactured hy a rough
process.

Sar Puzeh At the southern
extremity of the

island.

No permanent
habitations.

This is the present site of

the red oxide workings
of the island which em-
ploy about 200 hands.

VVafcer is brought from
Trumhak. The road from
Hormuz Village follows

the east coast and the

distance from it to Sar
Puzeh is about 9 miles.

Trumbak (Chah) On the south-east

coast, 6 miles from
Hormuz Village.

Nil. There is a well here 40 feet

deep with water which is

fairly good but slightly

bi-rtckish. There are also

ruins of ^hat appears to

have been a small town.

The name Hormuz belonged originally to a town on the mainland, situated

probably upon Kbiir Mmab, g.v.; but, though the town was abandoned

about 1315 A.D. only, the ruler transferring his seat to the island,

the latter also appears to have borne the name of Urmuz or Urmus as early
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as tlie 9tli century A.D. At the time of the transfer of government^

however^ the island appears to have been generally known as Jirun or

Zarun. Probably about the 14th century A.D. the island of Hormuz

supplanted Qais as the principal trade emporium of the Persian Gulf^

just as Qais had supplanted Siraf.*

HORMUZ The only inhabited place on the island of HorniUZ and the sole

remaining vestige of the once celebrated city of Ormuz. The village is

VILLAGE situated on the neck of the northern promontory, between the Portuguese

fort at its extremity and the ruins of the ancient city upon its

landward side. The place consists of about 200 houses, and the popula-

tion may rise, while the salt and oxide mines are being actively worked,

to 1,200 souls
;
but it falls in summer to less than half that number in

consequence of emigration to the mainland, especially to Minab, due to

the heat and the prospects of employment in the date harvest. Persians

predominate, many of them being natives of Bashakard and Rudbar ; but

there are also Baluchis and Arabs who have long since forgotten to what

tribes their ancestors belonged. The proportions of the mixture are

roughly indicated by the fact that about |rd of the population is Shi^ah as

against ird Sunni. The inhabitants of Hormuz village are mostly sailors,

fishermen and miners
;
they are reported to own 8 large Mashuwahs, G

Baqarahs and 1 Ghunchah, with an aggregate burthen of 620 tons

and employing 172 hands. The ordinary anchorage at Hormuz is half

a mile to the east of the Portuguese fort, where the bottom is of mud

and the depth of water from 4 to 5 fathoms. A little barley is grown on

the plain near the village ; there are hardly any date palms. A few

reservoirs exist for the storage of rain water and there are some wells

yielding brackish water. A Qadamgah of merely local importance stands

1 mile south of the village. The village is the seat of the Persian agent

who governs the island in the name of the Mtfin-ut-Tujjrxr. The

Portuguese fort is now in a dilapidated condition owing to the removal

of stones from the walls for building purposes, but it still contains 2

magnificent reservoirs, empty but in good repair, one of which has lately

been made serviceable under the orders of the Mu^in-nt-Tujjar. For the

better handling of the red oxide a truck line has recently been constructed

under his directions, which runs for about 300 yards along the south face

of the fort.

* s5ee Le Strange*a Lands of the JEastern Califhate.
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A large canal in Turkish ’Iraq
;
it takes off from the right bank

of the Euphrates at Musaiyib and runs to Karbala Town where it

divides into two branches. The construction of the Husainiyah is said to

have been undertaken by order of the Ottoman Sultan Sulaiman I during

his residence at Baghdad in 1644 A.D. ; but it is known that the date

groves of Karbala were already imgated from the Euphrates in the

] 4th century of the Christian era.

HUSAIN-

iYAH

(NAHR-

AL-)
««

J
1

Coime and lvanclie%,—The original head of the Husainiyah was above

Musaiyib, and a brick bridge still spans the former bed of the canal close

to the west side of the town
;
the present head is 2 miles below Musaiyib.

The course of the canal is at first towards the south-west
\ but at 7 miles

it changes to west-south-west, a direction which it preserves thereafter

until Karbala Town is reached at 18 miles from its head. For the first

few miles there is little cultivation on either bank
;
but it rapidly increases

as Khan-al-’Ataishi is approached. KUan-al-^Ataishi
,
by Persians

called Khan Atishi
,

is a dilapidated caravansarai standing on a

mound 100 yards from the right bank of the Husainiyah at 10 miles below

its head
;
it is a square enclosure with sides about 80 yards long and a cir-

cular bastion at each of the 4 corners. A mile or two beyond Khan-al-'^Ataishi

begin the dense datelplantations of Karbala Town
;
in the midst of these

is reached, at 1 5 miles, a brick bridge known as the Pul-i-Sufaid eaiw Jj

which crosses the canal. Three miles beyond this bridge the Husainiyah

passes the north side of Karbala Town and divides, at the north-western

corner of the same, into 2 branches. One of these runs off in the direction

of the tomb of Hurr, about 3| miles north-west of the town; it
uu

is called the Kashdiyah and is much larger than the other.

After running for some distance to the north-west it tmms to the south-

west and approaches Eazazah upon its east side ;
in this reach it has

the land called Qurtah, inhabited by the Yasar tribe, upon its right bank

:

it then turns southwards and ends in a marsh called Hor Abu Dibis

at a little distance from Eazazah. The other branch,
tm

known as the ^anaidiyah circles round Karbala Town upon its

western side and then turning southwards runs to the Hor-al-Husainlyah,

or Hor-as-Sulaimanlyah as it is also called froln a village which is de-

scribed in the article on the Shatt-al-Hindiyah. The waste water from

the Husainiyah, in the neighbourhood of Karbala Town, generally

goes to form this Hor-al-Husainiyah, which is fed also by the Shatt-al-

Hindiyah. The Hor is a large lake or open swamp on which water

fowl may be seen floating, and it causes the Karbala-Tawairij
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road to be deflected to the north at a point about 3 miles from

Karbala Town.

Dimensions .—The width of the Husainiyah at its mouth upon the

Euphrates is only about 30 feet, but at about J of a mile from the in-

take it has increased to 45 feet, and at this place the water runs about 4
feet deep in winter and the channel is filled by it from bank to bank.

The Husainiyah branch which goes towards the tomb of Hurr is 24 feet

wide and has banks 30 feet high at its entrance, and the stream in

it runs about 12 feet wide and 3 feet deep in winter. The Hanaidiyah
branch is about 20 feet wide near Karbala Town, and the top of the
banks is about 35 feet above the level of the bed ; but the flow of

water in it in winter is only about 4 feet broad by 1 foot deep. From
June to November the whole Husainiyah canal is practically dry.

Navigation and coinmumcations .—The Husainiyah canal is navi-
gable for vessels of as much as 400 “ sacks burden down to the Pul-
i-Sufaid

;
but, the cm’rent being slack, the voyage from the Eupbrates

to this place may take as much as 10 hours in the absence of a favoui’-

able wind.

The Husainiyah is sjjanned in 3 places by bridges fit for the passage
of field guns. The uppermost jbridge is the Pul-i-Sufaid, or White
Bridge, 3 miles from Karbala, which is a high-arched construction in
bnck with a roadway about 30 feet wide ; it is now in bad repair. The
next is the Qantai-at Bab Baghdad or Baghdad Gate
Bridge, 3 miles neai'er to Karbala ; it is similai- in design and
materzals to the first, but is at present in good repair and is used
by vehicles plying between Karbala and Musaiyib

j it leads from
the right bank of the canal into the town of Karbala. The third
is a emious double bridge at the place where the Bashdiyah and
Hanaidiyah branches of the canal separate. This last bridge, of which
the head on the southern bank of the canal is about 100 yards fi-om
thetownwaU,-aa enclosed garden intervening,- is built so as to cover
the whole tnjunction of the canal and its 3

'branches, and it has thus
entrances or exits; it is in fairly good repair and able to carry cartsas well as foot passengers. ^

_

The Husainiyah, where it lies across the traveUeris route, is anmconvenient obstacle
; for the banks are high, perhaps 15 feet on an

twT "t
<^0 tte stream. Near villages, however

be generally
.
1 e 0 eny passengers and baggage across

; but transport
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animals must be unloaded and swum. In some parts deepj narrow,

unbridged distributaries make the left bank difl&cult for mounted men to

follow.

Cultivation and population*~-'^\iQ cultivation upon the upper part

of the canal is chiefly of cereals. The date plantations which begin as

Karbala is approached present a remarkable contrast to the well-ordered

groves of Basrah Town, for the trees are of all ages and irregularly

spaced as if self-sown
;
nevertheless they are valuable and productive.

Villages of the MaS'^ud tribe, built of thorns and matting, are sprink-

led along the banks the whole way from the Euphrates to Karbala ,-

while here and there is to be seen the more solidly built enclosui:e of a

Shaikh, having towers at the corners for defence. At one place between

Khan-al-'^Ataishi and the Pul-i-Sufaid the hamlets are so thickly set as

almost to form a continuous settlement.

One of the two areas containing the best wells in the Biyadh tract

of the B[asa Sanjaq : the other is Dabaisi, The centre of Hushum is

situated about 30 miles west by south of Qatif Town, and from this

centre it extends approximately 5 miles in each direction.

The following wells are in Hushum ;

—

Name. VernaoDlar equivalent.^ Position, etc.

*Adaiwi About 29 miles west of Qatif Town,

Adhbulah (Bb) 4 miles west-south-west of *Adaiwi.

'Ashairi 4 miles west of *Adaiwi.

*Aziz-al-Ma 3 miles east of ’Adaiwi. Brackisk

Hashm-al-Haddah
III

5 miles south-south-west of ’Addwi.

Jida* (Abu) 6 miles south of ’Adaiwi.

Murtaijak 6 miles south-west by scuth cf ’Adaiwi

,

t

Euwa
w

7 miles south-east of 'Adaiwi.

Taraifah (Bu) 3 miles south of ’Adaiwi.

HUSHirJffl
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HUWAI-
LAH

In English at one time known as Owhale A deserted town ’ on

the east coast of Qatar about midway between Dhakhirah and the

extremity of the peninsula. There are numerous wells in the vicinity,

£ miles inland from the sea, but the water is of indifferent quality.

Before Zubarah and Dohab rose to importance, Huwailah was the

chief town of Qatar. It is believed that the inhabitants were originally

A1 Mnsallam^ who were expelled by the Shaikhs of Bahrain, and that

thereafter they were A1 Bin ^Ali up to about 1850,

Singular Holi . A class of Sunni Arabs found in Bahrain,

Hasa, Qatar and Trucial ^Oman, and on the island of Sirri ;
they are a

community who, after being domiciled for years or even generations on

the Persian coast of the Gulf, have returned whether as individuals or

groups to the Arabian side; the name of ^^Huwalah^^ is not one

acquired by them dming their sojourn in Persia, but has been conferred

on them by the Arabs among whom they settled on their return to

Arabia.

Bimions ,—Many of the Huwalah are nnable to say from which of

the Arab tribes they are descended. Some claim to be Bani Tamim
and others to be Maraziq. As Huwalah they have no tribal institutions

or organisation, but it is observed that they intermarry freely among
themselves. They are not divided into sections properly so called, but
some of them form groups named after a common ancestor, more or less

remote, or after the place from which they have come
; such arc the

Al Bu Fakhru Jf group, to which a fourth of the Huwalah
settled at Dohah^in Qatar belong, and the group of the Kashkunariyah

<DjUXsj
j
>^bo are said to have immigrated from a place Kashkunar,

situated in Gabandi in Persia, inland of the Shibkuh coast. It is

uncertain whether the Mahandah and Sulutah, who have preserved
their tribal character though according to some accounts they lived for
a time in Persia, should be classed as Huwalah or not. The Bani Malik
of Qatar, other than the Snlntah, are always ranked among* the
Huwalah.

HUWA-
LAH

Q)

or

HULAH

Religion and cJiaracter.—The Huwalah are, as already indicated, all

Sums
; hut some belong to the Maliki and some to the Shafi^i school

for the sect. They hare altogether lost their fighting instincts and are
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entirely given up to commerce, tlie handicrafts and other money-

making pnrsnits, some on a large and some on a hnmhle scale.

Numbers and dislrihufion,—\ii Bahrain Huwalah are found at

Halat-bin- Anas, 10 houses
; Budaiya', 50 houses; Hadd, 20 houses;

Manamah, 1,000 houses; and Mnharraq Town, 2,000 houses. In

Qatar there are 200 houses of Huwalah at Dohah and an equal number

at Wakrah
;
and in Turkish territory a few, chiefly artisans, are found at

the towns of Hofuf and Qatif. Those of Trucial "Oman are 300 house-

holds and are all settled at Sharjah Town; while those of Sirri,

numbering 30 families, are said to be immigrants from Trucial

"Oman. The total number of Huwalah in the part of Arabia where

they are called by this^name may be roughly estimated at 18^000 souls.

A small coastal district of the Hasa Sanjaq in Eastern Arabia : it HXIZtJM
extends, upon the sea, from the foot of Musallamiyah bay on the north

to the foot of Dohat-ad-Dafi on the south, a distance of about 25 ?

miles ;
inland its dimensions from north to south are less. Its western

boundary is at the wells of Mistannah, a little over 20 miles from the

coast, where it is met by the districts of Eadaif and Jau Shamin. On
the north it is bounded by the Sabakhat-al-Mutaya, and on the south

by Biyadh, the hill of Murair being situated on the boundary between

it and the latter.

Huzum is a sandy district, but without hillocks, and its colour is

described as brown and darker than that of Biyadh. The Markh tree is

common, and the prevailing shrubs are ^Abal "Adhar and Artah, while

the principal grass is Thamam. The Bedouins frequenting Huzum are

of the Bani Khalid and ^Ajman tribes.

- The wells of Huzum are on the average about six feet deep, and the

following are among the more important :
—

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position.

’Ayashlyah
w

Near the southern border of the district, 6
miles south of Tfii.

Fuhumiyah 8 miles south-west of Tiii.

Hashat (TJmm-al.) olwLac-^l 4 miles north-north-west cf Tui.

Jida* (Darb-al-) 6 miles east of Tui.

8o2
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Xatne. Yernaeular etjaivalent. Position.

Khasiyah 6 miles west-north*west of Tui.

Khufairiyah 8 miles south-west by west of Tui*

Kliursanlyah 7 miles east-south-east of Tui and 7 miles

north-west of the Murair hill.

Mistannah

(U

At the meeting place of the Sabakhat-al-

Mutaya, E-adaif, Jau Shamin and

Huzum tracts; about 16 miles south-

west of the font of Musallamlyah bay,

and over 30 miles west-north- west by west

of Dohat-ad-Dafi.

Mutaya blwjl Near the border of the Sah^khat-al-Mutaya,

3 miles south-west of the foot of Mnsal-
lamiyah bay.

NuqMyaK
«k>

In the base of the promontory which ends in

Ras-al-Abkharah and forms the southern

point of Musallamiyah bay, at a dis-

tance of 1 or 2 miles inland from the sea

on every side.

Tui In a central position between Mistanivih and
the coast, about l2 miles from either, and 8

miles south of the foot of Kusallamiyah
bay.

Zabaidiyah
w
woAjyi 6 miles south-west of Tui.

IBSA

or

6I£A

hi

The largest town in the Sharqiyah district of the 'Oman Sultanate;

it lies partly in that portion of the district which is called Baldaii-al-

Hirth and partly in that which is known as Baldan-al-Masakirah and it

IS situated almost exactly half way between the two ends of Sharqiyah
about 85 miles east-south-east of Samad. The draiirage of Ibra, goes

south-eastwards by Wadi Ibra to Ja’alan and thence to the sea, and the

hills of Eastern Hajar are distant from the town, on the north and cast,

about 25 miles. The town stands in a weU cultivated area bearing

dates, fruits and cereals and measuring several miles in length and
breadth; this oasis is studded with villages of the Masakirah and
Hirth.

Ibra is divided into two main quarters, vim., the 'Alayah wBc or upper-

town on the north and east, inhabited by Masakirall, and the Sifalah
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aJLLw or lower town on the south, occupied by Hirth ; the separate

bazaars of these two quarters are about half an hour^s walk apart. The

'Alayah is unwalled ; it comprises over 300 houses, mostly of

mud and gypsum-stucco, with a few huts and a bazaar of some

30 shops. The number of houses in the Sifalah is over 500, and many

of them are excellent, resembling those of Masqat Town. The entire

^Alayah consists of various small wards which are dispersed in all

directions ; but a part of the Sifalah, called Manzafah is walled and

boasts a bazaar of 60 shops, besides a large fort on which some guns

are mounted. The other wards of the Sifalah, namely, Subakh ^

Ahl Sinau J.^1 and Ma^taradh stand at a few minutes^

distance apart from one another. The whole population of Ibra may be

estimated at 4,000 to 5,000 persons of whom the majority are Hirth.

Silk and cotton, imported from India through Masqat Town, are

woven into cloth at Ibra : this is a profitable industry and almost tbs'

only one exercised. Livestock are 10 horses, 300 camels, 800 donkeys*

600 cattle and 2,000 sheep and goats. Date palms are estimated at the

large figure of 100,000.

A considerable town, the largest in the Dhahirah district of the >IB&1

^Oman Sultanate ; it is situated 37 miles south-south-east of Dhank

Town and 50 miles west by north of Bahlah in ^Oman Proper. The

elevation of ^Ibri is 1,180 feet above sea-level j it stands in Wadi

Sanaisal and is adjoined by Salaif in Wadi-al-'^Ain which practically

forms a suburb. 'Ibri is enclosed, except on the south, by hills rising

from 300 to 400 feet above the plain at a short distance from the town.

The bazaar and dwellings of the poorer classes form a compact block

surrounding the foi’t j but the houses of the wealrhier innabitants are

dispersed and lost to view in a sea of date groves, the most extensive*

probably, in 'Oman except those of Wadi Samail and containing

perhaps 50,000 palms. Fruit, cereals and grass are largely cultivated,

both amidst the date plantations and in the open space beyond them.

Livestock are estimated at 30 horses, 400 camels, 30 0 donkeys, 500 cattle

and 2,000 sheep and goats. 'Ibri contains one of the largest JamP

mosques in 'Oman. The population of the town is estimated at 5,000

persons, of whom at least 3,500 belong to the Ya'aqib tribe and some of

the remainder to the Bani Kalban. The bazaar is large and good,

containing all the commodities for which there is a demand among Arabs.
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Dates, mangoes, limes, ain-icots, peaches, and figs are exported; but the

principal local industry is indigo-dyeing. Blacksmiths, carpenters and

other artisans are to be found here; also goldsmiths. In 1885 ^bri

enjoyed tlie reputation of being a thieves^ market for all "Oman; at that

time all plunder from Batinah or "Oman Proper was brought here for

disposal by auction, but this has now ceased to be the case.

An Arab tribe of Turkish "Iraq having their headquarters upon the

Shatt-al-" Arab immediately below Basrah; the right bank villages from

Basrah down to Labani are mostly in their occupation, and they hold

almost exclusive possession of the upper half of "Ajairawiyah island

together with the left bank villages on the mainland which are abreast

of the same. The "Idan are found also at Kataiban and some other

villages on the left bank of the river above Basrah and some are settled

at Dorah towards the mouth of^the river, not far above Pao. With the

"Atub and the Qatarnah they are the principal constituent of the mixed

population of the right bank of the Shatt-al-"Arab generally
;
and indeed it

may be said that they are found almost everywhere on both banks of the

river above and below Basrah Town. A large number of the tribe have

recently emigrated from Turkish to Persian territory in order to escape

conscription for military service by the Turkish Government
;
these have

mostly been enrolled by the Shaikh of Muhammareh as members of

the Muhaisin tribe and have been settled by him as cultivators at

Qasbeh on "Abbadan island and elsewhere. In religion the "Idau are

Shi"ah; and by profession, like most of the tribes upon the Shatt-al-"Arabj

they are almost as much robbers as agriculturists. Their principal

Shaikh resides either on Jazirat-al-"Ain opposite to Kut-al-Farangi

above Basrah, or at K ibasi-as-Saghir on the mainland adjoining that

island.

Sometimes pronounced "Ichrish, A considerable tribe of perhaps

5,000 souls inhabiting the BEawizeh District. The Bait Ghalib and

Bait Husain sections, to which belong the ruling clans, are collected at

Suwaimiyeh | the rest are scattered. The "Ikrish live in tents
;
they own



large numbers of cattle and sleep and some donkeys and tley cultivate

wheat and barley. Their divisions are :

—

Division. Sabdivision. Habitat.
righting
strength.

Bemar bs.

Dag^^rglileli
Baikeh.

(AlBu)
^

A fe w miles east of

Kiit Nahr HSsbim,
300 ...

dSjj^ \JI and at Saiyid ’Abbas

on the Kartin river

and in the ZHwijeh

tract adjoining it.

Do. Dawairij (Al Do. 250 c«i

Bu)

Do. Sa’idat

0 |c}JkX.>M

Do. 150

Do. Subheli Do. 100 ...

Do. Toqari (Bait) Do. 300

Ghalib (Bait)
...

Suwaimiyeh, 7 miles

north of Hawizeli

150 To this divi-

sion belongs

Town.
one of the

ruling fami-

lies.

Husain (Bait) ...
Do. 150

1 1 1 -

Do.

1 — j

The ^ki-ish. at Saiyid ’Abbas are an inconsiderable number, and

practically tlie wliole tribe is nomadic.

The ancient name 'Iraq »-o£ which the etymdogy, or at least

the meaning in the present ease, is doubtful t—is

^

^ ®

Ottoman Government to denote the country o e ouer j

*Tliebonlidaries and geography o£ ancient ’Iraq

Mr. Le Strange in chapters II to V of his book. Lands of theMrn CaUphate

t The ordinary meaning of ’Iraq is « cliff
” or

^

tThis article on ’Iraq and the other articles on placee,_etc,, m n q

largely from original information now
J^^Hter on a tour, in the

The work of collecting and arranging data was beg

^

^by^^^

course of which, in DecembOT 1904 and anmiy
^

Baghdad, Musaiyih, Karbala and Hillah
, ^ j.,^j.ab. Among the

Kuwait side and left hy the usud mute ved the J^att
^ Arab.^^^ g

European informants J" ^ supplied with valuable

'IRAQ

(TUEK=-

ISH) ++
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and Tigris—the richest and most valuable in the whole basin of the

Persian Gulf—which is cjmprised in the Turkish Wilayats or provinces

of Baghdad and Basrah. In British official terminology Turkish ^Iraq^

with the addition of the more northern Wilayat of Musal is

CODyen Tonally known as Turkish Arabia but the expression is an

unfortunate one, for it obviously suggests the Red Sea provinces of

o£ the country generally
; Captains Biaine and Cowley of the E. T. S, N. Company's

Service, whose familiarity with the topography and navigation of the Tigris were

of great service ; and Messrs. Hamilton and Milieu at Basrah, who were able

respectively to elucidate questions of trade at Basrah and the working of the

Hamidlyah or navigation branch of the Dairat-as-Saulyah.

The collection of information was carried on during 1905 by Colonel {then Major)

L. S. NewmarcL, Political Resident at Baghdad ; and on him and on his subordinates,

especially Mr. Muhammad Hasan Muhsin, Vice-Consul at Karbala, most of the

laborr at this time devolved. In particular, a quantity of authentic information in

regard to routes wa& furnished by Major Kewmaich from personal knowledge
; and

by his efforts, assisted by those of Hr. Yacoub Thaddeas, an ex-dragoman of the

Resiuency, and of Mr. Thomas Khalil, a broker well acquainted with the country,

by whom a useful sketch map expLmatory of tribal distribution was prepared, as

well as of Mr. Muhammad Hasau, much new light was cast upon the difficult subject

of Arab tribes. Some of the inquiries relating to the Wilayat of Basrah were made at

the beginning of 1905 by Mr. J. H. Monahan, then Acting British Consul at Basrah.
Preliminary drafts of the topographical articles relating to Traq, founded on the

investigation just described, were ready in print in August 1905 and were imnxedi-
atel} sent to the local officers for revision; this process, attended by extraordinary

difficulties arising from the nature of the country, occupied many months and
entailed very heavy work on Colonel Newmarch and on Mr. P. E. Crow, who had
now resumed his duties as British Consul at Basrah and gave close attention to the
matter. Colonel Newmarch's principal assistant was as before Mr. Vice-Consul
Muhammad Hasan, but questions of trade were I’eferred to Mr, Parry of the B. T.
S. N, Company. At Basrah the investigations were largely entrusted to Naoum Abbo
Effiendi, the dragoman of the Consulate, and some help was rendered by Dr. Bennett
of the American Pi esbyterian Mission. The draft articles were also revised by the
staS of the British Embassy at Constantinople, especially by Colonel P. R. Maunsell
who dealt with the militaiy paragtaph. In 1906 minute and valuable reports on the
Shalt-al-’Arab and on Pao were received from Lieutenant Commander Bowden of
the R.l.M.S. Lawrence 'and Mr. W. D. Gumming of the Indo-European Telegraph
Department, respectively.

The revision of 1905-06 was so thorough, and the fresh inquiries produced so much
a aitional information, that it became necessary to redraft nearly all the articles ; andwhen they weie reprinted in April 1907, it was found that they had increased in bulk
from Jess than i50 to over 300 octavo pages. A large number of doubtful or obscure
points iscovered in the new drafts were referred to the local officers, amo*ig whom
1 ajor . Kamsay had now taken the place of Colonel Newmarch and carried on the
wor eneigy. The articles, as they now stand, include the results of this final
exammatxuii. it has also been possible to incorporate some of the data obtained by

Gardner of the R.I.M S “Comet “ in a new survey of
the Tigris river which was completed only in 1907.
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Yaman and Hijaz leather than Mesopotamia which is no part, either

physically or pcdtieally, of the Arabian peninsula. In the vernaculai’,

Turkish Traq is known as Traq-al-*Arabi in contradistinction to “'Iraq-al-

It remains to mention a few of the principal books, etc., wMoh may be consulted in

regard to Traq. The more valuable of the older authorities are : Ainsworth’s
MesedrcJies^ 1838 ; Chesney’s £!xpedition J^orthe Survey of the Hivers JSujphrates

and Tigris, 1850; Layard’s Nineveh and JBahylon, 1853; Loftus* Travels and
jSesearcAes, 1857 ; Bombay Selections. -XFJiT, 1857 ; Narrative of the

Euphrates Expedition, 1868 ; and Layard’s Early Adventures, 1887. Eecent
authorities on the topography, population, agriculture, etc., of the country are not

numerous : the best are the Qazettter of Baghdad, 1889 ; Cninet’s T.a Turquie
d'Asie (Vol. Ill), 1894; and the Turkish

5

or official almanacs, published

periodically, of which that of 1903 for the Baghdad Wilayat and that of 1898 for tue

Basrah Wilayat—the latest available—^have been utilised in the compilation of the

present Gazetteer. A Beconnaissanct "Report, 1904, by Captain H. Smyth, contains

Inuch general information and deals particularly with communications, tiausport and

the probable line of the projected Baghdad Railway : it will be found in the

Political Proceedings of the Government of India for February 1905*

In all matters of Turkish administratiou the highest authority is Mr. G.

Young’s Corps de Droit Ottoman, 1905 : this invaluable work was

unfortunately brought too late to the knowledge of the writer to be consulted

in writing the Gazetteer, The best source of information in regard to military

organisation is Colonel F. R. Maunsell’s JSandbook of the Turkish Army, 1904;

and the annual Consular Reports for Baghdad and Basrah deal fully with the subject

of trade. Mr. G. Le Strange’s books Baghdad during the Ahhasid Caliphate,

1900, and Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 1905, have superseded all other and less

comprehensive works on the geography of ’Iraq in mediseval times. Some information

about the country in general and about particular places will be found in the Foreign

Proceedings of the Government of India for February 1905. See also the Report of

the German Railway Commission in the Proceedings for May 1901.

The most serviceable maps of ’Iraq (or of parts of that province) on any considerable

scale are those which accompany Chesney’s Expedition for the Survey of the Rivers

Euphrates and Tigris, 1850 ; Sheets VII and YIII of the Map of the Turco^

Persian Fro made by a joint British and Russian mission, 1849-55 ; Survey

of Ancient Babylon, etc.,\)j Selby, Collingwood and Bewsher in 6 sheets, 1885 ;

a Sketch Map of the Tract of Country between Baghdad and Najaf, Intelligence

Branch, March 1886 ; Sheets No. 72 of the Map of South-Western Asia, Survey of

India, 189o, also Sheets No. 56 (1893) and No. 73 (1896) ; Sheets I and IV of the

Map of Persia, in 6 shee'-s, Survey of India, 1897 ; Admiralty Chart No. 2374-2837

jB., Persian Gulf, published 1862 and corrected to 1903 ; Admiralty Chart No. 2380-

1236> Mouth ofthe Euphrates, etc., 1898 and corrected to 1903 ; Admiral-

ty Chart No. 2381-3293, Approaches to Kuweit Harbour and Shatt-al-Arab issued

in 1902 and corrected to 1904 ; finally a Sketch Survey of the Khor Zubeir,

Survey of India, 1906, and Captain Bowden’s Village Map of the Shatt-al- Arab

below Basrah, 1906, the last (in two parts) being numbered 1387 in the Foreign

Department Library, Simla, 'i he best general man of all *IrSq is S. E. Turkey in

Asia, Persian Gulf Sheet, War Office, 1907.
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^Ajami^ whieli is a province of Persia ,* but originally the term "’Iraq

was applied to Turkish '^Iraq only.

in the present article we shall deal with almost the whole of the

region known as Turkish ^Irarp certain only of the northern districts of

the Baghdad Wilayat being lightly touched on, to which Indian interests

do not directly extend. The so-called Sanjaq of Najd that is to

say^ the Hasa Sanjaq described elsewhere under its own name, and

the nominal Sanjaq of Qasim—which also forms the subject of a

separate article— are not^ of course, in any sense parts of "^Iraq 5 but

they are mentioned below incidentally on account of their administrative

dependence on the Wilayat of Basrah.

^Iraq is a purely geographical expression, and, so far as jpossible,

we shall use it as such only ; bnt occasionally, for political and

administrative purposes, we shall be obliged to use the term as a

synonym for the Baghdad and Basrah Wilayats taken together without

'"Najd"^ {i.e, Hasa) or Qasim.

Boundaries .—Hraq is bounded on the west by the Shainiyah

Desert, on the south by the frontier of the Kuwait Principality and by

the waters of the Persian Gulf. On the east its limit is the Persian

border; and on the north our detailed inquiries will not extend beyond

the town of Kadhimain on the Tigris.*

The Porte probably regard the Shamiyah Desert as embraced in the

Wilayats of Baghdad and Basrah
;
but their authority over the nomad

tribes inhabiting it is so slight that to treat any of the country to the

west of the settled Euphrates valley as attached, even administratively,

to ^ Iraq would be a mistake : tlie most outlying Turkish stations, civil or

military, upon this side are SMfathah, Najaf Town, Rahabah and

Zuhair Town.

The exact position of the southern frontier is discussed in the article

on the Kuwait Principality, and in this direction the most advanced

Turkish outposts recognised by the British Government are those at

Safwan and Umm Qasr ;
His Majesty^s Government do not admit

the title of the Porte to Bubiyan island, where a small detachment of

Turkish troops is at present stationed.

The eastern frontier, that with Persia, was fixed by the Erzeroum
Treaty of 1847 in general ternas

;
but, though the country through

As -will be seen from Mr. he Strange’s hook, already quoted, the ancient ’Iraq

end.ed northwards at Tikrit on the Tigris, and on the Euphrates at a point wbich

may have been either due south or west by ^outh of Takrit.
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wHich it runs was surveyed for tlie purpose of delimitation, by an Anglo-

Russian Commission in 1849-1856, no actual line has as yet been laid

down. From this remark, however, the portion of the frontier between

the Persian Gulf and Karun river must be excepted, for here the Shatt-

al-’Arab divides the possessions of the Sultan and the Shah
;
this part

alone of the Turco-Persian border is fixed with precision. North of this,

the line of division observed in practice is understood to follow the Shatt-

al-’Arab as far as the upper entrance of the Khaiyain creek, 6 miles by

river above the mouth of the Karun, leading the islands of Umm-al-

Khasasif and Shamshainiyali. upon the Turkish side, and thence to

run in a north-westerly direction to the foot hills of \\ estern Luristan

and Kurdistan which, from the point where it reaches them, it skirts as

far as Mandali The line of contact between hill and plain is fairly

well marked as it approaches Mandali
;
but in the neighbourhood of tbe

Bani Lam country it is indefinite, and some of the pastures in the

Bawairij neighbourhood are understood to be in dispute between the

Turkish and Persian Governments. The districts of Jangulah *1^%

or Jangulah and Dih Bala or Taih Bala Ub ixi
,
though not

exactly in the plains, should perhaps belong to Turkey.*

Vhydcal geograj^liy and character,—’Iraq^ is a plain of alluvial clay,

unrelieved by a single range, hill or natural eminence of the slightest

importance. On the east, however, the plain is dominated" by the hilis

of the Persian district of Pusht-i-Kuh which, snow-clad in midwinter

approach within about 80 miles of the Tigris at "Ali-al-Gharbi and

are in full view, running nearly parallel to the river, all the way between

the towns of ’Amarah. and Kut-al-Amarah..

The chief features of "’Iraq are, of course, the great rivers Euphrates

and Tigris, upon which the prosperity and even the habitability of the

entire country depend. Minor but stiU important features are the

Diyalah, a left bank tributary of the Tigris a short way below Baghdad

;

the" Shatt-al-Hindiyah, formerly a canal but now a substitute for the

dried-up reach of the Euphrates between Musaiyib and Samawah;

the channel, known as the Shatt-al-Gharaf, which connects the Tigris at

Kut-al'Amarah with the Euphrates at Nasiriyah and Hammar
;
the

enormous marshes upon the lower course of both Euphrates and Tigris

from Qiiruah up to the towns of ’Amarah and Nasiriyah respectively

;

the swamps in which the Pagharah canal has its ending, and those which

» See a valuable Memorandum by Sir H. C. Eawlineon on the Taroo-Persian frontier,

printed as a Qoveinment of India Consultation in the Political Department, October

1844 : see also Lord Ourzou’e “ Persia,” pages 658 1 o 670. .
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are said to Rave submerged a large part of the country between the

Shatt-al-Gharafj Tigris and Euphrates ;
the Jahalah which draws

off a large proportion of the Tigris water at ^Amarah Town, restoring

part of it to the Shatt-al-’Arab via the Suwaib, together with the

swam^^s to which this canal gives rise : finally a long, but narrow, saline

marsh reaching apparently most of the way from Mandali to Kut-al-

Amarah. upou the TigriSj of which the large swamp near Jassan wh-a.

towHj known as Hor Jassan, is perhaps a part.

The soil of ’Iraq is in general a rich clay of fine qxiality, remarkably

free, even in its natural state, from sterilising salts ; this statement holds

particularly of a large tract to the east of Baghdad City and of the

country between the Tigris and Euphrates in the same latitude. Near
the Euphrates, however, a saline efflorescence is in places observable ;

and below Kut-al-Auaarah Town, on the Tigris, and Diwaniyah
Town, on the Euphrates, the proportion of sand in the soil to clay and
humus is said to be excessive, except in the marshes. The valley of the

Euphrates is much more extensively cultivated than that of the Tigris

;

but a little to the west of the former river, or rather of its Hiudiyah
branch, begins the irreclaimable Shamiyah Desert. W herever in 'Iraq

the soil is irrigated there is rich cultivation and the date and other trees

flourish ; but the productive ai'ea is confined, in existing circumstances,

to narrow belts which adjoin rivers, canals or marshes. In a few loca-*

lities also, especially in depressions, occasional crops are grown by rainfall
j

but the aspect of Iraq remains, on the whole, that of a baiTen wilderness
or Choi of sun-baked clay, sprinkled with eamel-thorn and wild
caper and carpeted—but only after rain and chiefly on the side towards
the Persian frontier—with a little thin herbage.

Mora. -Natural wooding hardly exists except upon the baixks of rivers
and canals, where the Gharab ^ or Euphrates poplar, a tree that
does not attain any great size, grows interspersed with low ta.mii.risk or
Tarfah jungle : the Gharab is perhaps the Babylonian willow of
Sciiptnre. There is also a kind of osier or wiUow, known as .Safsaf
which gives a good shade. Some of the more important groves upon the
Euphrates and Tigris are officially protected and are mentioned further
on in this article in connection with the work of the Forest Department •

theyje sometimes very dense, but they are never extensive. The white
and black mulberry, the her, and various kinds of acacia (Barham

)are among the self-propagating trees of the country, and there is also anumosa which goes by the name of Shok-ash-Shami
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A small thorny plants called simply Shok is common everywhere

and affords fuel and camel grazing. In the desert between Basrah and

Kuwait are founds in addition to other common forage plants^ a shruh

called Haram and a grass called Sahbah ^ both of which

are eaten by camels : the leaves of the Haram are small and globular

and contain fluid.

Two vegetable products, natural but possessing a commercial value,

are colocynth or Handhal and Sus or liquorice. The
colocynth occurs everywhere and is obtained in large quantities from the

waste country between Baghdad and Hillah ;
but it is inferior to the

Syrian colocynth, and the dried pulp only is exported instead of the

whole fruit. The trade in liquorice is dealt with in one of the paragraphs

on trade below. The liquorice plant grows chiefly in river bends, on the

concave side of the curves, and is said never to be found at more than

two miles distance from the water^s edge; it requires a good deal of

moisture and benefits by occasional floods. Its maximum height is about

10 feet, but on the average it does not exceed 4 or 5. Liquorice wood is

a staple article of fuel at Baghdad.

Fmma,—Wild animals are rare in ^ Iraq except gazelles, pigs (which

abound in the marshes) and jackals ; hysenas, foxes and hares also are

said to exist.

Duck, black partridge and snipe are among the feathered game ;

and the bustard is found in the desert, while heron and other aquatic

birds are numerous in the marshes.

The rivers produce fish, but not many kinds that are good to eat.
w

The best known are the Bizz
,
which is often 6 to 7 feet long and over

100 lbs. in weight
;
the Shabut a fish weighing from 2 to 6 Ihs,

;

w
the Bunni a smaller but better tasting fish than the Shabut

;

the Qattan ,
a long, round fish measuring about 4 feet ; the

Jurri ,
a kind of scaleless catfish about 2| feet long, eaten by

Sunni Muhammadans but rejected by Shi^ah Muhammadans and

Christians ; and the Abu Zumair ^1, a mustachioed fish which

only the desert Arabs will eat. There are also a fish about 6 inches long,

called Biyah and a kind of fiiat fish known as Mazlag

Sharks over 6 feet in length visit Baghdad in the hot season and make

bathing in the Tigris dangerous ;
they have been found as far up stream

as Samarrah.

In the marshV di^itricts mosquitoes abound and sometimes make

life a burden.
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Minerals.—T!h.Q minerals of '’Iraq are bitumen^ mineral oib and

salt
;
of tliese the first two ocenr outside the limits to which this article

is confined, the bitumen at Hit and '’Anah on the

upper Euphrates^ and the oil at Hit and in the neig^hbourliood of the

Persian frontier at Mandali, etc. The principal salt fields are those

described in the articles on the ’Aziziyah, Karbala, ETajaf, Hasiriyah,

Samawah Shatrat-al-'Amarah Qadlias ; there is one also, but of less

imxoortance, on the outskirts o£ Baghdad City near the Bab-at-Tilism.

It maj be added that Jmss or gypsum mortar is found in many

parts of Traq, especially at Mahmudiyah, Samarrah and Tikrit ; that

a whitish-yellow clay, suitable for pjottery, is obtained from the banks of

the Tigris ; and that the desert about Baghdad and Ba’qubah yields a

clay good for making bricks.

Climate and health . climate of Hraq is on the whole not

unhealthy, hut it may be described as extreme, for the temxDeratnre in the

shade ranges at Baghdad City from a minimum of 18‘6°P. in winter to

a maximum of 1^3® in summer. December, January and February are

cold, crisp, and even bracing months, during which some rain falls ;

March and April are warm and unsettled, with occasional thunder and

dnst-stornis
;
May and June are hot but fine, often with a refreshing

north-west wind or Shamal at night
;
in July, August and September

the heat is excessive and almost insupportable, driving the inliabitants

of the towns to live in subterranean rooms or Sardabs by day,

and upon the roofs of their houses from suuset to sunrise
; during

October the heat begins to abate, and in November the weather becomes

cool again. More precise details of temperature and rainfall will be

found in the article on Baghdad City, the only place in Hraq for which
exact statistics exist.

In ‘’Iraq the prevailing- winds are those from the north-west

and - north; bat calm weather is the rule. High temperatures

accompany the east wind or Sharqi when it blows in the months of

June, July and August
;
and the south wind is invariably oppressive

and is generally accompanied by dust.

.
The foregoing remarks relate primarily to Baghdad City and

are not applicable without modification to the whole of the Hraq. In
December 1905 the tempeiuture io the Euphrates region between
Musaiyib and Kufah sometimes fell to 18'^F. and biting winds blew
from the north, but without injury to the health of caravans. The
meteorological tables of the Government of India show that the
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conditions of Baglidad as to temperature are very similar to those of
Jacobabad in Sind, and that the hot weather is more prolonged and
intense than that of the Indian Panjab. At Basrah Town and generally
in the legion of the Shatt-al- A.rab^ the daily range of temperature is

less, the summer nights are hotter, and the climate is more enervating
than at Baghdad. Further meteorological details will be found in the
articles on Basrah Town and Pao.

Malarial fever in autumn is the principal disease of the country
; and

epidemics of cholera, and formerly of plague, have been of not unfrequent
occurrence. Other diseases are small-pox and diphtheria, with typhoid,
tuberculosis and syphilis in the towns. The celebrated Baghdad boil

described in the article on Baghdad, is hardly known in ^Iraq outside
of that city, but a similar affection exists in Eastern Anatolia and at
Aleppo, Diyarbakr and other places in Asiatic Turkey.

Po^ulcitiofb,—^T.\i is difficult to form even an approximate estimate of

the population of ^fraq,—an intricate and extensive country, parts of

which are hardly ever visited by civilised travellers. In attempting to

give some idea of the number of the . inhabitants a distinction may
first be drawn between what we may call the fixed and the nomadic ele-

ments ; and among the former of these will be included not only the
residents of towns and large villages but also a very great number of

tribesmen who dwell in huts or even tents, yet devote themselves to

agrioiilture and stock-raising and are generally found in the same locali-

ties, though not exactly at the same places.

The following are three separate estimates of the fixed population in

the Baghdad and Basrah Wilayats \—

I. II. in.

Baghdad Wilayat . - . . • 267,000 1,366,000 890,000

Basrah Wilajat . . . • . 936,000 1,500,000 690,000

Total souls 1,202.000 2,865,000 1,480,000

The first of these estimates (total 1,202,000] was deduced by the

(German) Baghdad Railway Commission of 1900 from the Turkish official

registers; the second (total 2,865,000) was specially supplied, it would

appear, to the same body by the Walls of Baghdad aud Basrah’^
;
the

^ See Proceedings of the Government of India in the Foreign Department for

May 1901.
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tliird (total 1,480,000) has been compiled, district by district, from infor-

mation collected for the present Gazetteer, and a tabular analysis showing

how it was reached will be found in the paragraph on civil administration

below. The first two of these estimates no doubt include the populations

of the Hasa Sanjaq and the Kuwait Principality in the figures for the

Basrah Wilayat, and to that extent they are excessive as estimates for

^Iraq proper, which indeed they are not meant to be
; but the first, on the

other hand, is probably an nnderestimate for part of the country which it

was intended to cover, for the Turkish official almanacs freely recognise

the existence in some places of an ^^unregistered population. Upon
the whole the third estimate, referring as it does to Graq only and

based on all the available information of every kind, is probably not

very far from tbe truth.

The exact number of Bedouins in “^Iraq is impossible to calculate^ and
the great majority of those seen in the country belong in reality to Central

or Bastara Arabia and have been included already in our estimates of the

population of Jabal Shammar and Kuwait. The true nomads whose
homes are in ^Iraq are far from numerous ;* and they mostly belong to

tribes of which the bulk is fixed or only semi-nomadic.

On full consideration of all the facts the population of ^ Iraq may be
placed at 1,500,000 souls or slightly more, of whom only a very small

proportion are wandering Bedouins.

“ TJrhan^^ jioimlaiion and urban ” life,—\ix approaching the subject

of races and tribes among the people of 'Iraq, we may discard the
distinction adopted above for purposes of numerical calculation and adopt
an<'ther more suitable to our new topic—-one, namely, between urban ''

and rural population. By urban '' population are meant here
not only the residents of towns, properly so called, but also those of
permanent villages ; the '"ruraU' population is taken to consist of the
semi-nomads already mentioned, whose dwellings are hnts or even tents,

and of Bedouins pure and simple. The urban '' population, in what
follows below, is thus very far from being identical ^vith the fixed ''

* The (German) Baghdad Railway Commission, already quoted, estimated the
^'nomads and semi-nomads ” in the Baghdad Wilayat at 750,000 and those in the
Wilayat of Basrah at over 1,000,000. In the case of B.srah these figures probably
include many tribes outside of ’Iraq : and in both Wilayats the semi-nomads, it will be
observed, have been bracketed (by the Commission) with tbe nomads and not (as in our
estimate) with the fixed population. In any case the estimates of the Commission for
fixed and nomadic population together are much in excess of the probable numbers
It IS a well-known fact that the strengths of Bedouin tribes are as a rule -rosslv
exaggerated except by the most cautious observers.

^ w
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population above ; and similarly there is no correspondence betv^een the

nomadic and rural populations.

The inhabitants of the towns and permanent villages, who thus form

by themselves a natural division of the people, may be subdivided accord-

ing to race into Arabs, Persians, Jews, Turks, Kurds, Chaldseans,

Armenians and Sabians, besides Asiatic and European foreigners.

Arabs form the bulk oB all the urban communities in “'Iraq with the

two important exceptions of Baghdad City and the towns of Karbala

and Kadhimain : in the first of these they are outnumbered by Jews,

and in the other two by Persians. The distinctions of the urban Arabs

among themselves are mainly religious and will be noticed further on ;

but a large proportion of them are descended from the rural tribes, dealt

with in a later paragraph, and to some extent preserve their

characteristics. The Arab of ^Iraq is not fanatical, but he is grasping in

money matters and frequently overreaches himself by the extravagance of

his own demands ;
he labours also under a rooted disinclination for hard

work.

At Kstrbala Town, and at Kadhimain Town as well, Persians predo^*

minate in numbers over all other races. There is a considerable Persian

colony in Baghdad City and one-eighth of the population of Basrah

Town and a considerable proportion of that of Tawairij are believed to

be Persian ;
Persians engaged in retail trade are found even in such

minor places as Kutnaithah, ^Ali-al-Gharbi and Q.al at Salih.

Many of the Persians are Turkish subjects ; but they are generally

unpopular with the Turks, and some of them maintain on their part

a covert religious and political opposition to the Ottoman Government,

especially at Karbala and !Najaf.

The Jews are from every point of view an extremely important

element in the population, and in the city of Baghdad they are

believed to outnumber the Turks and even the Arabs. In "Iraq, which

contains the tombs of Ezra and Ezekiel and reaches to within a short

distance of the tomb of Daniel, the Jews are surrounded by monuments

of the Captivity, and this may account for the exception.al bigotry and

devotion to the minutiae of their law which they here display. They are

almost entirely engaged in trade and money-lending, and many of them

are altogether absorbed in these pursuits ;
but some of them are men of

high and honourable character, in every way worthy of the distinguished

ai^ responsible positions to which they not infrequently attain. Many of

them begin life as hawkers of stockings and such wares ; all marry young

and receive some capital at marriage from their fathers-in-law ; when
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the ktter are too poor to pay, the dowry or Muhr;^ is subscribed by their

neighbours. The trade of Baghdad is passing every year more under

Jewish control; and many Jews now visit England, and some of them

even reside there as business agents for partners or relations. The

native Christian merchants of Baghdad have mostly disappeared during

the last 15 years in consequence oE Jewish competition, and already

Muhammadan merchants are taking Jews into partnership as a measure

of self-defence ;
the Muhammadans, however, are still able to hold their

own to some extent in the up-country ti-ade carried on from Baghdad.

The leading native firms at Basrah are Jewish also. Jews are found at

various other places throughout the country such as "Amarah Town,

where they have a synagogue and two rabbis ; Kut-al-Amarah, where

they have a synagogue ;
Nasiriyah, Suq-ash-Shuyukh, Hai, Ali-al-

Gharbi and Qal’at Salih. They venerate the tomb of Ezekiel at Kifl

and many of them are bmied there.

The Turks are not found in any numbers outside Baghdad City,

where they compose about one-fifth of the population, and many of these

are Turks only in name. The modem Turk is generally a hybrid and

must oEten have in his veins much Christian blood, derived from the

conquered and converted subjects of the old Byzantine Empire ; and in

’Iraq his lineage is probably less pure than in some other Ottoman prov-

inces. Turks in ’Iraq are mostly found in the government services and in

official positions ;
those in the higher grades are often from Europe, and

many of these know httle or no Arabic. In ’Iraq the Turk does not

fio-ure as an agriculturist or trader as he does in Anatolia and other parts

of the Empire. From excess of caution the Turk often appears reserved

and even sullen, and he does not shine as a civil administrator ; but he is

believed to be still a brave aud energetic soldier.

Among the finest classes of men iu the towns and villages are the

Kurds, most of whom seem to belong to the Faillyah branch

of the tribe. The distribution and character of the Kurds is described in

a separate article. As an agriculturist in ’Iraq the Kurd is said to be

inferior to the Arab.

The Armenians, of whom there are some at Baghdad, have lost much

of thidr importance in trade in consequence of Jewish competition, and

with it, to some extent, their position as a community, but some of them

are still well-to-do merchauts or clerks. Chaldsean Christians arc not

very much in evidence except as domestic servants and upon the river

s-ceamers, where they enjoy a complete monopoly as deck-hands and

firemen ; those who serve on the steamers are all Talkaifis, or natives of
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Talkaif , a village near Musal^ and strongly resemble one another in

their features, which are of an unmistakeable cast. These Chaldseans are

now improving their position by means of education, and some of the

younger generation are clerks in banks, etc. The profession of the law

is almost monopolised at Baghdad by the Christian races.

It remains to mention the curious sect or community of the Sabians,
tJU

or Subba ^4^, regarding whose religion mxich controversy has taken

place and who are more fully described in a separate article : they are

found also in the Persian province of ^Arabistan a The Sabians are an

artistic and mechanical people, hardly distinguishable in appearance from

their Arab neighbours. The commonest profession among them is that

of gold and silversmith, and the silver and antimony ware of he

Sabians of ^Amarah Town is celebrated ; but others are employed as

gunsmiths, carpenters and boat-builders ; a few are bakers. Their chief

settlements in Uraq are at Nasiriyah, at '^Amarah Town and at Sliq-

ash-Shnyukh where their Qari or religious head has his abode j but they

are also found at ClaPat Salih, ^Ali-al-Gharbi and Shaikh Sa’ad.

Asiatic foreigners, exclusive of Persians, are generally natives of India,

Afghanistan, or the Indo-Afghan frontier who have been attracted to the

country by the sacred places of ShiTsm or by the Sunni shrine of

^Abdul Qadir Gilani at Baghdad, and the descendants of such. The

Indians are not generally held in much esteem, but the Afghans and

Pathans, by their superior physique and force of character, command
some respect. In Baghdad there is a considerable body of Afghans

and Pathans, mostly employed as watchmen and door-keepers, who have

been known, on such an occasion as the murder of one of their number,

to occasion anxiety to the authorities by a disposition to make common
cause.

Europeans in ^Iraq are almost confined to the towns of Baghdad
and Basrah and are chiefly English.

In the towns and villages of ^Iraq the houses are nearly always built

on the same plan and consist of a square or oblong courtyard surrounded

by rooms : in the larger towns the houses are often two-storeyed, and in

that case the upper flat has generally a verandah which looks into the

central yard. Handsome projecting windows called Shanashil

an Arabic corruption of the Persian Shahnishin and sitting-rooms

built across the street at a considerable height above the ground so as

to form a bridge between apartments on the opposite sides are features of

the domestic architecture of Ba ghdad City and are reproduced in some of

the other towns. Houses are generally built by the owners who buy

8 n a
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tlie materials and pay daily wages to the workmen ; the architect who
directs oj)erations is frequently illiterate and works by rule of thumb

without the aid of plans.

The members of each of the different races and religions which inhabit

the towns generally congregate together in a particular quarter, and as a

rule they are recognisable at sight by their dress and general appearance.

In Baghdad the ’Aba and Zabun
, the outer and inner garment

of the ordinary Muhammadan native, have begun to give way, partly

perhaps in consequence of the wearing of European uniform by the

troops, to European dress ; the ease of foot-gear is similar.

Work ceases at sunset throughout the year and few persons leave

their houses after dark. Men are never seen abroad in the company of

women, not even of their wives or nearest relations. Rice enters largely

into the diet of the town classes, among whom the well-to-do mostly have
a Pilao or Shorbah at least once a day. Coffee is the universal beverage.

Sural poj)uIation and rural The people, outside the
towns and permanent villages, are all Arabs, except in some of the
eastern districts where there are Kurds ; and the great bulk of them

—

as already explained—are at least semi-settled, and a few only, temporary
visitors being excepted, are entirely nomadic.

The tribal system of Hraq, as we must at once warn the reader,
is not so exact, so rigid, or so well ascertained as that, for example, of the
Pathan tribes on the North-Western Frontier of India, or that even
of the Bedouins of Central Arabia. Thus it happens that enumerations
of tribal subdivisions received at different times or from different sources
seldom tally, and that the Turkish Government do not understand, and
that the tribesmen themselves are often unable to explain, tlio relationship
subsisting between different sections. As concrete examples of the
uncertainties encountered we may mention that diverse accounts re])rescnt
the Dafafi’ah and the A1 Bu Darraj as wholly independent tribes and
as sections of the Shammar Toqahand Bam Lam respectively.; that
the Sarai Arabs figure in some statements as a subdivision of the Bani
I^am and in others as a section of the Bani Kabi’ah ; and that the
Khasra] are sometimes named in connection either with the Bani Lam
or with the Zubaid, and at other times are spoken of as a tribe by
themselves. The fluidity of tribal conditions is illustrated by the fact
that the Bani Malik, Ahl-al-Jazair and Bani Mansur, who a few years
back were apparently considered to be sections of the Muntafik, are now
generally regarded as possessing each a separate existence. Part of the
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confusion arises from a tendency to class a small tribe which depends upon

the assistance of a larger tribe in war as a section of the larger j and the

political alliances which thus partly determine classification are unstable

and fluctuating. Doubts of the kind we have indicated could be finally

settled only by elaborate local enquiries among the tribes. In the present

Gazetteer we have been guided by the best opinions available; but

accuracy, in the circumstances, cannot be guaranteed.*

The following is a table of the principal rural tribes of ^Iraq :

—

Tribe.

1

Location. Bemabks.

’AbduUah (ll)

dJJJ J! 1

Ill the Wajaf Qadha, A settled tribe of Shi’ah agricul-

turists, by some regarded as a

section of the J allhah below.

’Afaj In the 'Afaj collection of

villages on the Dagha-
rah canal, and in that

neighbonrhood. The
country inhabited by this

tribal group is marshy.
There are no horses and
Mashhnf canoes are the

chief means of loco-

motion.

’Afaj is not really the name of a

tribe, but it is used loosely to desig-

nate the whole body of tribes

who inhabit ’Afaj. The principal

among them are the ’Ajaiij^jl.^^

Bahahithah Hamzah
Makhadihah

A1 Bu Nashi
y

-^l

Eashid j-i d^^y Shaibah

These people are described
as Courageous, independent and
trustworthy, but always engaged
in feuds.

’Ajib or *Ajaib

i-

In the Qadhas of Hajaf
and Samawah.

The ’Ajib are generally stated to be
a subsection of the Jabur-al-Wawi
section of the Zubaid : in religion
they are Shi’ahs. In the !Najaf
Qadha they figure as nomads : in

Samawah they are settled.

'Akaidat In the Qadha of Kadhi-
main.

A settled tribe, Sunni by religion.

*Abar§.t

oI;l^

In the Qadha of J^Tajaf. The 'Akarat number about 200
men ; they are Shi’ahs and agri-
culturists. They are said to be a
subsection of the Jahur-al-Wawi
section of the Zubaid and to be
included in a subdivision of the
tribe called the A1 ’Isa JT.

* The separate articles on tbe tribes of Traq, via,, the ’Atub, Hdan, Kliaza’il,

Bani Dam, Bani Malik, Mas’tid, Muhaisin, A1 Ba Muhammad, Muntafik,
Bani Rabi’ah, Shammar Toqah, A1 Bu Sultan and Zubaid must be read

subject to these remarks.
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Tribe. Location.

Alaiwi cAbu) In tbe Qadka of Diwa-
niyah.

’AmiriyaTi In tVie Qadha of Hindi-
yali, partly in MshoTab-
ash-Sharqi on the left

bank of the Shatt-al-

Hindiyah between
Musaiyib and Tawai-
rij.

The ’Arairiyah are Shi*ahs, live in
reed huts, cultivate, and keep cattle.

They were originally connected
with the Zubaid, but are now an
independent tribe and are at

present in alliance with the Bani
Hasan below.

’Arizah Some of the Bedonins of

this tribe visit the parts

of the Karbala and
Kajaf Qadhas wMch are

nearest to the Sha-
miyah. desert.

See article ’Anizali.

Aqra* The Dagharah group of

villages on the Dagba-
rah canal.

1

A general term covering a number
of tribes of which the principal

are these :—Hamad Hilalat

Mujawir Hail

(AIBU) Said (Al)

,
Shibanah (Al) jT^

*IJmr (Al) and ZaiySd
w

To these should perhaps be

added^ tlm ITarahinah, Al Bti
Husain, Al BiiRjshah and Sindan
below. In their general cha-
racteristics the Aqra' resemble the
tribes of the Afaj group above,
whose neighbours they are. They
are all Shfahs and have an evil
reputation as robbers.

Asad (Bani) Apparently in the Hiadi-
yah Qadha between the

Mshorab canal from the

Shatt-al-Hindiyab and
the Abu Khasawi branch
of the Dawaihlyah canal.

These Banl Asad are only about 300
souls and have no horses; they
are Shi ahs and allied with the
Bani Taraf. They are apparently
identical with the Bani Sadd
(see below). There is another tribe
of the same name in the Qadha
of Suq-asb-SlitLyiikh, especial-
ly in the neighbourhood of
Hammar and Jazair upon the
Euphrates.

•Attj In the Qadha of Kajaf. The 'Ati] number about 70 persons
and are Shi’ahs by religion aud
engaged in agriculture. They are
probably a subsection of the JahUr-
al-Wawi section of the Zubaid
and not an independent tribe.
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Tribe. Location. Bruaeks.

’Atub On the Shatt-al-’Arab,
chiefly between Basrah
and Muhammareh.

See article ’Atub.

*Awabid In and about the
Muqata'ah of Kgfhailah
in the Qadha of

Shamiyah.

The ’Awabid, who are Shi*ah s iu'

habiting tents and ljuts and t^n-

gaged in agricul ure and sn ok

bret'dinjf, are estimated at 5,000
souls. They possess about 600
horses. The ’Awabid are probauiy
not an independent tribe hut a

section of the Bani Hasan below.

'AySsh Jh the Qadhas of Uajaf
and Shamiyah.

In the Kajaf Qadha the members
of this tribe are nomadic, visiting

the district with their cattle in

the winter only ; in the

Shamiyah Qadha, where their

fixed settlements are, they are said

to number 9,000 souls. All the
*Ayash are Shi*ah s and the major-
ity are engaged in cattle breeding,

but the poorer among them
cultivate. The tribe is indepen-
dent but closely connected with
the Bani Hasan below.

BalUchid Chiefly in the towns of
Karbala, Killah and
Kufah and at

Shifathah and Ja’arah.

The ancestors of these Balush or

Baluchis, who are Persian
subjects and now number about
3,000 souls in ’Iraq, are said to

have come from Baluchistan about
100 years ago at the invitation of

Sahib-ar-Riyadh, a celebrated

scholar of Karbala, to assist in
defending that town against the

Wahhabis.

Baraji’ In the Qadha of Hindi-
yah.

The Baraji* are Shi’ahs and can
muster 400 men ; they are friendly

with the A1 Bu Fatlah and at

feud with the Bani Hasan. All

are agriculturists. They are

probably a section of the Jalihah
below.

Barbari At Hajaf Town. The Barbaris are not numerous
in 'Iraq ; they are believed to have
entered the country as political

refugees from Afghanistan.
Barbaris are not now, perhaps,

found in Afghanistan ; bnt they
were the original inhabitants of

the Hazarajat and were practically

annihilated hy Jangiz Khan (or

one of his successors) who swamped
them with military colonists

(Hazaras). The Band-i-Amir
Lakes in Afghanistan are still

some times called the Band-i-

Barhar.
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Tribe. Location. EemaekS.

Bud air (Al)

Dagharah

sjU«>

In the Rghailah Muqata’h
of the ShamiyaliQadba
and in the Qadha of

Di’waniyah upon the

Dagharah canal.

The Dagharah villages on
the Dagharah canal.

The Al Budair are Shrahs, inhabit-

ing tents and huts, and engaged
in agricnltiire and stock raising.

They are said to number about

3,000 souls and to have 300
horses. Those in Shamiyah
number about 300 men and are

only cultivators : they are more-

over so closely connected "with the

Bani Hasan as to be almost indis-

tinguishable from them.

This, like Afaj above, is not a

genuine tribal name ; but it is

used as a synonym for the Aqra*

mentioned above because they

inhabit the Dagharah villages.

Darraj (Al Bti) The right bank of the

Tigris from Kumait
down to a point opposite

'Amarah Town.

By some authorities these Al Bu
Darraj are treated not as an inde-

pendent tribe hut as belonging to

the Khasraj division of the Bani
Dam.

Da’um

f.yCi

DhaSr

Dhawalim

(jiyi

Dhuwaihir

Dilaim

On the Mshorah canal

from the Shatt-al-

Hindiyah in the Qadha
of that name.

In general characteristics this tribe

resembles the Jalihah. Politi-

cally they are dependent on the

Al Rinanah, but they are some-
times said to be a subsection of the

Jabur-al-Wawi section of the

Zubaid. They are Slii’ahs by
religion and agriculturists and
cattle breeders by occupation.

Their fighting men are said to

number dO'O.

Some of the Bedouins of

this tribe visit the right

bank of the Hupbrates
in the neighbourhood of
I^'asiriyah.

In the Qadha of Sama-
wah.

In the Qadha of Hajaf.

See article JDliafIr.

A settled Shi’ah tribe, engaged in

agriculture and cattle breeding :

said to muster 2,200 men. They
consist of several ^sections among
whom are ^ the Al Bu Husain

&^d the Al Juma’ah

vJT.

A settled Shi’ah tribe : they are

cultivators and cattle breeders and
number about 100 men.

In the Qadha of Kadbi-
xuain.

See article Dilaim.
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Tribe, Location. BeitASKS.

Fadaghah In the Qadha of Kadhi-
main.

Seme of the Fadaghah are Shi’ahs
and some are Sunnis ; they are
said to number 1,500 persons.

Farahinah In the Qadha of Diwan-
iyah.

A settled Shi’ah tribe on the
Dagharah. canal, engaged in

cattle breeding and agriculture.
They are perhaps one of the Aqra*
tribes mentioned above.

Fatiah (Al Ba)

dJJj yi Jl

In the Hindiyah Qadha,
especially between Tawai-
rij and Hillah and
near Tall Nimriid, and
in the Shamiyali Qadha
about Ja’arah.

This tribe is generally at feud with
the Bani Hasan and on good terms
with the Jalihah, Qarait and Tufail
below. They are supposed to

number some 10,000 souls ; but
their horses are only about 200.
They are divided into ahont 25
sections, all agricultural and in-

habiting either reed huts or mud
houses.

Gbazalsi

o3|^

In the nSTajaf Qadha and
about Ja’arah in the
Shamiyali Qadha.

The Ghazalat are a Shi’ah tribe at

enmity with the Dilaim. and
closely associated with the
Kliaza’il. In all they are said
to muster about 2,000 men. The
majority are Bedouins and the rest
agriculturists and cattle-breeders.

1

Hakim (Bani) In the Qadha of Sama-
wah.

Vulgarly known as the Bani
Hachaim a large settled

Shi’ah tribe engaged in stock
raising and agriculture. They
comprise many sections of which
the following are the chief :

—
’Abas

'Ata Dllah dJU)
,

’Atawah Sjlkc , Burkat
,

Falahat IG , Fartus

Ghalidh
,
Al Bu Hachmah

, Hamid , Hashish

9 ’Iqab , Jazburah

, Muminin Mu-
sha’alah , Sufran

^

and Tanbah .

Hamaidat

c:>l4isjL^

In the Shamiyah. Qadha,
especially in the Mu-
qata’ah of Kghailah.

The Hamaidat are about 5,000 in

number. They cultivate rice and
other cereals, own 500 horses and
breed cattle and sheep, they
live in tents and huts and are

Shi’ahs. According to some the
Hamaidat are a section of the
Bani Hasan, below.
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Tribe, Location. BSKiLBKS.

Hasan (Bani) In the ITajaf Qadha,

particular! V in the sub-

district of Hor-ad-Dukhn,
in the Qadha of Slia-

miyah, and in parts of

’ the Qadha of Hin-
diyali.

The Maulah, Mawash, Qaraishat and
Bani Taraf tribes below and the

Hamaidab above are closely asso-

ciated with the B<ini Kasan and by
some are even reckoned sections.

Divisions of the Bani Hasan in

Hor-ad-Dukhn are ;

—

*Abhas ^Uis ,
A1 Bu *Adhaib

jT
,

Al Bu ’Aridhi

^ jT
,

Al Bu Hadari

yi jT^ Hawatim

and Majatim ,

Other divisions of the tribe else-

where are ;

—

1

1

Bani *Amr Al Dahim

jf, Al Bti Hadadi ^3 JJ,

AlJamil jT^ Al Jarrah

J 13 Sani Salamah and

ISarawan of whom the

Bani Salamah at least are Bedouins-

The *AWahid, already described
above are probably a section of the
Bani Hasan_; and similarly the
'Ayash and Al Budair, though in-

dependent tribes, are very closely

connected with the Bani Hasan.

The Bani Hasan are usually on bad
terms with their neighbours the

Baraji* ; and tho Al Bti Fatlah above
and the Karakishah below are their

friends. The Bani Hasan are

roughly estimated at 10,000 souls,

but they have only about 200
horses. About of the tribe some^
times move with their cattle in

search of pasture.

Hasan (Shaikh) At Bawarln on the left

bank of the Shatt-al-

’Arab and on the islands

of (Jmiu-al-iLhasasif

and Shamsbamiyab in

that river.

The Shaikh Hasan are probably not
a separate tribe. Some describe

them as a section of the Ka’ab
and others would merge them in the

Mubaisin. They are Shi’ahs.
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HasliirQ (Bani) In the Hai Qadha in the

neiffhhoTxrhood of QaVat

i

Sikar.

Hassan (Al Bn)

ji

Husain (Al Ba
Bani)

Ibrahim (Al)

JT

’Idan

, In the Qadha of Sanaa-
wall.

or In the Qadha of Diwa-
niyak.

I In the Stiamiyah Qadha,
especially about Ja’arah*

On both banks of the
j

Shatt-al-’Arab, espe-

cially on the right bank
immediately below Bas-
ratl Town, and upon
’Ajairawiyati Island.

Their distribution is ex-

plained in the article on

the Zubaid tribe.

A small tribe allied to the
MuntaBk. One account, which
is not confirmed, says that they are
identified with the section ot* the
Quraish of which the prophet
Muhammad came and are honoured
as Saiyids. It has also been stated
that they are found in many
places throughout Turkish ’Iract,
but in this perhaps there is some
confusion with the Bani Hakim
or H_achaim above.

The Al Bu Hassan are a large
settled Shi*ah tribe comprising,
among others, these sections :

—

’Abas
, Al Bu ’Ainain

^

Jalabitah kj 21^^ Khamis
and Suhur .

These may perhaps be regarded as

belonging to the Aqra* group
above. They live in tents and
keep sheep. They have no horses,

but they have many canoes and
are fairly well armed. They are

a settled tribe. Some say that the
Bani Sadd on the Shatt-al-

Hindiyali are Bani Hnsain.

The Al Ibrahim are Shi’ahs and
are supposed to number about
4,000 souls. They live in tents

and huts and cultivate rice and
pulse and breed cattle. They
have about 300 horses. They may
be a section of the A I Shibil

below.

See article ’Idan.

[ In the Nasriyah tract

in the Qadha of Kar-
I bala.

It seems preferable to class the

Jahurasa double section of the
Zubaid, the article on which
tribe may he consulted. But some
authorities regard them as a dis-

tinct tribe, divided into two
sections which are now uncon-
nected with one another : viz,, the
Jabiir-al-Wawi of the Eu-
phrates valley, who are all

Shi*ahs, and the Jabur of the
Tigris side, who are Sunnis.

A tribe of about 200 fighting men,
Shi*ahs. They cultivate and breed
cattle and have about 100 horses.
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Tribe, location. Eemabes.

Jahaish In the Nasnyah tract in

the Qadha of Karlbala.
A Shi’ah tribe of about 1,500 souls,

cultivators and cattle breeders,

They have only about 50 horses.

The Jahaish were formerly a section

of the Zubaid, but they are now
generally regarded as an indepen-
dent tribe. They, are on terms of

enmity with the A1 Bu Sultan.

jaiyash (AlBu)
cu ^

In the Qadha of Saina-
wall.

A large settled Shi’ah tribe of oulti-^

vators and cattle breeders. The A1
Bu Jaiyash include the following

sections :
—

’Antar jLlc , Hamam-
rah 5 Huwaish ^

A1 Bu Jarad Jarib
j

Najairis 9 Kubayi*
^

and Shanabirah

Jalibah In the Qadhasof Diwani-
yali and Hindiyah : in
the latter their settle-

ments are chiefly between
Tawairij and Eajibah,
on a branch cf the 'Ahd
'Auniyat canal from the
Shatt-al-Hindiyah.

The Jalibah are allies of the A1 Bd
Fatlah mentioned above. They
are roughly estimated at 3,000
persons, but have only about 100
horses. They live chiefly in huts,

but at Rajibah they have some
houses. The Jalibah are Shi’ahs.
According to some authorities the
A1 ’Abdullah above are a section

of this tribe, also the Baraji’.

Janabiyin On the left hank of the
Euphrates below the
Dilaim tribe and aboye
the town of IVLusaiyib :

this is the tract called

Jarnf

,

The Janabiyin are mostly Sunnis,
but some of them are Shi’ahs,
They are reputed brave and gene-
rous ; they live as agriculturists,
as watchmen, and sometimes as
thieves. They have no fixed
houses. The Janabiyin are said
to be about 10,000 souls. A large
number of this tribe are said to
have settled in Baghdad City.
The rural Janabiyin are friends
and allies of the Mas’ud.

Janajah In the Qadha of Hindi-
yah.

A Shi’ah tribe of about 1,600
souls. Many of them find employ-
ment in the date groves about
Hillah.

Jarawinak In the tract called Nas-
riyah in the Qadha of
Karbala.

A Shi’ah tribe of about 5,000 souls.
They live in tents and huts^ culti-
vate and breed stock, and are said
to have 500 horses.

JasksbiAiii TTncertain. Sunnis.

ptgL^
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Tribe.

Jazair (Ahl-al-)

Ka’ab

Karakishah

sjmSIjS

KhadMrat

Kawam

r!/

Khawadhir

Khaza’il

Location. Remarks.

Id tke Qadhas of Qurnah This tribe was formerly less scat-
ao^ Suci-asli-Sliu- tered

; but about 6 years ago,
yu!kli, especially in the their chief Hasan Khaiytin, who
subdistrict of Hammar. was then Mndir of Hammar, hav-

ing engaged in intrigues and
caused the death of some Ottoman
officials, they were attacked and
dispersed by the Turks, They
were formerly (but are not now)
under the protection of, and closely
associated with, the Muntafik,
In religion they are Shrahs.

In^the Fao tract on the See article Ka’ab . The not very
right bank of the Shatt- numerous representatives of the
al“^^krab at its mouth. tribe at Fao are merely immi-

grants from Persian ’Arabistan.

On the west bank of the X small, quiet, and agricultural
Sbatt-al-HindiyahL from Shi’ah tribe, dependent on the Al
the barrage to Sulai- Kinanab below Wt, possibly a sec-
maniyah village. tion of the Al Bu Sultan : they

are about 1,600 souls in all and
are said to resemble the Jalibab.
The FarSkishah are friends of the
Bani Hasan.

Among the Mas’ud. A small Shi^h tribe dependent on
the lyias^ud among whom they
live. They are cultivators and
number about 150 men.

In the_Qadhas of Kut-al- The Kawam are all Sunnis, TheyAmarab and Kadbi- are probably a section of the Banimain especially on the Rabi’ali q. v,

left bank of the Tigris
between Ktit-al-
Amarab and a point
opposite Shaikh Sa’ad.

In the Qadhas of Kar-
bala and Dilaim. The
Khawadhir own a number
of buffaloes which they
pasture in the cold season
round SbifStbah, re-

moving in summer into

the Dilaim Qadha.
In the marshes betv^een See article Kbaza’il,
Kufab and Sama"wab
Town, chiefly in the
Samawab Qadha; also,

to some extent, in the
Sbamiyab

^
Desert

where it adjoins the
Euphrates in the same
neighbourhood.
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loeation.

Kinanali (Al)

diUr Jl

Oa the west side of the

Shatt-al-Hindxyali, be-

tT^een Sulaimaniyah
tillage and the Abu
Khasawi branch of the
Dawaihiyah canal.

Kurd (I)

Kurd (II)

At various towns and
villages on tbe Tigris
and Shatt-al-Gliaraf.

In the Hor-ad-Dukbn sub-

division of tlie l^ajaf
Qadha.

liEra (Bani)

Magadan

Mahaiyi (Al Bu)

Malik (Bani)

Mansur (Bani)

M aqasls

On the left bank of the

Tigris from a point

opposite Shaikh Sa’ad
down to ^Aanarah
Town : they reach north-

wards to the hilJs of the

Persian frontier and
eastwards to the Kar*
kheh Eiver,

In the neighbourhood of

Musaiyib Town*

On both banks the

Tigris from Qurnali
village up to *Azair,
and at various places on
the right bank of tbe

Shatt-al-’Arab below
Basrali Town.

In the Qadhas of Qurnab
ai^ Suq-asb-SIiu-
yukh, intermingled with
the Ahl-al-Jazair above.

On tbe right bank of the
Tigris for some distance
upwards from Shaikh
Sa’ad and on the left

bank between Kut-al-
Amarah and a point
opposite Shaikh Sa*ad.

Eehares.

The name is pronounced Al China-
nah. _The Da*tim, Karftkishah

and Al Bu Sam an are dependent
on this tribe, who themselves have
no horses and number only about
100 men. They are a very^ quiet

people, Shi'ahs, non-nomadio, and
engaged in agriculture. By some
they are represented as a section

of the Bani Taraf below.

See article Kurd Tribe.

An Arab tribe, notwithstanding
their name ; about 3,000 in number
and owning 500 horses. In religion

they are Shl’ahs ; by occupation

they are cultivators and cattle

breeders, living in mud bouses and
huts. Their men number about
1 ,200 .

See article Bani Lam.

See Al Bu Muhammad below.

A settled, cultivating tribe, by
religion Shi’ab.

See article Bani Malik.

The Bani Mansur are ShPahs.
They were once closely connected
with the Muntahk.

This tribe are generally regarded
as a section of the Bani Eabrah,
in the article on whom they are
mentioned ; but some of them are
perhaps more closely connected
with tbe Bani Lam. The distinc-
tion perhaps depends on the bank
of the Tigris which they inhabit.
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Hasliahidah

Mashid

(Spelling uncertain)

Masri (A1 Bu)

Mas’ud

Maalah

In the Qadhaof Kadhi- These are perhape a tribe by tbem-

maln. selves; but inhabitants or natives

of Mashhad *Ali or Najaf are

commonly called Masbahidah.

At Ruwais on the right

bank of the Shatt-al-

’Arab and upon the

island of Tawailah.

In the Qadha of Kar-
bala, upon the Husai-
niyah canal.

Mubammad
Bu)

The Mashid are possibly not a tribe

but a subdivision of some tribe.

A settled tribe engaged in agricul-

ture. In religion they are

Shl'ahs,

In the Karbala Qadha See article Mas*ud.
along the Husainiyab
canal from the

Euphrates to thePul-i-

Snfaid ; and in the

Qadha of Hindiyah on

the west side of the

Shatt-al-Hiudiyah in

the tract watered by
Mshorah canal ;

also,

possibly, on the left bank

of the Euphrates a

little above Musaiyib.

In the Hindiyah Qadha, The Maulah number

on both sides of the and are Sbrahs:

Dawaihiyah canal from makers, fishermen

the Shatt-al-Hindiyah. Some make them

The Maulah number about 160 men
and are Sbi’ahs: they are boat*
makers, fishermen and muleteers.

Some make them a section of the
Bani Hasan.

In the Hor-ad-Dukbn
subdivision of the

Hajaf Qadha, and pro-

bably in the Shamiyah
Qadha also.

(Al banks of the
^ Tigris from ’Amarah

Town down to ’Azair,

and in the marshes in-

land of both hanks for

some distance below

’Azair. They are said
j

to occur in the dire^ion ‘

of Suq-ash-Shuyukh,
and a few are found on

either bank of the Shatt-

al-’Arab to a short dis-

tance below Qurnah.
They are most numerous

in the Qadhas of Shat-
rat-al-'Amarah and

,

Ziubair.
I

A cultivating, gardening and cattle

breeding tribe, inhabiting tents

and huts. They aie politically

dependent on the Baui Hasan and
are Shi’ahs by religion. They are

estimated at 3,000 persons and
their horses at 300,

See article A1 Bu Muhammad.
The term Ma’adan appearsjbo be
practically a synonym for A1 Bu
Muhammad.
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llTibaisiii

Mutsin (Al Bu)

Muntafik
<jJL£UJw^

Nabairat (Abl)

Nasiilyah

Qaidbab

Qaraisbat

On tbe Shatt'al-*Arab,

chiefly on tbe left bank

between tbe towns of

Basrab. and Muliain-
mareb, but also to some

extent on tbe left bank
above Basrab and on

the right bank below it.

About Kbidbar in tbe

Qadba of Samawab.

Upon both banks of tbe

Euphrates from
Durraji down to Qurnab
Village ;

upon both

banks of tbe Sbatt-al-

Gbaraf from Hai down
to Nasiriyab Town;
also to some extent,

perhaps, on tbe right

bank of tbe Tigris
between ’Azair and

Qtirnab.

About the village of

Qurnab.

In tbe tract likewise called

Nasiriyab or Nasriyab in

tbe Karbala Qadba.

With tbe Yaaar tribe

below, and in tbe Nasriyab

tract in the Qadba of

I

Karbala.

In the Kufah subdivision

of tbe Kajaf Qadba.

In tbe Qadba of Hindi-
yab, on tbe west side

of the Shatt-al-Hindi-

yab above Tawairij,
and also on tbe Sbatt-ab

Mulla below that place.

See article Mubaisin.

Tbe Al Bn Mubsin are a consider-

able and distinct tribe, engaged in

cultivation and cattle breeding.

They are Sbi'ahs.

See article Muntafik.

A small tribe of Sbi’ahs, or, possibly,

a section of tbe Bani Sa'id or

Sa’ad below.

Tbe Nasiriyab are Shi’abs and their

number is estimated at 3,0C0 souls.

They have perhaps 100 horses.

They cultivate tbe Saniyab lands

and some of them are fishermen

and some weavers.

The Qaidbab number about 600
souls and are politically dependent
on tbe Yasar. They are Sbi’abs

and only cultivate.

A Shi’ab tribe, able to muster about
200 fighting men : t'ney make their

living by trade in wood, grass and
garden produce. They have been
domiciled for 3 generations among
tbe Bani Hasan, of which tribe

they are now virtually a part.

Tbe Qarait are said to be of

Sbammar origin, but they are

now a separate tribe. In religion

they are Shi’abs and by occupation
cultivators and stock farmers.
Their fighting men are said to

number 1,600 and they are well
armed with Martini rifles. Tbe
Qarait are allied politically with
tbs Al BU Batlah above.
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Tribe. Location. Brmarzs.

Qalarnah In the Qurnah Qadha,
and particalarly at the

V)l1ag s of Kataihan,
Jazirat-as-Saghii* and
Kiha^i-as-iSagl ir on tlie

left brfnk of the Shatt-al-

’Arab above Basrah
Town : thev, the ’Atub
anrl the ’Idan, ate tt e

p’incMpal iniiiedients of

the mixed population on

the right hank of that

river g^Ile^aliJ.

The Qatarnah are Shi*ahs.

Babi’ah (Bani)

Eishah (A1 Bu)

yi (Jf

On the right hank of the

Tigris trom Bghailaii
to Shaikh Sa’ad, and

on the left hank from
a point opposite JBgh.-
ailatx to Kut-al-
Amarah ;

also in the

Kadbimain Qadha.

On the Dagharab in the

Qadha of Diwaniyab.

See article Bani BabPab.

A settled oiiltivatirg Shi’ah tribe

perhaps belonging to the Aq^ra'

gro'ip.

Sa’ad (Bani) See Bani Sa'id below.

Sadd (Bani)

Sa’id (Bani)

On the left bsnk of the

s b a 1 1 -a 1-Hindiyab
above Tawairij and
below Musaiyib.

In the Qadha of SuO['
asb-Sbuyukb.

Some accounts make them a division

of the Bani Husain, but it seems
that they «re identical with the

Bani As^ad above.

Probably a division of the Miint-
abk, 7 . V, They eve found on the
Euphrates between Hammar
a>>d Madinab, and some of them
are Sunnis and some Shrahs,

They appear to be known al«o as

Bani Sa*ad ,

Salamah (Bani)

a;^UUw

In the Qadhas of Hajaf a settled Shi**‘li tribe of cultivators

and Sbamiyab. and cattle-breeders. In the

Sbamiyab Qadha they are said

to number 10,000 ^ouls. Those

found in USTajaf are merely winter

visitors fiom SbS.niiyab.

galah (Bani)

^jJLww

In the neighbourhood of

Tall Mimiud on the

Shatt-al-Hindiyab and

of the Dawailiiy ah canal

frt m the same.

The Bani Salah are about 400 men •

their horses aie only 100* Som©
sav they wre a section of the Bani
Taraf below.

Saman (A1 Bu)

Jl

In the Qadha of Hindi-
yab.

Ihev are about 1,500 souls

altogether and they generally

resemble the Jalihah. Politically

they are dependent on the Al

Einanab. They are Shi ah s, non-
nomadic, and engiged in agricul-

ture. So »-.0 make them a stction

of the Ttifail beiow.

3 E
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Tribe.

siha*ar

Sbalal

JiU

Shammar (ITorfcb-

ern}

Shammar Toq.ah
«•

Shibil (Al)

JT

Location. KBUiLBEB.

Jn the Qadha cf Kadhi-
main about Abu
Ghuraib.

The Sha’ar are Sunnis : they have
no Shaikh of their own and obey
the Shaikh of the Z5ba’.

Parts of the Ghamas
Nahiyah of the Sha-
miyah Qadha.

Not actually resident in

’Iraqt, but some of their
Bedouins frequent the
Najaf Qadha.

See article Northern Shammar.

On the left hank of ^he

Tigris from Baghdad
Citv to a point opposite

Bghailah.

See article Shammar Toqtah.

In the Q
Shamiyah,
and Hajaf.

of

Karbala
The Al Shibil are divided into

many sections : one of these, the

Al Kbuzaim or Khazaiyim

occupy nearly all the Ghamas sub-
division of the Shamiyah
Qadha; other two, the Ahl-ad-
DawSb (JUl and the Al

Lajam vjT are found at
fjaarah in the sanoe district. The
Al Ibrahim above should perhaps
be regarded as a section of the
Al Shibil, Other subdivisions are
the Al Bu DabaidV Da-

baiyim Khalid *>JlA La-

haibat oU^, IMusagh aud

Zaiyad The Al Shibil in
the Qadha of Karbala winter
around Shifathah and move in
summer into the neijihhonrhood of
Karbala Town. The Al Shibil
of the Karbala and Hajaf
Qadhas and some of the others,
in all about J of the tribe, are
nomadic

; those visiting the Kar-
bala Qadha are about 500
persons. The tribe are supposed
to number about 7,000 souls and

npT.
s^hout 1,000 horses.

They live in tents and huts, culti-
vate rice and other grams, and
breed cattle^ some are ”obbers.
In religion Al Shibil are Shi’ahs,
and in politics they are friendly
with the Khaza’il and hostile
to the "Anizab and Shammar
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Tribe. Location. EEaiAEZS.

Sllitl In the Qadha of Kadhi-
main about Abu
Grlniraib.

The Shiti have no Shaikh of their
own and Hie subject to the Shaikh
of the Zoba*.

Shushtari Chiefly in the Qaflha of
Klifah.

Under this name are known about
600 immigrants from Shushtar
and other parts of Soutaern
Persia.

Sindan In the Qadha of Diwani-
yali_ upon the
Dagharali.

They are ShTahs and belong to the
Aqra' group (see above). They
cultivate and keep ^cattle.

Sultan (A1 Bu)

^UoLw jj

In the Hillah and
STajaf Qadha 8 generally.

See article Al Bii Sultan.

Tamim (Baui) In the neighbonrhood of

Karbala Town.
These Bani Tamim, who are not to

be confounded with the Bani
Tamim subsection of ICaraiah

section of the Bani Rabi’ah,
number about 1,000 souls and are

believed to be of the same descent
as those of N ajd. By religion the
Bani Tamim are Shi’ahs and by
occnpatioD agnc^ltul'i^ts and cat-

tle-breeders. They live p.^rtlj in

houses and partly in huts called

Ktikh.

Taraf (Baiii) On the left bank of ’the

Shatt-al-H i n d i y a li

above Tawairij and

'

below Musaiyib.

This tribe, who are settled and en*
gaged chiefly in agiiculture and
cattle-breeding, are dependent on
the i3ani Hasan ; and by some
the Al Kinanah and Bani Salah
above aie treated as among their
sections. They are Shi’ahs, quiet
and inoffensive, and number
about 2,00o souls. The Bani Asad
above are their allies.

T^rajamah

4*=.!^

With the Yasar tribe

below, esnecially in a

tract called Bada'at
Aawad on the Husai-
niyah.

The Tarajamah are about 800
persons ; Sonnis in. religion, and
said to be of Sliammar origin.
They are politic illy dependent
on the Yasar. Th3y cultivate
and keep some cattle.

Tufail

(JaaIo

On both banks of the
Shatt-a1-H i n d i y a h
about Tall Ni»‘ rud and
Kifl, espeoiaUy in the
tiaot called Harqa on the
left bank.

The Tufail a»*e stated, to be about
3.000 souls in all : they are said
to rest*mble the J all hah. Accord'-
ing to some the Al Bu Siman
above are a section of tne Tafai).
They are Shi’ahs and depend
chiefly on agriculture. In_ pu^^-
tics they side with the Al Bu
Fatlah.
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Tribe. Location. BskaskS.

Uwciisat In the Qadha of Kar-
bala m the ne'glibour-

hood of Musaiylb,
and in the Rghailah
tract of the Shaniiyah
Qadha.

The ‘Uwaisafc are Shi’ahs and settled

cnltivators, numbering about iOO
men. So class them as a sec-

tion of the AI Bu Sultan.

"Wisamah

Yasar

Zagarlt

On the risrbt bank of the
Baphrates between
Hiliab. and Diwa-
niyaii, in the Nahr
Shah Nahivah of the
Hiilah Qadha and
partly perl^aps in the
Qadha of Dxwaniyali.

On the right bank of the
Husainiyab. canal at
Quit ih and westwards of
Karbala Town in the
direction of Rnzazah, but
chiefly at MahaunawiyHh
between Tawairij and
Hiliab, in the neigh-
bourhood of Hiliab,
and on the Harqa reach
(left 1 ank i of the Shatt-
al-Hindiyab.

In the Karbala Sanjaq,

A Sbi'ah tribe who are said to
possess about 500 fighting men.
They are divided into two main
sections, the Wisamat Hauatah

and the Wisamat Dugh-
mSu of whom the former

live above, and the latter below
the liillage of Sbukri .

The Wisamah bear an unenviable
reputation as robbers.

This is a scattered tribe : they are
generdly at feud with the
Mas’tid and usually have the
better of them. The Yasar are
estimated at 8,000 souls. They
are exempt from conscription for
the Turkish military service.

Sunnis. Divided into several
sections.

Zaiyad (Al)

4
In the Qadhas of Diwani-
yab, Samawab and
Sbamiyab.

The Al Zaivad are supposed to
number ab<mt 11,000 persons of
whom 9,000 are in the Qridha of
Sbanxiyab : in reliijion they are
Shi’alis. They cultivate rice,
keep cattle, own about 1,500
horses, and live in tents and huts.
Amo’'g their sections aie the
Adaim Asaidaii

Bahlah Darawishah

Zaraij (Bani)

Zdba

2*3

In the Qadha of
Samawab.

In tne Qadha of Kadbi-
main.

and B assan

A large, separate Shi’ah tribe ot
many sections, all settled and
engaged in cultivation and cattle-
breeding.

This tribe sometimes have an
encampment on the left bank of
the Euphrates at Khan
Magdam. The Slia’ar and
Shiti above are subject to the
shaikh of the Zoba\ The num-
ber of the Zoba* and their subor-
dinate tribes is large. Some of
the Zoba' are Sunnis.
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Tribe. location. Beimabks.

Zubaid Baghdad City, Bghai- See article Zubaid.
lah, the Dagharah
dibtriot and Musaiyib
aie approximately tJie 4
points within which the

Zubaid rany:e, between
the Tigris a«-d

Euphrates nve’-s. One
subs-ection is represented
in the IsTajaf Qaoha and
two are f- nnd in the

Qadha of Samawah.

Zubar In the Qadha of Kadhi- They are Sunnis.
main r.pon the Kadh-

>5X3 wanlvah canal from the

Euphrates.

Zumailat With the Mas’ud. A amall tribe dependent on the

lyCas’ud, of whom Bome would

i

classify them as a section. Th'*y

are Shfahs, »nd though settled

are much addicted to robbery.

Their men are only about 50 in

number.

Tlie folio-wing general remarks upon tke customs of the rural Arab

population relate in the first instance to the tribes of the Euphrates and

Shatt-al-Hiudiyah. country in the neighbourhood of Karbala Town,

but in some degree they are true of aU.

Two stringent articles of the tribal code are those relating to pro-

tection and assistance : under the first a person on whose protection

another expressly throws himself must receive him into his house and

refuse to surrender him even at the cost of his own life
j

under the

second a guest who, after declining proffered food and coffee, is addressed

with the phrase “ Eat, thy demand shall be satisfied is entitled to

the utmost assistance of his entertainer in the design which he may

thereupon unfold. An important featm-e of the tribal system is the

payment of Diyah or blood-money for murders, a matter which

the Turkish Government has so far been content to leave in the hands

of the Shaikhs. The ordinary price of a man’s life ranges from 100

to 1,000 Bashliks, say £4 to £40 (English) ;
but among the - Muntafik

it is £87, among the Bani Malik £60, and among the Zliaza’il

is said to 'rise to as much as 1,000 Majidis or about £170. The value

of a woman is generally the same as that of a man, but sometimes it is
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half ;
tlae Diyali of a Saijid is double that of an ordinary person. If the

victim and the murderer belong to different tribes the relations of

the victim receive ^ the blood-money, the Shaikhs of his tribe take

and the remaining i is divided among his fellow tribesmen at large.

Money compensation may be declined, and the heir of a murdered man
may demand instead two unmarried girls of his own selection from the

murderer^s tribe
;
on their being made over to him the claim to peeuniaiy

compensation is transferred from him to the girls’ next-of-kin. Bor a

woman received in marriage a sum of 100 to 1,000 Bashliks, called

Mihr
y is paid to her father or next-of-kin ; the bride is carried in

procession to the house of the bridegroom with jumping, singing, dancing

and firing of guns,— a display known as Hosah ; on the next day
one of the relatives of the bridegroom spreads a cloth on the ground and
exclaims Shobash whereupon the guests come forward with

their wedding presents. Strange to say the same performance of Hosah
attends the conveyance of a corpse to burial ; the Batihah is then read

and mourning continues for from three to five days : the mourners are

treated as guests, but they bring with them money or other presents.

A pilgrim returned from Makkah holds a reception for three days
; his

visitors also are his guests, and they too offer gifts.

The clothing of the ordinary countryman consists of a cotton shirt or
tunic known as Thob vy, a woollen cloak called ’Aba or Bishit

a Kafiyah or kerchief, and an ’A<^al (Jliu or headband. Milk
(Halib ), curds (Libn ), bread fAish J^s:) and dates are the
chief articles of diet

; the bread is generally of barley kneaded with milk
wheat bread being reserved for exceptional occasions and given to guests"
The people inhabit for the most part black tents of hair-cloth, styled
Buyut-ash-Sha’ar^*^l (houses of hair), or huts of grass/ thorns,
reeds or date-matting, caUed Kukh The agricultui'e of most tribes
IS shifting and desultory j their cultivation includes wheat, barley, maize
sesame, Mash, pulse, linseed, vegetables, rice and dates, varying" accord-
ing to the character of the soil and the means of irrigation Their
domestic animals are the camel, buffalo, horse, cow, sheep and goat the
kii^d of live-stock kept by a partieuW tribe depending on the nature
of its lands; the pastoral portions of most tribes generally wander in
the desert in spring, accompanied by their flocks and herds. At times in
certain localities, a considerable number of Arabs earn a Kvelihood byoiggmg liquorice root for exportation to America : some of these belon-

^ d £edomn tubes also allow their wom,e^ to. earn money by tMs
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occupation. The more nomadic tribes are incorrigibly lazy and averse

to every sort of manual labour.

Most of the tribeS;, except perhaps on the lower Euphrates and

along the margin of the Shamiyah Desert are now under the

effective control of the Turkish Government ; but they are managed
chiefly through their Shaikhs who stilly with the countenance and

support of the Ottoman oJOdcials^ exercise considerable executive authoriiy,

A number of the semi-nomadic cultivating tribes now abstain from set-

tling down only in order to escape liability to conscription for military

service and administrative interference with their life. On the side

towards the Shamiyah Desert the fear of Bedouin raids has an

appreciable effect in preventing the extension of agriculture*

Arms ,—The armament of several of the tribes to which special articles

have been devoted is noticed in those articles.

To speak generally^ the tribes nearest to the Persian Gulf are the

most heavily armed with modern rifles ; this is probably due to the

facilities which at present exist for secret importation into lower ^Iraq,

either from Kuwait by way of the desert or from Masqat and

Muhammareh by sea and river. A possible new souirce of supply has

lately come into existence in the shape of rifle-factories worked by Kurds
at Kirind in Persian Kurdistan : the j)arallel with the Indo-Afghan

frontier which this suggests is completed by the occasional loss by Turkish

troops of rifles which pass into the hands of the tribesmen, especially

of the Bani Lam. The tribes in the Basrah Wilayat have probably as

many rifles as they can afford to purchase ; but the Bani Kabi^ah about

Kut-al-Amarah have fewer, and the Zubaid and Shammar Toqah,
who lie above them, are still comparatively unprovided with arms of

precision. The favourite pattern of breech-loader in 'Iraq is the Martini,

but- there is also a sprinkling of Mausers, Where breech-loaders are

deficient, the favourite substitute is a double-barrelled muzzle-loading

gun, and this is the weapon most in evidence at the present day between

Baghdad and Karbala and in the neighbourhood of Karbala and

Hillah. A Turkish law strictly regulates the carrying of firearms in

^Iraq, but it is not properly enforced
;

it is, in fact, little more at

present than an engine of ofiScial extortion.

Swords are still worn by some tribes ; and the Bedouin lance, 12 feet

in length with a broad and formidable blade, is still common in the desert

and may be seen even upon the banks of the rivers. Curved daggers

about a foot in length, double-edged and very sharp at the point, are
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frequently carried, particularly by Persians, The weapon cvf the herd-

boy and of the yery poor is a kind of knobkerry, consisting of a stick

about 2 feet long on one end of which is fixed a hard and heavy lump

of bituraen.

The ordinary tribes measure their strength in rifles and men, distin-

guishing the latter as mounted or unmounted; their more aquatic

brethren keep account chiefly of rifles and of boats or canoes.

Religion .—The country population is almost universally Shi'ah except

in the outlying north-western districts of the Sanjaq of Baghdad, and

Shi'^ism may accordingly be styled the religion of ’Iraq, The principal

exceT)tions to the rule in our list of tribes are the ^Anizah, Dhafir and

Shammar who can hardly be said to belong to the tract ; the Sa’iiiun or

ruling section of the Muiltafik ; two sections (in part only) of the

Zubaid, and a majority of the Janabiym : these and a few other petty

clans are Sunnis.

The case of town populations is somewhat different, but not sniE-

ciently so to reverse the broad statement that ^Iraq is a Shl’ah country.

In the Baghdad Wilayat only about ^ of the total population appears to

he Sunni, and the Sunnis are confined almost entirely to the Sanjaq of

Baghdad, a large number of them belonging to Baghdad City itself.

In the Basrah Wilayat the proportion of Sunnis is only about tV> and

only a very few are found outside the towns of Basrah and Zuhair.
The chief features and institutions of Islam in ^Iraq are described in

the special Appendix of this Gazetteer which deals with religions.

The Muhammadans of ''Iraq generally are ignorant and uninformed

in their own religion, but not fanatical : neither statement however

applie-^ to the inhabitants of the religious centres of Karbala, Najaf,
and Kadhimain. Superstitions are universal, especially regarding the

evil eye. charms against which are worn even by adults and are placed

upon children and young or pet animals, besides being affixed to houses,

sailing-boats and even Quffahs or coi'acles.

The principal religions of ^Iraq, other than the Muhammadan, are the

Jewish and the Christian* Jews are numerous, but Christianity numbers
only a few thousand adherents distributed among the following sects,

whom we mention in their probable order of numerical importance,
Gregorian Armenian Church,. Chaldsean Catholic Church, Syrian Catholic
Church, Roman Catholic Church, Catholic Armenian Chui*ch, various
Proteslant Churches, Greek Church.
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Language .—The prevailing language of ^Iraq is Arabic of a not very

pure type. The official classes however speak and write Turkish^ and

the superior officers sent from European Turkey often do not understand

Arabic. Persian is largely spoken in the towns, e’=:pecially at Karbala,

Najaf; and Kadhimaiu, where it is generally understood. Kurdish is

spoken by the Kurds^ Hebrew by the Jevvs^ and a language of their

own—perhaps Syriac—by the Sabians. The most diffused European

language at Baghdad is trench, and after it English; the use of

English/ however, is, on the increase at Baghdad, and at Basrah
English has already distanced all European competitors.

Agricultur^e.—Cultivation, as already remarked, is restricted to a

comparatively small fraction of the total area of '’Iraq : with a proper

system of canal irrigation it might be immensely extended. The back-

ward condition of agriculture is attributable chiefly to want of irrigation

in some parts and to want of drainage in others, but also in a certain

degree to scarcity of labour, and on the verge of the desert to the

insecurity produced by Bedouin raids. It has been estimated that at

present not more than one-tenth of the Baghdad Wilayat is cultivated^

and even that not continuously nor the whole of it in the same year ;
and

some authorities would even place the proportion of productive lands

throughout Traq as low as 8 per cent, of the whole.

There are two harvests in Hraq, the spring or Shitwi and the

autumn or Saifi

The principal spring crops are wheat, barley, beans, and Hurtuman
Wheat and barley are sown on plains that have a moderate

supply of water, either before or after Jawairid the name given by

the Arab cultivator to the first cold days of winter, when the trees lose

their last leaves/’’ the earlier sowings, called Hirfi are made in

September and October, the later, called Athli ^'1, between November

and the end of January. The wheat and barley harvest begins in April;

the grain after being dried in stacks in the sun is threshed by being

trodden with buffaloes or cows, except near the towns where a threshing-

machine (Jarjar^T^) of native (Musal) manufacture is sometimes used.

In an average year the return for seed sown is about 8 or 10-fold j and.

the ^Alwas or grain-stores which are a feature of many country-

towns, along with the statistics of the export trade attest a freqnent

surplus of cereals in some districts. The best wheat and barley lands

probably are (or till recently were) those about Hillah on both sides of

the Euphrates, the surplus produce of which is sent down the
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Euphrates in native Basrah for local consumption or shipment.

The neighhourhood of ’Amarah Town also is becoming known for its

wheat and barley. Beans are planted at the end of September and are

harvested in the beginning of April, but green beans appear in the

mai-ket about the middle of February. Beans ai-e of variods kinds,

including the broad, French, and haricot varieties ;
and large quantities

of them, when dried, are exported to Indian porta and to Jiddah on the

Red Sea. Hurtuman, described as a sort of oats, is sown in January

and reaped about the end of May.

The autumn crops are rice, called Timn or Shilib i-— maize or

Idhrah, sesame, a millet Known as Dukhn M ash (a lentil),

Lubiyah (a kidney pea) and, of course, dates : some cotton ako is

grown, but chiefly outside the limits with which we have to deal. Rice is

the chief item of the autumn harvest and in the Baghdad market is of

4 principal kinds : the best are Nakkazah and ’Ambarbu the

second of these being a peculiarly scented variety esteemed by Indians

and Persians; the third is Shimbah which is the comironest kind
;

and the fourth is Huwaizawi a cheap, reddish rice consumed by

the poorer classes. Rice straw, called Buh 8^, is utilised as fodder

for cattle. 1 he principal rice grounds are on the Shatt-al-Hindiyah

between Tawairij and Kufah, especially about Hor-ad-Dukhn
; on the

Dagharah canal ;
in the Qadhas of Shamiyah and Samawah ;

and

in the part of the country adjoining ’Amarah Town. Idhrah is sown in

March and reaped in August or September. Sesame is grown on plains

which are inundated by the rivers in their rise and dry up again in the

course of the summer, and it is seen also along the banks of creeks from

the Shatt-al-’Arab in the Basrah Qadha ; most of it is pressed for oil,

which is used in cooking and for lighting purposes, but some is roasted

and eaten with bread, and some is used in the manufacture of sweet-

meats or Halawah Dukhn, sown at tke end of March and reaped

in August or September, is cultivated on a large scale upon the Tigris

and even more upon the Euphrates : some is used locally as food for

cattle and' poultry or is mixed with wheat to make bread; the remainder is

exported hy way of Basrah. Mash is of two kinds, green and black, both

of which are sown in the end of June ; the green ripens at the middle or end
of September, the black in the beginning of November. Mash is cultivated

on damp, sandy plains and does not require watering ; the natives mix
it with rice to make soup, and a large quantity is exported to, India.
Lubiyah is sown in June and harvested in October ; it grows on river
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banks and on plains inundated by tbe rise of the rivers ; it begins to be

sold green as a vegetable in June or July ; when dry it is assorted into

red and white^ the red kind being the cheaper. Lubiyah is locally con-

sumed, but some is exported to India. The lentil proper or 'Adas

of ^Iraq is inferior.

Dates are of many sorts, and the immense plantations which fringe the

banks of the Shatt-al-'Arab below and above Basrah Town are probably

the finest in the world. There is also a noble stretch of date groves some

30 miles in length upon both sides of the (old) bed of the Euphrates

above and below Hillah Town, but these are declining in consequence of

the diversion of the Euphrates into the Shatt-al-Hindiyah. Another

large date growing tract is at Shifathah to the west of Karbala. Good

date plantations exist also around Baghdad City, Karbala Town and

Kufah and at other places. The subject of date culture and the date

trade is more fully dealt with elsewhere in a special Appendix of the

Gazetteer. Common fruits are water-melons, marsh-melons, pomegra-

nates, oranges (in the Baghdad Whayat), sweet and sour limes, apricots,

quinces and grapes ; almonds, figs, olives, citrons, apples, nectarines and

peaches grow—the citrons at .'Hillah and the peaches at Bghailah
among other places—hut the last three are of poor quality ; there are

also mulberries at Karbala and upon the course of the Diyalah.

Among the vegetables of ^ Iraq are onions, radishes, beetroot, garlic,

cucumbers, cabbage, cauliflower, turnips, carrots, tomatoes, artichokes,

ladies’ fingers, brinjols, lettuce, cress, pumpkins of 3 kinds and potatoes

;

but garlic, though used in great quantities, is imported to a larger ex-

tent than it is grown, mostly from Persia, while potatoes are of recent

introduction and have not yet come into general use except among the

well-to-do.

Tobacco, known as Dukhan or Tutun
, which is a state

monopoly, is grown in certain localities only, principally about Karbala
and Kajaf, but also to the north-east of Baghdad City in the Diyalah
valley.

In the Baghdad Wilayat cultivated lands are classified according to

the means of irrigation : thus we have, though rarely, lands watered only

by rainfall and called Daim ; lands watered by lifts with pulleys

and therefore called Bakrah ^ or, if the means of irrigation is a bucket,

Saqi
; finally we have lands irrigated from canals and known as

Saih ^ . Marshes and drying pools, when cultivated, are styled

Kibis (pronounced Chibis); and land moistened by little runnels,

such as. are used in rice fields, is known as Chaltiq
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Canals are numerous, but they are seldom in good working order. A
number of tbem are specified by name in the articles on the rivers

Euphrates, Tigris, and Shatt-al-Hindiyah ; the mo-t important, to

which separate articles are clevoterl, are the Dagharah, Husainiyah, and

JahSlah. Waterdifts are generally used for date gardens, and some

arable land also along the banks of the two great livers is irrigated by

their means. Lifts are of two kinds, the Karad (pronounced Charad)

and the Na’ur In the Karad the water is hoisted in a camel-skin

bucket, termed Dalu by means of a rope which passes over a

pulley; while in the Na^ur it is raised by a series of buckets slung

from a revolving wheel : tbeNa^ur is of comparatively recent introduc-

tion and is cheaper in woiking than the Karad but not so effectual

:

both kinds of apparatus are actuated by animal power, and both

have their counterparts in India, In the neighbourhood of Baghdad
City eentrifuual pumps worked by oil engines have been inti'oduced and

promise to become popular. The easiest and most natural irrigation of all

is in the Shatt-al-‘’Arab region where the sea-tides raise ti»e fresh water of

the river, twice in the 24 hours, almost to the level of the cultivated land.

The proportions in which the produce that remains after Govern-

ment has taken its share is divided between the Mallak or pro-
va

prietor and the Fallah or actual cultivator vary with the class of land

and are sometimes not the same in the spring as in the autumn harvest.

The grain for seed is sometimes supplied by the owner, and in other

cases provided by the cultivator.

Livestock .—Domestic animals are cattle everywhere
; buffaloes in the

marshy tracts, which are of an excellent class but are said to suffer from
the cold in winter and from the attacks of insects in summer

; fat-tailed

sheep yielding mutton almost equal to that of Europe; donkeys of

average, and mules of good quality ; camels, a proportion of which are

very light in colour ; and horses, which have a high reputation but are

not equal to those of Hajd or Syria. Some good horses, however, arc

reared in the Hillah and Diwaniyah Gadhas : the best cattle are

those of the tract about "AmaTah Town. The Bani Lam tribe are

celebrated for their horses, camels and sheep, and the A1 Bu Muham-
mad for their buffaloes. Tame birds are pigeons, fowls, turkeys, ducks
and geese j the turkeys and fowls are exceptionally fine.

Trade ^enerall^.—lDm:m^ the last 20 years a substantial, and on the
whole steadv, increase has been observable in the volume of trade in Traq

;
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and it still, apparently, continues. It is attributed to the spread of what

has been styled comparative civilisation in the country itself
;
and to

a larger demand in Persia for the ‘^‘comparative luxuries which that

country obtaines through ’Iraq,

Bombay is felt, throughout •’Iraq, to be the nearest great centre of

commerce and civilisation ; and since the recent institution of a rapid

steamer service to India it is a common though not strictly accurate

remark among natives, that Bombay and Baghdad are equally distant

from Basrah. Two facts in regard to the trade of ’Iraq should

he clearly realised at the outset : first that it consists to a large extent

merely of a transit trade between the Persian Gulf and W estern Persia,

secondly that it has only one real centre^ namely, Baghdad. The posi-

tion of unique importance occupied by Baghdad as a point of divergence

and convergence in transit, in foreign, and even to some extent in

internal trade is indeed remarkable ;
no less so is its mercantile pre-

dominance over Basrah, which, but for a local trade in dates and grain,

would be little more than the seaport of Baghdad. The hides of

^Amarah often ascend the Tigris to be pressed at Baghdad for shipment

to Europe, and the retail traders of Basrah itself obtain quantities of

European goods, especially piece-good^’, from the wholesale merchants

of Baghdad. On the Tigris from ’Anaarah town upwards, and in the

Euphrates valley above Kufah and its neighbourhood, most commercial

dealings are with Baghdad. Even the remainder of ’Iraq, though

nearer to Basrah, is partially served from Baghdad through Basrah and

other places. The commercial influence of Baghdad balances at Musal

with that of Aleppo ^
and the whole of Kurdistan and the parts of

Western Persia about Kirmanshah and Hamadan are dependent on

Baghdad for their supply of foreign goods. As Basrah is the limit of

ocean-borne traffic, so Baghdad marks the pnint where carriage by river,

against the stream, ceasei-’ to be profitable ; and, except for rafts which

descend the Tigris from Musal to Baghdad, all commerce to the east,

north, and west of the capital is carried on by mule or camel caravan.

From a political point of view imports by sea and, in a lesser degree,

exports by sea are the most important features of the trade of ^Iraq
; but,

in order to understand the basis on which ocean-borne imports and exports

rest, we must first examine the questions of internal trade, local manu-

factures and imports by land.

Internal trade.—Th® functions of Baghdad are, in relation to inter-

nal trade, comparatively restricted ; but it is the principal centre for the
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distribution of cotton piece-goods in the whole country. Moreover^ it

sends to Musal sugar, coffee, spices, twists, window-glass and metals,—

but not piece-goods, which the people of Musal procure mostly through

Syria,—and receives in return the best of the 'Awwasi or

^Awaisi ^ wool and the whole of the mohair and gall-nuts which

constitute important items of the "general export trade, besides oak and

walnut wood, partly for exportation, and beams and rafters of poplar

for local use. Ba^qubah is dependent on Baghdad for manufactured

articles, and sends much fruit and firewood to Baghdad by way of

the Diyalah river.

The chief centres of internal trade in the west are Karbala,

which imports piece-goods, sugar, kerosine, Indian spices, tea, Persian

medicines and Persian fruit, and exports dates, consecrated objects,

skins, wool and inferior tobacco ; Musaiyib, which takes piece-goods

and sends away wheat and barley ; Tawairij ,
which buys piece-

goods and sells wheat, barley and dates ; BEillah, which imports piece-

goods, sugar and coffee on a large scale and exports wheat, barley, erhi,

dates, sheep-skins and goat-skins on a still larger; finally Najaf, which

receives large quantities of piece-goods, sugar, tea and Indian spices and

disposes of lambskins and ^Abas. All of these receive their piece-goods

from Baghdad, and the general trade of Musaiyib and Karbala seems to

be mostly with Baghdad ; but Hillah and probably Najaf receive most of

their goods (other than piece-goods) by way of the Euphrates via Kufah,
and Hillah exports its dates direct to Basrah. It is from these wesCern

districts that the capital draws a large part of its supplies of wheat and
rice.

On the Tigris below Baghdad, the towns of Kut-al-Amarah
and ^ Ali-al-Gharbi are the principal seats of the trade with Southern

Kordistan ; hereabouts many Kurds are settled, and Kurds from the

Persian frontier come in to satisfy their wants, bringing with them ghi,

skins, wool, galls, gum, aniseed, pistachios, walnuts and other nuts, in

all of which there is a considerable trade. Kut-al-Amarah deals chiefly

with the Kurdish towns of Badrah 8;oj and Jassan uCc*., which lie within
the Turkish frontier but at a distance from the Tigris ; at ^Ali-al-Gharbi
wheat and barley from the surrounding plains are accumulated. ‘’Amarah
Town is to some extent a centre of the Kurdish trade, but it is also a market

* *Awvrasi wool is obtained from a crossbreed between the Arab or plain-reared
sheep and the Kui dish or hill-reared sheep. Arab wool is fine and curly Kurdish is
coarse and straight ; while ’Awwasi, which is considered to form a class by itself, Js
intermediate between the two,
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for the produce of the surrounding Bani Lam and Al Bu Muhammad
tribes ;

consequently we find it to be a considerable emporium of ghi, hides^

wool, rice and, to some extent, of barley and wheat. QaFat Salih, further

down the Tigris, is a centre of the rice trade ; and dates, wheat, barley,

rice, straw, date-mats and reed-mats can all be procured at Qiimah, though

the trade of that place is not so large as might from its position have

been expected.

Camels for export are mostly collected at Samawah, Diwani-

yah and Najaf; sheep, cattle and buffaloes in the neighbourhood of

^Amarah.

The Shi'^ah pilgrimages to Karbala, Najaf, Kadhimain and

Samarrah are an important factor in the internal trade of ‘'Iraq; they

are the cause, for example, of an immense demand for forage at Kadhi-

main, where most of the pilgrims leave their riding-animals for several

days during their absence at Karbala and Najaf, and of the existence

at the same town of a good supply of carpets brought by the pilgrims

from Persia. The trade in sacred objects and souvenirs, such as Turbahs

(praying-tablets made of the earth of the holy places) and winding

sheets stamped with verses from the Qurto, which is of some value at

Karbala and ITajaf, likewise depends upon the custom of pilgrims.

There are no wholesale carriers or forwarding agents in the country,

and transport must be specially engaged whenever merchandise is to be

moved. Additional light will be cast upon internal trade by the remarks

on local manufactures which follow.

Manufactures .

—

Baghdad City is the chief seat of industries, but

these are not mechanical ; in fact, apart from a private ice-factoiy, the

Army Clothing Factory and Army Flour Mills of the Turkish G*overn-

ment, and two out of several wool-presses, the town cannot boast of any

machinery driven by steam. At or near Basrah Town there are two

British wool-presses and one American liquorice-press, also a soda-water

factory owned by an Indian and a flour mill and an iee-machine belonging

to a Jew. At ^AmSrah Town there is one British wool-press; and at

Kiit-al-Amarah are oneBritish-owned and one native-owned wool-press.

An important element in some of the most characteristic manufactures

of Baghdad is a kind of silken thread, called Shah'i ; the true

ShaM is said to be a vegetable product, but Assam or ^^Moga^' silk,

imported from Calcutta, is also used and is described as Sha^ri.

At Baghdad silk thread is woven into a stuff called Aghahani
,

feom vrhich light summer clothing, especially ^Abas, is manufactured
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Silk is also used to embroider turbans^ girdles^ tablecloths^ curtains

and counterpanes in a special style; the art is almost entirely

confined to Jewesses and a few female Christians. Long pieces

embroidered with silk are called Kashidsh and are used as

headdresses, square pieces are known as Charqaiid : many of the

embroidered burbans are exported to Northern Africa. Striped cotton

piece-goods are manufactured at Baghdad, in imitation of those of

.Damascus, and are made into Zabuns or Antaris that is

into the long body-garments worn by men, and into long waistcoats

or jackets called Duglahs : other materials locally woven and

applied to the same use are Alajah , a cotton fabric, and Qutni

a mixture of silk and wool. Women's veils, called Yashmaq

women's shawls or sheets, called Charshafs and Izars jljil

are made at Baghdad; also ladies' ornamental belts and kerchiefs of

various kinds in silk, cotton and wool ; the handkerchiefs for ladies are

embroidered with silk, and the kerchiefs for Arabs, called Kafiyahs

and generally fringed or tasselled, are dearer but more durable than those

of Manchester make. Coarse cotton cloth for the wear of the poorer

classes is made at Baghdad, also canvas for tents ; but tents of Indian

or Persian material are preferred by the well-to-do, who use them for

camping out in spring and autumn. There is some silk-weaving at

Kadhimain, and the silk-embroidered handkerchiefs of that town have a

sale in Algeria and Tunis. Haramat or woollen rugs and Zull

J) or coarse carpets axe manufactured at Kut-al-Amarah, and rough

Kurdish carpets, both cheap and durable, at 'Amarah Town : these close

the list of textiles.

'Abas or Arab cloaks are manufactured at Baghdad City, at the towns

of Kadhimain, Karbala, Najaf, 'Amarah, Suq-ash-Shuyukh and at

the village of Qurnah : those of Baghdad are sometimes of silk, but gen-

erally of wool, with gold or silk embroidery ; those of Najaf are frequently

of silk embroidered with gold ; those of 'Amarah are in great demand at

Baghdad and in the neighbourhood ; those of Qurnah, called Khachiyah
w ^

or Batiyah ^ are famous for their lightness and can, it is said,

he passed through a finger-ring.

Jewellers are found in all the principal towns, and the Sabian
gold and silver-smiths of Suq-ash-Shiiyukh, Shatrat-al-Miintafik and

'Amarah Towns are among the best ; the jewellers of 'Amarah have an

art, possibly peculiar to themselves, of inlaying silver with antimony.

Combs and small objects of ivory, wood and tortoise-shell arc made at

Kadhimain, chiefly hj Persians; and filigree work in the precious
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metals and elaborate engraving on motlier-of-pearl are executed at

Karbala.

More solid industries are those of tanning and working leather^

which have their principal seat in Baghdad City and its suburbs.

The tanneries are ehiefJy at Mu’adhdham, where a large number of

hands are employed in 40 establishments and 5^000 sheepskins and goat-

skins are turned out every week. At Kadhimain are similar tanneries

on a smaller scale. The leather, though only rough-tanned^ finds a ready

sale in Europe. From local leather are made^ at Baghdad and in

Mll’adhdham^ the YamanTs or red and yellow shoes worn by

Arabs and old-fashioned Baghdadis of other classes ; also the slippers

called Papush or Babuj gjb and a kind of boot known as

Masht the latter being a kind of yellow top-boot which is worn by old

Muhammadan females.

The Baghdad coppersmiths are experts in their craft and make

boilers, kettles, coffee-pots and large copper dishes.

House-building is understood in many places, and the Juss or

gypsum- mortar commonly used is prepared in quantities at Mahmudiyah
between Baghdad and Musaiyib and at Zubair near Basrah.

Encaustic or Kashi tiles are made by Persians, mostly at Karbala,

but also at Kadhimain and Baghdad. At Kadhimain are numerous

good Persian painters and decorators. The clay earthenware of Baghdad,
very light-coloured and porous, is exported to Basrah and other nearer

places ;
the commonest articles are water-coolers and filters called Hubbs

tU

often of large size, and Jarrahs^ or goblets.

Boats and canoes are built at QaPat Salih, Shatrat-al-Muntafik,

Suq-ash-Shnyukh and other places.

Much of the ^Araq or native spirit consumed in the Baghdad

and Basrah districts is distilled at Qararah on the Tigris three miles

from Baghdad ;
the basis of the spirit is derived from Zahdi dates

;

aniseed, orange-peel, mastic and cardamoms are other ingredients : there

is also some distillation at Hillah, but the produce is said to be inferior.

Import trade hy land .—The import trade by land is chiefly on the

Persian side, whence gums, opium and carpets are brought in some

quantity, also fruit including apples and pears. Wheat also is obtained

from Persia for local consumption in years of scarcity, but not generally,

except at Basrah, for exportation abroad. The most valuable of the

imported gums is gum tragacanth, which is handled in flake, not in

powder, and is used for the best varnishes } there is no gum Arabic, but
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a considerable trade is done in another gum which exudes from the

bitter-almond tree and was believed, until a few years ago, to be

insoluble. Samagh is the generic name in Arabic of all tree-gums.

A number of the articles, already enumerated in a previous paragraph,

which reach Baghdad from Musal are actually of Persian origin. Some

imports which are received partly by land and partly by sea are mentioned

in the paragraph below on imports by sea. ^

External trade generally,— the agricultural resources, local

manufactures and overland imports of the country before us, we are now
in a position to approach the subject of sea-borne imports and of all kinds

of exports ; and, in view of the smallness of the cultivated aiea and of

the trivial character of the manufactured articles, we shall not be

surprised to find that the foreign trade of ’Iraq is of moderate dimensions

and thiit the land-borne traffic upon the Persian side is one of its most

important items—in other words, that the trade of the country is largely

a transit trade. Imports and exports at the port of Basrah are the

measure of the foreign trade, goods for the interior being all included

in the shipping returns of that place; consular statistics, however, in

’Iraq have to be compiled without access to reliable returns, and it is

sometimes impossible to reconcile the figures for Basrah with those for

BaghdM which they are supposed to include.

Import trade by sea .—The total annual value of goods imported by
sea may be taken at £1,300,000 sterling, of which nearly a half represents

cotton-goods from Great Biitaiu alone. The trade in cottons is chiefly in

the hands of the Jews, some of whom have agents, generally near

relations, in London or Manchester : at Baghdad cottons probably

amount to as much as three-fourths of the total imports in value. The
trade in white and grey shirtings is practically a Jewish monopoly, but

about one-fourth of the prints are imported by British firms. Next in

order of value after cotton goods is sugar, both loaf and crushed : some is

from Belgium, Austria and Egypt, hut the great bulk of it is from
France which also supplies (but in small quantities) leather for the

manufacture of European boots and shoes, silk goods, satins, gold h]rocade,

broadcloth, brandy and Bordeaux wine. The Oriental Christian merchants
of Baghdad mostly trade with France, as the Jews do with England;
but there is not in this any basis of political sentiment. Wood and
timber, coffee, gunnies, metals, yarn and twist, spices, kerosene and tobacco
are the principal remaining imports. The inpipoxted wood is mostly for

date-boxes and comes from Austria; but bastard teak, locally called Jawi
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is imported by an Indian firm at Basrah from Calicut and
Singapore : nearly all building-timber, planks and charcoal are

from Indian ports, the charcoal being from Karachi, but part of

the building timber is from Russia, Sweden and Norway. Coffee

is principally Brazilian; but India supplies the gunnies, the cotton

yarn and twist and the spices. Indi^^o also is brought in considerable,

and tea in increasing, quantities from British India : about | of the

tea is now from India. Iron, the metal most imported, is of British

origin. Kerosene is from Russia, but only part of it is received

through a Russian medium : the Indian firm already mentioned

imports some kerosene direct from Batoum. America, whose trade with

^Iraq is every year greater, sends cheap blankets, bed-sheets and watches,

and nearly all the stockings now sold in the Baghdad bazaar are of

American manufacture, but the quantity of these last is small. ^ Germany
and Austria supply cheap fancy articles, fezes, crockery, low-priced

clothes sometimes second-hand, penknives, articles of German silver,

sewing-machines and all sorts of haberdashery : the best candles are from

Holland, and the best window glass is from Belgium.

There are, in addition to the sea-imports just enumerated and to the

land-imports from Persia already specified, some imports, partly by sea

and partly by land, from other provinces of the Ottoman empire ; goods

from Constantinople, however, are now received chiefly by sea, and those

from Aleppo largely so vid Alexandretta Such imports are blankets,

flannels, fezes, bath-towels, ladies’ shoes, slippers, knives and fancy

articles from Constantinople, and native soap, rope, pistachios, silk and

gold-thread from Aleppo and Damascus ; Aleppo to a greater extent than

BB>ghdad supplies the cotton piece-goods of M-usal. Silk for embroidery

is from Syria and Northern Persia, except the ^^Moga’’silk from the

East which is so largely used in Baghdad embroideries.

It is estimated by experts that no^ less than three-fourths of the

foreign goods imported into- Baghdad ' are re-exported to Persia.

Uxpm't trade hy sea,—Dates are the most valuable export by sea, and

in 1905 those despatched by sea from Basrah were estimated to be

worth £345,1 84j ; most are grown in the Basrah neighbourhood and sent

to England and America, but some Zahdi and Kursi dates

from the plantations about Baghdad are consigned, packed in skins,

to Egypt* the Levant and the Black Sea ports. Wheat and barley taken

together generally hold the.second plaiice, barley, much of which is from the

Shatt-al-Gharaf and ’Amarah districts, greatly predominating over wheat

in spite of the fact that wheat is the only grain which leaves Baghdad
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for abroad. Wool and mohair^ Persian opium, seeds (including Tdhrah,

Dnknn, Mask, sesame, linseed and bemp), Kurdistan gall-nuts, skins and

bides, succeed grain and follow one other in order of importance ; next

are horses, and Persian carpets, the last mostly through Baghdad ; then

gum, then liquorice-root. Other exports are intestines, to be utilised

as sausage-skins, and dogs^ dung which goes to Austria for use in

the tanning of fine leather. There is a small trade with Bombay in

Persian raisins, and Baghdad oranges and pomegranates have been

exported experimentally to the same place. Ghi from ^Amarah and

other places reaches Bombay, the Red Sea and even the ports of the

Levant. Maize, colocynth and almond-kernels, the last for the manu-

facture of prussic acid, are also exported to a limited extent.

The destination of the wool is London, Marseilles, America, Germany
or Austria ; of the gall-nuts London, Bombay or Persia ; of the gums
London, Marseilles and sometimes New York and Austria ; of the wheat

the Red Sea coast and London j of the opium Hongkong, except a little

which goes to Singapore and Europe ; of the skins and hides Constan-

tinople, Prance and the United Kingdom. Some walnut wood is sent

to Marseilles, and 85 per cent, of the liquorice-root is taken by America,

where the liquorice-paste with which American tobacco is sweetened is

manufactured from it. The liquorice business in '’Iraq is now managed
by an agency of the American Tobacco Trust. The root is collected

in the winter months when it contains most juice and, after being weighed

and cured at the receiving stations, is forwarded to Basrah where it is

baled by hydraulic power. The value at Basrah at the time of export

is about £6 a ton and the average quantity of the root exported is at

present about 4,000 tons per annum. The trade in horses to India is

important though not very large ; the number shipped from Basrah in

190o was ^,262». Persian carpets and bides and dates find a market at

Constantinople; and Persian carpets, *^^Moga’^ silk articles, ladies^ Izars,

dates and spices in Syria : the spices are largely Indian. Most of the
Persian carpets, however, go to America and London, and high prices are
realised in those markets for old ones j new carpets are not appreciated as

they frequently owe their colours to aniline dyes. The total value of the
exports by sea is about £1,300,000 annually, or the same as the value
of the sea-borne imports.

Hapori trade hy land. -The wares for places on the Mediterranean
are sent partly by sea and partly by caravan, but one of the principal
exports, ^that of camels, buffaloes, cattle and sheep,—takes place entirely
oyerlapd ; the pamelsar^ coUected at S9,m5wa^an4 Najaf, and the other
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animals are assembled mostly in tbe neighbourhood of ^Amarah To^^n

whence they are marched in huge droves up the Tigris to Musal and from

there across country to Aleppo and Alexandria^ the agents of the pur-

chasers accompanying them to settle the difficulties of the road. The
ultimate destination of the camels and part of the cattle is Egypt : the

remainder of the cattle and the sheep are disposed of in Syria.

The trade of ^Iraq with Najd is not what it once waSj owing to the

competition of the Kuwait and Hasa routes^ by which Central Arabia

now receives a large proportion of the manufactured goods that it con-

sumes; but of late years the disturbances in Najd and Jabal Shammar
and the insecurity of the more southern roads have brought about a

certain revival by which Samawah and other towns on the lower

Euphrates have benefited; and occasional visits of the Hadrah, also

called Risalah a commercial and purchasing mission from Jabal

Shammar to Najaf, have not ceased. At some places on the western

frontier^ such as Shifathah^ there is a periodical Bedouin fair or market

known as Musabalah . Foimerly there was a much frequented

route from Basrah to Najd on which the first stage was Zubair Town.

The exports to Najd are few and Jsimple^ consisting chiefly of cotton-

prints for clothings cotton and silk handkerchiefs for head-coverings,

sugar, coffee, enamelled iron ware and in some years grain, the last from

Karbala and Najaf.

The outward trade to Persia is, as already pointed out, simply a later

phase—and an important one—of the inward trade to Baghdad.

Shipping and river traffic .—In 1905 the number of ocean steamers

that entered the port of Basrah was 169 with a net tonnage of 189,440,

and of these 163 were British. In the same year sailing-vessels

numbered 618 and had a net tonnage of 37,731 ; 120 of these were under

the British flag, and the remainder were nearly all Persian, Turkish or

Arabian. The greater share of the Tigris traffic, so far as carried by

steamer, falls to the Dairat-as-Samyah, which has 6 boats, and the

remainder to the (British) Euphrates and Tigris Steam Navigation

Company, who are not allowed by the Tm'kish Government to employ

more than 2 steamers.* Cotton and sugar upwards, and wool, carpets,

skins, mohair, gum, opium and gall-nuts downwards are chiefly con-

veyed by steamer ;
but other commodities, such as grain and liquorice,

which are either more bulky or have to be picked up at many points,

travel by native boat.

• They have now permission to use three (1908).
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Trade custoyns^ credit^ and commercial system,—

^

&hort statement oi

mercantile ciistoms and of the manner in which trade generally is con-

ducted will not be out of place here ; information regarding import,

transit and export duties will be found under the head of taxation

below.

At Baghdad, the trade of which is typical of the trade of the

country, all weighments, except of consignments between principal

and agent or vice versa

^

are made by public weighmen. These indivi-

duals, called Qablnchis visit the premises where their services

are required and receive fees from the merchants who employ them ;

their testimony is supposed to prevent subsequent disputes. Another

universal institution is Dallalah or agency ;
and without the presence

of a Dallal at least on one of the sides, no bargain is ever struck.

The principals may be in accord before they meet, but the agreement

is only concluded by a Uallal’s declaration of the fact, which he generally

accompanies by an emphatic gesture ; the commissiou of the Dallal tuns

from ^ to 1 per cent. Even European merchants at Baghdad find

it advisable to defer to these two local customs : at Basrah, however,

there are no Qahanchis.

Cash transactions are uncommon in the course of internal trade, a

reduction being expected if cash is paid, and the usual method of settle-

ment is by Kambiyalah ^ a species of bill or promissory note

issued between parties residing in the same place, maturing in from

three months to two years and perfectly negotiable when backed by a

good name ; or, when the parties belong to different places, by an ordinary

inland bill or by sending specie insured through the Turkish Post Office,

for there is no system of money orders in ^Iraq; but the last mentioned

method is not much in vogue. In foreign trade, orders for goods are

sent direct to Europe by the larger firms only, and small merchants

generally avail themselves of the credit of the larger to obtain European

goods. This is arranged by each of the smaller merchants paying a

perceiitage against his order to the patron ; the patron then obtains

and pays for the whole consignment, and on its arrival distributes

the goods to the cHents who ordered them, — at Baghdad sometimes on

credit, but at Basrah only on receiving cash payment or a Kambiyalah*

i^ome merchants who are without credit in Europe obtain goods

thence direct by causing the bill of lading to be sent to a bank or well-*

known firm from whose custody they release it by paying the value of

* The word Kambiyalah is used in Egyptian Arabic also* It is derived no doubt
from the Italian camhiale, a bill of exchange.
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the goods according to the invoice- Payment for good^ exported to

Europe is obtained by the larger merchants through their own agencies

there, but they generally draw against the bills of lading to the extent

of three-fourths, the balance of the transaction being settled afterwards.

Among the smaller merchants a custom prevails of consigning goods

to commission agents in Europe and drawing against the bill of lading

as soon as the goods are shipped ; but this is a risky method and users of

it have frequently been ruined by the failure of their consignments,

owing to a fall in values, to realise prices equal to the amounts drawn

against them. Small merchants also sometimes obtain three-fourths of

the value of their bills of lading from the shippers, to whom they make

them over, and a complete settlement takes place later between the

parties.

A European firm at Baghdad is generally engaged in both import

and export trade and conducts its business through native correspondents,

each of whom serves it in all the lines in which it may happen to deal.

A European house in general business at Baghdad has probably corre-

spondents at Hillah, Musal, Kirkuk, Sulaimaniyah^ Kirmanshah and

Hamadan through whom, in case of the local rates being favourable, it

will order its requirements ;
otherwise the arrival of the commodities

at Baghdad in the ordinary course of trade will be awaited. European

houses seldom, it is said, have cause to complain oi dishonesty in their

native agents. At Basrah none of the British fi.rms are interested in the

import trade to any large extent.

Weights,
—

’No account of the commerce of ^Iraq would be complete

without a reference to the system of weights and measures, and to the

currency, all of which are extremely complicated and confusing. The

standards of Weight vary from place to place, and we shall therefore

deal chiefly with those of Baghdad, the commercial capital.

At Baghdad two systems of weighment exist side by side which

may be called the local and the non-local. The first is applied, with

certain exceptions, to local produce and is founded upon the Baghdad or

large Huqqah or — in English generally called

Oke —of 81b. l^oz. 8dr. English : the other has for its basis the

Constantinople Huqqah of 21b. 12oz. 12dr, English and

is used for all imported, and even for certain other articles. The
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BagMad local weights remain the same whatever the substance weighed

and are as follows :

—

lbs. oz. dr. English.

1 Riuba = 0 8 IH
4 Huba’ = 1 Waqiyah = 2 S 2

4 Waqiyah = 1 Huqqah = 8 12 8

Huqqahs = 1 Charak = 13 2 12

4 Charaks = 1 Mann = 52 11 0

4 Manns = 1 Waznah = 210 12 0

20 Waznahs = 1 Taghar = 4,215 0 0

The non-local weights are variable
: gall-nuts are weighed by the

Qantar of 2234 Constantinople Huqqahs or 624 lb. 4 oz. 3^ dr.

English; wool by the Mann of 12^ Constantinople Huqqahs or 33 lb.

15 oz. 6 dr. English ; wood and charcoal by a Waznah of 50 Constantinople

Huqqahs or 139 lb. 3 oz. 8 dr. English ; wheat and barley by a different

Waznah of 78 Constantinople Huqqahs or 218 lb. 2 oz. 8 dr. English.

In the case of wool the Constantinople Huqqahs is also called an Astanah

;
in the case of gall-nuts it is sub-divided into 4 Waqiyahs

of 11 oz. 3 dr. English each
;

in the case of wood^ 20 Waznahs or 1,000

Constantinople Huqqahs make a Taghar of 3,784 lb. 6 oz. 0 dr. English.

The French kilogramme, equal to 2*20485 Ibr English, is in use to a limited

extent as an official measure under the name of Huqqah ^Ashshari
«u

or decimal Huqqah, and 100 kilogrammes are treated in the case of

grain as equivalent to 1 Waznah. Apothecaries employ the French
kilogramme with its sub-divisions and multiples. Thus there are at least

two kinds of Waqiyah, three of Huqqah, two of Mann, three of Waznah
and two of Taghar in simultaneous use at Baghdad.

The foregoing weights correspond to our Avoirdupois
; those that

follow, used at Baghdad, correspond to our Troy :

—

1 airat* or Habbah = 3*09375 grains English.

16 Qirat = i Dirham = 49^ „
Dirham t =1 Mithqal Baghdad = 74^ „

100 Mithqal

Baghdad = 1 Chaki -s- q5Q 225 ,, ,,

These are used for weighing precious metals and stones : there is

also a ^Ajami of 22^ Qirats or 69i grains used
only for weighing pearls.

1
derived the name of our carat of 4 grains,

t a y rom the Greek drachma, whence also our drachm and dram.
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At Basrah the unit o£ local weight is a Huqqah of 2 lb. 1^ oz.

English and the local Waqiyah is 2J Huqqahs. A Mann of ghee at

Basrah is 50 local Huqqahs and a Mann of grain 60 ; and the Basrah
Taghai’j containing 1^200 Huqqahs is treated as roughly equivalent to

ll tons English.

Measmes,—- At Baghdad there are three measures of length, each

founded upon a different Dhara* or ‘‘ yard."^ The DhaiV Baghdad
or Baghdad yard is the most generally used and is equal to 29| English

inches j it is subdivided into 4 Charaks of inches apiece, and each

of these again into 4 “^Aqads oJU of If | inches apiece. The Dhara^ Halab
or Aleppo yard is employed in measuring silks and woollens

and is equal to 26f inches ; it is subdivided in a similar manner
to the Baghdad yard, giving a Charak consequently of 6| and an ^Aqad

of 14-f inches. I n measuring carpets and in other transactions with

"Persians the standard is the DhaiV Shah of about 41 inches;

its Charakj also called a Ruba% equals lOi, and its ^Aqad 2f inches.

British goods are estimated in British yai’ds, and other European goods in

French metres. Thus we have three different Charaks of length, as well as

the Charak of weight, and a Ruba*^ of length besides the B.uba^ of weight.

There are no standard measures for liquids, and these are sold by the

pot or the bottle, the pots being of all sizes and the bottles generally

reputed pints or quarts.

Distances, except in official measurements which are made by kilome-

tres, are estimated in hours and days ; the unit is the space covered by a
walking horse in sixty minutes and so fluctuates from about 8 to 4-|- miles.

m
The commonest unit of land measurement is the Paddan

which varies in size from one place to another and at Baghdad is variously

defined as the area that two men can cultivate or a surface that can

be completely sown with 500 Huqqahs of wheat and 700 Huqqahs of

barley,^^ in all 1,200 (Constantinople) Huqqahs. The Baghdad Faddan

is also described as containing 200 Donums each of 919 square

metres, and as being equal to 18 Jaribs each of 10,000 square metres

or rather more : this would give the Faddan an area of about 44 ^ acres;

The Donum, it should be mentioned, is subdivided into 1,600 Dhira*

Ma^mari gbi. There is also a Juft the area that a yoke of

bullocks can plough, which is from 70 to 100 Donums. At Basrah the

Faddan is unknown and the unit of land measurement is a Jarib

which is about equal to 1| English acres and is supposed to contain 100

date palms.
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Currency .—The question of the currency in Hraq is difficult and

complicated. The only fixed standard of value is the Lirah or Turkish

pound; ordinarily worth about I85. of [British money^ and to it all other

coins and denominations must be regarded as subsidiary ; they are

numerous and some of them are fictitious; while the values of others are

fluctuating. The subject is discussed below with reference to Baghdad

rather than to Basrah.

The Lirah is habitually resolved into no less than six difierent varieties

of piastre or Qursh all of which are fictitious. The first of these

is the gold piastre; which is simply of a Lirah and is the official

piastre of the Turkish Government ; all taxes and all payments to

State departments must be rendered in gold piastres ; for example a

one piastre postage stamp can only be purchased for a coin which;

whatever its denomination may be, is currently worth Lirah,

The next three kinds of piastre are all termed Majidiyah l;u.t

properly the name belongs to the first of them alone, of which 102 '6

go to a Lirah ; the Imperial Ottoman Bank keeps its accounts in

these as well as in gold piastres. The remaining sorts of Majidiyah

piastre are one of which 103*5, and another of which 108, are equal

to a Lirah ; the former of these is used by merchants in keeping their

own books and for wholesale transactions generally; while the lattet

is employed partly for ease of calculation and partly on account of its

close correspondence in value to the actual silver coin called a Qursh

Sagh^ .
The two remaining kinds of piastre, both called Raij

are employed in retail accounts ; of the one there are 4J4 and of the other

432 to the Lirah; from which it will be seen that they arc merely

quarters of the Majidiyah piastres standing at 103*5 and 108 to the

Lirah.

We now come to the actual medium of circulation. There are fiv^

Turkish gold coins of 5, 1, 4 and i Lirahs respectively ; but the first

two are rarely seen, and the last is not very common. The chief Turkish

silver coin is the Majidi -c^^^^ which is worth 18*5185 gold piastres,

19; 19*166 and 20 respectively of the various kinds of Majidiyah piastre;

and 76*666 and 80 respectively of the two sorts of Raij piastre. In cash

transactions; in the absence of a special understanding; 5*4 Majidis
are accepted as the equivalent of one Lirah. The tabic of smaller

coins and their approximate English values is as follows : the Parah
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«jb. With which it opens, is an imaginary coin, but the others (in the

second column) have a material existence

£ s. d.

5 Parahs =r 1 Fulsain • 0 0 Ok

% Fulsain = 1 Qursh Raij or

Mitliq * = 0 0 Oi
S Mitliqs = 1 Qamari = 0 0 1

4j Mitliqs 1 Qursh Sagh . = 0 0 2

5 Mitliqs = 1 Ruba’ Bashlik cJlio or

Abu Khamsah . =s 0 0 H
8 Mitliqs 1 Qurshain Sagh or

Abu Thamaniyah == 0 0 4

10 Mitliqs = 1 Nusf Bashlik or

Abu ^Ashrah = 0 0 5

2 Nusf Bashliks ss 1 Bashlik csXUj or Ruba’

Majidi = 0 0 IQk
2 Bashliks = 1 Nusf Majidi S=5 0 1 H
2 Nusf Majidis = 1 Majidi . = 0 3 H

Of these small coins the Fulsain and Mitliq are believed to consist of

nickel, the Clamari, Abu Khamsah and Abu ^Ashrah of some alloy ;

and the remainder of silver. The half and quarter Bashlik and the Fulsain

are uncommon, and the others, except the Mitliq, are by no means

plentiful.

The deficiency is made up with foreign coin, chiefly Fersian, which

circulates freely in spite of a prohibition against the use of foreign silver.

Only a little Persian gold is seen ; but various Persian coins make up the

bulk of the silver currency, namely, the double ^ran of the Qran

of the half Qran of 2d.y the quarter Qran of Id. and a Sittah
w

Fulus ^ worth id, ,
A Persian copper coin (erroneously called a Shahi

^U) is also in use ; it is worth of a penny. One Persian Tumto,

as will be seen^ is at the present time about equal to one Turkish Majidi>

and there are over 50 Qrans to the "Lirah ; merchants’ accounts, however,

where kept in Qraas, are kept in a fictitious Qran of which 84*4 go to

the ,Lirah. Indian silver is current, but is occasionally seized by the

authorities under the law already mentioned i Persian silver, being

absolutely indispensable to the continuance of business, is never inter-

fered with. Some English, French-and Russian gold is in circulation*

It remains to notice one more coin and that fictitious,—the Shami

which is the unit of computation in the date trade. There was once

*^_PouhtksB from mUMique*
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an actual coin o£ tliis name with a nominal value of 10 gold piastres,

but that value having been reduced by order of the Turkish Government

after the last Russo-Turkish war to 5 gold piastres, which was less

than the price of the metal it contained, it was everywhere melted

down and has now altogether disappeared except from the quotations of

the date market.

Banking and exchange .—The only bank represented in the country

is the Imperial Ottoman Bank, which has branches at Baghdad and

Basrah. The Imperial Bank of Persia formerly had an establishment at

Baghdad, but withdrew it in August 1893 in consequence of an agree-

ment with the Imperial Ottoman Bank.

The rate of exchange with Europe is variable, falling as low as 106^

per cent, in the date season and rising to as much as 110 and even

more in winter. The Baghdad money market is controlled by rich
«w

Sarrafs who keep themselves informed bj telegraph of exchange

rates at Bombay^ Constantinopole, Paris and London and so carry on a

large business. The drafts most in request at Baghdad are those

payable by the Kirmanshah^ Tehran andTabriz branches of the Imperial

Bank of Persia at three and four months^ sight.

Time.—The day^ in ^Iraq is divided into IS hours of which the

12th ends at sunset; thus when the sun sets at 6 p.m. seven o^clock by

local time corresponds to 1 p.m., European style^ and when it sets at

6-30 p.M. to 1-30 P.M., European style.

Zand communications.—The subject of land communications is of less

importance in ^Iraq than in most other countries. From the Persian

Gulf to Baghdad and MxLSaiyib^ admirable means of longitudinal

communication are supplied by the great rivers, while the need for

cross-routes is partially met by the Shatt-al-Gharaf, which links together

except in the low season the best navigable portions of the Tigris and

Euphrates ; by the meeting of the two rivers themselves at Qurnah 5

and by various canals such as the Jah^lah. and Husainiyah, not to

mention innumerable marshes and lagoons connected with the rivers,

on which boats can ply. In ^Iraq, to speak generally, land routes of

any length neither exist nor are required
; in the populous districts they

would generally be obstructed as well as out-rivalled by water*-ways,
natural and artificial ; while at a distance from the rivers the population
is sparse and shifting, and there is consequently no need for fixed lines

of communication. A fe^ very important exceptions must be signal*
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ised in the north : namely the routes from Baghdad to the Persian

frontier, the routes from Baghdad to the north and north-west, the routes

from Baghdad to Hillah and Karbala, and the route from Karbala

to Najaf. In the south, land routes as a rule lie only between adjacent

places and are of no consequence ; but the route from Basrah to the

Turkish frontier at Safwan forms an exception to the rule, and there is

a road between Basrah and Fao behind the date plantations of the Shatt-

al-'^Arab which is frequented to a considerable extent.

I. Routes from Baghdad to the Persian Frontier, are not

directly concerned here with the routes from Baghdad towards the

Persian frontier ,• but we may note that the principal are (1) one to

Khanaqin 95 miles, vid Ba^’qubah Shahraban and

Qizil Rubat bUj Jy ; and another to Mandali 79 miles, via

Khan Bani Sa^ad Buhriz and Baladruz .

II. Routesfrom Baghdad to Armenia and .—These also do not

come within the scope of the present Gazetteer. The chief route from

Baghdad to the north is by Dujail Harbah and Samarrah
Ml

to Tikrit 104j miles ; while the main route to the north-west
w

passes by Abu Ghuraib, Pallujah, Rumadlyah and Hit

and reaches '’Anah m at 216 miles ; the Tikrit route follows the Tigris,

the *Anah route the Euphrates line. Forty days is about the time taken

by a laden caravan to reach the Mediterranean from Baghdad-

III. Rotatefrom Baghdad to Karhalaf^—The following is an account

of the route from Baghdad City to Karbala Town, divided according

to the salient points by the way : the total distance is approximately

61 miles.

Name of place.
Distance 157 road and
direction from last

point.

Nature of place.

.

Eemarks on road.

Baghdad
City

... See article Baghdad
City.

...

Kharr Bridge
m

< 3 miles.

1 South by west.

The ends of the bridge
are two stone piers,

16 feet broad and
54 feet long, project-

About 600 yards out-
side Baghdad a
brick bridge, with a
ramp leading up to

* Authorities ,—A report by Major Newmarch, Political Resident {vide his

letter Ko. 258 of 13th April 1905, to the Secretary to the Government of India in the

Foreign Department), and. persouHl pbseryratioi^.
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NaiRe of place.
Distance by road and
direction from last

point.

Nature of place. Bemarks on road.

Mahmlidr-
yah J

18 miles.

1 SoutK.

ing from either

bank ; the central

portion consists of a

sinjirle iron girder

171 feet long, carry-

ing a metalled road-

way 9 feet wide
with an iron foot-

way 2 feet wide
upon either side of

it. In April, when
the water in the

Kharr stream (see

aiticle Tigris) is

10 fi-et deep, the

height of the road-

way above the water
is 12 feet. At
the south end of

the bridge, on the

east side of the road,

is a two-storeyed

brick house, behind

which aie about 20
mud huts.

See article Mah-
mUdiyali.

1

it is crossed. Water
sometimes collects on
either side of this

bridge in pools 1|
feet deep, and might
he an obstacle to guns
but not to cavalry or
infantry. From a
short distance beyond
this bridge to the
Kharr Bridsre (2

miles) the road runs
along the top of an
embankment which
is revetted vvith brush-
wood and pierced

at intervals by brick
culverts, giving pass-

age to Hoods that
cross the line of the

road here in wet
weathei*. 'I he top ot*

the embankment is

about 16 feet above,

the surrounding
country and where
it leads on to the
KhaiT Bridge it

attains its maximum
breadth of 46 feet.

After crossing the
Kharr Hridge the
road trends to the
lett, separating from
the bridge embank-
ment wliich coniinues
westwards fur about
2 miles and ends in

the desert. A mile

or so further on the

road strikes a bend
of the Tigris, but
again immediately
leaves it. At 6 miles
K h a n-al-KharSbah

a ruined

caravan sarai, is

passed on tbe east of
the road. About 4
miles further an
there is marshy
ground (sometimes
dry) on both sides of
the road, where snipe
and duck are found
in the season

;
be-
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Name of place.
Distance by road and
direction from last

point.
Nature of place. Itemarks on road.

Musaiyib ’ 20 miles.

South -south -west.

See article Musai-
yib.

!

you cl this as far as

Mabmudiyah the
country traversed is

dry desert. At 13
miles there is an-
other deserted cara-

van sarai, Khan Azad
j|jT on the west
side of the road. As
Mabmudiyali is

entered the canal of
the same name from
the Euphrates is

crossed ; tl»e canal is

here 27 feet broad
and 4 feet deepi and
the bridge over it,

at present in good
repair, is 18 feet
wide and has a small
arch of 6 feet span
in the middle. A
little higher up, the
canal is only 10 feet
broad.

At 5 miles Khan-al-

Bir a de-

serted caravansari

which has been
super'^eded by IVCah-

mudiyah, is passed,

standing on the west

side of the road
;
and

at 12 miles the route

runs through Sik-
andariyah village,

described elsewhere

under its own name.
Just beyond the

village the Sikand-

arivah, a deep canal

from the Euphra-
tes, is crossed by a

brick bridge, at

present in a fair

state of repair. Be-

tween Sikandari-
yah and Musaiyib
there is sometimes
an extensive slongh,

known from the tract

of country in which
it is situated as Abu
Luqah
The road strikes the
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Name of place.

Karbala
Town

V

I

Distance by road and
f direction from last

I

point.

Nature of place. Remarks on road.

left bank of the
Euphrates imme-
diately above
Musaiyib town

;

about 60 yards
before reacting the
bank it crosses a
deep canal by a high
brick bridge of which
tbe roadway is 10
feet wide. Tbe ap-
proach to the town
Is along a broad
embankment, careful*
ly revetted, which
contains tbe river at
this point. In the
middle of Musaiyib
town the Euphrates
is crossed by a boat
bridge of 24 pontoons,
at present a some-
what rickety and ill-

maintained structure.

20 miles.

West-south-west.

See article Karbala
Town.

The road for vehicles
from Musaiyib to
Karbala ^kirts the
northern edge of the
cultivation depen-
dent on the Husai-
niyali canal at a
distance of 2 or 3
miles from the canal

;

passes the tomb of

*Aun at 12 or
13 miles ; and finally

enters Karbala by
the Bab Baghdad
bridge over the ECus*
ainiyah, described
in the article on that
canal

.

[An alternative route,
for horsemen and
foot passengers,
follows more closely

the north bank of
the Husainiyah.
At about 7 miles
from Musaiyib it

crosses a medium-
sized distributary
from the Husai-
niyali, empty and
ruined ; and imme-
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Name of place.
Distance by road
and direction

from last point.
Nature of place. Be rnarks on road.

d lately beyond this

it runs over the Wall
Ul

J[^ distributary by
a brick bridge, 18
feet; wide, with no
handrail or parapet ;

the banks of the
Wall are 46 feet
apart, 25 feet high
and precipitous ; and
the stream at the
bottom flows 6 feet
wide and 3 feet deep,
A short distance
beyond the Wall, the
road crosses the

tv

Hamudiyah
distributary, which
has banks 28 feet

apart and 1 6 feet

high, the flow of
water in the same
being similar to that
in the Wall; the bridge
over the Hamtidiyah
is of brick and car-

ries a roadway 8
feet wide. At about
11 miles from
Musaiyib there is

another distributary,
known as the Abu
Sulaiman jj!

which is smaller

than the preceding
ones and is spanned
by a very narrow
bridge of wood and
earth. Less than a

mile further on, at

12 miles from
Musaiyib, the

road reaches Khan-
al-’Ataishi, which is

described in the
article on the
Kusainiyali canal.

For the next 6 miles

the way lies along
the right bank of

the Husainiyab
and a number of
small canals are
passed, the bridges
over which are had
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Name of place.

Distance by road
and direction

from last point.

Nature of place. Bemarks on road.

i

and unfit fov wheels

;

the road then crosses

to the left bank of
the Husainiyah
by the Pul-i-Sufaid.
For the last several
miles the way lies

through dense date
plantations ; and in
the last 3 miles, that
is from the Pul-i-

Sufaid to Karbala
Town, there are

continuous walled
enclosures adjoining
it on either side.]

The route described above is not a made road ; but in ordinary weather

it is perfectly suitable for vehicles and is daily used by such : it is the

main line of communication between Persia and the holy places of the

Shi-’ahs. Travellers by carriage ordinarily make the whole journey in

one day^ while others divide it into three stag’es by halts at MahBludiyah
and musaiyib. Between Baghdad and Musaiyib the road lies over

level clay plains which are generally barren^ only for lack of irrigation,

but in the neighbom'hood of Mahmtidiyah, Sikandariyah and

Musaiyib are actually to some extent cultivated. The only shrub seen

by the wayside between Mahmudiyah and Musaiyib is the small

thorny jplant, called simply Shok, which is used for facing embankments.
In the cold weather large caravans of camels and small ones of donkeys are

met with upon this road, carrying wheat and rice to Baghdad I and
mules conveying Persian corpses in the opposite direction for burial at

Kanbala or Hajaf are a common sight. Cold northerly winds, accom-
panied if the weather is dry by clouds of dust, sometimes make
travelling by the desert portion of this road extremely uncomfortable
in winter. The Arabs of the country along this line were still, in

1905, armed chiefly with muzzle-loading guns, many of them double-
baiTelled. The Baghdad-Hillah line of telegraph, which is a double
one, follows the alignment of the road pretty closely, as far as

Musaiyib^ now on one side and now on the other.

IV. jRoutefrom Baghdad to —This route is the same as the
last up to a point seven or eight miles beyond Mahmudiyah : there it

^ Authorities.---Ab for Route Ko, III.
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diverges to tlie left and begins to run almost due south. Mallinudiyali
being taken as the point of departure the following are the principal

places passed on the way to Hillah :

Name of place.
Distance by road
and direction

from labt point.

Khan»al-Haswah 14 miles.
South.

Nature of place. Remark:s on the road.

Kban-al-Haswah is a one
storeyed Khan of the
usual shape : it [tas a

courtyard surrounded by
38 arched recesses which
are intended as lodging
places for travellers.

Behind the reces'^es are
rows of vaulted stables,

daik but convenient. A
parapet wall about four
feet high runs all round
the roof. The courtyard
would accommodate 100
men, and the stables 1 50
animals. Attached to
the Khan is a village
of about 60 domed brick
dwellings : the inhabi-
tants are nearly all Sun-
nis. Two coSee shops
exist, and there is a
small Bhahitiyah post.
A few animals are owned
in the village : supplies,
except firewood, are prac-
tically nil. The soil in

the neighbourhood is

gritty, consisting of peb-
bles mixed with a sandy
clay. The cultivation, of
which there is a good
deal ill the direction of
Sikandarlyah, all be-
longs to the Dairat-as-
Saniyah.

The road separates from
the Karbala road about
three miles south of
Khan al-Bir and gra-
dually diverges from it

till at Khan -al-Has

-

wall it is two miles
south-east of Sikan-
dariyab village on
the other road. The
country beyond Klian-
al-Bir is featureless ;

but Khan-al-Haswah
itself stands somewhat
high, on the top of a
slight eminence.

Khan-al-Mahawil
14 miles.

South.
A Khan with walls 18 feet

high outside, very similar
to that at Khan-al-
Haswah, hut in worse
lepair. Attached to the
Khan is a village of about
600 inhabitants : it is

surrounded by mud walls
which aie 10 feet high
and are topped with
thorns. The place is the
headquarters of the
Mahawil Nahiyah of the
Hillab Qadha and
consequently the seat of
a Mudir. There is one

From Khan-al-Haswah
to Khan-al-MahawiI the
country is desert but
cultivable; and to some
extent it is actually cul-
tivated on the eastern
side of the road. Be-
tween five and. nine
miles fiom Khan-al-
Haswah three canal s

from the Euphrates
cross the load ; the
second and third are
traversed by brick
bridges, and the third
is apparently the

Q O
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STillali Town C 13 noileis.

i South.

coffee-shop and a small

Dhabiiiyah station. A
few animals ar,d plenty
of fuel are available ; but
grain, notwiihstanding a

consideiable cultivated

area, is generally
soHroe, being ex-
piu'ted for sale. On the
south side of the village

flows the Mahawil canal
from tho Enpiirates
with a stream, in April,

about 20 feet wide by
12 feet deep : some 50
date palms belonging to
the Tillage stand on the
bank of the canal.

See article Hillah Town .

Nasiiynh canal from
the Euphrates. At
eight miles fioin Khan-
al Haswah is Khan^an*

Nasriyah

a deserted hostelry

upon the east side of
the road. About half
a mile short of Mahawil
a small water channel
is crossed.

I

After cros&ing the Maha-
wil canal by a high
brick hiidge in bad
repair, which carries a
roadwiiy 10 feot wide
and rises 12 feet above
the level of the water,
the road traverses a
plain strewn with debris
which possibly mark the
site of t he ci t y of H a-
shimiywh, the capital
{befoie Baghdad) of
the 'Ahhasid Khalifahs.
At about four miles
from Mahawil the
Kh atuni yah canal from
the Euphrates is

crossed by a brick
bridge ; and at seven
miles is the hJil canal
which has a similar
bridge. For the next
three miles the way lies

amid the remains of the
city of Babylon, now
represented only by
a mud-walledL villaue
called TCuviairish

with about 300
inhabitants, most of
wh(m are employed on
the German excavations
now in progress. Be-
tween Babylon and
Hillah the principal
canal crossed is the
Wardiyah from the
Eluphrates.
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TRe distance of Hillah from Bag-Rdad by road is thus rongRly 62

miles ;
and^ like the Karbala roate^ this route is regularly used by

wheeled carriages
;
but beyond the point where it separates from the

Karbala road the track is not so distinctly marked. Its character as far

as Babylon resembles that of the Karbala route up to Musaiyib ; for

the country crossed is^ apart from a few feeble canals and same sporadic

cultivation, merely a dry desert of clay. Emerging from the ruins of

Babylon, however, it enters cultivated country and runs for the remainder

of the distance along the eastern edge of the celebrated Hillah date plan-

tations, Inconvenience from wind and dust is sometimes experienced

on this road as upon the Baghdad-Karbala road. A double line of

telegraph accompanies the road the whole way from Baghdad to

Hillah.

'V'.— IRoutefrom Karlala to —This route consists of two parts t

the first section, from Karbala Town to Tawairij, is about 13 miles in

length and has an almost south-easterly direction ; the second, from

Tawairij to Hillah Town, is about 14 miles, and its direction is the

same.

For about one mile the date groves of Karbala flank the road on

either side, and, at four miles from the town, the lake known as the

Hor-al-Husainiyah approaches the right of the road
;

the water which

escapes from this lake at its north-western corner is used for irrigation, but

it sometimes spreads over fhe road and spoils it in places. At five or six

miles from Karbala the road grazes the village of Sulaimaniyah, described

in the article on the Shatt-al-Hindiyah, upon its southern side; and beyond

this village is a bad slough which in time of flood can only be passed in

boats. At ^ miles short of Tawairij the Uawaihiyah, and at one

mile short of Tawairij the ^Abd ^Auniyat— both canals from the Shatt-

al-Hindiyah, in the article on which they are described—are passed by

fording. The last two miles of the road are very sandy. The single

line of telegraph which connects Karbala with Tawairij follows the

I’oute described and is carried upon iron posts j but at tbe Uawaibiyah

and ""Abd 'Auniyat crossings it is slung upon high wooden masts.

At Tawairij the route crosses from the right to the left hank of the

Shatt-ahHindiyah by a bridge of boats at the town. The country

traversed between Tawairij and Hillah is flat, rather sandy, and partly

cultivated. The track itself is intersected by various canals from the

Euphrates, which are wider and deeper as Hillah is approached. Those

Authorities ,—^Aa fnr mnfo ttt
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nearest to the town have frail and narrow bridges^ neither strong enough

nor wide enough for gunSj and without parapet or handrail. The largest

of these canals^ the Tajiyah still in use, is crossed two miles before

entering Hillah Town j the enormous accumulations of silt-clearance

which line its course make it axopear from the distance like a high

railway embankment. During the last three-quarters of the journey from

Tawairij to Hillah the Birs Nimrud mound and ruins are visible, first

to the rio'ht front and then on the rinrht.

In ordinary weather and in the absence of floods this route is an easy

one for all but vehicular traffic
;

in favoui’able circumstances and

with x)reparation of the canal crossings near Tawairij and imj)rovement

of the bridges near Hillah, it might perhaps he made passable for

wheeled carriages.

VI .—Soicte from Karhala to Najaf.^—This route runs for the

greater part of the way along the edge of the ShaHliyah Desert, skirting

lands irrigated from the Husainiyah canal and from the Shatt-al-

Hindiyah. The followimg are the chief points by which it passes :

—

Name of place.

Distance by road
and direction from

last point.
Nature of place. Uemarks on road.

Karbala Town ... See article Karbala
Town,

...

Khan Nahhailah
C 10 miles.

< South-east bj
(.souih.

I

There is a large caravan-
sarai 100 yards square,
with walls 19 feet high
on the outside ; it would
accommodate 400 horses
and 300 men. There are
the usual open cubicles
for sleepiug in round the
courtyard, and the usual
back galleries of stables.

Water is from a well J
of a mile distant. There
are two other small
Khans at this place, each
of which would hold 50
horses and 20 men. No
supplies are obtainable
except a little chopped
straw.

The road from Karbala
to Nukhailali runs
through flat featureless
desert : to the west of it

is a veritable ocean of
golden sand.

^ Aut7torify.--A. report by Colonel L. S. JNewinarch/ Political Resident {vide hh
letter No. 1031, dated 29th December 1905^ to the Secretary to the Government of India
in the Foreign Department).
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Name of place.
Distance by road
and direction from

last point.
Nature of place

.

Remarks on road.

Khan Hamad
14 miles.
South-east by
south.

Khan Hamad consists of a
large walled enclosure,
250 yards long by 100
yards wide, with 5 cara-
vansarais inside it opening
one into tbe other. In
these are the usu al arched
cubicles with stables
behind them. The outer
walls of the enclosure are
18 feet high, and, as
there are parapets above
the roofs of the stables,
the whole could be easily
defended against rifle

fire. There is accommo-
dation for 500 horses and
1,000 men. Besides the
large enclosure there are
2 or 3 small Khans and

About midway between
N ukba ilah and Khan
Hamad a stream bo
yards wide and 4 feet
deep, said to be a branch
of the Shatt-al-Hindi-
yah, is twice struck on
the left of the road ;

this appears to bo a part
of the Si*adah, mention-
ed again under tbe nest
route. Near Khan Hamad
the country is flat and
featureless ; in the direc-

tion of the Hindiyah
it is cultivated to a

considerable extent with
low-growing crops.

about 50 Oldinary mud
houses. Water is fiom
wells and is said to be
always sufficient

; but
food and fodder are
scanty. To tbe south
of the place is sandy
desert, and to the north
and east of it are about
400 date trees.

Khan Miisalla
cu

ILo/O

or

Khan Mirza

C 12 miles.

< South-south-

C east.

Here is a large walled en-

closure, containing two
carvansarais which lead
one into the other. Out-
side are 2 small Khans and
a few coffee shops ;

and
about 200 yards to east-

wards are some 30 Arab
huts. The place would
hold 800 horses and 600
men, hut there are

practically no supplies.

Water is obtained from
wells and from a canal
which comes frm the
Shatt-al-Hindiyab

.

The road is sandy for some
dif.tanoe after leaving
Khan Hamad

;
it runs

between the pure desert

on the right and low-
lying lands, connected
with the HLndiyahj on
the left ; these last are

liable to inundation, but
have good g razing during
the cold season. About
3 miles short of Khan
MusalU the going
becomes bei.ter.

Hajaf Town 11 miles.

South-south-
west.

See article Najaf.
From Khan Musalla to
ITajaf the. road lies over
fine sand and the going
is heavy.

This is the route used by stage carriages making the journey between

Katbala and Najaf.
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N\l.-Roiae from Najaf to Tatoairy*-^^^ following is not

apparently an established route; but it may be used as a line o£

communication in the cold weather. The places passed are :

Name of place.

Distance by road
and direction from

last point.

1

Natare of place. Eemarks ou the road.

Najaf Town ... See article Najaf Town. ...

KifL

JLai’

C 18 miles.

< North by

(. east.

J

See article At ^ mile^ the Si’adah ScXjU.

canal, empty and broken,

is crossed without difiB-

cnlty ;
and the country,

hitherto desert, changes

to fertile cultivated

land and pasbuie. One
mile further on the

Shatt-al-Mulla, a canal

from the Shatfc-al-Hin-

diyah is crossed ; at this

point it has easily slop-

ing banks and the water
in it runs 50 yards wide

and 2 feet deep.

From the Shatt-al-Mulla

the road runs eastwards

for a quarter of a mile to

the right bank of the

Shatt-al-H i n d i y ah,
following which in an
upward direction for 4
or 5 miles the village

of *Amran is passed,

lying about half a mile
to the westward. The
way continues np the
right bank of the Hin-
diyah until a point

opposite to H!i£L on the
left bank is i-eached

;

at
^

this spot the
Hindiyah is 200 yards
wide. The minaret of
KijBL comes in sight
shortly after the de-
parture from INajaf;
and Khan Musalla, on
the Itarbala-Najaf
road, is descried to the
left soon after striking
the Hindiyah.

Authority.—

T

m same as for Konte No. Vl-ahote.
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Name of place.

Distance liy road
and direction from

last point.
Nature of place. Bemarks on the road.

Tawairij r 13 miles.

< North-nortb-
west.

For about 6 miles above
tberoad still follows

the rifflit bank of tbe
Hindiyah

; bub beyond
that place unbridged
canals from the river

make a diversion to tLe
left necessary. At 11
miles from KijBL the road
bas diverged from tbe
Hindiyah 3 miles
to westward ; and Birs
Nimrud and Khan
Hamad are then, ap-
parently, both visible,

the former on the right
and tbe latter on tbe left

hand. Kine miles
beyond this point the
Shatt-al-MnUa, here a
large canal 40 yards wide
and 8 feet deep is crossed
at a village of the Qarait
tribe

; and 1 mile further
on a branch, the Zihdiyah,
here 12 yards wide and
3 feet deep, is crossed
also ; a boat is some-
times nsed to take
baggage over the Zib-
diyah. The road then
bends round to the east

of north, and so continues
until Tawairij is

reached.

YHI. Bovtefrom Basrah to Safwm.*—The route from Basrah to

Safwan runs through Zubair Town which, at 9 miles, is the first

stage on the way to either Kuwait or Najd. For 6 miles from the

outskirts of Basrah Town the road traverses a depression, sometimes

flooded to a depth of 2 or 3 feet by the overflow, not of the Shatt-ah

^Arab, but of the Euphrates near Madinah. At 6 miles, higher

ground is reached at the ruins of Old Basrah which continue for 8 miles

up to the walls of ZUbair Town.

Zubair is about south-west by west from the present Basrah, and

Safwau is almost due south from Zubair.

Scattered cultivation of lucerne, etc., surrounded by tamarisks,

adjoins the left side of the road for the first 3 miles after leaving

* observation in 1904..
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Zul)air
5
and 1 mile fnrtlier on a slight descent begins which continues

for 6 miles. At 4 miles Raiidhiyah a country residence of the

Xaqib of Basrall> is passed 2 miles to the left ; it is a quadrangular

enclosure with bastions at the north and south angles and boasts of

some trees on its north side. At 11 miles the road enters a damp

sandy depression or Sabakhah^ which continues for 3 miles and ends

3 miles short of Safwan, which is 17 miles from Zubair. The

whole of the country traversed between Basrah and Safwan is

and it is generally barren ; to the south of Zubair there is some gravel.

Wheeled vehicles, if strong, could probably be taken by this route.

1X,^Itoutefront Basrah to Fdo.—There is a route from Basrah to

Pao which runs along the eastern edge of the desert immediately behind

the date plantations of the right bank of the Shatt-al-"Arab. It has not

been possible to obtain a full account of this road
;
but so far as can be

ascertained it presents no difficulties and is not anywhere interrupted by

serious obstacles : the towns of Abul Khasib and Hamdan can be

reached by its means. Another continuous road or path, called Wasti

or Intermediate, is said to run from village to village the whole way

from Basrah to Pao ;
this one is nearer to the Shatt-al-^Arab than the

first mentioned, and it is shaded throughout by date groves ; but its

course is crooked, and it is poorly provided with bridges, many of the

numerous creeks and deep irrigation trenches encountered being spanned

only by a single date log or crossed by means of ferry boats. There is

also a third route, known as Hadar or Lower, which runs bet'weeii

Wasti and the river bank and a]3j)ears to be the most difficult and

discontinuous of the three.

Tra7isport anA supply.—-The general question of transport and supply

in ^Iraq is a large one, and it is impossible here to enter on details such

as are given in special works on the subject.* Trade is carried on
between Baghdad and Karbala chiefly by camels and donkeys, between

Baghdad and Khanaqin entirely by mules ; and mules predominate

See in particular pages 17 to 25 and 96 to 97 of the Grazetteer of Baghdad, 1889.
Since the statistics there given were compiled the price of horses has risen, and that of

mules has fallen, about 20 per cent. Neither the pack-horse nor the mule of the
country can carry more than 300 lbs. satisfactorily. The price of donkeys is now from
£7 to £10, and they cannot ordinarily carry moie than 200 lbs. The local farriers

mentioned as available should be discounted, for they are so ignorant as to be more
dangerous than useful. A quantity of new information on the subject of transport
and supplies has recently become available in Captaiu H. Smyth*s lieoonnaissance
Bejport, 1904, which contains some useful estimates ; and a few fresh facts will he
found in this Gazetteer in the articles on Hill^li Town, Tgiwstirij and HsLsiriyaili
Town.
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in the caravans going from Bagkdad to Badrah and Mandali, A fair

supply of camels, horses and mnles is forthcoming in most of the drier

parts of the country. At Baghdad passable riding-horses and excellent

mules can be hired for a tour at the rate of one rupee per diem each ; if

however the journey is of an unusual kind, or less than 10 animals

ai^e engaged, the rate may be as much as one and a half rupees.

A Baghdad mule-caravan can, on flat ground, cover from 3 to 84 miles

in the hour and as much as 40 miles in the day. It is advisable to take a

written agreement when transport is engaged, even for a private journey.

Tibii or chopped wheat and barley straw is the usual fodder

and can be had at all seasons
;
green food, called Hashish is

at many places obtainable only in the early sp)ring. In cultivated dis-

tricts there is generally a certain surplus of these two articles and of

grain ; but the supply is liable to fail in seasons when irrigation or

rainfall is deficient.

None of the roads of ^Iraq are made roads, but those described

above as Nos. Ill, IV and VI, to the south and south-west of Baghdad,

are fit in ordinary weather for vehicular traffic. Most of the coming

and going between Baghdad and Hillah, Baghdad and Karbala,

and Karbala and Najaf is by stage-coach. In 1905 there were 26

coaches plying between Baghdad and Mnsaiyib, 12 between

Musaiyib and Karbala, 9 between Karbala and Najaf, and 6

between Baghdad and Hillah : those on the Musaiyib and Karbala

line go and return the same day, while the rest go one day and return

the next. The coaches resemble covered waggonettes, have four- wheels,

and are drawn by four horses or mules ; they run together in convoys

and are generally spoken of as belonging to a Qumbaniyah or company,

but in reality they are owned in twos and threes by private individuals.

The usual fare between Baghdad and Karbala is one Majidi. A

similar service exists between Baghdad and Samarrah.

In all Hrkq there is only one horse tramway, connecting the

western suburb of Baghdad with Kadhimain ;
it is 3 miles in length

and was constructed about 1870 by Midhat Pasha^ at that time VTali of

Baghdad.
At present there is no railway in 'Iraq, but the Anatolian Railway

is being extended in the direction of the Euphrates and Tigris valley.

AccommoAatioiifor tra'oellers.— h.t halting-places on the main routes,

as well as in most towns and large villages, Khans or hostelries

for travellers are generally found : on the main route to Karbala there

are several at. each stage. They consist of quadrangular enclosures
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surrounded on tlie inside by small rooms and stables ; in the better sol't

there are a few su]perior rooms forming a second storey j but the sanitary

condition of all alike is indescribably bad. Some Khans are public, and

at these the accommodation is free ; but the majority are privately

owned, and the Khanchi lives by the payments he receives for supplies

and by the tips which satisfied travellers usually give him.

Boat bridges ,—Where bridges over the larger rivers exist in ^Iraq

they are invariably bridges of boats. The pontoons are lightly constructed

of wood and smeared with bitumen ; they are secured to one another by

lashings, and the whole bridge is held in j^osition by cables made fast to

the bank and by moorings in the stream ; a section of several boats is

generally made so as to open and fall away, when required, for the

passage of steamers and large native craft. The bridge at Baghdad is

passable for all vehicles j but on others the gangways connecting the

boats are sometimes so narrow and badly adjusted as to be difiicult for

animals, and considerable preparation would be required to fit some of

them for wheeled traffic. Boat-bridges exist at Samarrah, Kadhimain,
Baghdad, Qararah,. Kut-al-Amarah and ’Amarah on the Tigris ; at

Fallujah, ITnsaiyib, Hillah, Nasiriyah and Stiq-ash-Shnyukh on the

Euphrates; at Tawairij and Kiifah on the Shatt-al-Hiudiyah;
and on the Diyalah just above its confluence with the Tigris.

Water communications ,—The navigation of the Tigris, Euphrates,
Hindiyah, Gharaf and Diyalah rivers and of the Husainiyah and
Jahalah canals is dealt with in the articles under* those names. As
already observed, the principal communications of the country are bv
water.

The Tigris is navigable to Musal, but up-stream traffic practi-

cally ceases at Baghdad in consequence of rapids and the increased
force of the current above that point, especially at Qanatir; down-stream
traffic, however, from Musal to Baghdad is carried on by raft, almost to
the exclusion of other means of transport; and some of the rafts
descend as far as ^Amarah Town,

Regular boat carriage on the Euphrates does not now extend
above Hillah Town and with difficulty reaches that point: between
July and October some of the reaches between Samawah and
Hillah cannot be negotiated by boats of size, which must unload at
Samawah or Shinafiyah. By entering the Hindiyah through the
Bahx-an-Najaf boats from the lower Euphrates can reach the river again
at the Hindiyah barrage oi Saddah; as however the barrage has no lock.
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tliey must here transfer their cargoes to other boats which come to

meet them from above. The Shatt-al-Gharaf is not passable in the low

season. About Kifl and Kiifahj where the roads are uns'aged and
unsafe^ and in the marshy districts generally^ the people for the most
part move about in boats or canoes.

,

The question of steamers is 'treated of elsewhere
;

but we may
here remark that uative sailing-boats have the advantage of steamers in

the carriage of articles, such as grain and liquorice, which are bulky

and have to be collected from point to point, also in down-stream work
generally, and in most cases where the desideratum is cheapness rather

than speed. That the native carrier is willing to dispense with

bagging of grain is another point in his favour. The present steamer

freight from Baghdad to ’Amarah Town, for instance, is Sd,

a ton, while boat freight is only 9^. 4id.

Passengers by steamer from Bombay sometimes accomplish the journey

to Baghdad in 14 days, and goods from Bombay arrive in from 14 days

to 6 weeks, or more, with only one transhipment from ocean to river-

steamer at Basrah ; goods from England are delivered at the Baghdad
custom-house in periods varying from 40 days to four months and over.

Native fiver boats , —The chief kinds of native boat in use on the

rivers and marshes of ^Iraq are the Mahailah
, Ballam

, Danak
w

,
Mashhuf or canoe, duffah or coracle, and Kalak

or raft, t

The Mahailah in some up-country places called a Taradah

or Safinah t ,
is found everywhere from Pao to Baghdad. It

is the largest boat seen on the Mesopotamian rivers and varies in length

from 30 to 80 feet with a beam slightly less than i of bhe total length ;

it is built with great sheer, giving the midship portion a freeboard of

only about one foot when fully loaded, while the gunwale at bow and

stern is from 10 to 12 feet above the water. The Mahailah is an open

boat and is strengthened with three or four stout cross-beams ; but the

larger sizes have a poop, and all have a steering platform aft, as well as

a forecastle deck for working the ground tackle and for poling. The

stern is pointed and the lines of the vessel are extremely fine. The

Mahailah is steered with ah ordinary tiller and rudder and has only one

mast carrying a lateen sail ; there is also a staysail which is hoisted

when the wind is too heavy for the larger sail. The Mahailah floats so

* A.uthority,—Chiefly a special report by Commander A. Rowand, RJ,M.

i* See illustrations in Yol. Ill of this Gazetteer.

Plurals Tararid and Sufun >
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ligRtlv that a mere rag of canvas will enable it, when unloaded, to

advance at a fair speed even against a strong current. When wind or

river are adverse the Mahailah is j)oled along in the shallow water close to

the bank, or a long coir rope is led from the masthead to the shore by

which the crew tow, one man remaining on board to steer. The crew

varies fi’om 3 to 8'men according to the size of the vessel, and from 10 to

100 tons of cargo can be carried. A large Mahailah will contain 60

passengers. The cost of construction of a Mahailah is from £100 to

£250 English.
Ul

The Ballam ^ is the boat excellence of the Shatt-ah’Arab and its

ordinary range is from Qurnah to Pao, but it is found on the Euphrates
as far up as Nasiriyah Town. The typical Ballam is a small boat

about 20 feet long by 3 feet across at the greatest beam ; in shape it is

long and narrow and pointed at both extremities.* It has a platform for

poling at either end and is strengthened by cross-beams. The Ballam

draws very little water and is generally poled along the bank, but it can

also be rowed or sailed : a rudder is shipped when sailing. Three or four

men constitute the crew of a Ballam, and it costs from £10 to £15

English to build one. The small passenger Ballams of Basrah are gaily

painted and have a scroll ornament at each end.

A larger cargo-carrying vessel of the Ballam type is called an
Ul

^Aragiyah : it may be as much as 60 feet in length and carry a

load of 50 tons. The home of the ^Aragiyah is on the Euphrates and

Hindiyah from Samawah to Hillah ;
and it is said to take its name

from the river ports of this neighbourhood which are called collectively

^Arag, a word which has possibly some connection with the name "^Iraq :

on the Tigris, however, the term ^Aragiyah is used somewhat loosely

to describe any boat from the Euphrates.

The Danak has much the same distribution as the Mahailah, but
it is not nearly so common, unless perhaps on the Euphrates in the

neighbourhood of Hillah and Diwauiyah. It is an open boat, 30 to

40 feet in length, and pointed at bow and stern, with a platform at each
end and cross-beams in the waist. ' The stem and stern-post rise 3 to

3| feet above the gunwale in order that they may stand clear when the
vessel is loaded up with datestalks or such produce. There is one mast
carrying a lateen sail, the steering-gear consists of a rudder and tiller,

• This is the Ballam ’Ashsri • it is used for passenger traffic and as a lighter ;

it is sometimes as much as 50 feet long ; a large one \tiU carry 20 passengers. There
is also a pattern called Ballam Nassari, 40 or 50 feet long, in which cargo is carried
between Basrah and Kuwait. Both types are built at Kuwait, but Ballams are not
owned at that port.
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and tlie Tnill, wHich is of wood^ is coated with bitamen. Poling is

resorted to in shallow water. The crew consists of about 5 or more men,

and both cargo and passengers are carried, but the capacity of the Danak

does not commonly exceed 12 tons. A Danak costs £15 to £20 English

to build.
(W

The mast in all the vessels described above is called Shaiyal ;

the sails are Shira^ ; and the poles for prox^elling are Maradi .

The Mashhuf is a light plank or reed-canoe, covered with bitu-

men, which is used in the marshy tracts upon the Tigris and Euphrates

above their confluence at Qurnah. Mashhufs are built in considerable

numbers at QaPat Salih and Suq-ash-Shuyukh, and the positions o£

these two places suflleiently indicate the country to which the Mashhuf

belongs. The length of the Mashhuf is from 15 to 18 feet,* and it can be

very rapidly propelled by one man, who sits as far aft and as low as

possible, and strikes the water with a paddle upon either side alternately.

The Mashhuf, if managed with care, will carry altogether 4 or 5 men, and

occasionally a second oarsman sits in the bow. There is a species of
lU

large MasKhuf called a Qaiyariyah also bitumen-covered but built

of tTiin plaulririg
; it bas a mast, sail, rudder and tiller, but is reckoned

an inferior boat. Tbe name is derived from Q,ir, meaning bitumen.
cu

Baghdad is the headquarters of the duffah aaS
, and 500 are

said to belong to that place ;
but it is seen as far south as Basrah and

as far west as the Husainiyah canal. It is a circular coracle, shaped like

an Indian water-jar, or in more precise terms a hollow oblate spheroid

with the central portion of the top removed. Quffahs are ordinarily 4 to

5 feet in diameter, bnt some are as small as 3 feet 8 inches and others as

large as 1 0 feet ;
the former may be as little as 2 feet 6 inches in depth

and the latter as much as 3 feet 6 inches. In construction the Qiifeh is

nothing else than a strong wickerwork basket thickly coated with bitumen

and costing £5 or less. The ordinary Qnfiah is propelled by two men with

paddles and will carry 4 or 5 passengers, hut a very large one can convey

20 persons, or one camel and several passengers. The Quffah does not

advance well against the current ;
bnt it is very safe, being little liable to

accident in case of a collision. By fishermen descending the stream a

bundle of hurdles, marking the end of the net, is sometimes sent in

advance of the Quffah, while the vessel itself is retarded by a heavy

stone attached to a rope and dragging along tbe bottom of the river.

The larger Mahailahs sometimes have a Quffah as dinghy.

There is also a class of small boat on the Euphrates about Musaiyib

which is called Sajah

* A SlasKhiif seen at Basrah, however, measured 32 feet in length, 3| feet in beam,

and 1 foot and 7 inches depth.
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Tlie last and most primitive kind o£ river craft in ^Iraq are the

Kalaks or rafts which come down from Musal to Bag^hdad and

sometimes to ’Amarah Town. They consist of a square or oblong plat-

form, either of timber or built up with layers of crossed branches to a

thickness of 1 i or 2 feet and then covered with rough planks : the usual

size is 14 by 15 feet to 16 by 18 feet, but some are even 30 feet long.

The buoyancy of the materials is increased by 30 to 50 inflated skins

which are attached to the submerged portion of the platform ; the Kalak

can only move with the current and is kept in mid-stream by means of

two roughly fashioned sweeps. These rafts bring with them pottery,

wood, fmit, empty oil-tins, etc., which they sell on the way to villagers

and Bedouins ; on arrival at their destination they are broken up, the

wood being sold as scantlings to house-builders and the skins conveyed

up the river again to the original point of departure. The load of a

Kalak varies from 5 to 30 tons-

It is impossible, owing to defective registration, to obtain a clear idea

of the number of boats which exist on the rivers. At Basrah Town, in

1903-04, there were 635 mastless and 475 masted vessels upon the

Government books ; but the Naqib of Basrah alone then owned 200

boats, other notables among them perhaps 50, and a large number of

private individuals 3 or 4 each, none of which were registered. Mash-
hufs, too, are never registered. The chief seats of boat-building are

Basrah Town and Sangar on the Shatt-al-'^Arab below Basrah. The
times taken by native boats to ascend and descend the large rivers are

extremely nncertain, varying with wind and current : thus the upward
journey from Basrah to Baghdad varies between 16 and 45 days, and the

downward journey from Baghdad to Basrah between 10 and 30 days,

but river and wind both being favom^able Basrah may even be reached

from Baghdad in 5 days.

Post office.—Hhe Turks have not been remiss in establishing post
ofiBices ; but the efficiency of the postal service leaves something to be
desired, and, at least offi the main rontes, private messengers are still in
request and considerable use is made of the good offices of travellers and
passing muleteers. There is no system of money orders, but specie can
be sent insured through the post.

^ Estimates of the river transport which
Basrah are given by Captain H. Smyth in his

might be obtainable at BaglidadL ^and
PecmnaissQ^nce Report

,

1904 .
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Telegraphs:—Tlie origin of the telegraphic system in ^Iraq is

explained in the Appendix to this Gazetteer which deals with

subject of telegraphs.

Baghdad City is the centre of the whole network. From Baghdad
radiate a line which meets the Indo-European Telegraph Dex^artmenl/s

cable at Fao and affords communication between India and Europe.

another running to the Persian frontier at Khanaqin and meeting there

with a line from Tehran worked by the Persian Government^ and a

third which reaches Constantinople via Musal and Diyarbakr. A fom-th

line; from Baghdad to Europe by way of Aleppo^ has now been

completed after being for some years under consideration.

Baghdad is connected with Fao by a line through ^urnah Village

and Basrah Town ; at Qurnah this line, a double one, crosses to the

right bank of the Shatt-al-^Arab which it follows thence all the way to

Fao. There is a small branch office, distinct from the general office at

Basrah Town, which is situated in the Maqam quarter of the same and

receives messages in Arabic and Turkish only.

Between Baghdad and Qurnah; on the way to Fao, there are alter-

native lines, one following the Tigris, the other the Euphrates valley.

The stations on the Tigris line between Baghdad and Qurnah are

'Aziziyah Village, Kut-al-Amarah Town, "Ali-al-Gharbi, "Amarah
Town, QaTat Salih and ^Azair : those on the Euphrates line are Musaiyib,

Hillah Town, Diwaniyah Town, Samawah Town, Durraji, Ifasiriyah

Town, Suq-ash-Shuyukh and Hammar. A branch to the town of Hai

leaves the Tigris line at Kut-al-Amarah ;
and a wire from Hillah, on

the Euphrates line, runs to Tawairij, Karbala and Najaf. The Tigris

line is apparently double throughout, and the Euphrates line as far as

Hillah. It is the intention of the Turkish Government to xn’olong the

Ktit-al-Amarah to Hai line by way of QaPat Sikar and Siatrat-al-

Muntafik to Hasiriyah Town, thus x)roviding a cross-connection ; and

it is also stated that Kifl and Kufah will shortly be linked up with

Karbala and Najaf, * probably by means of the wire which connects

those two idaces. The Tigris telegraph, it should be mentioned, is on the

left bank of the river' from Baghdad to QaPat Salih, and there crosses

to the right bank which it follows to Quruah.

On the line from Baghdad to Khanaqin, which is single, the inter-

mediate stations are Ba'qubah, Shahraban and Qizil Rubat ; and from

Shahraban a branch, also single, is thrown off to Mandali and Badrah-.

8 H
* This has now been done (1907).
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Tlie stations in ’’Iraq upon the Aleppo line, which is double, are

Fallujah and Rumadiyah,

The Turkish telegraj)hs in Traq are indifferently maintained. In

1905 the line between Karbala and Najaf was interrupted, and for

several months no attempt was made to restore communication.

Civil administrative divisions .—Before entering on the subject of

administration it is necessary to understand the system on which, in the

Turkish Empire, the country is distributed and organised for purposes

of government, and how in particular that system has been applied by
the Porte in ^Iraq,

The largest territorial unit is the Wilayat or province ; each

Wilayat consists of divisions, known as Sanjaqs or Liwas ;

each Sanjaq again is subdivided into Qadhas or districts
; and each

Qadha includes as a rule one or more Nahiyahs or small out-

lying administrative charges. Within the Nahiyah are generally found,

in ^Iraq, a number—sometimes very large—of Muqata^ahs <ulolsU or

estates ;
* hut these have little or no administrative significance.

The Muqata ah in fact is simply a tract of land which happens to

he included under one common name ; it may contain a village or

villages or it may be uninhabited, it may be cultivated or desert, and
it may belong to one or to many owners. Wilayats are of the first

or of the second class, Sanjaqs are classified in 3 grades according
to their importance, and Q,adhas and Nahiyahs are similarly treated

j

hut in every Sanjaq there is a Markaz yyo or headquarters Qadha
which has the same name as the larger division and has no grade, either
high or low, in its own class. Baghdad is a Wilayat of the first, and
Basrah apparently of the second class.

In the tables which follow below of the administrative divisions of

’Iraq opportunity has been taken to insert some details elucidative of
facts given in the paragraph on population above.

The Baghdad Wilayat consists of 8 Sanjaqs, vifs^,, those of Baghdad
and Diwaniyah, which are both of the first class, and that of Karbala

^
Tbe word Muqata’ak does not originally mean an estate ; it is properly a term of

Turkish revenue or finance and denotes the farming out of a portion of the public
revenne for a period at a fixed rate. Such contracts being common in connLion
with me land revenue ohe word has now acquired, in Traq, a territorial signification
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wHch belongs to the second class. The following are the details of their

composition ;
—

Kame of Qadha.
1

Chef-lieu of Qadha Population of Qadha hJahiyahs composing the
and its populatinn in souls and class to Qadha and class to which

in souls. which it belongs. each belongs.

{1) Sanjaq^ of Baghdad,

*Anah f 'Anah Town.

C5,000.

r 20,000.

(.3rd class.

Hadaithah (Srd).

Jubbah-Alus (Srd).

1 1 ^
Qaim (2nd).

‘Aziziyali f’Aziziyah
< Village.

C20d.

r 20,000.

(.2nd class.

' { Salman Psk (1st).

^ {^U-Lw

IGharaibah (2ad).

Badrah (Badrah Town.

1.2,500.

ri 6,000.

(.Srd class.

/

\ Jassaa (2nd).

Baghdad r Baghdad City. r 150,000. r iVlu’adhdbam (2nd).

C 140,000. (. (Markaz).

Dilaim C Rumadlyah.

(.1,000.

r 50,000.

(.1st class.

Pallujah (2nd).
Ul

Hit (2nd).

1

Kubaisah (Srd).

Rahaliyab (Srd).
«w

Jazirah C Suwairah. p5,000. Nil.

Uao. (.2nd class.

ESdliiinaiu ( Eiadhimain
\ Town.

(. s.qoo.

p5,000.

(.3rd class.

Do-

3 H ?
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Name of Qadha.
Chsf-lieu of Qadha
and its population

m souls.

1

Population of Qadha
in souls an'i class to
which it belongs.

Nahiyahs composing the
Qadha and class to
which each belongs.

Khanaqln ( Khanaqln Village.

(.1,600.

^0,000.

(.1st class.

( Bankdarah (1st).

\ Qizil Rabat (1st),

^ JoUj (jy

Khurasan rBa’qubah.

(.4,000.

r 40,000.

(.1st class.

f
Khalis(lst).

f

\ Shahraban (1st).
I'l

f .
*

'{

Ktit-al-Ama-
rala

ijUUl oy

( Kut-al-Amar-
< ah Town.

(
4,000.

po,ooo.

(.2nd class.
Nil.

Mandali fMandali Village. p5,000.
Do.

ll,500. C2nd class.

Samarrah
m

i Samavrali Town,
(5,000.

C 15,000.

( 3rd class.

C Tikrit (1st).

c

(2) Sanjdq of Dhwdmyah.

Diwaniyah ^

m
1

( Diwaniyah
Town.

(4000.

( 60,000.

( (Markaz).

f Budair (1st).

\ Dagharali (1st).

Hillah C Sillah Town.

(.30,000.

C 76,000.
(1st class.

/ Barmanalv (2nd).

Khawas (2nd).

Mabawil (2nd).

Mamdubiyah (1st).

Nahr Shah (2nd).

^Durraji (3rd).

1

Samawah CSamawah
1
< Town.

1

(10,000.
!

(60,000.
1 2nd class.

1

1
Juwarir(Abu)

1 or

1

Rumaithah (2nd).
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Name of Qadha.
Chef-lieu of Qadha
and its population

in souls.

Population of Qadbn in
souls and class to
which it belongs.

Nuhiyahs composing the
Qadha and class to
which each belongs.

/ Ghamas (2nd).

Hor Allah (2nd).

Shamiyah
w

( Formerly TJmm-
3 al-Ba’r1ir, noTy

5 Hamidiyah.
V, 4,000.

C 65,000.

cist class.
^

aUljy
Salahijah (2nd).

w

Shinafijah (2nd).

d^LLuu

(5) Sanjaq of Karbala.

r Kifl (3rd).

Hindiyah
w

C Tawairij.

C4,000.

ps.ooo.

(.1st class.

There are also several
small subdivisions

/ called Qoi JMu’ash-
\ shirliyis, viff.,

Mshorab, Kaaburi,
Musaildafa, Al Fat-
lah, Abu Kubafc,
Harqa and Abu

\ Nifash.

miairlDala r£!arbala Town,

C 60,000.

r 80,000.

(.Markaz.

/ Musaiyib (Ist).

J
L W>

Ishi fathah (1st).

sj litJu

f Hor-ad-Dukhn (2iid.)

Najaf f iN'ajaf Town,

130,000.

r 50,000.

(. 1st class.
^

Kufah list).

Rababah (3rd).

JElazazalx f
m.

(
760 .

Nil.

1 Nil. (.3rd class. }

The Basrah. Wilayat consists, the Sanjaq of ‘‘Najd ’
or SaiSSi

and the nominal Sanjaq of Qasim being excluded, of 3 Saiijaqs, viz.,
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^Amarah, Basrah and Muntafik ; tbe composition of these by Qadhas

is as follows

Chef-Heu of Qadba
Xame of Qadha. and its population

in soula.

Population of Qadha
in souls.

Nahiyahs composing
the Qadha.

{1) Sanjdq of ’ Amdrah.

Amarah

Dawairij

Shatrat-al-
’Amarah

)
SjJujM

Zubair

1

(’.^marah Town.

(10,000.

41,0QO*

(Markaz.)

r Tafrah, 60,000.

(lOO.

C QaFat Salih. 45,000.

(2,000.

^Masa’ldab.

leso.

14,000.

I

*Ali*a]-Ghai’t)i

I

Ali-ash-Sliarqi

Majar-al-Kab3r

Majar-as-Sagkir

Markaz only ; no sub-
divisions.

Ditto ditto.

Ditto ditto.

Basrah

(5) Sanjdq of jBasrah.

"Basrah Town. 160,000.

( 68 ,000. (Markaz.)

^ »Arab (Sliatt-al-)
ua

Basrah (Markaz).

Harthah.

Khasib (Abul).

Zubair

I*

Fao Station. 13,000.

cm ^

! Markaz only : no sub-

j divisions.
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Name of Qadha.
Chef•lieu of Qadha
and its population

In souls.

Population of Qadha
in souls.

f

Nahiyahfl composing
the Qadha.

Quruab t Qurnah Village. 30,000.

1

Dair and Sharisli.

A A . .

MadlnaL.

/ Manstii’ (Bani;*

dijijS
^2,000. I

^
Nashwah.

Qurnah (Markaz).

N.B .—The Turks regard the principality o£ Kuwait as a Qadha o£

the Basrah Sanjaq.
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jS’ame of Qadh.a.
Chef-lieu, of Qadha
and its po nulation

lu souls.
j

Population of Qadha
in souls.

Nahijahs composing
the Qadha.

Stiq-ash-Shuy- r Suq-asti-Shuy-
)

/ Garmah.

Haminar.
ukii < ukll Town.

^
85,000. «u

(.12,000. _)U^

Suq*ash-Shuyukh
(Markaz).

Tt has not been possible to ascertain the classes to which the divisions

and subdivisions of the Basrah Wilayat belong.

We may mention here that the Sanjaq of Hasa or Najd^^ is divided

by the Turks into the 3 Qadhas of Hofuf (Markaz), Qatar and Qatif^

and they treat the Hofuf Qadha as consisting of 5 Nahiyahs^ viz.,

Ayun vi/jw
j
Hofuf (Markaz)^ Jafar

, Mubarraz and ^ Oqair
• but the Qatar and Qatif Qadhas are not subdivided, even nominally,

into Nahiyahs.

The so-called Sanjaq of Qasim consists, in the imagination of the
Turkish Government, of 2> Qadhas, viz. Buraidah and Riyadh
Buraidah again is composed of a Markaz Nahiyah of Buraidah and a
Nahiyah of ^Anaizah nyXs: • and Riyadh is supposed to include a
Markaz Nahiyah of Riyadh and two other Nahiyahs, Sadair, and
Washam,

Tte whole of 'Iraq was formerlj included, along with Musal, in one
enormous province known as the Pashaliq (jlLio of Baghdad. In 1878,
with a view to reducing this unwieldy charge, Musal and its dependencies
were detached and formed into a separate Wilayat; and in June 1884 the
terntory remaining under the government of Baghdad was further broken
up into the two Wilayats of Baghdad and Basrah which have been
described above. The Baghdad and Basrah Wilayats, it may be noted, had
been separated before this in 1875, but in 1880 they had been reunited.

CM oJ^cMs.— Each Wilayat is ruled by a WaJi or Lieutenant-
Gov^nov; each Sanjaq by a Mutasarrif ^>1. or Commissioner; eachQa^by a. Qaim.Maqan or Deputy-Commissioner

; and each
Nahiyah by a Mudir y.o. or Subdivisional Officer. These charges of
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varying importance are sometimes described by the rank of the officers

who administer them^ a Sanjaq being spoken of as a Mutasarrifliq

a Qadha as a Qaim-Maqamliq JliJ
^

and a Nahiyah as a
«i *

Mndiiiik or Mndiriyah

The salaries of the superior officials are determined by the grade of the

territorial unit of which each holds charge^ and the following are the

jpresent rates of pay attached to these :

—

Charge held.
Monthly pay in
gold piastres.

Annual pay in
English money.

1st class Wilayat

.

. • 30,000 £3,240

r 18,000 £1,944
Snd class do. , ,

• 1
to to

1 26,000 £2,088

1st class Saujaq . • • • • 7,600 £810

2nd class do. • • • 5,000 £540

1st class Qadha « • 2,600 £270

2nd class do. • • 9 • • • • 1,750 £189

3rd class do. • • • • • • • • 1,250 £136

1st class ITahivah • • • • * 750 £81

2nd class do. • . • 500 £54

8rd class do. • • • 450 £48-12-0

In each Wilayat there are a Maktubji or principal secretary to

the Wali, and a Daftardar or Accountant General; and at the

headquarters of each Qadha are found a Mai Mudiri or

General Secretary and a Sanduq Amin c3^v>i^ or Treasurer besides

other petty employes and clerks, etc.

Civil and municipal administration .—The Wali of each Wilayat is

the head of all the non-special branches of the administration represented

in his province : such are the gendarmerie, the civil police, the revenue col-

lecting establishment and the department of general accounts called Muha-

sibah The courts of justice, the departments of Land Records,

Posts and Telegraphs, Religious Endowments, Customs, Public Debt, To-

bacco R6gie and Public Instruction, and the Sanitary Service are exempt

from the control of the V^’ali, and the local chiefs of these offices receive

orders direct from the principal bureaux of their departments at Constan-

tinople ;
but duplicates of such orders are sometimes sent to the Wali also for
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information, and it is his duty to investigate the complaints which may be

preferred against the proceedings of any department in his Wilayat, whether

Tinder his control or not. The Wali is also the political representative of the

Turkish Government in his own pro\dnce, and all dealings with foreign

consular officers or foreign subjects there, and with the uncivilised tribes

of the country, are in his hands. The Wall has no authority over the

regular troops in the Wilayat, but he may call upon the military command-

er to take such steps as may be necessary for the attainment of adminis-

trative or political objects. Occasionally, as in the Wilayat of Basrah at

the present time, the same individual is invested with the highest civil

and military powers
;
and such an arrangement is not unknown even in

the lower grades, the chief civil authority in the Sanjaq of Nasiriyah,

for instance, being now the military officer in command of the troops

there (1905).

Every civil official, from Wali down to Mudir, is assisted by an

Administrative Council or Majlis-al-Idarah of which he

is ex-o-fficio president
;
but the functions of these bodies are advisory only.

The composition of the Council of the Wali of Baghdad may be mentioned

as typical ; it consists of 14 ordinary members. Of these 6 hold their

seats by virtue of office, viz,^ the Mufti, Qadhi and Naqib of Baghdad^

the Daftardar and Maktubji of the Wilayat, and the Mushir of the 6th

Army Corps : the non-official members, of whom one must be a Christian

and one a Jew, are selected by Government from shortlists of names sub-

mitted by the Christian, Jewish and Muhammadan communities. The
Administrative Council in a Nahiyah is called Nahiyah Idarah Majlisi

8jlo| and meets four times a year. Every village or Qaryah
within the Nahiyah is governed by a Mukhtar;^.*'^ or headman

with the assistance of an Ikhtiyar Majlisi or Council

of Elders^ who have the right to send up not more than four of their

number to represent them in the Nahiyah Idarah Majlisi.

The headquarter towns or villages of Sanjaqs and Qadhas are organis-^

ed as municipalities; and the affairs of each one of them are supposed to

be managed by a Majhs Baladiyah or Municipal Council.

These Municipal Council, hrowever, have no more real power tban the
Administrative Councils of the territorial divisions.

The Turkish administration of ^Traq would thus seem to be carefully

organised and to be based to a large extent upon representative institu-
tions. The case, however, is one in which but little correspondence
exists between the outward appearance and th6 real fact. Mudirs and
even aahn-Maqams are sometimes merely illiterate tribal Arabs whom
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it is desired to placate : such is the Qaim-Maqam of Eazazah. and

such was, till recently, the Mudir of Hammar.

Gendarmerie or Ghabitlyahs .—The maintenance of law and order

throuo-hout the country districts depends, in time of peace, on a foi'ce of

police known as Gendarmerie or Dhabitiyahs nkjU j the former

is a new, the latter is an old name for these police, but it has been clearly

ascertained that both terms refer to the same body of men. The organi-

sation of the Gendarmerie is military, and the force is under the control

of a section of the Turkish War Office styled Jaadarmah Dairahsi

^ ;
but it is distributed among the Wilayats of the

empire for service as a civil police under the orders of the civil

authorities, and the Gendarmerie of each Wilayat are a charge upon the

civil revenues of the saine.

The Gendarmerie consists partly or Astarsuwars,^lj.-*y-»l or mounted

men (literally ‘'mule riders"’) and partly of Piyadahs •oUj or unmounted;

and some of the latter, styled Shabanah wear no uniform.

The Gendarmerie ai*e organised in Taburs or battalions and Buluks

or companies, mounted and unmounted, the number of Brduks in a

Tabur varying fi*om 4 to 10, and of men in a Buluk from £0 to 100.

Most of the Taburs consist partly of mounted and partly of unmounted

Buluks. The force is commanded partly by officers seconded fi-om the

regular Turkish Army and partly by individuals holding special commis-

sions for the purpose.* The following are the different ranks of the

officers with the rates of pay atttached to each :

—

Name of rank.
Corresponding English

military rank.

Monthly salary in gold
piastres.

Annual salary in English
money.

Alai Baigi Colon^i.

1

1,900 £206
V

1

Tabui* AgbSsi Major* .
' 950 £103

'Ytizbasbi Captain. 470

1

1

£51

Suwari Mqjazimi Lieutenant(moTint- 280 £30

ed).

£25Pijadah Mulazimi Lieutenant (un- 237
'

mounted).

* Id the Baghdad Wilayat there are no oflacers taken from the regnlar array.
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A CaiDtain is also kno^^n as Buluk Agkasi and a

Lieutenant as Buluk Aghasi Mu’awini An Alai Baigi, command-

ing the whole force of gendarmerie in the province, is generally stationed

at the capital of the Wilayat with the Wali ; while there is usually a

Tabur Aghasi at the cJief~lie% of the Sanjaq with the Mutasarrif, and a

Buluk Aghasi at the headquarters of the Qadha with the Qaim-Maqam,

Of the rank and Ble of the Gendarmerie a majority belong to the

Radif or military reserve
;
and the men as a whole, though not smart in

aj)i3€arance; are useful and hardy. In ’Iraq many of the Dhabitiyahs

are Kurds. In ordinary stations the pay of the mounted private is 180

gold piastres a month or nearly £^0 English a year, of an unmounted

private 80 gold piastres or about £9 English a year. The mounted men
generally ride mules and both branches are armed with Martini

rifles. The mounted men, in consideration of their higher pay, provide

their own mounts and saddlery.

In ^Iraq the Gendarmerie are employed on all sorts of miscellaneous

duties besides civil j)oliee work : they assist in the realisation of revenue

from the tribes, and they furnish escorts and even garrisons for posts.

The commandant of^a Gendarmerie battalion seldom has many of his men
under his direct command

; as a rule they are scattered up and down the

country in small detachments of 3 to 50 men
; and thus it happens, for

example, that at Karbala Town, which is the headquarters of a battalion,

the number of Dhabitiyahs present is rarely over 100 and often falls

below that number. ' ^

The following is a statement of the distribution (by headquarters

only) and of the strength of the Gendarmerie in Hraq :

Gendarmerie of the Baghdad Wilayat,

Tabur, Headquarters. Number of
OfBcers.

Mounted
strength.

Unmounted
streugtli.

Isi; Baghdad City. 34 6 Buluks (=270
men)

4 Bolaks (=300
men).

2nd Ba’qubah, 32 7 Bnluks (=280 I

men).
3 Buluks (= 174

' men).

3rd Baghdad City. 20 6 Buluks (=336
men).

m.

4th Karbala Town, 14 2 Buluks ( = 95
men).

2 Buluks
(= 138

men).
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Tabur. Headquarters.
Nuinber of

officers.
Mounted strength. Unmounted strength.

6th Diwaniyali
Town.,

23 4 Buluks (= 180
men).

3 Buliiks (=207
men).

6th Khanaqin. 14 1 Bnluk (= 54
men).

3 Buluks ( = 183
men).

7th Baghdad City,

,

17 5 Bnluke ( =280
men).

Nil.

Gendarmerie of the Basrah Wildyat.

Tabur. Headquarters. Mounted
strength.

Unmounted
strength.

Shabanah,

Isfc Basrah Town, 2 Buluks. 4 Buluks. 1 Bnluk.

2nd 'Amarah Town. 2 do. 2 do. ' 1 do.

3rd NTasiriyah
Town.

3 do. Nil. 1 do.

The following is an abstract of the entire strength by provinces :
—

Wilayat. OfiBcers.

i

Mounted. TJmounted. ' ShabSnah.

Ba^^hdad 154 31 buluks

( —1,495 men)
15 Bnluks

{ =1,002 men)
Nil

Basrah Not known. 7 Buluks
(Say 350 men)

6 Buluks
(Say 400 men)

3 Buluks

( =175 men)

Totals 38 Buluks
(ahoufc 1,850
men)

21 Buluks
(about 1,400 men)

3 Buluks
(=175 men)

These figures do not include the Gendarmerie of the Hasa Sanjaq,

consisting of 4 Bultiks of mounted and 2 of unmounted Dhabitiyahs,

who are the 4th Tabur of the Basrah Wilayat.

The annual cost of the Gendarmerie in the Wilayat of Baghdad is

about £60j000 sterling, and of those in the Wilayat of Basrah rather less

than £40,000,

Civil police, Q,dnuns and passport system -—In the larger centres of

population and in places of administrative importance in •’Iraq there exists,

alongside of the Gendarmerie, a pm-ely civil poUoe force differently
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constituted; where the latter are found the employment of Gendar-

merie is excluded, but the authority of the civil police does not extend to

surrounding villages or to the open country. The civil police force

consists of Police Commissioners of 3 grades and of constables ; then- pay

is as follows :

—

Tarbish title. Corresponding English
rank.

Monthly pay in gold
piastres.

Annual pay in English
money.

Sar-Commissaire Police Superinten-

dent of the 1st

grade.

1,000 £108

Ikinji Commis-
saire

Police Superinten-

I

dent of the 2nd
grade.

500 £54

Uckunji Commis-
saire

Police Superinten-

dent of the 3rd

grade.

300
1

£33

1

Polls
1

Constable. 200 £22

There is a Sar-Commissaire of Police at Baghdad City and another

at Basrah Town, each being the head of the civil police in his Wilayat.

In Baghdad City there are, in addition to the Sar-Commissaire, 2

Commissaires of the 2nd grade, 6 of the 3rd grade, and 29 constables.

The distribution of the remainder of the civil police in that Wilayat

appears to be somewhat as follows ; at Karbala Town a Commissaire of

the 2nd grade ;
at each of the towns of -"Anah, Kadhimain, Kut-al-

Amarah, Kajaf and Samarrah, 1 Commissaire of the 3rd grade and 1

constable,* at Ba'^qubah and Khanaqin, 1 Commissaire of the 3rd grade

each j
at Badrah 1 constable, at Mandali 1 constable and at Tawairij 3

constables. The oflSeers of the civil tDoliee are entitled to make use of

Dhabitiyahs when they require men. The annual cost of the civil police

is less than £2,000 sterling in the Wilayat of Baghdad, and less'than

£500 in that of Basrah.

A small force of Qanuns or military police, drawn from the local

troops, has recently been created to assist the civil police in garrison

towns. They are specially charged with the supervision of soldiers in

streets and hazars, and are distinguished by a crescent-shaped brass badge

bearing the word Qanun whence their name, and by a yellow

worsted aignillette. In Baghdad City the Qanuns number 16.

Before leaving tbe subject of civil police we may note that a

system of travelling passports or Tadhakir-al-Marur
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obtains in ^Iraq but is very imperfectly enforced. Every person, vhetber

an Ottoman subject or not^ desiring to cross the boundary of the Wilayat

in wbich. he resides is supposed to provide himself with such a Tadhkirah

;

the necessary document is issued in the large towns by a department

known as Nufus and in smaller places by the petty civil oflScials,

Few travellers take the trouble to comply with the law and the right of

examining passports is consequently a lucrative one.

Justice ,—The principal remaining departments for the working of

which the Wall of the Wilayat is responsible will be noticed incidentally,

further on, in connection with the subject of finance. Consequently we

now pass on to consider those institutions and branches of the administra-

tion which are directly controlled from Constantinople
;
and of these the

courts of justice are perhaps the most important.

Courts are of four kinds,—ecclesiastical, criminal, civil, and commer-

eial,—and we proceed to deal with them in this order, taking the

ecclesiastical first because they are the oldest and are indigenous to the

country.

Ecclesiastical couTts ,—In Hi*aq, as elsewhere, only questions of Shara^

or Quranic law are entertained by the ecclesiastical courts, and the

judges are Qadhis recognised and paid by Government, of whom

there is one at the headquarters of each Wilayat, Sanjaq and Qadha.

The scale of pay of Qadhis is personal : the present Qadhi of Baghdad

draws 60 Llrahs a month. From the decision of the Qadhi of a

Wilayat an appeal lies to the Shaikh-al-Islam at Constant!-

nople only
;
but local appeals in '’Iraq, from the lower Qadhis to the

higher, are permitted.

Another set of functionaries of the Quranic law, but jurisconsults

rather than judges, are the Muftis ,
who I'esolve legal difficulties and

give Fatwas or decisions authorising or prohibiting acts of disputed

legality, especially such as are connected with marriage. An officially re-

cognised Mufti is found at the chef-lieu of each Wilayat and Sanjaq, and

the Qadhi of every Qadha also exercises the functions of Naib or Deputy

Mufti in the same. The Mufti of Baghdad ordinarily receives la to 18

Lirahs a month as pay.

OfiWiiTial auA civil -The tribunals exercising criminal and

civil jurisdiction in “^Iraq are the Bidayat Mahkamahsi or

Court of First Instance, one of which exists at the headquarters of every

Wilayat, Sanjaq and Qadha in Hraq; the Istinaf oWlw! or High Court
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at Baghdad^ Tvith original and appellate jurisdiction ;
and tlie Tamyiz

or Supreme Court o£ Appeal at Constantinople^ witli appellate juris-

diction only. Eacli of these three tribunals has a criminal side or Jaza

Qismi a civil side or Huquq Qismi ; and in each

the judges of these separate sides are two distinct sets of persons.

The Bidayat as a criminal court consists of a President and either two

or fom' members^ half of the members being ordinarily Muhammadans and

half non-Muhammadans ;
the members are appointed for two years each,

after objections to their names have been invited and considered.

The President of the civil division of the Istinaf is the Qadhi of the

Wilayat.

The Tamyiz deals with questions of both law and fact, and its deci-

sions cannot be reversed except by Trade or edict of the Sultan.

The language of all the Gouiiis in ^Iraq is Turkish, and the courts

themselves are spoken of by their Tm'kish names*

Criminal pro ceedin^s^—Climes are divided in Ottoman jurisjDrudence

into three categories, viz.^ Oabahah
,
Junhah and Janayah

dbll?.
,

corresponding respectively to petty, ordinary, and serious

offences.

In the discharge of their criminal functions the courts are assisted by

a Mud^’i ’Umumi or Public Prosecutor and his suboi'dinates, by

a Mustantiq or Examining Magistrate, and by a body called
w

the Haiah Ittihamiyah or Court of Testing Charges. A
Pubhc Prosecutor and an Assistant Public Prosecutor are stationed in each

Wilayat, and it is their duty to collect and arrange the evidence for

government prosecutions and to conduct such cases in court
; an officer,

known as a Mu’awin , of lower status but having the same
functions, is attached to every Court of First Instance. The Examinine*O
Magistrate, wlio is appointed by Imperial decree and represents a depart-

ment styled the Istintaq Otahsi (jtJaiju,]
, is empowered to make

preliminary arrests and to hold magisterial inquiides with a view to

determining whether accused persons should be released or should be
committed for trial by competent courts

; this he does at the request

of the Public Prosecutor, to whom he is subordinate, and he cannot himself
convict or pass sentence in any ease. The Court of Testing Charges
consists of three judges taken from the criminal side of the Comt of

Pirst Instance of a iVlarkaz Sanjaq ; it meets on fixed day without being
specially convoked, and its duties, as wiU be seen fm’tber on, are analo-

gous to those of an English grand jury.
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Cases of Qabaliali are generally sent by the Public Prosecutor direct,

that is without reference to the Examining Magistrate, to the Court of

Pirst Instance of the Sanjaq or Wilayat, and may be tried and disposed of

by the President and two members of that tribunal. From decisions

of the Court of First Instance in such cases there is no a2:)2)eal, excej^t on

a point of law to the Court of Tamyiz at Constantinople.

Cases of Junhah are first referred by the Public Prosecutor to the

Examining Magistrate for investigation
;
when the latter has submitted

his report the prisoners are sent for trial to the Court of First Instance,

which, as in Qabahah cases, consists of a President and two members

only. In cases of the Junhah class, including such as arise in the Basrah

Wilayat, an appeal lies from the finding of the Court of First Instance to

the High Court at Baghdad, and thereafter to the Supreme Court of

Appeal at Constantinople,

Cases of Janayah are referred by the Public Prosecutor to the

Examining Magistrate, and are reported on by the latter, in the same

manner as eases belonging to the Junhah category ; but here the

similarity in procedure ends, for a person accused of Janayah is not

placed on his trial until the Court of Testing Charges have examined the

papers in the case and have held that prima facie case against him

exists. The trial of cases of Janayah which arise in the Baghdad

Wilayat is conducted by the Istinaf at Baghdad in the exercise of its

original criminal jurisdiction ;
but in the Basrah Wilayat, where no

High Court at present exists, such cases are heard by a Janayah

Mahkamahsi ^ specially constituted for the purpose and

composed of the President and four members of the Court of First

Instance. In Janayah cases there is a direct appeal to the Tamyiz Court

at Constantinople.

British subjects are not exempt from the jurisdiction of the Turkish

criminal courts; hut, by Article 42 of the Capitulations with Turkey,

no criminal case against a British subject may proceed except in the

presence of the British Ambassador or of a British Consul. No sentence

passed on a British subject - is valid until concurred in by the British

diplomatic or consular representative ;
and, should the latter disapprove of

the order which the court proposes to pass, the matter must be settled

between the British Ambassador at Constantinople and the Turkish

Ministry of Justice.

Civil pToceedings .—The Bidayats or Courts of First Instance may

entertain and decide all civil causes whatever their value or nature ;
and

the judgment of the Bidayat in .civil oases is subject to appeal only if

3 I
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the value of the clami exceeds 50 Lirahs. Civil appeals from the

Bidayat lie to a superior Bidayat^ to the Istinaf or to the Tamyiz accord-

ing to circumstances. Basrah civil eases reach the Baghdad courts by way
of appeal only.

Commercial courts and proceedings the ordinary civil courts

there are in Traq two Commercial Courts, one at the headquarters of the

Baghdadj and the other at the headquarters of the Basrah Wilayat.

This form of tribunal, known as the Tijarat Mahkamahsi
tries most mercantile suits, as well as cases relating to bills of ex-

change and promissory notes which are not strictly of a commercial

character]; but its jurisdiction is not altogether exclusive, for commercial

eases in which the value of the subject matter does not exceed 10 Lirahs

may, but only if all the parties are Ottoman subjects, be disposed of by
the ordinary civil courts.

The Commercial Coui't consists of a President appointed from
Constantinople and of two nominated members, these 3 being all

Muhammadans, with the addition of % non-Muhammadan elected

members, generally a Christian and a Jew, who are appointed for one

5^ear each by their respective communities. The procedure of the
Commercial Court is based upon the Code Napoleon, but it also follows
to some extent the principles of Islamic jurisprudence. The President
and the Members have each one vote, and the decision of the court is by
a majority of votes. It is within the competence of this court to declare
Ottoman subjects bankrupt. When all the parties to a suit are Turkish
subjects there is a first apj)eal from the Commercial Court to the Istinaf
at Baghdad and a second to the 1’amyiz at Constantinople.

Certain differences in j)rocedure are involved if a foreign subject is a
party to a ease in the Commercial Court. In such circumstances one or
two assessors are added to the ordinary members of the court, these
being of the same nationality'—if it can be arranged—as the foreigner
interested

; the proceedings are watched by a representative of the
foieignei s consulate, and an appeal lies not to the superior civil courts
but to the Tijaratin Birinji Majlisi ^-0^^ or Commercial
Court at Constantinople, of which the decision is final. A judgment
creditor who is a Turkish subject can only, it should be observed,
obtain a declaration of the bankruptcy of a foreign debtor and the
appointment of a receiver and trustee, by application to the foreigner's
^nsulate through the local Turkish authorities. It may be added that
in matters of succession and bankruptcy the Porte allows its subjects to
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subrait to the jurisdiction of the consular court of the deceased or the
banh rupt.

Imperial De2oartm€nt&,—The Imperial Departments^ which have
branches in Iraq but of which the working* is not subject to the control
of the local Walis^ may be divided into 2 classes^ V 2>z,, those of which the
whole raisou etre is to produce revenue and those which are intended to
ser\re the public convenience. To the former of these classes belong* the

CustomSj Public Debt, Tobacco Monopoly, and Land Peeord Depart-
ments ; the second includes Posts and Telegraphs and the Departments of
Public Health, Religious Endowments and Public Instruction.

Department of Customs ,—The Imperial Customs department, known as

Gumruk is charged with the collection of the duties payable at the

frontier, both sea and land, of ^Iraq, The highest local Customs oj0B.cial

is a Nadhir^ab or Director-General, who is stationed at Baghdad, deals

direct with Constantinople and has under his orders two executive officers

called Mudirs one of whom is quartered at Baghdad and the other

at Basrah. Customs officials of a lower rank, called Mamurs
found in the direction of the Persian frontier at KhanaqTn, Qizil Rubat,

Mandali and Badrah ; on the Shatt-al-^Arab at Nashwah and Qumah ;

on the Euphrates at Suq-ash-Shuyukh ;
and on the Tigris at QaPat

Salih, ^Amarah, Kut-al-Amarah, Suwairah and Kadhimain.

The general rate in ^Iraq of Amadiyah (also called Tdkha-
m

liyah
)

or import duty is 8 per cent., * and that of the

Raftiyah ( also called Ikhrajiyah ) or export duty is 1

per cent, ad valorem; but there is no customs duty on salt as it is already

a Government monopoly. On imported g*oods re-exported within six

months a refund of 7 per cent, is allowed ;
in other words, goods in

transit are placed on the same footing as original exports. Extra customs

duties have recently been imposed by means of E kinds of stamps, required

to be affixed to documents presented at the Customs House, which entail

in some cases an addition of nearly 50 per cent, to the customs duty

proper : one of these duties has no special object, but the proceeds of the

other are professedly devoted to the construction of the railway from

Syria to the Hijaz. The Customs receipts in the Baghdad and

Basrah Wilayats amounted in a recent year to £149,514 sterling, and the

expenses of the department to £14,614.

* Fyom the l?bh of July 190? it was raised to 11 per cent.

3 I a
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De;paTtment of Puhlie PeU.’-Th.Q Duyun-al-^UmumTyah

or Department of Public Debt, wbicb is subject to international control

and exists in the Ottoman dominions chiefly for the benefit of European

bondholders, is represented in '"Iraq by a Nadhir at Bag‘lldad, under

T^hom are 5 !Mudirs, posted respectively at Ba^qubah, Basrah, Hillah,

Eut-al-Amarah and Samarrah, besides Mnmurs of inferior rank or agents

at ^Amarah, ^Anah, Umm-al-Ba''rur (or rather Hamidiyah), Diwaniyah,

Hai, Hit, Kadhimain, Khanaqin, Abul Khasib, Mandali, Musaiyib,

ITajaf, Nasiriyah, Qizil Rnbat, Qurnah, Samawah, Shatrat-al-

Muntafik, Stiq-ash-Shuyukh and Tawairij, not to mention 'Oqair

Port and the town of Qatif which are in the Hasa Saiijaq. The
Ul

N adhir has also at his disposal a Mufattish or travelling inspector.

The principal sources of revenue which have been made over to this

department for management are fisheries, liquor, salt, silk, and stamps, and

it may be regarded as an Excise Department, The distilleries at Qararah
and elsewhere are under its control, and the proceeds of the salt tax and of

licenses for the vend of liquor go into its treasury.

The annual receipts of the Public Debt Department in the Wilayats
of Baghdad and Basrah amounted recently to £39,849 sterling, and its

expenditure to £16,645.

The Tobacco Monopoly ^—The Tobacco Monopoly, generally known as

the Begie Cointeressee des Tabacs de PEmpire Ottoman, is a joint stock

company holding a monopoly for the manufacture and sale of tobacco in

the Turkish Empire : it is represented at Baghdad by a Nadhir. There
is also an office at Basrah, and Mudirs, Mamurs or other subordinate

officials of the Company are stationed at 'Amarah, Badrali, Ba\j[ubah,

Hillah, Karbala, Khanaqin, Ktit-al-Amarah, Mandali, Najaf,
Samarrah, Samawah and Tawairij and are under the orders of the
Nadhir

;
their principal duties are to supervise the cultivation of tobacco

and to collect the taxes payable thereon at the various dep6ts of tlie

Department. There is also, as a rule, a travelling inspector of the Regie
with headquarters at Baghdad.

The tax on tobacco cultivation recovered by the Regie is at the rate
of 7 8 gold piastres per kilogramme on the best homegrown tobaccos
such as Shaur j|;U and Quzi and of 3-9 gold piastres on
^erior sorts like Khurdah .

. Persian tobacco, which is largely
imported for smoking in nargiles, pays an import duty of 2 gold piastres
per kilogramme as customs to the Turkish Government and 1 piastre as
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droit de monopole to the R e'gie. The Tobacco Monopoly is Tirtiially a
blanch of the Public Debt Department and it is not to be confounded Trith

the Societe du 1 ombac^ an Ottoman company which holds an exclusive

concession for the importation of Persian tobacco into Turkey. In ^Iraq
the Qadhas most important to the Regie are those of Hillahj Hindiyali,
Karbala and Najat but its rights are more restricted in this province
than in other parts of Turkey.

D^pctHment of Z/ancl RecoTds.—In order to understand the work of

the Daftar Khaqani or, as we may call it, the Land
Records Department, it is necessary first to explain the classification of

land according to ownership which prevails in ^Iraq as in other parts of

the Turkish Empire. There are 5 principal kinds of landed property.

The first kind is Mulk or freehold property, over which the

owner has full jDOwer in life and in death. It may be transmitted by
inheritance or by legacy, and only in event of failure of heirs does it

escheat to the Bait-al-Mal or Treasury. Mulk is of 4 sorts, but on this

minuter classification it is unnecessary to enter. Mulk, in ‘’Iraq, consists

chiefly of land in the neighbourhood of villages which has been jmrchased

by the villagers from Government.

The second sort of land is Miri iSj^ or that which belongs to the

state j it comprises arable lands, pastures, and forests, and the ownership

thereof is vested in the Bait-al-Mal.

Lands of the third kind are Waqf *-03^ : those, namely, of which the

profits are assigned for religious purposes. Waqf lands that are under

the management of the Department of Religious Endowments, to which

we shall refer in another paragraph, are ipso facto free of taxation;

while those in the hands of private individuals are taxed to the same

extent as similar lands which are not Waqf. The large landed properties

owned by or vested in the Naqib of Baghdad, however, have been

specially exempted from taxation by an Imperial edict and may therefore

be regarded as Waqf in the public sense.

Matrukah lands, or such as are not individual property

and are left unoccupied for the public benefit, compose tlie fourth

class*

The fifth category consists of Mawat , or Dead Lands, which

have remained uninhabited and uncultivated from time immemorial.

The lands owned by the Sultan of Turkey as an individual and manag-

ed on his behalf by the Dairat-al-Saniyah or Civil List Department, of
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whicli we shall have something to say fartlier on^ may now almost be

bahen as constituting a sixth variety of land. These lands are known

as Aradhi Saniyah ^
they arc private domains^ and they

must not he confounded with Aradhi Miriyah^ or lands of the second

kind, which are public or state domains.

The Daftar Khaq^ani and its functions in regard to these various

kinds of land and land tenure now fall to be considered. The Daftar^

which in Traq seems to be represented only by a Mamur at Baghdad^ is

divided Into two sections^ the Tapu and the Amlak The duty

of the Tapu is (1) to register all facts connected with the ownership of land

in general and (a) to manage the Aradhi Miriyah or public domains

on behalf of the sta're. The ^biilk of the Aradhi Miriyah is in the

possession of cultivators who have rights of occupancy^ and these

rights are obtained by payment of a price or sum in consideration of which

a Sanad or title deed is conferred on the tenant by the Tapu.
Ui „

At the death of a tenant under the Tapu, or Mustahiqq Tapu
as he is called, his rights of occuiDaney pass to his heirs ; but, on the

other hand, a tenant of Miri land who leaves it uncultivated during three

years forfeits thereby his occupancy rights. The disposal of government

lands to occupancy tenants and, where that is impossible, the farming

of them to Arab tribes upon produce rents are, together with the

registration of all transactions in and arrangements' relating to land, the

work of the- Tapu,

The Amlak section resembles the Tapu in that it registers" transfers,

but these are only of house property.

Both Tapu and Amlak levy a registration fee, which in the case o£

the Amlak is nstially at the rate of about per cent, acl valorem
;
and

the receipts of both sections are remitted to Constantinople after deduct-

ing the local working expenses. The net revenue of ' the Department
appears to have been £4,816 in the Baghdad Wilayat in 1903, and
£1,060 in the Basrah Wilayat in 190T.

The Tapn was established in Traq^ in 1889 only^ and. the Amlak
even more recently.

Bejmrtment of Posts and Telegraphs ,—The postal and telegraphic
services of Traq have already been described under the heading of commn-
nications-3 and it only remains here to mention the organisation of the
department which is responsible for the working of both. The chief
official of the_department in ^Iraqis a Director- or Bash Mudir
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at Baghdad, under whom are two executive Mudirs—one for Posts,

the other for Telegraphs—and an Inspector most of whose time is given

to the work of the Telegraph section. The receipts of the Department

in Traq in a recent year were apjparently £18,097 sterling, and the

working expenses £15,097.

l)epaTtment of Public Health .—The sanitary department, which is

chiefly occupied with quarantine, is controlled by a doctor of medicine at

Baghdad, known as the Mufattish or Inspector, who receives his orders

direct from the international Board of Health at Constantinople. Informa-

tion in regard to the working of this department in ^Iraq will be

found in the Appendix to this Grazetteer which deals with epidemics and

sanitary organisation in the Persian Gulf. One of the principal subor-

dinates of the Inspector is a doctor with three assistants at Khanaqin,

whose duty it is to inspect corpses entering the country from Persia for

interment at the holy places of the Shfahs
;
and there are establishments

for the maintenance of sea quarantine at Pao and Basrah Town, the

station at Basrah being located on ’Ajairawiyah Island. After these

the sanitary posts at Najaf and Karbala, where most of the Shiah

burials take place, are the most important. Mamurs of the department

are stationed also at ^Amarah on the Tigris ;
at Haji Q.arah

(in the Khanaqin dadha), Mandali and Badrah near the Persian

frontier
;
and at Samarrah, Kadhimain, and Musaiyib, places visited

by the Persian pilgrims or through which Shi^ah pilgrims and

corpses pass. There is also a sanitary post at Qatif Town in Hasa.

Not long ago the receipts of the Department of Public Health in the

Baghdad and Basrah Wilayats for one year amounted to £6,830 sterling

and the expenditure to £3,819. The accounts of the department are

kept by a Muhasibji or Accountant at Baghdad,

Pc^aTt992691 1 of JReligiottfS PlnAowvieuts ,—The chief local official of the

Religious Endowments or Auqaf Department in
^ Iraq is merely

a MuhgLsibji or Accountant at Baghdad; but much important wort is

performedThy the department in superintending the finances of the great

Shfah shrines. The Auqaf is able to hold its own with the local

eltecutive government in ’Iraq and has successfully obstructed, up to the

present time, a scheme for the extension of the congested town of Kajaf,

The income of the Auqaf Depai^tment in Hraq in a financial year not

long past was £7,981 sterling, and its expenditure in the same year

£8,04^.
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Department of TvMic Instruction ,—The Educationa] Department or

Ma^arif maintains a primary school or Maktab Rushdi

in which Turkish and Arabic are taught at the chef-lieu o£ every

Sanjaq and Qadha. In addition to these there are a Maktab I^dadi Mulki

or secondary civil school for boys and an Inath Maktab

Rashdisi ^ cLG) or primary school for girls at Baglldad and

at Basrah, j all of these are government institutions managed by the

Department and in them no fees are charged. The secondary boys^ school

at Baghdad was founded in 1890 and the number of pupils is about ^50,

most of whom eventually enter the public service or proceed to study law or

medicine at Constantinople. The primary girls*’ school at Baghdad was

opened in 1898. Besides the above there are a Maktab Rashdisi ‘’Askari

V.--.-AC0 or primary military school and a Maktab I’dadi

Askari or secondary military school at Baghdad

;

and Baghdad and Basrah each possesses a Maktab San'^iyah

or industrial school. The military schools are free. The Dairat-as-Saniyah

maintains primary schools on some of the rural estates which are

under its management.

Besides the schools of the Education Department there are many
schools^ both Muhammadan and non-Muhammadan^ in ^Iraq, especially at

the larger centres of population. Thus at Earbsila the Sunnis have one,

and the Shi’ahs a number, of religious high schools or Madrasahs ;

and, as the unmarried students mostly live in the school building, these

may be described as boarding schools. At Baghdad the Jewish^

Chaldsean, Syrian, and Armenian communities, consisting of Ottoman
subjects, each maintain a g'ood school of their own.

Schools in *’ Iraq kejDt by non-Turkish subjects are noticed under the
head of British and other foreign interests below.

Finance and taivation,---Below are two of aunual revenue and
espenditui-e in the Wilayats of " Iraq

;
in the first table the provinces

are treated separately, in the second they are combined. The figures
for the Sanjaq of Hasa or «Najd^' are, it should be remembered,
included in both tables. In the first table the Baghdad figures are
taken from the official budget of the Wilayat for 1908 while those
for Basrah, also fi-om official sources, are about 2 years older. The 'date
of the statistics contained in the second table is uncertain but
recent.
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Table I.

Anitual beveuue in pounds steeling. Annual expendittjee in pounds steeling.

Item. Baghdad. Basrah. Item. Baghdad Basrah.

Tent and hut tax. 6,851 3,989 Salaries of oflacials

under the Minis-
try of the Inter-

ior.

17,934

Military service

comtniitatiou tax*

5,216 436 Shara* courts. 4,150

/ 24,699

Sheep tax. 30,962 14,688 Justice. 8,386

Buffalo tax. 929 1,682 Revenue establish-

ments.
12,336

Oamel taxo 4,180 1,049 Monthly allow-

ances to indivi-

duals.

4,612

Fixed tithes (e.e.

farmed out).

59,647 99,675 Military. 108,085 98,875

Revenue tithes (z.e*

collected direct).

Nil. 44,882 Marine. Nil 8,037

Security deposits.* 65,182 Nil 1 Gendarmerie. 59,883 38,363

Leases. 196 Nil Civil police. 1,823 474

Income tax. 30,250 Nil Sanitary. 248 60

Forest receipts. 498 Nil Pensions,^ etc. 11,818 14,545

Royalties ' on
minerals.

179 Nil Miscellaneous

.

Nil 916

Tapu and Amlak
receipts.

4,816 1,060

Court-fees. 2,021 1,152

IVI iscellaneous. 981 17,216 -*

Totals £211,908 6186,829 Totals £229,275 £185,869

In the budget of BasraK Wilayat for 1905-1906, however, revenue

was estimated at £168,402 and expenditure at £185,842.

* This item consists of sums paid into the treasury by persons to whom Government

lands are leased.
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TabIiE II.

Department.
Annual revenue in

pounds sterling.
Annual expenditure in

pounds sterling.

Customs. 149,614 14,614

Public Debt 39,849 16,645

Posts and Telegraphs .... 18,097 16,097

Sanitary ...... 6,880 3,819

Keligious endowments .... 7,981 3,042

Totals £222,271 £63,217

Of the items contained in the tables above those connected with the

Imperial Civil Departments have been already noticed in the foregoing*

paragraphs on the departments^ while those relating to the military and-

marine services will be dealt with in their appropriate places further on j

but a few words may be added here in explanation of some of the other

entries.

The tent and hut tax, generally known as Baitiyah or Buyutiyah

is a tax collected, where collection is feasible, by the Turkish

Government from its agricultural Arab subjects^ both fixed and' semi-

fixed. It is levied at the rate of 50 gold piastres per annum on every

house or hut, but it is a tax on households rather than on dwellings
;
for

a house inhabited by two married couples is reckoned as two dwellings

and' one containing* only unmarried members of a family which already

pays Baitiyah is exempt. Widows and helpless persons are excused from
this tax. Along with the Baitiyah propei’ of 50 gold piastres per honse
is recovered an annual cess of 54 gold piastres

;
this is described as a-

contribution towards educational and military expenditure.

The various taxes on domestic animals are all included under tlie

common term of Koda
;

they fall (or ought to fall) largely

on the nomad tribes, and consequently nothing like realisation in full

can be effected. The Shaikhs of the Bedouin tribes oi'dinarilv wring
from the tribesmen under them as much as they can on their own
behoof; hut in matters of Turkish taxation, on the contrary, they
screen and protect them to the best of their ability, Koda is paid at
two different lates, at half a Majidi per annum for each camel, horse,
mule^. cow, buffalo^ pig.or monkey and at I^aij piastres per annum
for each sheep, goat or donkey.
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Tlie agricultural taxes—generally described^ whatever their incidence

may be^ as '’Ushr or tithes—are the most valuable soiu’ce of

revenue and also the most difficult to understand, Mulk land^ are

assessed at to 4 of gross produce, the former rate being applicable

to all holdings which are irrigated by means of water-lifts and to

Daim lands in the autumn^harvest, and the latter to Daim lands in the

spring harvest
;

some Chaltiq lands, however, of the Mulk class, pay

as much as -J-rd of gross produce. The revenue, or rather rent,

charged by the Government for the use of Miri lands is a matter of

arrangement between the Tapu and the tenant, but it ranges ordinarily

from gross produce on lands unfavourably situated to 4th on

lands which are easily irrigated or highly cultivated ; in exceptional

circumstances, however, it may amount to Jrd or even to | . The lessees

of Miri lands are frequently tribal Shaikhs who either give security

for the rent or pay part of it in advance.
;
and the leases granted them are

commonly for one year only, but may be for two or even for three. In

table No. I above, fixed tithes are understood to represent agricultural

revenue farmed out, revenue tithes the same collected: direct,, and

security deposits the advances or guarantees furnished by lessees of

Miri lands. There is an annual tax of 7 Raij piastres on every date

palm, and one of 2 to 4 Raij piastres on every orange tree
;
honey also

is taxed at the rate of market value. Ag'ricultural revenue

of all kinds is collected at the time of harvest.

Landed, property, may be held in Turkey by foreign governments,

foreign religious bodies, etc., as Mulk or Waqf
;
and when.thisds the case

a yearly tax, described at Muqata^ah is paid as .compensation to

the- Ottoman Government for the tithes, right^ of escheat, etc., thus

lost to it.

The official forests from which, as Table No. I above shows, :a small

Revenue is derived are for the naost part plantations by the banks, of

the large rivers.: they consist chiefly of Euphrates poplar ^d of

tamarisk, and the timber is usually very smalh Such forests exist at-

or near Suwaira]i,/Aziziy,ah_ and_ ^Amarah Town upon the TigTis,

and also at several other places which are indicated in the article-

on that river* ... - . _

The royalty on minerals e.s:traoted.in Uraq varies between 5- and 15- per-

cent. ad valorem^ . . - - - -

Miscellaneous taxeS; somewhat -exceptional in their, character -and of

which the proceeds are not shown in the tables above, are Turabiyah

<^1^* and Shahriyah JGnrabiyahw consists of burial dues
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realised by tlie Turkish Government on account of Sbi^ab interments at

ITajaf, Karbala and KadMmain : it varies from 31| to 5,000 gold

piastres per corpse according to the sacredness of the place of burial. The

Shahrijah is a punitive tax, from which British subjects are exempt,

collected at Karbala only ; it was imposed by the Porte about 40 years

ago in consequence of resistance offered by the inhabitants to

conscription for military service, and it is payable by traders at a rate

varying from -^th to f Majidi monthly.

No harbour dues are charged by the Turkish authorities at Basrak
Town, who in this case aj)pear to have overlooked their opportunity.

Municipal taxation does not enter into the provincial budgets given

above, but a few remarks on the subject will not be out of place here.

An octroi or Ihtisab the liability to which of British subjects

is not admitted, is levied at the rate of 7 per cent, on local products

entering an inland town where there is no customs house
;

but

articles imported from abroad, which have already paid customs duty, are

exempt from this charge. Examples of other municipal or partially

municipal taxes follow ; they are taken from Baghdad City, where all of

them are in force. An 8 per cent, duty is levied on Sha'ri thread

worked uj) into Aghabaiii cloth : the thread, at the time of being imported,

had already paid customs duty at the rate of 8 * per cent. A tax called

Tamgha of which the amount varies with the article, is taken on
all cloth and woollen goods manufactured or embroidered locally

; the farm
of this tax in Baghdad City produces about £900 sterling a year. There

is also the Pasbanlyah
^ a tax collected monthly and graduated

according to incomes, of which the object is to provide for municipal
scavenging and lighting and for watch and ward. Other taxes to which

the citizen of Baghdad is liable are the Asnafiyah a trade
tax of Jth to 2 a Majidi on each trader annually, and a tax rangung from

to 45 Baij piastres per head on the slaughter of animals for food.
The majority of the preceding are purely municipal taxes, but the pro-
ceeds of the Asnafiyah and slaughter tax go partly into the fxnids of the
municipality and partly into the general revenues of the province. Taxes
on fish, firewood, Quffahs and boats also are paid in Baghdad City; but
these are provincial, except the tax on fish, which is taken by the Depart-
ment of Public Debt, and none of them are municipal.

When any tax is paid a receipt is given ; and to the receipt must now
be affixed, in Traq, not only an ordinary receipt stamp of Jth gold piastre
but also a Hijaz Railway stamp, of 1 gold piastre.

* Now IX per cent. (1907>
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Dairat-aB-San^ali .—Before leaving the subject of tbe civil and
general administration it will be advisable to notice^ in some detail^ an
oflSeial agency wbich in Hraq possesses great economic and x^olitical

importance : this in the Dairat-Qomisyon-as-Sanljali
^

generally known as the Dairat-as-Sanlyah. -rhe Dairat-as-Saniyah

is a section of the Khazinah-i-Khassah-i-Shahaiiah

or Ottoman Civil List Department, by which the large private properties

of the Sultan of Tui’key are administered. It is i3resided over, in

'Iraq,, by a Central Committee at Baghdad, which corresponds direct

with the Minister of the Civil List at Constantinojple
; and in the part

of the Turkish Empire with which we are concerned it consists of two
principal branches, one dealing with lands and irrigation and the other

with navigation. We shall now examine separately the assets and
methods of each of these branches, and at the same time we shall

mention some facts relating to the local staff, income and policy of the

department.

The private domains of the Sultan, administered on his behalf by the
ui

Dairat-as-SanJyah, are known as Aradhi Saniyah • and it is

stated that they now amount, in the Baghdad Wilayat, to about 80

per cent, of the whole cultivable area as against 80 per cent, owned by

the state, 20 per cent, belonging to private individuals, and 20 per cent,

which is unclassed. In the Basrah Wilayat also considerable areas, in-

cluding some of the finest wheat, rice, and date-growing tracts, are under

the management of the department. The Saniyah lands in ''Iraq may
be conveniently divided into 4 groups depending for irrigation on the

Tigris, the Shatt-al-Gharaf, the Euphrates and the Shatt-aL-'Arab

respectively ;
but, in addition to these lands on the main rivers, there are

Saniyah properties on the Mahrut canal in the valley of the

Diyalah^ and even on the ^ Aliyawah canal close to the Persian

frontier at Khanaqin. The Dairat-as-Saniyah has also charge of

agricultural and other properties in Hasa which are referred to in the

article on that Sanjaq.

On the Tigris the Dairat-as-Saniyah has acquired the Dujail canal,

which takes out on the right bank of the river above Baghdad^ and holds

possession of the estates, irrigated from the same, of Dujail, Balad ^
and Sumaikah in the Samarrah Qadha and of Tarmiyah in the

Qadha of Kadhimain. Below Baghdad, between 'Aziziyah Village and

Kut-al-Amarah Town, the valuable estate of Shadi in the Qadha of

^Aziziyah is controlled by the Dairat-as-Saniyah, and Saniyah lands

extend along the right bank of the river from Tawil to Umm-al-'Ajaj
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and along tlie left bank from Summar or Samr to Imam Mahdi
; these

last are said to reaeh^ on either side of the river^ from 20 to 30 miles

inland ; and in the right bank block is situated the rising village of

Rghailah which is altogether under the department. The right

bank of the Tigris from the point where the Shatt-al-Grharaf leaves it

to Shaikh Sa'^ad, together with the country behind it to a depth of

perhaps 40 miles, is under the Dairat-as-Saniyah. The Tigris properties

down to Shaikh Sa^ad are all situated in the Wilayat of Baghdad. From

Kuraait to the Bitairah canal Saniyah lands occupy the right bank and

extend inland some 30 miles
j
and further down the lands about Daffas,

opposite to ^Amarah Town, also those of Majar-al-Kabir and Majar-as-

Saghir, and others on the right bank in the neighbourhood of Qahat

Salih are included in the Sultanas private domains. On the left bank the

Saniyah properties are believed to extend almost continuously from

^Amarah Town to a point opposite ^Azair^ while inland in the same

neighbourhood they reach almost to the Hawizeh marshes, including in

particular the tracts of Akhdhar, Bahathah, Jahalah, Misharrah and

Shatt which are in the '’Amarah Qadha and a large portion of the

Qadha of Zubair. All the estates mentioned above from Kuiuait
downwards are in the Wilayat of Basrah,

The Dairat-as-Saniyah also holds a quantity of land in the Muntafik

Sanjaq, probably irrigated by the Shatt-al-Gharaf.

The Saniyah estates watered by the Euphrates are numerous, and
most of them are named from the canals on which they dej>end ; the

cultivators as a rule, inhabit temporary and not permanent villages.

Above and below Musaiyib are properties of which the centres are Abu
Ghuraib, Mahmudiyah and Sikandariyah, the first jprobably including
the lands managed by the Department at Khidhar Aliyas, and others
irrigated by the Latifiyah, Musaiyib and Nasriyah canals &om the
Euphrates. In the neighhonrhood of Hillah Town are Saniyah lands
watered by the Nil and Wardiyah canals, and in the Khawas Nahiyah of
the Hillah Qadha are domains known as Abu Gharq, Umm-al-Hawa,
Tlaj, Yusufiyah, and Abu "Arais. The Hamidiyah canal which
brings drinking water to Najaf Town is a Saniyah property

; so also is a
large tract of country known as Mushkhab which has its headquarters
at Abu Sikhair and includes the prosperous village of Ja'arah

; Ahu
Sikhair and Ja’arah are both in the Shamiyah Qadha.

^On the Shatt-aVArab 1,500 acres of valuable land, chiefly at
Da^aiji village, at Saniyah (I) and at Saniyah (II) in the Dawasir
District are said to be in the possession of the department.
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-The methods of the Dairat-as-Sa,myah in agriculture are energetic.

Its custom is to acquire the most easily worked canals and to push each

one that comes into its possession as far as it will go, never irrigating

the same land a second time until the canal has attained its maximum
length, A survey is carried on concurrently with the expansion of

irrigation, but the undeveloped portions of each estate are left for the

time being unsurveyed
;
it follows that^ although the limits are marked

out on the ground with boundary pillars, the total areas in its charge are

generally as yet unknown even to the department. The lands to be

irrigated during the year are leased out to cultivators on a rent of two-

fifths, or, if the seed is supplied by the Dairat-as-Saniyah, of seven-

tenths of the produce
;
and money advances are sometimes given to the

cultivators and recovered in the harvest. The landed property under

management of the Dairat-as-Saniyah has mostly been obtained on

extremely favourable terms, for, when— as often happens—Aradhi

Miriyah or state domains are disposed of by auction, no one ventures to

bid against the representatives of His Majesty the Sultan.

The branch of the Dairat-as-Saniyah which is concerned with land

and irrigation engages in miscellaneous enterprises also. It has con-

structed a number of handsome dwelling-houses at ‘^Amarah Town,

which bring in good rents j and it has recently undertaken the collection

of tolls at the Elharr Bridge near Baghdad, a right which was formerly

leased to a contractor for about ^,100 Lirahs or £1,900 sterling a year.

The navigation branch of the Dairat-as-Saniyab, known as the

Hamidiyah Navigation Office, came into existence with the

purchase by the department, in March 1904, of the whole stock and

assets upon the Shatt-al-"Arab and Tigris rivers of a former "Oman-

Ottoman"'’ branch of the Turkish Ministry of Marine. The principal

items then ti^ansferred to the Dairat-as-Saniyah and the valuations at

which they changed hands were as below :

—

Kiiver steamers (3) and barges (3) . • .

River steamer (1) .

Workshop at Basrah with engineering plant com-

plete ,.••••••
Dry dock in the Khandaq creek at Basrah with

some machinery ......
Office, briok-bnilt storage godown, and open space

of about 4,000 square yards for cargo on the

Shatt-al-’Arab at Basrah
Office at ’Amarah Town • . . .

Do. at Kut-al-Amarah Town . •

Do. at Baghdad City . , • • -

£ TurMsli. £ English,

5,060 d,545

],500 1,350

1,500 1,350

1,000 900

160 135

100 90

lOO 90

100 90
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to buy land cheaply were evidently at work on this occasion, for

the office at Kut-al-Amarah. bad been built only 2 years before at a

cost of £T. 1,500, while the market value of the Baghdad office has been

estimated at £T. 1,500 to 3,000. In 1905 the Hamidiyah office added

two new Glasgow-built steamers to its fleet and was arranging to obtain

a new barges : the vessels in its possession at the end of that year

were :

—

(1) River steamer “ Baghdadi ”
, age 44 years, speed 6 knots, carrying

capacity=100 passengers.

(2) River steamer “ Fnrat **
, age 38 years, tonnage 125, horse power

200, speed 5 knots an hour, carrying capacity=400 passengers, 4 horses

and 70 tons of cargo.

(3) River steamer Rusafah ’*
, similar in all respects to the “ Furafc.”

(4) River steamer Musal** , age over 30 years, speed 7 knots an hour,

cairvlng capacity= 600 passengers, 8 horses and 100 tons of cargo.

(5) River steamer “ Hamidiyah ”
9 «ew, tonnage 430, horse power 700,

good cabins and electric light. The contract speed of this steamer was 12

knots and the carrying capacity should have been 900 passengers, 10 horses

and 230 tons of cargo ; but capacity is deficient and the maximum speed

is 9 knots an hour only.
«»

(6) River steamer Burhaniyah ”
, similar in all respects to the ** Hami-

diyah ”, except that she has attained a speed of 10J knots an hour.

Besides the above there were 2 barges, each about 40 years old.

The Hamidiyah office competes closely with the (British) Eiij)hrates

and Tigris Steam Navigation Company for the Tigris carrying trade,

and it is stated that its agents sometimes appeal to the loyalty or reli-

gious feelings of native merchants and passengers in order to obtain

their patronage. Turkish troops on mobilisation or relief and Turkish

government stores are carried by the Hamidiyah steamers ati commer-

cial rates j
and in the Hamidiyah workshop at Basrah, where castings

of as much as 5 cwt. can be executed, engineering and mechanical work

of all sorts is undertaken for private employers.

The highest local authority in Saniyah matters in ^Iraq is a Central

Committee at Baghdad ;
but the principal place of business is now

at '^Amarah Town, whither it was transferred from Basrah about

1899. Both at ^Amarah and at Basrah there is a Committee subor-

dinate to the Central Committee at Baghdad : that at ^Amarah consists

of a President, a Mudir and 3 members. The general staff of the depart-

ment in ^Iraq is considered to be small in proportion to the amount of

business transacted, but the members are well paid. The Central Com-
mittee at Baghdad includes a T(,ais or President _with a
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salary of £T. 55 a month.^ a Mudir or Director on £T. 4^0 a

month and a Kashf-VIndir or Chief Surveyi^r^ besides

several 'merchants who receive small monthly honoraria for their

services. A feature of the Dairat-as-Saniyah administration is the

number of military officers on the active list whose services are

utilised, a special allowance being given them by the depart-

ment in addition to their military pay ;
thus the Kashf-Mudir at Baglx^

dad is a military Colonel receiving £T. I7| monthly from the department^

and not long ago the Mushir of the 6th Army Corps himself held a well

paid appointment under the Dairat-as-Saniyah. The object of this

arrangement is possibly to secure a supply of military labour for the work

of the Dairat-as-Saniyah; for some use is made of such labour, yet no-

thing is paid to the rank and file employed.

!No complete account is available of the executive staff of the Dairat-

as-Saniyah in Traq, but it comprises at least the following : —

Group, Estates. StafiT, Rehabicb,

Tigris properties. Dujail, Balad, Su-
maikah and Tar-
miyah.

Wakil or Agent at

^

Duiail, and a

Mainur or Manager
each at the other
places.

Do. On both sides of
the Tigris above

- and below Bghai-
lali.

A Marnur, with head-

quaiters at Bghai-
lah.

Do. Akhdhar in the
’Amarah. Qadha.

A Marnur and a clerk.

Do. Bahatbah and
Jab^lah in the

’Amarah Qadha.

A Marnur and 2
clerks.

Do. Misbarrah in the

’Amaraii Qadha.
A Mamur and 1 clerk.

_

Do. Shatt in the ’Ama-
rah Qadha.

Do.

Do. Tafrah, etc.,in the

Zutoair Qadha.
A manager at Masa-
’idah on the

Jahalskh.

Do. About QaVat
Salih.

An official at Qal’at

Salih.

3 K
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Groap. Estates. staff. EEMASrS.

Shatt-al-GIiaraf
properties.

A Mamur at Diijailah

jt\ the HEai
Qadha, perhaps the
locality so called on
the right bank of

the Tigris.

Do. ... A Mamar at Sha-
trat-al-Muntafik.

Do. t •« A Mamur at Ham-
mar.

Euphrates pro-

perties.

Abu Grhuraib. A Mamur and assist-

ant with head-
quarters at Abu
Grhuraib, also 2
clerks and 7 mount-
ed Dhsbitiyahs.

The manager is^ at

present a military

Adjutant-Major,! re-

ceiving an allowance

of £T. 10 a month
from the department :

his assistant is a

military Captain.

Do, Mahmudiyab. A Mamur with head-
quarters at Mah-
mudiyah, under
whom are some
Dhabitiyahs and a
few soldiers.

Do. Latifiyah. A Mamur.

Do, Sikaudariyab, A Mamur with head-
quarters at Sikau-
dariyah.

Do. Nasiiyah and
others in the
Karbala Qadha.

A Wakil.

Do. Kil, Wardiyah,
Abu 'Arais, Abu
Gharq, TJmm-al-
Hawa, ’Ilaj,

Malih and Yusufi-
yah in the
Hillah Qadha.

A Mamur.

Do. Jarbu'iyahin the
Hillah Qadha.

A Wakil. The manager is at
present a

. junior
military officer who
receives a monthly
allowance of £T. 9
from the Dairat-as-
Saniyah.
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Group. Estates. staff. Eehabkb.

Euphrates pro-
perties.

Ja*arah (including
Mushkhab).

A man'iger with head-
quarters in a fort
belonging to the de-
partment at Abu
Sikhair ; be has a

staff of 2 clerks, a
touring inspector,
etc., and about 100
soldiers, mounted
and unmounted,
under him.

The manager is a mili-

tary Major. There
is also a Wakil,

Do. Durraji.

Shatt-al-’Arab *

properties.
... A Mamur at Basrah

with a sta ff of 2 or
more clerks.

...

In addition to these local agents the Dairat-as-Saniyah has in ’Iraq

a field-engineer and an assistant field-engineer. The former is a military

Lieutenant-Colonel, but receives a salary of £180 sterling a year. His

assistant is a military Adjutant-Major. The Sanlyah officials in Hasa
are mentioned in the article on that Sanjaq.

The estate managers of the Dairat-as-Saniyah have no criminal or

civil jurisdiction. The petty employes who work under them, called

Shabanah are generally Arabs and do not wear uniform.

The Director, at Basrah, of the Hamidiyah Navigation Office has

lately been endeavoming to free himself of the control of the Central

Committee at Baghdad and to obtain the right of dealing direct with

the Ministry of the Civil List at Constantinople : the pay of this

Director is hardly inferior to that of the (British) Euphrates and Tigris

Steam Navigation Company^’s manager at the same place. The Hami-

diyah steamers are undermanned, but the hands employed on them

receive pay only about 10 per cent, lower than is given on the British

boats. The two new Hamidiyah steamers both carry British engineers,

and one of them is commanded by a British Captain ; the Basrah work-

shop also was in charge, in 1905, of a British marine engineer, and the

number of hands was at that time sufficient ; service in the workshop is

pensionable.*

The annual income of the Dairat-as-Saniyah in the Baghdad and

Basrah Wilayats was said to amount in 1906, according to the books

epiployes are now all Turkish subjects (1907).

S K a
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of the department itself^ to £94?^500 sterling ; and its expenses^ chiefly

salaries acd repairs of canals, to £^7,900 sterling
;
but the operations of

the department are perpetually extending and its tiiriiover is increasing

very rapidlv. Some of the estates are particularly profiLable, for instance

that of Abu Ghuraib, of which the income is said to be about £T. 8,000

and the expenses only £T. 800 per annum. The annual gross returns of

lands on the Tigris below ^Amarah Town were said to be £36,000 sterling

in 1905, the net annual profits of the Shatt-al-*Arab properties being in

the same year about £9,000 sterling. It is stated on good authority that

the annual revenue of the Dairat-as-Saniyah from agricultural estates is

already about double of what has been spent in acquiring’ them.

The policy of the Dairat-as-Sanlyah in ^Iraq is one of enlightened self-

interest
;

its relations with its tenants are generally good, and it appears

to aim at increasing its business by giving satisfaction to those who make
use of its steamer service. On some of its estates it has opened free

primary schools, and one-third of the revenue which it realises from the

tolls on the Kharr Bridge is assigned to a hospital for the poor at

Baghdad. The Dairat-as-Saniyah is performing a useful function in

opening up the country, and on the Tigris the villages of Bghailah
and Kumait have heen brought into existence, and the town of

^Amarah has been greatly increased, by the development of the surround-

ing tracts under Saniyah auspices. The superior management of the

department is not entirely Muhammadan
;
it is believed to include some

able Armenians, and the Inspector of highest rank visiting ’Iraq is a J ew.
' There is sometimes friction between the local representatives of the

department and the ordinary civil officials, and victory does not always
remain with the latter. In economic and commercial questions pertaining

to ^Iraq the actual achievements and the future ambitions of the Dairat-

as-Saniyah are important factors which foreign governments and con-
cessionaires must take into account.

Military resourcesJ^—ThQ army of the Turkish Empire being a
symmetrically organised whole, no account of the military resources of
the Pm'te in ’ Iraq can be given without first describing the general system
of which they form a part,

A regular form of army service and a military organisation were
instituted in Turkey in 1843, Improvements were introduced after the

*Authorities.--Qo\onQ\ P. R. Maunsell»s JELandhooh of the Turkish Army and
reports by Colonel L. S. Newmarcli, Political Resident at Baghdad, and Mr! P. E.
Crow, Consul at Basrah.
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Russian wars of 1854 and 1878 ;
and in 1886 the actual system, which

is territorial and follows European continental models, was established on

the recommendation of Colonel Von der Goltz, an officer of the German

General Staff whose services had been specially lent to the Ottoman War
Office.

The Turkish army throughout the Empire is recruited by conscription,

but only from the Muslim elements of the population
;
and the field of

supply is further narrowed by local and other partial exemptions which

affect even Musulmans. Turkish subjects professing other faiths than

Islam are excluded, ip%o facto

^

from the Turkish military service and
(W

pay instead a service commutation tax or Badal 'Askariyah 6:^^^ Joj of

40 gold piastres, or about 7 shillings English, per annum. In the classes

subject to conscription liability to service commences from the 1st of

March following the 19th birthday and continues for £0 years
;
the

soldier passes successively through the Nidham or regular active

army, in which he spends 3 years with the colours
;
through the Ihtiyat

or reserve of the Nidham, the period of service in which is 6

years
;
through the Radif or reserve army, in which he remains for

9 years
;

and finally through the Tdustahfidh or territorial

(defensive) force, in which he performs the last % years of his service.

This, in theory, is the system
;
but in practice the soldier is often kept for

6 years or long'er with the colours and then passes directly into the Radif

'without serving in the Ihtiyat
;

it follows that the Ihtiyat cannot be

depended on to reinforce the regular army, and the same may be said of

the Mustafidh, which has no battalion organisation and could only be used

for filling up deficiencies in the Radif. Apart from mobilisation for war,

the Radif are liable to be embodied by Imperial Irade for the maintenance

of order, for the suppression of riots or insurrection, and for the augmenta-

tion of any garrison that may stand in need of it
;
they are also supposed

to be called up for a months ordinary training once in every two years.

Recruits, in ' Iraq, are taken only from among the townspeople,

villagers, and settled or semi-settled tribes
;
the nomadic tribes neither

serve nor pay any tax in lieu of service, and this exemption has had &

marked effect in preventing the settlement on the land of certaiu.

Bedouins who would otherwise ere now have taken to agriculture.

Another pernicious exemption in ^Iraq is one in favour of students of

theology ;
it unduly swells the ranks of a useless class, and in the Sanjaq

of Karbala, where it is easy to become a student without going far from

home, the Turks obtain very few recruits. In ’Iraq the inhabitants of

the town of Zubair enjoy a special exemption from conscription.
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Turkcyj European and Asiatic, is divided altogetlier into 7 Oidns

or military districts, to each of wHch a Qol Ordu or army

corps is assigned. The district and army corps -with which we are

concerned are those numbered "VI ; the district is co-extensive with the

civil ^Tilayats of Baghdad, Basrah and Miisal, and Baghdad City is the

military as it is the civil headquarters of the whole region. The 6th

Army Corps is commanded by a Mushir or Field Marshal who is

directly under the Minister of War at Constantinople and occasionally

holds, in addition to his military appointment, the civil governorship of

the Baghdad W^ilayat. The troops in the Ordu are Nidham and Radif^

and the local organisation of these we may now examine separately*

The Nidham of the 6th Ordu consists of two divisions of infantry,

each commanded by a Fariq or Lieutenant-General ; of a cavalry

division, also commanded by a Fariq
;
and of a regiment of artillery,

commanded by a Colonel or Mir Alai . Ih also comprises 2

companies of engineers (1 of pioneers and 1 of telegraph), 4 artificer

companies (1 of tailors, 1 of shoemakers, 1 of clothworkers and 1 of

tanners)
,
and 1 battalion of train supply and transport)

.

The Nidham infantry of the 6th Ordu is organised as follows by

divisions and brigades :

—

1

_

Nuiuber of diTisiOu and divisional
headquarters.

Number of brigade and'.brigadO
headquarters.

11th, Baghdad .... |r2l8t, Baghdad.

V.22iid, BEillah*

12th, Kirhnk ..... C 23rd, Firkuk,

^24th, Mtisal.

liach Nidham infantry brigade consists of two regiments, each regiment of
four battalions

j and to each infantry division is attached a single
Nishanji or rifle battalion beaa-ing the same number as the division. The
arm of the Nidham is, in " Iraq, the Martini rifle.* The table below

/lonfrf
proportion have now received Mansers : the rest have still Martinis

(1907)<
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gives the distribution and supposed strength of the Nidham infantiy of

the 11th Division as they were in April 1905 ;

—

11th Division.

Brigade, Regiment. Battalion. Where serving. Rides.

21st . . 41st . Ist * • In Kajd .... 470

Do. . . Do. . 2nd • • Do. . a » . 450

Do. . * Do. . • 3rd • • Khamlsiyah near SuQL-ash-
Shuyukh.

570

Do. . . Do. . 4th In Hajd .
*

• 620

Do. . . 42nd . 1st Baghdad City . 570

Do. . • Do. t 2nd In Najd .... 480

Do. . . Do. . 3rd Basrah Town . 545

Do. . . 1^0. • . 4th Hasiriyah Town 476

22iid. . 43id 1st Dohah in Qatar 480

Do. . • Do. . 2nd Qatif Oasis in the Hasa
Sanjaq.

480

Do. . « Do. .
1

3rd • « Hasa Oasis in the Hasa
Sanjaq.

486

Do. . . Do. * 4th • • Do. do. 460

Do. . . 44th . 1st « • In Hajd .... 480

Do* . . Do. , 2nd Do. 0 • • . 460

Do. . .. Do. . . 3rd Hasiriyah Town 460

Do. . • Do. . 4th • In Hajd .... 490

To these must be added the 11th rifle battalion^ which was in the Hasa

Oasis in the Hasa Sanjaq and had a strength of 580.*

The strength of the 12th Division^ localised in the Musal Wilayat, is

approximately the same as that of the 11th, and the scheme of distri*

bution is similar*

The war strength of a Turkish infantry battalion is fixed at 1,065

officers and men, but from the foregoing it would seem that the battalions

*= But see tke article on the Hasa Oasis. Only 2 (not 3) infantry battalions

were traceable in the posts of that oasis in 1906.
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sent to Najd proceeded on a peace footing, perhaps because the addi-

tional men were not available in the Ihtiyat.

The Nidham cavalry of the 6th Ordu forms the 6th Cavaliy Division

of the Tru'kish army and is organised as follows by brigades and

regiments :

—

Number of brigade and brigade
i

Number of regiment and regimeutal'
.Headquarters. 1

j

headquarters.

1

rSlst, Baghdad.
16th, Bagiidad , • • •

^32nd, Hillah.

r33rd, Musal.
17th, ICillah . • •

l34fch, Kirkuk,

C 36th, Baghdad.
18th, Kirkuk

C 36th, Kl.Snaqin.

1

The distribution and strength of the cavalry of the whole Ordu are

stated to have been as below in April 1905 :

—

Kegiment. Where serving. Sabree,

BUt .... Baghdad .... 450

32Ed Hillah . . • , 430

33rd Musal ..... 480

34tli .... Khanaqln , • . , 460

85th .... Baghdad and iu Hajd, ^.e.,

probably, Hasa 240 and 200

36th .... Kirkuk .... 470

The peace strength of a cavalry regiment in the Turkish ai-my is
properly 697j and it would consequently seem that those of the 6th Ordu
are at present under strength. The weapons of the cavalry are Martini
rifles and swords.

The artiUery regiment belonging to the Nidham of the 6th Ordtt
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consists of 5 battaKons and is composed as follows^ the battery being of

6 guns

1st battalion • . • • , 3 horse batteries.

and do. . • . . 4 field do.

3rd do. * , , . . 4 do. do.

4tli do. • . . 4 do. do.

5th do. , , , . 5 mountain do.

The 2ndj 3rd, 4th and perhaps the 1st battalion of artillery are

stationed at Baghdad, with the exception of 1 field battery detached to

Basrah ;
and, of the 5 mountain batteries, 2 seem to be at Baghdad

and 1 in Hasa or Qatar. The remainder have not been clearly traced

and are probably distributed over the military stations of the Ordu.

Some antiquated field guns and old pattern mountain guns are found

with artillery detachments in charge of them, at various places, such as

the towns of ^Amarah, Diwaniyah, Karbala, Nasiriyah, Samawah,
Shatrat-al-Muntafik and Tawairij. In April 1905 it was understood

that 4 large and 4 small guns had proceeded to Najd with 100

artillery men (rank and file) ; and it was reported that the total number of

artillery men belonging to the Ordu was 2,085, while guns of all kinds

numbered 137. The modern guns of the 6th Army Corps are Krupps

with a calibre of 7 ‘5 cm. in the horse and mountain batteries and of

8*7 cm. in the field batteries.

The strength of the combatant part of the 6th Army Corps (rank

and file only) is thus approximately :

—

Infantry 15,578

Cavalry 2,720

Artillery • • • • • • • ^,085

Total , 20,333

and of these about half of the infantry and cavalry and a larger propor-

tion of the artillery are localised in the Wilayats of Baghdad and

Basrah.

The account of the distribution of the Nidham given above would

have been more valuable had it related to a period of complete peace and

not to a time when half a division were serving in Central Arabia, and

^Iraq, from which most of the units had been taken, was largely denuded
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of troops. There are usually infantry battalions or considerable

detachments at ^Amarahj Ba’qubah, Hai, Hillah, Karbala, Samawali^

Shatrat-al-Mnntafik and Tawairij ;
but these,,in 1905, had probably

been replaced by Eadif. No account need be taken of a nuniber of

small detachments which are furnished ‘by the larger stations and are

scattered about the country at x^laces such as Kufah, Kumait, Umm
Qasr, Qumahj Safwan and Zubair Town.

The towns of Baghdad, Basrah and Hillah are the principal

military centres ;
and at each of these there is an important magazine

and a military hospital. Medical arrangements are almost entirely on

the regimental system ; and transport, except the single train battalion

which is only sufficient for peace requirements, is simply hired or

impressed when required. At Baghdad there is an '^Abakhanah

or Army Clothing Factory which supplies clothing for the whole of

the 6th Ordu : connected with it are a military tannery and shoemakers^

shops which cure local buffalo hides and tuim out army boots and

leather equipment. Army Flour Mills, in which the grain for the

troops is ground, exist at Baghdad.

We now come to the Radif which is, or should be, an important part

of the Turkish military organisation, for it consists of mature men
between 29 and 38 years of age who have served for 9 years in the

standing army and its active reserve. In the 6th Army Corps the

Radif is composed entirely of infantry, but it is fed by the cavalry as

well as by the infantry of the Nidham.

- The table below explains the organisation of the Radif of the 6th

Army Corps whose connection is with '’Iraq; the -remainder
, consisting

of an equal number of units localised in the Musal Wilayat, is consti*

tuted on exactly similar lines.

Number- of "diyTeiou
and divisional head-

quarters.

Number of brigade and
brigade. JieadquarterB,

Number of regiment and
regimental headquarters.

Number of battalion and
battalion centre.

21sli, Baghdad 41st, Baghdad 81st, Baghdad 1st, Baghdad.

Do.
;

Do. Do. 2nd, (Jo.

Do; Do. Do. 3rd, do.

Do. Do. Do. 4th, Mn’adhdham.
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Number of division

and divisional head-
quarters.

Number of brigade and
brigade headquarters.

Number of regiment and
regimental headquarters.

Number of battalion and
battalion centres.

21st, Baghdad 41st, Baghdad 82nd, Ba'qubah 1st, Ba'qlibah,

Do. Do. Do. 2nd, Daltawa.

Do. Do. Do. 3rd, Mandaii.

Do. Do. Do. 4th, Kbanaqin.

Do. 42nd, Kadhimain
^

83rd, Kadhimain 1st, Kadhimain.

Do. Do. Do. 2nd, Kiuruk.

Do. Do. Do. 3rd, Samarrah.

Do. Do. Do. 4th, Rumadijah*

Do. Do. 84th, Hillah 1st, Hillah.

Do. Do. Do. 2nd, Tawairij.

Do. Do. Do. 3rd, Karbala-

Do. Do. Do. 4th, Hajaf,

22nd, Basrah 43rd, Basrah Basrah 1st, Basrah.

Do. Do. Do. 2nd, FSO.

Do. Do. Do. 3rd, ’Amarah.

Do. Do. Do. 4th, (non-existent)*

Do. Do. 86th, Nasiriyah 1st, Nasiriyah.

Do. Do. Do. 2nd, Kht-al-*
-/Amarah.

Do. Do. Do. 3rd, IMwaniyah.

Do. Do. Do# 4th, (non-existent).

A 44th Brigade also, forming half oi the 2and Radif division^

exists on paper
j
the battalions composing it have not yet been formed.

No similar deficiency is found in the Radif of the Musal division. The

Radif are armed -with Martini rifles: their clothing and equipment are_

usually very deficient. It is believed that the Radif battalions of^the

6th Army Corps have not, -when mobilised, more than about 500 men

each ; and the total strength of the Radif in this Ordu therefore probably

does not exceed 27,000 men (64 battalions), considerably less than half of

whom are in ^Iraq.
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At each centre to which a battalion is allotted a cadre or permanent

staff of about 35 officers; non-commissioned officers and men of the Radif

is maintained; or supposed to be maintained; and an armS; ammunition

and clothing depot has been formed. The permanent officers of the Radif

are apparently responsible for the training and for the appearance; when

called out, of the reservists living in their neighbourhoods, and they are

also utilised to superintend conscription for the army generally. Each

regiment of the Nidham obtains its recruits from the centres assigned to

the Radif brigade of the corresponding number ;
thus the 41st Nidham

regiment is supplied with recruits from Baghdad, Mu^adhdham,
Ba^qubah, Daltawa; Mandali and Khanaqin which are in the territorial

district of the 41st Radif Brigade. The district under each Radif centre

is divided into company subdistricts for purposes of conscription and

superintendence of reserves.

More than half the men of the 6th Army Corps, both Nidham and

Radif, are Arabs, the remainder being mostly Kurds ;
and the composition

of the commissioned ranks is believed to be similar. The officers of the

Nidham are, as a rule, incompetent ; those of the Radif are worse* As a

class the officers are ill-educated
;
and they are at all times surrounded

by an atmosphere of dishonesty and corruption.

The resources of the 6th Ordu were taxed to the uttermost in 1904 and

1905 by the Turkish operations in Najd. The original Central Arabian

field force marched from Samawah. on the Euphrates at the beginning of

May 1904 between 1,500 and 2,000 strong ; by the end of September 1904,

in consequence of severe losses in action, it had practically ceased to exist.

The formation of a second expeditionary force was then commenced and was
completed about the end of January 1905, when 3,000 to 3,500 men were
encamped at Najaf under the personal command of the M ushir of the Army
Corps. In all about 5,000 Nidham troops, nearly aU of whom were
infantry, were withdrawn from the Ordu ; and, as all but a few were taken
from the 1 1th Division, the number of Nidham infantry remaining in the
Baghdad and Basrah Wilayats was reduced to about 3,000 rifles. The
place of the absent Nidham battalions was taken by the Radifs, who were
called out; partly in the IMusal division, to the number of about 2,000 men j

but these bore little resemblance to soldiers, and no efforts apparently were
xtiade to improve their efficiency by training during the period of their

embodiment. The concentration at Najaf in the winter of 1904-05 dis-

closed corruption and a serious want of discipline in the Nidham. It was
stated at Baghdad at the time that some of the battalions lost as much
as 20 per cent; of their strength by desertion before reaching Najaf
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and that the Miishir himself was conniving at the desertion of private

soldiers in consideration of small bribes.

Officers * of the Turkish Army receive, besides their pay, rations in

kind (Ma^ishah
)

or a ration compensation allowance (Ta^inat

) in lieu thereof. Their pay is frequently much in arrears^ and

they are often paid in orders (Sanad
) on the local treasuries which

are cashed by bankers or shops at a heavy discount only. I'he pay of

the ordinary soldier is treated as it* it were a luxury rather than a

necessity ; in fact the men frequently see no i^ay until the end of

their service, and then receive it in Sanads which can only be used for

payment of taxes. The Turkish soldier, as a rule, is well fed.

Military expenditure in the Baghdad Wilayat amounted in a recent

year (apparently 1903) to £108,085 sterling, and in the Basrah Wilayat

(apparently in 1901) to £98,875 sterling. In the same Wilayats^ in the

same years, the proceeds of the military service commutation tax were

£5,216 and £436 sterling respectively.

There are no fortifications in ’Iraq, except a small fort at Fao which

was built 20 years ago and is still unarmed ; and, if there were any

permanent works, the 6th Army Corps is entirely destitute of fortress

artillery by which they could be defended.

Naval resources and river conservancy .—^The Turkish naval establish-

ment in ’Iraq consists of a Commodore at Basrah, having two vessels

under his command, and a shore establishment which fluctuates between

100 and 250 of all ranks. The principal duties of the establishment are

to police the river and to look after stores and materials. The larger

vessel is the. Killd-al-Bahr a screw corvette with a comple-

ment of about 80 officers and men ; she carries Krupp guns of the

* The following are the rates of annual pay (in sterling) of the commissioned
ranks :

—

Mushir (Field Marshal) ..... £1,584

Failq (Lieutenant-General) ..... £634

Liwa (Major-General) ...... £420

Mir Alai </2)T (Colonel) ..... £210

Qaim-Maqam (Lieutenant-Colonel) , . • £132

Bimbashi (Major) £105

Qol Aghasi (Adjutant -Major) . « . £63

Yuzbashi (Captain) ..... £42

Mulazim Awwal Jj^I (Lientenant) . . • £32

Muiazim Thani (Second Lientenant) . . £26
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1874 pattern, but is totally unseaworthy * and hardly ever leaves her

moorings. The other is the paddle-steamer ^^Aius’^ carrying

about 20 officers and men and a small gun mounted forward ; she is used

for patrolling the river. The post of Commodore was still in 1905

occupied by a Crimean veteran. The only officers of any education under

the Commodore are two in the Kilid and one in the Alus who
are from Constantinople : the men on board are recruited from coast

districts of the Turkish Empire. The naval expenditure of the Basrah
Wilayatj apparently in 1901, was £8,0*37 sterling.

We may mention here, although their duties are of a civil nature, the

harbour-masters who are stationed at a number of places on the rivers of

^Iraq. The principal functions of the Eals-al-Liman are to

collect tonnage dues on native craft, to control bridges, to supervise river

embankments and generally to attend to river conservancy. Officials of

this service are found at Qurnah, Basrah, Abul Khasib and Pao on
the Shatt-al-’Arab

j
at Baghdad, Kut-al-Amarah and ^Amarah

on the Tigris ;
at Musaiyib, Hillah, Samawah, Nasiriyah, Suq-

-ash-Shuyukh and Madinah on the Euphrates
;
and at Tawairij,

Kufah and Shinafiyah on the Shatt-al-Hindiyah. One harbour-master
is in charge of Hai and Shatrat-al-Muntafik, both on the Shatt-al-

Gharaf
;
and it is proposed to aj)point one to Diwaniyah on the

Euphrates.

British and other fmeign interests and ‘political representation,

British interests predominate in ^Iraq over those of every other European
country : they may be divided into two classes, viz.y those which concern
principally His Majesty’s Government, ^nd those with which the
Government of India have more particularly to do.

British interests of the former class are mainly commercial, compris-
ing an export^ chiefly direct—of local and Persian products to the
United Kingdom; an import—also chiefly direct—of goods manu-
factured in Great Britain ; ocean shipping

; and the general business of
local British firms having no connection with India, the number of
which at the present time is 7. Among British commercial interests
must be mentioned also those of the Euphrates and Tigris Steam Navi-
gation Company, which holds a concession for its operations from the
Turkish Government and has no relations with India or the Indian Govern-
ment except such as arise from a contract for the carriage of the mails of

* When she was examined in 1904 by a British m^rin'6 engineer in
the Bairat-as-Saniyah it was found that a hand-hammer could\e drivpn
pktes above the waterline.with the greatest
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the British Indian Post Office and for other contingent services between

Basrah and Baghdad. The history of this company's concession wiU be

found elsewhere : here it is sufficient to mention that they have hitherto

been, and still are, restricted by the Porte to the use of two steamers,* but

that a lighter at present (1906) accompanies each with tbe consent of the

Turkish Government: by this means each boat is enabled to convey 400

tons of cargo in the high, and 280 in the low season of the river, the

greater part in tbe former case being carried upon the lighter. Besides

their offices at Basrah and Baghdad the company own repairing yards

at Baghdad and Kut-al-Farangi, a coal dep6t and a wool-press at

^ArnSrah, and a coal dep6t at Kut-al-^Amarah. The number of

European British subjects in ^Iraq at the present time is 49, viz.) 22 in

the Baghdad, and 27 in the Basrah Wilayat.

British Indian interests in ’ Iraq are also largely commercial ; but

except shipping they are chiefly indirect, for the number of Indian

traders actually settled in the country is small. There are 4 Indian firms

in ^Iraq, of which 3 do a good business at Baghdad while the fourth,

engaged in general trade, is established at Basrah.

Probably the most important Indian interests are those, of a different

character, which arise from the pilgrimage of British Indian subjects and

protected persons to the Slu’ah shrines and from the occasional settle-

ment of such persons in the country. The pilgrims arrive in hundreds,

indeed in thousands, from India and adjoining countries every cold

season ; two special caravansarais for their use exist at Basrah ] and

during the time of the influx, that is from October to March, the good

offices of the British political representatives are in constant request on

their behalf. Asiatics entitled to British protection and resident in “'Iraq

are mostly Shi’ah Muhammadans who have first been attracted by the

shrines of Najaf and Karbala and in the end have made their stay

permanent for religious reasons or because they liked the country, or the

descendants of such; in a few cases tbe settlers are men of means, but as

a rule they are poor and they often maintain themselves by petty trade,

chiefly as druggists and dealers in spices. These British Indian subjects,

as they may be loosely termed for the sake of shortness, are mostly

found at Karbala; on that side of ^ Iraq, if the towns of Kajaf,

Hillah, Tawairij and Musaiyib (at each of which there are a few) be

included, their number is about 1,500 souls, men, women and children- of

• Since the spring of 1907 a third steamer with barge has been permitted, but she

does not carry mails and must fly the Turkish flag while unde^ steam.
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whom it is estimated that about 900 are Indians other than

Panjabis, 250 are Panjabis from the Lahore, Sialkot and other

districts, 200 are Kashmiris, * 100 are Afghans and 50 are

Tibetans. At Baghdad and Eadhimain there are about 1,200

Muhammadan British subjects who are nearly all Indians ; and at

Basrah there are a few of the same class and one or two Hindus. Of
these Asiatics, approaching 3,000 in number and entitled to British

protection in Hraq, only a small proportion are actually registered in the

British Consular books ; but the remainder, on production of proof and
payment of a fine for neglect to register their names, can obtain recognition

at any time. Except in the case of Indians, British Consular protection
is not ordinarily continued to the children or descendants, born in the

country, of the proteges mentioned above. Nowhere do the Indians
form, as might have been expected, a compact community having their

social and commercial intercourse chiefly with one another
; on the contrary

they generally marry Persian and Arab wives and rapidly assimilate

themselves to their surroundings, maintaining their status as British

subjects only for the sake of the privileges, particularly exemption from
military service, which it confers.

Great Britain is represented in Hraq by a Political Resident and
Consul-General at Baghdad, who is a member of the Indian Political
Department

; by a Consul of the Levant Service at Basrah. ; and by a
native AT^iee-Consul at Karbala. A Residency Surgeon of the Indian
Medical Service is attached to the Baghdad Residency ; also, since 1906,
an Assistant to the Resident for Trade and Commerce. The Residency
building is one of the finest modern edifices in Baghdad. The Govern-
ment of India maintain extra-territorial post ofllces at Baghdad and
Basrah, the mails between the two being carried, as already mentioned,
by a British line of river steamers.

Russia is the only European power besides Great Britain which
possesses a Consulate-General in Hraq : it is located at Baghdad. A
Russian Tice-Consulate,t also, exists at Baghdad ; and there is a Russian
Consulate at Basrah. Russian subjects number about 50 at Eadhimain
and 80 at Karbala, hut they are all Persian speaking and of Persian
race. The actual material interests of Russia in "Iraq are small, and
Russian trade is represented only by agencies of the Russian Steam
Navigation and Trading Company at Basrah and Baghdad.

* The inhabitants of the Kashmir Yalley proper are Sunnis, but
borderlands, and at places in the Gilgit Agency, Shrahs are found,

t Now abolished (1907).

in some of the
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Belgium, France, d-ermaiiy, Spain and Sweden are each represented at

Baghdad by a Consul ;
so also are the United States of America, who

have besides a Consular Agent at Basrah. Each of these

countries has a moderate commercial interest in ^Iraq. Greek interests

are at present protected by the British Consul-General at Baghdad and

the British Consul at Basrah ;
those of Italy are in the hands

of the British Consul at Basrah ;
those of Austria are watched by the

French Consul at Baghdad. The French representative, in virtue of

the claim of France to protect Roman Catholics everywhere in the

Turkish Empire,* is charged with the interests of a Carmelite founda-

tion and school at Baghdad as well as of the Latin Church and the

afliliated Syrian and Catholic-Armenian churches there ;
the Latin

church and school at Basrah also are under French protection. An
American Presbyterian mission, dispensary and school exist at Basrah.

The interests of Germany in ^Iraq, apart from a moderate share in the

trade and a leading part in the investigation of the antiquities of the

country, are prospective only : their extent and nature wiU be determined

by the basis on which the projected extension of the (German) Anatolian

Railway to Baghdad and the Persian Gulf may be carried out.

Persia is the Asiatic power which has the greatest stake in Uraq
j

her interests there depend chiefly on the multitudes of Persians who make

pilgrimages to the holy places of the Shi’ahs and on the large numbers

of Persians who have settled at these, but also on the many retail traders

of Persian race and nationality who carry on their business in the towns

and villages. The Persian Consular representatives in the country are

numerous and, with the exception of those at Baghdad and Basrah

who are described as Consuls-General, are graded either as Karpardaz

or Naib-Karpardaz ; both these terms are loosely

applied and the first may signify either a Consul or a Vice-Consul, the

second a Vice-Consul or a Consular Agent, The following is a table of

the Persian Consular representatives, except the two Consuls-General, in

^Iraq

Paid Karpardaz at— Unpaid Karpardaz at— Paid Naib-Karpardaz at- Unpaid Naib'*Karpaidaz at—

Karbala. Khanaqin. Najaf.
'

Ssmarrali.

Badrah.
Hilian.
KadMmain-
Kut-al-Amarah.
Mandali.

* In practice the French claim, in so far as it relates to institutions and to Boman

Catholics who are not British subjects, is conceded in ’Iraq by the British Government;

;

but no French right of protection is acknowledged in the case of Roman Catholics who

are British subject ft. „
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There are also Persian representatives whose precise rank has hot been

ascertained at the towns of ’Amarah and Nasiriyah.

IZKI important town of ^Oman Proper in the Sultanate of ’’Oman
;
it is

situated on both sides of WMi Halfain about 12 miles below its head

or aud at an elevation of 2,150 feet above the sea. The quarter situated on

ZIKI the right bank is walled and contains a compact and massive fort with walls

6 feet thick, standing upon a cliff 200 feet high above the Wadi bed : this

quarter is called Taman ^ has about 850 houses and is inhabited by the

Bani Ruwahah^ Daramikah and Manadharah tribes. The quarter on

the left bank stands on low ground and is occupied by Bani Elyam : it is

called Nizar jiy and has about 450 houses. These opposite quarters

are constantly at feud, the one being Hinawi and the other Ghafiri in

polities. The entire population of Izki proper may be about 4,000 souls :

the people are cultivators and carriers. The bed of Wadi Halfain at

Izki is broad and contains extensive palm-groves and other cultivation,

especially on the left bank which is low and fertile : the general aspect

of the town is highly picturesque. Crops are wheat, barley, millet,

lucerne, beans, sesame and sugarcane, the date palms are estimated at

10,000. Irrigation is from springs which are among the most copious

in ^Oman. Outside Izki are several small hamlets and watch-towers

of the Yal ^XJmair aud other tribes, among them Zikait a small

quadrangular walled village containing 15 houses of the Bani Biyam,
which is situated further down Wadi Halfain and about 1 milo south-

east of Izki. The possession of the Izki fort, commanding as it does the

main or Wadi Samail route between the coast and the interior, is

of vital importance to the Sultan of ^Oman. At the present time the fort

is held in his name by a garrison of 20 'Askaris and his authority is

represented by a resident W ali. The Zakat collected by the Wali amounts

annually to about |1,600, but tbe whole of this sum goes in local

administrative expenses.

JAALAN* A district in the ^Oman Sultanate lying to the south-east of

Sharqiyah, of which some authorities consider it to be a division. Its

greatest length is about 50 miles from the coast at 'Lashkliarah north-

Fpr aufcborities, maps and obaits, see footnote to article ’OmAn Sultanate.
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eastwards to the confines of Badiyah in Sharqiyah : its limits on the

north-east and south-west are undetermined, so also is its extent upon the

sea where, however, it certainly includes the strip from Eas-ar-Ruwais

to Lashkharah ; but its breadth appears to be somewhat less than its

length. On the north it is shut in and overlapped by the easternmost

hills of Hajar : on the south it is enclosed by sandy desert.

Physical characteristics

,

—There is a hill called Jabal Qahwan
belonging to this district which is situated 20 miles inland

from the coast a little north of Lashkharah : its height is 2,600 feet and

it is probably a southern spur of the Jabal Khamis range of Hajar.
Hills called Jabal Mashaikh are said to occur near the west end of

the district. Around Humaidha, Kamil and Wafi, streams afford abundant

irrigation and the country is weU cultivated. Between these villages and
‘Balad Bani Bu Hasan is an extensive plain, covered with acacia and

consisting alternately of very loose drift-sand and of whitish, indurated

clay. From Balad Bani Bu ^Ali to Lashkharah the ground is at first level

and firm with a few acacias, then broken and sandy. For 25 or 30 miles

south-south-west of Balad Bani Bu ^Ali there 'is an open waste without

trees or water, then a narrow ridge of low calcareous hills, then mounds

thickly interspersed with gum Arabic trees : these sandy mounds con-

tinue for several hours^ journey. To the west of the last-mentioned tract

are arid plains without trees or bushes, displaying alternately a pebbly

surface and saline incrustations.

Topography chief permanently inhabited places which Ja^alan

contains are given in the following table : with the exception of Ras-ar-

Ruwais, Suwaih, Jumailah and Lashkharah , which are on the coast,

they are situated close together on a plain in the heart of the district.

About Jabal Qahwan are some small and unimportant settlements of

the Mashaikh-al-Jabal and Bani Sarhan who are connected with the Bani

Bu Hasan tribe. The small places on the coast are described in the

article on the South-Eastern Coast of ^Oman.

^ Place. Position. Houses and inliabitaBts. Rbuabss.

?Ali (Balad Bani

Bu

'Aqlbah

40 miles south-south-
west of Sur.

In Jabal Mashaikh. Ahl Jabal and
Masbaikh-al-Balad,
dependent on. the
Bani Bu Hasan.

See article Balad
Bani Bu 'Ali.

3n2
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Place, Position, Houses and inliabitants. BxicaseS.

Buwaiiid 2 miles north of
Kamil.

50 to 60 houses, mostly
mud, of the Hishm
tribe.

The people are

chiefly carriers

but own also 500
date palms and
a few sheep and
goats.

Dida Half a mile west of
Kamil.

100 houses of

Hishm and
Baluchis.

Palms number
4,000. Livestock
are 40 camels, 30
donkeys, 50 cattle

and 500 sheep
and goats.

Hasan (Balad
Bani Ba)

7 miles north-nortli-

west of Balad Bani
Bn 'Ali.

... See article Balad
Bani Bu Hasan.

Humaidba 4 miles north of
Kamil.

15 mud and date-

branch huts of the
Hishm tribe.

The hills are distant

from this about
7 miles ou the
north and 6
miles to the
east. There is a
fort here and
about 300 date
palms ; the inha-
bitants own a few
sheep and goats.

Jumailah On the south-eastern
coast of ^Oman,
88 miles south by
west of Snwaih.

25 houses of Bani
Bu’Ali.

See article South -

Eastern coast of
’Oman.

Kimi]

dUli'

3 miles north of Wali. 200 houses of the
Hishm tribe, culti-

vators and camel
carriers plying for
hire.

The village has a
bastioned wall on
the north and
west sides and
date-groves on the
south and east.

There are 15
shops. Streams
afford good irri-

gation and dates
and lucerne are
cultivated with
success. There
are 1,000 date
palms, 40 camels,
40 donkeys, 50
cattle and 200
sheep and goats.
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Place, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eemaees.

Lashkharali On the South-Eastern

Coast of ‘Oman, 48
miles from RSs-al-

Hadd and 20 miles

from Balad Bani Bu
’Ali inland.

200 houses, a few of

stone but mostly

huts, inhabited by
the Ja’afarah section

of the Bani Bu ’Ali.

The place depends
chiefly on the sea-

fisheries : about
50 fishing-boats

and one large

Sambuk are owned
here. Lashkharah
is also a port for

all the Ghafiri

tribes subject to

the Tamimah of

the Bani Bu ’Ali.

Masliaikk

(Falaij-al-)

About 8 miles to the

soutli and a little to

tlie west of Wafi.

70 to 80 houses, |
of which are of clay,

inhabited by semi-

Bedouins of the

Hal/Umr section of

the Bani Bu Hasan.

There are date plan-

tations irrigated

by springs. The
palms number
about 1,000, and
there are 50
camels but few
other animals.

Euwais (Ras-af)

(_rb

On the South-Eastern

Coast of ’Oman,
24 miles south, by
west of Eas-al-

Hadd.

20 houses of Bani

Bu ’Ali.

See article South-
Eastern coast of

’Oman.

Suwaih On the South-Eastern

Coast of ’Oman,
8 miles south-west

of Ras-ar-Kuwais.

A few Bani Bu ’Ali. See article South-

Eastern Coast of

’Oman.

wafl d^miles north of

Balad Bani Eu
Hasan.

See article Wafl.

Population.—^hs fixed population of the district thus amounts to

about 12,000 souls and belongs chiefly to the Bani Bu ’Ali, Bani Bh

Hasan, TTishm and Bani BSsib tribes. There are also Bedouins, chiefly

’Awamir, Bani Bu Hasan, Hishm, Al Bu ^Isa, Jannabah and A1

Wahibab ;
in the aggregate these are numerous but their numbers cannot

be ascertained.

Singular Jabiri tsjh- . An important and in every way superior

tribe of the ’Oman Sultanate, also the strongest numerically j they are

found chiefly in Hajar and their principal seat is the group of 3 valleys

known as Wadi Bani Jabir (I) which they occupy to the exclusion of

other tribes. Their villages in Wadi Hilam are Hilam (250 houses),

Hul (30 houses), Qasa’ah (30 houses), Qa"ab (20 houses), Sufun (30

houses), Shufi (40 houses), Mahat (20 houses), Qodhah (20 houses) and

jiBIR
(BAHI)
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Ealhat (130 houses) ; in Wadi Slab they have Hillat-ash-Shab (50

houses); Jahl (30 houses) and Jailah; in Wadi Tiwi their settlements

are Tlwi (3*20 houses); Fahdah (20 houses); Hillat-al-Hisn (75 houses);

Harat Bidih (50 houses); Harat Bani "^Isa (20 houses); 'Aqr (10 houses),

Saima (150 houses), Mibam (100 houses) and ^Amq (7 houses). They

possess a number o£ villages in Wadi Samail^ namely, Hijrat-ad-Dabah

(SO houses); Mumyah (50 houses); Khallut (10 houses), Bistan (15 houses),

Jabailiyat (60 houses), Hajii* (-10 houses), Misa^ad (50 houses), Hijrat-as-

Sufa (100 houses), Mahbub (20 houses), Hisn Bin Hammas (10 houses),

Ghubrah (25 houses), Dan (20 houses), Faru (40 houses), Hillat-al-

Majalibah (30 houses), Sarur (250 houses), Bidbid (20 houses) and
^Amqat (15 houses), to which may be added Hamliii (40 houses) and
Thumaid (15 houses) in the Wadi Dhaba^un tributary of Wadi Samail.
They have also exclusive possession of Wadi Bani Jabir (II), their

settlements in that valley being Saijah (120 houses), Hil (500 houses).

Hob (300 houses), Bir (30 houses), Jailah (400 houses), Firjat (150
houses), Misfah (100 houses) and Q-aiqa (200 houses). On the coast

of Eastern Hajar they occupy Dhibab (55 houses), Bimah (100
houses); Fins (55 houses) and Kabda (130 houses) inland of Ealhat

;

and in the Masqat District they are found at Ghallah and Lansab in

Wadi Boshar and have 30 houses at Matrah. To the west of Wadi
Samail they are found in the adjacent Hajar at Buwah (50 houses)3

Halban (30 houses), Nakhl (10 houses) and at Tau in Wadi Tau (300
houses); to the east of it they inhabit Majazah in Wadi ’Andam. Some
are found also in Wadi Bani Ehalid and Wadi Ehabbah. Colonies of

Bani Jabii* exist in the sub-Wilayat of Sohar at "Amq (40 houses) and
Palaj«al-Qabail (300 houses) and in the sub-Wilayat of Shinas at
Widaiyaj (40 houses) and Bu Baqarah (100 houses) ; also at Sib
(30 houses).

In politics the Bani Jabir are Ghafiri, in religion Ibadhi. They
are smarter in dress, more intelligent, and better educated than most of
the tribes of 'Oman*

The following are their subdivisions

Section. Fighting strenjgth. Habitat. Remabks.

Builian (Aulad) 400
1

Saijah, etc. in Wadi Nil.

Dafafi

-

'

Bani Jabir (II). ,

50 Hajir in Wadi Do.
Samail.
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Eighticsr strength.

Fahd (Bani)

Falit (Bani)

Firjat in Wadi Bani
Jabir(II).

Qaiqa in Wadi Bani
Jabir (II)

.

Ghadanah (Bani)

Gbazal

Hadbdrami (Bani)

Bimah and Fins on
the coast of Eastern
Hajar.

Dagliniar and
Bhibab on the coast

of Eastern Hajar.

Saima (see article

’Oman Proper)
and Wadi Samail.

There is perhaps
some confusion
between this

section and the

distinct tribe of

tbe Bani Hadh-

Hamaid (Anlad)

Harb (Bani)

Ibrahim (Bani)

Kbamis (Aulad)

Lilrhan (Aulad)

Ma^marab

Muqazzih in ’Oman
Proper.

Maji-zah' in Wadi
’Andam.

Wadi Samail.

'Amq and Falaj-al-

Qabail in the

Sobar sub-Wilayat.

Mnzin* (Bani) Hil in Wadi Bani

Jabir (II).

Some regrard tbe

Mazari’ of

Wadi Para’ as

belonging to this

section of the

Bani Jabir.

Muqim (Bani) Gbail-ash-Sbab, Jabl

and Jailah in Wadi
Sbab and Tiwi !

Saima, Mibam and
1

*Amq in Wadi

^iwi.
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Section. Fighting streug

Nasir (Aulad) 320

Qurwtish (Bani) 160

Rashid (Aalsd) 480

Rashid-Bin-
*Amir (Aulad)

tXvJ oiljl

240

Sa'ad (Bani) 240

Sala’ (il)

iJT

70

Sahaim (Aulad) 140

Sa’id (Aulad) 160

Salim (Aulad) 240

fialut 640

gha*lbiyin or

9hu*aibiyln
350

Sbajbiyin 200

Habitat. Eeicabkb.

Wadi Hilam. Nil.

Wadi Samail. Do.

Wadis Hilam,
Tiwi, and Tau.

Da.

Wadi Samail. Do*

Do. Do.

Samaiyah and Kbab-
bah in Wadi
Khabbah.

Do.

Bir and Misfab in

Wadi Bani Jabir
(II).

Do.

Hob in Wadi Bani
Jabir (II).

Do.

Jailah in Wadi Bani
Jabir (II).

Do.

Hilam in Wadi
Hilam and most of
the villages of Wadi
Tiwi ; also Gballah
in Wadi Bosbar,

The Tanaimah of
the tribe, Salat-
hin-Muhammad,
belongs to this
section and has
bis residence at

1

Hilam.

Habda and Kalhat,
also Halfah in Wadi
Bani Khalid.

Those of Ealhat
have recently
(1907) gone over
to the Hinawis
and do not at
preiient consider
themselves Bani
Jabir: they have
allied themselves
with the Bani
Bu Hasan.

Wadi Samail. Nil.

Bidbid and elsewhere
in Wadi Samail.

Do.
Wadi (Aulad) 80 Bidbid and elsewhere

in Wadi Samail.
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The total number of the tribe is estimated at ^5;000 souls.

The Bani 3abir boast their descent from the tribe of DhubyaU;

famous in Arab poetry^ and are at bitter enmity with the Bani Ruwahah
who are derived from the rival tribe of Abs. Hilam\nd Tau are equally

regarded as capitals of the tribe; but the Bani Jabir^ though dispersed,

keep up communication with one another and act as a body. Saiyid

Turki, during his troublous reign, from 1871 to 1888, frequently employed

the Bani Jabir to close the passes leading to Masqat against his enemies

in Sharqiyah.

A main seat of the Bani Jabir tribe; it is a tract consisting of the JABIR
three Wadis of Hilam, Tiwi and Shab, each of which is described else- (WADI
where under its own name. BANI) (I)

In the Hajar district of the ^Oman Sultanate, the only important JABIR
tributary from the west of Wadi Samail, which it joins at Miltiqa: (WADI
its head is below ^Aqabat-al-Qatt, on the east side. The course of BAND (II)

Wadi Bani Jabir is approximately parallel to that of Wadi Samail above

Miltiqa ; Saijah, near its beginning, is divided from Darwaiah in Wadi jjU.

Samail only by about 4j miles of open country and is visible from it.

The villages in Wadi Bani Jabir in order from its head downwards

are given below
;
almost the entire population are Bani Jabir:—

Village. Position.
On which

l)ank.

Nomher of

houses.

Saijah At the head of

the Wadi*

Left. 120 houses of

Bani Jabir
of the Aulad
Burhan sec-

tion.

1

This place, though rec-

koned to Wadi Bani
Jabir, drains to Wadi
Samail a few miles

above Hisn Samail.
Besourceg are ^0
camels, 50 donkeys,

50 cattle, 300 sheep

and goats and 16,000
palms.

;
Hil miles north-

of Saijah.

Do. 500 houses of

Bani Jabir,
some of them
of the Bani
Mazru* sec-

tion.

Qnrain
^

in Wadi
Samail can he seen

from here. The inter-

vening distance is 4
miles. Livestock are

40 camels, 80 don-
keys, 70 cattle and
600 sheep and goats.

Pate trees ate esti-

[
mated .at 20,000.
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Village, Position.
On which
bank.

Number of
houses.

Bemabxs.

Hob 1 mile north-west

of Hil.

Left. 300 houses of

Bani JaTbir,

some of them
of the Aulad
Sa*id section.

The inhabitants pos-
sess 30 camels, 50
donkeys, 40 cattle

and 400 sheep and
goats ; also about
10,000 date palms.

Bii- miles north-

north-east of

Hil and 2 miles
up left bank tri-

butary of Wadi
Bani Jabir called

Wadi Maih.,

Do. 30 houses of

Bani Jabir
of the Aulad
Sahaim sec-

tion.

Aninoals are 20 camels,
.

20 donkeys, 30 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats ; and there are
about 8,000 date
trees.

J ailah.

dJl^

5 miles below
Hil.

Do. 400 houses of

Bani Jabir,
partly of the
Aulad Salim
section.

The principal village

of the Bani Jabir in
this part of the coun-
try. A pass leads
across the interven-
ing hills to Hillat-
al-Hajir in Wadi
Samail. The re-

sources of the vil-

lage are estimated at
60 camels, 70 don-
keys, 60 cattle, 800
sheep and. goats and
20,000' palms.

yiriat -J of an hour
below Jailah.

Eight.' .160 houses of
Bani Jabir.

The people have 60
cancels, 70 donkeys,
30 cattle and' 200
sheep and goats, also
300 date trees.

Misfah J an hour' below
Firjat.

Do. 100 houses of
Bani Jabir
of the Aulad
Sahaim sec-

tion.

Here are about 20
camels, 30 donkeys,
10 cattle, lOO sheep
and goats, and 200
palms.

Qaiqa 2 miles below
Jailah and 4

- -miles above the

junction of the
Wadi with
Wadi Samail.

Do. 200 houses of
Bani Jabir.

This place is said to
kave been the scene
of a great battle in
the 18th century
between the ^Omanis
and the Persians.
Resources of the vil-

lage are 60 camels,
70 donkeys, 40 cattle,

300 sheep and
goats, and 2,000 date
trees.

The upper part of this valley, above Jailah, is properly called Wadi
SakhuMi, c/Udp*' .
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Sometimes pronounced Tabrin, A remarkable oasis^ said to lie five JABEIN
caravan days to the east o£ Aflaj and eight to the south-west of Dohah

in Qatar : one of the nearest weU known points to it upon the

coast is Khor*al-^Odaid. Jabrin is 150 to 160 miles south-south-west

of Hofiif and about 180 miles south-west by west fi*om the foot of

Khor-al-^Odaid. On the western side of Jabrin the country consists of

barren clay plains traversed by the route from Aflaj
;
on the other three

the oasis is surrounded by sandy desert. The districts or tracts sur-

rounding Jabrin are DallS.nah on the north and west; Ahqaf on the

south and Jafurah on. the east.- Jabrin ia about 10 -miles in length

from north to south and- 7^ or- 8 in breadth from east to w-est. It is a

plain; lower in level than the surrounding country and watered by-

springs and streams ; the drainage goes to the eastern desert in which

it is swallowed- up. There is good grass, and over the whole surface of

the plain wild date palms are scattered in- patches. Jabrin is frequented

by the Al Morrah Bedouins who collect the dates in the season ; it is said

that it was once permanently inhabited and that coins and.other relics of

civilisation are still found there: its abandonment is attributed to a-

change- of climate,by which.it became- malarious. The nearest village in

Aflaj is Saihj.and there is an. intermediate halting-place at Mishash,-

two days from Saih and three from Jabrin,- where Dawasir Bedouins-

encamp in the midst of clay plains. The wells- on . routes, leading to it

from Hofiif and the Persian Gulf are specified in the article on Jafurah.

No European has as yet visited Jabrin.

In- ^Oman the name is Arabicised- and becomes Zidjal JAD&AL
which is treated as ar plural -with the singular -ZidjaH The

'

JadgMsare a tribe ~of"Persian Makran-, now reckoned^Baluuhis but said TRIBE
to have come- originally' from Sind ; they are- numerous in ^Oman also,'

whore they have been introduced at various-times' as mercenary soldiers in"

the employment of-the Sultans. Ih Persiau-ffiakram the Jadgals have

their-headquarters-in the-Dashtyariand..Bahu- dfeti'icts^ where the riding

chiefs -are- of- their number ^-in -Oman^-they oceupy-an entire- suburban”

quarter of Masqat Town, and are found also at Matrah, and generally

throughout" the country . wherever a Baluchi colony exists. In religion

the Jadgals are Sunnis.
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JiFTTRAH* A great desert in Eastern Arabia ;
it extends the whole way from

the Hasa Oasis to the confines of TrnciaP Omail; and its eastern edge

is nowhere reiy far inland from the coast of the Persian Gnlf . By some

Arabs Jafurah is regarded as a projection in the direction of Qatar of the

Euba^-al-Khali or Great Desert of Southern Arabia
;
and those who

view the matter in this light say that Jafurah endsj and that the Rnba'^-

al-Khali proper begins^ in the region known as Ahqaf oliUI or the Sand

Dunes.

Iimits,-^'Wh.ether or not it be a part of the Ruba^-al-Khali; Jafurah

is in itself a remarkable and very extensive desert. In shape it is roughly

triangular^ with its apex on the north almost touching a line drawn

between HofEif and ^Oqair Port; and its other corners (to the south-west

and south-east) adjoining the oasis of Jabrin and the southern extremity

of Sabaishat Matti respectively. Along its western side Jafurah is

met in succession from north to south by the tracts of Biyadhj
Kharsnah; Ghuwar, Na'alah, Summan andDahSnah

; on the east it

is separated from the sea^ in the same order, by Barr-al-Qarahj Qatar,
’Aqal and Mijan ; on the south it is bounded by the Ruba^-al-Khali.
It may be added here that Jafurah encloses Jabrin upon the north and

east; and that, in the opinion of some, Barr-al-Qarah is a portion of

Jafurah and not a separate tract.

ciaractenstics and {n/i^aiitants.'^-^JhimBix differs from the

waterless Ruba “al-ELhali only in possessing a few wells of very bitter

water and a little scanty grazing
; its surface consists of red and burn-

ing sand.

The ’

Ajman venture into the northern extremity of Jafurah; but
the only tribe who frequent it to any considerable extent are the hardy A1
Morrah; and even they avoid entering it unless in winter or in search of

a refuge from more powerful enemies. The A1 Morrah are said to wear
when in Jafurah a specially thick foot-gear made of camels’-hair

;

and; a popular rumour may be trusted, those of the tribe who spend
most time there are of an unusually swarthy complexion, while their

camels are nearly jet black. While sojourning in Jafurah the Al
Morrah as a

^

rule diiiii nothing but the milk of theii- camels and even
cook then’ nee in the same; if compelled to swallow water from the

• Nearly the lAole of tie iufomation contained in this article was supplied bv
aptam F. B, Pndeanx, Political Agent' in Bahrain, m whose Map of JSfUrah,

.<c, the region in question is inckded. . / •/»/»»»»»
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wells they first mix it with dried dates to make it more palatable.

The Wahhabis have frequently waged war upon the Al ISIorrall ;
but

Faisal alone^ if local tradition is to be believed^ succeeded in penetrating

with his troops as far as Banaiyan^ and his force was so reduced by the

hardships of the desert march that he was compelled, on his arrival there,

to grant the tribe exceedingly easy terms.

Topography , following are some of the best known wells in

Jafurah ; the water of all is bitter ;

—

Name, Vemaoular equivalent. Position, B£2£ASES.

'Adhbah (MishSsh-
al-)

About 40 miles soutb-
soutb-west of tbe
foot of Kbor-adb-
Dbuwaibin in

’Aqal.

• »«

Akrish (Abul) Ahoat 36 miles west
by south of tbe foot

of Kbor-adb-Dbu-
waibin in ’Aqal ;

(But one authority

would place it with-

in 20 miles of Sakak
in Qatar.)

*Ariq (^1 About 50 miles north-

east by east of

Jabrin.

...

Arzllah (Bu)
j

About 20 miles west
of Sakak in Qatar.

Aziz (Bir) jiyja About 60 miles east of

Jabrin.
• f «

Babath About 12 miles inland,

westwards, from
D5bat HamSb on
tbe coast of Barr-al-

Qarali.

Or Bajasb-al -Babath.
A stage on the or-

dinary route from
Hoftif to Dokali in

Qatar.

Banaiyan

Oi

About 70 miles soutb-
soutb-west of Ddbat-

- as-Sila’ on the coast

of Mijan. (But
one authority would
make it about this

distance west of

Sila’.)

Also called Kbairan A1
m ^

Morrah Jl
Tbe depth of tbe
wells is here li
fathoms.

Baqar (Abul) About 30 miles east-

south-east of Banai-
yau.
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Kame. Yernacnlar equivalent. Position. Remarks.

Baqasti Between 15 and 20
miles norfch-nortb-

east of 'Ariq.

The best grazing in
Jafurah is in this

neighbourhood.

Da’ailij Abont 4 miles east of
Babatb.

Fsdliil (Bir) About 35 miles east
by south of Bir
'Aziz.

• ««

Ghaiyathin

Hardh

m About 7 miles south-
west of Babatb.

Half way from Hofiif
to Jabrin in a

straight line be-
tween the two and
about 80 miles from
either.

A stage on the most
direct route from
Hofiif to Dohah in

Qatar.

Hidbah Between 25 and 30
miles north-east of
Jabrin,

...

Jadairat 10 or 15 miles west
of Abul 'Akrish.

.

Jira (Umiu-al-)

Khashbiyah Ml

r\

40 miles west of
Banaiyan.

3 miles east-south-east
of Muraiqib, on the
eastern border of the
Sabakbat Shatar in

Biyadb.

...

Khu^aitmah 20 miles south-south-
west of Alishash-al-
’Adhbab.

Mabak About 45 miles in-

Iand^ west wards,
from tbo foot of
Kbor-al-’Odaid.

There is a small oasis

here with wells, a few
date palms, and the
ruins of a village.

Mana’ayah 8 miles east-north-east
of Muiaiqib.

A stage on the ordinary
route from Hofiif
to Ddbali in Qatar.

Muraiqib On the eastern edge
of Sabdkhat Shatar

. and 4 miles south of
the Shatar wells in
Biyadb.

...

Nabit (Bir Al) jl ,
6-miles north-east by
north of Bahath.

...
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Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position, BnuAB^s.

Nathil (Hamar) 4 miles west by south

of Bahath.
...

Nuwadis (Abu) 6 miles south-south-

east of Muraiqib.
...

Qalaib 25 to 30 miles west of

Abul *Akvish.

...

Rakan (Aqalat) About 36 miles south-

west of the foot of

Khor-adh-Dhuwaihiu
in ‘Aqal.

...

Sufuk Near the southern

border of the Saba-

khat Matti, about

35 miles east of

Bauaijan.

W usj’ah About 30 miles west-

south-west of Hish-
ash-al-*Adhbah,

...

•0

Besides tHe above there are two wells, Umm-as-Siiwaijah

and Dhibi ,
which are unplaced but are probably inland of ^Aqal,

and perhaps in the neighbourhood of Qalaib or ^Aqalat Eakan.

It should be observed that the wells of Hardh, Baqash, ^Ariq and

Hidbah are stages on the second part of the route fi'om HofQf to Jabrin,

either ^Awaisah and Shajah or Khuwainah and Zarnuqah in Khanuah
being points on the first half of it Similarly the wells of Banaiyan,

Uin^nral-Jira, Bir ,Fadhil and.Bir ^Aziz form a chain connecting the

Jabrin oasis with the desert highway between 'Oman and -Hasa in the

vicinity of Sabakhat Matti.

• The name is generally pronounced Chah^lah and should perhaps be JAHALAH
spelt - This large canal, by Europeans called ^^the Hadd,"’ waters

jpart of -the 'Amarah and Zubair Qadhas in Turkish ' Iraq : it takes out

of the Tigris on its left bank at the northernend of 'Amarah Towii, and,

circling round the east side of the place, is spanned at the back of it. by

,a short* pontoon bridge. The Jahalah was made ‘less than a centuiy ago’;

,but,'iorining a- straight continuation of the Tigris at a point where there

is a bend in its natural course, it has -been enlarged by the action of the
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river and is now about 80 yards wide at its moutb and abstracts, along

with the Bitairah canal on tbe opposite bank a few miles further up,

nearly half of the whole water of the river. The Jahalah runs inland to

the Hawizeh marshes in which it eventually loses itself ; but it is

understood to pursue a well-defined coui’se, more or less parallel to the

Tigris, as far south as QaBat Salih. For some two-thirds of this

distance, to a village called Masa^idah in the Zubair Qadha, it has a

depth of about five feet at low water and the channel though narrow is

clear ; to this point it might be navigated by a small river steamer, but

the passage beyond, if there is one, is obstructed by reeds. Much of

the land in the neighbourhood of the Jahalah is owned by Dairat-as-

Saniyah,

Sometimes pronounced Jaharah. A considerable village in the

Kuwait Principality, situated near the foot of Kuwait Bay, about ^

miles inland, 40 feet above sea level, and distant 20 miles by road from

Kuwait Town : it is the chief and almost the only seat of agriculture

in Kuwait territory.

Sitmtion,”^l2ihiL 2ih stands in an open plain of sand sprinkled with

camel grazing, 3^ miles to the south-east of the gap in the Zor hills

through which caravans from Kuwait to Basrah pass : the desert rises

gradually from the village towards the west and south-west. One mile

to the north of the village is a plain called Maraitabah on which

Bedouins camp in the hot weather : it is riddled with wells containing

water at a depth of 12 feet. The few trees about Jahrah, except the

dates belonging to the village, are either tamarisks or hers. The air of the

place is dry and the climate healthy.

Defences .—Jahrah is commanded at artillery ranges by the Zor hills,

and, owing to the shoal water at the foot of Kuwait Bay, the place

could not be effectively supported by naval fire. The only defensive

work is a fortified residence of the Shaikh of Kuwait on the south-east

side of the village outside the limits of cultivation. In form it is ap-

proximately a square, having the angles to the cardinal points and sides

of about 200 feet in length ; the height of the walls is 15 feet, and there

is a tower 20 feet high at each comer enfilading the wall ; the only

entrance, commanded from within by an old muzzle-loading gun, is in

the north-west face. The enclosure contains stabling for about 100
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horses. The fort is in bad repair^ and its chief uses appear to be as the

residence of a Mutair wife of the Shaikh and as a place for keeping his

brood mares and young stock. A new date plantation and garden^ the

property of the Shaikh, stand in front of the entrance at a few yards

distance ; they are about J 2 acres in extent and are enclosed by walls

.

There is no well in the fort.

Population,.—The permanent inhabitants of Jahrah are mostly culti-

vators of Najdi extraction, who till the lands possessed here by the

Shaikh and various merchants of Kuwait and by relations of the Naqib

of Basrah. The houses, 86 in number, are built of clay and accommo-

date about 100 families or 500 souls. In the hot weather the population

is increased by about 700 households, mostly of the Mutair tribe, who

pitch their tents near the village \ and even in winter there are generally

one or two Bedouin encampments within sight.

Agriculture .—As the importance of Jahrah is chiefly agricultural,

and as most of the cultivation in the Shaikh dominions is concen-

trated here, we proceed to give a full account of the place in this

aspect.

There is no fixed scale for the division of produce between land-

owner and tenant.

The staple crops are wheat, barley and lucerne, the amount of

barley being about double that of wheat ; the total yield of wheat in

a good year is about ISO maunds only. The wheat, called Hintah or

Hubb, is sown at the beginning of September and is I’eaped along with

the barley or Shakir at the beginning of March. A part of the cereal

crops is cut green for fodder as in India, and is called Qasil ; the barley

is twice cut for this purpose before it is allowed to mature ; but the

young wheat is seldom so treated except in unusually good years. The

lucerne, called Qatt, is of excellent quality and is cultivated on the

same ground for four years, after which the plot is left Hailah or fallow

for one year.

Other crops are the musk melon or Batikh and the water melon or

Raqi which are sown once a year, I'ipen about the beginning of

November, and .continue in season for three weeks ; the quantity grown

is too small to admit of export to Kuwait Town, The pumpkin or

Qara^ comes in at the beginning of December, lasts for three months,

and is exported to Kuwait Town. Beans or Bajilla ii.e.y Baqilla) ripen

in February, but the crop is small .and only sufficient for village

requirements. .Thfi onion or Basal is ready at the end of December
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and continues till spring ; tte radisli^ called Arwaid^ begins early

in the year and outlasts the onion. The leek or Baqal is sown afresh

every year ; it is cropped like lucerne and yields 16 crops in the season.

Clover or Halbah and cress or Eashad are small and short-lived crops
;

these herbs are only used for seasoning. The brinjal or Balidiyan^ bindi

orBamiyah^ and the tomato—which has no Arabic name—come early in

the year and do not last long^ but are exported to Kuwait Town.

There are about 2^000 date-trees at Jahrah producing about 500

maunds of dates per annum ; practically the whole of the fruit is

eaten as Eatab^ that is^ in the yellow or semi-ripe state. Date plan-

tations, now number eleven, of which the best belongs to Saiyid Khalaf,

a relation of the Naqib of Basrah :] three new date groves are being

laid out this year (1904).

At present only about 80 tons of grain are exported yearly to Kuwait
Town, but the agriculture of Jahrah might be greatly extended if more
capital were sunk in it.

Irrigation ,—The crops enumerated above are mostly irrigated and are

grown in enclosures formed by clay walls about 9 feet high ; most of

these gardens are on the south side of the village. Some of the wheat
and barley is grown by rainfall alone, but the area of such cultivation is

small compared with the rest. The water for irrigation is brackish
; it is

raised in skins by donkeys which puU by walking down an inclined

plane that slopes away from the weU, There are 19 large wells with
an average depth of about 20 feet. A waterlift is called an Arjiyah,
and the channels which carry the water from the well head to the crops
are Saqiyah. Sometimes the water raised is collected in a reservoir or
Birkah to give it a good flow : natural or artificial hollows where water
collects are known as Khabrahs. A Sharb is a small embanked terrace on
which irrigation water is allowed to spread before being let go to a lower
level.

Agricultural —Late-sown crops are described as Musaiyaf.
The chief varieties of soil are Harrah, or good arable land ; Daim, which
is land either situated on the edge of a Khabrah or watered only by rain ;

Hazam, or stony ground ^ and sabakhah, which is swampy, saline and non-
productive. The commonest instruments of agriculture are a rudimentary
plough, called Ifdan

;
an iron spade, called Pakhin, used in making, repair-

ing, opening and closing water channels
;
and a wooden rake or hoe,

caUed Masah, for levelling the ground. The Makhyul is a bogey made of
an Aba hung on a stafE to prevent sheep and goats from straying, or to
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scare birds from growing crops. An economical substitute for a wall

to protect crops against animals is a Kbadad’ or ditch, 2 feet deep and 2

feet broad, with sand walls on either side about 1 foot high.

Livestoch, water supplyy etc.—The supply of fowls, eggs and milk at

Jahrah is limited, and wood is very scarce, but there are plenty of sheep

and goats and a few cattle. Lucerne and some vegetables are procurable.

* The local transport available consists of some 30 or 40 donkeys, but

camels can be hired from the Bedouins. Drinking water of fair quality

is yielded by certain wells about half a mile south-west of the village.

Administration and political importance.—The Shaikh of Kuwait
is represented at Jahrah by one Amir ^Abdul Karim, a native of the

village but of Najdi parentage, who exercises considerable undefined

powers in the place. This man is also the Shaikh agent for

the cultivation of his garden, already mentioned, and takes half the

profits of the same while the Shaikh bears all the expenses. No
revenue is collected on behalf of the Shaikh. In former times the dis-

orderly conduct of the Bedouins frequently caused annoyance at Jahrah

;

but tinder the strong rule of Mubarak this drawback has been removed.

The Shaikh of Kuwait regards Jahrah as one of the most

important spots in his territory, not only on account of its

agricultural resources, but also because of the prestige which its possessor

enjoys among the Bedouins frequenting its vicinity and of the hold

which it gives him over them.

Topography of the neighlourJiood. Several places and landmarks

which bear names and do not belong to any of the recognised divisioas

of the Kuwait Shaikhdom may conveniently be described here on account

of their proximity to Jahrah.

They are, in alphabetical order, as follow :

—

Name. Position, Nature. I%EMABS:S,

Atraf
o)^2o|

8 milea west-SOUtk-
west of Jahrah.

Some broken mounds

.

These form the western
extremity of the Zor
hills.

Atwainij (Umro)

gV r'

Between Atraf,
Farldah, and a

curving ridjfe
,

which runs south-
' east and then
east from Farldah.

A plain. There are one or two
Khabrahs here and the
remains of some
habitations.

3 SI S
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Name. Position, Nature,

Ba’al

(Khabrat-ai-)

JxJI

6 miles south-west

of Jabrab.

A natural ba^io which

intercepts a certain

amount of the drain-

age descending from

the desert towards

Jabrah.

In favourable seasons

scanty crops of wheat

or barley are raised

here.

Faridah

Rabaiyah
r«»

9 miles west-south-

west of Jahrah.

6 miles south-west

of Jahiah.

A small hill.

Do.

Detached and solitary.

Do.

Runs {Bnmi)

r'

12 miles south-wouth-

west of Jabrah.

A three pointed hill. It forms a good land-

mark.

Saddah
(Khadd-as-)

•1 •
SjUJ} tSi-

Cuts the Jahrab-

Biqa’i route at

16 miles from

Jabrah.

A ridge running due

north and south.

The slope of the countiy

is upwards all the

way from Jahrah to

Saddah. At a point

on the ridge 4 miles

north of the Jahrah

-

Eiga’i route is a

triple summit known
as Inhaidain

which forms a good
landmark. Small
camps of Mutair
may be found in

winter under the

shelter of Saddah.

A town of tlie Western Hajar or possibly of the Batinah district

in the 'Omail Sultanate^ situated 1 or 2 miles to the east of Wadi Fara’

some distance outside the hills and opposite to Hazam
;

it consists of

about 530 houses of the Bani Harras tribe and is surrounded by a wall.

The date plantations are large and are said to contain 80^000 trees.

Livestock are 100 camels, 300 donkeys, 500 cattle and 2,000 sheep and

goats. The fort, which is on a hill, belongs to the Sultan of ^Oman

;

but he keeps no Wali or garrison here as the place is loyal to him. The

nearest garrison is at Mizahit above Jammah in Wadi Para\

jaiia;at Singular JanaT A tribe who claim connection with the

Sahfil of Najd; in religion they are Sunni Muhammadans of the Maliki
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school. The Jana'at were formerly somewhat numerous in Bahrain;
but the majority have migrated to Kuwait Town where they now
number about 150 souls. In Bahrain only 2 or 3 families, who are

shopkeepers, now remain at Manamah. An idea prevails in some quarters

that the Jana^at were once Sabians i this the Jana’at would explain away
by suggesting that a fresh complexion aod robust physique common to

themselves and the Sabians of the north have led to confusion between

the two.

A small sandy islet about 10 feet high, ^ a mile long and very narrow. JANABF
It is sitnated 10 miles east by north of Abu ^Ali island off the coast of

the Hasa Sanjaq, to which it may be taken as belonging.

A general term including several of the districts of the Kuwait JANAIB
Shaikhdom, namely, Kabd; Qra^ah, ’Adan, Salu^; BFazaim, and (UMH)
possibly the northern part of Sudah. It is thus bounded on the east by j
the sea, on the north by Kuwait Bay^ and on the south by Dbula^-al-

*
^

Mi*aijil. This is one view of the meaning of the name.

According to another authority Umm Janaib is a small sepa-

rate district, somewhat higher than Hazaimandto the west of it, and of

Labibah, containing the hill of Rahaiyah and the wells of Shadhaf and

Wafrah which we have included in Hazaim.

A point on the left bank of the Jarrahi Biver, about 8 miles north-

east of Fallahiyeh Town, from which a number of small canals radiate

into the country to the southwards. The following is a table of the

canals belonging to the Janjireh system
; they are given approximately

in order from east to west ;

—

JANJIREH

Na.pe of canal. Dependent population.
Number of

date palms.

Annual yield of cereals

in Mans of Fallahi*

yeh.

Sikauam Ka’ab of the MahSsibeh sec-

tion.

««« 400 of rice.

Muraiyeh Ka’ab of the A1 Bu Ghuba-
isb subdivision.

500 do.
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Annaal yield of cereals

JiTame of canal. Dependent population. date palms. m Mans of Fallahi-
yeh.

Manqushi Ka’ab of the A1 Bii Balid 300 600 of rice and
section, owning 100 cattle. some wheat and

barley.

Musa*ibn-Afsaiyil Ka’ab of the A1 Bn Dabaleh Nil. 300 of rice.
w

section.

Musaliijn-ibri'Salim Do. ... 400 do.

Pauqani

A\ Bu Mli Do. 200 Do.

C.

Nabr-al-Oran £[a’ab of the A1 Bn Hamadi ... 150 of rice.

... section.

Bait Haraib ]£a’ab of the A1 Bu Ghubaish 300 200 do.
subdivision.

Mahriiqi Ea’ab of the Al Bu Ghubaish 6,000 600 do.

subdivision, of the 'Amareh,
Bait Iba’ in. Bait Rawaishid-
ibn-Kabain and Bait ShaS
sections.

Asaifir Ka*ab of the Muaisir and 300 of rice and 100
... Salaiyib sections. of wheat and bar-

ley.

^Abdun Nabi Ka^ab of the Al Bu 'Abbadi 600 200 of rice.
section.

Masallim-ibn-Salim Ka*ab of the Al Bu Dahaleh Do. Do.
Hadtani section.

XhSni Both the owners and cultiva- 600 of rice and 200
tors are Ka^ab, the former of wheat and
of the Bait Hilayil and the
latter of the ETinaneh section.

barley.

There are also Ka’ab of the
Is-haq and Bait Suwaiyir
sections.

Makasibeb -
- - Narakiyeh, an Arab tribe, 100 of rice and 100

dependent on the ITakasibeh of wheat and
section of the ICa’ab. barley.

Ba-it Qatan ^ ICa’ab of the Dawariqeh 200 of rice and 100
seotTon but dependent on of wheat and
the Bait Hilayil. barley.

Afraiat Bla’ab of the Bait Shuwaish 100 of rice.
... section.

A’rar

j!^l •

' Ka’ab of the Al Bn Subaiyah
section.

500 300 do.
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Name of canal.

1

Dependent popalation.

1

1

Number of
' date palms.

1

Annual yield of cereals

in Mans of Fallahi-
' veb.

Jadidi Ka’ab of the A1 Bu. Gbubaisb
subdivision, belonging to

the Bait Kbawaitar and
Bait Shuwaish sections.

6,000 500 of rice and 600
of wheat and
barley.

1

Asairafi Ka’ab of the A1 Bn Sa'id

section.

1 1

150 of rice and 150

of wheat and

barley.

Sha’ab ... Do.

Habach Ka’ab of the A1 Bu Jabbar

section.

600 of rice and 200
of wheat and

barley.

Tlie spot known as Janjireh has some date groves but is situated in

fairly open country
;
it is connected by winding paths with Buziyeh and

Fallahiyeh Town. It has been pointed out that^ as the heads of a

number of canals are commanded at Janjireh, the place is one which it

would probably be advantageous to occupy in case of military operations

in the neighbourhood.

Singular Jannaibi A large tribe of the ’Oman SultanatCj JANNA-
Yamani by extraction^ but now belonging to the Ghafiri political faction BAH
and Sunnis in religion. They are partly settled and partly nomad. Their

metropolis is Sur ;
but they also possess Masirah island and; interspersed

with Hikman and A1 Wahibah, occupy in a desultory fashion the

South-East Coast of ’Oman from Has Jibsh; where they have a village;

to the commencement of the Dhnfar District; some of them visit

Murbat in Dhufat; and the cave dwellings on Kas Sajar and the small

hamlet of Safqot at the west end of Dhufar are said to be occupied by

members of this tribe. A few reside among the Hikman of Mali5t.

Detached colonies of Jannabah are found at Bahlah; Khadhra-bin-Daff

and ’Izz in ’Oman Proper and at Wadi Manumah in Batinah*

It is necessary to distinguish the settled portion of the

tribe; chiefly at Sur; from the migratory pastoral and fishing

sections further to the south. The former; known in common with some

of the Bani Bu’All as Suris;’" own and navigate a large number of sea-

going vessels wbich run to Bombay; Zanzibar and the Eed Sea : they ai^e""
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also mercliants; having large commercial dep6ts at Sur^andthe jffajriyin

of the interior cany on all their foreign tirade through them. The
pastoral portion of the tribe are dark-skinned^ thin and undersized but not ill-

looking; they -wear their hair long and confine it round the head with a

leathern thong. They are disliked by their neighbours and appear to have

little or no religion. In the cool season they come down to the coast with

their herds of camels and goats^ which are said to be very large^ retreating

again to eaves in the hills on the approach of the south-west monsoon.

It has been noticed that those who fish are of a lighter complexion than

their purely pastoral brethren and that their cranial and facial type is

more or less peculiar to themselves.

As a tribe the Jannabah bear an evil reputation. Those of Sur
indulged in slave-dealing and even piracy as long as these courses were
open to them, and the Jannabah of the south-eastern coast are wreckers
and robbers to a man*

The Jannabah are divided into the following sections :

—

Section. Fighting strength.* RnMASics.

Aramah 400 At Sur.

Fawaris 600 At Stir, in Ja’alSn, and on Masirah
island.

"

Ghaijalin 460 At Stir and on Masirah island.

Maja’alah 300 Nil.

Makh^ah 500 At Stir and on Masirah island.

* Evidently under-estimated.

THese sections are generally found intermingled at the places occupied
by the tribe. Some of each section are Bedouins, The total number of
the Jannabah may be about 12,000 souls, of whom over 9,000 are settled

;but the strength of the nomad portion who inhabit the southern desei-t is
fieeessanly difficult to estimate. The Jaunabah have a perpetual
lead with the A1 Wahibah, the enmity between these two tribes
emg the. most deadly and constant in ’Oman. The Tamimah of
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tlie Jannabah is Mabmad-bin-Mubarak; of tbe Makbanab section, wbo

resides at Sur,

A snaall sandy islet, about 12 feet bigb and ? of a mile in extent, lying JARAIl)

10 miles off tbe coast of tbe Hasa Sanjaq about midway between Qatif

and Musallamiyab bay : it is 14 or 15 miles soutb-east by east of tbe

seaward end of Abu ’Ali island. It may be regarded as belonging to tbe

Sanjaq wbicb it adjoins.

An inlet of tbe sea wbicb breaks tbe coast-line of tbe 'Oman Sultanate JARAMAH^
at a point 12 i miles east of tbe Sur creek and 4 miles west of Eas-al- (KHOE-AL')

Haidd. Tiie entnuicej whicli runs from north to south, is a mile long

and Tpinds between clifEs 60 feet high ;
its breadth is about 160 yards,

but the channel at one point contracts to 60 yards and at the inner end it

is divided into two by an island. Inland the Khor expands into a large,

shallow basin with a length of miles from north-west to south-east,

surrounded for the most part by cliffs 100 to 300 feet high but having,

at its south end, a low and shelving beach with a few scattered trees.

The interior of the inlet forms a perfectly sheltered harbour which is easily

accessible to steam-vessels drawing less than 15 feet of water. Fish

abound, and there are wells on the southern beach yielding brackish but

drinkable water sufficient for a caravan of 30 0 camels and an e^ual number

of men. The owners of the place are the MuwaJikh tribe of Haddj

and the only actual occupants at the present time are a few fishermen

who have some miserable huts near the wells already mentioned ; but the

ruins of a considerable village, said to have been called Labid onJ, are

traceable close to the same spot.

Disputes regarding the free use of Khor-al-Jaramah by mariners

occun’ed between 1877 and 1880, and the British authorities, as related

in the historical portion of this Gazetteer, were obliged to intervene.

* A plan of Khor-al-Jaramah will he found in Admiralty Chart No. 2369—

10-C. i
and a route from this place to the coal-fields of the Jahal Khamis range, de-

scribed by Capt. Dowding,is among the records of the Intelligence Branch, Simla
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Tliis district of Southern 'Arabistan has on the north-east of it

the Ramuz district^ on the north-west the Ahwaz district^ on the west

the Fallahiyeh district, on the south Ma^shiir and its connected terri-

tory, and on the east the Hindiyan district
;

it is itself situated upon

both sides of the JarraM River in the upper two-thirds of its course.

Bom claries .—The north-easternmost corner of the district is at the

tomb of Shah Nabi xU, at the foot of some hills to the east of

the JarraM^ whence the boundary runs westwards through the southern

extremity of Cham Mam' in the Ramuz District to a mound named
Eumais From Rumais it goes south to Qarqar village on the

right bank of the Jarrahi, immediately below which it crosses that river

to the left bank and continues southwards for 5 miles : it then runs

south-eastwards to 'Aquleh about 8 miles west of Ma’shur where it

turns to the north-east : finally it passes through a large mound named
Radhwan 8 miles east of Rhalfabad and so returns, following: a

range of low liillsj to tlie point from which it started.

Physicalfeatures.-— exception of a few miles of broken
ground and ravines in the extreme north-east, the district consists of

open and generally level plains of alluvial soil. Parts of these are tilled

by minfall, and there is some permanent cultivation along the banks of
the Jarrahi. The only trees are a few dates near villages and a little

scrub along the river.

PeojjZe.—The fixed population of the district is collected entirely upon
the banks of the Jarrahi Piver

;
it does not appear now to exceed

ijdOO souls, and the number is said to have declined during the last 6
years in consequence of a sa-ies of bad harvests. Of the whole nearly

2,500 persons, or more than half, are Ka'ab, while other tribes

deserving of separate mention are the Haiyadir ;oUa. at Butliyeh, Cham
Rahaneh, GnmbuzSn and Thilith

; the Maqatif uiAhliU who are perhaps
a branch of the Bani Tamim (II), at Aquleh Takhait and Abu ’Alaiq ;
and some Bandariyeh, or immigrants fi-om Ma’shiir, at Hadameh!
The Haiyadir, who number 300 souls or more, are identified' by some with
the Hmdai-is of the Hindiyan District: they are said to be well armed
trith rifles and to own 50 cattle and 8,000 sheep and goats'. The Maqatif
are about 400 persons

; the Bandariyeh about 300. The balance of the
district population is made up of miscellaneous Arabs and Persians.
Khalfabad is the principal village ; among its inhabifents ai-e a family or
clan, known as Amareh »jUI, on whom the Haiyadir are dependent.

'

JAEEAHI

DISTRICT
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Iiom Hadameh upwards the houses of the settled population are
all of mud, and for some distance below it low mud walls and gables are

seen
;
but still further down the dwellings are booths or wigwams of

matting and reeds. These differences in domestic architecture are due less

to differences in civilisation than to the nature of the materials available.

Where mud is used it is mixed with broken straw and is made up into flattish

oval blocks which do not possess a single straight line ^ this is the form of

brick used by Arabs on the KaruB and in the Fallahiyeh District as

well as on Jarrahi,* but in F allahiyeh Town there are one or two buildings

of the ordinary sc[uare-shaped thin burnt bricks of Persia. Matting is

made of a' stiff reed called Qassab, crushed flat
;
but in the construction

of houses a large kind of bulrush called Bardi or Labbun is employed, of

which the blade^is flat on one side and convex on the other but contains

little substance. Roof supports are made by binding up Labbun into

faggots about 1 foot in diameter.

The nomad population consists chiefly of Bawiyeh of the 'Amur and

Bani Khalid sections from the Ahwaz District. Some Sharifat of the

Rajaibat and Bani Rashid sections are found almost permanently in the

neighbourhood of Khalfabad, and it is a question whether they should be

reckoned as among the sedentary or the Bedouin inhabitants of the district.

Villager and settlement permanent villages of the district

are described at length in the articles upon the Jarrahi River, and a

short table now follows of some of the inland settlements where culti-

vation is carried on ;
—

Name. Position, EeSiaeks.

’Aquleh North of the JarraM Kiver
and west of Haskeh village.

About 40 Faddans of land are

regularly cultivated here by
some 20 families of Maqatif
who return after the harvest to

Haskeh. This community are

said to own 20 rifles and about
5,000 sheep and goats.

Asghayar (Haji) On the south side of the
Jarrahi River, west of

Hamad.

Inhabited by the Ha’ab tribe.

Dauweh
tw

hy:>

6 miles from the Jarrahi
River, east of the village of

Abu Dubaiyan.

Various sections- of the £a’ab
tribe are represented here.
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Name. Position. apMABES.

Hamad On the south side of the

Jarrahi River, east of Haji
Asghayar and west of

KhalafijSt.

There are 20 Paddans of culti-

vation here. Inhabited bj the

Ka’ab tribe.

Idaideb On the south side of the
Jarrahi River, west of Hor
Tiawaishid and east of Abu
Saileh.

This place belongs to Maqtti* on
the river and is frequented by
Ra^ab of the 'Asakireb sub-
division.

Khalafiyat On the south side of the
Jarrahi River, west of Abu
Saileh and east of Hamad.

The cultivation here amounts to
about 85 Faddans. Inhabited
by the Ka’ab tribe.

Saileh (Abu)

« j*

On the south side of the
Jarrahi River, west of

Idaideh and east of Khalafiyat.

40 Faddans of cultivation here.

Inhabited by the Ka’ab tribe.

(Trawaishid (Hor) On the south side of the
Jarrahi River, about 4 miles
south of Maqtu’ Eauqani.

Similar to Idaideh above.

Jgrimltme and trade .—Canal irrigation is confined^ in the Jarrahi

district^ to a space of about three square miles in the neighbourhood of

Cham-as“Sabij and the crops^ except on the banks of the rivex*, depend
entirely on rainfall. Vt' heat^ baidey^ and a little sesame are the staples of

cultivation
; onions and inferior tobacco are grown in the gardens of

villages. The irrigation of gardens is by means of skin lifts worked
by cattle. The exported produce of the district finds its way chiefly

to the towns of Ma’shur and Bnziyeh from which are pi*ocured in
return piece-goods^ spices^ tea^ and sugar. Dates ai’e brought from the

iFallahiyoh and rice fi’om the Ramuz District.

GommmdcaUon8,^l^h.Q Jarrahi River is navigable by boats up to
Rhalfabadj and the country on both sides of it is free from obstacles to
movement. The articles on the Jarrahi River and Fallahiyeh District
and the paragraph on routes in "Arabistan may be consulted.

J^?a»«wz5i5ra^io?i.~The Jarrahi district was once a part of the old
Doraq principality which belonged to the Shaikh of the Ka’ab. In 1 866
the Persian Government separated it from the Fallahiyeh District
and constituted it^ together with Ma-'shur and the district of Hindiyan,
into a separate governorship. Now it is a district by itself and is under
the Shaikh of MtihaBanaareh, who is locally I'epresented by a visiting
agent from Ma'shfir ; but it is understood that the Shaikh holds it in
farm only from the Nizam-us-Saltaneh and the Mushir-ud-Dauleh, whose
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joint property it is said to be. Revenue is assessed at one-fonrth of

gross produce on canal-irrigated lands at Cham-as-Sabi only ;
at one-fifth

on river-bank lands ;
and elsewhere, that is at inland settlements, at a

fixed cash rate of 44 Qrans per Faddan annually. The district is said to

be worth 14,000 to 15,000 Tumans a year.

Frequently pronounced Yarrahi. This river is formed within the JAIRRAHI

bounds of Ramuz District by the junction, near QaFeh-i-Shaikh, of the

Ramuz river from the north-east with the llarun river from the south- EtVER
east. The Jarrahi, possibly with its tributory the Mlrun,—and not, as

has sometimes been supposed, the Hindiyan—appears to be the Tab

river of the mediseval Arab and Persian geographers.t

Passing a place known as Cham ManF 3 or 4 miles

below the point of its formation, the Jarrahi breaks through the belt of

low hilk which form the boundary on this side of the Ramuz District

and emerges near the village of Cham-as-Sabi into the Jarrabi District.

The range of hills, it may be remarked, comes from the north-west

and dies away in undulating ground at some distance short of the right

bank of the river ;
its course is resumed on the left bank somewhat

higher up-stream, and the gap in the middle—through which the river

passes—is occupied by a tract of broken, hilly ground about 10 miles in

extent. From Cham-as-Sabi the river runs vid Khalfabad to the

village of Maqtu^ which is about 11 miles north-north-west of Ma’shur

;

the length of this reach is nearly 30 miles, it is free from serious bends,

audits general direction is from north-east to south-west. At Maqtu^ the

river .changes direction and runs for about 10 miles west-north-west to

Qarqar, where it leaves the district of Jarrahi and enters that of

Pallahiyeh. In the Pallahiyeh District its course is somewhat winding,

• •‘Bamuz river” appears to bo the name least open to objection, as well as

that most generally understood, for the river which passes a few miles east of Eamuz

Town flowing southwards. It is sometimes spoken of, but only in the hills, as the

Ab-i-’Ala SUof or Ab-i-Zaid Ojj
;

in strictness, however, these appear to be

the of streams which go to form the river and not of the river itself. The

Eamuz river has also been described as the “ Jibur ", but this name does not appear to

be locally recognised. Of the manner of formation of the Eamuz river we have as yet

no authentic information, and the statements which have been obtained from

native sources are conflicting. The water which it brings down is fresh and good.

f
See Le Strange's lands of the EasUrn Caliphate,
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but its average direction to a point distant 14 miles in a straight line

from Qarqar is due west ; at the point in question it tnrns to the

south-west and runs for 5 miles further to a place called Khaznieh or

the Reservoir^ about 2 miles north of Buziyeh Town^ where it is mostly

dissipated in canals. The remaining stream now ceases to be the Jarraihi

river and becomes the Fallahiyeh-Marid canal, which is described in the

article on the Fallahiyeh District and on which Fallahiyell Town is

situated at 3 miles below its head.

Voltme and hanks .—Above Cham-as-Sabi the river is bi*oad and

rapid with a breadth of about 80 yards j and the banks, which are of

no great height, are covered with tamarisks. For some few miles below

Cham-as-Sabi the same characteristics are preserved and the streapa is

divided by tamarisk-covered islands into several arms. Below Khalfabad
the Jarrahi runs with a slow current, is 60 to 70 yards broad, and
resembles a sinuous canal cut deep through the alluvial soil

;
receiving no

affluents, its stream from this point onwards continually diminishes

in volume while its breadth decreases to about 40 yards. Above Khalfa-
bad^ though bare, level plains adjoin it on both sides, some fuel and grass

are obtainable ; but below Khalfabad both fuel and forage are

scarce until a more productive region is entered again near Tuwaiqiyeh.

Date groves begin on the right bank at the place where the river changes

its direction from west-north-west to south-west, but at first they are

scattered.

Crossings and navigation .—The Jarrahi is fordable in summer at

numerous places, and some fords near Khalfabad are practicable for

laden animals during the greater part of the year, except after recent

rain. There is a ford, sometimes difficult in winter but probably easy in

the low season, one mile below Cham-as-Sabi
; and another, passable

only in summer and autumn, exists at Rahaneh, 8 miles above Maksar,
where the breadth of the river is 50 yards ; its greatest depth hero in
winter is 13 feet, and the height of the almost perpendicular banks is

15 feet.

A Ballam which can be used as a ferry boat is kept at Maksar, and
there is a second at Hadameh. Boats 40 feet in length, with a beam
of 6 to 8 feet and drawing 2 to 3 feet of water, can ordinarily ascend
the river as far as Khalfabad at all seasons of the year.

Irr%gaUon .—One mile above Cham-as-Sabi there are the remains of
an old canal ^hich took out on the right bank of the river

; and in the
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neiglibo-arliood of Klialfabad are traeesj running inland from the

present left bank^ of a large canal, or possibly of a former bed or natural

branch of the river. At Hadameh, also, a dam is said to have existed, by

means of which irrigation was brought to the lands of Ma^’shur to

the southward. The Jarrahi, throughout its length, has now only one

channel ; and there are no canals in operation above the point where the

river enters the Fallahiyeh District. The Jarrahi District appears

to be commanded by the river at Cham-as-Sabi ; but below that point,

until the Fallahiyeh District is reached, the level of the river as

compared with that of its banks, is generally too low to admit con-

veniently of irrigation.

Riverside villages in the Jarrahi District ,—The villages on the

Jarrahi which are in the Ramuz and Fallahiyeh Districts are described in

the articles under those names. The intermediate ones, which are in the

Jarrahi District are' tabulated below

-

Name.

JMilcs below
last village
and on which,

hank
Bitnated.

Houses and inhabitant s. BEMAltES.

Sabi (Cham-as-) ... ... See article Cham-as*Sabi.

KhalfSbSd
obf

7
Left. • •• See article Hllial^bad.

Khar Faraih 5
Bight.

30 tents and huts of Ka’ab
Arab? and Saiyid s.

• f *

Wakhameh
A*©

Nil.

Left.

20 mud houses of mixed
Persians.

Hamud (Saiyid)
w

2
Bight.

10 mud houses of mixed
Arabs.

...

T iltiyeh
m

Nil.

Left.

6 mud houses of mixed
Arabs.

...

DabaiySn (Abu)
w

jjJ

1
Left.

6 mud houses o£ poor
Persians.

...

Butliyeh
w

4
Left.

10 mud houses of Haiya*
dir.

•••

Cham ' Nil.

Bight.
10 Do.
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Name.

Kahaneh

Gnmbuzon

Himyeh
m

Banw§,r

Bunwar Rizaiq

liijj j!i^

Maksar

Maksar *Atiqeh

HadaoaeJi

Suwaireh

KurdUniyeh
lU

Miles below
last villa#?e

aud OR n hich
bank

situated.

Houses and inhabitants. Hemabxs.

2
Left.

35 mud houses of Haiyadir. There is a ford here, de-

scribed in the article

above.

1

Bight, lo Do. «**

2

Right.

20 mud houses of mixed
Arabs.

• ••

Nil.

Left.

L5 mud houses of Ha’ab
of the Al Bu Ghubaish
sub-division.

...

3

Left.

40 mud huts of the same.
They have 60 rifles and
60 of their fighting men
are mounted.

There are gardens and 100
ij'addans of ordinary cul-

tivation. Thirty cattle and
500 sheep and goats are
owned. The second part
of the name is pronounced
Rizaij.

Nil.

Right.

15 mud huts of the same.
There are 30 fighting men,
all mounted and armed
with rifles.

There are gardens and 40
Faddans of ordinary cul-

tivation. There are 30
cattle and 500 sheep and
goats. There is one boat,

a Ballam.

2
Right.

20 mud huts of the same.

There are 40 fighting men,
of whom all have rifles

and 30 are mounted.

Livestock are 50 cattle and
1,000 sheep and goats and
60 Faddans of laud are
cultivated.

Nil.

Left.
50 mud huts of Bandariyeh

,

of natives of Ma’sliur
or their descendants,

divided into 3 sections

called Shaikh ’Abdullah,

MuUa Baraij and Haji
Sultan. They have 100
fighting men, of whom 60
are mounted and 70 have
rifles.

The village is in 2 parts.

Resources are 3 gardens,
80 Faddans of cultiva-
tion, 60 cattle, 600 sheep
and goats, and 1 boat,
a Ballam. It is stated
that a dam once existed
at this place, by means
of which the lands of
Ma’shur were irrigated.

2
Lei^ t.

.20 mat huts of Ka^ab of

the Al Bu Subaiyah sec-

tion. They have 40 fight-

ing men, all with rifles

and mounted.

Cultivation extends to 40
!

FaddSns and there are
gardens. Animals are 20
cattle and 200 sheep and
goats Half a mile in-
land is an Imamzadeh of
Wais.

Right.
25 reed and mat huts of
Ha’ab of the Al Bu
Ghubaish sub-division,
Haji Ghadir section.
They have 50 fighting
men, all mounted and
armed with rifles.

70 Faddans are cultivated
and there are gardens.
Livestock are 20 cattle
and 1,600 sheep and
goats.
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Name.

Miles below
last village
and on which

bank
sitnated.

Houses and inhabitants. EEarAKES,

Maqtu’ Fanqani 4 (below
Suwaireh).

Left

50 mat huts of Ka’ab of
the 'Asakireh snh-divi-
sion, Haji ’Abud section.

Fighting men number
lOO and are all mounted
and armed with rifles.

There are gardens and 100
i

Faddaus of ordinary cul-

tivation. A few cattle

and 1,000 sheep and goats

are owned.

Haskeh Nil.

Eight.

1

30 mud and mat huts of

Ela’ab of the Al Bu
Gbubaish sub-divi*»ion,

Khazaiyil section. They
have 60 fighting men, all

with rifles and mounted.

£0 Faddaus of land are

cultivated and there are

gardens. Livestock are 30
cattle and 500 sheep and
goats.

Maqtu’ Hadrani

gjlaiU

1.

Left.

45 mat huts of Ka’ab of

the ’Asakirch subdivi-

sion. There are 90
r

fighting men, all of
whom have rifles and 60
of whom are mounted.

1

Cultivation at. the village

amounts to 90 Faddaus
'and the people are said

to hnve another 200
Faddans of arable land

at a distance to the south-

ward. Their livestock

amount to 30 cattle and
5,0G0 sheep and goats

and are distributed for

pasturage among all the

Di5s Ka’ab.

Takhait
Right.

1

30 mat huts of Maqatif
Arab®, dependent on the
Amareh, a leading
family at Khalfabad.
Their fighting men
number 60, 40 of
whom have rifles and 40
lire mounted.

There are 20 Faddans of

cultivation at the village

i,
and livestock are

estimated at 40 cattle and.

3,000 sheep and goat®.

The people are said to

have another 40 Faddans
of land irrigated from
wells at some distance to

the northward.

Kbanozeh

6y^ Bigilt.

20 mat huts of Ka’ab of

the Khanafireh division,

Bait Dhuwaiyib section.

Fighting men are 40, all

armed with rifles and
mounted.

' 60 Faddans of land are

cultivated. Animals are

30 cattle and 100 sheep

and goats.

Sidaireh Nil.

Left.

1 Ktit of mud with an
enclosure and 4 or 5 mat
huts ; the inhabitants aie

Ka’ab of the ’Asakireh
subdivision. There are

20 fighting men all armed '

with rifles and mounted.

There are no livestock.

Cultivation amounts to

30 Faddans.

Thilith
Right,

10 mat and mud huts of
Haiyadir. They have
20 fighting men, all

with rifles and mounted.

There are 100 sheep and
goats, but no cattle. 30
Faddans of land are

cnltivated.

IT
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Name.

Miles below
last village

and OE which
bank

situated.

Houses and inhabitants. Behauzs.

Saraimeh 5 5 (below

Maqtu
Hadrani).

Left.

50 mat huts of Ka’ab of

the 'Asakireh subdivi*

sion. They have 100

fighting men, all with

rifles and mounted.

Cultivation amounts to

100 Faddans: 30 cattle

and 200 sheep and goats

are owned. There are

gardeus here.

P5b-al-Mir h
Bight.

15 houses of Ka’ab of

the A1 Bu Ghubaish

subdivision. 3 or 4 of the

dwellings are of mud,

the rest are reed and mat

huts. Fighting strength

is 30, 1 mounted and

with rifles.

There are 20 cattle and

200 sheep and goats.

Cultivation amounts to

30 Faddans.

*Alaiq (Abu)

Eight.

20 mat huts of Maqatlf.

Fighting men are 40, of

whom 30 have rifles and

30 are mounted.

There are 40 Faddans of

cultivation. Cattle num-

ber 80 and sheep and

goats 500,

Tuwaiqiyeh
m

2.

Left.

30 mat huts of Ka’ab of

tbe Khanafireh subdivi-

sion, with 60 fighting

men of whom 40 have

rifles and 40 are

I

mounted.

Cultivation is estimated at

50 Faddans and livestock

at 30 cattle and 200 sheep

and goats. There are

gardens at this place.

The name is pronounced

Tnwaijiyeh.

Qarqar Nil.

Eight.

76 bouses of Ka’ab of

the Kbanafireh subdivi-

sion ; a few are of mud,
the rest are reed and mat
huts. The fighting

strength is 150, and 180
of the men are mounted
and 100 have rifles.

Pronounced Gargar. Cnl-

tivation extends to 150

Faddans and there are

50 cattle and 1,000 sheep

and goats. There are

gardens here.

Tlie drinking of Jarrahi water is locally believed to be conducive to

bealtk. Tbe explanation given is that it contains sulphur.

JiSHK (I)

or NEW
JASHK*

A port of Persian Jlairan and a station of the Indo-European Tele-

graph Department ; it is situated on a promontory about 140 miles

south-east of Bandar ^Abbas, 145 miles north-north-east of Masqat
Town, and 290 miles west by north of Gwadar.

^ This is tbe correct pronunciation, but by Persians the word is sometimes sounded

as if it had two syllables* Ja-sbak,
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Site.—The Jashk peninsula divides Jashk East Bay on the one side

from Jashk West Bay on the other, and it is itself nearly cut o^ from the

mainland by a winding creek which runs inland from the western bay

at a point 3-| miles northwards from the tip of the promontory. The

land on which New Jashk stands is low ; the upper stratum consists of

a loose sand mixed with clay and the lower stratum of hard calcareous

matter, chiefly a shelly conglomerate.

Climate .—The climate of the place is extreme; the thermometer,

which may fall to 44*3° Fahrenheit in winter, sometimes rises to

110® in summer ; and the heat is rendered more trying by the

moistness of the atmosphere, the mean humidity of which often

exceeds 70 per cent, of saturation. The prevailing winds are easterly,

but in winter it frequently blows from the north-west. Sandstorms are

of frequent occurrence and during their continuance the air is heavily

charged with a fine red dust. Malarial fever is prevalent in the cold

weather. The normal rainfall is about 4i inches per annum.

Surroundings .—The extremity of the Jashk peninsula is called Jashk^

i-Sarj.-« ; it carries a small tomb, about 16 feet above sea-level, which

is styled Shaik Sa^id, Hindi, and which is an occasional object of

pilgrimage. The recognised boundary of the British telegraph station,

marked by a wire fence, crosses the peninsula in a zigzag line about

I of a mile from its extremity.* In the centre of the space enclosed

by this land boundary and the sea stand the telegraph buildings with the

British military barracks about 300 yards to the south-east of them.

In Persian territory, on the eastern side of the peninsula at li miles

from Jashk-i-Sar, is a strip of coast distinguished by the name of

Damilan ,
and beyond it is another known as Kurazi •

On the western side of the peninsula, partly within and partly without

the boundary of the telegraph station, is the West Bay in which

is the ordinary landing place for New Jashk ; and on this bay, just

outside the station boundary, is a tumble-down mud fort, the property

of the Persian Government, which, not being required for military

purposes, is used as a place for drying and storing whitebait. On the

•same shore, half a mile beyond the fort, begins a date grove called Maksa

*Tlie actual boundary 5s thus seemingly not in accordance with the Agreement of

1887 {vide AUchisons Treaties, VoK X, pages 93-94 and footnote), bnt closer examina-

-tion of the question with plans shows that the apparent discrepancy i-s due to the

distance of the telegraph station from the point having been underestimated ; that

distance instead of being 300 is nearly 700 yards.

3 N ^
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LJC-, a mile in extent, where there is a large mansion with Badgirs,

owned by a private merchant but sometimes used as a place of quarantine.

Jashk is divided into two parts, namely, the

European station, with a native settlement depending on it, and a Persian

village which siuToiiiids the Persian fort.

In the European station, the position of which has already been

described; reside all the members oE the telegraph establishment with

their families and servants.

The Persian village consists of 4j 5 mud houses and 150 date-leaf huts ;

it is inhabited by Baluchis, Saiyids, Mulais, Rahis, Maids who are

fishermen, and negroes who are either labourers or domestic slaves : in

addition to these there are some natives of the Miuub District and other

Persians, also a large number of half-breeds of various kinds. Except the

Persians, who are Shi^ahs, the people are Sunnis ; and of the latter

sect two divisions are represented, the Baluchis being Planafis .and the

Saiyids Shafih's. The Persian, 'Baluchi, Arabic and Hindustani languages

are all spoken and some of the people understand a little English. The

inhabitants of the Persian village are mostly traders, agriculturists,

graziers aud fishermen. Agriculture is now at a low ebb in consequence

of a succession of bad seasons ; and a formerly considerable trade,

especially by the Saiyids, in goods imported from Karachi and Bombay,

has declined since the establishment of an Imperial Persian Customs post

in 1902.

Shipping^ anchorages and trade.—New Jashk is a fortnightly polace of

call for the steamers of the British India Company and is ,the chief port

of Persian Makran after Chahbar. Pour Baqarahs of about 12 tons

burden and trading only to the Arabian coast belong to this place.

There are anchorages suitable for steam vessels on both sides of the

Jashk promontory in which shelter can be found from all but southerly

winds : the customary berth is in the West Bay about 2 miles from the

landing place. Native boats use the creek already mentioned as leading

out of the West Bay
5
the course is winding, its length ^ or 5 miles, and

it has some depth of wafer inside, but the bar is almost dry at low tide.

The estimated value of the trade of the port in the year 1906 was

—

imports, about £3,264, exports, about £841 sterling. A Goanese

firm under British protection act as agents for the British India Steam

Navigation Company. There is also 1 British Indian (Muhammadan)
general merchant.
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Water and suxjpUes.-^The'x^^o^rctt. of New Jaslib are inconsiderable.
Water, which is brackish, is from wells, the least bad of which is situated
nearly 1 mile north-east of the telegraph station building's and about 300
yards fiom the west coast of the peninsula

; the water from this well is

raised by bullock power into an elevated iron tank from which it is carried
by iron pipes to a cistern at the back of the telegraph office ; this water is

not used for drinking except by natives. Drinking water for the telegraph
staff is obtained from two rain storage covered masonry reservoirs, sunk
in the ground, one of these has a capacity of 81,000 and the other of
58,000 gallons, and another similar tank of about 8-1,000 gallons capacity
is now being constructed for the benefit of the Indian Military guard.

hood stuffs aud even vegetables for the European community
have, during the recent bad agricultural years, been mostly imported from
India and Bandar ^Abbas. Livestock are about ^00 cattle and aOO goats
and sheep

j there being no fodder there are no transport animals, and
some of the residents who own camels keep them at Old Jashk.

British telegraph station,—The telegraph station is an important one.

The staff consists of 10 or 12' European clerks under a Superintendent

or Assistant Superintendent, and there is an Assistant Surgeon in

medical charge of the establishment. The inspecting officer of tJie land

line from Gwadar to New Jashk also has bis headquarters here. The
Jashk office is connected with Karachi by a cable; with Chahbar,
Gwadar, Pasni, Ormarah and Karachi by a two-wire land line;

with Masqat by a cable; aud with Bushehr by two cables, one

of which runs direct and the other via Hanjam. The cables enter

the sea at a point 550 yards south-east of the telegraph office;

and of the 3 which at first turn westwards the nearest to shore is that to

HanjarUj the next the direct cable to Bushehr, and the outermost that

to -Masqat. Messages are now transmitted direct between Karachi

and Tehran, the current being reinforced at Jashk and again at

Bushehr : from 500 to 1,000 messages pass in the 24 hours, in otie

direction by day and in the other by night, this being arranged in

alternation with another line. - The telegraph office and quarters form

three blocks of substantial and commodious flat-roofed buildings. Eor

the protection of the place a detachment of 50 sepoys of the Indian Army
under a native officer are posted at New Jashk; they are accommodated

in well-built barracks which are capable of containing double the number.

' Political relations and administration .—The head of the telegraph
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JASES
(ID

or

OLD
JASHK

station is the political representative o£ the British Grovernment at New

Jashk; and as snch esercises jurisdiction over British subjects and deals

with the Persian officials and local authorities under the orders of his

superior^ the Director at Karachi.

The Persian Imperial Customs establishment consists of a Mudir and

4 armed guards locally recruited
;
the revenue collected by them during

the year 1906 amounted to 8,7^8 Qrans, 3^414 Qrans and 1^7 79 Qrans

on account of imports^ exports^ and stamp duty respectively. Apart from

these Customs employes the Persian Government have no agents at Jashk.

The quarantine arrangements are in charge of the British medical officer

of the telegraph station^ on behalf of the Persian Government. Author*-

ity over Persian subjects in the settlement is exercised by the Mirs

of Old Jashk whose position is described in the article on Jashk

District.

In English generally ^^Jask’’^ and at a former period ^^Jasques^^

The administrative capital of the Jashk District and residence of the

chiefs
;

it is situated 7 miles north of New Jasbk and one mile inland

from the shore of Jashk West Bay. The village is completely surrounded

by date groves which contain about ^^OOO trees. The chief points of

iuterest are the ruins of a reputed Portuguese fort^ with an old gun lying

buried in the ground, and a Ziyarat called Shah Mardan xU

which is much frequented by BalucMs. Tiiere are about 10 mud houses

and 150 mat huts and the population may be estimatcjd at 800 souls, of

whom rather more than half are Baluchis; the remainder arc Shaikhs,

Jats and slaves. Dates, wheat and Arzun are cultivated, and to a lesser

extent cotton and barley. The village possesses 200 camels, 50 donkeys,

60 cattle and 300 sheep and goats. Water is from 2 wells, 8 feet deep,

and is muddy but sweet. The inhabitants are chiefly agriculturists,

except some weavers called Julahag
; but they deal also in carpets

called Zilu jbj and Ekirsak ^^5 in date mats called Tak
, and in

:
firewood and ghi which they export to Qishm Island and to the Arabian

coast, especially to Batinah, their trade relations being chiefly with these

places and with the Persian districts of Bashakard and Minab. The trade

with Masqat Town is now insignificant* Some silk embroidery is done

by the women and fishing nets are made. The administration is noticed
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ia the article on Ja silk District. Tlejce is g^^ood partridge shooting, and

some hares are obtiaiirabLej near OW J ^shU.

The Jashk district, except in "tlie adamio-istniative sense, is a division of JA.SH.K

Persian llakraiL; and most of the geneiralireni-arhs contained in the article

on the coast of thiat legion ap-jily to itiwith.oafc- ino«dification. DISTRICT

Jjimits,—Th« J ashl d istirict exbenis fii:oiDi K uh Mubarak (or rather

from a stream called MEainahi ,1 mile north of Kiih Mubarak)

OB the west nearly to theS^da»ich rlirer on tliee east; inland it meets

the Bashaiard disbiici: ab ah out M miTes ifrowa the coast. Our attention

will^ however^ be ooniELed to “the pl2L,in “wkbcli heiae^ as elsewhere in Persian

Msbiran, skirts tbe sea and ext enis to tfcie outer hills that rise at some

miles inland,

Musical lemarlss tiud^er this head in the article

on the Persian 31Ia Iran coast kold. go od of €be Jashk district and need

onlj tobesuppleinenbed by asligUt cdegesiip tiom of some of the [irincipal

natml features. These are gi^^en bel ov in talbular form^ in theic order

from west to east :^

Name. Position. IS'ataiie. BSMiSKS.

Kith ltitea.k* Si mil xiort h o f A v^erj remarkable It is 333 feet high and

JjU/fi sj Ras-stl-K till, th_e preeipLtom s 'rocky stands perfectly iso-

corner a.1;

tbie coast turma

north w-ds from

tke Golfof’Oman
to th € eutraocfl of
tfce PeiBi an Giil£.

Ml 1 of llg“ht c olonr,

sheipei lik e a cylin-

desr pk-oed wpom one

of itseiidsa.

lated in a j>Wt)inp7
plain at one mile from

1 the coast. It is per-

forated and the per-

foration can be seen

through from the

south-east.

Chalapi 1 miles east o£ Ko.li

Mubarak.
^simalL stream, ...

Tawarkaod Stteani Rises at 30 mil cs is'lreasD, dry except Eabg village is 'situ-

Erom tli& coa,sta«(l,

passi up: tie west-

oinslottlder oft lie

_ Rrkan xaox atai n,

reaches th^ sea

Smiles west of

Old Jashk:.

aEter rai». ated on this stream

within the hills.

At a few miles from

the sea its bed width
is 100 yards.

# A distant) wiewr of lul KntiaimHm’om to sea is given in Chart Nc. 237C«763

(Entrance of tl&
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Name. Position. Nature. Be M ABES

.

Parka u Hills or

Jabal Bahmadi

The highest and

central summit is

13 miles north of

the mouth of ihe

Tawarkand stieam

at the coast.

A barren group of

hills of which the

highest point is

3,048 feet. The
range runs for a few
miles both west
and sonth-sonth-eMst

from this peak. The
strata app?ar to be
inclined upwards
from west to east.

On the seawaid slopes

of the range is a re-

markable lock'p’illar

of natural origin.

These hills are divided

from the rest of the

coast range by the

Ta^^arkand stream on

the west and the

Bahmadi stream on
the east.

Bahmadi Stream Eising not so far

north as the

Ta'warkaiid stream

it comes down by
the east shoulder

of the Parkau
hills and reaches

the sea about the

same place as the

Tawarkand.

A stream, dr 7 except

after rain.

Between the south-

eastern extremity of

the Parkan hills and
the Gaigan hill the

stream runs in a

deep and narrow
defile called Tang
Bahmadi.

Gai^an Hill About 8 miles

north-east of Old
Jashk.

An isolated barren
bill of remarkable
aspect, 1,630 feet

high.

i

The hill is quoin-

shaped with a sheer

fall to westward ; the

precipices are of a
yellow colour. As
seen from New
Jashk it somewhat
resembles the Bock
of Gibraltar.

Kwaik Stream Comes down in

a west*south-

westerly direc-

tion from a few
miles inland and
reaches the sea a

mile or two west
of Old Jaskk.

A stream, dry except
after rain,

Towards the coast the

bed of this torrent is

200 yards wide and
the banks 40 feet

high. There is good
but scanty water in

wells.

Jasbk Stream Comes down from
the hack of the

Gazdan hill and
flows into the head

of a small creek

near Old Jastlk.

A stream. There is no water
except after rain.

Gazdan Hill 13 miles north-

east of Kew
Jaslik and 4
miles from the

coast.

A summit of the
coast range rising to
1,725 feet.

There is a small village

on this hill where
a few Shikaris live.

Some pools and
natural reservoirs

contain good water.

Skekmau Stream Rises in the hills

behind Tar Tillage

and reaches the
gea 15 miles east

of New Jashk.

A stream with low
banks about 100
yards apart.

Tile Shehrnau is dry
except after heavy
i*ain. Its mouth is a
tidal creek with shift-

ing sandhills on the
west side.
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Jagiu Ri7er Rises in tlie Basha-

kard district more
than 70 miles

inland and
reaches the coast

29 miles east of

New Jashk.

A river which near

the coast is low in

summer and au-

tumn, hut after

heavy lain becomes
impassable and over-

flows its hanks.

Ordinarily it is a

rapid stream 50
yards wide and 3 feet

deep with well-defin*

ed banks 20 feet

high which are in

places half a mile

apart. The water is

good.

The river is some-
times impassable for

5 or 6 and even for

10 to 15 days. In
the plain there is a
thick belt of tama-
risk and acacia jungle
on both hanks. Near
its mouth are two
mangrove swamps
called Janakani

and Nazai
*’

separated by a marshy
plain 7 miles wide
through which the
river wanders. The
local chiefs are said to
derive some revenue
from the creek
formed hy the mouth
of the river ; they
impose dues on the
boats which call to

Slramch Stream Between the Jagln
and Gahrlg rivers

nearer the former.

Resembles the Shehr-

nau above.
I

This stream has a
number of small
tributaries ; it is dry^

except after heavy

Gahrig River

Sadaioh

Rises in the Basha-
kard district,

nearly 80 miles

from the coast and
reaches the sea

about 45 miles

east of New
Jashk.

Rises 70 miles from
the coast in the

Bashakard district

and reaches the

sea about 60 miles

east of New
Jashk.

A river somewhat re-

sembling the Jagin,

but with low hanks

which at 10 miles

from the coast are j
of a mile apart.

After entering the
maiitime plain this

river has a sandy bot-

tom abounding in

quicksands, and the
banks are lined with
tamarisks and aca-

A river which
overfl-ovrs its east

bank in the mari-

time plain during

high rises but is dry

except after rain.

The water is sweet.

At 4 miles from the

sea the Sadaich re-

ceives a tributary

called the Haimin

on its right

bank and at 6 miles

from the sea another
called the Gilik <©11/

on its left ;
the

latter has a tributary
called the Raikn

The mouth of this

river is a tidal creek
with a shallow bar ;

the coast on the east

side of it is swampy,
and on the west hare
white sandhills called

Surap,

which waler can be
obtained by digging,

I

extend along the
beach for 6 miles.
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Name. Position. Nature. Bemaeks.

yCy whicli enters

it on its left Lank
at 5 miles from
its junction with

tile SadaicL. These

smaller streams con-

tain water after ram
only and their banks

are low and ill-de-

fined.

Before leaving the subject of physical conformation we may note

that the coast of the Jashk district is in general low and marshy.

From Eas-al-Kuh to the mouth of the Jashk creek the shore consists

of a narrow strip of sand, in places bearing tufts of grass, which has

mansrrove swamps behind it and in places is penetrated by inlets , of these

Ehor Hamid some miles east of Eas-al-Kuh, is the most considerable

and is to some extent frequented by boats. At New Jashk there is a short

interval of well-defined coast; and east of this again mangrove swamps,

with creeks which are visited only for fishing apd cutting fitewood,

resume their place till the Surap sandhills ate reached near the mouth

of the Sadaich river.

Po^vJation.—^Q inhabitants of the Jashk district are comprised

in the population which is described in the general article on the coast

of Persian MakraU. The Hats may in this district be regarded as the

dominant tribe, inasmuch as the chiefs are of their number. The total

population (including hill villages not given in the table below) is roughly

estimated at 22,000 souls j the fighting strength of the first line, that is,

of men armed with modem rifles, at 500 ; and that of the second line

at 8,000. The population of the coastal strip with which we are con-

cerned is about 9,000 souls.

Agriculture, liDeslock and fisheries .—For general information

under these heads the article on Persian Makran may be consulted.

Additional details will be found in the topographical table at the end of

the present article.

Trade, communications, sujppUes and transport.— The reader is referred

to the remarks under these heads in the articles on Persian Makran and

New Jashk, and to the topographical table at the end of the present

article. ‘
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Of the camels about | are females which are seldom used for

transport,

Admimstration.—TihQ Jashk district, though situated in Persian

Makran, is under the iurisdiction of the Governor of the Gulf Ports,

by whom the local rulers are appointed. There are at present two joint

chiefs or Mirs of Jashk, Mustafa Khan and Mir Hoti, who reside at

Old Jashk and are relations ; the former is the principal chief. These

chiefs belong to the Hot tribe. Nothing is, or ever has been, paid by them

to the Persian Government on account of the farm of the district ; the

nominal ground of their exemption from payment is that they are

responsible for the Persian fort at New Jashk, but this is not the real

reason. The chiefs collect several taxes for their own benefit, notably

a land tax which produces about 1,500 Tumans per annum, a poll tax of

10 Qrans yearly on all men of snbstance and traders, a poll tax of 2

Riyals a year on male adults in the villages of Luran, Bahai and Kuh

Mubarak, and a tithe or Dahyaki on grain produce and dates. In

the fishing season they also take 10 Riyals on account of every fishing

boat; and they receive annually 15 camels under the Baluchi title of

Gurjawi Some of the slaves of the chiefs constitute a sort of

police force.

The political institution of greatest importance in the district is the

British telegraph station described in the article on New Jashk, and the

chiefs of Jashk receive an annual telegraph subsidy of Rs. S4i0 through

tbe representatives of the Indo-European Telegraph Department. The

Persian Government is as yet unrepresented save by a Mudir of the

Imperial Per-sian Customs and his subordinates, 4 armed guards, who are

posted at New Jashk.

To]}ograiMcal ,—The following is an alphabetical table of tbe prin-

cipal places in the part of the Jashk district adjoining the sea

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Keuabxs.

Adurj 2 miles west of the

Jagm river and 13

j

miles from the
‘ coast.

10 huts of Qalandar-

zais.

Resources are 20
1 camels, 10 cattle, 50

goats and sheep, 150
date palms, and a

little ordinary culti-

vation. Tbe Jagin

river used to pass

this place, but

changed its course

about 20 years ago.
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Kame. Position. Hoases and inhabitants.

Bahai On the coast, 6 70 huts: of Maids and The people are fisher-

miles east-norbh- negroes. men and net* makers
;

east of New
Jashk.

they have also some
date groves and a
little cultivation. The
principal export is

whitebait, for the
storage of which
there are two mud
godowns- Water is

from wells and is

good. There are 3
small fishing boats

;

and 10 camels, 10
cattle and 60 goats
and sheep are owned.

Bagani N ear the right bank 5 huts of Baluchis, This village was de-
of the Gabrig chiefly avers. stroyed by a chief
river 10 miles named Mir Barkat, a
from the coast. relation of the Mlrs

of Jashk, a few years
ago. Resources are
400 date palms, 20
^'amels, 16 cattle and
50 goats and sheep.

Babmadi At the foot of Kuh 100 huts of Hots The huts are scattered
Bahmadi and 10
miles north-'west

of Old Jashk.

and Hals. about in various
places. Crops are
dates (500 p.i]ms)
wheat, maize and
Arzuii ; animals are
10 camels, 20 cattle,

200 sheep and goats
and 20 donkeys.
Ghi is made. The
people are fond of
sport. Water is good,
from wells.

Baluchi :

t .
13 miles west-north- 30 huts of the Rais Wheat, maize, Arzun

west of Old tribe. and a little cotton are
Jashk near the
left bank of the
Tawarkand stream.

grown and date palms
number 1,000. There
are 20 camel«, 10
donkeys, 50 cattle

and iOO sheep and
goats, and ghi is

manufactured. There
18 a considerable
trade with the Ara-
bian coast, chiefly
through Sohar, and
with Qishm Island.
Water is good, from
wells.
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Namo. Position, Houses and inhabitants.

Obahru On tlie coast 12
miles east-north-

east of New
Jashk.

10 huts of Maids,
occupied only during
the season of th e

whitebait fishery,

viz., from October
to April.

The people are fisher-

men.

Chaikalau 2 miles west o£ the

Gabrig river and
4 miles from the

coast.

6 huts of Maids. The people are fisher-

men ; they also own
50 date trees, 20
camels, 20 cattle and

30 goats and sheep.

Dardbast On tfce right bank
of the Gabrig
river at 7 miles

from the sea.

15 huts of Hots.

There is a little culti-

vation of barley and
jowaii ;

dates number
loO trees ; live stock

are 10 camels, 20
cattle and 50 gcats

and sheep ;
and wells

of good water exist.

Darzin

crfjjf'*

4 miles east-south-

east of Yakdar.
5 huts of Jangizais, The people own 50

camels, 20 cattle and

60 goats and sheep.

Ga brig On the right bank
of the (labrig

river at about 10
miles from the

coast.

i

200 hnfcs with a fluc-

tuating population

of Jangizais, Hots,

the Eais tribe and
negroes.

The place is much scat-

tered. Wheat, bar-

ley, maize and cot-

ton are grown, and

other products are

wool, goat and camel

hair, ghi and goat

skins. Date palms

1 number 1,000. The
people own 200

camels, 30 don-

keys, 60 cattle and

2C0 sbeep and goats.

There is some trade in

slaves. Water is from

wells in the river bed

and is good,^ The

local headman is Nur
Muhammad.

Gaisan 5| miles north*
north-west of Old
Jaslik at the

southern foot

of a mountain
similarly named.

20 huts of low-class

Baluchis.
The mountain is 2,300

feet high. The peo-

ple own 20 camels,

20 cattle and 500

gcats and
^

sheep

and are pi oficient as

Shikaris of the

mountain goat and
gazelle. There is a
Ziyavat of Mir ’IJmr

at the village. Water
is from wells and is

very good.
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The village is a scat-

tered one. Dates are

in plenty (1,000 trees),

and there is much
cultivation of wheat,
maize and Arzun. The
people own 300 camels,

200 cattle and 200
goats and sheep, and
some of them are

weavers and others

wood-cutters. Sheep’s
wool, goats’ and
camels' hair and ghi
are exported, and
there is some trade,

chiefly in ghi, with
Qislim Island and
the coast of Arabia,
Water ia from wells

and is good. Two
routes from the
Biyaban district

and Minab Town
converge here.

Part of the village of

Gansan, q,v,, is so

called.

There is a considerable

trade with Masqat
Town and Qishm
Island after the mon-
soon. Ghi, wool,

sheep and goats
are exported, and
dates, rice, jowari and
cloth imported. The
chief is Nur Muham-
mad of Gabrig. Water
is good, from wells.

Resources are 400 date
palms, 50 camels, 20
cattle and 50 goats and
sheep.

Date palms number 200,
and livestock are 50
camels, 20 cattle and
50 goats and sheep.

There is a little culti-

vation of cotton and
the people possess 600
date trees, 100 camels,
50 cattle and 300 goats
and sheep.
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Hnshdan

JSshk
j.)

or
New
Jashk.

Jaslik (11)

or
Old Jashk
K&boti

Kalabatan
c»a>ur

Kordap

viiy

On Ithe coast, 10
miles east-north-
east of New
Jashk.

2 miles west of
Kahoti, midway

, between that place

and Old Jashk.

Half-a-dozen huts of
Maids, fishermen, I

and of cultivators.

The inhabitants own
100 date palms, a few
cattle and 20 sheep
and goats

; grow
wheat, maize and
cotton ; and deal in
whitebait. Water is

good.

3 miles north-east
of Ghrandu.

I

On hoth banks of
the Jagin river

at 4 miles from
the sea.

10 huts of H5ts and There is a little culti-
. . _ 1 j

Baluchis in the
dry season, increasing
to 100 in the rains.

100 hnts of Jangizais,

Maids, Baluchis
and negroes.

About 140 miles
south-east of Ban-
dar ’Abbas, 145
miles north-north-
east of Masqat
Town and 290
miles west by
north of Gwadar.

7i miles north of
New Jashk and
a mile or more
from the sea.

6 miles north-east

of New Jashk
near the head of
the Jashk creek.

10 hnts of Baluchis.

20 huts of Hots.

4 miles north-west 5 hnts of Maids.
" of the mouth of

the Jagin river.

vation of barley and
jowari and 100 date
palms, 50 camels, 20
cattle and 50 goats and
sheep are owned.

Wheat, maize. Mash,
Arzun and cotton are
grown and there are
1,000 scattered date
trees. Livestock are
160 camels, 50 cattle

and 200 goats and
sheep. Some ghi
and raw cotton are
exported. Water is

good, from the river
and from wells.

See_ article New
Jstshk*

See article

Jashk.

The people own 30
camels, 10 cattle, 5
donkeys and 50 sheep
and goats, and deal in
firewood. Water is

good, from wells, and
there are about 400
date trees.

The inhabitants possess
20 camels, 10 cattle

and 60 sheep and goats
and traffic in wood
fuel. Date trees num-
ber 200-

The people are fisher-
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Houses and inhabitants, i

Lapink 2 miles nortk-west 20 huts of Baluchis,

of Old Jashli.

3 miles east of

Shehrnau.

On the rigfht hank
of the Jagln river.,

9 miles from the

coast.

2 miles north-east

of New Jashk.

The people are chiefly

pastoral and nomadic,
frequently changing
their location for the
sake of better grazing.
They have 10 camels,
20 cattle, and 500 sheep
and goats. They also

grow some corn and
cotton and own 200
date palms. There is

good water from
wells.

20 huts of Maids and The people are fishev-

BalucMs. men and cultivate a

I

little ;
they also own

30 camels, 20 cattle,

50 sheep and goats
and 200 date palms.

5 huts of Baluchis. There are some date
palms, at present about
50, but the trees are
frequently carried
away by floods in the
river. Livestock are

80 camels, 20 cattle

and 40 goats and
sheep.

60 huts of Maids and The village is divided
into two portions about
half a mile apart

:

that nearer to New
Jashk consists of
the mud bungalow of
Khan Sahib Hasan
Khan, a pensioned
Indian artificer of the
Indo European Tele*
graph Department,
with a dozen huts
occupied by his
dependants. The peo-
ple are date-grow-
ers, fishermen and
agriculturists, and
formeily they were
slave-traders also.

Nets are made and
some business is done
in whitebait. Water
ia good, from wells in
K. S. Hasan Khan*s
garden. There are
400 date trees, 6 don-
keys, 10 cattle and oO
goats and sheep.
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. BnitAEsa,

Liifci ITear Lasb, but a
little further from
the sea.

10 huts of Maids and
low-class Baluohis.

Fishermen and cnltiva*

tors on a small scale.

Resonrees are 400 date

palms, SO camels, 20
cattle and 100 goat*
and sheep.

Malagimaoh 10 miles west by
north of Old
Jaslik and 3 miles
from the coast.

10 huts of Hots. There are about 600
date trees, 200 camels,

10 cattle and lOO
goats and sheep.

Wells yield good
water.

Maliki Chidag Between the Sadaioh
river and the
Haimin stream.

An uninhabited spot. This place is regarded
as being on the bound-
ary between Jashk
and Gaih districts.

Mubarak (Kub) 7 miles west of
Gangan at the
foot of the hill

after which it is

called.

100 huts of Shaikhs,
Rais, Baluoliis and
negroes.

The dwellings are scat-

tered abont amidst
low hills. The inhabit-

ants cultivate wheat,
mais^e and Arznn, and
own 1,000 date palms,
60 camels, SO cattle,

and 800 sheep and
goats. They export
some ghi, wool and
goat hair to Qislini
Island and the Arabian
coast. Water is good,
from wells, A creek,

which can be entered
- by boats of consider-

able size, runs 2 miles
inland from the sea
in the direction of
the village ; it is said

to have 2 feet of
water at low tide,

t

Mag^malam ... Part of the village of
Kuh MubSrak, v.

Mugrobah
.bj/-

Between Kshoti
and Kalabatan.

None, except in the
date season when the
owners encamp there.

A plantation of 60 date
palms helonsring to

Old Jashk, The
Rnropean. Telegraph
establishment at New
Jashk used to hunt
hares and foxes here,

but now they are
scarce.

j
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Xame. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Behaezs.

ISiigor At the foot of the

Bahmadi hill

between the vil-

lages of Bahmadi
and Baluchi.

ICO huts of Rais and
Baluchis.

The village is closely

connected with Bah-
madi and has much
cultivation. Water is

good, from wells, and
there are 1,000 date

palms. Livestock are

10 camels, 50 cattle

and 200 goats and
sheep.

Ealig 5 miles north of

Baluchi village on

the Tawarkand
stream.

SOhntsof Baiachis. The people cultivate

wheat, maize, Arzun
and occasionally cot-

ton, besides owning 10

camels, 50 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

They are also wood-
cntters. Water is

good, from wells, and
there are 500 date

trees.

Sadaich On both banks of

the Sadaioh river

at 7 nailes from
the sea.

80 huts of Baluchis. Wheat is grown and
there are 200 scattered

date palms. Livestock

are 50 camels, 20

cattle and 150 goats

and sheep. Water is

from pools in the river

and from wells.

Shehrnau South-east of Hush-
dan.

20 houses of fishermen,

Maids.

Wheat, maize, Mash
and cotton are grown,

also barley and Arzun.
The livestock amount
to 30 camels, 30

cattle and 200 goats

and sheep. There
are 200 date trees.

Siramcli Between the Jagin
and Gabrlg rivers

at 12 miles from
the coast.

10 huts of Jangizais. Camels vary from 60 to

500 according to the

season, and there are

in the season 50 cattle

and 100 goats and
sheep.

,TSr

j<3

3 miles north-west
of Yakdar.

.

8 huts of Baluchis,
increasing to 50 in

the rains.

There are a few goats

and sheep and a little

cultivation of barley

and jowari. Late
trees amount to 60.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. KnUABKS.

Yakbuni 3 miles east-north-

east of New
Jashk.

20 huts of negroes,

Baluchis and
Maids.

The inhabitants culti-

vate dates (100 trees)

and sometimes wheat ;

are fishermen and deal

in whitebait. They
have 10 camels, 10

cattle, and 30 sheep

and goats. They buy
and sell cloth and for-

merly they trafificked

in slaves.

Yakdar 23 miles east by
north of New
Jashk, on the

telegraph line and
nearly 10 miles

from the coast.

200 huts of negroes,

Baluchis, Jangi-

zais and Maids.

Wheat, maize, Mash,
Arzun and cotton are

grown, and 50 camels,

40 cattle and 200
sheep and goats are

owned. There are

some traders in cloth,

ghi, cotton, fish and
dates.

ZawSru

j)!j3

Between the Jagin
and Gsbrlg rivers

at 6 miles from
the sea.

6 huts of Jangizais

and negro slaves.

There are 100 date
palms, 50 camels, 20
cattle and 50 goats

and sheep.

Zirknh 14 miles west-

north-west of

Old Jashk.

10 huts of Baluchis
and Rais.

Date palms number 600
and there are 10
camels, 10 cattle and
100 goats and sheep.

Water, from wells, is

good.

Locally proaoimced Yo: a small district of ladependent ’Oman
situated between the ’Oman Sultanate and Tracial ’Oman and ineludino-.

at its north-western and most important party the oasis of Baraimi.
The boundaries of Jauare indefinitey but the tract embraces Jabal Hafit

with the villages near the southern end of that range ; the country visible

from the top of the Baraimi fort is mostly situated in Jau. Jau is a

plain. On the south-easty the side on which it adjoins Dhahirah, it

is stony with a little scrub jungle.

JAU^

• The map* for Jau are Compass 8keioh of Fart of the Boute taken ly Major
F* Z, Cox, eto.i 1902, and Bouie taJcep, ly Major F.Z, Cox, etc., 1905.

3o 8
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The folloTring are the principal places and features of Jau :•

Place or feature. Position. l^'ature. HBMAaKS.

Baraimi Oasis ... See article

Baraimi Oasis.

Halit (Jabal) Begins 4: miles soutb

of Baraimi Village

and runs tbence
about 24 miles in a
southerly direction.

A range of hills. The direction of the

range is north and
south and its maxi-
mum elevation

above the Jau
plain is abon 1 1,600
feet. The plain

close to its western
flank is strewn with
talus.

Hafit About 25 miles soutb-
soutb -east of
Baraimi Village,
near the south-
eastern foot of Jabal
Hafit.

A village of 1 50 houses
of l^a’im of the
’Aryan, Khawatir
and Kilabinah sec-

tions.

It is divided into 8

contiguous ham-
lets which are, in

order from north

1

to south, Bu
Gharah, Hafit
Proper and
Gharbi. Water
is good and abun-
dant ; wheat and
banan as are

grown, and there

are 9,000 date

palms. There
are 200 camels
and 1,000 sheep

and goats.

Hawaithaii 22 miles east by south
of Baraimi Village.

A halting place in

the Hawaithah plain

above the bead of
Wadi-al-Jizi.

Rhnrus 16 miles east by south
of Baraimi Tillage
on the route from
that place to
Soliar Town, be-
tween Khatmat-asb.-
Sbiklah and Haw-
aithah.

A well or water hole. This place is be-

tween two ridges,

at the head of a

hollow which runs

down from it

south-westwar d s

to the Jau plain.

Muzdailah 'Crossed about 7 miles
' east of Baraimi

Village on the route
from that place to
Soliar Town.

1

A plain. It extends r several

miles northwards
from the place

where it is crossed,

1

with a breadth of

1 about 2 miles,

between two parah

lei ridges.
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Place or feature, Position. Nature. Reuases,

Qabil

JjOl

About 2 miles south

of Hafit village and
close to the southern

extremity of Jabal
Hafit on its east side.

A village of 180 houses

ofNa’imofthe A1
Bu Shamis division.

The water is good ;

wheat and bana-

nas are grown ;

there are 10,000

date palms.

Qatar 8 or 9 miles east by
north of Baraimi
Village.

A bluff. This is point in

the ridge which
overlooks the

Muzdailah plain

from the east.

Shiklah

(Khatmat-ash-)

aIXs.J)

A mile north of Kbat-
mat-as-Suwwad.

The southern extremi-

ty of a ridge which
runs from south to

north.

The Baraimi-So-
har route passes

between this place

and Khatmat-as-
Suwwad. A short

distance to the

east of Khatmat-
ash-Shiklah is a

low red hill of

compact num-
mulitio limestone.

Suwinrad (Khatmat-

as)

12 miles east-south-

east of Baraimi
Village.

The northern end of

a ridge which goes

off to southwards.

See Khatmat-ash-
Shiklah above.

A tract in the Hasa Sanjaq; beginning about 8 miles north of the JAHI
Oasis of that name ;

it is divided fi-om the latter by a small strip of

the Biyadh' tract which intervenes. On the west side of Jauf a line con-
*

necting Jabal Gharaimil with Jabal Dam divides it foom the tract of Badd'

al-Asis j
and, at its north-western corner, only the interposition of Jabal

Dam prevents its meeting the Habl tract. On the remaining sides it is

enclosed by Biyadh. The length of Jauf from north-west to south-east is

rather over 30 miles; and its average breadth, taken at right angles to its

length, is about half as much.

Jauf is' a sandy depression and its sm’face is composed of tnounds and

hollows, all of sand. The general colour of the tract is darker than that

of Biyadh. The hollows contain trees of Markh and bushes of Ghadha,

and in the grazing are included the shrubs called ’Arfaj, and Bimth

and the grasses known as Nasi, Subat, and Thamam. In most respects

Jauf resembles Habl, which it adjoins, but it is better provided with water.
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Wells are immerous in Jauf and the average depth is about la feet.

The following are among the better known :

—

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position,

Asaifnat In the centre of the northern part of Jauf,
8 miles east of Jabal Dam aud 8 miles
north of Jabal Gharaimil.

Dar (*Ain) Near the northern end of Jabal Gharaimil, 7
miles south of A saifirat.

Dhaluf (Abudh) Between Shabamah and Shara*.

Dumaiyagh
uo

Near the north-eastern corner of Jabal
Gharaimil, 5 miles east of ’Ain Dar.

Faqat olai 10 miles south-west by west of Taba’at in
Biyadh and 3 miles or so east of Jabal
Gharaimil.

Fadah 4 miles north-north-west of Paqat, near the
eastern foot of Jabal Gharaimil.

Hamam (Abul) In the extreme south-eastern corner of Jauf,
close to the Habail tract in Biyadh.

Madassah 3 miles north-east of Asaifirat.

Murair 2 miles north-east by north of Faqat.

Muwattarah Sjiy* 1 mile west of Faqat. It is adjoined by a
hillock of the same name.

Nasab 6 miles north-west by north of Asaifirat.

Ruwaqi yJh) 5 miles east-south-east of Asaifirat.

Salaisli 6 miles south-east of Asaifirat.

&awud 3 miles west of Asaifirat.

Shahalali 3 miles south-east of Asaifirat.

Slialiamali 4 miles north-east of Asaifirat and 5 miles
west of Sanah in Biyadh.

Shara* 5 miles east by north of Asaifirat. „

Shuraiya’
U>

,

6 miles south-west of Asaifirat.

Shriraiyat
w

5 miles south by east, of Asaifirat.

Thalaimah 6^1j 4 miles south-west of Asaifirat*

Of these weUs Asaifirat,
’ Ain Dar, Ruwaqi and Shara’ are said to be

the best, while Nasab and Sawud are among the worst.
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Jauf belongs to the ’Ajman tribe of Bedouins and the Bani Haji

also visit it under their auspices.

The largest towa In the dominions of the Amir of Jabal Shammar in

Central Arabia
j itlies; entirely surrounded by deserts^ about 365 miles

south- v^est of Baghdad; 225 miles north-west of Hail and 310 miles

south-east of Damascus.

Jauf-al-^Amir is about l^SoO feet above sea-level. It is situated

on a dead flat plain forming the bottom of an extraordinary depression of

oval form which has a maximum diameter^ from north-west to south-east,

of about 3 miles. The walls of the depression are sandstone hills supporting

a desert plain some 500 feet higher than Jauf. These hills are called on

the north side Jal-al-Jauf
, and on the south side Tabaiq j

behind Tabaiq, between it and the Nafud which begins two hours from

Jauf^ is a clayey and pebbly tract called Safihah where Bedouins

cut brushwood and dry grass for sale at Jauf. The Syrian road leaves

Jauf by a defile in the Jal on the north-west side of the valley. At the

opposite end is the descent into the Jauf basin from the Hail side which

occupies about half an hour. The symmetrical form of the Jauf depres-

sion is broken, on the west only, by a limestone spur which projects from

the encircling heights and subsides by degrees into the centre of the

plain. The soil of the valley is a sterile, crusty sand with clayey hollows

here and there in which water collects, leaving salt behind when it dries

;

rain however is rare.*

Tom.—^The town forms a curve with the concavity to the south-west j

for two-fifths of its length it runs from west-north-west to east-sonth-east

and the remainder lies north-west and south-east. Its length is over 2 miles

and its breadth lessthan half a mile^ the latter being greatest near the point

where the change occurs in the direction of its axis. The orchards and

palm groves form a continuous line parallel to the town on its west side and

mostly stand clear of it towards the western side of the valley. Jauf-al-

'Amir is divided into a number of quarters, each of which is separately

waUed, and contains houses irregularly placed and interspersed with small

orchards and with deep pits from which earth has been dug for building

* A sketcb of the Jauf oasis aud basin is given in Lfidy Aune Blunt's

(
1 . 120).
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material. The houses are of sun-dried brick and many of them possess a

detached coffee-room. The quarters, in order from north-west to

south-east are apparently Husaini'

,

Grharbi Dharai
,

Qa^aiyid , Dirat Marid ^ Dirat Hattab y Salman

ti^UJLw , Habab Sa'aidanc^Ij^-^^, Ilahaibiym^^HAA^; ^Alaq 6^; Zuqmah

Oj
,
Khadhmah and Dalhamiyah Dirat Marid is the most

ancient quarter and to it belongs Marid castle, an erection originally all

of hewn stone but coarse in construction, which stands upon a precipice

of the limestone spur already mentioned, is connected with the quarter

by a wall, and looks north over the town. Dirat Hattab is the broadest

part of the town and at Salman occurs the more southward bend pre-

viously described. Habab possesses a strong tower and was in former

days at feud with the quarter of Dirat Marid. Dalhamiyah was destroyed

in 1838 and has not been rebuilt. To these quarters may be added the

village of Ghuti
, a small walled hamlet of a dozen houses with

a tower at each corner, which lies a few hundred yards to the east-south-

east of Khadhmah. About half a mile south of Khadhmah, on rising

ground, stands a large fort built by Ibn Rashid about 40 years ago ;

it has walls 4-0 feet high and there is a tower considerably higher at each

of the angles ; it is furnished with loopholes and machicoulis. About

100 yards to the north-west of this fort is a copious spring which waters

some date gardens.

Inhabitants .—The population of Jauf-al-^Amir is estimated at about

6,500 souls. The inhabitants are Sahrarat, Hawazim (who are possibly

Harb) and ^Anizah of the Ruwalah section ; also, it is said, some Bani

Tamim, besides negroes and M utawalladin. About a quarter of the

fighting men of the town are armed with breech-loading rifles. The
Jaufis are not naturally travellers, and those among them who are better

off seldom leave the oasis unless to visit Hail or to make the pilgrimage

to Makkah ; some of the poorer sort however go every year to the

Syrian Hauran to labour for hire among the Druses.

Cultivation and supplies.>----The resources of Jauf-al-’’Amir are chiefly

agricultural. The place is famous for its dates, which are unusually large

and good, and particularly for a luscious and juicy sort called Hilwah ; in

all some 1 5 varieties are grown. Wheat, barley, maize, miUet and lucerne

are cultivated in the date plantations, but the cereals are not raised in

quantities equal to the local consumption. Fruits include figs, apricots,

peaches, oranges and grapes ; a few vegetables also are grown. All the
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crops are irrigated from wells worked by bullocks : travellers disagree as to

the distance of the water from tbe surface^ but it appears to be ordinarily

3 or 4 fatboms. The best wells for drinking purposes belong to the

Khadhmah quarter. Besides wells there are some springs and tanks,

but the latter, owing to the infrequency of rain, are not of much service.

The water of Jauf is generally insipid and sometimes evil tasting. The

only cattle kept are those employed on the wells. There are practically

no horses or camels, and transport, when required, is obtained from the

surrounding Bedouins

.

Tracle.— Jauf-ah-^Amix is a market town for the Arab tribes of the

country round, who bring in wool, hides, ghi, milk and occasionally ostrich

feathers, and provide themselves here, generally by way of barter, with

dates and other provisions, gunpowder, calico of various sorts, ^Abas,

leather and camel fmmiture. The Bedouins, as already remarked, are the

carriers of Jauf, and the balance of food grain which the town requires

is imported through them from abroad. A strange product of the desert

which the Bedouins bring to Jauf for sale in large quantities is a wild

grain called Samh j it resembles canary seed, has the colour of wheat, and

can be made into bread. Travelling Syrians and occasionally Persians

from N^af visit Jauf and do business there. The artificers of Jauf have

a great reputation throughout north-western Arabia for their work in

metal and marble j from the latter coffee-mortars and pestles are made.

Light ^Abas, spears, copper- ware, leather, camel-furniture and sandals

are the other manufactures of the place.

JdministraUon.—'l!he Amir of Hail is (or was till recently)

represented at Janf-al-'Amir by a governor and a military garrison of

about 50 men. Some of the date plantations are owned by the Amir as

his private property.

Dependencies following places, one of which is important, may

most conveniently, as they lie in the vicinity of Jauf-al-"Amir and do not

belong to any region which has a recognised name, he described here :

—

Hatue. Position.
Houses and inliabit-

ants.
Bibiiibks.

Jawah 4 miles east of

Jauf-al-’A m i r

on a plateau.

20 bouses ofmud
and stone.

There is some cultira-

tion of dates and
grain. A well 3

fathoms deep yields

drinkable water*
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JAZIEAE

Name. Position.
Houses and inhabit-

ants.
Eemabes.

Qarali

ijli

15 miles east by

north of Jauf-

al-’Amir.

80 houses. The place has good

palms ; at the north

end is a rocky mound
with a ruin. Buwalah
Bedouins (’Anizah)

camp about here.

Sakakah

hS^
15 miles east-

north-east of

Jaul-al-’A m i r

and 6 north of

Qarah.

600 houses
^

of

Bun-dried brick.

Many of the

inhabitants 'are

negroes or half-

castes.

The town lies in a broad

hollow, somewhat
broken up by sand-

hills and protruding

rocks aod surrounded

by sandstone cliffs.

The surface soil is

nearly pure sand.

The town is scattered

amidst the date^ plan-

tations which are

more extensive than

those of Jauf-al-

^Amir ; but there are

4 more or less com-
pact groups of dwell-

ings called *Uinran

,
Hirkan

Eaiyad and Sti-

Ho

haiyan . the

water is good, but

some of the wells are

deep, tendering irriga-

tion laborious.

Tuwair Between Qarah

and Sakakah.

A small village. The inhabitants are

mostly artisans Who
work in wood and
iron.

A well-beaten track leads from Janf-al-'Amir by Jawak to Sakakah,

and tbe march from Sakakah to Qarah and thence to Jauf presents no diffi •

culties. The valley in which stand Qarah and Sakakah contains many

inscribed rocks.

A division of the Baghdad Sanjaq of the Baghdad Wilayat in Turkish

’Iraq ;
it was created in lS84ii at the time of the separation of the Baghdad

and Basrah Wilayats, out of territory which had previously formed part

of the Qadha.of Eut-al-Amarah. There is no “ island " in the Tigris

in this part of its course, and the name Jazirah appears to have been given

to the Qadha merely because it is situated in “ Mesopotamia ”,
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Position and houndaries^-^^loB Qadha of Jazirah lies entirely on the

right bank of the Tigris at a short distance below Baghdad City ; it is

bounded on the north-east by the Tigris^ which divides it on that side

from the Qadha of ^Aziziyah. On the south-east Jazirah meets the

Qadha of Kut-al-Amarah
;
on the south-west that of Hillah the

Sanjaq of Diwanlyah
; and on the north-west that of Kadhimain,

Topography and tribes .—The only places worthy of mention in the

Qadha are Suwairah; the administrative headquarters^ and Bghailah ;

both of these are described in articles under their own names. It should

be noted that the ordinary civil officials have little or no power in

Bghailah and the Saniyah properties attached to itj which may there-

fore be regarded as virtually excluded from the Qadha.

The followings given in their alphabetical order, are'the chief Muqata-

'ahs or tracts with the tribes by whom they are inhabited and tilled :

—

Tract. Tribe, Tract. Tribe.

1. *Abdullah
CNahr)

ShuyUkb. 10. Qusaibab (Nahr) Bawaikat Al Bti Wais
(Zubaid).

2. Baxuabj
A1 Ba Salih. 11. Eabmaniyah Bani 'Ajll (Zubaid).

(Nahr)

3. Bgliailali (See

attiole

Bgbailali)

Kalabiyin, Karaish
and Al Bu Sul-

tSn, the first and
last being sections

12. Kajaibah (Nahr) Bawar Shisbah.

of the ZxLbaid.

4. Diwauiyali
m

Bani ’Ajil

(Zubaid.)
13. Sainam (Nabr

Umm)
Bilaim.

Al Bti Na’aim
6. Ghubaish

i

(Nahr)

Kalabiyin (Zu- 14. Shahaimah
'

baid). (Nahr).
^ •

(Zubaid).

j-gJ

6. Hamad pBad*-

at).

Bawaikat Al Bu • lo. Sharhan (Nahr) Al Bti Khidbr
Jamal (Zubaid). j-gJ

(Zubaid).

7. Joz (Nahr)
Bawaikat Al Bu 16. Shiyanah (Nahr) Al Bn ’Amir.

Jamal (Zubaid).

8. Juwaimisali
Bani 'Ajll (Zubaid). and

(See article

Suwairali)
17. Tuwail (Nabr) Dawar (Zubaid).

9. Kbnsaimah
Qaragbol
(Sbammar

I

ToqLah).
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Populaiion.'^The whole fixed population of the (iadha is estimated

roughly at 1 5^000 Muhammadan souls, of whom the majority are

Shr’ahs. There are also a few Jews.

Besonrces.^^Th.e assets of the Qadha are altogether agrieultui’al and

pastoral. Wheat and barley are grown, and horses, donkeys, camels, cattle,

buffaloes and sheep and goats are bred. Gram, ghi and wool are exported.

The liquorice bush grows wild.

Administration .—Jazimh is a Qadha of the 2nd class and has

Suwairah for chef-lieu. Besides the Nahiyah of Jazirah, of which the

headquarters are located at Suwairah, there is only one other Nahiyah

in the Qadha, that of A^aiwij (2nd class), and it is said to have

no existence except on paper. Much of the cultivable land in Jazirah

belongs to the Dairat-as-Samyah.

Also called Jazirat-al-^Amair jJWI but this second name is

ambiguous being borne by both Jinnah and Musallamiyah islands.

Jinnah is an island a mile off the coast of the Sanjaq of Hasa near

Musallamiyah bay
\
it lies about 9 miles north-west of Abu 'Ali island

and 3 miles south of Eas Bidya\ Jinnah is level on the top, of a light

colour, and has cliffs 35 feet high on the north-east side; the western

part of the island is low. The length, east and west, is about 1^ miles

;

and on its north-east side it is adjoined by a pearl bank known as Waih-

al-Jazirah. On the north side is a mud house, occupied since 1902 by

Turkish Dhabitiyahs, at first 8 and now 3 in number, over which the

Turkish flag is flown; also a village of about 100 families of the Bani

Khalid tribe, belonging to the Al ghahin, the A1 Hasan and perhaps to

other ^Amair sections, who with ^ the inhabitants of Mtisallamiyah

island own about a dozen pearl
,

boats. Access to thd‘ village

for native boats is afforded by a . channeh coming from the direction

of Eas Bidya’ and there is a small basin with 8 fathoms of water

close to the north-east of the island
; but the entrance of this basin,

open to the eastwards, is nearly dry at low water. Jinnah island

is under the Qaim-Maqam of Qatif ; and the local Shaikh, who
belongs to the Al Shahin section of the Bani Khalid, has the title of

Mudir and is paid an allowance of 30 Eiyals a month by the Turks.
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A small but somewhat singular plain in the Ras-al-Khaiinah District

o£ the Sharjah Principality in Trucial ’Oman.

FoMion and extent *—Jiri is shut in between a sandy desert on the

west and the high hills of the ’Oman Promontory on the east^ and it

forms a connecting link between the plains of Sir and Dhaid which enclose

it on the north and south respectively
;

with these boundaries it is about

15 miles in length; from north to souths and 7 to 8 miles in breadth. At

both ends it is contracted by an inclination of the western desert and

the eastern hills towards each other^ but in either case.a passage into the

next tract remains open.

Physical chaTacteTistics.---^YPii% soil of Jiri is of a dark colour^ forming

a sharp contrast with the light red of the sandhills which border it upon

the west
\
of this characteristic the detritus brought down from the hills

on the east appears to be the explanation. The sm'face is generally sandy

though firm
;
but in places it is more clayey, retains water after rain, and

cracks when it dries. Jiri is thickly sprinkled with acacias and other

wM vegetation, and in the neighbom’hood of the Hadaithah wells Samr

and Ghaf trees are particularly abundant ; hereabouts, too, the soil is

more loamy than in some other parts and produces, after rain, a good deal

of rank grass and weeds. Among the plants which grow towards the

western edge of the plain are Rimth, Halam, Thamam and Qasad, all of

which are useful as grazing, also dwarf tamarisk. The slope of the

Jiri plain is towards the coast of the Persian Gulf, but the whole of the

drainage is intercepted and utilised by the inhabitants.

InhaUtants.—The only fixed villages are those of Khatt, Habhab

and Adhan described in the table below, and the settled population, con-

sisting of ’Awanat, Mazari", Naqbiyin, Sharqiyin and some Za’ab,

hardly amounts to 1,000 souls. The predominant Bedouins of the

district are Ghafalah and ITa’im, the latter of the Khawatir section.

Communications and water su<pply.—Routes which cross Jiri are

" dealt with in the paragraph on communications in the general article on

Trucial ’Oman.

The wells, some of which are mentioned in the paragraph {on topo-

graphy below, are generally about 60 feet deep and are worked with a

* Major P. Z. Coy, Political Resident in the Persian Gulf, from

personal observation and enquiry. A portion of Jiri is shown in the map Route of

• Jjieutenant'Colonel Eerlert Bis^rowe, etc., 1865, and the whole in the map Rout^

fahen hy Major Zt* CoXf etc,, 1905*

JIRI^
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bucket and rope arrangement, which limits tbeir daily yield to about 1,200

gallons each j but this amount they are capable of supplying, at least in

the cold weather, and the water as a rule is of good quality.

Administration.—Jii’i is included in the dominions of the Shaikh of

Sharjall and its government is in the hands of his Deputy Governor at

Eas-al-Khaimah Town.

The following az'e the villages and other principal

points of interest in Jiri ;

—

Name. Position.

Adhan At the head of

Wadi HEam, of

which it is often

reckoned the

highest up settle-

ment ; it is 10
miles south of

Khatt and 14
miles north-east

by north of

Dhaid village.

Habhab One mile south-

east of Khatt -vil-

lage, and about 1

mile north-east of

the Qaliddi route
between Has-a 1

Khaimah Town
and Dibah.

Hadaithah
dJJOo.

At the western edge
of the Jiri plain,

under the sand
hills which bound
it.

Hamranlyah Seven miles west
by south of
Khatt village,

near the western
edge of the Jiri
plain.

Nature. Eemarkb.

A village of 40 houses

of the Mazari*
tribe^ chiefly of mud
and date branches.

A village of S5 houses
of Sharqiyin.

Two wells each about
10 fathoms deep and
lined near their
mouths with stone
from the hills of the
’Oman Promon-
tory.

A couple of wells
situated in a small
green oasis.

Eesources are estimat-
ed at 15 camels, 50
donkeys, 80 cattle,

400 sheep and goats,

and 2,000 date palms.
Behind the village

rises a hill known as

Qumr

Habhab stands at the

eastern foot of the

hills of the 'Oman
promontory. It has a

Falaj of its own, dis-

tinct from the source

which waters Khatt,
Animals are stated to

be 30 donkeys, a few
camels, 20 cattle and
250 sheep and goats,
and date palms iu

number about 3,600.

The wells are in the
open plain, but they
are surrounded by
Ashkar shrubs and
some flne Ghaf trees.

They are used by
nomads of the Ghaf-
alali tribe and of the
Khawatir section of
the Na’im.

Good shade is aiforded
by 4 or 5 substantial
acacias near by. The
tribes frequenting
these wells are the
same as at Hadaithah.
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Name.

Khatt

or

Sa’adi

At the eastern side

of the Jiri

plain close under
the foot of the

hills, about 12
miles south-south-

east of Eas-al-

Khaimah Town
and 14 miles

south-east hy east

of Jazirat-al-

Hamra,

A village of 100
houses of *Awanat,
Naqbiyin and
Sb^qiyin. Some
Za’ab from Jazirat-

al-Hamra sojourn
here in the hot
weather months for

the date harvest.

At the western edge

of the Jiri plain,

5 miles south

of Hadaithah.

A pair of wells.

The date plantations

form a large oasis and
are said to contain

about 20,000 trees,

of which f are

owned by the Za'ab
of JazIrat-al-Hamra.
Livestock are esti-

mated at 20 camels,

SO donkeys, 25 cattle

and 300 sheep and
goats. Water for all

purposes including
irrigation is supplied

hy a hot spring, over-

looking which is a
tower built by the
Shaikh of Sbarjali ;

the water of the
spring is sweet

and wholesome when
cooled, and to bathe
in the spring is

believed to he a cure

for certain diseases.

The main range of
hills receives behind
Khatt the name of
Jabal Khatt.

In regard to situation

and ownership they
resemble the wells of

Hadaithah and
Hamranlyah.

Saram In a Wadi of the

same name, said

to he between
Adhan and Khatt,
about 6 miles

north of the

former.

A watering place. It is nsed hy passing
caravans.

Ya’ilau (Bu) Two miles north-

north-west of

Hamraniyah, un-
der the * sandhills

which hound the

Jiri plain on the

west.

2 wells. They are of the same
character as the Ha-
daithah and Hamrani-
yah wells and are

used hy caravans and
frequented by Grliaf-

alah. and by Na’im
of the Khawatir sec-

tion.
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JISSAH ancliorage on the coast of the '"Oman Sultanate five miles south-east

(BANDAR)^ Masqat Town : it is formed by a precipitous light-coloured island, 600

yards long and 140 feet high, which lies east and west across the entrance

of a bay one mile in length and the same in depth. The entrance round

the east end of the island is 280 yards broad with a depth of 7 fathoms : the

passage at the west end is nearly blocked by a flat rock which has only

fathoms on each side of it. The outline of the bay is indented, and

there is an islet towards the western side behind which, on the mainland, is a

village of 60 houses of Qawasim with a date grove : this village stands on

a sandy beach at the mouth of a valley and consists of a few stone

houses and many mat huts. Hills rise all round the harbour and at the

back of the village to a height of some hundred feet. The harbour

is sheltered except from the north-east and would afford anchorage in 6

to 7 fathoms for all classes of vessels except the largest: if proper

moorings were laid down a fair number of ships could be accommodated

at the same time. The bottom appears to be of sand throughout
; there

are a few detached rocks which could easily be removed. The site is

naturally adapted for fortification. Fresh water is somewhat scarce.

JIZI

(WADI-

AL-)t

t»

A valley ia the Western Hajar district of the Sultanate of ^Oman
which, rising in a locality 30 miles east by south of the Baraimi Oasis,

reaches the sea immediately to the north of Sallan in Batinah : its Icngfh

is thus between 35 and 40 miles in a straight line, and its general direction

is from west-south-west to east-north-east.

Wadi-al-Jizi is apparently formed by the confluence of tw'o other

valleys, viz., Wadi ^Abailah from the north-west and Wadi Kitnah
/zSS from the south-west

; between these two, just before their junction,

is a level expanse several square miles in, area known as the 'Abailah

plain. Wadi 'Abailah has its bead in a larger plain named
Hawaithah and a well-marked ridge of hills runs parallel to

it at a short distance from its left bank. The valley contains the villages

,
*k plan of Bandar Jissah will be found in Admiralty Chart No. 2369--10-C. • and

the best aooonnt of the place, with sketches, is contained in the Proceedings of tlie'cov-
ennnent ..of India, in the foreign Department for fehmary 1899.

t The only good map of Wsdi-al-Jisi is MmU taken bp Major P. Z. Oox, etc.,
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o£ Subaithah and Kabaidali on its left bank^ at 4 and 7

miles respectively above its junction with Wadi Kitnah
; and 5 miles

nortla-west ot* Kabaidab is another village, Zahar j^l) . on the western

border of the Hawaithah plain. These are villages of the Bani Ka^ab
tribe, mostly of the Nawaijiyin section. In Wadi Kitnah there is a

village Kitnah, consisting of 30 houses of Bani Kalaib of the Shawamis
section.

The following places are passed in descending Wadi-al-Jizi

Place. Position.
On which
bank.

Houses and
j

inhabitants.

j

!E£3IABKS

BS.bi 1| miles below
the junction of

Wadis ’Abailah
and Kitnah.

Right. 60 houses of
Bani Kalaih
of the Hada-
dinah section

and of Bani
Ghaith.

Here are the remains
of a tower, perched
on a pinn acle-rock

200 feet high. There
are 800 date palms
and grain is grown.

Hail Bin-Su-
waidan

Very slightly

below Eabi.
Left. 80 houses of

Bani Kalaib
of the Eashai-
dst and HadSL-

dinah sections

and of Bani
Ghaith.

The people are often at
feud with those of
Khawairij and annoy
them by cuttiiig off

their water-supply.
There are 600 date
palms.

Khawairij A short distance

below Hail Bin-
Su waidan.

I

Right, 40 houses of

1

Bani Kalaib
of the Shawa-
mis section.

There is considerable

cultivation on terraces,

irrigated from the
Wadi : varioiis kinds
of grain are grown :

!

there 400 date
palms.

Wasit 1 mile up a side

valley which
enters Wadi-al-
Jizi from the
sontb-wesfc 1

mile below Rabi.

Do. 100 houses of

Bani Kalaib
of the Shawa-
mis section.

1

Hil.

Khan 7 miles below
Khawairij.

Do. 80 houses of
Bani Hina
and Maqa-
bil.

Here are the graves

of many 'Omanis
slain in resisting an
advance of the Wah-
habis upon SoliSr
Town early in the
19th century. Just
belowKhan is a tower
called Burj-ash-Shi-
kairi ^
on a peak 200 feet

high on the right
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Place. PositioD.
On whieli
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants.

Bemakkb.

bank of the Wgdi;
it is joined by a stoue

wall to a tower lower

down and is said to

have been constructed

as a defence against

the Wahhabis. It is

occupied by a garrison

of 10 men on behalf
of the Sultan of
’ Oman.

Sahailah 9 miles below
Khan.

Left. 100 bouses of
Kunud.

Nil.

Milaiyiaah
m

6 miles below
Sahailah.

Eight.
1

15 bouses of

Kunud.
Just below Milaiyinah

is an ancient arched

aqueduct of masonry
which conveys water

to Gbarraq.

Gbartaq 2 miles below
Milaiyinah.

Do. 20 bouses of

Bani Ghaitb.

Nil.

SihMt 2 miles below
Gbarraq.

Bo. 30 of do. Picturesquely situated

on the top of a bill.

iFalaj-as-Sug 4 miles below
Sihlat and 10
miles from the

coast.

Bo. A ruined Falaj
and deserted

village.

This place really lies

some distance to the

north of Wadi-al-

1

Jizi.

1

At eaeli Tillage there are a few hundred date palms and every-

where wheat; barley, millet and lucerne are grown. Animals are not very

numerous
; there are a few camels and some donkeys, besides goats and

sheep.

The above are the principal villages in the main valley, and the chief

tributary valleys with their villages are: Wadi Hail ^Adha

from the north between Wasit and Khto, with a village Hail ^Adba

composed of 40 houses of Maqabil and Shabul ; Wadi Han si ,

from the south-west about midway between Khto and Sahailah, having

a village Hansi with 40 houses of Shabul and Maqabil, and another

Purfar jly with 15 houses of Shabul, on its left bank at 3 and 7 miles,

respectively from its mouth ; Wadi Thiqbah from the north,

coming m exaotly opposite Wadi Hansi and containing the villages of

Had-ash-Shiya 10 houses of Kunud, Hail-ar-Rafsah Jad.,
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60 houses of Kunudj and Thiqbah, 20 houses of Kunud ; the village

of Thiqbah is on the left bank of the Wadi of the same name at a

little more than a mile from Wadi-al-Jizi.

The settled population of the entire valley with its tributaries seems

to be about 4j000 souls.

Wadi-al-Jizi runs in the hills until a short distance below MilaiyinaL^

when it leaves them and enters the Batinah plain. On its way across

Batinah to the coast Wadi-al-Jizi is said to pass on both sides of

the Hurah Barghah hilh

From Hail down to Sihlat the valley contains flowing water ; above

Khawairij the stream is copious though never more than a few inches

deep ; below Khawairij it disappears and reappears at intervals. The

fields are irrigated both by wells and by conduits from the stream.

The route from Sohar Town to the Baraiini Oasis lies up WMi-al-Jizi

and over the ^Abailah })Liin
;
it is reported to he easy and not to present

any obstacle which need delay field-artillery more than an hour.

Travellers leave Sohar by Sallan^ whence they pass by ^Auhi and

Falaj-al-Qabail to Falaj-as- Suq ; 2 or 3 miles beyond Falaj-as-Suq they

strike Wadi-al-Jizi^ which they follow for 4 miles and then again leave,

diverging to the right for 9 miles
j
rejoining the Wadi at Sahailah they

follow it with little devi^ition to its head
;
the further way lies across the

'Abailah and Hawaithah plains, and then by Kharus and between

Kbatinat Sbiklab and Khatmat SnwwM, which are described in the

article on the Jau district.

Singular Junaidi • A tribe, said to be of ^Omani extraction, JXJNAIDAT
but not traceable in ^Oman, of whom a few families are settled at Darin

on Tarut island. They live by fishing and pearl diving and are Hanbali

Sunnis by religion.

Pronounced Cha^ab; the singular is, Ka^abi ^4*^ (Cha^abi). The

Ka^ab are the largest and most important tribe of Southern / Arahistan;

3 pa

KAAB
v.^5
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they are Arabs, hnt at the present day they are to some extent Persian-

ised.

J)i5tnhutioii—ThQ Ka^ab; form almost the entire population of the

Fallahiyeh District, which is their headquarters, and they also occupy

the greater part of "Ahhadan island, especially towards its lower end

;

the articles under these names with those entitled Janjireh and Shatut

include the great bulk of the villages of the Ka^ab, A few occur in the

Haffar tract on the right bank of the Earun in the IVEulianilliarcll

District, and some on the left bank of the ]Balimailsllil*> K.a ab are

found in considerable numbers in the Jarrahi District, where they

occupy the riverbank villages of Khar Faraih, Bunwar, Bunwar Rizaiq,

Maksar, Maksar '’Atiqeh, Suwaireh, KurdunTyeh, Maqtu^ Fauqani,

Haskeh, Maqtu^ Hadrani, Khamzeh, Sidaireh, Saraimeh, Dob-al-Mir,

Tuwaiqiyeh and Qarqar, and have settlements in the interior at

Dauweh, ^Aquleh, Hor Trawaishid, Idaideh, Abu Saileh, Khalafiyat,

Hamad and Haji Asghayar, and they spread northward into the Ahwaz

District at Banneh and Shakheh : the tribe is represented also at Cham

Sha^abani, Gharabi Kuchik and Hindiyan Village in the Hindiyan

District, Detached colonies of Ka^ab emigrants occur further down the

coast of Persia in the Lirawi, Rud-liillell and Angali districts;

but these are tribally isolated and unimportant. In Turkish ^Iraq

gome immigrant Ka’ab are settled at Fao.

Subdivisions and numbers ,—The structure of the Ka^ab tribe has been

carefully investigated, but the results elicited are conflicting even as

regards main divisions and subdivisions. The ordinary tribesman has no

ideas whatever on the subject of the composition of his tribe, and the

theories which are entertained by intelligent individuals here and there do

not command general acceptance. One fact stands out clearly, - that the

tribe consists partly of original and partly of adscititious families and

groups, the divisional name Dris being closely associated with the former,

and that of Khanafireh with the latter of these two classes. The

more minute classification of the Ka^ab depends not on blood relationship

but on political accidents, for the name of a headman^s family or

section is generally extended to include all who find (or place) themselves

under his authority ; it follows that there are many semi-obsolete names,

as well as aliases both exact and partial.
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The following is the classification of the tribe which appeal's most

satisfactorily to express the facts in so far as they are known :

—

Divition. Subdivision. Section. Fighting
strength.

Habitat and remarks.

Dris *Asakireh. *Abbadi (A1 Bu)
*** M

jJ JI

80 On both hanks o£
Khor Doraq below
Buziyeli, on the
Khor branch of the
Aushar canal, and
on the ’Abdun Nabi
canal of the Jan-
jireb. group. ^ They
occur also at Al Bu
’Abbadi on the eastern

bank of the Bahman-
shir.

Do. Do. ’Abdush Shaikh
(Bait)

40 On the Aushar canal
in the Fallahiyeb.
District.

Do. Do. *Abud (Haji) 100 At Maqtu* Pauqani
on the Jarrahi
Eiver.

Do. Do. Afadileb 30 Manyilhi on ’Abba-
dan island.

Do. Do. Afsaiyil (Bait) 50 On the Aushar canal
in the Fallahiyeli
District. Musa-ibn-
Afsaiyil, the chief

1 Shaikh of the ^Asa-
kireh subdivision be-
longs to this section.

Do. Do. 'Ali (A1 Bii)

^ jr
200 On the Musaiyir canal

in the Fallaliiyeh
District.

Do. Do. ’Amir (Al Bu)
jM£ jJ JJ

100 On the Janjireh. canals.
They are allied to the
Al Bu Mubadir.

Do. Do. ’ Araiyin (Al Bu) 70 On the Aushar canal in
the Fallabiyeli Dis-

trict and on the left

hank of the Shatt-al-

’Arab.

Do. Do.
I

’Atqiyeh
(D

300 On the Jafal canal in

the FaliaMyeli Dis-
trict and on the Bab-
manshir.

Do.

1

Do. ’ Aziz (Bait)

yiyc

80 On the Aushar canal in

the Fallabiyeli Dis-
trict. They are allied

to the Al Bu Muhadir.
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Division. Subdivision. Section,

1

Fighting.
strength.

Habitat and remarks.

Dris ’Asakireh. Banaidar (A1 Bu) ... On the Qarakban, Nabr
Mahmud and ’Alwan
canals in the Fallah-
iyeh District.

Do. Do. Dahaleh ^Al Bn) 100 On both hanks of Khor
Doraq below Buzi-
yeh and on 4 of the
canals of the Janjireli
gi oup.

Do. Do. Dalli (AI Bu) 100 On the Janjireh canals.

JT

Do. Do. Dawariqoh 120 On the Sa’adi canal in the

Pallahiyeli District

and on the eastern bank
of the Bahmansliir.

Do. Do. Hamadi (Al Bu) 60 On Khor D5raq, east-

jj JT

Hamaidi (Al Bti)

ern bank, and on the

Oran canal in the Jan-
jireh gr(mp.

Do. Do. 100 On the western bank of

the Bahmanshir,
etc.

Do. Do. Hamud (Al Bu) ' 100 On the Anshar canal in

jj ^Jl the Fallaliiyeli Dis-

trict.

Do. Do. Hassau 60 On the ’ Anaiyiti canal
c»

in the FallaMyeli
District and on the east

bank of the Shalt-al-
* Arab.

Do. Do. Jinam (Al Bu) 150 On the Aushau canal
ill the Fallabiyeli
Distiict and on the
left bank of the Shatt-
al-'Arab.

Do. Do. Kawaisib (Al Bu) 80 Do.
^ tJI

Do. Do. Mabmud (Al Bu) 40 On the west bank of the

'

Uf “Babmanshir, etc.

DOr Do. Uiluaisir ...
;

On the Asailir canal of

Do
... the Janjireli group.

Do. - Mubadir (Al Bti) 100 On the Anshar canal in

^ Jf the Fallabiyell Dis-
trict. To this section
are allied the Al Bti

. 'Amir, Bait ' Aziz, Al
Bu Dalli, Al Bli Hamudi
Al Bu Nairn and Al

— Bti Shilaqeh sections.
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Division. Subdivision. Section.
Fighting
strength.

Habitat and remarks.

Dris ’Asakireh. Musallim (A1 Bu)
w ^

yi vjl

300 On the Shakbat Hamad
and Anshar canals in

tbe Pallahiyeli Dis-

trict, on the western
bank of tbe Balimaii-
Sliir, and on the east-

ern bank of tbe Sbatt*
al-’Arab.

Do. Do. Mutarid 70 On the Gbaijadhi and
Sa*adi canals in tbe

Fallahiyeli District.

Do. Do. Na’im (A1 Du) (I) 100 On tbe Anshar canal in

tbe FallatLiyeh Dis-
trict. They are allied

to tbe AlEu Mubadir.

Do. Do. Na’im (il Bu) (11) UO On tbe right bank of tbe

Jarrahi Eiver oppo-
site to Janjireh.

Do. Do. Nasairi (Al Bii) 140 On the canals of the

Janjireh group.

Do. Do. Nawaisir 50 Uncertain, They are
tbe private followers of
Musa, tbe chief Shaikh
of the 'Asakireh sub-
division.

Do. Do. Salaiyih
Of

200 On tbe Asaifir canal of
tbe Janjireh group
and on the westecn
bank of tbe Bahman-
shir.

Do. - Do. Sbarban (At Bu) 300 On tbe Anshar canal in

the Fallahiyeti Dis-
trict near to Buziyeh,
and on the left bank of

tbe Sbatt-al-’Arab.

Do. Do. ShiIaqeb(Ai Bu)

AJ ^ I

120 On the Ausbar canal in
the FallahiyeiL Dis-
trict. They are allied

to the Al Bu Mubadir
section.

Do.- Do. Sbiyakhin 300 1 of them are at a place

Lubtainat. and ^ in the
locality called Mtidan
between Fallaliiyeli
Town and tbe Sa’adi
canal. They are buflF-

alo-herds and wander-
ers but own some pro-
perty in tbe Fallahi-
yeh District,
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BivisWD* Sabdivision. SectioD.
Pighting
strength.

Habitat and remarks.

Dris ’Asakireh. Subaiyab (Al Bu)
«u ^^ vJl

150 On the Ausbar canal in

the Fallaliiyeh Dis-

trict on the A’rar canal

in the Janjireh group

and at Suwaireb on

the Jarralii River.

Do. Do. Suwailim (Al Bu) 200 At Qasbeh on ’Abba-
dan island.

Do. Do. Taheh (ll Ba)

^ tjl

40 On the Mubaqqi canal

in tbe Fallabiyeh
District.

Do. Do. Taraiki (Al Bti) 70 Malteh, south of Buzi-
yeh, on the eastern

side of Khor Ddraq.

Dj. Do. Thawamir

j*1y

400 *Abbadan island chiefly

at Manytihi, but also

at Qabaneb on tbe east

side of the island and at

Baraim and Nasiriyeh
on the west side. They
ai*e found also at Lower
Silaik on the east bank
of the Babmanshir,

Do. Do. ' Ubaid (Al Bti)

0^ ^ jT

120 On the Khasbab and
Topchiyeh canals in

the Fallabiyeh Dis-
trict-

Do. ^ Al Bti Gbu-
baish.

yi

Abid (Bait Haji) 12 On the Buziyeb canal
in the Fallahiyeh
District.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Abraibeli

Afadileh

200

20

On the Topchiyeh canal
in tbe Fallabiyeli
District.

On tbe Janjireh canals.

Do. Do. *Ali (Al Bu Haji)

ji

200 On tbe ’Anaiyiti canal
in tbe Fallahiyeh
District.

Do. Do. ’Amareh
»jUj:

40 On tbeJdahruqi canal in

the Janjireh group
and on tbe Ja’fari canal
in the Fallahiyeh
District.

Do. Do# Aqqar (Bait) 20 Dauwehin the Jarrahi
District.

Do.
;

Do.

1

BadaT (Al Bti)

JT
60 On the Khatar distribu-

tary in the Shattit
tract.
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Division. Subdivision. Section.
Fighting
strength.

Dris ‘Asakireh. Bairi (A1 Bn) 200

Do. Do. Balid (A1 Bii)

oJb yi JT

50

Do. Do. Bandariyeh 30

Do. Do. Dailam 50

Do. Do. Dishmanziariyeh
...

100

Do. Do. Ghadir (Haji) 50

Do. Do. Haiyach 30

Do. Do. Hamild (A1 Bu).

jj vJl

20

Do. Do. Hilayil (Bait) 100

Do. Do. Hiliyu
•••

40

Do. Do. Hizaiyim (Bait) 15

Do. Do. Iha’in (Bait) 50

Do. Do Is-haq 20

Do. Do Ithamneh (Bait) 40

Habitat and remarks.

On the Janjireh canals.

On the Manqushi canal
in the Janjireli
group.

On the Buziyeh canal in
the Eallaihyeh Dis-
trict.

On the Wuli distributary
in the Shattit tract.

Supposed to be of the,
same origin as the Dai-
1am section of the
’Anafijeh.

On the Buziyeh canal in
the Pallahiyeli Dis-
trict.

At Kurduniyeh on the
Jarrahi Eiv-ev.

Do. They are
weavers.

On the Jabar distribu-

tary in the Shatlit
tract.

On the Buziyeh, Dilis

and Qatrani canals in

the Pallahiyeli Dis-
trict and on the Khani
and Bait Qatan canals
of the Janjireh group.

Lithainiyeh in the Jar-
rahi District.

On the Buziyeh canal
in the Fallahiyeh
District.

On the Mahruqi canal
in the Janjireh group.

On the Khani canal in

the Janjireh group.

On the Khatar distribu-

tary in the Bhattit
tmct.
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Division. Subdivision. Section.
Fighting
strength.

Habitat and remarks.

Uiis

!

’Asaki'reh. Ja’ameh 40 On the Janjireh canals.

Do. Do. Jabbar (ll Bu) 40 On the Habaoh canal in

the Janjireh group.

Do. Do. Jawaisif (Ddb) 30 Near Tuwaiqiyeh on the

Jarrahi Biver.

Do. Do. Ka’ab-al-Karum 30 On the Buziyeh canal

in the Fallahiyeh
District.

Do. Do. Khatar (A1 Bti) 20 On one of the ’Azzaz
distributaries in the
Shatut tract.

Do. Do. Kbawaitar (Bait) 100 On the Jadidi canal of the
Janjireh group.

Do. Do. Kbazaiyil. 60 At Haskeh on the
Jarrahi Kiver.

Do. Do. Kinaneh 20 On the Bnziyeh canal

in^ the FailShiyeh
District and the Kbani
canal in the Janjireh
group. Of Bani L3;m
origin.

Do. Do. Mahmud (Bait
Haji)

30 On the Janjireh canals.

Do. Do. Marzeh 40 In the Jarrahi District

east of Abu Dubaiyan.

Do. Do. Moni
...

... On the Qfltrani canal in

the FallShiyeh Dis-
trict.

Do. Do. Muhaidi (Bait) 30 On the Buziyeh canal
in^ the Fallahiyeli
District.

Do. Do. Mukhaiyat (Ai 20 On one of the ’Azzaz
distributaries in the
Shattit tract.

Do. Do. Musallim-al- Yu-
rani

30 Oauweb in the Jarrahi
District.

Do. Do. Nawasir
^

20 On the Khuwainis canal
in the FallShiyeh
District.

Do, Do. Od (Bait Abul) 20 Apparently at Khar
Faraih on the Jarrahi
River.
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Division. Subdivision. Section.
Fighting
strength.

Habitat and remarks.

Dris 'Asakiveh. Qaiasklil 20 On the Khatar distri-

butary iu the Shatnt
tract.

Do.
Do. Quwam (Al) 40 Do.

Do. Do. Eakan (Bait) 70, Do.

Do. Do. Eiawaisbid-i b n -

Kabain (Bait)
20 On the Mahruqi canal in

the Janjireli group.

Do. Do. Rijaibat or Ri-
yabat,

oU^j

40 On the Janjireli canals
and in Behbelian.

Do. Do. Sadeb 30 On the Buziyeh canal
in the Fallahiye h
District.

Do. Do. Sa'id (Al Bn) 30 On the Jabar distributary
in the Shattit tract
and on the Asairafi
canal in the Janjireli
gronp.

Do. Do. Salaiyab 100 Dauweh in the Jarrahl
District.

Do. Do. Salek (Bani) 40 On the Janjireli
canals.

Do. Do. Salih (Al Bu) 50 On the Jabar distribu*
tary in the Shatut
tract.

Do. Do. Salih (Bait Haji) 100 On the Buziyeh canal
in the Fallaliiyeli
District.

Do. Do. Sawalih 40 On the right bank • of
the Jarralii in the
JarraM District below
Maksar.

Do. Do. Shabaiyib.(Bait)
m

^vv/w

20 On the Jabar distribn-
tary in the Sliatut
tract.

Do. Do. Sbah (Bait) 20 On the Mahruqi canal of
the Janjireh group.

Do. Do. Shaioal (Al Bii)

iJLswoi jT
30 On the J§»har distribu-

tary in the Shatut
tract;
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Division.

1

Subdivision. Sectiou.
Fighting
strength.

Habitat and remarks.

Dris ’Asakireh. Shuwaish (Bait) 30 On the Arfaiat and
Jadidi canals of the
Janjireh group.

Do.
Do. Suwaiyir (Bait) 200 On the Kliaid canal of

the Janjireh group.

Do.
Do. Tibiyeh (I) 50 On the Buziyeh canal

in the Pallahiyeh
District.

Do.
Do. Tibiyeh (II) 20 Locality uncertain.

Do.
Do. Umaiyid Bafaii 40 Do.

Do.
Do. XJmtaiy ir-an-Nas-

sari (Bait)
20 Dauweh in the Jarrahi

District.

Do. Do. Tasnf-bin-Aqai •

yib
20 On the Shauli canal in

the Fallahiyeh Dis-
trict.

Do. Do. YtLsuf-bin-Eajaib 50 On the Janjireh canals.

Do. Do. Ziba’ad (Bait) 70 On the Jabar distribu-

tary in the Shattit
tract.

Do. Do. Zuwaihid (Bait) 15 On the Buziyeh canal
in the Fallahiyeh
Diati'ict.

Do. Nassar
<w

^Iaa3

Dawariqeh 200 On the Buziyeh canal in

the Fallahiyeh Dis-
trict.

Do. Do. Ja’tideb

composed as be-

low :
—

(1) Dbafali’eb
iKaJUlA

‘

200 Qasbeh on ’AbbadS.n
island.

(2) Masa’id (Al

Bii)

jJ JT

160 Do.

(3) Said (Al^ Bii)

yi vJ^

100 Do.
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Division. Subdivision. Section. Fighting
btrength. Habitat and remaiks.

Dris Nassar Maghaliyeh

consisting of :
—

(1) ’AbUd (il
Bu)

200 About 3V[a*amareh on
’AbBadan island.

(2) Ghanim (A1
Ba)

|,jU jj Jl

100 Near Qasbeb on 'Ab-
badaB. island.

(3) Khalifeb Al
Bu)

yi JI

100 Near Ma*amareb on
'Abbadan island.

(4) Mishailish(ll
Ba)

150 About Ma'amareh and
Qasbeb on 'Abbadan
island.

Khauafireh Amarah
»;U|

320 On the Ja’fari canal in
tbe Fallahiyeh Dis-
trict.

Do.

i

’Asbaiveh (Al Bu)

yJ 1

200 Bnziyeli and on the
Tdpchiyeh canal in the
Fallabiyeh District,

Do. ... Daiadisbeh 50 Fallahiyeh. Town.

Do. Dawariqeb 600 On tbe Topcbiyeh canal
in tbe FallaMyeh
District.

Do. ... Dhuwaijib (Bait) 40 At Khamzeb on tbe
Jarrahi Kiver.

Do.

Do. ...

Hamdi (Al Bu)

J|

Jinam (Al Bu)

j> JJ

120

200

On tbe KbarSsi canal in
tbe Fallahiyeli Dis-
trict.

Do.
...

Kawamil 400 On the Kharusi canal in

tbe Fallahiyeh Dis-
trict.

Do. Khadbir (Al Bu)

Ji
180

1

On tbe K1 aru-ii canal in

the Fallahiyeli Dis-
trict and on tbe Gbaiy-
adbi canal also.

Do. ...
Khanfai* (Al Bu)
jid^ ji Jf

200 Oa tbe Qaidari canal in

tbe Fallahiyeli Dis-
trict.
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DiTisioa,

[

Subdivision. Section.
Pigbting
strength.

Habitat and remarks’.

Khanafireh Kharaijeh ... On the Braijeh canal in

the Fallahiyeh Dis-
trict.

Do. ... Kiraimi (Al Bti) 200 On the Ghaiyadhi canal
in the Fallahiyeh
District.

Do. Makasibeh 160 On the ’Anaiyiti and
Musaiyir canal in the
Fallahiyeh District
and on the Sikanam
canal in the Janjireh
group.

Do.
1

Manai’at 160 On the Tdpehiyeh canal
in the Fallahiyeh
District and on the
western side of *Abba-
dan island.

Do. ... Muhammad-ibn -

Haji Ya*qtib
(Bait)

600 On the Topchiyeh canal
in the Fallahiyeh
District.

Do. ... Rubailiat 200 On the 'Aqnleh, Mind-
uwan, Shauli canal.*^ in

Fallahiyeh District.

Do, Salim or 'Abud
(Bait)

40 Fallahiyeh Town.
These are the relation.^

of the chief Shaikh of

the Khanafireh division,

at present Abud-bin*
Salim- bin-'Abad. .

Do. ... Sawailat 160 On the 'Anaiyiti canal
in the Fallahiyeh
District ahore the
Makasibeh section.

Do. - Shawavdiyeb
w 400 On the Ghaiyadhi and

Kbarusi canals in the
Fallahiyeh District,

Do. Silt (Al Bil)

JT
200 On the Mttdinat Dishman,

Al Bti Suf and Ghaiy-
adhi canals in the
Fallahiyeh Xdstrict,

— —i
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Division. SaMivision,
.

1

Section. !
Fighting
strength.

i

1 Habitat and remarks.
1

i

Khanafireh Sawalim Oo
j

On the Ghaiyadhi and
KharUsi canals in the
FallaMyeti District.

Do.
Zambur (Al Bu)

j3^
jJ Ji

On the Ghaiyadhi cana
in the Fallahiyeh
District.

Muqaddeim (Pro-
noanced Mujad-
dam)

m

Is-baq ;400, of whom
,

all have
!

rifles and
i
40 are

i
mounted.

1

Banneh in the Ahwaz
District.

Do. Mai;yah
m !

100, of whom
1

all have
i rifles and

1

300 are
' mounted.
1

Do.
•‘1

Do Muqaddain

1

800, of whom
700 have
rifles and
100 are

j

mounted.

1

*'y of these are at Banneh
and have all rifles and
include all the mounted
men : the remainder
with 100 rifles and
no mounted men, are

settled on the Fallahi-
yeh-Marid canal below
Fallahiyeh Town.

Hazbeh Ghuwainim (Al
Bu)

jJ JI

160, none
mounted but
all with
rifles.

On the XJmm-as'Sakhar
canal in the Fallahi-
yeli District. They
have 100 cattle and
3,000 sheep and goats.

Do, Hazbeh 400, of whom
all have
rifles and
40 are
mounted.

These live on the Umm-
as“Sakbar canal in the
Fallahiyeh District

and own 200 cattle and
3,500 sheep and goats.

Do. La’ateh (Al Bu) 200, all

with rifles

but none
mounted.

Locality uncertain. Their
livestock are 60 cattle

and 6,000 sheep and
goats.

The Dawariqehj of whom the name occurs more than once in the table

above^ are stated to be an aboriginal race distributed among the various

branches of the Ka^ab as herdsmen and almost as serfs. It should be

added that of the above only the Dris and Nassar divisions are universally
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regarded as true Ka^ab ;
the Khaiiafireh and Muqaddam are frequently

described not as Ka^abbut as Tawaif, that is '' (dependent) tribes/’ There

are said to be other adscitifcious Ka^ab also who are not included among

either the Khanafireh or the Muqaddam.

This is the system of classification of the Ka^ab which seems to be the

most worthy of adoption out of two or three that have been propounded

;

but in order to exemplify the discrepancies of opinion which exist another

is now added in brief. It is as follows :

—

I. Dris

(fighting strength

6,000 men)

1. Dris

2. Nasir (AlBli)^-r>U

3. Kassar
m

II. Mnqaddam
{fighting strength
1,100 men)

1. Is-haq

2. Maijah

3. Muqaddam

III. Khanafireh

(fighting strength 3,000 men).

1. Hamdi (A1 Bu)

2. Kawamil

3. Shawardlyeh

IV. Hazbeh

(fighting strength 3,000

men)

1. Ghuvyainim (A1 Bu)

2. Hazbeh

3. La’ateh (Al Bu)

The total strength of the Ka-’ab trihe is^ and must he^ largely a matter

of conjecture
; but, if the first table of sections given above be accepted

as correct, the number of fighting men arrived at is 15,722 as below ;

—

( ’Asakireh . _ ..... 4,750
Bris < Ghubaish (Al Bu) , - . . • 3,042

Nassar • ..... 1,200

Khanafireh ••«..••• 4,680

Muqaddam ... ..... 2,060

Total 16,722

According to the principle on which fighting strength is usually cal-

culated the figures given would represent a total of about 55,000 souls,—

a

number which is not patently either in excess or in defect. These

statistics do not include the Ka’ab colonies outside Southern ^Arabistan
nor those; of the Hindiyan District : the members of the latter in

number about 1,500, mostly belong to a section called Sha^abani

not shown in any classification table of the tribe that has been obtained.

Arms, — It may be added here that a large number of long-barrelled

muzzle-loaders are still seen among the Ka^ab, and that almost eveiy

fighting man of the Dris and Khanafireh divisions is armed either with

one of these or with a superior weapon. The numbers of rifles possessed

by the Muqaddam and Hazbeh are indicated above in the table of sections.
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Religion and life.—The Ka^ab^ like all the other tribes of Souther

u

’Arabistan are Muhammadans of the Shi'^ah persuasion d’hey cannot

except in a few places be described as altogether settled^ nor on the other

hand are any considerable proportion of them truly Bedouin. The

bulk of the tribe are now in that stage of development^ intermediate

between nomadism and fixity, which is typified by the huts— less remove-

able than tents and more easily abandoned than house-;—in which they

dwell. In out-of-the-way tracts like Shatut the Ka^ab are still very

primitive in their ideas and habits
;
and in some places a tradition as to the

iniquity of buying and selling things for money lingers amongst them.

Like the Pathans of the Indo-Afghan frontier they have a strong objection

to being seen in a state of nudity, and this prejudice is even said to give

rise to embarrassment among themselves when rivers have to be crossed by

swimming. Where the Ka’ab possess arable lands they cultivate wheat,

barley and rice ; where pasture exists they own buffaloes, cattle, sheep,

goats and even donkeys ;
in the marshes they move about in light canoes,

catching fish and snaring or shooting wild fowl ;
at Pallahiyeh Town

they are otherwise noted as the manufacturers of very fine and light

woollen ^Abas for summer wear.

Origin^ history and jjolitical joosiiicn.—The Ka^ab claim to be

^Awamir or Bani ’Amirj-^U descended from a certain

Ka’ab-bin-Ilabi‘’-bin-'’Amir who was himself, they say, the '24th in

descent from Ishmael. It is stated that the original home of the Ka^ab

was in Najd and that some of the tribe are still to be found there at a

place called Bishauranlyah ;
all efforts to identify this locality have,

however, up to the present, been unsuccessful. According to tribal tradi-

tion tbe majority of tbe descendants of Ka’ab eventuall}^ established

themselves in Northern Africa ; but Nassar and Dris, the legendary pro-

genitors of the Ka^ab of Southern '’Arabistan made their way from

Najd to Doraq and occupied it after expelling some other Arab tribes

and some Afshar or ’Aushar Turks whom they found in

possession. The date of these supposed events is altogether uncertain.

Early in the seventeenth century, apparently, the capital of the Ka’ab tribe

was atQubban; and there it remained until 1747, when a move was

made to Pallahiyeh Town or Doraq-al-Fallahiyeb as it was then styled

Another old settlement of tbe Ka’ab, since abandoned, was Sablab aIjU

or Sablah ;
it stood on the right hank of the Karun river, opposite

to the island of Dair and tbe Marid creek. The history of the Ka’ab

tribe in tbe eighteenth and nineteenth centuries is a part of that of

3 q
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^Arabistail; which is related at length elsewhere. Here It is enough to add

that shortly after 1775 the jurisdiction of the Ka^ab chiefs seems to have

extended from the neighbourhood of Basrah to the confines of

Beibehan; but their influence declined as that of the Mubaisill rose,

and the chiefs of the Ka'^ab, stripped of political poAv^er^ have sunk in

recent years into undistinguished vassals of the Shaikh of Muhaiu-

mareh.

The divisional Shaikhs have no political power : the most important

among them are Shaikh Rizaij of the Al Bu Gluibaish (Bait Hilayil)^

who is in charge of Buziyeh and lives there; Shaikh hVbud^ the head of

the Khaiiafireh
;
Shaikh Musa of the ’Asakireh^ and Shaikh Sultan of

the Muqaddam, who is at present in jaiL

KA'AB
(BANI)

. Jo

Singular Ka^abi A tribe in the interior of the ^Oman
Promontory; having their headquarters at Mahadhah, in the neighbour-

hood of which they are nearly all found. In politics they are Ghafiriyah
;

in religion Sunnis. Their principal sections are :

—

Section, Habitat. Approximate number of souU,
.

1

.
Remab^kb.

Drisah Wadi Sluya. 150 N'omadic.

Makatim Mabadhah and
Kabal villages.

600 Settled.

Misa id Wadi Bu Jila’ah.

1

360 Do.

Miyadilah Wadi-al-Hayul and
Shibakah in Wadi
Qabd.

500 Do.

Miyaisah Jawaif and Sbararn

in Wadi Khadhra.
150 Do.

Mizahamiyin Mabddbah village. 50 Do.

Nawaijiyin Tvhatwah in Wadi
Bn Sa’adj also

Kbabbain, also

Zahar and Snbai-

thah in the Wadi
Abailah affluent

of Wadi-al-Jizi.

1,400 Do.
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Section. Habitat. .Vppr-'ximate nuniberoiso ils. ill; KATIES.

Salal at jVIali^dhali villagp.

!

SM ' Settled,

Sawalim Nawai-i. oo Do.

Shwaibiyin ^V5di Shwaihah
and Sliihakah in

Wadi Q.ihfi.

1,000 Mostly nonads. A
sub -section of this

section, knovn as

Hibrat , are

found at the village

of Shibakab

.

Vidhwah (Ahl) The villages of

Mahadhah and

Kahal and Sharani

in Wadi Kluidbra.

600 Settled.

Zahairat Mahadhah village

and Nawai-i.
300 Do.

Bani K a’ab are found about the head of Wadi-al-Qor; also in the

'Oman Sultanate at Hadaf in Wadi Hatta and at Hasaifin Sur al- Abvi

and Taraif in the Liwa sub-Wilayat of SoMr. They probably number

about 6j000 souls in Trueial 'Oman and 1,2-50 in the Oman Sultanate,

The chief Shaikh of the tribe, at the present time Splim-bin-Diyain,

belongs to the Mizahamiyin section and resides at Mahadhah village.

Singular Ka’abi . A small tribe of Bahrain and Qatar who KA’ABAN

regard Ka’ab-al-Habar ;
a companion of the prophet

Muhammad; as their ancestor and claim tribal connection v^’iththe Ea’ah

of Persian 'Arabistan and the Bani Ka^ab of Trueial "Cman. About 60

nomad families of Ka'aban belong to Qatar; 30 other nomad familiecj

wander in the neighbourhood of Jabal-ad-Dukhan in Bahrain; and 30

families; employed in the pearl fisheries; are settled at Jasairah on Bahrain

Island. In religion the Ka'^aban are Maliti Sunnis. They are said to ha'ce

accompanied the ^Utub from Qatar to Bahrain^ but their earlier move-

ments are untraceable.

8 q
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KABB This is the name of the large salt water inlet on the east side of

(KHOR- Bahrain Island which travellers between Hanamah and the two Rifats

^AL*")
either cross or go round. It is a fine sheet of water with wooded

banks and is sometimes dotted with waterfowl. At low tide the foot of

the creek, called Khor-al-Maqta^ Tiibli is a stretch of

mud covered with stumpy mangroves, \vhich a donkey-rider can cross

at a ford 1 mile from its end without wetting his feet,

KAED A locality about 25 miles south-west of Kuwait Town, between tlie

dxf district of Qra^ah on the east and that of Shaqq on the west. Kabd is

a row of hills or belt of high ground extending east and west over a

distance of 6 miles. Immediately to the south of K abd is a parnllcl

ridge called Kabaidah Sci.iAi' or Little Kabd, having to the cast of it

some wells called Jahliyah
, and to the soutli of it a well-

known Bedouin landmark called Rijm-al-Jahtan . South

of Rijm-al-Jahtan, again, is Fawaris
,
a small plain diversified by

hillocks. A group of five small hills at the western end of Kabaidah is

called Minaqish
;
they are of a whitish hue and stand between the

route from Jahrah to Riqal and that from Kuwait Town to Hafar.

KABIB ^ valley in the Dhahirah district of ihe ^Oman Sultanate which runs
south-westwards and debouches oh Wadi Sanaisal, a, little above ’Ibri

^

in Dhahirah. The places situated in Wadi-al-KabIr from its head

) downwards are the following :
—

Place.

1

Position.
On which
hank.

Housori and
inhabitants.

n H M \ R K G.

Miskin K ear the bead of
the Wadi.

Left. See article Miskin*

Najaid 3 hours below

Miskin.
Do. 40 houses of

Bani KaUbiCn.
There is a fort held by
the Biini Kalbari.
Aoimnls are 10 Pam-
ela, 30 dotikeyB. dO
cattle and 300 wlioi'p

at)d pfoats : there are

800 date palms.
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Place. Position. On which
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants.

Bemiabsis.

Haiyal
w

J'i*

7 hours below

Najaid.
Right. 50 houses of

Bani ’Umr.
There is a fort of the

Bam ’XTmr. Re-

sources the same as at

Najaid.

’Aridli 3 liours below

Hayal.
Do. ... See article ’Aridh.

Dariz 4 Jiours below

’Aridh in a

side valley called

Q a rn-al-Kabsh

Left. 200 houses of

Miyayiliali,
and 30 of

Bani Rashid

mostly mud
but a few
huts.

In 1885 there was a

tumble-down fort

here with 2 guns.

Livestock are 10
camels, 30 donkeys,

60 cattle and 300
sheep and goats, and
there are 300 date

palms.

Wadi Bilad Shahunij in whicli stands Maqniyat, is a tributary of

tliis valley.

The innermost cove (Dobat Kadbamah) of Kuwait Bay, to tlie west of

Ras ^Asbairij : also a point (Ras Kadbamab) wbieb projects into tbe same

cove from its north side.

Tbe cove slioals gradually from its entrance, where it is 4 miles

broad and 6 fathoms deep in mid-channel, to its bead, which is 9 miles

west by south o! Ras 'Ashairij and within about 2 miles of tbe village of

Jahrah. There is an anchorage, well sheltered from the Sbamal, which

would accommodate a large number of ships of 24 feet draught ;
but

there is no deep water close to the shore, and cargo would have to be

worked in lighters or a large pier built.

Ras Kadliamahis alow swampy point running out some 3 furlongs

southwards into the cove at about 3 miles from its head : it is hardly

above sea level, but it is partially protected by a natural bank of sand

which follows the highwater line.

A sketch survey of Dohat Kadbamuli will be found in tbe Goverument of

India’s Forei^m Proceedings for July 1902. The suitability of the pl.ice as a terminus

for the proposed Baghdad Railway is discussed by Captain F. W. S. Mahon, R,E.> in a

report dated 211h July 1906. Sec aho Government of India’s Foreign Proceedings for

February 1905.

KADHA^
IIAH*
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KADHIMAITT QADHA

KADHI-
3IAIN

QADHA

A dh-is-wn, by the Turks called Kazimiyali of the Baghdad

Saujaq of the Baghdad Wilayat in lurkish Iraq.

Position and 6ou.‘ukries.-T!he Qadha of Kadhimain embraces the

greater paid; of that narrow section of Mesopotamia which is oueloscd

Ltweenthe rivers Tigris and Euphrates where they appr..acli mie

another in the neighbourhood of Baghdad City. On the novtli-east side

the Tigris divides Kadhimain from the Qadha of Baghdad ;
on tlic

north Kalhimain appears to be in contact with the Qadlias of Samarrah

and Dilaim ;
the adjacent districts on the west, south-west, soutli and

south-east are Dilaim, Karbala, Hillah and Jazirah respectively

Topographj and tHles.—^he only places of importance in this Qadha

are AhuGhuraib, Kadhimain Town andMahmudiyah, all of w-ldeh arc

described Tinder tbeir proper iianies.

The parallel columns below contain a list of the MmpUa’alis or tracts

in this Qadha and of the tribes and sections by wlioin tliey are miltivated,

but it has not been found jiossible to arrange the tribes by territorial

groups :

—

Tracts.

1. Ghuvaib (Aba) (See article Abu Ghu-
raib),

2. Hasiiiwah

3. Hor

jy.

4. Mabmudij ah (See artiolo Mahmu-
diyah).

5. Mazrafah

6. RadWanij’ab (See article Euphra-
tes).

7. Saraiwii (Abu)

jj)

Tribes or soi 1 iotis.

1. 'Akaidai.

2. ’Azzab.

3. Dilaim.

4. Padaghah.

5. KaWarn.

6. Ma’amirali.

7. MfiBluiliidali.

8. Rabi’ah (Hani) oi'tlio Koraish saaliui),

and liaui TaiiiJiu Bubscaiii'n,

9. Slia’ar.

8. Taji

9. Tarmlyali

10. Shaniamtah »Iabur.

11. Shiti.

12. Zoba*.

13. ZubSr.
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Popnlation .—The fixed population of the K adhimain Qadha is esti-

mated at 2\000 souls^ all Muhammadans^ of whom 17^000 maybe

Sunnis and 8^000—chiefly in the town of Kadhimain—are probably

Shi'^ahs.

Resources .—Apart from the town of Kadhimain the district is rural^

and its assets consist in cultivation and livestock of the same kinds as

are found in the other Qadhas of the Baghdad Sanjaq, such as Jazirah

The principal canals which traverse the Qadha are described in the

articles on the Euphrates river : they are those apparently from the

Saqlawiyah to the Latifiyah inclusive.

Administration .—The Qadha is of the 3rd class and is not^ appar-

ently, subdivided into Nahiyahs : the town of Kadhimain is the

chef-lieu. The Dairat-as-Saniyah have established a firm hold on

the district and are represented by Mudirs at Abu Ghuraib and

Mahmudiyah.

Called Kazimiyah by the Turks, and known also as Imam

Musa This town in Turkish "Iraq, situated on the right bank

of the Tigris about 3 miles north-west of Baghdad City, is impor-

tant both as a Shi^ah place of pilgTimage and as the headquarters

of a Qadha of the same name in the Sanjaq and Wilayat of

Baghdad. It is connected with Baghdad by a horse-tramway (which

was constructed by Midhat Pasha, Wali of Baghdad about 1870,

and runs most of the way along the top of an embankment) and with

Mu^adhdham on the opposite bank of the Tigris by a bridge of 21

boats.

The permanent population of the town is about 8,000 souls, all

Muhammadans, of whom about 7,000 are Shi^ahs : about 1,000 aie

Persian subjects
;
200 are British subjects, being Indians or of Indian

descent ; and 50 are Hussian subjects of Persian race.

The town is a hot-bed of vice; venereal and ophthalmic maladies

arc (U)mmon, and the passage through the place of nearly all the Sni ah

corpses scut from Persia to be buried at the holy places of Najal

and Karbala in no wise adds to its salubrity. In the cold weather

the population is largely increased by ShPah pilgrims on their outward

and return journeys.

KADHl-
MAIIT

TOWN
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The chief feature of the place is the tomb ol: the 7th and 9th Shi^ih

Imams,, namely Musa-bin“JaTar and his grandson Muhamniad-bin - Ah,

from whom the town derives its name of Kadliiinain or the Self

Restrained Ones,'" although in strictness the epithet of Kadhiin belongs

to the 7tli Imam alone. Christians are not admitted within the

precincts of the shrine^ which is surrounded by a lofty wall ;
but a.

good general vie^v of the buildings can be obtained from the roof

of a Khan which faces the main entrance. The structure has ihe form

of double eube^ each of the two portions of which is surmounted by a

cupola ; and four tall galleried minarets spring from near the corners

of the building. After his visit to the shrine in 1874 Nasr-ud-Din, Sliah

of Persia^ imitating the munificence of Nadir Shah at Karbala, c*aus(‘(l

the twin domes to be plated and the minarets to be richly ornaimented

with gold, and the general effect xn-oduced by the Lirge surfa-c(‘s ol tlx'

precious metal is brilliant in the extreme. The coloured encaustic tih'

work of the entrance gate and mina.rets, also the stalactite corbelling

below and the carved wood-work above the galleries of the minaprets, fire

equally remarkable. The shrine is richly endowed and the eudownu^nts

are under the management of the Auqaf Dex>avtmcut of the Tuikish

Go\ernment hy whom the salaries of the eustoclians and attemhinlps

are paid. There are graveyards here for devout Shihi.hs, of whi(*h tlu

princiiml is the Maqabir-i-Qura.ish ; Imt they do not possess

equal sanctity with those of Najaf and Karbala.

Combs and small artistic objects of ivory, wood find tortois(?-sb(‘ll

are manufactured for export, chiefly by Persifuis
;

Kashi or

encaustic tiles and bricks are also made by Persians ; find tlu're firt* some

skilful Persian painters who decorate walls and roofs. W(‘aving

of silk kei’chiefs and handkerchiefs is a considerfihlc^ iiuhistry find sonu^

of the handkerchiefs are sent abroad as far as to Tunis find Algerifi
;

there are also tanneries. There is a trade in P(u*sifin i*firpets wiii<di tlu*

pilgrims, combining business with the ]icrform;incii of ;i rt*]igious

duty, bring with them from their country
; and the fact tlifit tlu*

pilgrims mostly leave their riding animals to wait for them fit Kfidliiimiin

while they proceed by stage-coach to Karbala, crcfi-tes fi large demand
for forage. The pilgrims, many of whom are visitors from <a>ld

climates, are considerable purchasers of tcfi, sugfii* and woollen cloths,

Kadhimain contains 30 Khtos or hostclries and over 300 shops.

The principal civil ofiicials arc the Claim-Mfuplm of the Oudlut fuul

representatives of the Departments of Customs and Public T)<d>t. The
ordinary police force of Kadhimain consists of about 5U Dliabitij ahsf
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but at tbe IMubarraiiij and on otlier occasions of religious excitement,

large reinforcements are drafted into the town from Baghdad City,

with which there is telegraphic coniniunication. There is also a post

office. The town is constituted as a municipality. Kadhimain is the

headquarters of the 1st battalion of the 83rd regiment of the Radif and

also of the 4 ‘2nd brigade of the same.

An honorary Naib-Karpardaz or Consular Agent is charged with the

interests ol Persian subjects.

Generally pronounced Chahafah. A well-known village in the Jabal KAHAFAH
Shammar principality, about midway between Hail and Buraidah and

some 75 or 80 miles from either
;

it is the ordinary third halting place on

ti)e Hail-Buraidah mute. The village is unwalled and contains about

50 houses of the Mas^ud section of the x^slam division of the Shammar.

Some of the wells, which are 8 to 9 fathoms deep, have good water, and

the place is reputed healthy
; there are only about 10 days’ rain in the

year, at the beginning of winter. Dates, cereals and vegetables are

cultivated,- the best kind of date is a large, yellow variety called

Fankhah
;
palms of all sorts are said to number about 3,000. There are

the usual animals. The Turks, after their defeat in Qasim in the

summer of 1 9043, fell back upon Kahafah.

A river of Persian ffiakran which comes down from Gaih and teaches ItAiR
the fca by two mouths, of which the eastern is on Puzim Bay, 28 miles

west by north of Chahbar, and the other 18 miles farther to westward

on the cast side of Tank point. Ihe village of Tank is situated

on the right bank of the western branch at about 3 miles from

the coast, and some 50 huts, freq^uently empty, forming a settlement

known as Kair are scattered upon both banks of the eastern branch at

about 7 miles from the seaj barley, wheat, cotton and jowari are grown

in small (Quantities round this settlement, which is occupied chiefly by

Buzdars but partly also by Hots Much water comes down the Kair

river when in ftood ;
it sometimes rises over its banks and remains

impassable for five or six consecutive days. The usual ford is at the

telegraph crossing*, Imt there is a better one 1| miles below it.
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KAKl

KALBA
(KHOR)
l.lr •

KAliBAN
(BAND

A small town in the Dashti district of tlio Persian Coast, 26

miles south-south-east of Kturmuj town and 20 miles from tlio sea;

it is situated about 5 miles from the left hank of the Mund river.

The population is very mixed, including some of the Nasuri tribe, who

are Sunnis. Kfiki, 40 years ago, was larger than Khnrmijj town but

not so well built ; the Khan of the place had at that time commenctul the

erection of an elaborate fort and residence. Now there arc- aboul. -‘SCO

houses, but no shops ;
some ti-ade in sugar, tea and piece-goods is carried

on in private houses. There are 8,0U0 date palms : livestock an- 20

horses, 15 mules, 120 donkeys, 100 camels, 70 cattle .and 6,000 shee]) and

goats. Native vessels of 40 tons can ascend the Mund river almost to

Kaki. A cousin of the Khan of Dashti has his seat at Kaki and .acts

as the Khan's deputy.

Khor Kalba is not to be confounded with Kalb.a,, otherwise called

GMllah. It is the southernmost village of the Shamailiyah district

in the Shaijall Principality of Tnrcial ’Oman and is situalc'd on tlu! coasl,

of the Gulf of 'Oman 20 nrilcs uorth-nortli-wesl. of SMnas in the

Batinah district of the 'Oman Sultanate and 24 miles south of Khor

Pakkan. Khor Kalba stands on a crook whicdi boats can eider at higli

water audit is defended by a fort : it consists of 150 houses of (heZa’ab

tribe, who own 5 or 6 sea-going boats employed in the coasting f.rade.

Singular Kalhaui A tribe of the 'Oman Sultaimle inliabiling

both slopes of Western Hajar; they are found on (he Dhahirah
side at Maijniyat (740 houses), whie-h is tlieir jirincipal place, .-d.

Sammah (60 houses), at Khadal (100 houses) in an allltieid, of Wadi
Dhank, and at Miskin (200 houses), Najaid (10 houses) and 'Aridh
(300 houses) in Wadi-al-KaMr. They occur a.lKo at 'Ibri in Dliahirah.

On the Batinah side their villages are Zi'ila (20 houses) in Wadi Baiii

Gbafir; Daiq.wah (25 houses), lliyal (70 houses), Miiizil'ali (25 Inaises)

and Raciaiyid (25 houses) in Wadi M:abrab;and llafiali (90 houses)

in Wadi Sarrami. There are also 30 houses of Uaui Kalbau a(. BaUak
in ’Oman Proper. In politics the Baui Kalhfiu are Gluifiri, in religion

Ibadhi. None of them are Bedouins.
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The following are their subdivisions ;

—

Section. Number of housoholda.

1

Habitat, Remaeks.

’Amairah (Aulad) 800 Maqniyat and

Miskin,
JSlil.

Ghababiu oo Maqniyat. Do.

Jarawitiab 720 Maqniyait, ’Aridli

and Khadal.

Do,

[

Sinaii (Wilad) 200 Maqniyat. Do.

Subaib (Wilad
|

^ '

150 Maqniyat and

Miskin.
Do.

Tiyum (Bani)
20 Zula in Wadi Bani

Ghafllr.

Do.

There is also a section or subseetion called Quyudh who are

found at Raqaiyid. Their total number is about 8^000 souls. In the

troubles of 1883 the Bani Kalban sided with the Sultan of ^Oin^ll.

They are sometimes at feud with the Miyayihah.

A village on the coast of the 'Oman Sultanate 1^^ miles north-west

of Sur. It has no dates or cultivation of any sort, is unwalled and

consists of 120 to 130 houses, all of mud, and a dozen shops. The

Hajar hills rise behind the village at less than a mile's distance and

Wiidi Hilam reaches the sea at its east side. There are a few wells.

The inhabitants are Bani Jabir of the Sha'ibiyin section; they are

lishenncii and sailors and own about Badaus running to Masq^at Town

and Sur and about dO llawari. They have recently become Hinawis

and have allied themselves with the Bani Bu Hasau against their own

tribe (1907). Kalhat is the port of Wadi Bani Jabir (I), of Kabda,

and of Wadi Manqal in which is Bita.

KALHAT

also

QALHAT
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KAHGTJN In English formerly spelt Congoon/^ With the exception of its

small dependency Banak, Kangiin is the northernmost of tlie Shibkuh

ports on the Persian Coast and the only one of them lying north of the

region in which the main maritime range falls directly into the sea ; these

high hills first approach the coast about 5 miles west ot* Kang Cm. Kangun

is situated at the eastern end of a large bay, open to the south but

fairly well sheltered from the Shamal, at the opposite end of which,

9 miles to the westward, stands the rival port of Daiyir, Kanguu is

about 20 miles north-west of the next considerable Shibkuh port, that

of Tahiri and is exactly opposite to Bahrain from which it is distant

about 140 miles.

The place, at the present time partially abandoned, normally (ionsists

of some 300 houses of Arabs of mixed tribes ; about two-thirds of the

population are Sunnis and the remainder Shi^ahs. Some of tlic re<'Out

emigrants are now settled at Fao in Turkish ^Iraq. The inhabitantH of

Kangun are fishermen, pearl divers and sailors owning S SambCiks

which run to Qatar, Bahrain, Qatif, Basrah and various Povsiaiu ports,

also 10 Baqarahs of the kind called ^Amilali which are used for

fishing,* they also cultivate dates and grain. Palms number a])(>ut

2,000, and livestock arc estimated at 5 horses, 200 camels, 101) donkeys,

200 cattle and 2,000 sheep and goats, Good water is contained in 3 w(‘lls

of 4 to 5 fathoms depth
;
and there is a hot spring whi(*li is r(‘Sor(e(l to

for its curative properties. Kangun possesses a fair anelioragt^ (but-

inferior to that of Daiyir) in a Shamal. The uuml)er of shops is about

20. Imports are sugar, tea, piece-goods and rice
;

exports a,rc^ wlu^at.,

barley, sheep, cattle, firewood, charcoal and onions. Kjingun is tlu^ port

of Jam ^ and Kiz in the interior, 1 0 to 20 miles dista-nt northwa.r(ls.

A square fort stands in the middle of the town. Kangun was till lahsly

farmed by the Khan of Dashti, whose sub-losse(j \va.s oiu' of his own

relations. A post of the Persian Imperial (hisioms wa.s esiablisluHl here

in 1904.

KARBALA The headcLuai-ters division of the Ssmja([ of Kui-hala in (,h(‘ li!i>>'hiiad

Wilayat in Turkish •’Iraq.

QADHA
Position anil homdarm.—'l'hQ Qadha of Karhiila oxtoiidH, nt a Hhorf.

distance west of the Euphrates, from the parallel of Musaiyib (or a
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little above it) down almost to that o£ Najaf Town: at Musaiyib
however it actually touches the river and even reaches a few miles to the

east of it. On the north the Qadha is in contact with that of Dilaim .

on the north-east with that of Kadhimain ; on the east with that of

Hindiyah. and possibly with that of Shamiyah ; on the south with

that of Najaf j and on the west with the Shamiyah Desert,

Topograj^liy avcl inhahitants .—By far the largest and most important

place in the Qadha is the town of Karbala, described elsewhere under

its own name
;
but the town of Musaiyib, the settlement of Shifathah,

and the village Sikandariyah are also deserving of mention and form

subjects of separate articles. Kazazah in practice belongs to the Karbala

Qadha and is mentioned below in the list of Muqata'ahs, but nominally

it is a separate Qadha. The chief feature of the Karbala district,

—

apart from the Euphrates river with which its connection is slight,—

is the Husainiyah Canal, running from Musaiyib to Karbala Town

and beyond.

The following is a list of the principal M'uqata'ahs or agricultural

tracts in the Qadha :

—

Tracts. Tracts. Tracts.

1. 'Aishah (Bad’at) 8. Bikairah 15. Jardan (Abu)

2, 'Amaishiyah 9. Faiaihah 10. Jawaib

m

3. ’Asafiyah 10. Haulanyah 17. Ji’aitiTiab

Ul

4 Asvrad (Bad’ at) 11. Hamudiyah 18. Kamallyah

w

5. ’Awairat-al-Kablrah 12. Harndi 19. Karbal.‘i

1

6. ’Awairat-as-Saglilrali 13. Ibrakimiyah 20. Khair-nd-Din

w

7. Btihadavi 14. Janganah 21. Layab
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agTsaB.n-trMrmirii'wrxjMj.

Tracts, Tiac^s, Tracts.

*^2- Qadlii 27. Salihijah 32, Tallin (Ahn)

23. Qa’qa’aiyah 28. Sharif (Bad ’at) 33. Tuwalnj

(»

24. Qartah 29. Shiiah 34. Wand
dklAAw

25. Kazazah HO. Sidainian (Abu) and

*jl3;

26. Salih (Karaid IMuhainn ao) 31. Sananah (Bu) 35. Zanii (Ahn)
w

There is also a tract called Jaruf > inliabifod by the JaniibiyTn

tribe, on the east bank of the Euphrates above Musaiyib T< wii.
Wl U)

Anotliei* trait Known as NasrTyali or NasirTyr.h
,
ix'cupieil by

tlie Jadi, JaLaish^ Jarawinali and Qaidliali tribes^ is siluatod I’urlluir south

on the same side hetwocu Musaiyib and the T iudiyah. barrage
;

it is

the country surrounding the Klmn-an-NasrT^^ali on the Bagdldad-B illah

route.

The characteristic tribes of the part of country adjoining tlu? jFusailli-

yah canal are the Al Bu Masri, Mas’ud and Yai ar ; tIiostM>r ibe

Musaiyib neighbourhood arc the JanabiyTn^ A1 Bu Mahaiyi and ''Uwaisat,

The desert round Shifathah. is occupied by nonifids of the Kliawadlnr

and A1 Bu Sliibil tribes.

Foptdalion.—Karbala Town (50,000), Musaiyib (IsoOO), a.nd

Shifatbah (8^000) being included, tlic fixed popuhition ol' tbc Khirliala

Qadha is believed to amount to S0,000 souls. The groat ma.joriiy of

these are Shfah Muhammadans
j but Sunni Muha,nuna.dans numbtir

about 10,000 and there are about 300 Jews,

Resources—The rural population, including tbe iuhabilanfs of

Shifatbali^ are altogether engaged in agricultural and jiaHtorn,!

tions. I ates, wheat, barley, cotton, opium and tobacco are <niHivated

by them
; and their livestock include horses, cattle, buffaloes and sliecp.
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The date palms of the Qadha are estimated at 760^000 trees^ of which

some 50;000 belong to the rich settlement of Shifathah. There is in

this Qadha a remarkable salt-field which is said to yield about 500 tons

English of salt every year. It begins on the west side of Razazah

and passing’ to the north-east of Shifathah is said to reach for many

miles to the north-westwards : it is described as a great hollow with

broken^ rocky banks resembling the bed of a dried-up sea. The hollow

is said to contain water which in summer partly evaporates leaving

masses of crystalline salt along the margin. In consequence of its

position and extent the Turkish Government are unable to make efficient

arrangements for the prevention of smuggling.

Aclministfation *—Containing as it does the town of Karbala, the

headquarters of the whole Sanjaq, the Qadha has no separate Qaim-

Maqam and is subject to the personal rule of the Mutasarrif, as is also

its headquarters subdivision which consists chiefly of the town and

is known as the Karbala Nahiyah. The other two Nahiyahs of

the Qadha are Musaiyib and Shifathah, each governed by a Mudir who

is stationed at the place from which his charge derives its name : both

of these are of the 1st class. The Dairat-as-Sanlyah, as mentioned in the

article on Musaiyibj is strongly established in the part of the Qadha to

the cast of the Euph.rates ]
it appears to be in possession of the whole

Nasriyah tract referred to above in the present article.

One of the chief towns of Turkish ^Iraq, renowned as the scene of

the martyrdom, or rather massacre, of Husain and his companions,—an

event to which it owes its alternative name of Mashhad Husain

and in virtue of which it has become one of the principal

places of Shi^ah pilgrimage ;
it is situated about 55 miles south-south-

west of Baghdad City and about ^5 miles west-north-west of Hillah

Town. Rarbala is known also by tbe name of Ghaclbariyah and

by tbe old-fashioned appellation of Nainawa lj%i .

SUe and bmldmffS.—Th.& town stands on the left bant of the

Husainiyall canal, wliieb circles round its noiihern and western sides.

On the north, east and south it is sun-ounded by cultivated lands, date plan-

tations and gardens of fruit ti-ees
;
and its general shape and disposition

KARBALA
iby

TOWR
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cannot be observed from aov point of view accessible to Eui’ox^cans.

On the west the Shamiyah or Syrian Desert approaches almost to the

walls. About 2 miles to the south-east of Karbala be<>‘ins the Ifor-al-

Husainiyahj a marsh formed by the Husainiyah canal and the Shatt-al-

Hindiyah ;
an embankment running* north and south for a distance of

6j000 metres is sux)posed to prevent the ingress of the waters oC the

Hindiyah, but this work is at j)resent in a ruinous and inelTi(M'ent state.

Karbala consists of an old town on the north, still wallc'cl on tlie

east, north and west, but open on the south—the side on \vhic*h the new

town adjoins it : the old town is crowded and irregularly built, the new

is well laid out, with a broad main street running* nortli and soutli, and is

by com]Darison clean. A mile or more to the south of the new i.own the largo

mansion of a Panjabi Indian family is cons^ucuous, standing in its own
grounds and known as Afzal Khan^s Port.

The walls of the old town are of brick, between 20 and feei. high,

with towers projecting at intervals as bastions
j
there are two tiers of

loopholes, and on the inside is a banquette supported by arclu's which

affords standing room for the defenders of the upper tier. TIu^ perimeter

of the walls is about 2 miles
;
they are xiierced by 5 gates, and nboui. 25

towers still remain ; but the whole work is now in bad rt‘pair, and iihe

> arches on the inner side serve chiefly as dormitories for vagabonds and
as latrines.

The bridges connected with the town described in the article on

the Husainiyah canal.

The site of the town is level, but the groxxnd is somewhat higher
towards the north-western corner.

Inhabitants.—No close estimate of the population is ])ossibl(‘; hut it

apx)ears to amount to about 50,000 souls, not reckoning pilgrims and oHuu*
visitois. At least three-fourths o I! the fixed population are P<*rsians, and
almost the whole of the remainder are Arabs. Tlu^iv an^ only abmit
100 Turks and 50 Jews, but Indians or persons <)r Tmlian extra<*tion

number about 1,200 souls, and there arc a number of Baluchis. With
the exception of, a few hundred Suimis, of the Jews ahvady mentioiud,
and of about a dozen Christians, the people of Ka.rhala iire all ShPuh
Muhammadans. The Persians who compose tlic bulk of the ]Hq>uIation
are almost altogether Persian subjects, so also are tin* Baluchis;
but the rest are of Turkish nationality, exe<q)t the Indians, who
are

^

nearly all British subjects, and about 80 Persian-si^eaking
subjects of the rpssian Empire. In all th^re are about 9,000 dwelling^
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houses ;
but they are not sufficient and the extension of the town^,

although constant, does not keep pace with the growth of the population.

Drinking water is from the Husainiyah canal, or, in the months when it

is dry, from some ^0 or 2>5 wells, mostly sunk in its bed.

Trade^ manufactures^
and resotirees.—'KsbYhala, is a place of consider-

able trade, the most valuable imports being piece-goods, sugar, petroleum,

spices, coffee, tea, Persian carpets, and candles, almost entirely for local

consumption ; while the leading exports are dates, consecrated articles —
such as rosaries, praying-tablets, and inscribed shrouds—skins and hides,

wool and tobacco. The bazaars are extensive and well-stocked, and
I tM

attached to the main bazaar in the old town is a Qaisariyah or

arcade, in which are about ^0 good shops dealing in European and other

wares.

Filigree work and engraving upon mother-of-pearl are the only two

arts ;
but all the ordinary trades are carried on with success,, and even

mechanical professions, such as watchmaking and photography, are

exercised with a fair degree of skill.

The agricultural and, garden produce of the environs ^is large, and the

output of dates is on such a scale as to leave a large balance for

exportation. Karbala is not, however, a good centre for the collection

of ordinary supplies or transport : there are no mules, and camels can

only be procured in autumn when Bedouins of the ^Aniszah. and

Shammar tribes are in the vicinity.

Administration .—Karbala is the chief town and the headquarters of -

the administration, both civil and military, of the Karbala Sanjaq in the

Wilayat of Baghdad : internally it is administered as a municipality.

The Mutasarrif of the Sanjaq has his residence here, and there is a

Mudir of the Sanitary department, also a Mamur of the Tobacco Regie.

A whole Tabur of Dhabitiyahs is supposed to be located at Karbala, but

it is rare that more than 100 of the force are present. There is a post

office, and telegraphic connection is maintained with Bd'Skdad and Basrah

vid Hillah : a branch line of telegraph also connects Karbala with Najaf.

One battalion of regular infantry is, as a rule, stationed at Karbala;

but it is partly scattered in detachments over the country, and the garrison

of the town does not often exceed 240 men
;
these, in a manner charac-

teristic of Turkish administration, are quartered in a hired earavansarai

in the new town. There are also two muzzle-loading field guns but no

cavalry, A reserye of 600 rifles is said to be rnaintained, probably for
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arming the Eadifs inscribed at this and subordinate centres n the event

o£ their being called out ; the idaco is the headquarters oP the 3rd batta-

lion of the 84th Eadif regiment.

The interests of British subjects, both residents and pilgrims, are

watched over by a native Vice-Consul, and the Persian G(^vennnent

also maintain at Karbala a paid Kaiqoardaz or consular oflicial of some-

what similar rank.

'Religio%% importance .—We may now mention the holy places which

are the sole cause of the existence of a large Persian eiiy on ihe verge of

the Shamiyah Desert at a distance of nearly 150 miles from the nearest

part of the Persian frontier. The historical events with which they are

connected are related elsewhere: but for those events Karbala., which does

not appear to have been a seat of pre-Islamic civilisation, might never

have existed, even as a petty town. The chief shrines within the town

are the tombs of Husain and Abbas and the Khaimahgah ; in the

country outside the walls are the tombs of ^Aim and Huvr.

The shrine of Husain, called Bargah Hazrat Htisain

stands in the old town towards its western end. The interior is not

sibleto Christians, but it is known to consist, in, the first place, of a la.rge

enclosure called the Sahn or Outer Coxirt ; this oncloHurci has

7 entrances, the main one surmounted by a clock-tower, and the cncointe-

wall is lined upon the inner side by no less than 53 arched recesses forming

rooms, some of which are of considerable size. In the midst of the Sahn
stands the Haram or Sanctuary proper: it is a roofed buihling

surmounted by a lofty dome of gilded tiles ami its fa9«a(le, from (u‘thor

end of which shoots up a gilded minaret of great height, fatsos the ma.in

entrance of the Sahn. A tile-work minaret, larger than those of the

Haram hut not so magnificent, rises in the corner of the Sahn which is at

the back of the Haram and behind its proper left ; and near this corner

is a small external Sahn adjoining the main Sahn to which it stMW<'S as an

entrance. In the centre of the building, nndonieath the dome, li(^s the

Imam Husain with his son ^Ali Akbar on otxo side of him. The
tombs of both have an outer cover of steel lattice-work overlaid %vith silver

and an inner one of carved wcod; both are of hexagonal shape. Behind
a silver grating in one of the corners are the tombs of the 1% Shuhada

or so-called martyrs, who died with Husain.

The tomb of ^Abbas, half-brother of Husain, to the
,
east of that of

Husain and so nearer to the middle of the tOwp^ is similar but slightly
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smallGr and has a dome of glazed brick only } the minarets howevei’

are gilded.

Each of these principal shrines has a treasury supposed to contain

untold wealth : but, as the treasury of Husain was looted by the

Wahhabis in 1801 and is still admittedly the richer of the two, it does

not seem tliat in either ease the popular idea can be well founded. Such

treasures as remain are, along with the other endowments, in charge of

the Auqaf Department of the Turkish Government, Both buildings owe
their gold plating to the piety of Nadir Shah. At night a festoon

of lanterns is slung from minaret to minaret in both shrines; but

the most impressive sight of all is immediately after sunset when the

golden outlines of the great edifices, catching the afterglow, bum in

the gathering dusk with a fiery incandescence.

The Khaimahgah or site of Husain^s tent before the battle lies still

further west than his tomb and is divided from it by rising ground, from

the brow of which the women of his party are said to have witnessed the

tragedy : the building of the Khaimahgah is small and unpretentious.

The tomb of ^Aun a sisteris son of Husain, is 7 miles north-

east of Karbala on the road to Musaiyib, while that of Hurrjl, who

deserted to the side of Husain immediately before the battle, lies SJ miles

to the north-west.

As might be expected, Karbala is a great centre, though in this

respect subordinate to Najaf, of Shi'ah culture and learning. The

Muitahids or Shfah doctors are here a numerous and influential

body
;
and there are 29 Shi^ah schools, of which 8 are Madrasahs or

high schools, against a single Sunni school. In addition to the shrines

there are 3 important mosques and over 150 others. Karbala possesses

the second greatest of the holy cemeteiies in which Shi^ahs are interred
;

it is inferior in sanctity to that of Najaf only, and is known by the

name of Wadi-i-Aiman or Vale of Security.

The early history of the Shfah shrines of Karbala is obscure, but a

shrine of Husain existed in 850 A.D., for the Khalifah Mutawakkil

ordered it to be flooded with water and forbade pilgrimages to it. By
979 A.D, a magnificent shrine had been built, which was burnt down
in lOlG A.D. j but by 1086 A.D. it had been restored.

The Karkheh river rises in the hills of the Western Lur country and

nteis the plains of ^Arabistan about 15 miles further to the west than

3e2
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the Diz river. It forms the western limit o£ effective Persian juris-

diction as exercised from Dizful or Shustar : beyond it, witliin the hills,

is the autonomous district of Pusht-i-Kuh
;
and in the plains, upon that

side, are the locations of the Bani Tnruf and other virtually independent

tribes. In the middle ages the Karkheh was known as the Dujail of

Basinna U.-3J
,
from an important town which was then situated near it a

short day^s journey to the south of Shush.

Course *—Near its exit from the hills the Karkheh was formei'ly

spanned by a bridge, of which the I'emains still exist and are known as

Pa-i-Pul Jj Aboirt miles south of Pa-i-Pul the river ]'>asses the

Sassanian ruins of Aiwto-i-Karkheh or Kasra which lie half

a mile from its right bank 5 and about 14i miles further on, the direction

of the stream being now somewhat easterly as well as southerly, Shush,

the site of the ancient Susa, is left 2 miles from the left bank. Aiwan-i-

Karkheh was still in the 10th century A.D. a small hut populous

town with a weekly market.

The Karkheh after this pnrsnos a general sonth-sonth-easterly (ionrse

to a place, about bO miles from Shush and perhaps SO miles mn'th-

west of Nasiri on the Karun river*, at wliich it swings suddt^nly

to the south-west and from which it runs in that direction for aboxit

ao miles; after turning this corner it passes between the hills which

form the north-eastern border of the Hawizeh District and the low

range which is their prolongation and which crosses the Karun river

at Ahwaz Village. This berrd of the Karkheh to the south-west;wards

appears to be a recent feature : there is reason to think that tlic river

formerly fell into the Karun a few miles below Ahwaz, and it is

believed that at the present day this condition of affairs could be

restored without diflSiculty by artificial means.

At the end of the reach which goes south-westwards the Karkheh
arrives at Kut Nahr Hashim in the Hawizeh District,— th(‘ site^

not long since, of a massive dam by whicli the whole irrigation of

the Hawizeh District was regulated. When this dam was in existence

the further course of the river lay first southwards and then through
Hawizeh. Town ; but since the dam gave way, in 1837, the main stream
of the river has taken a north-westerly course from Nahr llashim, and
its waters, dissipated in streams and marshes, have submerged and ruiiHul

the country. At the western end of the Hawizeh District the river

gradually reassembles its water, and finally, nndei* the name of Suwaib

^
augmented by the overflow, of some of the T%ris
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marsKes^ it enters the Shatt-al-^Arab about 4 miles below Qurixali.

Chafacter of stream.---Ak its entrance into ^Arabistan the Karkhehis

a broad and rapid stream of whitish water. Near Aiwan-i-Karkheh it is

sj)lit into several branches by low islands. Further down it continues to

be broad^ and islands and banks in midstream remain frequent ; nor does

its level fall much below that of the surrounding country until near the

point at which it turns in the direction of Hawizeh. It is crossed by
shifting and dangerous fords at Pa-i-Pul and Aiwan-i-Karkheh and neai'

Sbusb. At Aiwan-i-Karkhehj 60 years ago^ it was observed that the

Karkheh appeared to be navigable for vessels of light draught j and in

the autumn of 1841^ when the stream was at its lowest^ a small steamer

ascended the Suwaib section for a distance of 10 miles. The waters of

the upj)er Karkheh are celebrated for their purity ; but lower down the

stream is contaminated by the stagnant swamps through which it passes.

The volume of the Karkheh exceeds that of the Jarrahi Siver.

Character of the banhs.—The banks of the Karkheh are wooded with

tamarisk jungle and small trees^ and in places they are lined with dense

brakes of cane-reeds and willow. A remarkable belt of scrub; known as

Jangal-i-Gharabi
, extends for a distance of about 50 miles

between the Karkheh and Shaur rivers and has an avei’age breadth of

4 or 5 miles; it begins above a place called Buq’eh-i-Ghaib Ibn-'^Ali

jTMj and reaches to a locality called Gharaibeh <3^^ which is

in the country of the ^Anafijeh. The lion and fallow deer; formerJy

found here; are now practically extinct
;
but wild boarS; hysenas, and

small game abound; and considerable herds of gazelles frequent the

plains on both banks of the river.

Irrigation and, villages .—The level of the Karkheh being; in the

Upper part of its course; but little below that of the surrounding eountry,

its waters there are applied to irrigation on a considerable scale. Several

of the more western villages of the Dizful District are watered by

canals from the Karkheh; notably Jirqeh Saiyid Ahmad; ^Amleh Karim

Khan; Jirqeh Saiyid Muhammad; Jirqeh Saiyid Ta^ameh; Jirqeh

Saiyid Tahir; and possibly Shuhan ; two or three of these are served

by a channel called the Harmushi which takes off from the

left bank of the Karkheh near Pa-i-Pul. Near Shush are the remains

of great canals; down which were probably floated the stone columns for
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the S'assanian palace of Susa, brought from the mouutaiiis of the

Westeru Lur country. Above the point •where it turns towards

Hawizehthe Karkheh throws ofE a number of canals still actually

in operation. In the Hawizeh District again it is said practically to

dissolve into a network of canals. The whole way from Pa-i-Pxil to its

junction with the Tigris the river Hows through alhivial plains which

are for the most part capable of irrigation
;
and the entire Karkheh

region, though now almost a desert, is studded with the I'cmains of

human habitations and of irrigation works.

The only village of importance now existing on or near the Karkheh

above the point where it enters the Hawizell District appears to be

Khairabad ,
which is on the left hank below Shush, jK'rliaps not

so far from that place as has hitherto boon supposed, for one retpori, makes

the intervening distance only 8 miles,* This place consists of about 80

houses and some tents
;
30 families arc of the Al Bu Ibiwaych Irilw^, and

the remainder are Bani Lam of the Al Bfiji section, 'Ikrish of the

Daghaghleh section and Arabs of variotis other tribes. The inhabii.ants

possess about 100 rifles, and of the fighting men CO are mounted.

Livestock are 200 amels, 100 cattle and 6,000 sheep and goats. A noled

outlaw, Saiyid Na^amoh, who was released from imprisonment by the

Shaikh of Muhammareh about 1905, has boon esteiblished by him here

under suiveillancc of Shaikh Farhan Asad of the Kathir.

KARUN The largest river of Persia and the (»nly one navigirblc by siennici-s. It

has its rise in the mountains of the Bakhtiyari country about 100

miles due west of Isfahan and entere the plains of ’ArabistEll some 1 5 or

30 miles north of Shushtar Town. The name Karun iip],)carH bt have

been unknown to the Arab and Persian geographers of tlu! middle agi's,

who called the river the Dujail, adding the epithet “ of Ahwaz " or “ of

Shushtar” to distinguish it from the Dujail canal near Baghdad.

Upper come .—Not far below its exit from the hills, which lak<!s place

by a defile 3 miles in length known as Tang-i-QaP eh-i-Diikhtaran

lylpAe i
theKSrun passes the village of G-otwand on its rigid, hank

:

here there is, upon that side, a fertile alluvial plain sloping down slightly

• It is diffiovH-to locate Haiiabsd, Another report it on the left hank of

the'Shaar, in theJBeit Sa’ad country,
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from the west, and opposite to it the fertile plain of ’Aqili round which
the river flows in a remarkable curve. At 4 miles below Gotwand the
Karto leaves the village of Jallakan on its right bank, the

]
3lain of ^Aqili

being still upon its left, and 8 miles further down it breaks through a

rang’e of pinkish sandstone hills, which rise on the right bank to a
height of only 200 or 800 feet, but on the left bank attain an elevation

of about 1,000 : the portion of the range nearest to the river upon its

eastern bank is Kuh-i-Fidalak. The villages mentioned are described in

the article on the Dizfiil District and the plain of ^Aqili under its

own name.

Two and a half miles beyond the Kuh-i-Pidalak barrier and at about

half a mile from the town of Shushtar the river, which has since

emerging from the hills preserved a generally north and south direction,

swings to the westwards. About 600 yards above the town it divides

into two streams, the Gargar to the east and the Karun proper to the

west. On the north side of the town the Karun proper forms a broad

sheet of water, and then, turning to the south and passing an ancient dam
and a bridge known as the Pul-i-Dizful, it changes its name to Shatait*

The Gargar and Shatait form the subjects of separate articles^, and the

island enclosed by these branches and called Miyanab is dealt with

under its own name.

At a point 30 miles south in a direct line from the town of Shushtar
the Gargar rejoins the Shatait^—^the village of Band-i-Qir standing

between them in the angle above their confluence,—and the Karun river

once more resumes its course under its own name. At the point of

junction of the Gargar and Shatait the Diz river, coming from the

west, adds its waters to the Karun ; and from this place to Wais,

miles further down upon the left bank, the course of the river is straight

and almost due southwards. From Wais to Ahwaz Village on the left

bank, the direction of the river is on the average south-west
;
but it

winds considerably, and the distance, which is only about 14 miles as the

crow flics, is fully doubled in travelling by water,

lta>pids of Ahwaz ,—Immediately above Ahwaz village the Karun divides

into two streams, enclosing the small island of TJmm-an-Nakhl ; it reunites

to pass throixgh a gap in the ridge of sandstone hills which here traverse

the country at right angles to its course ; and in its descent over the sill of

rock here forming its bed it gives rise to the famous rapids of Ahwaz,^

* A plan of th© Ahwaz rapids by H. 8. Wells, R.E., was lithographed hy the Publi

Works Department oi the Government of India in 1883.
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by Arabs called Sidd and by Persians Band ,
wliicb are situated

opposite the village so named. The rapids^ which are not quite 1 4 miles

in lengthj terminate at the lower end o£ another small island^ called

Umm-as-Saba’
;
just below them stands the village of Nasiri on the

left bank.

Lower course .—From Nasiri to the tomb of ^Ali-ibn-al-Husainj a place

on the left bank about 40 miles south*south-west of Nasiri in a straight
line^ the Karun describes an extraordinary series of bends and convolu-
tions; but at ’Ali-ibn-al- Husain it resumes a more straightforward and
ordinary course, eventually reaching the Shatt-al-'"Arab at a point situated

^5 to 30 miles in a direct line to the south-west of ^Ali-ibmal-Husain*

About 15 miles below ^Ali-ibn-al-Husain it throws off idic Sal-
at

maniyah or Salmanah canal, now almost dry, from its left

hank; and 3 miles further down, opposite the island of Dair, there is an
outlet from the left hank of the Kai’un, called Marid-al-A'^ma
01 1 he Blind Marid, which runs inland as a creek for about a mile and
foi’ms the mouth of the Fallahiyeh-Marid canal which is supplied with
water by the Jarrahi River ; on the south-west bank of this creek at
three-quarters of a mile from the entrance are some heaps marking the
site of the old village of Marid, A dry hollow, containiug bushes at the
end towards the Karun, connects the Blind Marid with the Ciana<ieh
blanch of Khor Musa

;
at one time, no doubt, the Karun discharged a

pait of its waters by this route to the sea- On the tight bank, opposite
to the Marid creek, is the site of the old Ka^ab settlement of Sfiblah.
About 7 miles below the Marid creek and ^ or 3 miles short of i,he :Shatt-

ah-^Arab, the so-called Bahmanshir quits the Karun on th<} left ba.nk
and follows an independent course to the Persian Gulf. Thu short remain-
ing reach of the Karun below the head of the BahmaUshir is ealled by
Ji/umpeans the Haffar ” and by some natives the Bahmaushir : the town
of muhammareh stands about the middle of its right bank.^

&/(?.^Duck, teal, snipe, pelicans, and gulls arc seen upon the
nver

; the banks hold francolin, hares, lynxes, and wild boars. In warm
Weather shai^ks travel up-stream to Nasiri and even to Shushtar Town.

Band-i-Qir io Ahw&z
village the width of the Kariin is about 300 yards and there are ordinarily

A*
artificially dug as an irrigation canal.

instead of vice
Arab once flowed into tho Karim by this obanncl,

cnargea bj the channel which we hay* called the Bahmwbir.
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no serious obstacles to navigation
; but sandbanks and heaps of stone

occur^ and the depth of water is sometimes insufficient. The banks

hei'e vary in height from 10 to 30 feet and have gravelly plains behind

them : towards Ahwaz they are of marl : the brushwood which once

clothed them has mostly disappeared.

The rapids of Ahwaz, though passable by towing^ are a serious obstacle

even to native boats, especially with a very high or a vei'y low river,* and
bulk is commonly broken at this point, goods fox up-country being conveyed

by a light railway, of which the trucks are at present drawn by horses,

from Nasiri on the lower river to a place a quarter of a mile above

Ahwaz village upon the upper. The length of the rapids is about 2,000

yards ; they are reckoned to be five in number and the real obstacle to

navigation is the second rapid from the top. At this place a reef runs

out from the left bank, leaving between its point and the right bank a

channel, only 100 yards wide, through which the water rushes with a

fall of 1 in 50 : this channel is moreover broken up by rocky islets into

two or three passages, of which the one adjoining the right bank is the

easiest of ascent, but has a width of only 50 yards. Both reef

and islets cany masonry I’emains, those of a great irrigation

barrage which here raised the surface of the river to the level of the

surrounding country.t Above the rapids the river is 400 yards broad,

between them in places as much as 700, and below them only 200 to

300; from head to tail the total loss of level is 1 foot with a

high river and 7 or 8 feet with a low one.

From Ahwaz to Muhammareh, a distance of over 100 miles by rivei^

the K.artin averages a quarter of a mile in width and flows through an open

uncultivated country. The banks are generally low upon this part of

its course, and in winter they are occupied by Arab encampments around

which some slight and shifting cultivation takes place ; but in

summer, with the exception of the permanent villages mentioned

below, they are totally deserted. The worst reach for steamers is the

20 miles immediately below Nasiri; vessels of only 3| feet draft

sometimes have difficulty in navigating it during the low season and

are even obliged to unload part of their cargo.

Date gTOves commence on the right bank of the Karun at Qtisbeh^ 7

miles above Muhammareh Town ; and in the final section between the

* The steamer Assyria ascended the rapids successfully in 1842, and the steamer

** Shushan **
in 1890.

t This barrage Was called the Shadhurwan, and it existed in the 10th century A.D*

{^vide Le Strange)* *
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Bahmansllir and the Shatt-al-^Arah both banks carry fine plantations.

Above Qisbeh as far as Band-i-Qir the banks are bare and desolate and

devoid of wooding.

There are ferries on the river at various places noted in the table

below : no bridges however exist except the PuI-i-Bulaiti and the Pul-i-

Dizful—the latter broken—both at SMslltar.

Volume^ current^ and variations of stream.—The mininium discharge of

the Karun has been calculated at 10^000 cubic feet a second^ and the flood

discharge at 120^000 to 14<0j000.

The average surface slope of the river below the Ahwaz rapids is

about 5 inches in the mile
; and the cuiTont varies from t or 5 knots in the

season of floods to 2 knots between August and November.

The Karunj along with its ajBEluents^ is liable to morci violent and irre-

gular changes of level than the great rivers of Turkish ^Iraq. In most

places the difference between low and high river is ordinarily from ) 2 to

14 feet ;
but there is a difference of 24 feet between the lowest lueorded

reading in October 1901 and the higlicst in February 11)03. The river is

generally at its minimum from the middle of October to tlie end of N<w-

ember ^ and the highest floods usually occur in March and Aivril,* but some-

times earlier. The influence of the sea tides is perceptible as far uj) the river

as Isma^iliyeh, and lower down they cause a rise and fall of 4 to 5 feet

;

but no salt water ever enters the Karun.

Irrigation.—The Karun is not at present utilised for irrigation t^xcept

on a petty scale^ and that principally by means of water lifts upon the

banks which are worked by animals. When the ilvcr is full it carrii^s a

brown silt and in its lower course runs flush with the banks ; its watin* is

at all times more or less discoloui’od. The silt docs not, it is helicved,

ever exceed of volume and its fertilising value appears to be low*

Districts and villages.—Above Band“i-Qi]f the course of thtj Karun

in ^Arabistan lies in the Sbushtar District ; the river them enters the

Abwaz District, which it traverses. The next and last district upon the

Karun is that of Mubainmarell which begins on the right bank immedi-

ately above Sab^eh, and on the loft bank just above the ruined tombs at
^ Ali-ibn-al-Husain.

The riverside villages from Shushtar Town to Band-i-Qxr arij 4lcalt

with in the articles on the Gargat and Skatait ; those from Baxld-i-Qir

* These data depend on records kept by the river eieamere.
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to Sab^eh are given in the table which follows* below in the present article :

the remainder will be found in the articles on the Muhammareh District

and ^Abbadan island. The tribes inhabiting the banks of the Karun

can be ascertained from the paragraphs on the poptdations of Northern

and Southern ^Arabistan.

Name,

NaddafiyeH Kabir
(Kiit-an-)

in lu

Khalaf (Kat Sai-

yid)
w

\JlIa

^Abbas (Kut Sai-

yid)
w «a

Naddafiyeh Sagbir
(Kut-an-)

tki m

Hilleh-wa-Dilieh
c»

Wais

Li’aimi

Muwailbeh

Miles lay

river below
Band-i-Qir

and on
whicli bank
situated.

Houses and inbabitants.

1

Kesources and general remarks.

3
Left.

' 60 houses, mostly grass

huts, of Hamaid of
the Nasailat section.

There are 160 fighting

men, of whom 100 have
rifles and 60 are mounted.

. Mulla Thani, through
whom the revenue of

a number of tribes is

paid, I'esides here.

Wheat and barley are
cultivated. There is a
ferry with one small boat.

t 3

Left.
5 grass huts of mixed
Arabs ; they have no
rifles.

Ordinary cultivation.

Kigbt.

Deserted since two years,

formerly there was a

considerable village of

’Anafijeh. '

j

Trade was with Wais.

Left.
16 grass huts of mixed
Arabs : there are 30
fighting men, of whom
3.0 are mounted and 10
carry rifles belonging
to the Shaikh of Mu-
hammareh.

The inbabitants are under
an agreement,, with the
Shaikh of TMiiliam-
mareh to protect native
vessels between Wais
and Saiyid Hasan on the
G-argar.

f7i.
* 3

Right.
Now deserted. There is one small ferry

boat here.

Hi
Left. '

See article Wais.

Hi
[tigkt.

Until lately deserted, hut
reoccupied about Nov-
ember 1905, by the A1
Bti Rawayeh with a

number of tents.

This place was formerly
the chief centre of the
’Anafijeli.

Ilf
Left.

Two small adjacent ham-
lets containing together

about 60 grass huts of

Hawashim. There are

100 rifles.

Practically a suburb of
Wais. Wheat and bar-

ley are grown, and there
are 60 mules which ply
to TTasiri, Hamuz and
Sh.usbLtar.
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Miles by
river below

Band>i-Q,ir
and on

which bank
situated.

Houses and inhabi tanis.
ReiBoarcos aud general romatke

Isma’il (Kut Sai- 31^
yid) Right.

va

Suwaini'ai 23|
Left.

“ or

Karsdeh (Kut)

’Anayeh (Ktib Sai- 26|^

yid) Left
tM

Cl^

Ibrahim (Kut Sai-

yid) Right.
MB

At present deserted. This place is also known
as Kut Zair Farhan and
is situated in a tract called
Luqbair *jjjU ,

100 grass huts of mixed Wheat and barley are
Ai^absj subjects of the grown. There is a ferry
Bawiyeh. Of the fight- hero with 1 small boat,
ing men 80 are mounted
and 150 have rifles.

At present deserted

.

Opposite the
Khuwaisoh.

Qr§.neh

’ Abbas (Saiyid)
03 VD

Ahwaz 'Village 42
jlykj Left.

Kasiri
i 43i
Left.

Aminiyeh 4,^
MB

ajLU/o)
Right.

100 bouses of Zarqan
I of the Al Bu Lahaiych

and SumSq sections ; 40
are of mud, the rest are
mat huts or tents.
There are 60 mounted
men and 100 rifles.

14 grass huts of ^Ikrish
of the DaghSgbleh sec-

tion, Persians, etc. They
have 7 rifles and 10
mounted men.

66 mod houses mostly of
HawSshim,among wbotn
are 4 families of Sabi-
ans. There are 16
mounted
rifles.

men and

Wheat and barley ai*o cul-

tivated. One small ferry
boat is kept hero.

Wheat and barley arc
grown. Tins place is

situated in a tract known
Mtt MB

as Zflwiyoh There

is 1 small ferry boat hero.

See article AhWEai
Villagef

See article Hftsirl

The Sabians arc silver-
smiths

; the other in-
habitants cultivate wheat
and barley and own 20
mules, 15 donkeys and
some cattle and sheep.
The place is below the
AhwS^ss rapidn and nearly
opposite to lirssirf, with
which is its trade.
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Name.

Miles by
river below

Band'i-^ir
and on

which bank
situated.

Houses and inhabitants. Besoarces and general remark e.

SMkSreh

ijKi,

46i
Left.

30 houses of luixed Arabs
and Persians; some are

of brick or mud, the
rest are mat huts.

Mounted men number
16 and rifles 20.

The village depends on
agriculture. One small
ferry boat is kept. The
D*Arcy Oil Syndicate made
their oart-road to KSmuz
for the despatch of plant
from this place.

Harslieli 48i
Left.

20 mud houses of mixed
Arabs and A1 Bu Elurd.
There are 10 mounted
men and 10 rifles.

The village depends on
agriculture.

Siiwaiyid (Kut)
m

Cll>^

48f
Left

.

At present deserted. ...

"Abdullah (Kiit)
tti

tfU) O^XJ

49
Left.

60 mud houses of A1 Bu
Kurd and BSwIyeb..
There are 40 rifles and
30 mounted meu.

Adjoins Knt Sawaiyid,
from which it is separated
only by a small ridge.

Detached on the south
side at about i of a mile
is a part of the village,

called Bait Haidar,
which is owned by
MIrza Bamzah, the
principal Arab agent of
tbe Shaikh of Muliam.-
mareh. There is a
ferry at Ktit "Abdullah
with one small boat.

Salih (Ktit Saiyid)
0L»

491-

Left.

60 mud houses of BSwi-
yeli and A1 Bu Kurd.
They have 20 rifles and
15 mounted men.

This is an agricultural

community. There is a
small one-boat ferry.

Dibbis (Abu)
w

51
Left.

15 mud houses of poor
Arabs and A1 Bu Kurd.
No rifles or mounted
men.

The people are cultivators.

This village lies further
north than the last,

though it is further down
the river.

Karaishan 62f
Right.

1

20 mnd houses • of A1 Bu
Kurd. Eight of the
fighting men are mounted
and 10 have rifles.

Wheat and barley are cul-

tivated and 15 mules, a
number of donkeys and
some sheep and goats are

owned. One small ferry

boat is kept.
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Miles by
river below
B and-i-Qir

and on
which batik
situated.

Houses and inbabitants. Kcsourocs and goneral vomarks.

•Amaireh (Kut-al-) 57i
oy Left.

Muzaffari (Bandar) 8 5

1

, Left.

OT

M uzafPaviyeli
lU Ul

Taxnair (Umni-at-)

>31
r'

*

100 mud houses. Chiefly

of Bawiyeli of the

Li^barat and A1 Zahrao
sections, and 60 tents of

A1 Ba Kurd. There
are 150 mounted men
and 150 rifles.

20 brick houses, 180 mud
houses and 20 shops,

also a lar^e caravansarai

and a Qahwehkhanelt
built by Miz*al, the late

Shaikh of Muhamma-
reh.. The people are A1
Bu Kurd with a few
Dizfulis. They have

10 mounted men and
100 rifles and are reputed

warlike.

60 mud houses occupied
and 30 or 40 deserted.
The inhabitants are BS-
wiyeli and have 10
mounted men and 20
rifles.

Part of the village is called

Kut Shaikh 'Ali from
the late principal Shaikh
of the jBawiyeli who
had his scat hoi'o. There
is cultivation and about
200 camels are owned.
On account of a great
loop Tnailo hy the river

this place is about 2
miles duo west of Knt
Saiyid SilHli. There is

one small ferry boat.

This place was formerly
known as Ithleh dJlj|

;

it stands on a narrow
tongxio of land between
two bends of i'he river.

A X tor Muhammaroh
and Nasiri, MumlTarl-
yell is now the most
important place on the
Karuu hoVow Band-i^
Qxr. The Shaikh of
Muhammaroh has a
brick house here and
maintains an agent, one
of the AlBu Kurdf
ho frc(|Uonily camps
hero himself in wintor
when ho has busin<‘88 at

Niism or with the
BEwiyoh. There is

some trade at Bandar
Muzaffari with fcho sur-

rounding tribes and
merchants occasionally

land with goods in

retail quantities. One
small ferry boat is kept
boro.

Tho caravan route from
Muixammareli to

HawizJOli leaves the
KErlin at tins place,

which, after Muham-
mareh, NEsirl» and
Mnzaffari, is the
most important on tho
KErHii below Band-
i-Qir; and Shaikh *An%*
yob, who Is In direct

charge of thought bank
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Name.

Miles by
river below

Band-i“Q,Jr
and on

which bank
Bitanted.

Hoases and inhabitants. EeBources and g-eneral jemarks.

of the Kartin ns repre-

senting the Shaikh of
Muhammareh, resides

here. Wheat and barley
are grown ; and a few
mules, a number of
donkeys and cattle and
some sheep and goats are

owned. There is one
small ferry boat.

Maqtu’ 63
Eight.

At present deserted, hut
Muhaisin and Bani
Tamim (II) of the

*Ayaisheh section still

encamp here occasionally

and cultivate wheat and
barley.

This place was once (it

is said) the seat of the
Manias of Hawizeh.
It is stated that

a canal formerly ran
“from this place to
Hawizeh and had a
branch which went ofE

in a southerly direction.

Khifi 65
Right,

10 mat huts of Muhai-
sin of the Manai'at
section. They have 5
rifles.

Inhabited only in the
seasons of seed-time and
harvest.

Ohaz/awiyeh
w w 66

' Loft.

30 mud houses of Bawi-
yeh of the Nawasir
and Lijharat sections :

they have 10 mounted
men and 20 rifles.

The people are cultivators.

There is a ferry here
' with one small boat.

Milaihan 681-

Eight
.

20 houses of mud and
reeds occupied by Mu-
haisin of the Manai’at
section. ID men are

mounted and there are

20 rifles.

This is a colony located by
the Shaikh of Muham-
mareh for the protec-

- tion of the river traffic.

They cultivate wheat and
barley. There is one
small ferry boat.

Moran n
Left.

30 mat huts of Muhaisin
who -have 80 mounted
men and 15 rifles.

Bawiyeh of the

Nawasir section are also

found here.

By tbe^ Muhaisin only
occupied in the seasons

of agriculture.

BayUdh m
Eight.

A couple of huts, one of

reeds and one of mud,
occupied by Saiyid Nasir,

a member of a Saiyid

family of Ahwaz. XJo

arms.

Wheat and barley are

grown.
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Name,

Miles by
river below

Band-i-Qir
and on

which bank
situated.

Houses and inhabitants. Kesources and general rpinarka,

Braikeh

or

Braioheh

m
Left.

150 mud houses of

Ma’awiyeh. They have
60 rifles and 30
mounted men.

Wheat and barley are

grown and livestock in-

clude 30 liorses, 15
mules and some donkeys,

cattle and sheep. The
Ma awiyeh formerly paid

their revenue to the
Shaikh of Muhamtua*
reh through the
Bawiyeli, but their

headman is now permit-
ted to retain it as a

personal allowance. One
small ferry boat is kept.

Faraiyat
ot^^U

83i
Left.

4 mud houses and about
26 hufca of Muhaisin,
among whom are a fow
Saiyids. Bifles number

1

10 and mounted mon 20.

This place is only occupied
at the times of plough-
ing and reaping. There
is then a small ferry

boat hero.

Isma’ili * 91i
Left.

40 mat huts of Muhai-
f sin of the Mutur sec-

tion ; they have 20 rifles

and 26 mounted men.

Sometimes pronounood
Sirnii'lni. Kxeopt a

garilon (with two
masonry water lifts)

which is cultivated all

the year round, IsmJtlli

is deserted at the seasons
of agricultural inaoti-

vity. A small ferry boat
is sometimes to bo found.

ChimaiySn
a>

93i
Left.

17 mat huts of MuliaiBill
and 3 of Saiyids, with 10
rifles and 15 mounted men

.

Qsjsrlyeli 94i
Biglifc.

60 reed huts of Muhai-
sin of the Zuwaidafc
seotiou. There are 60
rifles and 60 mounted
men. At seed-time and
harvest the place is tem-
porarily increased by
about 35 houses of Bani
Tamxm (II),

1

This place was formerly
known as Baiyid Ks^dhim

. Wheat and

barley are grown.
About 60 horsemen,

the mounted mon
of the village, aro sta-

tioned hero by the
Shaikh of Muham-»
anareli for the protec-

tion of tlie river, and
there is a small mud
fort. A post and tele-

graph office constructed
here by the Persian
Government was nevef
used as such and has
now been converted into
a rest house. There is a
ferry with one small boat*

» 4 Tiew of I^rna’m wil^ bft found la C|5iesney"i
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Mands.~T:}iQ following is a list of the principal islands in the
Karun

Name. Vernaealar
equivalent. Position^ etc.

Wais A little below the Muwailbeh. hamlets.

Luqbair jAjiU Opposite the tract called Luqbair-

Khuwaiseh Opposite Qraneh.

Agha (Jazirat-a]-) uf Opposite the tract known as Znwiyeh.

TJmm-an-ITakhl Immediately above the Ahwaz rapids*

Umm-as-Saba* Between the second lowest and the lowest of
the AliwSz rapids.

Abu Dibbis
w

2 miles below the village of Abu Dibbis.

Earaisb&n 2 miles below the village of Karaishan.

’Amaireb (Jaz1rat-al-) Opposite Kut-al-’Amaireh village.

Ethleh aj'l Opposite Muzaffari.

'Adhrat A long island 4 miles below Kut-al-’Abid.

Salmaueh djbhw Half a mile below the point where the Salma-
niyeh canal . leaves the Karun ; the island is

about 300 yards long.

Dair (Jazirat-al-) A very small island opposite to the hTsrid creek

on the left, and to Sablah on the right bank
of the rivex% A masonry dam here, of which

the remains are still visible, is said to have

been destroyed by Karim Khan, Zand.

Political control .—The right of armed vessels or boats under foreign

flags to enter even the lowest reach of the Karun is disputed by the

Persian Government ;
and on each occasion that a British gunboat has

anchored higher up than the British Consulate at lyCuhammareh a

protest has been lodged by the local representative of the Persian Poreign

Office. These protests have never been followed by any result.
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EATHIB

m kaewAn

A small district near the coast in Persian Makran j it lies upon

both sides of the Eapck river, beginning on the south at about 10 miles

from the coast and extending thence northwards for a distance of 10 or 15

miles
j

its breadth also, from near Balak on the cast to the Kashi stream

on the west, is about 10 miles. Karwan is, for Persian Makran, a well

cultivated and well wooded tract ; it abounds with small game, such as

black partridge and, in [^the season, duck. The inhabitants of Karwan

are known as Karwanis
; their tribal divisions are given in the article on

Persian Makran. The principal villages arc ;

—

Kamo, Position. Number of huts.

Ganjak 11 miles north-west of the telegraph cross*

ing on the Bapeh river.

35

Gao 10 miles north of do. 12

Haivan 2 miles west of Gao. 20

00

ijUik

KaTkindar 12 miles north*west of tho telegraph orops-

ing on the Eapch river.

40

Tambalau

uDUj

8 miles north of do. 25

The chief village is Karlnndar, and besides the places mentioned above

there are several small hamlets of which the names and parfcietrlars have

not been ascertained. The village of Saul, described in the art.iclc on

Persian Makran, should perhaps be reckoned to Katwatu Five heidmon

of tbe Karwan district receive annual subsidies aggregating Rs. 700

from the Indo-European Telegraph Department for tlm protection of the

land line within their district. The district forms part of the ehiofdom of

Gaih

Generally pronounced Chathir an important Arab tribe of Northern

^Arabistan. - The Kathir occupy both banks of the Din river, the Bait

ga'ad being in places interspersed with them, from the limits of the
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'Anafijeh up to a point 8 or 10 miles above Qal'eb 'Abdusb Sbab

;

also tbe country in general between the Diz and the Karkheh rivers

belongs to them. The majority are tent-dwelling nomads ; but in the

Dizful District they are found in the villages of Qal’eh ’Abdush Shah,

Jirqeh Saiyid Ahmad, Qal’eh Banut and Dih Nau. Some ICathir also

are settled at 'Arab Hasan on the Shatait. The Kathir, unlike other

-Arab tribes of ^Arabistan such as the Bawiyeh, not only take Persian

•wives themselves, but are accustomed to give their daughters in marriage

to Persians.

The following is a statement of the divisions of the tribe :

—

Section. Subsection. Location. Fighting
strength. Biiuares.

Ka’ab-ad-Di-
bals

Eight bank
of the 8118)-

iir to the
west of

Shush
near Qar-
yeh Saiyid
Tahir.

800, all with
rifles, of
whom 5 0
are mount-
ed.

This section are said to

own 3,000 buffaloes,

4.000 cattle and
10.000 sheep and
goats.

Karim (Bait)

(^y

Karim or Manleb
(Bait)

Ci/

Husainiyeh,
a tract on
the right
bank of the

Diz 7
miles above
the ’Aji-
rub and
extendi n g
from the
Diz to the
Shaur.

600, all with
rifles, of

whom 300
are mount-
ed.

This section takes one
of its names from
Matileh who is a

brother of Shaikh
Haidar : the other

name is generally

pronounced Charim or

Jarim. Their live-

stock are estimated
at 600 camels, 400
mules, a few bufia-

loes, 1,000 cattle and
20,000 sheep and
goats.

Do. Ma'alleb
III

Do. 50, all with
rifles, of

whom 30
are mount-
ed.

The ruling family of

the Kathir in old

times wore of this

section. They are

stated to possess 80
camels, 140 mules,
lOO cattle and 1,600.
sheep and goats.

Do. Mabmud Eight bank
of the Diz,
7 miles
above Kht
*A b dug]
Shah.

100, all

man n t e d
i and armed

with rifles,

h

Called after a Shaikh
whose father was
paternal uncle of

Shaikh Haidar.

3 s ^
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Section. Subsection. Location.
Fighting
strongth.

Bemauks

Karim (Bait) Nasir (A1 Bu) Husainiyeh,
as above.

100, all with
rifles, of

whom 30
are mount-
ed.

Tho real Al Bu Ntisir

were almost extermi^
nated 20 years ago by
Qbafil, grandfather of
Shaikh Haidar ; the
section is now com-
posed largely of out-

si doi's who have
become inoorppratod
with it. Tho Al Bu
Nasir own 40 camels,
100 mules, 20() cattle

and 2,0t)0 sheep and
goats..

“ Khaltaq Bakliaitat Left bank 100, all with 'riuur animals are 160

(«.«. miscel-

laneous de-

pendents)

oUjkiJ of the Diz
be t w e 0 n
the Shureb
and tho
’Ajirub.

rifles but
none mount-
ed.

bulTaloos, 20(J iniitle

and 2,000 sheep and
goats. I'lio Hakh-
aitat are attached
to tho Dailam sub-
sGotion below.

Do. Dallam Do. 300, all with
rifles but
none mounts
od.

Their livestock are

Ofltimated at 600
buffaloes, 2,000 cattle

and 2,000 sheep and
goats. They aro sup-
posed to bo of the
same stock ns tho
siixrilavly named sec-

tion of' the
fijoh.

Do. Dhabbeh Left bank
of the Diz
above and
close to

Ktit •Ab-
dusb Shah.

160, all with
rifles but
none mount-
ed.

They arc said to own
200 buffaloes, 400
cattle and H,000
shoep and goats.
Tlioy are attached to
the Dailam sub*sec-
tion above.

Do. Malmr

J(J.U

Husainiyeh,
as above.

100, all with
rifles, of

whom 00
are mouut-
ed.

These are really a divi-

sion of the Sarkhah
(Bani LSm), but at
present they hold
land under Shaikh
Haidar of the Kathir,
pay revenue through
him, and arc attached
to the Bait Karim. At
times they have lived
under the protection
of Haidar's rival,

Parhan Anad. They
own 100 camels, 100
cattle and 4,0u0 sheep
and goats.
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Section. Subsection. Location.

I

Fighting
strength.

EnsdiAnKS.

“ Khaltaq "

jkU.

{i,e, miscel-
laneous de-

pendents)

Sa’abireh W ith the
Dailam
subsectio n
above.

100, .^11 with
rifles but
none motint*

ed.

The Sa'abireh are at-*

tached to the Dailam
Section ahovov They
are s^fated to pos-

sess 100 bnffaloesj

200 cattle and 3,000
sheep and goats.

Besides the above, or perhaps included in them, are said to be a section

called Al Bu Nassi who live at Hiddeh or Haddameh on the Diz and

have 300 rifles.

The whole tribe may be estimated at 7,000 sords, of whom perhaps

not more than 1,000 have a fixed residence.

The senior member of the Ma’alleh section formerly commanded the

obedience of the whole tribe ; but at the present time two rival Shaikhs

divide the Kathir between them. Shaikh Parhan Asad is followed by

the Bait Karim subsection and part of the Dailam subsection and has his

headquaiders at Dih Nau j
bhe village of Qal’eh Banut also belongs to

his party; and, outside of the Klathir, the iy[iy§.na.b Ai'abs of ^Abdun

Nabi on the Gargar, the Al Bu Hamdan and Mahamid sections of the

Bait Sa’ad, the Bait Sa’ad of Saiyid Hasan on the Gargar, and indeed

the Bait Sa'ad generally, are his adherents. The remainder and great

majority of the Kathir upon the upper Diz, obey Shaikh Haidar, to whom

the village of OaPeh ’Abdush Shah belongs. Both chiefs are recognised

by the Persian Government, and the control of the country and tribesmen

and the collection of revenue is left entirely in their hands ; the total

annual revenue demanded from the two is said to be 4,725 Tumans,

for the greater’ part of which Shaikh Haidar is responsible. Shaikh

P’arhan Asad cultivates the friendship of the Shaikh of MuharUiliiar^ll

and his sister is married to Karim Khan, Faili Lur of 'Amleh Karim

Khan; while Shaikh Haidar, whose daughter is married to a chief of

the Sagwand Lurs and who has himself a Sagwand wife, is inclined

to rely for suppor-t in difiSLculties on the Sagwands and mdrrectly on the

Wali of Pusht-i-Kuh. The relations of Shaikh Farhan Asad are with

the Persian ofldeials at SMshtar and those of Shaikh Haidar with the

authorities at Dizful ;
consequently the tribe may be regarded as divided

between the two districts of Northern ’ Arahistan. It is a remarkable

fact that of the Shaikhs—who are distantly related to one another

neither really belongs to the Kathir tribe, but both are of Bait Sa ad

extraction*
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KATHiS SingiJar Kathui The principal tribe in Dhufar Proper

(AL) wliere all the villages except Taqa belong to them 3
they are represented in

l)
Sflflllhail hills also by several sections, who act as a partial coiintei’poiso

there to the uncivilised Qaras. A few emigrants of tlie tribe are

settled at Dohah in the Masqat District near Masqat Town. The

following table explains the subdivisions and distribution of the Al

Kathir

Section, Number ol families. Habitat. PUiUAliKK.

’Ali-bin-Badr

(Bait)

150 In the lower SamhSln
hills immediately

behind Salalah.

Nil

*Amr-bin-Miihammad
(Bait)

4.0 Salalah, oto. Do.

FadMl (Al)

J-ilj jf

120
At 'Auqad-abFadliil

and Dahaviz.

1)0.

Ghawwas (Bu)
CD

160

1

At Salalah, and in

the SamMn hills.

1)0.

Marahln 50 AE at SalSlah, except

a few at *Auqad-ab

Marhun.

Do.

of

Marhun (Bait-al)

u:^

Muliammad-bin-Hainad
^Al)

150 In the SamhSn hills. Do.

J|

Shanafirah

ytj^

226 At Hrdah, oto. This section are

loyal to the BwV
t&n cf ’'Omsn.
Their in’enent

Shaikhs are

Enkhlt {Mul *A1!-

bin-lhnr. The
ShanUfimh are

said to have
been originally

^AwSmir but

they are now
reckoned to the

Al Kathlr.

Othef sections, entirely Bedouin, are the Bait Bakhil-biu'-Sltlim

the Bait-al-Hamar the Bait Jadad and the Bait Mmn
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: of these the Bait Masan gave nmch trouble to the Sultanas

Goveriiment between 1896 and 1897. Altogether the settled Al KathTr

probably number about 2,500; and the nomadic about 2,000 souls.

The settled Al Kathir are agriculturists
; their resources are described

in the article on DhujEar Proper. The nomad sections in the hills own
camels and cattle and collect frankincense' like the Qaras, whom in

their arms, clothing and habits they very closely resemble, except that

they arrange their hair in a top-knot instead of binding it with a fillet

;

their language is possibly a dialect of Arabic, but it is reported to be

quite different from that spoken by the Bedouins of and it has not

as yet been properly investigated. Some of the Al Kathir Bedouins are

almost jet black.

The Al Kathir are a Hinawi tribe and claim to have immigrated

from Hadhramaut some 3 centuries ago, conquering Dhufar Proper and

establishing a capital at Dahariz ; they are Ibadhis. There is. constant

friction between them and their Qara neighbours.

A considerable village in the Dizful District of Northern^AJrabistan,

situated about 16 miles south-east of Dizful and 22 miles north-west of

Shushtar on the route connecting those towns ; it is the ordinary halting

place for travellers between the two places. Kaunak stands on the left

bank of a stream of the same name, which is a left-bank affluent of the

Diz river. The bed of the Kaunak stream at the village is usually a dry

or nearly dry stretch of shingle about a mile across ; after moderate rain,

however, there is a good flow of water in several distinct channels, and

heavy rain renders it impassable for short periods.

The village consists of about 100 mud houses
;
it is not surrounded by

a wall, as are most of the villages of the Dizful District. A earavansarai

stands about 200 yards north of the place ; it is a mud-walled enclosure,

but some of the interior buildings are of brick and there are a few small

lodgings for better-class travellers in an upper storey. This building,

along with the right to maintain 4 shops in Kaunak village, is held on

lease by a private individual who pays 50 Tumans a year to the owner

of the earavansarai and 20 to the Kadkhuda of the village. The only

KAUNAK
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KHABBAH
(WADI)
uu

defences of Kaunak are a couple of upper-storeyed buildings in the

village, which show a few loopholes, and a small mud tower with a timber

roof. There are two water mills.

The inhabitants of Kaunak are Bakhtiyaris and a few Dizlulis

:

there is one shopkeeper from Shushtar Town. The fighting strength

fluctuates ;
at the best there are but 10 or 12 rifles, and in Scpteinbor

1904), when an attack by Dirakwand Lurs was expected, the place was

almost deserted.

Rice, Kunjid, Mash, wheat, barley, beans and cotton are cultivated

on the village lands, which are irrigated from the Kaunak stream. A
canal takes out of the stream a few hundred yards above the village, and

beyond Kaunak it reaches a group of hamlets called Gumar which also

it serves ; there is a fair supply of water at all seasons of the year, but

it is rather brackish. No transport is procurable at Kaunak except

about 50 donkeys ; cattle number about 150, and sheep and goats

about 600.

There are four local shrines : the Imamzadoh of Bibi Qulkhan

close to the caravansarai ; a Qadamgah of Hazrat
' Abbas and another

of Imam Riza, both on the south side of the village and close to it and

a Qadamgah, called Amir Wazir, half a mile from the village m the

direction of Shushtar Town, These shrines are visited by the surrounding

Arabs as well as by Dizfulis and ShQshtaris.

The revenue of Kaunak is paid into the Dizful treasury. With Unit of

Gumar it amounts to 1,000 Ttimans per annum Cor cropj® exiH‘pt riee>

being assessed, it is said, at the rate of 2 Tumans a plough
;
half produce

in kind is paid on account of rice cultivation.'*' A Hour mill !>eh>nging to

the village, which charges customers 1 Qrrm and 1 Dizluli Alan of flour

on every 12 Dizfuli Mans gimmd, is assessed to reveinuj at 500 TumfuiB

a year. Kaunak belongs to the Bakhtiyari Khans and to Agha ^Ali,

Mustaufi, of Dizful.

A mlley in the Eastern Hajar district of the ^Oman Sultanate, a

tributary of Wadi Tayin which it joins from the right lauik atGlmbrat-

at-Tam. Wadi Khabbah comes down from the waterslied between the

Wadi Tayin basin and Sharqiyah ; its direction near its junction with

Wadi Tayin is from south-south-cast to north^north-west and in this

m-
assessment of Ksunak, separately, is now reported to h# 818
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part of its course it has no visible stream, but yields water in shallow

wells and Falajs. The principal places in Wadi Khabbah are

Name. Position.
On which
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants.

R 33 M A B K S.

Saina’iyah
at

At the head of

the Wadi on the

watershed.

Left. 200 houses of

Hanadhilab,

Bani Jabir
of the A1 Saha’

section, etc.

Hi]*

Khabbah
at

3 miles below

8ama*iyah.

Do. 100 mud
houses of

H islim

,

Siyabiyin,
Bani Bn ’Ali
and Suwa-
wifah, also

Bani Jabir
of the A1 Saba’

section and

Hanadhilab:

of the whole

half are

Do,

'
- SiySbiyin.

Waljah 1 miles below

Khabbah and 3

above Ghubrat-

at-T&m.

Do, 80 houses of

Hanadhilab.
.

Do.
.

The fixed population of the valley is thus about 1,900 souls,

A good route from Wadi Tayin into Sharqiyah lies up Wadi

Khabbah : it is described as running westwards and south-westwards over

a pass called Najd-al-^Awainah to Bataiyin near Munjarid

A town of the Qasim province in Najd, normally subject to EHABEAl
Buraidah and distant about 35 miles south-westwards from that place.

The site of Khabrah, which is near the left bank of Wadi-ar-

Eummah, has no natural amenity, and the place consists of long, dreary

streets of half-ruinous clay cottages. The town is surrounded by a

mud wall and has a public square about an acre in extent, in the middle

of which rises the watch-tower, commanding a,' view of the surrounding
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country. The population of Khabrah is about 3;000 souls and, though

tradition represents it as originally a settlement of the Qahtan^ the

present inhabitants are described as of “^Anizah extraction : they are dull,

ungracious and inhospitable. The majority live by agriculture, but

many are camel-men. Dates, fruit and the ordinary cereals and vege-

tables of Qasim are grown on the town lauds by irriga-tion from wells

8 fathoms deep
;
the water of the town is sweet. The arable lands arc

in the bed of Wadi-ar-Rummah below those of Rass. A weekly market

is held on Fridays. There are said to be 800 camels, a few donkeys

and about 60 cattle, but no horses at this place.

KHABURAB: toTO on tlie Batinah coast in the S\iltanato of 'Oman, almost

midway between its two extremities being sikiated 19 miles soiitb-oast

of Saham Town and 23 miles north-west of Suwaiq. Wadi-al-

Hawasinah reaches the coast here, passing by the eastern side of the

Khabuinih bazaar. The town consists entirely of huts ; but it is now

larger than SohSr Town and the inliabitauts may number 8,000 souls, of

whom 6,000 are Hawasinah belonging, in i)art at least, to tlio llawftmid

and Sawalim sections. There are algo a few Qatait. About 25 families

of Khojahs are settled here. Khahurah is the port of Wfuli-al-

Hawasinah and its tributaries and partially of Wadi 'Ahinj and

5 sea-going boats are owned which run to Masqat with dates and to the

ports of Trucial 'Oman. There arc also 30 Shfishahs and 15 small boats.

Wheat is etdtivated by irrigation from wells and tliero are 8,000 date

trees : sheep and cattle are few and the ovdy transport animals belong to

visitors. The Sultan of 'Oman has a Wfili at KhabQi'uh supported by a

detachment of 10 'Askaris. The revenue is only abwit |2,000 a year,

collected as Zakat, and of this the whole is expended on the loeal

administration.

ksadhar
(JABAL)

A range forming part of tho Eastern Hajar hills in tlw ’Oman Sul-

tanate but running, apparently, at right angles to them ; it <‘(mstituteH tho

western, side.of WadLEalaiJ. Jabal- Khadiiai is barren, rugged and
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precipitous; consisting of masses of limestone piled one upon another ; its

average height above the sea may be 5,000 to 6,000 feet. The highest

summit of the range is situated about 9 miles west of Rafsah. Several

villages and other frequented spots lie along the eastern foot of Jabal

Khadhar 3
the principal in order from north to south are

Kamo* Position.

1

Houses and inhabitants. Remabes.

Lamim In a Wadi of the same
name.

Camping ground and

date-grove of the

Masharifah, but no

pennanent dwel-

Ungs.

There are

untended

palms.

100

date

Taima

UiJ

In a valley called

Wadi-al-Manjul

a bout

8 miles west of Sur.

200 houses of Mashft-

rifah.

Date palms

about 500,

are

Wadaila A very short distance

south of Taima.

80 houses of mixed

tribes.

There are 800 date

palms.

Tabwa 8 hours south-west

of Taima.

60 houses of Hislim. Palms are

300.

about

Each of the above villages possesses a few donkeys, sheep and goats j

and the total population of the tract seems to be about 1,700 souls.

A comprehensive term used in Southern Najd to descrflie the body

of inferior tribes by whom chiefly,, in a number of the districts, culti-

vation is carried on on behalf .of .the Arab masters of the soil The

Bani Khadhir seldom own land themselves ; but the Qasim at Saih

in Maj, who are Bani Khadhir, constitute an exception to this rule.

Khadhir are found in the south-western part

of Najd at Quwai'iyah; in Aflaj at ^Amar, Badi', Haddar,

Haradhah, Kharfah, Lailah, Bajaijiyah, Raudhah, Saih, Shutbah,

Starah, Wasit and Wusailahj.and in 'Aridh at Baraimlab, Jarinah,

MaDiam, Rghabah, Salbukh, Sidus and Thadiq in the Mahmal division

KHADHIl
(BANI)
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KHAIMAH
(EAS-AL-)

^)1STEICT*

o£ tb.G district^ ss well sls Sit tTflibsiiltih^ TM3<1(ja^ Aniniany<iL^ Ilb, Audalij

Dara^iyah, ^Arjah, Batin-ash-Sbuyukh, Riyadh, Maufuhah, Masani’

and Hair on Wadi Hanifah, and at Dlirumah proper, Mizabmiyah

and Kodhah in Dhrumah. In Hariq they occur at Hariq town and

Mufaijir j in Hautahat Plautah town, Hihvah, Quwai' and Wusaitah;

in Kharj at "Adhar, Dilam, Na^ajan and Sulaimiyali ;
and in Sadair

at ’Ashairah, ^Attar, ^Aiidah, Dakhilah, Gliat, Ilarmali, Hasun, Ilautah,

Jalajil, Janubiyah, Khatamah, Kbis, Majma^ llaudhali, Ruwaidhah,

Tamair, Tuwaim and Zilfi.

Divisions *—The following are a few of the sections, or rather tribes

which go to form the general body of the Bani Khadhir, together with

the names of some of the places at which they arc found

Atij (Bani) ^ ^
Had-hUd at Malliam.

Bainadat o|o^ at Malham.

Jamai’ah Thudiq.

Jida’ah at Thadiq.

Marsbnd at Malhum.

Mizai'nl Jyoy« at Thadiq»

Muhririb at Malliam*

NatSqah at Zilfi.

QSHim at

amt

Rabaiya* ^ at Tbftdiq.

The northernmost district in the principuHty of ShfiQBih in Tnicnd

^Oman: it forms part of the ^Oman Promottiory, and in shape it

is roughly triangular with its base to the went,

Boimdafies and divisions. Has-al-Khaiiuah distrust is divided

from the Ruus-al-Jihal district of the ^Omau Sultanate ott the mvilh

east by a line which runs obliquely from RaK-ash-Slia am on the west

coast of the promontory to a point botwecu the villagen ol Dibah proper

and Bai'ah on the east coast. On the west, from RuH-aHh-Sha^am on the

north to the southern end of Jazirat-al-HaHOifa on the Kiuith, it in Inamd*

ed by the sea, and thence by a lino, of which the course in indefinite, drawn

across the desert to the southern extremity of the Jiri plain. Ilie south-

eastern limit is an imaginary line connecting the eml of Jiri with

the east coast at a point immediately south of Dibahi

,The principal divisions of the Ras-al-Khaimah district are the plain

of Sir, the plain of Jiri, Jazirat-al-Hamra, the island o£ Timh ^andihe

* Eoi authoritieB, maps, ohatts, etc., see iGlrst footnote to sftloU Tfioial
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remainder of tte tract of which the boundaries have been described above

:

the last mentioned division has no general name.

Physical characteristics .

—

Sir, Jiri, Jazirat-al-Hamra and Tunb
are described elsewhere under their own names. The rest of the district

consists, on the west, of low, sandy desert adjoining the sea
;
and, on the

east, of a section of the mountains that form the spine of the ‘'Oman

Promontory, The hilly tract is divided into two nearly equal sections,

a northern and a southern, by the Wadi-al-Qaliddi route between Eas-al-

Khaimah Town and Dibah.

Topography .—For the topography of the Sir and Jiri tracts, Wadi-

al-Qaliddi and Hamra island the articles under those names may be

consulted • the following is a table of the principal places in the remaining

portion of the district :

—

N&me. Position. Nature. BiSMABKS.

Dibah On the east coast

of the ’Oman
Promontory, be-

tween the districts

of Rutis-al-
Jibal and
Shamailiyah.

See article Dibah.

Ghalllab
<}JL^

On the west coast

of the ’Oman
Fromontory, about
1 mile south of
Sha’am.

A village of 60 mud
and stone houses
of Shihtih of the
Bani Sbatair divi-

sion and . *Ayal
Sa ad section.

The inhabitants hav®
5 fisbing boats and
about 4,000 dale
trees,

Hamra (Jazirat-

al)

12 miles west-south-

west of Eas-al-

Hhaimah Town.

• • • .
See article Jazirat-al-

Hamra*

Khaimah (Eaa-

Town

On the west coast

of the ’Oman
Promontory, about
48 miles north-

east of Sharjah
Town.

1

See article Rss-al-

Khaimah Town.

Khuwair (Khor) On the west coast

of the ’Oman
Promontory, be-

tween Gbalilah

and Rams.

80 houses of

Shihiih of the

Bani Shatair sec-

tion.

Date palms are esti-

mated at 2,000 trees,

and livestock at 10
camels, 10 donkeys
and SOO sheep and
goats. There is a

creek here which can
be used by boats at

high water.
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Name, Position. Nature. Rbmajiks,

M uzShmi On the west coast

of the ’Oman
Promontory, to-

wards Umm-al-
Qaiwain.

An inlet with a
sandy beach.

It is uninhabited but
is a resort for fisher-

men using small boats.

Bams On the west coast

of the ’Oman
Promontory, 8
miles north-east
of Kas-al-Khai-
mab. Town.

Soo article Rams.

Sha’am On the west coast

of the ’Oman
Promontory, 17
miles north -north
east of ESs-al-
Khaimah Town.

See article Sba’am.

Shariyah In the hills north-
west of Dibab, in

a valley called

Hajil

which is said to
drain towards Kas-
al-K h a i m a b
Town.

10 houses of Sbarqi-
yin.

The plftoo is under Kas-
al-Kbaimab Town:
its resources are esti-

xnated at 10 donkeys,
20 cattle, 600 sheep
and goats and 2,000
date palms.

Wamm

p

In the hills some-
what to the noi't h
of the Dibab
Bas-al-Kbaimab
route at a

point a few miles
to the west of
Dibab.

80 houses of Shar-
qtiyin.

Wamin is under
Dibab. Donkeys
number about 50,
cattle 50, shoep aud
goats 400 and
date palms 1,500,

Population ,—The settled inhabitants of the distriot inimbcr about

16,000 souls as below

Sir 2,60
Jiri 1,000

Jazirat-al-Eamra ....... 2,600
Remainder of the district (including Tunb island) . . 10,000

Among the fixed population the Za’ab with about 2,500 persons arc

numerically the most important tribe j after them come the Ahl Ras-al*

Khaimah, ShihSliJand Tanaij with about 2,000 souls each. The Maharah

(1,250) and the Bani Shamaili (1,000) ai-o also considerable tribes ; and

cultivators of mixed tribes, included under the general and merely dcscrip*

tiv^ term of Bayadir, are numerous. The remainder of the settled popula-
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tion are 'Awanat, Al’Ali, Al BO Mahair, Mazari, ’Naqbiyin, Sharqi-

yin, and a very few Baluchis.

The nomads of the district, chiefly in Jiri, are either Na’iui of the

Khawatir section or Q-hafalah.

JgncuUme and The agricultural resources of the district may

be learned from the village and topographical tables in the articles upon

the divisions of which it is composed.

The trade of the district is concentrated at Bas-al-Khaimah Town,

to the article on which reference may be made.

Communications.— subiect of routes is dealt with in the general

article on Trucial 'Oman.

Administration.— Ras-al-Khaimah district is at present governed

by Khalid-bin-Saqar, the eldest and only surviving son of the Shaikh of

Sharjah, as his father’s deputy j it brings in no Sm-plus revenue, but the

receipts, which are said to amount to Es. 6,800 from the pearling interest

alone, cover the expenses of the administration. The only military force is

a body of armed retainers maintained by the Deputy-Governor at Eas-al-

Khaimah Town, which is his headquarters. The town of Dibah and

village of Wamm, it should be noted, are at present exempt from the

Deputy-Governor’s jurisdiction and are held in fief by Eashid-bin-Majid,

a first cousin of the Shaikh of Sharjah; the feudatory personaUy

resides at the place and is styled Wali of Dibah.

This town, the capital of the district similarly named in the prin-

cipality of Sharjah, is situated on the coast of Trucial ’Oman about 48

miles north-east of Sharjah Town andU miles west-north-west of Dibah

on the opposite side of the ’Oman Promontory.

Site and harbour.—Tlhe town stands upon a narrow spit of land,

aj miles in length, which runs parallel to the coast and is

connected with the mainland at its south-western end. The country

in the vicmity of the town is low, flat and sandy. A dense grove

of dates, mostly belonging to the tract calM Sir, begins opposite

the town and extends a considerable distance inland, continuing north-

wards as far as Earns ;
while a line of reddish sandhills, commencing a

KHAIMAH
(EAS-A1-)

TOWN
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little to the south-west of tie town, reaches ^to Jazn-at-al-Hamra and

beyond. The creek enclosed between the spit and the mainland contains

an uninhabited island called Qurmah ; and on the eastoi-n side of

the creek there formerly stood a village named Mahai-ali
, of which

the deserted site, or its vicinity, is generally occupied by some coloiry of

temporary visitors to Ras-al-Khaimah. At preseirt such a settle-

ment, known as Ma’airidh and inhabited by i’oi-sians

from Bams, etc., exists on this shore of the creek. Apart from

the entrance at Ras-al-Khaimah town, the creek is connected with

the sea by a backwater, 4 miles long, which has its opening on the

coast 1| miles south of Bams. The ei-cek foinns an excellent and well

sheltered anchorage for native boats ; but, though 9 feet deep inside, it

has only 2 feet of water at the entrance at low tide : the approach,

however, could probably be somewhat improved by dnulging. The
anchorage for large vessels is at sea, 2i to 3 miles noith-west of the town.

Defences .—A dilapidated wall crosses the isthmus to the soxxth-west

of the town, and there is a fort in the town itself. Neither is of any
modem value.

Inhabitants.'— are altogether about 1,000 luniscs in Ras-al-
Khaimah, of which half are built of stone and gypsum mortar, while tho
remainder are huts of date leaves. The largest section of tho inhabitant
are a mongrel race, known as Ahl Ras-al-Khaimah ^^|J Jal, formed
by the fusion of various Arab tribes ; these may number 4-00 houses.
The other main elements of the population arc Maharah (250
houses), A1 'Ali (150 houses) and A1 Bu Mahair (120 houses). Thoro aro
also a few Na'im of the Darawishah section of tho Al Bu Shamis
division. In the town are found also 1 0 families of Baluchis from tho
Bashakard district of Persia who live by wox’king in the date gardens
of Sir. There are here no resident Hindu traders; but 33 Kohjahs,
British subjects, are settled in the place.

Resowrees.—Drinking water is scanty and indifferent. The date
plantations' belonging to tho town are estimated to contain about
16,600 trees, and the inhabitants possess in addition livestock to the
number of 20 horses, 130 camels, 176 donkeys, 150 cattle and SOI)
goats. About 33 pearl boats and 15 other sea-going vessels, of which 7
are Baghlahs and the rest Sambfike, belong to this port ; 10 of the pearl
boats belong to Ma’airidh and are of small size. There are also about
120 fishing boats. , -f
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Trade and manufactures .—The trade resembles that of other places

on the coast of Trucial ^Oman. Of the local merchants 7 are Khojahs.

The only manufacture is of daggers, which find a sale in the other

towns of the coast.

town is the seat of the Deputy

Governor of the district of the same name. He is at present a son of the

Shaikh of Sharjah and has under his orders a force of 70 ^Askars or

armed retainers to man the towers and otherwise defend the place if

required. There are said to be several hundreds of rifles in the town also,

the owners of which would participate in repelling an attack from outside.

Singular Khalaifi . An Arab tribe of Qatar and Bahrain EHALAI-
who claim to be an offshoot of the Bani ^Abidah of Yaman. Those PAT
of Qatar have 170 houses at Wakrah and those of Bahrain 40 houses at

Halat-al-Khalaifat, but the latter village is not continuously occupied.

In religion the Khalaifat are Maliki Sunnis, and they live by pearl diving

and pearl dealing and partly also by pastoral pursuits. In the cold

weather most of them camp in the interior of Qatar with their cattle : in

the hot weather they work on the pearl banks, leaving their flocks and

herds in charge of Bedouins.

The principal village of the Jarrahi District and the seat, alternately

with Ma'shur, of the agent of the Shaikh of Muhammareh by whom

the district is managed. Khalfabad stands on the left bank of the

Jarrahi River towards the upper end of the Jarrahi District and 7 miles

below Cham-as-Sabi, There are some fords near it which are practi-

cable for laden animals during the greater part of the year, except after

rain. The village consists of only about 40 mud houses, the inhabitants

being mixed Arabs and Persians engaged in agriculture. To one of the

tribes or families here, called the Amareh
,

belonged until recently

the local governors of Ma’shur#

KHALFA
BAD

obT
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KHALI])
(BAND

or*

KHTJWA-
LID

The singular of the name is Khalidi An Arab tribe of

Eastern Arabia who had formerly a very wide range but are now little

found outside the Sanjaq of Hasa ;
they are still predominantly Bedouin,

but appear to be in the process of settling down.

Distnb%Uon^---'^'\^Q domains proper of the nomadic Baui Klialid are

the northern portion of Habl down to the Habaiyah wells and the

northern half of Biyadh *, when however, as at the present time, they

are on good terms with the Ajman, they make use of Ihe soutlunm parts

also of these two tracts. They also roam h\ Kuwait territory, someiimes

travelling as far north as Kuwait Town to obtain suj>plii‘H, bull i.lie

Maqta^ stream is their ordinary limit in tliis direction. Stlintaan, too, is

visited by them. Permanent communities of 13ani Khalid have for long

existed on the islands of Musallamiyah, Jinuah and Tarut ; and

during the last few years two -fixed villages of Bani Khalid have s])rnng

up on the mainland, namely, Umm-as-Sahak in the Qatif Oasis and

Qasr k\ Subaih in Biyadh. The Bani Khalid are also representtid

at Jishshah and Kalabiyah in the Hasa Oasis and in the fixt‘d villages

of Wadi-al-Miyah ; and a few are permanenily settled in Bahrain and

some at Kuwait Town, while others pay regular anntial visits to ^Anik

in the Qatif Oasis, and may be regarded as partially settled tluwe.

In Hajd part of the inhabitants of Malham in ^Aridh, of Zilfi in

Sadair, of ’Anaizah, Qusaibah and possibly of Khabb and OisaPah

in Qasim, and of Quwai^iyah in tlu5 suutb-wcstc'rn dc^st'rt are bcdieved

to be of Bani Khalid extraction
;

those at ^Anaizah bear a stronger

resemblance to Bedouins than their follow-citizens who Ba.ui TaUlim.

Religion^ charaoter and mode of life.—Tlu^ l)im\ Khnlid, unlike

most of their neighbours, are Mfiliki and not llatnbali Sunnis : the

difference is probably accounted for by their hereditary antuigouism to tlui

Wahhabis, from whom the Hanbalis arci sometimes alm(»Ht indistin-

guishable.

The Bani Khalid are described as more dignified and formal in their

intercourse with strangers than the other Bedouiti tribes of Eastern

Arabia; and among themselves the share of the women in the social life

of the tribe is said to be more restricted. Their tents are larger than the

ordinary Bedouin tent, The Bani Khalid are considereil to l)e liandsomor

and of fairer complexion than the average Bedouin, and in general appear-

ance they resemble the settled A^^b rathor than the nomiuL As a rule

they are well dressed and ordinarily wear
,
’’Abas : they are said to have
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a chaTacteristic way of bringing down their 'kerchiefs so as partially to

conceal their faces, They have some slight peculiarities of dialect,

In the 3 hot weather months the Bedouins of the Bani Khalid

descend to the coast and tend the date plantations which they own at

various places in its vicinity j during the rest of the year they roam in the

interior. The principal occupations of the tribe as a whole are horse and
cattle breeding and the cultivation of dates

; but those who are settled

on the coast engage also in pearl diving and in the sea-fisheries.

Divisions and members ,—The following is a table of the divisions and

subdivisions of the Bani Khalid together with such detailed information

as it has been possible to procure regarding them

SeetJon. Subsection. Fighting strength. Sbuai^eb.

AmSir

jiU.
1

Dawawdah
1 lOO A few Dawawdah are settled

at Yasrab in Bahrain and
some otkers may be regards

1
ed as partiaUy settled at

Anik in the Qatif Oasis ;

otherwise the subsection

is entirely nomadic. The
Dawawdah are of low origin

and only the family of

their Shaikh, at present

j

Muhammad hin-Tsa, are
considered to rank equally
with the Bani Khalid of

other subsections and sec-

tions.

Do. Hasan (^1)

vjl

600 A few Al Hasan are settled

on the islands of Mnsal-
lamiyah and Jinnah,
hut all the rest are
Bedouins, Their

^
chief

Shaikh is Fuwairis*bin*
Muhammad (others say
Sadi-bin- H usaiu).

Do. Kbalid (Al)

jJbL jT

400 This subsection are settled

on Musallamiyah island

where their Shaikh, at
present Shabib-bin-Aqal,
is the principal personage
and holds the appoint-
ment of Mudir under the
Turks ;

he is said to be the
leading Shaikh of the Bani
Khalid tribe.

St?
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Heotion. Subsection* Fighting strength. ItDAl Allies.

Amair Bazin (Al) 150 Also scillinl on Muaal-

oriD vJJ
lamiyali island : their

p IVsent Shaikh, is Adwrui-
bin-Nfisir.

Do. Shabin (Al)

^aU» JI
100 Tho Al Shaliin aro soiiled on

Jinnall islainl and luivo at

present, JVI u[ihil*hiii-Su]ai-

uian ior Uu^ii Shaikii : Iu‘ ig

A'ludiror tlie iKland ntuler

the OUomau authorities.

Do, Various.
530 Partly nonuuh partly semi-

settled at Anik in tlu' Qatif
Oasis, and partly Redentary
on the ishuids of Mtisalla-
miyah and Jiniiali.

Humaid (Al)

Jf

Jabnr (ll)

20 The Al Ifninaid ivere once
the prefloiiiioant section of
the Bani Khulid ; tiu'y had
thoir heiuUjuartnrs at Thai
in Wmli-al-Miyah, and
the oasis of Ilasa is said

to liave he(Mi snhjectt to
iheni. The Al MuBallam
are statotl to have been
originally one of tlntiv sec-

tions, and it is believed

that a cotisideruhle num-
ber of Al .Hnmaid have
becotue ineorporati'd with
the Muntaak of Turkish

'fbo fe'vv ivlio re-

mam in the Haaa Saujfi.q

are all mimadsi and Imriik-

biu-TalmuH-HH-S^irdh is their

pri'Sent Shaikh,

MubaBhir.

160 Now partially sell led at dish-
shah in tbt* Hana Oasis*

The Bubseetional Shaikh Is

Abdul JMuhsin-bin-Bhlah.

150 The maj«ir!ty of this suhaec-

tton are no'nmds, hut some
aro part hilly ^seiiled at Anik
in thoQalif Oihih, wnik
othera have bmuMue perman-
ently restdenfs <>f Masai-
lamiyah and perhaps of
Jmaah inbrnd and a few of
their Kuwait I'own s tlieir

Shnikii is Ali-bin-Ali Al
Kn laib (others say Sauna-
biu-Tbauaiyan)*

«
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Soeton. Subsection. Fighting strength. Hemashs.

Miqdam (Al)

Jl

Nahad (Eani;

300

300

The majority of this sec-

tion are nomads ; tlie

Shaikh is Marzuq-bin-
’Amir, Al Eaiyadh.
This section are repre-
sented at KalSbiyah in
the Hasa Oasis.

Mostly nomads ; the
Shaikh is Eaja-bin-
Musbih.

T-ubaih (Al) ’Ainain (Al Bri)

jJ Jl

This subsection, found
only in Qatar and
Batirain, must now be
regarded as a separate
tribe, and they are des-
cribed in a separate
article.

I 0.
Dhahairat 130 Settled at Qasr Al

Subaih. Their Shaikh
1 is at present Zaitun-bin-

Shadaiyid.

Bo. Had-htid 100 Also settled at Qasr Al
Sxibaili, their present
Shaikh being Abdullah,
Al Azzam.

Do. Haiyah (Al)

4- JT

60 An entirely nomadic sub-
section, under Shaikh
Jarb5’ah-bin-M arshad.

Do. Hamaidat f «C This subsection, located
in Qatar and Bahrain,
is now to all intents and
purposes a distinct tribe

and is described sepa-
rately under its own
name.

Do- Katab (Al) 180 It is stated that the Bani
Qitab or Katab of
’Oman are of the same
origin as this subsection.

The present Shaikh of the
Al TTatab in the iHasa
Sanjaq is Kbalid bin-Fa-
had, Al Thawah.

Do. III akhasim 80 This subsection are alto-

gether nomadic ; bnt
their Shaikh, at present

M u h a mmad-bin-A j r an,

is Shaikh also of the

whole Al Subaih section.
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Section. ,
Subsection

.

Fighting strength. Rem: AUKS,

Subaih (Al)

Jl

Zaban (Al) 160 l^e<l0u in 8 : th e \ r Shalkh
at this timo is Sultan

-

bin-Mansur.

Do. Various 500 Partly uomads and partly

settled at tiusr Al Subaili.

The settled Bani Khalid of Malham arc stated to holoilij;* to n. sectioti

called Qammaz ,
those of Zilfi to sections styhxl Dfishaii

and Hamran and those of Q.nwai'^iyah to one known n.s ^ArfiCah

There is also a small nomadic section^ tlie Kai.liir
, avIxu a,vc

found to the north of Kuwait among tlie Dhafir trilx'.

The fighting strength of the Baui Khiilul, exelnsivc' of divisions

which have separated from them and become independent tribes, is thus

about 4^000 men j and the total number of souls in the trilx^ subjiud. to a

similar deduction^ may be roughly estimated at 14,(h^0.

Histor// and present political position,— Ijc^ss tluin I 50 y«»ars ago

the Bani Klialid were the paramount tribe of Eastern Arahia-j and tlie

extent of their territory at that time is marked by the fact that c‘a.rava.ns

between Baghdad and Aloi^po used to suffer from tlnur (h'prtxlatious.

Their power was first broken by the W ahhabis in or befon^ 1705, and in

1830 they were obliged to surrender the sovereignty of the Hasa Oa.sis

to the Wahhabi Amir. In 1874 the Turks attennpted tn govetai the

Hasa Sanjaq through one of the Bani Khalid chiefs^ but the experiment

was a failure.

The Bani Khalid are on bad terms with the Mutair and ihe Al

Morrahj and the recent establishment of the village (d Cia.sr Al Subaih
was intended to facilitate the in-osccntion of hostilitii^s against ihoso

tribes. With the Turks the Bani Khalid are in somewhat close relaiionSj

and the non-nomadic portion of the tribe for the most part pay tliem a
regular Zakat

;
but the allowances disbursed by the Forte ii> the tribes

as a whole exceed the revenue which is x'ec!Ovcrcd from tlu^ se.thuitary

sections. The Shaikh of the Al Khalid section is styled Mndlr of ilie

island of Musallamiyah and receives a monthly allo%van<ie of wliich

he shares (unofficially) with the Shaikh of the Al Kazfn ; and the other
headmen on the island are given annual presents of about $50 eaedn The
Shaikh of the Al Shahin is similarly called Mudir of Jinuall inland, and
he also receives an allowance from the Turks of $30 per manBona. The
settled Bani Kh§.lid of Clasr AISubaih, however, appear to consider them-
selves independent of Turks

; and so apparently do the nomadic bmnohes
of the tiibe unless when they are in the neighbourhood of Turkish oosts.
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A valley in the Eastern Hajar district of the ^Oman Sultanate which^ KHALID
beginning at the watershed between the coast and the interior at a point in- (WADI

land from Tiwi runs from north-west to south-east down into Ja^alan. BANI)

The villages of Wadi Bani Khalid in succession from above downwards

are :

—

Village. PoBilion.
On which
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants.

Eekissis.

Muqal Near the head of

the Wadi.

Left. 150 houses of

Sa’adiyin.

The people are carriers and
shepherds owning 300
camels, 400 donkeys, 200
cattle and 2,000 sheep

and goats.

Dawwah
tt)

Adjoins Mnqal. Bo. 200 houses of

Mssaliiiah,

Muwalikh
and Nidhairi-

yin with some
Bani Jaibir.

This village consists of 7
quarters and there is a

fort belonging to the

Muwalik. Animals are

40 camels, 70 donkeys,

lOO cattle and 200 sheep

and -goats.

Zilaft 1 hour below

Bawwah.
Do. 50 houses of

Hishm of

the ThuwSni
section.

There are 80 camels, 60
donkeys, 50 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

’Adhfain
1 hour below
Zilaft.

Do. 200 houses of

Hishm.
Here is a fort and a

perennial spring called

*Ain Saruj

Livestock avo 70 camels,

100 donkeys, 500 catble

and 500 sheep and goats.

Halfah ^ an hour below

'Adhfain.

Do. 190 houses of

Sli a*ib 1 y i n
(Bani Jabir)
and Hishm.

Animals are 60 donkeys,

40 cattle and 300 sheep

and goats.

Badli*ali l-an hour below

Halfah.

Do; 150 houses of

Hishna.
There are 30 camels, 200
donkeys, 40 cattle and
600 sheep and goats.

Siq

<3^

1 hour below

Badh'ah.

Do. iSO houses of

Hishfn.
Sald-hin-Bashid, Shaikh

of the Hishm, has a

tower here. Livestock are

20 camels, 30 donkeys.,

100 cattle and 1,000

sheep and goats. Date
palms number about

4,000.

Sibt J an hour below

Siq.

Dp. 160 houses of

Hishm.
The same Shaikh has A

tower here. Animals are

70 camels, lOO donkeys,

20 cattle and 300 sheep

and goats.
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The eettled population of the valley is thus about 0^400 souls.

On passing Sibt, which is said to be about 10 niilos north of Kamil in

Ja’alan, the Wadi emerges from the hills and enters the plain of

Ja’alan. Wadi Bani Khalid contains running water
;

tlio principal

crops are wheat, barley, lucerne and dates. The palms arc said to

number 100,000 distributed among the villages.

KHAMIB A larg‘e village situated on tlie coast o£ the Bsistdik district ol Persia;

about 1 a miles west-north-west of Laft on Qisbm Island; mountains

called Kuh-i-Kbamir run east and west immediately on ihe north

of it, Khamir is approached within half a mile by a creek, loa,ding out

of the Masakeh branch of Clarence Strait, whic^h is navig^abhi for native

boats of 20 lo 30 tons’ burden. Sweet water is contained in 17 large

reservoirs and brackish water in a dozen wells. Hills (ialled Kuli-i-l)um-

dumdeli ,
one mile to tlic nortli-west of Khamir, yield lime ; and

3 miles to the north-westward, in a spur of the higher motintainH wln'ch is

called Kulx-i-Ma’adan
,
arc deposits of sulphtir (in conjtinciiou with

gypsum) and a hot sulphurous spring. The spring is (‘alle<l Ab Bad

ob a^d rises in a tank of masonry.

On the east side of the place are date plantations, and in this direction

at 3 miles from the village, is a wall in extjellent repair which was built

by Saiyid Sultan of Masijat during an ’Omani occupation. This ram-

part is known as Sidar . The only other defentio is a fort with

a high square tower, also in perfect preservation and btiilt in the same

circumstances. There arc 2 or 3 shrines of meredy local importance, also

a fine mosque in which free instruction is given to the young.

Khamir contains about 350 houses, and the total poptilation may bo

1,800 souls. The people, except a very few, are Sunnin and belong to

various Arab tribes : they are chiefly engaged in navigation, fishing, date-

growing, wood-cutting and lime-burning, and they own about 50 <‘amelH,

20 donkeys and 200 cattle, sheep and goats. Their <lict is of fish, dates

and coarse barley bread, the commonest and most esteemed fish being a

large sort of mullet.

The shipping of Khamir consists of 4 (Ihunehahs and 22

Baqarahs, some of which run as far as Basrah and even to Indian

port-:?. Exports are fish, lime in large quantities, mill-stones and a little

sulphur, but the trade in sulphur has ceased to be remunerative under
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the expensive method of extraction employed*; firewood is also sent to

the towns of Trucial 'Oman and to Bahrain.

Khamir belongs properly to the Bastak districtj but it is under the

political supervision of the Governor of the Gulf Ports, and the local

administration is carried on by a Kalantar appointed by the Mu’in-ut-

Tujjar of Tehran who is revenue lessee of Khamir and its dependencies

:

the present Kalantar is one of the hereditary Shaikhs of the town. The

Imperial Persian Customs have now a post here.

An Arab tribe found in the RamuZ district, but said to be connected

with the Ma’adan tribe on the Tigris. The principal divisions of the tribe
KHAMIS

(AL)

are the following :

—

SectioD. Subsection. Location. Fighting strength. Rehiabks.

Abbad
(A1 Bu)

tiUfi ^ vjl

... Near the Zarnini,

about 4 miles

south-west of

Eamuz Town.

100, of whom 40
have rifles and

30 are mounted.

Their livestock amount
to 50 camels, 100
cattle and 3,000
sheep and goats.

Ahmadiyab
or

H madiyeb

... Mamuhiyeh village

in the Ramuz
District.

100, of whom 30
are mounted
and 30 have

rifles.

This section own 40
camels, 160 cattle and
3,000 sheep and
goats.

K' amis (Al) Mansur hi ear the Zarnini,

in the Ramuz
District.

50, of whom 30

are mounted
and 30 have

rifles.

The animals of the

Mansur are 40 camels,

100 cattle and 1,000
sheep and goats.

Do. Rizaij-as-

Sutur

’Ain-ul*Bari d e h

,

close to the east

bank of the Zar-

nini, about 4
miles from

Ramuz Town.

.50, of whom 20

are mounted
and 20 have
rifles.

I

They have 30 camels,

100 cattle and 1,500
sheep and goats.

Do. Rizaij-as-

SuUan
Tughali, in the

Ramuz District.

60, of whom 30

are mounted
and 30 have

rifles.

Their animals are 60
camels, 160 cattle

and 2,000 sheep and
goats.

liasbaid

(Batii)

At Suita-

nahad upon the

right bank of the

Maruu River.

100, of whom 30
have rifles and

20 are mounted.

They possess 40
camels, 200 cattle

and 8,000 sheep and
goats.

• The method is described by Felly at page 243 of the Bombay Ge^^mphical Society's

Journal. Volume XVII, 1865.

(JT
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Section

.

SubsoctioTi. Location. Fighting strongth. Remarks.

Zabairijelt ... Mamubiyeh above ;

also at Bimnat
Shaikh JanSin

upon the Gargar.

100, of whom 40
have ri(l(^8 and
30 are mounted.

This section liave 60

t

camels, 200 cattle

and 4)000 sheep and
goats.

Znbaid
Apparently at Sard-

Chishmeh in the

Ramuz District,

and at Sidar

Gupal not far

from Mamuhlyeh
in the same.

i

160, of whom 80
have rifloK and

!

60 are mounted. '

1

The lands of this sec-

tion are irrigated

from tlie Gtipai
stream. They Own
150 cjimelrt, 400 cat-

tle and 10,000 sheep

and goats.

Most of these sections inhabit reed huts
; and the triln^, of whit‘h tlie

number may be estimated at 2,500 souls, should now perhaps ht' V(‘garded

as settled rather than as nomadic About 1840 the Al Kbamis

emigrated to the country between Hawizeh and the Karun, hut they

have since returned to their former seat, whore they are at- present

subject and pay revenue to the Babhtiyari chiefs.

KHAMIS This is the name of the range which forms the terurinaihm eastwants

(JABAL)* of the Eastern Hajar hills in the Sultanate of *0manj it begins imme*

diately south of Sur and runs due south into Ja^alau, a diHiirnett of over

20 miles
;
its direction is thus at right angles to the main axis of l?aat,ern

Hajar.f Jahal Khamis is parallel to Jabal Khadhar, the portion of

Hajar which next adjoins it on the west
;
a,nd Wadi Ealaij* tlu‘ main

route from Stir to Ja^alau and Shatqiyah, dcHeendH t o thct‘oaHt bet ween

the two. The height of Jabal Khamte, wlii<d) at. 9 mibis from the (^oani.

has an elevation of 2,8i5 feet, increases apparently from north t<^ soutli

and attains 4,195 feet at a point iibout 35 milen from Stir ;
1* or 5 miles

however to the north of this point it falls to a eol with an e!evati(>n of

only 2
,84j0 feet above the sea* This pass, called Najd-al-^Ayun

,
is

crossed by a route practicable for camels, which on the one side leads

down ^Ain-ai-Mashaidfeh (16 miles) to Khor-al*Jarftmah

(30 ihiles) aM on the. other falls to Wadi Pi8§,o and pasHOB by Wadi

Falaij to Sur ; ^Ainral-Masharifah has shallow wells of indifferent water

.
*

:
A listaat view of Jabal Khamis k given ia Chart No* 2B8S*^B8,

t See Sketch of the Country round Sir, 1908.
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sufficient for 200 camels and an equal number of men, and the route on

which it lies crosses a number of dry water-courses that run down from

Jabal Khamis to the South-Eastern Coast of ’Oman. In Wadi Muswa

and W adi Fisao, the valleys which begin respectively from the east

and west sides of the pass and in their tributaries, are outcrops of coal

which were scientifically examined in 1901.* The mass of the Jabal

Khamis range is composed of limestone, sandstone and shale.

A village on the coast of Trucial ^Oman, in the Sharjah- Prin- ItHAN
cipality. It stands about 2 miles south-west of Sharjah Town on the

north side of a small inlet called Ehor-al-Khan with tvvo branches, one of

which rans north-east and joins, or almost joins, at high tide the Sharjah

backwater, while the other turns south behind Abu Hail. In passing be-

tween Sharjah and Khan the Sharjah creek must be crossed or a detour

made so as to pass between it and the Khan creek. The land inshore of

the village is for some distance low and swampy. Khan consists of

about 200 houses, the majority of stone set in gypsum moitar or mud, the

rest huts of date branches. The inhabitants, who belong to the Al Bu

Mahair, Mazari’ and Manasir tribes, are pearl divers and fishermen,

owning about H pearl boats, but no other sea-going vessels. Their

fishing boats number 40, and they also possess some 115 camels, 85

donkeys, 35 cattle and 170 goats.

By Arabs called Kharij and in English formerly known aS HHAUA&t
^^Karrack.’’ An island of some importance in the Persian Gulf

j its

south-eastern point is 34 miles west*north*westof Bush,ehr-Town, and 2-|

miles north of it begins the smaller island of Khargu. Kharag is over 4

miles in length from north to south and its average breadth is about 2

miles. The greater part of the island, consists of barren, table-topped hiUs
3

which are highest in the middle pf the island and at the south end where

they exceed 25u feet
j
northwards they.decrease in elevation and terminate

# See the reports by Dr. A. von Krafft and Mr. R. D. Oldham, of the Indian

Geological Survey, in the Proceedings of the Government of India in the Foreign

Department for- August 1901 and August 1902.

t A plan of Kharag Idand is given as an inset to Admiralt}^ Chart No. 2374—2837

B* Fersim &ulf.
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in cliffs only 20 to 30 feet liigli. Tlie hills gcnora-lly eonyist of a. bod of

soft sandstone or limestone overlain by a thin strai.inn of nea rly horizontal

calcareous breccia ;
this upper stratum, where ilic supporiing material has

been eroded by weathex\ has collapsed in slabs a,ml marss(vs widoh convey a

singular impression of ruin and desolation. The (Uil y low groin il is a. ])lain

about one square mile in extent which forms a protiila‘ra.nce on the t‘ast

side of the island and carries at its extremity tlie only village on the island

and the remains of a Dutch fort. The island is surrouii(l(‘cl by a, r(‘ef a,boat

I a mile broad ;
the best anchorages and landings are off t h<‘ village,

but they are exposed, and the holding-ground is nx'ky and iiulifbn-cuit..

Pearl banks occur between Kharag and Kliargu and also on tin* \v('st. side

of Kharag to a considerable distance from shore. Then' are a few wild

gazelle in the hills of the island. The climate rescuibh‘s that, of BahrainO •*

but is rather cooler in summer.

The village consists of 120 houses and the inhabitants are partly r(*eent

settlers from Bahrain, Minah, etc., and partly trilx siin^n who givtt <*oii-

flicting accounts of their origin ; some of tlu‘ latter spi*ak a. languagt* whuth

is said to resemble that of the Kumazirah section of the ShihSh. About i

of the people are Shfalis and the remainder are fcuinuis. In eharaet<*r the,

Kharagis ai*e quiet and unwarlike, but they possess a. few Martini rillcs*

They are mostly pearl-divers and pilot.s, but a little agriculture is t»arrietl

on; there are 1,500 date trees and some wheal and barley arc' grown.

Irrigation is partly from syirings, of which there a.rtc four large* and three

small, and some old Qaiiats exist ; there are also wells of good uati‘r <dost^

to the beach, and on these the supply of waler for drinking priin^Ijfally

depends. The inhabitants poe.*- ess 50 donkeys, 50 cuttle luul loil .sheep

and goats. Provisions however arc uiObtly impori(*d from Bushollt.

The earnings of the Kharag pilots art) (‘onsidernhb*
; they are

employed by steamers proceeding to Basrah anti Ks, MO is pait! as

pilotage for the voyage and return voyage, ^ihe people of Kiuirag als<f

visit the Arabian coast for pearl-diving, and since JUUl jit*urling opera-

tions have been iwosecuted with success on the reef of the island itself.

The number of divers on the Khai’ag rcf f continued inmasiiig until 1

in which year Kharag pearls to the value of Ks, 12,500 wtu’c suhi to

Bahrain meichauts : in 1904 however the value of the lake deeliiu^d to

half of what it was in the previous year. The Kharag pi'arls are to

excel those from the banks about Bahrain in c'ohmr and lustre. T he
only sea-going vessel belonging to Eh§,rag is one Kutiyah, but there are
about 90 fishing boats of the Baqarali, ^hu^ai and jolly-boat patterns,
and about 40 boats are used for pearling.
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The island is subject to the Khan of the Hayat Davud who is

represented on the spot by a deputy, at present his own cousin Mirza Husain

Khan. Taxation appears to be heavy. It is reported that a poll-tax

of 2 Tumans a year is levied by the Khan on every male adult, besides

which he takes the greater part of the pilotage fees and ^th of the pearls

obtained locally by divers. The Persian Imperial Customs have recently

posted an official of the department on Kharag. No import duties are at

present collected, but exports are taxed in the same manner as elsewhere.

In the interior of the island are some caves * which are possibly prehis-

toric places of sepulture. They were originally divided into recesses

by thin partitions of living rock which were grooved for the reception of

4 tiers of shelves, but they are now used as cattle-pens and the old work-

manship is much defaced.

A Muhammadan shrine of Mir Muhammad, also in the middle of the

islands appears to have been in existence for more than 600 years and is

still a place of pilgrimage. Khtog in the 13th century A.D. was a place

of call for ships between Basrah and Qais and was then already celebrated

for its pearl fishery.t

A considerable village in the Aflaj district of Southern Najd with KHARPAH
one or two small hamlets and a number of detached Qasrs dependent on

it; it is situated about the middle of the district, 3 miles north of

Raudhah and 5 or 6 miles south-south-west of Lailah. Kharfah

with its Qasrs comprises about 100 houses of Dawasir of the Ghaiyithat

section and 50 of Bani Khadhir ;
of the whole about two-thirds are con-

tained in the main village which is known as Hillah or QiPah. The

lands of Kharfah are said to be about IJ square miles in extent and to

form a compact block
;
the date palms are estimated at 5,000 only and

there are no other fruit trees. Wheat and barley and a little millet

and maize are grown, also melons and lucerne ; the wells are 7 to 8

fathoms deep. The settled inhabitants have no horses, but there is no

scarcity of livestock of the other sorts common in Najd. The present

* Described by Captain Stiffe in the Geographical Journal, Vol. XII of 1898, page 179.

f See Le Strango’s La;tds of the Eastern Califhate^
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Amir or of Kharfali is Sliakhbut-bin-Sulfan. The nomenclature

of Kharfah and its dependencies is given in the following table

Name. Position.
Houses and
inhabit ants.

Rumabkk.

Hillah
IM

See above. See above, The main qnartor of

Kharfah.

Euftif A few hundred

yards beyond

Sarainah in the

direction of Ban-
dhah.

60 houses of Baui
Kliadliir,

Tht5 people are poor

;

they have hut few
ftnifunls and no fruit

trees exe(‘pt 200 date

palms. 'I'he water
level i.s the same as

at Kharfah i)ropor.

Lneetna and the

ordinary cereals are

grown.

iUij

... Atiother name for

Hillah above.

Saminah On the southern

margin of the

Kharfah lands,

10 houpes of negroes

and half casto slaves.

The inhabitants culti*

rate for the owners
who live elsewhere.

Tiiere anv cereals bat

no dates.

KHiRGU*
jfjU.

By Arabs called Kliawairij aiul in Engdinh bn-nuirly known

as Korgu/^ A very low, white, sandy island siiuaktl witli its

southern point ^ miles north of the island of Kharag: iniles

in length from north to south and only { a mile \vith‘, Khargu

is barren and uninhabited.

EHABJ A district of the Wahhabi dominions or Sotithern Hajd; it is

adjoined by ^Aridh on the north and by Hariq and Hailtah on the

west
5
on the other sides it is enclosed by deserts. It is understood to

extend about 40 miles from north to south and the same from imi

to west.

* A plan of Kharga will be found in Cbart No. 2874—2837^B, P^rmm
where it is giren as an inset.
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Ph,ydcal cJiaracteristicSn --Kliarj is a sandy plain without any remart-

abla physical features. The Sah^hah tract on the north-east is closely

connected with Kharj, but should probably be regarded as distinct. On

the east side Kharj passes into a sandy and at times stony country called

Mara<?hah ; on the south it shades off into a bare sandy desert

known as Dahi ; on the west it is divided from Hautah by Sant

a stretch of low flat country containing tamarisk and acacia trees.

The drainage of the Hautah and Hariq districts is brought to Dilam

in Kharj by a hollow (Wadi Braik) which has its beginning at Hautah

towUj or even further away, to the west-south-west; and the Sha'ib

'Alaiyah reaches from the eastern face of Jabal ^Alaiyah to the village of

Yamamah in Kharj : on the other hand Wadi Hanifah, though it

approaches the district from the north, is dissipated in SahS»bah. and

does not enter Kharj, There is one flowing stream in the district, that

of Farzan, which rises on the west side of the Kharj villages and after

making its way across some miles of sandy country is utilised for the

irrigation of crops. The air of Kharj is described as healthy and

refreshing.*

Topography^ population and resources.—The following table contains

some particulars of the principal places in Kharj :

—

Name. PcBition. Nature.

3idhar On the west or

south -west side of

Dilam, the date

groves of the two
places beiu<? al-

most oontinnous.

A village of about 40
houses, viz.. 20 of
BaTii_ Tamim, 10
of ’Aid and 10 of
inferior tribes.

There is considerable

cultivation of dates

an i wheat ; live-

stock are estimated

at 60 camels, 20
donkeys and 40
cattle. The wells

are 6 fathoms deep.

Balaisah A short distance to

the south-west of

'Adhar.

Formerly a village,

now deserted.

There is not even
cultivation now at

this place.

Dhaharah (Umm)
«•

pi

Dilam

Some miles south
of Sulaimlyah.

About 50 miles
south by east of

Biyadh, 30 miles

east by south of

Hariq town, and
35 miles east-

north-east of

HautaU town.

A Khabrah.

See article Dilam.

* So ffti* as is known Kharj has not as yet been visited by any European traveller.
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Namd. Position. Nature. ItlOMABKS.

Faraijah ITot far from
Dilam, direction

south-west,

An abandoned Qasr. There arc wells by
means of which
some cultivation is

carrie<l on in favour-
able years by agri-
culturists from
Dilam.

Farjfin fAin) To the west of

Zainaijah.

A spring which for-

merly sent out a
stroam, but now
nearly dry.

Tills s firing belonged
originally to the
Farjati subdivision
of the DawSsir,
but it wus sinzod hy
the Wahhiibi Amir
after the with-
drawal of the Egyp-
tians from Najd.

Farzan (*Aiii) Rises about 8 miles

west of Dilam.
A flowing stream,
said to ho the pro-
perty of the
Wahhabi Amir.

This rivulet loses
muoh of its volume
on its way through
sandy ground to
Dilam. Its water
is used for all crops
by the cultivators of
Dilam, and tho
people of Sulaimiyah
and Yamamali are
able to irrigate
their corn Holds from
it, hut it does not
roach their date
grovcH. The inhabi-
tants of Na'ajfm do-
rivo no honoflt from
it.

Mnhaminajli
m

About 3 miles north
of the date groves
of Dilam.

A stretch of culti-

vated ground*
There was a Qasr bore,
hut it is now ruiiiod
and deserted.

Na'ajaa

y,/.:sr*^

About 6 miles north
of Dilam.

A village of 25 bon bos
neaily all of inferior
tribes bn t one or two
of Bani Tamim.

Tho usual crops of
the distriel are
grown and there are
tho ordinary Uve-
st ock.

Saih A mile or two or
perhaps more to
the west of Yania-»
mah.

i

A place with a few
houses occupied by
servants of Ibn
Sa*ud. About 50
horses of the Wah-
habi Amir are kept
here on account of
the lucerne which is
good.

There are no dates,
hut some ordinary
cultivation is carried
on. Water is asll
to be derived from
the FwzEn stream.
According to one
account the place
is now dried up and
forsaken.
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Position, Nature. EEMiAUKS.

Sulaimlyah
w

or

Salamiyah
w

About 8 miles east

by north of

Dilam.

A village of about 100
houses, viz.f 30 of

’Aid, 20 of Bani
Tamim, 10 of

Dawasir, 10 of

Satiul, and 40 of

inferior tribes.

There is the usual

cultivation, fairly

extensive here, of

bpth dates and
cereals. Livestock

are estimated at

200 camels, 60
donkeys, and 300
cattle, besides sheep

and goats, but no
horses. This village

benefits to some ex-

tent by the Barzan
stream and its own
wells are only 6
fathoms deep. The
cbie£_ Shaikh is of

the ’Aid tribe.

Yamamah 1 or 2 miles north

(or, according to

another account,

south) of Sulaiml*

yah.

A village of about 130
houses, 30 of

’Aid, 20 of Sabai’,

15 of Dawasir, 15

of Sabtil, and 60

of inferior tribes.

There are large date

plantations, and the

usual fruits, cereals,

melons and lucerne

are grown. Live-
stock are said to

amount to 300
camels, 80 donkevs,

and 200 cattle, ex-

clusive of sheep and
goats, hut there are

no horses. The vil-

lage is partially

irrigated from the

Farzau stream and
for the rest depends
on its own wells,

6 fathoms in depth.

As at Sulaimiyah,
the headman of the

village belongs to

the ’Aid tribe.

Zamaijah Some miles to the
south-west of

Dilam.

A small settlement of

about 10 houses.

The inhabitants are

slaves belonging to

Dawasir residents

of the Aflaj dis-

trict.

Apparently the settled population of the Kharj district, among "vrlioio.

the ^Aid are the most characteristic tribe, amount to some 3,000 persons

only, and half of them inhabit Dilam to-wn ; they are said to be of a

milder disposition than the people of ^Aridh.. Their houses are of

sun-dried brick and mud with a coating of cement, which gives them a

white appearance. The Bedouins of the district, who outnumber the

gownsmen and villagers and haye^'been placed at 8,000 souls, are said
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tobeoMefly'Ajmanof the ’Arjah and Al Shamir sections, Sabai’,

’Ataibah, and Dawasir of the Ju’aid section; they arc well armed

with breech-loading’ rifles.

In point of fei-tility Kharj ranks high among the districts of

Southern Najd. The water level is only 6 to 8 fathoms below the

surface, and dates and cereals are produced in large (juanlities
; among

fruits other than dates are grapes, lemons, pomegra,nates, and figs

;

lucerne and melons are also included among the products of Kliarj,

Domestic animals are camels, donkeys, horned cattle, and shei“p and

goats ;
but horses, unless belonging to Ibn Sa’ud or the Hcdouiiis, ai-e

hardly seen in the district. Such trade as exists is concentrated in

Dilam town.

ordinary route from Kliavj lo Hasa leavosf

the district at Tamamah and, skirting the SaMbah i raet which is on

the right hand, falls into the Riyadh-Hofuf route at 'I'arabi or Abu

Jifan, The distance from Yamamah to Abu Jifan is staled a.t 8 days hy

caravan.

Adminidration ,—As explained in the article on Dilam, the

Wahhabi AmTr at present governs Kharj through an oUbhil without

local connections who is stationed at Dilam and occupies a fort within

the walls. Taxes are collected from the nomadic as well as from tlio

sedentary population of the district.

KHARMAH ^ Sanj^ of Hasa immediately to the south of the Oasis

of the same name
;
it is bounded on the north by the Oasis, on the west

by Ghnwar, and on the other two sides by Jafurab. Tlu* huigtb of

Eharmah from north to sonth is about 40 miles, ami it ta,])erH from about

80 miles in breadth at its northern end to about 18 at its southern

extremity^ the loss of breadth appears to be chiefly upon the met mde.

Jabal Arba^ is situated on the border between this tract and the Hasa
Oasis*

The principal feature of Kharmah is a hill named Jabal Klmrmah,
which is situated in the middle of the tract at about SO miles from its

northern end. The soil of Kharmah is a light red ^nd and the geneml
level

,
is higher than that of the Hasa Oasis. Water is found in a few

I^Jes only^ but depressions contain Hamdh> Rimth and Thamto
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upon wHch 'AjtnSu und Al Morrah Bedouins pasture flioir floeks and

herds.

The following are the chief wells of Kharmah ;

—

Name. Vernacular equivalent Position and remarks.

’Awaisah On the west side of Jabal Kharmab, about 4
miles from it. This is a haltio? place on
the southern route from the Hasa Oasis
Hajd.

Khuwainah 14 miles north-east of Jahal Kharmah.

Mutawi 9 miles south of Jabal Arba’.

Shajah 1 8 miles south-south-west of Jabal Kharmah,

Zarnlqah 8 miles south-east of Jabal Kharmah. Here
the Turks, in September 1902, made
successful reprisals on the refractory Al
lAorrah tribe.

The neighbourhood of Zarnuqah is said to be almost permanently

inhabited by 'Ajman and Al Morrah.

Singular Kharusi . A G-hafiri tribe of the northern slopes of

the Western Hajar district of the ^Oman Sultanate} in religion they

are Ibadhis. They are found in W adi Bani Kharus at Misfah (4i5

houses), ^Aliya (80 houses), Taqab (12 houses), Istal (80 houses),

Sanaiba^ (80 houses), Shau (10 houses), Hijar (90 houses), Tau-ash-

Shaikh (20 houses), ’Awabi (70 houses), and Talaj Bani Khazair

(20 houses), the last being named from one of their sections ; at Kakhl in

Wadi Ma^awal they have 40 houses. Hijar is the tribal capital. There

is also a Bedouin section called Yal Khamaiyis who number

about 1,500 souls and possess 150 camels, fSOO donkeys, 150 cattle and

2,000 sheep and goats. Altogether the Bani Kharus may be estimated at

4,500 souls.

A valley ot tne Western Hajar district in the Sultanate of

^Oinan, alternatively called Wadi Hajar ;
it begins at ^Aqabat-al-

Hajar on the north face of Jabal Akhdhar and reaches the Batmali

coast a mile or two east of Bu ^Abali. In its lower course in

3 V 2

KHARUS
(BAND

KHARUS
(WADI
BANI)

^
,

.
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it call 3d. ^Wadi^al-Clasini cj9‘^|3 fi'oni tli6 *fact^ it ig

said, that in the time of Saiyid Sa'^id II (1807-56) it was the

frontier between the Sultan of 'Oman and the territory of the then

independent Yal Sa’ad tribe.

The villages of Wadi Bani Kharus in succession from ’ its liead

downwards are :

—

Village. Position.
On wliich

bank.
Houses aud
inlmbitaiiiK.

RKMAltKS.

Misfah Near tlie bead of

fhe Wadi.
Right. ICO houses of

Bani RiySm
of the Sharai-
qiyla section

and 45 houses
of Bani
Kharus.

Wheat and lentils are

grown: there are 4

camels, 15 donkeys, 30

cattle, and 40 sheep
and goats.

’Aliya 2 hours below
Misfah.

Left. 80 houses of
Bani Kha-
rus and 70 of
Bani Bahri.

The only livestock are

20 donkeys and 40
camols. Millet, man*
goes and limes are

grown.

Taqab Otie mile below
*AIiya.

Right.

i

1

12 houses of
Bani Kha-
rus.

The people have 30

donkeys, 20 <5attle,

300 sheep and goats,

and 1,500 palms.

Istal

JUwl
1 hour below
'Aliya.

Do. 80 houses of
Bani Kha-
rus.

One of the principal

rontofi acroHR dTabal

Akhdhar starts from
thjs village. Wheat,
millet, Riigar-ciino and
sweet potatoes are

grown : there are 40
eamela, 100 (hmkeyp,
20 cattle, and 1,000
si 1pop.

Sanaila’’ One hour below
Istal.

Left. 80 houses of
Bani Kha-
rus.

Rcftources are 20 camels,
100 donkeys, 50 cattle,

600 sheep and goats,
and 2,000 palms*

1=1m Immediately be-
low Sanaiba*.

Right. 10 houses of
Bani Kha-
rhs.

Livestock are 40
(lottkeye, 30 cattle,

200 sheep and goats,

and 1,000 palms*

.1

Immediately be*
low Shsu.

Do.

V.

90 houses of
Bani Kharhs.

Here are 70 donkeys,
40 cattle, 300 sheep
and goats, and 2,000
date trees*
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Village. Position. On which
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants. n£]u:A32s;s.

Tau-ash-Shaikh 2 hours below
Istal.

Right. 20 houses of
Bani Zhartls
and 30 of

Dhahul.

Icrops are wheat, millets

lucerne and garlic

;

animals are 15 camels?
SO donkeys, 20 eattls

and 70 sheep and
goats.

’Awabi Immediately
below Tau-ash-
Shaikh.

Left. See article ’Awabi.

Palaj Bani
Khazair

1 hour below
'Awsbi,

Do. 20 houses of
Bani Zhu- '

rus^ of the
Bani Khazair
section.

Wheat, garlic, mangoes
and limes are culti-

vated and there are
1,000 sheep and goats#

Mahalil 1 hour below
Falaj Bani
Zhazair.

Do. 20 houses of

Siyabiyin.
Millet is grown : there
are 10 camels, 100
donkeys, 15 cattle au-tt

40 sheep and goats.

Sabaikha 1 hour below
Mahslil.

Do.
i

20 houses of
Bani Ruwa-
hah and
Bani BCar-
ras.

Only millet is grown

;

animals are 20 cattle

and 50 sheep and
goats.

Salaiyah
m

syLo

2 hours below
Sabaikha.

Right. 10 houses of

Siyabiyin.
The only crop is millet

;

there are 10 camels,
a few cattle and 20
sheep and goats.

Abyadh 1 hour below
Salaiyab.

Left. 200 stone
houses of Bani
Subh and Bani
Harras.

A little below this place
the Wadi emerges

from the hills. Wheat
and millet are grown

;

there are 70 camels, 20
donkeys, 20 cattle and
160 sheep and goats.

Hifri 5 hours below
Abyadh and at

no great dis-

tance from the

sea.

Right. 40 houses of

Jabur.
Crops are wheat and
millet 5 livestock are
10 camels, 10 donkeys,
30 cattle and 80 sheep
and goats.

Ttie only important allnent of Wadi Bani Kharus is Wadi Mistal,

whicli joins it from the east at Mahalil. Wadi Bani Kharns is an

important valley^ containing as it does the best route from the north

to Jabal Akhdhar: the ke.y of this route is ^Awabi The trade of Wadi
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KHASAB* In Euglis'llomolf kaaomas "Kassaab/^ A small town on the coast

of-tk* '(>ma.IlSBltana,f3fi,fc]ie-<5ap~ikl of'ilie Bani Hadiyali section of tie

SkiMlil tntxij sik iite(3oiMtliH3So»iithQSLle of a great bay w'hicli forms the

apjoroaoii lo Kioi-asli-Sk mconfcle w.ierii coast of the Ruus-al-Jibal

district. It skuds^ ii;poa a mmij b*e:iich iicarly a mile long and is

surrounded bj date gro les wbnicli eicttciiffl some distance np a wide valley,

called iSal‘’ak£d-id«^l)eIhi]icdfa tarJUi; plantations belong partly

to Shiliiliofotlher pla-ceg in tk eSlnSa-al-Jibal district. At the back

of the gxoves tlien’e ds gsonate editirffliion of wheat and v(‘getahles,

landing at ICksab is<3ifi"Ciilti:at low waiter even from small boats. The

' only defences a,xc a f-ort intte eeoute of the dat.c. pla-ntat-ions and two

ortk’ee simlltoiesrs oearTfas-ea, Q*()ocl fresh wat^(ir is obi-ained from

•wells 30 to 60 feet deep, anari, 'hcLing abnndani., it is apjdiod to

inigaoiou : w-ood^ erattle and r“egestablles are obta-inablc. town

^

coasistisof about 3Q0 hionsefi •<){ Sliliali, besides which there is a bamr
of Ifl slops. The feed- inliabzilaiMtsmrfy all belong to tlu^ Baui Iladiyah

section of tlie SMiil, bii-fca fewr*Gof‘thc Ihmi Shataih’ mtiem : of the

former about 300 persons a. re o! tb«e Bayadiror llehl labourer class.

Tlereis alsoailoatiiig jopula tiora,esspc!Csia]]y in th(‘ date msastm, when

people floek inEroiMa hlc coouIljj romd and from Hanjaitt, Sharjah
and Dilai a]ides.]np)ia-iaailjiiiteffliielu they eretd. on the broad It^vol in

front of the to win.

The inhabLta,a.tsa?atsi><ic»f(xDiiigb>»^^^^ wliicli run to Dibai, Lingeb
and tile Baliaali coa. -st; {keyk-aTe m jCcwl-bcKiti! ol! their own, hut Home of

them g'o fcotjbe jpeak-'l-bauk'skBibo-ata l)eloonf>'iiig' to Dibai. They tlupond

cliiefly on "their 0 'wu cuLiiTafcziiozfjjntes and wheat and upon fitdiing'.

The Sultoietf majaatsaiisB a. Wali here, who has 15 ^Askaria

under his orieTS nod h mnienrstooid to eolleet $600 a year
as Zakat. Tlie pies.ent SaTHitn (S^aiyHd Ji'aisal) has aasijifned to this offloial

a date pkxtatioa aiiak*iiatHl»Bb worth $1,000 a yeai' from hia own
private estate, an.d o^to f thaisawd te Zatkat the Wali pays lua own salary
and defrays all other eigieiise!^ fe rmakoB no romittances to Masqat
and receives none th_eiit3.e I ' is

f"
laestiO'ins mostly relate to visitors and

strangers
, with thie sferij of ft© pioormanent Shihhi inhabitants he

seems to oeempj^ khisdf lirt, hut he acts as an arbitmtor when
rci^ixestedtiodc go.
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An important island belonging to the right bank of the Shatt-al- KHASASIF
^Arab ;

it subtends the tracts of Baljaniyah, Faiyadhi, Zain and Mutawa^ (UMM-AL-)

upon that bank in whole or in part, and from its upper end near Sham-

shamiyah island to the other which is a little below the month of the

Karun it measures 5 miles
j
its average breadth is less than \ a mile.

The island contains 2 villages, of which the larger is called Umm-al*

Khasasif
j this one is situated on the south shore of the island about 1

mile from the western end and is inhabited bj about 2,000 souls of the so-

called Shaikh Hasan and other tribes. Umm-al-Khasasif village is well

built and is laid out in 4 broad parallel streets : its resources are esti-

mated at 20,000 date palms, 400 cattle, 300 sheep and goats^ 10 horses

and 20 donkeys. On the north side of the island near its eastern end is a
ui

smaller village known as Umm-ar-Easas
^

I ; it is said to possess

250 inhabitants of the so-styled Shaikh Hasan tribe, who own 7,000

date trees,' 30 cattle, 30 sheep and goats and 4 horses.

In the channel between [Jmm-al-KhasasIf island and the right bank of

the river lie two smaller islands ;
the npper of these, Kumhailah

is between the western end of Umm-al-Khasasif and the shore of

Baljaniyah and about i of a mile west-south-west of Umm-al-Khasasif

village ^ while the other, known as Umm-al-Yababi j.! ,
is situated

between the central part of the main island and the coast of the Faiyadhi

tract. Eumhailah, which is of recent formation, is about J of a mile long

by 100 yards broad : it has about 20 inhabitants of the Shaikh Hasan,

whose whole property is comprised in a score of date trees, a similar

number of goats and sheep and half-a-dozen cattle. Umm-al-Yabahi,

which is disposed so as to form a continuation of Rumhailah and is

divided from it by a short interval only, is inhabited by about !00 souls

of the Shaikh Hasan, who have 1,000 date palms, 10 cattle, aud 25

sheep and goats.

The main island of Umm-al-Khasasif is owned partly by the Shaikh

of MuhaBliiaareb and partly by the family of the Naqib of Basrah.

It may be added here that the lower part of Umm-al-Khasasif has been

thrown up since 1836, in which year the main channel was apparently

upon the Turkish (and not as now upon the Persian) side of the island,

Umm-al-Khasasif is Turkish territory.

Also called AbuLGhasib Aconsiderable town in Turkish 'Iraq KHASIB

on the south side of the Shatt-al-'Arah> about midway between Basrah (ABUL)

and Muhamraiareh but slightly nearer to the latter \
it is situated %
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KHATAM

miles up a creek of whicli the mouth upon the river [is 1 mile below

Labani and which communicates inland with the creek of Abu Mughairah.

Abul Khasib is said to have been named after a freedman of the Khalifah

Mansur : in the middle of the dth century of the Christian era it was

a stronghold of the Zanj rebels.

The town is divided into two quarters standing on opposite sides of

the creek ; that on the east is known as Bab Sultan
^ and

that on the west as Bab Sulaiman vb , The inhabitants number
about 12j000 souls and belong to various tribes, including Bani Malik of

the BaniFahd section; one of the chief residents is Shaikh Ibrahmi-

bin-Abdul Wahad, who occupies a well-built house above the town; lie

has lived at Bombay and can speak Hindustani. The agricultural

resources of the place are estimated at 400,000 palms, and livestock at

1,000 cattle, 3,000 sheep and goats, 300 horses, 500 donkeys and 60

camels. Each quarter of the town contains a large bazaar, in wliich

Emnpean goods are exposed for sale. Abul Kbasib is a centre of great
activity in the date season, and the annual meeting between date growers
and exporters, held early in September to fix the prices for the season,
sometimes takes place here.

The town is the seat of the Mudir of the Abul Khasib Nahiyah in
the Qadha of Basrah, and at the entrance of the Abul Kbasib crock arc
a Turkish police post and customs house

j nevertheless much smuggling
of goods to and from Persia is carried on here. A harbour master is
stationed at Abul Khasib.

Also called Khatam Al Bu Shamis. A tract dividing the region of
Bhafrah on the west from that part of Trucial 'Oman which is some-
times called 'Oman-ash-ShamaJi on the north-east. Khatam is appa-
mtly a coa.pact district of somewhat circular shape with an average
lameterof about 40 miles; its centre appears to lio 06 or 70 miles

retain
'
“if “4 « “I«» sooth-wert ot the

areiMl 0.m Ktakm >. OT.red witk .»,d d.nk, but it bm,^ t»,^b«d.. J™b.of 4w, Mu, Mkbb ...dObklh., Tim

di'V "f 1 ^

.Z» I k
•>“ «“»• water. Kbata,

Erl *'! *„"“*“* '* *>“ .1 the B«u rs,,Habaarr, ..dHara tni,., „a itm., r„bup.b.
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present time, as included in the sphere of the Shaikh^ of Abu Bhabiy

whose personal influence is predominant there. In the hot weather

Khatam is deserted.

The following is a list of the principal wells in Khatam

Ajam (Bada’-al.) juij

’Ankab 4<U

Artah (Bu) jj

»Am8

BalqaTaais (Maghail)

Banadiq (Umm-al)

Faris Bu Hadid(Ghait) ^ kw Mirdah (Abu)

Hadhait (Imwaih-al) i,yc] Naghslah (Umm-an-) aJUjJI J
HadhrQm (Maghail) JjtAo Sablah jlUIjI

'

Hanifah Suwaihaa

Hawidh (Bui) ^
Hilyau

Iqtlwab (Bu) y
Jabahinab (Tdd*al-)

w
Jatiya ^
Labmab

A considerable Arab tribe in Turkish I their country stretches KSAZA'*IL
approximately from Kufah to Samawah through the intervening Jiflj.!

marshes and includes a portion of the adjoining Shamiyah Desert : the

settled members of the tribe are chiefly in the Qadha of Samawah. The

Khaza^il are all Shf alis and are divided into Mu^allim
, A1 Bu

Hasan ji Ji and Lamlum
;
and one of their smaller sections

is known as the Bani ^Aridh They are a strong and warlike

body but not naturally pugnacious. Those who inhabit the desert are

horsemen and are well-mounted : those on the rivers and marshes depend

for locomotion, both in peace and war, upon their Mashhufs or canoeS.

The agricultural part of the tribe cultivate rice, barley and wheat
;
sheep,

horses and camels also are bred by the Khaza^il, and a considerable

number of them are carriers and camel-dealers. A large proportion

even of the agricultural sections follow the desert Hfe between January

and June. The Khaza^il levy K huwwah from the ’Anizah and Northern

Shammai, towards whom they are not well disposed, when camping in

their territory.

A small tract in the Kuwait Shaikhdom ,• it lies between the district KHILAK
[

of Yah on the east and that of Sbiq^aq on the west ; it is about 8 miles

in diameter and is situated perhaps ^6 miles to the north-Vest of Jabrah/
^
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KHOJAH The headquarters of the Khojah sect in the Persian Gulf are in the

Sultanate of ’Oman, chiefly at Matrah, where they number about 1,050

SECT’*' souls
;
but they are found also at Khaburah (125 souls), Sohar Town,

Suwaiq (SO souls), Barkah and Masna’ak, in Batinah ; at Quryat (i

family); and at Gwadar, where they number about 300 souls. A

considerable number live in the coast towns of Trucial ’Oman and Persia.

The entire Khojah community of Matrah reside in a lai-g^o fort or

enclosed quarter upon the sea beach ; secuiuty from attack by the Arabs

and privacy for their women are the principal motives of tliis

arrangement, and, except menials, the only non-Khojahs admitted

to the'^ enelosm'e are the British oflGieials at Masqat, whom they regard

as their natural protectors. The Khojahs of Matrah marry, for the

most part, among themselves. Only about 10 families of those at

Matrah ai'e now adherents of the Agha K.han of Bombay
; the remainder

have been converted to Thain ’Ashari Shi’ism, but preserve to some

extent .their old social usages and customs.

The majority of the Matrah Khojahs are potty merchants ami shop-

keepera dealing in piece-goods, spices, etc. Only about 12 of them do
business on a large scale, but there are seven or eight others who some-
times receive small consignments of goods on their own account. The
business of the large Khojah merchants at Matrah consists in the
importation of rice from Calcutta and of piece-goods, oil and drugs
from Bombay, and in the exportation to India of dates, botli wet and
dry, and of a small quantity of dried fish (Matut). Some land in

the Masqat District has been acquired by Khojahs, particularly at
Birain, at Darsait near Matrah, and at Ghallah in Wadi Boshar.

The Matrah Khojahs are mostly of Sindi or Kachi extraction,
but very few of them now have homes in India, and of 260 male adults
only about 120 are British subjects, those, namely, whose ancestors
immigrated after the British conquest of Sind. Of 41 families of
Khojahs in other parts of the ’OrnSn Sultanate except OwSdar, 29 are
under British protection and 12 are Arab subjects

; those of GwSdar, are
comparatively recent immigrants and all claim British nationality.
In the ports of Persia and Trucial 'Oman the Khojahs are all regaidod as
British subjects.

In the Sultanate of ’Oman the Khojahs are known to the Arabs
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as La-watiyah * ^'y,and in the Persian Gulf they are called Lutiyan

^
the singular in either case is Lutiyah They are also

commonly spoken of as Haidarabadis .

The principal town of the Dashti district on the Persian Coasts KEUEMXJJ
situated at an elevation of 465 feet at the foot of the great maritime

range, distant 40 miles south-east from Bushehr Town, 17 miles

south-south-east of Ahram, the capital of the adjoining Tangistan

district, and nearly 20 miles from the sea. The present town is adjoined

by traces of an older one which was destroyed by the Persian Governor

of Shiraz at the beginning of the 19th century.

The place, which has doubled in size during the last 40 years,

consists of about 350 houses, of which i are mat huts and the remainder

of mud and stone. The population, numbering about 1,800 souls, are

chiefly Khajaha, Dehdarha, •’Umruha and Dabashiha: nearly all are

Persians and Shi'^ahs; very few are Ambs. On the outskirts of the

town is a substantial stone fort, the residence of the Khan of Bashti,

which internally, in 1865, was comfortable and elegantly furnished.

There are water-mills driven by a small stream from the high hiUs behind

the town, and water for irrigation is brought from the same quarter in

open channels. The water is good and grazing excellent. Barley and

wheat are plentiful, and mutton and beef are procurable, though not in

large quantities. Date palms in the immediate neighbourhood are

estimated at 50,000 trees, and livestock at 200 horses, 20 mules, 500

donkeys, 1,000 camels, 500 cattle and 8,000 sheep and goats : in the^

figures a number of the surrounding villages may be included. Routes

from Bushehr Town, Kaki and the sea-coast meet at Khurmuj.

Singular Kibaisi . A small and rather unsettled tribe of KIBISAH
Arabs, found chiefly in Qatar, but represented also in Bahrain. Their

principal settlements at the present day are Khuwair Hassan and

Puwairat in Qatar, where they have about 80 and 50 houses respect-

ively
j
besides these they have a few houses at Sadiyah and Sumaismah

* i derivation of this name has been snggested from lota, tbe Indian water-vessel,

which (it is said) they nsed to carry when they first arrived in the country. Another

is from ,
a scamp, nsed in a good-natured sense. The Khojahs never call thorn-

selves hawStiyah, and they dislike the name.
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ia Qatar, and at Jasaii’ali and Eifa^-al-GharU on Bahrain Island. Theh

chief occupation is pearl diving, but those of Qatar also own camels,

sheep, donkeys and cattle, with which they retire into the interior of

the peninsula in the cold weather
;
in summer they leave their animals

to the care of local Bedouins and betake themselves to the pearl fisheries.

In religion the Kibisah are Maliki Sunnis. The tribe once lived mostly

at Dohah, but they were compelled by a difficulty with the

^AmSmarah to remove to Khuwair Hassan. Later they took part

with the Na^im in the foundation of Znbarah, but after a time they

returned to Khuwair Hassatt, which is still their headquarters.

A 'considerable village in Turkish ^Iraq, situated on the left bank

of the Shatt-ahHindiyah : it lies about 18 miles south-south-west of

Hillah Town and ] 6 or 17 miles north by east of the town of TSTajaf.

Kifl is surrounded on 3 sides by creeks from the river, which arc not

often more than 4 or 5 feet deep ; but they extend in some cases for a

number of miles. When the Hindiyah rises in winter the village is

surrounded by floods ; it is then connected with the mainland only by a

winding embankment about 3 feet broad and ^ of a mile long. There

are a good many date trees in the immediate neighbourhood,

Kifl consists of about 70 houses of masonry and of a much larger

number of poor constructions in mud and matting. The population of

the place is estimated at nearly 2^000 souls, of whomjaboiit 200 are

Jews and the remainder Arabs. The village is filthy and the people are

poor. There are a couple of small and inferior Khans at Kifl : the

better of the two is double-storeyed and was built by a priva.tc iiidividual

for the gratuitous accommodation of pilgrims passing by water between

the towns of Karbala and Najaf. The most striking architectural

object at Kifl, however, is a solitary minaret, believed to have formed

part of a mosque which has now disappeared; it affords an excellexut

landmark to all the country side, becoming visible on the way to Kifl

a few miles after leaving Najaf Town, but it is now in an insecure state

and its days of usefulness appear to be numbered.

The sole claini of Kifl to importance is founded on its poesesBion

of the reputed tomb of Hizqil or Ezekiel; this shrine

stands in the middle of the village, in a courtyard surrounded

by a wall, the cells and recesses on the inner side of which are
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the dwelling place of most of the Jews o£ Kifl. The building is

extremely simple and at present it is in a bad state of repair. The

supposed coffin of the prophet^ covered with common cloth, is about 1%

feet in length by 6 feet wide and 5 feet deep ; it is kept in a room

which is 36 feet long and 20 feet wide and has a domed roof. The

walls of the room are ornamented with pieces of inferior mirror glass

a,nd other bright coloured objects,—decorations attributed to the muni-

ficence of a Jewish merchant of Bombay, by whom the tomb is said to

have been restored about 65 years ago. Jewish pilgrimages are made

to this shrine, especially at the time of Pentecost
;
and many Jewish

corpses are sent to Kifl from a distance for interment. A family of

Muhammadan Arabs are the custodians of the tomb and receive whatever

is paid by pilgrims.

There is some cultivation around Kifl,—chiefly on the further side

of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah, which is here about 200 yards broad. Trade,

chiefly with Hillah Town and Tawairij, is unimportant; but there is a

bazaar about 150 yards long by 10 yards wide.

Kifl is the headquarters of a Nahiyah in the Qadha of Hindiyah

and the seat of a ]\Judir, who has a few Dhabitiyahs under his orders.

The present Mudir is of Afghan descent and can speak a little

Hindustani. There is a government primary school at Kifl, in which

Arabic and Turkish are taught.

A low, white, sandy islet in the Persian Gulf, situated in latitude KTJBBAR
29*^ ¥ north and longitude 48*^ 30^ east : it lies about 20 miles off the

coast of Kuwait, 30 miles south-east of Ras-al-Ardh and 24 miles
^

north-west of the island of Qaru. Its diameter is about a quarter of a mile,

and its height above sea level is 8 feet. A few birds from the mainland

frequent it, but there is ordinarily no fresh water except after rain.

Kubbar is reckoned to the Kuwait Principality.

A town in Turkish Traq ;
it stands on the right bank of the Shatt- KITPAH

al-Hindiyah at a distance of 6 miles eastwards, by road, from Najaf

Town. The original Kufah, founded about 638 A. D., was in early

Islamic times, among the.most famous -of- cities, and -under the 'Omaiyids-



stared -Witt Basrah, the honour of being one of the ’Iraqan, that is, one

of the twin capitals of ’Iraq; but it subsequently declined and

disappeared : the modern town is not more than 20 years old. The

name is said to mean “ the (city of) reed huts.’’

The ancient Persian city of Hirah^ probably stood 3 or 8 miles

to the south of Kufah, and the battle of Q.a,disiyah which in

685 A.D. gave the province of ’Iraq to the rising Muhammadan power,

appears to have been fought at a place in the desert about 15 miles west

of Kufah ; this Qadisiyah is not to be confounded with the place of the

same name on the Tigris above Baghdad. In ’Abbasid times the

Hajj route from Baghdad passed through Kufah.

Hindlyah stream and 'bridge .—^At Kufah the Hiudiyah stream is

150 yards broad and flows deepest in the neighbourhood of the right

bank, where, at the present time, about 6 feet of water may be found

in midwinter. At this place the Hindiyah is spanned by a bridge of

16 boats, each of which is 80 feet long, 10 feet wide and 4 feet deep ; the

roadway is 8 feet wide, and there is a handrail about 3 feet high on each

side from end to end. This bridge is now in bad repair*. There is a small

island 300 yards above and another 850 yards below the bridge
; these

are both wooded, and either would afford good cover or support to a

bridging party. Quarter of a mile above the bridge the Hindiyah is

nearly 800 yards wide.

Town and population .—Kufah consists of about 600 houses, mostly
of stpne and mortar, and 100 occupied shops ; its frontage on the river
is 500 to 600 yards. The whole town is upon the western bank, but
there is one private Khan pn the opposite side about 50 yards above the
bridge. The present population of Kufah is about 3,000 souls, of whom
one-fourth may be Persians (including a few Persianised Baluchis) while
the remainder are Shi’ah Arabs ; but this estimate docs not
mclude residents of Najaf .Town, who have houses or offices at
Kufah and visit them often for pleasure or business.

Resources.— always the port of Najaf, is now a general
entrep6t of trade and the distributing centre, for a wide tract of country,
of goods brought by water from Basrah Town. On the' river bankMe numerous store houses and places of business, where the exports and
mports of Hillah, Najaf and other places lie awaiting disposal. Kflfah
IS surrounded on all sides by exceUent date plantations^ and there is much
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g arden cultivation belonging to tbe place up6n tb6 left bank of the

Hindiyah. Fruity vegetables and forage can be had in abundance at

K&fah in the proper seasons. Half a dozen to a doze n ^afinahs of

medium size may be seen at anchor o ff the town, and such vessels can

ordinarily be hired for a Majidi a day , but in the case of freight it is

usual to charge by the journey and not by time.

Administratioii.—Kufah is the headquarters of a Nahiyah in the

Qadha of Uajaf and is the seat of a Mudir. There is a military

detachment for the protection of the place, consisting of 40 rifles unde r

1 officer. A harbour master also is stationed here.

Antiquities.^— are two sacred buildings at Kufah, which for

many years were the sole remaining vestiges of the town.

By far the more important of these is the great Kufah mosque>

the scene of the assassination of ^Ali in 661 A.D. by ’Abdur Rahman-

bin-Muljam
;
it is situated about li miles from the present Kufah, upon

the way to Najaf. Externally this building resembles a fortified enclo-

sure
;
for it has no dome and from the wall surrounding it, 'which is SO

feet high, small semi-circular bastions 10 feet in diameter project at inter-

vals of 50 feet. Inside, the mosque is like a caravansarai ; the courtyard,

which is 12^8 paces long and 104 paces wide, is surrounded on three sides

by the cubicles usual in Khans ; but behind these cubicles, instead of the

usual stables, axe little rooms with doors, 6 3 in number and equally divided

among the 3 sides. There are also 9 Maqams or Sardabs in the centre of

the enclosure ; they are named after Noah, Zain-al-’Abidin, ^AK and

others, who used, it is said, to retire to them for meditation. ‘ On the

fourth side of the courtyard, that towards Makkah, is the mosque proper ;

and here, enclosed by iron gratings, is a space about 4 yards square paved

with blue tiles to show where ^Ali fell. It may be noted that from early

times there have been some Muhammadan authorities who have main-

tained that ^Ali is buried at Ktifah^ not at Najaf.

The mosque is adjoined by 2 other well-built brick enclosures ; one of

these, on the east side, has a wall about gO feet high and contains, besides

a few huts, the tombs of Muslim-bin-'Aqil and Hani-bin-Amwah, which are

both objects of veneration. To the north of the mosque, outside it, are 2

or 3 small Khans. Many pious Mullas of Najaf are in the habit of

spending a night of each week in the old mosque at Kufah for quiet

devotion.

The other sacred place is the IMaqam Yunas near the bank of the

Sihdiyah at the upper end of the present town. It appeai^s to be
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doubtful wbether this shrine, is intended to commemorate the prophet

Jonah or some other of the name.

The style of Arabic writing known as Kufio had its origin here.

KUMAIT In Turkish ’Iraq, a small but growing village on the right bank oO the

Tigris 30 miles above ’Amarah Town, in the country o£ the Al Bu

Daraj. The place was founded only 5 years ago, but there arc now 50 or

60 houses and about 20 shops : the whole is the property of tho Dairat-as-

Saniyah- The population is mixed. The village is a market for the

suiTOunding tribes and exports wheat, barley and maize : tliore are as

yet no trees. It is protected by a military detachment of 100 men

under an oflacer and there are no civil oflScials.

KUMZAE A small town on the coast of the 'Oman Sultanate, tho capital of tho

Bani Shatair section of the Shihnh tribe, situated at the bottom oO a

cove in the northern face of the Ruus-al-Jibal promontory ; it stands

at the mouth of a gloomy valley or gorge in the hills which is named
Wadi Maiwani . There is no route by land from Kumzar to any
other place. -Kumzar consists of about 600 low stone houses of

SMhuh of the Bani Shatair section : there are two large whitewashed

mosques. The people are fishermen and have no cirltivation of any sort ;

they own 40 or 50 fishing-boats and 5 sea-going boats that nm to

Qishm, Dibai and Masqat Town with cargoes of salt fish and shark-

fins. Small quantities of dried and salted fisli arc cx])m'tod also to

Kuwait and Basrah. The Kumzaris have no pearl-boats of their own,

but a few of them go to the banks on Sharjah and Dibai vesseds.

In the date season all but a veiy few persons migrate, mostly to Khasab
and Dibah ; the women go to the date harvest there or elsewhere, the luou

to the ,&e harvest or. the pearl fishery, and the 3 or 4 individuals who
remain take charge of the flocks of the absentees.

KUNa A small town on the coast of the Lingeh District in Persia, about 4
miles north-e^st of Lingeh Town ; it stands on a sandy shore along which
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it extends about half a mile. At the west end of the place is a large^

white, ruined factory which once belonged to the Portuguese with a round

fort opposite it that is surrounded by the sea at high water ; there are

also many ruined water-reservoirs and the remains of some old docks.

Behind the village is a large date grove and much ordinary cultivation.

The anchorage, sheltered from all winds except the Suhaili, is If miles

off-shore in 5 fathoms of water. Kung consists of 500 stone houses

inhabited by a medley of races representing most parts of the Persian

coast ; most of the people are Sunnis but a few are Shfahs. Kung,

though evidently less important than it once was, and at the present

time reduced by emigration to about half the size stated above, is still an

active and busy place. The inhabitants are merchants, boat-owners

Nakhudas, sailors, fishermen and potters. Here are owned 14 Baghlahs

1 Bum and 6 Sambuks which carry dates from Basrah and salt and

small salt-fish from other places to Aden, Zanzibar and Indian ports ; they

also bring rafters from Zanzibar to Lingeh, Bahrain and Basrah.

There are also 34 Baqarahs and 2 Shu^ais. The fishermen of the place are

largely engaged in catching sharks and for this purpose visit grounds in

the upper part of the Persian Gulf near Pao, etc. The water-supply, from

wells 5 or 6 fathoms deep and from covered cisterns, is usually ample.

Live-stock are 40 camels, 50 donkeys, 200 cattle and 1,000 sheep and goats.

A few arms are owned for self-defence, but the people are not addicted to

fighting. There is an Imperial Customs post here.

Singular Kindi A scattered Ghafiri tribe of ^Oman, Ibadhis in KTINTJI)

religion,, They are found at Nizwa in ^Oman Proper, where they have

40 houses and which may be. regarded as their capital; also .in Wadi

Ma’awal at Nakhl (50 houses) and in Wadi-al-Jizi and its tributaries

at Sahailah (100 houses), Milaiyinah (15 houses), Haihash-Shiya (10

houses), Hail-ar-Kafsah (60 houses) and Thiqbah (20 houses). They

occur also at Hail, Ghallah (20 houses) and Furfar in the Shaiaailiyan

tract, and are found in Independent ’Oman at Bal^ailHi Village and in

Mahadhah. None of the tribe are Bedouins. Their total number

may be estimated at 1,500 souls. .
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KTJED

TRIBE

KURD
(iL BU)

J

Plural Akrad il/l, a well-known tribe of the Tnrco-Persian frontier

who do not properly faU within the scope of the present Gazetteer
j to

some extent, however, they are represented in Turkish ’Iraq and in

Northern ’Arabistan.

In Tnrkisli 'Iraq the Kurds are mostly Failiyali that is

they belong to the Faili section of the tribe. They are most numerous

on the TigriS; where Shaikh Sa'ad is an entirely Kurdish village,

and more than half the inhabitants of Bghailah and Kut-al-Amarah

are Kurds ;
Kurdish communities are found also at Suwairah and

^Ali Gharbi upon the same river
;

and there are many Kurds at

Baghdad where they are chiefly known as porters and labourers.

Part of the population at Hai and QaFat Sihr upon the Shatt-al-

Gharaf are Kurds j
and Badrah and Jassan, which lie nearer to the hills

than do the places already mentioned, are predominantly Kurdish. The

Kurds form one of the finest classes in the towns and villages of Turkish

^Iraq. They are a sturdy and capable race and are well represented in

the army and military pohee
;
some of the regular battailions of the

Baghdad Army Corps to a considerable extent consist of, and are oflicored

by Kurds ;
and Kurds have also been known to rise to posts requiring

some intellectual ability, such as the judgeships of Shara^ courts. The

Kurd is said to be quick in/evenge, and poverty sometimes drives him

to crime; otherwise he is, at least in the plains oF Turkish ^Iraq,

a peaceable and law-abiding subject of the Ottoman Government.

In Arabistan the Kurds, few in numbers and far removed from

their tribal headquarters, are naturally not prominent as a political factor;

but they are found in the Dizful District in the villages of QtaTeh

Abdush Shah, Asad Khan (I), Balingan Balai, Biyawtiyun, HajiabSd,

Jibar, Kalehwand, Amleh Karim Khan, Khusrauabad, Kuwigb, Shalgahi

Buzurg and Jirqeh Saiyid Ta’ameh; and they occur also, in the

SbUshtar District, at both Shalailis upon the Gargar.

This is the Arabic form of the name : in Persian it is Al Bu Kurdan

^ jT , These are a small tribe settled on the Karun Kiver in

the Ahwaz District, where they are found in the contiguouB villages

of Harsheh, Kut Abdullah, Kut Saiyid Salih, Abu Dilibis, Kut-al-

Amaiieh, and Muzaflari on the left bank, and at Karaishan on the

opposite side. - Their origin is not clearly ascertained, but it is stated

that they were formerly subjects of the Bakhtiyaris and remained such
p.ntil about 100 years ago, when they immigrated from the direction of
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the Ramuz and Jarrahi Districts to their present seat; at that time

they were a body only 400 or 500 strongs whereais they new number 1^500

or 2^000 souls. At first they resembled Persians in their habits, but they

have now adopted the Arab dress and have become dependents of the

Bawiyeh. The A1 Bu Kurd marry among themselves and are credited

with being good fightings men. Their present headman, Mulla Abus

Saiyid, represents the interests of the Shaikh of Muhamin areh at

Zaidan in Behbehan : in his absence his brother Ahmad presides over

the tribesmen in the Karun villages and is at the same time the Shaikh^s

Agent at Muzaffari.

This group of islands lies 25 miles off the South-Eastern Coast of ^Oman KUBIA
between Ras JSharbatat and Ras Nus and is consequently a little to the MURIA*
east of Dhufar. The origin of the English name Kuria Muria^^ is unex- ISLANDS
plained

; the Arabs call the islands Jazair Bin*Ghalfan after

a Mahra family who once seized them and in 1835 still claimed the group

as their property. The Kuria Murias are 5 in number and form a chain

running for 50 miles due east and west. They are of granite and stand

upon a granitic ledge, with very deep water immediately outside, which

extends hence under the sea to Ras Nus and from there by land to

Mnrbats where it ends. During the north-east monsoon the islands are

exposed to winds blowing from all points of the compass. I'he north

wind sometimes lowers the temperature as much as 20° E. bringing it

down to 50° and causing severe sickness. Hallaniyah, the largest and

central island of the group, is the only one inhabited : the people are

reported to speak a dialect closely allied to that current in the neighbour-

hood of Mnrbat and resembling Mahri. The islands, in order from east

to west, are :

—

Name. Position.
Dimensions and physioal

characteristics.
BiBiHinss.

Jibliyah 16 miles east of

Hallaniyah.

About 1 mile square.

It consists of por-

phyritic syenite

and dark granite

;

the highest point

is 500 feet.

There is no fresh water.

There are numerous gan-

nets; the only other

living creatures are rats,

mice, snakes, scorpions

and centipedes. Some
fine sponges are obtain-

able in from 5 "to 7
fathoms of water.

* Various authorities on this group are mentioned in the article on the ’Oman

Sultanate (footnote). The Chart is No. IX.

3x3
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Name.

Gharzant
Kodondo

Position,
Dimansions and physical

chamoteristies.

or 7 miles north-

east of Hallaniyali.

Hardly more than

a large rock, 200
feet high, of
reddish granite.

Nil.

Hallaniyafi
to

48 miles east-north-

east of Ras Nils.

The largest of the
islands, about 7i
miles long from
east to west by 3|-

broad from north

to south. It con-

sists of granite
with dark veins,

and the hills in the
centre form a

cluster of spires

one of which
reaches a height of

1,503 feet.

Water is abundant hnt all

slightly brackisli. There
are a few tamarisk trees

and at the cast end a
little grass. The natural
fauna are wild goats,
whip-snakes, scorpions
and centipedes. The
human inhabitants num-
bered 23 in 1835 and
36, including children, in
1883, Their race is

uncertain ; nominally
they cUi’e Muhammadans.
They keep goats and
fish but have no boats
and hardly ever visit tlie

mainland. Their houses
are mere somi-circular
walls of loose stones and
are roofed with sticks,

fisli-hon*‘s and seaweed.
When FTallanlyoli was
last visited in* 1001 it

was found dosoried.

Suda

Haskiyah
w

6 miles west of
Hallaniyah.

The second largest
island of the group,
3 miles loner by
2 broad. It is of
red and grey gra-
nite with dark
strata interposed
and readies a height
of 1,310 feet.

Thei’e is some si'anty grass
and a, quickly tilling but
bracldaJi wdl. The island
is now uninhabited
but is known to liave bad
occupants at tho begin-
ning of the Ifcith

century.

18 miles west of
Harianiyah.

About a mile square
and mostly com-
posed of reddish
granite

; the
higlust point is

60o feet.

T?hero is no vegotaiinn
or fresh water here but
thousands of gauiicts
frequent the rocks.

The Ktina Mums belonged at the beginning oJ: tho 19t]i ecntixi-y to
the Mahra family named Bin-Ghalfan, already mentioned, and l.otli the
larger islands of the group were then inhabited. Pirates from tho eoiist
of Trncial 'Oman made a cruel raid on the settlements about ISIS and
left them practieaUy depopulated. In 1854 the Sultan of 'Omam who
}md meanwhile established a title to the group, ceded the Kuria. Murias
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to Great Britain and they have since remained a British possession.

Between 1857 and 1859 the islands were a scene of busy activity^ as the

rich guano deposits of Jibllyah and Haskiyah; since exhausted^ were

then being worked; Jibliyah was the more productive. In the season

1857-8, no less than 52 ships were engaged in removing the guano, and a

European agent and analyst resided on Jibliyah. The guano was found

on the lower and more level parts of the islands and extensive tracts were

covered with it to an average depth of 2, and an extreme depth of 6 feet

:

it was mixed with fine stones, necessitating screening before shipment,

and its chemical composition* differed widely from that of Peruvian

guano, to which, however, it was hardly inferior in fertilising properties*

A British telegraph station established on Hallaniyah in 1859 was

removed in 1860 in consequence of failure of the cable.

A division of the Baghdad Sanjaq of the Baghdad Wilayat in Turkish

'’Iraq; it is now much reduced in size from its original dimensions, the

Qadhas of ’Aziziyah and Jazirah having been carved out of it in 1884

on the occasion of the separation of the Baghdad and Basrah Wilayats,

and the Qadha of Badrah in 1894 or 1895.

KtJT-AIi*
AMARAH

QADHA

Position and lo^mdaries.^TaQ Qadha of Kut-al-Amarah lies on both

sides of the Tigris river about midway between Baghdad City and

^Amarah Town. On the north-east it is conterminous with the Qadha

of Badrah ;
on the south-east with that of ’Amarah in the Sanjaq of

"'Amarah and that of Hai in the Sanjaq of Muntafik, both in the Wilayat

of Basrah; on the south-west with' part of the Sanjaq of Diwaniyah

;

and bn the north-west with the Qadhas, in its own Sanj^, of Jazirah

and ’Aziziyah.

Tomography and The only places of any size in the Qadha

are the town of Kut-al-Amarah and the village of Shaikh Sa’ad, both

of which are described elsewhere in special articles.

Its composition was 70 per cent. pkospKates, 29 per cent, silica and moisture, and

1 per cent, ammonia.
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Steam Navigation Company a coal dep6t. An honorary Naib'Karpardaz

represents the Persian Government at this place.

KUWAIT

BAY
and

TOWN

This nam<^ is the diminutive of Kfii and means a small fort : it

sufficiently indicates the insignificant origin of the thriving town of

Kuwait, the capital of the Arab Shaikhdom or principality which now

shares its name. In old English records and books Kuwait is generally

called '^Graine or Grane/^ doubtless from the island of Qurain, a short

distance to the west of it. The town, which is about 80 miles south

and slightly east of Basrah, almost 180 miles west by north of Bushebr

and nearly 280 miles north-north-west of Bahrain, faces the north-

west and is situated on the southern shore of Kuwait Bay about one-third

of the way from its entrance at Eas-al-Ardh to its foot at Jahrah*

Coasij hariour and anchorages ,'^—The bay itself is a largo inlet of re*

inarkable form, leading out of the north-west corner of the Persian Gulf,

with an extreme length east and west of over 20 miles and a maximum
breadth north and south of about 10 miles. In shape it ap[)r()achcs a

crescent with the convex side to the north and one of the horns pointing

to the south-west. The bay proper is an indentation in the true Arabian

coast line, which is represented northwards by the wcsteiai shore of

Khor-as-Sabiyafi and southwards by the coast below Kas-ahArdli ; but its

fehore line is prolonged on the side next the mouth of the Sliatt-al-^Arah

by a mud- flat, extending 20 miles south-east from the mouth of Khor-as-
Sabiyah; on which stands the island of Failakah. The entran(ie of tJio

'

bay, between this inud-flat and Eas-al-Ardh, is about 4 miles wide and
open to the south-west and south-south-west. In the southern shore of
the bay, within, there are three coves

; the easternmost, between Ras-al*
Ardh and EasAjuzah is shallow and vessels arc recommended not to
enter it

; the middle cove, between Eas ^Ajtizah and Ras ^ Asliairij
contains Kuwait Town on its eastern side, a dead coral reef covered with
mud and sand and known as^Akaz in the centre, the island of Qnrain
or Shuwaikh on the southern margin of 'Akaz, and the island of Umm-aii-
Namal near Ras ^Ashairij

; the wosternmosi, (*ovo, Bohat

of thoVor^gn^
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K^dhamall between Ras^ Asbairij and Has Kadhamahj forms the

innermost recess of the whole bay^ and near the foot of it stands the village

of Jahrah.

The land surrounding the bay is low except on the north side where
the Zor hills, parallel to the shore, attain a height of 150 to 400 feet.

A flat of soft mud extends for some distance off shore on the northern

side of the bay making communication difiicult at low water between
sea and land.

In most parts of the bay the water is of suitable depth for anchorage

and there is good holding-ground : the soundings are 14 fathoms off Has-

al-Ardh and 6 to 10 fathoms off Has ^Ajuzah, shoaling to 6 fathoms at

the entrance of Dohat Kadhamah. There is a rocky 2-fathom shoal, called

Fasht-al-Hadibah 2^ miles north of the town. The anchorage

for large vessels is called Bandar Tuwainah
;

it lies a mile and

a half to the north of the town inside Basht-al-Hadibah. In a Shamal

a considerable sea rises in the south part of the bay, not enough however

to distress a large vessel
; but in a Qaus vessels anchoring outside the

Hadibah shoal, or with the town south by west to south-south-west, might

not be sufiiciently sheltered.

Shoal water extends off the town of Kuwait for about 8 cables^

and landing at low tide is inconvenient as the beach dries out to a

considerable distance
i
but at high water the sea washes up almost to

the houses. In front of the town are several tidal harbours, called

Niqa^ahs of considerable size, formed by piers and breakwaters or Surs

of loose coral blocks : these are often breached in a Shamal, but are easily

repaired. On the beach proper lie in winter, drawn up above the high-

water line, many of the pearling and other vessels on which the pros-

perity of the town depends : in places these extend, almost touching each

other^s sides, for hundreds of yards, and when launched they must form

an imposing fleet. The boat harbour of Bandar-ash-Shuwaikh near the

town is described in the article on Qnrain island, and the bay and

promontory of Kadhamah are dealt with in the article under their

own name.

The town and, its siiro'onndings .^—^The town now measures about 2 miles

along the shore, and is rapidly 'extending towards Has Ajuzah ; its depth

inland is from one-fourth to thi*ee-fourths of a mile. Free sites granted

* An account of these boat harbours, accompanied by a map, will be found in the

Governmeufc of India’s Foreign Proceedings for September 1906.
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hj tlie Shaikh on all sides of the town are^ on accoimt of the increasing

prosperity of the place^ being rapidly taken up and built upon by

enterprising individuals as a commercial speculation. The land surround-

ing Kuwait is pure desert as far as the eye can reach and belongs to

the tract called Qra^ah. One mile west of the town^ on Eas^ Ajuzah^

is a fortified dwelling house^ erected in 1904 by the eldest son of

the Shaikh of Kuwait and named after him Qasr-ash-Shaikh Jabir

To the south of the town the land rises for a mile or

so and then falls ; consequently the place is lost from sight soon after

leaving it. On this side^ in the cold weather^ arc pitched many Bedouin

camps^ and there is a constant coming and going of camels and of small

caravans. Kuwait was formerly walled and 30 years ago had seven gates

on the landward side^ but since that time it has doubled in size and the

sites of the old gates are now known to few ; of one only^ the Darwazat
Jana^at which was the second in order from the east^ do

any traces remain. Kuwait is now an open^ undefended town, From
the centre of the town on the south side has grown out a long suburb

called Murqab beyond which is a gj^psiferous tract wluTe Juss
or gypsum mortar is manufactured by simply firing rubbish in broad
shallow excavations. The site of the town is generally flat and
sandy ; but the south-western quarter stands on somewhat higher
ground than the rest and has steep lanes leading down from it to tln^ beach*
The streets are irregular and winding, many of them arc blind alleys^ and
the town is not laid out on any general plan ; the only st-reet of

apparent importance, besides the main bazaar which runs at rigid; angles
to the sea about the middle of the town, is one which loads from the
Suq or market square, situated at the hack of the town near the
Murqab quarter^ to the north-east end of the town, but it has no general
name. Most of the houses have only a ground floor, but a.ppca,r higlier
owing to a parapet-wall enclosing the roof ; they arc generally liuilt

surrounding a courtyard. The better sort arc of stone plastered with Juss
and have high arched gateways, sometimes with a wicket-door in the
middle of the gate ; a few arches appear also in upper storeys. The system
of conservancy is rudimentary

; the sewage is deposited in largo, open public
cesspools in the various quarters. There are between 'Zi) and £0 mosqties^
of which 4 ara Jamies or -Friday congregational mosques

j these
are the^ chief mosque, which stands on the west side of the maixi bazaar,
t e Shaikh^s mosque on the sea face near his residence, the mosque of
Haddad and the mosque of the Jana'at

; iione of these have
any architectural pretensions*
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Climate ,—The climate of Kuwait compares favourably with that of

most ports in the Persian Gulf. In winter^ especially when a Shamal

is blowing; it is sometimes bitterly cold ; in summer the heat of the sun

is tempered by sea breezes^ and the clean sand desert cools down rapidly

at night. The air^ however, except in a breeze, is laden with fetid

odours, chiefly of the fish-oil with which the boats that line the whole

beach are smeared and of human excreta.

Inhabitants ,—The population of Kuwait is now aboufc 35,000, of

whom the great majority are Arabs of the ’ITtub, ’Awazim, Sashaidah,

Bani Khalid, ’Ajman, Dawasir, ’Anizah, and Dhafir tribes besides

Hasawiyah or Arabs from Hasa and Baharinah from Bahrain.

There are also a number of Persians, some Jews, some Jana’at and

many negroes ; also 2 Armenians. No Indians are settled hei’e.

The 'XJtuh are the tribe to which the Shaikhs of Kuwait belong, but

they are reckoned to be only about 30 (another account says 250) families.

The resident Bani Khalid belong, in part at least, to the Mahashir, Al

Miqdam and Bani Nahad sections of that tribe. More than 100 Arab

households in the town are immigrants from Zilfi in Najd. The Persian

community consists of about 3,000 souls; its members do not inhabit a

separate quarter but are scattered through the town ; nearly all of them

are permanently settled at Kuwait, nevertheless they go and“ come freely

between Kuwait and the parts of Persia to which they originally

belonged. Persian merchants are ajbout a score ; over 100 Persians are

shopkeepers } 200 of the remainder are penniless labourers who live

fx*om hand to mouth. The Jews amount to between 100 and 200 souls;

they have a synagogue of their own, called a Kanisah ; at Kuwait they

seem to be notorious chiefly for the distillation of spirituous liquors which

some of the Muhammadan population consume secretly in dread of the

Shaikh. Two of the Jews are well-to-do merchants ; the rest are mostly

cloth-sellers and goldsmiths. The Jana’at are a small colony of 150

souls ;
some are merchants, the others sailors and boatnien. The negroes

are a very conspicuous element in the population ; they number about

4,000 altogether, and have social clubs of their own which are distin-

guished by peculiar sky-signs
;
about one-third are Ma^tuq or emancipated,

while two-thirds are Mamluk or enslaved.

The Muhammadans of Kuwait are nearly all Sunnis : the exceptions are

the Persians, Baharinah and some of the Hasawiyah, who are^ Shi'^ahs,

and some immigrants from Najd, who are Wahhabis* The pilgrimage

to Makkah from Kuwait is never made by land at present, tod the annual

number of pilgrims who go by sea is only from 20 to 40.
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TL.e Arab population of Kuwait ai'C not on the whole of a robust

type ; they are generally long-faced, slender and inclined to lanldncss
;

the complexion of many is sickly. The men wear the ordinary garments

of the sedentary Ai-ab, while the women dress in black veils and over-

mantles, but sometimes display beneath a bright-coloured skirt which they

allow to trail in the dust for some distance behind them. A remarkable

scene follows sunset, when the town suddeuly becomes alive with

mendicants, mostly children, who beset the doors of the hearses and beg

in melancholy voices for a morsel from the evening meal ; they are seldom

repulsed fx-om any gate. Merchants and other townsmen of Kuwait
often resort for a change, before the pearling season, to the small villages

in the adjacent Qra’ah and ^Adau districts.

Supplies and water .—Neither Kuwait town nor its environs can boast

of any agricultural resources. There are no date idantirtions,

no fields, hardly even a kitchen gai-den. Forage and vegeiables aj-e

mostly brought from Jahrah or from abroad; and the Bedouins of

the neighbourhood provide the town with dried curds or Yuqat^ ghi
or Saman and truffles or Faqa’ both fresh and dried, besides camel-
dung or Jillah which is used as fuel to suirplemont the scanty supply
of bi-ushwood from the neighbourhood.

The drinking water of the town is mostly obtained from rvells 4

mdes to the south of the town and it is passably good, but water of better
quality is supplied to the Shaikh's household from the wells of

Q.asr-aB-Sirrall or those of Mishrif in Qra'ah.

Sea iis7i,eries.—The only truly local produce of Kuwait is that
yielded by the harbom- fisheries ; these are a, valuable asset. The
principal fish is the Zubaidi, a deep thin fish about 1 foot
long, which is in season from December to April and, though Countl iill

over the bay, is caught chiefly between the island of Pailakah and
its outlier 'Auhah in water from 2 to 12 fathoms deep

; the Zubaidi forms
about one-tfflrd of the total catch of the Kuwait boats. The Zid)aidi is
captured with float-and-weight nets, 2 to fathoms deep, which are set
across the tide-way : these nets are made in lengths of 36 fathoms, and
^ch boat carries 8 to 16 lengths which arc connected when set so as
to form one long barrier of 800 to 700 fathoms in extent

; sometimes asmany as 70 boats go out. The nets are east after sunset and arc ha.ulcd
three times m the night; fish that are not disposed of on the first day, in
consequence of not reaching the'town in time, are salted. The next most
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conuuon kinds of fisli arc tlie Naqrur and tlie Nawaibi^ wbich, each, consti-

tn.te about one-quarter of the yield of the fisheries. The NTaqrur, varying

in length from 1 to 2 feet, is found all over the harbour, is in season in

March and April, and is caught with lines or Khuyut by about 40

boats, prawns and small fish being used as bait. The Nawaibi is about

the same size, is in season at the same time, and is caught in the same
manner. The Maid is a fish rather less than a foot long, which is

caught along the beach in summer with hand-nets, Eibyan or prawns,

which are in season in March and April and again in October and

November, are captured with fine triangular hand-nets. Many fish are

taken also in stake-nets or rather tidal weirs called Hadhrahs, con-

structed of reed-hurdles j the fish enter them with the flowing tide and

are left behind at the ebb. These Hadhrahs are a common sight along

the coast near Kuwait and also at other places such as Bahrain. The

fishermen of Kuwait are mostly town Arabs, but there are a few

Persians : the boats used are Shu^ais, Baqarahs and Ballams. As a

rule Kuwait fishermen do not go outside ^Auhah near Pailakah, but

occasionally they visit the Khor ’Abdullah and fish it, for Zubaidi only,

between Eas-al-Qaid and Warbah island; at such times they take

their drinking water with them and are absent from Kuwait for about a

week, not landing on Bubiyan island except to collect fuel.

Fearl fisheries ,—The lower and middle classes of Kuwait town almost

all live by seafaring occupations, such as fishing, pearl diving and the

coasting trade ; at present (1904) the town possesses 461 pearl-boats

carrying 9,200 men ; but of the crews, in the pearling season, some

1,500 or 2,000 are Persian subjects. A large number of Kuwait pearl

fishers—in 1905 no less than 3,000—now visit the Ceylon pearl banks in

winter, instead of remaining’ at home to prosecute the cold weather sea

fisheries which have been described above.

-Carrying trade ,—The carrying trade of Kuwait is chiefily confined to

the upper and western part of the Persian Gulf and to the Shatt-al-

^Arub J its ordinary limits are Qatif on the south and Basrah on the

north, and the boats engaged in it are seldom absent from Kuwait for

more than two months at a time. Seagoing cargo vessels number 36,

mz,, 11 Baghlahs, 20 Bums and 5 Shu’ais ; the Baghlahs have an average

carrying capacity of 2,000, and the Bums and Shu^ais one of 1,200 date

packages each. Coasters are about 50 Bums with an average carrying

capacity of 700 date packages &ch. Besides these cargo vessels, which
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tWgli owned at Kuwait are quite distinct from the pearl boats, about 50

strano'e boats—chiefly Ballams—visit the
port with wood and vegetables

from'^the Shatt-al-’Arab ;
and occasional calls are m^c by vessels from

Kharag island and from Sur in the Sultanate of ’Oman-

Boat-building.— boat-building, there arc no local manufae-

tm-es. About 20 or 25 vessels are turned out annually, the timber, coir-

rope and fibre required being brought from Calient, and the nbs from

Karachi : the nails used are also from India. About 300 carpenters gain

a livelihood by boat-building ;
their earnings range from i of a Kiyal to

4 Riyals a day.

Miscellaneous occupations .—The other occupations and industries of

the town are directed to the satisfaction of local requirements : an

enumeration of them as they were in 1904 will help to clueidatc the

character of Kuwait. There were then 36 dealers iir piece g’oods^ 21

goldsmiths^ 11 blacksmiths^ 12 tinsmiths, 7 gunsmiths, 11 lamp makers,

132 dealers in Bedouin requisites (such as carpets, clieiq) ‘’Abas or

cloaks, nails, horse shoes, lead and shot), 13 leather workt^rs, 17 quilt

makers, 23 haberdashers, 21 tailors, 37 cloak embroiderers, 7 gold and

silk braid workers, 12 makers of '’Aqals or Arab head fillcds, 13

barbers, 11 confectioners, 8 bakers, 3 proEessioiial cooks, 11 fislnnong-ei-s,

36 butchers, 14 tobacconists, 9 ghi sellers, 32 date mcrehanis, 16 drug-

gists, 28 fruiterers, 24 rice merchants, 15 wheat dealers, 2 oil ]>ri‘ss(‘]*s,

147 grocers and druggists, 9 grass sellers and, lastly, 35 male and 82 female

brokers of private goods on commission who had fixed places of business.

There were at the same time 12 tea shoj^s, 7 caffe, 70 business oilU'es, 250

warehouses for the storage of grain, and 6 stores for the materials used in

pressing oil.

Weights^ measures and currency,—The weights and measures by
means of which the tradesmen of Kuwait conduct tlicii* business with

one another and with the general public deserve a brief notice. Small
<u ^

weights are the Habbah <u.» of 3 gr. English, the Miihqal '’Attaii cjjUw
Jliib* of 54 graius, the Mithqal Shirazi JUI* of 72 graitiK, and
the Tolah «Jy of 120 gi-aius ; but these are only iu uso foi* weighing
such commodities as the precious metals, precious stones, gold and
silver thread or lace, raw silk, silk thread and drugs. The ordinary unit

of weight in retail transactions is a Waqiyah equal to 4- lbs. 1 0 oz.

1 dr. English j-'there is also a retail Mann of 30 WaqTyahs or J 88 lbs.
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18i 02;. Englisli. Tlie unit of weight in the wholesale trade is also a

Waqiyah^ but one heavier (except in the case of the Mann of 30

Waqiyahs when it is the same) than the Waqiyah of retail trade and

equal to about 4 lbs. 14 oz. 3 dr. English. The larger wholesale weights

are a Qiyas (pronounced Jiyas) of 6 Waqiyahs or 29 lbs. 5 oz. ^

dr. English^ used for wool; a Mann of 12 Waqiyahs or 58 lbs. 10 oz. 1

dr. English^ used for twist and sail cloth from Persia and Bahrain;
a Mann of 24 Waqiyahs or 117 lbs. 4 oz. 2 dr. English; used for ghi,

tallow and mortar ;
and a Mann of 27 Waqiyahs or 137 lbs. 14 oz. 10 di%

English; used for all other commodities except cereals and dates which

are sold by the Mann of 30 (retail) Waqiyahs or 188 lbs. 13 oz. 11 dr,

English. Weighments in the wholesale trade are all made with steel-

yards by professional weighmen who charge half an anna per Mann for

their services. The license fees paid by these weighmen were in 1904

a perquisite of the ShaikVs mother^ but she died in 1905^ and they are

now taken by the Shaikh himself.

The unit of length is a cubit or Dhira^ of 18f inches. Cotton

and woollen goods and some kinds of planking are sold by the Dhira*^

and it is used for measuring up masonry work which has been given

out on contract by the piece. Beams and masts are sold by the Calicut

kandy of 10 cubic feet and 29 cubic incheS; chandals (round rafters

or spars) by the Korjah or scorC; and boat ribs by the Gari or cart

load of 40 pieces or upwards according to size.

Indian rupees and other coins are current ; but the basis of the local

currency is the Maria Theresa dollar or Riyal Jb) of which 100 are on

the average equivalent in value to 135 Indian rupees; but in 1905-06 the

rate of exchange fluctuated between 133 and 152.

Trade ,—Kuwait owes its mercantile, as distinguished from its pohtical

importance; to its pearling and coasting fleet, to trade—especially a

lucrative smuggling trade—with Persia and Turkish ’Iraq; and to the

fact that it is the only port serving Najd which is not under Turkish

control.

The richest merchants of Kuwait are Arabs who have made their

fortunes in general trade ;
ten of them possess capitals ranging from

Rs. 25;000 to Rs. 5;00;000. Of the Persian trading community two are

wealthy, while about 20 others have sums between Es. 5,000 and

Rs. 10,000 invested in their business ; two Jews also employ from

Rs, 40,000 to Rs. 50,000 each in local trade.

A s no statistics of imports and exports are kept at Kuwait or, if kept

by the Shaikh^ s customs department, are not communicated, it is impossible
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to give reHable pai-ticulars of foreign trade. According, liowevcr, to tlie

most recent trade report the value of foreign goods imported by sea in

1906-06 was Es. 48,18,929 of wMch Ks. 27,69,054 represented goods

arriving by steamer and the balance goods brought in native sailing

craft. In the year mentioned the chief classes of imports were as

follows, in order of value :

Article.
1

Value in

akiis of rupees.
Remarks.

Arms and ammu-
nition

10^ Entirely by steamer; four-fifths of the total were of

British and one-fifth was of Pronob origin. It is

said that about three-quarters of the rifles and
cartridges landed eventually find their way into

Turkish ’Iraq, ; the remainder, with the exception

of a few which are smuirgled into Ptirsia, are

disposed of to Central Arabian customers. Voi*y

few arms go from Kuwait to Hasa, which is more
conveniently supplied through Qatar.

Eiioe Ik More than half from Turkish ’Iraq by sailing boat,

the remainder by steamer from India. That from
Turkish ’Iraq arrives in the husk.

Piece-goods 5 By steamer,^ four-fifths from India and ono-fifth
from America ;

the latter are Mexicans. At. present
half the superior piece goods in caaoH go to Basrali
and more than one-fourth to Muhammareh.;

Tobacco 4| By sailing boat from Turkish ’Iraq. ISToarly half
the quantity received appears to bo ro-oxporl-
ed to the same country.

Wet dates From Turkish ’Iraq by sailing boat, ISToarly
one-third of the quantity received was exported to
Persia and the Arabian coast

-

Wbec^t n Smuggled from Persia by sailing boat. Moro than
half the quantity was re-exported to Turkish
’Iraq and the Arabian coast, being divided in
about equal proportions between the two.

Coffee 2i By steamer from India and America, in the propor-
tion of three quarters and one quarter rospoctivoly.
The Brazilian coffee from Amenca, whitdi is of
recent introduction, has not as yet found any sale
in Hajd, and the Indian is still pivforrod even at
Kuwait. Some Arabian coffe^j for private oonsump-
tion, not for sale, is brought from Aden, etc., bv
owners of native sailing vessels.

Barley 2 All by sailing vessels, three-fourths from Persia and
one-fourth from Turkish ’IrSq.

Sugar If By steamer, three-qaarters from Gformany and one-
qnarter from India.
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It is said that the bulk of the rice, wheat, coffee and’ barley, and of

the baled piece-goods such as cheap Mexicans, are not consumed at

Kuwait but have Najd for their destination.

The total value of exports in 1905-06 was only Rs. 11,54,322 and

the table of valuable exports and re-exports is consequently a short one

;

it is as follows :

—

Article.
Value in lakhs

of rupees.
llSATARKS.

Tobacco 2 A re-export ; see table of imports.

"Wheat Ditto ditto.

Pearls 1 These all went to India.

Wet dates Ik These were a re-export, as noted in the table of

imports.

Ghi 1 This is a true export and all went to Bahrain.

iBesides these commodities there is a small export of lambskins to Russia

md Baghdad and of horses to India ; but the horse trade of IMorth-

Eastern Arabia with India seems now to have been diverted, or rather to

have returned, to Basrah, its original port.

It would be imprudent to base any general conclusions on the statis-

tics o£ a single year, the 6rst for which complete figures have been avail-

able, but it is of interest to observe that the volume of imports is

evidently much greater than that of exports. Of this fact a two-fold

explanation is admissible ; first that, while Kuwait as a place of import

serves Najd and to some extent Turkish “"Iraq and Persia, as a

place of export it serves only the poor and sparsely populated tract ' which

is politically dependent on it, - in other words a large part of its trade is

a transit trade taking place in one direction only ; second, that the

balance of trade is partly adjusted in specie, while the earnings abroad of

che mariners and pearl fishers of Kuwait must also be taken into account

in this connection. The value of the specie exported from Kuwait in

1904-05 was Rs. 4,32,223 and in 1905-06 Rs. 2,87,535 ;
in both years

this specie went chiefly to India and was considerably in excess of the

amount of specie imported.

In 1905-00 of the total sea-borne trade of Kuwait in both directions,

about 30*75 per cent, was with India, 26*77 per cent, with Turkish

Arabia, 14*66 with the United Kingdom and 9-21 per cent, with Persia

;

the remainder was divided among various countries in less considerable

^ino^nts. 'VV'ith reP'ard to trade by land, it is stated that before the war
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in Central Arabia abont W caravans from Southern Najd and two from

Jabal Shammar used to come in annually at Kuwait ;
on the other hand,

v/hile the course of events was unfavourable to the Shaikh of Kuwait and

his allies and Hafar was in the hands of Ibn Easlud, the Central

Arabian trade was in a large measure diverted to Basrah, and Najaf j

and at the present time direct commercial relations between Kuwait and

Jabal Shammar are still in abeyance. Batches of 800 to 5 UO camels

are occasionally exported to Syria by land.

The slow steamer of the British India Steam Navigation Company

has called regularly once a fortnight at Kuwait since the Sth of July

1903, and on the 9th of December 1904 the fast steamer l)Ogau to call

in the intermediate weeks. In 1905'06 no less than 50 steamers

(all British) with a total tonnage of 51,893 entered the port of Kuwait,

Admmistration.'^’KvL'w&ii is despotically and personally governed by

the Shaikh. There is no delegation of authority. Tlic town is divided

into many quarters, but in none of them is there any recognised headman

;

all the inhabitants must deal direct with the Shaikh, who generally gives

audience at the market place for an hour or two every morning. The

nature of the Shaikh^s general administration is cx])lained in the article

on the Kuwait Principality. Bedouins are not now forbidden to enter

the town armed, but they generally leave their weapons in their tents

outside. The town guard consists of about ^20 watchmen indifferently

armed and equipped.

KUWAIT

PEINCI-

PALITY ^

Strategical and commercial advantages, close political relations

with the British Government, the proximity and (at times) hostility of

the Turks and an intimate connection with Central Arabian affairs

combine to render the position of the Kuwait Sliaikhdom remarkable;

The Turks affect to regard Kuwait as a Qadlia of thoir Ihisrah Sanjiiq

and the Shaikh as a Turkish official ; but, as will bo apparent from the

recent history of the principality, it might be more ;jiistly regarded as an

independent state under virtual British protection.

*This leading article on the Kuwait principality and the other minor articloP in the

Gazetteer on places, etc., 5n the same are the outcome chiefly of spocial investigations

held between 1904 and 1907. The information previously available in books and

reports was collected by the writer .in 1904 and was brought out in November of that

year in the form of 19 printed foolscap pages of notes to serve as a basis for further

proceedings. In December 1904 the writer visited Kuwait, and, after collecting inform^

ation therefor several days, travelled by land in company with Captain S.G, Knox,

Poldtioal Agent at Kuwait, Lieutenant 0; H. Gabriel and Mr. J. 0. Qasrin to the
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Extent boundaries of tbe Kuwait principality are for the most

part fluctuating and undefined
;
they are, at any given time, the limits

of the tribes which then, either voluntarily or under compulsion, own
allegiance to the Shaikh of Kuwait. The northern and southern frontiers

Turkish frontier : between Jahrah and Safwaa the party followed two different

routes. A complete survey of the country traversed in this tour was made by

Surveyor Sher Jang of the Survey of India and was after continued by him south-

wards from Kuwait Town for about 30 miles. The farther collection of general inform-

ation was carried on by Captain Knox daring the early part of 1905 ; and in

September the writer was able to produce a set of draft articles on the Kuwait Shaikh-

dom, extending to over 60 printed octavo pages. These drafts were carefully revised by

Captain Knox, and much fresh information also became available in consequence of

two journeys which ha made, one in January 1906 to “Hafar and the other in March

1906 to Warah, south of Kuwait Town. In 1906 Captain F. B. Prideaux, Political

Agent in Bahrain, supplied much useful information regarding the southern districts

of Kuwait. The drafts were reprinted at the beginning oF 1907 with corrections and

additions which increased them to over 60 pages ;
and thereupon fresh references

were made to the Political Agent at Kuwait. During 1907 the results of a survey by

Commander Beauchamp, R. I. M., of Khor Zubair in the preceding October

and of another journey by Captain Knox southwards along the coast (to

Baniyat-az-Zor) became available and were incorporated, as wore also new material

relating to trade. An account, with maps, of a journey by Major Knox in the country

north of Kuwait, made in December 1907 and January 1908, arrived too late for

incorporation and has been transferred to the Foreign Department ;
and similarly a

report on an important journey from Kuwait to Nta’ in Wadi-al-Miyah, made by

the same officer in February 1908, can only be mentioned here.

General antborities on Kuwait up to 1904 were the following , which were con-

cerned chiefly, hut not in the case of Colonel Pelly esclnsivelv, with the town and its

environs : Stocqueler’s Fijteen Months' Pilgrimage

^

1832, Bombay Mecords

1856; Colonel L. Pelly’s Remarks on the Tribes, etc., 3 863 ;
his Recent Tour round

the Northern Portion of the Persian Gulf (with map), 1863 ;
his Report on a

Journey to the Wahahee with map), 1865 ; a report by Dr. Cassim Izzedine,

dated 14th November 1897, contained in the Political Proceedings of the Government of

India for June 1898 ; and Captain H. H. Dowding’s on Koweit a>ftp\

1903. The Persian Gulf Pilot, 1898, deals sufficiently with the features of the coast

except such as have only recently attracted attention, vi%., those belonging to the Khor

’Abdullah, Khor Umm Qasr and Khor Zubair waterways, which are on the border

between Kuwait and Turkish Traq.. In relation to these last the prineipai

authorities are -.—a report on Khor 'Abdullah and Umm Qasr by Commander

T. W. Kemp, R.N., dated 20th Pebraary 1902, and contained in the Goveramem;

of India’s Political Proceedings for July 1902 ; a report by Mr. F. E. Crow, Consul at

Basrah, on a journey from Basrah to Umm Qasr and Khor ’Abdullah, dated the

4th May 1903 and contained in Proceedings for January 1904 ; a Reconnaissance

Report, 1904, by Captain H. Smyth on Umrii Qasr and Kadhamah in connection

with the projected Baghdad Railway, contained in Proceedin'^s for October 19^ ; a

report by Captain E. W. S. Mahon, R E., dated 24th J uly 1905, dealing with Umm
Qasr, Warbah Island, and Kadhamah and Bandar-ash-Shuwaikh in Kuwait Bay

possible termini of the same propcsed line; and finally a report by Commander
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in tlie neighbourlLOod of the sea may however be regarded as fixed ; on

those sides the question is not between the Shaikh and nomadic Arab tribes,

but between the Shaikh and the Turkish Groverninent.t On tlie north

the most advanced Turkish outposts upon the mainland are at

Umm Qasr and Safwan and the influence oE the Sliaikli of

Kuwait is unquestioned up to the very walls of those places
;

avc may
accordingly consider the frontier on this side to be a lino running* from

Khor-as-Sabiyah so as to pass immediately south of Umm Qasr and
Safwan to Jabal Sanam and thence to the Batin. On the south the

Turks have no station nearer to Kuwait Town than Musallamiyah I sland,

nor does the Shaikh claim to exercise any real control over the Radaif

W. G. Beanohamp, on Kliors *AbdullaIi and Znbair, forwarded to the
Government of India by Major P. Z. Cox, Eesident in the Persian Gulf, with a demi-
official letter, dated 20th November 1906.

The principal Bonroe of information in regard to irado i« the commercial report
now compiled annually by the Political Agent at Kuwait.

The map issued with this Gazetteer, superseding the Map of JPaHs ofArabia
and I^ersia^ 1883, will be found the most useful on a small scale for the principality of
Kuwait as a whole ; and the large scale survey made by K. S. Shor dang of the more
important districts has since been reproduced by the Survey of India as a Map oftU Country round Kuwait, 1904-06. Map of H onto of the PoHflcal Agent,

uweit, to J3.afar, 1906, givts tl e topography of the region between Kuwait Town and
that place and is filed in the Foreign Department Library, Simla, as No. 1373 ; while
Caitain Prideaux’s 0/ Arabia north of Qatar, 1905. links the goo^

Hasa Sanjaq (Foreign Department Library, Simla,
JN o« i ooy j

,

T\.

Kuwait waters are No. 2374—2837-B, Persian, Onlf;
JNo. 48/9-22 (plan), £:«.iceit Sarhotir

; and No. 2380-1235, Moui/i. of the Euphraict,
e 0. : some additional soundings in Kuwait Harbour are given in a tracing wliich ac-

“
'Tl C‘>"’">anding the JR. T. M. S. Lawroner.- dated

p. A- r\
contained in the Government oi Tnclia’s Political

1900. Hecent marine suTvays of general importance are the
“d Approaches to Kowelt Harbour E. 31, Poona,

ar8<SoM«X!!”
surveys relating to the waterwai s north of Bubiyffin Island

EeJp ^N'rand a s"/. ;
(Commandermp. JS N.) anda Shetoh Survep of JTAor iJoSeir. 1906 (Commander Boanchamp,

iteorne^t.^- f of the last mentioned survey are now conveniently
no. 2381-3293,^^,.o„c;..

only^to^thrstatementronU^h^Th
frontiers vre have given weight not

» journey between Kuwait T^iwn
observed in 1904 on

regarding the northeL umti Tw to reports (1905) from Bahraiu
his authfrity wasTn s

The Shaikh of Kuwait stated 1 19041 that

it is questionable ^ ^''cbitants of Wsdi-al-M
further south. If we carrT-

in this direction should uct be placed somewhat

Wil-Sh among its distrioL
further south w© must include Wftdi-al-

^ Bhahair hills among its natural features.
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tract
;
his boundary on this side may accordingly be considered to run

westwards from Jabal Manifah on the coast to the Na’airiyah hill at the

north-western corner of Radaif. It is a task of great difficulty to

circumscribe the Shaikh^s territories on the remaining sides with

even approximate accuracy.* Shaikh Mubarak states (1904) that on

the north-west his influence reaches to the Batin and somewhat beyond

it^ and that on the west the inhabitants of Summan, but not those

of DahSnahj acknowledge him ; and his assertion is to some extent

borne out by known facts in regard to the occupation of Hafar
which Ibn Rashid^ though at one time he seized it^ was unable

for long to retain. We may therefore consider that the Shaikhdom is

bounded between Jabal Sanam and Hafar by the Batin, and that south

of Hafar the border is the line dividing Summan from Dah^nah as far

south as the point where that line is intersected by the route from Wabrah

to Riyadh. These being the limits of the Kuwait Principality its length

from north-north-west to south-south-east is about 190, and its breadth

from east-north- east to west-south-west about 160 miles. The islands

belonging to Kuwait are mentioned in the next paragraph.

Districts and islands .—The Shaikhdom, considered from the physical

point of view, falls naturally into two parts, one to the north and the other

to the south of a line joining Kuwait Town and Riqa^i. In the northern

block lie the districts or tracts of Batin, Shiqq^aii, Batih, Umm-ah

Khilan, Yah, Qira^-al-Marru, Zaqlahand Zor, The southern block com-

prises the three great divisions of Summan, Dibdibah and Umm Janaib

:

and the last, which lies along the coast to the south of Kuwait Pay, is

further subdivided into districts named Shaqtl, QrS^ab, ’Adan, Salu’ and

Hazaim* There is also, in the extreme south, a district called Sildah, which

some authorities treat as independent of tJmm Janaib and others regard

as a portion of it.

Excluding the island of Bubiyau, which is claimed by the Shaikh

of Kuwait but is at present (1905) occupied by the Turks, and

the island of Warbah, the ownership of which would natui-ally follow that

of Bilbiy an, we may reckon the maritime possessions of Kuwait to consist

of the island of Failakah which, with its northern and southern outliers

of Mashjan and "'Auhah, is situated at the mouth of Kuwait Bay, and of

the islets of Kubbar, Qaru and Umm-al-Maradim.

* For the border westwards we have been obligelfco rely chiefly on the word of the

Shaikh himself. Independent evidence worthy of the name was not forthcoming at

Kuwait Town or in the neighbourhood.
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Coastal features .

—

The coast line of Kuwait, except Kuwait Bay, is

insignificant in its features and hardly merits a detailed description. The

following only need be noted :

2^aine. Position. Nature. llHMAlUvS.

*Ajuzah fRas)

or!;

IJ miles BOrth-paafc

by east of Kuwait
Tovyri. It is in the

Qra’ab. District.

Low cape. The eldest son of the

Shaikh of Kuwait has

a fort, Qasr-ash-Sliaikh
Jabir

here. ^

*Aiiiudah (Jabal)

5Cij.>£

Oq. the coast, about

3 miles south-west*

of Hadd-al-Misha-
’ab. It is in the

Sudah District.

A dark hill of volcanic

aspect appearing

from tho sea as 4 or

5 hummocks.

Height is 105 feet

;

tho hill IS a well-

known landmark,
A view of it will be
found in Chart
No. 237^1—2837-13,

Atdh (Ras-al-) 8 miles east by
south of Kuwait
Town. It is in

the Qra’ali Dis-

trict.

Low, sandy cape. The southern entrance

point of Kuwait
Bay ; a beacon is

maintained here by the
Government of India
for the guidance of

shixw. In spring
townsmen from
Kuwait camx) about
tho base of this i)roin-

outory.

Balbul (Dabat)

yiXy

SO miles north-west
oi Musalla-
miyali Bay. It

is in the Sudah
District.

Bay atid anchorage. A kind of fair is held

hero Irmu April to
Juno at whioh local

Bedouins barter their

ghi for rice, dates, etc.,

from Qatif. There
are no houRcs. Bad
water is obtained fromi

temporary wells* In
the vicinity is a

pearl bank known as

Mukalaf. Balbul is

adjoined on tho

south by another bay
called Dohat Balaibil

Banayah In Ardh-al-Khor,
jiboiit 2 miles
inland from the sea

at a point about 7
miles south of Ras-
az-Zor. Khor-al-’
3Am i is to tb e north

!

and Khor-ftl-Mu fat-
tab 'to 'the south of
it. (See Ardh-al-*
Khor below.)

A dark coloured saddle
hill, about 80 re^t

high, with salt

deposits called
Miwnlakah. in the

neighbourhood.

Properly culled Bunlyat-

al-Khor to

distinguish it from
Baniyat-az-Zor and
Baniyat-ad-I>asht on
tho coast further to

northward* Chart
No, 2874,-2837-13
contains a view of it.
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ITame.

Bard-halq (Has) 22

ly-*- tr^ trb

PosltiOD.
. Nature. Bemasks.

miles north-north- A low, white* ssMidy

west of Hadd-al- pomt.
Misha’ab.

OfE th-e cape is a pearl

bank bearing the

same name:

Khafji (Ras-al-)

U-!)

15 miles north-

north-west of

Hadd-al-Misha'ab
at the north end
of the Sudah
District.

A sandy point.

Kharais (Ddhat-

al.)

Khot (Ardh-al-*)

Piom Ras-as-Safa-

niyah to Ras-at-

Tanajib. It is in

the Sudah District.

On the coast, begin-

ning 2 or 3 miles

south of Ras-az-

Zor and reaching

southwards for a
few miles.

Bay.

A tract.

Maqta* (Jazlrat-

al-)

^Ja5i..6-n

miles south of

Hadd-al-Misha’ab,

off the coast of the

Sudah District.

Island.

Maidfah (’Ada-

mat or Jahal)

ijje'

17 miles north-west

of Musalla-
miyali Bay, on

the sou them

Cape.

boundaiy jof.. the

Sudah. District.

Off the point is a pearl

bank bearing the

same name. The
month of the Macgtta’^

stream is immediately
to the north of this

point.

In this tract, seveial

miles south of Ras-az-

Zor, are two creeks,

one to the north

is called Khor-al-*Ami
and vessels

^nnct enter it, but

the other to the so’.ith,

known as Khor-al-

Mnfattah

is open ^ and is

frequented by fishing

boats. Ran ayah
{q, V.) stands between
them in Ardb-
al-Khor. Inland of

the Khors are some
brackish wells named

Habannand^’ah

A pearl bank called

Khlran lies off this

stretch of coast.

I

2 miles long north-east

and south-west, with

cliffs 20 to SO feet high

at the east end. !No

channel exists between

Maqta’ and the main-

land. The island is

said to be to a great

extent submerged at

high spring tides.

A promontory of some
height. It may be

taken as marking the

boundary on the coast

between the princi-

pality of Kuwait and
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Misha’Sb (Hadd-

al-)
w

90 miles south-south-

east of Kuwait-
Towii on the

coast of the

SUdali District.

This cape is low and
sandy with patches of
cliJS!. From its neigh-
bourhood a chain of

X^carl banks is said to

extend for some 60
miles eastwards or

south-eastwards out to

HishaSh (Ban-

dar)

Quiai’ah (Ras-al-)

or Qaliyah
ito

A promontory consist-

ing of white sand
hills, through which
crop ont sandstone
and a browner harder
rock, apparently a

conglomerate of fine

gravel.

BSsain (Eu)

3i miles south-east Anchorage. 2^ miles wide at the en-
of JHadd-al-Misha*-

, trance, depth 6 to 7
ah.

I fathoms, situated be-

tween the spit at the

cast end of Maqta'
Island and a detached
reef to the south of it.

39 miles south- ^ promontory consist- Qj^ coast near the
south-east of i»‘g of white sand point is a pearl bank
wait Town in the hills, through which known as Qalai'ah.
’Adan District. crop ont sandstone About, d. miles north*

and a browner harder of the point is

rock, apparently a ^ very short
conglomerate of fine promontory of soft

sandstone rising

about 60 foot above
the level of high

tide and protooting

from the Shamal a

small bay known

as Adhba ayah
on this piomontory,
which rapidly

disappearing into the

sea, are the ruins of a

fort and mosque.
The small promontory
is called Qalai*at-al-

’Abid to dis-

tinguish it from the
main promontory or,

Qalai at-al-Harar

the explanation given
of the names is

that the former is

dark like a **
slave

while the latter is

light-coloured like
a free man/' The
village of Shi^albah
is visible from the
neighbourhood of

®SuSh“Dttrict
a few miles south

marK.

of Jabal ' A mudah.
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Kame Position,

Safaniyah (Kas*

as-)
w

105 miles south-
south-east of
Kuwait Town,
ovk the coast of the
^udall District.

Gape.

Katuxe, Beicabks.

There are a number of
wells close to this pro-
montory on the north
side.

tfanajib (Kas-
at-)

122 miles south-
south-east of

Kuwait Town
on the coast of
the SudalL
district.

Do. 70 to 100 feet in height.
A view of it will be
found in Chart
Ko. 2374—2837 B.

Zarq (Dohat-az-) Between Ras-al-

Qalai’ah and Bas-
az-Zor.

A bay. At the foot of the bay
is a peail bank upon
the Coast. The coast
of this bay towards
the north is called
Ardh-ad-Dasht, and
towards the south
Ardh-az-Zor.

Zor (Ras-az-)

j^yi crij

51 miles south-
south-east of
Kuwait Town
and 40 miles

north-north-west
of Hadd-al-Mi-
sha’ab.

A long, low, sandy
point.

There is a pearl bank
here, adjoining the
the coast, about 6
miles west-north-west
of Ras-az-Zor, and §
a mile inland from the
shore of Ddhat-az-Zarq
is the Baniyat-az-

m
Zor a chain

of broken sandstone
mounds reaching
south-east and north-
west for about a mile ;

the highest rises 30
feet aboY0 the plain.

These mounds are

situated in a tract

known as Ardh-az-Zor
or Ardh Abu ’Amirah

the tract

contains an abundance
of a shrub called

Silaij “

,
green

in the ^ hot weather,

on which camels feed

and which has an
aperient effect on
them. Between Ras-
az-Zor and Baniyat-

az-Zor are the brackish

wells of Sulah

An account of the pearl banks adjoining this coast -will be found in

the Appendix on the pearl fisheries of the Gulf.
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TThyBical geography.—The surface of each of tlie districts mentioned

above IS described in the article under its name'. As a whole the territory

of the Shaikh of Kuwait is monotonous, devoid of striking features,

and sterile. The only well-marked valleys of any size arc those of Batin

and Shaqq, while the only eminences deserving of mention are Jabal

Sanam on the northern boundary, the Jal-az-Zor on the north side of

Kuwait Bay, and the Dhula'-al-Mi'aijil towards the soutli of XTmm

Janaib ; isolated hills of some importance as landmarks are Sirrah in

Qra^ah, Burqanand Warahin'AdailjQrain and ^Amudah in Sudah,

besides the small plateaux of Ba'^al in Sudah and Warai'^ah

near Dhula"-al-Mi'aijil. The soil is gcnbrally gravelly in the

districts to the north of Kuwait Bay ; in the more southerly it is partly

sand and partly clay, except in Summan where there seems to be little

sand. In many places there are low outcrops of sandstone, and in Sum-
man these are a leading characteristic. Nowhere in iCiiwait, it is said,

is there any flowing water or spring rising to the surface of the ground

except Maqta^ : the entire water supjply is from wells wdiieh arc on the

average about 20 feet deex3 and are frequently saline. The only minerals

known to exist are Juss or gypsum, in fields near Kuwait Town, and

elsewhere, and bitumen which exudes from the ground in a hollow near

the Bm^qan hill.

Mora undfaxona.—Vegetation is exceedingly scanty and in winter

becomes almost invisible. The only trees are the date and the her or Sidar

and they, even-, are not met with except in the environs of villages. Shrubs
found, especially in the northern districts, and useful as grazing for

.camels ai'e the ^^Arfaj and the 'Ausaj, the latter is a thorny bush with
small leaves and -red berries. The colocynth, called Haudhal, iloiuishcs

mthe desert; and south of Kuwait Bay the grass called Thamam
is obtainable, but is often of poor quality. Nasi grass is also obtainable
in places.

Animal and bird life are scarce, but the wild animals include the
hare and a gazelle resembling the Indian chinkara, also the wolf; among
land birds are the lesser bustard and the sandgx'ouse, the last being plenti-
fed in the Batiu in winter.

what has gone before it will bo apx>areni that
Kuwait, though free as to its surface from physical obstacles, is aiot a
countiy nimsy travelling.. At a maximrumdistaixce of U to 25 miles
from the town in any direction oven tbe smalles± qiiantity* of pujovisioiKS
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1.-^Routefrom Kuwait Town, to Basrah viS. Qasr-as-Sahl^a/i,, Umm Qasr

and Sq/wdn—continued.

flaltiDg place.

Distance from daily start-
ing point by route

followed, and average
I direction each day.

Character of halting
place.

Romnrks on the route botwoon
starting point and halting

place.

are passed <>n the
way : at 5 miles
Umm-al-Ivhuwai s a li

a well, noW
silted up, wit-li a feW
wild date tr<>c8 ; at
miles JVhi'taradhah

a well
; at

11 miles ICawaikib
about 20

wells with brackish
water at 1) feet where
the Mutair encamp
in summer ; at 16

miles Ghadhai

n spot with brackish
wells ; at 17 miles

Mahraqah a

well ol: drinkable but
brackish water.

Qasr-as-

Sabiyah
21 miles north-east. See

Sabiyah.
Khor-as 'Hio track lies for 3

miles across loose
sand, then for S miles
across a mud Hat,
wliich is not however
submerged at high
water; it then ascends
some sand hills and
passes for the remain-
der of the way over
undulating stony
ground from which
occasional glimpses of
Sahiyah and ilaqai-
jah (see below) are ob-
tained# Objetits passed
are: at 7 miles the
wells of Bahrah
with water only
slightly brackish

; at
8 miles the welln of
Mishash-ah' Ajman

at
1-5 miles the fresh
wells of Mghairah
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J,—Route from Kuwait Town to Basrah vi& Q^ast'asSali'yah, Umm Q,asr

and Safwan -continued.

Halting place.

’Arfajiyali

S^baiijah

•V •

Unim Qasr
••

Distance from daily start-
ing point by route

I

followed, and average

I

direction each, day

w

10| miles north-
north-west.

15 miles north-

north-west.

11 miles north by
west.

Character of halting
place.

A. place with a ruined
mud enclosure and
numerous wells of

fairly good water

;

no trees, but there

are signs of former
cultivation. The
monotony of the
plain is relieved by
Qahdiyab, a low hill

about 8 miles to the
west-south-west.

A stage with wells

more numerous than

at any place yet

passed ; the water is

good and plentiful.

See article Umm
Qasr.

Remarkg on the route
between starting point and.

halting place.

The way runs over
slightly undulating
stony country. The
following are passed

;

at 5 miles Shamimah
wells; at 6

miles.. Hagaijah

8 or 9
wells of slightly

brackish water with
a few tamarisk trees,

a ruinous mud enclo-

sure and traces of

cultivation * more
than 7yearsold ; at

7| miles Akhfariin-
bith a

well situated in a

dry watercourse.

The country is flat

and stony. Places

passed are : at 3

miles Mutawwa’iyah
w
dsjsjj^.o wells, of which

only 2 hold water;

at 6 miles Turfawi
wells of

drinkable but some-
what bitter water ; at

7 miles Haswan^ylj.^aA

wells ; at 8 miles

Karadi well

;

at 9^ miles Zaraami
^Uj ,wells ; at 18 miles

" Subair wells.

At miles the route

crosses a low ridge

from which Umm
Qasr is visible.

Wells passed are

Bahrah Sj-^, water

good and plentiful at

2i miles ; and Bahaith
water bitter,

at 5 miles. A well'

called Umm Niqgah
w m

^1, with good

water, lies 4 miles
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JiouU fiom Kuwait Town to Basrah viS, Quar-as-SaK^ah, Umm Qasr

and Sa/wdn—concluded*

Halting place.

Distance from daily

starting point by route
followed, and average
direction each day.

Character of halting
place.

Remarks on the route
between starting juilnt and

halting place.

west of Bahaith and
hoiweon this route
and the direct i-onte

from Jalirali io Saf-
wan (No. TJ below).

Safwan 16 miles west-north

west.

See article Safwan. The country is nndnlat-
ing and Klony. Two
hillocks ai*e passed at

miles.

Tlie remainder o£ this route to Basrah is described in i.hc article on

Turkish ’Iracj. The distance from Kuwait Town to the Turkish

frontier at Safwauis llli miles.

IL'^JSoute from Kuwait to Basrah viA Jahrah and thence direct to

Safwdn.’^

As far as Jahrah this route is the same as No. I ;
from Jahrah it

runs in an almost straight line for 56 miles due north to SafwaB, and this

section is entirely without watei', unless a slight detour bo nuulo to the

east so as to strike the Qash’aniyah wellS; 10 mih‘s south-east
of Safwan. The Qash’aniyah wells are six in number and (*ontain good
water at 18 feet. The Zaqlah^ Qira'-al-Marru, TahandBatih tracts
are crossed on the way

;
and the going is level;, but stony, Th(^ wliolo

distance by this route is 76 miles.

—Bouiefrom Kuwait Toivn to Ilafarm^

Halting place.

Distance from daily
starting point by route
followed, and average
direction each day.

Character of halting
place.

RoinarkH on the route botwoon
starting x’omt and halting

idaco.

Jahrah See Route No. I
above.

See article Jahrah. Soo Route No. I above.

* The writer travelled this way in December X904i. Part of the diniriet trav<^rHed

hy this route wae carefully worked out by Major Knox in December 1907, but the

results were received too late for incorporation in this book.

t .From a report and map by Captain S. G. Knox, Political Agent at Kuwait, for-

warded to the Gbvernment of India by the Eesident in the Persian Gulf with his

letter Ku. 460 of 28th Pehruary 1906, Captain Knox wae the first European to visit

halting places are mostly accidental and optional^.
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fjj. Route from, Kuwait Town to Eafar vi& Riqa’i,—continued.

Haltingr place.

Distance from daily

starting point by route

followed, and average
direction each day.

Character of halting
place.

.'leinarkB on the route between
starting point and halting

place.

"Amavah
(Umm-al-)

(No name)

BiOta’i

25 miles, vie., south- See article Dib- Before leaving
_

the

west for 16 miles, dibab. The actual Jabrab Distriot

then west hj camping place is, Khabmt-al-Ba al is

south for 9. however, to the lefc on the right at

north-east of n^e
_
miles, and

XJmm-al- *Amarah. Rahaiyah hill on the

There 5s usually no at 6 miles ; at

water. 9 miles a curving
GOD]16CtGQ With,

the Faridah hill to

the right, is crossed

after traversing the
plain of Umm
Atwainij

;
and at 16

miles the ridge of

SMdah is surmount-
ed. Up to this point

there is a continuous

ascent. Four miles
' beyond Saddah

^

the

. route descends into

the Sfiaqtq valley,

her© 5 miles broad;

the halting place is

reached immediately

on emerging from
SliaqQ.. Khabrat‘>

al-Faraq is to the

left 2 miles before

camp is reached.

by is t
Lrily no water. general route to

^ Qasim IS struck ;

it consists of half-a-

dozen parallel tracks,

but it is easily lost

i ,
- from sight in the

camel grazing which

j

grows thickly here-

'» about s.

q7 miles suuth by See article Blqa’i. The counti-y is poof and
,37 miles soutb oy

always without landmarks.

obtainable. ^ t®'" gaze le are to

be seen. At 30 miles

tae Khahrah of Umm-
' al-Hamlr is passed.

From this point the

road first ascends a

series of terraces or

ridges and then des-

cends to Ricta'i.

, 37 miles south by Sw article Blqa’i.
' Water is not always

obtainable.
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ZIJ.—Boitte from Kuwait Town to Hqfar viA. Miqa’i.—concluded.

Halting place.

Distance from daily start-

ing point by route
followed and average
direction each day.

Character of hal ting
place.

Romarks on the route
between starting point and

halting place.

Qasr Ballal 36 miles south-west. See article Batin. The route lies alou<r the
m

Jib yOJ
There is frequently Batin for the first

no water. 20 miles near its south-
eastern bank, crossing
the ravines called
'Adliariyiit. This
stage may bo broken
at Dbarabin, 20 miles
from HxQtal. Water
is sometimes obtain-
able in the beds of the
'Aclhariyat.

Hafar 25 miles south-west. See article Hafar. The route lies along the
There is water in

deep wells, but fuel
(except camel dunir)
is totally wanting):.

Batin. At inter-

val® there are places
wliore water is some-
times obtainable.

Tie nature of this route will be more fully understood aften- rofortmee

to the articles on Dibdibah, Riqa’i, Batin and Hafar, also to that on
Jahrab : the distance from Kuwait to Hafar is, it will be seen, about
168 miles. The continuation of the route beyond Hafar is j£>iven in the
article on Najd.

IF.—Moutefront Kuwait Town to Hafar dirret.*’

This route runs at first about south-west by south for 46 milo.s, the
Kabd plateau being left to the north-west and the Warali .and Bunifin
hills m ’A.dan to the south-east : at 9 miles the .Tadadiyah are
passed, at a short distance to the west of which at 2 tnilos distance is another
group of wells called Sulaibiyah At neither of those i>laees is the
water good ; but the supply at Jadadiyah is the more plentiful and nearer
to the surface, standing at 4 fathoms. At 46 miles, at a plaeo about 20
miles west of the Subaihiyah wells in >Adan, ahaltmay he made; but, as

special adva-Titages and are not obliaafnrw f
ont the halting ploo<»» have no
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is usual in Kuwait territory, there is no recognised camping ground. Here

the direction changes to almost due west. At 9 miles beyond tl>e campl-

ing place, and at about 10 miles to the south of- the Minaqish hills, he

route descends into the Shaqq valley, across which it continues for

9 miles ; about 4? miles beyond the western bank of Shaqq a featureless

plain belonging to the Dihdihah district affords the usual facilities (which

do not include water) for camping in the desert. The next stage is about

20 miles, west by south, to Abul Hiran in Dihdihah; at -a little more than

half way the ridge of Sala^ is passed, distant .a mile or two from the route

on the right hand side. At Abul Hiran is a water hole .which is said to

contain water for a month after rain ; and between Sala^ and Abul Hiran

a ridge which, is one of the principal features of Dibdibah is surmounted.

The next stage is one of 24 miles, west by sonth, to a nameless halting

place without . water or other conveniences. The route then runs for

28 miles nearly west -south-west to a camping ground of the usual type

upon the summit of the scarcely perceptible Musaniiah ridge, the most

important natural feature of the Dihdihah district ; during the second and

greater, part of, this march the way lies along the Musannah ridge, upon

which it has gradually converged from the southern side.,. The next.march

is also 28 miles and the direction is still the same, but the route gradually

diverges from the Musannah ridge to its northern side. The ground is

Hazam, that is to say is hard and lightly strewn with pebbles. The last

stage of 11 miles, ending at Hafar^ is of ^a similar character, but the

direction is west by south. It appears that water cannot be relied on,

except after rain, at any point upon this route. The total distance from

Kuwait Town to Hafar by this route is apparently about 180 miles.

The article on the Dihdihah district will cast further light on the

character of this route,

V,^Iioufe Jfotifi Kwwctit Town to Zilji in Najd.

This route runs to Laqit in the 'Adan district, 24 miles, and thence

to Zilfi.

F.—Routefrom Knwait to Najd Wahrah. *

Wahrah, 140 miles south by west of Kuwait Town, can he reached

by various routes across the intervening districts. Prom Wahrah one

route leads to Majma' in Sadair and there is another to ?5idus in

'Aridh ;
doubtless there are others also.

,

Felly u^avelled by tbia route, and there is a full descriptioa of it in his Report an a

Journey to the TFc^huhee
^
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Inhabitants ,—The tribes of Kuwait are all Arabs or quasi-Arabs^

belonging to the Sunni sect of Islam. Non-Arabs and Shi^ahs are found

only in the town of Kuwait. The two tribes whicli compose the bult of

the population outside of Kuwait Towji are the ’Awazim and

Rashaidah ; both are regarded as of socially inferior status, nevertlicless

they differ but little from the ordinary Bedouin Aj’abs. To these we may
add wandering bands of the Saluba, between whom and the Arabs there is

a more pronounced difference. Some of the friendly Dhafir n.iid Mutair
tribes of Najd enter Kuwait limits at certain seasons; indeed, the

Kuwait portion of Summau is exclusively tenanted by tlie Mutair, and
a large number of the Mutair encamp every season at Jahrah. The
people of Jahrah are mostly of Najdi extraction. A Few stray ^AjmSu,
Bani Hajir and Bani Khalid from the south are found in Kuwait
limits; and Kuwait Town contains, in addition to representatives of most
of the tribes already mentioned, ^Auizah, Dawasir, Jana^at, and

^Utub. The only permanent villages in Kuwait arc Jahrah at the

head of Kuwait Bay, Qasr-as-Sabiyah on Khov-as-Sabiyah, Zov on
Pailakah island, Dimnah and Qasr-as-Sirrah in the Qra^ah district and
Pahaihil, Fantas, Abn Halaifah and ShPaibah on tlie coast of

’Adau, none of which are more than ^5 miles in a direct line from
Kuwait Town.

The fixed population of the princijiaHty, consisting of the inlialiitants

of the town and villages may be estimated at 37,000 souls, of whom no
less than 35,000 are residents of the cajiital

; and the Bedouin population,
if we reckon only the ’Awazim and RashSidah and a part of the
Mutair (whose tribal headquarters are in the principality) and exclude
others such as the Dhafir (who are merely visitors), must amount
apparently to about 13,000 souls.

Jgriculture and trade , general description of such agriculture as
exists in Kuwait will be found in the article on Jahrah, and the article
on Dimnah contains a description of village dwolHngs intermediate
between the houses of* Kuwait Town and the tents of the Bedouins.
Domestic animals are the camel, sheep, goat and donkey and there are
some horned cattle and a few horses. Commerce is fully treated of in
the article on Kuwait Town.

General adminutration.---^^^r^r^\. Shaikh’s method of govern-
ment IS among^ the most remarkable peculiarities of the principality.M^arak s rule is personal absolute ; and if in some respects it is
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mild and tolerant, in others it is exceedingly strict. On the whole, it

may be said that in the town he exacts absolute submission and in the

country is content with general loyalty*and obedience ; but this dictum

implies a higher degree of control than might at first be supposed,

inasmuch as in Kuwait the whole country depends .for its wealth and

prosperity upon the one town, and the political predominance of the

capital is here greater than in almost any country. In all Mubarah^s

political arrangements precaution is a conspicuous feature. The heads of

his departments are mostly slaves ; his near relations are excluded from

his counsels ; even his sons wield no executive powers. The duty of

interviewing foreigners is one which he never delegates to 'an agent, and

without his previous consent no stranger can obtain information or

facilities of any sort at Kuwait. An illustration of Vlubarak^s policy

and firmness was afforded by his treatment about 1904 of some Central

Arabians at Kuwait who had collected money and were preparing to

found a Wahhabi mosque : they were quickly compelled to relinquish

their schemes under pain of death.

Management of the town.—In the town the smallest disputes, whether

civil or criminal, are settled by the Shaikh himself. Murderers, unless

they pay blood-money, are handed over to the relations of the victim for

Qisas or retaliation in kind ; if the victim has left no relations, the

criminal, unless he can satisfy the Shaikh by payment of a fine, is put in

prison and practically starved to death. In cases of theft the offender

is generally allowed to escape with a fine j but, if he is poor and cannot

pay, his hand is cut off according to Muhammadan law. Rape is puni-

shed with fine, beating or imprisonment : a woman guilty of adultery

may lawfully be put to death by her husband, but the conduct of the co-

respondent cannot be called in question. Shaikh Mubarak is zealous in

the enforcement of the Muhammadan prohibition against strong liquor,

and he has deported from Kuwait a relation of his own as well as other

Muslims who were addicted to drinking ; but foreigners are free from

interference in respect both of their religion .and of their social customs.

Management of the tribes, etc.^The Bedouins are held to their

allegiance partly by gifts and kindness, partly by fear of the untoward

results which would ensue, either directly or indirectly, from a rupture

with the Shaikh. Mubarak has allied himself matrimonially to the

Mutair tribe, who are of importance in Najd and are generally represent-

ed in Kuwait territory by encampments in Suuamau or, in the hot
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weatlier^ at the head of Kuwait Bay. Daring the recent hostilities in

Najd the Shaikh is believed to have supplied Ihn Sa^ud with i^,00() rifles^

worth $150^000 ; the terms of the transaction arc nnlvnown, hut its effect

was undoubtedly to iogratiate him with the rising power in Na^d and

even to place him^ for the time being, in the position of a patron.

Military resources .—The Shaikh^s fighting force in war consists of the

best levy he can raise from the tribes subject to liis influence
; but lie

also possesses a sort of standing army, armed with rifles, who defend

his person, perform his errands in the country and snp])]y the town
guard at Kuwait. These are about 100 in number and arc mostly

footmen.

Revenue ,—There is ho distinction in Kuwait between the State

revenues and the privy purse of the ruler, nor, of course, arc any lujcounts

of revenue and expenditure made public. The following is a carcFul

estimate by a Persian merchant settled at Kuwait of the Shaikh^s jwuiual

receipts, of which a large proportion are in kind :

—

Produce of date plantations at Pao
Rent of shops in the Kuwait bazaar
Zakat on Bedouin flocks

Tax on sheep brought into the town .

Tax payable by butchers

Tax on camels brought to the town for sale

Sea customs • • . , .

Duties on exports to the interior

Tax payable by pearl divers*

Fines
. • * . 4

Share of fish bronght into Kuwait . .

Interest on money lent to merchants .

'f

108,000

0,000

25.000

2,000

2.500

1.500

1 50,000

20.000

6<l,0()0

6,000

7.000

8.000

Total
. $ 399,000

^

The Shaikh denies receiving anything from pearl divers or hy way of
interest on money lent

; Irat it was generally stated at Kuwait in 1 90'l that
he took one diver's share from each pearl boat, and that ho had lent a
larp sum at 20 per.cent. interest to a local Arab merchant named Shamlan.

IS believed that the Shaikk is. hnilding up a large private fortune.
Besides valuable plantations at Fao he owns s.ome 300 shops and ware-

woi+l. SSMmo*^
.different authority the

,

proceed8 of the peal divingworth $ 20,000 a year on the average.
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houses in Kuwait Town and he is supposed to be accumulating large sums

in specie : as far as can be ascertained he meets current expenses out of

current revenue and converts the balance into Turkish gold. His savings

have greatly increased since the acute stage of the war in Hajd was

passed^ for he now spends much less than formerly on his Bedouin allies.

Singular is Kuwari . A tribe found chiefly in Qatar, but KTJWARAH-
there are a few of them in Bahrain also. In Qatar they have 250 (AL-BH-)^

houses at Sumaismah, nearly 150 at Dha’ain, 100 at Fuwairatand

20 at Dohah ;
in Bahrain there are now only about 10 houses at

Maharraq[ Town and the same at Hadd. The A1 Bu Kuwarah are

divided into four sections, the A1 ^Abd-ash-Shaikh_^^l A1

Kalaib A1 Yaham jf, and Matawa^ah . In religion

they are Sunnis of the Maliki school ;
by occupa,tion they are pearl

merchants, pearl divers, sailors, and camel and cattle breeders. The A1

Bu Kuwarah in
; Qatar are said to be closely connected by blood with

the Ma^adhid ;
both are Bani Tamim.

A plain with grazing, in the principality of Kuwait upon the sea LABIBAH
coast. Its northern boundary being the Maq^ta’ stream, it may be

reckoned a part of the Sudah district. It is bounded on the south by the

'Amudah hill.

In English formerly spelt Luft A considerable village situated

on the western side of the great salient from the north coast of Qishm

Island, of which the extremity is Laft point; Laft village, situated in a

recess of the coast, is about 3^ miles south-soutb-east of the point. It is

built at the foot of a hill which slopes up from the beach to a height of

200 feet and ends in cliffs on the landward side. The approach to Laft

is by a small narrow creek opening from the Guran branch of CldirOUCO

Strait ;
its mouth is marked by a low islet called Hindrani and

its course to the village, a distance of over 2 miles, is between the coast

of Qistm Island and a mangrove-covered mud-flat which divides the

creek from Khur Guran. In this creek native vessels lie. The village

is close to the shore and consists of about 250 houses of Arabs and
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PersianSj not belonging to well known tribes, wbo are chiefly engaged in

fishing and boat-building and in cutting firewood for sale from the

adjacent swamps. The water supply, wliich is from roofed tanks, is

slightly brackish ; there are also some wells, sunk S5 to 30 feet in the

sandstone rock, which are used when the tanks rmr dry. Provisions in

small quantities are available; livestock comprise about iJO camels, 15

donkeys, 40 cattle and 50 sheep and goats; and there arc about 1,200

date trees. A rough estimate of the local shipping is given in the article

bn Qishm Island. There are three ordinary mosques, but the place has no

local shrine. The hill behind Laft is scaa'ped and the scai'ps are strength-

ened at their crests with curtains and flanking works which, with a dilapi-

dated fort having 6 circular towers pierced for guns, appear to be traces

of some foreign occupation. The Imperial Persian Customs have
a post here ; it is manned by a Mudir and 2 Tufangchis.

An important village of the Aflaj distiict in Najd
j

it is situated

towards the north end of the district, about 4 miles north-west of Saih
and 5 miles south of Wusailah, Lailah consists of quarters situated at
some distance from one another, not all of which are at present inhabited

j

the total area of the settlement -is estimated at less than 2 square milop
and the population at about 4,500 souls who may bo classified as fol-
lows ;

—

Tribe*
- Section.

Houeois.

Asliraf Saqar
70

Dawasir • . . . ’AjlSn ... 80

. . . .

.

Buras • • . , 70
• Do. - .... flamdan • • . , 60

t
Do. .

'

1 Hijji
100

-Bd. '

. . Jibarin .

60
: :Bq.. \

Fadhm .i

Wida*in . . , , 4 40

Kfiadlim (Bani) , _ .

40

***
-

* * * * 800
Sabaf

- Ha&biiil * *
, , 4 100
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The usual fruit trees grow at Lailah, but there are only about 5,000

date palms ; the principal crops are wheat, barley, millet, maize, lucerme

and melons ; the wheat, millet and maize predominate# On the east the

wells are 6 to 7 fathoms deep ; on the west 9 to 10, There are a few

horses and the ordinary proportion, for Najd, of livestock of other kinds.

The Amir or headman of Lailah is at present Mubarak-bin-Bazah of the

Ruras Dawasir.

A table follows of the principal quarters and other places having

naines in Lailah :

—

Name. . Position. Nature. Bkhasks.

Ghaslbak Central. The chief inhabited

quarter of Lailah at

the present day.

Ghasibah succeeded
Mubairaz as the
principal quarter.

Hazaami Do. Two date groves. The owners are "Wida*-

in Dawasir.

Jafaidriyah

Jiri

tSf^

South of Ghasibah.

Close to Ghasibah
on the east side.

A. considerable qu alter.

A deserted quarter.

The inhabitants are

Hamdau Dawasir.

It formerly belonged
to the Hijji, but
was abandoned in

consequence of a

cholera epidemic.

Marair Perhaps a mile

north-west of

Ghasibah.

A quarter consisting

of 30 houses.

The people are Bani
Khadliir.

MisLrafah Beyond the limits

of Lailah proper

on the side

towards Wusailah.

Arable lands and an
enclosure occupied

in the season of

ngrionlture by about
20 cultivators from
Lailah.

The owners are

Dawasir of the
Jadhalin section

who rent it to the
actual cultivators.

Hubarraz
«#

About 1 a mile
south-west of

Ghasibah.

An inhabited quarter, 1

but less important
than formerly.

Mnbarraz succeeded
Naqaiyah as the

principal quarter of

Lailah and so

remained until its

destruction by
’Abdu'llah-biu-
Paisal,the “Wahhabi
Amir, Some of the
inhabitants then
removed permanent-
ly to Ghasibah, but
others returned to
Mubarraz after a
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time. The name of

Mubarraz appears

to refer to the
“ exodus " from
Naqaiyab to wbioh
its foundation was
duo.

Kaqaiyah
w
Mi

To the east

Ghaslbah.

of A deserted quarter. This was once the

principal quarter

but was abandoned

in favour of Mubar-
az on account of

an epidemic.

Ruttialii Central. A quarter now all but

deserted.

The few remaining
inhabitants are

Bani Khadhir.

Taraiyij
•1

In the middle

Ghasibah.

of A fort. The Ghaslbah quarter

spran^^ op round
Taraiyij, which
forms as it were its

core,

Wusailah, which is described in the topographical table attached to the

article on Aflaj; is attached to Lailah for administrative purposes , but

it is a distinct village and lies about 5 miles to northward.

A valley coming down from the Western Hajar in the ^Oman Sultanate

and reaching the Batinah coast near Rumais. In the upper part of its

basin are two villages^ Lajal to the west and ilalbau

to the east, about 4 niiles apart, with a third village hara^ ^
between them : Lajal contains about 100 mud houses of tlic Bani Na'ab
tribe

;
it is built in two fortified quart'Ors upon the hills, overlooking

dategroves and other cultivation in the A^alley below. Halban stands at

the foot of the Hajar hills and consists of 30 mud houses and a tower

belonging to the Bani Jabir ; lucerne i-? grown here. I1ie village of

faiV consists of only 1 or 2 houses. The livestock of this group of

villages comprises 100 camels, 50 donkeys, 50 cattle and 700 sheep and

goats
;
and wheat, barley and lucerne are cultivated. The ti’ade of W adi

Lajal is with Barkak.
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A very numerous and important Arab tribe found chiefly in Turkish

^Iraq, but also, to some extent, in Persian ^Arabistan.

The Bani Lam country proper is the plain between the

Persian hills (or Pusht-i-Kuh) and the left bank of the Tigris river

from a point opposite Shaikh Sa*ad down to ^Amarah Town. In ’Iraq,

however, parties of the tribe are found as far to the west and north as

Badrah, Zorbatiyah and even Mandali; while in ’Arabistan their

ordinary limit is the Karkheh river between Pa-i-Pul on the north and

the Hawizeh District on the south, but they sometimes range as far as

the Shaur river, especially below Khairabad. A detached colony of the

Lawaimi section even exists beyond the Karun, on the Malih at a

few miles south-east of Nasiri ;
and there is another, stiH more distant,

at the village of Mirbacheh in the Ramuz District.

In ’Iraq both banks of the Tigris above the country of the Bani

Lam are inhabited by the Bani Rabi’ah, and below it by the Al Bu

Muhammad ;
on the south-west the Bani Lam are in contact with the

Muntafik, and on the north-east they are adjoined by the Paili Lurs^

with some or other of whose sections they are generally at feud. The

tribal centre is in the Qadha of Dawairij, where Ghadhban-bin-

Banaiyah, the chief Shaikh, has his residence in a tract known as

Shamariyah ;
and the dealings of the tribe are mostly with

’Amarah Town and ’Ali-al-Gharbi upon the Tigris.

Divisious cind w^^^^zS^r^.^The Bani Laih consist of numerous sections

which have not generally, it is said, separate habitats, but live inter-

spersed. The principal divisions of

’Iraq side, are the following ;

—

1. "’Abdul Khan.

2. ^Abdush Shah.

»UJI 0^

3. Akhwat Habshah.

4. Balasim.

6.

Dhahir.

6. Hamad.

the tribe, as understood on the

7. Khumais.

8. Kinanahi

djUi*

9. Mu’alla.
OI

as^
10. Na’amah (Bait).

11. Rahamah,

12. Ta’an.

LiM
(BA2TI)



Of these; the Balasim are the division to which the chief Shaikh

belongs; the ’Abdush Shah live near the Hor Jassan
; the

Hamid are located on the Tirsakh ; and the Bani Lam of Mirbacheh

are Kinanah. Besides the above there is a family called Bait Jandil

to which one or two of the secondary Shaikhs belong.

The A1 Bu Daraj j-? vJT ,
a tribe who inhabit the right bank of

the Tigris from Kumait down to a point opposite ^Amarah Town^ are

sometimes reckoned a section of the Bani Lam ; so also are a portion of

the Maqasis whom others treat as Bani Rabrah (q-v.)

;

and j)art of the

Sagwand division of the Western Lurs is at present regarded^ notwith-

standing the difference of race, as connected with the Bani Lani.

On the side towards ^Arabistan the Bani Lam appear to be classi-

fied as below ;

—

Division.

*Abdul Khan

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.

Baji (Al)

ji

Khasraj

Do.

Sabdivision. Habitat of subdivision.
FifCbting strength
of •uuaivlsion.

’Abdul Khan Towards the Karkheh.
even between that river
the Shanr, both above
below Khairabad.

and
and
and

300

’Aifan In ^Arabistan. Not ascerfcainedi

'Aqbah (Bani) Same as the ’Abdul Khan sub-
division above.

400

Panadil Do. 100

Ka’ab Bait 'Amir Do. 1,500

M%ijah Do, 200

Sha-waib Do. 200

Zigtaib Do. 100

In the Bizfnl and Hawizeh
Districts.

Perhaps 600

'Abdullah
m
aU) oap

On the right bank of the
Karkbieb. river and west-
wards.

150

'Adhab
Do. 150
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Subdivision.

.

Habitat of ^subdivision.
Fighting strength
of subdivision.

Khasraj 'Alawinath

’Ammar

On the right bank of the

Xarkheli river and west-

wards.

Do.

’Anajid

’Awaidat

‘Id (AlBu)

4^^ jJ jT

Janadilah

Lawaimi

Sarkhah

Saiyad (Al Bu)

yi vjl

Saqur

Wais (Al Bji)

Barais

Hajja]

Ekarsan

Detached, in the Ahwaz
District to the east of the

.Kartijl river, on the

Malih and about the Thiniyah

i.U.the Ahw^Jhills. - _ -

On the west side of the

Karklxeli, -crossing also to^

the ShaUr between Aiwan-i-

Karkheh and Sb-Tisk. ~

Do.

LabaihSt

Mahur
jyJtLf*

Among the KatMr, o»t Hu-
sainiyeh between the 3Diz and

-tbe-SJiat3^r.
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Division. Subdivision.
1

Habitat oi subdivision.
I’igbting strength

o£ subdivision.

Sarkhali QasmSn Same Habitat as the Barais above< 200

Do. Rawaishid Do. 500

Do. Shabaikah Do. 800

In regard to th.e Lawaimi division above it may bo noted that they

have not now any apparent political connection with tho main body of the

tribe. The Sarkhah are not of very much impoi-tauce : their Shaikh

Mnshattat has friendly relations with some of tho Sagwand Ltirs, and

a few settled Sarkhah are found at Jirqeh Saiyid Ta’amch in the

Dizful District of ^Arabistan.

The number of fighting men of the tribe iu ’Arabistan is time
approximately 8,000, and from a comparison of various discrepant

accounts their military strength in ’Iraq would seem to bo about 1 0,000.

In view, however, of the indefiniteness of the Turoo-Persiau boundary and
of the mobility of some of the sections of the Bani Lam, it is probable
that the two estimates to a great extent overlap : consequently it is not
necessary to estimate the fighting strength of the tribe at more than
15,000 men or their total number at more than 45,000 souls.

Mode of life and resources.—Except the Kiiranah division, who
(unless those settled at Mirbacbeh) . are eirtirely pa.storal in their habits,
the majority of all sections of the Bani Lam are ag'rioultural and live by
growing cer^ls. The tribe as a whole have not yet, however, abandoned
the nomad life; for neither houses nor huts but only hair tents are found
among them, and they migrate towards tho hills in the cold weather and
are on the move from February to June.

Wheat, barley, oats, maize, millet, Mash and lentils are among
thfflr crops, but they have not much rice : their cultivation is shifting
and desultory. The camels tod horses of the Bani Lam arc among the
^Btm ’Iraq; of horses their best breeds arc the Hargah, Nasbah and
Wadlmah, the two. fo^er being, it is said, a monopoly of tho tribe.

buffaloes, cattle, sheep and donkeys and supply most of
the ghi for ’AmSrah Town is famous. The livestock of the
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Zigliaib subdivision are said to consist exclusively of buffaloes, and the

Ka’ab Bait ’Amir are also among tbe' buffalo-owning sections. Tbe

borses possessed by that portion of tbe tribe wbicb is connected witb

’Arabistan ratber tban witb ’Iraq bas been estimated at 1,500 and tbeir

camels at 3,000.

Political position and military importance .—Tbe Bani Lam are,

witb a few exceptions, Sbi’abs ; by some of them Persian is spoken as well

as Arabic, but they are not to any appreciable extent bilingual. Blood

feuds are rigorously prosecuted both witbin tbe tribe and against outsiders.

Tbe tribe, as a whole, show great respect for tbeir Sbaikbs, to wborn

they are said to be blindly submissive both in peace and war ; and tbougb

much divided among themselves by feuds and factions they do not fail to

combine against outsiders. Tbeir present bead^Gbadbban is described as

“notoriously rich and brave, but a rude and violent savage without tbe

experience or tbe moderation that age gives :
” he appears to have a

permanent good understanding witb tbe Shaikh of Mubammareh.

On tbe Turkish side of tbe border tbe Bani Lam are generally quiet,

but tbe Ottoman Government dare not put much pressure on them
;
and

tbougb tbe revenue collector is treated witb outward respect be does not

always succeed in recovering the demand in full. In Persia tbe Bani

give much trouble to tbe authorities and seldom pay any revenue.

In ’Iraq, where they are probably the largest, the most powerful and the

richest tribe next to tbe Muntafik, tbe land assessment of tbe Bani Lam

is oiie-tentb to one-fifth in kind of agricultural produce, and. they are also

subject to a trifling atmual tax in cash per bead of livestock : these

imposts are generally farmed out to tbe Shaikhs of tbe tribe who collect

as much as they can.

In both countries tbe Bani Lam are noted for tbeir predatory tenden-

cies but in reality the greater part of tbe tribe lead a peaceful aiid

respectable life. Tbe proceedings of the lawless minority are said, how-

ever, to be connived at by tbe Sbaikbs, who even accept a one-fifth share

in the proceeds of tbeir raids and robberies. Tbeir plunder from Turkish

territory is disposed of in Persia, and vice versa. In Araibist rh it is tbe

Kbasraj division who give most trouble j they attacked tbe “ Sbusban ”

steamer in April ' 1904, and in the summer of 1905 parties of them

infested the ndighbourbood of NSsiri'and were not driven away without

difficulty. Tbe Kinarrab also are said to raid in the' Dizful District.

Gano-s of Bani Lam and Lur robbers sometimes come in conflict with

one another; in tbe-mstanoes known- victory bas generally remained witb

tbe Lurs.
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The Bani Lam are now well supplied with modern rifles, chiefly

Martinis, and are considered to be good shots, especially from the saddle.

It is estimated that on the Persian side about one-third of the fighting

men are mounted and two-thirds are armed witli rifles; outlie Turkish

side the proportion of mounted and unmounted men is said to be about

equal.

LAEAK* Also pronounced Larach and in English formerly spelt Lamck/^

An island in the Persian G-ulf^ 20 miles south by east of Bandar 'Abbas

and partially closing' the marine approach to that place from the south

between Qishm and Hormuz. The channel between Larak and Qishm

to the north-west of it is 6 miles, and that between Larak and HormQz

to the north-north-east 11 miles broad. Larak is oval in shape and mea-

snres 6 miles from east-north-east to west-south-west by about 4 miles

across
;
the chief irregularity of outline is a small sandy cape which juts

out from the noilih coast. The island is closely surrounded by deep

water except on the west side, from which a shore reef extends for about

i a mile. The interior consists of a mass of ruggod hills of sandstone,

with an admixture of rock salt and red oxide of iron, and is almost

entirely destitute of vegetation; the highest summit, a mile from the

north shore, is 510 feet high, and another, a mile to the south-west of

it, is hardly inferior in elevation. There is no vegetation, and sweet

water, with the exception of that of the Salmi well, is not found except

in reservoirs. Wild gazelle, however, are numerous
;
they arc supposed

to obtain what moistoe they require from dew. Tlio inliabitants of

Larak, about 200 in number, are Dhahuriyin ; but they arc closely

connected by intermarriage with the Bani Shatair Shihuh of Kuuizar

and they speak the Kumzari language. There is no trade except in

salt, of which some quantity is exported to the adjoining district of

EuuS'^al-Jibal in the Sultanate of ^Oman and to Qishmi Town, the

lattet being the market in which the inhabitants of Larak make most

of their purchases. The people assert that they are independent of any
ruler except of their own Kumzari Shaikh at Labtiyab village, and
up to the end of 19U5 no visible sighs of Persian authority existed, but
the island was said to he nominally included, along with the islands of

Apian of the greater part of Larak is given as an inset in Admiralty Chart
Kh. 2S7S-2837 A., Bmian G-ulf^ and a distant view of the island from the sea will he
lotind m the seme.
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QislllU and Sormfiz, among the places farmed to the Mn’-in-ut-Tujiar

of Tehran,’^

Larak seems to have been at one time occupied by a non-Muhammadan
people; for a flat-topped hill on the east coast is covered with hundreds of

graveS; all of which lie east and west. A large valley between Labtiyab
village and this hill and all the flat ground upon the circumference of

the island appear to have been highly cultivated at some former time;
remains are visible of. a water-channel and embankments.

The following table embodies the chief facts of the topography
of Larak

Name of place. Position. Houses and inhabit-
ants

Edh In the interior of A dozen houses of The inhabitants are salt

V . the island.

i

1

1

Dhahuriyin. diggers, graziers and
fishermen. Water is from
2 reservoirs and livestock

amount to 50 sheep and 200
goats.' Date trees number
about 50 and a patch or
two of barley are culti-

vated. Thfere are the
ruins of an old fort, and
the ground near by, called

Kharabistan

bears traces of former
occupation b^ a civilised

people.

LabtiySb On the north coast 30 houses, mostly This village is also called

Larak and is the chief one
on the island. It has a
date-grove of about 150
trees and near by is an old

fort in tolerable repair,

said to be Portuguese.
There is sweet water from
one well and two reservoirs.

of the island. stone , of

Dhahuriyin.

The people are fishermen
and the only industry is

a little flsb-curing ;
live-

stock are 6 donkeys and
200 sheep and goats.

The people own a few small
boats, but no large one.

Larak • •• ... See Labtiyab above.

Salmi On the west coast

of the island.

Nil. A deserted site with a well

of sweet water.

In Maj? J906, however, the Imperial Persian Customs authorities at Bandar ’Abbas
began to construct a hut and erect a flagstaff ou Larak, probably as marks of Peraiau

sovereignty.
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blN&EH A district of the Persian Coast, the sonthernmost within the Persian

Gulf, interposed between the Shibkuh district on the west and the

LINJAH
portion of the Sastak district on the east. The coast of the

Lingeh District appears to be identical with the Sif ^Unaarah of the

DISTRICT^ mediaeval Arab and Persian g‘eographers, so called in the 1 0th century

A.D. after an Arab tribe from the opposite side of the Gulf who had

occupied itf.

Limits.--Oil the east and .south the Lingeli district is bounded by the

sea; on the west by a line which runs inland in a northerly direction

from the coast between Duvvan and Mnghu. The nortlicrn border is

constituted by tbe great maritime range, described in the article on the

Shibkuh district, which after passing behind Lingch terminates in the sea

at Purghar, a few miles noi*th of the eastern end of Qishm Island.

Lingeh district has thns a length from west to cast of about tO miles
;

and its maximum breadth between the mountains and the sea, a little

to the west cf Lingeh Town, is about 25 miles. The island of Sirri is

attached for administrative purposes to the Lingeh district,

Physical features.—The bulb of the district is a plain slightly elevated

about sea level, of which the centre is occupied by a great salt mniVsh

called Muhrakun 20 miles long from west to oast atul 10 miles in

breadth. The plain has, as it were, a raised rim along the sea coast
;
this

rim falls somewhat steeply to the marsh, but on the outer side it declines

to the sea-shore as a barren sloping glacis. The ordinary height of this

barrier between coast and interior is only 200 to 400 feel, but 10 miles

north-east of Lingeh Town and at Jabal Bustaneh 10 miles west of the

same place it rises in hills having the respectable elevation of 1,017 and
1,800 feet, respectively. With the exception of the highest part of Gio

former, which is of light colour and jagged outline, these two hills

present a generally dark and volcanic appearance. Ilie rainfall in the
Lingeh district is slight and the climate is cooler, healthier and pleasanter

than that of Bandar ^Abhas.

Populatiofi. The people of the district are principally Persians of
various tribes and trace their origin to Lar, Galehdar and other places in
the interior

; Arab tribes, however, occur, such as the Al 'All and
Maraziq, who are noticed in the article on the Shlbkuh district, and the
Qawasim of Duvvan. Outside the town of Lingeh and Kung and

The first is the Persian, the second the Arabic form of the name,
t Vide Le Strange b Lands of the Eastern Caliphate.
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Duvvan, which are the principal places in the district and are separately
described, the population is almost entirely Sunni of the Shafi^i school.

The total population of the Lingeh district, including Lingeli Town and
Sirri island, is probably about 20,000 souls.

Oa the coast pearl-diving, sea-fishing and the carrying trade are the
chief occupations, except in Lingeh Town, of which the inhabitants depend
mainly on foreign trade. Away from the sea the population is agrieul*

tural and pastoral. The houses, where they are not mere huts, are mostly
of stone.

Agvicultufe^ trade and sMpping,—Dates are the chief crop, and the

palms in the Lingeh district are estimated at about 180,000,

Trade is concentrated in Lingeh Town, in the article upon which it is

described.

As will be apparent from the topographical table at the end of this

article, the district (Sirri island being included) possesses aboiit 143

vessels of sea-going types and about 222 of smaller sizes. Of the former

57 are pearl boats which cross the (lulf in the season to work upon

the Arabian side, the balance being employed in the carrying trade ;

and the latter, from Lingeh Town westwards, are used for local peml-

ing operations as well as for fishing.

Snpjplies and transporL—Supplies, except at the larger places, are

not abundant. Water is obtained from reservoirs and wells ; the latter

are ordinarily from 5 to 8 fathoms in depth. The transport animals of

the district may be estimated at not less than 500 camels and 400 donkeys.

Boutes-—Lingeh Town is connected with Mughu by a coast route

passable for all arms, and with Bastak (and so with Lar) by a route

which up to the border of the Lingeh district is also passable foi

all arms.* The Muhrakun salt marsh which lies upon the latter route

is traversable by animals in summer, but in winter it must either be

avoided or crossed in boats. There is also a coast route to Khamir,

but its character beyond Zung is uncertain, and at Purghar, between

25 and 30 miles from Lingeh Town, it becomes impassable at high tide

in consequence of the sea rising against the side of the hill,

Jdminfsfration.—Theliingeh district is subject to the Governor of the

Gulf Ports who has his head-quarters at Bushehr Town ; his local repre-

sentative is a Deputy-Governor, very frequently changed, who is responsible
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for the payment at Buslielir of about 150,000 Qrans aimually a?

revenue. This revenue is assessed throughout the district upon date-

groves and other cultivation, on the coast upon boats also j and in Lingeh

Town warehouses and other places of business are taxed, while men and

animals entering the place are laid under contribution by means of

tolls, which are farmed. At present date trees pay J Qran each a year

besides yV of their produce ;
there is a poll tax on Nakhudas of Rs. 13

per annum and on ordinary sailors of Rs. 4 ; and shops are assessed at

Es. 4 to Rs. 8 a year. The general administration and collection of

land-revenue are conducted by the Deputy-Governor through the Kalantar

or hpadman of Lingeh Towu and the Kadkhudas of villages. Criminal

justice there is none,, and the only form of civil justice is that dispensed

by the ecclesiastical authorities. The power of the Deputy-Governor is

supported by a military detachment of 14 infantry and of 6 ai*tillerymen

only, with 3 old muzzle-loading smooth-bore guns ; besides these about

30 0 armed citizens of Liugeh Town can be called together for the defence

of the place in an emergency. The Imperial Persian Ctrstoms have an

important station in charge of a European at Ling^eh and others depen-

dent on it at Bustaneh, Bung, Band Mu’allim and Birkeh Siflin and

several places outside the Lingeh district. The annual gross receipts,

which amount to about 500,000 Grans, are distinct fi’om the general

revenue for which the Deputy-Governor is liable.

Topography ,—The following are the principal places of interest in

the Lingeh district ;

—

Name. Position. Honsfiji andl nliabitnnts. Kbmabks*

'Abbasi (Birkeb)
tti

13 miles north of

Xiingeh Town.
5 houses of ShSn'i
Sunnis.

Hero are 10 camels, 10
donkeys# 20oattlo, ISf)

sheep and goats, two
water reservoirs, wells
7 fathoms deep and
some date trees*

*AU tBirkeh) 9 miles west*north-
west of Iiingeh
Town on the route
to Lftr.

LO huts of Sbftfi*i

Sunnis.
Water is good in wells
5 fathoms deep

; there
are also two reservoirs.
Livestock are 15
camels, 10 donkeys,
30 cattle and 50 sheep
and goats. Dates are

7 miles north of

Lingeli Town.
AO houses of Sh&fi*i
Sunnis.

grown.

There are wells and
dates. Animals are
50 oameils, 30 donkeys,
100 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.
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Bardghns

Bavar

Biraismun
(Birkeh)

4 miles north-east I

of Iiingeli Town
[

near the coast.

12 miles north of
Iiingeh Town.

13 miles west by
north of Iilngeh
Town on the south
border of the

Mnhrakun salt

marsh.

15 houses of Shafib*

Sunnis.

60 houses of Shafi *3

Sunnis,

4 houses of Shafi’i

Sunnis. .

There are wells and
dates. Livestock are
30 camels, 20 donkeys,
50 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

There are wells and
dates. Animals are 4
camels, 30 donkeys, 60
cattle and 300 sheep
and goats.

There are reservoirs

and wells. Dates are
grown, and 10 camels,
10 donkeys, 30 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats are owned here.

Bnstaneh On the coast 15
miles west by
south of Iiingeh
Town, on the east

side of the eastern
point of Mughn
bay.

100 bouses, more
than half Maraziq
and the remainder
Qawasim. They
are Sunnis except a
few of the MarSziq,

who are Wahhabis.

There is a round tower
in the village and a
domed reservoir on
rising ground behind

;

date-groves adjoin the
place. Water is from
wells and tanks. The
people are fishermen,
pearl-divers, sailors,

cultivators and date-

growers ; they have 4
Sambuks trading to
Iiingeh Town and the

coast of Arabia and
about 24 small Baqa-
rabs, 3 Shu’ais and 4
Varjis used for fishing

and for pearling near
Bustaneh and at*

Fariir island. A
small pearl bank lies

opposite the village

close in shore, Bus-
tSneh belongs to the
Lingeh district and the
Qawasim pay their

revenue to the Deputy-
Governor, but the
Marftziq are under the
Shaikh of IMCTighn.
The people are poor
and the two tribes are
at variance. The
MaxSziq have 20 or 30
rifles but the QawsL-
sim are unarmed.
There is an Imperial
Customs post here

.
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Fcsition. Houses and inhabitants.

Durushi (I) 9 miles north of

Lingeh Town.
A garden merely.

Durashi (II) On the ooaat 1 mile
west of Milu.

Duvvan On the coast 7
miles north-west
of Bust^neh and 4t

miles east of Mu-
gh.u.

See article Duvvan.

Gardaneh(Birk«h) 3 miles west of
sjCjS Lingeh Town.

A water reservoir only.

I

12 miles north by 150 houses of Shafi*i 1 Dates are gi’own and
east of Lingeh
Town.

Sunnis.

Hamairan On the coast 15 i

miles north-east

of Lingeh
Vown.

HiiVMd(Birkeh) 5 miles east by
north of Duv*
van near the
southern edge of
the Muhrakun salt

' marsh.

40 houses of Sunnis.

the water-supply
depends on 8 roser-

vors and on some
wells 12 to 18 fathoms
deep. Livo-stock are

IdO camels, 100
donkeys, 100 cattle

and 700 sheep and
goats.

Native vessels are laid

up here in 4 fathoms
of water protected by

j

a shoal IJ miles ofe

shore. Tho people
are poor ; they are
mostly fishermen and
sailors or look after
date-plantations here
which are owned
by inhabitants of
Lingeh Town ; a few
of them have dates and
cultivation of tbeir
own. There are 2 fish-
ing Shu'ais.

A water reservoir and
garden belonging to
Kuudarun.
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Homes and iDhabitants.

Hnsainabad Kear tlie coast 2 ISTo permanent Houses.

obT no lies north-east of
Xaingeh Town.

Tbis is a summer
resort of the people
of Xfingeh Town.

Jan gal (Birkeh) I 8 miles north-west
of Lingeh. Town

! near the southern
border of the
Muhrakun salt

marsh.

A reservoir only.

Ji shell On the coast 2
miles south-west
of liingeh Town.

Over 100 houses of The people are poor
mixed Arab tribes, and unarmed. They
Sunnis ; but the
place is, at present,

more than half
deserted.

are fishermen and
sailors and dive for
pearls near Miluj be-
sides owning some
date-palms, almond
trees and cultivation

.

Their boats are 4
’Amilahs, 8 Shu’ais,

and 6 Varjis, all of
which are employed in

pearling near home as

well as in fishing.

Kharan (Birkeh) 8 miles north-west
of Iiingeli Town
and 1 mile east of

Birkeh Jangal,

near the southern
border of the

Muhrakun salt

marsh.

A reservoir and date
garden.

Khcr Sur Near the coast 5

miles north-east

I

of LingehTown.

Kung On the coast 4 miles

noTth-east of

Xjingeh Town,

See article Kung.

Lashtan (Qal’eh) 6 miles north by
west of liingeh
Town.

There is no village here

notwithstanding the

5 miles west-north

-

west of liingeh.
Town.

A tract of cultivated

ground.



Name. Fositiou. Houses and inhabitants. Rkmarks,

Lingeh Town

Mstgarat

Mulla (Birkeh)

About 96 miles

wesfc-south*w eat
of Bandar
’Abbas, 88 miles

north-north-we a t

of Sharjah and a

little over 300
miles south-east

of Btishehr
Town,

Near the coast be-

tween Shanas and
I Milu.

7 miles north-west
of Lingeh Town
and 1 mile east

of Birkeh Kha-

See article Lingeh
Town •

A garden only.

Mirakun

On the coast 9
miles west by
south of Lingeh
Town, between
Shanas and Bus-
taneh.

Half a dozen Jints, Tho people are poor,
mostly of Sudan owning only 2 Shu’ais,
Arabs, Sunnis.

Mn'allim (Band)

miles north-west 70 houses of so-called
of Lmgeh Town Kurds,

f

between the north-
ern edge of the

,

Muhrakun salt
marsh and the fout
of the great thari-

. time range.

present about 20

O''®®®'
ofof Iiingeli Town, mixud tribes, Sunnis.

2 Yarjis, and some
date trees : they fish

and divo for pearls in

the vicinity of their

village. A pearl bank,
known as tho Milu
bank, adjoins the

coast hero and reaches
towards BustSneh and
ShanSs. The date-

grovos mostly belong
to inhabitants of

BustSnoh and ShanSs
who oomo to live

here in summer
; in

the same season there
are also some immi*
grants from Lingeh
Town.

There is a good and
abundant water-supply

I

from w’ells 00 foet

deep.

The vilIa<:o is surround-
ed by date-groves. It
was formerly much
larger, and over 200
houses arc still in
oxistenco, but the



Position, Honses and mhabitants.

"Miusalim (Cl

Purg-lilir

(Cbfili) ' west-north-

sU. Iiingeli
/ Town on the north-

western edge of
-the Mnhrakun salt

"marsh and upon
the route from
Lingeh to Lar.

,On the coas^t at the
eastern extremity
of the Lingeh dis-

trict, nearly
opposite Basidu
and 25 to SO miles
from Lingeh
Town.

majority of the in-

habitants have mi-
grated to the Arabian
side of the Gulf
during the last ten
years to escape Persian
oppression. Those who
remain are sailors,

fishermen, cultivators

and date-growers ; but
most of the groves
belong to inhabitants

of Lingeh Town,
There are a few boats
for trade and fi.shing,

viz.j 1 Sambuk and 8
Baqarahs ; and a small
export o£ sheep and
firewood to Arabian
ports is carried on.

There is an Imperial
Customs post heie.

A halting place merely.

A place with a small

fort in which 10
I riflemen can be

placed when neces-

sary.

This is the point where
the great maritime
range of the Shib-
khh and Lingeh dis-

tricts ends in the sea.

The route between
Khamir and
Lingeh Town runs
loundthe end of the
range and is blocked

by the rise of tbe tide

at high-water : there

is no alternative route
anywhere near the

coast, -By the tower
mentioned, which was
built by the Qasimi
Shaikhs during their

occupancy of Lingeh^
the road can be abso-

lutely closed. Tbe
Persian Governor of

Lingeh. has not lost

sight of the -fact and
in case of disturbances
usually sends men to

occupy tbe place.
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ITame. Position.

'

Houses and inhabitants. Bbhabxs.

Shanas A mile from the

coast and 6 miles

west lay south of

Lingeh Town.

160 houses of mixed

tribes, mostly

Sunnis.

The village is screened

on the seaward side

by a thick grove of

date-palms. The
people are poor and
mostly live by fishing

for the Lingeh Town
inarket; they own 5

'Amilahs and 4 Varjis.

Some sheep, onions

and water-melons are

exported to the Ara-

bian coast. There are

no arms.

Siflin or SMeli

(Birkeh)

On tlie coast 25

miles north-east

of Lingeh Town
and 8 miles nortii

by west of

Basidu.

60 houses of Sunnis,

but the place is at

present partly un-

occupied.

i

_

Slightly north of the

village the main raari*

time range abuts on

the sea
; and at the foot

of it, 2 miles north-

east of the village^

there is a creek with

ft sulphurous spring

on the further bank*

The people cultivate

grain and grow dates

on their own account

and also tend planta-

tions belonging to in-

habitants of Lingeh
Town. Good limo and
mortar are prepared

and exported to

Lingeh Town and
to Trucial 'OmSn.
Vessels are 3 Shii’ais.

There is a post of the

Persian Imperial

Customs.

Of the above, the Birkebs at which there are no permanent habita-

tions frequently become the centres of temporary encampments during
the hot season,

6£x}

or

LINJAH

TOWN*

A considerable and important, but at the present moment declining,
tovTO on the Persian Coast, the capital of the district of the same name

:

it is situated about 96 miles west-south-west of Bandar 'AbbSs, 88
miles north-north-west of ShSijah and a little over 800 miles south-east

*^8 first kibe Persian, the 6eo.md the Arabio form of the name. A view of
lotnjeh will be found at page 181 of Goldemid'e T,legra^h ani TraveL
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of Bushehr Town ; tlie British, station of Basidu on Qishm island lies

about 25 miles to the east-north -east of it.

Site^ hitildiftga and anchorage ,—Lingeh is a well-built town and
extends about a mile along the shore ; behind it are some date-planta-
tionSj and on the north-east there is a detached grove about half-way on
the road to Kung. The surroundings are extraordinarily arid, and the
backgi’ound consists of an absolute desert rising gradually behind the
town to a watershed of which somewhat prominent hills form the eastern
and western extremities.

There is an eastei*n suburb upon the sea face called Ghariyeh
^

and one of the western quarters of the town is called Lingiyeh, One of
the chief features of the place is a number of Birkehs or domed cisterns

which are scattered through the environs j these are circular reservoirs

20 or 30 feet deep for the storage of the water which in rainy weather
flows down from the desert at the back of the town.

The anchorage is in 5 fathoms of water; with good holding ground,
at I of a mile from the beach ; it is exposed to southerly and south-

easterly winds which sometimes make communication with the shore

impossible, the waves then lashing full pn the piers and the spray

driving inland over the town. At a short distance to the west of the

anchorage there is a small pearl bank, 200 yards off shore, in 12 to 20

feet of water.

Inhabitants,-^ThQ population at present amounts to 12,000 souls and
Is of a very composite character. The basis is Arab and is supposed

to consist chiefly of immigrants from Trucial ’Oman, but Bahrain has

contributed a quota of A1 Bu Samait, ’Utub and Dawasir and there are

also settlers from Kangun. Of these the Al Bu Samait have 340

houses in the Ghariyeh suburb and 2 in the LingTyeh quarter. The

remainder of the people of Lingeh are mostly Persians from the neigh-

bourhoods of Bastak and Lar, and the medley is completed by a con*

siderable negro admixture. The majority of the inhabitants are Sunnis

or Wahhabis: less than i are Sld'^ahs. The following table will give an

idea of the composition of the town

Arabs . . .

Persians ....
Africans ....
KhSjahs r • . .

Hindus . . .
.

^

Europeans {mz,; 1 British, I Belgian andJ German) . 3 ,>

5,000 souls.

5,000 „
1,500 „

56

55
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The Hindus at this place have not their femilies with them.

Though the town is large its defensive strength is small. Arms are

few and most of them; it is to be feared; are in undesirable hands, A s

a rule arms are not produced except on the incitement of Mull aS; and

then not without the existence of personal interests to be served or the

issue of injunctions by the Deputy-Governor,

Trad^.—Lingeh was until recently a trade emporium serving a large

and important area. As a general centre for the collection and export

of pearls it rivalled even Bahrain. As a point for the distribution of

foreign goods; not only the adjacent districts of Persia but also the

ports of Trueial ^Oman and Qatar and eveU; to some extent, those

of the Batinah coast of. ^Oman and of Bahrain were numbered among
its clients. But the rigorous regime of the reformed Persian Customs
and the partial application of the customs tariff to the transit trade on
which the place depended appear to have set a term; at least for the pre*

sent; to its prosperity; and the towns of Trueial ^OmSn formerly among
its leading constituents; are now turning to Dibai, which the establish-

ment of direct steam communication with India and the absence of
official barassments have at length enabled to compete with Lingoh upon
favourable terms. It is estimated that goods imported direct at Bibai
can be sold there 10 per cent, cheaper than similar goods imported
through Lingeh. To save themselves from utter ruin most of the leading
merchants of Lingeh have established agencies in Trueial lS>y

"means (tf which |ihey hope to retain a part of their former business;
aiffi it seems probable that; ^unless the Persian Government take stops to
^reinove the causes of the decline; Lingeh will shortly be reduced to the
position of a merely local port. The tract of which the trade is naturally
dependent on Lingeh lies to the north-west of it, including .Bastak and
Lar and not extending beyond Jahrum, a distance of little over 160
-miles. The actual number of shops in Lingeh is 455 and of other business
premises 28 ; of the shops the greater number are for the sale of cloth
:and;provisions.

_ -Jlxports feom.-Ling^h by sea consist of carpets, rosc-bncls^ flax-seed
tobacco, gum-tragacanth, gum-arabic, assafeetida and a little tlried fruit

Ishkani, Tarakameh and Galehdar : they are shipped chiefly
to Indian and Turkish ports, but some of the assafeetida, gum-tragacanth®d gum.arahie goes direct to the United Kingdom. Mothelr-of-pearl

The vXt Hamburg as well as to lldia.

mmuL ? ? ^ £101^000 peraniram, exolnsup^ of transit^trade.' -

vj.j vu
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Imports, except pearls and a certain quantity of piece-goods •which are

received direct from England and G-ermany, are all from India : the

principal of these are rice, wheat, barley, ghi, sugar, loaf-sugar, sugar-

candy, spices, linen, silk, and cloth of all sorts. Imports, not including

goods imported for re-exportation, were worth between 1901 and 1903

about £146,000 a year.

The following figures, showing (in lacs of rupees) the average annual

imports and exports of Lingeh from 1899 to 1906 in the principal

branches of trade, place the character of Lingeh as merely a port of transit

in a clear light :

—

Commodity. Imported! Exported*

Psarls • • • . • • • « 33 SBi
Grain and pulse « Hi 6S
Provisions . . • « • • • 2i li
Cotton piece-goods • • li

The standard of weight is a local Man equal to 9 lbs. English, and

'

that of length a Zara** of 38 English inches. The currency is that of

Persia, but the Indian rupee, Maria Theresa dollar, Turkish Lirah and

English sovereign also circulate.

SMjo^ping .—The carrying trade of Lingeh, in the past considerable,

appears not unlikely to fall ofE in the future in sympathy with the general

export and import business. At the present time % sailing barques, 19

Baghlahs, 4 Ghunchahs, 15 Sambuks, 20 Batils, etc., 10 Baqarahg, 15

Shu'ais and 20 Ballams and Varjis belong to the port, besides 22 lighters i

the last are Sambuks, baqarahs and jolly-boats.

In 1905-06 steam vessels to the number of 67 with a tonnage of

78,700 visited the port of Lingeh : of these all but 4 were British.

Occu^cbtions other than trade, —The principal resource of Lingeh

"^ipart from commerce and navigation is the pearl -fishery : included in the

statement of shipping above are about SO pearl boats of size (Sambuks^

Batils and Baqarahs) Which cross the Gulf to work on the Arabian side.

The sea fisheries are of some value and employ 45 vessels of a smaller

build, which are also used for pearling along the Persian coast. Date

culture is of considerable importance, but other cultivation is insignificant

ill consequeiice of the 'paucity^ of ‘the means of ii'rigation. There are some

mechanics and artisans, and Lingeh is said to be the best place in the

Gulf to have iron-work made or necessary repairs to ships executed*

but the worbiianship is rude.
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Commumcations^ transport and Land communications

and land transport are dealt with in the article on Lingeh District, and

the nature of the sea-communications may be gauged by the remarks on

shipping above. The water of Lingeh is generally abundant ; that

from wells however is brackish, and for di inking purposes the water of the

Birkehs is almost exclusively used. The Birkehs appear to have a

capacity of about 60,000 gallons each, but at times they arc nearly

empty. Cattle, poultry, vegetables, rice, flour and firewood aro available

in some quantity.

Administration.—Lingeh, as one of the Gulf Ports, is subject to the

Governor of that division, but it is administered by a local Deputy-

Governor. The nature of his administration is described in the article

on Lingeh District. T,he Imperial Persian Customs have a post here

;

and there is a small Persian garrison, as already mentioned in the article

on Lingeh District, besides whom about 200 armed citizens can be

mustered by order of the Deputy-Governor for the defence of tlio town.

British interests .—British subjects at Lingeh are 1 European j
26

Hindus j 56 Muhammadan Indians, Khojahs
;
and 85 other Muhamma-

dans. Traders under British protection are 21 Hindus, 8 KhSjahs and 4

other Muhammadans.

LlEAYI ‘ This is the only district of the Behhehan province upon the Persian

Coast
;

it separates the Southern ^Arabistan district of Hindiyan from

the Gulf Ports district of Hayat Davud.

iim^s.—Liravi extends along the Persian Gulf from a point about

7, miles north of Dilam to Sabzpushan 31 miles south-south-east of that

place, and it is bounded inland by a low maritime range, which at the

north end of the district is about 6^ and at the south end about 1 8 miles

from, the sea ; this range rises to about 1,0 UO feet behind Dilam.

Physical characteristics .—^The principal points on the coast aro

Ras-at-Tanb or Tanub' v.^
, 8 miles south of Dilam, a low sandy

point
; Khot Lailatain, a small creek 1 mile south-east of Ras-at-Tanb

;

Khor Sini another small creek with deep water inside, 8 miles
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sOTith-soutli-east of Khor Lailatain *
;

finally Sabzpushan^ a slightly

projecting rocky point which has a small water-conrse on the south of it

and is itself 18 miles south-south-east of Khor Sini. The most striking

object in the interior of the district is Jabal Bang or Bag an

isolated group of hills rising to a point 1,000 feet high at a distance of 24

miles south-south-east from Dilam and 8 miles from the coast ; these hills

stretch for 12 miles parallel to the coast, are precipitous on the seaward

side, and contain salt and gypsum.t Apart from Jabal Bang and the

hills which form the inland boundary the whole district is low and flat

and consists of plains, sometimes grassy, with an occasional outcrop of

light-grey sandstone. The heat of summer is, it is said, not excessive

;

and the winter resembles that of Bushehr. Water everywhere is from

wells. The Liravi coast south of Ras-at-Tanb can ordinarily be

approached to within 1 mile by vessels of moderate size.

Population .—A table of villages which is subjoined shows that the

fixed inhabitants of Liravi are chiefly of Lur and Arab blood. Their

number is probably about 6,000 souls, inclusive of the inhabitants of

Dilam and its dependent villages. The people are all Shi^ahs unless, as is

reported, there are a few Babis at Shehr-i-Viran. They are quiet, free

from fanaticism, and engaged for the most part in agriculture or sea-

faring occupations. Martini rifles are numerous, there being, it is said,

one rifle on the average to each house in the interior, and on the coast

about 3 rifles to every 2 houses. Dwellings outside of Dilam are nearly

all huts. During the six winter months the district is visited by the

Darashuli and Kashkuli lliyat oUjJ, nomadic hfll tribes

whose summer quarters are in the valley of Bibi Hakimeh

or 40 miles inland from the coast.

Agriculture and trade.—Wheat, barley, dates and tobacco are the

chief products, and of the first two a certain surplus is ordinarily available

for export. Cattle, sheep and goats are fairly numerous. The exports

and imports are those described in the article on Dilam. There is no

internal trade. Currency, weights and measures are the same as those

• It would seem natural to identify Kbor Sini witk the ancient Smiz had not

Mr Le Strange, wno is the best authority, already fixed upon Dilam as marking its

site* Simz was sacked by the Carmathians in 933 A. D., but recovered its pinaperity

for a time ; it was celibrated in the middle ages for the manufacture of a special kind

of gauze, also qf linen stu5s. See footnote to article Dilam.

t A distant view of Jabal Bang from 'the sea is given in Chart No, 2374—2837 B.,
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of Dilam, except the Gaz or yard which is S8| inches or 2 inches less

than that of Bushehr.

Transport and commionications ,—Liravi is believed to possess about

200 horses^ 100 camels and 2^000 donkeys. The best known route is one

which traverses the district longitudinally from Sliehr-i-Vu*an to Klnar-i-

Kuh at some distance from the coast ; the marching by this is easy

and there are numerous convenient halting-jdaces.'’^

Administration ,—The district is ruled by a Khan (at present Hasan
Shah Quli) who has his residence at the village of Chah Talil a,nd is

subordinate to the Governor of Behbehan. There are no Persian officials

in his .territory and he manages the villages through their Kadkhudas
or headmen. One of the Khan^s sons is posted at Hisar as his father^s

deputy. Land-revenue appears to be collected^ on actual cultivation only^

at the rate of 20 to 60 Qrans per Gau.

Topogra^ly.—The following table contains particulars of most of the

places belonging geographically to the Liravi district

Name. Position. Honsos and inhabitants.

Ahmad (Buneh)

<>.4^1 aJj

6 miles east of Chah
Tahl.

35 houses. Wheat and barley
are grown. Live-
stock are a few
horses, 200
donkeys, 100
cattle, 500 sheep
and goats. Also
called Bunch
Ahmadlio

Ahmadaaln 3 miles south of Chah
Tahl.

60 houses. There are 10
horses, 200
donkeys, and 130
cattle.

Bagh , On the ooast 3 miles
north-west of Sabz-
ptLshan.

30 houses of Lurs
and Arabs.

A ravine from the
Bang hill passes
close to the vil-

lage.

3 miles east of Chah
.. Tahl.

70 houses. Wheat and barley
are grown; ani-
mals arc 10
horses, 200
donkeys, 150
cattle and 3,000
sheep and goats.

* Vide Routes in Persia^ I, No. 19
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Name.

Bidu

Bal Path

Bavairat

Buvairati

Chsh’i-Shlrin

Dih *Arabi

Position. Houses and inhabitants.

12 miles east by south
oi Dilam.

15 miles south-east of
Biiam.

6 miles east of Dilam.

7 miles south-east of

Dilam.

6 miles from Dilam.

; miles north-east

Dilam.
of

Gabdar ) miles east of
j 50 houses of Lurs

Dilam.

20 houses of Durs
and Arabs.

40 houses of Lurs
and mixed tribes.

40*houses of Lurs.

eOhouses’of Lurs.

20 houses of Lurs.

30 houses
*Aushars.

of

Bbmabsis.

Crops are wheat
and barley ; live*

stock are 5 horses,

35 donkeys, 25
cattle, and 300
sheep and goats.

The water-supply
is from wells.

The people grow
wheat and barley

and have 100
donkeys, 70 cat-

tle and 1,000
sheep and goals.

E.esources are culti-

vation of wheat
and barley, and
livestock, viz., 7
horses, 60
donkeys, 40 cattle

and 600 sheep and

Wheat and barley

are grown. There
are 80 donkeys,
20 cattle and 300
sheep and goats.

Crops are wheat
and baidey ; live-

stock are 30
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 300 sheep and
goats.

Crops are wheat and
barley;- livestock

are 20 horses, 10
mules, 110 don-
keys, a very few
cattle, and 1,100
sheep and goats.
The village has a
tower and is also

known by the
names of Gahzard

and Gareh

»/.
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Name. PoBitiou. Houses and inhabitants . Ebxcaskb.

Gaz-i-Luii

y
6 miles north-west of

Gabzard.

40 houses of Iiurs . Animals are 50
donkeys J>nd 30
cat tit* ; there is

cultivation of

wheat and barley.

Gntbehi

V
10 miles south-east of
Gahzard.

30 houses. There is a tower.
Wheat and barley
are cultiTated and
animals are 7
horses, 60
donkeys, 25 cattle

and 500 sheep
and goats.

Hasani (BaLa) 5 miles north of HisSr. 25 houses of Burs. This village has a
tower. The crops
are wheat and
barley and ani-
mals are 60
donkeys, 30
cattle, 700 sheep
and goats and 10
horses.

BijsSr

^IaOA.

10 miles south-south-
east of Bilam.

60 houses of Bura
and Ka'ab
Arabs.

1

i

j

1

Hisar is the seat of
one of the sons
of the KhSn who
governs it for
his father. There
are wells of good
water, and a
tower. Wheat
and barley are
gi’own. Live-
stock are 30
horses, 200
donkeys, 120
cattle and 1,000
sheep and goats.
The arms-trade is

said to flourish

here still.

Tmam Hasan On the coast 14 miles
south by east of
Bilam, on the
south side of Khor
Slui.

50 houses of Bura
and a few EIa*ab
Arabs.

There are a few
trees and an old
birilding forming
a sea-mai'k. Many
modern lifloB are
said still to bo
landed hero in
spite of the estab-
lishment of a
post of the Impe-
rial Persian Cus-
toms. Animals
are 50 donkeys,
30 cattle and 600
sheep and goats.
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Name. Position, Houses and inhabitants. Behases.

Isfaudijari

1

27 miles south-east
of Dilam,

40 houses of Lurs
and Ka’ab
Arabs*

There are 10
horses, 45
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 600 sheep and
goats. Wheat
and barley are
grown.

Khajeh HIr 5 miles east of Imam
Hasan.

40 houses of Lurs. There are 5 horses,

35 donkeys, 30
cattle and 170
sheep and goats.

Cultivation is

chiefly wheat.

Khatir (Buneh)

j-lpta, dJj

3 or 4 miles east of
Dilam.

100 houses of

Lurs.
Wheat and barley

are grown and 10
horses, 60 don-
keys, 40 cattle,

and 600 sheep
and goats are
kept.

Kinar-i-Kfih

}ijS jU/

8 miles east by north
of Dilam.

60 houses of Lurs. Grain is grown and
there are 15
horses, 160
donkeys, 100
cattle and 600
sheep and goats.

Lailatain On the coast 8 miles

south of Dilam.
30 houses of Lurs. The village has a

tower. Crops are

wheat and barley ;

animals are 5
horses, 40
donkeys, 25 cattle

and 200 sheep
and goats.

Muzaferi
Ol

cSjSlIo^

Perhaps 2 miles north-

west of Gahzard.
20 houses ofLurs. Crops are wheat

and barley ;
there

are a few horses,

30 donkeys, 25
cattle and 300
sheep- and goats.

The name is some-
times pronounced
Mudaffari.

SabzpusLan On the coast 31 miles

south-south-east of

Dilam.

30 houses of Lurs
with a few

Ha’ab Arabs.

There is an un-
important shrine,

also a tower.

There are 10

horses, 25 cattle,

35 donkeys and
700 sheep and
goate. Wheat and
barley are grown.

i R
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Kamo. Position. Houses aud iuhaliitants. E.EMAIIKS.

Sabakun 6 miles north-west of

Mai Shaliab.

30 houses of Lurs. This village has a

tower
; crops are

wheat and barley,
aud animals a,re

8 horses, 40
donkeys, 5 cattle

and 800 sheep
and goats.

Sliabab (Mai)

vjtro

10 miles south-east of

Gahzard.
30 houses of Iiurs. There are two

small towens.
Cultivation is of
wheat and barley.

Livestock are 40
donkeys, 80 cattle

and 200 sheep
and goats.

Sliebr-i-Yiran 10 miles south-east of

Gahzard.
40 houses of Lurs. There is a tower.

Wheat aud barley
are grovrn and
10 horsc.B, 40
donkeys, 25 cattle

and 250 shoop
and goats ai-e

owned.

Sumiyal (i^and) 8 miles east of Dilam. 30 housoB ol Lurs. One tower here,
and iho usual
cultivation of ,

wheat and barley.
Animals are 7
horses, 40
donkeys, 30 cattle

and 1,200 sheep
and goats.

Sunan (Mal-i-) 2 miles south of Band
Sumi^^al.

30 house.s of Lurs, 'I'here am two small
towers. Animals
&vih 35 donkeys,
25 cattle anti 850
sheep and geats.
Wheat and barltty

are cultivated.

'Vahl (Obsh)

V

9 miles east of Hisar. 70 houses of Lurs, Tlie residence of the
Khan of LirSvi.
Wheat and barley
are giown and the
inhabitants own
20 horses, 100
donkeys, 70 cattle

and 1,000 sheep
and goats.
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A subdivision of tbe Wilayat of Sohar in tbe Batinall district of LIWA
the ’Oman Sultanate, ruled by an official who is subordinate to the

j

Sultan's Wall at Sohar Town. The capital is Liwa Town, a (short grr-D^TT X
distance inland

; and the places on the 17 miles of coast belonging to the TAT
sub-Wilayat are, in order from south-east to north-west, the following

Name. Houses and inliabitants. Kemabxs.

Harmul 60 bouses of Bani ’Umr Tbe people are fisbermen
owning 7 Sbasbabs. This
is the landing-place for

Liwa Town which lies

3 miles inland, westwards.
There are 10 cattle and 30
sheep and goats. Harmul
is on the coast, miles

north-west of Majis in. the

Sohar sub-Wilsyat. At
Harmul Wadi Bani ’TJmr-
al-Gharbi reaches tbe sea.

Nabar

>
100 bouses of Bani ’TJmr. Two Baqarabs are owned here

which run to tbe ports of

Trucial ’Oman : there are

also 4 Badans and 8
ShSsbabs. Animals are 20
camels, 20 donkeys, 20
cattle and 100 sheep and
goats. Nabar is on the

coast, 34 miles north-west of

Harmul.

Diwanij 60 bouses of Bani Sa’ad. Tbe people are cultivators and
fishermen : they own 3

Badans, 5 Shashahs, 10

. camels, 10 donkeys, 10 cattle

and 80 sheep and goats.

AsiSr Bani Sa’ad

vISXiAW
^^J***^

200 houses of Bani Sa’ad. Tobacco is cultivated and
exported to Bahrain and
Lingeh. Some of the

people are sailors. Here are

3 Baqarahs, 12 Slasbahs, 10
camels, 30 donkeys, 30 cattle

and 4C0 sheep and goats.

Asrar Bani 'Umr 260 houses of Bani ^Umr. At this place there are 1

Badan, 12 Sbasbabs, 12

camels, 40 donkeys, 40 cattle

and 400 sheep and goats.

Umm'-al-’Inah

SjjJI
j,|

100 bouses of Bani ’XJmr. The people are fishermen and
cultivate dates : they have
3 Sbasbabs, 5 camels, 7

donkeys, 10 cattle, and 30
sheep and goats.

4s Ti 9
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Name. Houses and iuliabilants. R^?^f arks.

Hasaifin 200 houses of BalncMs. This villapjc includes a quar-
ter called Sur-al-Balush, hut
distinct fnmi the village of
the same name bo^ow. There
sro 10 Sliiishahs, 10 camels,
;iO d(mko3^s, :U) <‘at11e and
100 sheep juhI goats at this
place.

Hasaifin-aI-Maz5rr

1
^^jXSU^A.

100 houses of Mazari’. The pco]>lo iish and cultivate

;

they own B Blulshaha, ]2
cauiols, 20 donkeys, 20
cati.h^ and 12u sheep and
goats.

Hasaifin Sur-al-Balush

^AAJLmA.

100 houses of Baluchis. Not to bo confounded with
the qmu’ter similarly named
in the village Hasaifin
above. There arc 100 sheep

and goats here.

Hasaifin Har-al-’Abri 150 houses of Bani Ka^ab.
There are also a few of the
’Abriyin who were formerly
more numerous.

The
^

inhabitants fish and
cultivate ; they have 6

Bhashahs but no domestic
animals.

Hasaiflii Sur-al-Hhazai-
mat

100 houses of KhazaimSt. The people are cultivators

and iishcrmen owning 5

Bhasbabs.

Hasaifin Siir-ar-Riyayj-
sali

Taraif

60 houses of Eiynyisah.

100 houses of Bani Ka’ab.

The inhabitants fish and
cultivate.

This village stands a little

back from the sea. There
arc no boats hero, but 8
camels, donkeys, 20
catbk^ and HO sheep and goats
are owned.

Hamairah 100 houses of Baui ^TJmr. There are 10 Bha-^hahs here.

Animals ains 8 camels, 12

dotikeys, 20 cattlo and 100
sheep and goats.

Fnrfarab 90 houses of FutaisSt. Livcsto<Jk arts 10 camels, 12
donkeys, 30 cattle and lOO
sheep and gmts. Thor© are

no boats.

FurfSr-as-Salatinali

V . mi _ ^

20 bouses of Salatinah. Nfo boats hero. Animals are

8 camels, 8 donkeys> 5 cattle

and 20 sheep and goats.

The fiied popiilatioa of the suh-Wilayat may ho cettniatcd at
12,600 the iahaibitants of Liwa Toyrn heins^ included.
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^he chief trade centre in the sub-Wilayat of the same name in the hJWA
’Oman Snltanate and the seat of a deputy governor subordinate to the

Wali of Sohar. Liwa town is about 3 miles inland from a point on the TOWN
Batinah coast which is 14| miles north-west of Sohar Town and midway

between Haimul and Nahar in the sub-Wilfiyat of Liwa. The town

consists of the following quarters :

—

Name* Houses. Inhal}itaats.

Ja’astami 100 BaluchiiS.

Hillat-al-Makhailif 100 Persians and BalliehiS.

Hillat-ash-Shaikh 100 Ghafalab.

Ul

Hillat-al-Hisn

(M

or Liwa Proper

'

'800 Persians and Bani Bana, the

latter being 160 houses.

Dabbagli(I) 60 Dhabul.

Babbagb (II) 50 Bani Sa’ad.

In the Hillat-al-Hisn quarter are 7 or 8 shops, of which 4 are kept by

Hindus ;
there are no Khojahs. The Sultan's garrison consists of only

10 men. The total population of the town is about 3,500 souls.

Tlural, Lurha Uy (Persian) or Alwar jljJ! (Arabic). A numerous and

important tribe, or rather race, of South-Westero Per-sia; they occupy ji

the mountains that bound ’Aiabistan on the north, and they are found

also in some of the districts of 'Arahistan, Bars and the Gulf Ports.
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The Bakhtiyaris are a division of the Lurs, but they arc generally

mentioned by their own name^ and throughout this Gazetteer—except

?;^here the contrary may be indicated by the context— the term Lur is

used to denote only those Lurs who are not Bakhtiyaris. The Lurs^ in

this restricted sense^ may be divided into Western Lurs and Kasterii Lurs,

the Karlin river being taken as the line of demarcation, and the

Bakhtiyaris or Central Lurs being between,

Western ZursJ^—The home of the Western Lurs is the mountainous

tract between the Dizful District and Khurramabad
;
but in winter they

descend in considerable numbers to the plains of Dizful where, as the table

of the villages in that district indicates, many of them have now become
permanently resident. The principal sections of the Western Lurs with

whom we are concerned are the Dinarwand Dirakwand
Baili and Sagwand ,

Settled Dinarwands are found at^Abbasabad and 'Amleh Karim
Khan in the Dizful District

j but the headquarters of this section, said

to be of Kurdish descent, appear to be at Dili Luran
,
whei’C they

are subject to the Wali of Pusht-i-Kuh.

The Dirakwands are a turbulent, marauding and entirely nomadic
section, who are generally on bad terms with their neighbours, including
the Bakhtiyaris, and do not emerge from the hills except for purposes
of robbery

; in the Dizful District the village of Bunwar Nazir hai^ been
plundered by them once, and that of Sar Bisheh (a Bakhtiyari j)osscssion}
several times. About 1902 the Dirakwands looted the BakhtiySri
villap of Gotwand in the Shushtar District, the Bakhtiyaris in. 1908
retaliating by a raid on Qilab in which a number of Dirakwands of a
subdivision called Qalawand were either killed or captured. In
1904 the British Military Attache from Tehran and the British Vice-
Consul from Nasiri were attacked and robbed in the hills between
hurramabad and Dizftil by a Dirakwand escort and narrowly escaped

mth their lives The fighting strength of the Dirakwands is about

feom oTh^ tribes””"

^ DiraJnvands, the rest being refugees

A few Paih Lnrs are found at Qal'eh ’Abbas in the Dizful District

”aii»
of a.
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It IS understood that the Failis claim to he Saiyids descended from Hazrat
AhbaS; and that the Wali of Pusht-i-Kuh is himself of their number.

The bagwands are among the most powerful of the sections of the
Western Lurs and numbers of them are settled in villages of the Dizful
District, especially at Qareh "Abbas, ^AbbasabM, Qareh Haji 'Ali, "Ali-
ibn-al-Husain, Anjireh, Aqa Abu Talab, Asad Khan (II), Bisheh Nau,
Chugheh Sabz, Qaheh Farrash, Jibar, Kalehwand, "Amleh Xaiw*
Khto, Khizar Baigi, Kutiyan, Muradi, QaTeh Qazi, QaVeh Saiyid,
Salarabad, Bunwar Shami, Sharafabad and Jirqeh Saiyid Ta"ameh ; the
village of Qal eh Haji ^Ali is partially owned by the Sagwand chief Khanjan
Khto. In winter nomadic Sagwands, up to the number of perhaps 15,000
souls, encamp in the plains to the west of Dizlul Town ; and the country
between the Diz and Karkheh rivers, where they are found as far south
as Shush, is then fairly safe

; this seetiouj however, do not cross to the

east of the Diz river. Besides innumerable sheep and goats the Sagwands
own cattle of a very small breed, which they use chiefly as beasts of

burden. They took a considerable part in the French excavations at

Shush about 1903-04.

The absence of men of any influence or enlightenment among the

Western Lurs makes it difficult to maintain satisfactory political relations

with them as a body ; a large section of the Sagwands, however, headed

as they are at present by Khanjan Khan, are an exception to the ordinary

rule. The inhabitants of Dizful Town, in view of cultivation which they

possess at Mazra"eh Salihabad, ordinarily find it worth while to purchase

the friendship of the neighbouring Lurs*

Ba^tern Lurs,—The Eastern Lurs occur in the Kazuuz, lla"shur and

Hindiyan Districts of "Arabistan, and in the Liravi, Hayat Davud,

Kud-hilleh, Aijgali and even Dashti districts of the Persian Coast; in

most of the latter they are popularly regarded as immigrants frqui^

Behbehail. The Lurs of the Bauiuz District, so.far as they are not

Bakhtiyaris, chiefly belong to
.
a division called Kuhgalu

of which sections known as Bagdali ,
Bahmai ,

Bair Ahmadi

, Agha Jari and Taibi are found there. The

Lurs of the Hindiyan District appear to be all, or nearly all, Agha Jaris.

Some of the Lurs in the Angali District belong to a section called N ui

iSyi
; among those who do are the ruling family. The principal

divisions, in the hills, of the Eastern Lurs are the Kuhgalus, who adjoin

the Baikhtiyaris on the south-east, and the Mamasanis who

are in contact with the Kashkai , a tribe of reputed Turkish ofigm
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occupying the country to the south o£ Shiraz. As far south at least as

the district of Havat Davud extends^ the Lurs are distinguishable by

the peculiar dialect of Persian which they speak.

LtrSAlL ^ village on the east coast of Qatar about 15 miles north of D5hah

:

the principal residence at the present time of Shaikh Jasini, the head of

the Al Thani family of Qatar. About 500 yards inland of the ])laee is

Jabal Lusaib a rocky hillock of Some height^ which forms a landmark

well known to mariners. On the summit of Jabal Lusail is a double-

storeyed tower which can be seen from several miles inland
;
and at the

foot of the hill are three wells, one on the north and two on the west side

;

the water of these is extremely brackish. The village of Lusail consists

of about 50 substantial stone and mud houses of Hamaidat and 2 or 3

of Ma'^adhid, the latter being personal retainers of the Shaikh. To
the village belong 9 pearl boats, 2 other sea-going vessels, and 3 fishing

boats. Animals of transport are 20 homs and 70 camels. The house
of the Shaikh stands about 200 yards to the south of the village ; it

was built about 1901 and is a four-sided, high-walled building of stone

and plaster, adjoined by a few yards and out-houses and by a small

mosque. By courtesy it is called a fort, but it contains no gains.

MAADHID Singular Ma^adhadi (^oUU<o
, It is difficult to decide wh(jtllel*

tlie Ma'adhid (or rather a pai-t of them) should be treated as a distinct
tribe or should be regarded as a section of the Al Bin-’Ali tiibc of Bah-
rain and Qatar. In Qatar the Ma’adhid are said to be ncai-ly related by
blood to the Al Bu ZuwSrali, who hke themselves claim descent from the
Bani Tamim. Pi-om the ai-tide on the Al Bin-’Ali it will be apparent that
the Ma^adhid comprise at least 7 famiUes, of which 1 has recently become
estinct. Of the 6 remaining, the Al ’AU, Al Talah and Al Thfmi deny
relationship with the Al Bin-’Ali] the "Asiriyin and Al Fadhal on the
contimy seem to admit it; and the Al Bin-Mmibil are divided, a few
who live in Muharraq Island (but not apparently the remainder)
professing themselves Al ' Bin-'AU. The Ma’adhid who claim
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independence of the A1 Bin-Ali do not fiy the so-called Salaimi flag which

is common to the rest of that tribe. The principal settlements of the

Ma^adhid in Qatar are at Dohah, 100 houses; WaJirah, 70 houses;

and Lusail—where their chief now lives-—about 5 houses. In Bahrain

they are found at Mnharraq Town and Hadd. The different families

of the Ma^adhid live intermingled in their various settlements. In

religion most of the Ma^adhid are Maliki Sunnis^ but their Shaikh has

become a Hanbah—^that is in reality a Wahhabi—and some of the tribe

have gone with him in his change of belief. By occupation the Ma^adhid

are either pearl merchants, pearl divers, sailors, or breeders of camels and

cattle, Jasim of the Al Thani family is Shaikh of the tribe, and at the

same time the most important and influential personage in the whole

peninsula of Qatar.

Singular MaWali A tribe of the ’Oman Sultanate, Hinawi MA’AWAL
in politids and Ibadhi by religion, found in WMi Ma’awal in Western

Hajar where they own the villages ofAfi (1,000 houses) ;
’Ai’aiq (40

houses), Musilmat (300 houses), and part of Hibra (80 houses), also at

Khabbah (150 houses) and Barkah (^0 houses), in Batinah. There is

moreover a Bedouin section, called the Tal Bin Rashid ^ who

own about 60 camels, 2-0 donkeys, 30 cattle and 600 sheep and goafe.

The Ma’awal number altogether about 8,000 souls : Afi is the tribal

capital and the present Tamimah is Nasir-bin-Muhammad. The Jalandite

rulers of ’Oinan, who flourished at the time of the conversion of the

country to Muhammadanism or somewhat earlier, are supposed to have

belonged to this tribe.

A complexus of small valleys in the Western Hajar district of the MA’AWAL
’Oman Siiltaaate, of the disposition of whicli it is impossible, in the (WADI)

absence of a survey, to gain a clear idea; ihe drainage of the system
J,!*/*

appears to combine and find a common outlet to the sea immediately

on the west side of Barkah. Of the component valleys Wadi-

al-Hammam and its continuation towards the coast may be

regarded as central, while Wadis Miyaisin ’Ajaj and
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Jahfan are western members^ and Wadi Ghariz is an

eastern member of the system. The places in Wadi Ma^lwal^ taken

generally in order from south to north, are given below. The inhabit-

ants, numbering some 12,000 souls, are mostly of the Ma'awal tribe.

Towards whicli side ofWm Ma'awal.
Housos aud inhabitants.

ISTakhl

Jsrj

Musilnoat

At tho bead.

300 houses
Ma^'aiwal.

'Araiq

1,000 houses of the
Ma’awal tribe,

whose capital this

place is.

40 lioiises of
Ma’awaL

300 houses of A1 Bu
Sa’id, Ma’awal,
Bani Balni and
Bani Harras.

70 houses of Bani
l^ilait.

See article liTakhl*

I’orous water vessels are
made from a bluisliclay

found
^

hero. Wadi
Miyaisin has its month
hereabouts. There are
no w( Us. Livestock are
50 camels, 40 donkeys
200 cattle and 800
shoe];) and goats.

There is a baxaar and ex-
tensive cultivation of
dates. Wadi 'Ajaj has
its mouth near '

this.

Animals are 100
camels, 200 donk<‘ys,
20 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.
There are 2 quarters
named Matla' ^uUa/*»

and Shaikh
^

Wftdi Jalifftn d<*bouoheB
between this place and
Afi. There are 80
camels, 60 donkeys, 40
cattle and 200 sliuo])

and goata^

Tho place is walled and
' has a tower and
a small baizaar. Thu
inhabitants, who are
regarded ns Bed otuns,
own 200 oamids,
280 drmkeyH, 150 cattle
and 000 sheep and goats.

W^di Gbariss joins the
maitj valley here.
Wlsit forms a small
but rich oasis of dattJ
cultivation and is about
10 miles from Barkali.
There are 20 camels*
70 donkeys, BO cattle
and 200 sheep and goats.
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The valley also contains a plain called Na^aman li/Uo]between Hibra^

Afi, Muslimat and Tnwaiyah; and receives fi-om the south the drainage

of Tuwaiyah. The trade of Wadi Ma^awal is with Barkah. Wheat,

barley, lucerne and beans are srown, and the date palms are estimated

at 100,000.

Also called Wadi Hailain ^>1^ and Wadi Jahawar • This

is a valley rising on the north side of Najd-al-Khubaib in the

Western Hajar district of the ’Oman Sultanate, between Wadi Bani

Ghafir on the east and Wadi-ahHawasinah on the west, and reaching

the sea about 15 miles to the west of Snwaiq. The places in the Wadi,

in order from its head downwards, are the following

Namer Position.
On whiet

bank.
- Houses and in-

habitants.
BsUi.B£S.

Baiqarah A short distance

below tbebead of the

valley and several

hours north-east of

Miskin,

Right. 25 houses of

Bani Kal-
ban.

Livestock are 7

camels, 15 don-

keys, 3 cattle and
40" sheep and

goats.

Hiyal 4 an hour below Dai-

qarah.

Left. 70 houses of

Bani Kal-
ban.

There are 15 camels,

^0 donkeys, 20

cattle and 200

sheep and goats.

Minzifah 1 5 hours below' Hiyfil. Do. 25 houses of -

Bani Kal-
ban.

i nimals are 3

d onkeys and 30

sheep and goats.

Eaqaiyid
w

J of an .hour below

Minzifah.

Do. 25 houses of

Bani Kal-
ban of the

Quyudh sec-

tion. .

The inhabitants own
8 camels, 12 don-

key's, 4 cattle and

40 sheep and

goats.

Bidit

OOJ
4 hours below Eaqai-

yid.

Do. 25 houses of

Bidgh.

Animals - are 15

donkeys, 3 cattle

and' 30 sheep and

goats.

Hailain

c;i^
1 an hour below Bidit. Both. 100 houses of

Jahawar.

There are 16 camels,

20 donkeys, 25

cattle aud 100

sheep aud goats.

Mabrali 1 hour below Hailain

and 6 hours from

the coast.

Left. 70 houses of

Jahawar,

Livestock are 12

camels, 20 don-

keys, 20 cattle and

200^heep and goat

HABRAB
(WADI)
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The entire fixed population of the valley thus amounts to about

1^700 souls.

MADAIN A collective name for some ruined sites in Turkisli ^Iraq upon both

banks of the TigriS; 30 to 34 miles below Baghdad City hy river and 20

miles from it south-south-eastwards by land. The remains on the riglit bank

represent the Macedonian town of Seleucia, those on the left the Parthian

town of Ctesiphon. According to the Arab geographers tliere were for-

merly 7 towns at this place
;
but in the 0th century of the Cliidstia.n era

only 5 of them were still extant. About 908 A.D. large cpianlitieH of

stone were carried off from the ruins of Madain for use at Baghdad, yet

in the 10th century Madain was still inhabited and fairly poi)ulous. The

only building of which a considerable portion now remains standing is the

Winter palace of the Parthian kings, known as Taq Kisra (3^i5 : tlie

Vaulted central hall and the half of the facade on the proper right are still

standing, but the left facade has fallen since the British survey of ISOO-

65. Near the left bank of the river a little above Ctesiphon is the tomb

of Salman Pak Si one of the companions of the prophet Muham-
mad and;said to have been his barber.

MADHA- An Az-ab ti-ibe in Balirain, said to have come from Qatar where
HAKAH some still remain. They claim desceht from Dhahhak-bin-Qais

^
/ I . w

.

" uri^ was (they say) a king in Arabia before the days of

Mnbammad. They have 150 houses at Busaitin on Mtlharraq Island

and a few at Bha’ain on the coast of Qatar. Two or threes of their

Jirincipal men ai-e pearl merchants
; the rest are divoi-s. The HadhShakak

are Maliki Sunnis.

SlADillAfi A small.town in Turkish Itaq on the right bank of tlio Euphrates
jjj -about la miles above QurUah ViUage : it is the headcpiaiterS of a Nahiyah

..ofthe same name in the Qadhaof Qumah and the seat of a harbour
master. - Some maize is exported and tbe reeds and mats used at
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BdtSrdili Town mostly come from Madinali. There is a military

detachment. Madinah has perhaps 2,600 inhabitants.

• A plain in the heart of the ^Oman Promontory, the headquarters of JJAHA-
the Bani Ka^ab tribe; together with Jail it forms the greater part of DHAH
Independent ^Oman.

Position^ extent^ and physical features.—Mahadhah is probably

situated 15 to 20 miles north-east of the Baraimi Oasis, but its exact

position is uncertain. Its level is said to be somewhat higher than

that of Baraimi, and its extent is described as about 6 miles in any

direction. According to native accounts it is surrounded by hills,

which are high upon the east and south sides and low upon the west

and north; its soil is of clay mixed with stones, the western portion

of the plain being less stony than the eastern: and its drainage

escapes westwards^ through openings in the hills, to the sandy desert

that lies inland from the west coast of Trueial ^Omam

Topography of MalddhaJi and surrounding country.—The plain of

Mahadhah contains only one village, also named Mahadhah, which is

described in the table below ; but a number of settlements of the Bani

Ea’ab and other points of interest exist in the neighbourhood and can

be most conveniently dealt with in the same table
*

Name, Position. Nature.

Hayul (’Wad)'

ah)

Probably to the

east of Mahadhah
at a considerable

distance. Wadi
Khadhra starts

from the same
Najd but goes

westwards.

A valley containing,

with Wadi Qahd,
100 houses of set-

tled Bani Ka’ab
of the Miyadilah
section.

The drainage of this

valley goes north-east

by Wadi Qahfi to

Batinah.

Jawaif In Wadi Khadhfa

.

A village of gome
settled Bani Ka’ab
of the Miyaisah
section.

* One or two of the features mentioued appear in the map Route taken hy Mo/jor

JPy Z. Cox, etc., 1906.
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Name. Position.

1

' Naturo.
1

BeMabks.
1

Jila’ah (Wsdi Bn) Said to be a few
miles east of

Mab^dbah.

A locality containing
' 70 houses of settled

Bani Ka’ab of the

Mis a’id section

The drainage of this

place goes westwards
to Mahadhah.

Xahal Uncertain, but
apparently further

west than Mahd.-

dhab and nearer to

the Baraimi
Oasis, perhaps 10
miles or less

north-east of the

last.

A village of Bani
Ka*alb consisting

of 2 quarters ; one
to the north, of 40
houses, of the Ahl
Yidhwiih section ;

and one, to the
south, of 30 houses
of the Makatim sec-

tion.

Wheat and jowari are
grown by irrigation

from wells which are
said to ho 14 fathoms
deep. Dates ai*e about
500 only : livestock

are estimated at 100
oamols, 70 donkeys,
200 cattlo and 700
.sheep and goats.

Kahal (Eamlat) Korth of the a-

raimi 0 is,

extending e st-

warda and w st-

wards ; its extent

on the Baraimi-
1 Ras-al-Khaimah

route is from the

end of the 4th to

the end of the 9th

mile from Ba-
raimi Village.

A belt of"desert which
consists of a maze
of hills and valleys

of loose drifting

sand.

Oamol tracks are rapid-

ly obliterated by the

wind. On the east

this desert is said to

extend almost uj> to

the village of Kahal.

Khabtain
w

In Wadi Khatwah
to the east of

Mahadhah.

A village of 80 bouses
of Bani Ka’ab of
the Nawaijlyin sec-
tion.

Some dates and \vheat
' are grown and there
1 are camels and goats.

Khadbra (Jabal) 25 to 30 miles north-

north-east of

Baraimi Oasis.

t

A peak in the hills of
the ’Oman Promon-
tory, at or near the
western side of that
range.

The route hotwoon
Baraimi Oasis and
K a s - a 1-KI b a i-

mab Town paascs a

few miles west of it.

Kbadhra tWadi) Apparently begins
in the hills in the

neighbourhood :)f

Jabal Khadhra
and thence goes

west or south-
west to the plain.

A. valley containing the
Bani Ka’ab sottle-

ments of Jawaif,
ShaTam and Kawai-i
and some dwellings
of KunSld.

This valley is said to

start from the opjK)-

site side of tho same
Najd as Wndi-al-
Haynl whicdi goes
east to BZttinab.

Khatwab In the Wadi railed

Bu Sa’ad ; it is

said to he 8 miles
south of Mahd-
dbah.

A village of 280
houses of settled

Bani Ka’ab of the
Nawaijiyin section.

The drainage of this

place is stated to go
' toMah&dhah.

Madal (Htir-al-) About 3 miles^
south-west of
J ahal Mah4dbah.

A detached bill. Visible from 4he Ba-
raimi-Bas-ftl-Kbai-
mab route, which lias

about 12 miles to

westwards.
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Mabadhah
(J abal

)

cUa.

20 miles north-east
of Baraimi
Village.

A conspicuous hill,

visible both from
the Barairni-Eas-
al-Khaimah and
from the Baraimi-
Sohar route.

The position of MaM-
dhah village or of the
Mabadhah plain with
reference to this

excellent landmark is

unfortunately not
known.

Mabadhah

Village

In the Mahddhah
plain ; the only
village so situ-

ated.

A village of 220
houses of Bani
Ka’ab, mz,, 90 of

Makatim, 60 of

Salahat, 50 of

Zahairat and a few
of Mizahamiyin and
Ahl Tidhwah.

The village consists of

scattered and nn-
walled gronps of

sundried brick or

stone houses. The
date plantations cover

a space 2 or 3 miles
in diameter and are

estimated to contain

20,000 trees. Water
is brought to the

village lands by a

Falaj, and wheat,
jowari and millet are

grown as well as

dates. Livestock are

said to be 300 camels,

400 donkeys, 400
cattle and 100,000
sheep and goats. The
relations of this place

are chiefly with
Baraimi Oasis and
Sharjah and Dibai
Towns.

Misakin (Wadi)

Nawaj-i

Grosses the Ba-
ra im i-R a s-al-

Khaimah route

about 16 miles
north-north-ea s t

of Baraimi Vil-

lage.

Said to be several

miles north of

Mahddhah and to

lie just at the

western foot of

the ’Oman. Pro-

montory hills.

A valley which runs
west-south- w e s t -

wards to the desert

from a point between
the Shibhat-al-Kha-
dim and the red
sandhills near its

tip.

A village of 70 houses

of Bani Ka’ab, of

the Sawalim and
Zahairat sections.

A well, known as

Misakin, is situated

in the valley.

The Bat-hah Nawai-i,

a dry water-course

coming down west-

wards from this

village, cuts the

B a r a im i-Ras-al-

Khaimah route

between Shibhat-al-

Khadim and Safwan,
or about 20 miles
north-north-east of

Baraimi Village.
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Kame. Position. • Nature. Eismar-ks.

Cyan (Batiu-al-) 10 miles north of

Baraimi Village,

on the route to

Ess-al-KhaimalL
Town.

A gently undulating
tract of sand bills,

containing a welt at

the point specified.

The ridges run east
and west and carry a
certain amount of
desert vegetation.
The tract is 4 miles
across from north to
south.

Qahfi (Wadi) On the eastern side

of the watershed

of the ’Oman
Promontory. It

joins Wadi
Hatta.

A valley which re-

ceives the drainage
of Wadi-al-HayUl
and itself contains

a Bani Ka’ab
settlement called

Shibakah.

Tiie village of Shiba-
kah consists
of perhaps 50 houses
of Bani Ka’ab of the
HibnSt subsection of
the Shwaihiyin sec-

tion and somo of
the Miyiidilah sec-

tion.

Safwan 6 or 7 miles south-
west by west of

Jabal Kbadhra.

A well, curiously

situated in tho
middle of a circular

knoll which resem-
bles an inverted
bowl.

In spite of its position
the depth of this well
docs not appear to

exceed the avoi'age of
the others in the
same region.

Sharam

cr

In Wadi Khadhra,
higher up and
further east than
Nawai-i.

A village of 70 houses
of the Ahl Yidhwah
section of the BanI
jECa’ab.

...

SMbhat-al-Kha-
dim -

Runs west and east

between Bat-hah
Nawai-i on the
north and Wadi
Misakin on the
south.

A belt of sand dunes,
2 miles across from
north to south ; it

joins the desert on
the west and termi-
nates, at tho other
end, a short distance
to the east of the
route between the
Misakin and Safwan
wells.

A httlo way to tho
oast of tho extremity
of these dunOH is *a

grotip of red sand
hills 2un feet high.

Shiya (V\adi)
tu

Somewhere in the
neighbourhood of
Jabal Khadhra.

A valley which h»s
no outlet: it is

occupied by SO
households of no-
madic Bani Ka’ab
of the Drisah and
Shwaihiyin sections.

This valley is said to

rt*ceiv<4 tho drainage
of Wfidi Hh%mihah
and to be closed at
its end by Jabal
Samaini,

Siwaitali (Wadi) Apparently on the
east or soiith-eRst
side of Wadi Shi

-

37 a, of which it is

said to be a tri-

butary.

A valley inhabited by
about 200 families
of Bani Ka’ab,
mostly nomadic, of
the Shwaihiyja sec-
tion.
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The country between Wadi Hatta and the Jau district, some features

of which have been considered aboye^ seems to be a perfect labyrinth of

small Wadis, and it has proved impossible to fix the relative positions

of all the different places satisfactorily. The names of a number of less

important valleys are known, the situations of which cannot be even

approximately indicated. The following* however appears to be the

order, from north to south, of the Wadis upon the west side of th^

watershed

Wadi Sarfah

Wadi Shwaihah (see above) r

(

Wadi Ramthah
Wadi ^Abid

Wadi Nawai-i (probably part of Wadi Khad-
in their westward \ hra above),

course. tWadiKhabaib

\Wadi Haiwan
Wadi Bu Sa^ad

Wadi Misah

Besides these there are 8 Wadis, named Fai Musha and Subakh

of which the positions are altogether uncertain. All the Wadis

enumerated are north of the Baraimi-Sohar route.

CommmicationBj^'^xom Mahadhah village to the Baraimi Oasis :

is described as a journey of about 20 miles in a south-westerly direction ;

it is said that the country between is a plain, but that there is a slight

descent by the way and that one low pass must be crossed. The route

from Mahddhah to Sohar Town is vi^ Wadi ^Abailah and Wadi-al-Jizj

;

and it is stated that the head of Wadi 'Abailah is reached in a-bout

10 miles from Mahadhah upon an ascending gradient.

Singular Mahairi . A considerable tribe in Trucial 'Oman, MATfAffl
found in all the coast towns

]
they have 120 houses at Ras-al-Khaimah, (AL BU)

30 at XJmm-al-Qaiwain, 80 at 'Ajman, 200 at Sharjah, 60 at Khan ’

400 at Dihai, 100 at Abu Dhahi and 100 at Batin. By some the

Dahailat of Abu Dhabi Town are regarded as a section of the A1 Bu

Mahair. All of the foregoing Al Bu Mahair are non-nomadic, but a

few others, perhaps 20 households, in the Abu Dhabi Principality are

Bedouin in their habits. At /Abu Dhahi the Al Bu Mahair are

reckoned a section of the Bani Msj hut they are said to be of Mahra
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origk and to have come originally from Hadhramaut. They conform

to the religion and politics of the Shaikh of the principality in which

they happen to live.

MAHA¥-
DAH

Singular Maliannadi . A $emi-pastora.l tribe of Qatai% by some

said to have come from Persia : those who accept this statemeni, regard

them as Huwalah. The following are their scetionSj with iJic si^rength

and habitat of each :~

. Section, Houses. IiO(‘ation.

Hasan (Al) jT
'

200 Klior Sliaqiq,

Ibrahim (Al) jT 100 Dhakhirah.

Misandah aoJU/® 200 Khor Shaqiq.

The Mahandah are pearl divers^ pearl merchants, and breediu’s of (‘utilo

and camels, They belong to the Malild sect of Sunnis.

mahmadi • Tlie principal though not the largest village in the Persian Coast

or

MUHAM.
KADI

district of Rud-hilleh; it is situated on the right bank of the RM-hilleh

Biver at 10 miles from the sea and consists of about 60 houst^s which arc

huts and structures of sun-dried brick in about ecpial proportions. Tin?

inhabitants are partly Arabs, who call themselves Bani Tamim and Batii

Hajir, and partly Lurs ; about half of them are Sunnis and half

Slifahs. Wheat and barley are cultivated and a small quantiiy of wool

is exported to Bushehr Town ; there are no shops, but a litth* trade is

carried on in private houses, ^ The people own about 80 horsos, ^20 nuilos,

100 donkeys, 50 cattle and ^80 sheep and goats. Mahmadi is tlu^ seat of

a Khan, who is Deputy-^Governor of the Rud-Mlleh District on Ixdialf of

• his brother, the Khan of B[ayat Davttd. The land-route from Bushehr
• to’ Behbehan crosses the EM"hilleh River at this place and a feny-

J-boat is maintained by the Khan : the charge is ^ Pale for each load and
i 4.ipals for each passenger

; caravan animals are swum. There is a small

.fort of stone and-imud at Mahmadi.
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The principal village in the Angali district of the Persian Coast,

situated on the left bank of the Rud-killell Eiver about 10 mnes east of

Malimadi, the chief place in the Eud-hilleh District* Mahinadshahi

is protected by a small fort and is the residence of the Khan of Angali.

The inhabitants number about 300 souls and are said to be Nuis

descendants of immigrants from the Behbehan province. Wheat

and barley are cultivated and a few dates
;
there are about BO horses and

60 donkeys. There are no shops, but a small trade in piece-goodS; riee^

coffee^ tea, sugar and spices is carried on in private houses.

MAHMAB-
SHAHI

or

MUHAM-
MAD-
SHAHI

Jiu tX-csS** f

In the Kadhimain Qadha in Turkish ^Iraq, the first stage on the MAHHU -

Baghdad-Karbala road, at 20 miles from Baghdad City. DJYAH
Mahmudiyah is situated on the south bank of the Mahmudiyah canal,

which is the property of the Dairat-as-SanTyah, and is surrounded by

cultivation : some of the Dilaim tribe camp in the neighbourhood in the

cold weather.

Mahmudiyah was founded about 40 years ago by one Saiyid JaTar

of Baghdad, who built the first Khan ; and it soon superseded the stages

of Khan Azad and Khan-al-Bir which were respectively nearer to and

further from Baghdad on the way to Karbala. The original inhabit-

ants were a few Bani Rabfah Arabs who migrated from Khan-al-Bir

;

but Mahmudiyah is now a considerable and increasing place with li

Khans, a dozen shops, about 150 houses, and a population of perhaps

1,000 souls. The Khans are mostly defensible, one of them being partly

loop-holed and provided with circular towers at the four corners ; in the

aggregate they would provide accommodation for about 1,000 men and

the same number of animals,

A manager of the Dairat-as-Saniyah resides here and has under him.

some mounted Dhabitiyahs and a few regijar soldiers for the work of the

Department. There are also a Saniyah Ambar or store-house and a

Saniyah primary school. The canal, which is noticed in the article on

the Euphrates, at present flows for eight or nine months in the year,

irrigating fields of wheat, barley and millet.

An island village in G-hubbat Hashish on the South-Eastern Coast of

’Oman, in, the dominions of the Sultan of ’Oman *, it is situated m the

northern part of the bay 2 or 3 miles from the shore of the mainland, to

MAHOT

J>
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wMcli a man can cross on foot at low tide. The island is a mere sand-

bank 2 miles long by 1 broad, devoid of vegetation, except mangroves,

and of potable water ;
the mangroves grow on a mud-flat, screening the

island from view seawards and extending round | of its circumference.

The vfllage consists of about 50 huts of mangi’ove boughs and there is

one mosque roughly built of stone. The inliabitants are Hitman and a

few Jannabah 5
they maintain a perpetual feud with the Al Wahibah

of the adjoining mainland ; their semi-insular position protects them

from sudden attacks. Water is fetched daily by slaves in earthen vessels

from wells under a low hill on the mainland 4 miles to the northward.

Mahot is the principal trade centre of this part of the Oman coast and

in particular the market in which the inhabitants of the coast from

Masirah to the Kuria Mnria islands purchase their dates ; its

unimpoi'tance is in proportion to that of the distinct which it serves.

There are no regular shops and few large boats ; but caravans constantly

visit the place from Adam, the nearest point in ’Oman Proper, distant

from Mahot 7 days’ journey by way of Wadi Halfain which reaches the

sea, it is believed, a little to the north-east of Mahot. These caravans

bring dates and cotton twist and take away fish. Animals at Mahot

are 10 camels, 10 donkeys, 20 cattle and 30 sheep and goats

;

there are 4 Baghlahs and 20 small fishing boats. In foimier days

Mahot was a great place for the disembarlcation of slaves, who wore then

smuggled into ’Oman by way of Wadi Halfain. Native sailing vessels

passing between Aden or Zanzibar and the Persian Gulf used sometimes

to caU and ship cargoes of salt, made at Ras Sanqiinih or Khor-al-Milh, or

of salt fish, shark-fins and tortoise-shell, but this has become unusual. The

only supplies obtainable at Mahot are a few sheep, firewood and water.

MAHBA

TRIBE

This tribe of Southern Arabia lie almost entirely beyond the limits

of the present Gazetteer,* but some of the ’Amarjid and

Tho’ar sections are found at Hasik, in the hills behind Taqa

and in the Qatan tr-act inland of Wadi Dirbat in the Dhllfar District.

A few are settled at Murbat. One of the sections adjotning Dhufar

on the west are the Bu Malih JU ^ of Jadhib 3,nd Hof .

* S'liBB remarks by Carter on tlie Mahta tribe, with a vocabulary of their language

will be found in the Bombay Asiatic Society’s Journal for July 1847, pages 3S9-348

ani 347-370.
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A, vsblley rising in the southern slopes of the Eastern Hajar of JIAHEAM
the ^Oman Sultanate, in a part of the hills called Jabal Hala JU. (WADI)
which is several miles south of the ^Alayah of Wadi Samail : it goes

southwards to the district of Sharqiyah or ’Oman Proper and falls into

Wadi
’Andam from the western side at Ghiryain.

In descending order the villages of Wadi Mahram are as follow

N^me. Position.
On whiob bank

situated.

Houses and
inhabitants

Resources.

Bari At the head of

the valley.

Right. 40 houses of

Haul Euwa*
Lah.

30 donkays, 30
cattle, 200 sheep

and goats aud 600
date palms.

Falaj-al-M araghab 2 miles below

Bari,

Do. 60 houses of

do.

15 camels, 30 don-
keys, 60 cattle, 260
sheep and goats

and 1,000 palms.

’Uyainah 2 miles below

Falaj-al-Mara-

ghaL

Do. 200 houses of

do.

40 camels, 80
donkeys, 340 cattle,

260 sheep and goats

and 300 palms. One
mile above this place

this valley has ^ts

exit from the hills.

Matiyah

doia/o

8 miles below

’Uyainah.
|

Left. 30 houses of

do.

20 camels, 20 don-

keys, 15 cattle, 100
sheep and goats

and 1,000 palms.

Jurakh 6 miles below

Matiyah.
Right. 70 houses of

do.

40 camels, 60 don-

keys, 60 cattle, 150
sheep and goats

and 1,500 palms.

Mahram 3 miles below

Jurakh.

Do. 300 houses of

do.

70 camels, 100 don-

keys, 100 cattle,

800 sheep and

goats and 7,000

palms.

Saih 3 miles below

- Mabram.
Do. 150 houses of

do.

40 camels, 40 don-
' keys, 60 cattle, 400

sheep and goats

and 3,000 palms.

Bai’ah 2 miles below

Saib.

Do. 40 houses of

do.

20 camels, 30 don-

keys, 20 cattle, 200

sheep and goats

and 1,000 palms.

Khala

IL
3 miles below

Bai’ab.

Left. 10 houses of

do.

20 camels, 20 don-

keys, 15 cattle, 100
sheep and goats

and 400 palms.
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ThejunctiorLof this valley with Wadi ^Andam at Ghiryaiii takes

place about ^ mile^ below Khala.

The Bani Rnwahah of Wadi Mahram belong to the Wilad ’Ali, Wilad

^Ayish; Wilad Barkat^ Wilad Hamad, Bani Hamim and Wilad Salim

sections of the tribe ;
and the total number of the inhabitants is about

4,500 souls.

MAFIJB) A village which at high water is surrpunded by the sea, but at low

(HaLAT tide is connected witt Muharraq Island lin Bahrain. It is distant

ABU) about 200 yards from the south side of^Muharraq Town and con-

ilU sists of some 500 houses and huts inhabited by Sunnis of various tribes,

A1 Bin-Maqla (100 houses), ^TJtub of the Jalahimah section

(5 houses), A1 Musallam (5 houses), low caste Arabs (50 houses), free

negroes (140 houses) and negro slaves living apart from their masters

(200 houses). At the south end of the island stands the 4-hastioned

fort of Ahn Mahur, sometimes called Muharraq foi-t, which was bom-

barded and dismantled in 1867 on the occasion of the deposition

of Shaikh Mnhammad-bin-Khalifah : it is now used by the Sliaikir of

Bahrain as a stable for his excellent stud of Arab mares. Six hundred

yards east of the fort, and a fathom below the surface of the sea, is the

remarkably fresh but slightly warm spring of Abn Mahur, in fetching-

water from which a number of boats are constantly engaged ; it is the

principal source of supply for the town of Muharraq.

One of the principal valleys of the Masqat District in the Sultanate

of ^Oman, having its rise in the northern slopes of Eastern Hajar about

21 miles south by east of Masqat Town. It runs first for 14 miles to

the north-west and then, turning to the north-east, reaches the sea 12

miles further on at Yiti. The following' are .the principal ifiaces in

Wadi Maih

Haiue. Position.

j

On 'whicli

baak.
Houses and ia.*

babitunts.

1

UeMonies.

DJiahat

Sidrali

8 miles' below the

place where the

Wadi begins.

Left. 80 houpes of Baui
Wahaib.,

1

There ai*e 15 oiunela,

26 donke^^s, 20 cattle

and 600 sheep and
goat-s.

MAIH
WADI)
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Name, PositioD.
On which
bank.

Houses and inhabi-
tants.

BnHA.BSS.

Tu^’an Jahliit .4 miles below Dhahar
Sidrab.

Left. 40 bouses of Bani
Wahaib.

There are 3 wells.

Animals are 20

camels, 25 donkeys,

15 cactle and 3‘iO

sheep and goats.

The principal

Shaikh of the Bani
Wabaib resides

here.

Sa’Mi 1 mile below Tiijan

Jahlut.

Right. 60 bouses of Bani
Wabaib.

Livestock are 40
camels, 30 donkeys,

30 cattle and 400
sheep and goats.

Mahaiditb | a mile below Sa’adi. Do. 20 bouses of Bani
Wabaib.

There are 20 camels,

25 donkeys, 15

cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

Rakil Milh 1 mile below MabaU
^ ditb.

1

Left. 30 houses of Bani
Wabaib.

Animals are 10

can* els, 17 donkeys,

15 cattle and 150
sheep and goats.

Mandhariyala I a mile, below Rakil
Milb.

Do. 20 bouses of Bani
Wabaib.

There are 20 camels,

18 donkeys, 12

cattle and 300
sheep and goats.

Mahail
Jlilp®

If miles below Man-
dhariyab.

Right. 25 houses of Bani
Wabaib.

Livestock are 7

camels, 12 donkeys,

10 cattle and 150

sheep and goats.

Hamlah
aJl^

Raid
o>^

A little below Mabsil
atid a little back
from tbe WfidJ.

A little below Hamlab
and .a, little . back

from tbe "Wadi.

Left,
*

Do.

These settlements

are said to be
deserted at pre-

sent.

Khafaiji

s?^ ,,

4 miles below Mandba^
riyah.

. Right. 20 mud and date-

branch houses of

Hadiyin.

Dates and tobacco

are grown. There

are 8 camels, 25
donkeys, 10 cattle

and 200 sheep and
gears.

Tawilab.

dijh

Imniediately . .below

Kbafaiji.

Left

.

BO bouses of Baui
Wabaib.

- Animals are 12
camels, 25 donkeys,

30 cattle and 250
sheep and goats.
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Position.

i

On Yphich
bank.

Houses and inhabi-
tants.

Mizra’-

al-’Alowi

3 miles below Tawilah. Left. 200 bouses of

Bani BattaSli
of the Ma’as-
hirah section,

of Qa-wasim,
Bani Hasan and
Baluchis.

This village has

orchards which
stand on tei'races

rivetted to protect

them fiom tbe

stream. There arc

about 20,000 date

palms, and melons,
figs, limes, man-
goes, sweet potatoes,

tobacco, lucerne and
a little wheat are

grown. Livestock
are 30 camels, 46
donkeys, 60 cattle

and 1,000 sheep and
goats.

Mizra’-al-

Had ri

1 mile below Klzra*-
al«’Alowi.

Right. 60 houses of Bani
Battash of tbe
Maasbirah sec-

tion.

Animals are 35
camels, 20 donkeys,
30 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

Hija’ Ij miles below Mizra’-
al-Hadrb

Left. 70 houses of Bani
Battash of the
Ma’ashirah sec-

tion.

Livestock are 20
camels, 40 donkeys,
40 cattle and 300
sheep and goats.

Yiti 6 miles below Eija’

and 1 mile from the
sea.

Right. • •• See article Masqat
District.

The villages of Pifah
,
Haim and Samkat lie in the

basm of Wadi Maih near the -watershed between it and Wadi Sarain.

They are about 6 miles from the left bank of W&di Maih and their

draiaage enters it between Mahaidith and Khafaiji, Fifah is the most
-western and Samkat the most eastern of the three. These settlements ax-e

stated to be at present unoccupied.

The settled population of Wadi Maih^ exclusive of the village of Yiti

which is on the coasts appears to be about 8^000 souls.

W adi Maih has only one important affluent. Wadi Jannah or

Hatat, which joins it on its left bank from the south-west immediately
tolo-w Tawilah. This valley contains the village of Hajir on its

bank a few hundred yards above Tawilah : Hajir was founded about 1875
by Saiyid Hilal-bin-Ahmad who purchased the watex supply from the
Bani Wahaib it consists of SO stone houses and huts of the Bani
WSfhalb. to whom pax't of it still belongs: it pi*oduces dates in
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Considerable giiantitieS; also melonS; limeS; jSgs and mangoes : livestock

are 30 camels, 40 donkeys, 20 cattle and 200 sheep and goats. For

8 miles above the innction Wadi Jannah lies in Saih Hatatj whence

its alternative name ; it is formed by the junction at the head of Saih

Hatat of two short valleys. Wadi Qahza from ^Aqabat-al-Qahza

on the west and Wadi ^Amdah from 'Aqabat ^Amdah more to

the east. Each of these valleys contains a route from Matrah to Wadi

Tayin ;
the passes of both are difficult, that of ^Amdah especially so.

Wadi-al-Hilu joins Wadi Maih on its east bank immediately below Yiti

;

but the junction being so near the coast, it can hardly be reckoned

a tributary. Wadi Maih below Tawilah contains a fast-flowing stream

which irrigates the two villages of Mizra^, but its aspect in its lower course

is generally barren. The uppermost 7 villages are said to possess 30,000

date palms ,* and frankincense is stated to be obtained in their vicinitj;^

but this is doubtful*

A very large reed-hut village of the A1 Bu Muhammad tribe lU Turkislil

^Iraq, on the right bank of the Tigris about 12 miles by water below

‘^Amarah Town. It is the headquarters of a Nahiyah similarly named in

the Qadha of ’Amarah and has a bazaar. Maize, rice and Mash are

cultivated
;
the land is marshy ; and the only animals kept are buffaloes

and cattle. There are about 40 shops.

A few miles above this place on the same bank is Majar-as-Saghir

a similar village of about half the size, situated in the domains

of the Dairat-as-Saniyah and also the seat of a Mudir,

There is a large canal called Majar in the neighbourhood of these

villages.

The principal town and natural headquarters of the Sadair district MAJMA^
in Najd ; it is situated on the eastern route from Buraidah to Riyadh

between G-hat and Tuwaim, about 25 miles east-south-east of the former

and 34 north-north-west of the latter place. Majma^ stands on the left

bank of a shallow valley coming down from Mishqar in Jabal Tuwaiq

;

it is a walled tqwn with a large square fort in the centre, and in the

envhons there are extensive date gardens and orchards. In aU there are ^
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about 650.bouses distributed as foUo-ws : Bani Tamim of the Nawasir

section 40; of the Thamarah section 50 and of the Wahabah section

180; ^Anizah of the ^Askar section 70 and of the Hawaidi section 30;

Padhul of the Fadhl section 40 and of the Kathir section 30 ; SabaP

40 ; Qahtan 20 ; and Bani Khadhir 150. In all the inhabitants may

number about 8,500 souls. I'here are said to have been formerly as

many as 60;000 date palmS; but many of these have perished of drought

in recent years and others have been cut down by the Wahhabi Amir.

The water supply is described as scanty and precarious, and it is stated

that there is only one well in the date plantations west of the town

which can be absolutely relied on
;

in dry seasons the use of it is

authoritatively restricted. The only fruit trees other than dates which

have successfully resisted the late drought are vines. Cereals, lucerne

and melons are cultivated as in other villages of the Sadair district.

The wells are from 6 to 12 fathoms deep according to rainfall. Live-

stock belonging to the town are estimated at some 20 horses, 600 camels,

200 donkeys and 400 cattle, besides sheep and goats. There is a bazaar

of about 50 shops dealing in coffee, piece-goods, arms and ammunition,

etc. : trade relations are chiefly with Kuwait, but the local merchants

have also dealings with those of 'Anaizah and Buraidah in Qasim.

A direct route md Wabrah leads from Majma^ to Kuwait Town.

During the recent troubles in Najd the Shaikh of Majma^, ^Abdul-

lah-bin-'*Askar, was a consistent enemy of Ibn Sa^ud and partisan of Ibn

Rashid ; since the latter’s downfall he has been labouring without success

to bring about a peace between the rival dynasties. Majma^ is at

present the seat of a non-local Wahhabi governor, who administers the

district of Sadair.

MAKRAN « This article relates to so much only of the great tract styled MakraU

as is situated in Persia and maintains relations with the Gulfs of Pensia

(COAST ^Oman. British Makran, as we may call the portion which is attached

of to Baluchistan, is excluded from consideration altogether, and in Persian

PERSIAN) ;
——

* this article on the Coast of Persian Makran and the smaller articles relating

to the same tract were begun in November 1904 with the issue by the writer of a

a memorandum of two printed foolscap pages embodying shortly the information which

ha.d up to that time been obtained. On a tour in the Persian Gulf in the winter of

1904-06 the wrii-er visited JgiSllk, and general geographical enquiries along the

coast were instituted by and under the orders of Mr. H. Whitby Smith, Director of

the Persian Section
.

of th^ Indo-European Telegraph, the investigations
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Makran close consideration will be directed only to the narrow inari-

time plain wliicli borders the sea. Oui* subject then, as the title of the

article indicates, is primarily the coast of Persian Makran, but the

circumstances of the interior are of importance to us in so far as they

serve to elucidate the physical, commercial and administrative position

of the coastal tract, and in that degree they will receive attention.

Limits .—Persian Makran is bounded on the south by the Grulf of

^Oman and the Arabian Sea. On the west it extends to and includes

Kuh Mubarak, and in the opposite direction it reaches to a point 8 miles

east of Gwatar—the termination upon the coast of the frontier between

at Jashk and its immediate neighbourhood being entrusted to Dr. VV. C. McMillan,

Assistant Surgeon at that place. From the information thus collected in 1904-05

draft articles aggregating 32 octavo pages of print were compiled and were sent

in Mai’ch 1906 to local officers for amplification and correction. The work of

revision, which was heavy, was carefully carried out by Mr. B. H. New of the Indo-

European Telegraph Department, Officiating Assistant Superintendent ;
and some fresh

information was supplied by Mr, Whitby Smith personally, and by Captain Tindall

of the telegraph ship Patrick Stewart”. Amended drafts extending to 50 octavo

pages were ready at the beginning of 1907 and underwent further revision during

that year at the hands of Mr. Whitby Smith and Mr. New. Valuable assistance was
rendered in 1905 and 1907 by Mr. R. Hughes-Buller and Major C. F. Minchin, sue*

cessive Superintendents of the Imperial and District Gazetteers of Baluchistan, and by

Munshi Gul Muhammad.
General and topogiaphical authorities on the coast of Persian Makran are not

iiumeious, the principal being : Kmiieii’*s Geogra'pkical Memoir of the JPersian

Mmjgire, 1813 ; Grant’s Journal of a Jtoute through the xoestern ^arts ofMakran,
1839 (but refers to a period 30 years earlier) ; Colonel P. Goldsmid's Notes on
JEla<stern Persia and Western Baluchistan, 1867; and Major P, M. Sykes’ Ten
Thousand Miles in Persia, 1902. In addition to these the Persian Gulf Pilot,

1898, and several military works quoted in the foptnote to the article on the Persian
Coa^t supply iniformation of a special character. tJseful side-lights on the country

are afforded by the Im'p&rial Qanetteer
, of Baluchistan and the District Qasetteer

of Makran.
The antiquities and ancient geography of Persian MakrSn are dealt with in the fol-

lowing : Major E, Mockler’s Buins in Makran, 1876, and his IdentiUcation of'places in

Makran mentioned by Arrian, Ptolemy and Maroian, 1879, Colonel T. H. Holdich’s

Notes on Ancient and Mediaeval Makran^ 1896 ; General A. Houtum Schindler’s

Mwreo Polo^s Camadi, 1898 ; and Mr. G. Le Strangers Lands of the Eastern
Caliphate^ 1906.

For general purposes the map of Persian Makran issued with this Gazetteer

will he found convenient ; but the country is shown on a larger scale in sheets

Nos 8N.*W. and N.-E* and 16 N.-W. of the Survey of India’s North-Western Prontier

series. A plan of Jash, in the form of a tracing fiom a survey of i^ew JSsllk,

made in 1887, is numbered 1386 in the Library of the Foreign Department, Simla.

The Naval Charts referring to this coast are No. 2375-753, Entrance of the

Persian Gulf, and Ko. Maskat to Karachi ; the latter contains insets of the

hays of Chahbar and Gwatar. Admiralty Plan No. 145 refers to Khor Hapeh.
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Persia and Kalat which was accepted by the Persian Government in

1871 :* its length along the coast is thus roughly 275 miles. On the

West Persian Mabran meets the coast district o£ Biyaban t and the inland

district of Bashakard in Persia ; on the east^ as already indicated, it is

conterminous with the territories of the Khan of Kalat. For i^resent

purposes it is unnecessary to define its northern boundary precisely, and it

WiU suffice to state that eastwards of the district of Bashakard that

boundary lies between the 27th and 28th parallels of north latitude.

Physical characterislics.%—The bulk of Persian Mahraii is a

labyrinth of mountains, which in some places attain an elevation of

over 6,000 feet, and through which various streams—in this

country styled Kaurs —and valleys travel southwards by devious

courses to the sea. The rocks are generally sandstone or a conglomerate

of sand and shells ; they contain no minerals. The larger streams

are the Jagin, Gabrig, Sadaich, Rapch, Kair and Dashtyari Chil, which

contain water more or less throughout the year \ tlie remainder are

mere torrent beds which after rain are impassable for a day or two, from

March to August contain water in pools, and thereafter become dry

to the surface but still yield water at about 10 foet below ground. Water
is most scarce in the part between Chahbar and the Chil river.

The maritime plain, of which mention has already been made and with

which we are more particularly concerned, is bounded on the inland side

by a range of hills of which the average height appears to vary from

1,000 to 2,500 feet : this outer range,
^
which has no general name, is not

straight or continuous j but nowhere does its distance from the sea much
e^sdeed 20 miles, and towards both extremities, as well as in the centre

between the RSpch and Kair rivers, it approaches, with an elevation of

, over 1,500 feet, to within a few miles of the coast. It is composed ordi-

narily of a light-coloured clay with streaks of gypsum, and it is capped

with sandstone which frequently contains fossil remains.

The greater part of the maritime plain is a sandy wasti diversified

by long dunes of sand in certain localities ; but here and there occur

* See AitoMson*8 Treaties, Vol. X, p. 17.

t The ordinary natives of the country regard Biyaban as being inoladed in

Persian Makran, and that district may accordingly be considered to belong to Makrau
in the geographical sense of the term.

J on particular physical features, such as the principal hills and rivers,
will he found in the separate article on dTashhe District and in the topographical table
at the end of the present article.
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patches of alluvial soil, and the courses of the rivers^ for the last 7 to 12

miles before reaching the sea, are usually characterised by considerable

alluvial deposits. One large and two small mud volcanoes * are met with

between the Bii and Kair rivers^ and on tbe sea-beach, 1 5 miles east of

New Jashk, there are some hot springs. The rise and fall of the tide

upon the coast is 5 to 10 feet.

Flora ,—Trees are not found on the plain except by the banks of

rivers, where tamarisks and acacias grow in profusion and even large

banyans are sometimes found ; but grass and other small vegetation is

fairly plentiful after rain. In the hills of the interior the Pish palm

flourishes, and the banyan and even the mango occur in some inland

valleys.

Fauna ,—Wild animals include, in the neighbourhood of the coast, the

leopard, wolf, jackal, fox, hysena, gazelle^ ibex and oorial, while black

bears also are found in -the more northern areas. The bustard, black and

grey partridge, ohifcor, ?isi, pigeon, dove, vulture, kite, falcon and raven

are always found, and the wild duck, sandgrouse and quail at the seasons

of their migration southward. The adder, scorpion, lizard, centipede and

tarantula are all seen ; also the viper, which is very common, and the

black rock-snake, which is s4dom met with. In some places mosquitoes

are troublesome.

Climate and eeasonB ,—The cold weather lasts from October to April,

the hot weather from May to October. From the observations at New

Jashk and Chahbar in 1903 and 1904j it would seem that the maximum

winter temperature on the coast varies from 87"^ to 94° Fahrenheit, and

the maximum summer temperature from 94° to 110°. At New Jashk

the thermometer has been known to fall in the cold weather to 44 3 .

Rainfall is uncertain, bat usually occurs in November, December, January,

and February, occasionally continuing into March : the annual rainfall

has not been observed, but is probably on the average between 6 and 7

inches it differs considerably from place to place. In summer it would

be impossible for Europeans to sleep under canvas by day on account of

the heat ;
while by night, wherever water exists, mosquitoes and other

insect pests frequently make rest impossible.

* These are hillocks from 20 to 200 feet in height which emit at the top a mixture

of blackish and bluish clay along with hot water and gases. They are most active

when the sea is rough upop th@ neighbouring coast.
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Inhahifants .—The country is peopled by a medley of tribes^ mostly

claiming* to be descended from Arabs who either originally settled in

Makran or removed thither from earlier settlements in Sind and Kacli,

The following is an alphabetical table of the predominant tril)es and

classes :

—

Name. Supposed origin, etc. Distribution. Rematiks.

Birdi Mostly east of Ohah^
bar.

The Birdis are camel-
owners.

BIzanju Brabuis. Do. Bizanjns are not
nurne ous in Persian
IVJakran.

Buzdav Baluchis. In and around Chah-
bar.

In Persian Makran
the Buzdars are rnat-
ujalo rs and own
sheep and goats.

Durzadah Considered to be
aborigines.

Chiefly to the east of

Gaih,
A low class, mostly
emancipated slaves.

Gichki

V

Said to be descended
from a Sikh who
left the P anjab in
the seventeenth
century and settled

in the valley of
Gichak ; another
account makes
them Bajputs.

Mostly in the Qasr-
kancl distri(5t.

The chief of Qasvkand
belongs to this tribe.

Gurgaij Said to be of Persian
origin

; but ac-
cording to an-
other account they
are Baluchis.

A.t BS.hu Qalat and
to the westward of
it.

The Gnrgaij are few
in number in Persian
Makran.

Hot

Jadgal

Baluchis and
claim connection
with the Binds.

Said to have immi-
grated from Sind
and to be Indian
Jatsby race, hut
in Makran they
are reckoned
Balhchis.

The Hots are few in
Persian Makran and
are scattered in difler-

ent parts of the
country.

Principally in the
Dashtyari and Bahu
districts.

The chiefs of Jashk
belong to this tribe.

The chiefs of Dashty-
ari and Balm are
JadgSls. Sec article

Jadgal.

Jangizai Origin unknown. Chiefly in the neigh-
bourhood of Jagin.

A. respectable tribe
of cultivators and
oamel-owners^
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Name. Supposed origin^ etc. Distribation. Remabes.

Jat Origin uncertain. They are scattered

through various dis-

tricts.

The Jats of Persian
Makran are graziers
owning some camels,
cattle and sheep.
They are a low class

tribe.

Kalmati Claim connection
with the Binds
and have a tradi-

tion that their an-
cestors immigrated
from Sjiia.

Found in small num-
bers scattered over
the country.

Some of the Kalmatis
are fishermen, but
they are considered
a high class tribe.

Karwani Not properly a
single tribe, but
a group of tribes

inhabiting the
Karwan dis-

trict.

The KSrwan district. The ITarwanis are
given to fighting and
plunder. The tribes
of the group are the
iiashari the

Shahuzais

and the Gojawi

Latti
Ml

Supposed to have
immigrated from
Sind but are count-

ed Balnchis-

Occur mostly in Dasht-
ySri and Bahu.

The Lattis are camel-
owners and intermar-
Tj largely with the
[Kalmatis.

liori They are believed

to be Gypsies.
Found in small num-
bers scattered over
the country.

The Loris are black-
smiths and musicians.

Maid Origin doubtful. Inhabit the coast,

especially Chahbar
and Gwatar.

The Maids are fisher-

men.

Mull§.i
Ul

Origin unknown,
hot are reckoned
Balnchis.

Scattered over the
country in small
numbers.

The Mullais are priests

of the Zikri sect.

Qalandaizai Do. Chiefly in the neigh-
bourhood of Jagin.

The Qalandarzais are
mostly camel-owners,
but they cultivate to

some extent.

Kais Baluchis. In all districts. The Bais are all culti-

vators.
'

Binds ... See article Binds.

jjj

Sangur Connected with the

Jadgals and
reckoned Balu-
chis.

Found in all districts

in small numbers.
The SanguTs are chiefly

agriculturists.
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Name. Supposed origin, etc. Distribution, Remarks.

Shaih Said to have come
from Northern
Persia : according
to one account
they are Saiyids.

The majority are in

the Bahn district.

Many are native physi-
cians and some are
priests. The name
was originally Shaikh

ShafzSdah Believed to be of
Indian origin

;

they claim to he
Marwats from the
North-West
Frontier Province
of India but are
accounted Balu-
chis,

Scattered.

C.

A very small tribe who
have for years fur-

nished escorts for
European officers on
tour. They are a
high class tribe, trust-
worthy and generally
respected. They are
said to be connected
with the Nausiurwa-
nis of Baluchistan.

Shaikh Probably from
Arabia.

There are a few in the
Jashk District.

Agriculturists.

Sidi Bast Africa. In all districts. These are Swahili
negro slaves and not
properly a tribe.

Singalau
At Bir and in the
daih district gen-
erally.

A high class tribe, but
few in numbers.

The total population of Persian Makran is estimated at 114,000
souls ; * the ordinary fighting strength at 6,300 men armed with Martini
and in some oases with magazine rifies ; and the additional fighting muster
provided with inferior firearms at 19,500 men. Almost every adult
Cannes a sword pistol or revolver: only the lowest classes, that is, the
fisueriiieii and herdsmen^ go unarmed. < -

The people are all Muhammadans, and the vast majority belong to the
Svmnipers^sion, but there are some Shi^ah^ ehiefiy fi-om the Minab
Distnet The Mabranis are addicted to pilgrimages to local shrines,where^they perform vows. Their customs are mostly in accordance
with Muhammadan law; but in matters of. inheritance children bymothers of inferior status do not ordinarily receive their full legal rights

^totted .. a.
peaaLZaadnot ^turaUy mchned to violence. Slavery still prevails in most parts ofthe country and freeborn, famihes that do not own one or more slaves are

* The district totals will he x
~

in the entices of t^e other districts to:a;^
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the exception. Most of the slaves are negroes—some with Baluchi

blood—and are born in the servile condition ; of late jears^ however, the

enslavement of Bashakardis and low class Baluchis, mostly orphans,

has become common. Their condition is ordinarily a mild form of

domestic and agricultural serfdom
;
but the slave has no voice in any

matter whatever, and in case of his committing a murder his master
may put him to death without reference tro any authority*

The spoken language of the country is a dialect of Baluchi called

Makraai; it contains a considerable admixture of Persian and Arabic

words and differs widely from the standard Baluchi spoken in Northern
Baluchistan.- It is sometitnes reduced to Persian characters, but the

ordinary medium of communication by writing is Persian, which all

chiefs of districts can speak fairly well. Except the Mullas, the entire

papulation is illiterate. Popular ballads in which the deeds of tribes,

chiefs of districts and other heroes are extolled, together with songs,

having similar themes and chanted by roving minstrels of the Lori tribe

to the accompaniment of a kind of fiddle, supply the place of literature

and the arts.

Agriovilture and Cultivation, in the maritime plain, is

mostly confined to the beds and banks of rivers, where an alluvial soil

exists accompanied by the means of irrigation, and to places under the

hills where rain water is caught and utilised by means of embankments

called Bands oaj
; there are no canals or regular wells, only water holes,

and the crops depend almost entirely on rainfall, which is deficient on

the average in three years out of every four. Near the coast the staple

of cultivation is the date, but small quantities of wheat, barley, millet,

and jowari are grown ; also some cotton. In the valleys of the interior

the percentage of arable soil is larger and considerable quantities of

dates, wheat, barley, jowari, millet, lentils, rice, and cotton are produced.

The winter crop of cei'cals is sown in November and reaped in March or

April : there is no summer crop except dates. Manure is not used, and

the crops frequently suffer from the depredations of locusts and cater-

pillars. A wooden plough, resembling that of India but much smaller

in size, is the principal implement of agriculture ; field labour is

mostly performed by domestic slaves, and seed grain is usually obtained

from British Indian traders. The proportion of the population directly

interested in agriculture is small and probably does not exceed 20 per

cent, of the whole. One-fifth of the gross produce is the share ordinarily

taken by the chiefs of districts or by local headmen as the revenue

of cultivated land,

4 B
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LiYestock and domestic animals are camels, donkeys, horses, buffaloes,

cattle, sheep, goats, and dogs, all belonging to indigenous breeds and of

small size ; horses and bufEaloes are both scarce. The Jats are the main

pastoral tribe ;
they live a primitive life, subsisting almost entirely on

dates and milk and changing their grazing grounds frequently according

to rainfall. The chiefs of districts collect a small tax in money from the

owners of herds^ grazing within their territories.

Fisheries .—The sea fisheries are an important asset on the coast of

Persian Makran. The fish are of numerous kinds and may be roughly

divided into two classes, those which are taken for local consumption

and those which are caught for export. Fishing is carried on with

both net and line, the bulk of it by local boats, of which two or

thi’ee are owned in almost every coast village between New Jashk and

Gwatar. In April and May, however, and again from October to

December, Ghahibar is the resort of a score of large-sized boats owned

by Arabs from the coast of ’Oman and of a dozen others from Gwadar
which come to take m the fishing. The fish caught for export,

whether by natives or strangers, are cured on the spot by being gutted,

rnbbed with salt, kept a few days, then washed in the sea and finally

dried in the sun. The fish, when thoroughly cured, are sold to Ealuchi

and Indian retail traders who visit all the places upon the coast x^criodic-

ally in order to purchase them for re-sale to merciiants at Chahbar and

Gwadar j the profits of the fish trade are said to be large, amounting

to as much as 40 per cent, on outlay. There are no pearl fisheries upon

the Persian -Makran coast.
‘

Foreign trade.—^The only at all considerable ports are New Jashk,

CliahbaT and Gwatar, and a leading part is played in the foreign com-

merce of the district by Hindus and Khojahs, British subjects, who reside

permanently at Chahbar and Gwatar.
The chief exports are dates, Pish palm mats, dried fish, Poto or

fish-maw isinglass, shark fins, raw cotton, ghi, goats'’-hair, wool, and
hides in small quantities. The annual value of the exports appears to

be about -Rs.^ 1,50,000 -at Chahbar and Rs. 50,000 at Gwatar; the

trade of Gwatar is at present depressed by the prevalence of disorder in

the neighbouring country. No estimate is possible for the smaller ports :

that for New“Jashk will be found in the article under the name. The
hulk of the exports goes to- India, hut a portion to ’Oman^ Qishm
Island and Bandar ’Abbas. The profits of the export trade are said
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to run from 15 to 20 per cent, or, in tke case of dried fish, from 5

to 40 per cent.

Imported goods are principally rice, flour, piece-g*oods, lead, iron,

tobacco, beads, mineral and vegetable oil, matches, tea, cotton thread, silk,

spices and sugar • and the profits of the trade are iflaced at 20 per cent, on

the average. The annual value of the Chahbar imports is estimated at

Rs. 1,00,000 and of the Gwatar imports at its. 30,000 ; for New
Jashk the article under that name may be consulted, and for the

other ports there are no data. It should also be mentioned that

there is a considerable importation, chiefly from Masqat, of modern

rifles manufactured in England, France, Germany, and Belgium.

internal trade and manufactures .—The internal trade of the country

is carried on chiefly by barter, agricultural and pastoral products being

exchanged for dried fish and foreign imported goods. The ports of

New Jashk, Chahbar and Gwatar are tbe main trade centres ; Tank

and Galag also are markets, but petty ones. Business is chiefly in the

hands of Baluchi and British Indian traders. The mei'chandise is trans-

ported about the country on camels and donkeys. Manufactures there are

none, except of Pish palm mats, partly for export, and of swords and

pistols for local sale.

Cnrrenc^y eights and measures,— silver currency consists of

Maria Theresa dollars, by Baluchis called Qursh and by Ai-abs

B/iyal worth at present itl-4 each ; of Persian Qrans, here worth

one-third of a rupee a piece; and of the Indian rupee, in Persian Makrto

styled Kaladar jlol/ : the small change of the country is copper pice,

partly of Indian and partly of Masqat mintage. A Persian gold coin,

by Baluchis called Sor jj-w, is said to exist and to be worth' Rs. 7, but it

is now hardly if ever seen.

The principal weights are the Qiyas ^
ordinarily equal to

about 8 oz. avoirdupois English, but varying from place to place, and

the Man which is subject to wide fluctuations between 7 and 15 English

pounds.

The common measures of length are the Baluchi Gaz or cubit,

equal to the distance from a man^s elbow to the tip of his middle

finger or about 1^ feet, and the Persian Gaz of about 3 feet. Distances

are estimated on the coast, by time, and inland by a Farsakh

of about 4 miles which is defined as the space that a walking horse will

cover in an hour on ordinary ground.

4 n 2
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CommimicationSy siipplieBy and transport.—The land line of the Indo-

European Telegraph Department from Gwadar to Jashk traverses the

whole district^ keeping near the coast : the only offices in Persian Makran

are at Chahbar and Jashk.

There is a continuous route along the coast which passes through

Kuh Mubarak, Gangan, Jashk, Chahbar and Gwatar, eventually

reaching Gwadar j and the ports of Jashk, Chahbar and Gwadar, as

^ell as some of the smaller places on the coast, are connected with

the district capitals of the interior and through them with Bampur, the

nearest seat of a high Persian official^ by various routes of which

the major portions lie beyond the scope of our inquiry. These routes

have been fully worked out, along with a number of cross routes in

the interior^ by the military authorities in India.* Here it is sufficient

to remark that the roads of the country are all camel ti’acks, and

that—though on some there are difficult places—as lines of com-

munication they are fairly good of their kind. The maritime plain

between New Jashk and Gwadar is free from physical obstacles in

dry weather and would then, it is reported, be passable for field

artillery with few delays ; but the route along it is everywhere liable

to be interrupted after rain for one or two days by floods in the

torrent beds which cross it from the hills, or for 5, 6, 10 or even 16

days by the larger rivers ; and in the Dashtyari and Bahu districts

the country generally is sometimes impassable for a fortnight together.

In a dry season the use of the coast route would be strictly limited

by scarcity of water, fodder and other supplies, and it would probably

be impossible to move with more than 500 men: it is estimated

that in a favourable season, that is, after good rainfall, the local supplies

of sheep, goats, ghi and fodder might suffice to maintain a force of 1,500

men except in the Dashtyari and Bahu distiucts, where the water is

bitter and a detachment of even 100 men would be supplied with
difficulty. In the hills supplies are at all times less inadequate : some
particulars are given in the notes on districts towards the end of this

article. ~ Water, slightly brackish, can generally be obtained even in the

hot weather from holes in river and torrent beds at a depth of 4 to

15 feet. There are also some artificial tanks, called Otags
,
which

are filled by rainfall and are frequently not exhausted in less than 6 to 8

* See in particular Boutes in Persia I, Nos. 4, 6, 6B, 15, 26, 26, 27, 27A, 27B,
28, 34, 340, 42, 43 and 62. There is also in the records of the Intelligence Branch,
Simla, a recent report by Lieutenant A. J. H. Grey, T.A., on the route from ChahbSr
to Bamptlr,
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months : these are not common upon the coasts but there are 3

between Chahbar and Gwatar.
Pack-carriage is obtainable to a limited extent throughout the

country, and abundance o£ camel transport can be obtained at Challbar
and Jashk on short notice. The * Makrani camel carries a load of 5

maunds and marches 15 miles a day at the rate of miles an hour,

For transport purposes male camels are almost exclusively employed,

females not being used unless barren, or in cases of emergency. Marches

are usually done in the morning and evening, a halt being made in the

middle of the day for grazing ; in the hot weather movement only takes

place before sunrise or after sunset. The price of camels varies from 20

to 40 Tumans according to size, age and sex, and the ordinary daily

hire, to Europeans, is one rupee a head.

Maritime transport consists of a nnmher of boats owned at places

Upon the coast. Gwatar has 4 Safri Bojis of 75 tons ; and Chahbar
boasts 12 vessels of 20 to 100 tons bnrden, manned by crews of 8 to 20

men, which run to K arachi and Bombay as well as to Arabian ports.

New Jashk possesses 4 and Tank 6 boats of about 12 tons, with

crews of 6 to 7 men, trading to the coast of Arabia only ; and at G alag

there are 5 boats of 20 tons each. The total shipping of the coast is thus

only about 40 boats of 12 tons and over : there are, perhaps, a few

other good-sized boats, at smaller places which are not included in the

above estimate.

Administration .—Persian Makran, except the district of Jashk, is

administered by a Persian Governor or Hakim , who has his seat at

Bampur and is subject to the authority of the Persian Governor-

General of Kirman. Persian Makran is divided into the 5 districts

of Jashk, Gaih, Qasrkand, Dashtyari, and Baku \
of these the first is

described under its own name and the remainder receive short notices

below. Each of the districts, except Jashk, ia ruled by a chief, who

pays annual tribute to the Persian Governor at Bampur, but in regard

to the internal administration of his district is exempt from the

interfereuce of the Persian executive. In fact, with the exception

of Customs employes on the coast and a Baluchi *Wali represent-

ing the Governor of Bampur at Chahbar, no Persian oflBcials are to be

found in Persian Makran, and similarly there are no Persian garrisons

;

when, however, the annual tribute is refused or falls into arrear the

Persian Government is accustomed to make an incursion into the country

with regular troops and wheeled artillery from Bampur and to devastate
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the refractory districts by way of punishment. Persian Customs officials

are stationed only at New Jashk, Chahhar^ and Gwatar and foreign trade

at other places on the coast is forbidden, but the i)rohibitioii has not as

yet been successfully enforced.

The chiefs are assisted in the administration of justice by the religious

authorities or Mullas of the country, and they delegate their executive

authority to headmen of sub-districts, who in some cases are hereditary

but more commonly are appointed by the chiefs. These headmen have

almost plenary powers within the limits of their jurisdictions, power to

inflict death however being withheld, and are responsible for the collection

of the. taxes. The ordinary taxes are -l-th of actual gross produce on

cultivated land, a grazing due of 4 to 2 Qrtos per animal for the year on

livestock except sheep and goats, 1 to 2 per cent, in kind of sheep and

goats kept, and 10 per cent, in kind of fish brought to market.

There are no recognised laws, and order, so far as it exists, is enforced

by primitive, summary methods
; formal protection of life and property

however is almost altogether wanting, and its place is only partially sup-

plied by the blood-feud system, which renders aggression upon natives of

the country dangerous to the committer. Arms are frequently used in

tribal disputes, but serious disturbances are rare.

. The Eritish Government pays subsidies to various local chiefs for the

protection of the land line of telegraph between Gwadar and Jashk,
and the inhabitants are in genei’al well-disposed towards the telegraph staff

and other British officials. The Persian Government also receive an
annual subsidy of 3,00-0 Tumans on account of the facilities afforded to the

British telegraph in the district.*

PafticulciTS oj^ the distvicts eoscept Jashk,—The Gaih district

has a population of about 48,000 souls. The capital is Gaih, poj)illation

about 2,600 souls, which is situated 72 miles nortli-north-west of Chahbar

;

the second place of importance is Bint with 2,000 inhabitants, 42 miles
west by north of Gaih. The tribes of the district will be found in the
table of tribes already given. The fighting men armed with modern rifles

are estimated at 4,000, and the second levy with inferior fire-arms at
10,000. The chief of Gaih, at present Saiyid Khan, Shairkhanzai, main-
tains a bodyguard of 50 mounted men, armed with swords and Martini
carbines. The Gaih district is reported to contain large patches of culti-
vation, and the water is said to be generally good : it is estimated that
supplies and forage* to maintain a foi’ce of 1,500 *men would bo forth-

- ^ Bee iike Appendix an the Persian G-idf Telegraphs.
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coming all the year round. The passage of wheeled artillery in this

district^ if possible, would be difficult. The chief receives a teleg^raph

subsidy of Rs. 1,000 a year from the Indo-European Telegraph

Department.

The chief village of the Qasrkand district is similarly

named^ Qasrkand
;

its popxrlation is about 1,500 souls, and it is situated

on the Kaju affluent of the Cbil rivei^ 68 miles noi’th by east of

Chahbar and 1,77 5 feet above sea level. The population of the district is

about 1*2,000 souls and the tribes are as stated in the tribal table gh^en

above. The first fighting levy of this district comprises about 300 men,

and the second 1,500. The rightful chief of Qasrkand is Jan

Muhammad, Gichki, but he has been ousted by Saiyid Khan of Gaih. It

is calculated that the resources of the Qasrkand district might support a

force of 1,000 men. The country is unsuited for field artillery.

TheDashtyari district has a population of about 18,000 souls

;

the tribes will be found in the tribal table above. The principal village

is Mir Bazar ,
with 1,500 inhabitants, situated 35 miles north-

north-west of Gwatar. The well armed fighting men of Dashtyari are

said to number 1,000, and the less well armed 2,500. In the coastal part

of the district it would be difficult at any time to maintain a force of

100 men, and after heavy rain the country generally is flooded and may

remain impassable for animals during a fortnight. The present joint

chiefs of Dashtyari,. the brothers ^Abdi and Mahmud, are Jadgals and

are related to the chief of Bahu ; they each receive a telegraph sub-

sidy of Rs. 500 a year from the Indo-European Telegraph Department.

The Bahu district has a popiulation of about 14,000 souls :

its capital is Bahu Qalat oliSj-Ab, with 1,000 inhabitants, situated

38 miles north of Gwatar. The tribal table already given shows the

'tribes to which the people of the district belong. About 500 of the

fiffhtinff
’ men are said to be armed with modern rifles and 2,500 with

indifferent weapons. Near tHe coast tHere ai’e tlie same obstacles to tte

maintenance and mcH'ement of troops as in Dashtyari. The chief of

Bahuj Mir Ashraf, is a Jadgal and belongs to the saroje family as the

chiefs of Dashtyari. He receives Rs. 600 per annnml as a telegraph

subsidy, and one of Us. 400 is also paid to his cousin Mir Ahmad.

Topography ,—The following is a table of the features and inhabited

places of the coast of Persian Makran, except those within the JSshk

District, in alphabetical order ; the houses, except where otherwise stated,

are all date^sticfc huts covered with mats.
|
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A number of tbe villages are often partly empty througli the absence

of some of the people, with the flocks and herds, in search of pasture.

Name. Position, geographical
and political.

Character.

Amdrgmtak 6 miles north-
noBth-west of Sir-

gan. Tinder Gaih.

A village of 20 huts
of Hots.

A little barley, jowari
and cotton are grown.
There are 400 date
trees; and 70 camels,
80 cattle and 460
sheep and goats are
owned.

Balak
iSXli

12 miles north of
Galag and 2 miles

east of the Hapcli
river. Under
Gaih.

40 huts of Hots and
Baluchis.

Cotton,^ wheat, barley,
jowari are grown and
there are 200 oainols,

TOO cattle and 400
goats and sheep.
Date palms number
40. The headman of
Balak, at present
'Abdu-bin-IIaidar, re-

ceives a British tele-

graph subsidy of
Bs. 100 a year.

Bandani^ Stream
and Village

Its source is about
30 miles inland
and it reaches the

sea immediately
west of Humdan.
The village is

under Gaih.

A hill torrent with a
bed width, at 7 miles
from the sea, of 200
yards i the banks
are steep in places.

A considerahle

amount of water
comes down after

rain.

Near this river at 10
miles from the sea is

a village, also called
Bandani, of 60 huts
nf Singalaus and
Baluchis. Theie is

good water from wells
and some camels are
kept. Wheat, barley,
and cotton are grown.
The headman of Ban-
dani, at present Shai
Muhammad, receives a
British telegraph sub-
sidy of Es. 100 a year.

BandgaL 9 miles north of
T5z. Under Gaih.

A temporary village

of 12 huts of Balu-
chis, existing only
during the rains.

There is a little culti-
vation of barley and
jowari.

Blr Stream
and Village

thi

Its source is 25
miles inland and
it reaches the sea
8 miles east of
Humdau. The
village is under
Gaih.

A stream with a bed
width, at 4 miles
from the sea, of 270
yards ; the banks
are low and ill-defin-

ed, There is no
water except after
rain.

On the loft bank at 3
miles from the coast
is a village, also called
Bir ; it consists of 70
huts of Singalaus and
Qalandarzais. There
is abundant cultiva"
tion of dates, wheat.
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Name. Position, geographical
and political. Character. Hemaesis.

barley, jowari and
cotton, date palms
numbering 1,000.
Livestock are 160
camels, 100 cattle and
4<00 goats and sheep

;

and there is good
water from wells. The
headman of Bir, at
present Saidullah, re-

ceives a telegraph sub-
sidy of Es. 200 a
year.

Biyask On tke coast about
midway between
the Sadaicb river

and Ras Maidani.
Under Gaih.

A fishing village of

12 huts of Maids^
The inhabitants own one
boat and a few camels
and goats.

Brag
^]jj

8 iniles north-west
of Galag. Under
Gaih.

A village of 30 huts
of H5ts.

Barley is grown and
there are 300 camels,
6 cattle, and 60 goats.

Bna In a bay, facing
westwards, at 20
iniles west of

Gwatar. Under
Baba.

A village of 36 huts
of Maids, fishermen

;

it is practically

deserted after the
rains.

An occasional place of
call for vessels from
*Oman. Pish palm
mats and fish are ex-

ported ; and dates,

rice, jowari and cloth

are imported. The
inhabitants have 8
small boats, 8 camels,

7 cattle and 30 goats.

The place is connected
with Nigor.

Challbar Bay On the west side of

Chalibar Town.
See article Chalibar
Bay,

Clxahlbar Town On the east side of

Chahbar Bay,
about 106 nailes

west by north of

Gwadar and
180 miles east by
south of New
Jaslik. Under
Gaih.

1

See article Cliahbar
Town.
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Name.
Position, geographical

and political.
Chara-itor. Rismarks,

Chil (or Dailityari
^

Chil) Rirer
Passes several miles

east of the Dasht-
ysri capital of

Mir Bazar at 30
miles from the

coast and reaches

the sea in

Gwatar Bay
about 3 miles
north of Gwatar
village. In Dasht-
yari.

A. river with an ex-

tensive drainage area

which reaches to 120
miles from the coast.

At 20 miles from
the coast the river

enters a saline,

marshy tract ; but
above this its course
is through rich allu-

vial soil, with a bed

140 yards in width
and well-defin ed

banks 10 feet high.

It never runs
altogether dry, and
its flow is generally
swift though narrow.

The district capitals of
Bahu and Qasrkand
are situated on the

two principal streams
by whose junction the
Clul river is formed,
the latter, on the Kajii,

being the more
westerly of the two.

Darak On the coast about
6 miles east of

Galag. Under
Gaih.

A temporary village

of 10 huts of Maids,
fishermen ; it exists

only during the
rains.

The village is situated
in a valley and has
4.00 palm trees; the
inhabitants own 10
camels, 20 cattle and
40 sheep and goats.
Good water is pro-

curable from wells.

There is an open
anol)orago not far frotn

the shore which can
be used by steamers,
but it is not hlieltered

except from northerly
winds.

t)rango
jJTiljj

1 mile from the
sea and 2 miles
east of Uumdan.
Under Gaih.

A village of 10 huts
of Baltic Ills.

There is a little culti-

vation of
^

grain and
cotton. Livestock are
10 camels, 15 cattle

and 70 goats and
sheep.

^ir
On the east side

of the eastern

estuary of the

Bapch river,

about 1 mile from
the coast. U nder
Gaih.

A village of 15 huts
of Maids, fishermen.

This is the port of the
KarwSn district, but
only 6 small fishing
boats belong to it.

The resources of the
place consist of 50
date palms, a few
livestock and wells
of very good water,
Vessels from Masqat
and Qislitn. occasion*
ally call, and rifles

smuggled from
Masqat are landed*
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Name. Position, geographical
and political.

Character.

Gdhart 5 miles east of ..the

Sadaich river and
4i miles from the
coast. Under
Gaih.

A village of 50 huts
of the Eais tribe.

The name means “sul-
phur ” and IS taken
from a hill close to the

village which yields

that mineral. There
are 100 date palms
and some cultivation

of barley, wheat and
jowari. Livestock are

30 camels, 100 cattle

and 200 goats and
sheep. The people

have 3 small boats.

Giirdim On the ooHst, in

the delta of the
Kair river, 6
miles west of its

eastern mouth.
Under Gaih.

A village of 50 huts
, of fishermen.

A few camels, cattle,

goats and sheep are

owned.

Gwatar Bay
and

Village

The village is about
midway between
Gwaaar and
Clialibar Towns,
being 52 miles

west of the former
and 54 miles east

by south of the

latter. Under
Bahu.

See article Gwatar
Bay and Village.

Hamid i Gan 12 miles north-east

of the month of

the Sirgan river.

Under Qasrkand.

A village of 40 huts

of Balticliis.

There is a little cultiva-

tion of dates, wheat,

barley, jowari and
cotton. Livestock are

30 cnmels, 30 cattle

and 100 goats and
sbeep.

Humdan On the coast 18

miles east of the

mouth of the

Bapeh river.

A village of 20 huts

of Maids, dshermen.
There is some cultiva-

tion of dates (300 trees)

and a little of barley ;

and about a dozen
banyan trees are to be
seen. Livestock are

10 camels, 30 cattle

and 200 goats and
sheep. There is good
water in wells. The
village stands on a
creek and there is a

small direct trade with
’Oman.
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N ame.
PositioDi geographical

and political*
Character. Remarks.

Kair River

and
Village

The principal or

eastern mouth of

the river is 28
miles west by
north of Chali-
bar Town. Under
Gaih.

See article Kair river.

Kaki Kuh 10 miles inland

between Bris and
the Kill] stream.

In Dasbtyari.

A part of the maritime
range, which here

runs parallel to the

coast for several

miles. It is of

white clay, has a

deeply serrated out-
line, and appears to

be nearly vertical on
its southern side.

The highest peak, 1,991
feet, is 12 miles north-
east of the mouth of
the Kinj river.

KSrwan District Upon both sides of

th.e Rapch. river

at 10 miles

from its mouth
and northwards.
Under Gaih.

• •• See article KarwSn.

Kasbi Stream Its bead is in the
hills west of
KSrwan and it

reaches the sea

about 5 miles west
of the western
month of the
Rapch river.

In Gaih.

A hill stream with a
bed width of 160
yards and banks
about 5 feet high.
It brings down a

considerable amount
of water after rain.

The course of this

strenm in the mari-
time plain is through
saline ground. At 20
miloH from the coast
and 4 miles west of
the river is a village
also called Kashi

;

the permanent village
consists of 60 huts of
Baluchis who culti-

vate dates (600 trees),

wheat, barley and
jowari, and own 360
camels, 100 cattle and
200 goats and sheep

;

in the rains the village
is increased by about
100 huts.

Rinj Stream
and

Village

Rises a few miles
inland and reaches
the coast at a
point 13 miles
east of Chahbar
Town. In Dasht-
yari.

This is a short stream.
It emerges from a
gap in the coast
hills which is called
Kinj Dap yj ^
and at its mouth is

a grove of acacia
trees.

On the
^
left bank, 2J

mil (‘8 from the sea, is

a village named Kinj
which consists of about
6 huts of Balheliis
and fishermen. The
people own 1 0 camels.
25 cattle and 100 goats
and sheep.
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Name. Position, geographical
and political*

Charac ter. Bbmaeks.

Kunarak On the western
shore of Cliali-
bar I3ay. Oiider
Gaih.

A village of 20 huts
of Maids, who are

fishermen, of Hots
and of Jats.

Eesources are 1,000
date palms, 50 camels,
60 cattle and 200 goats
and sheep. The an»
chorage off this village
is convenient in
certain winds.

Kupan Snr At the foot of Siyah
Kuh, between that

hill and the sea.

Under Uashtyari.

A village of 12 huts
of Baluchis.

There is a little cultiva-
tion of grain and
cotton.

Ijasli

u£))

8 miles north of

Galag and 3 miles

east of the ES.pcli
river. Under
Gaih.

40 huts of Hots and
Singalaus.

Dates (100 trees) and
barley are grown

;

and there are 60
camels, 40 cattle and
loo sheep and goats.

Lir 5 miles from the

coast and 10 miles

east of the Sadaioh
river. Under
Gaih.

20 huts of Baluchis,
Jats and Eais.

There are about 400
palms and a little

cultivation of wheat,
barley and jowari ; also

40 camels, 40 cattle,

and 20 goats and
"sheep.

Kaids,ni (Eis)

,_rb

On the coast about
9 miles west of the

western mouth of

the Bapcb river.

In Gaih.

A broad cape with a
sea face of 5 miles

running east and
west; at the eastern

end there are cliffs

150 feet high.

Inland is a gronp of
hills, 3 or 4 miles in
extent and 200 feet

high, which is con-
nected with the eastern

part of the cape.

Makki 6 miles north of

Tiz. In Gaih.
A pasture ground for

cattle.

There are no habitations
here.

Milin Between the £!air
river and the

Sirgan stream at

6 miles from the

coast. Under
Gaih.

20 mat huts of

Baluchis. The
village is larger

in the rains.

Low hills running
down towards the
coast terminate here

in Milin Kuh, 200
feet high. There is

a large banyan tree

near the village and
good water is obtain-

able from wells.

Livestock are 20
camels, 20 cattle and
20 goats and sheep.

Momaa 8 miles north-west
of Parag. Under
Gaih.

20 huts of Hots. A little wheat, barley,

jowari and cotton are

cultivated, and there

are 20 camels, 10

cattle and 100 goats

and sheep.
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N ame.
PositioD, geographical

and political.
Character. BxnABxs.

Nigor 8 miles north-east

of Eodi. Under
Dashtyari.

20 mud houses and
80 huts of Sbai-

zadahs, Baluclxis
and Julahags oi*

weavers.

1

1

This is a prosperous
place. Dates (100
palms), wlieatv barley,

jowari, cotton, fruit

and vegetables are

grown ; and livestock

are 60 camels, 30
donkeys, 80 cattle

and 300 goats and
sheep. Water is

plentiful and good.
Mirs Haji Mubainmad
and Saiyid Muham-
mad, Jadgals, to

whom Bris also is

subject, reside here.

Nilag 3 miles cash of ^

Sand. ,
Under

Dashtyari.

10 mat huts of
Baluchis.

There are many acacia

trees and a little cul-
tivation

; also a few
livestock.

Parag Stream
and

,

Village

The stream rises 15
miles inland and
reaches ^he sea in

CEalibar Bay,
10 miles north-
north-vvest of

Chalibar Town.
In Gaih.

The bed oJE the Parag
is shallow and
sandy, but near its

mouth it is 200
yards wide. It con-

tains no water
except after rain.

Near the sea is a
large salt pan In

which excellent salt

is manufactured for
exportation.

The mouth of the
Parag is tidal for a

distance of half a mile
and affords an anohor-
ago for native boats.

At 4i miles from the
sea is the village of
Patag consisting of

10 to 30 huts of fisher-

men according to the
season. Livestock arc

10 camels, 10 cattle

and 50 goats and
sheep. Water, which
is brackish and scanty,
is obtained from shal-
low holes dug in the
sandy torrent bod-
The headman of Parag
receives a telegraph
subsidy of Es. 160 a

Paaa Bandar On the coast 8
miles Bonth-west
of Gwatar.
Under Bahu.

12 huts of Maids-
year.

The people are fisher-

men ; they Lave a few
cattle and 20 goats
and sheep.

Patar 2 miles west of
^amach, midway
between Eodi and
Nigor.

‘

20 huts of Shaizadahs
and Bais.

Ootton, barley, wheat
and jowari are grown,
and there are a few
livestock.

Pashat
V*i ~ vr ?

6 miles south-west
of Gwatar, on
th| coast.

6 huts of Maidh,
fishermen.

A few Shashahs (date
stick boats) are owned
here.
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Name. Position, ffeographical
and political.

Character. Re^abss.

Puzim Bay

rji

The eastern point,
called Bas PnziiUs
is 22 miles west
of Chalibar
Town ; the west-
ern, Eas Bashidi,
is 6 miles further
to the west.

A bay 6 miles wide
at the entrance and
3 miles deep.

The depth is 5 fathoms
at the entrance, hut
dimiuishes rapidly to
the low shore at the
foot of the hay. The
eastern branch of the

Rair river enters
the bay at its north-
western corner and the
Sirgan stream at its

north -eastern cor ner.

A dangerous isolated

rock called Raklaiig
lies opposite

the entrance of the
bay.

Puzim Village

cn

On the eastern
shore of Puzim
13a.y about the
middle. Under
Gaih.

A village of 40 huts
of fishermen.

The chief of Gaih has
an agent here, who
realises about $200
per annum in dues
upon the dried fish

trade. Livestock are
a few cattle and about
40 goats and sheep.

Qalat (Kuli)
Between the
Rapob. river and
the Bir stream.
In Gaih.

An outlier of the

maritime range,
approaching the
coast and displaying
cliffs of whit© clay.^

The principal summit
of this range, 1,680
feet high, is called

Biri Sai Padag^^b ^
iSji and is situated

several miles inland
to the north-east of

the village of Hum-
dan : it has a remark-
able triple peak.

Bum in 7 miles east of

Chatibar Town
and 1 mile from
the sea. In Gaih.

12 huts ot Maids,,
fishermen.

\er© are 3 banyan
•ees and an old stone-

li led well, believed to

be Portuguese, yields

good water. The
inhabitants own a few
livestock.

Hapch Biver

i

A little over 90
miles east of New
Jashk and a

little under the

same west by
north of Chati-
bar To^n. In
Gaih.

See article Rapcli.
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KAme. Position, geographical

and political.
Character.

RUpch Village On the east side of

the western estu-

ary of the Rap oil

river at halt a mile

from the coast.

Under Gaih.

A village of 15 huts
of Jats.

L

There is a small trade
with ^Oman. The
people have 20 goats.

Uashidi On the west shore

of Puri 111 bay, 2
miles south of the

eastern mouth of

the Kair river.

Under Gaih.

A village of 20 mat
huts of fishermen.

Livestock are a few
cattle, goats and sheep.

Bodi About 10 miesl

north-north-wes t

of Bris and 6

miles from the

coast. Under
Dashtyari.

A much scattered

village of 100 huts
of Baluchis

;
there

is also one un-
occupied mud house.

The village is sur-

rounded by low hills.

There is extensive cul-

tivation of barley,

wheat, jowari arid

cotton.

Sidtar 4i miles north of

Nllag. In Dasht-
yari.

SO huts of Gurgaij
and Jadgals. i

Water is from Ofcags.

There is much culti-

vation of dates, wheat,
barley, jovvari and
cotton, and some live-

stock arc owned.

Satuach 5 miles north of

Rodi. Under
Bahu.

20 huts of Jadgals
and low class

Baluchis.

There is good grazing
and good water, A
few camels, 20 cattle

and dll) goats and
sheep are kept.

Sand 20 miles north-
west of Gwatar,
not far from the
right hank of the
Chil river. Under
Gaih.

30 hnts of Gfirgaij,

who remain only
while water lasts.

Water is from (Itags.
There are a few livo-

stook and a little

cultivation.

Sapt 4i miles inland from
the foot of Puzini
bay. Under Gaih.

20 huts of
^
low cliias

Baluchis.
There ia a little culti-

vation of barley,
jowari and cotton.
The people own a few
camels, 20 cattle and
40 sheep and goats.

Sarkuh.

sy,-.
2| miles north of
R5di and 8 miles
west of Patar,
near Kaki K!uh.
Under Dashtyari.

5 mud houses and
30 mat huts of Hots
and Baluchis

;

there are also two
Hindu traders.

There is a fair amount
of enUivation, the
crops being barley,
wheat, jowari and
cotton, ^me live-
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Kata^. Position, geographical
and political.

CbaracicE. Kbkasks.

stock including 3Q
camels, 40 car tie and
100 goats and sheep
are owned. There is

good water from
Otags and wells.

SBuI

JjU
2 miles west of tlie

Hapcli river im«»

mediately north
of the telegraph
Unei and should
perhaps be rec-

koned to the
KSrwSn Dig.
trict. Under Gaih,

25 huts of Hots. There is considerable

cultivation of dates

(200 palms), barley,

jowari and cotton.

Livestock are 20
camels, 20 cattle and
200 goats and sheep.

ShairwiySo 3 miles essb of
Chahbar Town
and half a mile
from the sea.

Under Gaih.

SO huts of Buzdars. There is good grazing
and good water.

Some camels^ cattle,

goats and sheep are

kept and Pish matting

1

is made.

SigS.rl 10 miles north of
Gwatar. In
Bahu.

A village which exist-

ed here has now
been abandoned. In
the rains there are
still about 15 buts,
inhabited by people
from Rodi and ad-
joining villages.

The soil is poor and
saline and the lands

are flooded after rain.

Mosquitoes abound.

Sirgiln Stream
and Village

Its source is 85
miles from the
coast and it

reaches the sea in
Puzim hay at its

north-east corner.

In Qasrkaud.

In dimensions and
character the bed of

the Sirgan resem*
bles that of the Bir
stream. It is dry
except after rain.

On tbe right bank of

the Sirgan stream at

8 miles from, the nea

is a village, also called

SirgSn ; it consists of

100 mat huts of

BalUoliis, among
whom are a few H5ts.

Cotton, barley, wheat
and jowari are oulu«

vated, also a few dates,

and there are 50
camels, 50 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

The headman of Sirgan
receives a telegraph

subsidy of Es. 200 a

year.

Siyah Kuh
9yS sUu

On the east side ol

the Kinj stream

near its mouth.
In Gaih.

A dark hill of round
form.

The hill stands close to

the sea, is peihaps 500
feet high, and has cliffs

on its seaward face.

4 £
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Njpme,

SorcliSt

Sorkasub

Suvag
-6̂

Taizkopan

Tali Kuh

»y ^
Tank

Positioiit g<>o£?rapJiioal

and political.

3 miles east, of the

Sadaieh river and
7 miles from the
coast. Under Gaih.

7 miles west-north'
west of Paiag.
Under Gaih.

13 miles east of the

Sadaieh river and
the same distance

from the coast.

Under Gaih.

9 miles east-north-

east of Chahbar
Town and 4 males
from the coast,

1,000 yards east of

the route from
Chahbalr Town
to Bampur.
Under Dashtyari.

8 miles west-north-
west of Grwatar.
In Bahu,

46 miles west by
north of Chalibar
Town and 3 miles
from the coast, on
the right bank of
the western branch
of the Kair river.

In Gaih.

Character.

20 huts temporarily
occupied during the

date season by Hots
and their retainers

(Jilts and slave.")

who come from
Gohart and Surag.

20 huts of H5ts.

A scattered village of
160 huts of low
class tribes and a
few Hots.

16 huts of Birdis,

Bizanjus and a few
Buzdars, the last

being mat-makers.
!Ihe Bizanjus are

subjects of the Khan
of Kulat and only
come to graze their

cattle.

Hills reaching a height
of 27 6 feet.

A village of 60 huts
of Maids.

Revaexis.

There are 6C0 date-
palms and a little

cultivation
^
of barley,

wheat and jowari.

A little cotton, wheat,
barley and jowari are
giown, and there are a
few livestock.

Dates (100 palms),
barley and jowari are
grown and livestock
are 200 camels, 60
cattle and 200 sheep
and goats.

A^ largo white ZiySrat
is the chief feature of
the place. There is a
large banyan tree, and
good water is supplied
by wells. Cultivation
is very restricted, but
there are 350 camels,
60 cattle and 200 goals
and sheep.

The counlry round
these hills is saline, lia-

ble to inundation, and
unlit for cultivation.

Pish mats, fish and
sheep are exported,
and dates, rice,

jowari aud cloth are
imported. There are
6 boats of about 20
tons each trading
chiefly to Masqat
and partly owned by
residents of that place.

A point, named
similarly to the
villsge, lies immedi-
ately to^ the west-
ward and is joined to
the mainland by a
narrow strip of sand
only, liesources arc
60 date palms, 30
camels, 20 cattle and
100 go0 ts and sheep.
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Name. Position, geographical
and political.

Tiz*

or

Tis

On tTie eastern side

of Chalibar Bay,
in a valley which
comes down to

the bay
^
at 4

miles within the

entiance of the
latter ; the village

is a mile from
the sea. Under
Gaih.

Cbar&cter.

A village of 4 huts
of H5tp, fishermen
and mat-makers ; in

the rains the numbei
increases to 20. The
inhabitants own
10 mango trees, 58
date palms, 4 camels,,

4 cattle and 60
goats.

A Persian fort stands

on a small bill in the

entrance of the valley,

and there was once

another fort belonging

to the village ; the

former is not kept np
nor occupied, and of

the latter hardly any
trace now remains.

The beach of Tiz on
Ohalibar Bay is f
of a mile long and 200
yards wide ; it can be
approached within 20
yards by boats drawing
5 feet. There are some
trees and cultivation,

and a stream runs in

the Tiz valley after

rain; at other times
water^ fairly good and
abundant, is obtained

from wells sunk in

the dry bed. The
place is picturesque,

and it is also interest-

ing on account of the

extensive ruins of the

ancient Tiz, which was
a flourishing port with

a cosmopolitan popu-
lation between the l(<th

and 13th centuries

A. P.f

Wank
cSJLij

Near the
miles

Tank.

coast, 3
east of
In Gaih.

10 huts of Maids. The people are fisher-

men and have 4 small

skifPs.

From the above table it will be apparent that the Gaib District is the

westernmost and has the greatest extent upon the coast except Jashk,

reaching from the border of the Jashk District to a point a little east of

Chahibar ;
at the north-eastern corner of Puzim hay^ however^ it is

almost if not quite interrupted by the Qasrkand District which here

reaches down the Sirgan stream towards the sea. The coast from the

Kinj stream almost to Bris belongs to Dashtyari, and from Bris to

Gwatar it is in Bahu.

The most recent authority on Tiz is Lieutenant A. J- H. Grey, I. A., in a report

to the Intelligence Branch, Simla.

I See Le Strange’s Lands of ihs Mastsrn Cali<phaU.

4 X ^
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MALIK a tribe of foreign origin, long settled in Qatar, who furnish soldiers

(BANI) (I) and servants to the Shaikhs of Qatar. The Sulutah, elsewhere described

in a separate article, are probably Bani Malik. Except the Sulutah, in

regard to whom there is doubt, the Bani Malik are believed to have reached

Qatar from Persia
;

and, being Maliki Sunnis, they are accordingly

classed as Huwalah. They are however, if the Sulutah be excluded,

few in number
;
and they have no tribal organisation.

MALIK Generally pronounced Bani Malich : an Arab tribe of Turkish ^Iraq,

(BANI) (II) liot very numerous but somewhat widely disseminated.

On the .Tigris the Bani Malik are found between '’Azair and Qurnah

Village
;
but here, on either side of the river, the naarshes behind them are

-tenanted by th,e Magadan and they are confined to the neighbourhood of

the actual banks. On th^ Euphrates they occur at various places from

Suq-ash-Shuyukh down to Qurnah Village. On the Shatt-al "Arab the

Bani Malik are met with in the villages on both banks from Qurnah

Village to Muhammareh Town, but chiefly at Abu Mughairah and in

the neighbourhood of Abul Khasib upon the right bank. Finally there

are a number of sections of the tribe who in winter cultivate the soil in

the Hawizeh District of Persia and whose Shaikhs in summer make

their appearance at Harthah, Abul Khasib and Da"aiji upon the Shatt-

al-"Arab.

Among the sections of the Bani Malik are the following ;~

1. 'Abudah-as-Sabti

2. Aglizawi

8.

'Ayaiahab

4. Baraja'ah

5. Hilal

JU
6. Hamiidi

7. Hnwaiahim

8. Majada'ah

9. Nahd (Bani)

10. Sakain (Bani)

and

11. Sulaltnin

Of these sabdivieions the Bani Nand are mostly settled at Abu
Mughairah, Abul Khasib, Nahr Khos and thereabouts, while the remainder
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belong to that portion of the tribe which has been described as

oscillating between the Hawizeh District add the banks of the Shatt-al-

'Arab.

In religion the Bani Malik are Shi’ahs. Their habitations are huts ;

their crops are wheat, barley and maize ; they are cattle-owners, but

they have no horses, camels or sheep. The tribe are now well armed

with Martini rifles. The Bani Malik above Qurnah appear to be subject

to the chiefs of the Himtafyk.

An important town of the ^OlnSn Sultanate, in the district of

’Oman Proper; it is situated about 12 miles south-south-east of Nizwa ^
and 16 miles south-west of Izki. It forms the centre of a highly

cultivated oasis about 3 miles in diameter, sm'rounded by plains : there

are no hills in the neighbourhood. The town is rather scattered; the

following are the principal quarters :

—

Name, Position. Hoasfls and inhabitants

1

BZ!Mi.S£S.

Bilad

jJb

In the middle of

the others.

300 honses of

mixed tribes.

This is the largest of the
quarters and contains the

chief fort of Md.nah.

Fiqain North-east of Bilad. 200 houses of Al Bu
Sa’id.

This quarter silso contains

a fort and her© the
Wall of the Sultan of

’Oman has his zesb
dence.

Ma*mad South of Bilad. 250 houses of mixed
tribes including

Bani Na’ab and

Habns of the

’Aysl *Abdu sec-

tion, also Hawa-
shim.

Ma’ra East of Bilad. 140housesof Bani

Biyam.
The Shaikh of this com-
inunity is ESshid-bin-

Salim.

The total population is about 4,500 souls. The town is surrounded by

date groves except on the south and ischaxacterizedby a tall tower, called

Minarah, in the Bilad quarter. The houses are of mud and stone, some

of them with upper storeys. Wheat, gram and sugar are grown in the
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oasis, which also produces grapes^ limes and quinces, but neithec almonds

nor oranges. The date palms are estimated at 20,000, camels at 30,

donkeys at 100, goats at 1,000 and sheep at 2,000 ; cattle are very few.

The cultivation is irrigated by hot springs. Manah suffered from a

severe drought in 1845, and the population in that year was reduced by

emigration to 400 or 500 persons. The Sultan of ’Oman has a Wali

at Manah with only 15 armed 'Askaris as a following. This ojQacial

collects as Zakat about |400 a year, the whole of which is again

expended by him locally : he also holds as an assignment some grazing

land in the vicinity which is the private property of the present Sultan

Saiyid Faisal.

MANAMAH principal town and commercial metropolis of Bahrain : it can

hardly, however, be described as the political capita], for the scat of

government is where the Shaikh is, and he resides during the greater

part of the year at Muharraq Town, not at Manamah.

Situatio7i and Adi ric Mr.—Manamah is situated on the coast of Bahrain
Island at its north-eastern corner, on the northernmost point of the

island ; it lies less than 2 miles south-west by west of the town of

Muharraq, from which it is separated by the tidal channel connecting the

Manamah anchorage with Khor-al-Qalai’ah. The harbour of Manamah,
the only one in Bahrain used by steam vessels, is sheltered by the

Bahrain and Muharraq islands on the south and c^ast respectively, l)y

the Fasht-al-Jarim on the north, and by the Fasht Khor Fasht on

the north-west. The outer anchorage, the nearest point to which

steamers of 19 feet draught can approach the town, lies 4 miles

north-west of Manamah : smaller vessels can run xip to an inner anchorage

less than 2 miles off shore in the same direction. The water of the harbour

is clear, and the bottom over the greater part of it appears to consist of

white sand in patches interspersed with flat coral rock. The bottom
shelves very gradually and regularly up to the town, and even boats, at

low water, cannot get within i of a mile of the beach, but are obliged to

discharge their passengers and cargo by means of donkeys that come
alongside} these donkeys, 30 or 40 in number and belonging to the large

* the harbour and its approaches see Admiralty Plan ,No. 237?'—20,
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Bahrain breed, have been speciaHy trained to work in the sea. A feature

of the harbour is the number of fish-weirs and nets which are always

set."^

General aspect and huildings .—Including the suburbs of Kas-ar-

Rumman on the north-east and Na‘’fm-al-KabTrah on the south-west,

Manamah now extends 1-^ miles along the sea-front, and it has a depth

inland of about f a mile. The general aspect of the town is damp, squalid

and depressing’. The better houses are built of small stones cemented

together with mud or inferior mortar, which, falling out, gives them a

rickety as well as an unwholesome appearance : some of the tenements

are roomy, but often a good deal of the internal space is devoted to

business offices^ and godowns. The bazaar, in the centre of which is the

market place, is a filthy labyrinth of narrow lanes lined by shops and

generally covered over with mats to keep out the sun. The habitations in

the outskirts are for the most part mat huts with sloping roofs, standing

in courtyards surrounded by hurdles of upright date fronds. There

are but few really good buildings. The best are the new British Political

Agency towards the north-east end, between the town proper and Ras-ar-

Rumman; QaPat-ad-Diwan or Manamah fort, the Shaikhs

summer residence, a large construction in good repair with several bas-

tions, standing in the open plain behind the town between it and the date

gardens
;
a neat and well built mansion belonging to his son Shaikh

Hamad, partly upper-storeyed, which is situated near the fort but some-

what further inland
j
and a large house with strong and high walls,

situated near the south-west end of the town and occupied until his flight

in 1905 by Shaikh ^Ali-bin-Ahmad, a junior member of the ruling family.

The existing mosques are singularly plain and unpretentious, with dwarf

minarets ojaly about 12 feet high ;
a new JamP mosque, however, is now

in course of erection which will be a much finer building than any of

them. There are now no trees in the town ;
but on the side towards

the American hospital traces exist of a date grove which appears to have

been watered by a Palaj from a spring in the QaPat-ad-Diwto. Large

refuse heaps abound, especially in the suburbs. About 1 mile south of

Manamah is an old shrine which is visited by ShPah women during the

night : it consists of a stone with a hollow top in which the devotees

deposit rice and eggs,
^

* Some remarks on the baxboiar by Admiral Atkioson-Willes, E.N., urill be foand-in

the GoTemment of India's Political Proceedings for Jme 1904.
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Except for Manamali fort, already mentioned, whicli is

badly placed and of no modern value, the town is open and undefended

both from land and sea.

Inhabitants^ qtcarters and suburbs,—The population of Manamah
(inclusive of the two suburbs mentioned further on) is now estimated at

25,000 souls, of whom about
f-

are Shi^ahs and most of the remaining*

f are Sunnis. The Shi^ahs may be classified as follows ;

Arabs from Basrah 250
Baharinah of Bahrain ...... 12,000

Baharinah from the Hasa Oasis • . • . . 750
Baharinah from the Qatif Oasis ..... 500
Persians 1,600

Total . 15,000

The Shrahs of Manamah are all Ithnah-’Asharis except about 15 Borah
merchants from India^ not mentioned above, who arc Isma^ilis.

The remaining Muhammadans of Manamah arc distiibutod as

below

Arabs from the Hasa Oasis ...... 250
Arabs from Kuwait 150
Arabs from Hajd
Arabs of various or uncertain origin including a few

Jana’at 1,000
Hiiwala h . 5,qq0
Negroes (free) 1^500
Negroes (slaves, but not living with their masters) « . 8U0
Persians from *Awaz, etc 50

Total . 9i800

All of these are Sunnis of the various principal sects, with the except*
^tion of the Najdi Arabs who are mostly WahhAbis.

The small non-Muhammadan balance of about aOO souls consists of
69 to 175 Hindus, 50 Jews, 40 Oriental Christians, 6 Americans and 4
Europeans. The Hindus, whose numbers fluctuate, arc not permanently
settled and are mostly Bhatiyahs and Lohanahs, The J ews are mostly
immgrants of 10 years’ standing and less from Turkish 'Iraq. Of the
Oriental Christians about 30 are engaged in trade and the remainder are

_ attached to the American Mission, to which also the 6 Americans all
belong; The Europeans are the. British Political Agent and 1 British
and 2 German merchants. •

.
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Among the native population^ other than the Baharinah and Persians^

there is a noticeable infusion of negro blood ; and the people, without

being sullen or disagreeable, look dull and dejected. Diseases of the

eye are extraordinarily prevalent among them.

The Fariqs or quarters of the town are—
Bada’ Haiyak

Barr Huwaiab

Dawarabah Jana’at c:>UUl^

Bawawdah Makharqah

Fadhal (Al) Misbbar

Haxamam Sbnyukb

Hatab (Snq-al-) Surrab (AbU; ^_jjl

A Suburb, which Was once a distinct village and is called Ras-ar-

Rumman or Fainq-al-Hamidah, covers a point of the same

name beyond the British Political Agency : the inhabitants are 120

families of Hamidah engaged as pearl divers and fishermen and also as

ferrymen between Manamah and Muharraq Town, Another suburb

known as ISa^im-al-Kabirah , once a separate village but

now connected with the west end of the town, consists of about 600

reed huts with a few masonry houses and is inhabited by about 3,000

low-class Baharinah dependent on boat-building and the pearl fishery*

Resources and water About 500 date palms belong to the

town proper and another 800 to the Na^im-al-Kabirah suburb.

Livestock include 21 horses, 175 donkeys and 135 cattle in the town

itself 5 6 donkeys and 8 cattle in the Ras-ar-Rumman suburb ; and 18

donkeys in the suburb of Na'^im-ahKabirah.

The better classes at Manamah buy their drinking water from

eamelmen of Rifa’-ash-Sharqi and Rifa^'-al-Gharbi who bring it for

sale from the Hanaini and XJmm Ghuwaifah weUs of their respective

villages. The water used by the poorer inhabitants is procured from

one of two sources, Quful and ^Ain Muqbil ;
the former

of these is a cistern, about 1 mile west of the fort, which is filled by the

Surplus water of several springs ; the latter is a well sunk in the coral

rook between the British Political Agency and the American Mission, in

open ground belonging to Haji-Muqbil-adh-Dhakari, the leading Najdi

merchant. The water of Quful is always contaminated by the, ingress
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and washing of men and animals^ while that of ^Ain hluqbil is naturally

very brackish ;
but the servants of the Political Agency get their drinking

water from the first, and the animals of tho Agency are watered at the

second. Water from both is hawked about the town by carriers
; that

from Quful fetches one pice per goatskin. For 'wasliing purposes nearly

every house or courtyard in Manamah posscss(‘s a sliallow wtdl in whiet

the water stands at about 6 feet below the surface.

Trade and shipping ,—Manamah exists chiefly by its trade, whicli

forms the bulk of that described in the article on the Bahx’ain Princi-

pality. The bazaar contains about -loO sho})K. Rranrunali Tom

belong S Baghlahs, 6 Bums, 1 Shu’ai and 100 Muslunvahs and jolly-

boats; while 1 Baghlah, 2 Bums, I Baqarnh and 15 IMashnwahs and

jollyboats, all used for pearling, are owned by the inhabitants of the

Kas-ar- Rumman suburb.

Foreign interests and institutions ,—Manamali is tlio scat of the

British Political Agent in Bahrain, and a c,haritabli‘ dispensaty and

post office are attached to the Agency. A mission of thci lleformed

(Dutch) Church of America in Bahrain have their lieadtpiarters at

Manamah, where they maintain a book dep&t for the sale of tlie Bible

and of other books printed in the languages of the (ilulf. There is also a

Mason Memorial Hospital” belonging to the Mission which was

built in 1902 ;
it has 20 beds, and in 190*1 medical attendances was

there afforded on no less than 17,000 occasions. An Arabio-Englisli day

school with 68 enrolled pupils also forms part of th<i Mission.

MANA-
NA^AH
AjtilLo

Singular Manna’i . A tribe of non-Bedouin Arabs^ pearl

divers and pearl m.erchants in Bahrain ami Qatar. In Bahrain they

have 100 houses at Qalali, 10 at Muharraq Town and 10 at Hadd: in

Qatar, 10 at Dohah and 70 at Abu Dhaluf, They are Maliki Sunnis

in religion and claim to be Bani Tamim by descent.

MANASIB, " Singular Mansuri . A Bedouin tribe of Trucial ^OmSn whoscr'^

headquarters are in Dhafrah ; their general range is from Qatar on the

north-west to the Baraimi Oasis on the east, and they are found all over

Dhafrah, but especially in Dhafrah Proper and Llwah, and ako in

^ K'l^atani* ^ few frequent , the neighbourhood of Abu Dhabi Town and
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visit the Baraimi Oasis, and some are settled in the coast villages of

Khan and Jumairah. On the north the tribe are in contact with the

Bani Eajir in the neighbourhood of Qatar and further inland, on the

west, with the A1 Morrah: their raiding parties sometimes reach

Wadi Faruq. On the east their territory marches with that of the

Bani Tas, with whom moreover they are intermingled in Dhafrah ; and

to the south of them the country is uninhabited, being part of the

Knba'-al-Khali.

The ManasTr, except those at Khan and Jumairah, are altogether

nomadic
; most of them winter in Qatar or its neighbourhood and spend

the summer in Liwah where they have temporary villages of huts and

some date groves, possessed as tribal joint property. Their manner of life

in Liwah is described in the article on Dhafrah.

A tabular account of the Bedouin portion of the tribe and its sub-divi-

sions follows below

Section. Sabsecticn.
righting strength (of

sabseotiou).
Rbhasks (on section).

Mindhir (A1 Bti) Ka’abarah 60

jjAx*® yJ JT

Do, Mani’ (Al)

fjCojT

IS Tbe Al Bii
^
Min-

dhir winter in tbe

direction of Qatar.
In BTimmer they
occupy Dahin, ‘idd,Bo. Marasliid 30
Sarait and Thar-

•• 1/ wanlyab in Liwab.
Tbeir leading

Bo. Matawa'ah 100 Sbaikb ia Rasliid-
bin-Mani’ whose

J summer quarters
are at Sarait.

Do. Midabimah 20

Rahamah
i^Al Bn)

Khail (Al Bu)
jT

200
The Al Bu Rabainah
frequent Hlliatam
in the cold weather
and also -visit

Do. Tara if (Al)

jT
60 Qatar, except tbe

V Abu Kbail sub-
/ section who winter

about Samaih and
1 in tbe neigbbonr-
1 hood of Abu
1 Dliabi Town. In
1 summer the Abu
A Khail move to tbe

(also called Ahl-

al-Jantib)

“
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Section. Sabsootion.
Fighting strength (of

BUbsection).

Rabamah (Al Bu)

j-i? yj'

Tararifah 7

Do. Wabran (Al)

vJl

30

Sha'ar (Al Bn)

jT

Qhuwainam (Al)

jT

30

Do. Rasbaiyid (Al)
w

;jT

30

Do. Thuwaibit (Al^BU) 10

Ksuisxs (on section).

Baraimi Oasis

and the remainder
to Ilainaim and
Qa’aisah in Liwab.
llie sectional chief

is Suwid-bin-Gha-
daiyar.

The Al Bn Sha'ar

winter in or to«

wards Qatar and
their summer quar-

ters are in Liwah
where they occupy

Jarairah, Jarrah

and Mosal. Their

chief man ii

M n h a m mad-bin-
J nraiw.

From the above facts it may be infeirred that the total number of the

tribe is about 1^400 souls.

The Mauasir are Hinawiyah in politics and Muwalik in religion.

They were formerly subject to the Wahhabi government and in 1806

were understood to pay a contribution worth |2,OOD a year^ (chiefly in

kind; into the Wahhabi treasury ;
now they are independent of all ciontrol

. but maintain some degree of intercourse with the town of Abu Dhabi

’.and its Shaikh.

HANSAH
(WADI)

A valley in the Sultanate of ^Oman constituting an important right

bank tributary of WMi Samail, which it enters immediately below

Qurta^ : its source is atNajd Wasit; where there is a village^ Wanit

in a bleak situation with a scanty water supply ; this village consists

of 35 houses of the Eahbiyin and is the seat of the principal Rabbi

Shaikh. In the same vicinity are two other Eahbiyin villages^

Manaithirah and Eahbah of 85 and 20 houses rcBpectivaly

:

.the former is said to have 40 camels, 200 donkeys and 2/100 sheep and

goats, the latter to have 60 camels, 200 donkeys and 6,000 sheep and

goats, but these figures appear exaggerated. A frequented route leads

up Wadi Mansah and over Najd Wasit into Wadi Xayin* The upper
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part of Wadi Mansah forms a broad bigliway, tbe acclivity being slight

and the bed smooth and sandy ; the lower course of tbe Wadi is fringed

with date groves. Not far from tbe bead of the TVadi is tbe village of

Sbarabat
, 1 2 miles below which it receives^ on its left bank, a

tributary called Wadi Eak . Sbarabat consists of 30 houses of

Biahbiyin who possess 10 camels, 30 donkeys and 500 sheep and goats.

Up Wadi Eak lie the following villages :

—

Niime, Position. On which
hank.

Boases and in-
habitants.

BnKAsxa.

Mizra*
Halilah

1 raile above junction
with Wsdi Mansah.

Eight. 10 bouses of
Eahbiyin.

There are 5 camels,

10 donkeys and 300
sheep and goats.

Mizra' Sidr i of a mile above
Mizra 'Halilah.

Left. 30 do. Animals are 6
camels, 26 donkeys
and 500 sheep and
goats.

Jardam&n of a mile above
Mizra’ Sidr.

Do. 15 do. Livestock are 6
camels. 10 donkeys
and 100 sheep and
goats.

Mizra*-al-
(ibaf

j

1 mile above Jjirda-

man and 1 mile from
the Wadi.

Right. 40 do. There are 10 camels,

25 donkeys and 600
sheep and goats.

Below its junction with

following villages :

—

Wadi Eak, Wadi Mansah contains the

Name. Position.
^

On which
bank.

Houses and in-
habitants.

. 1

Kjrxjlxkb.

Masibt 1 mile below the

mouth of Wadi
Kak.

Right. 60 houses of

Eahbiyin.
There are 10 camels,
30- donkeys, 15
cattle and 1,600
sheep and goats.

Lihan miles below Mu-
sibt.

Do. 16 do. Animals are 15
camels, 30 donkeys,
10 cattle and 200
sheep and goats*

Murr
Mi

^ a mile east of Lahan.

<

Do. 16 do. Livestock are 4
camels, 15' donkeys,
4 cattle and 140
sheep and goats.
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Name. Position.
On whicli

bank.

Houses and inhabl"

tauts.

Mala 1 a mile below Laban
and 1 mile frum the

Wadi.

Uigbl. 30 houses of

Eahbiyin.
20 camels, 15 don-

keys, 16 cattle and

170 sheep and
goats are owned
here.

Ghurabah

^j]j£

1 mile below Lftban

and 1 mile from the

Wadi.

i

Do. 60 do. There are 2 camels,

60 donkeys, 20

cattle and 300

sheep and goats.

Damdam 4 miles below Gbura-
bah.

Left. 30 do. Animals are 24 don-

keys, 8 cattle and

200 sheep and

goats.

Nafab
AaAJ

3 miles below Dam-
dam.

Do. 300 houses of

Siyabiyin
and 50 of

Qawasim.

Wheat is scantily

cultivated. Live*

stock are 40 camels,

100 donkeys, 80
cattle and 600 sheep

and goats.

Khatwall 1 mile below Naf'ah
and 1 mile above
the junction with
Wadi Samail.

Right. 30 houses of

Eahbiyin.
There are 16 camels.

25 donkeys, 20
cattle and 150 sheep

and goats here. Just
behind Khatwah
lies a village Na*
jfim in a small se-

parate tributiry of

Wadi Samail
called Wadi NajUm

The total fixed population of W adi Mansah and its tributaries is thus
about 3j900 souls.

In Wadi Mansah wheats barley and lucerne are grown in villages in
the bed of the Wadi^ but the amount of cultivation is insignificant.
The same holds of its tributary Wadi Eak.

MAQABlL
^

• A G-hafiri tribe of the 'Oman Sultanate,
JwU-. parted for the most part in Western Haj ar. They are found at Khan (40

ho^es). Hail 'Adha (20 houses) and Hansi (20 houses) in Wadi-al-Jjzi
and Its tributaries; at Muta'aiishah (60 houses), Hail (40 houses),
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Lithaibat (25 bouses) and ^Aqair (^0 bouses) in W adi-al-Hilti
;
and at

Murri (60 bouses), Mabbab (60 bouses), Nizuk (20 bouses), Madinab

(25 houses) and Salam (30 bouses) in Wadi Bani Gbafir. Outlying*

settlements of the Maqabil occur at Bat (180 bouses) in Wadi Sbarsab

in Dhabirab^ and at ^Awainat (50 bouses), Himbar { 90 bouses) and Taraif

(200 bouses) in the Sobar sub-Wilayat in Batinab. Tbe Maqabil at

Muta'arisbab belong to a section styled Bani Khail JjA^ and a

number of those in Batinab are Samab Tbe number of tbe tribe

may be estimated at nearly 5,000 souls, and Hail in W adi-al-Hilti appears

to be tbeir headquarters. In 1905 tbe Maqabil gave much trouble to tbe

Sultan of ’Oman and were expelled by his troops from a fort in WMi-al-

Hilti.

Or Mijdam : a place in Turkish ’Iraq on tbe left bank of tbe MAftDAM
Euphrates river about 30 miles by water below Pallujah and 88 miles (KHAN)

above Musaiyib. There is no permanent habitation of any sort here,

not even a but i but a collection of tents may sometimes be seen of the

Zoba’ tribe. At this place tbe left bank of tbe Euphrates is shelving

and very sandy, tbe right bank steep ; the distance between the two is

nearly 200 yards. There is a small wood on tbe left bank about half a

mile long by 150 yards deep, consisting of medium sized trees of

Euphrates poplar and surrounded by a belt of tamarisks ; it is said to be

tbe property of a resident of Baghdad City. Goods from Hit, chiefly

lime and Juss, are sometimes deposited by boats at Khan Maqdam for

removal to Baghdad by camel caravan.

A small tribe of Bahrain and Qatar claiming to be a branch of MAQLA
tbe Al Bu Kuwarab,—^by whom however tbe correctness of the claim is

BIN-)

denied. Tbe Al Bin-Maqla are Maliki Sunnis ; they are pearl divers Kzji

and pearl merchants by occupation ;
and they own 100 bouses at Halat

AbuMaburin Bahrain and 10 bouses at Wakrab in Qatar. A
small subdivision of the Al Bin-Maqla in Bahrain are called Al Bu

Kbamw ^ Jl#
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MAQLAB A bay in Khor-ash-Sham^ on the west side of the isthmus which

Vr^ divides the Malcolm and Elphinstone inlets of theEuus-al-Jibal District

of the ^Oman Sultanate. The bay lies between Qanah and Sham Island

and is about a mile broad by a mile deep. The whole neck joining the

main body of Euiis-al-Jibal to its head which ends in Has Musandana

is now generally spoken of by Europeans as the isthmus of Maqlab : it

consists of a rocky ridge, about 200 feet high at the lowest part and 4

miles in length from west-south-west to east-north-cast
;

at one place

near its eastern end it measures only about 600 yards across from sea to

sea,

MAQNi A town among the inland slopes of the Western Hajar of the

Sultanate, but reckoned to the district of Dhahirah
;

it is situated in a

valley called Wadi Bilad Shahum ,
which is a tributary of Wadi-

al-Kabir and rises near the head of Wadi Earn Ghifir . Maqniyat consists

of some 740 mud houses of the Bani Kalban tribe, the sections being

represented as follows : ^Amairah, *200 bouses; Ghababm, J CO houses;

Jarawinah, 200 houses; Sinan, 80 houses; and Subaih, 100 houses,

The people are cultivators, camel-men and donkey-mon
;
they own about

200 camels and 600 donkeys which ply from Khabutah and Sohar

in Batinah to Ibri and Dhank in Dhahirah. T'’bo agricultural

resources of the place comprise 12,000 date-palms, 50 cattle and»2,()00 sheep

and goats. A mile or two west of Maqniyat is a village of 60 houses

w

called Sammah also inhabited by Bani KalhSu ;
here wheat, millet

and lucerne are grown, and there arc 1,000 date-palms, 12 cattle, 15

donkeys and 200 sheep and goats.

HAQTA^ ^ stream of brackish, undrinkable water in the Kuwait Princi-

pality, forming the boundary between the district of Hazaitn on the

north and the plain^ of Labibah or district of Sudah on the south. It

rises in a salt spring called ^Ain-al-'Abd which is said to be

about 15 miles from the coast, and it reaches the sea immediately

tP lie north of Ras-al-Khafji. Maqta" is described ^ haying a flow
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water 10 or U feet broad and 1 foot deep, and it is stated that at full tide

native vessels can proceed a short way up it. Its entrance is known as

Khor-al-Maqta^ A plural form of the name (Maqata^ ^15^ ) is also used.

A low, sandy islet, 28 miles south by east of Kubbar island and 16 MARADIJM
miles off the coast of Kuwait. It is under half a mile in diameter and (^MM-AL)

bears some brushwood, but is destitute of water. Umm-al-Maradim is

reckoned to the Kuwait Principality.

Singular Marri A tribe found chiefly in the coast towns of MARAK
Trucial ’Oman, but also in the interior ; they have 200 houses at Sharjah

ill the .Laiyah quarter, 40 at Abu Dhabi and 30 at Dibai : besides these

there are about ,70 families of Bedouin .Marar who inhabit Liwah in

Dhafrah. The Marar claim to be a section of the Al Morrah, but

their pretensions in this respect do not aj^pear to be well founded. Most

of the Marar are pearl divers by occupation
;

in politics they are

Hinawiyah and in religion Maliki Sunnis,

A tract in Kuwait territory, situated to the north of Jahrah between MARRXJ
Zaqlah and Yah : it begins at 9 miles, and extends to 15 miles, from (Q^IBA -AL-)

Jahrah. Its elevation is from 250 to 800 feet; it has camel grazing ^1/

but no water. The name, which means a barren pebbly waste, is

perfectly descriptive.

A river, also called the Kurdistan or Behbehan river, which emerges

from a rift in the KQhgalu hiUs some distance to the north of Behbehan

Town and, flowing north-westwards, unites with the ESmuz river 10 or

12 miles below Eamuz Town to form the Jarrahi. Snltanabad^and

4 f
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Jaizan in the £aiuaz District lie respectively 13 and 28 miles up it

from its junction with the Eamuz Eiver. The valley of the Marun in

the Eamuz District is 1 to 2 miles wide, flat, and enclosed hy cliffs 50

to 100 feet high. The stream is 50 to 100 yards broad, ."S to 6 feet

deep and has a strong current. The banks are bordered with thick

willow jungle. About 5 miles above Sultanabad the Marun receives

on its right bank a tributary of fresh water, 10 yards wide and 3 feet

deep, fringed with willows and oleanders. On the north side of the

Marun, in places, are grassy plains witli thorn trees.

niBi- Singular Maskari , A Gliafiri tribe of tlio ^Oman Sultanate,

KIKAH Xbadhis by religion, numbering in all about 0,000 souk
; they inhabit the

^Alayah or northern quarter of Ibra, sharing that to^vu with the

and also occupy Yahmadi and the other villages of the Bahlan-al-Masakirah

division of Sharqiyah* Some live at Bilad-as-Sur. Tho Masakirah have

also the following Bedouin sections : the Falaihat JJOO bduIh, owning

30 camels, ^5 donkeys, 40 cattle and 200 sheep and goals ; the Nahad

500 souls, owning 50 camels, 40 donkeys, 30 eatllo and COt) sheep and

goats
;
and the Masa^id or MasiVidah 800 sottki owning

300 camels, 200 donkeys, 100 cattle and 800 sheep and goats. In 1877

the Masakirah were reported to have given pecuniary aid to tln^ llarithi

rebel Salih, hit they have at times been at tend with his tribe. The

Masakirah have now 5 principal Shaikhs at Ibta, and others of their

influential men are at Yahmadi in Baldaii-al-Masakirah.

MA’SH^E*
A village constituting, with some square miles o£ the country surrouud-

iug it, a small administrative district in Southern 'AraWstSa
j
it is the

port of the Jarrahi District and formerly served the district of Eamuz
also.

Position and boundaries.— village of Ma'shur, generally called

Bandar jeij, is nituated about a mile north of the inland termination
of &e Ahor Ma^shur. branch of Khor Musa; and its position, as wry

tins aiticle 5t a report^ 1908, bfg^ptamD. fc.l, lioumpr, ywe-Opaai^l fey ' ArabWlifl,
'
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recently astronomically deWmined, is 80° 34' 28" north by 49° 11/ 28*

east. According* to local tradition the original village of Ma^shur was
situated at a place Tall Kafiran which seems to lie on the

south-east bank of Khor Ma^shur at about 3 miles from its bead.

The limits of the tract dependent on the village are not clearly

defined ; but they may be taken to include the south-eastern bank of

Khor Ma^shur, so far as it consists of terta firma^ and the north-western

bank down probably to the mouth of Khor Doraq, the locality Zangi
which is mentioned in the article on Khor Musa thus falling within

the boundaries of Ma^shur. On the side towards Buziyeh the limit of

Ma^shur territory is said to be at a spot called 'Aquleh about 8

miles from the village.

Surroundings and communications*—The ground to the south of the

towH) which is mostly impracticable even for men on foot, is included

in the description given elsewhere of Khor Musa ;
so also is the only

route connecting the village with that inlet at the point called Sif. A
direct route connects Ma'shur with Buziyeh by way of ^Aquleh and

of either Imamzadeh ’’Abdul Hasan or'Kamleh up to the border of the

Fallahiyeh District at ^Aquleh the country is mostly a saline plain

with patches of grass which support considerable flocks of sheep. A
route to Fallahiyeh Town, more northerly and less westerly in its initial

stages than the last, strikes the Jarrahi Kiver at Tuwaiqiyeh ; at two

miles from Ma’shur village this route runs through gi'ound which is

intersected by ravines—the beginnings of the hollow which reaches

Khor Ma’shur between Ma^’shur village and Sif—and would be heavy

going a’fter rain ; beyond this point patches of wheat become frequent,

and grass and scrub increase as the Jarrahi is approached. Communiea*

tion with Ramuz is by various lines joining the Fallahiyeh-Ramua

route, which runs along the bank of the Jarrahi River, at various points.

Character of village *— a^shur village stands upon a mound which

has the appearance of being artificial but in all probability consists

merely of the accumulated debris of a long inhabited site. A ruined

Burj dominates the place, and there are 3 mosques, of which the best

was built in the present generation by one Haji Nasir, a merchant of

the place. The houses are of the type usual in this part of Persia ; they

are of mud with mud roofs and each of them encloses its own courtyard.

Around the village, outside, are scattered the roofless mud walls of

diminutive huts which are occupied in the wheat harvest, when the

4 ? Sr
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grain is heaped up outside ttie village. Sanitaiioii is disregarded and

drinking water is largely drawn from a stagnant pool, the same as that

in which clothes are washed. The aturosphere in summer is said to bo

very damp, and the heat oppressive.

Inhabitants.—The population of Ma’shur village is about 1,500

souls; as a whole the people arc healthy and well favoured in ap}>earam*e.
•M

Half of them are Bandaris or Banda.rT}'oli and aie said to be

connected with the Bani Turuf, but this point is very doubtful and the

Bandaris themselves profess ignorance o£ their origin ; the remainder

of the people are described as Qanawatis from Behbehan. The Bandaris

are said to have been the founders of the place and the Qanawatis to ho

later immigrants. ' A few Bandaris, perhaps 300, are found at Iladameh
in the neighbouring Jarrahi District; the Qanawatis are bett<*r kmuvn
through their connection with the Hindiyan District, in the ariielc on

which they are described.

The entire community is bilingual, speaking both l\M*sian and
Arabic; but among themselves the iieophj cluofly ust* a low form of

Persian of the Lnr type. Their dress is in the main Arab in jiattiuar

;

but it is not free, especially in the case of the wonum, from Persian

modifications. Men wear the Arab Kafiyah or kovchiid*, Arab 'Aejul

or head-fillet and the Arab ^Aba or cloak ; undorneath tin* last> is a Zabun
or long cotton coat reaching to the heels. The women all wear the^Aba,
their coiffure is Arab, and the Persian Burqa^ is not se<m auiong them ;

on the other hand trousers frequently form a part of their ct^stuino, hImhjb

are worn, —
> which are not found among Arab women o£ the h^wer

classes—and as children they frequently adopt the bandage round iho

forehead which is not assumed by the Arab woman tintil after marriage.
Until two generations ago the permanent inhabiiatitB of JkbpHjmr

were all Sunnis, at least so the people themselves aver ; but now all have
become Shi^ahs. Ma^shur is at present the seat of a Mtilla, named
Shaikh Husain, who has considerable local influence and raeoives Zuk^t
even from villages on the Jarrahi, His sentiments are believed to
anti-European. The people of Ma'shur are fairly well armed and
possess in all about 100 rifles.

AgTuuliure and livestock,—There are traces of extenHive irrigated
cultivation to thfe north and west of Ma^shur village, bxit the fieldn have
long ceased to exist ; the necessary supply of water is said to have been
dfawn fropa the Jarrahi River by means of a dam at Iladitmeh* TImte
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is now no irrigation on the north side of Ma^shur^ nor is any met with
in going westwards until the Kbatar canal of the Shatut tract is reached

near Imamzadeh ^Abdul Hasan in the Fallahiyeh district. Cultivation

is now limited to 50 or 60 Khlsh or ploughs of land in the neighbourhood

of the village, on which precarious crops of wheat and barley are

grown by rainfall alone. There are only about 30 date palms.

Livestock are estimated at 20 or SO horses and mares, 50 mules, 150

donkeys, 50 horned cattle and 5,000 sheep and goats.

Water s%i;p;ply and other Eain water is collected on the

east side of the town by an embankment faced with binck which was
built about 10 years ago by the merchant, Haji Nasir, already men-
tioned

;
on the open tank thus formed the people of Ma^shur depend for

all purposes during about 8 mcmths in the year, and during the other

months they drink from wells, of which there are many small ones in the

town. There is also, to the west of the town, a Birkeh or underground

cistern which holds excellent water and is due, like the other principal

works of the place, to the liberality of Haji Nasir ; the" entrance is kept

locked during the winter. The fact that the livestock of Ma’shur are

not sent elsewhere in the hot weather seems to indicate that the water

supply is in no way deficient, but the well water at least is brackish, and

unhealthy.

Fodder is brought from the Jarrahi and Hindiyan Districts, and

fuel, consisting of small bushes only, is mostly cut within a radius of 10

miles from the village upon its east and west sides.

The prices of ordinary supplies frequently range high at Ma^shur*

In March 1906 the rate for wheat was 23 to 27 Qrans, and for barley

14 Qrans per local Hashim Man of about 248 lbs. English. Fish and

excellent prawns are taken at Zangi ; ithe rate for the latter, at the time

just mentioned, was 1 Qran per Bushchr Man of 7 1 lbs. if dried,

and 8 Qrans if cleaned.

Trade .—The rise of Nasiri on the Karun river has adversely

affected Ma^shur and has taken from it the greater part even of the

BamtlZ export trade, of which it had formerly a monopoly. The staple

export is wheat, but the quantity available varies greatly, as elsewhere

in ^Atabistan, from season to season. There is also some exportation of

barley. In a good year the amount of wheat passing through the port

may reach 600, and that of barley 50 local Karehs. From 20^000

to 30,000 fleeces of wool, valued at from 15 to 26 Tumans the hundred.
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are exported in each year. Some beans, sesame and oak-bark also are

shipped from Ma’shur, but it is stated that gum arahic and liiiscod no

longer follow this route as formerly.

Imports, which are mostly of Indian origin, are received through

Kuwait, Bushehr and Muhammareh. The chied' articles imported

are Qand or sugar in the loaf, about 200 cases a year ; Shakar or

granulated sugar, about 300 bags per annum; also piece-goods, tea, and

spites or Adwiyat. The piece-goods are mostly from Muhammareh.
The prices of imported goods depend on the prices at Bushehr a,ud are

greater by the amount of the freight and other transit charges and

by the cominission of the local merchant which is at a rate of 5 io 1

0

per cent. The price of Qand is thus 8 to 11 Tumans fora case containing

32 or 36 cones.

There are only 2 merchants of consideration at Ma^shur ; both are

Behbehanis by origin, and both now have their headquarters at Kuwait.
There is no bazaar at Ma^shur and all business is transacted in private

houses.

The weightswn use at Ma^shur are the following

r Waqijeh . =s= 1 BUshehr Man bt n n>H.

16 Waqiyeh . »= 1 Man-i-KhaljraibBd or 12.1, do. ihu

32 W aqiyeii . =: 1 Man-i-Hashim or 218 do. do.

100 Man-i-Hashim . = 1 Kareli njfe' or 2.Jl„80« do. do.

The Waqiyeh is divided into Ruba^ or quai'lerii, Nim
halves, ete.

The unit of linear measure is the usual Zara'-i-Shah of the Pirsiau
Coast.

-> The facilities which Ma^shur enjoys, or more
correctly the disabilities from which it sufEers, as n port are dcfocribcd in

the article on Khpr Musa ; there it will be seen that the landing place

for goods is more than 2 miles from the village and that the path
connecting the two becomes difficult in bad weather. Only abiuit 10
trading vessels are owned at Ma^shur and 4 fishitig boats of : of the
former class 5, belonging to one owner, are Bums (capable of making
"Voyages to Kuwait and even to Masqat* Numerous vcbscIh from other
ports call at Wshui^ ^ wheat export as many as
600 visits may be paid by strange craft i these are mostly Maahuwaha,
Ghunchahs and Baqarahs, but sometimes they are Ballams and occasion-
ally-Baghkhs. AU vessels must sail or drift up Khor Mflsa to Ma^shur
as, from ihemature of th^ banks, there is no possibility of towing them.
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The journey from Ma'shur to Kuwait, by][sailing Vessel ordinarily

occupies about 24^ hours, but in favourable circumstances it may be

performed in half that time. About 24 hours is the time usually

required to reach Fallahiyeh Town from Ma^shur by water vidi Khor

Ma'shur and Khor Doraq.

Government.—Ma'^shur is understood to be the jdint property of the

Nizam-as-Saltaneh and the Mushir-ud-Dauleh, having been obtained

by the former from the Persian Government as a Tiyul in 1895. It

is farmed from the owners by the Shaikh of Huhamiuareh, but the

terms of the lease are not at present ascertainable. The local authority

until about 8 years ago was a certain Mir ^Abdullah, belonging to a

tribe or family called Amareh of Khalfabad ; and to him belonged the

ruined fort which is still visible at Ma^shur. In the time of Mir

^Abdullah the Shaikh of Muhanimareh had not perhaps obtained the

farm of the revenues of Ma^shur, for they were then paid into the

treasury at ShuShtai?* Pour or five years ago Mir ^Abdtdlati died,

having been held in imprisonment for the last 3 or 4 yeafs of his life by

the Shaikh of Muhaxumat^h, whose displeasure he had incurred. Since

this eVent the influence o£ the Shaikh at Ma^shur has become supreme

and undisputed aud he has been represented locally by a confidential

agent named Shaikh Salaiyeh, who was at one time among his personal

attendants and whose position and powers in regard to Ma^shur, as well

as to the Hindiyan District also controlled by him^ appear to be indefi-

nite. The Shaikh of Iffuhammareh is exceedingly feared at Ma^shur

;

but there, as elsewhere in Southern 'Arabistan, he appears to be regarded

as a just man.

The only agricultural tax is one on land actually cultivated, at the

rate of llO (grans' per Khish; but the Shaikh also recovers one

Clxaharak per Man (or the monetary equivalent) on the flesh of every

animal slaughtered for food ;
and there is reason to believe, though

efforts are made to conceal the fact, that he also collects an excise of 2

Tumaus on every hundred fleeces exported from Ma^shur.

The customs of Ma^shUr before their transfer to the ItUperial Persiati

Customs Department were valued at 6,000 Tumans per annum; no

proper estime.te of their yield under the new regime can be framed, but

a is said to amount to a0,000 Tumans. There is no telegraph odice, A
post office managed hy the Customs exists however, and a weekly

service to Muhammaxeh, Hindiyan and BtLSlielir is maintained.
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MA-SIEAH* The only lai-ge and important island nowliuclmlcd in the Sultanate of

'Oman; it is situated off the South-Eastern Coast of 'Oman and begins

about 140. miles below Ras-al-Hadd. Masirah is of irregular oblong

form^ about 40, miles in length from north-uorth-oust to south-south-

west and lies parallel to the coast, from which it is distant, about 10 miles.

Constricted in the middle to about 4 miles in breadth, the island widens

Cut above and below this point to 10 miles and again tapers t.owards each

extremity. The eastern or “outward” side of the island is called

Dhahiriyali and the western oi’ cluinneP^ side Khoriyuli .

The sound which divides Masirah -from the mainland is so shallow that

the greater part of it is dry at low water ; it is navigahhi only on the

side towards Masirah. The channel is used by native vessels of about

40 tons.

A chain of hills traverses Masirah longitudinally from end to

end sending ridges down to all the principal capes^ while shorter spurs

protrude in different directions over the island. The higlu^st summit,

Jabal Madhrub vj);‘^'®near the north-east corner, attaitisun altitude

of 620 feet; hardly any of the peaks in ilui nonthem half ext'eed

800 feet, and in the narrow waist of the island t!u‘ Iiilk are low

and undulating. Hat land is almost confined to the wet*! t-idi^ of the

island, where it occurs in the shape of sandy plains that exteml from

the base of the hills to the sea and are raised only a iVw feel above

sea level. The rocks of Masirah are chiefly igneous, of enphot ide and

diorite, with here and there small tracts of limestone raised upon them.

Copper is found in many places, mostly among gre(*n earthy <iioriti*H

and in low trap hills; it occurs also as malachite, hMx disBiuniimted

and in veins. Traces exist in some localities of ancient workings and

smelting furnaces. In the northern half of the island is a tahiikr bed

of limestone, 2 miles long by | a mile broad, which remts upon griHumtono

and is elevated about 400 feet above the level of the sea ; h(?th in horisson*

tality and in colour it forms a marked contrast witli the dark, rugged
igneous rocks around and beneath it. On the inner side of the iskiul,

iabout the middle, good water is obtainable throughout the year at a few
feet below the surface'.t

Masirah is almost destitute of vegetation. On line mountains only a few
snoall herbs grow, and on the plains stunted Sidar and Samar trees, some
herbaceous shrubs, and grass in matted tufts . Dates are few and poor

* For Mawrah Dland see Chart; No. 2869—100.
t The geolop of Masirah is disonssed by Carter m the Bombay Asiatio BmUfn Jmt*

nal for 1844-7, pages 400403.
.
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tod are not found at many places. Wild animals are gazelles and grey
rabbits resembling the English rabbit but only half the size. Wild asses

are found in the hills ; and edible turtle^ called Hamas abound in the sea,

which also yields seer-fish, grey mullet, sharks and porpoises. The
sperm-whale is common, and cuttle-fish and other cephalopods are in

myriads. There are no hyaenas or jackals. The climate is not unhealthy,

and the thermometer in the north-east monsoon ranges from 68® to 78® P*

The people are Jannabah with a few Hikman interspersed : the total

number of males on the island is said not to exceed 200, and the perma^

nent population is probably about 600 souls. The following are the

principal settlements on both sides in order from north to south : there

are no fi xed villages in the interior. .

Name. Positioiij houses and inhabitants.
|

1

Kehabes.

Dhaldrlyah or eastern side*

Jidiifah A dozen huts, in summer, of

Jannabah from Sakalah and
Jibsh on the mainland ;

in

winter deserted.

Here the crew of the “ Baron
Ihverdale'' were massacred
in 1904. Near the village

is a cape called Has Half.

Slia’inzi If hours from Jidufah ; con-

sists of 5 to 10 huts in the

date season.

A few dates are grown here.

Wadi-al-Mahi 3 hours from Jidufah ; it exists

only in summer when there

are 6 or 7 houses of fishermen
and cattle-owners.

This is a valley with dates

which runs down to the
sea.

Amq 4 hours from Jidufah ; 6 or

7 temporary huts of herds-

men.

There are 15 date trees here.

Haqal 6 or 7 temporary huts of herds-

men. It is 4| hours from
Jidufah.

The largest date plantation
in the island is here.

1
.

Kliorlyah or western side.

Dawwall
u>

8 miles from Jidufah. A
mud fort and 40 huts of

Jannabah, who are fisher-

men and sailors.

...

A few dates grow and there

is water in wells close to

the surface. About 15
Badans are owned here,

some of which run to

Batinah ports for dates,

and to Aden.
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Name. Position, houses and inhabitants.

Urnni Rasas One mud house and 30 huts Opposite Uinm Rnnas is a

tti of Jftniiflib Si'll* lonij sandy island covered

with mangroves and fre-

quented by in.yriadH of

wading birds. ITinm RasSs

is the capital of Masirah.

SafSij 4 miles from TJmm BasSs. 15 The people are fishermen.

huts of Jannabah.

Siir Masirah 6 miles from Safftij. 20 do. Do.

Jsiiaii 4 miles from Sur Masirah. 2o There are sheep here and a

huts of Jannabah. few cattle.

Kalban 3 miles from JSiran. Only Nil*

occasionally visited by fisher-

men;

The iilhabitaiite of Masirah subsist on Ash and turtle whiuh they

catch themselves, on dates from ’Oman Proper and Batinall, and on

rice from India which is brought by boats from SuJ. When provisions

run short they obtain dates front M&hot. T?hc women and riiildren eat

shell'flsh. Domestic animals are sheep and goats, which an* not

humerods on account of the scarcity of pasture
5 also dogs, eats and

fowls;

111 the monsoOn the liorthern end of Masirah island is (or was till

lately) frequented by tribesmen from the mainland who came, under

pretext of fishingj to indulge in wrecking and other nefarious practioos j

amoiig these were the A1 Bd ’Isa Bedouins of the Ja'alSn district,

the massacre of the crew of the " Baron Inverdale ” at Jidufah in 1904

Was committed hy these summer immigrants.

The exports of Masirah are tortoise-shell, shark-fins and driml fish, all of

Vhich go to Bombay in Sflr boats ; and the principal import is cotton cloth

brought by the same vessels. The people extract porpoise oil. The state-

ment that they deal in ambergris is now incorrect t none has been found

fbr over- 40 ySars;

llA^NA^AH A port oh Ihe >eoast of the Satinah district in the ’Omfta Sultanate,

W.sdta...westrBOEth-we8t of Baadsah and 17 miles east-south-east of
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Suwaiq ;
it is situated at tlie point where Wadi Para’ or Eustaq reaches

the sea. Masna’ah is a small town of about 300 houses with date groves

extending 4 or 5 miles along the sea and :i or 3 miles inland ; the inhabitants

are' Yal Braik (30 houses), Yal Shabib (20 houses), Yal Sa’ad (50 houses),

Yal Jarad (80 houses), Nuwafil (10 houses), Baluchis (90 houses), and

Persians (20 houses). There is an Arab bazaar of about 50 shops, and the

fort contains about 10 shops kept by Hindus ;
there are also a few Khojah

traders. Masna’ah is the port of W^i Bani Zharus and of the Rustaq

District : it possesses 4 Baqarahs ranning to the ports of Timcial ’Oman

and 12 Badans plying to Masqat Town, also 20 Shashahs. Livestock

are 90 camels, 100 donkeys, 200 cattle and 320 sheep and goats : there

are 9,000 date palms. There is a fort belonging to the Sultan of

’Oman; it is occupied by his Wali of Masna’ah and is held by a garrison

of 70 men. The customs duties produce about $3,(i00 and Zakat $2,000

a year, of which $4,000 is remitted to Masqat. Since 1901-02, before

which they were farmed, the customs of this port have been -under the

direct management of the Sultan’s officials;

This is the established spelling of the nanie, but educated inhabitants MASQAtt

of the place state that it is frequently pronounced and sometimes written

;
the latter is the form given by Niebuhr. j

TOWN*
Masqat is the capital 6f the ’Oman Sultanate and the

usual residence of the Sultan ; it is situated in the Masqat; District on

the southern shore of the Gulf of ’Oman rather less than i of the way

from Eas-al-Hadd, the eastern point of Arabia, to Eis Musindam

which marks the entrance to the Persian Gulf. It stands- in the centre

of an outcrop of volcanic rock which extends 10 miles along the coast

from Darsait to Bandar Jissah and has a depth inland of about 3

miles : the town is at the bottom of a cove, the easternmost of 5 large

contiguous indentations, where Wadi-al-Kabir a valley carrying the

drainage of. the greater part of the igneous basin, disembog^ into the

sea. The northern portion of the volcanic bed is. diorite and the

remainder euphotide of a dark-brown colour- resembling;.s^pentine i

between the diorite, and the euphotide is a deposit of green steatitic clay.

The, map for Masqat town is Masqat and Matrai (Survey of IMia, 1904-05) ;

the chart; which contains vietrs, is No. 2872-2869.
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Rugged and almost inaccessible bills rise inland of the town on both

sides of Wadi-al-KabIr to heights of SOO and 400feetj and are dominated

by Jabal Bardah or Saddle Hill in the background, which is 1,350

feet high and about 3 miles south of Masqat. Through the hills on the

west a track barely practicable for animals leads over a pass to Riyam and

so to Matrah ; while on the south-east a somewhat similar pass coU'

duets to Sidab ; both these passes are situated beyond the outermost

suburbs and each is barred by a wall with a gateway in it. There is

no route^ except for foot-passengers, by Wadi-al-Kabir to the interior.

Harhom\—The bay of Masqat * is about | of a mile deep and i a

mile wide j it is open to the north-north-west. The western side of the

bay is formed by a rocky promontory, 435 feet high, terminating at

the seaward end in a point named Ras Kalbuh. The eastern side con-

sists of Masqat Island, 1,300 yards long and 360 feet high, indented

and precipitous all round and ending seawards in Eas Masqat. Between

the southern end of Masqat Island and the mainland is a rocky islet>

100 feet high, which has a narrow and shallow channel upon each side

of it ;
the channel between it and Masqat Island is known as Duwairah
The foot of Masqat Bay is a sandy beach terminated at each

extremity by a rocky eminence on which stands a fort
; and it should be

mentioned that a spur from the western side of the bay projects about
SOO yards into the harbour, forming on its south side a small sheltered cove

called Makallah The side of Masqat Island next the harbour is

covered with the names of Eui’opean ships of different nationalities

painted in white upon the rocks
; the custom, of recording a first visit in

this manner is a time-honoured one with which few vessels neglect to
comply. Among the names are those of one or two Russiaxi vessels
which have lately been lost in the war with Japan.

Defences,— principal defences of Masqat are the forts called
Mirani ^->1^ and Jalali perched on rocks at the oppOs<?ite ends of
the sand“y beach already mentioned; each stands on a cliff about 150
feet above sea-level and is approached by a staircase cut in the rock,
Mir&ni on the west is very shghtly the higher of the two

;
it is also the

more complicated in its design and has a battery beneath it at water-

Remarks by Adn.iral Atkinson-Wille?,S Government of India^
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level. Jalali^ to tlie east, is a rather smaller and simpler construction,

but exhibits two tiers of casemated embrasures. These two forts^ in

conjunction, were well calculated at the time they were built by the

Portuguese to command the town and to protect it both from the

landward and seaward sides ; but neither of them has the slightest

modern value or is in a state of even tolerable repair. Subsidiary

maritime defences, also legacies of the Portuguese, are Sirat-ash-Shar-

qiyah on the eastern side of the harbour about ^50 yards
tw

within Has Masqat, and Sirat-al-Gharbiyah on the other side,

surmounting the promontory which shelters Makallah : both these are

now in ruinous state. On the landward side the water-supply

of the town, situated i a mile up Wadi-al-Kabir, is protected by a high,

square fort of Portuguese construction with machicoulis, called Rawiyah

; and numerous points of vantage on the hills environing the suburbs

are occupied by small blockhouses, the principal of which are Burj

Sa^ali ^j-} above the south-east corner of the town, Bosto

behind the middle of the town, Burj-al-Murabba^ some

distance up Wadi-al-Kabir, Burj Damddar above the west end of

the town, Burj Madaimin on the side towards Riyam, and Burj

Makallah on the top of the ridge that forms the west side of the harbour.

At present only the Mirani and Jalali forts are occupied ;
their arma-

ment consists of a number of old muzzle-loading guns in bad order, fit

only for firing salutes. The garrisons, amounting to 2^00 men of

whom one-fourth are private retainers of the Sultan, are composed of

Baluchis and miscellaneous Arabs armed with rifles but destitute of

military training.

Town and 55.—Masqat consists of a - town proper, surrounded

by walls, and of a large agglomeration of unwalled suburbs twice or

thrice as extensive as the town proper. It is necessary to deal with

these separately.

The town proper is about i a mile long from east to west and J

of a mile deep from the sea inland. On ^ the north side it fronts the

harbour and comes right down to the beach
;
on the east it is enclosed

by precipitous hills, which a gap called Mughab divides from the

Jalali hill ;
on the south and west sides the town is walled. The wall

is in fairly good order and has towers at intervals.: it is broken in the

middle of the south side by the Bab-as-Saghir or Little

Gate on the road to Sidab, immediately outside which is a good

ba?.aar of about 40 shops and stalls, chiefly for the sale of provisions ; ^t
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the south-western angle it is pierced by the Bab-al-Kabir or

Main Gate, through which runs the route to the majority of the suburbs

and to Matrah: both of these Babs are fortified gateways at which

guards are stationed day and night. There is another gate of less

importance at the north-western corner under Fort Mirani which is

called Bab-al-Matha^ib o-ArlUl
; it consists of a row of four small

iron-grated posterns through which Wadi-al-Kabir passes on its way to

the beach. Many of. the houses in the town are somewhat handsome

erections of two or more storeys, built of stone, concrete or mud, and

plastered with gypsum-stucco. The old mosques are low and mean,

without either domes or minarets, but one of greater elegance and

pretension is now (1905) in course of construction towards the east end of

the town. The bazaars inside the town, containing about 300 shops,

are roofed and rather dark : of the shops about 20 belong to arms

dealers, 80 to money-lenders and bankers, 100 to sellers of piece-goods

and 100 to provision merchants. The quarters of the town in order

from east to west along the sea-face are :

—

N'ame of quarter. Limits and number of houses. Beuabes.

Mugbab From Fort Jalali and the
Mngbab gap to the Customs-
House. 8 bouses.

It contains tbe British Con-
sulate, furthest to the east,

with tbe Agency Civil Sur-
geon's bouse next to it ; also

the quarters of the Agency
clerks and tbe Agency
Hospital.

Mvballat Banyan

1

Immediately surrounds tbe
Customs House and reaches
some distance inland, SO
bouses.

Here are the Indian bazaar
and most of tbe residences
of Indians.

Muballat A1 Bu
Bald

From tbe Customs House to
Fort Mir^ui and inland to
tbe Bab-al-Kabir. 10 houses.

Consists of tbe SulUn's palace
and ^tbe residences of bis

relations.

The miand quarters taken in -the same order are :

—

Bame-of quarfeK
*

Limit s and "number of houses.
j

Bemabks. '

Wuljat From the east Vnd: of the town
to the American , Vice-Oon-
'sulate, 70 bouses.

Inhabited by Arabs of various
tribes.
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Name of quarter. Limits and number of houses. Eekaris.

Mutallat-a s-Stiq

w
From the American to the

French Yice-Consnlate. 100
houses and 300 shops.

Contains ithe main barzaar.

The inhabitants belong to

various races and tribes.

Mutall at-al-Bata-

rinah

From the French Vice-Con-

sulate to the Bab-al-Kahir.

70 houses.

13 houses here are occupied by
ShVahs as Matams
or places of lamentation.

Wadi-at*Aur From Mirani to the Bsb-al-

Mathg»"ib. 40 bouses.
This quarter is Jo the west
of that of the A1 Bu Said,
which cuts it ofF from the
sea. The inhabitants are

chiefly Baluchis.

The suburbs consist mostly of mat-huts, but some of them contain

few fah-ly good houses. The following is a list

.

Name of suburb. Fositiou. luhabitauts.
Number of bouses and

remarks

.

SafSfir Adjjoins the town on
the side towards
Sidab.

Chiedy Bahrainis. 50 houses.

* Ajam Between Takiyab and
Safsfir.

Chiefly Persians, 40 houses.

Takiyab On both sides of the

road to Sidab, the

furthest suburb from
the town in this direc-

tion.

Chiefly Baluchis. One of the largest of

the suburbs. It is

distinguished by
^

a
mound on which is a
blockhouse. 100 huts.

Hinna
m
tloi.

On the west side of the

Sidsb road, nearer

to the town than to

Takiyah.

Negroes^ Persians

and Arabs.

80 huts.

Babarinab Adjoins Hinna and. lies

in the middle be-

tween the town and

the Bosto hill.

Mostly Persians. 50 houses.

NisSsil Between 6ah§,rinah and
Hhutmah.

Persians from
Qishm, etc.

The people are weavers.

50 houses.
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Name of suburb. Position. Inhabitants, Number of houses and
remarks.

Khntmah Outside the Bab«al-

Kabir.
Arabs and
Baluchis.

50 huts.

Bab-al-

M atlia’ib

Outside the gate of the
same name.

Baluchis with
some negroes
and Arabs.

40 huts.

Babgbah West of the Wadi-al-
Kahir towards
Kalhuh.

Chiefly Baluchis. Here is a fine

house belonging to

Nasibbin-M uhammad,
Baluchi, the British
Naval contractor. 100
huts.

Jafainali Reaches up towards
the pass leading to
Riyam.

Baluchis. 50 houses.

Dallalin
WJ

West of the Wadi
-al-Kabir.

Bayasirah and
freed slaves.

Contains the buildings
of the American Pres-
byterian Mission. 60
houses.

Halalu Xiif's around the
Rawiyah fort on the
west side of Wadi-al-
Kabir.

Negroes and
Arabs of the
Bani Wahaib
and ’Awamir
tribes.

A fruit and flower
garden belonging to
the Sultan adjoins the
Rawiyah fort on its

north side. 50 bouses.

Tiiyan Ejftends up the Wadi-
•al-Kabir above
Rawiyah.

Baluchis. It is divided into 3
parts which are, in
succession proceeding
up the Wadi, L5ghan

(40 houses of
Baluchis); Hamma-

wf

Znbsdijah
I Ou the east side of the

Wadi-al-Kahir oppo-
site Rawiyah.

Arabs.

liyah (15 houses
of negroes); and ShaiVh

(50 houses of

Baluchis). Some
distance above Tuyan
there are pools of
water in the WMi-al-
Kabir where the town
washermen do their
work.

There are several acres
of cultivation. The
people are gardeners
and grow lucerne,
turnips and jowari.
46 houses.
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Name of subarb. Po&ition Inhabitants.
Number of houses and

remarks.

Zidjal Imroediately oelow the
Bosfco bill on its south
side.

Jadgals.

1

The inhabitants are

shopkeepers. 45
houses.

Mijabin Runs into .recess in
the hills south-east of
Bosto and is divided
by a small rocky pass
from Zidjal.

i

A^^abs, chiefly

Bani Wahaib,
and negroes.

40 houses.

InhahitanU.—^\LQ population of Masqat is exceedingly hetero-

geneous. Arabs of the full blood are extremely few and BalticMs

appear to be numerically the strongest element ; next to BalucMs
are probably negroes and half-caste Arabs^ called Mawalid

The Baluchis are soldiers, sailors^ porters, servants and petty traders.

There is a considerable Persian community who are shopkeepers, fish-

mongers and makers of quilts and bedding. Hindus number about 5^00

male adults and 60 womei" besides some children, the presence with some

of them of their families being a recent innovation ; they are bankers,

importers from India of rice, piece-goods, sugar and coflFee, date-

exporters, silversmiths and owners of some of the best gardens in the

suburbs. There are some Hadbarim or Hadhramautis in the

Sultan'^s service, with their families
;
and a few families of fishermen

from Soqotrah come annually to the Makallah covein the begin-

ning of the hot weather and remain for a month or two. There are a

few Abyssinians^ called Habush and Nubians, called Nuban
viibjj. About 20 Portuguese are settled at Masqat as general store-

keepers, vendors of spirits and tobacco, clerks and servants. There

are 10 Khojahs and 6 Jews at Masqat. The population of Masqat

is fluctuating and is at its lowest in the hot weather when more
than half the inhabitants of the suburbs leave for Sib, Batkah and

other places in Batinah in quest of a less trying climate. In winter,

when the town is full, the population of Masqat may be 10,000 souls,

viz.i 3,000 residing within the walls, 6,000 in the suburbs and 2,000

visitors : in size Ma^sqat is inferior to Matrah. The principal food of

the people, apart from fish, is rice ; but the poorer ' classes subsist

largely on bread made of jowari.

Resources and — Masqat has no natural resources or ameuities.

Food and firewood are all imported, with the exception of the trifling yield

4 a
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of a few date trees and o£ some small market gardens in Wadi-al-Kabir

and of tke excellent and abundant fish which a fleet of boats belonging to

the town catch outside the entrance of the harbour every morning when

the weather permits. About 30 cattle and 200 sheep and goats are kept,

which are fed largely on fish. The climate is equable but extreme, the

heat in the sun rising to as much as 189° T. and the temperature on the

house roof at night in June occasionally remaining at 106° F. There

are only two seasons, a cool and a hot ; the cool season lasts from

November to March and is attended by occasional rain and heavy stormy

weather with comparatively chilly winds fi-om the north and noi-th-west

which produce outbreaks of malarial fever. The early part of the hot

weather is the healthiest season of the year. The i-ainfall is about 4^

inches per annum, and most of it is received during Febraary and March

in the cotu’se of a fortnight or 8 weeks.

Commerce, shipping, etc .—The choice of Masqat as capital of the

country appears to have been determined by the comparative excellence of

its harbour, which favom-ed trade and in former times enabled the Sultan

to maintain a naval force and exercise some influence at sea, and by its

inaccessibility, and consequent security, from the inland side. Even ns a

port, however, Masqat sufEers from various disadvantages. The harbour

lies open to the prevalent Shamal, and landing is difllcult when that wind
blows. Again Masqat has no landward communications and all goods

for the interior after being imported at Masqat must be re-shipped to

some other distributing centre, generally to Matrali. Despite these

drawbacks Masqat continues to be the only steam-port of 'Oman, the

Matrah anchorage being regarded as unsafe, and through it passes

practically the whole export and import trade of the country.

The only local manufactui-es are lungis, white skuU-caps embroidered
with silk, matting of Makran reeds, and ornamental daggers called

Khanajir.

Dates are the only export of any account. The values of the
principal articles of export in 1906-07 were, in lakhs of rupees dates,

194; specie, 10 i; dried fish, mother-of-pearl and pearls, 1 each j dried
limes, nearly 1 j and fresh fruit, 4 . The total value of the expoi-ts for
the year was Bs. 36,98,820, of which Es. 26,92,600 went to India,
Rs. 8.69,000 to Turkey in Asia and smaller amounts elsewhere.

The Fard dates of Masqat all go to America, where they
are much , esteemed j other sorts are exported <0 Each, Calcutta
and Rangoon, mostly in native vessels. Native sailing boats from
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tte Red Sea^ mostly from Hodaidah^ visit Masqat in September
of each year and some of them ship full cargoes of dates at Masqat ;

others^ which have previously visited Basrallj merely complete their

cargoes ] both dispose of their purchases along the east coast of Africa and
iu Madagascar. . The date-trade with India is mostly by Kutiyahs from
Kach which come over at the beginning of August. The dates are

collected at Mditrah by Hindu dealers^ who sometimes advance money on
an instrument executed before the Qadhi to Arab brokers ; in these eases

the dates are brought in at harvest time by the broker, who subsequently

receives commission at the rate of 2^ to 5 per cent, on the price which
the Hindu merchant is able to obtain. For the Indian trade dried dates

are preferred
j
these are dates boiled in the Ratab or semi-ripe state and

then dried ; they are in request at native weddings in different parts of

India.

The chief imports in 1906-07 were, according to the same notation

rice, 24 ; arms and ammunition, 16| ; cotton piece-goods, nearly 8^ ; specie,

44 ; twist and yarn, ; silk and silk goods, 2 ; sugar and coffee, 2 each ;

and cereals other than rice, nearly 2, The total value of the import

trade for the year was Rs. 69,21,375, of which Rs. 43,25,000 belonged

to India, Rs. 7,94,900 to the United Kingdom and smaller amounts to

other countries.

The large import of rice is chiefly from Calcutta ; the import of

wheat, which is less important, is from Karachi, Persia or Turkish Traq
according to the season and the prices ruling in those countries.

In 1906-07, 302 steam vessels with a tonnage of 578,506 entered and

left the port of Masqat : of these 279, with a tonnage of 542, 525, were

British. The shipping of Masqat port consists of 1 Baghlah owned by
a Hindu British subject, of 12 large Horis for loading and unloading

cargo, and of 50 small Horis for conveying passengers between

Masqat and Matrah. Cargo and fishing boats are built, and larger

boats are repaired, at Masqat. The boat building yard is at the mouth

of Wadi-al-Kabir, below Fort M Irani.

There is only one European firm at Masqat and it is British ; its

business consists in exporting dates and in importing piece goods. Four

British firms engaged in the trade in arms and ammunition are represented

by agencies. Ten Hindu firms employ about Rs. 10,00,000 in the Masqat

trade and own house and other property, worth about Rs. 5,00,000> at

Masqat ; altogether there are about 35 Hindu traders, all of whom
are under British protection. The Hindu merchants export dates

and import piece-goods, rice, sugar and coffee ; they also deal to some

4 a 2
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extent in pearls and shells. The Hindu commercial community is smaller

than it once was, but its prosperity is at present on the increase in

consequence of expanding trade. Five miscellaneous firms (Armenians,

Goanese, etc.,) do business in arms and ammunition or in spirits and enjoy

British protection.

Currency y weights and measures .—The currency of Masqat is de-

scribed in the article on the ^Oman Sultanate. We may add here that the

usual means of payment in the foreign trade is by Hundis, here called

Kundis or bills of exchange at 21days^ sight, drawn against require-

ments ; these instruments are practically accommodation bills as posses-

sion is not given of tiie bills of lading for the cargo against which they

are drawn and there is no relation between the value of the Hundi and the

value of the consignment,—a trade usage sufficient in itself to deter

European firms from engaging in banking business at Masqat.

The weights and measures of Masqat are the same as those of

Matrah, but differ somewhat from those of the Batinah coast and other

parts of 'Oman. The ordinary table of Masqat weights runs as

follows :

—

1 Mithqal JUu/e = 57*6 grains English,

1 Eiyal Jb) = Mithqals ^ 15*8 drams „

1 Kiyas = 6 Riyals = 5 oz. 14*8 drams
in

1 Mann =24 Kiyas = 8 Bb. 14 oz. 8 drams
,,

1 Farasilah = 10 Manns = 88 Ib. 13 oz. 14’4 di'ams „
1 Bahar = 20 Frasilahs = 15 cwts. 97 IB. 4 oz. 15 drams,,

Dates are sold by these weights ; so also are liquids. Saffron, musk
and ottar of roses, however, are sold by a Mithqal of 62*6 grains English.

~
. BO

Gold is sold by Battis and Ibramis one Ibramis being equal to

28 Battis : the Ibramis is,equal to 54*46 grains English and the Ratti

e^sequently to a little less than 2 grains. Civet is sold by a Waqiyah
of 14‘5 grains English. For transactions in grain measures of

capacity are employed, namely, the Sidis and Farah ; a Farah
consists of 40 Sidis, and 2J Farahs of ordinary wheat are equal in
weight to 2 Karachi maunds. The measure of length is the actual
cubit, viz,, the distance from a man's elbow to the point of his middle
finger. Other measures of length are the long span or Shibar and
the short sj^n or Fatar Jiiy from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the
tt e and the first finger, respectively, when distended as widely as possible.
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Administration ,—The town of Masqat is personally governed by the

Sultan without the intermediacy of a Wall. Of the gross produce of the

few gardens which belong to the town tV is taken as a tax. There is

also a municipal police tax called Hirasah which is collected monthly

from the occupiers of shops and places of business. The main source of

revenue is of course the sea-customs^ which are noticed in the article on

the Sultanate of ^Oman.

This name is not current locally
;
but it is the most suitable that can be MASQAT

given to that tract in the ’Oman* Sultanate which surrounds Masqat Town

and is enclosed between "VV' adi Samail on the west^ Wadi Tayin on the

south and the sea upon the east and north.t With these limits the district

has a length of about 50 miles from west-north-west to east-south-east

and a maximum breadth of about ^5 miles.

ConjigibTation ,—Masqat District consists of a complexus of small

valleys which diverge in different directions from the slopes of Eastern

Hajar to the sea. The principal of these valleys in order from west to east

are Wadi Eisail, Wadi ’Adai, WMi Bait-al-Ealaj, Wadi Maihandits

tributaries^ Wadi-al-Hiln and Wadi Mijlas with its afiBuentS; including

Wadi Sarain^ all of which are described under their own names. The

surface of the district; rugged and barren in its general aspect; is chiefly

occupied by this network of valleys with their intervening ridges; but

in places the country opens out into small expanses of more or less level

plain which possess specific nameS; such are W^adi Boshar and Saih

Hatat^ to which special articles are devoted; and Saih-al-Harmal

or the Plain of Rub;’' a widening of Wadi Bait-al-Faiaj,

between Bait-al-Falaj and Ruwi. The coast of the Masqat District is

bold; the hills everywhere east of Wadi ’Adai coming right down to the

sea: in the neighbourhood of Masqat Town they are volcanic and

elsewhere of limestone rock.

’ Tor authorities maps and charts see footnote to article ’OmSn Sultanate. A

view of part of the coast of this district will be found in Chart No. 2313'—2837 A.

'

t Thus defined the district slightly overlaps that of Eastern Hajar, the seaward

slopes of Ha,jar being coirmon to both. The places common to both have been included

for statistical purposes in the Mas(iat district.
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Communications .—Apart from tlie valleys of tire interior and their

villages and fromlthe inhabited places on the coasts among which are the

towns of Mas(iat and Matrahj the district possesses few points of

interest. It is necessary however to mention various routes by which

fi[atrah and^ through Matrah^ Masqat Town are placed in communica-

tion with central ^Oman. The most important of these is the westernmost

whichj leaving Matrah by way of Ruwi and traversing Wadi Boshar^

reaches Wadi Samailnear Fanjahand soltapsthe main highway between

the coast and the interior of ’Oman. Probably the second in importance

is one which, starting likewise by Ruwi, follows W^i ’Adai to a

point 7 miles above Birain and thence crosses into the upper basin

of Wadi Maih, whence two steep passes, ^Aqabat Qahza and ^Aqabat

’Amdah conduct into W adi Tayin j Wadi Tayin in its turn gives

access to the Sharqiyah district. A third route, running from

Matrah by Euwi to Birain, leaves W adi ’Adai at that point and
crosses direct to Wadi Maih which it ascends to its head and
then, surmounting an intervening pass, descends Wadi Mijlas to

Qnryat on the coast. The only land route which starts from Masqat
Town is one which skirts the coast south-eastw^ards as far as Qantab,
passing through all the intermediate coast villages ; at Qantab its

distance from the shore increases, but Jissah and Yiti on the sea can
be reached by following it. I'his last route is connected with Ruwi
by a track that enters it between Jissah and Yiti. Yiti is connected
with two different points on the Matrah-Qnryat road by tracks, one of

which leads up Wadi Maih, the other up Wadi-al-Hilu.

Topography. It remains to describe the features and places on the
coast of the Masqat District : in the following table they ax‘e given in
the order in which they occur from west to east and, except when
the contrary is stated, they stand upon the sea.

Name. Position. Nature. Bbuabks.

AclaibaL miles north-
west of Ghuhrah
and a mile inland.

i

Village composed
of 50 or 60 huts of
Aulad^ Kulaib, A1

1

AV aiiibati, Bawari
and HinSdis; water
is from wells.

A shoit distance to the
west of 'Adaihah is

Khalil, a date-planta-
tion to which a village
also called Khalil cIjJA
was once attached

; but,
the houses having been
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Name. Position. Nature. Esmabxs.

carried away by a flood,

the inhabitants removed
to *Adaibah. The only
cultivation is of dates ;

there are 5,000 trees.

Animals are 4 camels, 8
donkeys, 4 cattle and 70
sheep and goats. There
are 8 Badans and 3
smaller boats.

Ghubrah
ijXC

11 miles west-soufcli-

wesb of Matrali
and a short dis-

tance inland.

Village of 60 huts,

divided into 2 quar-
ters by a Wadi.
The people are

Bani Hasan and
AlWaliiball wh o
keep camels, sheep
and goats, are fisher-

men and export fire-

wood to Matrali.

There are date-planta -

tions: water is from
wells. A garden here
belongs to a Hindu of

Masqat Town. There
are 3 camels, 10 don-
keys, 6 cattle and 100
sheep and goats. Date
palms number 2,000.

Kbuwair On a small creek
about 8 miles west
of Matrali.

Village of 30 to 40
date-hranch huts of

Bani Hasan, who
are fishermen and
owners of sheep,

cattle and camels,

on which last they
bring firewood for

sale to iyCatrali«

By some Khuwaw is

reckoned to Wsdi
B6sh.ar. The family'

of the Sultan of^Oman
sometimes come to

stay at Khuwair for

sport and change of

air. There are 3 camels,

10 donkeys, 6 cattle

and 60 sheep and goats,

also 1,000 date trees.

Saru 6 miles west of

Matrali.
30 houses of Bani

Hasan.
Animals are 4 donkeys, 4
cattle and 60 sheep and

goats. Thera are 500

j

date palms.

Rasal-Hamar

L^b

miles west-north-

west of Matrali.
Point of red cliffs

150 feet high.

The hills recede from the

coast west of this point.

East of it, between it

and Darsait, is a sandy

beach more than a mile

long. In this vicinity

there are 1,500 date

palms and 60 camels

belonging to the Sultan

of ’Oman graze, be-

sides other animals.
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Name. Position. Nature. Bsuaxxs .

Faha. Off Eas-al-Hamar,

2 miles out to

sea.

... See article Fahal island.

Darsait 1 mile norbh-west

of Matrali.
Village of 40 huts of

Bani Hasan, ccnsist-

ing of two quarters,

one on each side

of Wadi Bait-al-
Falaj at its mouth.
The people send
fish to Matrah and
Masqat Town ;

they own 4 or more
Badans and 40
dug-outs.

The date-groves of the

village extend 1 mile up
the Wadi, here flat and

open, to 'Aiwa
,

also a part of I^arsait,

where £h5jahs and
Bani Wahaib own
some houses and
gardens. Land ia

valuable at 'Aiwa and
fodder and sweet pota-

toes are grown among
the date-trees. Ihere
are 600 date palms and
3 Badans and some
fishing boats. Animals
are 10 donkeys, 4
cattle and 60 sheep and
goats.

Aijint
w 1 of a mile north-

west of Matrah.
A summer resort of
Kh5jahs.

The village has a few
date trees and stands
a little way back from
the sea. There are 4
donkeys, 10 cattle and
400 date palms.

Shataifi^*
^ a mile north of

Matrab..
Village of 30 or 40
huts of mixed tribes,

especially Bani
Zairaf, standing on
a sandy heach at
the foot of a bay :

the inhabitants aie
fishermen.

The bay is open to the
north-east and is never
used by shipping.
There are 3 cattle, 60
sheep and goats and 6

fishing boats.

Arbaq *
Between Sliataifi

and Matrah, ad-
joining the latter.

Small village of Bani
Zariaf at the foot of
a bay ; the people are
sailors plying to
India and merchants.

The village is less pros-

perous than it was
owing to the loss at sea

of vessels belonging to

it. These are 26 date
palms, 6 donkeys, 4
cattle and 60 sheep and
goats. About 50
'Askaris are quartered
at night in a block-
house belonging to

Arbaq for the pro-
tection of Matrah,

• See Adairalty Plan No. 2372—2869.
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Kame. Position. Nature. Eemareb.

Matrah* 2 miles west of
Masqat Town.

... See article Matrah.

Dikkah *
w

Adjoins the east

end of Matrah,
of which it is

practically a

feuburh ; but it is

to bo distinguished
from the quarter
of the town so

called.
j

100 houses of Balu-
chis.

There are 250 date palms,
but no boats. Animals
are (50 camels, the
property of the Sultan
of ’OmaU) also 70
donkeys, 100 cattle and
600 sheep and goats.

Matairall * On the sea, a little

to the east of
Matrah ; it is

separated from
Dikkah by a rocky
mound.

90 houses of Balu-
chis and mixed
tribes.

The village is in 2 parts
divided from one
another by rocks. The
inhabitants are fisher-

men and pearl divers
and own a few small
boats. Animals are
5 donkeys, 3 cattle

and 40 sheep and goats.

About oO ’Askaiis are
quartered at night in

a blockhouse belong-
ing to Matairah for
the protection of
Matrah.

Riyam • Midway between
Masqat Town
and Matrah, at

the foot of the
easternmost cove

in Matrah bay.

40 houses of Arabs of

mixed tribes and
slaves.

The ordinary land-route
between Masqat Town
and Matrah passes
through HiySm. There
are 3 donkeys, 3 cattle,

30 sheep and goats and
15 fishing boats.

Ddhab *

dA,jj

On the west side of

the promontory
that divides the
bays of Riyam
and Kalbub.

Village consisting of_a

few' huts of A1
Kathir from
Dhufar.

Above it is a tower.
There are 2 cattle and
20 sheep and goats.

f

Kalbuh J of a mile north-

west of the near-

est part of Mas-
qat Town.

Village consisting of

about 15 stone housesS

and 20 ur 30 huts of
slaves, Baluchis
and Arabs of

Batinah tribes.

L

btaiids on the sandy
beach of a small hay
between the bays of
Masqat and Matrah.
The Dohah tower is on
the western point of
this bay; aud the east-
ern point, which divides
it from Masqat Bay.

• See Admiralty Plan No. 3372—2869.
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Name.

Masqat ToTvn

Sidal)

Haramul

Eaudbah

Position. £!atare.

At the foot of a bay!

'which 5s 1 mile

south of Masqat
Town.

Village consisting of

about 250 houses,

mostly of Arabs anil

Mawalid, but a good
many of them Balti-
cMs. The majoiity
work in Masqat
Town

;
the rest are

hshermen. They own
one or two Badans
and about 30 dug-
outs.

In a small bay 1^
miles south of
Masqat Town.

Village of about 16
houses of mixed
tribes; the people
are fishermen.

miles south of A date-plantation with
Masqat Town, a few houses of cul-

tivators and wells.

BD MASKS.

also carries a tower,
called the Kalbuh
tower. Here there are

5 donkeys, 3 cattle and
40 sheep and goats
also 7 fishing boats.

See article Masqat
Town.

The bay is circular and
about 300 yards in

diameter : the sides of

the entrance are of roclr,

within all is pure sand.

Precipitous hills sur-

round the village ou
the landward side. The
houses are naosldy reed
and mat cabins ; some
have upper storeys of

reed and mat. Some
dates are interspersed
with the houses and
lucerne is grown at the
south end, where are

the wells supplying all

the drinking-water. At
this end are two good
country houses, one of

which belongs to a

Masqat Hindu. There
are 10 donkeys, 20
cattle, 40 sheep and
goats and about 700
date trees. Some of

the dates are the pri-

vate property of Saiyid
Faisal, the present
Sultan of ^Oman,

The quarantine station of

the Masqat port is

here. There are 7 fish-

ing boats and a few
sheep and goats, also

20 date trees.

This is an estate belong-
ing to Muhammad, the
brother of the present
Sultan of ’Oman. A
rooky islet called Jazi-
rat Sirah lies a

little oJBE Raudhah to

the north-east. There
are 1 donkey, 4 cattle,

and 30 sheep and goats
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Name. Position, N ature. SSMIBXS.

here, but no boats. The
palms number 8<j0.

3 miles south of
Masqat Town.

Tillajre of 20 huts of

Bani Wahaib who
are cultivators and
date growers.

There are some w'ells

here. Animals are 20
donkeys, 20 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.
Bate palms number
1,400.

Qfintat) 4 miles SDuth-south-
east of Masqat
Town.

Village of 20 dwellings,
mostly hnts, of Bani
Hasan. The people
fish and grow dates
by irrigation from
wells.

The SultSn of ^Oman
occasionally goes to stay
at this place. There
are 5 donkeys, 4 cattle,
30 sheep and goats and
400 date tiees.

Jissah (Bandar)
w

6 miles S')uth-ea8t

of Masqat Town.
... See article Bandar

Jissah.

Yiti

i

About 1 mile inland I

on the right bank
of Wa li Maih,
just above its

junction with
Wadi-f»l-Hilu,

[Village of 60 houses
of Bani Wahaib,
Hadiyin, Bani
Battash of the
Maashirah sec-

tion, and some
Balxichis. The
people are fishermen,
boatmen and car-

riers.

There are 10 camels, S5'-<

donkeys, 10 cattle, 4Q0
sheep and goats and

1

1,200 date palms.

Khairan* (Ban-
dar)

10 miles south-east
of Masqat Town
immediately west
of Ras-al-Khairan.

Anchorage and village.

The anchorage con-
sists of a bay protec-

ted by 2 islands ; it

is frequented by fish-

ing boats only, but
could be used by
larger vessels ; the
bay extends with
shoal water for a
mile southwards and
ends in a swamp.
The village consists

of 80 huts of the
Ma*ashirah section of
the Bani Battash.

L’he people are fishermen
and dive for pearls in
their own locality.
They own 2 or 3 small
fishing Badans and
some Boris. There are
no animals.

KLaisat-ash-
Shaikh

13 miles south-east

of Masqat Town.
Village of 1 or 2
houses only. The
people, who are Bani
Battash of the
Ma’ashirah section,

cultivate some dates.

Resembles Bandar Khai-
ran

* For apian of tliis anchorage see Chart No. 2369—10 C.
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Name, Position. Nature. Ehmaekb.

Sifah 16 miles soatli-east Village of 40 houses of There is a oate-gme
6SL^ of Masqat Town, the Bani Battash. here with about 300

trees, also a square
tower on a mound 60
feet high. Animals
are 8 donkeys, 8 cattle

and 150 sheep and
goats.

Population ,—The following is an estimate of the settled population

of the Masqat district

Wadi ’Adai 600

Wadi Boshar 4,800

Wadi-al-Hilu . 200

Wadi Maih (excluding Yiti near the coast) . . , 3,000

Wadi Mijias 2,600
Wadi Eisail 300
Places on the coast (see topographical table above) . . 29,260

Total . 40,660 souls.

The composition of the population by tribes can be ascertained on

reference to the separate articles on the Wadis of the district and to

the topographical table above.

A few of the Bani Wahaib appear to be the only nomads in the

Masqat district.

TJD An Arab tribe of Turkish 'Iraq belonging to the neiglibourhood of

Karbala and inbabitihg both banks of the Husamiyah. canal from the

Euphrates down to the Pul-i-Sutaid, as well as some land on the
Mshorab canal to the west of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah : they seem to
oeeui- also on the left bank of the Euphrates a little above Musaiyib.
The bulk of the tribe dwell in hamlets of grass, thorn and mat huts
sprinkled along the banks of the Husainijah canal, but the leading men
have brick-built castles. The Mas’ud' are about 7,000 souls. As a tribe
they are reputed brave, generous and hospitable, and they have about
1,000 horses; but only the Shaikhs possess modern firearms. In
religion they are Shi'ahs ; by occupation they are agriculturists and
graziers owning cattle, Wfialoes ahCsheep. They are generally at feud
with the Yasar and live in amity and alliance with the JanSbiyin The
small KhadMtat and Zumahat tribes ai-e politically dependent on the
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Mas^ud; and some would even classify the latter as a section of the

Mas^ud. The Mas^ud joined the townspeople of Karhala in their

rebellion in 184?3 against the Turkisii Government. They are exempt

from conscription for Turkish military service. The official Shaikh of the

tribe; recognised by the TurkS; is Ibrahim-ibn-Haji Hatmi ; but the real

Shaikh is Haji Sa^ud; eldest son of Haji Hatmi : there is not however

any dissension between these two. The Mas^ud comprise the following

sections : Al Bu Ghanim JT ,
Harir

,
obUbuI Inaqabat, Qarld

and Shiikan : in all there are about 15 different subdivisions.

The Mas^ud are said to be of Shammar origin.

The largest town in the Sultanate of ^Oman, and the most important HATEAH*
commercially. Matrah is situated on the south-west side of Matrah

Bay and is about 2 miles west of Masqat Town. Like Masqat it is

enclosed on the landward sides by rugged volcanic hills ; but its isolation

from the interior is less complete; for an easy route leads through a pass

called Kharashlf to Bait-al-Falaj and Euwi; whence routes

described in the article on Masqat District diverge to various paidis of

^Oman. The ordinary way to Masqat Town lies by Matairah and

Eiyam along the coast ;
there is also a more inland route across the

hills. Communication with the capital; however; is maintained chiefly

by boat; the passage occupying in a rowing-boat about | of an hour.

The bay of Matraht is 1,400 yards wide; 1;200 yards deep and shoals

regularly from 8 fathoms at the entrance to the beach on which the town

stands. In appearance it is less remarkable than the bay of Masqat ;

but; though open to the north-east, it is sheltered from the north-west; is

more easily entered, and is preferred as a harbour by ordinary native craft.

The town extends along the water^s edge for f of a mile and has a

mean depth inland of about 250 yards. The fort; a Portuguese construc-

tion of the same type as the forts at Masqat; stands on a rocky eminence at

the east end of the town which; like Masqat; is defended, where nature

has left it unprotected; by a wall with fortified gateways j the most

important gate is the Bab-al-Kabir at the south-west cornei of

the town; by which the Enwi road leaves Matrah. Several blockhouses;

as at Masqat; command the approaches through the hills. The Customs

House is on the beach slightly to the west of the fort. In the centre of

the town upon the sea-front stands the fortified quarter inhabited by the

“if The map and cbart for Matrah are the same as for Masqat Town, v.

See Admiralty Plan No.2372—2869,
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Khojall community and generally known as the Khojah Port: behind

it, some distance to the north-west of the Bab-al-Kabir^ is the Bab-as-

Saghir • About midway between the Customs House and the

Khojah Fort a hollow^ coming from the Bab-al-Kabir and known as

Khor Bambah , reaches the sea. The houses of Matrah Town
are meaner than those of Masqat, but there is less suburban squalor.

The following jare the quarters of Matrah within the walls :
—

Name. Position. Namhor of houses and remarks.

Sur-al-Lamtijah Ahont the centre of the town,
on the sea face and extend-
ing some distance inland.

300
^
houses of KiLojahs.

This is the Khdjah Fort al-

ready mentioned.

Takiyah On the south side of Sur-al-

Lawatiyah,
150 houses of slaves and ser-

vants of the KBojhas; also

BalueMs and Jadgals.

Harat-as-Siyagh On the sea, immediately north-
west of Sur-al-Lawatiyah.

60 houses of Hindu silver-

smiths, Baluchis and
Bayasirah.

Sarmalla

m

On the sea immediately north-
west of Harat-as-Siyagh,

26 houses of Baluchis and
Bayasirah, Afc the junc-
tion of the Harnt-as-Si^agh
and Saimalla quarters, on the
side furthest from the sea,

stood the old Jabrn gate.

Harat-ash-Shamal Forms the extreme north-wesfc
end of the town upon the sea,

being situated between the
Sarmalla quarter and the
separate village of Arbaq.

125 bouses of Manftdharah,
B^aluchis, negroes and
Hindus, At the junction of
the Sarmalla apd Harat-ash-
ShamSl quarters, on the
inland side, is the piesent
gate called Jabru in

the town wall. There is

also a gate called Bab-al-
MathS’ib

«

Harat-as-Suq On the sea front from Sur-al-
Lawatiyah to the Customs
House

600 bouses of Baluchis,
Jadgals, Arabs of mixed
tribes, Hindus and Khdjahs,
Here is the bulk of the
bazaar.

Wadi On both sides of Khor Bambah
from the Bab-al-Kabar to the
sea.

80 houses including 16 Kho-
jah 8ablahs, 20 houses of
Baluchis and negroes and
4 shops.

Nazimaujah*

1

Between Takiyah and Wadi
and has Harat-as-Snq on its
north side.

30 houses of slaves and ser-
vants of the Khojahs

; also
Baluchis and Jadgals and
A few Hindus.

Tree ”) of
(" 0“« Coooanut
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Name.

1

Position. Number of houses an<l remarks.

‘Iryanah
1

On the inland side o£ the town,
hounded on the north by
Harat-as-Siiq and on the west
by Wadi.

300 houses of Baluchis,
Arab brokers of mixed tribes

and Bayasiraii. In this

quarter also there is a gate
in the town wall called Bsb-
al-Matha’ib .

Dalalil On the south side of the
Portuguese Port and comes
down to the sea between it

and the Custonas House.

60 bouses of Arabs of mixed
tribes and Bayasirah.

Dikkah
w

South of Dalalil and east of
Tryanah.

120 houses of Baluchis and
Bayasirah.

The following are the suburbs outside the walls :

—

Jabru Inland (that is west) of the
Harat-ash-Shamal quarter of
the town.

60 houses of Persians and
Baluchis. In this quarter
Saiyid ’ Azzan-bin-Qais was
killed in 1871. There is a
Shi'ah Matam here.

Khazzafin (Harat-al-)
Ml

Inland (that is west) of the
Havat-as-Siyagh and Sar-
malla quarters of the town.

100 houses of mixed tribes.

*Ajam Inland (that is west) of Harat-
al-Khazzafiu.

250 houses of Baluchis and
Persians. A new and grow-
ing quarter.

Harat-al- Balush
^Lah.

Adjoins the town quarters of

Takiyah and Naziinaujah on
their inland (that is their

south-western) side. Also
called Gharaifah, from a

hill to the west of it.

300 bouses including 30 of
Bani Jabir ; the remainder
are Baluchis, Jadgals,
Bani Hadhram and
Bayasirah,

Outside the Bsb-al-Kabir, on
both sides of the road leading
to the Kharasbif pass.

180 houses of the same tribes
as in Harat-al-Baiush*

South of Tuyan, on the east

side of the road to the KharS-
shlf pass, extending towards
a hill called Luluwah. «iyy

60 houses of the servants and
slaves of Kh5jahs and
others.

The villages of Arbaq and Matairah^ described in the article on

Masqat District, are closely connected with Matrah. Each has a block-

house in which a guard of about 50 ^Askaris is stationed at night for

the protection of the town.
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The population of Matrah is a medley of races resemblino- that of

Masqat Town. But whereas' at Masqat there are many Hindus and

almost no Kh5jahS; here Kh5jahs are numerous and Hindus compara-

fci?ely.feWj the Khojahs numbering about 1^050 souls^ while the Hindus

are only about 30 men^ of whom 7 or 8 have their families with them.

The population of Matrah is greater than tliat of Masqat, and the

permanent inhabitants are about 9,000 within and 5 ,000 outside the

walls, or in all about 14,000 souls, of whom at least half are Baluchis.

The predominant Arab tribes are Bani Hasan, Siyabiyin, Rahbiyin

and Bani Jabir.

The bulk of the trade of up-eountry ^Omau, apart from the mere

shipping and unshipping of goods which takes place mostly at Masqat,

is concentrated at Matrah
; and its volume and character appear from the

article on Masqat Town. Matrah is the loading and unloading place of

all caravans for and from the interior. The import and export trade is

mostly in the hands of the Khojahs and Hindus, who are as a rule

general merchants and shopkeepers not confining themselves to parti-

cular lines of business. Both classes import rice from Calcutta and piece

goods, sugar, oil, iron and spices from Bombay and export wet and dried

dates; the Khojahs also export some quantity of dried fish of the small

sardine variety called Matut. Some of the Hindu merchants settled at

Matrah visit the Samail valley and ’Oman Proper in person to purchase

dates. Of the Hiudu merchauts 10 and of the Khojah merchants 88

at present enjoy British protection. To the port of Matrah belong 7

Baghlahs and 20 Badans, all owned by Khojahs
The town is governed by a Walion behalf of the Sultan of ’Oman and

has a garrison of 100 ’Askaris,

MAT,TI
(SABA-
(KHAT)*
«)

This IS the name used among' the inhabitants o£ ’Oman; but by
dve^rs in Qatar and the Hasa Sanjaq it is generally called Sabakhat
Oman, and sometimes it is even spoken of as Wadi Sabakhah. It is a
coastal district in the Abu Dhabi P.incipaJity near its western end, and by
some it IS regarded as forming the western boundary of ’Oman in the
strictly geographical sense,

extent of the district upon the coast is from Jabal Wutaid in

in Banla^*’?
information b, Captain F. B. Prideaox, Political AgentBanrain, m whose Map ofJafirah. etc., the tract in, question is iucluded.
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Dhafrah to Dotat-as-SiW in Mijan, a distance of about SO miles; and

its centre is situated very nearly upon the 52nd meridian of east longi-

tude. Inland it extends probably 60 miles, and its length is possibly

greater at a distance from the coast than it is upon the sea. Sabakhat

Matti is enclosed; landwards^ by Mijan on the west, by Jafurah and

possibly the Euba’-al-Khali on the south, and by Dhafrah on the east.

The well of Sufuk in Jafurah marks approximately the boundary of

Sabakhat Matti on the south.

The whole of the district appears to be a saline or nitrous marsh, the

extreme of desolation, without wells or grass, or even mangroves at the

coast. It is said that the sea runs up the middle of the Sabakhah at

high tide for as much as 12 or 15 miles and that camels in that part of

it are liable to be lost. Ordinary travellers prefer to pass it by sea, and

the crossing is so difficult, and even dangerous, that the Manasir

Bedouins iu their periodical migrations between Dhafrah and Qatar

avoid it by deviating into the Jafurah desert to the south,

A large and picturesque village in Wadi Tayin in the Sultanate MAZAEA^
of ^Oman, about 10 miles above Hail-al-Ghaf : it is the capital of the Bani

Battash tribe and has a population of about 1,700 persons, all Bani

Battash and their dependants, among the last being BaniNa^ab. It

stands on both sides of the Wadi, but chiefly on the right bank. The

following are the quarters of the village

Name and quarter. Position, Number of houses. Pbuibes,

Ssk On the north'west side. Over 100. Has a separate fozt.

Animals are 5
camels, 20 donkeys,

40 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

GhTihairah Do, 70 to 80. The inliabitants are

of the Bani
Jnma'ah section.

There are 10
camels, 25 donkeys,

15 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

Jazir The central quarter. 40. Has a separate fort.

Livestock are 10

camels, 28 donkeys,

20 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.
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Uame and quarter. Position. ITmlDer of houses. RnWAaiKS,

Hisn East of Jazir. 40. Has a separate for-t.

Tkcre are 2S0

donkey fl, 20 ^latfcle

andi 150 slieep amd
g08K.t8.

Qaryali South.- east of Jazir. 30. Atiinoal^ are 20
„ camels3 13 dooLbjr-fi,

15 cattle and. lOO
sheep Sind go£k.t8.

Minsift South-east of Hisn.

-

40. Hasafoirtofils owm
liyest^ock ar« B.4

caoiels,2S doimkeT^s,

25 cattle and 200
sheep and gos^ts.

Mizra 'an-Na’ab South of Hisn. 10. Ihe peoiple arre

sh^pheid^ aucl o^n
a)>ciit 4D0 fllie«ep

aa<3 goats aod 30
’ doTike^jSt

The village is sumunded on all sidesby steep hills i and an old to\s7er aidi

part of tlie village, built on a crag, command the approach np fche val\ .

There are extensive date groves containing 12,000 tnees oa- naor«, ai3

there is cultivation on both sides of the "Vt’a-di aji in two fcrih-ul^hes

•ffhich join it here. Much jowari is groirn, and the geraerxl appearaanee

of the place is prosperous. The main -wealth of the "villagfe is its da-tes^

there are no local mauufactuies nor any general trade. Mazara’ is tli©

seat of the Tamlmah of the Bani Battash.

JHAZAEA’I
' ^ district belonging naturally to the Government ofiMrs, but art

• present held as Tiyul by Mehdi Khan, a cousin and ward o£ tbe Salar-i—

DISTRICT Mu’azzam, direct frona the Shah of Persia : it hes on.tho npyier co-urse odC

the EUd-Mlleh river immediately below the point where tliat sti-m-w

emerges from the high hills into the maritime plain, Tie HLla cnelos^e

it on west, north and east ; on the south it lies open, to-waids tie Sa~t

districts of Daslitist5ii and Zira and it is believed fco lave ioranaS

originally- a part, administratively, of DasMsta,!. Mazam^’i is itselJ m,

,
plain and suffers extremes of heat in summer. The inhabitaats are

Persian-speating Shi’ahs, immigrants from Kazarun, Ihisht and DarisJ,

and numherabout 3,000 souls ; they cultivate wheat, bailey amd dates aa3

export', sonie- wool and dates and a considerable quantity of gum,
‘ collect^ in tbe hills, to Bushehr Town. The eastern part of the dlsfciie-t
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is irrigated in summer from the Daliki stream by a channel which first

passes through Zira. The imports and the details of trade generally do

not differ from those of the other small districts near Bushehr. The

local Hashim Man is equal to 20 Mans of Bushehr or 155 lbs. English.

Mazara^i possesses about 700 donkeys^ besides a few mules and horses:

the people are well armed with rifles and revolvers. The Salar-i*

Mua^zzam realises about 2,500 Tumans per annum from the district,

which he has farmed to the Khan of Shabankareh ;
the latter is repre-

sented locally by an agent and takes ‘half the produce of the dates, either

in cash or kind, and 60 Qrans in cash per Gau of other cultivation.

The villages of Mazara^i are—

^ame. Position. Houses. ESKJlBES.

Dasht-i'Bur (I) West of tlie Eiid

SMrin and 6 miles

north-west of

Mazgral Village.

40 There is a tower. Wheat
and barley are grown
and date-palms number
600. Animals are 1 00
donkeys, 50 cattle and
500 sheep and goats.

Dasht-i-Bur (II) Also north-west of

Mazara’i Village.

40 Similar to Dasht-i-Bur

1

(I) except that there

are no dates.

Jarreh
w

miles south of

Uasht-i-Bar.

40 One tower. Wheat
and barley are grown
and livestock are 70

donkeys, 40 cattle and
500 sheep and goats.

T/ilak

;2]Uy

9 miles north-west of

Daliki.

30 One tower, 60 donkeys,

30 cattle, 600 sheep and
goats, cultivation of

wheat and barley.

Mazara’i

Village

Shulpasagun

6 miles north-west of

Daliki in Dashtis-
tan.

6 miles west of

Mazara’i Tillage.
^

40

See article Mazara’i
Village,

Wheat and barley are

grown. There are 100
donkeys, 50 cattle and
600 sheep and goats.

The principal place in the district ,of the same name ;
it is situated MAZARAI

about 5 miles north-west of Daliki and consists of some 400 houses,

The inhabitants are of mixed tribes, said to be immigrants chiefly from VILLAGE
4 H 2
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MAZiEr

EI’AIDIir

(WADI)

Kazarun and BurSzjan : they cultivate wheats barley and dates. ' There

are no shops. Animals are 30 horses, mules, 300 donkeys, 200 cattle

and IjOOO sheep and goats. There is a fort of stone and mud with 4

towers ; the village has also 4 detached towers. This place is the seat of

the Khan of Shahailkareh^S manager in the Mazara^i District,

Singular Mazru^i An Arab tribe or Trucial ^Onian and the

Sultanate of ^Oman. The majority are found in Abu Dhabi terri-

tory, where they are regarded as a section of the Bani Tas tribe, and

the number of these is computed in the article on the Abu Dhabi

Principality : besides these some are found in Dibai Town. Similarly,

the Mazari^ of the ^Oman Sultanate are dealt with in the general

article on that state, and an estimate of their strensfth is given there.

The remainder are subjects of tbe Shaikh of Sharjah inhabiting "Wadis

Ham and Sfuni in the Ras-al- Khaimah District and Wadi Sfai in the

district of Shamailiyah : in Wadi Ham, where they hold the villages

of Adhan, ^Asimah and Fara^ their number is about 500 souls; in

Wadis Sfuni and Sfai it has not been ascertained but is probablj^ incon-

siderable, Besides these there are perhaps 800 Mazarf at the village of

Khan neai* Sharjah Town. The extent to which the Mazari' are

regarded, outside Abu Dhabi territory, as a section of the Bani Yas
is uncertain; as a rule they are Ghafiriin politics and Hanbali in

religion,

The principal valley in the southern slopes of Jabal Akhdhar
in the Sultanate of ^Oman ; it drains to Dman Proper, At its head is,

the village of • Sharaijah ; 3,000 feet lower is the village of

Musairah chiefly remarkable for the possession of a date-grove

at an unusual elevation
;

it consists of 200 houses of the Habus
tribe. Below Musairah is Mi^aidin, a pretty village under a clifE,

well-watered and possessed of date, lime and other trees ; it is

composed of 80 houses of Habus. A small hamlet called Misfah
is 8 miles below Mi^aidin ; near it the banks of the Wadi

begin to recede and decrease in height and vegetation grows more
abundant as the exit from the hills, is approached r - Misfah contains.
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40 horses of HabiiS. The crops in the villages are •wheat, sugarcane

and lucerne ; and grapes^ figs^ quinces, limes and pomeg’ranates are grown.

The only animals are a score of cattle. In the plain of ’Oman Proper

Wadi Mi’aidin passes Birkat-al-Moz, and further on it probably joins

Wadi Halfain. The descent into the upper part of the valley from

Sharaijah is accomplished by means of an artiticial causeway or stair-

case which is practicable for horses. The valley contains 3 small but

perennial streams. The banks of the Wadi exhibit a dark-bluish veined

limestone and a very brittle ferruginous shale.

A range of low hills in the Kuwait Principality running east and west

between the Hamudh wells in the Sudah District and the Safah wells in (DHULA’-
Summan. The range is reported to have a length of some 30 miles, and AL -)

the districts of Dibdibah, Summan and shaqq appear to meet at its

western extremity. On the north side of Dhula’-al-Mi’aijil, at about 12

miles from it, is the Warai’ah tract or plateau. On the south side of

Dhula’-al“Mi'’aijil, between it and the Abu Dhahair hills in the Kasa

Sanjaq, are the following places :
—

Name. Position, Character. Bemabsb.

Jariyah 15 miles or less

south of Dhula’-

abMi’aijil.

Wells. Sweet water at 12 feet.

Jariyat-aS'Sifla 6 miles south-east

of Jariyah.

Do. 20 feet deep; water

sweet.

Qaswan About 16 miles east

by south of Jari-

yat-as-Sifla and

the same north of

Ua’airiyah at the

head of Wadi-al-

MiyaU.

Do. Depth 18 feet; water

sweet.

A desert but not inhospitable tract situated on the coast of the MIJAN*

Ahu Dhabi Principality between the Sabakhat Matti on the east and

^ The information contained in this article was supplied by Captain B.^ Piideaux,

Political Agent In BaUiain, in whose Ma^ of Jafurah, etc,^ the tract in question

appears.
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the district ,
of ’Aqal on the north-west. Inland it is bounded by the

Jafurah desert on the west and south and by the Sabakhat lllatti

tract on the east. On the coast its limits are Dohat-an-Nakhalah on

the west and Dohat-as-Sila^ on the east and its average breadth may be

about 20 miles, while southwards its boundary with Jafurah is perhaps

70 miles from, the sea. The Mijan district is full of stony mounds,

apparently as much as 50 or 60 feet high
; at the foot of these lie

firm pebbly tracts, but sand dunes also occur between. The mounds
and firmer soil, it is said^ are covered in winter with green grass, while

Abal and dwarf tamarisk are found throughout; the year.

The following are the chief points of interest in Mijan ;

—

IKemabes*

The water is bad.

It is
^

3 feet deep
and is surrounded by
a bed of green grass.

The water is of in-

different quality.

The best well in
Mijan : the water is

Rti^eet and sometimes
overflows after rain,
but at times it falls

to 1 or 2 fathoms
below the surface.
It is situated in an
earthy plain with
some scanty scrub.
Travellers between
’Oman an d Qatar
often bait here.

The water is indiffer-
ent in quality.

The water is bad.

The water is good and
allmost at the ground

« level. . .
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Name. Posltloo, Nature. ^ Bemabks.

Minba’i About 8 miles west
of Sila*.

i

A spring or over-

flowing well.

It resembles Ba’ajahj

but is surrounded
by shallow pits

which also jield

water.

Sila’ About 5 miles in-

land, soutb-west-

wards, from
Dohat-as-Sila’,

A well. The water is brackish,

but is drunk in
emergency. The
well is under the
east face of a stony
ridge.

Sila* (Bohat-as-) Tbe chief inden-

tation in the coast

of Mijan, which

it divides from
Sahdkhat Matti
to the eastward

;

it is about 46
miles south-east

by south of the

eutrauce of Khor-
al* ’Odaid.

j

A baji The country in the

neighbourhood is

desert descending in

terraces to the sea.

A deep, natrow and tottuous valley of the Masq[af District of MIJJjAS

the ^Oman Sultanate: it is formed by the junction 9 miles west of (WADI)

Quryat of Wadi Sarain and Wadi ‘Haithadh and it reaches the coast at k/.*-

the north end of Quryai Its principal village is Sawaqim a

pretty hamlet of 20 houses of A1 Bu Said on the right bank about 8 miles

above Quifyat^ where there is a date-plantation and country-house belong-

ing to Sa^ id-bin-Khalfan^ A1 Bu-Saldi, Not far from it, in the hills to

the southwardj are two other small places, Mizra^ Sumair 20

houses of Bani Wahaib,* and Balail cWj, 15 houses of Bani

Wahaib ; the inhabitants are cultivators.

The two valleys which by their junction form WMi Mij las may

conveniently be disposed of here. Wadi Haithadh i® short and

comes from the north : it contains the villages of Haithadh (30 houses),

Fayadh (20 houses), and Haifal (15 houses), aU of Bani

Wahaib, who cultivate grain. The other valley, W adi Sarain

starts more than 20 miles west of its junction with Wadi Haithadh; ai
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The hills* forming the eastern bonhdary of the district and called

Kuh-i-Zindan, or in the north where they adjoin the Rudbar

district Kuh-i-Rudbar, are rugged of outline and barren of vegetation

except for a few ber trees.

Climate .—*By natives Minab is considered to be much healthier than

Bandar ^Abbas, and shade and flowing water combine to render it at least

cooler. Id summer many Bandar ^Abbasis migrate to MinSb to escape the

terrible heat of their own town. But mosquitoes abound and even early

in March are sometimes so numerous as to make life a burden. Rain is

said to fall more copiously in Minab than on any other part of the

Persian coast within 150 miles on either side of it.

Pojpulati'on.^Jk. majority of the inhabitants of the Minab district

are Persians of mixed descent, in whom a Baluchi strain predominates

over other foreign elements
;
the rest are for the most part genuine

Baluchis, or Arabs who are believed to have immigrated from Bahrain,

etc. The total population, inclusive of the permanent inhabitants of

Minab Town, may be placed at 26,000 souls. The most part are

Shi^ahs, Sunnis being found only among the Baluchis and the Arab
immigrants. The topographical table at the end of this article will

make plain in detail the distribution of the population and their means
of livelihood. In the interior all are date-groWers, stock-raisers or ordi-*

nary agriculturists ; on the coast there are some fishermen and sailors*

The people on the whole are fairly well-to-do aUd most of them inhabit

mud-hrick houses, only the poorest labourers occupying the date-leaf

huts which in some adjoining districts are the most common kind of

dwelling. The character of the
'
people is less degraded than in the

neighbourhood of Bandar 'Abbas, a circumstance which is attributed to
the less direct, and oppressive form which Persian Government here
assumes ; as agriculturists they are reputed thrifty and careful* The
language of the district is a local patois compounded of Persian, Arabic
andBaluchi, ^ersian words predominating. Pew arms are carried or owned
in MinSb, notwithstanding that the district was until lately Upon a high^

Of the Persian Gulf ride trade with Afghanistan and Baluchistan!

Affrictilthre and trade ,—The staple industry is the cultivation of
date^ bufwkeat and barley,' besides benna, vegetables, and fruits sucli as
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citrons, limes, lemon’s, oranges, mangoes and plantains, are grown in

considerable quantities.*

The chief facts about trade are given in the article on Minab
Town, which is the only trade centre in the district

; here it may be

added that an illicit trade with Afghanistan and Baluchistan in imported

rifles which formerly flourished here has now been all but suppressed

by the reformed Persian Customs.

Commumeations^ transport and water The principal routes in

the district are four, as follow :

—

1. A portion of the coast-route between Minab and Bandar

^Abbas : this is the continuation of Route No. 1 of the

paragraph on communications in the article on the Shamil
district and no further remarks are necessary here, except

that the section within the Minab district is divided at

Dudau, which is 14 miles from Minab Town and 16 from
Qulughan in the Shamil district.

%. A small portion of the route between Minab Town and Shamil
Village lies in the Minab district ; vide RouteNo. 4 in the

paragraph and article already cited. It will be seen, on
reference to Route No. 5 in the same place, that travellers

proceeding from hjftnab Town to Bam or Kirman may go
by Shamil Village, joining the Bandar ^Abbas-Eorman
route at Tang-i-Zindan.

3. There is a route over the bills from Minab Town by the

Gardaneh Asyai <0.^ and Mur^d Kushteh
passes to Maniijan wb^^ilce, as ex-

plained under Route No. 4 in tbe passage cited above, ways
lie to' Sistan and Khurasan.

4. The route to Jashh runs from Minab Town to Kalavi (25 miles)

by KokOgaz, Hazarmani,. Kahatak, Majbun andDahi Qand j

there is also:a route a few miles shorter by Hazarmani, Ju
Mahalleh and Dahi Qand. The continuation beyond

Kalavi is given in the paragraph on communications in the

article on the Biyaban District.

The above routes are no better than those of South-Eastern Persia

generally ; but in dry weather they are free from difficulty for mounted

men and pack animals, at least until they enter the hilly country*

A rough estimate of the land transport owned in: the Minab District

shows that there are about 1,000 camels and an equal number of donkeys.

* In the loth oentufy A. D. the crops of the district included maize, indigo, sugar

and" 'cumniin ; palm groves also were numerous at that time. 3ee Le Strange’s

Lands ofthe La&tern Caliphate^
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As -will appear from tlie village list at the end of this ai-ticle the number
of boats belonging to the coast villages is inconsiderable. It should be

noted that the water supply in many villages of the Minab district,

though described as good in accordance with native information, is

probably only drinkable.

Mminutration .—The district is ruled by an official who has bis

seat at Miuab Town. He is at present a nominee of the Mu’in-ut-
Tujjar of Tehran who bolds the district in farm from the Persian
Government. MinSb, however, is subject in some respects to the
Governor of the Gulf Ports J and bis subordinate, the Deputy-Governor
of Bandar 'Abbas, is supposed to exercise a certain degree of authority
over the official in charge of Minab ; no signs of control however are

apparent. The Mu'in-ut-Tujjar’s agent dispenses a rude form of criminal

and civil justice and is responsible for the collection annually of 14,000
Tumans as land revenue. Except this Malyat or land revenue no taxes

are collected in the district, which in this respect is more fortunate than
Shamil or Bandar ’Abbas. The agent’s behests are enforced by a

small corps of about 80 Tufangchis
; and about 20 rifles of regular

Persian infantry have recently been stationed in the district to support
the authority of the Imperial Persian Customs.

The operations of the Imperial Customs establishment in the district

are supervised by- a Persian Mudir stationed at Minab Town : his pay
is 4)0 Tumans a month and he has under his orders a small post at Tiyab
and another at Kuhistak;

The leading men of the district are Muhammad Baqir of Minab
Town, who is a native of the place, and Shaikh Hasan of Yazd, a largo
landed proprietor who was Deputy-Governor of Minab about 1901 but
now spends most of Hs time at Bandar ’ Abbas.

Topography.—A. synoptical account of the principal places in the
district, arranged in alphabetical order, follows :

i^Tame. Position, Hoaies and inhalDitants.

^Abt>as (BSrgb Haji) 6 “miles ‘ north “by
west of - Minab
Town on the route
from Shamil
Tillage^.

'

1

1

20 houses of Persians,
Shi’abs.

.

Oates, wheat, barley,
henm, mangoes and
lemons are gi*own
and there are some
goats

^
and sheep.

Abater is brought by
a canal from a branch
of the Minalib river*
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N*ine. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Remabss.

'Abdallali (Band)
w

iXio

About 20 miles west
of Minab Town,
the only village in
a largie stretch of
sandy and swampy
waste.

Half-a-dozen houses
of Shi’ahs.

The people are fisher-

men and herdsmen
possessing about 50
sheep and goats and
a few cattle. Water
is from wells.

Ahmadabad 4 miles north by
west of Minsb
Town on the route
from Shamil Vil-

lage.

20 houses of Shi*ahs. - Dates* mangoes, henna
and lemons are
grown. Water is

from a branch of the
Minab river by a
canal.

*Ali Matriyum 8 miles north by
. east of Kalavi, not
far from the right
bank of the
Mazavi stream.

2 houses of Baluchis. There are 3 camels, 2
donkeys, 10 cattle and
a few date trees.

Wheat and barley are
grown by rainfall.

There are 2 wells, 2
fathoms deep, of good
water.

Banzar 7 miles south-west
of Minab Town,
on the left bank
of the Minab

' river.

40 houses of

Baluchis.
There are 150 date
palms, but no cereals

are cultivated. Ani-
mals are 4 camels, 4
donkeys and 30 cattle.

Water is from the
Minab river.

Basreh
'2" miles north of
' MinSb Town near
the right bank of

the Minab river.

60 houses of Shi’aha. Dates and other fruit

are grown, but the re-

sources of the place

are scanty. Water is

from a large branch
of the Minab river

which is spanned by
an excellent stone
bridge, arched and 8
feet wide.

Biilbuli
* 5 miles south-sonth-

. . .west of Minaib
Town on the left

. bank of the
Minab river.

25 houses of Minab-
, is, Shi’ahs.

There are 4 camels, 12
donkeys and 100
cattle. Wheat, barley
and fruit are grown
in small quantities.

Water is from the
Minab river.

Bnm&ni -- .2^ miles north-east

_ of Kuhistak.

10 houses of Balu-
chis.

There are a few date
palms dependent on
rainfall, but no cereals.
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Name. position, Houses and inbabitants. HEItCABXS.

Livestock are 2
camels, 3 donkeys,
15 cattle, and 30 sheep
and goats. Water is

good, from 3 wells, 1|
fathoms deep.

OhilaiL 7 miles west by
south of Minab)
Town, in the midst

of a marshy and
trackless waste.

15 houses of Arabs,
Snnnis, said to be of

the Ka’ab tribe.

The people are date-
growers and own a
very few buffaloes.
Water, which is brack-
ish, is from wells.

Dabi Qand 8 miles north-north-

east of Kuhistak,
near the left bank
of the Mazavi
stream.

15 houses of Balii-
chis.

There are 60 date
palms, nnirrigated,
hut no other crops.
Livestock are 3 camels,
5 donkeys, 45 cattle

and 45 sheep and
goats. There are 3
wells, fathoms
deep, of good water.

Dabu 10 miles west by
south of MinSb

" Town on the road

to its port Tiyab.

160 houses. The village, a pros-

perous one, consists

of two separate quar-
ters, The people are

fishermen, camel-own-
ers and growers of

dates. Supplies are
available in some
quantity, and live-

stock amounts to 40
cattle and 600 sheep
and goats, and tran-
sport animals to 60
camels and 100
donkeys. Water is

from a branch of

the Minah river.

Dabusta
"

B miles west-north-

west of Minab
Town.

120 houses of Shi’ahs.

1

The village is sur-

rounded and conceal-

ed by date-groves and
possesses an old mud
fort now in ruins*

The people axe all

date-growers and a
few are fishermen.
Supplies are obtain-
able, but no transport.

Water is from the
Minab river : the
canals are crossed by
serviceable stone
bridges, 6 feet wide.
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N^wne, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Rehares.

Dallalan 8 miles west by
north of Minab
Town.

10 houses of Bandar
’Ahbasis, Shi’ahs.

Wheat and barley are
grown and there are

2^000 date trees.

Animals are 4
camels and 5 donkeys.
Water from the Minab
river is good and
plentiful.

Dil^uaha

UtiJj

4 miles west-north-
west of Minab
Town.

1 50 houses of M inabis
Sbi'abs.

Wheat and barley are
grown and there are

1,500 date palms, also

3 gardens each con-
taining about 150
trees, limes and man-
goes. Livestock are

10 camels, a few
donkeys and 150
sheep and goats.

Water is by canals

from the Minab river.

Du^ar

jOjo

10 miles south-east
of Kuhistak in the
low hills.

10 houses. A little wheat and
harley are grown and
there are 600 date-

palms. Livestock are

3 camels, 10 donkeys,
10 cattle and 200
sheep and goats.

There are 4 wells, of
good water, 2 fathoms
deep.

Drtidaxi (I)

jV
1 to 3 miles south-
west and south by
west of Minab
Town on the left

bank of the
Minab river.

100 houses of Arabs
of Bahraini descent.

The village consists of
4 hamlets, namely,
Dudau proper, Euk-
nabad ouT Tib

Shahi an<d

Duri I>ates

and wheat are grown
and livestock and
transport are 20
cattle, 200 sheep and
goats, 30 camels and
60 donkeys. Supplies
are obtainable in fair
quantities. Water is
from a stream which
is a branch of the
MinSh river and
known as the
Bagnraz

Dcdau (II) 12 miles west by
north of Minaib
Town.

50 houses of BalU-
cbis.

There are no dates
here ; the people are
agricnlturists and
graziers owning 70
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N^rne. Position. Houaes and inhabitanta. Rbhareb.

i

f

camels, 100 donkeys,
and 300 sheep and
srOiits. The villai^e

has a shrine of TChajeh
Khizar. Water is

from a stream and
from wells.

Fehral)5d 2 miles east of

Minato Town.

1

60 honses of Shi*ahs.

f

The inhabitants are

date and frnit-

g;rowers ; a few are
fishermen. Live-
stock are 20 donkeys
and 50 sheep and
gortts. ^Resources are

scanty except dates.

Water is from the
Minah river. 'I'liere

is a Qndamgah of
Murtaza 'Ali.

G^andumi 13 miles north of
Knhistak and 6
miles east of the

month of the

Mazavi stream.

20 honses of Balii-
cMs, Snnnis.

Crops are wheat and
barley irrigated from
the Minah river.

Livestock ai'e 6
camels. 5 donkeys, 45
cattle and 200 sheep
and goats. There is

one well of brackish
water.

Gardu

- jsV

4 miles north of
Knhistak and
miles from the
coast.

20 honses of BalH-
cMs, Sunnis.

There are no cereals and
vei*y few dates.

Animals are 9 camels,

2 donkevs and 40
cattle. Some of the

people are fishermen.
There are 3 shallow
wells of good water.

Gat (QaVeh.i-) In the hills 11 miles
east-sonth-east of

Knhistak.

A rninons fort occu-

pied by a few Tufaner-

ohis and perhaps 30
houses.

The approach from
Dudar village is

through bad ground
among sandstone
hills, and up the
bed of a torrent.
The fort, which iu"

eludes about 6 acres

of ground with re-

mains of water
tanks, occupies the
top of a detached
hill with almost
perpendicular sides
and is reached by
a steep path which
is commanded by a
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitauts. Beuabxs.

fortified gateway.
The building does

not appear ever to

have possessed more
than local impoit-
ance. The people

cultivate a little and
own a few animals.

Gauraiii 10 mib s soath-
sonth-east of

Minab Town.

35 houses of Balu-
chis.

Wheat and barley are

grown by rainfall and
there are 200 date
palms. Livestock are

25 camels, 15 donkeys
and 60 cattle. There
are 6 wells, 1 to

1| fathoms deep^ of

good water.

Gurazu 7 miles south-
south-west of
JViinab Town.

55 bouses of Balu-
chis.

No irrigation, no cereals,

100 date trees. Ani-
mals are 2 camels, 2
donkeys and 20 cattle.

Water is fairly good ;

it is obtained not from
wells but from pits, 3
or 4 feet deep, dug in

the ground.

GvSizangek 4 miles south-
west of Minab
Town, on the
right hank of the
Minab river.

45 houses of Balu-
chis and Minabis,
the latter Shi'ahs.

There aie 6 donkeys,
35 cattle and 550 date
trees, but no other
crop‘». Water is from
the Minab river*

Gvehamini 4 miles north -north-
west of Minab
Town.

100 houses of ShTahs. The people are mostly
date and fruit-grow-
ers, but some are
weavers. Supplies are

obtainable and there
are about 10 camels
and 50 cattle, besides
sheep and goats.
Water is from a
branch of the Minab
river called ?afla

""Hajiabad

u a »

10 miles west by-

north of Minab
Town.

150 houses of Balu-
chis.

A fort formerly existed
here, but has now
almost disappeared.
The j.eople are date
and barley cultivators ;

they have two gardens
of lemons, oranges
and mangoes, and their

livestock amounts to 10
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Name* Position. Houses and inlialiitants. Bemabeb.

camels, 50 donkeys and
200 sheep and goats.

Water is from the Safla

branch of the Minab
river. Some supplies

are obtainable. With
Gvehamini this place

has 15,000 date palms
and the two villages

together ai'e assessed

at an annual revenue

of 800 Tumans.

flakaini 4 miles nortb-west

of lyEinab Town.
120 houses of Shi'ahs.

1

The inhabitants are

date aud fruit-grow-

ers and own 30
camels, 50 donkeys
and 100 sheep aud
goats. Water is from
the Safla branch of the

Minab river. Some
supplies are obtainable.

There are 11,000 date

palms and the annual
revenue of the village

is 700 Tumans.

Halvai 2 miles south-west

of Minab Town
near the left bank
of the Minab
river.

No houses. A. little wheat and barley

are grown by inbabit-

ants of Minab ToWui
There is one well, of

good water*, 3 fathoms
deep.

Hazarmani 9 miles south

-

south-east of

Minab Town.

No houses. This is merely a place

towhiou the inhabit-

ants of certain villages

resort to cut grass.

Husaiaabad

jibi

9 miles west by
north of Minab
Town

50 houses of Shi’ahs. Wheat and barley are

the only crops ; a few
of the people are gra-

ziers owning 2<)0 sheep

and goats. Water is

fro-m wells

.

Janfari 11 miles south-

south-west of

Minab Town.

‘ 6 houses of Balu-
chi^.

No cereals are grown
^nd there are only a

few date trees depen-
dent on rainfall. Live-

stock are 6 camels, 2
donkeys, 20 cattle and
20 sheep and goats.

There are 2 wells of

goo^ water, 1^ fathoms
deep.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. ItEHABES)

Kahatak Near the right hank
of the MazSvi
stream) 8 miles
east-uorfch-east of
Dghi Qand.

4 houses of Balu-
chis.

There are 100 date
palms dependent on
rainfall, but no other
cultivation. Animals
are 2 camels, 2 donkeys
and 10 cattle. Water
is good from 2 wells,

one fathom deep.

Kala^i 6 miles north-north-
east of Kiihistak
and 2 miles from
the left bank of
Mazavi stream at

9 miles from its

mouth.

40 houses. The people own 30
camels, 30 cattle, 150
sheep and 1,000 date
palms. The two main
routes from Minab to

Jashk separate here.

Kardar ; 4 miles south-south-
west of Minab
Town, on the left

bank of the Minab
river.

20 houses of Balu-
chis,

Water is from the
Minab river ; there are

250 date palms but no
other cultivation.

Livestock are 2 camels,

5 donkeys and 100
cattle.

Kargun

vi>yy

10 miles north of

Kuhistak, on the
right hank of the
Mazavi stream at

4 miles from its

mouth.

100 houses of Balu-
chis.

There is no cultivation

here 5 livestock are 6
donkeys and 35 cattle.

A certain number of
the inhabitants live

by fishing. Good
water is obtainable

from shallow wells.

Kariyun On the left hank of

the Mazavi stream,

about 5 miles

above Kahatak.

100 houses of Balu-
chis.

There are 100 donkeys
and 100 cattle, also

1,000 date palms, and
wheat and barley are
grown. Water is from
a stream called the
Sirnai .

Karpan Three miles south-

south-east of

Kuhistak and 1
mile from the

coast.

2 or 3 houses inhabit-

ed in the hot
weather only by
people from Eluhis-

tak.

There is one well, a

fathom deep, and 100
date trees.

Ifhagua 2 miles from the

coast and 6 miles

north of Kuhistak.

Not ascertained^ On both sides of the
village the shore is

low and sandy.

Kqkqgaz

/yy

7 miles south -south-

east of MinSLb
Town.

2 houses of Balu-
chis.

Wheat and barley are
cultivated and there are

a few vines. There js

one well of good water,

but no artificial irriga-

tion. Livestock are
6 cattle.

4 I 8
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3Sdir9, Position. Houses and inhaliitants. Bbmabks.

Ivub SiyfJi

5Vi.VAw

a mile soutb of

Kuhistak between
it and the right

bank of the Chah-
lak stream.

25 houses. There are 30 cattle and
1,000 date trees.

Kuhistsk On the coast 25
miles south-south-

west of Minab
Town and 1 mile

from the right

hank of the
Chahlak stream

at its mouth.

60 houses. The village is distin-

guished by a fort

upon a little isolated

hill to eastward,
about 80 feet above
sea-level. There are

] ,700 date palms and
5 camels, 35 cattle, 10
donkeys and 100 sheep
and goats ; many of

the inhabitants are
fishermen and they
own 10 small sailing

boats. Wheat and
barley are grown and
there are 2 wells, 3
fathoms deep, of good
water.

Ktiinbil 7 miles south-
south-west of

Minab Town.

3 houses of Balii-
cMs.

There are 60 date trees,

but no other cultiva-

tion. Animals are 1

camel, 3 donkeys and
5 cattle. There is a

well, 1 fathom deep,

of good water.

Kxinar Isma 51

j\jS

10 miles south-
south-west of

Minab Town.

45 houses of Balu-
chis.

Animals are 5 camels, 6
donkeys and 50 sheep
and goats. Wheat and
barley are grown
without irrigation and
there are 100 date
trees. There are 3

wells, 1 fathom deep,
of good water.

Knnareli

ijiiS

, 5, miles north, of
Minab Town.

30 houses of Shi'ah s. Dates and fruit are
grown and there are
some cattle. Water is

from the ShehvSr

branch of the

Minab river. Supplies
are scanty and there
is no transport.
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Name. Position, Houses and inhabitanis. Remarks.

Malialleb (Ju)
m

13 miles north-north
east of Knhistak
on the right bank
of the Miizavi
stream.

Half-a-dozen houses. On the top of a hill,

near a ford here, is a

small round tower in

ruins.

M ajbun 1 mile from the left

bank of the
Mazavi stream at
4 miles above
Dahi Qand.

No bouses

1

Wheat and barley are

grown here in the cold

weather by inhabit-

ants of Kuhistak.

Mashihran 64 miles west by
north of Minab

|

Town.

30 houses of Minahis
ShTahs.

Resources are 2,000
date palms, cultiva-

tion of wheat, barley
and oats, 7 camels, 5

donkeys and 260 sheep
and goats. Water is

from the Minab river

and is good and
plentiful.

Mizi'gh
gjU

1 1 miles west-

south -west of

Minab Town and
about 6 miles

from the ooast.

100 houses of Shrahs. The people are date
growers and herds-
men : they pOi^sess

100 camels, 200 cattle

and 300 sheep and
goats. Supplies are

obtainable and water
is from the Minit
river.

Hfnab Town Almost 60 miles

due east of Ban-
dar ’Abbas and
28 miles south-

south-east of

Shamil Village.

See article Minab
Town.

Mir ’Ali Dad
jX*

On the left bank of

the Minab river

about 8 miles above
Minab Town,
within the hills.

3 houses of

chis.
Balu- There are 100 date

palms, but no other
resources. Another
100 palms grow at
Bagh, 2 miles further
up the left bank,
which is considered to
be a part of Mir 'Ali

Dad.

Miyaii Sheb.7 8 miles north-

north-west of Mi-
n5b Town, the

last village of this

district on tba side

towards Shamil.

70 houses of Shi’ahs. Iheieisa ruined mud
fort. Date and
barley are cultivated
and livestock amount
to 50 donkeys and 200
sheep and goats.

Supplies are in fair
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Nane. Position. Hou'ses and iuhabitantB. Bbharcs.

quantities and water
is brought by a cut
from the IVIinab

river.

Mugli Ibralum 11 miles wesj: by
Eoutb of Minab
Town, near the

head of the creek

on which is Tiyab,
the port of

MinSb.

100 houses of Shi’ahs. Dates and barley are
grown and there are

10 camels, 20 donkeys,
60 cattle and 200 sheep
and goats.

Murden Singan 6 miles north by
west of Minab
Town.

25 houses of Shi’ahs. Dates and fruit are
cultivated and the
people own 20 donkeys
and 100 sheep and
goats. Water is from
the Shehvar branch
of the Minab river.

Supplies are scanty.

Fatal

JJO

3 miles north-north-
east of Ruhistak.

80 Iiouses of Balu-
eMs.

Livestock are 5 camels,
10 donkeys, 35 cattle

and 35 sheep and
goats. There are 200
date palms, but no
other cultivation.

Water is good, from 3
wells 1|- fathoms in
depth.

Qambar (Chah) 2 miles north of Jii

Mahalleh.
15 houses of Shi’ahs. There are 10 camels,

60 cattle and 160
sheep.

Eubin 6 miles east of

Hazarmani at the

foot of the hills.

55 houses of Balil-
ehis.

1

Wheat and barley are
grown without irriga-

tion and there are 200
date trees. Livestock
are 3 camels, 15 don-
keys, 55 cattle and
100 goats. Good
water is obtainable
from 2 wells 5
fathoms deep.

Ramohan

wV*!)

8 miles south-east
of Kuhistak,

30 houses. Wheat and barley are
grown and there are a
few date trees. Ani-
mals are 6 camels, 10
donkeys, 50 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.
Water is good, from
10 wells 4 fathoms in
depth.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Ebhabxs.

Sarbaran 7\ miles west-north-
west of Minab
Town.

75 houses of Minabis,
Sbi*abs.

Date palms number
4,500 and wheat and
barley are cultivated.

Animals are a few
camel?5, 20 donkeys,
15 cattle and 80 sheep
and goats. Water is

by canals from the
Minab river and the
supply is good and
abundant.

Sargualam 2 miles east of
Kubistak.

10 bouses of Balu-
chis.

There are only a few
date trees and no
irrigation. The peo-
ple have 2 camels, 3
donkeys, 10 cattle and
30 sheep and goats.

Water is good from
2 wells of a fathom
deep.

Sehbansul 19 miles west of
MiuSb Town on
the coast route to

Bandar ^Abbas.

15 houses of Sbi*ahs. The people are bailey
growers and graziers

owning 15 camels,
10 cattle and 300
sheep and goats, but
resources are limited.

Water is from a
stream and wells.

Sbaikhabad 2 miles soutb-soutb- 100 houses of Persian The village is sur-
east of Minab Shi’ahsj and of rounded by date

«3b) Town. Baluchis. plantations. The
inhabitants are date
growers and cattle

breeders owning 30
cattle and 200 sheep
and goats, but no
transport animals.
Water is from the
Minab river and ordi-

nary supplies are
obtainable. Two
hundred new date
trees were planted
here in 1904.

Shavar (Qal^eh^d-)

4{aJ3

6 miles north-west
of Minab Town.

A dozen houses of
Sbi’ahs.

Date cultivation is the
only resource. Water
is from a branch
called Q§,sir of

the Minab river.

Sbfebvar 5 miles north-
north -west of

MinSb Town.

800 bouses of Persians^

Sbl'ahs.
» This is a large and

prosperous village

standing in the
centre of a large date
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Houses and inhabitants. Bemabkb,

Sih Chalifin

Sisi (Bagl»)

Taling

grove. The soil, a

sandy loam, is irri-

gated from the

Slinah river and
highly cultivated :

fche chief products are

dates, harley, wheat,
mangoes, lemons and
limes. The annual
Malyat is 100
Tumans. Water is

both sweet and
abundant and supplies

plentiful ; livestock

are 20 camels, 100
donkeys and 300
sheep and goats.

There is a shrine of

Imam Husain.

1 mile south of 6 houses of BalU- There are 60 date

Gandumi. cMs. palms, but no irriga-

tion and no other
agricultural re*

sources. Animals
are 3 camels, 2
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 20 sheep and
goats. Water is

good from 2 wells

of a fathom deep.

On the right bank 3 houses (occupied in A little wheat and
of the MinSb the hot weather only) barley is grown and
river within the of ’Omanis and there are 120 date
hills about 5 miles Persians from palms. Water is

above Minab Minab Town. from the Minab
Town. river. JNo livestock.

2 miles north-west 30 houses of Basha- A little wheat and
of Garuk in
BiyabSn and 1
mile from the
right bank of the
Mazavi stream.

Upon a creek, 12
miles west by
south of Minab
Town and about
6 miles in a direct
line from the
coast.

6 miles south-west
of Minab Town

. on the right bank
.. of the M Infth
».tiiver.

kardi Persians.

There are only a few
mat sheds, occupied
by Customs em-
ployes, tlieir servants
and labourers, and a
couple of water
reservoirs.

250 bouses of Persians
and Baluchis

; the
latter are Sunnis-

barley are cultivated.

Water is from the
Mazavi river.

Tbis is the port or
landing stage of Mi-
nSb Town. Th^
ground about it is

occasionally flooded
and tbis prevents tbe
growth of a village.

The people are date,
growers and graziers

;

they own 300 camels,
100 donkeys and 400
cattle, sheep and
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Name. Position. Eonses and inhabitants.

Vatlasht 2| miles nortli of 12 houses of Balli-

goats. Water from

the Mlnab rirer is

plentiful and
^

is

applied to irrigation.

No cereals are grown,

Kuhistak, near chis, Sunnis. there is no artificial

the coast. irrigation, and date

palms only number

ZaDgu Near the right No houses.

about 30. Animals

are 2 camels, 3

donkeys, 15 cattle

and 20 sheep and

goats. There are 4 •

wells of good water

a fathom deep. The
people are fishermen.

A little wheat and

bank of the

Mazavi stream,

barley are cultivated

here in the cold

miles east of weather by people

ZijSrat

’Ali Matriyum.

11 miles south by 7 houses.

from Minab Town.

The village stands

east of Kuhistak amidst sandhills and

and 1 mile from the coast route from
the coast. Minab Town to

Jasbk passes

between it and the

sea. There are 300
date palms and a

little wheat and
barley is grown.

Animals are 4
donkeys, 10 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats. There are 2
wells of good water

a fathom deep.

A salt water creek m the Miliab District, providing an incomplete

approach from the sea towards the district capital of MinEh ; its mouth is

situated about 33 miles east by south of Bandar ’Abbas and 19 miles

west by south of Minab Town. The bar of the creek is nearly dry at

low water. The creek runs inland at first in a north-easterly direction

for 11 miles through sand and mud flats, then for 2 miles south*

MINAB
or

MINATI
(KHTTE)
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eastwards between banks grown with mangroves, and finally for 4

miles to the east-north-east to its head, where is situated Tiyab,

described elsewhere among the villages of Minab District, the landing

place forMinab Town and the site of an Imperial Persian Customs station.

A mud flat continues 2 miles beyond Tiyab in the direction of Minab

Town, between which and the landing stage goods are transported on

camels and donkeys. During and after the date harvest, in August, Sep-

tember and October, a considerable trade is carried on here, as many as 20

boats arriving and leaving on the same day
j

these are mostly from

Qishm and Bandar ’Abbas, but a few are from the coast of Arabia

and even from India.

The Minab creek makes an indifferent harbour
j

the bar, as already

mentioned, is shallow, while the inner channel, which at its head

degenerates into a mere ditch, cannot he used by native boats exceeding

20 tons burden and at low water is impracticable even for these.

During a Shamal vessels can neither enter nor leave Khur Minab

and accidents in attempting to do so are not uncommon.

Prom the accounts of the mediseval geographers, Arab and Persian, it

would seem that the original town of Hormfiz, on the mainland, must have

lain on Khur Minab, probably in the vicinity of the present Tiyab.*

In English formerly Minnow The capital of the Minab

District and the only popnlous or important place of the Persian

Coast anywhere east of Bandar ’Abbas; it is situated about

28 miles south-south-east of Shamil Village and nearly 50 miles due

east of Bandar ’Abbas, at a distance of about 15 miles in a direct

line from the nearest point on the sea.

Minab stands on the left bank of the Minab river and is immediately

commanded on the east side by some hills, which rise to 640 feet and

carry a large (but very dilapidated) fort overlooking the town ;
tlie

whole hiH side is covered with remains of towers, bastions and walls.

The greater part of the town consists of mat huts, but at the foot of

the hill on which- the fort stands is a quarter, about 5 acres in extent,

, with many good and substantial houses ; this quarter was originally

enclosed, hut the wall which surrounded it has now almost entirely

The towBf on the itoainlan^ was abandoned, on account of the attacks of robber

tribes, about. 1S15 A. D.,tbe ruler transferring his seat to the iJand now called

Hormuz. jSee Le Strange’s Lands of the !Eastern Caliphatei.
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disappeared, only the towers and bastions wbieb belonged to it remaining

in situ- On tbe south side are extensive plantations and gardens, and

here begins an enormous date-belt, about 6 miles in breadth, which

follows the course of the Minab river half the way to the sea ; it belongs

to various villages mentioned in the article on the Minab District,

There are in all not less than ^,000 houses in Minab Town, and the

population may be estimated at 10,000 souls in summer, when the place

is partly occupied by immigrants from Bandar ’Abbas, Hormuz and

the adjoining rural districts ; the minimum winter population possibly

does not exceed 7,000. The inhabitants are described as civil and oblig-

ing ; the majority of them are Persians of no partienlar tribe, a considerable

proportion of them being natives of the Rudbar district upon the upper

course of the Minab river. Large numbers of Arabs and negroes

also are among the inhabitants ; and there are at present 14 Hindus

and 17 Khojahs who are British subjects. The Khojahs, who are

from Sind, are accompanied by their families, but the Hindus are

not ; the former have 2, and the latter 5 places of business. The

Persians of Minab Town are all Shi^ahs. Nearly the entire popula-

tion is dependent on date and fruit culture, but a few are engaged in the

manufacture of Lungis or coloured check cloths, and others live by trade.

Dates, tobacco, henna, oranges, citrons, lemons, plantains and mangoes

are grown, and the town can furnish about 200 donkeys, SOO camels

and 400 cattle. The bazaar is large and better supplied than that of

Bandar ’Abbas, and carpenters and' blacksmiths are here obtainable.

Exports consist chiefly of dates, com, vegetables, fruit, henna, wool,

ghi and hides, while imports include piece-goods, rice, sugar, tea, kerosine

oil and dried fish ; a portion of the trade really belongs to [the Eudbar

district in the interior which produces the greater part of the wool, ghi

and hides exported. The town is the only trade centre of the Minab

District ,* its currency^ weights and measures are identical with those of

J^andar ^Abbas. Every kind of supply is obtainable at Minab, and

water, which is from the Minab river and canals dependent on it, is good

and abundant. There are a few wells.

The Deputy-Governor of the Minab District has his reffldence here, and

there is also a Mudir of the Imperial Persian Customs ; the authority of

both is supported by the presence of a small detachment of 20 Persian

infantry. There are shrines of Hazrat 'Abbas, Zain-ul-'Abidin, and

Shah Wah. The elerdents of a Muhammadan education are imparted in

two or three mosques : these are the only tuitional establishments.
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MIRBA-
CHEH*

or

MADAP-
GHIYEH

m

iS2«

A village with an elevation o£ 810 feet above the level of the sea,

situated in the Ramnz Distiiet about 11 miles west by south of

Ranraz Town on the main track fi-om that place to Nasiri,. Mirbacheh

stands on a mound about 80 feet high, ascended by steep narrow paths

and crowned at the summit by a fort-like enclosure
; on the north-east,

east and south* east sides the village spreads downwards to the plain, and

on the north, west and south it is surrounded by plantations of young

date trees, while to the south-west there is a detached date grove and on

that side a garden extends to a distance of about half a mile from

the mound. In winter the surrounding plains are grassy.

The salt Muwailheh stream, described in the article on Ramuz
District, passes about 2 miles to the west of the village

; and at a mile

on the east side of Mirbacheh a stream of . fresh water 2 yards wide
and 2 or 3 feet deep is encountered, besides other smaller channels,

flowing to the north-westward. The ground on this side is boggy and

treacherous, but the channels are now bridged with logs. These streams

of fresh water on the east of Mii’baeheh are said to have their origin

in a perennial spring some 10 or 12 miles south or south-east of the

village, of which the discharge is sometimes conducted by a channel,

known as the Ab-i-Ju "Abdullah., to the lands between Mirbacheh and
the Muwailheh stream ; it is possible also that they are connected with
the Zamini stream of the Ramuz District;

The place consists of rather over 100 houses, of which 2 or 3

belong to Lnrs and the remainder to Bani Lam Arabs of the Kinanah
section : the inhabitants possess about 70 rifles.

The irrigated lands are estimated at 90 Khish or ploughs, the

unirrigated at 80 Khish
; the annual yield of the same in gi-ain, which

here includes rice, is placed at 5,000 Ramuz Mans. Date palms
number about 6,000, on the average 15 years old, and are the property*
of the villagers. Ti-ansport animals and other livestock are 40 horses,
a large number of donkeys, 400 cattle and 8,000 sheep and goats.

The village is the property of the Dtizad-us-Sultan, one of the
Bakhtiyari ruling family. Iirigated'land is assessed at i of the oross
produce- and unirrigated at 25 Qrans per Khish per annum.

Or perhaps triore

(ssimagar)

oommonrT Marbwheh. The popular derivation ia: '“Mar
« Perhapa y^-are a child then ? - se. to speak or aot so

.
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A village of the Bani Kalban tribe situated in the district of Dhahirah MISKIN
in the ^'Oman Sultanate near the head of Wadi-al-Kabir and about 2,750

feet above sea-level. It consists of about 200 houses, of -which 100

belong to the Jarawinah, 80 to the 'Amairah and 20 to the, Subaih

section of the tribe. Wheat, jowari, and lucerne are grown ; the date,

mango, plantain, Nabaq, fig and vine flourish ; the fields are fenced with

thorny Nabaq branches and irrigated with water brought in channels

from springs. Animals are 30 camels, 20 donkeys, 120 cattle and

1,000 sheep and goats
;

date-palms are estimated at 4,000, Miskin

stands on the usual route between Dhank and Rustaq, and from it two

routes lead to Batinah, one over the Najd of the Wadi-al-Hawasinah,

and the other over the Najd of its tributary the Wadi Dhula’ further to

the west : the latter is the more direct.

A valley in the Western Hajar district of the ^Oman Sultanate, a MISTAL
right bank tributary of Wadi Bani Kharus, which it joins near Mahalil.

(WADI)

The villages of Wadi Mistal in ascending order are

1

Position. On which bank.
Bouses
and

inhabitants.
Beuares,

Ghubrafc Bani
Buwahah

1 hour from
Mahalil.

1

Left. 40 houses oP Bani
Euwahah.

The inhabit-

ants keep

cattle and
are charcoal-

burners.

Hail 1 hour above

the preceding.

Do. 40 houses ol Bani
Euwahah.

Do.

Hijar Do.* Bight. 50 houses of

Bani Eiyto.
Do.

Hadash Do. Left. 80 houses of

Bani Hadhram.
Do-

Qorah Do. Do. 40 houses of

Bani Eiyam.
Do.

* Another account makes it 12 miles from Ghubrat Bani Rnwahah to Hijir,
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Above these are several other small villages. There is also a village

called Fiq of the Bani Harras. Eunning water is found in this

valley. There are some cattle but not many other animals in the

villages. The settled population of the valley and villages connected with

it may be estimated at 1,500 souls.

miYAH
(WADI-
AL-)

Boundaries and extent,—W adi-al-Miyah is considered to begin in

the north at the Na^airiyah hill. From that point its border, curving out

to the westwards, runs by the isolated hill of ‘^Uduwat to the ridge of

Abu Dhahair, which it follows southwards to its termination; the

remainder of the boundary on the west side is defined by the northern

part of the Tafi range. A line which leaves Jabal-at-Taff immediately

north of the Jau-al-Ghanam portion of Habl and goes almost straight

eastwards to Jabal Qadam marks the limit of Wadi-al-Miyah on the

south ;
and on the east side its perimeter is completed by an almost

straight boundary which runs northwards and very slightly westwards

by Jabal Qadam, Jabal Labtalah and Jabal-al-Hass back to Jabal

Na^airiyah. With these limits the extent of Wadi-al-Miyah from north

to south is about 90 miles and its greatest breadth, which is in the

southern half, is about 30 miles. It should be observed, however, that

some Bedouins would greatly increase the dimensions of Wadi-al-

Miyah by including in it so much of Habl as lies further west than

Jabal Qadam, and even the low-lying parts of Taff as far as the wells

Judah; and Bedouins are also found who consider Sanfan-al-Hanna

to be a subdivision of Wadi-al-Miyah.

Position ,—The districts surrounding Wadi-al-Miyah are thus

Warai^ahin the Kuwait Principality upon the north-west, Suminaii

on the west, Habl on the south ; and, on the east, Habl as far north

as Jabal Lahtalahj then Saufan-al-Haiina from Jabal Labtalah to

Jabal-al-Hass. and finally Eadaif between Jabal-al-Hass and Jabal

’Ka’abiyab.

A long valley or depressed tract in the extreme north of the Sanjaq

of Hasa ;
it is distinguished by its comparative fertility from the regions

which surround it upon every side and it owes its name, ^^The Valley of

Waters to its numerous wells and springs.
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Physical eA(iTacteTistics,^'~‘^}xQ soil of W adi-al-Miyali is dark brown
and perfectly cultivable ; the fall of the land is generally from west to

east. After heavy rain the ground in the northern part of the district

is said to be flooded to such an extent that the Bedouins move all their

camps to the southward of Qubaibah, where the land is slightly higher.

In spring the valley is covered with grass, which is in places 3 feet high,

and the water overflows from many of the wells j in summer the water

level is generally about 12 feet below the surface. At Bakha, Mughati,

Halaisiyah and other places there are flowing springs.

Population and villager .—Besides the Bedouins who visit the district

there is a small settled population, inhabiting the three permanent villages

of Mulaijah and Sarrar and the temporar;y village of Kahafah ;

of these Nta^ is described elsewhere under its own name, and the others

are dealt with in the paragraph on topography below. The settled

population is very mixed and includes representatives of the '’Ajman,

^Awazim, Bani Khalid, Mutair, Eashaidah and Southern Shammar
tribes. The crops generally grown are dates, wheat, barley, maize and

lucerne ; livestock are horses, camels, donkeys, cattle, sheep and goats.

Notwithstanding the distance from the sea some of the people go to the

pearl fisheries.

Political portion.—The inhabitants of Wadi-al-Miyah are said at

the present time to pay Zakat to the Shaikh of Kuwait, but the Shaikh

does not regard the district as forming part of his territories. The

local authority is the Shaikh of Nta^, at present Ibrahim-bin-'^Abdur

Eahman. The sites of deserted towns and villages are numerous, from

which it may be inferred that Wadi-al-Miyah was once more populous

and politically more important than it is now : among the places at which

these occur are, ^Aqair, ^Ataiyiq, ^Awainah, Bakha, Mishafin, Muraighah

and Thaj, At some of these places very ancient ruins with non-Arabic

inscriptions are alleged to exist ; the most considerable remains are at

Thaj, where they are said to cover a large area.

Topography .—The following is a table of the chief places having

names in the district ;

—

Name. Position. Nature. Eeuasks.

’Aqair 4 miles west of Wells. Therq are traces here

Thai. of former habitation.

As-ha£ 6 miles south-east

of tsarrar.

Do.
1

• ••
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Name. PositiOD. Nature. Bemabkk.

’Ataiyiq
w

12 miles east of

Sarrar and 1 mile

west of Jabal-al-

Hass.

Wells. There are ancient
remains here.

'Awainab

or
’Ayainah

20 miles west of

Thaj, nearly

opposite the gap
between the Abu
Dhabair and Taff

biUs.

Do. Do.

Bakba 0 miles sontb-west
of Thaj.

Springs. Do.

Baqarab
»jiu

15 miles west-
soutb-west of
Thaj.

Wells. ...

Dhabatiyab
w

15 miles south by
west of Qubaibab.

Do. The wells are 3 or 4 in
number and from 2
to 3 fathoms in
depth ; they contain
good water.

Dilaima 4 miles south-east

of Qubaibab.
Do.

...

Ghanwa 6 miles east by
south of Sarrar.

Do. ...

HaisMxi 9 miles south-
south-west of

Dbabatiyah, in the
extreme south of
Wadi-al-Miyah.

Do. *•*

Halaisiya b
w

10 ' miles Vest-
north-west of
Jabal Qadam.

Springs.
...

Hanidb
Ajo^

7 Exiles south-
south-west of
Tba] and 7 miles
west of Jabal
-Labtalab.

Wells,
...

Hasal 4 miles south-east
of Sarrar.

Do.
...

Jabaidbab
,du>kxx^ . . ^ .

9 miles west-nortb-
- West of Thaj.

Do.
...

Jarairab

*}>j^

8 miles east by
south of Sarrar,

Do. ' "
•
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Name. Position, Natore. Beuabss.

Kaliafah 8 miles south-
south -west of
*\a’«in\ah hill

and 6 miles north-
nortii-east of
Malaijah.

i

A waTed hamlet of 10
hoQses, inhabited
only during the cold
weather; the culti-

vators remove in
summer to Nta*.

There are no date
pilings heie, and the
houses and the wall

suirounding the
hai^iiet are in a semi-
ruinous state. The
wells are brackish
and usually about
15 feet deep.

K]iHz3.rai 17 miles west by
north of Jabal
Qadaxn. 1

Wells. ...

Labaib 8 miles north by
we4 of Thai
and 3 miles south-
south -west of
Jabal-al-Hass.

Do. ...

Mish§,fin 4 miles south-

, west of Sanar
and 2 miles east

of the Abu
Dbahair hills.

Do. There are traces of
ruins at this place.

Mughati 8 miles west by
south of ThS]..

Springs, ...

Mulaijah 7 miles north-
north -east of

NW.

A walled village of

30 houses of setiled

Arabs helooiiing to

various tribes. Si»me
of the people are
pearl divers.

There is a small date
grove of about 2G0
trees on the east aide

ot the village ; and
among the fields out-
side are some 16
wells for irrigation

in which the water
stands at 6 feet-

Jdvesti»ck, exclusive

of alieep and goats,

are 100 donkeys
and 250 cattle

;

there are no horses
or Camels. In the
odd weather a good
many cattle are sent
to Kuwait for
sale.

Muraighah 1| miles west of

Sanar.
Wells. There is a deserted

site here*

asrta»

„ :

50 miles inland

west of the foot of
M'usallamiyali
bay.

1

,

See article

4 r.
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I^ame. Position, Nature* Be:uabxs*

Qubaibah IS miles south of
Thaj.

Wells. About here is the
border between the
lower part of the
district in the north
and the higher part
in the south.

Qttta (tru»m«al-) 5 miles south of
Sarrar.

Do. ...

Ridainiyab 7 miles south-
south-west of
Sai rar and 3 miles
ea-t of the Ahu
Dhahair hills.

Do. There are said to be
ancient remains here.

Eidha

4)
18 miles north-
west of Jabal
Qadam,

Do. ...

Sadairali 4 miles north o£
Mulaijah.

Do. The water is sweet, at

12 feet.

Safaiyah 8 miles north-
west by north
of Thaj.

Do. ...

Sarrar

jLt®

8 miles south of
Nta».

A walled village of 60
houses inhabited by
miscellaneous settled

Arabs,

There are here about
160 date palms, and
livestock include
some 6 horses, SO
camel**, 150 donkeys
and 120 cattle.

gharai*ab Near the southern
border, 9 miLs
west of Jabal
Qadam.

Wells. ...

Thai

or

Tsi

1

24 miles south-east
by south of INtS’
and 5 mdes north-
west of Jabal
Labtalah.

The site and remains !

of a once consider-
able town ; it is said
that the ruins of

the houses, which
were hnilt of large
light coloured stones,

cover H space about
1 mile in length by
^ a mile in breadth.
The inhabitants
w«*re Bejii KhalicL
of the Al^ Humaid
section which is now
nearly extinct.

There are some wells
with good water at

1 fathom. An en-
counter took place
near Thaj in 1799
between the Turks,
then invading Hiasa
from the north, and
the Wahhabis. The
destruction of the
settlement is attri-

buted to attacks by
the Wahhabis and
bv the ’AjmaXL tribe.

There are said to be
underground dwell-

ings and inscribed
stones here.
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An island in the Shushtar District of Northern ’Arabist enclosed

between the Shatait and Gargar branches of the Karun River and

having the town of Shushtar at its northern, and the village of Bard-i-

Qir at its southern apex.

Vegetation, cultivation and animals,—Within a radius of 3 miles

of Shushtar Town there are manj Kunars and date palms
;
further to

the south the only trees are the dates of village plantations. In spring

Miyanab is covered with vegetation, the grass sometimes reaching to a

horse^s belly ; but in winter there is no greenery except in the

neighbourhood of villages, where the people cultivate the ground with

the ordinary wooden-shared plough of ’Arabistan drawn, here as

elsewhere, by horses, mules, buffaloes and even donkeys. The norihern

end of the island was once highly cultivated. It was also irrigated by

the Minau canal from Shushtar Town and about one-fourth of it is still

so served, among the villages which benefit being Kunarpir, Mehdiabad,

Tabatti and Yissareh; but the total area of Miyanab is only about 270

square miles and the whole could be watered from the Minau canal, if

improved and properly worked. The supplies of Shushtar Town, except

fuel, are, so far as not brought from ^Aqili, mostly derived from Miyanab.

The game of the tract comprises mallard, teal, snipe, plover, francolin,

sandgrouse and pigeon there are also jackals and pig, and there were

formerly lions.

MIYANAB

or
MIYAN-
DAB

Inhabitants,—In the south the people of Miyanab are mostly

’Anafijeh Arabs, elsewhere they are chiefly Bakhtiyaris of the Shir

’Ali section. The remainder of the population are for the most part

detribalised Arabs, called Miyanab Arabs, or Shushtaris.

Communications,—The land route connecting Shushtar Town with

Band-i-Qir is about 30 miles in length ; it runs direct from Shushtar

Town to the village of ’Arab Hasan on the Shatait, which is a much

used and convenient halting place though rather nearer to Baud-i Qir

than to Shushtar, and thence it goes to Band-i-Qir ; the tiack is liable

to become difficult after rain. There are two variants of this route, one

more easterly for the whole way, and the other more westerly between

Shushtar and ^Arab Hasan, but they are hardly ever used.

Topography,—The riverain villages of Miyanab will be found in the

ar^cles on the Shatait and Gargar rivers ; those of the interior are
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described in the following table, whence further particulars of population,

cultivation and irrigation in Miyanab can be extracted from the column

o£ remarks :—
Houses and inhabitants. BeMASKS.

Band-i-Qir

Binaiyeh

JadayaT 3 1 miles east of

Lungur and 2 ^

tuilt-s
^

sontili ofs

Qurumizi on the

G-argar.

60 mud houses and
mat huts of Persians

called Miltaw is and

also of Slitishtaris.
' They have 20 liiles.

See article Baild.-i-Qir»

I

See QaPeh Nau helow.

The village consists of

three hau»lets grouped
together on a mound and
named after their pre-

sent headmen Safa,

Yarra and Mash*al.

There are wells, but the

animals of the village,

comprising 16 mules,

20 donkeys, lOO cattle

and 600 sheep and
gofits, are watered at the

Gargar River. Jada-

yar belongs to Saiyid

’Abdus ^amad, Mu..ita-

hid, of Slxtishtar

Town,

Kiiuarplr miles nearly due
south of Slnisti-

tar Town and 1

mile from the

right hank of the

I

Gargar-

100 mud houses of

Shir ’Ali Bakti-
tiyaris who have
among them 60
rifles.

There is an Imamzadeh
here and a Kuuar tree.

Water is from the

Gargar rivei', from
which it is taken at

MahlhSzan; and there

is some irrigation from
the Minau canal.

Livestock are 20 nuiles,

£0 donkeys, 40 buffaloes,

100 cattle and 3,000
sheep and goats. The
Imam Juin'eh of

ShUstitar Town is

proprietor of this vil-

lage. .

Lungur 1^ Tuiles south of

Mehdiabad..

15 mud houses of

Shir 'All Baku-

'

tiySris and Shush-
taris* They have 10
rifles.

By Arabs called LangariT
y*-h. Water tor men
and animals is from
wells and there are 6

Eunar trees. Live-

stock ure 15 mules,

15 donkeys, 36 buffa-

loes, 60 cattle and 300
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N«me. Position.

1

Houses and inhabitants.

sheep and goats.

This villaiie is owned
by the Imam Jum’eh
of ShusiLtar Town.

MedhdiabS.d

o(j|

or
Mcbdiyaweh

3 miles soutb-wesfc

of Sbalaili Buz-
urg.

25 mud houses of
Shir *Ali Bakh-
tiyaris and Shush-
taiis. There are 10
rifles.

The water-supply for

men is from wells : the

cattle are sent to drink
either at the Gargar
or the Shatait.
'there is an Imamzadeh
surrounded by 80 date
palms ; and wheat,
barley and beans are

cultivated by irrigation

from the Minau canal.

Livestock amount to
10 mules, 20 donkeys,
15 buffaloes, 60 cattle

and 600 sheep and
goats. This village is

the property ot the
Imam Jum’eh of

Skushtar Town.

MnnMm
(.Haji)

r*^

f of a mile west
of Kut Haji
Mubammad Hu-
sain on the

Gargar.

A Kut or enclosure

containing a house
owned by Shush-
taris.

The place is not occupied

except in the seasons

of Hgriculturai activity.

Qareb Nau
j.i AjJj

IJ miles south-west

of Kunarpir and
about midway be-

tween the Gargar
and Shatait.

15 mud houses of Shir

’AH Bakhtiyaris,
B mi Sa’ad of tiie

Taraif section and
Shn^htarig. They
have 5 rifles*

By Arabs styled Kut-al-
«j

Binaiyeb . Beans,

wheat and barley are

cultivated. Animals
are 15 (ionke\s, 25
buffaloes and 50 cattle.

Saiyid (Kut
or Qareh)

miles south-

west of Qal’eh

-Nau.

15 mnd honses of

Shir "Ali Bakh-
tiyaris, Taraif and
Shush T-a ris, owaiug
10 rifles.

Wheat, barley, beans

and lentils are jfr<*w£i.

There are 20 donkeys,

15 buffaloes and 40
cattle.

ShtLshtar
Town

V ^ *

Tabatbi

• ••

1 mile south of

BhalaUi Buzurg.
20 mud and mat huts,

of which only 12
are at piesent inha-

bited. The people

are Shir *Ali Bakk-
tiysris and Shnsh-
taris and possess lo
rifles.

See article Shusktar
Town.

Water is from the Gar-
gar and there is some
iirigation from the
Minau canal. Live-

stock are 10 mules, 15
d'»nkeys, 30 cattle and
200 sheep and goats*

Tabatti belongs to

JVlirza Tahir Kban,
Mnstaufl, of Shuslitar*
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The principal wealth of the Al Morrah is in camels ; but they

have also some horses and many sheep and goats. Their tents are small

and black : some of them have no tents. Of the sections enumerated

below only the Al ^Adhbah, Al Bahaih, Al Fahaidah and Al Shabib have

either kerchiefs or ’Abas. The tribe as a whole avoid towns and villages.

Those of the Al Morrah who enter Jafurah do so in winter, and while

there they have often no drink other than the milk of their camels and

are reduced to boiling their rice in the same. It is said that the

sections which frequent Jafdrah wear a specially thick footgear made of

camel hair to protect their feet from the burning sand, that their

complexion is of a swarthiness unusual among Arabs, and that their

camels are generally dark-coloured.

The dialect of Arabic spoken by the Al Morrah is peculiar, and to

other Arabs they appear to talk “ in a stammering way.-’-’

Divisions and The following 'table contains all that is

known about the internal structure of the tribe

Section* Sahseciion. Fighting strength. &B3IABK0.

Morrah {Al)

Ghiyatliin 20 ...

Do, J^taba'ab 25 ...

Do. Nabit fll)

jT

60 Tbelr SbRikh is \Ali-
bin-Kabit.

Bislir (Al) ... ... See Al Shabib below.

Jabir (Al)

JT

Ghndl.ban (Al)

jT

45 »•*

Do, Na’am (Al Bui-)

jT

so ...

Snabib (Al)

JT
or

Al Eishr

’Adbbab (Al) 250 The proper Shaikh of

this subsection is

^ Abdnr Kahaian-bin-
Kiqadan, but a num-
ber of his people live

undei’ the Shaikh of

- the Al Fahaidah.
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Section. Subsection. Fighting strength. B.ES£AS£S.

Shabib (Al)

or

Al Bishr

Bahaib (Al) 600 This section j who have
acquired an unenviable
reputation by acts of

violence committed
near the coast, are

distributed between
two Shaikhs, viz.^

Taithab-bin-Hadi and
Muhammad-as'Sa ak

.

Do. Buraid (Al) 30 The snbseotional Shaikh
is Salih-al-Mutawwa*.

Do. Dawi (Al) ~ '

jl

20 ...

Do. Fataidah (Al)

JT

1

360 Muhammad-bin-Sbaraim,
who is Shaikh of this

snbsectionj is para-

mount. Shaikh also of

the whole Al Morrah
tribe.

Do. . GhflfiSn rAl)

. wljie jT
1

600 The present Shaikh is

one JBin-Jallab.

Do.
1

Hadi (Al)

J)

25

Do. Hasan ^Al)

JT

20 ...

Do. Jabaisb. 35 . «

«

Do. Shabib (Al) 35

Do.

Do.

Zaqaimab (Al)

jT

Zibdan (Al)

Jl

26

30

.

Thitf gives a total iiglitmg strengtli of 2,000 men, and the whole

nnmber of the tribe may be roughly estimated at 7,000 souls.

Political position,.—The, Al Morrah are at present at feud with the

’Ajman.andtheBaniKliaUd; and difiSculties between them_ aud the

Turkish administration in the Hasa Sanjaq are chronic- The Al Bahaih
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moz
(BIEKAT-

A )

subsection are particularly turbulent and obnoxious to their neighbours

;

in 1900 they massacred a Shaikh of the Bahrain ruling family with a

number of followers at the Bin-’Aqdan well in Barr-adh-Dhahran^ where

he had come for sport ;
in 1902 they cut up a Turkish force near ^ Oqair

Port; in 1905 they committed an unprovoked attack on Bahrain boats

at Huwaiqil bay in Barr-al-Qarah
;
and in 1906 they repeated their

exploit against the Turks at nearly the same place as in 1902 and in

much the same circumstances.

The Al Morrah when pressed by enemies more powerful than them-

selves ordinarily take refuge in the impenetrable Jafurah desert; but in

1902 the TurkSj after the ^ Oqair outrage^ succeeded in surprising a large

body of them at the wells of Zarnuqah in Kharmah and inflicted on

them a sanguinary defeat. The Amirs of the Wahhabis sent

frequent expeditions against the Al Morrah
;

but one only, led by

the Amir Faisal, was partially successful ; his forces, however, reached

the scene of action in such a feeble State, owing to want of water, that

he was obliged to be satisfied with a nominal arrangement and returned

to Najd vanquished rather than victorious.

In connection with their postal service in the Hasa Sanjaq the Turks

pay small subsidies to the chief Shaikh of the Al Morrah, to the Shaikhs

of the Al ^Adhbah and Ghafran subsections, and to Muhammad-as-Sa’ak

of the Al Bahaih subsection : but these do not avail to secure the good'

behaviour of the tribe, nor can any revenue be realised from them by the

Ottoman Government. About 1865 the Al Morrah were paying' the

value of f3,000 as revenue to the Wahhabi Amir, and during the recent

conflict in Central Arabia they supported the W^ahhabi cause, but they

are not at present tributaries of Ibn Sa^ud.

A large village in the ^Oman Sultanate on the northern limits of the

plain of ^Oman Proper, situated at the point about , 6 miles west of l^ki

where Wadi Mi’aidin emerges foom Jabal Akhdhar. It consists of

three Hiijrahs or quarters, appropriated respectively to tl)e Al ^Umair,

to the Bani Eiyam and to tenants of Al Bu Saldf landlords ; the

population is* about 1,400, about 1,250 belonging to the Bani Riyam
and 150 to other tribes. There are large date-groves containing about

lo,000 trees, and the plantains to which^ the place owes its name
areitumeajous. ^ Irrigation is by Falaj, Bait Eudaddah a fort
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and residence, consisting of a rectangular enclosure with an upper storey

and towers at the corners, Kes to the west of the village and is separated

from Birkat*al-Moz by a conical hiU with a watch-tower commanding

the water-supply. This fort belonged in 1876 to a relation of the

Sultan of 'Oman, one Hamad, son of Hilal-bin-Muhammad who was

murdered by Qais in 1864 ; it is at present (1906) in the hands of the

Bani Kiyam, who are holding it against the Sultan.

Also called A'dhamiyah : a small town in Turkish 'Iraq on the

left bank of the Tigris opposite to Kadhimain and distant 2 miles

north-westwards from the nearest part of Baghdad City. Mu'adhdham is

connected with Kadhimainby a bridge of 21 boats, and with Baghdad

by an unmetalled road—very little better than a ploughed field—on

which ply public conveyances drawn by four mules and many hackney

carriages.

The population of ,Mu'adhdham is about 2,000, and almost all are

Sunni Muhammadans. Some good houses on the bank of the river serve

as villas to wealthy merchants of Baghdad ;
but the principal object of

interest is the tomb of the great Sunni theologian Abu Hanifah, which

is distinguished by a fine dome of blue tile-work , entrance is denied

to Christians. The Mutawalliship of this shrine is hereditary in a

local family! the present incumbent (Mustafa) has been absent at

Constantinople for some years and is represented by his younger brother

('Abdul 'Aziz).

The chief industry is the tanning of skins and hides with gall-nuts

from Musal ; there are about 40 tanneries, employing a large number of

hands and turning out about 5,000 pieces a week. The brokers aud

merchants of Baghdad visit the yards once a week to make their

purchases ; and the leather, though technically known as rough-tanned,

is of good quality and commands a ready sale in Europe. The red and

yellow shoes called Yamanis are made at Mu^idhdham

and sold wholesale at Baghdad J and some of the market-gardens which

supply the cify are. at Mu'adhdham. There is a small bazar.

Mu'adhdham is the clef-lieu of a Nahiyah in the Baghdad

Qadha aud the seat of a Mudir : it is also the headquarters of the 4th

battalion of the 81st regiment of the Radlf,

MU'ADfi
DHAM
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MU’AW- Maliki Sunnis in Bahrain, pearl merchants, owners

DAH of date gardens, and navigators in every part of the Persian Gulf and

even in seas outside it. They claim descent from the ^Anizah of

Najd and are supposed to have come to Bahrain vrith the ^Utiib from

Kuwait and Qatar. They have now only 20 houses at Muharraq Town.

MUBAE- iowiL in importance in the Hasa Oasis after Hoffif, from

EAZ which it is distant 2 miles due northwards.

Surroundings ,—On the west of Muharraz is the desert; on the obher

3 sides it is enclosed hy cultivation, A raised causeway which connects

it with Hofuf traverses a heavily irrigated country, full of ponds and

springs of tepid water. Immediately outside the town on the north side

is the Harah spring, while the springs of Marjan and Nadharah adjoin

respectively its south-western and its south-eastern corner : these are all

described in the article on the Hasa Oasis. At half a mile westwards

from the town is the Bedouin camping ground called Hazam, A
cemetery extends along the south side of the town.

Defences,—Muharraz is enclosed only by a ruinous wall without a

ditch. The only military work is a fort called Qasr S&hud

which is just outside the town wall on the west side, between it and

Hazam. The garrison is a quarter of a battalion of regular infantry in

Qasr Sahud and 25 mounted and 10 unmounted Dhabitiyahs in the

town.

guUs and luildings,^-^e^ town consists of 5 Fariqs or

quarters, which are as follows:

—

ISrame.
\

PoBitioii. Hoiises and iubaUtants. Bbuassb.

^AyUnl

(Faiiq*al-)

Embmces the central

and south-western

p(.rtions of the
town.

700 1 looses, mostly of
non ‘Bedouin Siinni

Arabs. The chief

family in this
quart**! are tlie Bin
’Afaliq ^ ,

The residence of the
Ttirkish Mudir is in this

quaiter, so alsu are the
market pbce or SQq and
the Qaisariyah ; the
latter xs a small collection

1

of permanently occupied

i

ahops in the market
,

place.
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Name. Position. Houses and iohabitauts. Bemabzs . •

*Itban
(Foriq-al)

tyhXxJI

Occupies tbo middle

of tr«e northern face

of the town.

400 houses, mostly of

Shi'ahrs
;

but. there

are still a tew
of the settled ’Atai-
ball from whom the

quarter is said to

take its name.

Hn qabil

(Fariq-al)

JhlaJI

Situated in the north-

east corner, having
*Itoan to the we^t
and Sha* abah to the

south of it.

70 houses, mostly of

Sunnis.

Sha’abah
(Fariq-ash“)

Forms the south-east-

ern end of the town
and has Muqabil nnd
*liban to the north-

west and *Ayuni to

the west of it.

200 houses, chiefly of

Shi’ahs.

The leading man
quarter is at

Hasan-bin-Bisbr.

in this

present

Siyasib

(Fariq-as-)

Is on the north-west

side and is met by
’Itban on the east

and by *Aytoi on
the south.

300 houses, the major-

ity of Suunis,

Shaikh *Abdallah-bin-Sa*-

dtin, a le.sident of this

quarter, is headman of

the whole town and des-

cended from its ancient

rulers. He traces his

orisrin to the Bani
KIi§;lid.

There are only two gates in the town wall, one on the north and one on

the south side ;
the former called Darwazat-al-'’Itban is in the ^Itban

q^uarter ;
while the latter, known as Darwazat-al-'’Anainah is

in the eastern end of the wall belonging to ^Ayuni. The houses of

Mubarraz are mostly of stone and lime, but some are of unhm’ut brick.

Tnhahitants .—From the table in the preceding paragraph it will be

seen that the population of Mubarraz is about 8,500 souls; of these

about four-fifths are Sunnis. The people are all settled Arabs and there

are not many foreigners among them ;
a few immigrants from Kajd are

found, but none from Persia or even from Bahrain.

Besources, trade md The best drinking water is obtained

from the Marjan spring. The interests of the town ai-e largely agricul-

tmul, but it has a market which is resorted to by Bedouins on account

of- the springs and grazing which, enable them to encamp near by ;
the

Bedouin trade however is smaller than at Hofuf. A Friday fair is held in
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tlie Suq around the Qaisariyah ; the number of booths at this weekly fair

is said' to reach 250.

Administmlion,--Mxih&'n&z is the head-quarters of a Nahiyah.

MUDHAIBI A town of about 700 houses in the Saldau-al-Hablis division of the

Sharqiyah district of the Sultanate of ’Oman ;
it is probably about 4

miles west of Sanaa, but its position with reference to Samad is uncertain.

Mudhaibi is the largest place in Sharqiyah, except Ibra, and has a

population of 3,5('0 or more. The inhabitants are Habds, Hajriyin, Al

Wahibah and Hirtb. Date palms number about 10,000, and there are

100 camels, 60 donkeys, 70 cattle and 600 sheep and goats. Mudhaibi

is said to possess the finest spring in Sharqiyah.

MTJGAM ^ SMbkiih district of Persia, situated 22
miles east-south-east of Shivuh at the mouth of a considerable valley

which is described in the article on the Shibkuh District. Mugam
- consists of 250 houses inhabited by a population of mixed Arab and

Persian origin who in religion are mostly Sunnis of the Shafi’i school

.
r A few of the people are merchants

j but the majority are seamen, divers,

cultivators and date-growers. Mugam is the port of the Tarakameh
and Ishkani districts in the interior, with which it has relatively good
communications

; and there is considerable intercourse between it and
Bahrniu, Truoial ’Oman and lHasqat Town. The principal article of
export is tobacco, grown about Tarakameh and Ishkani, which is sent
to Lingeh and Bahrain. Livestock at Mugam are 6 horses, 20 camels,
40 donkeys, 120 cattle and 1 00 sheep and goats. Date palms number
about 1,000. Water is from 5 reservoirs and from 6 sweet wells of 2 to
3 fathoms depth. Vessels are 12 Sambuks, 30 Baqarahs, 5 Shu’ais
and 2 Varjis, of which 8 go to the Arabian pearl banks and others are
employed in pearling near home and in the neighbourhood of Shaikh
Shu’aib island Mugam is the seat of the Hamadi Shaikh to whom
Nakhdu, Jazeh and Makahfl and the upper villages of the Mugam valley
also are subject

; he is under the authority of the Governor of Bastak
andpaysSOO.Tqmansayeai as revenue on account of his possessions.
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The Imperial Persian Customs have a post at Mugam^ which is a centre of

smuggling.

The following are the villages in the Mugam valley in ordey from

Mugam upwards

Name. Position. Honses, lesonrceSj etc.

Sbakaru About miles

MugEm.
above 50 houses ; 15 camels^ 20 donkevs,

80 cattle, 1,000 sheep and goats, and
4,000 date palms.

Jibrall (BU) About 1^ miles

Sbakaru.
above 80 bouses ; 10 catnels, 30 donkeys, 130

cattle, 250 sheep and goats, and
6,li00 date palms.

Bantid About 2 miles above Bti

Jibrail.

60 bouses; 20 donkeys, 70 cattle and

150 sheep and goats ; 2 water reser^

voirs.

Jamal (Nakbl-i*)

JUaJ^
About 1 mile above Banud. 80 bouses ; 10 camels, 50 donkeys, 190

Cattle, 300 sheep and goats, and 3,000

date trees ; 3 water reservoirs, a
spring and a mill.

Bilgbu About 4^ miles
l^akbhi-JamSl.

above 40 bouses ; 20 donkeys, 60 cattle, lOO
sheep and goats^ and l,0u0 date palms ;

3 water reservoirs.

Karaisheli About 6 miles
Bagbu.

above 70 honses ; 20 camels, 60 donkeys, 180
cattle, 400 sheep and goats and 800
date palms ; 4 water reservoirs.

SacbetL

JLar^
V

About 1 mile

Karaisbeh.
above 20 houses ;

10 camels, 20 donkeys, 65

cattle, 150 sheep and goats, and 300
date trees ; 3 water reservoirs.

Marbakh About 1 mile
Sacbeb.

\

1

above 200 bouses ; 20 camels, 200 donkeys,

400 cattle, 150 sheep and goats,

and 2,000 date palms; 11 water

reservoirs, Qaua*^s and water mills.

Shaikh 'Abdullah-bin-Miihammad,
Hamadi, the father of the present

Shaikh of Mug§>m, bad bis principal

residence at Marbakb. A strong fort

was built by him here as a defence

against his neighbour and enemy the

INusuri Shaikh.

Gul Snrkb

^ cU'

About 1 mile
Marbakb.

above 30 bouses ; 5 camels, 50 donkeys, 70
cattle, 360 sheep and goats and 300
date trees ; 3 water reservoirs.

Ruataq^ About 2 miles above Gul
Surkb.

200 bouses ; 20 camels, 150 donkeys,

300 cattle, 1,500 sheep and goats, and
1,000 date palms ; 2 water reservoirs

and a flowing water channel.
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Name. Position. Hoaues, reBourceSj etc.

Buehir About 15 miles north-east

of Muyam, at Ihe head

of the right bank
afiBuenr (called Hamiru)
of the Mugam Valley.

!

160 houses; 40 camel'*, 200 donkeys,

25" catilo, 3,000 slieep and goar.s, and

6,OUO date palms^ ;7 water reservoirs,

l

Prom this table it would appear that the population of the valley^

inclusive of the port of Mugam proper, is about 6,000 souls.

MXIGHU
In English formerly spelt “ Mogoo/*' The last, on the south-east,

of the Shibkuh Ports of the Persian Coast; it lies about 17 miles

south-east of Charak and 23 miles west by north of Lingeh Town.

Inland of Mughu are date-plantations ;
on the coast to the east of it low-

sand-hills extend for about 2 miles ; and the nearest slopes of Kuh
Namaki are, about 1 mile to westward. Water is from a do2ien

wells, sunk about 15 feet in a clay soil, and is sweet. There are several

towers for defence, and in 18P9 a fort was built to ward off the

attacks of the people of Charak. The houses, which are of stone

and mud, number about 160 ;
but at the present time a number of them are

unoccupied. The inhabitatits^ amounting to about 500 souls, are mostly

Maraziq or Marzuqi Arabs who claim to be a branch of the ^Ajman
tribe j .

but some are Sudan or belong to other tribes, among them

the Al Bu Samait of whom there are 4 families. The Marzuqi

majority, or about three-fourths, are Wahhabis
; the rest are all Sunnis of

the ShafiT school. The people have numerous date-groves and some

cultivation of crops ; the grazing near the village is good. There are 5

business warehouses, but no shof>s. Wheat, barley and dates are exnorted,

A few of the inhabitants are traders, the remainder are sailors, pearl divers

and cultivators. To Mughu belong 8 Sambuks trading to the coast of

Arabia, 8 Sambuks which cross the Gulf to the Arabian pearl banks,

and 4j ^Amilahs and 12 Shti^ais which are used both for fishing

and for pearl-diving on the Persian side at Bustaneh and Parur
island. Mughu, with tiie connected villages of HasTneh and Kundarun,

Parur island and a part of the village of Bustaneh in the Lingeh
District, is ruled by a Marzuqi Shaikh, at present Ahmad-bin-
Eashid. His subjects live in unity under his authority and are well provided

with rifles
;
many of them habitually carry arms. ’ The revenue for which

the Shaikh of Mughu is responsible is 1,000 Tumans annually and is

payable fo the Governor of Bast^k ; but tlje ampunt ^hiph actually
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reaches that oflScial ordinarily falls below half the prescribed sum. The

Imperial Persian Customs have a post here.

A powerful Arab tribe of which the ruling Shaikh of Muhammareh MITHAISIN
is the head in Southern ^Arabistan.

Butfibiition .—The headquarters of the tribe are in Persian territory;

and a majority of the Muhaisin are probably ^Persian subjects
\
but they

also occur in large; and perhaps not much inferior numbers in Turkish

"Iraq.

In Persia the Muhaisin occupy all that part of the Muhaminareh
District which lies north and west of the Karun and they are found

in some of the northern and eastern villages of “^Abbadan island

to th-e south of it; they also extend up the banks of the Karun
into the Ahwaz District; where their principal settlements are Maqtu/

Khifi; MilaihaU; MoraU; Farsiyat, Isma^fli; ChimaiyaU; Qaianyeh,

Drisiyeh; Natbareh and Salaihawiyeh, but of these only MilaihaU;

Isma^ili and Qajariyeh are occupied at other seasons than those of cereal

cultivation.

In Turkish "Iraq the Muhaisin are settled upon the Shatt-al-"Arab;

chiefly below Basrah, their principal places on the left bank being

Mohiyah; Kut GhadhbaU; Kut-ash-Shaikh; Kut Suwadi; Dahaimat-al-

Kabii'; Dahaimat-as-Saghir; Kut-as-Sinni; Daghaimat, Nahr Jasimj

Da"aiji and Kharnublyah; and, on the right bank; Mahaulat-az-Zahair,

Hamdan, Hamdan-as-Saghlr and Abul Hamad : above Basrah there are

Muhaisin at Kataibau; and possibly at other places.

Divisions and numlers,—The following are the principal sections of

the Muhaisin;

;

them ;

—

in Persian territory; with some particulars concerning

Kame of section.
Eetimated

Places at whieh found. fighting
Etrength.

EDMAHrS.

'Aryadh (Ahl-al*)

JaI
At 'Aryadh on the Abu Jid5’

canal above Failiyehi

;

also at Eumais on the

north, and ’Aradhiyeh on
the west side of ’Abba-
dan island.

700 The section are named
after their settlement at

’Aiyadh. Their principal

Shaikh resides at Euwais.
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Kame of section. Places at which found.
Estimated
fighiing
strength.

Remaeks.

Ba^blaniyeli On the east coast of 'Abba-
dan island at Suwainikh-
as-Sadeb, Suwainikh and
A1 Bu Hamaid ; on the
west coast o£ the same at

A1 Bu Naji and ’Avusiyeh,
also at Durband on the
left bank of the Shatt-al-

'Arab above its junction
with the Karuiie

500

Bakbakh On the east side of *Abba-
, dan island at Bakhakh-at-

Tura and Bakhakh ; on the
west side at M anyHhi ; also

on the left bank of the Ball-
manshir at Kharkhaxeh.

700 Hot really a section of the
tribe but a collection of

people, some of them
Persians, who have asso-

ciated themselves to-

gether under the leader-

ship of one Bakhakh, a
native of Kharag.
The so-called “ Taifat

Bakhakh ’* is treated by
its neighbours as a stand-
ing jest.

Farhan (A1 Bu)

vjl

Chiefly on the left bank of

the Shatfc-al-’Arab above
its junction with the
Karun, viz,, at Kbnwai-
seh, Nahr Yusuf, Sa’idan,
Jadid, Shakhureh, Maki’i
and Hazleh ; hut also at

Hahr Siyab on the light
hank of the Karlin in the
Muhammareb. D i strict

and at Zair Hamaid on the
west side of ’Abbadan
Island.

700

Shaniua (Bait) On the Abu Jidi’ canal
between Pailiyeh. and
Aryadh ; on the island of
TJmm‘al-Kbasa3if , and on
the Turkish hank oi the
Shatt-al-’Arab.

800

Hilalat At IVLuliaminarelx Town ;

at 'Hizan on the right
bunk of the Karlin in the
MuhammaretL District,
at Huz-al-IVTalakeh on the
left bank of the Shatt-al-
'Arab above its confluence
with the Ksrtin ; at

Sarhaniyeh on the

600 There is a local tradition'
that the Hiialat came
from Masqat, where
they V ere formerly

known as Miraiziq
but no such tribe is
traceable in ’Oman.*
Subsections of the Hila-
lafc are the Dayyalim

* The lefeionce may be to the ]\lhrSziq, -who are fouad in the ’Oman Sultanate.
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Name of section. Places at which found.
Estimated
fighting
strength.

Durband creek at one mile
from! the Shatt-al-’Arab

;

at Farsiyeh on the north
side of ’Abbadan island 5

also at Upper Silaik on the
eastern bank of the Bah-
manshir.

Al Bu ’Isa Jf

Al Bli Jinam Jl

Al Bu Khatir jJ jf

M i 1 azi qeh

and Al Bu Sawadi

Jl ,The Daw-

Kan a*an (Bait) A t Muhammareh Town ;

on the left bank of the
Shatt-al-^Arab above its

junction with the KSrfln,
the villages of Hadd,

Sana* and Ma’miiri ; also on
’Abbadan island at Shan-
neh, Shinaineh andBaitBin-
’Ataiwi on the east side, at

Shakhat-as-Sadeh oi^ the
north side, and at Al Bu
Burqa’ on the west side.

300
alim subsection are found
at Farsiyeb.

Kasib (AlBu)
jJ vj)

At Failiyeb and on the
Ma’muri creek near its

junction with the Shatt-al-

’Arab ; also on the
Turkish bank of that river.

20 These are the family of

the Shaikh of Mubam*
march and his imme-
diate relations ; but,

owing to whole tribes

j

snob as the Bani
Tamim (11), and *Id.an

of Southern ’Arabistan
having been enrolled at

tbei^own request among
the Al Bu Kasib, the

fighting strength of the

section may, in a diSerent

aspect, be estimated at as

much as 3,000. The
name is pronounced
Ohasib.

Ma’arrif (Al Bu)

jj jT

On the west side of

'AbbSdan island at

Bawairdeh, Sbakhat Zair

Husain and Manjuhi,

600

Manai’at

::»Uo.U

At Khifi and Milaihan on
the Karun Ei ver and at

Qisbeh in the Mubam-
mareh District.

20 Manai’at are found also

among the Ka^ab.
They may have been

originally a separate

tribe.

Mutur
>>*

At JVtuhammareb Town

,

and on ’AbbadSU island,

where they occur on the nortl

side at Shakhat ’Abarteh

,

700

h

An important and promi-

nent section of the

tribe.

4 M 2
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Name of seetion. Plao<33 at wbieh foand.
Estimated
fighting
strength.

Bemauss.

Zuwaidat

ShSktat, Haji 'Arraq,
Sbakhat Haji Digbaifij and
Huz KidhyOj on the east

side at Shakhat Bait
Salim, Shakhat Abal Khad-
hair, Huz ’Cmr and
Faiyadhi, and on the west
side at Shatait ; Mutur also

are found at Munikb,
Dalgeh and Tingeh on
the left hank of the Bali-
mansMr, and in the
season they cultivate at
Isma’ili on the Karun.
Some of the section are
in Turkish territory.

At Pailiyeh. 400 Small bodies of Zuwaidat
are found planted as

police guards on the
Karun,yy., at Pahwali
and Qajariyeh, ‘ where
there are permanent
posts and somelinaes at

the Marid creek and in

the Dmm-al-Wawiyeb
tract.

The Muhaisin in Turkish ^Iraq appear to belong almost entirely to the
Bait Kana'^to section.

The Abu Hamreh in Northern '^Arabistau, who are said to

have 200 fighting men and to Erequent the country south of the HadJam
towards its source^ are considered by some to be a section of the

Muhaisin; but others class them as Hamaid. The Al Bu ’’Atuwu

section of the Bawiyeh were originally Muhaisin and in some respects

still belong to the tribe.

The fighting strength of the Muhaisin proper in Persian tei'ritory

would appear from the table above to be about 6,000, and the present

Shaikh of lluhammareh estimates it at double that number; but a

computation by settlements gives the total number of Muhaisin in Persia

as about 12,000 souls only. It is estimated that about two-thirds of
the fighting men of the tribe are armed with rifles and that about
one-sixth of the total muster are provided with hoi'scs.

Mode of life and character ,—The Muhaisin in Persia are a settled,

but not altogether sedentary tribe, having their permanent headquarters
in the Mxihaminaxeh District : at their homes they are cultivators of
dates, but they also grow wh^at and barley upon both hanks of the Karun
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as far up as Moran and even in the vicinity of Wais. Their custom is

to leave the Mnhamuiarell neighbourhood in November for their grain

lands on the Karun
;

in February, after sowing these, they return to

Blnliaillinareh to fertilise their dates ; in May they revisit the Karun
to reap their crops of wheat and barley; in June or July they reappear

at HnhaiUinarell in expectation of the date harvest, which begins at

the middle of July. The Muhaisin own many sheep and goats, some

cattle and a few buffaloes ; when they return from the Ahwaz to the

Muhammarell District they leave part of their flocks in charge of

sections of the Bawiyeh tribe. In religion, except some of the Bait

Ghanim, who are Sunnis, the Muhaisin are all Shi^ah Muhammadans.

They are described as a cheerful and lazy race, thoroughly amenable to

tribal custom and authority.

Origin^ Tiistory and political position .—The Muhaism are said to be

descended from a certain man whose name was Muhaisin and from his

sonrin-law Kasib (pronounced Chasib\ Tradition represents these

individuals as belonging to a tribe of the Muhammareh District whom

the encroachments of their neighbours the Ka’ab compelled to emigrate and

to settle on the Tigris under the name of A1 Husain Pasha Ub JT .

Muhaisin and Kasib however, having purchased land near the site of

the present town of Muhammareh from the Ka’ab, returned with some

followers to their native country and founded the Muhaisin tribe, of

which the headship has remained vested in the house of Kasib.

The later authentic history of the Muhaisin is included in that of

^Arabistan. H< re it is enough to observe that on the conclusion of

the Anglo-Persian war in 1867 Haji Jabir, then head of the tribe, was

recognised by the Persian Government as Shaikh of Muhammardh
in his own right and with plenary powers ; the Shaikhship up to that time

had been held by him merely as nominee of the Ka'ab Shaikh, Shortly

afterwards, the Shaikh of the Ka^ab having been deported to Tehran, the

Pallahiyeh District was placed in charge of his Muhaisin rival ; and,

except dming one short interval from 1860 to 186^, the heads of the

Ka’ab tribe have ever since been in subordination to the Shaikh of the

Muhaisin, or as he is now generally called, the Shaikh of Muhammareh.*

At the present time the Muhaisin, in consequence of the authority wielded

by their head over all the districts of Southern ^Arabistan, maybe

regarded, though still outnumbered by the Ka’ab, as the paramount tribe

in all that region.

'

*^Th.e Shaikb, it is said, now sometimes describes himself as Shaikh of tke Ka'ab.
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’Physical character ,—The whole of this country is flat^ alluvial and

low-lying*, and so much of it as is within reach of irrigation by canals

and creeks from the Shatt-al-^Arab, Karun and Bahmanshir is fertile

and productive; the remainder^ situated chiefly in the centre of ^Abhadail

island or to the north of Muhammareh Town^ is barren^ but only for

want of water. The banks of the rivers are generally lined with dense

plantations of dates.

Population ,—The principal tribes of the district are the Muhaisin
and the Za^ab, and the great bulk of the Muhaisin who reside in

Persian territory are located within its bounds. The following table

explains how the population is distributed^ and shows the total number
of souls to be about 24^000 :

—

Division, of the district. Mukaisin. Ka’ab. Various. Total num-
ber of souls.

Left bank of tbe Sbatt-al-’Arab above its

junction with the Karun.
3,000 ... 750 3,750

Both banks of the Karun including
Muhammareli Town and excluding
the north shore of ’Abbadan island.

4,500 100 2,150 6,750

East bank of tbe Babmanshir stream. 300 650 ... 860

East shore of ’Abbadan island. 1,000 1,400 2,'liOO

North shore of ’Abbadan island. 1,100 250 1,160 2,500

West shore of ’Abbadan island.

j

1,600 4,250 1,650 7,600

Totals. 11,500 6,550 5,700 23,750

Among the miscellaneous tribes are included Arabs of Bahrain origin at

Muhammareh Town and at Kut-asb-Shaikh and Qasbehon ^Abhadan
island

;
Persians at the same places ; about 40 houses of Sabians and a

few Jews and Oriental Christians in Muhammareh Town ; Hasawiyah
at various places^ especially on the left bank of the Shatt-al-^Arab ;

Saiyids and some communities of doubtful origin—among them a few
’Atub said to have come from Turkish '’Iraq—in the Karun villages ;

and Baluchis and negroes, especially at Pailiyeh, the negroes being
found in some number also at Qasbeh on 'Abbadan island. Some of the

Muhaisin visit the Ahwaz District in winter to cultivate cereals
; but

except for these and occasional bands of gypsies called Kolisj the pO]pula-
tion of Muhammareh District may be regarded as altogether sedentary.
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Topograjj^Tiy .—The only town is that of Muhammarell, Lists of the
villages on the east side of the Bahmanshir and on ’Ablbadan island

will be found in the articles under these names^ and the tables below
accordingly deal with the two remaining divisions of the district only.

The names given primarily designate small tracts, estates or plantations ;

but they have also a secondary application to the villages or i'amleta that

are situated within their limits.

The following is a list of the places on the left bank of the Shatt-al-.

^Arab from the Turkish frontier down to the mouth of the Earun :

—

1

Karae. Inhabitants. Eemarks.
Distance io

miles below last
village.

Hadd 1 Bait. Kana’an 60 mud houses and 1

^Muhaisin). reed huts. (In this case below
the cairn which
marks the
Turko - Persian
frontier.)

Kinimaiseli A1 Bu Earhan
(Mubaisin).

45 reed huts. 5

Nakr Yusuf Do. 56 mud houses and
reed huts.

1

Sa’idan Do. 35 reed and mat 1

houses. "

Jadid Do. 30 reed and mat huts . §

Shakhureh Do. 35* mud houses and Adjoining.
reed huts.

Makri Do. 70 mud houses and
huts.

Do.

Nazleh
j;Jyj

Do. 25 mud houses and
huts.

Do.

Kut Khaiyain Various sections of 40 mud and reed \
the Muhaisin. houses surrounded

by a dilapidated

wall.

Failijeh See article Failiyeb.. ...

Durband Baghlaniyeh (Mu- 15 mud houses. Here 1

odjjo haisin) and is a large creek from
Hasawiyeh ; gar-

deners. ( The
the Shatt-al-’Arab
which formerly (it
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Name, Inhabitants. Hemarks.
Distance in

miles below last
village.

Hasawlyeb are

immigrants from
Hasa and tbeir

descendants, not

lytuhaisin.)

is said) connectdd
with the Karun.

’Arbidiyeh
Ol

HasSwiyeh ;
gar-

deners. (See last

village.)

6 mud houses. 1

Sana* Bait Kana*an
(Muhaisin).

6 mud bouee.s on a
canal of tbe same
name.

Adjoining.

Ma’muri

Huz-al-Malakeh

Do.

Hilalat(Muhaisin).‘

One hamlet of 20 mud
bouses and 2 others

conoprising 12 huts

;

the former is inhabi-

ted by relatives of the
Shaikh of Muham-
mareh. Ocean
steamers anchor
opposite this place
for Muhammareli
business.

6 mud bouses on the
Barhaneh canal.

Jabiriyeh The angle between the
Shatt-al-’Arab (left

bank) and Karun
(right bank), in
which are situated
the Persian Customs
House, the British
Consulate and the
premises of Messrs.
Lynch Brothers.

The following is a table of the villages on the Karun from Sab'eh
downwards j aR of them are included in the Muhammareh district except
the lirst 4 upon the left bank, namely, Drisiyeh, Nathareh, Salaihawiych,
Mansiyeh, which are in the Ahwaz District:

—

IsTame. Position, Houses and inhabitants. hiSUABKS.

SaVeh On tlie right Lank
68 miles by river
below Wasiri and
101 below Band-
i-Qir.

1 house of Saiyids , At this place, which is

nearly due west of
Drisiyeh in the
Ahwaz district,
there was formerly
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IName. Position. Houses and inhabitants, Bewares.

a shrine which had a
grove of 60 palm
trees on the south
side and contained
the tombs of seven
saints. It was de-

stroyed about ten
years ago by the
combined action of
rain and river.

’Abtid (Saijid)
(U

In the waterless
desertj seven miles
from the right
hank of the
Karun and ahont
ten miles south-
west of Sah’eh.

The tomb of a Muham-
madan saint, much
visited by Arabs.
Bobbers and thieves
respect property left

near it ; consequent-
ly cultivators often
store their grain in
matting at the place

and leave it other-

wise unprotected.

The Saiyid in charge
lives at SaVeh.
There are said to be
traces of an old canal
or natural stream
which took out of the
Karun two miles
below Sab*eh, passed
Saiyid *Abud and
terminated on the
Shatt-al-’Arab in
the middle of Kaili-
yeb.

Drisijeh
m

On the left bank,
three miles below
Sab’eh.

20 mat huts of

Muhaisin having
15 rides and 25
mounted men.

Occupied in the plough-
ing season and at
harvest only. In-
cluded in the Ahwaz
District, not in that
of Muhammareh.

Nathareh* On the left bank,
three miles below
Di'isiyeb.

20 mat huts of
Muhaisin. There
are 15 rifles and
20 mounted men.

Do.

Salaihawiyoh On the left bank,
eight miles below
Nathareb.

20 mat huts of

Muhaisin. Mount-
ed men are 15 and
rifles 10.

Do.

Mansiyeh
w

On the left bauk
near Salaihawi-

yeh.

10 huts occupied by
30 Ghulams of the
Shaikh of Muham-
mareli, all of whom
have rifles and
horses.

This place also is in

the Ahwaz District.

on •• •*

Rahahnaniyeh and Umm-al-WawIyeli shown in some maps near

to Nathareh, are not villages but tracts of land; and Mamlab near

Mansiyeb, is another such tract. All 3 are on the right bank of the river. Mamlah

takes its name (“ place of salt ”) from a long depression, parallel to the river and

about 1 mile inland from it, which contains deposits of salt and supplies the Karun

region with that commodity.
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2Tame. Position. Houses and inliabitants. Bemabes.

’Ali-ibn-al-

Kusain

On the left bank
about six miles by
river below Salai-

hawiyeb.

Two ruined tom bs

only, with two or

three date trees.

About one mile above
this place and one
mile inland from the
left bank of the
Karun is a marsh
called Kharmeh
fed by the river at

high rises, to which
Mubammareh bu‘
ffalo owners bring
their animals in
spring.

•Abid (Kut-al-) On the left bank
about two miles

by river below
'Ali-ibn-al-Husain

.

At present deserted. The signs of former
habitation are now
scarcely visible.

Rabwali On the right bank
8 miles by river

below Kut-al-
*Abid. •

10 hnts containing
a garrison of 30
Ghulams of the
Shaikh of Muham-
mareh, all armed
with rifles and
mounted and belong-
ing to the Zuwaidat
section of the
Mubaisin. There
is a ferry with a

single small boat.

Here stood the tomb
ot Bubln-bin-Ya’qub

of pyramidal form
and built in IS tiers

or stages : it fell

down in I’ebruary
1906. On the same
side of the river,

3 miles further
down, are three or

four mounds known
as HusainiySt

Qisbeh On the right bank,
9 miles • below
Bahwali and 7
miles above
Muliainmareli
Town.

20 huts of Saiyids and
Idanai^at Sluhai-
sin, cultivators of
dates.

The Muhammareh
date belt begins here.

There la a canal. One
small ferry boat is

kept.

Bamsan f a mile below
Qisbeh.

15 huts of Ka*ab
of the Dris division.

...

Astaleh On the right bank,
included in the
tract properly
called Haffar,

.

which extends from
Qisbeh to within
about a mile of
the north-east-
ern corner of *Ab-
badan island.

Askaleh is J of a
mile below Bam-
san.

Two mud huts on the

,

bank and a few
among the trees.

The 'people are
Muhaisin of the
Zuwaidat section.

Above Askaleh is a
small but conspi-
cuous shrine, called
Amir-al-Muminin,
which has recently
been repaired by
Mirza Hamzah,
adviser to the Shaikh
of Muhammareh.

The name is attributed
to the existence, for-

merly, of a customs
house at) this place.

The Shaikh of Mu-
hammareb has an
'officer here to in-

spect boats proceed-
ing up the KarUn.
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Houses and inhabitants.

Mahsin (Bu)

Charlm (Bu)

Muqamiseh.

Talul (Umm-at)

Khunbeh

Sijab (Nabr)

Begins f a mile Scattered huts of
below Askaleh various tribes,

,

and extends 1|
miles.

2 miles below 20 bets of various
Askaleh. tribes.

|

About 1 mile below 20 buts of ’Atub .
|

Bu Charim.

The last place 20 huts of Saiyids.

in the Haffar
tract.

On the right bank, A thick date grove,
about 1 mile

below Umm-Talul
and the end of

‘ the Haff^r tract.

On the right bank,
immediately be-

low Khunbeh and
opposite to the
north-east cor-

ner of 'Abba-
dan island.

60 huts, scattered

among the date

trees, of Muhaisin
of the A1 Bti Farhan
section.

Falaifil (Shakhat) On the right bank. 6 huts of gardeners.

JiuJli iJJJ. Adjoins Muham-
marelL Town.

TVTnhfl.Ynm flrAh On the right hank ...

Town on the Karlin,
w miles from its

junction with the
Shatt-al-’Arab.

Hizan
1

The tract ®f land on
the right^bank of

the Karlin river

from Muham-
mareli Town to

the confluence of

the Karlin and
Sbatt-al-'Arab.

About 80 houses of

Hilalat Mnliaisin,
scattered amidst
date groves.

According to one ac-

count this place was
the earliest settle-

ment of the
Mubaisin tribe.

The owners reside in
Kahr Siyab.

A name Bu Masbailish

(^1^0 jj used about

here seems to include
XJmm-at-Talul, Khun-
beh and Nahr Sijab.

Pracfioally a suburb of
Mubammareh.

See article Mubam-
mareb Town.

Hizan comprises, be-
sides Hoz-al-Malakeh
and Jabiriyeh
already described, a
village called Muham-
marat-al- Atiqeh

•w

which
consists of 15 mud
houses of Hasawi
market gardeners and
is situated between the
end of the Ma’mliri
canal from the Shatt-
al-'Arab and the end
of another, called
Nahr Sadeh, which
runs out of the Karun
between Mubam-
mareb^ Town and
the British Consulate.
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Agriculture and Uvestoch .—The principal crop is that of dates, but

some cereals also are grown, and there is an ordinary proportion of

livestock. Irrigation from the Zariin river appears to have been

once more extensive than it is at the present day; and 2 miles

below Sab^eh, on the right bank of the river, there are said to be traces

of a canal which formerly ran from that point via Saiyid ^Abud to

Failiyeh on the Shatt-aVArab.

In the villages nearly every family own one or two cows, and a small

proportion own mares. The Shaikh of Muhammareh keeps at least

60 brood mares and a few stallions in his own possession, but he has

other stock also which he distributes among the tribesmen to be looked

after for him. Buffaloes are brought into the district by nomadic

Magadan. Fowls, ducks and geese are owned by the inhabitants.

Trade and communications .—The trade and communications of the

district are noticed in the general article on ^Arabistan.

Administration ,—The Muhammareh district appears to be sometimes

called the district of Shatt-al-”^A rab, doubtless on account of the

importance attached by the Persian Government to the jurisdiction of

the Shaikh of Muhammareh over the eastern or Persian bank of that

river ;
but locally this name is not used, perhaps because it might lead to

confusion with the Shatt-al-Arab Nahiyah in the Tmkish Wilayat of

Basrah. For administrative purposes the Muhammareh district is at

present divided into two principal blocks, the Karun river being the

border between the two ;
and ^Abbadan island is further sub-divided into

4d executive charges, 3 of which have their headquarters at Ruwais,

Manyuhi and Qasbeh respectively. In the Muhammareh district

the Shaikh takes as revenue half the produce of all date trees, and only

those which are Waqf property or which belong to certain of the

Shaikhs own relations are exempt.

The first form of the name is used in Persian, the second in Arabic.

Muhammareh is the capital and the only important town of Southern

’Arabistan ,
it may also be described as the sole seaport and entrep5t of

foreign trade in aU ’Arabistau.

.

‘ Muhammareh stands upon the right bank of the Karun, the

^0^ 200 to 300 yards wide; the houses begin
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above tlie junction o£ tbe Karun and tbe Shatt*al-'Arab, and the river

frontage of the town extends for about one mile upwards from this point.

The soil is alluvial, and the river bank, which would otherwise be subject

to erosion, is protected within the limits of the town by revetments of

date logs laid horizontally to form quays and wharfs. Muhammareh is

shut in upon its upper side by the date plantations of Nahr Siyab, on its

lower by those of Hizan ; but these groves are only a quarter of a mile

deep, and immediately behind the town begins an open treeless desert

which stretches away to the interior.

Braidings .—The town, which is constantly increasing in size, now
consists of about 800 houses, some of which are of brick and some of mud,

while some are merely huts. Upon the river there are now some fine

modern buildings
;
among them the most conspicuous is the palatial

mansion of Haji Muhammad ‘’Ali, Sais-ut-Tujjar, who is the chief

secretary of the Shaikh of Muhammareh, There are six mosques, three

public baths and a good brick bazaar : the last has a domed roof through-

out and was built by the present Shaikh, who is less afraid than were his

immediate predecessors of exciting the cupidity of the Persian Govern-

ment. The state of the town, in spite of these and other improvements,

continues to be highly insanitary : the only kind of drain seen is a channel

cut down the middle of each street, which is generally choked up except

after rain. Accommodation for travellers is afforded by 7 Husainiyahs
•j

; these are buildings pdnmrily set apart for the readings and

lamentations which are obligato:^ on Shi^ahs at the Muharram and

also as refuges for destitute
y
strangers and for pilgrims, but the\’ also

serve as inns and in one of th^n superior rooms can be had on payment.

There are also some Khans in Muhammareh ; but these, instead

of being hostelries as in Turkish “^Iraq, are merely places of business

or warehouses where merchants store their goods.

In the town, towards its eastern end, are the residence of the Persian

Karguzar, the telegraph ^fiiee and a battery, overlooking the river, of 5

brass field pieces of various sorts. The village of Kut-ash-Shaikh, on

^Abbadan island oppo^te to the town, is practically a suburb. Outlying

appurtenances of Muhammareh are the Customs House— originally built

as a Governor's palaae— at the mouth of the Karun upon its right bank,

and the quarantine Ration and doctor^s quarters, which are upon the

left bank a little fu/ther from the river mouth and were constructed in

the first instance i for artillery and infantry barracks respectively.

Defences,—T^eonly sort of defence which the town possesses—-except
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the miserable battery already mentioned—is a ruinous mud wall upon the

landward side: it was built by the Persians in 1858 and sufEered severely

in the floods of 1896. This wall runs at an unnecessary distance from

the town, and its perimeter is so great in proportion to any force which

the Persian Government could place at Muhammareh as to render it

valueless even should it be repaired. The only representatives of the

Persian army at Muhammareh are two artillery officers, with a dozen

privates under them, who are in charge of the guns and of an arsenal that

exists, at least in name.

Fopulation ,—The inhabitants of Muhammareh are chiefly local Arabs

belonging to the Hilalat, Bait Kana^an and Mutur divisions of the

Jluhaisin tribe ; but there are also numerous Arabs who are descendants

of refugees from Bahrain, besides some natives of Dizful and Shushtar

Towns, a few merchants from other parts of Persia, about 40 families of

Sabians, and a handful of Jews and Oriental Christians. The Bahrainis

are mostly small shopkeepers and mechanics ; the Sabians are silver-

smiths ;
the Jews deal in Manchester goods ; and the Christians are clerks

or lightermen. The total population is j)i*obably about 5,000 souls.

The people drink the water of the Karuu river, which is good.

Trade and ‘-Muhammareh can now boast of five large

bazaars, containing over 300 shops, and of a grain market. Large stocks

of rice and dates are generally available. There are two or three gun-

smiths 'who repair rifles and revolvers.

More important, however, than the local trade or industries of

Muhammareh are its foreign commerce aii^d its functions as a poi’t. The
town is accessible to ocean-going steamers ; but, owing to tbe narrowness

of the Kartin and to the consequent difficulty in swinging, they generally

discharge itheir cargoes without leaving the Shatt-al-’Arab opposite to

the village of Ma^’muri. Of the foreign trade tiarried on at Muhammareh,
the greater part depends on places upon the Ka.run river and further up-

country. Por particulars the paragraph on trade in the article on

^Arabistan may be consulted.

The large boats owned at Muhammareh art^ chiefly employed in

trading up the Karun river
; they are 19 Mahailabs and about a dozen

Ballams of a kind for cargo called Nassari. Besides these about 80
Asbari or passenger Ballams are owned at Muhamma,reh or in its imme-
diate neighbourhood.

^i^iTiistrative >and political mattery ,—The administrative arrajige-
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ments and political interests of Mnliamniareli town are a part of those of

Ardibistan generally, to the article on which reference may be made.
Mnhammareh is in communication by telegraph with Nasiri, and by
telephone with the Shaikh’s headquarters at Pailiyeh and with the
Customs House ; one or two of the public offices in the town belonging'

to .the Shaikh or to the Persian Grovernment are also connected by
telephone. There are also a Persian post office and a Persian treasury

which are both in charge of the Imperial Tersian Customs. The town
is nominally governed by a deputy of the Shaikh called the Naib-al-

.Hul^rumeh, but the Rais-at-Tujjar in reality wields greater powers ; all

commercial cases are settled by him.

Among private citizens three Bahraini and two Shushtari ^Alims, or

doctors of religion not enjoying the title of Mujtahid, are prominent.

The British Consulate stands on the right bank of the Kariin

between the town and the Customs House, and the Christian cemetery

is at some distance inland from the Consulate at the point where the date-

groves of Hizan give place to open country. There are only two or three

registered British subjects resident at Muhammareh ;
in the date season,

however, Indian boats containing British subjects visit Muhammareh

;

and numerous Indian pilgrims, Bohrahs and others, pass through the

place on their way to and from the Shi^ah shrines. Two European

British firms are represented by agencies at Muhammareh, and there are

'3 local Muhammadan firms enjoying British protection. A Britislif

post office exists in connection with the Consulate.

After Bahrain Island this is the most important island of the MUHAR*
' Bahrain group. It lies north-east of Bahrain Island and is separated ^
from it only by a strait, I| miles broad, of which the greater part

is extremely shallow. Its maximum diameter, from north-north-west to ISLAND*
south-south-east, is about 4 miles ; but the area of the island proper is

relatively very small,—in fact only 5? square miles,—on account of its

irregular and much indented form, somewhat resembling a horse shoe

with the open side to the south. Muharraq consists of a low strip of

sand, but it is smTOunded by broad, flat reefs of coral which almost

•triple its superficies at low tide
; and a rocky spit, called Ras-al-

Khasaifah which runs out nearly four miles to seaward from

the north-western corner of the island, constitutes the chief danger to

• * For authorities, mjips, charts, etc., see foptnote to the title of the article Balirain

Principality,

4 w
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vessels entering Manamah harborir. The marine springs or Kaukabs

specified in the first table below are one of the most remarkable

features of the island. There are date plantations at Arad, Susaitlu,

Dair, Qalali, Samahij and Zimmab only, and gardens at Raiya and

Zimmab. There is practically no grazing, and only a few stall-fed

animals are kept on the island.

Featwes of the coast .—The outstanding features of the coast of

Mubarraq Island are given below in alphabetical order :

—

Namo.

ArSd pShat)

Fakakah (Dohat)

ddLar-^l

Jurdi (Jazirat)

Baiya (RSb)

Abu)

Position. Nature. Keicabxb.

On the south side

of Mubarraq Island
between *Arad
village and
Muharraq. Town.

A large bay.

On the south side of

Muharraq Island

between *Arad
village and Hadd.

Do.

) On the north side of

Muharraq Island

between Dair and
Eaija.

A small bay.

One mile north-east An islet situated on It carries the remains
of Qalali. the shore reef. of a building and near

it are two fresh water
springs in the sea.

The islet is 2 feet

above sea level.

;) Half a mile north of A small rocky islet on Between it and the
Dair. the shore reef. shore are three fresh

water springs, un-
covered at low tide,

from which Dair is

supplied with water.

The islet itself is 8
feet above sea level.

The northernmost
point of Muharraq
Island.

Cape. Described below in the
table of villages.

•) One mile west of A small islet on the It has a basin on the
Busaitin. shore reef. top filled by a fresh

spring, but the water
is liable to be tainted

by the sea getting in.

The islet is only 20
yards in diameter and
2 feet above sea level.

t One mile south-east An islet on the shore Only 1 foot above
of Hadd. reef. sea level. It has a

... fresh water spring.
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TownSf villages, etc ,—The following is an alphabetical list of the towns^

villages and other principal places on Muharraq Island :

—

'Arad

Name. Position,

In the middle of a

promontory from
the south side of

the island between
the bays of Kaka-
kah and ’Arad.

Nature.

100 huts of Balia-
rinah who are date
growers, fishermen
and pearl divers.

BaiCi.BKS.

There are three date
plantations, estimated
to contain over 12,000
trees, and a ruined
rectangular fort with
sides about 90 feet

long
;
the latter is at

the eastern point of

’Arad bay. ’Arad
was formerly the
name of the whole of

Muharraq Island.

Busaitin See article Busaitin.

Bair See article Bair.

Hadd '
See article Hadd (II}*

Khalaifat (Hakt-
al-)

,,

~

XJIa.

Off the south side of
' the island, on
ground which at

high tide is sur-

rounded by water,

and rather more
than 1 mile west
of Hadd.

40 reed huts of
Hhalaifat, pearl
divers and fisher-

men.

This village is of recent
foundation and is not
always inhabited.

MShur (Hfilat

Ahu)

sJIa.

See article Halat Abn
MSliur.

Muhammad-bia-
Salim (’Ain)

Half a mile west of

Qalali at a short

distance inland.

A fine spring of fresh
water.

Muliarraq. Town See article Iiluliarraq.
Town.

4 IT S?
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»me» Position. Nature, aEVAKES.

Va*iin (Halat-ftn-)

^AJoJj itJU.

On the promontory
which forniB the

western point of

Dohat FakaV ah.

60 reed huts of

fishermen and pearl

divers of the Ha’im
tribe and one or two
families of Sadah.

There are 6 donkeys
and 5 cattle here.

Some of the TTa’im
ot this place remove
to Qatar in the
cold weather; and
Itashid-bin-Mahanna,
Shaikh of the Na’im,
sometimes occupies
an ’Arish here. With
Halat-ns-Sulutah, this

village possesses a
number of pearl and
other boats.

QalSlx ... ... See article Qalali.

Raiya On the northern-
most point of the

island, ^ a mile

east of Dair.

A garden about 300
yards square with
dwellings of
gardeners. Only a
little lucerne and
onions and a few
fruits, such as pome-
granates, are grown.

The garden has
fountains and watei'

tanks and belongs to
the Shaikh of
Bahrain. who,
when reading at
Muharraa Town,
drives out here three

or four times a week
to spend some hours
in relaxation.

ftaaiftbij (pro*
Bounced SauiabiJ

I

Near the north coast

of the island, a'

little south of
Raiya.

160 reed huts of
Baharinah, of
whom the male
adults are all pearl
divers.

The village is hidden
in date groves which
contain about 1,160
palms. The di inking
Water from veils in

the vicinity, 2 fathoms
deep, is slightly

brackish. There are
lA donkeys and 4
cattle ; boats are 6
Sbtlhds and Sambuks
and 6 Mashuwahs and
jollyboats, 11 of which
are used for pearling.

Shajairab (Jazirat
Ummash-)

r*

On a qnasi-island
IJ miles south of
Hadd.

30 reed huts. The
people are the same
as on Umm-ash-
Shajar below.

Vessels here are 1
Baq^rtah and 14 ShU-
'ais and Sambuks.

Sbaj^r (Jazlrat
Uinm-ash-)

On a quasi-island -|

a mile south hy
«a9t of Hadd.

60 reed huts of the
Ha’im tribe who
are pearl divers and
fishermen. Tuo or
three families are
Bani Yas of tie Al
Bu FalSsah section.

Can be reached on foot

at low water only.

Theie are here 2
liatlls and 15 Shd’aia
and Sambuks : of these

12 are used for

pearling.
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Name.

Sulutah

as*)

ibJLwJl

(Halat-

Position.

Zi mmali

On a sandbank in

Dohat Fakakah

rather less than a

mile west of

Kadd.

Nature.

Quarter of a mile

north of Hadd.

uiie permanent village

consists of 10 houses

of Sulutali, 10 of

Na’im and 5 of A1
Bii Falasah (Baiii

YSs). Besides

these about 35 addi-

tional families of

Na’im take up quar-

ters here in the hot

weather while the

men are engaged on

the pearl hanks : the

hut" which they then

occupy are their own
property.

A date plantation

belonging to Hadd.

Bxuaies.

Conne. ted at low water

with Muharraq Island.

Along with Hslat-an-

Nairn above, this

place possi s.^ es 5 Ba-

tils, 12 Baqfirahs, 50
Shu'ais and Sambuks
and 4 Mashuwahs
and jollyboats ; of

these 51 are used for

pearling.

The water supply of

Hadd is situated

heie.

town

T. +1,6 kble above ne?roeg are included, being sh.wu as members of

a. toy *»

slaves).

• • 1 4. „ nf lirnbatraa Island and tbe second in the prin- ]i[jjEAR-

uStaiin A™*- «• to SWkl. m
ito Iry“ it .»r to”

tive capital of tbe Sbaikbdom.

tish ..to
it to.a. .5 tod-

low ;
nevertheless, as seen fio

^ ManSmall,

.omdy m
wbich it exceeds m ^ ^i^ides the Muharraci and

miles, measured Z described as tbe fort of

Bahrain Islands Mnbauaji .

AbuMahur, stands on an island -d .^0

it i. n.lo^ a. t.™ .1
m-t

d0..1y.pp™»limgto to.. 0. *!>»

Its dmb^ »
^ of Svdiatriiq imd lemoTOS at mttt-
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InhaUtmfs and quarters.— poptdation of MuHarraq Town is now

abont 20,000 souls, who may be classified as below :

—

'Ainain (Al BQ) • • • «» 100

’Ali (Al Bin-) • • • • . 2,000

’Amamarah * • * 200

Arabs (miscellaneous non-Bedouin) 150

Baharinah • • • • 900

Dha’in (Al) • • • ^ 50

Huwalah . 10,000

Zuwarah (Al Bu) • • • 50

Slanana'ah .
50

Mn’awdah 4 • • 1 100

Musallam (Al) « » • . 76

Negroes (free) « • • • . 1,000

Negroes (slaves, but not living with their mas-

ters) • • • * . 1,500

Persians . 100

Quin&rah • * • 50

Rumaih (Al Bo) « • A * 75

'Utnb . 2,800

Yas (Bard) o£ the Al Bu Falasah section 50

Ziyainah . 760

Total . 20,000

Of the ’TJtub mentioned in this table 30 houses are Al Fadhal and 30 are

Jalahimah. The Baharinali and the Persians are all craftsmen : they
being' the only Shi’ahs it is obvions that the Sunni form of Islam here
enjoys a great ascendancy. During the h,ot months the bulk Of the
inhabitants forsake the town and encamp in the north-eastern part of

Bahrain Island.

The Fariqs or quarters of the town are these :

—

^Ali (AI Bin-)

^Amamarah
'-Arar

fAsfnr (All

Dha^in (Al)

Haiyak

Rhamis {Al Bh)

Kharu

JMos't 5)f themj- as

them. . . -

JT

JT

jT

Kuwarah (Al Bu) Jh?

Manana’ah

Mu'awdah
Qumarah

Yusuf-bin-

Ibrahim(Al)

and

Ziyainah

kre-c^led after:the tribes inhabiting
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OccupaiionSf irade^ shipping and Town contains

a bazaar, the only one on the island, of about 300 shops. The people

of Muharraq Town are general merchants, shopkeepers, pearl merchants ,

pearl divers, sailors, fishermen, boatmen, bakers, barbers, butchers, tailors,

shoemakers, masons, carpenters, tin-workers, water-sellers and washermen.

Irade is considerably less than at Mnnamali ] but the pearl diving p^O"

portion of the community is many times greater. More than 700 vessels,

some of considerable size, belong to Muharraq Town : they are 40 Batils,

141 Bums, 68 Baqarahs, 189 Shu'^ais and Sambuks and 896 Mashuwahs
and jollyboats

\ of these 282 are used as pearl boats. There are no date

palms. Animals belonging to the town are 80 horses, 220 donkeys and

150 cattle.

The second place in importance in the Hindiyan District, situated on mulla
fche right bank of the Hindiyan River about 17 miles north of Hindiyan (DIH)

Village. The inhabitants, who number about 700 souls, are half of them U/* no

Ka^ab Arabs and half Qanawatis from Behbehan. Dih Mulla is the

centre of a wool-raising tract which is said to yield 1 00,000 shearings per

annum, worth a Qran each ; a royalty is collected by an agent whom
the Shaikh of KLllliainniareh maintains here. There are some old guns

at Dih Mulla and some ruins on the opposite bank \ a mile further up

the Hindiyan River
3
the latter are perhaps vestiges of a Portuguese

occupation.

The upper course of this river in Fars lies beyond the scope of our

inquiries, moreover it is imperfectly known ; but the stream, or one of

its main tributaries, is believed to rise close to Shiraz and to pass

Firuzabad on its way southwards. The Mund finally emerges from the

hills in the Persian Coast district of Dashti, about 7 miles north of the

town of Kaki, turning as it does to the north-western corner of Kuh-i-

Namak. From this place it runs due west for 7 miles to the village of

* A monograph on this river by Dr. Andreas is contained in the Persian Gull

Administration Eeport for 1877-1878, pages 13-16.. The Mund is the Nahr Sakkau

of the mediffival Arab and Persian geographers and pn.bably identical tvith

the Sitakns of Nearchus* See Le Strange's Lands of ths Eastern Caliphats.

MDHD*
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Ohaghapur where it receives on its right bank the whole drainage of th6

Khurrauj valley. From Chaghapnr it runs south for 17 miles skirting

the inland flank of the Kuh-i-Mund^ then swings round the southern

extremity of this range and runs west for another 15 miles to its

estuary, the Khor Zivarat, which i« 65 miles south-south-east of the town

of Biishehr. At the point where the track between Khurmuj and

Kaki crosses it; the stream is 120 yards wide and in winter is not as

a rule traversable except on a raft ; at timeS; howevei; even in that

f-eason; it is not more than feet deep. Forty years ago (1865) it

could he ascended by native craft of 40 or 50 tons burden almost as

far as Kaki; and after rain it discharges a large volume of water into

the sea. Craft of some size still navigate it to a point about S miles

above Kaki. The water is slightly brackish even in the cold weather;

and in summer it is unfit for human use unless in an emergency.

Khor Ziyarat, which forms the river’s mouth, is a small creek with

low bauks which can be entered by boats a nigh water, but the entrance

is exposed! For a short distance to the north of this estuary and for

some 20 miles to southward the coast of the mainland is swampy.

liUNTAFlS tlie largest and most powerful in Turkish ^Iraq.

Territory ,^^0 the Muntafik belong both banks of the Euphrates
together with the adjacent western desert from Durraji; between the towns

of Samawah and Nasiriyah, to the junction of the Euphrates and

Tigris
;
also the hanks of the Shatt-al-6haraf except in its u^Dper course;

the right hank of the Tigris from ’Azair to Qurnah ’Village and the

whole western portion of the country, called Jazirah or Mesopotamia;

included between these three. Part of the right bank of the Shatt-al-

^Arab below Basrah was formerly occupied by the Muntafik, but they

were at some period displaced by the Muhaisiu some of them however
are still found at Ma^amir above Fao and at Kut-al-Khalifah in the

Bawasir District. The Muntafik are adjoined by the Dhafir on

the west; and by the Khaza^il on the north-west
; while the Bani

Eabi ah, Al Bu Daraj and Al Bu Muhammad intervene between them
and the Tigris hank from Kut-al-Amarah to ^Azair. It follows that

the hulk of „the tribe are under the government of Basrah and com-
paratively few imder that of Baghdad. The chief towns in the Muntafik
country aie Su-qash-Shuyukh, Shatrat-al-Muntafik and Nasiriyah,
and the teihe also freciuent the tcrtm of SamSwak.
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Divisions .—No estimate of the number of the Muntafik is possible

and their subdivisions are innumerable j but they are sometimes classified

under the three heads of Ajwad Bani Sa^id or Sa^ad and

Bani Malik ; of these the first are predominant in the Euphrates
valley above Hammar^ the second (sometimes treated as a distinct tribe)

are chiefly found upon the Tigris and Shatt-al-’Arab and have their

centre about Qurnah, while the third are now generally regarded as a
separate tribe and have been so dealt with in this Gazetteer.

The term Muntafik is properly applicable to the central core only of

the great tribal congeries of which the territorial limits have been described

above
;
but in use it has become extended to the whole. Some of the

components of the tribe in the wider sense occasionally separate themselves

from the general body and this is considered to be the position at present

of the Bani Malik^ and in a lesser degree of the Ajwad. Various client

tribes also, though not included under the name, are closely associated

with the Muntafik ; such were formerly the Bani Mansur and Ahl Jazair.

Part of the once famous Bani Khalid tribe is believed to have been

absorbed in the Muntafik.

Mode of life ,—A large part of the Muntafik tribe is still Bedouin

;

but the remainder inhabit tents, reed-huts, villages and even towns,

cultivate the land, grow dates, and breed sheep, cattle, buffaloes and

camels : many, however, even of those who belong to the settled pastoral

sections rove the desert in spring with their flocks and herds for the sake

of the grazing. The Muntafik women do not veil their faces.

Religion andj>nUtical position .—The tribesmen generally are Shi^ahs,

but the ruling Shaikhs and their subdivision, called the Sa^idun

are Sunnis.

The Sa^idun are said to have come from Makkah not quite 5*00

years ago, and their authority over the tribe was unlimited till about 20

years since, when the Turks removed the Shaikh of the day from the

ofiScial headship. Some of the desert sections still ignore the Turkish

Government and obey no orders but those of the Sa'^idun. The Muntafik

are at enmity with the Bani Eabi'ah and with the Northern

Shailiniar. In war they carry swords and lances, and they are well

armed with rifles, chiefly Martinis ; a large proportion of their mounted

men are camel-riders iluite recently about 1,500 of the tribe under

Sa^adun Pasha were in rebellion against the Turks.
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Singular Mm’aikhi . A tribe closely related to the

A1 Bu Shamis section of the Na^im or^ possibly^ one of its subsections.

They are found in Bahrain at Umm-al-Baidh on Sitrah Island, where they

have about 15 huts and are pearl fishers. The Muraikhat are said to have

come from Qatar ; they claim to have been originally Mutair, but the

Mntair repudiate them. In religion they are Maliki Sunnis.

One of the principal places in the district of Dhufar, and a complement-

ary port to ftisut from which it lies 48 miles almost due east, the plain

of Dhnfer Proper occupying the interval between. At Eaa Murbat the

coast changes its direction from east and west to south-south-east and

north-north-west ;
and ofiE the village, which stands on the shore about a

mile within the cape, there is consequently a perfectly sheltered anchorage

in the north-east monsoon*; the depth of water is 6 to 7 fathoms at less

than half a mile ofi shore. Near the sea, less than a mile north of the

village, is a red granite hill called Jabal-aF-Ali and a

plain of dark granitic rocks extends eastward from Murbat to Ras

Nus and inland for about 10 miles to the foot of the huge scarp

here formed by the Samhan hills : one of the highest points

in the Samhan range is situated about six miles north of Murbat.

The village of Murbat consists of about 150 huts and houses
; of the

houses, 38 in number, some are of stone. The only buildings in good

repair are the house of the Shaikh and the residence of the ^Aqid com-

manding the garrison ; the latter is on the beach about i of a mile

north-west of the village. The population of the place is mixed and

includes 40 houses of Sadat, ^0 of Ja^afar, 10 of Qaras of the Ahl ^Umr

section (Bait Makhaiyir subsection), and a few of Mahras, Hikman and

Mashaikh. The poorest classes live by fishing and none are well-to-do.

Malarial fever is said to prevail throughout the year and the people are

rather thia and anssmic. Little is to be had iu the way of supplies

except cattle and, goats ;
the vv ater-supply is from wells in the bed of

Wadi Murbat, which comes down to the sea about one mile north-west

of- the village,, and is of fair quality. Livestock are a few camels,

donkeys and cattle and about 400 sheep and goats
;

in winter the cattle

present a thin and miserable appearance, due to the scarcity of pasture

at that season. Millet and sugarcane are grown, also cocoanuts.

Frahkinoense from the Samhan hills is exported to Bombay, whence rice

* A plan of the MurBat jmohoirage will be found in Chart No* 10 B,
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and clotli are obtained in return. Witb tbe exception of 10 to 30 boat

crews of Jannabah, who come every year to fish^ few Arabs from

abroad visit Murbat. M urbat is subject to the Wali of Dhnfar and

is held by a garrison of gome 20 ^Askaris in the name of the Sultan

of ^Oman
J
but few of these levies are men from ’Oman. The virtual

ruler of Murbat is the Shaikh of the place, whose authority is supposed

to extend from Eas Nus to T^a
; but he has little real power beyond

the limits of his village. The plain of Dhllfar Proper can be

reached from Murbat by a track which runs along the coast westwards for

about 20 miles. Murbat was once occupied by Muhammad-bin-^Aqll, a

pirate who made himself master of ©hufar at the beginning of the

19th century : the traces of his fort built in 1806 still remain, and his

tomb also is here.

In English formerly called Bomosa. An island in the Persian

Gulf, a few miles nearer to the town of Sharjah in Trucial ^Oman than

to that of Lingeh -in Persia and situated slightly to the west of a line

joining those places. In shape it is nearly rectangular and lies with its

corners approximately to the cardinal points; its extent is about

S miles diagonally between opposite corners. The island is low and

consists of great sweeps of sandy plain covered with tussocks of diy grass

but without trees
;

it carries however some isolated -hills of dark, volcanic

appearance, and a sugar-loaf peak, somewhat to the north of the centre/

attains a height of 860 feet. Bu Musa is surrounded by fairly deepwater

and is a common place of refuge for native boats in bad weather. There

is good drinking-water in about 20 wells, also a plantation of about 150

date trees which is” said to belong to the Shaikh of Sharjah. The perma-

nent population consists of above 20 households of Sudan from the village

of Ehan in Sharjah, all of whom are fishermen and live in huts and mud
houses; They are reported to own 4 camels, 60 donkeys, 40 cattle, 200

"

sheep and goats, 7 pearling boats and 5 fishing boats
;
and their provisions

are obtained from Lingeh. There is also a shifting population of persons

from the Sharjah coast who come to fish^ or- bring - animals for grazing

"

on the island ; but of late years their numbers have been fewer than

formerly in consequence of failure of pasturage due to want of rain.

Some 10 or 15 donkeys are kept on the island by the employes of ^ a

Persian contractor of Lingeh who- has obtained from Salim-bin-Sultan

the uncle of the Shaikh of Sharjah, a concession to work deposits of

A dktant view of this island will be found in- Ckart No, 2375^2887A, ^

MFSA*
(BTT)
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red oxide of iron that exist on the island. The concessionaire pays

$250 a year to the Shaikh's uncle by way of royalty
;

his Persian work-

people (raei3; women and children) sometimes number 100 souls; and the

amount of oxide removed annually is said to average 40,000 bags. The

island of Bu Musa belongs to the Shaikh of Sharjah who frequently

visits it in the hot weather. There are several herds of wild gazelle on

the island.

A remarkable inlet of the sea which leaves the Persian Gulf at its

northern extremity, to the east of the Shatt-al-^Arab, and affords access

to Buziyeh and Ma’shur, the ports respectively of the Pallahiyeh

and Jarrahi Districts of Southern 'Arabist an.

Course and main features .—The channel of Khor Musa begins in the

open sea at a distance from terra frmty and the position of the entrance

may be taken as approximately 29^ 65' north and 49® 3' east, or about 30

miles east of the bar of the Shatt-al-'Arab. For the first 31 miles

within the entrance Khor Musa is nearly straight and runs approxi-

mately noiijh-north-westwards
;
in the course of the next 5 miles the

channel gradually bends round to eastwards
;
and for the remaining 7

miles, to a point where it divides into branches running to Buziyeh and

Ma^shur, its direction is slightly to the north of east. The total length

of the main Khor is thus over 40 miles

;

* The priiicipnl recent authorities on Khor Musa are a report by Commanders T. W.
Kemp and H. B. T. Somerville, E.N., dated 20th July 1903 and accompanied by a

sketch (in the Government of India’s Proceedings in the Foreign Department for

June 1904) ; a note by Sir L. Dane, Foreign Secretary, dated let December 1903 (in the

same Proceedings) ; a report by Major E. 13. Burton, Vice-Consul at Muhammareh,
dated 14th February 1904 (Government of India’s Political Proceedings for July

1904) ; a letter of Captain D. L. R. Lorimer, Vice-Consul for Arabistan, dated 22nd

Morch 1906, and forwarded to the Government of India by the Resident in the Persian

Gulf with his letter No. 900 of the 22nd April 1906 ; and notes by Commander
G. Sinclair, taken he%ren the 16th and the 20th November 1906 and accom-
panied by a sketch survey. To these may be added a letter No. 1265 of the 16th Jute
1907 from Ma]or P. Z. Cox, Resident in the Gulf, to the writer and a sketch survey
of the Khor QanSqeh branch which accompanied the same ; but the latest and naoSt

correct and complete Survey of the Khor Qanaqeh branch is a To;pograj^hical Shetd
showing Dry Bed of Blind £arwn -Bweri 1908, by Com naan der C. W. Shearme,
RJ.M., numbered.1397 in the Foreign Department Library, Simla. There is now also
a surrey of the Khor Doraq branch; it is Ehor Buziyeh, 1907, by Commander
C. W. Shearme, R.I,M., numbered 1398 in the Foreign Department Library, Simla.
Khor M^amay perhaps be identified with the creek of D5raqxstSn, where (in the
13th century AJ) ships coming from „Tndia oast anchor^” Vide Le Strange.
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Near tlie entrance the banks of the channel are not visible on either
side^ being covered even at low water ; but on the east side, from 5
miles within the entrance up to 23 miles, there are patches of sand and
mud which dry at low water; and on the opposite side, from I4i miles
and upwards, banks of mud with rocky patches are exposed at half tide,

At 11 miles within the entrance a low swampy island to the right,

called Dairah
, is passed at about 6 miles distance ; 3 miles to the

north-east of this island is Bunneh wj, another island, 3| miles long,

narrow, and distinguished by a ruin. A channel passing between Dairah
and Bunneh is said to be called Khor Wastah , Beyond Dairah,

Khor Musa is temporarily divided into two channels by Qassar-bin-

Siswan, a rocky shoal a mile in length ; and at 23 miles from the entrance

Qabr-an-Nakhuda ys
^ another low islet, lies upon the starboard

beam at 3 or 4 miles distance. Immediately after passing Qabr-an-

Nakhuda, a ridge of dry sand a mile or more in length appears above

the mud on the western bank of the Khor
; and at 29 miles from the

entrance there is a small sandy islet on the eastern bank, opposite which
Khor Musa throws off to westwards a branch named Khor Qanaqeh.

The banks of Khor Musa above Khor Qanaqeh are still low ; on
the western or northern side they are of mud with small patches of

rock and are covered at high tide ; on the other side they are of mud and
are submerged at high water springs.

Khoo* Qanaqeh branah .— Khor Qanaqeh runs inland, westwards

and slightly northwards, for a distance of about 25 miles to the ruins of

Quhban where it forks ; this is the distance as measured in a direct line^

but by the windings of the creek it is somewhat over 60 miles. From

Qubban one branch, named Khor Abu Khadhair y) , runs north

and is lost in the marshes adjoining the Pallahiyeh-Marid canal ; the

other, known as Khuwairin
,
goes south-eastwards and meets, or

almost meets, a creek called Silaik or Silaich which is said to leave

the coast at a point between the mouth of the Bahmanshir and the

entrance of Khor Musa. The level of Khor Qanaqeh as far as Qubban
and of its branches beyond Qubban. is affected by the sea tides.

It is interesting to observe that the head of Khor Qanlqeh at Qubban
is connected by a hollow, now dry, with the Karun river at Marid

; and

it is easy to imagine that, as the inhabitants of the tract assert, the

Karun or a part of it at one time flowed to Qubban and thence to the

sea either by the Khuwairin and the Silaik creek or by Khor Qanaqeh

and Khor -Musa. The water in e upper part of Khor Qanaqeh is
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nearly fresh ;
at flood it is drinkable in the upper third, and at ebb in the

upper half of the creek. The banks of Khor QanSqeh at 7 miles from

its mouth and upwards are 4 to 6 feet high, firm, and covered with coarse

crass
;
but nearer to the main Khor they are liable to be overflowed at

spring tides. The west bank of the Khuwairin near Qubban is of hard

mud. In the season of most water, g,, in May, the whole country to the

north of Qubban is a swamp.

Khor Doraq^ The branch which runs from the head of Khor

Musa to one mile beyond Buziyeb is called Khor Doraq ojjo or

Khor Buziyeb ; its direction is north-westerly and its length, owing to

windings, is _ about 35 miles. As this Khor is ascended its water

becomes less and less salt ; and on its banks, at the same time, saline

swamps gradually give way to pasture and cultivated land. At the

point where it approaches Imamzadeh Abdul Hasan most nearly, Khor

Doraq is several, perhaps 10, miles distant from that place and has a

breadth of 60 or 70 yards. At about 12 miles below Buziyeb, where

the water of the Khor begins to be diinkable when the tide is out,

villages commence on both banks ;
those on the western side belong

to the Al Bu Abbadi and A1 Bu Dahaleh sections of the Ka’ab, and

those on the eastern side to these two sections and to the Al Bu Hamadi

section. Khor D5raq in the immediate neighbourhood of Buziyeb is

described in the article under that name.

Khor Ma/shur hraneh^—The other branch, and true continuation

beyond its head of Khor Musa, is Khor Ma-'shur which runs

north-eastwards, has a length of about 14 miles, and may be considered

to end at a point about a mile south of Ma^shur village
;
but with high

tides and a south-east wind the sea water is said to reach almost to the

town on two sides—the south and the west. On both sides of this Khor

"are broad mud flats which are mostly covered at high water springs.

Navigation of Khor Musa.—ThQ entrance of Khor Musa is crossed

by a bar_ which carries, only S fathoms at low water springs, but is

practicable for large vessels at high water, the spring rise being about

10 feet. The bottom,' however, is of mud and could easily be dredged

if necessary ;.and, though no more favourable sounding than 3 fathoms

has as yet been obtained on the bar, it is possible that a complete survey

might reveal . a deeper channel than any at present known. Inside the

bar the depth steadily increases, and shortly after passing Dairah island

there is no, bottom^ , at ,9 ^fethoms, a condition which is maintained the

* Srbple w^ frqm this place to the he%d_of the main Khor. The soundings
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in Khor Musa do not appear to be liable to much variation^ foi' recent

surveys agree closely with others made a number of years ago.

In Khor Musa^ Dairah island and the mainland upon the opposite

side are veiy low and only just visible in clear weather
;
but as the inlet

is ascended the mud banks and flats which uncover at low water afford

guidance to the navigator. The Q,assar-bin-Siswan shoal lies in the

middle of the fairway and pi'obably never uncovers ; as a rule^ however^ it

can be seen^ but it may be missed^ especially if the western edge of the

channel is followed. Above the entrance to Khor Qanaqeh the Khor
Musa channel is difficult to findj except at low tide^ on account of the

distance to which the sea spreads over the mud flats on either side.

Navigation of the branches .—In the Khor Qanaqeh branch at 7

miles from its entrance the width of the channel is about 400 yards^ and
the depth within 20 yards of the banks is 4 fathoms increasing rapidly to

6 or more in the middle. In Khor Qanaqeh a minimum depth of 6

fathoms can apparently be obtained for 30 miles above the entrance
;
and

a shapes boat can proceed about 20 miles farther still to a point about

miles east-south-east of Qabban where the creek is only 10 yards wide and
has a depth of a foot at low water. In the upper part of the Khor the

tide flows for 3 hours and ebbs for 9 ;
its rise and fall is about 10 feet, and

the ebb is very strong. At 7 and 12 miles from the entrance unexplored

branches run southwards, and one at least of them must apparently

communicate with Khor Musa or with the sea as a native vessel has been

known to emerge from Khor Qanaqeli which had not entered it by the

ordinary channel. : . ,

The navigability of Khor Doraq has recently been tested ; in the

uppermost few miles it is narrow and at low water nearly dry, but the

rise of the tide is about 10 feet and sea-going native vessels of as much
as 150 tons are able to reach the town of Buziyeh.

For 2^ miles above the mouth of Khor Doraq the soundings in Khor

Ma'shur continue to be more than nine fathoms, but thereafter they shoal,

not altogether regularly, to the head of this branch. In ordinary tides

small boats reach a point 1| miles from Ma^'shtir village,, and native sea-,

going craft ordinarily discharge their cargo at a place called Sif
j 2^.

miles from the town, where at ordinary low tides the depth of water

is 3 feet and the width of the channel 15 feet. The banks here are of

shelving mud and the breadth of the water increases at high tide to~

50 feet. Larger vessels discharge opposite a tract called Zangi further

down?
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General navigalilUy .—The whole of Khor Musa Proper is navigable

for large vessels, and the K hor Qanaqeh branch is also navigable for a

distance of 7 miles at least. The only dieBculty is that already remarked

on, which arises from the invisibility of the edges of the channel except at

low water ;
and it should be added that Khor Qanaqeh becomes, after

a few miles, too narrow for a long ship to be turned in. At the

places most suitable for anchorage in Khors Musa and Qanaqeh the tidal

stream runs not less than % knots an hour at springs.

Land approaches .— So' far as examination has yet been carried, the

navigable portions of Khor Musa and its branches appear to be difficult

of access from terra firma, being as a rule separated from the same by wide

stretches of soft mud or treacherous sahno soil which are sometimes miles

in extent.

The ground in the neighboiu’hood of Ma'^shur village has been carefully

explored
;
and the result has been to show that the channel, where it is deep

enough for European vessels, is unapproachable on that side by animals or

even by foot-passengers. The tract called Zangi which adjoins the

northern bank of Khor Ma’shur above the mouth of Khor Doraq appears to

consist to a large extent of labyrinthine creeks containing liquid mud : some

of these are ramifications of an inlet, called Ju-i-Zangi, from Khor Ma-'shur.

Even the route from Ma'shur village to Sif, the place already mentioned

where native sailing vessels discharge their cargoes, is sometimes

impassable by caravans. For one mile it lies across a bare plain of

saline soil which is swampy in winter and almost untraversable after

rain. It then crosses a drainage hollow leading fi-om the desert west of

Ma'shur village to Khor Ma'shur
; this hollow is liable to floods after

rain, and even in ordinary weather the tide runs up it to within a mile

of Ma’shur village. The remaining ij miles of the way are sandy going
and somewhat firmer than the first mile

; but this section also is said to

become deep and difficult in wet weather. At Sif itself is a patch of

really firm sand.

The only other point at which it is certain that access to Khor Musa
exists by land is on the north-eastern bank of its Khor Doraq branch, at
the point nearest to Imamzadeh ’’Abdul Hasan which is on the direct
route between Ma^shur and Buziyeh. The distance of the bank from
the Imamzadeh is several, perhaps 10, miles ; and the ground, especially
in the neighbomrhood of the Khor, is fairly high and firm ; but for part
of the way it is somewhat cut up by the canals of the Shatut tract. The
depth of the Khor at this place has not been reported, but it has- been
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ascertained that the water in the Khor does not ordinarily rise to within

less than 3 feet of the top of the bank. Both above and below this

particular spot, however, the north-eastern bank of Khor Doraq is stated

to be low and naarshy.

It is possible that the Qanaqeh branch of Khor Musa may be easily

approachable by land from certain directions, but this point has not as yet

been specifically investigated.

Naval advantages and disadvantages of Khor Mnsa .—The principal

anchorages of Khor Musa are completely protected foom all winds and could

be easily defended against attack from the open sea whether by bombard-

ment or by torpedoes. Fresh water could perhaps be brought from the

Jarrahi River, which is not far distant; and the climate is probably

less trying than in some other parts of the Persian Gulf. The nearness

of the place to the mouth of the Shatt-al-^Aiab and to the valley of the

Karun is also an important consideration.

On the other hand, it is not certain that the navigable poiijions of

Khor Musa could be made approachable, at least without inordinate

expense, from the landward side
;

the chief natiu’al anchorages might

require adaptation in order to form good harbours
; -and the bar at the

seaward entrance must be dredged to enable the Khor to be entered by

ships in all states of the tide.

A country town of pleasant aspect in Turkish ^Iraq ;
it is situated MIISAI? J

I

upon both banks of the Euphrates river where crossed by the Baghdad- ww
Karbala road.

Musaiyib is well sheltered by palm-groves, which surround' ' it and

extend along the banks of the river, and most of the houses are masonry-

built. The main body of the town lies upon the left bank, but some

of the best buildings, including the government ojBGices and several good

Khans, are in the small quarter on the other side. On the left bank,

immediately above the town, a strong embankment carefully revetted

extends for about 600 yards, and abng the top of it runs the high road to

Baghdad. The stream of the Euphrates is spanned at the town, where

it is about 200 yards broad, by a bridge of 24 boats : some of the

boats are connected only by insecure gangways without hand-rails.

The whole population of Musaiyib maybe about 3,500. The great

4 0
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majority of the people are Shfah Arabs^ but there are about 80 Jews who

are Turkish subjects, 100 Persians who are Persian subjects, 20 Panjabi

Indians who are British subjects, and a few Afghans. There are no

resident Christians, The Jews are silversmiths and traders.

Musaiyib contains 12 Khans, 25 granaries and over 100 shops.

There are no local manufactures ;
and trade, though the town possesses

about 40,000 date*trees and is the centre of a good agricultural district,

is inconsiderable ; most of the going and coming is of goods and travellers

passing between Baghdad and Karbala. Transport is not readily obtain-

able in any quantity, and the surplus of forage and provisions is not great.

In the busy season 12 boats of the Safinah type are retained to bring up

rice from the Hindiyah barrage, 5 miles distant, and to take down cotton

piece-goods and other Baghdid merchandise to boats which wait below

the barrage to receive them
;

in the off-season 7 of these are released for

up-stream traffic on the Euphrates. There are 20 S ajabs or small boats

at Musaiyib. Musaiyib is the headquarters of a Nahiyah — which also

contains Sikaudariyah—in the Qadha of Karbala ;
but only the smallest

local affairs are settled by the Mudir. The town is a municipality, and

Paswaniyah and Chiraghlyah, or taxes on account of night watch-

men and the lighting of the streets, are collected. Besides the civil

Mudir there are here a harbour master, a Mudir of the Public Debt and a

Mamur of the Sanitary Department
;
and the Persian Government main-

tain a Nmb Karpardaz or Consular Agent. Prom Musaiyib a double line

of telegraph runs to Baghdad on the one side and to Hillah on the other.

The Dairat as-Saniyah has taken firm hold of the country around Musaiyib

on the left hank and has planted down a number of masonry enclosures

in the neighbourhood
j these are used as storehouses but in appearance

resemble military forts. The same department maintains a school on

one of its estates near Musaiyib,

MTJSAJj- Singular Musallami A small clan of Qatar and

(AL) Baluain -wlio claim dcgcent from tte Bam, EhSlid and are probably a

J|
biaasck of tbetil Hjimaid section of that tribe. The A1 Musallam were

eaice numerous and influential in Qatar,, where about I860 a

aomb^ of them were settled by tho Shaikh of Bahrain at Dohah as a

eountexpow to the Budan jr they were brought apparently from

aidi 'yhe present fort of.. D5hah, formerly
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knoT^n as QaFat A1 Mnsallam; was built by tbem
j tbey founded tbe

quarter of Duwailiali
;
and they maintained close relations with the

Ma'^adhid. They have now been reduced by natural causes to about &5

houses in Bahrain (at Mnharraq Town, Hadd and Halat Abu Mahur)
and 8 houses in Qatar (at DShah, Puwairat and Wakrah). In religion

the Al Musallam are Maliki Sunnis : by occupation they are all pearl

merchants except a few who serve the Shaikh of Bahrain as soldiers/

MusallamTyah bay is a considerable indentation in the coast of the MUSALLA''
Hasa Sanjaq; it is situated about 77 miles north-west of Ras MITAH
Tannrah and divides the tract of Zor-al-Audhan on the north from

that of Huzum on the south : at its foot it meets, or nearly meets, the

inland district of Sabakhat-al-MutSya. The .northern point of the bay

is Eas-al-Bidya^
, a lOw sandy promontory with tufts of

grass
;
the southern, which is of some height and runs into the sea

between Musallamiyah bay and the island of Jinnah, is named Ras-al-

Abkharah . The width of the entrance between these points is

4 miles, and the depth of the bay inland fi’om the entrance is 6. The inner

area is for the most part shallow
;
but a deep channel, known as Khor

Musallamiyah, leads past Ras-al-Bidya^ up to Musallamiyah island.

This island, which like Jinnah has Jazirat-al-'^Amair

for an alternative name, is situated in the bay about 5 miles west

of Ras-al“Bidya^ On the east side of it is a village of 400 houses,

protected by two adjacent forts, which possesses several wells

and a few ber trees but no cultivation. The inhabitants are Bani

Ehalid of the ^Amair section and belong chiefly, if not altogether,

to the Al Khalid and Razin subsections ; they subsist by fishing

and pearl diving and own, with the people of Jinnah island,

about a dozen pearl boats. A detachment of 3 Turkish Dhabitiyahs

is quartered on the island, which is under the Qaim-Maqam of the

Qatif Oasis ; they are accommodated in a mud bouse, and their sole

duty is to fly and look after the Turkish flag The Shaikh of the

Al Khalid is styled Mudir of the island, and he receives from the Turks

an allowance which he shares, by private arrangement, with the

Shaikh of the Al Razin ; the less important headmen also, as mentioned

in the article on the Bani Khalid tribe, are stipendiaries of the Porte.

The Zafcat or revenue payable by the whole community on Mnsalla-

miyah island is 60 Riyals per annum.
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ItUSANSAM English formerly called ^^Mnsseldom An island adjoining the

north-eastern tip of the B»UUS-al-Jibal promontory, from which

it is separated only by a narrow strait : it may be considered to mark
the entrance of the Persian Gulf and to divide that sea from the

Gulf of ^Oman. Musandam measures 2 miles in length from

north to south and very little l^ss in breadth across its southern

end: its extreme height is 875 feet, audit is precipitous almost all

round, the only landing places being 3 or 4 small coves on the east side.

Some ruins exist at the north end, built of large blocks of stone without

mortar; but a few herdsmen in charge of goats are generally the only

denizens of the island. At its north end Musandam terminates in a

cliff 100 feet high, the celebrated cape Ras Musandam. Not far from

Musandam island, on the north and east sides, soundings are obtained of

100 fathoms, a depth considerably exceeding anything found within the

Persian Gulf. The strait which separates the island from the main is
m

called Fakk-al-Asad ‘^3)1 istt or Bab ob j it is 600 yai-ds wide, 24 fathoms

deep, clear of obstacles and can easily be passed by steamers if a good
speed is maintained, but in consequence of strong tides and baffinff

winds it is avoided by Arab vessels except rowiug-boats ; the cliffs on
either side are perpendicular, resembling door-posts. A pillar of rock
called Kaehalu jV > 100 feet high, stands ^ a mile north-north-east of

Bas Musandam with a clear passage between it and the cape.

MUTAIR

or

UfflTAIR

A great and typical * Bedouin Arab tribe of Central Arabia.

Limiis.-The range of the Mutair is more extensive than that of any
tribe except the Auizaih- They are the principal nomad visitors to

Qasim and the almost exclusive possessors of DahSliah and
Summan. On the north-east they extend far into Kuwait territory,

where they have a favourite summer camping-ground at Jahrah
; on the

sonth-west they are found on the outskirts of Qasim about Miskah
andDhariyah, inWashamand Wadi-as-Sirr, and at a great distance
off in the volcanic country between Makkah and Madinah; a few of them
visit 'Aridll. Kijaz is said to have been the cradle of their race.

On the Persian Gulf side their northernmost limit is at a place called

* Tke Mulair have teea described at some length, as, on account of their present
dose- rektionsvfith Kuwait, it has been possible, to procure detailed and authentic
i^rmation concerning them. Very full particulars of the Jiblan enbaideion and
of Mme of the sections of the Umwahah subdivision, -with pedigrees of chiefs, etc.,

te gWen -by Captain Knox, Pomical Agent at Kuwait, in an Appendix to bis Diary
Kf, Ut ibe ^eek ending 8th Hay 1907.
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Bishuq # the position of which is not accurately known

;

southwards they reach to the end of Stunman, and to Hasa in

which they sometimes wander. The Mutair are in contact on the

north with the ^Auizah, on the north-west with the Shammarj on

the west with the Harb, ’Ataibah, Qahtaiij Dawasir and Sabai^ on

the south-west with the ’Ajinan, and on the south with the Al

Morrah^ Bani Hajir and Manasir. At the wells of Dukhnah their

Bedouins have been supplanted in recent times by the ’Ataibah.

Settled Mutair are found chiefly in Qasim^ where some of the

inhabitants of Bukairiyah, Butainiyat^ Ohaf I, Hatan, Khabb, Khabb-

al-Qabar^ Khudhairah^ Muraid Saiyid, Raffah, Raudhat-al-Mahanna,

Ta^amiyah, Qasr Zaid and Ummahat-az-Ziyabah are supposed to be of

Mutair blood ; and non-nomadic Mutair occur also at Dhrumah in

'Aridh, at ^Ashairahin Sadair and at Jaraifah in Washam in Southern

Najd, and in the villages of Wadi-al-Miyah in the Hasa Sanjaq.

Divisions and numerical strength.—The original divisions of theMutah

are two only, the ^Ilwah and the Braih ; but to these have been

added in recent times, probably by fission of - the Braih, a third main
•u

division, the Bani ^Abdillah . During the late struggle for

supremacy in Central Arabia the Bani ^Abdillah sided v/ith Ibn Rashid

while the majority of the tribe were partisans of Ibn Sa^ud, and the

estrangement continued until the final defeat of Ibn Rashid when the

Bani 'Abdillah rejoined the general body of the Mutair.

The Tlwah consist of two large subdivisions, the Jiblan and the

Umwahah composed of the sections given below:-

Jihldn snidivision. Umwahah subdivision*

*Araif

'Aragibah ’Arfan

Bursan Bara’asah

*Inah 4Xc Jibrah

Kharabtah KLa'watirab

Lami (Bani) Mala*ibah

Masalbab Rnkbxnan

Mijalidah Sa’anin

Mura’asah and

Qa*aimat Sahabah

Qabtan

Qisha'an

ShawaUrah

^
Shiyabio
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The Sarhabah section of the TJmwahah consists of several subsections^

among which are the ^Ai-afan ,
Daimanan , Fuqamah

MS
j

Hijji 3
Jama^ain , J arid Jawafiyah

and IJmtairat o|^l ; of these the Fnqamah supply the

Shaikhs of the section, as a subsection called Dhil Ghanaiman

do in the Mala^ibah section. Some authorities have included among the

Umwahah the whole Eashaidah tribe and a clan called Hirshan
^

both of whom join the Mutair in their raids and forays and pay tribute to

the chief Mutairi Shaikh ;
they are however altogether repudiated by the

Mutair, who consider them to be of servile or otherwise inferior origin and

decline to intermarry with them.

The Braih are composed of three main subdivisions, the Aulad ^Ali

, the Birzan and the Aulad Wasil ; of these the

fiirzan and the Aulad Wasil are in some manner more closely connected

than the Birzan and the Aulad ^Ali. The Birzan, with a 6ghting strength

of 300, appear to be a nearly homogeneous body ; the sections of the other

two subdivisions are as follow :
—

Aulad ^Ati suidi'vision.

*Abadin

HamSdin

Jalailah

Sa’adUn (DM)

Sa’atan

Shi’alin

Sbitailat

and

Tha’alab

of whom the
Tba’alab are
closely asso-

ciated with
thS Hamadin.

dJLaJ

Aulad Wasil subdivision*

'AhaiySt
«b

’Afisah

Akalah

Aqut c^l
^Awaridh

BidSnah •dloj

Diyahin

Farawiyah

Hawamil

Haftah

Jida’aiD (Ibn)

Qataifab

Mahalithah

Maraikhat

Masbabibah

I

and

Wisamah
The Hawamil section of the Aulad W asil comprises four subsections,

namely, HamrSn
, Hizwah , Sbadhiyah and Sharman

. Tte Mutair settled at Dhrumah are of a section called Nafisah
wHoli is said to belong to tlie Btaili.
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The Bani ^Abdillah appear to be the most western portion of the tribe^

and their composition has not been clearly ascertained } they include

however the following groups, some of which are probably quoted here

merely by the names of their chiefs ;

—

Askaiyan (Ibn)

Darkish (Bin)

Bhimnah (Ibn)

Harish (Ibn)

It seems certain that, of these,- the

division.

Sections of the Mutair known as Dhawfun ,
Shahaba and

Shakir are said to be known in Hasa, but it is uncertain to which

division of the tribe they belong.

Prom estimates given it may be inferred that the total strength

of the Mutair amounts to not less than 4,000 fighting mto,* that is fnahes

who are neither infants nor decrepit with age ; and the total number of

souls may thus be 10,000 or more.

Character and customs ,—The Mutair are typical Bedouins, which

is to say that they are poor, hardy, restless, impatient of control, much

engaged in tribal warfare and ready to fight^—in the desultory nomad

fashion,-- where there is either hope of plunder or an injury to be

revenged. In religion they are not fanatical, but, as compared with

other Bedouins, they are perhaps somewhat deficient in hospitality.

The principal customs of the Mutair mostly refer to marriage, to

compensation and retaliation, and to crime and punishment.

A sum, called Muhar , is paid to the father or guardian of ^

bride ; among Shaikhs and headmen it is $200, but among ordinary

tribesmen it averages $40 to 50 ; Muhar is generally given at tbe time of

the marriage, hut occasionally the payment of half the amoilnt is post-

poned. The customary bride-price among the Mutair is said to be the

same as it has^ always been. If the Mutair happen to be near a town the

^Aqd or ceremony of marriage is performed by a GlMhi, but in

the desert his presence is dispensed with. The Puqamah subsection (see

above) will marry the daughters of other sub-sections of the Sahabah, blit

they will not give their own daughters in marriage except to men of

Tribal estimates of fighting ^strength are ia Arabia as a rule too greatly exag-

gerated to be of any value. In the present case the estimate may perhaps be accepted,

subject to some deduction, tbe tribe being well known at Kuwait and their -fighting

strength having been a auestion directlrin issue during tbe past several years.

Jabrll (Ibn)

Jarnas (Bin)

Maimun

SharSr (Bin)

Maimun are an important sub-
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ShaikUy class such as the Dhil Ghauaiman. The Dhil Ghanaimah on

the other hand will give their daughters to certain selected classes only in

Tiheir own section (the Malaihah)^ but they do not refuse them to any

sub-section of the Sahabah.

Compensation for a man slain is called Idij’^ah and among the

Mutair it consists of $800 in eash^ a slave^ a riding camel and a rifle.

The blood-price of a woman is half that of a man, and if a slave or

animal be killed the actual value must be made good. Injury causing

the loss of both eyes must be compounded for at the same rate as

homicide^ while the loss of one eye or of the nose^ the fracture of a

bone and the severance or permanent disablement of a limb are each

treated as entitling the sufferer to half the Idiyah. In cases of flesh-

woundsj loss of fingers and deafness suitable compensation is assessed

by the Shaikhs. Teeth knocked out must be paid for at the rate of

one she-camel per tooth. A peculiar provision of the tribal code is one

which authorises a man whose heard has been pulled in anger or by way
oc insult to cut off thehand or nose of the offender without recourse

to the tribal authorities and without incurring any liability to pay compen-
sation. A murderer can go in safety for the settlement of his case only

in company of a member of the opposite party who consents to act as his

escort. Disjputed points are settled to a great extent by oath. The
formula in swearing to a homicide is csJLil tj)

1 bear witness, being adjured,that thou art the slayer ; ''the established

phrase of denial is ^ By God neither do I

know nor have I become aware. " A solemn form of oath is one by
which a man declares his wife to be divorced in the sight of Heaven

iu %u

in case what he is asserting be not true—.

Thieves are punished with the loss of the nose and one hand, but

the delinquent may ransom his hand by payment of half Idiyah ; only

the paramount Shaikh of the Mutair and the chief Shaikhs of the

Jiblan and Braih have power to order this penalty. In case of seduction

of an unmarried girl she is put to death, and the paramour also is

killed if caught in the act. In ease of adultery the husband kills the
adulterer it he can, and the woman is handed over to her blood-relations
to be put to death or otherwise punished ; the disgrace is considered
to fall on her own family rather than on her husband's. Adultery cannot

adulterer is not regularly outlawed, but his goods
are- fept under attaoluaent . as' long as he lives. In a case o£ rape the

it-n;oh=kiViedj and i£.the assailant make good his escape it is not
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incumbent on the injured husband to make any effort to discover him.

The subject of the war-cry, called ^ Izwah or Nakhwah is

replete with complications. The war-cry of the ^ Ilwah as a body is

cU meaning apparently O noble ones, will ye not

return to the fight ? ;
it is said to have originated from the words used

by a leader to rally the ^ Ilwah in a fight in which they at first gave

way, and the name ' Ilwah is supposed to be derived from it. If however

the Jiblan should be engaged alone they cry JU^ and the

shout of the Umwahah in similar circumstances is , both

phrases referring to ancestral origin. The Aulad Wasil battle-cry is

their name, and it is perhaps used by others of the

Braih, for it is stated that if the Mu tair generally were engaged the words

’Ilwah and Wasil would be those chiefly heard. The separate cry of the

Baui ^ AbdiUahis .

Mode of life and property.—Like other Bedouins the Mutaii* follow a

wandering life, being assembled together in large bodies at good watering

stations for S months in summer and dispersed during the rest of the

year over their whole territory in search of pasture. They are said to

prefer the northern part of their Dirah. Nowhere do they cultivate, and

camels, mostly of a dark colour, are their chief wealthy but they also

possess sheep and goats in large numbers and in about eq^ual proportions.

Both sheep and goats are of one kind only, the sheep belonging to the

species called Nijad because proper to Najd. The best male

riding-camels^ called Dhaluls do not sell for more than ^100 each

among the Mntair, and a female (or Naqah Dhalul being weaker only

fetches $60. The price of the best male baggage camels, called Ba^irs,

Js $60, and their Naqahs average about $10 less; but a Halfah -iaU.

or she-camelin milk may become more valuable than a male. The goats

( Ma^az ) and sheep (Dhan ) are sold at $4j to $6 a head,

and the price of females is higher than of males.

The Wasams or property marks of the Mutair are endless and, as a

rule, are branded only on camels. The Wasam of the Dushan is a e-<

placed low down on the off-quarter, and that of the Basaiyis a crescent

impressed in two places, below the right eye and low down on the

ofE-quarter. The brand is applied to a camel when it is 2 years old, and

the operation is accompanied with the remark This is

your mark and may good luck be your portion J*’ -
,

Tribal eonetit'wiion,—^The paramount Shaikh of the Mutair is at
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present Sultan-bin-Hamaidi-ad-Dawish ^ a man

60 years o£ age^ whose authority over all lesser Shaikhs is admitted by

such of the Mutair as are not at the moment in rebellion against him.

The Bani ^Abdillah^ as already mentioned, refused for a considerable

time to submit to his paramount authority, and the Sahabah section are

reported to have maintained a quarrel with him for the last 15 years in

connection with the division of some booty obtained in a raid on the

*Ataibah. His authority, therefore, is far from being absolute, and it

is said to be weaker now than it was formerly. The surname, ad-Dawish,

shows that this Shaikh belongs to the Dushan
, a family of the

Umwahah and not, as some authorities have supposed, a large division of

the tribe. There are 5 other Shaikhs who are recognised as Shaikhs

of the Dushan, but the recognition appears in the case of each to

be honorific and not founded upon the headship of any considerable

group. Sultan appears to be chief Shaikh not only of the whole Mutair

tribe but also of the ^Ilwah division; there are however subdivisional

Shaikhs of the Jiblan and Umwahah ; and there is a divisional Shaikhship
w

of the Braih, vested in a family called Bin Basaiyis of the

Saharan section and held at the present time by Nai£-bin-Hazal

JfjA aged 45. The nomenclature of the Mutair in regard to

tribal groups seems to differ from that of most of their Bedouin
congeners in Central Arabia, by whom small groups arc ordinarily

styled Findahs (plural ). The Mutair divide the whole

tribe or ^Ashirah into Qabilahs (plural Jibji
) and the

Qabilahs into Badidahs (plural
) or Hamulahs . Thus,

strictly speaking, Qabilah means a main division and Badidah a sub-

division or smaEer group ; but the current use of both terms is loose

and inconsistent, and Qabilah is frequently employed to describe a

subdivision,
“

Political jiosiUon .—The Mutair have ordinarily been tributaries of

Ibn Sa^ud, and their annual contribution to the Siiyadh treasury was
valued 40 years ago at $16,000 ; nevertheless by religion they are

Maliki Sunnis, and in this respect they differ from most of the Bedouins
of Central Arabia, who are tinctured with Wahhabiism and describe them-
selves a«s Hanabilah. About 1878 the relations of the Mutair with Ibn

were friendly, and deputations of the tribe used to visit Hail
with gifts; but they were not then subject to him and never became so.

In Qasixn their disposition at the same period was hostile towards the
Qi8ih^il the town oif-Hirraddah, and ajaaicabl^ towards Ihe town
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of ^Anaizah. In the long struggle between the Wahhabi and Shammar
Amirs a large majority of the tribe, as already noted above, adopted the

side of the southern state and shared in its final victory. The alliance

which subsisted between Ibn Sa'udand the Shaikh of Kuwait during the

war brought the Alutair into closer relations than before with that north-

eastern seaport. By arrangement with Ibn Sa'ud the Shaikh of Kuwait
now collects on bis own behalf from all of the tribe in his teiritories, and

possibly from some- of those beyond it, a tribute or Zakat at the rate of

$1 annually on every 100 sheep and the same on every 5 camels. The

Kuwait tax-gatherer or Muzakki at present a native of Buraidah,

visits the watering-places of the tribe with 30 or 40 followers, numbers the

animals and collects the amount due from all owners except headmen ; he

then pays a share of the proceeds to the principal Shaikhs of the tribe and

conveys the remainder to his master at Kuwait. There is also a matri-

monial alliance between the Mutair and Kuwait. The Shaikh of Kuwait

has espoused a daughter of Fahad-al-Askah
,
one of the Dawish

Shaikhs, and has appointed his fort at Jahrah. as her residence.

The Mutaii*, as befits allies of Kuwait, are well armed with breech-

loaders, and it is estimated that every fifth fighting man now possesses a

Martini rifle or Sama’ah
^

as that pattern is called. The best rifles

cost $100. Among the Mutair are smiths who are accustomed to

repair modern weapons. Matchlocks are now entirely out of date.

A large and apparently featureless marsh of the ordinary type which MUTAYA
its name implies

;
it is situated in the north of the Hasa Sanjaq and (SABAKH-

not being included in any of the other tracts which compose that province,
AT-AL-)

it may be treated as one in itself. Its eastern border connects the foot of

Musallainiyall bay with Jahal Manifah on the coast and so isolates the

coastal tract of Zor-al-Audhau; on the north it is conterminous with the

Sudah district of the Kuwait Principality
;
on the west it is bounded by

the Radaif tract and on the south by that of Huzum, both of which are

included like the Sah&hat itself in the Sanjaq of Hasa i at its south-

western corner, between Radaif and B;uzum, it meets Jau Shamin.
These being its boundaries the Sabakhat-al-Mutaya would appear to

measure about 25 miles from north to south and 20 from east to west.
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NA’AB (BANl)

NA’AB
(BANp

or'

HU’ABAH
6X90

Singular Na'abi A small but distinct Hinawi tribe of the ’Oman

Sultanate, dispersed' for the most part among other tribes. The village

of Lajal (100 houses) belongs to them, and they are found also at Manah

(30 houses) in ’Oman Proper, at Siya (70 houses) and elsewhere in Wadi

Sai-ain, in Wadi Mi’aidin, and at Mazara’ in WadiTaym among the

BaniBattash. In the hills on the right bank of Wadi Tayin in its

Wadi Dhaiqah section they are shepherds and form a warlike subdivision

of the Bani Battash. They ai-e possibly of non-Arab descent, but

are now considered to be Ai-abs. They number perhaps 1,500 souls.

NA’AIE*
(SIR BU)

An in the Persian Gulf, 50 miles north by west of Abu Dhabi

Town and 65 -miles west of Dibai, on the north edge of tlie pearl banks.

It is a I miles long from north to south by 2 miles broad, is covered with

hills of volcanic rock which attain a maximum height of 240 feet, and

has a low sandy point at its south-eastern corner. The only supplies

it affords ai'e brushwood and some brackish water in wells upon the

east side. Sulphur is said to be found, and there is salt in the hills

which until some two years ago used to be removed by Persians, chiefly

from Lingeh and Enng, on payment of dues to the Shaikh of Sbaija}l<

In winter fishei-men fi-om SharjaL Khan and Dibai resort to the island,

and in the pearl season the fleets "visit it to open their oysters ; at other

seasons it is uninhabited. There ai’e several pearl banks in the vicinity,

in particular Hair Bin ’Adhbi, 6 miles to the north ; Riilah, 8 miles to

the south-west ; and Lijiah, 6 miles to the north-west. Sir Bu Na’air

belongs to the principality of Sbaljah.

NAALAR A long, narrow, stony and rather elevated district in the Sanjaq of

Hasa. It has the same direction as Ghuwar and Wadi Patuq, which

enclose it on the east and west respectively ; and its extent northwards

and southwards is the same as that of Wadi Farutl, viz.j between the

Jati-as-Sa’adan tract on the north and the hill of Jan-ad-Dukhan on the

soTith. With these for its boundaries the length of Na'alah from north-

laotth-west to south-south-east is about 100 miles, while its average

breadth is only about 8 miles.

.ii view of this island is given in Chart No . 2873-28’37A%
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A low desert island of the Bahrain group, lying about 2 miles off

the west coast of Bahrain Island and measuring less than 4 miles in

length from north to south by about 2| miles in breadth. It has two

rather remartable peaks of inconsiderable height and furnishes the best

cement used for building in Bahrain. There is a fresh-water spring

near the west coast of the island. The Dawasir of Bndaiya^ and Zall^

on Bahrain Island send their cattle to Umm Na^asan in the hot weather

to benefit by a little grazing which exists at that season.

FA^ASlN
iTJMM)

m

Singular Nabhani A tribe of merely historical impoi-t-

ance, who furnished the rulers of ’Oman at the end of the 1 6th and

beginning of the 17th century. They are now few in numbers, and are

found at Sharqatain in Wadi Samail
5
at Hammto-al-A’li and Suniib

in W^’adi Boshar and at Hakhl, having been expelled from their original

seats which were in Western Hajar about Yanqul and Maqniyat. The

surviving remnaot are Ibadhis in religion and belong to the Ghafiri

political faction : they number about 600 souls.

IfABAHI-

NAH

cr

NABHAN
(BAiri)

yji

One of the Shibkuh ports of the Persian Coast ;
it is situated on NABAlTI)

the south shore of Nahand bay nearly 3 miles witidn the entrance and is

distant about 4 miles south-west of ’Asalu and 39 miles west-north-

west of Shivuh.

Naband bay is more than 3 miles wide and r-ms inland eastwards

for about 5 miles, becoming shallow towards the foot. The south side of

the bay is low and rocky, is fringed with date-plantations, and has hills

behind it rising to a height of some hundreds of feet. The east end is

low and sandy, with patches of swamp, and forms the mouth of the great

valley of Gahandi. On the north side are an anchorage and fishing-

ground, oflP Baidheh Khan village, which are protected by a sandy point

with a reef extending off it. Among the pearl banks of value on

the coast of the Persian mainland are those which adjoin^^Kas Naband,

the southern entrance point of the bay, and extend thence south-westward

as far as Barku ;
diving is carried on here, but is not extremely

repc^unerative.
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Naband village lias a reef in front of it; inside which native

boats anchor close to the beach. The place consists of about 200 stone

houses and huts of the Al Haram Arab tribe
;
but the population; in conse-

quence of the place being partly deserted; probably does not exceed

600 souls at the present time. The inhabitants are nearly all Sunnis

;

they are fishermen and pearl-divers, owning about 28 small Baqarahs

and 20 Varjis.

Naband; under that name; seems to have existed already as a port in

the 10th century of the Christian era *

NAFUD The word Nafud is used in the northern and eastern parts of Central

Arabia both as a generic term and aj a proper name. In the wider and

primary meaning the word denotes any expanse of sandy desert soil,

—

such for example as the wastes of sand which pervade southern Qasim

and approach the towns of ’Anaizah and Buraidah. In the restricted

sense in which it is employed in the present article, the name Nafud

refers to the huge wilderness of sand which forms a counterpart in

northern Central Arabia to the Hub a’ -al-Khali of the south.

Extent ,—The boundaries of the Nafud or Great Northern Desert

have not yet been ascertained with any completeness, and its extent is

consequently uncertain. On the west it commences between Taimah and

Janf-al-^’Amir, probably not far to the west of a line joining those two

places. The northern boundary of the Nafud runs thence in a curve

almost to the edge of the Janf-aPAmir depression and from tliero to a

point 50 miles north of Shamah, while the southern boundary, after

passing a little to the north-east of Taimah, continues by the northern

extremity of Jabal Aja to a place about 10 miles south of Shamah. It

follows that the breadth of the Nafud, which to the south of Jauf-

al- Amir is 200 miles, has near Shamah diminished to about 60 ; but the

precise limits of this portion are difficult to fix as it is broken up and inter-

spersed with stony ground. Eastwards beyond Shamah the diminished

Nafud appears to change its direction and run south-eastwards to a locality

on Wadi-ar-Knmmah immediately to the north-east of QasimL, where it

terminates or at least ceases to be known by the name of the Nafud. If

the 'Wadi-ar-Rummah be taken as the south-eastern limit of the Nafud

* Vide Le Strange's Lands of the Eastman Califhate.
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the whole length of the desert from west-north-west to east-south-east is

over 400 miles. The districts which border the Nafud on its northern

side are; from west to east; Jauf-al-^Amir and its connected villages^ tlie

Hamad or Syrian desert; especially the tract known as Wadyan^ and

the region of Hajarah. On the south are the districts of Jabal

Shammar and Qasim.

Fh^/dcal characteristics.—The surface of the Nafud is generally de-

void of prominent features. Its level above the sea varieS; however;

within considerable limits ; and on the line between Jauf-al-'^Amir and

Hail differences of several hundred feet in elevation apparently occur

;

the central portion of the tract upon this section stands somewhat higher

than either of the margins. It is generally agreed that the north-western

part of the Nafud towards Janf-aVAmir is that which has the most

broken and irregular surface; and lieretbe ridges and valleys of which it

consists; if they have any general direction at all, run from west to east.

Nearer to Hail the Nafud consists of open concave plains^ interrupted

here and there by banks of sandstone
; there are also sandhills of less

height but greater circuit than those in the north. Further to the east

the Nafud falls away into low sand ridges branching out from the higher

western grounds : enclosed between these ridges are long but shallow

valleys which descend eastwards. The average altitude of the Nafud

between Jauf and Hail seems to be rather more than 8;000 feet ; in a

line between Hail and Najaf it iS; apparently; some 700 feet less.

The Nafud throughout is composed of a bright red sand; somewhat

coarse but absolutely pure] this sand is almost crimson when damp and

does not seem to vary in colour or consistency from one place to another.

In occasional deep depressions a firm bottom of clay, or a calcareous; flinty

or quartzy stratum is exposed at the lowest point. The Arabs state that

the sand of the Nafud is in most parts too deep and too loose to admit of

the sinking of wells.

The most remarkable phenomenon of the Nafud is a species of large

depression called a Fal] or In shape it is semi-oval and resembles

the print of a gigantic horse-hoof ; the toe is the deepest part and

points invariably to the north-west; while the floor of the hollow rises

south-eastwards and reaches the ground level at the heel ; the internal

walls are inclined at an angle of 50 or 60 degrees to the horizon. The

Falj U of all sizeS; varying in area from 1 to 200 acreS; but the average

diameter is £0J to 400 yards and the ordinary depth from 150 to 250

feet. Tne formation of these hollows is generally ascribed to the agency
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of the prevalent western winds, but this theory cannot yet be regarded

as fully established. Peculiar facts relating to these depressions are that,

in spite of the instability of their sandy sides, they apparently renoain

constant in shape and size from year to year and even from generation to

generation ;
that none of them retain water after rain ; and that they lie

in irregular courses or strings from west to east. To tbe north of Jubbah

for the greater part of the way to Jailf-al-'’Amir there is n constant suc-

cession of Faljs on both sides of the road. In Nafud nomenclature

sandhills, particularly if (as is not uncommon) they are of ci’escont shape

with the concave side to the south, are styled Tu’us* (singular

Ta’as ); and passages or spaces between them are called Khalul Jjti-
ttl

(singular Khali ).

ClifJicitei vegetoiftio% and animals. — The prevailing breezes in the Nafud

are from the west : the Bedouins state that high winds arc of rare

occurrence. In winter a white frost is visible on the ground in the early

morning, and a considerable depth of snow has been known to fall in a

single night. After lain, which is not frequent but is sometimes heavy,

pools are formed and continue for a time in parts of the Nafud.

There is abundant desert vegetatiem, and but for the absence of water-

ing places the Nafud would be permanently inhabited. The grazing is

excellent, and when the winter rains have made a sojourn possible the

surrounding Bedouins repair to the Nafud with all their flocks and herds.

North of ^Alam-an-Nafud the principal plant is the Ghadha, which

yields good firewood and charcoal ; south of that point it is tlie Artah,

which when leafless resembles a thickly matted vine. The commonest

plant however is '"Adar with stiff green leaves and brownish-yellow

flowers: there are also Nasi, a good kind of camel grass, and

Hamrah, a blue prickly plant which is excellent forage for horscs.t

Animals include the wolf, the Beatrix antelope (called Baqrat-al-

Wahshi or Wadhihi), the hare, lizard and snake; among the snakes

are believed to be the cobra and the horned viper. Birds are the

buzzard, kestrel, grey shrike, linnet, wren, desert lark and wheatear with

an occasional crow
; and a few ostriches are still, it is said, found in the

eastern and northern parts of the Nafud. There arc also flics, dragon-

flies and small butterflies, J

* Such is the definition obtained at Kuwait of a Ta'as : it differs somewhat from
Huber’s de Yogage, page 61).

t i’or further details see Kubar’s JowmaZ de Voyage, pages 571-2 and 681-3.

t ^*ov other particulars see Huber’s Journal de pages 668-71, 679-80 And
^81-3,
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I%TiahitantB fixed villages raentioned below lie within the

border of the Nafud
; but^ these few isolated spots excepted^ the whole

tract is without permanent inhabitants. In winter and spring the north
of the Nafud is frequented by Shararat and by’Auizall of the Ruwalah
branchy the south by ’Anizall of the Bishr branch and by Southern
Shammar^ and the east by Northern Shammar, Dhafir and Muntank ;

in summer all the Arab Bedouins withdraw, the three last mentioned to

Turkish '’Iraq, and Saluba and Hawazim remain in exclusive

possession.

Communications .—Political interest in the Nafud attaches mainly to

the routes by which it is crossed, the most important being that between

Hail and Janf-al- ^Amir known as Khali Bani Hilal JJbb Jj or Khali
<M •*

Abu Zaid JA . They are described in the article on Najd.

Topograph^.-—'Beilow are described, in tabular form and alphabetical

order, the principal inhabited places, recognised subdivisions and other

points of interest in the Nafud :

—

Name. Position. BXUi.BXS.

’Akairishah One hour north of A watering-place with 50 wells of sweet
Jihbah on the route
from Kuwait to
Makkah.

water at a depth of 1 fathom.

*Alam-aii-Nafud About 80 miles south- Two pyramidal hills of sandstone weathei-

OjAiJI ^
or

’ Alaim-an-Nafud

east of Jauf-al-
^Amir,

ed black, the principal landnaark on the
route across the Nafud from Jauf-al-
'Amir to Hail. They stand about 600
yards apart

; the northern hill rises
about 250 feet above the plain and the
southern about 120 feet, the base of the
former being 3,550 feet above sea level.
They are also known by the names
Alam*as-Sa*ad Ac a-nd ^Alam-al-
‘Atsh<>iaxJ)^. ‘

Asha ’all Begins a few miles A long narrow tract forming part of the
south-east of the
8ha*aibah wells and
extends south-east-
wards for 20 or 30
miles.

Nafud between Shamab and Qasiiu.

Ba ’ithah Three hours north of A watering-place with 30 wells of sweet
Akairishah. water at 8 fathoms ; it is situated in the

tract of the Nafud known as Madhhur.
Baniyah The part of the Nafud A high and extensive plain of fine sand

nearest to Jauf-al-
'Amir.

With protruding rooks 5 it is the first
obstacle to oe surmounted on the way
from Jauf-al-Amir to Hail.
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Name. Position.

Falaq*

or

Paluh

Commences 30 or 35
miles north-west of

’Alam-an-Nafud and
extends north-west-

wards for 15 to 20
miles.

Kaiyaniyakf Between HSil and
(U Hazil, about 126

miles north-north-

east of the former.

Hinataiu
1
30 or 40 miles south-

east of Jubbah.

Jubbah About 80 miles west-

north- west of Hail
and 160 milea south-

south-east of Jauf-
al-’Amir. Eleva-
tion above the sea

is 8,060 feet.

Remasks.

Tko roofit difficult known part of the Na-
fud; it consists of valleys and scarped
Mils which make it difficult for the
traveller to preserve his direction and
render progress tiring. There are
numerous deep Paijs and a quantity of
hushes. The route between Jauf-al-
’Amir and Hail traverses this tract,

A group of 5 wells containing sweet
water at 25 fathoms. Shammar Be-
douins and Saluba encamp here at times
and a small permanent post is maintained
by the Amir of Jabal Shammar for

the protection of the wells,

A couple of high sand dunes.

A village situated in the midst of the
Nafud, towards the north end of a plain

several miles in extent of whicli the soil

is hard and stony. One mile to the
west- north-west of the village is the hill

of XJmm Sinman. Jubbah once consist-

ed of quarters and was a thrivitig

place of nearly 1,000 itJuibitants of the

Armal section of the.Shammar; during
the last seven years, however, it has
rapidly declined and is now estimated
to contain only 25 houses inhabited by
about 100 Arabs of various tribes. The
place was once walled, but is now open
and Undefended. The grazing in the

neighbourhood is among the best in the
Nafud and attracts nomad ’Anizah,
Shammar and Hataim in the season
to the number of 300 or 400 families. A
few dates and some cereals are grown and
here the Ifcbl tree is first seen in entering
Central Arabia from the north. The wells
are about 40 feet deep and yield water
which though insipid is better iban that
of Jauf-al-’Amir. Forty years ago a

toll, under the guise of payment for
water-rights in the Nafud, was collected
at Jubbah on behalf of the Amir of Jabal
Shammar : it was at the rate of
from travellers about to cross the Nafud
and $1 from those who had passed it.

*See Huber’s Journal de Voyage.
t Ton Nolde apparently reached Hail from Jauf-al-’Amir vid HaiySniyah. In
a case HwySniyah mnst apparently be placed further west (which is difficult, see

^

nan u er) oriihe existence of two somewhat similar HaiySniyahs must be
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Name. Position. PtEMAEKS.

Lazzam
Ul

riy

East of Asha’ali. A portion of the Nafud about the same
size and shape as Asha’ali with which
it is conterminous and parallel.

Madhhur Extends from Jabal
Shamlan to a point
a little east of *Ain
Ibn-Fabaid in

Qasim.

A tract in the Nafud, 100 miles in length
but narrow. Trubah is on the west
border of Madhbur near its northern
end. Madhbur contains the wells of

Zibairah Radifab Ba’ithah,

Talaih -aRo , *Akairishah and Jibbab,

the Jast^ the Kuwait-Makkah route

through Qasim. Southern Sham*
mar Arabs encamp at these.

MupySn
(Spelling uncertain.)

At the northern bonn- -

dary of Faluq.
A high barrier of very fine sand with
brushwood which is leafless except hi

winter. The ridge is light-coloured

and gives its name to the Nafud for

some distance north of it oa ths wav
to Wadi Shaqiq.

Nuwadhir On the west ofMadh-
bur extending south-

wards to Dhidah on
the outskirts of
Qasim

.

A tract of the Nafud 60 miles in length

but narrow. It consists of three paral-

lel strips running north-west and
south-east ; they are Umm-adh-Dhum-

(U

aid -1 on the east, Ma’-

athlr in the centre, and

Batrah on the west.

Qana or Iqnah 50 miles east-south-

east of Jubbah and
30 north-west of
Hail. Elevation
above the sea is

3,280 feet.

A village in the Nafud close to its south-

ern border ; it stands on a white chalky

plain surrounded by low sandstone

hills. The place consists of about 20

houses of Shammar with haif-a-dozen

wells and about the same number of

date-gardens. The soil is sandy and the

water sweet. A little fruit and some

corn, especially barley, are cultivated ;

the grain fields are unfenced.

Qulban (Uinm-al-) About 35 miles north-

north-west of Hail.
A locality situated in an enormous Falj

of red sand towards its northern end.

There is good water at 10 fathoms from

the surface in about a dozen wells.

Shamixiar Arabs camp and graze their

camels and horses here all the year

round, but there are now neither date-

palms nor any permanent village.

Shaqiq (Wadi) About 25 miles south-

east _ of Jauf-
al-’Amir.

A valley running north-east and south-

west with a breadth of about 1 mile

and a depth below the surrounding

Nafud of 120 to 150 feet. It is rugged.

4 s 2
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Name. Position. Beuabks.

with rock coming to the surface
in places and elsewhere flints or sand,
and appears to drain a large area of
Nafud and to supply the wells of

Shaqiq and Azhari . I'he

wells of Shaqiq are two at the usual
watering-place ; they are sunk through
20 feet of haid soil, this upper por-
tion being masonry-lined, and then
through 100 feet or more of rock. The
diameter at the mouth is 3 feet, but
it increases further down. The water
never entirely fails and is generally
sweet but sometimes becomes fetid.

’Anizah. Shammarand Shararat
nomads collect here, especially at the
end of summer. The wells of Azhari
lie about 6 miles farther east.

Shamah 40 miles east-north-

east of Baqa’a.
A halting-place on the Hail-ITajaf
route.

Shamlaa (Jabal)

c4t^

15 miles north -north-
east of Trubah.

A solitary hill of some height forming
a landmark in the Nafud.

Sinman (Umni)
ttj

(^Uxo)

1 mile west of Jubbah. A remarkable hill rising about 1,200
feet above the level of the surround-
ing plain ;

it is almost perpendicular
on the west and very steep on the

east side. The summit is very narrow

;

from it the higher point of ’Alam-an-
Nafud is visible. Many of the rocks
at the base of TJmm Sinman bear Him-
yaritic inscriptions. The name sug-
gests a resemblance to the hump of a

camel.

Subhan (Khabb)
03

At the south-south-
east end of Windi-
jat.

1
A portion of the Naffxd of small extent.

Tarbiyab
(Spelling uijcertjiiD),

15 miles east of Hii-
janiyah.

An enclosure with 2 wells and a dozen
inhabitants.

Tmbah

&>j£>

50 miles north-east
of Baqa’a, in the
Madhhur tract of
the Nafud.

There are 2 wells of moderately good
water ; they are 30 feet deep. The
surroundings are extraordinarily arid,

consisting of stony desert with patches
of sand ; the sub-soil is a conglome-
rate of quartz, flints and calcareous
stones. Trubah i.s a stase on the BCail-
Wajaf road and is protected by a fort-
let with walls 20 feet high and corner-
towers. It was built by the Amir
Mata’ab and is . held by a garrison of
several men. Southern Bhammar
camp in the desert around-
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Name.

j

Position,

Tuwaiyah About 40 miles west A tillage in the Nafud with a popula-

m by north of Hail. tion of 100 souls.

Windijat Extends from Shamah Three long low, parallel sand-ridges

obfcXjj on the north-west to reaching for 30 miles but only a few

Khabb Subhan on miles broad. They are separated from

the south-east. Lazzam to the south-west of them by

a narrow belt.

Or Na^aim : the name is sometimes pronounced with the accent on the
Jf

first syllable, and the singular is Na^aimi The Na'^im are an

important Ai’ab tribe found chiefly in ^Oman, but partly also in

Bahrain and Qatar ;
these two main territorial divisions of the Na^im

are now in all respects independent of one another and must be dealt with

separately.

Settled No^lm of ^0mm,—Settled Na^im are found in Trucial ‘^Omailj,

in the ^ Oman Sultanate, and also in the neutral autonomous district of

Jau which is situated between the two former. The table below explains

the distribution of the tribe in this quarter :

—

Coimtry. Principality or district. Town or village. Number ofhouses.

Trucial ’Oman ’Ajman ’Ajman 25

Do. do. ShSErjah Dhaid 80

Do. do. do. Hairah 250

Do. do. do. Hamriyah 250

Do. do, do. Haqalab 10

Do. do. do. Sharjah Town 100

* Oman Sultanate Batinah Sanqar 45

Do. do. do. Dhank Town 660

Do. do. do. Sanainah 200

Independent ’OmSn Jau Baraimi Tillage 100

Do. do. do. Hafit 160

Do. do. do. Qabil 180

Do. . do. do. Su’arab 100
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from the figures given it may be inferred that the total number of

non-nomadicNa^im in ^Omanis about 10,500 souls, of whom roughly

3,500 belong to Trucial ^Oman, 4,500 to the "Oman Sultanate, and 2,500

to Independent "Oman.

BedomuNa’^mof^Oman.--ThQ Bedouin Naim in "Oman range

over the entire central portion of the 'Oman Promontory towards

its base. The district of Jail, in which the Saraimi Oasis is

situated, may be regarded as their headquarters ;
but they are predo-

minant also in the Dhahirah District of the "Oman Sultanate to the

eastwards, and on the west they extend to the district of Kliatam which

they occupy in common with the Baui Yas and Dhawallir. In winter

some of the Na’im pasture their animals on the watershed between the

Baraimi Oasis and Sohar, and the Na"im are an important factor

in tribal polities at the head of Wadi Hatta ; but on the north their

principal location is in the plain of Jiri which is shared by their

Khawatir section with the Ghafalah tribe. In the direction of

Sharjah, the tract known as Gharif w^as once in their possession ; but

they were displaced by the Baui Ka"ab, who in their turn had to make

way for the Bani Qitab. The number of Na"im Bedouins in " Oman
may be roughly estimated at 2,500 souls, of whom 1,200 may be

ordinarily in Trucial "Oman, 900 in the "Oman Sultanate and 400 in

Independeiit "Oman.

Subdivisions of the Na%m of ^Oman .—-The Na’Tm of "Oman, whether

settled or nomadic, all belong to one of two main tribal divisions—the

Al Bu Kharaiban jT and the A.1 Bu Shamis jT—
and each of these again is resolvable into a number of tribal sections.

The 11 Bu Kharaiban are said to be descended from a common ancestor

named Khazraj and the Al Bu Shamis from one "Aus.

The following table contains some of the better known sectional

names

Seotion. Main division. Location. Bem^bks.

’Aryan Al Bu Kharaiban, Hafit village iu JaU. About 140 souls. In
summer they oulti*

vafce dates ; in winter
they roam the desert
in tents with their

Hocks and herds.
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Section. Main division.
1

’

j

Location,

1

Bemabks.

’Aziz(’Ajal)

‘yty

A1 Bu Shamis. Dhank Town in

Dhahirali.
About 700 souls : all

are townsmen. They
are beltBved not to be
really ITa’ira, bnt
their true origin is

forgotten.

Darawisbab

1

1

!

. 1

Do. Hairah, Hamriyah
and Sharjah Town
in Sharjah, also

Eas-al-Khaimah
Town.

At these places the
settled members of
this section aggregate
more than 1.500
souls. Tbe Shaikhs
of Hamriyah and
Hairah belong to this

section.

Bhanain (A1
Bu)

A1 Bu KbaraibSn. 'Ajman and else-

where.

About 700 souls. Tbe
name is also given
as A1 Bh Adhnain.

Hamirat Do. Do. do. This section consists of
about 90 townspeople
and 90 Bedouins.

Hiyah ( ’AySl) A1 Bu Sbamis.

1

1

Dhank Town in

Dhahirah.
Tbe name is also given
as Abiya l^|. They
are all townspeople
and number about
150 souls. In religion
they are SbafiT
Sunnis.

Kbawatir

>!)^

A1 Bu Kbaraiban. Hafit village in Jau
and tbe Jiri plain

in Sharjah.

The Khawatir of tbe
Jiri plain are Be-
douins inhabiting
black blanket tents

;

they number about
500 souls and are
said to own some
800 camels, 70 don-
keys, 100 cattle and
1,500 sheep and
goats.

Kilabinab

^JoK

A1 Bu Sbamis. HaCit village in Jau
and Sanqar in

Batinah.

...

Qaratisab A1 Bu Kbaraiban. Baraimi Tillage
and Su’avah in the
Baraimi Oasis.

The
^

Shaikh of
’AjmSn belongs to

j

this section.
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Section. Main division. Location. Bekakks.

Shawamis Al Bu Shamis. Bizaili and Sanainab

in Dhahirah, also

Dhank Town.

About 1,400 souls,

partly Bedouin. A
few of the Bedouins
aUect to be Maliki
Sunnis ; the remain-
der of the section are
Hanbalis.

{N, B .—There is also

a Shawamis section

of the Bani Kalaib
tribe.)

Wahaishah Do. Dhank Town in

Dhahirah.
About 260 souls. In
religion the majority
are Ibadhis, some are

Shafi'is, and a few
Hanifis.

The A1 Bu Kalbi of ^Ajman Town are perhaps another section of

the Al Bu Kharaiban division of this tribe.

Political position of the Na?lm. in ^Oman .—The Baraimi Oasis,

where they are still politically though no longer numerically predominant,

is regarded by the Na^im of ^ Oman as their tribal headquarters ; but

at '’Ajman and Hamriyah, both of which places are ruled over by

Na^aimi Shaikhs,
.
their position appears to be more secure than it

is in Bataimi at the present day. They are also the most powerful

Ghafiri tribe.in the Dhahirah District of the Oman Sultanate ; but

their relations with the ruler of the Sultanate are slight. Except at

^Ajman and Hamriyah the Na^im appear to be weakened by internal

dissensions, but their Bedouins are described as warlike and predatory.

In '’Oman the Na^im are generally Sunnis of the Hanbali school
;
one or

two exceptions to this rule are noted in the table in the iU'eceding para-

graph-

Settled of Bahrain .—We now turn to the second territorial

division of the tribe— a branch severed from the ])arent trunk some

generations ago—who are found in Bahrain and Qatar. In the region

in question non-Bedouin members of the tribe are now found only in the

Bahrain islands where they have 60 houses at XJmm-ash-Shajar, 50 at

Halat-nn-Na^im, 30 at SKajairah, 10 at Halat-as-Sulutah and a few at

Bifa^-al-Gharbi
;

they thus number about 800 souls altogether. There
are now no settled Na'’im in Qatar.
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Bedouin Ncdlm of Bahrain and Qatar^^^TDie nomadic Na’^im out-

side ‘^Omail are believed to number about 2^000 souls. In winter they

live in Qatar> chiefly in the neighbourhood of Zubarah ;
in the hot

weather most of them remove to Bahrain and form camps in the north-

ern part of the main island^ but some take up their summer quarters

near Dohah in the Qatar peninsula. These Bedouins are reputed to

possess altogether about 100 horses^ 600 camels, 1,000 sheep and 1,000

goats.

Subdivisions of the Na^lm of Bahrain and Qatar .—The main tribal

divisions of the Na'^im are the same here as in the south, namely, the

A1 Bu Kharaiban and the A1 Bu Shamis
; but the prominent sections

appear to be entirely different. They are

—

Al Bu Kharaiban.

J ifafalah Miza'idah

Khaluwi and

Matawa'aii Qabatin

Al Bu Shamis.

Fabad (Al) Jima’an (Al)

Haiyi (Al)

U3 _

Barradhan (Al)

Huturn and

Jahsr (Al) Sawawarab

These seetionsj and even the two main divisions, are here mnch inter-

mingled ; but all the tribesmen in Bahrain and Qatar are followers of

one of two Shaikhs who belong to the Al Haiyi and Al Ramadhan sec-

tions respectively. The Mliraikhat of Bahrain are sometimes regarded

as a section of the Al Bu Shamis division of the NaTm, with whom they

are at least intimately connected ; but it appears preferable to treat them

as a sepai’ate tribe. The- NaTm of Bahrain speak of the Shaikh of

Ajman as a JafEali, and it is therefore possible that the Jifafalah section

fl.Tnr.Tio- the Na-’im of the north corresponds to the Qaratisah section among

those of the south.

Political jiosition of the Na’lm in Bahrain and, Qa#ar.--The NaTtn

of Bahrain and Qatar are now completely detached from the main body

of the tribe in '’Oman and maintain no relations with the latter, - They
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believfi that their aneestors immigrated fi'om ^Oman several generations

ago at the invitation of the 'Utfib, then in Qatar^ for the piu-pose of

expelling the Al Musallam. Some of these noi-thern Na-’im have become

pearl divers, but the majority ai-e still pastoral and depend for subsistence

upon their livestock. The Bedouins of the northern Na'’im ai-e retained

as mercenaries both by the Shaikh of Bahrain and by the Al Thani

Shaikhs of Dohah, and the protection of those Shaikhdoms is considered

to devolve principally upon them during the absence from home of the

pearl fleets. Their efiicienoy and trustworthiness are not however beyond

doubt, and their presence in Bahrain in summer is a source of annoyance

to the peaceable agriculturists of other tribes. In Bahrain and Qatar
the Na^im are Maliki Sunnis.

SAJAf

QADHA

A division of the Karbala Sanjaq^ of the Baghdad Wilayat in Turkish
'Iraq.

Position, and boundanes.—'The Qadha of Najaf is situated on the

Shatt*al-Hindiyah in its lower reaches, chiefly on the western side
; it

is bounded by the Qadhas of Karbala and Hindiyah on the north, by
that of Shamiyah on the east, and by the Shamiyah desert on the

south and west.

topography and inhabitants.—Hhe only town which the Qadha
contains is that of Kajaf, elsewhei’e described

; the only fixed village of

any size is Eahabah aiaj
, the seat of a Mudir^ which is situated

nearly 20 miles south of Najaf Town on the western verge of cultivation
and at the beginning of the Shamiyah desert. Bahabah is a small
place inhabited by sedentary Arabs whose houses are miserable cabins of
mud.

The chief physical features of the district are the Bahr-an-Najaf,
which is noticed in the articles on the Shatt-al-Hindiyah and Najaf
Town, and part of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah which flows into it.

Tables follow below of the agricultural tracts and of the tribes of the
Najaf Uadha^ by Nahiyahs.

NdJdyah of Hor-‘ad’-D%tchn.

The names of the tracts in this Nahiyah, which is situated between
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Kifl and tlie Sliamiyitll Qadhaj have not been ascertained. The prinoij)al

tribe are Bani Hasan of the following sections :

—

^Abbas Hadari (Al Bu)

^Adhaib (Al Bu) Hawatim
'Aradhi (Al Bu) Majatim

There are also some of the Mawash tribe who are intimately connected

with the Bani Hasan.

The Hor-ad-Dukhn tract is intersected by a canal which leaves the

Hindiyah. (left bank), under the name of Abu Shurah a little

below Kifl and goes first to the eastward ; it then assumes the name of

Abu Kufuf and circling round to southward eventually rejoins the

waters of the Hindiyah in the neighbourhood of Shinafiyah ; it is

known in the last part of its course as the Khurm. The chief village in

the Nahiyah and the seat of the Mudir is Abu Shurah, several miles to

the north-east of Kufah ;
it consists of about 7 0 huts.

UcLhiyah of KufaJi.

The tracts in this Nahiyah also cannot be specified by name, but the

chief tribes are these :

—

1. ^Adharat
oIjIJa:

Balush or Baluchis

S. Dhabah (Al Bu)
jJ Jl

4. Hasan (Bani)

5. ^Isa

6. Ja^afarah

7. Mashhud (Al Bu Shaikh)

8. Mawash

9. Na’aman (Al Bii)

10. Garaishat

11. Eiabfah (Bani)

13. Shushtari

Ndfhiychh of JRaliaidJi,

The tracts in this Nahiyah are the following ;

1. ^Adhbah 8. Ghanim

a. Arbi]
4. Haiyadhiyah

m «i
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5. Kharaibah

6. Madhlum

7. Mandrawi

8. Muwailbah

9. Nasab

10. Rahaimali

11. Kahabah
4ia.j

12. Rahbaii

13. Sawayid
4>j|^

14. Shaqiq'

(3i^
Tbe settled Ai’ab tribes of the Rahabah subdivision are the 'Abarat/Atij,

Dhuwaibir, and Al Bu Sultan of the Al Bu •’Abdullah section.

In the Qadha generally there are a number of nomadic Arabs,

chiefly of the ^Anizall (including Dahamishah), Ghazalat, Bani Hasan
of the ’A3rash and Bani Salamah sections, Zuhaid of the ’Ajaib

subsection (Jabur-al-Wa'wi section). Northern Shammar and Al Shibil.

Fopulation .—The total fi.xed population of the Qadha, inclusive of

the town of Najaf, is probably not less than 50,000 souls. In the Hor-
ad-Dukhn Nahiyah there are said to be 2,000 huts of tribesmen. Except
about 760 Sunni employes of the Turkish Govemment, who are collected

in the town of Najaf, the people are all Shi’ah Muhammadans.

Agriculture is the principal pursuit; the crops and live-

stock are of the usual sorts ; but, as pai-ts of the district are marshy,
rice cultivation and bufEaloes are also found. A number of saline hollows
have been drained by the Saniyah administration and converted into
rice lands. The date palms in the Qadha are estimated at 250,000 trees,
of which 170,000 are in the Nahiyah of Kufah.

^

Near Rahahah ai-e large salt fields, formed by the evaporation in the
hot weather of previous floods ; the more important are three in number
and are known as Wadi-al-Hamarah »jU^, Sirajiyah ^1^-, and Rahmiyah

of these the first two are close together and the third about 3
miles from the others. These three fields together yield about 1,000
tons a year of salt, but the produce is of poor quality and has not been
uMised by the Pubhc Debt Department during the last 10 years in their
dep6t at Najaf Town.

is a Qadha of the 1st class ; it contains—
besxdes the Markaz Nahiyah-the Nahiyahs, already mentioned, of Hor-ad-Duk^^,*J|^^, Kufah ^ and Rahabah

. Each NahiyahexcyttWe at headquarters, is governed by a resident Mudir : that
of Eufah belongs^to the 1st and that ^f Hor-ad-Dukhn to the 2nd dass
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Sometimes characterised as Najaf-al-Ashraf and also well-

known as Mashhad ’Ali ^Ic
;

a famous town of Turkish ^Iraq,

the most sacred of the places regarded as holy by Muhammadans of the

ShT'ah sect. The origin of Najaf, unreliable traditions apart; is obscure;

and there is no mention of its existence earlier than the 1 0th century of

the Christian era. From ancient times it has been maintained by some

Muhammadan authorities that 'Ali was really buried at Kufah; and not

here. In 1051 A.D. a Shi^ah shrine which existed here was burned by

Sunnis from Baghdad.

The battle of Qadisiyah by which the Muslims in 635 A. D,

gained the province of ‘’Iraq from the Persians; is believed to have been

fought at a place about 10 miles west of the present townofNajaf;

Qadisiyah was then a village; and its existence as such continued until

the 14th century of the Christian era; if not longer.

Positio'n and site .—Najaf stands in the desert 6 miles west-south-

west of Kufah on the Hindiyah
J
it is situated on a ridge of reddish

sandstone and gravel and overhangs and overlooks from the north-east

the Bahr or Sea of Najaf; described in the ai’tiole on the Hindiyah; to

which its site falls away in cliffs about 40 feet high. The Bahr is now

dry near the town and contains several date plantations. In the plain

surrounding the town on every side except the south-west irregular

earthen mounds rise in different directions j
some of those to the north

and east are about 30 feet high, but their summits are narrow. A

mound of rubbish; also narrow-topped but commanding the town; is

situated on the south-west side between the town and the Bahr. On

the south; between the town and the Bahr; is open ground; where the

Turkish expeditionary force destined for Najd was encamped in 1904-

1905. The Hamidiyah canal from the Hindiyah; mentioned again

further OU; runs in the bed of the Bahr skirting the foot of the cliffs
;

its bed, opposite the town, is 12 feet wide and 6 feet deep, and the water

in it runs in midwinter about 6 feet wide and 6 inches deep; it is

occasionally filled up by drifting sand. The Hamidiyah canal is sometimes,

from the name of the Saniyah agent who constructed it, called the

Bakriyah Cemeteries adjoin the northern and eastern sides of the

town. The environs generally contain market gardens and plantations of

young date trees which have not yet begun to bear fruit.

NAJAF

TOWN
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Tow'll mid build'in^s.^The town of Najaf, which is roughly quadran^

gular, is surrounded by a wall built a century ago to defend it

fi'om the attacks of the Wahhabis ; the wall is about 30 feet high and has

circular bastions^ some 50 in number and each 50 feet in diameter, at

intervals of 100 yards. This work is now in a state of decay
;
in x)lacos it

is cracked and in others it is actually falling clown. There arc two main

o-ateways with gates^ one and the other 9 feet wide, on the eastern

face of the town ;
of these the larger is the Bab-al-Husaiii

;
and

the other, opened only three years ago^ is the Bab-al-Kufah .

On the south-west side towards the Bahr is a third gate, called

Bab Murad *>]/> on account of a tradition that the turban of the

Sultan Murad IV fell off when he was passing through it in 1638 or 1G39

A. 13. In the western wall is an aperture known as Thilmah rfJj which

has no gate but is large enough to afford a passage for field artillery or

other vehicles. At the north-east corner of the town, adjoining the

military barracks, is a fifth gate spoken of sim^^ly as Bab vl-?.

The principal building in Najaf is the shrine which contains the tomb

of ^Ali; it rises in the centre of the town and is even richer and more

splendid than the shrine of Husain at Karbala. In general design it

resembles the sacred edifices of Karbala ; but it is double-storeyed, and

the gold plating of the minarets reaches almost to the ground. Its dome

has been described as ^^a mound of gold rising from the level deserts/^*

The main bazaar of Najaf runs from the shrine to the larger eastern

gate, and in it are situated the Turkish Government buildings or Sarai.

The dilapidated barracks of the Ottoman troops are in the nortli-castern

part of the town. About a score of caravansarais for travellers are

located in different quarters ; these include 5 or 6 well-built brick Khans

of modern construction which stand outside the town on the north-east

side at about 25 yards from the town wall.

The houses of Najaf are mostly of brick and mortar and new ones of

modern design are steadily replacing those in the old style. The site of

Najaf is greatly overcrowded. Up to the present time the efforts of the

executive authorities to arrange for an extension have been frustrated by

the Auqaf or Department of Religious Endowments.

Inhabitants ,—The population of Najaf, which has greatly increased

during the last generation, is now estimated at more than 30,000 souls.

Of these more than one-third are Persians and nearly all the remainder are-^

* See Loftne’s Tf*avels and TLesearchea, page 52.—-Loflus and his party are perhaps
the only Christiana who haye ever entered the precincts of the shrine.
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Arabs
;
but there are also about 250 Negroes, 100 Barbaris o£ Afghan

origin^ 100 Indians and 50 Turks. No Jews or Christians are

found. With the exception of about 100 Sunnis, chiefly government

employes, the entire population (including the Barbaris) is Shi^ah. The

town is divided between two turbulent political or municipal factions,

the Shumurd and Zugurd , of which the origin and raison

d^etre have not been explained, and in the past the public peace was often

disturbed by their frays
;

even at the present time serious fighting

sometimes takes place between them in the streets.

The atmosphere of Najaf is one of Shi^ah culture and bigotry, both

carried to greater lengths than at Karbala j
and most of the permanent

residents depend for their livelihood on functions connected with the

shrine, the pilgrims, or religion. There are many Mujtahids, some of

whom carry great weight in the Shi'^ah world ; also real and nominal

students of Shi'^ah theology to the number, probably, of several thousands.

The town boasts 15 Madrasahs or religious high schools and 90 mosques.

B>eso%Tees ,—In a place so artificial as Najaf, a large town situated

in a desert, supplies and transport are necessarily deficient. The water

of the Bahr, when it contains any, is not drunk except by animals

;

but it serves for washing and other domestic purposes. A better water

supply is now furnished by the Hamidiyah , an open canal, the

property of the Dairat-as-Saniyah, which brings the water of

the Hindiyah to the town; and the ancient jingling proverb

who taJces up his residence in Najaf
must be content with brackish well-water a^icl barley -bread coynpensated

for by the virtue of the shrine of ^AXi ^'—has now lost its appropriateness.

Trade and manufactures .—The trade of Najaf, of which the river

port is Kufah, depends on local consumption, on the influx of pilgrims,

and in a minor degree on intercourse with Jabal Shammar. Two-thirds

of the imports are said to be consumed by pilgrims. The trade with

Najaf is carried on by Hadrahs or commercial missions from the

interior, sometimes private enterprises and sometimes oflS.cially despatched

by the Amir of Jabal Shammar, which visit Najaf periodically to make
purchases. In seasons of scarcity inland there is a steady flow of grain

from Najaf to Hail. The principal exports of Najaf are lambskins,

sheepskins and wool brought in from the adjacent country, ^Abas

manufactured in the town, and grain. The chief imports are Manchester

piece-goods from Baghdad, sugar, Indian spices, tea, largely from

Calcutta, hardware and timber.
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The most important local manufacture is of silken and woollen ^Abas^

dyed in fast colours and embroidered with gold thread
;

it maintains

about 200 looms and 30 shops in the town. There is a business also,

as at Karbala, in praying tablets and inscribed shrouds.

Administration ,— Najaf is the headquarters of the Qadha of the

same name and the seat of a Qaim-Maqam, but Turkish officialdom is

not conspicuous ; it seems to be maintained, perhaps in order to avoid

wounding Sbi^ah susceptibilities, at the lowest strength compatible with

effective control. The Sanitary and Public Debt Departments and the

Tobacco Regie are each represented by a Mamur.

A single telegraph wire connects Najaf with the Euphrates valley

line at Hillah via Karbala and Tawairij, but the working of this

branch is inefficient and in 1905 it remained interrupted for several

months continuously. There is also a post-office at Najaf, and a govern-

ment primary school exists in the town, but it is a small one and
indifferent. The military garrison of Najaf is one company of infantry

and the force of Dhabitiyahs is even smaller, but there are about 300
military reservists at call for whom rifles are kept in store, and the town
is the headquarters of the 4th battalion of the 84th Radif regiment. The
town itself is administered as a municipality. The municipal building

consists of 6 or 7 rooms, partly furnished, over the Bab-al-Husain : it was
placed at the disposal of the British Consul-General on the occasion of his

last visit to Najaf (1905).

The interests of Persian subjects at Najaf are protected by a paid

Naib-Karpardaz or Persian Consular Agent.

'Religious importance ,—Najaf owes its celebrity and even its existence

to the estimation in which it is held by Shfah Muhammadans as a place

of pilgrimage and interment; the subject of the Shi^ah pilgrimages is

fully dealt with in another place. * The consecrated cemetery of Najaf,
known as the Wadi-as-Salam ^1UJ| or Valley of Salvation, is

even more highly esteemed than the corresponding necropolis of Karbala
;

it covers the sandy plain to the north and east of the town, and it con-
tains, besides myriads of obscure tombs, a few pretentious mausoleums
and a number of enclosed family graveyards : some of the last are pictured
as delightful places of retirement and seclusion. The deposit of bodies, at
the rate of several thousands annually, has now been going on at Naja
for centuries, grave being superimposed on grave

; mouldering bones
are often visible, and the soil must now consist largely of decomposed
human remains. This enormous difficulty in the way of sanitation may
account for the epidemics which sometimes ravage the place in spite of a
climate said to be healthy in comparison with that of the neigbourhood.

* See the Gazetteer Appendix on Religions.
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Najd or Centml Arabia consists of tbe three provinces of Jabal

Shammar or Northern Najd, of Qasim or Middle Najd and of Southern

* The compilation of all accessible information relafeiog to Najd or Central

Arabia was commenoed by the writer in 1904 and in November of that 3 ear the result

appeared in the form of 67 printed foolscap pages. Copies of these preliminary

notes were taken by the writer to Kuwait and Bahrain, where he personally initiated

further investigationsj and after his return to India the work of inquiry was

continued by the local officers. Daring 1905 much new information, especially in

regard to tribes, was obtained by Captain S. G. Knox, Political Agent at Kuwait

;

and the principal routes across Arabia were successfully worked out by Mr. J. C.

Gaskin, Political Assistant, The materials obtained during 1905, after being added

to those already existing, took shape in February 1906 as printed draft articles

extending to 162 octavo pages. The work, however, was still incomplete ; and

during 1906, by tbe labours of Captain Knox at Kuwait and of Captain F. B.

Prideaux, Political Agent, assisted by Mr. In'am-at-Baqq, in Bahrain, so great

a quantity of fresh data was amassed that the next set of drafts, printed in January

1907, filled no less than 260 octavo pages. These again became the subject of fresh

references to the Political Agents which were disposed of in the course of the year.

Captain Knox dealt chiefly with the eastern end of Qasim and the more northern of

the Wahhabi districts, while Captain Prideaux extended his investigations over the whole

of Southern Najd and also ever Qasim. Mr- 0. M. Doughty, the Central Arabian

traveller, and Mr. D. G. Hogarth, oi The Penetration of Arabia^ viqxb good

enough to examine some of the more impottant of the earlier draft articles.

The following are the principal published works which contain general and

topographical information regarding Najd?—Sadlier’s Diary of a Journey across

Arabia \ Notes tahen on a Jowrney through Dart of Northern

Arabia in the Journal of the Eoyal Geographical Society for 1851; Wallin’s Narrative

of a Journey from Cairo to Meiina and Meccan by Suez, Araba, Ta^oila, Al Jauf
Jubhe, Hail and Nejd in 1845 m the Jemrnal of the Royal Geographical Society

for 1854; Narrative ofaT'ear’s Journey through Central and Eastern

Arabia, 1865 ; Gnarmani’s Itineraire de Jerusalem au Neged Septentrional in the

B.S.G. for 1865 ;
Pell.^ ’s Beport on a Journey to the Wahabee Capital ofRiyadh,

1866 ; Colonel B. 0. Ross’s Memoir on Nejd in the Persian Gulf Administration

Report for 1879-80 ; Lady Anne Blunt’s Pilgrimage to Najd, 1881 ; M. Oh, Huber's

Voyage dans VArabie Centrale, 1878-82 in the B. S. G. for 1884 and 1885

;

Mr. C. M. Si Travels in Arabia Beserta, 1888 ; Baron E. Nolde’s Beise

nach Inner-Arabien, 1895 ;
Professor J. Euting's Tagbuch einer Beise in Inner-

Arahien, 1896 ; M. Oh. Huber's posthumous Journal d*un Voyage en Arabie,

1883-84 ;
published in 1891 ;

and Mr. D. G. Hogarth’s Penetration of Arabia,

1904. All of these, except the two German authorities, are accompanied by valuable

maps ;
those contained in M. Huber’s and in Mr. Doughty’s book are the

most important.

The best general map of Najd at the present time is the one issued with this

Gazetteer. It has been compiled by Captain F. Fraser Hunter, I. A., from all

available sources, including those described above and also the following;—maps

contained in Brydges’ Brief History of the Wahauby, 1834, and in Mongin's

Histoire Sommaire de'l i)gypte, 1839; Captain Knox’s Map of the 'AriJh

District, 1906, and Map of the Sadair District, 1906, both from native information,

No0 . 1374 and 1385 in the Library of the Foreign Department, Simla ; Captain

4 P
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Kajd, and the articles under those names comprise, if read in conjunction,

most of what il is necessary to know concerning Central Arabia. We
have reserved for the present article the discussion of routes^ for which, as

lying partly in one province and partly in another, an appropriate place

could not elsewhere be found; also the description of a few villages, wells

and natural features belonging to districts which do not possess recognised

names
;
and, lastly, a short notice of the political organisation and

external relations of the country at the present time.

three principal routes of Central Arabia are those which
traverse it from Hofuf, Kuwait and Najaf to Makkah, where they meet

;

and they are the first described in the tables that follow. Next are tabu-
lated the sections of a great longitudinal route which, beginning on the
confines of Syria, runs crosswise to the first three and intersects the
Najaf-Makkah route at Hail, the Kuwait-Makkah route at Bnraidah
and the Hofuf-Makkah route near the head of Wadi Hanifah. The
subject is concluded with an account of the routes connecting ^Anaizah
with Madinah and Makkah and with an enumeration of several
subsidiary routes linking together places of minor importance.

Boute JVo. I—jprom Eof%f to Mahhah hy Riyadh. ^

Name of the stage. Description of the stage.
Distance in hours from

the last stage.
Direction and nature of tho
route from the last stage.

HofOf See article Hofuf.
...

Famq

Q- • J * lur

Marked by a soli-

tary acacia tree in

Wadi^ Farug.
(This is only one

o HA

10 West. Over a jfradu-
ally rising desert
with camel grazing
of Nasi, 'Arfaj and

B uj uavua^r, vv asnam ana jlrid h, and
Map of Central Arabia {Southern and South-Western Portions)^ i906, all from
natiT© information, library Nos. 1376, 1375 and 1377 ; »nd a copy of a Turkish
Survey/ for JELijaz Railway, date uncertain but recent. Library No. 1378.

* This route is described mainly from native information obtained by Mr, J. C.
Gaskin, Political Assistant; but tbe works of Dough t;) and Huber have been utilised
toamplify and correct the account oE the latter portion. The distance in hours has
everywhere been left as stated by the native informant; but the number of miles
when it has been approximately fixed by more reliable authority and is inconsistent
with the native account, is given separately in brackets. The portion between Hofufand Ayainab was travelled (in the reverse dire'otion) by Pal grave in 1862 and by Fellym 1866 ; tut neither apparently followed the line of the itiuejary we hare given above^nlese between EiTSdh and 'Ayainah. The course of Sadlier from Hofuf to Dara'iyahJu 1819 may be regarded as an hnimporlaut variant of the first part of this route The
paragraph on eommnnioations in the- article-on the Hasa Sanjaq should be consulted

- «r luformation regarding these points.
uioea
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Route No, Eo/if to MahUl ly Eiyad7i- contd.

Name of the stage. Description of the stage, I^istance in hours from the 1 Direction and nature of the
last stage. route from the last stage.

Eijm-ash-Shawai-
*ir

Abu Jifan*
a/liisv jjI

Miyabiyah
w

Riyadh

iialting place of
many in the same
tract all of which
would be called
Faruq.)

On the eastern
border of the
Dahanah desert,
marked by a stone
cairn.

A group of 16 wells
|

containing abun*
dance of sweet
water at 3 fathoms.
They are situated
in the tract called
*Unnah in the
'Aridh district.

4 wells with sweet
waterat 5 fathoms
in a desert plain.

30 wells of sweet
' water at 3

fathoms.

I
Suhat. Four days’
supply of water is

taken from Hofuf.

West. Summan is

entered at 4 hours,

and crossed for 16
liours; the route then
runs for 1 hour across

a level desert tract

called Malsuniyah
m

to the

border of the
Dahanah desert.

This is a, double
stage ; the inter-

mediate halting
place is variable.

West. For 10 hours
across the Dahdnah
desert ; then for IJ
across Marbakh
a plain of hard sEid

;

then for 1| hours
over a stony plaia.“

West. For 3 hours
over the ptain of
Urmah ; then down
an incline called Ba’i

j

, strewn with

boulders and large
stage; then for 3
hours over a level
desert tract, bearing
trees from which the
Bedouins make char-
coal.

West. Over a hard
sandy plain strewn
with gravel and
bearing various trees.

See article yadh. 6
^

W’est. For 1 hour
over a stony plain

;

I
the rou te then des-

* 77 I..... j-L

'*****'*"™*™*’*""********'*^^ cends 15 feet by a

which Abu Jifanmay Creached^fro^m Hof^* ) ly
paragraph on communici^tious in theTrtSSi,: H^a

4 p 2
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Boufe No. I.

—

From Hofufto Mahhah ly MyaclTi—cory^A.

„ i -r. ... r 4.1. 1 Distance in lionra from the Direction and nature of the
Name of the stage. Descriptioa of the stage.

last stafie. route from the last stage.

See article Wadi
Hanifali.

'A-jainah

Shams See article
Washam.

or

Shamaisah

-

Makainah 40 wells of sweet
water, 8 fathoms
deep, at the west
end of a tract
similarly named.

Puw&dimi See this article.

paragraph Topo-
graphical Details
(South-Western
District) below.

Sha’arah- Do.

KhanUqah Do,

sharp incline to

Bafcn-as-Srtlaiji

ijj

j

a clay plain

5‘’hours in extent.

West. Over a plain of

clay noitli of Wadi
Hanifah, passing
Ma^adhar wells

at 1 hour, *Arjah
village at 2 hours
and Dara’iyah
at 3 hours.

West. Over arable

land in the bed of
Wadi Hanifah to
Jahailah

; then south
of west, not without
windings, along
Wadi Hanifah to
'Ayainah.

North of west. Along
the Haisiyah vallev ;

then down a
descent of about
60 feet at Ei'
Miraqah to-

wards Barrah village

and so to Shams or
Shamaisah.

West. Bor 4 hours
over a stony plain ;

then for 8 hours over
a plain called Marutali

; then for

4 hours over a sandy
desert tract called
Nafud Makainah.

South of west. For
12 hours over sandy
desert and stretches
of stones.

South of west over a
level desert plain.
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Moute No. I.—From Sofuf to Hiakkah by Riyadh—contd.

Name ottbe stage. Description of the stage.
Dista'" ce in hours from tlie I

last stage.
Direction and nature of the
route from the last stage.

Jabal-an-Nir See this article,

paragraph 7^oj?o-

graphical Details

( South~ "Western
District) below.

12 South of west over a

level desert plain,

Sijah 3 large wells of 8
fathoms with
water which is

drinkable bnt
leaves a disagree-

able after-taste.

The wells are diffi-

cult and dangerous
to draw from in

consequence of
their funnel-
shaped openings,
rudely cut in the
basalt rock. Route
No. VIII
appears to unite
with the present
route at or near
this place.

12
(55 miles)

South-west. Through
a valley in Jabal-
an-Nir for 2 hours

to the Hanabij
wells, sweet

and only a fathom

deep ;
then over a

gradually ascending

plain strewn with

small pebbles. (The

desert changes from

granite to marble and

-basalt.) This is a

double stage or nearly

CO.

Qulban Bin-Had-
daf

Ul

ci)o.A

4 wells with sweet
water at 15 fa-

thoms in a houlder-
strewn plain called

Ruqhah

12 Soutb-west. Over the

plain of Hazam-ar-
Raji at a constant

elevation of about

3,500 feet.

Muwaih HakrSn Many wells of

drinkable water 2
fathoms deep

situated in a

saline bay in the

eastern face of the

Harrat Qishab

12
(50 miles.)

South-west. Over a

level plain, stony in

places. This is a

double stage.

.
I'he

altitude is

probably about
3,750 feet above

the sea. Two
days* supply of

water must be

taken fiom this

place. Here, and
for 3 or 4 stages

beyond, anuoy-
f ance is caused, by

1

nocturnal thieves.
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Route No. I.—From Sqfuf to Mahkah ly RiyMJi—^oixtSi.

Naoie of tho stags. Description of the stage.
Distance in hours from the

last stage.
Direction and nature of the
route from the last stage.

Badhwaa A small lidge on
the east side of
the route.

12 South of west. For
2 hours 07er a saline

plain ; then over level

deseit.

Ibraqain Two mounds, one
on each side of
the route. Shiahs
assume the Ihiam
or garment of

pilgrimage at this

place.

10 Soulth of west. Over
level desert.

’Ashalrah

.Sail

A dozen wells with
sweet water at 3
fathoms ; they
have narrow open-
ings and are lined

with dry masonry
of lava blocks.

The altitude above
the sea is probab-
ly about 4,400
feet.

8 South of west. Over
a flat, gravelly plain.

A halting place in a
valley, with a
flowing stream
and a considerable
amount of vegeta-
tion, on the Red
Sea side of the
watershed that
divides Western
from Centra]
Arabia. The
stream comes from
the south-east and,
turning here, goes
On to the south-
west. Grass, rushes
and peppermint
grow. This is the
place where Sunnis
don

^
the Ihram,

Sail is also a mid-
day halting place
on the summer
route from Makkah
to Taif.

11
,(28 miles)

South-west. The
plains of 13‘ajd are
left behind and a
rugged country of
traps and basalts, the
commencement of
Hijaz, is entered.
The pass through the
hills, called Ri’-as-
Sail

jjj.

fested with robbers.
I'he altitude at the
top is 4,960 feet, the
highest elevation on
the way between
Qasim and Makkah.«=
The descent from the
Ri’ to Sail is difficult.

to Rh Hmiter from Huber’s observation (gee footnote
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Route No. I.—Rrom Hofuf to Mahhah hy Biyadh—conoid.

Name of the stage, Description o£ the stage.
Distance ill hours from tho

last stage.

Direction and nature of the
route from the last stage.

*Aiii-az-Zaima A village of 10 mud 8 South-west, Por4bours
and stone houses
of the Hadhail

tribe.

There is corn culti-

vation, but trees

are few. Altitude
above the sea is

probably about
2,250 feet, A
colfee bouse and
the remains of a
"Wabbabi fort are

found here.

(25 miles) down a stony valley,

half a mile wide with
a few acoaias, which
is called Wadi-as-
Sail ; then over a
level plain.

Alamain

or

Amyal

Two posts marking
the boundary of

the Havam or sac-

red district; they
are 12 feet high

i

8 The road is easy and
Well marked ; it is

treeless, hut hills on
either side are full of
wooding. It runs

and 25 yards apart.

Pilgrims may not
destroy animal or

vegetable life after

passing these

bounds.

for 2 hours on the
level, and then
ascends and descends
a small hill, ’ITqabah

from the

top of which a
glimpse is obtained
of Makkah. The
remainder is a gentle
declivity.

Mali kali
«u

1

3 South-west, For 1|
hours over cU broad
plain between hills to
Jabal -an-Nu

j

then ralong a stony
ravine-bed past
gardens, houses, and
coffee shops.

Pilgrims by this route start from Hofuf about the 8th, and from

Riyadh about the 16th of Dhul Q,a’’dah. The journey to Makkah can

be performed in 23 days * from Hofuf and in 17 from Riyadh.

* Douhlless some of the shorter stages are comhined and occasional halts n ado

elsewhere.
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Houte No. II.~Ffom Kuwait to Mahkah Buraidah. *

The first five stages of this route^ ending with Hafar^ will be found

in the paragraph on communications in the article on the Kuwait
Principality. The rest are as follow :

—

j^ame of the stage

.

Description of the stage.
Distance in hours from the

last stage.

Mafcrubah A depression which
contains rain wa-
ter at times ; it is

a valley entering

Batin from the

south.

114
(from Hafar)

Umm-al-Fahud Do. 11

,-1

Th amani Several wells, of

which 0 have sweet
water at 4 fathoms.
In winter the
supply is plenti-

ful, but in

summer it is only
enough for 20
camels.

4

Taiyib Isru
w

25 wells of sweet
water at 3 fathoms
in a plain covered
with ber and
acacia trees.

12 E

Jibbah 1
w

Numerous wells of
drinkable and
abundant water at
2 to 3 fathoms.
This place is on

7 5

Direction and nature of the
route from, the last stage.

South-west. Along the
bed of the Batin
hollow. At intervals

wells and tanks are

passed, but there is

no water except
during winter and
spring, when pools
are formed.

Do.

South-west. Along the
bed of the Batin
depression. At 1

hour there is an
old tank, with dry
wells and a large

acacia tree, and at 1-J

hours 2 old tanks and
more wells. Water
collects in the hollows
in winter and spring.

South-west. Along the
bed of Batin for 1
hour ; then across the
Dahanah desert
foi" 5 hours ; then
over a Iona: plain
called Taisiyah,
covered with ber and
acacia trees, for 6
hours.

South-west. Some-
times across, and
sometimes along, dry
watercoui'ses fringed
with trees.

^

j Axixormauon ODtainea oy mr. d. u. tiaskin,
Pohtioal Assistaat.-and tie distances in hours are stated as they were described without
moMcatioa. Distances more definitely ascertained are indicated, in brackets, by miles.

n a generally northerly direction from Jibbah are various other wells by which,
po^bly traveUem ontHs route may pass. They are, in order of nearness - to Jibbah^insfeai , Ba ithah , Talaih

^ Eadifah amj, , Zibairah
all lie within' that tra^it of the eastern Ifiad whichif clllod
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Route No. 11.— From Kuwait to Mahhah hu Ruraidah—contd.

Name of the stage. Desoription of the stage.
Distance in hours from the

las t stage.
Direof ion and natuie of the
route from the last stage.

the eastern border
of the strip of

Ifafad called

Madhhur and is

connected with
Ab-ad-Ddd in

Qasim hy a

track known as

Kharimat Jibbah

*Aia Ibn-Fahaid See article Qasiia.

Tarflyah
UJ

See article Qasim.
(20 miles)

South-west. The route
enters the NafUd at

I an hour and then
runs over hard sand
and between dunes in
the following J^afud
tracts Madhhur (for

3 hoars), Buwaitir
(for 1 hour),

’Arnar (for If
hours), Baidha

(forlj hours), Baisiyah
(for 1 hour),

Batrah » (for | of

hour) ^-nd ’Arq-al-
(forl-f

hours) ; these tracts

are separated from
one another by strips

of stony plain 1 or 2
miles in breadth.

South-south-west. For
5 hours over undulat-

ing stony plain, for

1| hours over loose

sand, and the rest

over firm desert.

Buraidah See article Bur-
aidah.

5 South- south-west, for

(15 miles) 3 hours over undulat-

ing stony plain, the

rest over loose sand.

Shabibiyah See article Qasim. 10
(18 miles)

South by west. For
6 hours over loose

sand aud for 4 hours

along Wadi-ar-

Bummah.
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Bonte No. II.—From Kuwait to Malckah hy Btiraidah—contd.

Xac'eol the stage. Description of fe stage.
Distance in ho.iis from the Direction and nature of the

iast stage. route from the last stage.

See article Bass
5 South-west. For 3

(2G miles) hours in Wadi-ar-
Bummah : then
over a pebbly desert
apparently on the
south side of the
Wadi.

Shabaiklyah SO wells with sweet
I

I

water at 3 to 4
fathoms.

South-south-west. Over
a level desert plain.

Dhariyah See this article,

paragraph To^o-
graphical Details
{South- Western
District) below.

South by west. Over
level dchort plain for
10 hours; the lest

over scattered bills.

Sufwiyah

Sha'ab-al-’Aslbi-

y-at

Numeious wells with
brackish water at
2 fathoms.

Many wells at the
head of a valley
which runs hence
northwards : it is

in the ^Ataibah
country. Water

-is plentiful and
sweet at 1 to 3
fathoms*

South-south-west. For
3 hours between hi^h
ridges

; for 3 hours
over loose sand and
dunes ; and for 2
hours over level
desert plain.

South-south-west. Over
a gently rising desert
plain in the ’Atai-
bah country.

Ghathmah
..

•••

»

10 large wells of
brackish water, in

the ’Ataibah
country. I

South-south-wost. Over
a slightly descending
plain for an hour :

then over level desert.

Majrur long depression
in Hazam-ar-Raji,
running north and
south.

South-south-west. Over
Hazam-ar-Raji. At 6
hours there are several
small detached peaks
2 miles to the left of
the road, which are
called Dhinaihu«..JGo,
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Uoute No. II.— From Kuwait to MaJehah ly Buraidah—conoid.
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Route No. III.—From Najaf to Mahhah iy Hdil.^

Name of the stage.

l^ajaf

t

'Ain-as-Saijid

Description of the stage.
Dittance in hours from the

last stage.
Direction and nature of the
route from the last stage.

Hammam
UJ

Shaljaikah

dlCUau

Waqsah

See article Najaf.

A small walled
hamlet of 20
houses of cultiva-

tors. A spring
supplies drinkable
water.

A large ruined bath
with a dry tank
and well.

Numerous wells of
sweet water in a
small depression.
^Jlevation is 1,010
feet. A practic-
able route is re-

ported to run
from this point to
Jauf-al’-jLmir
mSt. the wells of
Loqah and Hazil.

I

A large well of
sweet water, very
deep, immediately
below the south
side of Jal-al-
Waqsah, the des- ,

’ cent of which is
|

about 70 feet in

2 stages.

6
(26 miles)

(3R miles)

(32 miles)

(19 miles)

South.
plain.

Over a level

East of south. For 1
hour over a clay
plain to Aqabat
bharaf
a ridge 60 feet high ;
then over a clay
plateau strewn witli
stones for IJ hour to
the Sikir

wells with sweet
water at 2 fathonos ;

then for hours to
the Sharaf

wells and a tank con-
taining water only
after rain ; finally for
1 hour across sand-
^one ridges to Jal-al-
Waqsah.

obtained by J
”

route was
regard to details of direoS an/^ !

Assistant, from a native source, and in
fication. and corrections ate chiefly f^rSdr Ann! Blunrand

West of south. Over
a flat gravelly plain.

West of south.. Over a
level clay plain.
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Rente No. III.-^From Najaf to Malchah hy Nail—contd.

Name of the stage. Description of the stage.
Distance in hours from the

last stage.
Direction and nature of the
route from the lart stage.

Umm ’Asafir
(A>

A tank on the
south border of

Batn containing
water after rains.

There are 3 tanks
of the name, a

northern, a middle
and a southern, at

considerable dis-

tances apart.

10
(31 miles)

West of south. For 7
hours over a desert

plain with small

pebbles to Jal-al

Biitn
; then down the

’Aqabah sxh:- (140

feet in height and very
steep) into the Batn
depresSsion which is

crossed in 3 hours.

Zibalah
dJbj

A tank and wells

with sweet water
at 30 fathoms.
Water collects in

a large natural

rocky basin and
there are ruins

of houses. The
character of the

ground is marked-
ly volcanic.

9

(35 miles)
South. Over a rising

clay plain for 23
miles to Birkat
Jamaimah
a large tank (altitude

1,730 feet); then over

a stony plain for 5
hours ; then over

broken ground for 2
hours.

Sbailnyat A large tank. Ele-
vation above the
sea 1,940 feet.

10
(distance apparently
exaggerated.)

South. Over a level

plain.

' Ash sbar A large tank on
the eastern border
of the T^'aftid.

8 South. Over a level

clay plain.

Kliadhra 14 wells with
drinkable water

at 30 fathoms.

8 West of south. Over
rocky and sandy
ground.

Sha’araH Two wells of brack-

ish, undrinkable
water.

10 West-south -west. Over
stony and sandy
tracts in the ISTafud.

Qitaiyan A number of wells

in a depression

surrounded by low
ridges, 1 mile

south of Baeja’a.
Water is at 6
fathoms and
rather saline.

11 West-sonth-west. For
3 hours through the
ISTaflid and 8 hours
over a stony tract.
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Route No. III.—From Najafto Mahhali hy Hail—contd.

JJame of tlie stage. Description of the stage.
Dibtanee in hours from the

last stage.

Direction aud nature of the
route from the last stage.

Khasirait A number of wells,

with sweet water

at 3 to 4 fathoms,

sunk in clayey

soil*

6

(18 miles)
South -west. For

^

3

Lours over low ridges

and for 2 hours over

desert plain.

Rummauatain
m

A depression holding
water after rains

beneath a hill of

the same name, 80
feet high with
inscribed rocks.

9

(7 miles)
South-west. Over an
undulating plain of

hard sand strewn

with stones.

Hail See article Hail. 4
(22 miles)

South-west. At first,

over desert plain,

then up Wadi Da'aijan.

The sandstone tract

is left behind and
basalts aud granites

are entered.

Artan Camping ground
with water at the
foot of a hill of
the same name.

4
(16 miles)

Sent h-s 0 uth-wGst.

Along dry water-

courses and among
hills.

i

Sirrah
“

!

Bee article Jahal
Shammar. There
are wells w ith

sweet water at 2
fathoms.

8
(22 miles)

South. Over a stony
tract cut up by dry
water courses.

Mustajiddah See article Jahal
Shammar.

6

(24 miles)
South. Along a sandy
torrent bed and dowm

Wadi Kumm

Silaimi A camping ground
without water 3

hours south of
,
Silaimi village

:

see article Jabal
Shammar.

South-south-west. Over
a clay plain.

’ Ajajah 10 wells with sweet
water at 4 fath-

oms.

,7 South -south-west. Over
level desert plain.

Some dry water-
courses, with a few
wells called Qanah
are passed on the

, left of the road.
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liouie No. III.—From Najaf to MakJeaJi hy Hail—contd.

Name of the stage. Description of the stage.
Distance in hours from the

last stage.

1

Direction and nature of the
route from the lasc stage.

Abu Mughair 10 wells with sweet
water at 4 fath-
oms.

10 South-south-west. For
2 hours over desert, 4
hours among boulders
and 4 hours over
stony plain.

Wadi liamdli A camping ground^
with water after

rain, in a valley

of the same name.

6 S 0 u t h-s 0 uth-west.
Through a broad
valley between low
hills ; then over a
plain, partly cut up
by dry watercourses
and strips of sand,
hearing acacias.

* Amaq . A well with sweet
water at 7 fath-
oms.

9 South -sou th- west.
Over a level plain,

partly of dry clay and
partly saline with
pebbles and stones.

Jiraisiyali
U)

Numerous wells hi

a narrow valley.

The water of some
is sweet, at 2
fathoms.

6 South-sou t h - w e s t.

Along a narrow stony
and rocky valley
between hills.

Has - as- S abkhab Caipinng ground
without water,
near hills and at

the exit of a
valley.

H South-s 0 u t h- w e s t.

Along the bed of a
narrow stony and
rooky valley.

Sabkhatain Camping ground
without water on
a level saline plain
between hills.

There is here an
arch through
which a loaded
camel can pass

;

it is formed by a
rock resting upon
two others.

9 South-s 0 u th- west.
Over a saline plain
with acacias. There
are hills on each flank

at some distance.

Platbah
ajU

Some wells in a
valley with sweet

water at 8 fath-

onof There are

coriifields, a few
ruined Qasrs and
some date palms.

8

1

South-sou t h - w e s t.

Through a broad
valley ; for 5 hours
over a saline plain
and for 3 hours over
bo u 1 d e r- st r e w n
ground.
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Route AJo. Ill- From Najaf to Makiah iy Sail—conoid.

Name of the stage.

Distance in hours from the
Description of stage. stage. route from the last stage.

Wadi *Aq5q A camping ground

with a tank in a

valley of the same

I

name ;
the tank is

adjoined by a

jungle of her and

other trees.

Shi’ah pilgrims

by this route put

on the Ihram
here.

I

South-south-west. For

3 hours over
^

a

rising saline plain ;

for 4 hours over

undulating
^

stony

ground to Birkat*ash-

Shams
whence water is taken

to purify the Ihrams ;

and for 3 hours over

a gravelly plain with

acacia and other

trees.

Dharlbah A camping ground

in a narrow valley

between high Fills

with thick jungle.

Water is obtained

by digging 2 feet

in the water-

course. Sunnis

assume the IhrSm
here.

Suth-south-west. For
3 hours over a

level plain with
acacias, and for 2
hours over a difficult

rocky track, in places

narrow, "between hills.

'Ain-al-Laimun A village with a

spring, of which

the channel is

spanned by a

small stone

bridge, and
some gardens, at

the foot of moun-
tains. There are

some shops, hut
supplies are limi-

ted.

South-west. For 2
hours over level

ground with stones ;

for 2 hours through
a. difficult tract ;

and
for 6 hours along a

sandy ravine bed.

A camping-place in a

broad valley with
a large well, called

Blr-an-Nabi

^yjj) having sweet

“water at 6 fa-

thoms. There
are fig trees

' affording shade.

South-west. For 3
hours over a sandy
tract ; for 1 hour
through a narrow
valley ; and for 2
hours through a

I sandy valley with
acacias.

’Alamain Here this route

3oins Eoute No. 1.

South-west.
I valley#

Along
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The return journey of pilgrims who use this route is ordinarily made
via Madinah. The way from Makkah to Madinah is reported to lie

backward by the stages mentioned above as far as Wadi ^Aqiq where it

diverges and runs by Sufainah
, Tihaiyim Hijriyah

Ras-al-Bagha^ Khanaq and Dhaharah to Madinah.

From Madinah it goes to Mustajiddah, where it rejoins the outward

route. This homeward route has the following stages ;

—

Name of the stage. Description of the stage.
Distance in hours from the

last stage.
Direction and nature of the
route from the last stage.

Madinah ...
... ...

Sabiyah A camping ground
at the exit of a
valley, in a sandy
and stony plain.

There is a small
well with sweet
water at 5 fa-

thoms.

9t East for 1| hours
over an undulating
stony plain to Abu
Rashaid a

place with irrigation
tunnels and a large
mosque where the
pilgrims assemble at
their exodus

; then
for 1 hour over level
desert to the entrance
of a narrow valley ;

then north -north-east
for 8 hours through a
valley with a sandy
bed and acacias.

Shaqrah A number of small
wells vvith acacias

« and other trees ;

they are sunk
through clay
and yield fresh
water at 2 fa-

thoms.

flv North -north -east. For
hours over an

undulating stony
plain ; then down for

^ an hour to a lower
clay plain which
continues for 3
hours ; then 1 hour of
a narrow descent

;

then 4 an^ hour over a
dusty plain.

Nakbail A small village

with some date
palms and a num-
ber of wells of
sweet water 3
fathoms deep.

I

North-noi th-east . For
1 hour over a stony
plain ; then up a
scarp ; then for
hours over a stony
plain ; then for

*3

hours across a desert
with occasional saline
and stony patches.

Halq-ar-RV A camping ground
at the end of a
valley.

6 North-east. Through a

narrow sandy and
stony valley between
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Name of the stage. Description of the stage. Distance in hoars from the
last stage.

DirectioD and nature of the
roate from the last stage.

hills. In this stage
the route passes
Hanakiyah which
lies at 2 or 3 hours
distance to the right.

Sufait 6 wells of sweet
water at 4 fa-

thoms.

10 North-east. For 3 hours
over an undulating
sandy &nd stony plain
to the Karaiziyah
wells, some of which
have sweet water at 3
fathoms ; they are
situated in a tract of
hard sand and stones
within hills. Then
for 7 hours over a
pebbly plain crossed
by small hollows.

Halaifali

djuJU.

1

1

A small Arab vil-

lage with some
date garaens and
corntields. Wells
sunk through
elay mixed with
pebbles contain
fresh water at 4
fathoms.

c North-east. Over a
plain partly saline
and partly strewn
with black stones ;

there are clayey and
pebbly patches and
occasional low ridges
are crossed.

Choi Silaimi A camping ground
at the northern
corner of some
hills, some dis-

tance to the west
of Silaimi village.

8 North-east. Over
level hard sand with
pebbles, crossing hol-
lows and skirting the
northern face of a
range of reddish hills.

Mustsjiddah The homeward
route rejoins the
ouiward route at
this point

.

11 East-north-east* For 5
hours across an un**

delating plain of peb-
bles, stones, and hard
sand to the entrance
of a narrow valley
6 hours long, crossed
by watercourses.

travels by this route leaves Najaf on the4a Dhul Qa dah and amves at Mabkab on the 5th Dhul Hijjah, taking
80 days on the way. It leaves Makkah on the 7th Muharram, starts

'' and arrives in Najaf on the
18th bafar thus taking about 4a days on the return-journey, inclusive
of the ten days^ halt at Madinah.

‘ ^ ^
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The portion of this route between Najaf and Hail is called the Darb

Zubaidah or Darb-as-Sultani It was

travelled (in the reverse direction) by the Blunts in 1879 and by Huber

in 1881. The line followed in both cases was^ some trifling* deviations

apart^ that described in the table above, but many of the halting-places

were different.^ Huber mentions two subsidiary routes from the Eu-
phrates valley to Hail ; the first, called Darb Grhazal, is to the west of

the Darb Zubaidah ; while the second, styled the Darb Samawah because

it starts from that place, is to the east of it and runs by the wells of

Lainah.t

The Darb Grhazal is probably identical with the route by which

Wallin tr^ivelled from Hail to Najaf in 1848. The following are the

principal points on Wallings route, which was in his time considered

safer, but more difficult, than the ordinary route :

—

Kama.

...

Nature* Hours from the last point.
Direction and nature of the

route from the last point.

1

Jadbamiyah See article Jabal
Shammar.

5 4 1 .

Bir Taiyim A very deep well

in the plains *o£
Khattah

between two sandy
deserts. Sulaba
camp here in

summer.

00 Passes the north-west
end of Jabal Aja at

some distance off.

'Atwa Wells said to be 60
fathoms deep and
lined with hewn
stone ; they are

of good and evi-

dently of ancient

workmanship.

13 For hours over the

Khattah plain ; the

remainder through
sandy desert less un-
dulating than is

usual.

Hamatiyah
m

A locality where
water is some-

times found in the

cavities of the

limestone rock.

11
,

Low ridges of sand-

stone, called Sailab

are passed

at 4 hours; and 3

hours later the sand

becomes firmer.

See Lady Anne Blunt's JPUgrimage, II, page 33—100, and Huber in B. S. G.,

1886, pages 104— 125.

t See Ruber, idem, pages 124-125. The first stages on the Samftwalx route are

4eBcribed,
^ ^
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Kame. Nature. Hours from the last point.
Direction and uatuve of the
route from the last point.

Hasii See this articlej

paragraph Topo-
graphical Details
{^Nortli- Western
District)^ below.

23J At 6§ hours a sand-
ridge called Dahanah
is reached which is

considered to be the
north-eastern boun-
dary of the iN’afud.

:

it is crossed in ^ an
hour and the stony
desert of Hajarah is

entered. At 7 hours
the direction of the
route becomes more
northerly.

Majamir
j./iLar''*

x4. low plain stud-
ded with hnm-
mocks of aggluti-
nated sand.

V}\ Low ridges of lime-
stone and conglome-
rate sandstone are
passed.

Samit Cisterns which
sometimes con-
tain water.

18 At houri? the dis-
trict of Mushaiqiq

is pas-

sed. It has cisterns
which dry up in
summer.

Qasr-ar-Euliaimi A small village from
which the gilt cu-
pola of Wajaf is

visible. About
this point we
seem to join the
ordinary route.

12J At Si hours the end of
Hajarah is reached and
an open valley con-
taining acacias is

entered.

K’ajaf See article JSTajaf. 12 The road runs over a
crisp sandy soil and
then passes through
a defile in the
isolated hill of Jabal
Sanam

TLe total length of this route is about 840 miles and Walliu-’e hours
may therefore he reckoned (with allowance for deviations) at about 3
miles eadi. The average direction is to the north-north-east, but the
northing apparently increases in the last 4 or 6 Stages.*

Route No. IV.—From Kaf to Hail.

This is a highly important route, being the direct avenue of approach
to Central Arabia from the Mediterranean basin. The portion beyond
Kaf andtowardsSyi-ia -lies outside our scope; the remainder maybe

* Bee Wallin in J, G, S., 1S51, pages 336—339.
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divided into two sections, that from Kaf to Jauf-ar-Amir and that from
the Jaiif to Hail.

The former of these lies, except the last march, along Wadi Sirhan,
of which the general characteristics are described in a special article.

There appear to be 3 or 4 parallel or intersecting routes in the Wadi,
and a comparison of the narratives of different travellers shows that there
must be a considerable choice of halting places with water. The water is

geneially* brackish and in places extremely so ; fuel however appears to

be sufficient. The distance from Kaf to Jauf is about 1 60 miles and the
Journey does not seem to be a very difficult one.

The remainder of the route from Jauf to Hail, a distance by coad
of some 280 miles, lies, except the first few miles from Jauf and the last

25 miles before Hail, entirely in the sands of the Nafud. The ordinary
line, that which with slight deviations has been followed by all European
travellers except Nolde, runs straight from Jauf to ^Alam-an-Nafud

;

thence direct to Jubbah
; and from Jubbah by Qana, where the Nafud is

finally quitted, round the north-west end of Jabal Aja to Hail. Except
in Wadi Shaqiq, not far from Jauf, no water is obtainable between Jauf
and Jubbah, a distance of 170 miles ; consequently there are no fixed

halting places between these two stations. Fuel appears to be ample for

the requirements of caravans. A general idea of the nature of the route

can be obtained from the article on the Nafiid. Here we may add that the

track, called Khali Bani Hilal Khali Abu Zaid

or simply Khali is merely a camel path about one foot broad,

and that in the more exposed parts it is often obliterated by wind, camel

droppings alone remaining to mark the way
;

it is seldom clearly defined

except between ^Alam-an-Nafud and Jubbah. It is said that the journey

between Jauf and Jubbah can be accomplished in 3 days on a good drome-

dary, but apparently no European traveller has performed it in less than

49| hours, and the average time taken by Europeans appears to be about

75 hours, of actual uravelling.f

* Who travelled by Qarah and Haiyaniyab ; see his Iteis&f pages 16— 28.

f For detailed accounts of this route the reader is referred to Wallin, J. 0. S., 1854,

pages 136-9, 168 -66, and 174—5 ; Guarmam, 1865, pages 610-3 and 604-7 ; Lady

Anne Blunt’s Pilgrimage, I, pages 84—112 and 155—212 ; Huber, B. S. G., 1884, pages

31*2—7 and 326—53, and his Journal de Voyage, pages 35—42 and 49—61* The former

citation in each case refers to the first, the latter to the second part of the route.

Palgrave’s though not reliable, may also be consulted (T, pages 20— 45 and

85—103).
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Route No. IV.-^Hdil to Buraidah and ^JnaisaA,^

This is one of the chief lines of internal communication in Central

Arabia^ connecting as it does the capital of Jabal Shammar with the chief

towns of Qasim. The distance from Hail to ^Anaizah is about 175
miles by road, and the general direction is from west-north-west to east-

south-east. The following are convenient stages :

—

Name of the stage.

’Adwah

EaMl^h

Quwarah
•jiji

Character of the stage.
Distance in miles from

the last stage.

See article Hail . ...

At the western foot

of Jabal Salmah,
in a nullah
coming from a
pass which is

crossed the next
day. See article

Jabal Shammar.

27

See article Paid . 24

See article

Kahdfab.

i

I

32

See article Qasim. 28

Eemarks on the route from
the last stage.

At
^
18 miles Jabal

Fitiq ia crossed.

At 3 miles a pass over
Jabal Salmah is

entered. The road,
which in places ia

narrow, difficult and
even dangerous for
loaded camels, runs
through this pass and
then over rough
granitic and basaltic
country with softer
intervals until near
Paid.

The track crosses a re-
markable desert of
volcanic rock and
sandstone almost
without vegetation.

At first over san4

;

then two ridges are
crossed and part of

* * ./ *— J.OO**, pages 4)73—484 ana
492-493. and his Journal de Voyage, pages 677—710. a?here is also a route hetweon
Kalmfaliand Buraidah which passes by Qusalbah. WathSl and Shiqqahand is
desorihedby Haber, but it is little frequented •. see B. S. G., 1884, pages 497—601. Pal°Tave’s
route te Buraidah however lay by Qusaibah and wUl be found in his Narrative ( 1
pages2i8-a70>.hishaiting.places were Jabal Salmah, Paid, Kahdfah, Quaaibah!Quwarah and Ayun. See also Doughty, II, pages 311 - 314 and 329—337.
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Nain« of the etagev Character ot the stage.
nistanoe in miles from

the last stage.
Eemarks on the route from

the last stage.

the Tarmus desert

;

then two other ridges
shoi*fcly before Qa-
warah. The greater

1

part of the way Js

stony desert with
rock protrading.

’Ayun. See article ’Ayun. 24 Stony desert with pro-
truding rocks, at first

of vellow, then of red,
sandstone is crossed.

Buraidah See article

Buraidah,
26 The villages of Qara’ah

and Shiqqah are passed
at 13 and 16 miles ; 2
miles beyond Qara’ah
is a salt lake, some-
times dry. Some
sandy desert is tra-

versed as Buraidah
is approached.

’Anaizah See article

’Anaizah.
13 At 4 miles the village

of Xhadliar is passed ;

sandy desert cooti-
nnea for 4 miles fur-
ther to the edge of
Wadi-ar-Rummah
across which the
route lies for 2 miles
amidst palm planta-
tions with brackish
water near to the
surface ; 2 miles
beyond the Wadi
’Anaizah is reached.
Tbe direction in this

stage is south.

The way between Hail and'^Anaizah is frequently unsafe on account

of prowling Bedouins, especially between Kall^lfall and Q-uwarah near tbe

SliaUlXKiar frontier, and at times between Buraidali and “'Anaizah.
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Route Ro. V.^^From ^Anaizah to Riyadh.

AsEoute No* IV connects Hail with Qasim^ so this route links

Qasim with Riyadh; completing the line' of communication between the

rival capitals of Central Arabia. It has not been traversed by any Euro-

pean since Sadlier; in 1819, from whose account the following stages may
be deduced*^ ;

—

Kame of the stage. Character of the stage.
Distance ia miles from

the last stage, t

Direction and character of

the route from the
last stage.

Mrdhnib 8ee article Qasim. 25 (from ’Anaizali). South-east. Barren hills

covered with loose

stones are passed.

Murabba’ After rain there is

grass, and water
can be obtained by
digging in the
sand.

15 South by east. A de-

pression is passed
where a lake forme
after rain ; it is ad-
joined by some culti-

vation.

'flnivat

oU^ After rain a lake is

formed here with
grass on its

banks ; there are a
few houses of
cultivators.

25 South-south-east. Over
an extensive plain,

parts of which are

sometimes cultivated.
Probably connected
with 'Ayim-as-
Suwaina* in WMi-as-
Sirr.

Ajun-as-Sirr
IW

J-wJ)

A plain where an
extensive sheet of
rainwater is some-
times formed*

30 South-east. Some cul-

tivation is passed here
and there upon the
way. Probably ad-
jacent to Barrud-as-
Sirr in Wadi-as-
Sirr.

Shaqrah See article

Shaqrah.
30 East. Half of the way

through heavy red
saud-hills

; then over
an extensive gravelly
plain and along a
valley which leads to
tbe Shaqrah plain.

Tharmidah See article

Washam.
20 East for a few miles up

a valley; then south-
south-east over a very
flat barren, and gra-
velly desert. Qarain
is passed at 15 miles.

account.
pa^es 65 71. Native information has been used to complete his

l.vexnadeont.0
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Name of the stage, Character of the atage. Distance in miles from
the last stage.

Direction and character of
the route from the

last stage.

’A\^ainidh

My:
See article ’Aridh. 20 East-south-east over

gravelly desert.

Haisiyah
lU

See articles Wadi
ECanifah and
Jabal Tuwaiq.

20 South-east. Over a

flat gravelly plain ;

then along a valley

north of western
Haisiyah and up
an ascent, very
steep and rugged hut
practicable for field

artillery, to a gravelly
plateau.

’Ayainab

i

See article Wadi
Hanifah.

20 East. The track con-

tinues to rise by a

rugged road, passable

for field guns, to the

sntnmib of a ridge.

On the further side

it descends by a

ravine (probably the
eastern Haisiyah.) ; it

then crosses a plain to

Wadi Hanifah.

A variant dftliis route is given by Doughty,* from native information
with the following stages t of one caravan day each, except the last which
is less

; Mudhnib, 'Ain-as-Suwaina’, Faidha, Barrud, Shaqrah, Thar-
midah, Rghabah, Thadiq, Haraimlah, Sidus and 'Ayainah. By riding
camel, according to the same authority, the intermediate stages are
three, namely, Wadi-as-Sirr, Shaqrah and Sidus,

The poition of this route beyoud 'Ayainah and the march between
Sidus and ’Ayainah will be found described in the present article

under Routes I and VI, respectively.

Itoute No. VI.—From Bttrcddah to ’Riyadh.

This route is supplementary to the one preceding it, but it is longer
and more circuitous.J It lies for the greater part of the way through the
district of Sadair ,• and as -far as Sidus, the point where it enters Wadi

*uirahia Deserta II, page 396.

t We have ventured to alter the spelling of the names, but there appears to be no
doubt as to tbp. identity of the places.

I See Palgrave I, page 324.
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Hanifali, it has not been traversed by any European except Palgrave,*

That traveller’s account of his journey is by no means lucid, no compass

directions being given ;
but, with the aid of native reports, his stages

may perhaps be roughly tabulated as below :

—

Name of the stage.
Character of the

stage.

Appatent direction and
nataro of the ronte
from the last stage.

Number of
hours appa-

rently taken by
Palgrave.

Probable
distance in
miles on
various

consideratLons*

Buraidah

Rodhat-ar-Rubai’i

See article

Buraidah.
|

See article Qasim
(Identification

with Bodhat-
ar* Eubai'i is

not certain).

East. Over sandy
ground with bushes.

8 (by night) 15

Wasit A small village

with dates, figs

and melons at

the bottom of a
large depres-

sion in ijhe

Nafud. The
people have
some camels.

Bast. Over undulating
firm ground for 4
hours, then through a
desert of loose sand.

17

(of which 9
by night)

S5

Zilfi See article

Zilfi.

East. Over ridges of

loose sand, and, as

Zilfi is approached,
along a depression
half a mile wide
which is not a water
course but has a
fiooring of firm soil

and is known as Khali

4 10

w
Izlaiqi JlA

Ghat See article

Sadair.
South-south-east. For 6
hours along a hollow ;

then for 2 hours iip

a valley in Jabal
Tuwaiq.

8 20

Majma’ See article

Majma’.
East-south-east. One or
two miles from Ghat
the valley ends. The
track ascends by zig-
zags to the Tuwaiq
plateau and a plain
with some brushwood
is entered.

10 25

See Palgravo I, pagei 3a4r—380.
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Name of the stage.
Character of the

stage.

Apparent direction and
nature of the route
from the last stage.

Number of
hours appa-

xeutly tasen by
Palgrave.

Probable
distance in
miles on

various con-
siderations.

Tuwaiiu

riy

See article

Sadair.
Sooth-south-east. The
route at first ascends.

Jalajil ia passed and
the route then runs
over an upland plain

which has the higher

summits of Tuwaict
on either side of it.

(According to native
information the
stream near Jalajil

mentioned by Pal-

grave does not flow

except after rain.)

10 33

Thadiq
-

Se^ article

•Aridh.
South bj east.

Tamair is passed at

3 hours and the track
then ascends to one
of the highest parts

of the Tuwaiq. plat-

eau, keeping apparent-
ly on the western
side of the water-
shed and over stony
ground for 3 or 4
hours. Towards the
end of the day there
is a steep descent to a
lower level.

12 SS

Haraimlah Do. South. The track runs
through jungle con-

taining hares and
partridges. The
ground thereafter is

an undulating plateau.

12 SO

Sidns Do. S 0 u t h-B out h-e a a t.

Through a gorge or

valley and over a
plain of light colour-

ed soil.

4 12

From Felly's Journey * it appears that the route, after ascending by a

narrow but not difficult path to a plateau about 300 feet higher than

Sidus, leads down by a gentle slope to 'Ayainah in Wadi Hanifah ; th<

intermediate distance is probably some 15 miles. At ^Ayainah this rout<

drops into Route No. I.

* Pages 44—46.
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Route No. VII-—From ^Anaizah to Madlnah.

The only account of this route is by Sadlier who traversed it in 1819.

The stages of his journey may, with the help of natiye reports^ be

worked out as follows :

—

of the stage. Character of the stage.
Probable distance in miles

from the last stage.*
Direction and character of the
route from the last stage.

Bass
m

lT)

See article Bass. 35 South-west by west.

For nearly the first

half of the way
through red sand -

hills.

Matta
(not recognised)

Wells with a wall-

ed enclosure con-
taining a few
families of cul-

tivators.

12 Probably west by south.

Over a gravelly barren
plain skirted on the
west by rocky hills,

probably Aban at.

tJddas

(not recognised)

Wells. 15 Probably west by
south. Over another
barren gravelly plain

sprinkled with hills

in process of disin-

tegration*

Jirzawiyah
(not recognised)

Some wells in a
hollow.

25 Probably west by sooth*

Towards the end of

the march a line of

hills running north
and south is crossed

;

it appears to be “a
principal range, al-

though of no consider-

able elevation.”

Wadi-al-Miyah A plain liable to

inundation. The
regular halting-

place is at the
wells of Bajir

to the west-south-

west of this place.

20

!

Probably west by
south. At first over a

very extensive plain

of fine gravel bounded
on the south by de-

tached rocky hills ;

the latter part of the

march lies through
red sandhills.

* In this, the necond part of hie journey, Sadlier appears to have travelled at the
rate of miles an hour.

"
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Name of the stage. Character of the stage.
Distance in miles from the

last stage.

Direction and character of

the route from the
last stage.

Mishash Batin*
al-’Urmah

(not recsognised)

A place where, after
rain, fresh water
can he obtained
by digging.

25 Probably west by
south. At first over a
gravelly plain, then
along a sandy tor-

rent bed.

Jabal Mawiyah A camping ground
to the west of a
hill of the same
name.

20 West. The route
crosses a sandy but
tolerably firm and
level plain and turns
the north end of
Jahal Mawiyah. Here
took place the first

encounter in the
Egyptian advance on
Dara’iyah, and in
1819 the ground was
still strewn with the
bleached skeletons of
fallen Wahhabis.

Hanakiyah
m

Hanakiyah is a
small negro vil-

lage of 40 houses in
Wad i-al-Hamdh
which runs down
from it to Madinah.
The wells are 10
to 15 fathoms
deep. There is a
small Turkish
military post..

About 60 West-south-west. The
route at first runs
through broken
ground, and at 15 or
20 miles a valley
running from north-
west to south-east is

crossed in which there
are wells. Thereafter
the way lies amidst
detached rocky hills,

and at 40 or 45 miles
something resembling
a range is crossed, of
which the direction is

from north-west to

south-east.

It is probable that this route joins Route No. Ill (return, sectiou)

near the stage called Shaqrah^ about 30 miles west-south-west of Hana-

klyah; and so reaches Madinah,

JS.ouie No. VIII.—FQ'om ^Anaizah to Mahkah.

This route is parallel to the Kuwait - Makkah route through Buraidah
and is distant from it only a few miles south-eastwards. It was traversed

by' Doughty in 1878 and by Huber in 1884 ; an analysis of Doughty^s

stages to the point where they become identical with those of Route

Noi 1 is given below.* Disputes with Bedouits as to the use of the wells

Tlie two routes appear to unite some 3 marches before the point to which we have

carried this one, but the stages do not at once become identical.
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g‘ivc less trouble on tbis route, but tlie watering places are further apart

and are not so good as on the Buraidah-Makkah line. The journey is not

to be undertaken, in summer at least, without considerable hardship from

scarcity of water. The large ghi caravans which go from ’Anaizah to

Makkah every summer travel this way ;
otherwise, apparently, this track

is not much used, for wood is still abundant near some of the halting-

places. The Qasim caravans are protected on the way by ^Ataibah

Rafiqs, most of the jonrney being through ^Ataibah territory. The

following is chiefly abstracted from Doughty^

Name of the staire. Character of the stage.

Approximate distance in
miles and direction from th£

last stage.

Character of the route
i from the last

stage.

Wablan See article Qasim.
Tbis is the ren-
dezvous where
the caravan is

formed for the
jonrney.

About 3.

(South-west
’Anaizah.)

of
A hollow roadway in

sandy desert leads

hither from
’AnaizabL.

Hajnawi See article Qasim. About 26.

South-west.
The way lies mainly up
Wadi-ar-Bummah.
A luid-day halt is

made at Shabiblyah,
at 6 miles.

Kir A billock and bait-

ing-place without
water.

About 25.

South by west.

The mid-day halt is at
m «w

Dmm Taiyah, aaIs
^1

where there is culti-

vation belonging to

Bass. The sandy
desert of Qasim is

quitted soon after

the start, and a
granitic and basaltic

region entered which
extends to Makkah.

FaTq&in A camping gronnd
under a hillock.

Elevation perhaps
3,5D0 feet.

About 16.

South by west.

At about i of the way
the brackish wells of

Rnkkah are passed,

where there is^ an
enclosure sometimes
occupied by poople

from Bass who come
to extract saltpetre

from the soil* The
country is of basaltic

trap and granite.

* Tbe some of the names is^aocording to Huber, and information baa
.been added from Huber and from native iiQiiTces.
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l?ame of the stage. Character of the stage.

Approximate distance in
miles and direction Croxn the

last stage.

Character of
the route from the

last stage.

Shi’ab
(spelling un-

certain)

A camping ground
near a basaltic

hill.

About 25.

South by west.

Over high steppe, ele-

vation perhaps 4,200
feet, with hillocks
and sharp rocks of
trap and granite.
Abont half way are
passed the wells of
Ghoi Jji
the only good water
between ’Anaizab.
and Makkah ; they
are 2 fathoms deep
and masonry dined.
There is good pasture
(Nasi grass, etc.).

This high desert
receives annual rains,
connected possibly
with the monsoon.

IJmm-al- MasbS’ib A camping ground
at an elevation of
perhaps 4,200 feet.

About 25.

South by west.
Over the same high
country, but basalt
begins to predominate
over granite.

^Afif An ancient well

with brownish
but not disagree-

able water at 10
fathoms ; it is lined

with dry masonry
of basalt blocks.

The site is a

hollow surrounded
by low basalt hills.

The well is used
by both Mutair
and 'Ataibah and
is reckoned suffi-

cient for 600
tents.

About 30.

South-west.
Jabal -an-I^ ir is left to
the east. The
country is open with
acacia trees.

(No name given) About 30.

South-west.

The mid-day halt is

at Wadi Shabram
a hollow con-

taining acacias and
a plant from which
it takes its name.
Eoute No. I appar-
ently joins this

route in the stage.

(No name given) About 36.

South-west.
The plain of Dha'aikah

is traversed. Towards
the end of the march
ground encrusted
with salt is crossed.
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Name of the stage. Character of the stage.

Distance in miles and
direction from the

last stage.

Character of the route
from the last

stage.

(No name given) About 18.

South-west.
At 2 hours are reached
the wells of Sharmah

j
3 in number

and shallow, lined

with dry masonry

;

the water is almost
undrinkable. A
short distance to the

west is Jabal XhSl
^JlA^ a solitary hill

of black basalt, coni-

cal hut flat-topped,

which is considered to

mark half the distance

between ’Anaizahi
and Makkah and
which divides this

route from No. II.

Stretches as of dried
mud encrusted with
salt are passed ; in
places ^here is black
plutonio gravel.

There are numerous
Samar acacia trees by
the way, but many
are dead and none
are of any size.

H azaim-as-Said A grove of acacia About 18.

trees with wells South-west,
containing drink-
able but unwhole-
some water at

fathoms. Alti-

tude perhaps
3,700 feet.

The way lies over
hard black crusted
mud without stones
or plants and over
white Sabakhah. It

skirts the east side
of the Harrat Qishah.

Muwaih Hakran See Route No. I. About 15.

South-west.
Over saline ground.

Huberts route, which is the usual one, diverged from Doughty^s at

Shabibiyah rejoining it at Umm-al-Masba^ib ; between these points it

lies father to the east, by the wells of Dukhnah and Shibirmah. The
caravans which Doughty and Huber accompanied each halted for two
Irights at ^Afif.

•There is another route between 'Anaizah and Makkah further to the
eastward; it is called Darb Wadi Sabai’, has few and small watering
places, and is used only by well mounted men travelling rapidly.

Minor routes in Central Arabia,'— few subsidiary routes of lesser
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importance, of whicli accounts are extant, may be noticed before leaving*

the subject. The route between Taimah and Hail has been described by

Wallin, Doughty and Huber,* to whom we may add Gruarmani for

a part of the way.t A route from Taimah to Jauf-al-'Amir is given by

Doughty from native information; % and his personal experiences between

Khaibar and Hail are on record, as well as those of Huber, §

Passing to the other side of the peninsula we note the route followed

by Pelly from Kuwait to Sidus together with the branch routes of which

he makes incidental mention.
|1

A practicable but little frequented and

probably difficult route is said to lead from the coast of Qatar to the

Hantah district of Southern Najd.t

Supplementary information about minor routes in various parts of the

country will be found in the articles Bhrumah., Hariq, Jauf-al-’Amir and

Eharj.

We conclude with an itinerary, from native information, of the

journey from Salaiyil in Widyan Dawasir to Hasa ; it traverses one of

the least known parts of Central A.rabia. The stages are Hamam, 1

day { Badi’ in Aflaj, 4 days j
* *Kliarfall in Aflaj, 6 hours, followed in

3 or 3 hours by Lailah., also in Aflaj ; Haatah 34 days
; Dilam in

Eharj, 14 days; Yamamah in Eharj, 4 hours; Abu Jifan, 3 days;

Hofuf ia Hasa, 6 days. The general direction of this route is from

south-west to north-east, and a comparison of its las'^- 6 stages with the

first 3 of Route No. I suggests that the days are short, each

representing only ^0 to 25 miles.

Topographical details of Nojd not included in provincial or district

articles,—We pass now to the topography of the north-easternmost and

south-westernmost districts of Najd.

* See J. G. S., 1851, pages 334—5 ; Doaghty, I, pages 566—584 ;
1 884#

pages 504—511 ; Journal de Toyage,'pB>ges 234—316 and 493—550.

-j- See S. G., 1865, pages 490—496.

J See Doughty, I, page 297.

§ I)onghty, II, pages 60—76 and 215—248 ; and B. S. G.. 1886, pages 92—104.

II
Heport on a Journey to the Wahahee Capital^ pages 16^—43.

^ See also article Southern Najd (Communicafciourt).

* According to another authority (followed in the map which accompanies th’S

Gazetteer) the distance from Salaiyil to Hamam is only ^ a day, and from Hamam
to BadP, only 1 or 1| days ; hut possibly the “ d^ys " in this case are dromedary

f^nd not qaravan days,

4
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North-JEastern District,

Batn

Hajarali

Hazil

Kbadhra (Jabal)

Lainah
or

Idnab

A depression included in the desert of Hajarah and crossed on the
route from ITajaf to Hail at about one-third of the distance
from Wajaf. Batn has a lengrth from north- wrest to south-east
of about 100 miles, one-third of which is to the west of the usual
Kajaf-Hail route and the remainder to the east of it: the
breadth of Batn is about 3 hours and its slope is downwards to

the south-east. On the south Batn is bounded by a clay plain,

which gradually rises from it ; and on the north by a remarkable
rocky scarp, called Jal-al-Batn

,
about 140 feet high

and co-extensive in length, or nearly so, with the Batu itself.

Above the Jal, is a stony tableland stretching away to the north
without visible change of level. The track scales" the Jal, of
which the vertical face is to the Batn plain, by a difficult pass,

called merely Aqahat hsui • here camels frequently lose their

footing, and elsewhere the Jal is said to he generally impossible
of ascent even by men climbing. The surface of Batn at the
bottom of the Jal shows signs of strong water action and contains
some pasture. There are various wells in Batn and its elevation
above the sea is about 1,640 feet. Batn is debatable land between
the Shammar and ’Anizah tribes.

A hard stony tract or calcareous desert of great extent, lying to
the north-east of the Hafud between Hazil on the north-west
and a point considerably beyond the ordinary Wajaf-Hail route
on the south-east. On the south Hajarah is bounded by the
Nafud and on the north it includes Batn and a considerable
area beyondi approaching to within about 50 miles of Najaf*.
The greater part of Hajarah consists of an unvarying succession
of broad ridges, like waves, alternating with gravelly plains;
not a single hill meets the eye to relieve the monotony or serve
as a landmark, unless we except the Jal-al-Batn and a couple of
small hills called 'Athamin

,
which are 10 miles north

of Batn on the west side of the Darb Zubaidah. Hajarah is

traversed both by the Darb Zubaidah and by the Hazil route
between Najaf and Hail. Shammar and ’Anizali Bedouins
camp in it while pasturage lasts and while there is water in the
tanks upon the Darb.

A camping ground on the more westerly route between Hajaf and
HSil, apparently about midway between those places. There are
said to be over 100 wells at Hazil, sunk through sandstone rock,
in which the water stands at 12 to 20 fathoms. A route from
Jauf-alr’Amir to Shabaikah on the Darb Zubaidah passes
through a place Hazil which can hardly be the same as this one.f
A solitary bill^ 2 hours south-west of the Khadhra wells on the
ordinary Najaf-Hail route. It stands in a depressed tract of
dark soil which covers a large area.

A famous camping ground, but i'Cs position is difficult to fix : it is
variously stated to lie 30 miles east of the Darb Zubaidah, days
north-east of the Khadhra wells on the same, 3 days north-west

^rth, respectively, of the Batin and Mustawi sections
of Wadi-a^Biimmah, and close to Jal-al-Batn at 6 stages from

'll

celebrated wells, of Lainah are said to be about
dOO m number and are sunk through har4 white rook ; the water,

• Wallings route in Eoute III, ante.

recent te^rt L native information) is much further west than Wallings
; and a°° authority pKcey one Hazil at ordy 8 cvavan <Jay* from Jauf-al-
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which is at 10 fathoms, is good but not what Arabs call “sweet.**

Dhafir say that the water supply at Lainah would anffice for the

whole of their tribe. Some miles to the east of Lainiih is another

group of wells, called Bida* , which contain good water at 4

fathoms ; Shammar Bedouins encamp round them in summer.

Loqah
&3^}

A halting-place on the direct route from Jauf-al-’Amir to

Shabaikah on the Darb Zubaidah : it is said to lie 6 hours east of

Hazil (probably the second fiazil referred to above) and to possess

about 25 wells with water, equal in goodness to river water, at 12
fathoms from the surface-

Riit-.ha

(Wadi-ar-)
A valley which begins between the wells of Lainah and Birkat

‘Ashshar on the ordinary Najaf-BCail route; it runs north as far

as Birkat Zihalah on that route, its drainage then dispersing pai tly

northwards to Bata and partly eastwards to Hajarah. The Wadi
is two or three miles in breadth, and its fall in a course of some 25

miles appears to be about 500 feet. The name^ Rutha is derived

from a plant which grows in the valley and is much prized as

pasture for both camels and horses ; the grazing rights belong

to the Sliammar.

Sha’aibah A camping ground about 25 miles east of Ba<qa*a sometimes used

by the Perv^ian Hajj as an intermediate stage between Khadhra
and Qitaiyan near Baqa’a. At one time the pilgrim route instead

of continuing through Hail turned southwards at this point and
ran to Buraidah in Qasim. Sha’aibah has 30 or 40 wells, 15

to 20 feet deep, of very salt and bitter water ;
they stand in a

large bare space with hills of white sand to the north of them.

Taisiyah

dX.w>AJ

A great plain which extends from the Halianali on the east into

Qasim on the west. Its eastern end, which is diversified by
ravines and ridges with her and acacia trees, is crossed on the

route from Kuwait to Makkah between Thamami and Taiyib

Ism ; at its western extremity it lies within the Qasim border

and apparently divides into two prongs, Taislyat-asb-Shamallyab

and Taislyat-al-Janublyah *
which adjoin the

Fuwailik plain on its north and south sides respectively.

Waqsah
(Jal-al*)

A scarp somewhat similar to Jal-al-Batn and parallel^ to it, but

in every way less striking ; it crosses the Darb Zubaidah 20 or

30 miles on the Hajaf side of Batn, This Jal is said to have a

length of about 40 miles and consists of two tiers with an aggregate

height of 70 feet and with a level space between them 100 yards

in extent. The steep face of the scarp is to the south-west.

Zubaidah
(Darb)

This term is now practically a synonym for the Persian pilgrim

-

route to Makkah from Najaf as far as the beginning of the

ISTaftld, but it originally referred to a well-cared-for highway of

which the construction is attributed by tradition to Zubaidah,

wife of Haruu-ar-RasMd. Many vestiges of this great public work
still exist, chiefly in the form of tanks or Blrak of masonry and
cement, some of them of great dimensions and excellent work-

manship ;
the remains of over a dozen are seen by the way, but

the only one which escaped the destructive energy of the Wah-
habis and is now in serviceable order is the Birkat Jamaimah, a

mai’oh to the south of Batn. In a couple of places there are

remnants of the walls enclosing the road on both sides by which,

• See !E^ute No. HI,
4 » I
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it is said, Zubaidab intended that even the blind should^ be

enabled to feel their way to the Holy Cities ; and at various

halting placea there are mins of what must at one time have been

considerable stations,*

Sotdli^W estevfi District-

Phariyab A village situated 2 days’ sonth-sonth-west of Bass in Qasim on the

Kuwait-Makkah route. It consists of about 40 mud houses.

Grain and vegetables are grown, hut there are no date palms

;

irrigation is from a score of wells with good water at 7 fathoms.

The inhabitants are partly negroes and partly Arabs of Qasimi

extraction. ’Ataibah, Harb and Mutair Bedouins all camp
in the neighbourhood of Dhariyah.

Dukhtiah A camping ground 60 miles south-south-west of ’Anaizab and 4

or 5 miles eastwards from Jabal Khazaz. There are about *10

wells scattered over a space of 1 or 2 miles; they contain good
water at about 3 fathoms. At one time Dukhnah was exclusively

occupied by the Mutair, but it subsequently passed to the

’Ataibah, whose tribute to tbe Amir of Jabal Shammar was
collected here in 1884. The Qabtan have been known to visit the

place, and were surprised and severely punished there in 1878 by
the Mutair and the people of ’Anaizah with whom they were

then at feud.

Duwadimi A considerable walled village of Sabai* on the route from
Biyadh to Makkab ; it is situated in the desert about two-thirds

of the way from ’Ayainah in Wadi BEanifab to Jabal-an-Nir and
probably lies about 110 miles south and slightly east

of ’Anaizab. There are date groves and numerous wells with

sweet water at 8 fathoms.

Hazam ox

TTazatn-ar-Raji

Rilit (Jabal)

t.

iChanuqah

A great tract of stony desert of which the eastern border is near

the *Afl£ wells ; its extent south-westwards from ’Afif is days’

march and its length from north to south is said to exceed its

breadth. It forms a part of the Pirah of the ’Ataibab tribe

According to some authorities, it is identical with ShifFa.

Some hills about 80 miles south-south-west of ’Anaizah on tlie

route to Makkab. The rocks are said to hear numerous inscrip-

tions, which have not yet been examined, and to contain gold t

A hamlet of the Sabai’ tribe in the desert, 12 hours’ march east-

wards of Jahal-an-Nir; it is a halting place on the Biyadb-Makkah
route. There are corn-fields and a score of wells holding sweet
water at 7 fathoms.

Khazaz (Jabal) A small range of hills running parallel to the ’Anaizab-Makkah
route near Dukhnah at a distance of 4 or 5 miles to the north-

**
west. Here is said to have been fought in pre-Islamic times a
decisive battle between the Tubba’ of Yaman and Kulaib, Shaikh
of the Babi’ah.

* See Lady Anne Blunt's Pilgricr-,a0e, pages164—84, and Huber in the B, S. G.,

1885, pages 110—122. There is a picture of the Birkat Jamaimah in the first-named
authority, page 80.

t Huber was informed that the clue to the mines was lost, 'ilhe story now told by
. native informants is that the gold, in the form of dust, is found in a caveim on the north
side of the hills, which the Arabs dare not enter fox fear of meeting with dangerous
animals and reptiles.
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Miskn^ A hamlet of 30 mud houses a few miles north of Dhariyah ; it is

surrounded by a wall with 4 towers. The inhabitants are Arabs of

mixed origin. The wells contain good water at 8 fathoms, and
cereals are grown, but no dates. Sheep and goats are numerous and
there are a few other animals. 'Ataibah. and Mutair Bedouins
encamp in the vicinity, the former in summer.

Nir (Jabal-an-) A mass of low hills about 120 miles south by west of
^

* Anaizab
on the south-east side of the route to Makkah and adjacent to it.

Jabal-an-Nir stands in a hollow and is masked from the noith by
m

a detached hill called Nadhadiyah ;
the drainage of the

surrounding desert gravitates to the depression which surrounds
Jabal-al-Nir and supplies several groups of wells, one of whichi

Hanabij^ > is ssid to comprise 200 borings. Jabal-an-Nir

is low on the north, and its contours are mild. The route divides

it from the hills of Shi’ar and Shi’abah to the north-west, of

which the latter is craggy and said to contain many Badun or

wild goats.

Quwailyah A village in the desert, probably to the west-south-west of WashLaiH ;

the route from Shaqrah to Makkah is said to pass through it.

Altogether there may be lOJ houses ; the inhabitants are Baui

Zaid, Ban! Khalid of the 'Arafah section and Bani Khadhir,
along with a few ’ Ataibah^ and Qahtan. The Bani Khalid
live in a separate Qasr which is a mile or two to the south-west bi

the main village. Dates, cereals, vegetables, lucerne and melons

are grown. Water is at 6 fathoms. Livestock are numerous except

horses. The Shaikh is of the Bani Zaid, at present *Abdullah-

bin-Mas’ud.

Sha’arah A largish village of 100 or more houses on the route from Riyadh
to Makkah, about midway between DawSdimi and Khanuqah.
The Arab inhabitants are mostly Bani Zaid of the Qaihab section,

but some Sabai ’Ataibah and Qahtan are also found. In

number Bani Khadhir and slaves predominate over the Arabs.

There are a few date palms and numerous wells with sweet water

at 9 fathoms.

Shibirmah A group of 20 wells on the ordinary route from ’Anaizah to

Makkah, 3o to 40 miles south by west of Dukhnah. They contain

good water at 3 fathoms and are frequented by 'Ataibah Bedouins*

ShifFa
lb

A desert tract on the (first part of the route from ’Anaizah to

Makkah. The true application of the name is uncerttiin ; by some

it is given to the stretch between Rass and the wells of ’AfiL by

others (who consider it to be identical with Hazam-ar-Raji) to

the tract next beyond ’Afif.

Political orgamsation and essUrnal relations. —The normal con-

stitution o£ Jabal ShaBUnar, Qasim and Southern Najd, the three

states which together compose Central Arabia, is described in the articles

nndei- their names. Each of those articles, however, ends with the intima-

tion that an ostensible Turkish sovereignty or suzerainty has been

established in the tract with which it deals, and it remains to consider

here how far the Ottoman Government have been successful in enforcing

their pretensions.
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In 1904^ when a state of war had for some years prevailed between

Ibn Sa’ud^ raler of Southern Najd, and Ibn Rashid, the Amir of Jabal

Shammar^ the Turks int(jrvened with a military force on the side of Ibn

Rashid ;
but they were defeated in two actions by the followers of Ibn

Sa'ud and the people of QasiHl^ nor were these reverses ever made good on

the field of battle. Early in 1905^ however, Ottoman officials at Basrah
succeeded in inducing Ibn Sa^ud to negotiate. The result of the discussions

became apparent in April 1905, when Qasim was formally occupied by the

Turks and it was understood that Ibn Sa^ud had professed allegiance to

the Sultan
;
the effect, Ibn Rashid being already a Turkish vassal, was to

convert the whole of Central Arabia, at least in name, into a Turkish

province. A Turkish cantonment was established at Shaihiyah in Qasim
and Turkish garrisons of 100 men each were placed in the towns of

^Anaizah and Buraidah ;
but no attempt was made, apparently, to occupy

any point either in Jabal Shammar or in Southern Najd* The design of

the Porte was plainly to create out of Qasim a neutral state, garrisoned by

themselves, which should serve to separate the territories of the rival native

powers in Central Arabia and prevent their committing aggressions upon

one another ; and the Turkish G overnment probably hoped that their own
commanding position between the disputants would throw the balance of

power into their hands and enable them to dominate, with an insignificant

military force, the polities of Central Arabia. So far did the confidence

of the Turks in their scheme extend, that they proceeded to parcel out the

country into civil administrative divisions as if it had actually been incor-

porated with the Ottoman dominions. Southern Najd was declared to be

a Qadha, having its Markaz or headquarters at Riyadh and Ibn Sa^ud

for Qaim-Maqam. In Qasim, Buraidah and the places dependent on it

were erected into a Oadha under Salih-bin-Hasan-bin-Mahanna, Shaikh

of Buraidah, as Qaim-Maqam ; and at the same time ^Anaizah and its

villages were constituted a Mudiriyah, of which ^Abdul •’Aziz-bin-'Abdullah*

bin-Yahya, Shaikh of 'Anaizah, was appointed the first JVTudlr. I’he new
Qaim-Maqam of Southern Najd and the Qaim-Maqam and Mudir of

Qasiui were nominally made subject to the authority of the l?V^ali of

Basrah ; but the relations towards each other of the last two do not seem
to have been defined ; and the titles of all, as soon became manifest, were
honorific and implied no real subordination to the Porte. No Turkish
civil officials from abroad were introduced into the new province, not even
into its Qasim district : indeed the whole of the arrangements from the
first wore little better than make-believe.

Ihe results of the scheme were far, it may safely be said, from
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corresponding with the anticipations of the projectors. The I'urkish

military garrison in Qasim was never after its institution employed to

enforce compliance with Turkish policy ; and^ being rapidly reduced by

desertions and deaths, it soon ceased to inspire awe or even respect. In

April 1906 the son of Ibn Sa^ud, ignoring the presence of the Turks

in Qasim, attacked and slew Ibn Eashid on the borders of that district

;

and a little later he seized and deported the Shaikh of Buraidah, who

enjoyed, equally with his own father Ibn Sa'ud, the status of a Turkish

Qaim-Maqam. The weakness of the Turks in Central Arabia was such

that they dared not even manifest their displeasure at these insulting

acts
;
and from the latest reports it would seem that their military

strength in the country soon after reached the vanishing point.

In the circumstances it does not appear that the claim of the Turks to

have established effective sovereignty, or even a protectorate, over Central

Arabia could at present be substantiated
;
on the contrary, it would appear

that, in strict accordance with facts, the whole of Central Arabia should

be regarded as still independent of their authority. It is possible that in

the future the Porte may take measures which will place their title to

the possession of Central Arabia upon a valid basis j but up to the present

time they have not succeeded in doing so.

For want of a more distinctive term sanctioned by usage we afe obliged

to call by this name the assemblage of districts which form the southern

part of Central Arabia and constitute the hereditary dominions of the

Wahhabi Amir. Middle Najd is better known under the title of

Qasim, and Northern Najd is generally referred to as Jabal Shammar ;

but Southern Najd has no alternative designation, and it is not clear that

the name even which we have applied to it is current among the Arabs.

Political changes keep the boundary of Southern Najd to

the north in perpetual vibration
;
but westward, on this side, it tends to

settle at Wadi-as-Sirr between Washam and Qasim, and farther to the

east at Wadi-ar-Rummah on its lower course from Qasim to the

Dah^nah. On the west the frontier of Southern Najd is approximately

represented by a line parallel to the watershed b(}tween the Red Sea basin

and Central Arabia and about 106 miles east of it. On the remaining

two sides the limits of Southern Najd are natural and well marked

:

on the south it ends in the Ruba'-al-Khali or Great Southern

*For information regarding authorities, maps, etc., yee the footnote to the title of

a'rticle Najd*

NAJD*
(SOUTH-
BEN)
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Desert^ and on the east it is separated from the littoral districts of

the Persian Gulf by that comparatively narrow, but long and perfectly

continuous strip of desert which is known as the DahSnall.

Physical features and divisions .—Southern Najd has never been

surveyed^ and the greater part of it is as yet unseen by European

eyes, nevertheless something is known of its chief regions and their

characteristics.

The dominant feature of the country is Jabal Tuwaiq, a range

or elevated tract which has its commencement approximately in the 27th

parallel of north latitude and thence runs almost due southwards for the

space of at least five degrees of latitude. Of the actual height, breadth

and configuration of the northern part of this range or plateau we have
little certain information

; of the southern, none. Our knowledge of

Jabal Tliwaiq is practically confined to the facts that in the north it

Consists of a light-coloured stone, calcareous in appearance ; that

its eastern slopes give birth, rather nearer its northern than its southern

end, to adi Hanifah, one of the only large valleys, properly so

called, of Central Arabia ; and that beyond Hautah the hills assume a
darker hue and are perhaps of a different geological formation. The
existence of this imperfectly known range enables us to distribute the

districts of Southern Najd into three groups, the first consisting of

the districts which reach from Jabal Tuwaiq eastwards to the DahSnah,
the second of the single one between Jabal Tuwaiq and the Great
Southern Desert, and the third of those that lie on the farther (that is

on the western) side of Jabal Tuwaiq.
The northernmost district of the first group is Sadair, which lies

chiefly on the Tuwaiq plateau, and is furrowed by four well marked
hollows, of which one has a westerly and the other three an easterly

course. The district contains a fair proportion of arable land, and
water k obtained from rather shallow wells, but does not apparently
teach the surface in springs. Immediately south of Sadair, and not
divided from it by any very conspicuous landmark, is the premier
district, in the political sense, of all Najd : this is ^Aridh, a tract hilly
or even mountainous towards the north, west and south, level to the east
and in the centre, and seamed across by the deep Wadi Hanifah with
ps numerous villages and (in places) highly cultivated banks. ’Aridh
me udes DhrUmah, a valley lying to the west of the Tuwaiq bills but
^nding its; drainage through that range into the lower course of Wadi

auifah. The hilly mass of Jabal '^Alaiyah, perhaps an eastern outlier of
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Jabal Tuwaiq, divides 'Aridh from tlie next trough or compartment to

the southward^ that formed by the three interconnected districts of Hariq,

Hutah and Kharj. Of these Hariq^ the north-westernmost and

probably the most shut iiij drain s downwards into the lower but still moun-

tain girdled plain of Hautah, which leads in its turn to the open arable

district of Kharj on the east. Hariq and Hautah are covered with date

groves, irrigated by water which camels raise from wells of no excessive

depth. To the north-east and east of Kharj is SahS.bah, a sandy and

featureless tract with one large spring : not only the drainage of Hariq^

Hautah and Kharj, but also the floods of Wadi Hanifah from ^Aridh,

cross Sah^bah to be finally absorbed and disappear in the DahS^nah.

Aflaj^ the next to the south, is the last of the eastern districts ; its

upper portion is divided from Hautah by a spur, probably of Jabal

Tuwaiq ; but its lower lies open to Kharj ; on the south it seems to

inerge through the sandy and scrub-grown hollow of Maqraninto the great

Ruba^-al-Khali. The upper or western end of Aflaj is covered with

thorny jungle, while its centre is irrigated from flowing springs and

numerous wells and at its lower extremity it passes into blank and waterless

plains. Shutbah, an inhabited recess in the eastern face of Tuwaiq, is

close to the south-western corner of Aflaj and may be reckoned a part of

that district.

Next is reached Widyan Dawasir, the only district of Najd that

lies immediately between Tuwaiq and the Great Southern Desert: the

head of the valley or aggregation of valleys composing it is said to lie

towards the Red Sea watershed, its lengthy and a^^parently open course

seems to be from west to east, and its lower extremity is the sub-district

of Salaiyil, a sandy tract which is irrigated exclusively from wells and

lies perhapa 80 to 100 miles south of Shutbah, with a small fertile locality

called Hamam intervening. Widyan Dawasir is, in parts, not ill

supplied with water from wells ;
and it contains many villages and date

plantations and much cultivation.

At some point Widyan Hawasir receives, it is said, from the

west a part of the drainage of Wadi Sabai^:, the first of the trans-

Tuwaiq districts which we have had occasion to notice. This district

is a plain or system of open valleys with springs and shallow wells, where

cultivable soil alternates with sandy desert and collections of stagnant

water are formed after rain. With Wadi Sabai^ is associated another

Wadi, that of Tathlith, which lies apparently to the south of it and

is sometimes reckoned a separate district of Southern Najd. The last

remaining district, Waslxam^ is also behind Tuwaiq, but less remote
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from the centre of Southern Najd ; it lies immediately west of Sadair

and ’Aridll^ it is practically surrounded by sandy deserts or by bills^ and

its drainage seems to have no outfall. The soil of Washam is described

as a sandy loam^ at times cultivable by the unassisted rainfall. More full

and exact information in regard to these districts is given under the name

of each.

Southern Najd is., like Jabal Shammar, a portion of Central

x^rabia which the lava hills in the west of the peninsula have

saved from burial under growing and moving sands : the limestones are

still generally exposed, but here and there^ especially in depressions, are

strips and intervals of sand.

Climate and products ,—The climate is healthy and^ ia the highlands,

even invigorating. Pasture is abundant, but there is a scarcity of trees

except date-palms. The four staple products of nearly all the districts

are dates, barley, wheat and maize ; but cotton and millet are also grown.

Some localities produce fruits, including' figs, peaches, citronvS, grapes,

pomegranates and melons
;
also lucerne, brinjals, onions, spinach and

other vegetables. The date groves of Wadi Hanifah are famed for their

size and luxuriance, while the palms which cover the valley of Hautah are

particularly fine and prolific, a single ti*ee there sometimes yielding

(it is said) as much as 14,000 pounds weight of dates in a season : the

date plantations of Aflaj are described as extensive but thin. Horses
are bred by the nomad tribes and sent, for exportation, to ^Anaizah and
Suraidah in Qasim. Camels are numerous j those of the southern nomads
have frequently a blackish tinge and are smaller than the dun-co loured
animals of Jabal Shammar. There are no buffaloes, but cattle of a small-

limbed, humped breed are comparatively abundant in the south, especially

in Kharj : nowhere is there any lack of sheep and goats. Wild animals
include leopards, wolves, and jackals

;
and in the south lions are said to

be found. Among the game of the country arc the gazelle, bustard,
partridge, sandgrouse, quail and pigeon and, possibly, the wild boar.
Southern Najd, in common with Jabal Shammar,* is said to enjoy
almost complete immunity from insect pests.

Communications.—'The main routes which traverse Southern Najd are
described in the article on Najd. In regard to minor routes we may
remark that from Zilfi in Sadair a direct desert route leads to Laqit
nea^uwait, and that desert routes from Majmaraud Eiyadh converge

^_a;|^Wa^ah on the way to Kuwait. Wahhabi troops are known to

See Huber’s Journal de Vopa^s, page 179.
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have reached ^Omaix by land, but whether after entering Hasa and

skirting the coast or otherwise is uncertain. There is no recognised

route between Southern Najd and Qatar^ though arms caravans follow

that line ; and, so far as can be ascertained, communication with Yaman
or Hijaz by way of Widyan Dawasir is not very frequent or active.

Fopidation.—The population of Southern Najd, both fixed and migra-

tory, is composite in a high degree.

The Arab tribes to wliich the settled inhabitants of the districts

principally belong are the "Anizah, Dawasir, Sabai ^ and Bani Tamim,
to whom may be added the Fadhul and Sahul. Of these the Dawasir,

besides practically monopolising Widyan Dawasir and Aflaj, are found

in all the districts enumerated above as composing the Wahhabi domi-

nions except the petty ones of Wadi-as-Sirr and Wadi Tathlith ; the

Sabai ^ are the next most widely distributed after the Dawasir ;
and the

Bani Tamim, though not found in so many districts as these two, are

a strong tribe and enjoy a local predominance in Sadair* Other Arab

stocks, but of less importance as settled residents in this part of the

country, are the 'Aid, Ashraf, "Ataibah, Buqtim, Bani Hajir, Harb,

Hataim^ Bani Khalid, Mutair, Qahtan, Shammar and Bani Zaid;

the number of persons belonging to some of these is very small.

Inferior non-Arab tribes of cultivators, comprehensively described as Bani

Khadhlr, are a large element in the population ; and the menial caste of

Sunna ^
is represented in many places : there are also a few 'Awazim or

Hawazim. A strong infusion of negro blood and a considerable

pi’oportion of full negroes are said to exist in the southern districts,

especially in Aflaj and Widyan Dawasir. The information available

recyardins: the distribution and numbers of the tribes mentioned will be
o o

fouad in the articles under their names and the names of the districts

which they inhabit.

The Bedouins of Southern Najd are for the most part these:

—

^Ataibaii in the vast stretch of country between QasilU. and Makkah and

in the districts of Wadi Sabai^ Wadi-as-Sirr, Washam, Sadair, 'Aridh

and Kharj ; Dawasir iir Widyan Dawasir, Aflaj and Kharj ;
Mutair

in Sadair, Wasbam, Wadi-as-Sirr and in the direction of Miskah and

Dhariyah, etc.; Qabtan in Wadi Tatblith, Wadi Sabai^ Wasbam and

even Sadair ; and Sabai’ in Wadi Sabai’, Kbarj and ’Aridb. Besides

these some ’Ajman visit Kbarj and some BuquiXl frequent W adi

Sabai’. The Snlaba wander in Southern Najd as they do elsevrhere in

the interior of Arabia.
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The following is a rough calculation of the population of Southern

Najd, excluding Wadi Tathlith for which no estimate is possible :

—

Fixed.

Aflaj 22,000

’Aridh 30,000

Widjan Dawasir 27.0C0

Hariq 4,000

Hautah . . 6,000

Kharj 3,000

Wadi Sabai’ 16,000

Sadair 21,000

Wadi-aa-Sirr 1,600

Washam , 6,500

Total . 137,000
j

Nomadic,

’AjmSn • 1,000

•Ataibah • 6,000

Buqtim • 1,000

Dawasir . 5,000

Mutair • 4,000

Qaht&n . 8,000

Sabai’ • 6,000

Sulaba, etc. * 3,000

Tota.l . 33,000

This gives a total population of 170,000 souls distributed over a

region of which the area is not less then 50,000 square miles; the average

density of population consequently appears to be less than 4- persons to

the square mile.

The people of Southern Najd are of good physique and often attain

an age which would be considered advanced even in Europe
;
among the

manhood of the country the palm is awarded to the Bani Tamim,
especially of Sadair, whose more than average physical development is

attributed to the quantity of cameFs milk that enters into their diet. The

description of the settled population and nomads of Jabal ShanUnat*

applies in the main to those of Southern Najd, with this modification,

that the inhabitants of Southern Najd are for the most part professed

Wahhabis.

Trad^*—The meagreness of exports and imports bears testimony, in

spite of the agricultural wealth of a few fa>roured localities, to the

general poverty of the country and to the almost total absence of surplus

produce. Horses to India and ghi to Hasa are perhaps the only articles

exported, while imports are chiedy arms and ammunition, piece-goods

and coffee. About half of the general imports is obtained through
Hafea, while the other half is almost equally divided between Kuwait and
the ports of Hijaz. The trade in arms is of an exceptional character and
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may not be of long duration ; at present it is conducted by Najdi mer-

chants who visit the Masqat market once a year and, after purchasing a

stock of arms, introduce them into Southern Najd by way of Qatar> a

neighbourhood in which their. operations are not exposed to interference

by any civilised power. English medicines are said to be obtainable in

some of the bazaars of Southern Najd and some merchants of the southern

districts, especially Hautah, are accustomed to visit India in the course

of their ordinary business.

Wholesale weights in Najd are the Waznah
,
equal to 52 dollars

in silver coin or about 8 lb. 1 oz. 6 dr. English avoirdupois, and the Mann
of 40 Waznahs or about 123 lb. 6| oz. Wholesale weighments are

generally made with a sort of steelyard. For retail transactions dry and

liquid measures of capacity are employed which are really weights in dis-

guise. These take the form of turned wooden bowls made to contain

exactly^ a unit by weight of the substance or fluid they are intended to

measure ; this result is obtained by adjusting the cubic capacity of the

bowl to the specific gravity of the article for which it is to be used. The
m

standard sizes of bowl are the Midd which holds a Waznah and the Sa^

gU which holds two ; but quarters, fifths, sixths and eighths of Sa^s are

also employed. The unit of lineal measure is the Bhira’’ fIjO of 19i

inches. Turkish coins and the Riyal or Maria Theresa dollar ciieulate

in Southern Najd and form the bulk of the currency ; tlie Indian rupee

is hardly ever seen.

A genealogical table of the ruling family of Najd will

be found in the historical volume of this Gazetteer, they are known as the

Al Sa^ud Jl and the regnant member is Ibn Sa^ud-^^A.^- ^j| pa7^

excellence. As head of the Wahhabi interest the ruler was formerly

often described as the Imam ;
but political considerations having since

eclipsed religious in Southern Najd, he is now g’enerally spoken of as the

Amir. The Washam of the Al Sa^hd is -r- placed, on a camel, on the
m

near quarter : their battle-cry is either ^ am a horse-

man of ^Aujah, a son of Mijrin,^’’ or I ^ loi^d of

^Aiijah, a son of Mijrin.'^'" ^Aujah means Dara’iyah and refers to the

crookedness of Wadi Hanifah near that place.

The vicissitudes undergone by the Wahhabi state have been so

many and so violent that a general account based on past events

and implying a fixed organisation would necessarily be misleading

;

nor have we the materials for a complete and reliable description

of the constitution and resources of the principality at the present day.
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Some permnnent features appear in the historical account giv'en

in the other volume of this Gazetteer^ and for the rest it may be

observed that in the palmy days of the Wahhabi empire the greater

part of the country was in st'ict subjection to the Amir
;
justice was

administered by salaried Qadhis of the government ; tribes were held

responsible for crimes committed within their territory ; attempts were

made to abolish the blood-feud s\^stem ; one-fifth of the spoils of war

went into the treasury of the ruler ; the ordinary Quranic Zakat was

levied on land; merchandise; capital and other forms of property

;

confiscation of land as a punishment for rebellion; followed by a

regrant on terms of tenancy to the original ownerS; was not un-

common I fines were levied on law-breakerS; the proceeds being applied

to such purposes as the relief of pauperS; the support of teachers and

ecclesiastics; the repair of mosques and wells belonging to the state; the

maintenance and equipment of indigent soldiers and the entertainment of

strangers at public hostels ; war was carried on by means of temporary

levies of the Amir'^s subjects collected under a requisition that usually

contained the significant formula: We shall not count those who join;

but those who do not less regular hostilities were initiated by pro-

claiming the enemy to be beyond the pale of the law ; a small body-
guard of retainers kept by the Amir about bis person was the only

semblance of a standing army.

The Wahhabis have abated the moral strenuousness of their earlier

-layS; hut an administration modelled somewhat on. these lines probably
still constitutes their ideal of government. The revenues of the Amir
were estimated in 1865 at |402;000; of which $114;00 0 were derived
from the Bedouins. In 1865 the annual revenue was generally received
in horses or otherwise in kind : it was either collected on the spot
by emissaries from Riyadh or brought to the capital by leading men in
person or their deputies. The revenue of a district is now assessed about
a month before the date harvest by a Wakil or subordinate official; gener-
ally a local man and frequently a merchant; who goes round the planta-
tions and inspects them in company with a party of camel riders sent
from Riyadh. This assessment is called Ikhras • the result of it is

communicated at once to the Amir. The duty of collecting the govern-
ment share; which is taken in kind and is fixed at yV oi the gross produce;
devolves subsequently on the Wakil; and the Wakil is also responsible
for the storage of the same. Such is the procedure in regard to the taxa-
tion of dates; and that for ordinary agricultural produce is similar. The
Amir afterwards makes local payments due by him in the form of orderp
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or Hawalahs on the produce stored at convenient places ;
and every

six months a settlement takes place with the local officials, in consequence

of which the balance of the Amiris produce is generally sold and the net

surplus to which he is entitled is remitted in money to Riyadh. It is

estimated that about a quarter of the tenth share or Zakat ultimately

reaches the central treasury in this manner.

Contingents for military service are still demanded by districts and

towns, and it is understood that, up to a limit of one month per annum,

these contingents must be maintained by the districts furnishing them,

but their expenses after the first month are defrayed by the Amir.

The Wahhabi ruler is represented at various places in his dominions

by Amirs or governors ; such are Majma’ in Sadair, and Dilam in

Kharj . These Amirs may he either local or non-local men, and in places

where Ibn Sa^ud has reason to distrust the loyalty of the inhabitants they

are generally the latter
;
the Governors at the present time at Majma’ and

Dilam are apparently non-local. The relation of the Widyan Dawasir

district, which at present is almost autonomous, to the Wahhabi

government is noticed in the article under its name.O

The present equivocal relations of Southern Najd with the Ottoman

Empire are described elsewhere.'*'

A large village, or small town, at the head of Wadi-al-Hammam in

the Western Hajar district of the ^Oman Sultanate. The site of Nakhl

is enclosed on the south and east by mountains, and to tbe west of it is an

intricate country of low hills and ravines. The approach from W^adi

Ma’awal is impressive ; at first only a watch tower on a pinnacle 200

feet high is visible : next a fort on a hill comes in sight : finally, on skirting

the base of the pinnacle and passing under a two-arched viaduct, houses,

palms, gardens, orchards and cultivation burst suddenly on the view.

The settlement is scattered through date-groves and covers an area of

perhaps 4? square miles : the date-plantations, containing 25,000 palms,

leave little space for other cultivation. There are 11 permanent quarters,

some of which possess more than one Sablah or public hall, and other

temporary quarters spring up in the date-season. The elevation above

the sea is 1,100 feet, and, as Nakhl receives the sea-breeze and is sheltered

from hot winds, the climate is generally fresh and agreeable. The

NAKHL

* See article Najd Jin.
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foi’t, which stands on an eminence between the pinnacle rock already

mentioned and a hill called Jabal Laban is not now in a

serviceable state. ITakhl is celebrated for its hot springs: of these the
ttj

largest groiip^ including Hammam Thuwarah «;Iy and about

20 othersj rise among gardens at the bead of the valley : on the

other side of the town is a second groups of which the best known is

Hammam Adaisah These springs are tasteless and

inodorous : their highest temperature is lOO'^P.

The population of Nakhl is mixed : the tribes of which it is composed

belong mostly to the Gliafiri faction and include Salamiyln (200 houses),

Bayasirah (100 houses), Bani Harras (65 houses), Kunud (60 houses),

Ya^aribah (50 houses), Bani Kharus (-iO houses), Bani Hadhvam (25

houses), Sarairiyin (20 houses), Nabahinah (20 houses), Yahamidah (15

houses), Bani Jabir (10 houses), Hirth of the Khanajirah section (7

houses), and Bani “^Azzan (4 houses). Some of the leading citizens of Nakhl
belong to the Bani Harras. There are not many negroes and those are

Mutawalladin with Arab blood : no Zatut or resident Persians arc now
to be found here. The total population of Nakhl is about 3,500 souls.

The date-groves are prolific and their produce is celebrated, tlie

Naghal date of Nakhl, a long-shaped variety, being held in high
estimation. The water of the spring is entirely expended in irrigation.

There is one water-mill for grinding flour. The bazaar consists of

two streets and comprises over 60 shops. Turbans called Wizrah and
lungis called Taurir yjy are made, but these manufactures ar(^ not
peculiar to Nakhl. Porous earthenware vessels for cooling wat(n‘ are

manufactured by local potters, mostly of the Sarairiyin tilbo, from l>1uish

clay mixed with sand, some of which comes from Musilmat. Barkah is

the port of Nakhl.

There are 5 schools in Nakhl, but the people arc not moi^e educated
than elsewhere in ’Oman.

The Sultan of ’Oman maintains here a Wali who is supposed to collect

as revenue for his master the value of
-j-V of the agricultural ])rocluce,

especially of the dates ; about ^1,200 are realised annually xuider this
head, but there is no surplus over local expenditure to be remitted to
the Masqat treasury. The Sultaa of ’Omanis authority is maintained
by a gaiTison of 25 men. The present Sultan (Saiyid Paisal) owns some
date groves and land at Nakhl as his private property

j
they are worth

P,000 a year and are at present assigned to the Wali as a grant-iu-aid
for public purposes.
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Singular Naqbi Arab tribe found only in the Sharjah Princi-

pality^ and chiefly on the eastern side of the ’Oman Promontory. I’he

principal places which they inhabit are Khor Fakkan, Ghallah, Lulaiyah
and Znbtoh in the Shamailiyah district

; Dibah ;
Pahlain in the Sir

tract; Khatt in the Jiri plain
;
and Diftah in Wadi Ham. The total

number of the tribe appears to be about 1^800 souls^ all of whom are

engaged in agriculture and similar settled occupations. The Naqbiyln
belong to the Ghafiri political faction and are Sunnis of the Hanbali sect

:

they are quite distinct from their neighbours the Sharqiyinj to whom
they are generally hostile.

Nasiri is the local Persian, Bandar Nasiri the official Persian, and
Nasiriyeh the Arabic form of the name. A small but flourisHmg place>

which has sprung up, since the opening of the Zarun to steam naviga-

tion, on the left bank of that river immediately below the Ahwaz
rapids and about 1 mile from the village of Ahwaz ; the growth of

Nasiri was somewhat tardy until about 1894, when it became more

rapid.

Nasiri s'tands upon a slight elevation, overlooking the river, and it

now contains 118 houses, 2 caravansarais, 2 public baths, 2 mosques, 196
shops of which 106 are occupied —and 2 coffee-shops. The houses are

nearly all of stone, which is obtained from the ruins of an ancient city,

but a few are of brick or mud. The population of about 1,500 souls is

mixed and consists of Shushtaris, Dizfulis and Arabs.

The importance of Nasiri, which after Muhammareh Town is the

chief place on the Karun below Shushtar, depends partly upon its

being the chief place in the Ahwaz District and the seat of a Deputy
Governor representing the Shaikh of Muhammareh, but still more upon
its favourable situation in regard to trade. The run of the Malamir,

the Euphrates and Tigris Steam Navigation Company's steamer on

the Karun, ends at Nasiri, where she has her berth to the north of

the village above the lowest of the rapids
;
there is a Persian Customs

House a little further down
;
and cargoes for the upper Karun are dis-

charged and conveyed by tram-line to a point a quarter of a mile above

Ahwaz Village where they are reshipped, mostly for Shtishtar. The
tramway is owned by the Mu^in-ut-Tujjar, a well known Persian

merchant, and the rate charged on it for the conveyance of goods between

Nasiri and Ahwaz is 3 Qrans per ton. The English hrm of Lynch

NAQBIYIN

NASIRI

or

NASIRI
(BANDAR)

or

NiSIRl-
YEH
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Brothers are the principl European traders ;
besides there are a Dutch and

an Armenian mercliant.

There is a weekly letter post, managed by the Persian Post Office,

to Shushtar and Muhammareh
;
and Nasiri is connected by telegraph

with those places and with Ramuz. A ferry having 1 small boat

affords communication with the opposite bank of the KaruU- Nasin xs

the starting point of the Ahwaz-Isfahan road, which traverses the

Bakhtiyaii country and is the line followed by a steadily increasing

caravan trade. About 100 mules and 40 or 50 donkeys, belonging

either to the place itself or to Ahwaz Village, are obtainable at Rasiri;

but the camels used on the Bakhtiyari road are all from the Isfahan

District. Puel is chiefly from the iungles on the Diz River. Nasiri is a

centre of local trade, and much grain for export changes hands here.

A British Vice-Consulate and a Russian Consular Agency arelocated

at Nasiri : the former is situated a short distance inland of the

Customs House.

NiSIBI.
YAH

QADHA

A division of the Muntafik Sanjaq of the Basrah Wilapt in Turkish

Iraq.

loaUion and iomdaries.—The Qadha of Nasiriyah is situated on the

extreme lower course of the western branch of the Shatt-al-Gharaf, and

on the Euphrates both above and below the confluence with it of that

branch. The district is surrounded by the Qadhas of Samawah on the

west, Shatrat-al-Muntafik on the north, Suq-ash-Shuyukh on the

east ;
on the south it is bounded by the Shamiyah Desert.

Topography a*d inhcdtitwnts.—^^Q only large place in the Qadha is

the town of Nasiriyah, but the villages of Azairij andButaihah

todaj may be mentioned as they are the headquarters of Mudirs

:

the former of these is on or near the right bank of the Euphrates

above Nasiriyah Town. The Euphrates and Gharaf rivers are the

dominant physical features. The Arabs of the country belong to the

Huutafik tribe.

Vopalation.—Tlosi fixed population of the Qadha is estimated at 58,000

souls, of whom all,—except 1,000 Sunriis and about 1,100 persons of

other races and religions who reside ip the town of Naariyah,— are

jShi^ah Arabs,
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Resources .—The district is moist ; and rice^ maize and buffaloes are

among the principal assets. Salt is extracted on a large scale at a lake

which is said to be distant 25 miles from Nasiriyah Town,

Administration .—Besides its Markaz Nahiyah this Qadha comprises

two others, Azairij and Butaihah, each of which is presided over by a

Mudir resident in the village after which his subdivision is named,

An important municipal town in Turkish 'Iraq, situated on the left NASI!
bank of the Euphrates about 4 miles above its junction with the western-

most channel of the Shatt-al-6haraf. 6^^

TOWN
Bite and surroundings .—The town stands on level ground and has a

river frontage of half a mile. The date gardens attached to the place

end about miles above it, where there is a boat bridge of 25 pon-

toons, not much used on account of its distance from the town, leading

to a suburb of date-plantations and mud huts on the opposite bank \

on the lower side of the town the palms extend down the left bank

for some hours' journey till they meet those of Suq-ash-Shuyukh.

Povulation .—The town is unwalled hut contains, in addition to

a greater number of huts on the outskirts, about dUO good masonry

houses arranged in broad and well-aligned streets. The population

is about 1 0,000 souls, most of whom are Shi'ah Arabs ; but there are

over 1,000 Sunnis, as well as about 300 Sabians, 300 Persians, 200

Abyssinians, 150 Jews, 50 Turks, 50 Kurds and some 20 Oriental

Christians
;

the Sabians are goldsmiths, carpenters and boat-builder&,

Nasiriyah is a place of considerable trade, receiving its foreign

imports from both Baghdad and Basrah. The chief exports are

skins and hides, wheat, barley and ghi : the principal imports are

Manchester piece-goods, groceries, spices and drugs. ‘ Shops number

about 350, and there are 5 Khans for the accommodation of travellers.

Resources .—There is generally some surplus of foodstuffs brought

in from the rich grain-producing country around ; but transport can

only be got from the Arab tribes, and the amount available is impossible

to estimate. The position of Nasiriyah near one junction of the Shatt-al-

Gharaf with the Euphrates is commercially favourable. Commuai-

4 B 2
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cation with abroad is mostly by boat, and about 10 large boats are

ordinarily obtainable, besides which there are a number of local Ballams

for crossing the river and for short journeys.

^f^ 2««^«5/fr^x^«o;i.--Nasiriyah is the headquarters of the whole Sanjaq

of Muntafik, as well as of the Qadha of Nasiriyah in the same. It is

an outpost in an unsettled country, frequently disturbed in recent years

by the rebellions of Sa'adun Pasha, the Muntafik chief, and by the

general lawlessness of the local Arabs. The combined functions of civil

Mutasarrif and mihtary commandant are here discharged at the present

time by an officer of the Turkish regular army.

The police force consists of 100 to 150 Dhabitiyahs. There is a

branch of the Public Debt Department, a post office, and a telegraph

office having a single-wire connection with Durrajion the one side

and with Suq-ash-Shuyukh on the other. Shipping and river conser-

vancy are under the charge of a harbour master. Two Government schools

exist, a primary and a secondary.

The Nasiriyah garrison consists nominally of two infantry battalions,

with a squadron of cavalry and 5 guns of which 2 are muzzle-loading ;

but the town is nevertheless exposed to incessant nocturnal sniping by

Arabs, and the task of defending it falls chiefly on the civil inhabitants,

who are armed and often exchange as many as 50 or 60 shots a night

with the raiders. Only about 50 Radifs can be collected here, but the

place is the headquarters of the 1st battalion of the 86th Radif regiment.

There are large blocks of Government buildings comprising civil

offices, military barracks, gun-park, hospital and commissariat storehouse.

A Naib-Rarpardaz or Consular Agent represents the Persian Gov-

ernment here.

NIDA-
BIYIN Singular Nidabi A Ghafiri tribe in the Sultanate of ’Oman,

chiefly located in W adi-al-’Aqq where the villages of Lizugh, Mizra’

Bu Ba^arah, Pankh, Da’asar, and Sinsilah belong to them, and in Wadi

Saijani where they have MiziV and Mizra’-al-Haitani, but found also

at Mahbub, Hassas and Sarur in Wadi Samail and at Jarda in

Eastern Hajar. They are not a very large tribe, but their position

in Wadi-al-’Aqq, and Wadi Saijani commands the principal route from

Sharqiyah to Matrah and iMasqat Town, and their services have

frequeutly been retained by the Sultans of ’Oman to bar the progress
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of insurgents from Sharqiyah towards the capital. They number

about 3,500 souls : none of them are Bedouins : in religion they are

Ibadhis. Their present chief is Salum-bin-Sa'id in Wadi-al-'Aqq.

A town of ’Oman Proper in the Sultanate of ’Oman, the most central

of the district, situated, at an elevation of 1,900 feet above the sea near

the foot of Jabal Akhdhar, some 20 miles west of Izki and about the

same east of Bahlah. The place is divided into an ^Alayah or upper

town and a Sifflah or lower town, which are separated by Wadi
Kalbu

; the Alayah is on the east bank and is the further up-stream.

The water supply of the ’Alayah depends on a stream called Daris
,

that of the Sifalahon one called Ghunduq Another Wadi, Wadi-
al-Abyadh traverses the town and joins Wadi Kalbu near the

market-place. Date groves succeed one another continuously upon the

lower course of the Wadi from Nizwa down to Eaddah, and the number

of the palms is estimated at 25,000, The houses of Nizwa are of stone, and

many are two storeys high, but the streets are narrow. The fort of

Nizwa, in the Sifalah, is reputed the strongest in ’Oman : it consists of

a Hisn or large quadrangular enclosure, in one corner of which stands

a huge circular tower or keep, known as the Qal’ah The whole

construction rests on a solid base which rises to a considerable height

above the level of the plain.

The population may be 6,000, and many tribes are represented
3

especially the Bani Riyam (500 houses), Bani Hina (300 houses), Al
Bu Sa’id (250 houses), Bani Rashid (80 houses), ’Awamir of the

Aulad Saif section (40 houses), Knnud (40 houses), Hirth (10 houses),

Bani Hadhram (10 houses), and Bani Ruwahah (4 houses)

:

besides these there are about 40 houses of mixed tribes including

some Bayasirah of the Aulad Subah section. The Bani

Biyam are found in the ’Alayah, also called Samad-al-Kindi

and their Shaikh in 1902 was one of the principal Shaikhs

of the Bani Eiyam ;
he had at that time some influence with the

Bani Riyam of Jabal Akhdhar and maintained a blood-fend with

his brother, the Shaikh of Tanuf.

Indigo is grown at Nizwa, also some sugar and cotton
;

ordinary

crops are wheat, barley, millet, maize, peas, beans, sesame and lucerne.

Livestock are estimated at 7 horses, 600 camels, 60 donkeys, 150 cattle

and 7,000 sheep and goats. There is some indigo-dyeing, and vessels

aud utensils of copper and brass are manufactured.

NIZWA
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Nizwa is now in the possession of the Sultan of ’Oman, who has a

Wali here, and a garrison of 30 men, commanded by an ’Aqid, in the

fort. About $3,000 is collected annually as Zakat, but no balance is

remitted to Masqat. The present Sultan (Saiyid Faisal) owns some

date groves here as his private property
;

these have an annual value

of $£,000 and are at present assigned to the Wali as a contribution

toward the public expenditure.

NTA’ OrNata^ or Anta’ A considerable village in the Wadi-al-

Miyah tract of the Hasa Sanj^; it is situated about 50 miles inland,

westwards, from the foot of Musallamiyah bay, and it lies approximately

140 miles south by east of Kuwait Town and 160 miles north-north-

west of Hofiif. It stands in a hollow and is surrounded by hills. The

isolated position of Nta’ and the one or two small villages which adjoin

it is very remarkable.

Nta’ is surrounded by a mud wall, 12 feet high and 2 or 3 feet thick,

which has small bastions and is pierced by 2 gates, one on the north

and the other on the south side of the village. There are about 250

houses,t and the people are Hadhar or settled Arabs belonging to various

tribes, among them the ’Ajman, ’Awazim, Bani Khalid, Mutair,

Eashaidah and Southern Shalumar. There are 3 or 4 mosques and a small

school
j
the people are Sunnis. A few date groves, containing about 300

trees, adjoin the place
j
and wheat, barley, maize and lucerne are grown

by irrigation from wells. The water is the best in Wadi-al-Miyah.

Livestock include about 5 horses, 30 camels, 150 donkeys and 120 cattle,

besides sheep and goats. The bazaar consists of 10 shops, and artificers

snch as blacksmiths, carpenters and tailors are to be found in the village

;

wooden bowls of a special pattern are made here. Some of the inhabitants

take part in the pearl fisheries of the Persian Gulf in the hot weather.

Nta’ is said to have come into existence after, and in consequence of,

the destruction of Thaj in the same neighbourhood. The Amir, at

present Muhammad-bin-Habib of the Tuwalah subdivision of the

* Sioee this article was written Major iCnox, Political Agent at Kuwait, has visited

Nta’ with Mrs. Knox (in February 1908) ; no European had previously reached the

place. On the night of thelSthof February the water-skins of the caravan were
frozen hard, while it was halted at NtS'.

t Major Knox makes the exact number of houses 250.
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Southern Shammar, is the political head of the whole settled popula-

tion of Wadi-al-Miyah. It is said that the people of Nta*' are now

rendering Zakat to the Shaikh of Kuwait^ though admittedly resident

outside his jurisdiction
; but it is not certain that they have discontinued

the blackmail which they used formerly to pay the and Bani

Hajir tribes to let them alone,* The surrounding Bedouins are accus-

tomed to warehouse their dates with the inhabitants of Nta**, to whom

they pay hire, and to withdraw them as required.

In English foi?merly known as Khore Alladeld/^ Ah inlet or creek

on the coast of the Abu Dhabi Principality at its extreme western

end: it lies about 180 miles, almost due west, from the town of Abu

Dhabi. The boundary of Qatar is either at, or a short distance to

the north of, the inlet.

The Khor consists of a winding channel, 6 miles long, which runs

inland in a south-westerly direction ; within it opens out into a lagoon

6 miles long from north-north^-east to south‘-south*-west and 3 miles

broad* The lagoon contains soundings of as much as 6 fathoms ; but

ordinary vessels, on account of reefs, cannot approach within 3 miles of the

entrance of the Khor. A ridge of stony hills, 300 feet high, on the

south side of the entrance, is called Jabal-al-'^Odaid
;
and on the north

side of the creek, overlooking it, are sand hills known as Niqa-al-Maharaf

,

There are now no permanent inhabitants at ^Odaid, and it is not

visited by Bedouins from the interior ; but fishermen from Abu Dhabi

spend some months here in winter^ and fine mullet are caught by them.

A village occupied by seceders from Ahu Dhabi, of the Quhaisat

section of the Bani Tas, has existed at ^Odaid at various times. The

village was situated on the south side of the creek at a short distance

from the entrance and consisted of about 100 houses : the inhabitants

lived by fishing and obtained their drinking water from 4 wells which

were less than a mile from the place and contained brackish water at 2

fathoms below the surface ; they had no dates or cultivation. Prior to

1856 the defences of this village consisted of a fort with two towers,

of 7 other detached towers, and of blockhouses protecting the wells.

The settlement was finally abandoned in 1880.

’ODAlD
rKHOE-
AI-)

* At the time of Major Knox’s visit (1908) blackmail to the Bedouins 7?as paid,

bnt nothing else.
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^Oman in the geographical Proper is a small plain

with several towns which lieS; almost encircled by hills, in the heart of

the south-eastern corner of Arabia
j
here probably the name ^Oman had

its orig'iu. The word ^Oman however is now (and has for a long time

been) employed, with a wider but still purely geographical meaning,

to designate the whole projecting butt of the x^rabian continent which

is enclosed between the Persian Gulf, the Indian Ocean and the Ruba’-

al-Ehali or Great Desert of Southern Arabia. Upon the coast the

geographical ^Omanis considered to end north-westwards with the district

of Sabakhat Matti, ^ and southwards somewhere between Eas-al-Hadd

and the district of Dhufar.

^Omd^n in the political sense and its divisions.- political

^Oman has the same inland boundary, namely, the Ruba^-al-Khali

desert, as the geographical
j
but upon the sea its extent is somewhat

greater. On the north-west It is bounded at the coast by Khor-al-^Odaid,

and it thus includes the districts of Mijan and ^Aqal which are beyond

Sabakhat Matti : on the south it takes in the entire maritime district

of Dhufar.

The large tract thus constituted is divided chiefly between the ’OmaU
Sultanate and Trucial '’Oman, of which the boundaries are more precisely

explained in the articles under those names
\
but there is also a small

tract between the two, consisting chiefly of the districts of Jau and

Mahadhah, which is not subject to any recognised ruler and may
therefore be styled Independent 'Oman.

^OMAN in which the term ‘"'Oman Promontory^' is used

^ROMON- throughout the present Gazetteer may here be explained. It is used to

GULP of)
projection of the Arabian coast of which the point

Jioji
nearly blocks the entrance of the Persian Gulf, and of which the base is

a line running from Abu Dhabi Town to the Baraimi Oasis and
thence to the town of Sohar. The point and eastern side of the

promontory consist of a range of mountains which are a continuation of

those forming the Western Hajar of the 'Oman Sultanate ; the western

side is flat and open. The political distribution of the promontory is

J^Some authorities would carry the geographical 'Oman so far as to iliclude the
Mijan 'tract which lies immediately heyond Sah&khat llatti

; but the next district on
the west, that of ’Aqal, is certainlv outside 'Oman m this sense.
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rather complex* The district of EuuS-al-Jibal at its extremity is an

isolated possession of the ^Oman Sultanate, divided on the eastern face

of the promontory from the Batinah district of the Sultanate by the

Shamailiyah District of Trucial ^Oman. The whole western face

belongs to Trucial ^Oman; but in the heart of the promontory, at or

near its base, are the Jau and MahS^dhah. districts^ which are not

subject either to the Sultan or to any of the Trucial Shaikhs of ^Oman*

The expression Gulf of ^Oman^^ also requires explanation. In

this Gazetteer it is employed, in harmony with general European usage,

to denote the arm of the Indian Ocean or Arabian Sea which forms

the approach to the Persian Gulf. Its outer limit may be taken as a

line joining Qwatar in Persian Makranto Ras-al-Hadd on the Arabian

coast ; and at the inner end it may be considered to pass into the Persian

Gulf in the neighbourhood of Ras Musandam. The terms Bahr ^Oman

, and Darya-i-’Oman are current locally, but it is

not clear that they are consistently used, or that they refer with precision

to the sea of which the limits have just been specified.

The most central district of the ^Oman Sultanate, enclosed by the OMAIT
district of Dhahirah on the west, that of Western Hajar on the north,

and that of Sharqiyah on the east ; on the south it merges in the Ruba - PROPER*
al-Khali desert. The term ’Oman, now so wide in its application, appears

to have belonged originally to this inland plateau, and from it, as was

not unnatural, to have spread to the whole principality
;

until the

removal of the capital to Rustaq, and eventually to the coast, 'OmaU

Proper was the principal seat of political power as well as the mo^t

prosperous and civilised district in ’Oman.

’Oman Proper is enclosed on the north by the lofty

range of Jabal AkMhar and on the west by Jabal-al-Kor

and Haddah offshoots of the Hajar hill system : on the east it is

not divided from Sharqiyab by any marked natural feature, unless it

be Wadi ’Andam, and similarly on the south there is no perceptible

landmark between it and the desert.

Silk.—Jabal-al-Kor is a range 20 miles in length, which mn
nearly north and south and has peaks about 7,000 feet high. At

* For authorities and maps see footnote to article ’Oman Sultanate.
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either extremity it is crossed by a comparatively low pass, on the north

by that over the Najd-al-Barak a col 3,700 feet

high which connects it with Jabal Akhdhar ; on the south by a

pass over the Najd-al-Makharim 2^500 feet high, at the

point where Jabal Hamrah joins on to Jabal-al-Kor. Both passes are

practicable for camels, but the descent from Najd-al-Makharim on the

eastern side lies down a rocky torrent-bed and is not easy for loaded

animals. Jabal Hamrah appears to run south-eastwards from Najd-al-

Makharim, but its direction and extent have not been investigated by
any European traveller

;
this range is of a terra-cotta colour and may

possibly differ in geological structure, as it does in appearance, both

from Jabal-al-Kor and Jabal Akhdhar,

Valleys,’^'Om.^ix Proper possesses two main channels of drainage,

Wadi Kalbu and Wadi Halfain, both of which traverse it from
north to south, the former fromNizwa near its centre, the latter from

Izki at its eastern extremity. The western pai*t of the district appears

to he drained by various Wadis from Jabahal-Kor which join Wadi
Kalbu on its right bank

;
one of the principal of these is the Wadi on

which Bahlah stands, formed by the junction of Wadi Ghol from
Najd-al-Barak and a more southern Wadi called Wadi Shams. Another
is WMi Saifam containing a village of the same name

;
it runs south-

eastwards from the neighbourhood of Najd-al-Barak, and joins Wadi
Kalbu. The subsequent course of WMi Kalbu is uncertain

;
but it is

believed to fall into Wadi Halfain in the desert.

General configuration^ etc ,—The surface of '’Omto Proper outside

the oases is^rough and broken. The central portion, which contains

ihe towns of Bahlah, Nizwa, and Izki but not Manah, is called the
Jauf that is the hollow or basin

; it is a stony plain thickly
dotted with small volcanic hills and mounds, some of conical shape,
Ihe northern part of it in particular, under Jabal Akhdhar, is

very barren and is seamed with dry water courses. A wide
and level surface with a gentle declivity to the south separates Izki from
Manah, and between Manah and Adam again is a smooth, gently
descending expanse, uninhabited, but sprinkled with dwarf mimosa and
bunches of desert gi’ass and contaimmg bustard, partridges, sandgrouse,
gazelle and hares, booking to the south and east from Adam neither
hffl nor habitation meets the eye, and the line of the horizon is unbroken
as the sea; to the north, in the distance, the grand pile of Jabal Akhdhar
towers into -the sky. At many places in ""Oman Proper the springs are hot,
their tem^perature ranging from 102 to 112 P.
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Topography ,—The following alphabetical table of inhabited places

will give an idea of the fixed population and resources of ^Oman

Proper :

—

Town or

village.
Position.

Adam

Aqil 6 hours from Izki,
probably south-

wards.

’Awamir (Qarat*

al-}
‘

2 hours from 'Aqil.

Bahlah

Bisya 3 hours from
Bahlah : direc-

tion uncertain.

Dah A few miles east of

Adam.

Palaj 2 hours from Bisya ;

direction uncer-

tain*

Parq

c5>

On the left bank of

Wadi Kalbu, 3

miles below Niz-
wa.

I

Houses and
inhabitants.

Kemabks,

See article Adam.

80 houses
mir.

of ’Awa- There are two towera.

Animals are 40 camels,

12 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 100 sheep and goats.

Date palms number
2,000 .

i70 houses of 'Awamir. One of a group of ’Awa-
mir villages in Wadi
Halfain known as Falaj-

al-’Awamir. Dates and
wheat are cultivated in

all the villages of the

group. At this village

there is a fort held by
the ’Awamir ;

there are

5 camels, 10 donkeys, 30
cattle and 60 sheep
and goats. Date palms
number 3,000.

See article Bahlah.

120 houses of Bani
Shakail.

100 houses of Al
Wahibah of the

Al Bu Hidai section.

30 houses of ’Awa-
mir and 20 of Al
Bu Sa'id.

barge village of 160
houses of Bani ’Auf,
’Abriyih and mixed
tribes. i

Livestock are 40 camels,

30 donkeys, 50 cattle

and 2,000 sheep and
goats. There are 4,000

date trees.

Besources are 50 camels,

75 donkeys, 20 cattle,

5,000 sheep and goats

and about 2,000 date

palms.

Animals are 10 camels, 15

donkeys, 15 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

Date palms are 2,000.

Much wheat and indigo

are grown : the indigo

has a high reputation.

There are 10 donkeys, 60

cattle, 60 sheep and goats

and 1,500 date palms.
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Town or
village.

Houses and
inhabitants.

Ghafat In Wadi Saifam, 50 houses of Bani

oUlc 3 miles from Hina.
•Balilali*

Ghamr

Hamaidhah

Hamrah

or Hamrat-al-
'Abriyin

On tbe northern 40 houses of ’Abri-

border of the dis- yin.
triot 5 miles
north-east of Ham-
rah.

5 hours south of 50 houses of *Aw5-
|

Izki, 2 hours mir ; mostly of

west of Khadhra mud, but some mere
Bin-Daffa’, 1 hour huts,

from Wadi
Halfain and 2
or 3 hours from
the nearest hills-

It is perhaps
situated in the
Wadi Qant
affluent of Wadi
’Andam.

On the left bank 300 houses of ’Abri-
of Wadi Ghdl, a yin built of stone

few miles west of and gypsum.
Tanuf and north
of Bahlab.

5 miles south of 20 permanent huts of

iVCanab. on the the Baui Hadharmi
route to Adam. and Jannabab

tribes.

Jabrin 4 miles sonth-

west of Bablab.
Consists of a ruinous
fort and the dwell-
ings of a few culti-

vators.

Kemaskb.

Here there are 4 horses,

12 donkeys, 20 cattle and
100 sheep and goats, also

1,200 palms.

Animals are 4 donkeys, 6
cattle and 100 sheep and
goats. Date trees num-
ber 800.

Dates and wheat are grown
by irrigation from
springs. There is no
bazaar, and purchases are

made at Khadhra Bin-
Daffa. The country
around is open. This
village belontjs to the
Palaj-al-’Avamir group.
There are 10 donkeys, 10
cattle, 40 sheep and
goats and 1,500 date
palms.

Livestock are 10 camels,

40 donkeys, 60 cattle

and 200 sheep and goats;

there are 6,000 date

palms.

See article Izki.

'Izz is a summer resort

Cor its owners, and in the

date season the number of

dwellings increases to

about 50. There is a

well half-way between
' Izz and Adam where
travellers generally halt.

Animals are 3 camels,

10 donkeys, 8 cattle and
400 sheep and goats.

There are 2,000 date

trees.

The private estate and sum-
mer resort of one of the
Shaikhs of Bablab.
Tbe date-plantations are
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Town or
village.

Boases and
inhabitants.

Kamah On tbe left bank of 20 houses of

Wadi Kalbu, 2 RiySm.
miles above Riz-

not good, and the culti-

vated fields few. Elevation
above the sea is 1,800
feet. Under the Ya^ar-
ibah, 1624-1741 A.D.,
Jabrin was for a short

time the capital of the
. country, and the fort must
at one time have been an
imposing building. There
are 4 horses, 100 sheep
and goats and 2,000 date
palms.

Dates, sugar and indigo
are cultivated. There are

15 donkeys, 10 cattle and
100 sheep and goats

;

dates number 200 trees-

Karsha
uy

Between Manah 20 bouses of

and Baddah. Hiyaxn.
Bani Livestock are 5 donkeys,

5 cattle and 30 sheep and

f
oats, and there are 500
ate palms.

Khadhra Bin-
Daffa’

On the right hank
of wadi "Andam
10 or 12 miles

south-west of

Samad.

60 houses of Janna*
bah and 60 of Bani
Ruwahah.

There is an abundant
water-supply. A mile or
two to the south are said
to be copper mines, bnt
of little value. There is

a small bazaar. Animals
are 4 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 200 sheep and goats.
There are 4,000 date
palms.

Khurmab

Mahyul

Manah

Muqa2zih

Half an hour from 60 houses of ^Awa- There are 4 donkeys, 6
the preceding, mir. cattle and 15 sheep and
apparently in the goats. Grain is grown
Wadi Qant tri- and there are 1,000 date

hutary of Wadi palms.

»Andam.

About 3 miles

from Manah,oast

of the road from
that place to IzM.

50 houses of A1
"Umairand Al Bu
Sa’id.

Ordinary cultivation and
1,000 date treee. Ani-
mals are 2 donkeys and
70 sheep and goats.

See article Manah.

Some miles west of 150 houses of Bani
Izhi. Jabir of the Bani

Hadhrami section.
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Town or
village.

Position,
Houses and
inhabitants.

Bbmabkb.

Mnfci On the ri^ht bank

of Wadi Halfain,
4 miles above

Izki.

300 houses of Bani
Riyam.

Elevation above the sea

2,300 feet. Here there

are 10 camels, 40 don-
keys, 50 cattle and 2,000
sheep and goats, also

10,000 date palms.

Moz (Birkat-

Nakhilat (Abu)

ITizwa

. Hit

1 hour from Ma-
nah.

Belongs to the A1 Bn
Sa’id.

See article Birkat-al-M6z,

Now deserted. There are

1 50 palms.

See article Nizwa.

QSrat
o^lS

On the left bank of

Wadi Halfain, 4

miles above Izki.

20 houses of ^Awa-
mir.

There is a date-grove of

3,000 trees. Animals are

8 donkeys, 40 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

Qaryali Near Hamiah. 15 houses of MasSli-

hah.

Animals are 6 camels, 8
donkeys, 10 cattle and
300 sheep and goats.

There are 400 date

palms.

Qurlyatain
IB

Adjoins Hamaidhah
and is possibly also

in Wadi Qant.

80 houses of ’Awa-
1 mir.

One of the same group as

QaVat -al AwSmi r

above. There are 30
donkeys, 40 cattle and
100 sheep and goats,

also 6,000 dates. The
place seems to be called

also Qaraiti

Eaddah
Ml

On left bank of

Wadi Kalbu,about

5 miles below
Nizwa.

20 h<juses of A1 Bu
Sa’id.

Elevation above the sea

1,800 feet. There are 6

camels, 4 donkeys and
40 sheep and goats, also

800 date palms.

Saddi
m

Less than a mile

from Izkii at the

head of the Wadi
Qant

,
affluent of

Wadi ’Andam,

30 houses of Mana-
dharah, Baramikah
and Bani Ruwa-
hah.

There are 800 date palms
and other cultivation.

Animals are 6 donkeys,
10 cattle and £0 sheep

and goats.

Saifam At the west end of

the district unde:

Jabal-al-Kor, ii

Wadi Saifan
about 6 .mi)e

180 houses of Bani
r Skakail.

1

This is a flourishing place

with 3,000 date palms,
10 camels, 16 donkeys,
10 cattle and 500 sheep
and goats. Elevation
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Town or
village.

Position. Houses aud
inhabitauts.

Bsxabks.

Saima

Ui-

below Najd-al-
Barak.

Some miles east of
Izki; possibly in

Eastern. Hajar,
1

not in ’Oman
Proper.

200 houses of Bani
Jabir of the Bani
Hadhrami section.

above sea -level is 1,900
feet. Saifam is the
head-quarters of the
Bani Shakail.

Sait (Bilad) On the north side of

the district be-

tween Tanuf and
Najd-al-Barak.

40 houses of Bani
Hina.

Livestock are 6 camels,

10 donkeys, 12 cattle

and 100 sheep and goats;
there are 1,500 date
trees.

Saiyabi
m

2 hours from Izki
on the right bank
of Wadi Halfaiu.

15 houses of 'AwS-
nair.

One of the same group as
Qarat-al-’AwSmir above.
Animals are 6 donkeys
and 4 cattle there are
400 date palms.

Shafa* On the left bank
of Wadi Halfain
2| hours from
Izki.

30 houses of ’Awa-
mir.

Belongs to the Falaj-al*

’Awamir group. There
are 1,500 dates,and grain
is cultivated. Animals are

8 camels, 6 donkeys aud
20 sheep and goats.

Suq-al-Qadim hours from
Sbafa’ on the left

bank of Wadi
Halfain.

20 houses of ’Awa*
mir.

Also belongs to the
Falaj-al-'Awamir group.
There are 4 camels, 4
donkeys and 40 sheep
and goats, also 1,000
date palms.

Taimsa About 12 miles

uouth-west by west

of Hizwa.

40 houses of Bani
Harras.

The village with its large
date-grove is pictur-

esquely situated under a
hill. One hour from
Taimsa on the road to
Bablah is a mystic pool
called, Ehamaili which is

famed in ’Oni§,n as a
source of magical en-
chantments. Livestock
are 12 camels, 10 don-
keys, 4 cattle and 60
sheep and goats : there
are 2,000 date palms.

Hmui
j

6 miles north-

west of Hizwa at

the exit of Wadi
Tanuf from Jabal
Akbdhar.

40 houses of Bani
Biyam.

The site of the village, un-
derneath cliffs, is cramp-
ed; but a good date-
grove stretches west-
ward up the Wadi by
which the Tariq-ash-
Shass route over Jabal
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Town or

Tillage.
Position.

^

Hoases and
inhabitants.

-

Akhdhar to ’Awabi
leaves Tanuf. Elevation ig

1,950 feet above sea-level.

There is considerable

cultivation. Transport
is scarce and difficult to

procure. There are 3,000
dates, 10 camels, 20 don-
keys, 4 cattle, and 450
sheep and goats.

Zikaii; 1 mile south-east 15 houses of Bani There are 10 camels, 6
of Izki, farther

down Wadi Hal-
fain.

Riyam. donkeys, 4 cattle and
100 sheep and goats,

also 400 date palms.

Fopi,latio%,-^lLh^ preceding table shows the settled population of

the district to be about 34^300 souls.

The Bedouins of ^Oman Proper are numerous and belong to the

Jannabah, ^Awamir, A1 Wahibah, Darn’, A1 Khamaiyis and other

tribes. No close estimate can be formed of their numbers.

The coast of the ^Oman Sultanate from Ras-al-Hadd to Ras Nus,

where the district of Dhufax commences, has no general name
; but it

forms by itself a division of the country and may suitably be made the

subject of a separate article. This stretch of coast measures nearly 500

miles in length in a direct line, and its average direction is about south-

west by south and north-east by north.

Bas-al-Eadd to Eds JibsL—The northernmost portion, from has-al-

Hadd to Eas Jibsh, is about 80 miles in extent and belongs mostly to

the Ja^alan district. The following are its principal features :
—

Name. POBitlOQ. Natnro. Rbmabkb.

Bas-al-Hadd
i.

.^Ta a.

Point where the

Gulf of ’Oman
separates from the

Indian Ocean.

\

A low, sandy cape. The town of Hadd lies 1
mile to the south-west,
inland, and 2 miles to
the south is a spot with
date-trees where indiffer-

ent water can be oh-

^Por authoiities, maps* and charts, see footnote to article ’Oman Snltanate.

(SOUTH-
EASTERN
COAST of)
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Name . Position. Nature.

[

Eemaeks.

1

tained . On the cape is a
tomb consisting of a
simple ridge of masonry
surrounded by a heap of
stones ; it is revered as
belonging to a saint.

Kss-al-Junaiz

U-b

9 miles south-south-

east of B>as-al-

Hadd.

A oape with low
cliffs.

This is the easternmost
point in all Arabia and
is situated in latitude 22®

26’ north and longitude
59® oOt' east.

Jabal Saffan or

Fanus*
(Spelling uncer-

fcainj

miles inland at a
short distance

south-west of Kas-
ai-Janaiz.

A remarkable dou-
ble mountain con-

sisting of two
hills, each 855 feet

high, scarped to

the west and
fa’ ling away gia-

dually to the east.

The only elevated point
in this part of the coun-
try, visible 30 miles and
forming a good sea-mark
for the eastern corner of

Arabia.

Kas-ar-Ruwais

crijy* '-’"b

15 miles south-

fiouth-weat
^

of

Ras-al-J unaiz.

A low rooky point

with a few sandy
hillocks.

Behind the cape, con-

cealed from the sea, is a
village of the same
name inhabited by
fishermen of the Bani
Bu ’All tribe. Pilots

for the jyCasirah chan-
nel can sometimes be
obtained here. The peo-

ple number 20 families

and pos»*ess 3 Badans,
10 fishing boats and 3U0
sheep and goats. There
is some flowing water.

S uwaih

^r-
8 miles south-west

of R^s-ar-RuwAis.
A permanent vil-

lage consistini^ of

a fort, a stone

mosque and a
tenepotary village

of 50 huts.

The inhabitants are Bani
Bu ’All. The tempor-
ary village is inhabited

during the north-east

monst»on and deserted

in summer. In the

season there are 4
badans, 15 fishing boats,

8 cattle and 700 sheep

and goats. Water is

brought from a distance

of about 5 miles.

Ivhor Bani Bu
'Ali

2 miles south-west

of S uwaih.
An inlet of the sea

said to be as large

as Khor-al-Hajar,
hut it has n(.t ,yet

been examined

;

the entrance is

masked by a large

black rock.

The Kbor affords shelter

to coa'^ting and fishing

craft, and as many as

30 coasters may be seen

hauled up here in sum-
mer, but there is no
permanent village ; the

people frequenting the

* A view ftom the sea of this lull will be found in Chart Nosi 23B3
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Name. Position. Nature. Bemabks.

Jumailah 6 miles south of A village of 25

place are of the Bani Bii

’Ali tribe. Slaves tor

Stir were formerly
landed here. TheKhor
was first discovered in

1886.

1 mile south of the vil-

Khor Bani Bu houses of Bani lage is a low sandy cape

Lasbkharah

’Ali.

11 miles south-west
of Jumailah.

Bu ’Ali. of the same name.

See Lashkharah in the

article Ja’alan.

This section of the coast is sandy and desolate and low^ except a

stretch of about 25 miles adjoining Eas-al-Hadd which has a nearly

continuous sea-elifE 1 00 feet in height. The inhabitants nearly all belong

to the Bani Bu ^Ali tribe, but a few Jannabah are interspersed witli

them.

JRds Jiish to Rd^ Mishdyzc .—The next section may be considered to

extend from BasJibsh to Ras Mishayti, a distance of 97 miles j the

whole or pai’t of it is called Batain and it is inliabited j)artly by

Jaunaball and partly by A1 Wahibah. The following are the ])rincipal

points of interest ;
—

Name. Position. Nature.

Has Jibsh 31 miles south- A small sandy point A small village of 15 huts
south-west of having over it a of Jannabah cdled
Lashkharah. hill 100 feet high

covered with white
drift sand.

Jibsh, invisible from the
sea, stands on the south-
west slope of the hill.

The houses are built of

midribs of date-leaves
and the situation is so

exposed that fuel is kept
in nets attached to the
houses to prevent its

being blown awav. The
people live on fish and
on dates and rice which
they purchase with fish,

and they own 1 Badan,
8 fishing boats, 4
donkeys and 70 sheep
and goats.

Quran Some distance below Village of 5 huts. There are 3 fishing boats
Jibsh, and 20 sheep and goats.
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Name, Position. Nature. SSSCJLSXB.

Sbarkh

c-r

25 miles south-west
of Ras Jibsb.

Village of 20 huts.
1

The people have 7 fishing

boats and 40 sheep and
goats.

Has Sbaiblab 25 miles south-
south-west of

Sbarkh and 18
miles north of

Masirah island.

A low rocky point
with a village, also

called Shaiblah, 1

mile inland of it.

The village, consisting of

20 huts, is situated

among white sand-hills

;

the inhabitants are Al
Wahibah. 10 Badans
and 800 sheep and goats
are owned here.

Eas Misbayu

j

49 miles south-

south-west of Eas
Shaiblah.

A low sandy point. mi.

The whole of Batain from Ras Jibsh to Ras Mishayu is low and sandy

except a stretch of a few miles to the north of Shaiblah : towards the

south end it is covered with shrubs and bushes. Masirah island which

lies ofE this part of the coast is described under its own name.

The remainder of the coast may be disposed of in six sections corre-

sponding to its principal divisions which are Barr- al- Hitman ; Ghubbat

Hashish ;
Bahr-al-Hadri^ a featureless stretch between Ghubbat Hashish

and Ras Madrakah; Sauqirah bay between Ras Madrakah and Ras

Sauqirah; a short stretch between Ras Sauqirah and Ras Sharbatat; and,

finally, the large bay which contains the Kuria Muria islands. Each

of these we now proceed to describe separately.

J5a rr-aUHikmdn ,— Rarr-al-Hikman I so called from being the

domain of the Hikman tribe, is a blunt promontory, 18 miles broad and

only about VZ miles long, which points south between llasirah channel

on the east and Ghubbat Hashish on the west. It is low and sandy and

contains a large salt-water lagoon called Khor-al-Milh jjA which is

divided from the sea only by a narrow ridge of sand the Hikman and

the inhabitants of Mahot and Masirah island resort to the Khor to fish

and to make salt, and Stir boats also load salt here for Siir and India..

Barr-al-Hikman is covered with scattered bushes of tamarisk and salsola

and with tufts of grass and rushes. The U. S. ship Peacock was

wrecked on this coast in September 1835.
Cl>

Qhulbat Hashish.—Ghubbat Hashish is a large bay forming

the foot of the Gulf of Masirah ; it is open to the south-ward and divides

Barr-al-Hikman from the continuation of the coast to the south-west-ward.

The bay is 8 miles vide at the entrance and 10 miles deep, -with soundings

4 T SJ
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decreasing- regularly from 6 fathoms in the middle of the entrance. The

shore is low, sandy, and desolate throughout. Near the centre of the hay is
iu

the small rocky islet of Abb frequented by natives for fisb-curing.

From Abb a mud-bank, which dries at low-water, extends northwards

for 3 miles dividing the bay into two parts and then spreads out eastward

and westward across the foot of the bay. On this mud-flat, 4 miles

north of Abb, stands the island of Mahdt with the village of the same
tm

name ; 2 miles west-north-west of Mall5t is Raqq ; a. steep and

rocky islet. Thick and sudden fogs are prevalent in the neighbour-

hood of Ghubbat Hashish during the north-east monsoon.

Bahr^al-Hadri^^The section of the coast from Ghubbat Hashish to Ras

Madrakah, called Bahr-al-Hadri
, possesses few points of

interest. It is distinguished chiefly by the re-appearance of hills upon the

coast j indeed for more than i of its length, towards the soiathern end, it

presents to the sea a line of bold cliffs which are composed of light-

coloured limestone. At Ras Sarab ^4^ miles south-west of the

entrance of Ghubbat Hashish, there is a small village of huts inhabited

by the Al Wahibah. At Ras Sidarah again, 20 miles south by west

of Ras Sarab, the existence of a small village of Hikman and Al

Wahibah with a date-grove has been reported. Six miles south-

south-east of Ras Sidarah and 3 or 4 miles off-shore is Hamar-an-
Nafur a white limestone islet 400 yax'ds long, 300 yards

broad and 32-0 feet high. The summit is flat and split in all directions ;

myj'iads of wild-fowl frequent it and Arabs used formerly to remove tbo

guano for agriculture. From Hamar-an-Nafur to Ras Madrakah
is about 53 miles in a due south direction. When approached from
seaward, Ras Madrakah, which is 450 feet high, appears as an island and
for this reason, or because of a small island which lies off the point of

it, has received the alternative name of Ras JazTrah or Isolctte.

An outcrop of igneous rock here has greatly disturbed the strata of the

^
prevailing limestone. The coast about Ras Madrakah and for some miles
to the northwards is frequented by Jannabah who have no boats, but put
to sea on goat-skin floats and capture sharks, of which they sell the fins

and tails. There is a good anchorage^ in the south-west monsoon about I

mile north-west of Ras 'Madrakah in fathoms, and good but slightly
brackish water can he obtained from a well on the coast about 2| miles to
the north-eastwards.

A plan of this anchorage will he fonn^ in Chart No. 286d—40 o.
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Sanqirah Bay.—Sauqirah. Ray extends from R as Madrakahto Ras

Sauqirak and is about 1 02 miles in length, but its maximum depth is only

about 36 miles. The coast is barren and inhabited only by a few Janua-

bah and MahraS) who come here in the winter months to fish and graze

their cattle, and are too poor, apparently, even to construct huts, for they

camp under the sails of their boats. They attack helpless strangers and

avoid armed ones, are under no human control, and seem to pass their lives

in a chronic state of semi-starvation. The best known locality in Sauqirah

bay is Jazirjj^e- near its south-west end, which is a favourite winter camp-

ing ground and the only point where the land-route from Dhnfar to ’Oman
Proper strikes the coast : water can be obtained by digging in the low ground

near the sea. Ras Sauqirah is a prominent blufE cape rising t500 feet

above the sea : connected with it is a rocky table-land which forms a

background to the greater part of the bay at some miles from the coast.

’Em Sauqirah to Ras Sharhatat.— From Ras Sauqirah to Ras Sharbatat

a distance of 24 miles, the coast presents to the sea a noble lime-

stone cliff, 600 feet in height, falling precipitously to the water’s edge and

having a table-land behind its summit.

Has Sharbatat to Ras Nus .—From Ras Sharbatat to Ras Nus again the

coast forms a slight bay, 82 miles in extent, which contains the Kuria

Muria islands, described elsewhere under their own name. VV ith a few

intervals the coast in this part also consists of cliffs supporting a table-land

500 to 800 feet high ; they are throughout of pale-brown limestone rock

except at Ras Shuwamiyah ,
about the middle of the bay, where

there is a remarkable outburst of igneous rock, corresponding doubtless to

the Kuria Mnria islands which lie opposite it. Ras Qarwao 4 miles

west of LI as Sharbatat, is a headland nearly insulated by a lake at the inner

end of which the water is fresh ;
a few Jannabah fishermen reside there

in caves ; and hares, foxes^ partridge, plover, duck and widgeon are said to

be found near the lagoon. Near the w^est end of the bay are Wadi

Raikhut and Hasik Wadi Raikhut is a valley opening on the

sea 12 miles north of Ras Nus, where there is a spring of fresh and a

lake of brackish water ; it appears to be thickly wooded and well watered,

is said to come down from the far interior, and shows sigms of violent tor-

rent action.* Hasik is a miserable village at the mouth of a valley thickly

wooded with small trees ; it is near the head of a bay of the same name

three miles south-east of Wadi Raikhut and ten miles north of Ras

Nils. What was once an inlet of the sea is now a marsh contained by a

^ A’ sketch of the mouth of this valley will be found in Admiialt^ Cbait No. 11^
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sandbar; but there is still a well of brackish water. There are c.onsiderable

ruins here and tradition relates that the place was once a thriving town ;

it is said to have been ruined by pirates from the coast of Triicial ^Oman

who carried ofi the women and children into slavery at the beginning

of the 19th century. The present inhabitants are some 16 families of

various tribes ; they are very poor; subsist almost entirely on fish; and

are nearly destitute of clothing. They have about 300 sheep and goats
;

there are no boats, but vessels from Sur call occasionally. There are

cocoanuts here and a few dates.

Inhabitants .—As will have been observed there are no places of any

importance; except Lashkharah andMahSt, on the whole South-Eastern

Coast of ’Oman. Such villages as exist are mostly small and fluctuating,

inhabited by migratory fisher-folk who dispose of shark-fins to passing

vessels and obtain in exchange the dates, grain and cloth of which they

stand in need. Many of these fishermen have no boats, and between Ras-

ar-Ruwais and Hasik they commonly put to sea on a float made of a goat

or sheep-skin ; after this has been inflated they tie the hind and fore legs

together with string and sitting on the string with the skin in front of

them paddle their way with their hands to the fishing ground. As many

as twenty men have been seen to enter the water at once in this manner

and proceed two miles out to sea.

Exclusive of places belonging to the Ja’alan district the settled

population of the South-Eastern Coast of ’Oman is extremely small in

proportion to its extent. An estimate gives only 1,500 souls, distributed

as follows;

—

Eas Jibsh to Mishayu, 60 families; Mahot, 50 families
; Bahr-al-

Hadri, 4^0 families
;
Ras Sharbatat to Ras Nus, 30 families

; and

Masirah island, 120 families.

The Bedouins of the district, whose number is uncertain, arc chiefly

Jannabah, A1 Wahibah and ’Awamir.

’OMAN Sultanate of ’Oman is not, as explained in the article on ’Oman,

co-extensive with ’Oman in the geographical sense
;

for Trucial ’Oman,

SOLTAN- the Baraimi Oasis and the Mah§.dbah tract, though they belong to

ATE*
’OmlU, are not included among the Sultan’s possessions. On the

* The matter contained in this article on the 'Oman Sultanate, and in the articles

subordinate to it, has for the most part been obtained at first hand expressly for the

present Gazetteer. All information regarding the country available in published

books and in official reports was first condensed by tbe writer into 82 foolscap pages

of print,—a process which was completed in August 1.004,—and the resulting volume
was then forwarded to Major JP. Z. Cox, Resident in the Persian Gulf, and
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other hand the Gwadar District on the coast of Baluchistan and the

Dlmfar District on the southern coast of Arabia are under the Sultan'^s

to Major W. Grey, Political A^^ent at Masqat, to serve as a basis for fresh, inquiries.

It was also taken by the writer himself on tour to the Gulf in the cold weather of

1904-05, when, with the assistance of Mr. J, C. Gaskin, at tl>at time holding a

political appointment under the Gulf Residency, a large quantity of new geographi-

cal material was collected ; the investigations relating to Hutis-al-JibSl were made

at Stiarjahj those relating to the western parts of Batinab. and Hajar at Sobarj
and the remainder at the town of Masqat itself, where informants for most parts

of the country were easily obtained. Full information regaiding G-WfiLdar was

kindly supplied in 1905 hy Mr. R. Hughes-Buller, l.C.S , in charge of the

Imperial Gazetteer of Baluchistan. From his own materials and from those furnished

by Majois Cox and Grey and by Mr. Hughes-Buller the writer next prepared a

number of draft articles which appeared in January 1906 in the form of 240 octavo

pages of print and were sent to the local officers for revision and completion. These

latter operations continued throughout the greater part of 1906, the Ruus-al-Jibal

district being carefully dealt with hy Major Cox, assisted by Khan Bahadur * Abdul

Latif-bin-*Abdur Rahman, the British Agent at Sharjah, and Gwadar by Mr. H.

Whitby Smith, Director of Persian Gulf Telegraphs; the Kumzari dialect was care-

fully investigated by Captain A. P. Trevor, Assistant Resident ; and the v-ery large

quantity of matter relating to the other districts was disposed of by Major Grey, who,

at the end of 1906, paid a special visit to Dhufar in order to acquaint himself with that

part of the country. Major Grey’s principal assistants were Yusuf Stephftn, Aj^ency

dragoman, and Saiyid Muhammad- bin-Sa’id, son of a late VVazir of the SultSn of

’Oman. On receipt of the reports of these ofSceis a revised set of drafts, extending to

about 300 pages, was prepared at Simla and was finished in February 1907 ; but there

were still omissions to be supplied and doubts to be solved, and the work of local

investigation was not finally bi ought to an end till November 1907.

It will be convenient to mention here the principal authorities to which recourse

may be had for information (on specific points) more detailed than is to be found in

the Gazetteer.

In geological matters, besides the Geological Appendix to this Gazetteer, for which

the writer is indebted to Mr. Pilgrim, the following will be found nseful : Newbold’s

Descrijpfive List of JRooh Specimens from Mashatf 1850 ; Garter’s Reports

accompanying Copper Orefrom the Island of Mase&ra

;

his Geological Ohserva-

tions on the Igneous Rochs of MasJcat, 1850 ; and his Memoir on the Geology of

the South-East Coast ofArabia, 1852.

The subject of medical topography is handled by Dr. Peter in his Medico-

Topographical Account of Maskai, 1876, and by Surgeon-Major Jayakar in his

Medical Topography of Mashat, 1877.

The only work dealing expressly with the botany of the country is Aucher- Floy’s

Relations de Voyages en Orient, 1843 ; but occasional remarks on flora are made

by Colonel Miles in some of his papers mentioned below. In the present

connection we may refer to Carter’s Description of the Ercmkincense Tree of

Arabia* The frankincense trade is dealt with in the Government of India’s Foreign

Proceedings for March 1905.

The chief treatises on tribal matters are Colonel Bosses Report on the Tribes of

Oman, 1872, and Colonel Miles' JSfote on the Tribes of Oman, 1881 ; but the in-

formation which they contain is generally superseded by that now given in the
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Govemment and form part of his Sultanate. In the present article, except

in the general paragraphs on administration, etc., the district of Gwadar,

Gazetteer. Carter, however, has some interesting Notes on the Gkara Q,ara)

Tribe, 1845, and a continaation of the same, 184)7, which may still be perused with

advantage.

Turning to geography, we find the literature of that subject reviewed by Colonel

Miles in his Memorandum on the Geogra'phy of Oman, 1879; and Arabia^ 1900,

by the Rev. S. M. Zwemer contains a short account of the ’Oman Sultanate as a

whole. The Persian Gulf Pilot, 1898, and the Ped Sea and Gulf of Aden
Pilot, 1900, deal completely and systematically with the entire coast and give

details relating to navigation with a fulness which would be out of place in a

political Gazetteer : the two overlap on the Arabian coast between Stir and Ras-

al-Hadd.

More restricted in their scope, but still each relating to more than one district

of the ’Oman Sultanate, are the books, articles and reports by Wellsled, Ancher-

£1o3% Ward aud others, Oole, Colonel Miles, Captain JDowding and Major Cox which
are specified and partially analysed in the paragraph on communications in the present

article: among these are some of the most important contributions which we possess

towards a knowledge of the geography of the Sultanate. Whiteloek’s

Sketch, 1888, and Goldsmid’s Telegraph and Travel, 1874, deal partially with the
Euus-al-Jibal district; but more recent and full is a letter by Major Ccx (No. 290
of the 2nd July 1902) in the Government of India’s Foreign Proceedings for Novem-
ber 1902; BurchardPs Ost> Arahien von Basra his Maslcat, 1906, is useful also, and
contains photographs. The Batinah district is described in Pengelley’s Pemarks
on a Portion of the Eastern Coast of Amalia between Muscat and Sohar\?irod.

Stiffe has left an account of Wadi Bdshar in bis Visit to the Mot Springs of
Posher. Carter’s Geographical description of Certain Parts of the South-East
Coast of Arabia, 1851, deals with the entire littoral between Masqat Tt>wn and the

extreme western end of the Dhufar District ; while Haines*

and East Coasts of Arabia covers the same streich, except the part between Masqat
Town and Sur, which is omitted. The Kuria Muria islands are the subject

of more than one monograph, VLcVuoxfs Notice on the Euria Muria Islands,
Whish’s descriptive iiketch of the Island of Tihhleea, Dawson’s Ocography
and Meteorology of the Kuria Muria Islands, and Buist’s Kuria Muria Islands,
all of these being papers which appeared between 1840 and 1860. Colonel Miles*

Peportona Visit to Dhofar, 1883, and his Visit of the Political Agent, Muscat,
to Pas Fartah, 1884, are partly concerned with the South-Eastern Coast of ’ODaSn,
the Euria Muria Islands, etc, and partly with the District of Dhufar ; but

^ Journal of an Excursion from Morehat to dyreez, Mr. T. Bent’s
Exploration of the Frankincense Country and his Land of Frankincense and
Myrrh, 1895, and the chapters XVIII to XXI of Southern Arabia,
1900, refer altogether to DlnijraLr. Trade is dealt with in the annual Administration
and Commercial Reports of the Persian Gulf Residency’’.

The antiquities and ancient geography of the ’Oman Sultanate have not as yet
received much attention. Besides Mrs. Bent’s Southern Arabia already mentioned,
it only remains to cite under this heading Carter’s descriptive Account of the Puins
of El Balad, 1846, Colonel Miles' Note on Pliny's Geogt aphy of the East Coast
of Arabia, 1878, and Stiffe’s Ancient Trading Centres of the Persian Gulf—
Maskaf, 1897.

To this account of the chief sources of information we may subjoin, for the
convenience of the student, a list of the most useful maps and charts in which the
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which is fully dealt with elsewhere under its own name^ will be left

out of consideration, and our attention will be confined to the Sultan's

Arabian possessions.

Boundaries ,—The dominions of the Sultan of ^Oman, if taken as

comprising not only regions under his direct government but also inde-

pendent or semi-independent localities where his influence is stronger

than that of any other recognised authority, extend along the coast of

Arabia from the entrance of the Persian Gulf to the neighbourhood of

Kas Sajar opposite Soqotrah, and inland as far as the confines of the

Kuba^-al'Khali or Great Desert. More precisely, the extreme points on

dominiona of tte Sultan of 'Ouian appear. The most serviceable map inclading the

whole Sultanate has hitherto been Parts of Arahia and Persia^ 1883 ; but it is now

superseded by the map, on the same scale, which is issued with the present Gazetteer.

Another comprehensive map of the Sultanate is one by Colonel Ross entitled l^ap of
* Oman showing the Distribution of the Principal Tribes, 1901. Chart No.

2373-2837 A., ot t)iQ Persian 6? gives the whole coast from the Runs-al-Jibal

dis^ricn to QurySrt village inclusive; No. 2369—lOG. of the North-East Coast

ofArabia, partially overlapping the last, extends from Khadhra in Batinah to

Ras Satiqirah on the South-Eastern Coast of ’Oman ;
and No. 2365'—1012 of the

Arabian iSea, also overlapping its predecessor, reaches from Ras-al-Hadd to Aden,

The foregoing are general maps and charts, and we pass now to others which

represent smaller tracts, but usually upon a larger scale. The coast and hills of

EutiS-al-Jibal are shown in Chart No. 2375— 753, Entrance of the Persian

G,It and those of the Masqat District and Eastern Hajar Coast ia Chart No.

2383- 38, Mashat to Karachi, A Sketch Map showing the Boundary between

the ^Omdn Sultanate and Trucial 'Oman near Murair, 1905, gives some of the

topographical details iu the vicinity indicated; and a plan known as the

of Sohdr, 1905, is suiBBlciently described by its name ; both of these were prepared for

the Gazetteer by Surveyor Janina Parshad, and they have been filed in the Library

of the Foreign Department, Simla, as No. 1363 and No. 1362, respectively. Black’s

Sketch of the Batinah Coast, 1874, shows approximately the positions of all villa-

ges in that district east of Makhoilif. The Indian Survey Sheets Maskat District

Maskat and Matrah, 2ii\e both the result of surveys undertaken in 1904-05

in connection with the Gazetteer operations. Admiralty Plan No. 2372—2869,

Maskat and Al Matra, covers much the same ground as the last mentioned map,

but with less attention to detail except upon the sea. The following are of the highest

value in connection with the geography of the interior ;— Compass Sketch ofpart of

the Route taken by Major P, Z, Coxfrom Abu Dhabi to Maskat, 1902, extending

across the districts of Bhaliirah and 'Oman Proper, the map contained in Well-

s^ted's book Travels in Arabia, 1838, embracing several districts ;
and the Sketch

Map of the Country round Sur, 1903, covering the part of the Eat^tern Hajar

District between Ja’alan and the northern coast. Chart No. 11, Khorya Morya

Bay and Islands, coniains only the Kuria Muria Islands and the adjacent shore

from Ras Sharbatat to Has Nus. The only map of DhUfar is that contained in

Mrs. Bent’s book Southern Arabia, 1900 ; the Chart is No. 10 B. Gwadar
District and Town appear m Chart 3^o. 2383“”38, HAaskat to JBiaracht^ and m
Sheet No. 16 N.-E. of the Norths Western Frontier series of the Survey of India*
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the coast are the village of Tibat in RuuS-al-Jibal, on the western face

of the promontory that divides the Persian Gulf from the Gulf of

^Ovu^TOL} and the village of Rabhyut 13 miles west of Has Sajar*

Between these the Sultan's territory is continuous but for a strip of

coast-line which^ extending from Dibah to Khor Ralba on the east side

of the 'Oman Promontory^ belongs to the Shaikh of Sharjah and is

consequently part of Trucial ’Oman. The Sultan’s land frontier on the

side towards Baraimi may, to the northwards of the Great Desert,

be placed at the watershed between that place and the coast of the

Gulf of 'Oman.

Divisions .—The country is not regularly parcelled out into adminis-

trative districts, but it falls naturally into several distinct tracts whieli

have recognised names.

The chief physical feature is a range of mountains or hilly tract

which commencing at Ras Mnsandam, the entrance of the Persian

Gulf, sweeps round in a curve parallel to the coast to terminate in the

vicinity of Eas-al-Hadd, the point which divides the Gulf of ’Oman

from the Indian Ocean. Prom Ras Musandam to Dibah this tract

is called RniiS-al-Jibal J the remainder is known as the Hajar of

'Oman. Hajar attains its maximum altitude of nearly 10,000 feet in

Jabal Akhdhar^ a group of lofty mountains to the south-west of

Masqat Town, and immediately beyond Jabal Akhdhar it is cut across

by the great Wadi Samail, which thus divides it into Western and

Eastern Hajar.

BiUtXS-al-Jibal and the two parts of Hajar in themselves constitute

thi’ee territorial divisions; and between Western Hajar and the sea is

enclosed a long and narrow but populous maritime district, known

as Batinah. Prom Western Hajar a number of valleys descend acj*oss

Batiuah to the sea, most of which are thickly inhabited in their upper

courses. Immediately east of Wadi Samail the mountains of Hajar
reach down towards the coast in confused masses ; and beyond this again,

almost as far as Ras-al-Hadd, the range actually skirts the sea. The

intricate country immediately behind Masqat Town has no comprehensive

name
;
part of it is called Saih Hatat and the whole of it is described in

this Gazetteer under the title of Masqat District. The valleys of Eastern

are not so numerous^ nor, with the notable exceptions of WMi Tayin,
Wadi Samail and their tributaries, * generally so populous as those of

Western Hajar.

*

^ It appears advisable to iticlxide Widi SamiLil and its affluents in Eastern
Hajar inasmuoli as the area which it drains is chiefly cn its east t>ide.
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The districts on the coast being concluded we turn next to those of

the interior. Behind Batinah and divided from it by Western Haja

r

lie the two inland districts of DhaMrah and ’Oman Proper. Of these

Dhahirah, which is to the west, slopes inwards to the Ruba’-al-Khali
desert ; while ’Oman Proper, the physical centre of the whole country,

surrounded except on the south-east by hills and situated from 1,500

to 2,000 feet above the sea, discharges its drainage towards the Indian

Ocean. Inland of Eastern Hajar are the districts of Sharqiyah and

Ja’alan^ which also belong to the oceanic side of the watershed and

unite their wateis with those of ’Oman Proper. Sharqiyah adjoins

’Oman Proper, while Ja’alan touches the south-eastern corner of

Sharqiyah at one end and the Indian Ocean at the other. The desolate

coastal tract from Ras-al-Hadd to Ras Nus has no general name and

may simply be called the South-Eastern Coast of ’Oman: off it lie

Masirah and the Knria Mnria islands. Beyond Ras Nus is the

district of Dhufar, consisting of a maritime plain and of the crescent

of the Samhan hills whose horns reach the sea upon either side of

the plain.

Phyncal geography ,—The orography of ^Oman has been noticed

above in distributing the countiy into districts, and the subject of geology

is fully dealt with elsewhere.* The rocks consist mostly of limestone

which in places is metamorphic, but the town of Masqat is the centre of

a remarkable outcrop of volcanic serpentine that extends for 10 miles

along the coast ; and igneous rock occurs also in the neighbourhood of

Stir, in parts of the interior, and at various points on the South-Eastern

Coast of ’Oman, The only mineral is coal, of which a small field exists

about 20 miles south of Sur ; deposits of silver and copper are said to

exist in the neighbom'hood of Samad^ but they are not now worked.

Clayey soil, merging into sand at the coast, is found in Batinah

;

DhaMrah is a mixture of clay and gravel ; Oman Proper has a stony

surface
;
Sharqiyah and Ja’alan tend to sandiness; the Hajar districts

are rocky and mountainous
; Euus-al-Jibal consists entirely of rugged

and precipitous hills. Springs and streams abound in the hilly districts

and Ja’alan; but in Batinah the supply of water depends entirely on

wells, and wells are found to some extent in ’Oman Proper and

Sharqiyah. Many of the springs of ’Oman have a high temperature.

The two largest valleys of ’Oman are Wadi Samail and Wadi

HaIfain which rise on opposite sides of the same pass. Wadi Samail

See Appendix on Geology.
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reaches the Gulf of 'Oman at Sib ; it is a main seat of po}3ulation and

date culture and the chief highway between coast and interior. The

course of Wadi Halfain is southwards ; it carries the drainage of all the

inland districts except Dhahirah to the Indian Ocean at Mahot and is

the longest valley in all “'Oman.

Climate ,—The summer heat of ^Oman is intense and the average

rainfall scanty ;
but in the interior^ in winter^ cold and wet weather is

sometimes encountered. Occasionally violent storms accompanied by

floods devastate the country. The climate of the sea-coast is relaxing

and oppressive except in the coldest months. The ordinary annual rain-

fall over the country generally is probably between 3 and 6 inches.

Wildflora and fmona ,—The natural vegetation of the country is sparse

and stunted, and wood of large growth is not found even in the highest

hills. Mimosa, acacia, tamarisk and her are among the commonest trees.

Grass is not abundant.

Fauna are correspondingly poor. The wild mammals of the country

include the M asi^at gazelle or Dhabi, common all over ^Oman in suitable

localities; the Marica gazelle or Hun, which is rare except on the edge

of the Rnba^-al-Khali ;
the Beatrix Oryx or Bansolah, whicli is brought

in by nomads from the desert ; Jayabav’s wild goat—a kind of Tahr—
in Arabic called Wa'al ; also a lynx of which the species is doubtful.

There are besides hares, jackals and foxes ; the existence of leopards

has nob been established. Among the birds are the bustard {Houbara

Macqnieeni), grey partridge, francolin, sisi, sandgronsc and quail.

Agrimltural products ,—Cultivated trees and ero])s are more plentiful

and varied than vegetation of natural growtli. The principal tree and

staple of agriculture is the date, of which some very fine varieties are

grown; it flourishes everywhere, even in almost inaccessible valleys

among the hills and at a height of over ii,000 feet ; the extensive date

plantations are a striking feature of the landscape, especially in Batinah,
Wadi Samail and Sharqiyah. Other fruit trees more or less common
are the plantain, mango, pomegranate, quince, sweet and bitter lime,

olive and almond ; and the walnut, fig, vine and mulbeny liourisb in

Jabal Akhdliar. Cereals are wheat, barley, maize, millet and bajri
;

other crops are musk melons, water melons, lucerne, cotton, sugarcane

and, in places, indigo and tobacco.

Domestic animals ,—Camels are numerous in Sharqiyah. and Batinah
and donkeys in Hajar and elsewhere, but horses are evoi’ywhere few*
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The dromedaries of ’Oman are esteemed the best in Arabia. Cattle^

sheep and goats are found everywhere, the sheep being most common in

the hilly tracts and in the possession of Bedouins but less numerous than

the goats. The cattle are of the humped Indian variety. On the coast

livestock are largely fed on fish heads boiled up with date stones,

remnants of mat bags and other refuse.

Inhabitants and tribes*—The great majority of the inhabitants of

^Oman are of Arab race and, with regard to their main characteristics,

may be described as a homogeneous population.

Sujpposed racial divisions.—According to their traditions’^ they belong

to two distinct Arabian stocks, the Clahtani or Yamani and

the ^Adnani or Nizari but this belief has not as yet been

scientifically verified. The Yamani tribes, according to the same tradi-

tions, were the first Arab settlers in ^Oman ; while the Nizaris, whose pedi-

gree is regarded as less purely Arab, were for the most part later immi-

grants. Each of the supposed racial groups is divided into a large number
of separate tribes, and these again into sections and sub-sections.

Tolitica I divisions*—In the 18th century there arose, in the course of a
CM

general civil war, two large factions known as the HinawTyah and
CM

the Ghafiriyah t to one or other of which almost

every Arab tribe found in ^Oman at the present day is

attached. The Hinawi faction consists chiefly of Yamani, and the

Ghafiri faction mainly of Nizari tribes ; but th^re is a residue both of

Yamanis and Nizaris who have joined the faction of their hereditary

rivals, and transfers of allegiance from one faction to the other even now
occasionally take place. Throughout the length and breadth of ^Omto
the Hinawiyah and Ghafiriyah live intermingled, usually in groups of

villages belonging to one tribe or section, and thus the political balance

of power is maintained ; but on the whole the Ghafiriyah are predomi-

nant in the north-western and the Hinawiyah in the south-eastern regions.

Fixed and nomadic ^pn^ulaiion.—Another broad division of the

people is into settled or liadhr and nomad or Bjidu jOj
; but this

* That is to say, traditions which must have been current among the literati w'th
whom Colonel Ross and Colonel Miles dealt. The ordinary ’Omani knows nothin^r

now of the terms Qahtani and ’Adnani or Yamani and Nizari.

t These are the collective plurals ; the singulars are Hinawi and Ghafiri

which are also the forms of the adjective. .
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distinction has no i-acial or political basis, either condition of life being

adopted indifferently by the Hinawlyah and the Ghafirlyah. The

Bedouin element is relatively strong in ’Oman Proper and Dhahirah,

and generally upon the verge of the desert ; in the other districts the

settled populations are completely predominant.

Tribal constitution .—Tribal organisation is loose and haphazard.

Some of the ti’ibes are scattered territorially and have no local centre ;

while others, though their domains are compact, are broken up into

sections headed by chiefs who acknowledge no common authority. In a

few cases the tribe is governed by a Tamimah or president whoso

power extends over all the branches of the tribe, wherever donriciled ^

the office of Tamrmah is nominally elective, but in practice hereditary.

Formerlv each of the great political factions had also a Tamimah, the

headship of the Ghafiriyah being vested in a DhaMrall family and that

of the Hinawlyah in the ruling Sultan of the house of the Al Bu Sa’id.

As a rule small and weak tribes attach themselves as clients to more

powerful neighbours, but they retain their naimes and separate existence.

Armament.—The tribesmen of some of the larger towns, especially at

Sur and in Ja’alau, are now well armed with modern rifles, mostly

Martinis of inferior patterns. In other pai-ts, such as Eastern Hajar,

arms of precision are still comparatively scarce.

’Religion.—

K

great maiority of the Hinawi tribes belong to the

Ibadhi sect of Islam, whose tenets were adopted as the national ’Omani

form of faith in the 8th century of the Christian era. Of their Ghafiri

opponents a considerable proportion are oithodox Sunnis, and a few tribes

are Wahhabi, notably the Bani Bu ’Ali and the Bani Basib who were

converted at the time of the Wahhabi invasions early in the 1 9th

century ; but the dominant sect in ’Oman is still the Ibiidhi. The short-

lived character of occasional Mntawwa’ or puritanic movena cuts
that have taken place in ’Oman seems to demonstrate the absence of a

fanatical spirit among the people.

Non-Arab population.—The Arabs compose seven-eighths or more of

the population ; the residue consists partly of aboriginal tribes and

partly of immigrants whose aiTival was later than that of the Arabs.

Among the aborigines may perhaps be classed the Bani Na’ab, part of

the Shihuh, the Zatut and possibly some of the Bayasitah. The later

immigrants are represented by colonies of Persians^—in part relics of
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Persian occupations^—-in the neighbourhood o£ Sohar and elsewhere ; by

Baluchis and JadgalSj the former now very numerous^ who were

originally introduced as mercenary troops ;
and by considerable Indian

communities in the town of JSHasq^at and Matrah. Nor must the large

negro element which exists along the coast be overlooked^ an outcome of

several centuries of the slave-trade.

Character and language .—The chief characteristics of the people of

^Oman are impatience of control^ strong factional and tribal feelings

unprogressiveness in the social and material aspects of life. Their settle-

ments in East Africa however show them to have been^ in the past^ not

devoid of enterprise of a kind.

Arabic is the language of the country as a whole^ but the dialect of the

Shihuh is peculiar^ and the Kumazirah section of that tribe have in

addition a language of their own which belongs to the Iranian group.

Baluchi may be heard in ’Oman among the Baluchis and Swahili where

negroes are numerous. The Qaras of Dhufar have a language of

their own.

Clafisificatio 7i and distribution by factions and tribes,—The following

is a conspectus of the tribes of the Sultanate of 'Oman, arranged under

the heads of Ghafiri and Hinawi :

—

Ghafiri Tribes.

Tribe. Siugalar.
Number

of
souls.

Distiict. Settlements. IfEUABES.

’Abriyin *Abri 6,500 ... ... See article

'Abriyin.

’Ali (Bani Bu) *Alawi 7,000 ... See article Bani
Bu ’Ali.

’Auf (Bani) ’Aufi 1,000

1

j

(1) Western
Sajar and

(2) ’Oman
Proper.

(1) Qa^mitain
and Taikha in

Wadi Bani '

’Auf ; Fara%
and

aziyah in
Wadi Para’;
’Awabi in
Wadi Pani
Kharus and
(2) Earq in

Wadi Kalbn.

Ibadbis.
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I,— Ghafiri Tribes—contd.

Tribe. Singular.
Number
of so^ols.

District. Settlements. Bemasks.

’ A?5i (AD *Azizi 160 Dhahirah, Dhank Town. Sunnis and
Ibadhis.

’AzzAn (Baui)
w

'Azzani 20 Western
Hajar.

Nakhl. Ibadhis.

Bada’fth

(UloJ i

Eada’i 120 Do. Bidit, in Wadi
Mabrah.

Do.

Bahri (Bani) Bahri

LSf^

500 Do. *Aliyah, and

'Awabi in

Wadi Bani

Kharus and
Hibra in Wadi
Ma’awal.

Do.

Bidah

8I0.J

Bidabi 100 (1) Dhahi-
rah and (2)

Western
Hajar.

(1) Dfit in Wadi
Dhank and 2)

Bidit in Wadi
Mabrah.

Though Ghafiriyah

they are of

Yamani origin.

Sometimes at

feud with
the Miyayihah
Ibadhis.

Ddlalll Dallal 800 Western
Hajar.

Mabadbar and
Hawajiri in

Wadi Para*.

An inferior caste

who trade in

cattle
;

they
really belong to

various tribes

and their name
is simply taken

from their

occupation.

Darn’ Dar’i 3,000 ... ... See article Darn*.

Dawud (?ani) Dawudi 200 Eastern

Hajar.
Tbe hills between
Stir and
Ealhat.

Ibadhis.

DUahiil

JyAd
Dhahli 700 (1) Western

Hajar and

(2)

Batiiiah.

(1) 'Awabiand
Tau-as -Shaikh
in Wadi Bani
Kharhs and

(2) Liwa Town.

Do.

Dhahtiriyin

Filait (Baai) Filaiti

'

1,760

400 Western
Hajar.

1

Wasit in VYadi

Ma^awal.

See article Dhah-
uriyiD.

Ibadhis.
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I,—Ohafiri Tribes—contd.

Tribe. Singular.
Namber
of souls.

District. Settlements. Kbmabxb*

Futaisat

oLw^5
Fataisi 450 Batinah. Eurfarah in the

Liwa sub-
Wilayat.

Ibadbis. A tribe

connected with
the Kiyayisali.

Gliafalah

dJLfti

Gliafli 500 Batinah. Liwa Town. Sunnis.

Hadhram
or

Hadharmi (Bani)

or

CJ^

Hadhrimi 600 (1) Western
Hajar and

(2) ’Oman
Proper and
(3jMasg[at
District.

(1) Fadash in

Wadi Mistal,
Nakhlin Wadi
Ma awal, Kaf-
arah in Wadi
Samail, (2)

’Izz and Nizwa
and (3)

Matrah.

Not to be con*

founded with

Hadharim
or natives of
Hadbramaut, of
whom there are

a number in the

service of the

Sultan of
’Oman. There
is possibly some
confusion bet-

ween this tribe

and the Bani
Hadhram i sec-

tion of the Bani
Jabir. The
Bani Hadhram
are Ibadbis.

Hanadliilah Handhali 1,000 Eastern

Hajar.
Ghubrat-at-Tam
in Wadi Tayin
and Sama’iyah,
Ebabbah and
Waljah in

Wadi Hhab-
bah.

Ibadbis.

Harras (Baui)
u>

Harrasi
«

4,000 ... See article Bani
Harras.

Hasr!t Hasriti 160 South-East-

ern Coast

of’Oman
and Dim-
far.

Practically Bedo-
uin. Possibly

a branch of the

*Awamir. A
very poor tribe.

IbEdbis.

Haval (Bani)

J!j^ ^
Hawaii 100 Western

Hajar.
Muta'arishah and
Hail in Wadi-
al-Hilti.

Ibadbis.

Ha^^ a&him
Hastimi 3,000 (1) Western

Hajar and

(2) ’OmaD
Proper.

(1) Falaj-al-

i Wusta, Shabai-

kah and Baris

in Wadi Fara’
and (2) Adam
and Manah.

Do*

4, xj
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l^Ghafiri Tribes—oontd.

Singular.
Number District. Settlements. Bbxabxb.

. Tribe. cf souls.

Hai a (Bani) Hnyai 600 (1) Dhahi-
rahaiid(2)

(1) DhankTown
(2) Sib and

Ibadhis

Batinah. Lagb^bibah.

Hikman

.

Hikman i 800 ... 8ee article Hik-

j\^ man.

Hilal (Bani)

Ji
Hilali 400 ’Oman Pro- Bahlah and Ibadbis.

JU per. Kizwa.

Hisiim

*Isa (A1 Bu)

Hasbimi 8,000 ...
See article

Hishm.

tTa^ alan. A small Bedouin
... ...

tribe who occa-

-

sionally visit

Masirah island

i
for nefarious pur-

poses, ostensibly

as fishermen but
really as wreck-
ers.

Jabir iBani) J abiri

cfr?^

25,000 ... See article Bani
Jabir.

Jabawar Jaubari 4,000 Western
Hajar.

Hailain and
M abrab in

Wadi Mabrah
and Litbaibat,

’Aqair, Hai-
yadh, Khabt,
’Ablab and

Ibadbis.

'Abailah in

Wadi-al-Hilti.

Jannabah Jannaibi 12,000 f «« ... See article Janna-
w bah.

-JOAa
yj'» •

Jissas 0 issasi 350 (1) Dhahi- (1) Kubarab &nd Those of Kuba-
«r rah and (2) Bahlah. riih arc sxibordi-

(2) ’’Oman nate to the

Proper. Ya’aqlb of

’Ibri,

Ka’ab (Bani) Ka’abi 1,350 (1) Batinab (1) Hasaifin Sur- See article Bani
(in the

Sulta-

nate)

and (2)

Western
Hajar.

ab’Abri and
Taraif in the

Liwa Bub-

Ka’ab.

Xftlail fBani

. - -

Wilayat and
(2) 'Hadaf in

W^adi BCatta.

KabaiB 300 Batinah. Majisintbe sub-

Wilayat of

Sohar.

Ibadhis,
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L—^Ghafiri contd.

Tribe, Singalar, Number
of souls.

District. Settlements.

ICulaib (Bani) Kalaibi 1,400 Western
Hajar.

Kitnah, Rahi,

Hail-hin-Suwai-

dan, Khawairij
and Wasit in

Wad i-al-Jizi
and its tribu-

taries.

ICalbfin (Bani)

KAsib (AulSid)

KalhSni

Kasihi

8,000

400 Eastern
Hajar.

Near Sur.

Khamaiyis (Al) Khamaisi 400 'Oman
Proper.

...

Khartis (Bani) Kharusi 4,500 ...

Khazair Khazaiii

_

450 Western Ha-
jar.

Hakhl.

Kmitid Kindi 1,000 ... ...

Resiabxb.

They are divided

into 3 sections,

viz , Hadsdinali

(Singular
w

Haddani

at "Rahi;
Rashaid&t

(Singular Rasai-

di at

Hail-bin-Suwai-

dan
; and Shawa-

mis (Sin-

gular Shamsi

)
at

Kitnal), Khawai-
rij, and, ‘Wasifc.

By religion they
are Sunnis,

See article Bani
Kalban.

A Bedouin tribe,

formerly a sec-

tion of the

Jannabah, hut
now incorporated
with the Bani Bu
'All. Ibadhis.

Bedouins and
Ibadhis.

See article Bani
Khartis.

Ibadhis

.

See article

KiTiiud.

4iV %
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I.—Ghdfiri 2V«ie5--contd.

Tribe. Siugalar .
Kumber
of souls.

District. Settlements. Beuabes.

Manfiriq Matruqi 2,200

I

’

(1) ‘Oman
Proper, (2)

Sharqi-
yab.

Adam, Bablah
and (2) Sanau.

Ibadhis. Some-
times at feud
with the A1
Bfi Sa’id of
Adam. One of
their sections

are the Bani
Wal Jlj .

Maqabil Maqbali

JUL.
5,000 ... ... See article Maqa-

bil.

Masskirab
1

Masbari 6,000 ... See article MasS-
kirah.

MasaliLah Maslahi 150 (1) ^OmSn
Proper and

i

(2), Eastern

Hajar

(1) Qaryab and

(2) Dawwah
in Wadi Bani
Khalid.

Ibadhis. Some
describe tbo
Masalibali as a
section of the
Bani Hina.

Matavish
1

Matrusbi 700 B§;tinali. Haradi, and
Murair*al-

K abirah in the
sub-Wilayat of

'

Shinas.

Snnnis. This tribe

are found also

in Truoial
’Oman, where
they are some-
what more
numerous.

Mazar?
fijy

Mizra*i 6,000 (1) Western
Hajar and

(2) Bati-
nah.

(1) ’Alayat-al-

M azari’ and
Wiishail in

Wadi Fara'
and (2) ’Aqr in
the SMnas
sub-Wilfij at

and Hasaifin*
al-MazarP in
the Liwa sub-
Wilayat.

Ibadhis. Those
of W adi Fara’
are possibly of

the Bani Mazru’
section of the
Bani Jabir.
See also article

Mazari’.

Mishaqiaali Mashqasi 600 Do. Hail, Mizablt
and Wusbail in
Wadi.Fara,

Miyayiliah Miyabi 7,000 ... See article

Miyayihah.

Kabahinab Nabbani 600

,

... See article T9abSi-
hinah.
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l.-^Ghdfiri Tribes—^0OTa.i(\.

Tr’be. Singular.
Number
of souls. District. Settlements. Bemabes.

ITa’im

!

Na’aimi 5,400

(in the

Sulta-

nate).

(l)Dhabirah
(2) Bati-
nab and (3)

Western
Hajar.

(1) Dhank
Town, Bizaili

and Sanainab,

(2) Sanqar in

tlie siib-Wilayat
of Sohar and

(3) Bani Habib.

Sunnis. They
are the predomi-
nant Gbafiri

tribe in Dhabi-
rah, where some
are Bedouinse,
See also article

Ha’im.

Nidalbiyin Nidabi 3,500 See article HidS-
biyin

Nidbaii'ijin
K idb ai'ri 300 Eastern

Hajar.
Dawwab in Wadi
Bani Khalid.

Ibaihis.

Qara Tribe

1;^

... 6,000 See article Qara
Tribe.

Qawasim

r-^y

Qasiini- 1,100

(i n the
Sulta-

nate).

(1) Hajar,
(2) Bati-
nah and (3)

Masqat
District.

(3) Miltiqa and
Nafa’ah, (2)

Falaj-al-Hijari

and (3) Bandar
Jissab on the

coast and
Mizra’-al-'Alqwi

in Wadi Maih.

See also aricle

Qawasim.

Qitab (Baiii) Qitbi 2,50) Dhahirab. Aflaj Bani Qitab. Sunnis.

Rahbiyin Rabbi 5,O0O ... • •• See article Rab-
biyin.

Ramab Eambi 1,500 Western Ha-
jar.

’Ain-ar-Eamab in

Wadi Para.’
This tribe is not

found elsewhere.

They are gold-

smiths, etc.

Ibadhis.

Eaqad (Bani) Raqadi 250 (1) Masqat
j

District, (2)

Eastern

Hajar.

(1) Misfab, Lan-
sab and Gballah

in Wadi _B6-
sbar and (2)

Badi’ah in

Wadi Tayin.

Though Ghafiris

this tribe are

said to he of

Yam an i origin,

Ibadhis.

Rfisib (Bani) Rasibi 1,500 ... See article Bani
Rasib.

Riyam (Bani) Riyami 11,000 ... ... See article Baini

Biyam.
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I.—Ghafiri Ttiles—contd.

Tribe, Singular.
Number
of souls.

District. Settlements. Kemabes.

Sa’ad (Yal) Yal Sa’adi

ci'jAAM Jb
160 Western

Hajar.
Daris in Wadi Ibadbis.

Eara.’ '

Sa*adiyin

«31aau

Sa adi 700 Ea^ern Ha-
jar and in

Sharqiyah.

Mnqal in Wadi
Bani Khalid.

Subject to the

neighbouring
1 liinawi tribes.
' Ibadhis.

Sa’idah Saidi 250 DhaMrah. Dut in Wadi
Dhank.

Sunnis
;

some-
times at feud

with the Miya-
yihah.

Salaimiyin Salaimi 800 W estern

Hajar.
Eummanlyab in

Wadi Fara*.
Ibadbis.

Salan) (Yal

*Abdas)

^1L,J) JL

Salami
1,500 Batinah. Dil Yal ’ Abdas

Salam in Sahara
sub-Wilayat.

' Do.

1

Salamiyin Salami 3,000 Western
Hajar.

Hakhl, and
Eummaniyah
iu Wadi Para*.

Do.

SLabaim (I3ani) Sbabaimi 4,000 Eastern Ha-
jar,

All the villages

of Wadi Dima
except Hajir.

Do.

Shabum (Bani)
Shabmi 900 Western

Hajar.
Sa’abab, Eimi
and Bilad*ash-

Sbahum in

Wadi Bani
Ghafir.

Do. Those at

Sa’abah belong
to a section

called Naiyayi-
rah

Shak Hi ^13?, .i 1

JjlCw Jj
Shakaili 4,000 ... ... See article Bani

Shakail.

Shakbat5> in Sbabbari

1

250 Western
Hajar.

Falaj-asb-Sbakb*
ariyinin Wadi
’Ahin.

Intimately allied

with b b 0

Maqabil, whom
they join in war.

Ibadhis.

Sbakui’ -
Sbakuri 500 DhaMrah. Dhank Town. Ibadbis.

SbarSiQAb

iSSl^ :

Sbaraini

..

1

800 Western
Hajar.

Bait-al-Qarn in

Wadi Para’
and *Ain-asb-

SbarSinab and
’Ain in Wadi
Bani Ghaflr.

Do. They
are leagued with
the Bani Kal-
bSn against the

Miyayihah.
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I.—Qhdfiri Tribes—cpneld.

Tribe. Singalar, Number
of souls

.

District. Settlements. BeICASZBc

ShawaS’

filjA

Shafa’i 400 Batinah. 'Awainat in tbe
Sohar s u b-

Wilayat.

IbMbis.

ShiySbinah Shaibani

AUjujtt
yj

150 'Oman
Proper.

Near Adam. J?edouins. ladbis.

Sinan (Bani) Sinani 1,500 h astern

Hajar.
Qiwyat and
Sur (Sanaisa-

lah).

Sunnis.

Siyabiyin Siyabi 6,600 ... ... See article Siy*
yabiyin.

Snbh (Bani) Subhi 600 (1) Western
Hajar and
(2) ’Oman
Proper.

(1) Abyadb in

Wadi Bani Kha-
rus.

Ibadhis.

“Umair (Al)^ JT

’Umr (Baui)

'CJmairi

Ma*amari

1,000

11,000

(1)
’ Oman

Proper and
(2) Bati-
nah.

(1) Izki, Birkat-

al-Moz, abyul
and (2) Hail
Al ’Dmair and

! Sib.

Do.

Sop article Bani
*ITmr.

Ya’Sqib Ya*aqubi 3,500 Dhahirab. ’Ibri. Sunnis '^bou^b

Gbafiris they are

of Yamani origin.

They are some-
times at fend
•with tbe Miya-
yihah.

Ya’Sribalx
a^Uj

Ya'arabi 800 ... ... See article Ya*-
aribah.

Yahamidah
« J*/£>LsrJ

Yabmadi
(SiXo.sei

300 (I) Batinah
and (2)

Western
Hajar.

(1) Sohar Town
and (2) NakhL

IbSdhia.

Zafait (Baui) Zafaiti 250 Dhahirah. Bedouins, Ibadhis.

Zarraf (Bani)

. e

Zarrafi
m

200 Masqat Dis-

trict.

Arbaq and Sha-

taib.

Sailors and mer-
cbants. Sunnis.
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lit—Einawi Tribes.

Tribe.
[

Singular.
Number
of souls.

District. Settlements, Rbmabkb,

*Ababid Abbadi
•0

250 Western
Hajar.

Falaj Sbirah in

Wadi Fara’.
Ibalhis,

*Adi (Baai) ’Adwani 3,000 ••• See article Bani
’Adi.

*Ali (Bani)

j

’Alawi 4,500 (1) Western
Hajar and

(2) Batinab

(1) Wnqbaji in

Wadi ’Abin,
Hail Bani’AH in

Wali Sbafan,
Wuqbah and
Yanqul (which
is their capital)

in Wadi
Dbank, Muni
and Falaj

Sadairij^la near
Yanqnl, and (2)
Sabam town.

IbSdhi ill religion :

cultivators of

dates and grain.

They are a lead-

ing Hinawi tribe

and have gener-
ally supported
the present rul-

ing family of
Masqat. They
assisted Sa’id bin-

Sultan to repel

Qais from
Masqat and
they rendered
good service to
Thuwaini (1856-

66), but became
somewhat es'

tranged from
Turki (1871-88),
Their Tainimah
is K half-bin

-

SiuSiii^j uftJlA.

(1905).

{Arabab (Bani)

'Hi;* ^
Singular is

*Arabi
1,000 ... See article Bjini

Arabab.

but is

avoided.

i

^Awamlr ’Amiri 10,000 ... ... See article

’Awamir.

Badar (Al)

ji
Badari 1,200 Batinab. Barkab and

Billab.
Thoir chief is at
present impri-
soned by the
Portuguese in
Africa. Ibadhis.
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ll.—Sinawi Tribes—contd.

Tribe. Singular. Number
of souls.

Distric*-.

i

Settlements. Remahes.

Battash (Bani) Battasbi 7,000 See article Bani
(W Battash.

Bawarih Barihi 120 Masqat *Adaibab. Sunnis.
District;.

Biduwafc Bidwi 1,000 (1) Western (1) Falaij-bin- Do. Some are
tt) Hajar and Qafaiyir in Bedouins.

oIjOnJ (2)Batinab. Wadi Hatta
and (2) Khadb-
rawain in the

Shinas sub-

W ilayat.

Bosbar (Al) Bosbari 800 Hajar. Wadi Samail. Ibadbis.

jT

Braik (Yal) Braik i 1,500 Batinah. Masna’ah and Some are Sunnis,
Sbirs

;
also

Qasbiyat Yal
Braik, Dil Yal
Braik, Umm-al"
Jaarif and

others Ibadbis,

Saham Town
in the Saham
snb'-Wilayat.

Daraoiikah
Darmaki 600 (1) ’Oman (1) Saddi, Izki Ibadbis.

Proper and and (2) Murair-

Dawakab

(2jBatinah. as-Sagbirab.

Dawaiki 300- (l)Batinah (1) Barkah and This small clan is

and (2) (2) about Falaij. in cliency to the
Sharqiyaii. Hirth. Ibadbis.

Those of Shar*
qiyah are

Bedonin.

Fazara’

e>!/

Fazaral - 400 Batinah. Makbailif and Sunnis.

Khor-al- fcLamam
M ^

in tbe Saham
sub-Wilayat.

Ghafailat
Ghsfili 260 Batinah. Bu 'Abali. Ibadbis
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II.—~Hindwi Tribes—corAA.

Number
of EOUlS. Settlements,

Ghaith (Bani)

Ghawarib

Vjlji

' Ghaithi

Gbaribi

],500 (1) Western (1) Halahil in Ibadhis.
Hajar and Wadi- al- Hilti,
(SjBatinah. Babi, Hail-bin-

Suwaidan, Ghar-
raq, and Sihlat
in Wadi-al Jizi
and (2) Waqibah
and Fitnab in
tbe Sohar
Wilayat.

350 Batinah. Ba 'Abali and Do.
Barkali.

HabUs
See article Habus.

Hadadabah

Hadid (Aulad)

Hadiyin

Hajriyin

Hamad j[A.l)

JI

Hamim (Bani)

Hammad (Bani)
m

Hasan (Bani)

Haddabi

Hadadi

I

Hajari

Hamadi

Hamimi

Haminadi

Hasani

and (2)

Eastern
Hajar.

200 Batinah.

],400 (1) Eastern
Hajar and
(2) Masqat
District.

Sbaru ant

Panjah in Wad
Samail.

Sib and Logh*
sbibah.

(2) Ibadbis. Those of
md Fan jah are some-
adi times at fend with

the ’Abriyin,

600 (l)Batinah Barkah
and (2)

Sharqiyah.

Ibadhis.

•-/ (tKu. jca.jj.u.aiAU,

(2) Khafaiji in
Wadi Maih and
Quram in Wadi
•Adai.

See article

Hajriyin.

Ibadhis. Some
are Bedouins.

(1) ’Oman
Proper and
(2) Western
Hajar.

(2) Bustaq.

900 Bgtlnah. WudSm.

2,000 Masqat
District.

Qantab, MatrahJ
i'Srsait, Saru,
Khuwair, Gbu-
brah on the
coast

; Jsl, Bos-

Ibadbis. One of
their sections is

called ’AinSriyah
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II,—Minawi Tribes—caniA.

Tribe. Singular .
Number
of Boals.

District. SettlementB. Rshaxes.

bar-bin- *AmiSn,
Sad, Fill], Glial*

lab and Falaij-

asb-Sbam in

Wadi Bashar

;

Quram in Wadi
'Adai ; and
Mizra*-al-*Alowi

in Wadi Maih.

Hasan (Bani Bu) Hasaui 7,000
(includ-

ing de-

pendent

tribes).

See article Bani Bn
Hasan.

Hawasinah Hausini 17,500 ... ... See article Hawa-
sinah.

Hina (Bani) .

Ua^
Hinai 9,000 ... ... See article Bani

Hina.

Hinadls Hindasi 150 (1) Masgat
District and

(2)

BStinaIi,

(1) ’Adaibah and

(2) Gbalil.

Ibadbis.

Hirth

'V
Haritbi 9,000 ... vt* See article Hirth.

HuyM Haidi 200 Batinah. Dbiyan. Ibadbis.

Isa (Bani) Isai

I

2,000 Western
Hajar.

Hibi in Wadi
SarrSmi and
Gbadbaifab and
Gbara^ab in

Wadi ’Ahin also

Kbabt, Ablab
and Abailab
in Wadi-al-

Hilti.

They are IbSdbis

by religion and in

politics were ori-

ginally Gbafiris.“

Sometimes at feud

wii^ tbe Bani
Ali.

Jabnr

or

Jawabir

Jabiiri 700 (1) Masqat
District and

(2^ Batinah

(1) Mutabaddamal
[ in Wadi ’Adai:

. (2) Hifri in

Wadi Bani
Khrus and
elsewhere.

5 Ibadbis. Peibaps

;
a section of tbe

Bani Hina.

Jabadhim Jahdhami 600 Sbarqiyah.. Samad. Ibadbis.
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II,—Hinawi Triles—contd.

Tribe. Singalar.
Number
of SOultj.

District. Settlements. Bemases.

Jaiad (Yal) JarSdi 2,000 Batnah. Bu ’Abali, Mas-
na’ah and
Maraghali.

Ibadhis. Some are

Bedouins.

Kathir (il) Katbiri

(SJ^

4,500 ... See article A

1

Kathir.

Khalid (Bani)

or
"

Kbawalidab

Khalidi
(A.

6,500 Batinah. 'Abbasah and
Hajairab, also

Kbor-al-Milh
and Man/itif in

tbe sub-Wilayat
' of Saham.

Sunnis.

Kbamls (Yal) Khamisi 200 Do. Kbabbah and
Sba’ibab.

Ibadbis.

Khammarali
(Rani)
cu

Khammari
(»

400 Do. Stir Haiyan. Do.

Kbazaimat Kbazaimi 600 Do. Hasaifin Sur-al-

Kbazaimat.

Do.

Zbazam (Bani)

rj^

Khazami 400 Masqat Dis-

trict.

Slya, *Arqi and
Habubiyab in

Wadi Sarain.

Do.

Knlaib (Anlad) Kulaibi

S?^

100 Masqat
District,

’Adaibab, There is a section

called Masa’id
(Singu-

lar Masa’idi).

The tribe is

Ibadhi.

Lamak (Bani)

-

Lamki 300 Western

Hjar.
Lamki in Wadi
Bani Gbafir
and Qasra and
llmm Himar in

Wadi Fara’.

Ibadbis,

Ma’awal
J^W>

Ma’aWi
‘ Jy^

8,000 ... c Sec article Ma’-*
awal.

Maharib Mabaribi

-

300 Eastern

Hajar.
'Amqat in Wadi
Samail and
Farfarah in

Wadi Dbaba'un.

Ibadhis.

Majalibab - Majlabi 150 Eastern

Hajar.
Hillat-abMajati-

bah in , Wadi
Sapaail.

i

Do.
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II.—Eiimwi contd.

Tribe, Singular. Number
o£ seals.

District. Settlements. RsifAKsie.

WEanadliarali Mandhari 1,850 (1) Western
Hajar (2)

’Oman
Proper, (3)

Dhahirah
and (4) Mas-
qat District.

(1) Hawajiri,

Hallah and
MizaMt in Wadi
Fara’, (2)Izki,

Saddi, (3) Salait

and (4) Mat-
rah.

Tbadhis.

Manawarali Manaiwari 20(» Batinah. HadMb. Possibly a brancli

oftheBaui Bd
Hasan.

Maqannali
IN

Maqaini 400 Do. Wndam. [badbis.

Marazlq

.

Marztiqi 300 Do. Sur Haiyan in

Eastern Bati-
nah and Khor-
al-Hamam in

tbe snb-Wilayat

of Saham.

Sunnis. They are

supposed to be

the same tribe

as the Maraziq

of the Shibkuh
District of the

Persian Coast,

who are Wah-
habis,

Mastafirah
Mashaifari 70(1 (1) Batinah

and (2) Shar^
qiyah.

(1) Eumais
Barkah and

(2) QabiL

Ibadhis in reli-

gjion. Some -

times at feud

with the

Muwalik. A por-

tion of those in

Sharqiyah are

wanderers.

Masliavifah Musha rrai
M

i 1,000 K astern

Hajar.
Lamim, Taima,
Ghassah, Ealaij,

Kafsah and
Mislaq in and
about Wadi
Falaij.

The Masharifah

are Ibadhis in

religion : in

politics they are

entirely domina-

ted by the Bani
Bu Hasan.
They collect

tolls for their

own behoof at

Rafsah on traffic

between Sur and
the interior.

Mu-walik JMTaliki 2,000 (1) Batinal
and (2)

lEastem

Hajar.

i il) Barkah, ^ha
khakhit, Eumai
Efi Makar and

(2) Dawwab ir

Wadi Bani
Khalid.

This tribe is

{, dependent on

the Hirth« Iba-

L dhis. Some are

Bedouins.
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lJ.—-Binawi iVtics—contd.

Tribe. Smgalar.
Number
of souls.

District. Settlements. Reuabks.

Muwalikh Malikhi 700 - Hadd. The tribe is

divided into 3
sections, namely,

liani ’Amir
jj€\£ I3ani

Gbazal vjy=

and Bani Mabari

Na’ab (Bani)

l5^

Na*abi 1,600 ... ... See article Bani
Na’ab.

Na'aman
(Bani)

u;U*5^
Naamani 100 Sharqiyah. Sanan. This tribe took

part in tbe at-

tack on Masqat
in 1895. Ibadhis.

Nuwafil Naufili 300 Batinah. Bu * Aball and
Sha’ibab, and
Majiz-an-Nuwa-
fil in the sub-

Wilayat of

Sohar, also

Masna’ah in

Eastern Bati-
nah.

This tribe is poli-

tically depend-
ent on the

Hirth. Ibadhis.

Some are Be-
douins.

Qarain (Al Bu.)

JT
Qaraini 400 Do. DbiySn and

Hajairah.

Ibadhis. Some
at Hajairah are

Bedouins.

Qatait

kj^
Qataiti' A few. Do. Khaburah. SunniB*

Radainat

oLbij
Radaini 260 Do.

'

’Abbasah. Do*

Rashaid (Al^Ba) Rashaidi 600 Batinah

.

’Abbasah and
Khadhra.

Ibadhis. Depend-
ent on tho ffirth
and partly Be-
douins

Rashid (Bani)

or

Rawashid

3,600 (1) Batinah,
(2) Dhahi-
rah, (3)

’Oman
Proper anc

(4) Sharqi
yah.

(1) Khishdab in

tbe Sohar snb-

Wilayat, (2)

*Ara<gLi and
1 Dariz in Wadi-

ai- Kabir, (3)
Adam, Bah-
lah, Khadhra-
bin-Dafia* and
Nizwa and (4)
SanSn.

Ibadhis,
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77.—Hinawi Tribes—contd.

Tribe. Singalar.
Number of

souls.
District. Settlements. Bbmabzs.

Riyayisah Risi 1,000 (1) Batinah
and (2)

Western
Hajar.

( 1) Hasaifin Sur-

ar- Riyayisah, (2j

Tawi in Wadi
Bani ’Umr-al-
Gkaibi, and (3)

Shinas Town.

They are Sunnis

from Persia, but

are now affiliated

to the Bani
Hina.

Ruwahah (Bani) Ruwahi 18,600 - ... See article Bani
Ruwahah.

Ruwaibi

Sa’ad (Bani)

OJt- ^
Sa’ad 1

1,600 Batinah. Liwa Town and
Diwani] and

Asrar Bani

Sa’ad in the

Liwa snb-Wila-

yat.

Ibadhis, but some
aie Sunnis.

Sa’ad (Yal) Saadi 13,000

1

... ... See article Yal
Sa’ad.

Sa’id (H Bii) A1 Bu
Sa’idi

Jl
fjgO^j^'W

6,000 See article A1
Bu Sa’id.

Salatinah Saltani

J\kU
100 Batinah.

I

Furfar-as-Sala."

tinab in Liwa
suh-Wdayat.

Probably a section

of the Riyayisah.

Sarairiyin
Sarairi iOO Western

Hajar.
Hakhl.

1

Ibadhis by reli-

gion ; some of

them are potters.

Sarikb (Bani)
Sarikhi 300 Dhahirah. *Ain Bani Sarikh

in Wadi-al-

’Ain.

Not found else-

where. This

tribe was once

Ghafiri.

Sliabib (Yal)
SKabibi 250 {l)Batinah,

and (2)

Sharqiya

.

, (1) Masna’ah,
and (2) Lizq.

Ibadhis.

Sbabul Shabli 1,000 (1) Batinah
(2) Western
Hajar an^

(3) Masqat
District.

(1) Sohar Town;

(2) Haiyadh
d Hail ’Adha
I Han si and

Fnrfar
;
and (3)

Jifar in Wad:
Boshar.

;

Ibadhis, Depen-

L
dent on the

,
Hirth and

[
partly Bedouins.

L
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Il.—Kinawi Tribes—contd.

Tribe. Singular.
Kumbor
of souls.

District. Settlen eats. Gbmaskb.

Shamus Shamsi oo Batinah. Khor-al-ffamam
in the sub-Wi-
layat of

Saham.

Ibadhis.

Sbawamis *Shamisi 100 (1) Eastern

Hajar.
(1) Habhas in

Wadi Samail.
Perhaps Ma’im
of the Sbawamis
section who have
become Hinawis.

There is also a

Sbawamis section

of the Bani
Kalaih.

Shihuh SMlilii

» A

19,000

(in the

Sultan-

ate).

(1) Rnlis-al-
Jibal, and

(2) Saham
Town.

... See article Shi-
huh.

Shiyadi SMdi 300 Batinah. Sur-asli- Shiyadi,

G-huwaisab and
Abu Dhurus in

the Saham
sub-Wilayat.

Sunnis.

Shizruj
1

or
Sharji 650 Sharqiyah

.

Samad Town
and Muhhtari’

in Wadi ’An-
dam.

Also called Sharuq
Ibadhis.

They paiticipated

in the attack on

Masqat in 1895.

SuT^alili Salhi 600 Do. Suwaiq. Sunnis.

Taiwani^rali
Ol

Taiwan] 300 (1) Masqat
District ; and

(2) ’Oman
Proper.

(1) Masqat Town
and (2) Nizwa

Ibadlns.

Tatisocimaha Tamtam i 300 Masqat Dis-

trict.

Misfah and
“Awabiin Wadi
Boshar.

Do.

^

WatLaib (Bani) "WataiH 8,500 ... ... Seo article Bani
"Wahaib.

Walirbali (Al)

vjl

^Wahibi ^

-

13,000 ... Seo article Al
Wahibah.
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II‘ Binawi conoid.

Tribe, Singular, Number
of souls.

District. SettlemeBtg, Beicasss.

Washahat ’WashaM 860 (1) Western
Hajar.

(1) Tamait, Mu-
shabbah and

,
’Ajib in Wadi
Hatta and
Aswad in Wadi-
al-Qor.

Ibadbis and some
Shafi’i Sunnis,
the latter perhaps
belonging to the
Ghafiri not the
Hir.awi fac-

tion.

Wared Ward! 200 Sharqiyali. Samad. Tributary to the
Habus. Ibadhis.
This tribe

were formerly
Gbafiris.

Za’ab Za’abi 1,200
(in the

Sultan-

ate).

Batinah, Saliaiii Town,
Qasbiyat-az-

Za'ab and Abu
Dburus in the
Saham sub-

Wilayat, and Bu
Baqarab in tbe

snb-Wilayat of

SMnas.

See article Za’ab.

Zid (Bani) Zidi 1,000 DhSMrah. '

Fida in Wgdi
Dhank,

Sometimes at
feud with the
Miyayihah.
Ibgdhis.

Zikawinali

djjKj

Zikwani 300 Sharqiyab.

1

Samad. Ibadhis.

111.— Tribes of which the faction is indeterminate or has not been ascertained.

Tribe. Singular.
Number of

souls.
District. Settlements. Rsmabes.

"Ajam ’Ajini ... ...

Baharinah Babrani 260 Batinab. Sobar Town. See article

Babarinab.

Baliicliis
or

Balush

Balushi

!

Esti-

mated
at

20,COO.

(1) Masqat
District, (2)

Batinab,
(3) Western
Hajar, (4)

Easter n
Hajar, (5)

Dbabirab,

(1) Masqat Town,
Matrab, Sidftb,

also Qabil ’Ali-

bin- Za inan in

Wadi Mijlas
and Mizra’-al-

’Alowi ill Wadi
Maib ; (2)

The Baluchi ele-

ment in 'Oman
is large, and,

though slow
to amalgamate
with the Arah,
forms an
integral part of
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J2J, Tribes of tohieh the faction is- inAeterminate or has not been ascertained—

m

contd.

Tribe.

Bayasirah

Fawaris

Harasis

Ja’afar

Jadgal

or

Zidial

"-'j

Khojali

M[»lxnz (Aiilad

ijijt

Singular.
Namber
of souls.

District. Settlements. Kemaues.

and (6)

Ja*alan.

Sib, Barkah
Masna’ah
Wudam, Su-
waiQL, Suv Hai-

yan j
Sur-al-

Balush and Sa-
ham Town in

tlie sub-Wilayat

o£ Saham ; SH-
lu, Sallan, Majis

and Sohar Town
in the snb-Wi-

layat of Sohar ;

Hasaifln, Hasai-

fin Sur-al-Ba-

lush and^ Liwa
Town in the

sub-Wilayat of

Liwa ;
Shinas

town ; (3) Bu-
wairid in Wadi
Fara’ ; (4)

Quryat ; (5)

'Araqi and
Aflaj Bani
Qitab ;

and (6;

Didu.

the population.

The Baluchis
mostly tend to

sea-faring oc-

cupations and
military service.

They were ori-

ginally intro-

duced, in part at

least, as merce-

nary troops. To
a great extent

they have re-

tained the Balu-

chi language.

Baisar

j
yj.}. \

Parisi

Esti-

mated
at

10,000 .

6,000

See article Baya-
sirah.

See article Faw-
aris.

A few Dhufar Murbat Visitors only : their

proper habitat is

not known.

100 Dhu:^r Murbat

Zidjali Estimat-

ed at

10,000.

Sec article
^

Jadgal.

1,260

Mahrizi 800 Eastern Ba’ad in Wadi
Hajar, etc. Tayin, etc.

In Arabic called

Lawatiyali

See article

Khojah sect.

Ihadhis. They os-

cillate between
the Ghafiri and

,
^Hinawi factions.
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III.—Tribes of which the faction is indeterminate or has not been ascertained
—concld.

Tribe, Singular. Ifumber
of souls.

District. Settlements. Bemabes.

Lawatiyah ... ... ... ... See Khojah,
above.

Matiras

Mashaikh

Persians

c;}t A few Dhufar Murbat ...

... A few Dhuj^r Murbat and
Taqa.

A sacred class.

’Ajmi Estimat- (1) Masqat (l)Masqat Town; These are mostly

or ed at District. (2) (2) Masna*ah, non-Arabicised,

Ajam 10,000. Batin, a h,
and (3)

Ruus-al-
Jibal.

Suwaiq, Sur-
fish-Shiyadi and
Qliuwaisah
the snb-Wilayat
of Saham, also

the towns of

Liwa and
Sohar

; (3)

Bakhah.

Shiah Persians.

The Fawaris
and PiySyisah

{q. V.) are also

from Persia.

Qalam (Bait-al«) ... A few Dhufar Murbat

Suwawifah Suwafi 1,500

1

1

(1) Eastern
ijSajar, (2)

Sharqi-
yah. and

(3) Dha-
hirah.

(1) Khabbah in

Wadi Khab-
bah and
Quryat, (2)

Sanau and (3)

^'alaifin Wadi-
al-’Ain.

The Suwawifah of

Khabbah are

Ghafiris, the

rest are all

Hinawis.

Zatut Zutti
w 1

1,000

1

See article Zatut.

Negroes and half-castes, bond and free, have not been shown in this

table as their nun^ber, which is large, cannot be estimated.

Population^ settled and nomadic- -The following is an estimate by-

districts of the settled population of the ’Oman Sultanate, exclusive of

Gwadar
Batinah . . . 105,500

Dhahirah . . . • » 31,100
Dhufar . . 4,500

Eastern Hajar . . . * 98,400

Western Hajar 85.750

Ja’alan . . 12,000

Masqat . • t . 40,650
’Oman Proper . . . , 34,8u0
South-Eastern Coast of ’Oman (outside Ja’alan) . 3,500

Euus-al-Jibal • • . 13,760

Sharqiyah # * 44,200

Total 471,660 Soule.
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The tribal tables contained in the preceding paragraph yield the

foliowins* statistics of population^ both sedentary and nomadic ;

—

Ghafiris . , . . . 205,640

Hluawis ..... 220,820

Others . , . . ^ 60,000

Total . 486,360 souls.

A scrutiny in detail of these tribal tables will show^ however^ that

the number of Bedouins in the Sultanate cannot be less than 30,000

souls, and as regards settled population the estimate by districts (which

includes negroes) is probably more reliable than that by tribes. We may
therefore conclude that the total population of the *Oman Sultanate is

not less than 500,000 souls, of whom at least 30,000 are Bedouins.

Oecnpatiom and mode of life*—The greater part of the fixed

population of ^Oman live by agriculture, of which date cultivation is the

commonest form. Cultivation, whether of date trees or of other crops, is

dependent on irrigation. In the hills and where springs exist the

water is brought to the field by a carefully constructed channel, sometimes

subterranean and in that ease called a Falaj -L. : an open channel is

called Saqiyah Where irrigation is from wells, as in Batinah,
the water is raised in leathern hoists, as in some parts of India.

On the’sea-coast agriculture is supplemented or replaced by fishery,

and inland by the keeping of flocks and herds. In Batinah, whore the

fisheries are important, the nets are sometimes a mile long and form the

principal possession of the village. The fishermen of “’Oman ply their

business along the coast of Makran at certain seasons.*

The livelihood of the inhabitants of Masqat and Matrah is excep-

tional, depending upon the presence of the Sultan'^s goveimment and on

foreign commerce : Stir and Khaburah also are ports of which sea-

borne trade is the mainstay.

In some of the larger inland towns part of the population live by retail

trade or by simple industries and manufactures : such are indigo dyeing

at Nizwa and Ubri, copper and brasswork to an insignificant extent at

Nizwa, pottery at Nakhl, and the weaving of cloth, turbans, and lungis

in other places. Masqat Town is renowned for its gold and silver work,

especially the sheaths and mounting of daggers and swords ; the work-
men are Indians.

Local trade and trade between the coast and the interior maintain
a carrier class ; Maqniyat in DhaMrah, for instance, is a place which
subsists largely by the earnings of its donl<ey and camel owners,

* See Appendix on Fisheries.
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The Bedouins are altogether pastoral in their habits, depending for

a livelihood on their camels and flocks.

In hilly districts and their vicinity the houses are generally of stone

and mud, but in some of the Sharqiyah towns, as also in Masqat and

Matrah 5 the better houses are of stone plastered with gypsum stucco.

Where stone is not easily obtainable sun-dried brick often takes its

place ; but throughout Batinah and in part of Sharqiyah light sheds

of date branches and mats are the commonest form of domestic architec-

ture.

Beef is little eaten by the people, and fish is an important article of

diet even in the interior.

Trade ,—The trade of ^Oman which is described in fmll detail in

the article on Masqat Town, is chiefly with India ; and its character is

by no means complicated.

The only valuable export is dates, of which the better sorts

go to America and most of the remainder to India. The Fard

*^3 date, a small dark-coloured sort grown in the Samail valley,

enjoys high favour in America and the supply of it is never equal to the

demand of the market ; the Americans have lately been endeavouring to

acclimatise it in Arizona, but as yet without much success. Another date

called Mibsali preferred by natives of 'Oman to the Fard date and

much appreciated in India, is grown in Sharqiyah and exported through

Siir to Bombay ;
a third kind is the Khalas . Exports of secondary

importance are pearls, mother-of-pearl, dried limes, fresh fruit and salt

fish all of which go chiefly to India, Before 1906— 1907, in which

year it rose to Rs. 36,93,8^0, the I'ecent average value of the exports

from Masqat, the only steam port of the ‘'Oman Sultanate, was
about Rs. 26,84,000 per annum.

By far the most valuable import received in return for these exports

is rice from India, and after rice come arms and ammunition, consigned

direct from Europe ; but this is not unlikely to prove an ephemeral trafBc,

for the arms market in ^Oman itself is said to be already glutted and the

extinction of the arms trade through Masqat with other countries is an

object of the British Government. Next are cotton goods, Indian,

Manchester and American, mostly (except the American) imported

through Bombay. The American cotton is a time-honoured import

which shows no sign of increasing at the expense of the other kinds.

Twist and yarn, silk and silk goods, sugar, coftee, and cereals other than

rice are the chief remaining imports. Timber, except date trunks, is all

brought from India and Africa. The foreign trade is largely in the
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hands o£ Indian merchants resident at Masqat and Matrah—-the
latter being the real commercial capital,—but there are also some
wealthy Arab merchants. The annual value of the imports at Masqat
appears, of late, to have been about Es. 48,17,000, but in 1906-1907
it rose to Es. 69,21,375.

The trade of •’Oman is limited, not so much by inseem-ity, bad
communications and the difficulty of recovering debts in the interior,

though these are not without their effect, as by the natural poverty
of the country and the limited purchasing power of the inhabitants.
The only valuable asset is the date crop, which is liable to be severely
affected by drought.

The carrying trade of ’Oman is small and practically confined to Stir ;

the only other ports of any account are Wudam and Sur Haiyaii in
Batinah with about 15 and 40 sea-going vessels, respectively, Suwaiq
with 10, and Matrah with about 7.

Weights and measures vary somewhat from place to place.* The
standard of currency everywhere is the Maria Theresa dollar or Eiyal,
but th 3 Indian rupee also circulates. Accounts are kept in Muhammadis,
an imaginary unit of which 11^ are equal to one dollar. Subsidiaiy
coinage consists of copper pice, partly imported from India, Zanzibar
and German East Africa, and partly minted by the Sultan at Masqat
or for him in London. During 1904, the value of 100 dollars (luctuated
between 126 and 139 rupees and the number of copper Masqat 2>ioc to
the dollar varied from 220 to 270. In 1906-1907 the dollar exchange
fluctuated between 151 1 and 176|. This instability of the silver exchange
oeeasions many shipments of specie between Masqat and Bombay and is
unfavoarable to general trade.

There are three pi-ineipal routes which conduct
from the coast to the interior of the ’Oman Sultanate, namely, one frpm
Matrah or Sib by Wadi Samail to ’0lll3n Proper, which is central
and the most important of all j one on the east from Sur to Ja’alan
by Wadi Palaij I and one on the west fi-om Sohar to Baraimi by
Wadi-al-Jizi. The chief lateral communications in the interior arc a line
fi-om Jar’alan wMoh traverses Sharqiyah to *6man Proper, donnecting-
the Wadi Palaij and Wadi Samail routes, and two from Baraimi across

of tte itJril" r i f
Here it may be added that the KiySs

• * XI.
^ tbe Masqat KiySs, and the same holds of- the Man. In the

mtenorthereisa weight called Sa’- fU (plural
) equal to 7f Kivfis and
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Dlialliraii into ^Oman Proper, one vid Najd-al-Makharlm, the other vid

Najd-al-Barak, joining the route from the coast by Wadi-al-Jizi with

that by W^i Samail. These are all easily passable for loaded camels and

present no difficulties as to water, while other supplies also are abundant

on the Samail route.

Subsidiary routes in Western Hajar are that from Batinah to

Dhahirah by Wadi-al-Hawasinah and that from Batinah by WMi
Bani KharuS and over Jabal Akhdhar into ^Oman Proper : the first is

passable by camels, the second only by donkeys. Parallel routes to the

interior are said to lie between these up Wadi Bani G'hafir and WMi
Para, and to be practicable for camels, but neither of them has been

used in its entirety by a European traveller.

Minor routes in Eastern Hajar lead from Wadi Samail, or from

Saih Hatat by the Qahza pass, into Wadi Mansah and thence into

Wadi Tayin ; these can be used by camels. Two other routes, over

the ^Amdah and Manqal passes respectively, give access from Saih

Hatat to Wadi Tayin, but they are more difficult than those

already described. There is also a camel route down WMi Tayin from

its head to the sea at Bag^hmar ;
and one or two routes exist between

Wadi Tayin and Sharqiyah, the best known being that which runs up

Wadi Khabbah from Ghubrat-at-Tam, but their character is not well

ascertained. There is also a route, in favour with natives of the country,

which connects Wadi Samail with Sharqiyah by way of Wadi-aVAqq.

Ja'^alan is easily accessible from Khor Jaramah by a route that

crosses Jabal Khamis into Wadi Falaij*.

^ Some notion of the character of these routes can be gained from the articles

on the districts or valleys in which they lie and the mountains which they cross*

some of which are specified in the text in the following sentence. The greater

part of the information about routes in ’Oman that has been placed

on record by European travellers wbo used them is contained in the following

which are given in order of publication.

Principal places visited.

Authority (for full titles, see

Bibliographical Appendix). Uemabss.

Stir, Bani Bu *Ali, Bani Bu
'

Hasan, Kamil. Badiyah,
Ibra, Samad, Manah,
Hizwa, Tanuf, Saiq., Shar-
aijab, thence by Wadi IVCi’-

aidin to JtJirkat-al-Moz

;

Nizwa, thence by Wadi
Samail. to Sib.

Wellsted’s Travels in Ara-

bia.

A particular description of

his route was not the

author*8 object, but his

narrative contains value-

able information on the

subject.
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Fuller particulars about some of tliese routes and about others will be

found in the articles in this G-azetteer :

—

Jabal Akhdliar, Dhufar District,

Authority (for fall titles, see

Principal places viuited. Bibliographical Appendix), Pemabes.

Suwaiq by Wsdi-al-Hawa-
Sinah and Wadi-adh-Dhula

"

to Miskin ; Maqniyat

;

thence by Wadi-al-Kabir to

Danz, ’ Ibri.

Matrah^ Wataiyah, Ruwi,
Ghubraba Khalil, Khodba
Nakbl; Hijar in Wadi Bani
Kharus; Saiq in Jabal
Akhdhar ; Tanuf, Nizwa,
Jabrin, Izki, Farq and
Birkat-al-M6z in ’Oman
Prop^'; thence back by Wadi
Samail.

Stir, Bani Bu Hasan, Bani
Bu ’Ali.

Lasbkharah, Bani Bu ’Ali,
Bani Bu Hasan, Wafi,
Badiyah, Sanaa, Manab,
Nizwa, Tai uf, Saiq

; back to

Nizwa ; Izki ; thence by
Wadi Samail to Matrah.

Sohar by Wadi-al-Jizi to
Baraimi.

Izki, Adam, Manab,
Bahlab, Jabrin, Tanuf

; over
Najd-al-Tarak ; down part of
wadi-al-' Ain ; across Wadi
Sbarsab. ; Bariz, 'Araqi,
’Ibri, i-bank; np Wadi
Bbank ; Miskin ; across
W adi Bani GhafLr ; Rustaq,
Manstir, Jammab, Barkah.

Matrab, up Wadi *Adai;
over Qahza pass

; np part of
Waili Mansah ; down Wadi
Taym; Quryat; up Wadi
Mijlas ; across Wadi Maih

;

back to Matrab.

Barkab; np Wadi Ma’-
Swal ; Hakbl, ’Awabi

; up
Wadi Bani Hhartis

; over tbe
Haj?.T pass and acro8'« .Jabal
Akkdbar ; Salq, Sharaijah;

Wellsted’s Travels in Ara-
bia.

Aucher-Eloy's E.elations

de Voyages en Orient.

Ward, Sylvester and Jones
in the Transactions of

the Bombay Geographic
cal Society, 1847-9.

Cole, in the same.

Miles, in the Journal of the
Asiatic Society of Ben-
gal, 1877.

Miles, in the Government
of India’s Pioceedings
for October 1886.

Miles, in the Geographical
Journal, M ay 1896.

Miles, in the Geographical
Journal, November 1901.

A particular description of
his route was not the
author’s object, but his

narrative contains valu-
able information on the
subject.

The author was chiefly

interested in botany, but
his account of his route
is not without value.

Not of much value as a
route-report.

Do.

Considerable attention is

pai 1 to the nature of the
route.

The information as to the
route is somewhat deeul-
tory.

Parts of the route are well
described.

Do.
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Jau, Wadi-al-Jizi, Wadi Khabbah, Jabal Ehamis, Wadi Haih,
Wadi Mansab, Masqat District, Wadi Mijlas, Miskia, ’Oman
Proper, Euwi, Raus-al-Jibal and Wadi Tayin.

Principal places visited.
Authority (for full titles, see

Bibliographical Appendix). Bemasks.

down Wadi Mi’aidin; Birkat-
al-Moz, Izki ; down Wadi
SamSLil, Matrah.

Khor Jaramah, Muswa,
Wadi Fisao, Wadi Falaij,
Stir.

1

Dowding, in the records of
the Intelligence Branch,
Simla, 1901.

A regular military route*
report.

Daghmar ;
up Wadi Tayin

to its head ; down Wadi Man-
sah, Matrah.

Do. Do.
Unfortunately the report is

unfinished and deals only
with the lower part of

Wadi Tayin.

Baraimi, Hafit, Dhank,
^Ibri

; up part of Wadi-al-
’Ain; over Najd-al-Makharim j

Saifam, Jabrin, Bahlah,
ITizwa, Tanuf, Saiq,
Sharaijah, Muti.

Cox, in the Government of
India’s Foreign Pro-
ceedings for December
1903.

Not expressly a road-report,

but contains all necessary
information about the
road as well as other sub*
jects.

The following additional facts about routes in have recently been supplied

by Lieutenant 0. H. Gabriel and others from native information (1905) :

—

1. Koutes from Barkah and Masna’ali to BustaQ. converge at Jamjtnah in

Wadi Fara’ and thence ascend Wadi Fara’ to Hustaq. The distances from Barkah
and IVCasna’ah, respectively, are 10 and 6 hours by caravan.

2. A route from Suwaiq to Rustaq reaches Wushail in Wadi Fara’ and thence

follows Wadi Fara’ to Bustiiq* Distance 8 hours by caravan,

3. A route from Masna’ah to Dhank lies up Wadi Bani G-hafir from Dihas to

Khafdi ; it then reaches Miskin, in Wadi-al-Kabir, From Miskin, there are alter*

native ways to Dhank, one via ’Aridh in Wadi-al-Kabir and Yanqul in Wadi

Dhank, the other vi& Khadal in Wadi* al -Jailah and Fida in Wadi Dhank. Dis-

tance to Miskin 10 hours by caravan (apparently underestimated) j and tbence by the

alternative ways 32 and 24 hours, respectively.

4. A route from Suwaiq to Dhank follows Wadi Bani Ghafir from Hoqain to

Khafdi and beyond that point is identical 'with the last route. Total distance 30

hours by caravan.

5. A route from Khabhrahto ’Ibri follows Wadi-al-BLawasinah from Ghaizairt

to Mijzi, whence Miskin in Wadi-al-Kabir is reached ; from Miskin it continues

down Wadi-al-Kabir to Dariz and so to ’Ibri. Total distance 24 hours by caravan*

6. A route from Khabhrah joins the ordinary Wadi-al-Jizi route from Suhar

to Baraimi at Sahailah in Wadi-al-Jizi, Distance from Khaburah to Sahailah

12 hours by caravan.

7. There is a route fiom Saham to Yanqul which goes by Falaj-ash-Shakhariyin

and Wuqbah in Wadi ’Ahin. Distance 18 hours by caravan.

8. The way from Yanqul to ’Ibri is vid ’Aridh in Wadi-al-Kabir, down that Wadi

to Dariz, and so to ’Ibri. Distance 9 hours by caravan.
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Navigation and —The navigation of tlie ^Oman coasts is

simple^ and liiddeii dangers are few ; but there is an almost entire

deficiency of harbours and safe anchorages. The Elphinstoiie (Khor-

ash-Sham) and Malcolm (Ghubbat Ghazirah) Inlets and Dohat Haffah

in E»UUS-al-Jibal would make good harbours^ but their position in a

wild and barren district renders them commercially valueless. There

is not a single sheltered anchorage for vessels on the whole Batinab
coast. The coast of the Masqat District possesses the best anchorages

. in ^Omau; viz., the bays of Matrah and Masqat and the inlets of

Bandar Jissah and Bandar Khairan j but the first two are imperfectly

sheltered^ and the others are badly situated with regard to internal

communications. From Bandar Khairan south-eastwards there is no
sheltered anchorage till the Sur^ Khor Jaramah and Khor-al-Hajar
creeks are reached near Ras-al-Hadd

; the first and third of these are

only accessible to native boats^ and the second, thougli well-sheltered,

cannot be entered by vessels of more than 15 feet draft. The South-
Eastern Coast of ^Oman is poor in good anchoragos

; indeed, excluding

Ghubbat Hashish, the approaches to which are not free from danger, and
an indifferent anchorage at Eas Madrakah, there are none until the

complementary harbours of Murbat and Risut in the Dhufar District

are reached.

ToUtical constituUo7i.-^l}hQ government of ^Omanis a Sultanate

or absolute monarchy, and the manner in which the present licreditary

Sultanate has arisen out of an ancient elective Imamate will appear from
the chapter on the history of in the first volume of this Gazet-
teer. The title of Imam is inapplicable to the present ruler, who has

From the map it would seem that some of the distances have been underestimated
or that a very high rate of travel has been assained.

The following itinerary has been furnished by the Rev. Mr. Caotine of !]VCa>SQ[8.'fc

:

the hours represent about 2§ miles each —
Matrah to Ghtthrah in the Masqat District, 4, hours; Gbubrah to Misfahiu

Wadi Boshap, 6 hours Misfah to Bidbid in Wadi SamaU, 6| hours; Bidbid to
Sarlirjn the same, ^ hours ; Sarur to Hisn Sa'iiail in the same, 3^ hours ; Hisn
SamS’il to Faujah in the same— apparently by Wadi Dhaba’Sn— 6 hours;
Fanjahto Buwah, 4 hours; Bnwah to Lajal in Wadi Lajai, hou.s ; Lajal to
Wakhl, 3^ hours ; Wakhl to Ghubrat Pani RuwShah in Wadi Mistal, 5 hours

;

Ghnhrat Bani Rnwabah to Hijar in tho same, 5 hours; Hijar by Ghubrat Bani
Bnwabah to Ibai ^.I in Wadi Ma’awal, 8 hours ; Ibai to Barkah on the
Batinah coast, 7 hours ; Barkah to Sib on the same, 6 hours ; Sib to Matrah,
8 kaurs.

It is understood that nearly all the routes enumerated are passable by camels and
that »u£B.cieiit water and grazing are available by the way.
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never qualified for the semi-religious dignity of the Imamate, and he

is commonly mentioned as the Saiyid. The term is not free from

ambiguity however^ for each member of the ruling family is also a Saiyid^

though not the Saiyid \ and the term Sultan, though possibly a British

invention, * appears to be coming into general use in the capital and

its vicinity.

General ad?iiinistration.—lLh.Q government of ^ Oman is without

system or efficiency, and outside the districts of Masqat and Batinah the

Sultan's authority is either precarious or merely nominal. The Sultan is

represented at a number of points by executive, ofiicials styled Walis,

w ho exercise their powers, according to the will of their master, to the

extent which the means at their disposal permit ; and there are, at some

less important places, minor civil or militaiy officials who receive their

orders from the Wali nearest them. The town of Masqat is ruled by the

Sultan personally, but at Matrah there is a Wali, the only official of

that rank in the Masqat or head-quarters district. In Batinah there are

Walis at Sib, Barkah, Masna^ah, Suwaiq, Khaburah and Sohar ;
and

the Wali of Sobar, whose charge is in some respects the most highly or-

ganised in the Sultanate, is assisted by deputy-Walis at Saham, Liwa.

and Sbinas,, each of whom is responsible for a defined district and for

certain specified villages. In the Hajar hills the Sultan has Walis at

Makhl and Hisn Samail and outposts in charge of minor officials at

^Awabi, Bidbid, Mizahit, Hibi, Haiyadh, and Burj-ash-Shikairi
; the

last three are subject to the Wali of Sohar and the others to the Wali of

Samail. In the Rustaq i3ortion of Western Hajar there exists what

is practically an imperium in imperio^ held by a distant relation of

the Sultan over whom he has no real control. On the coast of Eastern

Hajar there are Walis at Quryat and Sur and a post at Hadd
under the Wali of Sur ; but the position of the Sur Wali is extremely

difficult, and at present he is to a large extent merely a spectator* of

events (1905). 'Araqi, close to '^Ibri, is the seat of a Wali and the

Sultto^s only post in Dbahirab. In ^Oman Proper the Sultan has Walls

at Izki and Nizwa besides a post at Manah under the Wali of

Nizwa, but his position in this district is insecure and implies no real-

control.

In the detached district < of Ruus-al-Jibal, where his authority

* If British, it may have had its rise in a misapprehension, the personal name of

the ruler at the time of the first two treaties between Masqat and the East India
Company having been Saiyid Sultan- It is noteworthy that on the pice minted by
Paisal-hin-Turki, or to his order, he is variously described as Imam of Masqat and
'Oman/' “ Sultan of Masqat, and 'Oman ** and “ Sultan of 'Oman.**
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is recognised rather than felt^ the Sultto has a Wali at Khasah ; and

in the still more remote district of Dhnfar, where Masqat rule is

tolerated by the inhabitants rather than actively enforced by the Sultan^

His Highness is represented at the present time by a substitute Wali

with his head-quarters at Hisn, by a garrison at Murbat and by

small detachments in other places.

In Sharqlyah and Ja^alan the Sultan has no official agents of

any sort^ andj though the Shaikhs profess allegiance to the Sultan

of ^Oman, their attitude towards the present ruler makes it impossible

to regard them otherwise than as semi-independent. The South-Eastern

Coast of ^Oman between Ja’alan and Dhllfar is valueless and its

existence is ignored in the Sultanas administrative arrangements.

Gwadar is a Waliship^, and in the town and its environs the

authority of the W ali is complete.

Further pai'ticulars about the Sultanas ^ posts are given in the j)ai'a-

graph on military forces below.

Criminal and cirtil Justice.—Criminal justice is dispensed in the

name of the Sultan only in places which fall within the jurisdiction of

his Walis, The most heinous cases, as of murder or extreme personal

violence, are, if the culprit can be arrested, sent to the Sultan for

disposal along with the witnesses of the crime ; and a person convicted

by the Sultan of murder is frequently put to death by the same means

as he employed to destroy his victim. Minor offences are tried by the

W alis who are supposed to report their decisions to the Sultan

:

in these reparation to the person injured is usually exacted or, failing

reparation, a term of imprisonment is awarded. The procedure is on the

whole in accordance with Muhammadan law, but the requirements

of the Quran are not always strictly complied with. Outside the juris-

dictions of the W alis there is no justice apart from the settlements

which local Shaikhs are able and inclined to arrange on the basis of

Arab customs of compensation and retaliation. Tribesmen are never

surrendered to the Sultan by the tribal authorities as criminals for

punishment.

Questions of civil right are adjudicated on by Qadhis in the same
manner as in other Muhammadan countries.

linanee*—The sea customs, here called ^ XJshur,
^ are the

principal source of revenue in the Sultanate of ’Oman ; import duty
is levied on all goods at the rate of 5 per cent, ad vuloTQm^ the
maximum permitted by treaty. At Ml principal ports the customs
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are now under direct management instead of being farmed^ as formerly
;

payment of duty is accepted either in cash or in kind, and in the latter

case the goods taken are generally sold by auction.

Subsidiary sources of income are the Zakat and Bait-al-Mal

;
but these terms, unless in the interior, are not employed

in the strict Quranic sense. At places on the coast Zakat, instead of

signifying the impost authorised by Muhammadan law on agricultural

produce and moveable property, denotes a virtual export duty which,

though not fixed by treaty, is permitted by the Bi'itish Government to be

taken at the rate of 5 per cent, ad valorem in lieu of Zakat proper

;

this concession has been made on account of the inability of the Sultan

to collect the Zakat in the up-country localities where it becomes

due. On the seaboard Bait-al-Malmeans not the public revenue from all

sources, but the rent of shops and other property owned by the State.

It will be seen from the table given in the next paragraph, which is

based upon inquiries made in 1906-07, that import duties and real and so-

called Zakat produce together a gross iwenue of $4^9,000, but that of this

amount only $290,700 or about Bs. 4,00,000 actually reaches the

central treasmy at Masqat j the remainder is absorbed in administrative

expenditure at the places where the collections are made.

The Bait-al-Mal brings in about $500 a year at Masqat Town and

$750 at Matrah, and the total proceeds of this tax are thus about

Bs. 1,750.

In addition to the revenues of ^Oman the Sultan receives from the

British Government a subsidy of which the origin is explained in the

histoiy of ^Oman ; its amount is at present Bs. 7,200 per mensem.

The net annual public income of 'Oman from all sources

thus about

—

Es.

from customs and Zakat 4,00,000

from Bait-ahMal 1,750

from the Britisb subsidy 86,400

or Es. 4,88,150

As we shall presently see, this is supplemented to a slight extent out of

the Sultanas private estate.

The expenditure of the Sultan is even more difficult to estimate than

his revenue ; it is certain however that his normal position is one of

financial embarrassment. His personal expenses are small, but large

sums are spent in placating discontented tribes of the interior and in

supporting a multitude of parasites in his entourage ;
consequently he
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forestalling his customs receipts by overdrawing on his customs officials,

who are thus compelled to obtain advances from local merchants in

anticipation of duty payable in the future.

nmal forces.—The following table shows the military

posts and garrisons maintained by the Sultan in support of his civil

administration, as well as the fiscal details referred to in the preceding

paragraph :

—

Distxiet, Military post.
strength of
garrison.

Revenue collected (in $) IRoveune roachinff

CustomB. Zakat,

the Masqat treasury
(in.$).

Batinati Barkah 20 3,000 1,800 1,200

Do. Khaburah 10 2,000 Nil.

Do. Masna’ah 70 3,000 2,000 4,000

Do. Sib 40 1,000 1,000

Do. Suwaiq 25 2,000 Nil.

Do. Liwa 10 1 10,000

Do. Saham 10 (with
‘ Hibi in 25,000 Nil.

Do. Shinas 10
1

Western

1
Hajar)

Do, Sokar 30 j

Dhahirah ’Araqi 20 ... 100 Do.

Dhu^r Hafah 8
•N

Do. Murbat 20
^5,000 15,000 Do.

Do. Eisut 12

Do. Salalah 20 J

Gwadar Gwadar Town 20 37,000 ... 28,000

Hajar (Eastern)

Do.

Hadd

Stir*

16

i 6,000 3,200 4,600
135 3

Do. Quryat 15 3,000 1,700 1,000

Do. Samail (Hisn) 25 2,400 1,000

Do. (Western) ’Awabi 30 Nil. Nil. Nil.

Do. Bidbid 20 Do. Do. Do.

Do.
'

Buvj-ash-Shikairi 10 Do. Do. Do.

-w WUWW UUC UUSbULUO UX OUT WOUlU
the Sultan in a position to enforce his authority there.

>vore
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District. Military post. Strength of
garrison

Eereuae collected (in
Beveune reaching

the Masqat Treasury
(in?).Customs

.

1

Zakat.

Hajar (Western) Haiyadh 10 Nil. Nil. Nil.

Do. Hibi 40 See Bati- See Bati- Do.
nak above. nab*.

above.
Do. Mizahit 15 Nil. Nil. Do.

Do. Nakhl 25 ... 1,200 Do.

Masqat Masqat Town 200
I
[ 300,000 250,000

Do. Matrah 100 3

’Onian Proper Izki 25 ... 1,600 Nil.

Do. Manah 15 ... 400 Do.

Do. Nizwa 30 3,000 Do.

Ruus-al-Jilbal Khasab 15 600 Do.

Totals 1,060 367,000 62,000 290,700

The total strength of the Sultanas forces is thus considerable
;
but the

detachments are so small and dispersed that his army, if such it can be
called; is everywhere powerless for aggressive action. When an
efEort that is more than merely defensive is required it can only be
arranged by subsidising tribal levies, a method which experience has
shown to be as ineffectual as it is expensive. The Sultanas soldiers

or ^Askaris are partly foreign mercenaries
; about 25 per cent, are

Hadhramautis and 5 per cent. Ba»luchis, and these are the most reliable

part of his force ; but in some districts, as in DhulSry they are altogether

locally recruited and are consequently not to be depended on. The
^Askaris are without training and have no organisation unless by sections

of about 20 men, each of which is supposed to be commanded by a sort

of non-commissioned oflScer called an ^Aqid *3^ . Every regular fort is

in charge of a military commandant called a Jama^dar . In the

more important stations the ^Askaris are armed with breech-loading rifles.

The Sultan has a number of old muzzle-loading guns, but not more
than one or two of these are capable of being moved.

The once considerable navy of ^Oman is now represented by a single

steam yacht, the Nur-al-Bahr,^^ of 300 tons, mounting one 9-pr. E.M.L.
gun and one five-barrelled Nordenfelt of *45 calibre.

The mlingfamily —The descendants of Ahmad-bin-Sa^id, the founder

of the raling family, are now too numerous,—many of them being also

Remarks on the principles of succession to the Sultanate in ’Oman will be found

in the Government of, India’s Iforeign Proceedings for November 1898.
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obscure^—to permit of a complete genealogical table being drawn np ; but

in tbe space given to ^Oman in the third volume of this Gazetteer will

be found a table including all or most of those who retain any importance

at the present time.

The present Sultan^ Saiyid Sir Faisal-bin-Turki^ G.C.I.E., is

proprietor; as a private individual; of the following estates in his own
territory :

—

Where situated. N ature of property. Anoual valno. How proceeds ore disposed of.

'Auhi in the sub-

Wilayat of Soliar
Date-groves and
cultivated land.

$300 Assigned to Sulaiman-
bin-Suwailim, lately de-
ceased, who was Wall of
Dhufar and in recent
years of Sohar also.

Bidbid in Wadi
Samail

Date-groves. $2,500 Do.

Hail in Wadi-al-
Hilti

Date-groves and
cultivated land.

$300 Do.

Khasab Do. $1,000 Assigned to the Wall of
Khasab.

Manah Grazing land. Nil. Assigned to the- officer
of Manah.

Nakhl Date-groves and
cultivated land.

$1,000 Assigned to the "Wali of
Nakhl.

Nizwa Date-groves. $2,000 Assigned to tbe Wsli of
Nizwa.

Quryat Do. $360 Assigned to the Wali of
Quryat.

Ruwi A few small date-
groves.

... Retained by the Sultan.

Samail Date-groves and
land.

$2,000 Assigned to the Wali of
Hisn Samail,

Sidab A few small date-
groves.

... Retained by the Sultan.

"Wataiyah Date-groves and $2,000 Assigned by the Sultan to
cultivated land. his eldest son Taimur,

The Sultau; as already remarked above and further explained by this
table, is obliged to defray the expenses of government to some extent out
of his own pocket.

Muhammad-bin-Turki, the brother of the Sultan, owns a small date-
plantation at Raudhah in the Masqat District.

The Sultan possesses country-houses at Bait-al-Falaj and Wataiyah
in the IKCasijat District and at Falaij in Satinah..

Foreign Foreign interests in the 'Oman Sultanate, whether
poHtical or commercial, are predominantly British, and Britain is the only
power represented hy a Consul or Political Agent. France and the
United States are each represented by a ’Vice-Consul. The only European
firm at Masqat is British, as are also most o£ the European firms which
have agencies there; but some of the more recently established businesses
in the arms line belong to French or Buesian subjects,
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There are at Masqat 12 Etu’opean British subjects, also 32 British

subjects or protected persons belonging to various races
j
and 2 of the

last are found also at Matrah. Other British subjects or protected

persons are either Hindus or Muhammadans, in the second case generally

Khojahs, and are distributed as follows

Place. Hindus.
Muliam-
madans.

Place. Hindus.
Mubazn-
madaus.

Barkah 11 1 Saham 10 6

Khaburah ... 107 Shinas 9 ...

Masna’ah 10 18 Sohar 8 13

Masqat 253 122 Stir 28 31

Matrah 37 665
Suwaiq 7 34

Quryat 9 1 Totals 382 998

A braiicli of the Arabian Mission. of the Reformed (Dutcb) Church
of America is established at Masqat.

Uniformity of physical, social and political conditions throughout 'OMAN *

that part of ’Oman which extends from the frontier of the 'Oman (TBUCIAL)
— —
* The matter of this article and of the minor articles dependent upon it has been

^
for the most part specially collected during the years 1901 to 1907. An abstract of

the then existing information concerning Truoial ’Oman was completed by the writer

in November 1904 from all available books and reports
; it amounted to 17 printed

foolscap pages and was only intended to serve as a basis for further investigation.

Early in 1905 the writer visited Sharjah Town, where with the assistance nf

Mr. J C. Gaskin, ITnoovenanted Political Assistant in the Persian Gulf, and of ’Abdul

Latif, Residency Agent at Sharjah, he was able to collect a quantity of fresh in-

formation. A series of articles prepared from the material thus obtained was ready

in Januarv 1906 and filled 65 octavo pages of print: this draft was circulated to

the local ojBfioers whose attention it engaged during the whole of 1906. The

greater part of the work of revision and amplification fell on Major P. Z. Cox,

Resident in the Persian Gulf, who in July 1906 paid a special visit to Fujairah,

and on K. B. 'Abdul Latif-bin-*Abdur Rahman, Residency Agent at Sharjah, who
undertook such of the inquiries as Major Cox was unable to carry out personally,

In the next set of drafts, which appeared early in 1907 and extended to over 120

octavo pages of print, were incorporated tbe results of an important journey made by

Major Cox in December 1905 from Ras-al-Khaimah Town to the Baraimx Oasis

;

also those of careful inquiries by the same oflfioer regarding the Dhafrah tract ; new

data relating to communications obtained by Lieutenant C, H. Gabriel at the end of

1905 ; the facts contained in a series of useful reports by Captain E. B. Prideaux,

Political Agent iu Bahrain, on the whole coastal region between Qatar and Abu

Dhabi Town ; tbe observations of Commander W. S. Bowman of H. M. S. Sphinx”

on the islands of Bu Husa and Tunb, recorded after a visit to tbe same ; ana some

remarks by Captain A. P. Trevor, Assistant Resident, on the islands of Tunb and

Nabiyu Tunb, also founded on a personal inspection.

4 y
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Sultanate on the east to Qatar and the Jafurah desert on the west requires

that the region should be treated as a geographical unit.

For discossions of the ancient geography Sprenger’s Alte Geografhie AraUens,

1875, and Miles Note on Fling's Geography of the East Coast of Arabia, 1876,

may be consulted.

The principal authority in regard to the geography of Trncial 'Oman has hitherto

been the Persian Gulf Pilot, 1898, in which the coast and all maritime features are

fully described, but little is said of the interior ;
similarly restricted in its scope,

for the most part, is the older information contained in Bombay Selections XXIV,
1866. Valuable though early authorities on the country are Whitelock's Account of

the Arabs, etc^, and his Description of the Arabian Coast, 1836-38, the former of

which is occupied largely with the subject of population. Trade, as it was in 1863, and

questions of local resources, taxation, etc., are fully dealt with by Pelly in his Peport

on the Tribes, etc., around the Shores of the Persian G-vlf, 1863, in which some older

statistics for 1826 and 1831 are also quoted. Becent topographical and other infor-

mation regarding the interior is due almost entirely to Major P. Z. Cox, among whose

communications the following are important : his Notes to accompany Shoicli JMlap of

Route ... from Abu Thabi to Mashat in the Proceedings of the Government of India

in the Foreign Department for December 1903 (relating to the route between Abu

Dhabi Town and the Baraimi Oasis) ; his letter No. 290 of the 2nd July 1902 in

Foreign Department Proceedings for November 1902, (relating to the Sliamailiyall

district) ; and the enolosure to his letter No. 1800 of the 5th August 1906, as Resident

in the Persian Gulf to the Secretary in the Foreign Department to the Qoveinmcnt

of India (describing the route from Ras-al-Kbaimah Town to the Baraimi Oasis).

The only other modern account of any part of the country at a distance from the coast

will be found in the Rev. S. M. Zwemer’s Three Journeys in Northern Oman, 1902 ;

but a recent description of places on the coast, accompanied by photogra]>hs, i« given by

Burchardt in his Ost~Arabien von Basra bis Mashat, 1906.

The Annual Administration and Commercial Reports of the Persian Gulp Residency

are the principal source of information in regard to trade.

The map which accompanies this Gazetteer is the most nsefnl, for general purposes,

of Trucial *Oman ; its predecessor in this respect was that known ns Parts of Arabia
and Persia, 1883, on the same scale. Smaller portions of the region are shown on a

larger scale in Route of Lieutenant•Colonel Rerb&rt Disbro%ee ... and Captain
Walter Powell ...from Dibha in the Indian Ocean to Ras^el-Khymah in the Per.^ian

Gulf, 1865, and in the Route taken by Major P. Z, Cox and^ Lieutenant
C. A. Scott, R.I.M., from Ras^al^Khaima to Sohar via li&raimi, 1905 ; the former
of these is map No. 1866 in the Library of tbe IPoieign Department, Simla, and the
latter was reproduced by the Survey of India in 1907. A Map of Dhafrah, XnwaJi,
etc., 1906, compiled by Major Cox from native information, gives the topography of
that tract so far as it couid be ascertained and is filed as map No. 1367 in the Library
of the Foreign Department, Simla

; and one by Captain F. B. Pridoanx, Political
Agent in Bahrain, from a similar source,—Map of Jafurah, *Ag^al, Mijan and
Sdbahhat Matti, 1906, Foreign Department Library No. 1365 — is the best for the
tracts mentioned in its title, but is not of equal authority with Major Cox’s Dhafrah
map for those further to eastward.

The whole coast of Trucial Dman ‘appears in Ciiarts Nos. 2373-2837A and 2374-
Persian Gulf \ and Chart No. 2376-763, Entrance of the Persian

Gulf, contains parts of the same on a larger scale, vi%., the stretch from Dibah.
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The name 'Irucial ^Oman.—The region in question consists o£ tlie

actual possessions of the Shaikhs of ’Ajman, Abu Dhabi, Dibai,

Umm-al-Qaiwaill and Sharjah and of the territories of the tribes who^ in

fact or in theory; are directly subject to their influence \ but in Arabic it

has no general name. Among the subjects of the ’Oman Sultanate the

whole is ki own as Shamal either on account of its position with

reference to their own country or because of its exposure to the north-west

wind
; and in Eastern Arabia, further to the ncu'thward, the part

adjoining Abu Dhabi Town seems to be spoken of as ’Oman-ash-Shamali

because it is the northernmost part of ’Oman ; but neither of these

terms is in common use among the inhabitants of the regions which

they used to describe. The nearest approach to a recognised general

designation is apparently Sahil ’Oman or Coast of ’Oman ;

but this expression, though not unknown to the people of the country,

is wanting in precision and distinctiveness and is far from being

universally understood. In English oflBcial literature a part of the shore

line has long been familiar under the name of The Pirate Coast but

the term is not sufficiently comprehensive, and, at the present day, is

obsolete and even misleading, inasmuch as the state of affairs which it

once accurately connoted has long since passed away. Regard being had

to a perpetual maritime truce which regulates the relations of the rulers

to one another and to the British Government the pentarchy in question

may be styled, not inappropriately, Trucial ’Oman* ; but it must be

remembered that the trucial obligations of the Shaikhs do not extend

to the interior of their dominions.

The component principalities of Trucial ’Oman are fully described

elsewhere under their own names ; and the function of the present

article is accordingly to correlate them, to describe the countiy and its

inhabitants as a whole, and to dispose of certain matters (such as com-

munications) which could not be dealt with piecemeal under the names

of the separate principalities.

to Klior Fakkan on the eastern, and that from Ska’am to Dihai on the v/estern

side of the ’Oman Promontory. Of the coast between Abii IDlialDi Town and. the

island of YaS the best delineation will be found in a Triqonofnetrical Survey of

the A.Tahian ot southern side of the JBesrsia/n GruJf from jihothudhee to JCctbooi

Island, 1824 ; this was apparentlj’ once a chart numbered 19B, but it seems to have

been withdrawn. A small sketch of J?art of JSHhoT'al^lBatin was prepared by

Commander G. Sinclair, R.T.M., in 1906 for the information of the writer, and is now

map No. 1364 in the Library of the Foreign Department, Simla.

^ This name was suggested by Captain F. B. Prideaux, and i^in the absence of any

other, either Arabic or English, it appears to be the most convenient-, the most des-

criptive, and generally the most suitable for adoption.

4 T 2
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Zimits.^V^on the coast, Trucial ^Om&n extends in the Gulf of

"Oman from Khor Kalba to Dibah, and in the Persian Gnlf from

Sha’am to Khor-al-’Odaid^ the places named being all included in it

;

in other words its boundary between these two sets of points is the sea.

Inland, its frontiers are more difficult to define ;
but it covers a consi-

derable portion of the interior of the ^Oman Promontory. On one side

there it is bounded by a line or uncertain course whicii runs from a spot

between the contiguoas villages of Dibah and Sai’ah on the east coabt

to Eas Sha^am on the west coast, and so divides it from the

Ruiis-al-Jibal district of the 'Oman Sultanate to the north; on another

by a line, even more indeterminate, which leaves the Gulf between Khor

Kalba and Murair and, after partially crossing the promontory in such

a way as to exclude the MahSdhah and Jail districts to the south, is

eventually lost in Khatam. Westwards of Khatam the inland limit of

Trucial 'Oman is at the commencement of the Ruba^-al-Khali and

jafurah deserts.

Physical divisions .—Leaving out of considei’ation for the present

the artificial political divisions of Trucial 'Oman, we find that it consists

of a maritime belt (or Taff
) and islands ; of inland plains ; and of a

mountain system : these we now proceed to describe.

Maritime features and islands of Trucial ^Omdn,—I'hc eastern

coast—that washed by the Gulf of ^Oman—is bold, somewhat re-

sembling the coast of Ruus-al-Jibal, ani the hills in places come down
to the water's edge. The westorn coast — that within the Persian
Gulf— is low and monotonous. In the north the latter is diversified by
occasional date groves, especially by those of the Sir tract between Rams
and Eas-al-Khaimah Town, but as the coast trends away to south and
west trees languish, and at Abn Dhabi they cease altogether. The
hills, too, which near Eas-al-Khaimah Town form a pleasing back-
ground, rapidly recede inland and are soon, lost to view from seaward
as the coast is followed to the south-west. Silt-water creeks abound
on this coast, and the lagoons at Ras-al-Khaimah Town Jind near the
town of Abu Dhabi have a eonsidei'able superficies

; yet there ax*e no
inlets of real importance. The creeks sometimes unite inland to form
backwaters and mangrove swamps, which are separated by a short
distance only from the coast; and quasi-islands, sometimes inhabited and
sometimes not, are created in this manner. The best known instances
of such islands are Qurma,h between Rams and Ras-al-Khaimah

;
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JazIrat-al-Hamra ; the Siniyah island, formed by K.hor-al-Baidhall
near Umm-al-Qaiwain

; Zora ; the not altogether insulated site common
to the village of Khan and to the Laiyah suburb of Sharjah Town ;

and, last bat not least, the tract of country in which stands the town
of Abu Dhabi. Beyond Abu Dhabi, as far as Khor-ah^Odaid, the

coast is almost unknown; it is barren and generally low, but has some
bluff headlands.

The only eminence and conspicuous landmark on the coast of Trucial

^Oman, Dhafrah being excluded, is Jabal-al-^Ali in Dibai territory.

In the Gulf of ^Oman the sea is deep at no great distance from shore.

In the Persian Gulf, from Sha^am to Abu Dhabi it is open and free from
dangers but rather shallow

; here the coast lies open to the full fury of

the Shamal, there are no harbours or sheltered anchorages except for

boats, and landing is often diflScult. From Abu Dhabi to Khor-aVOdaid
the coast is adjoined by a labyrinth of islands, shoals and reefs,

imperfectly surveyed and so intricate that even Arab vessels, if larger

than pearl boats, avoid these waters. In this direction most of the space

between the coast and the SO fathom line,—which runs approximately

from opposite Sharjah Town to the tip of the Qatar peninsula,—is

occupied by pearl'banks. Full details of these banks are given in the

Appendix on the Pearl Fisheries.

A number of islands are associated with the coast of Trucial ^Oman,
the most important being Bu Musa, Tunb, Sir Bu Na^air^ Yas and

Dalnaah; the last of these is adjoined by a number of others which are

enumerated in the article on the Abu Dhabi Principality, and by

Shura'awah.

Inland ’plain of Trucial ^Omdn,'—The interior of a country so ex-

tensive naturally varies in character from one part to another, but, atten-

tion being for the moment confined to the non-mountainous portions,

the variations are found to be less considerable than might have been

expected. Almost the whole consists of sandy desert ; uncultivable but

not altogether destitute of natural vegetation or even of wood ; the

principal exceptions to the general infertility are the Jiri plain, the

plain of Bhaid and the Llwah division of the Dhafrah tract, in all of

which some cultivation, at least of dates, is carried on. These relatively

small districts are fully described in the articles under the names

indicated, and it is unnecessary to enter here upon the exceptional

features which they present. Another tract of a different nature, which

has no general name' and which it is consequently impossible to make
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the subject of an article, is described below in the paragraph on the

topography of Tracial "Oman. The only remaining portion of the

country is that which lies between the sea and an imaginary line joining

Eas-al-Khaimah Town to the Baraimi Oasis : it ends southwards in

the district oE Ehatam which is elsewhere described under its own name.

So far as can be ascertained this portion, from Ras-al-Khaimah as far

south as Dibai Town, is not entirely composed of sand dunes, but

contains also level shingly plains with sparse acacia vegetation;

southwards from Dibai the whole surface appears to be sandy and

undulating, but desert vegetation and wells and water holes are still

sufficiently plentiful to support a scanty Bedouin population. In the

whole of this region no running water is found except in one subterranean

aqueduct which irrigates the settlement of Falai ;
but there are numerous

wells, sunk generally on the hanks or in the beds of dry watercourses,

and sometimes in spots whieh from their elevated position might have

been supposed unsuitable for the purpose. On the Ras-al-Khainiah-

Baraimi route these wells are generally from 40 to GO feet deep and

are lined for 8 or 10 feet near the surface with timber or rough-hewn

stones brought from the hills.

Acacias, which are the commonest kind of tree, are of the Gbaf and

Samr varieties
;
the Ashkar shrub, the Mavkh bush, and grass of the

kind called Arta are frequently met with ; and the dwarf tamarisk, the

wild castor oil plant, and. a bulbous grass called Qufa are also found.

Other sorts of vegetation which afford grazing are Bimth, a si)ecics of

Salsola which, when green, is eaten by camels ; Halam, a small sand

plant 5 Thamam, a coarse grass which eventually dries up into twigs

and becomes inedible ; and Qasad, a small vivid green shrub of the caper

tribe : the last three are eaten by livestock of all kinds.' There is also a

bright green edible weed, somewhat resembling naignonettc, which is

called Haram.

B.ilU of Tmcial ^ only mountainous part of the country

is in the east, where a section of the spinal range of the "Oman Promon-

tory is included : this section is the part between a line joining Dibah
to Sha"am on the north, and another, on the south, which runs inland

frond Khor Ealba^ first westwards then southwards, so as to curve

round the northern and western sides of the Mah&dhali ti*act and the

hills connected with it. The lull tract of Trucial 'Oman is thus about

5.0 miles in extent from north to south, and its average breadth seems to

be about £0 miles. It is still almost entirely unexplored, the only part
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o£ it as yet traversed by Europeans beiuiTr that wbicli lies on the direct

route^ through Wadi-al-Qaliddi, between Dibah and Eas-al-Khaimah

;

and eveu of this part no account appears to be extant. As seen from
the westj from the Ras-al-Khaimah-Baraimi route; the mountains

appear to be dis})osed in three more or less parallel ridges running from
north to south : of these the westernmost terminates at a hill called

Qumr j-6.3 immediately behind the village of Adhan ; and the second

ridge, after curving slightly westwards, seems to continue the interrupted

line of the first. The third or easternmost ridge contains the highest

peaks and probably overlooks the Gnlf of ^Oman : one of these high

peaks, situated apparently 12 to 15 miles east of Adhan, is said to be

named Jabal Sa’ta . It is possible, however, that these, three

ridges are apparent only, and that the hill system is more complex than

from the west it seems to be. As Adhan in the Jiri plain is considered

to be a village of Wadi Ham^ it may be inferred that this valley pierces
'

the whole mass of mountains from side to side and even conveys part of

the drainage of the south end of the Jiri plain to the Gulf of ^Oman at

Fujairah ; but it has not been found possible to locate with certainty ,

the true head of Wadi Ham* ; in any case, however, its average direction

appears to be from north-west to south-east, and not from west to

east as has hitherto been generally supposed. Wadi-al-Qor, further

south than Wadi Ham, is the only other considerable valley that

comes down to the sea from the hills of Trucial ^Oman on their eastern

side. The drainage from the western slope of the hills never,

apparently, reaches the Persian Gulf, but is swallowed up by the

intervening sands.

Climate.—The climate of Trucial ^Oman in winter is pleasantly cool

by day and cold at night, but frost is unknown : on the coast, in the

same season, the weather is often boisterous. Between May and October

the climate is excessively hot and trying
\ and during the worst of the

heat, that is from May to September, travellers jonrney by night as

much as possible. The rainfall is scanty and is believed to average

about 5 inches a year. Most of the rain is received in midwinter, but

there are also occasional showers in spring.

JPopitlation and triles,—The people of Trucial ^Oman belong to

numerous distinct tribes
; indeed, the country is tribally one of the most

composite and perplexing in the Persian Gulf, The comprehensive

Joasmee tribe, assumed by some writei^s, has no real existence. Only
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tKe members of the family of the Shaikh of Sharjah^ numbering at the

present day about 20 adult males^ are Qawasim (Jawasim) by blood
;

and the use of the name to denote all subjects of the Sharjah Shaikh^

though partially sanctioned by local practice, is really incorrect.

The following is a synopsis of the principal tribes of Trucial

^Oman :~

Remibkb.

ISee article ’Abadilah,

See article A1 ’Ali.

Originally, it is said,

Bani Tainim
; but

now practically merg-
ed in the Bani Yas,

See article ’Awamir,
Some of the tribe

come as hir weat as

Sharjah Town in

spring for iho sake of

the grazing.

This tribe is new prac-

tically extinct; and,
according to some,
those who remain
are not genuine
"Awanat, Some say
that the ’Awanat
Were slaves of the
Qawasim

; others
that they wore con-
nected with the
Maqabil,

See artiolo BahSri-
nah.

By some regarded as a
section of the A1 Bu
Mahair.

Sunnis and belong to
the GhajGln faction.
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Tribe.

Dhababihah

Ghafalah
dLlfti

Halalamab

Hamid (Baai)

Htiwalali
«

Jalajilab

Kaibi (A1 Bu)^ j?

Kbaimah
(Abl Ras-al-)

^!j cIaI

)

Kbamarab

Kurnid

Mahair
(Al Bu) ^

Singular.

Adhbaihi

Ghafaili.

Hallami.

Jalaijali.

Kalbaoi.

Mftbairi.

iSj^

Settled in Bedouins
T racial in Tracial
’Oman ’Onnan

(souls). (suals).

200

600

76

A few.

1.500

60

70

2,000

376

150

5.500 100

Location.

Wadi Sfuni and
its brancb
Wadi Naiclain,

Abu Dhabi
Town,

Ham in Shamai-
liyah.

Sharjah Town

Furfar and Hail
in Shamai-
liyah ; also

Induk in Wadi
Nuslah, a side

valley of Wadi-
al-Qor.

’Ajman Town

Ras-al-K h a i •

mah Town,

Abu Dhabi
Town,

Bshasxs.

The descent of this

tribe is unknown

:

they are said to be
aboriginal.

See article Ghafalah.

Formerly a section of
the Bani Qitab, but
now attached to the
Bani Yas. In reli-

gion they are Maliki
Sunnis.

See article Kuwalah.

The tribe is divided in

allegiance between
the Shaikh of Shar-
j’ah and the rebel

Shaikh of Fujairah.
The name is gene-
rally

^

pronounced
Yalayilah.

Perhaps a section of

the Al Bu Kharaiban
section of the iNa’im.

Originally from
Khamir in Persia.

They are Malikis by
religion and claim to

be connected with the
'Utiib.

See article Kunud.

See article Al Fu
Mahair.
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MahS^rizali

Manasir

Marar

M aitah

Maianah

.
U^jUa^

MazarP
Cijiy

IBTa’iin

ISiTaqbiyin

Nasir (A1 Bin

iiti

Singular.

Settled in

Tnicial
’Oman
(souls).

Bedouins
m Trucial
’Oman
(souls).

^ Location 1

Mahri. 1,260 Ras-al-Khaimah
Town.

Mahairizi. 250 Masafi and Taiyi-

bah in W adi

Ham.

Mausuri. 100 1,300

Marri.
Otf

1,350 350

26 ... ’Ajman Town.

Matrushi. 1,000 Sharjah Town. '

Mazm’i. oo
{

Ka aimi.. 3,600 ...
{

Naqbi, 1,800 ...
g

Nasiri. 120 Abu Dhabi 1

Town.

rhe origin of this

tribe is obscure
;
the^^

appear to have some
contiection witb the
Za’ab, and aicoording
to a local tradition
they are of the same
stock as Mir
Mahanna., the cele-

brated pirate of Hig
in the 18th century.

rizah may have been
a section of tlie

Sliarqiyin; but it

is admitted that
in that case they
have now seceded
and become a fepa-
rate tribe.

See article Manasir.

Seo article Marar.

These are an oiT-shoot
ot* the IS’a’im with
an admixture of
negro blood.

Phis tribe arc found
also in tho BEtinah
district of tho
’Oman Sultanate.

Those of tho tribe
who are clearly con-
sidered to bo a sec-
tion of tho Bani Yas
are excluded hero.

See article ISTa’im.

tho same stock as tho
Batiarinahj but
they aro Sunnis
hy religion.
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Tribe. Singalar.

Settled in
Tracial
'Oman
(souls).

Bedoains in
Tracial
*Oa»an
(souls).

Location. Bsuases.

Qawaid

oJly
Qaidi.

250 At and in the
neighb o u r -

hood of

Sii5kab in

Wadi Ham.

By some they are

believed to be an
offshoot of tbe

MazarP, but this

is doubtful. They
bwn about 10 camels
aud 150 sheep and
goats ; but they also

cultivate a little,

and some of their

number are semi-
settled.

Qawasim Qasimi
60 ... ... See article QawSsim.

Qitab (Bani) Qitbl. 200 2,100 ... See article Bani Qitab.

Shabairah

*;V-

Ashhari. 125 ...
’Asimah in

Wadi Ham.
There is also a singu-

lar Shabyari. The
Sbahairah are consid-

ered to be aborigi-

nal.

Shamaili
(I ani)

Shamaili. 1,000

%

Shimil in Sir. The Bani Shamaili
are said to have been
ori;£inally Jews
{sic), but now they
are closely connected

with the" Shihuh
and may almost

^
be

. regarded as a seetion

of that tribe,

thouj^h not included
in either of its 2
main divisions.

They are also

called Shamaliyin

A few of

them who are noma-
dic are found among
the Shihulx in

the Buus-al-
Jibal distiiot of

the ’ Oman Sul-

tanate.

Shaqosh ...
...

’ Ajman
Town.

The Shaqosh are a

section of the Bani
Ma’in of Qislim.
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Tribe. Singular.

Settled in

Traci al

’Omaa
(soils.)

1

Bedouins
in Trucial
*Onaan
(so'ila.)

Location. Bemmikr.

Sharqiyin

criifr

Sharq i. 7,000 •• See article

Sharqiyin.

snihuti Shihhi. . 2,600 ... ... See article Shiliiih.

C-^

Sbwaihiyin 2,050 Dibai and
Sharjah
Towns.

This tribe are apparentl}”
identical with the
section similarly
named of the Bani
Ka’ab, with which
tribe they still inter-
marry, but in this

Gazetteer they have
not been included
amon^ the latter. In
religion they are
H aubalis.

Sudan Suwaidi. 6,000 ... See article Sudan.

Tanaij Tanaiji.

ij^-

2J,600 1,500 ... See article Tanaij.

ThamairSt
Thamii’i. 120 ••• Abu Dhabi

Town.
The Thannaivat wore
originiilly Marar,
but they are now
reckoned among
the Bani YSS.

Yas (Bani)

i/i
Yasi. 10,000 2,000 ... See article Bani YSs.

Za’Sb Za’abi. 3,500 »«• ... See article Za’Sb.

Zalinm Zahmi. 100
1

Siji near Wadi
Ham.

They are said to
have boon formerly
Sharqiyin of the
Ha fait at section, but
at the present time
they are un-
doubtedly a distinct
tribe.

Besides the foregoing there are about 1,400 Baluchis at Bibai Town,
GM.llah and Eas-al-Khaiinah; 194 Hindus at Abu Dhabi, Dibai,
Umm-al-Qaiwaill and Sharjah Towns

j £14 Khojahs or other Indian
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Mubammadaiis at Dibai, Ras-al-Khaimah and Sharjah Towns

;

and Persians^ some Arabicised and some not^ about ^^40 0 at Abu

Dhabi and Dibai Towns, Khor Fakkan and Ghallah. Negro

slaves are exceptionally numerous in the coast towns, but no separate

estimate of them is possible and they may be taken as included in our

tables among the Arabs to whom they belong- The Indians are not

domiciled nor accompanied by their families. Here it may be useful

to mention that the Bayadir found in Sir^ at Dibah, and

elsewhere e.g., at Ehasab in Euus-al-Jibal; are not a tribe

but a class,—* the class namely of the agricultural labourer to

whatever tribe he may belong. The singular of the name is Baidar

The total number of Bedouins in Trucial ^ Oman may be estimated

in accordance with the table above at about 8,000 souls. In respect of

settled population, however, the table is not exhaustive, and recourse must

be had to the articles upon the principalities, from which it will appear

that the figures are :
—

Principality. Settled inhabitants.

'Ajman . * . ... 750

Dhabi (Abu) 11,000

Dibai 10,250

Qaiwain (Umm-al-) 5,000

Sharjah. ....... 45,000

Total for Trucial ’Oman 72,000

By far the strongest numerically of the settled tribes are the Bani Yas,

whose Bedouins also are the most numerous of any except the Bani Qitab.

Next after the Bani Yas there rank, in point of numbers among the

settled tribes, first the Sharqiyin and Al ^Ali^ and then the Al Bu

Hahair and the Sudan.

Political and religious distinctions .—Like the people of the ^Oman

Sultanate those of Trucial ’Oman are divided between the Hinawi and

Ghafiri political factions, but Ghafirlyah greatly predominate, the Bani

Yas and the Shihuh alone being Hinawi ;
and, whereas in the Sultanate

the Hinawiyah are mostly Ibadhis and the Ghafirlyah mostly Sunnis by

religion, here the Hinawiyah are all Sunnis of the Maliki school while

the Ghafiriyah ai’C virtual YTahhabis. The Y^ahhabiism of Trucial

‘’Oman is not now, however, of the militant order 5 it is generally

described as Sunniism of the orthodox school of Ibn Hanbal, and it even

poKtnives ^t the private consumption of tobacco, though not as yet at the
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public sale of the same. Modern rifles are widely distributed among the

people in both town and country.

Character, life and langttage.--Th.e people of the western coast, at least

those of the more northern parts, have shown themselves in the past a

bold and energetic race. By their piratical exploits at the beginning of

the 9th century they gained, under the misleading name of Joasmees,^-'

a permanent place in history ;
and they played a large part in the politics

of the Persian Coast, especially of Qishm island, and in those of

Bahrain and the ’Oman Sultanate. At the present day they lead a

quiet and unobtrusive existence, but doubtless the old qualities are latent

in them still.

The well-to-do classes on the coast of Trucial ’Oman have three meals
(M

a day j
the first, called Fakk-ar-Riq ,

or Loosening of the

Spittle/’ is a kind of breakfast and consists sometimes of pancakes

made of eggs, rice flour and sugar ; the other two meals, at noon and

evening, comprise rice with fish or meat, accompanied by dates and

thin cakes of white bread. Coffee is drunk several times a day.

Virtually the whole free population is Arab, and Arabic is almost the

only language spoken. Swahili, however, survives among* negro slaves

of the full blood.

OccuiMtions and resources .—Pearl diving is, since the sni)prcssion of

piracy, the principal and almost the sole occupation of the maritime

population. In summer most of the able-bodied men, to the number of

more than 22,0 (’0, are absent at the pearl banks; and the coast towns

and villages are left to a great extent unprotected and deserted. The
number of pearl boats in Trucial ’Oman is apj)roximately ],215, carrying

on the average crews of about 18 men each: they arc distributed

as follows :
—

Principality. Number of boats.

’Ajman 40
Dhabi (Abu) 410
I>ibai 335
Qaiwain (Umm*ab) 70
Sharjah ^60

In winter some of the pearl diving class take part in the ordinary
sea fisteries, but the majority of them spend the season at home in idleness,
supported by boat owners and contractors who thereby aoqxiire, under the
stringent rules of the industry, au indefeasible lien on their services for
the next pearling season. A few of the seafaring class are employed on
the cargo vessels mentioned in the paragraph on shipping below. Pish
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are everywhere plentiful and excellent^ and turtle are caught upon the

islands.*

The settled population who do not live by the sea are herdsmen and

agriculturists : to this class belong most of the non-nomads of the interior

and of the eastern side of the ^Oman Promontory. The agricultural

capabilities of the country are, however, veiy limited
; and cereals, such as

wheat and jowari, are grown only in a few favoured localities such as Sir

and the Shamailiyah district. Dates flourish in most places
; but on

the west coast south of Ras-al-Khaimah Town they never fully ripen, for

want of water, and are eaten fresh. Vegetables are raised at most

places by means of well irrigation. Livestock are chiefly camels,

donkeys, cattle, sheep and goats, and there is plenty of poultry ; but

horses are few in consequence of the difiiculty of feeding them ; the last

are kept on barley and desert grass, with occasionally a little lucerne, which

in places is grown among the date groves.

The Bedouins depend chiefly on their livestock for subsistence, but

some of them take part in the pearl fisheries. In winter, when the

weather is cool and grazing abundant, they are scattered far and wide in

small parties ; but, as water and pasture become scarce with the approach

of summer, they congregate in larger bodies around the more copious

wells in the less inhospitable parts of the country. Favourite Bedouin

summer resorts of this kind are the Jiri plain in the north and Bainunah

in the west. They own many camels and a number of donkeys
; but the

latter are used only for work in the neighbourhood of the camps, and not

for long caravan journeys.

Foreign trade^ — Commercial statistics are available only for the larger

towns on the western side of the ^Oman Promontory, and so much of the

foreign trade of the country as is carried on from the Shamailiyah coast

escapes observation : the amount of this trade is ]3robably inconsiderable,

bat the fact of its non-inclusion should be borne in mind. Scrutiny or

the trade statistics shows how artificial is the existence of the larger coast

settlements of Trucial ’Oman and how entirely dependent they are on the

proceeds of the pearl fishery for the means of purchasing the ordinary

necessaries of life, which they do not themselves produce.

Pearls are the only export of any magnitude, and the average annual

value of those sent abroad (almost entirely to India) during the last seven

years has been 67 lakhs of rupees : the second export in value is that of

mother-of-pearl shell, worth only ^ of a lakh of rupees per annum.

Dibai is now the chief pearl mart of the Persian Gulf after Bahrain and

=* See Appendix on Fisheries.
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occupies in this respect the place formerly held by Lingeh
;

it has also

supplanted Lingeh as the distributing* centre for imported goods on the

Arabian coast between Euus-al-Jibal and Qatar.

The following* are the chief imports with the average annual value of

each during the past septennium (in lakhs of rupees) grain and pulse^

chiefly from Persia and India^ 12^; cotton j)i^ce-goodSj from India^ 4;

dates and date juice^ mostly from Turkish 'Iraq, 3 ;
coffee^ from India^

3| i miscellaneous provisions^ from Persia^ 2 ; and sugar, from or through

India, 1^. Considerable amounts of specie also pass in both directions.

In face of the facts it does not seem unreasonable to hold that all

sources of profit here are subsidiary to pearl diving, and that if the pearl

banks were to fail this coast would shortly be depopulated.

Shipping .—Dxbai is the only steam port of Trucial ’’Oman. Ten years

ago Dibai was almost unvisited by European vessels, but in 1905-06 the

number of steamers calling had risen to 34, all British, with a tonnage of

70,132; the progress of the place is a consequence of the decline of

Lingeh. The number of native sailing vessels, — other than pearl boats,

coasters and fishing boats, — owned in the ports of Trucial ^Oman is

about 90, distributed as follows :

—

Bidyah
Dhabi (Abu) Town
Dibai Town
Pakkan (Khor) .

Ghallah

10

10

20

5

10

Khaimah (Eas-al-) Town
Qaiwain (Umm-al-) Town
Rams ....

and

Sharjah Town

15

1

1

18
The majority appear to be Sambuks^ but a proportion of them are
Bagblabs, and there are some jollyboats and Badaus : these vessels arc
chiefly employed in running to India and ports of the Persian G iilf for
supplies. The statistics of pearl boats are given in the Appendix on the
pearl fisheries. Fishing boats not also used as pearlers appear to be rouc-hly
equal in number to pearl boats, but they are often extremely small.
Jazirat-al-Hamra and Sha’am, though they have no large vessels
possess some coasters of a useful size.

"

Interna trade and Inland traSo is petty andis oliiodvmtt tie Bedomn tribes
; bat Slaijal, Dibai andAbn Dhabi divide ivitb

l:tiJZi“ o'*-"

Local mm^actm-es ai-e few and none of them are expoi-ted. Fine

Kbaimab. A certain number of sailing vessels are built, chiefly at
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Umm-al-Qaiwain ;
the average numbers launched annually are about

^0 at that place, 10 at Dibai and 5 at Sharjah Town.

Topography .—The topography of nearly the whole of Trucial ^Oman

is explained in the articles on the five principalities of which it consists^

and in the various subsidiary articles to which clues are given in

the articles on the principalities. Some additional facts may be

learned from the paragraph on communications which follows bslow.

It only remains to deal in this place with the topography of a small land-

locked tract which does not apparently belong to any one of the princi-

palities in particular^, and which has no general name ;
the centre of this

tract is approximately the Madam plain which lies about 4^0 miles inland^

south-eastwards, from Sharjah Town. The principal points of the tract

in question are as follow * :
—

Name, Position. Character. BEaULSKS.

Aiyoh
•1

’Aiiaij (Ramlat)

In the c»»ntre of the

Madam plain.

50 miles south of

Aiyoh,

A single well, lined at

the top with timber.

A narrow stiip of

rolling sand hills.

The s’te is surrounded
by acacias.

This tract lies east

and west acrcsf. the

ron* e from Ras-ai-
Rlhaimah to

the Baraimi Oasis.

Badu’ 11 miles Fonlh by
west of 'Aiy5h.

A group of water
holes.

The site is a blind re-

entrant am one: p.'itiu-

hilis, forming a
bianrh of Wadi Sa-
maini.

Dhakliau B tween Ramlat
’Anaij and Bat-
hall S-ii aibil o»»

t'>e rig t bank of
the latter.

A well. It is situated a httle to
he ^^eat of ordioMiy
route b< tw en K§,s- 1-

Rhaimah Town
a d the Baraimi
Oasis

.

Faiynh (Jabal) 1 to 2 milos West of
tht* oidinary tou'e
betvp<*on RSs al-

Khaimati T wn
Miidtlie Baraimi

from Qailati

Ma^afidh on the
north to the
Marram plain on
the south.

A range of hills,

reaohinj^ a t eight <»f

about 1,0 0 feet
; it

runs noi ih aod
K»uth with a length
of about 12 miles,

and is roughly
parallel to tb»- maiu
range of th^ ’Oman
Piumontory about

At the northern ex-
t»emitN? of dabal
Fa^ahaTetwn f.tn-

ta& ic lorks forming
hindmarks. Tiny
}ire known as Zibb-al-

*Azab v-jj » and

KhadKa -al-Jafi \ a h

names

^ Authority,— P, Z. C*'X fioin peisonal observation and inquiry. Most of
the places mentioned in tnis table are shown in the map taken hy Major
P. Z, Cox, etc.^ 1905,
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Name. Position. Character. Eekauks.

20 miles to the east’

ward of it.

of which the mean-
ings are apparently
obscene.

Faiydh (Yahfar-
al.)

ai^LaJ) jks:-?.

8 miDs north by
east of ’Aiyoh.

A well similar to that

of Hamdah.
This well is on the

ordinary route via

Wadi Hatta from
Dibai to Shinaa
Town.

Gherif • •• ... See article Gharif,

Hamdah 10 to 11 miles sontb

of Dhaid village.

A single well about
40 feet deep and
timber-lined .at the

ton

It is on the north
bank of a hollow
which forms the
southern border of
Qallah Mahafidh.

Haza’-adK-Dhabi 17 miles south of

’Aiyoh. (The ex-

act position is 24®
42' 18'' north by
55® 49' 2<j" east.)

A well wooded strip

of plain. It or 2
miles in breadth,

between Jabal Sa-

maini and the right

bank of Wadi Sa-
maini.

The natne means “ The
(iaxellc’s Bound**,
The ]ilace is also
called Khflsaib.

Madslm

'

Its centre is about
40 miles south-

east of Sharjah
Town.

A wooded plain several

miles in diameter
and containing vari-

ous wells among
them those of
*Aiy6hj Musaifi and
Yidaiyah.

The plain is enclosed
by the south end of
Jabal Faiyah on the
norih, by Jabal
Edclhah on the north-
easi, at)d bv tlie

northern part of
Jabal Samaini on the
east: on the west it

is divided by Waldi
Yidaiyah from a tract

of sandhills. Madfim
is a camping ground
of nomadic Na’im
connected with the
Baraimi Oasis.

MaM^idh (Qal-
lahj

1

8 to 11 miles south
of Dhaid village.

A stony plateau
without water or
grazing, about 20
feet higher than the
country immediately
to the north of it

and 650 to 600 feet
above sea level. It
runs^ west and east
and is 8 miles broad
from north to south.

This plain slopes down
gently from the base
of Jabal Faiyah on
the west to tho foot

of the main range of

the ’Oman Promon-
tory on tho east,

and it also declines
gradually from north
to south. The soil is

sound and hard, con-
sisting of black sand
and shingle ; near to
Jabal Faiyah the



View

at

Haz’°adh°Dhabi,

Trudal’

(
Maj

P.

Z.

Cox.

)
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jSTarae. Position. Character. BslCASXS.

saud is coarse and
boulders take the
place of shingle.

Musaifi (Yalifar) On the northern
edjtie of the Madam
plain, 2 miles
west of Jabal
Eodhah.

A well. There is only a single
boring. At the top
it is lined with
timber.

E.5clhali (Jabal) About 4 miles
noith-east of the
middle o£ the
Madam plain.

A detached hill about
1,500 feet high.

It forms a fine blaff
peak.

Samaini (Jabal) On the west side of
the tract under
consider a t i o n ,

from tlie Madam
plain in the north
to the southern
extremity.

A bogbaoked range
running north and
south for a distance

of about 20 miles,

and attaining in one
place an altitude of

about 2,000 feet.

This range is parallel
to, but appears to be
separated by an in-

terval from, the main
range of the ’Oman
Promontory, which ia

to the east of it.

Samaini (‘Wadi) In the southern
part of the tract

now in question.

A broad drainage
hollow, enclosing the
plain of Hrtza'-adh-

Dhabi between itself

and Jabal Samaini,
and containing
further down the
water holes of Badu’.

It emerges from a V-
shaped gap near the
son-th^ end of Jabal
Samaini and runs
first 4 miles west-
wards, then 7 miles
northwards, and then
westwards again to

the desert.

^nnaibil (Bat-hab)

i

Forms the southern
boundary of the
tract under consi-

deration.

An ordinary drainage
hollow or water
scour.

It comes from the

neighbourhood of

Jabal Khadhra
(which is connected
with Mah^dhah) on
the east and goes
westwards to the
desert. The well of

Dhakhar is on its

right bank.

Yidaiyab (Wadi) Along the western
border of the
Madam plain.

A fine Bat-hah or

Wadi which descends,
in this part of its

course, from south
to north.

On its right bank is

the well of Yidaiyah,
lined with wood like

that of Masain.

Communications .—The principal routes o£ Tracial ‘'Oman may be

divided into three groups, (1) those which lead across the 'Oman Pro-

montory from the Persian Gulf to the Gulf of 'Oman, (2) those which
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connect the western coast of the ^Oman Promontory with the Baraimi

Oasis^ and (3) those which rnii westwards through Dhafrah, x^roviding

access from the eastern parts of Trucial '’Oman and Erom the Barai-

mi Oasis to Qatar and the Hasa Sanjaq. We proceed to deal with them

in the above order.

l(^). Routefrom Bas-ahKhaimah Town to —The places first

passed are Falaiyah^ Hail and Khatt in Sil^ which are reached at 6^ 7

and 14j miles^ respectively^ from Ra-al-Khaimah Town. About 1 h miles

beyond Khatt the hills of the ’Oman Promontory a.rc entered; and

from this point the way lies up Wadi-al-Qaliddi to ap>ass near Muhtarqah

village; the chief points passed between Khatt and Muhtarqah are given

as Labanah
^
Saram , and Tuwiyain ,

which are watering

places^ and the village of Ya’ahal. From the pass near Muhtarqah,

which is about half way from Khatt to Dibah and has good water, the

route descends towards Dibah ;
and at five miles short of that place it

emerges from the hills, continuing for the rest of the way over a plain

grown with brushwood. The journey was performed (in the reverse

direction to that described) by Colonel Disbrowe and Captain Powell in

1865, apparently in eight stages, but most of these were extremely short.

The direct distance between the termini seems to be less than 25 miles,

but the actual distance is probably about 40 : the general direction is,

roughly, from west-north-west to east-south-east.

1(5). Ro^ite from^Tfmm-al-Qaiv)Qin Town to lhi^(tirali,'\—This route

runs across the desert by the wells of Muwaih ,Ghara 1;^, and Umm-an-
tti _

Naghul to the inland village of Palaj Al ^Ali (or Falai), which

is a dependency of Umm-al-Qaiwain and 16 miles distant, south-east-

wards, from the same. From Falaj Al ^Ali it continues 8 miles further,

south-eastwards, to the Muraqqibat wells in the vicinity of Dhaid. It

then enters the hills, passes by Siji, and drox)s into Wadi Ham which it

follows down to Fujairah. This route is said to present no difficulties

to camel transport : its length, were it straight, would be under 60 miles,

but in consequence of windings it is probably a good deal more than this.

The average direction is nearly south-east.

^Avthirliies .—Partly Major P. Z. Cos. from nrttive information. C )1oih*1 H. Dis-

browe, Politifal Agent, and Captain "W. Fow41, I.N., travelled this wny in I8ti5
; a

sketcL. of the route by the lat‘er is extant, but the r('p«»rt, if any exisied, is now lost.

t Prom native infoumation obtained by Hajor P. Z. Cox and Lieutenant C. H.
Cabiiei|.

.
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Itnqcte from Shdt'jah Town to Murair,^—The first part of this

route lies over open desert bj the wells of Zibair j-.vjj and Tahil to

Dhaid village^ a distance of about 30 miles. From Dhaid. it runs to the

wells of Wushah^ and thereafter it enters Wadi-al-Qor, which it descends

to Murair. It is asserted by native informants that Wadi-al-Qor has

easy gradients and could probably be made practicable for wheeled trafiic

wituont great difficulty, but the. statement must be treated with reserve.

The distance direct from Sharjah Town to Murair is under 70 miles,

but by road it must be consideiably more. The general direction is

about south-east by east.

The part of this route beyond Dhaid may be used also 'by travellers

from Hamriyah and Umm-al-Qaiwainj those from Hamriyah making

direct for Dhaid (25 miles) by the wells of Sirrah and Rafi'^ah
^

and those from Umm-al-Qaiwain following route No. l{d) above as far

as Falaj A1 ^Ali and then diverging to Dhaid (9 miles from Falaj Al ‘^Ali).

Ronfe from Dihai Town to Shinas Town A' —This route crosses

the desert behind Dibai Town by the wells of Matinah Kha-

Wanij Muhdathah and Ghattah or Qatta Uai; passing over

(or through) Jabal Paiyah it arrives at the well of Yahfar-ai-Faiyah, 37
miles in a direct line fiom D.bai. It then falls into VV adi Hatta
which it follows down to Shinas. The actual distance in travelling

must exc^-ed by a good deal the distance in a straight line—which is a

little over 80 miles—between the extreme points. The average diiection

is south-east hy east.

Travellers from Sharjah Town to Shinas may also avail themselves
of this route, joining it ut GhaLtah or at \ahfar-al-Faiyab.

2{a), Route from Rds-al-K7iaimah Town to the Baraimi Oasis^X—
This route can be most conveniently described in tabular form, as

follows t

—

Starting point. 1 Halting place.
Character of bailing

pJace.
DescriptioB ofth® interiiiedlate

stage.

Has -nl-Kliai-

mah Town
Had.iitbah See article Jiri. The total distance by road is

18 miles and the ^enetal
direction south by west. The

• Authorities .—THe Fame as for route 1 (6),

Authorities .—Tiie same as for route No. 1 (h),

% Authority.—^a.ior P. Z. Cox, Political Resident in the Persian Gulf, fiouk

^personal observation in a report submitted uith bis letter No. 1800 of 6tb August 1906
to the Government of India.
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Starting point. Halting place.
Character oI halting

place.
Description of tlio interraoiliato

stage.

route runs 2 miles soiith-

wet^twaids ulong the spit of

sand upon whi>*h the town
is situated ; then turns the
head of the harbour and
goes eastwards over sand-
Sills for miles, after
which it drops into the Sir
plain. The villages of
Falaiyah, Hail and Fahlain,
on the east, are passed at

6, 7 and S miles .Inst

beyond Fahlain the Jiri
plain is entered a:id the
route follows its w extern
edge, the sand liunes oi the
desert being clo^e upon the
right, by the wells of Bu
Ya'ilanat]4, juid those of
Hainraniyah at 16 miles.

Hadaithah Faraikk See article

Bhaid.
The distance is 18 miles by
road, and the direction is on
the average south by west.
The route coiitinuos lo follow
the western margin of tho
Jiri plain and parses iUo
wells of Sa'a<li at 5 miles,
At llj’ miles a high
undulating tract of sand is

entered, which continues
for 4 miles and in which a
winding course must be
pursued. Tho remainder of

' the way lies down the sandy
valley of Faraikli,

Faraikli Qallah Mahafidh

AjL»

J-

See paragraph on
top o g r a p h y
above-

The distance by road is 15
miles and tho direction nearly
due south. The Faraikh
valley is followed foi 2 miles,
after which Wadi Matigliol
(the norUiern boundary of
the Bhaid plain) is crossed
and the plain of Biiaid
entered. Biiaid vilkiic is
reached at a hitle over r*

miles. For 2 miles beyond
the village the route lies
over the open plain : it then
drops into the bed of Wadi
Katliairah, which it follows

^ wells of
Wushah

; it then outs across
another stretch of plain aud
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Starling point. Halting place.

Qallah Mahsfidh Musaifi

Musaifi Haza’-adh-Dbabi

2
jA 1

Haza’-adh-Dhabi Misakin.

(iV.B.—This is

not the Misakin
well but a place

neiir the right

bank of Wadi
Misakin higher
up.)

Chaiacter of halting Description of the intermediate
place, stage.

at 13 tYiiles reaches the ascent
to Qallah Mahafidh, Just
before this ascent is leached
theie is good graaina: for
can.eis

; on the plateau bej ond
none is obtainable for some
miles. Wnter for this halt
is taken from Wu.Nhah.

See paragraph on The distance to the traveller
topo g r a p h y is 18 miles, and the direction
above. nearly due south. The

Qallah Mahafidh plateau is

traversed tor 3 miles ; the
hollow containing the
Hamdah well is then
crossed

; and at 12 miles the
well of Yahfar-al-Faiyah is

reached. Throughout this

icaich, after Qallah Mahafidh
is left behind, Jabal Faijah
is upon the right at one or
two miles distance, and the
path winds over a well-

wooded sandy plain, An
alternative halting place to

Musaifi is Yidaiwi, also in

the Madam plain but 6 miles
further to the south-west.

Do. The actual distance is 19 milee
and the general direction is

nearly due south. The route
crosses between 10 and 12
miles a projecting tongue of

the western sand desert. At
14 miles it falls into Wftdi

Samaini in which it continues
almost until the halting

place is reached.

See article The distance by road is 16

Maliadliah. miles and the average direc-

tion of the Irack, which, is

crooked, is a little to the

west of south. At 1 mile

Wadi Samaini is crossed, and
one of its tiibutaries is as-

cended fro'n this point for

2 miles. The rolling sand-

hills of Ranilat ’Anaij are

then crossed for 3 miles, and
at their conclusion Bat -hah.

Sanaibil is intersected. Sand
dunes of milder and less

barren appearance foUcw, and

at 9 miles the peculiar well
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Starting point. Hailing place.
Character of halting

place
Description of the i:.tGrmediate

stage.

of Srtfwau is reached. At
11 miles the traVHiler orchises

the dry i at-bah N 'Wai-i

and Rseendfl to the sandy
Snihliat-al-Kliadim tract

which coni'nnes for 10
miles : he then entia’s an
exteri'-ive depression in the
sandhills, the drainage of
wh eh is carried by VVftdi

Misakin.

Mis3.kin Jimi VilUge in
the Baraimi
Oasis.

See article

Baraimi Oasis.

The distance by roxito is 20
miles, and tlie general direc-

tion is south-sonth-west.
The route mns nt fiist more
weet than south aloufr adi
Misakin, just hforo leaving
which the Misakin well on
the rigiit is passed : for the
next 4 h.ilcs it lies over the
gentle snndy undulations of
tho B.it5n-al-*()^an and the
direction is soiitlu rlv. After
this )t wanders for 7 miles
in the ditlicnlt snndv desert
of Hamlat K»h tl. Mas-
'tidi is the first settlement
t>M88ed after dropping from
the hiojh sand-d un • tract into
the Baraimi Oasis.

Tha total distance from Ras-al-Khaimah Town to Jimi by this route
IS 126 miles, and the journey is generally performed by caravans in 6 to 8
days. There is no well-worn track, and no two caravans follow exactly the
same course. Camel transport is the only kind used in travelling by this
ine; for donkeys—the only other beast of burden avaidable—cannot,w en laden; negotiate the sandy tracts that have to be crossed on the way.
. e weUs along the route are generally from 40 to 60 feet deep and are.

or the uppermost 8 or 10 feet with timbers or rou^li hewn stone
irom the bills: the water is invariably raised by men,ns of a leather

fjm r ^ P“Uey. the pulley hcjing suspended
from a trestle over the well mouth.

'Oman Promontory;
^he place of feeders to it is taken by routes 1 (^) above,

Paivali*^rr*^^+' ?
Muraqqibat, Dhaid village and Yahfar-al-

somewb f
” reason to thmk that, by following a line

' a ur er to eastwards and more closely adjoining the foot of
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tlie main a line might be found whicb could without much labour

be adapted for wheeled traffic, and that it might not be difficult to

connect such a load with the Batinah const by means of another road

down Wadi-al-Qor.

2. (J)) Route from Dihai Town to the Baraimi Oasis —This route^

which apparently runs straight across the intervening desert, is identical

with route No. 1 (d) above as far as Khawanij. The names of

points subsequently passed are given as ^AwTr Habab

JBadu^-al-Hilli ^4^ ,
Madhlul ,

Faqa*’ and Khasub

The distance in a direct line is between 70 and 75 miles.

2. (c) Route from Jhu Bliahi Town to the Baraimi 0^5/^. t—The

distance is about 100 miles by the route ordinarily followed which runs

a little south of east. The stages are Maqta % where the creek behind

Abu Dhabi Town is crossed, 10 miles; from Maqta'’ to Suq

Iblis, a rocky landmark, 14 miles; Suq Ihlis to Nahshilah

water holes, 28 miles; Nahshilah to Bui Huwail, wells, 15 miles; Bui

Huwail by Nasuriyah to Juhar, water holes, 25 miles; Juhar to

the Baraimi Oasis, 12 miles. Stages named Habal and Muwaih

Arnab ,
slightly more to the south, may be substituted for

those of Suq Iblis and Nahshilah. The track from Maqta " to Baraimi

lies over a desert of sand dune^, and there is almost no grazing by the

way,

Koutes connecting the Baraimi Oasis with MahSdhah and

Mahadhah with the route &om the Baraimi Oasis to Sohar Town are

shortly noticed in the article upon Mah^dhah*

3. There is no tixed route between Baraimi or Trucial 'Omto and

the B!!aBa Sanjaq, and different caravans follow different lines of wells

across Dhafrah and the tracts beyond it. A straighter and more inland

course is apparently preferred by travellers in winter ;
while those who

make the journey in summer generally take a route less direct but nearer

to the coast. Sila^ Sakak and the foot of Dohat-as Salwa seem to be

among the usual halting places in either season. The journey as a whole

is not considered dangerous or even difficult
;
for water, though brackish,

is fi>und in many places, and it is seldom necessary to carry a supply

• Authority.—From native information.

t Authority.-—iJLxior P. 25. Oox from sersonal observation and enquiry*
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for more than two days. A messenger can cover tlie distance from

Baraimi to Hofuf in ten days
;
caravans take about a month.^

Ichninktration.—Eacbof the five principalities of Umm-al-Qaiwain^

"Ajinan; Sharjah^ Dibai and Abu Dhabi is ruled by nn independent

Shaikh, whose possessions on the sea coast are generally under full

control; while all except the Shaikh of 'Aj man, and particularly the

Shaikh of Abu Dhabi, exercise some authority or influence over Bedouin

tribes in the interior. For further details the separate article on each

principality may be consulted.

Political ^osition^ foreign relations and foreign interests .—The

political position of Trucial ^Oman in regard to Great Britain is diificnlt

to define with exactitude ;
it is regulated in the main by two agreements,

each of which has been signed by, and is individually binding upon, the

five Shaikhs of ‘’Ajman, Ahu Dhabi, Dibai, Umm al-Qaiwain and

Sharjah.

The earlier in date of these agreements is a perpetual truce, concluded

in 1853, which provided for the entire cessation of hostilities at sea among

the signatories, and imposed on the British Government the duty of

enforcing peace and obtaining reparation for maritime aggressions commit-

ted in contravention of the arrangement. It is in virtue of this treaty

that the Shaikhs of the principalities are styled Trucial Shaikhs and that

their country may appropriately be styled Trucial ‘^Omau.

By the second treaty, signed in 189^2, the Trucial Shaikhs bound

themselves not to enter into any agreement or correspondence with a

power other than the British Government ; not to permit, without tbe

assent of the British Government, the residence within their territories

of the agent of any other government ; and not to cede, sell, mortgage or

otherwise give for occupation any part of their territories save to the

British Government.

The exact international effect of these two agreements is a matter for

publicists to determine, but taken together they evidently create preferen-

tial and almost exclusive relations between the British Government and
the Trucial Chiefs,—relations which might be held to imifiy the depen-

dence of the Shaikhs on the British Government in foreign affairs and a

moral obligation on the part of the British Government to protect the

Shaikhs in so far as they may be endangered, or dif-abled from defending

*Col.Miles (mcie J. A.S. B. Volume XLVI, Part I, Nos. I—IV, 1877, pages
59-60) gives more precise directions than these, but tbe positions and even tbo order
of his stagey do not always agree well with thQ results of tho most recent enquiries.
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IliemselveS; in consequence of tlie treaties of 1853 and 1892. THat the

existence of some such position has been in a sense recognised by the

Government of the French Republic will be apparent on refei’ence to the

historical volume of this Gazetteer.

British subjects in Trucial ^Oman are distributed as follows and

include at each place a proportion of women and children :

—

Town. Hindus. Muhammadans.

Dhabi

(Abu)

. 65 • Mil.

Dibai 67 23

Qaiwain .

(Uram-al-)

11 • Mil.

Khaimah
(ivas-al-)

. Ml. • . . 33

Sharjah . 61 • . . 158

Totals . 194 214

If some Persians from the opposite coast and their concerns are left

out of account; Great Britain is still the only foreign country which

possesses any moral or material interests or subjects in Trucial ^Oman :

for the protection of these a Native Agent of the Persian Gulf Residency

is maintained at Sharjah Town. The subjects in question are the

Indians; Hindus and Khojahs, who are settled in the larger ports*

The name is very frequently pronounced ^Ojair. A coastal tract in ^OQAIE
the Sanjaq of Hasa containing the port of ^Oqair; it falls naturally (BABE-AL-)
within the main boundaries of Biyadh and should perhaps be regarded

jj

as forming part of that division.

£oundanes,~- B£LrT-a.l-^Oqaiv extends upon the sea from Tall-az-

Zabanat; on the south side of the entrance of Dohat Ruhum, to Eas-

as-Sufairah, a promontory of the mainland opposite the south end of

Zakhnuniyah island
;

its length from north-north-west to south-south-

east is thus roughly 38 miles, Its depth inland is undefined but small

:

possibly however the easternmost of the wells which are enumerated in

the article on Biyadh (division VI) should be regarded as belonging to

Barr-al-‘'Oqair; in particular those of Dannan, EughwaU; Mijama^ah

and Suwad.
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Physical Barr-al-’Oqair is similar in character to

BaiT-adh-Dhahran, from which it is divided only by Dohat Euhum;

like its congener it is inferior to the Dabaisi and Hushum areas, but

superior to the rest of Biyadb, and it contains many wells and

numerous small date plantations owned and tended by the Bani Hajir.

Tofingraphy -—The principal features of the coast are the following,

which are described in alphabetical order :
—

Name. Position. Nature. RlSMABKfi*

(Ras

Abu)
(spel ins?

uncertain)

5 miles dne north of

’Oqair Port.

A cape. ...

Pazkhah
(Tall-al-)

Jj

17 miles south -ea«t by
south of * Oqair
P(»rt, oppoHite

Zakhn u n i y a h
isl-^ud towdras its

South eud.

A hillock at the coast. The bay on which it is

situated is t«iinila«ly

Tiam<d, L6hat-al-
Bazkliah.

Dhaltim
(L6h.»t)

From Ras*«l-Qaiai-

3 ah on the north

to Ras-al-Madbbah
on the south.

A bay. It is nearly 7 miles in

extent from nortli to

south, but the indenta-
tion whi<hii forms in

the ooa'^i is sliL'^ht. ('n
the present Chaits the
name “

1 >uhat Thulnm*'
is wnug-ly gv<n to

Dohat Buhum v.)*

Hamftidlrab.'

lTall*al-)
2^ miles n ortb-north-

Wr*8t of has Aba
Ajali,

A sandy hill near the
shore.

It is stated that a sttimU

collpcti«in of fresh v*'ater

souietitnes exists 2 or 3
ir.iles inland from this

hill. 'In tho pr'*«ont

Charts the name
“ Hfimadiya** is wrongly
givim to 'rail Jiz-Z >h *nat
at Dohat Buhum

Idbaim
Ibla..d^

(spellinsr

uucertain)

About 1 mile east

of the south ei'd

of ZakhnUuiyali
island and the same
tioith of R§.i.Llmail.

An island about 1
mile square.

Idhaim may bo regarded
as a ^»*t*•llite of
Zakhnuniyah.

MadhbaK
.

(Bas-al-)
6 to 7 miles south
of Bas-al-Q «raiy»ih

and 7 to 8 miles
n^ rth-north•west of
Tall- al-H amaidiyah.

A cape. Forms the sonthorn poiht
of Dohat DhalUna.

•This error has been estahUshed by Cartain F. B. Prldeanx. Po'itical Agent in
Bahrain, by very careful enquiry. See.alBo the article on Dohat Buhum.
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Name. Position, Nature. Rrmarkb.

MaiTilah!i]i

(Dohat al-)

J
}

Prom Tall-az-Zabanat

on the sonth side of

the entrance of

D5hat Ruhum to

Eas-al-Qarai}ah.

A bay. Is is about 3 miles in

extei-t from noith to

south, blit does not run

any distance inland.

' Oqair
Port

64 miles south by
east ot Qatif Town
and 24 miles we4-
south-vve^t of rhe

sonthetn extremity

of Bahrain Island,

,

See article ’Oqair Port.

Qaraii ah

(Eas-al-)
(W

u**!)

4 miles sonth-sonth*

enst of Tall-az-ZHba-

nat on the south

s'de of tiie entrance

to Dohat Buhum.

A cape. Korms the south point

of l'5hat-al Mamlahah
and the north point of

Ddhat Dhalhm. On
it stand a few deserted

houses and a ruined
foit (lu the present

Charts tlie name
Kureya Po’nt*’ is

wion^iy given to Fas
bira qton ihe north

side of Dohat Buhum
q. V,) *

Snfairah

(Kas-as-)
3 miles east of Tall-

al-Hazkhah and
opposite the extreme
s-nth end of

Zakhnu niyah
y.tnd.

Do. Barr-al-’Oqair ends,

soiithwaids, at this

point.

Zakhnu-
niyah

Island

About 2 miles off the

coast of Barr*al-

’Oqair, 10 miles

east- south -east of

’Oqair Port.

••• See article Zakhnti-
niyah island.

By the Turks called Askalat-al-'Oqair
;
the name is very

frequently pronounced 'Ojair, The port of ’Oqair is situated in Barr-al-

’Cqair in the Hasa Sanjsq about 64 miles south hy west of Qatif Town

* This en-or has lieen established liy Captain P. R. Prid»8iix, Political Agent in
Bahrain, by veiy caiefal enquiry. See also the artiile on Doliat Eulliam.

t Desjrihed by Captain J. A. Doaylas in his Journey. 1897, and by Herr H.
Bprchardt in his Ost-Arahien von Basra bis Mashat, 1806.

'OQAIEt

POET
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and 24 miles west-south-west of the southern extremity of Bahrain
Island ; Hofuf lies about 40 miles in a direction south-west by west.

^Oqair stands on the south-western shore of a bay*^ which runs inland

north-north-westwards for about 4 miles. The point round which the

bay turns in taking* this peculiar course—almost parallel to the coast

outside it— is Ras Saiya ^ a low sandy ]womoiitor}’ co^ cved

with scrub ; the entrance to the bay^ on the south oE this cape_, is 200

or 300 yards wide. The entrance channel and part of the bay inside

are 3 to 4 fathoms deep ; but the sea without is shallower^ in places^ and

dangerous for ships.

The only buildings at X'Jqaii* are a fort and a large Khan or cal’aA^an-

sarai which closely adjoin one another. The fort is an old dilajndahxl

building with bastions at the corners. The Khan is a spacious (‘iiclosun*

150 yards long by 80 broad; it consists of a wall 16 feet high wln'ch

has sheds on 3 of the inner sides with a parapet of 3^- feet abov(>‘ tlunn :

the entrances to the enclosure are in the centres of the front and rc'ar

faces. The Khan contains 3 shops, and all travellers passing' througlj

^Oqair lodge in it. The ordinary water supply of the place is from sand

pits at a spot called Abu Zahmul a short distance sout]i--\vest of

the fort; if better water is required it is fetched from the wells ol* Suwad
in Biyadh (VI).

The ci-vil population of ’Oqair consists of a customs Mucllr, wlio lives

in the fort ; and of a few petty Tm-kish officials, including a .RaTs-al-

Liman or harbourmaster, and some agents of morchaiii.s in the Hasa
Oasis, who reside in the Khan. A military detaclimont wliicli was
quartered here as lately as 1897 has been withdrawn, a,ml tlic garrison
now consists of 50 mounted and 20 unmounted Dlifibitlyalis. The
surrounding Arabs are Bedouins of the A1 Morrah, ’Ajman and Baui
Sajir tribes.

^Oqair is the port of the Hasa Oasis and indirectly, to a considoi'able

extent, of Southern Najd as well : the imports are chiony rice, j.iecu

goods, cofEee, sugar and hardware. The volume of trade is considerable
and it has been estimated that on the average 200 to 300 loaded camels
leave ’Oqair every week for the interior.

’Oqair is the headquarters of a Nahiyah in the Hasa Qadha. The
customs of the port are stated to have been leased in 1904-05 for a sum
equivalent to £5,148 sterling • and in the following year a, larger amount
was obtained.

*A rough plan of the’Oqair inlet will be toun.l in Douglas’s J’oitrjJea/ opposite pug.. S.
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The districts of the Persian Coast of the Gulf are described elsewhere,

each Tinder its own name
; hut the districts are so mimerons, their physical

differences though subtly graduated are so considerable, and the adminis-

This principal article on the Persian Coast and the numerous related articles

on the districts, etc., of the same depend mainly upon special invest! j^ations made

in connection with the present Gazetteer between 1904 and 1907. An abstract of

the information at the time available was compiled by the writer in November 1904,

amounting to 28 foolscap pages of print, and was circulated to all local officers for

further enquiry and report. Want of time prevented the writer, though he visited

Bushehr and Bandar ’Abbas on tour in the winter of 1904-05, from personally

initiating the new enquiries upon the Persian Coast ; consequently the whole of the

arrangements for procuring information devolved here from the first upon Major

P. Z. Cox, the Political Resident at Bushehr, and upon his sahordinate officers.

In the operations of 1905-06 the districts noith of Bushehr, and also those south

of it as far ns Dashti, were dealt with by Agha Muhammad Mohsin and Agha

Muhammad Khalil, native Persian gentlemen, working under the direct superinten-

dence of the Residency
;
the districts of Shibktih and Lingeh were disposed of by

Khan Sahih Agha Badar-bin-Mnham'uad Amin, Residency Agent at Lingeh, who

also supplied some information regarding the districts of Dashti and Tangislan

included in the Bushehr circle ;
Li^^utenant W, H. I. Shakespear, Biitish Consul at

Bandar *Abbas, reported on Bandar ’Abbas, the districts of Shamil, Minab and

Biyaban and the islands of Qishm, etc., which fell withm the limits of his

political charge ; and Mr. R. W. Lobo of the Indo-European Telegraph Department

submitted a n.onograph on Hanjam. The Lingeh Agent was assisted by Agha

Muhammad Khalil. The data obt.iined were worked up by the writer into draft articles,

which were ready in March 1906 and extended to about 200 printed octavo pages.

The revision of the draft by the local officers occupied the remainder of the year

1906, and a personal share was taken in it not only by most of the officers who

supplied the original information, but also by Major Cox, the Resident; Captain

A. P. Trevor, Assistant Resident; Mr. J. H. Bill, Assistant Resident
; Captain de V.

Condoiij Residency Burgeon; and Mr. H. Whitby Smith, Director of Persian Gulf

Telegraphs. Lieutenant R. L. Birdwood, 2nd Assistant Resident, made a special

tour in the Minab and Biyaban districts, on the villages of which he repoited

in detail ;
and Mr. G, Graham e, Consul at Shiraz, afforded valuable infi>rmation

in regard to administrative divisions. An improved draft, founded on these further

investigations, was finished by the writer early in 1907 and extended to over 250

pages :
portions of it were again sent to the Gulf for farther correction and completion.

The work remaining at this time fell chiefly to Mr. Bill and to Lieutenant C. H.

Gabriel, who had now succeeded Lieutenant Shakespear as Consul at Bandar ’Abbas.

A list of publications hearing on the districts, islands, etc., of the Persian Coast

is given below , but many useful works are omitted from it— e.y., those of Niebuhr,

Morier and Binning— in which the author has dealt but slightly with the region

in question, or has subordinated geographical topics to others. The following are

concerned expressly with the whole or with portions of the Persian Coast region

:

Kinneir’s GfcogmjpMcal Memoir of the Persian Em'pire (with map), 1813

;

Buckingham’s Travels in Assyria, Media and Persia, 1829 ; Fraser’s Ristorical

and Bescriyitive Account of Persia (with map), 1834 ; Kempthorne’s Notes made

on a Survey along the Eastern Stores of the P&rsian (rulf 1835 ; Winchester’s

Note on the Island of Karrach, 1838 ; Whitelock’s Bescriftive Sketch of the

Islands and Coast situated at the Entrance of the Persian Gulf 1838;

PERSIAN
COAST
Of THE
PERSIAN
GULF*
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trative arrang^ements are so complex and confusing*, that a general state-

ment is required to present the tract as a whole in its physical and adminis-

trative aspects. A few general remarks on currency, weights and

Selections. X.X1V^ 1856 ;
M(mteitH’s ^otes on the Routes from BusJdre to Shiraz^

18C 7 (but reffcr^ to 1 HIO) ; Colonel L. Pel y’s Remarks on the Tribes ^ etc,, 1865;

Co'^onel Pdij aod Dr. 0 -Ivill’s Recent Tour round the Northern Rortion of the

Rersian Gulf, 1865 ; C^ilonel Felly’s Remarks on a Recent Journey from. Bvshz7*r

to Shiraz, 1^65 ; Mr- H. VV. Warrjer’s Report on the Ray arid Fort of Shewoo,

% OQ\op.QW^fi>‘ Remarks on the Port of TAngeh, the Island of Kishm, azid

the Port (f Bunder Ahhas. etc., 1865 ; Dr. W. H. Colvill’s Band Jourziey along

the Shores of the Persian G-ulffrom Bushire to lAngah, 867 ; Mr. J. E. Treoce’s

Notes of a Journey made between Shiraz and Jashk (with ra»p), 1884; and Lord

Cuvzoo’s Peraa, 1892. Ex ports by l>r. Colvill on the Persian Coast wt*re forw*rdt*cl

to (iovprnment by tbe Eesident with bis letters No. 73 of 3Isl Dfcembei l‘-64and

No. 46 of 4th IVTay 1886. Besidrs tltese there are a nnmber oF niiPtary W'-rks on

Persia dealing with the southern districts upon the Gulf, ma-nly from ibe military point

of view
;
such ai e Lieu.t#*iiant E. E. Galindo’s Record of Two Tears* Wandcring.>i

in 'Eastern Persia and Baluc Asian, 1890; Cantain H. B. Vau ghan’s Report of

a Journey through Persia, 1890; and Reconnaissances in Persia. 1892 ; the

Gazetteer of Persia, 1892; Surgeon-Major G. W. Brazier-Oroagb’^t Reconnais'

sauce throvgh Persian Baluchistan and Eastern Persia, 1895; Routes in Persia

(with index map), 1898; and a Military Report on Southern Persia (with sketrhes

and maps), 1900. The Persian Gulf Pilot, 1898, is the best authority upon

the coast and all maritime features. An apj'arently valnahlo source of inforn ation

which came into the writer’s hatids to > late to be utilised in (‘onnoetion with tbo

present Gazetteer is a bulky volume in Persian, desciiptive of the emito p nvince

of pars and accompa’iied by a large scale map : it is ei titled Fdi s^Ndmeh i~Ndsiri,

was lithograi'bed in 1895, and is the work of Haji Miiva Hu-nin, PasHh [t, i^

probably a g^od authority for tlie spell ng of name?, and it explains by means of

village lists lb« Hdmm’strative ovganisatiorr of the province.

The subject of trnde has hitherto been tieated of fmm year to year iti Iho Petsian
Gulf Administrative Eeport, blit the place of the biltir for this inupo^e ha- now
been taken by yar’ous com mf rein] and coi sular iv po» ts. Eecon t reports of v;ihu* on
questions of trade are IVi r H. “W . Maelian’s C ondiiiohs aud J^rospevts (f Biitisk
Trade in Pe^'sia, 19r3, ai d Mr. A. H. Gj<adowt^-N(wcomen’s Commercial Mission
to South'Eastern Persia, 1V<06.

The principal work on the ancient geography of the Persian Coast is Mr. Lo
Strange’s LanAs of the Eastern. Caliphate, 19(i5. and the f..llowintr al-o deal witli the
same or with kindred sahjeets; Vincent's Voynge of Eearchus.\'i\n , Keinptl otnw’s
Ob the Enins at Tahrie, 1S38, and Ids Narrative of a Visit to the Rnius of Tahrie,
1867 ; Caihain A. W. Stif*e’8 Ancient Trading Centres of the Persian Qnlf, viz., 1.
Siraf, 18f6, II. Eais 1896, 111. Pre-Muhammadan Settlements, 1697, P. Kvng, 1899,
and VI. Bandar Allas, 19n0

; a!ao his Persian aulf Notes—Kharag Island, 1898.
The prinripil maps of the Pers’an Coast region at the present tuiie are ihe S irvey

of India’s South-Western Asia series. Sheets Nos. 72 S. E . 73 N. E and S.
B., 74 N. E.and 89 N. W., S. W., and S. E., also their Nendh-Western Frontier
series, Sheets Nos. 7 N. W. and S. W.: most of the forogo.ng are cored,
to date being founded on sarveys by Lieutenant A. A. Crookshank, It.E., and iv. 8
Sher Jang, Surveyor, in 1900-02 These imve he.n utilised in tl.e comp lation of
the map which 18 issued with the present Gazetteer. A useful map in its day and
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measures also find tlieir place most appropriately in this article. -For

information on topics not dealt with below the reader is referred to the

articles on the separate districts.

Physical conformation. --Tine Persian littoral tract is monotonous^

but not without variety of detail. It may be described in general terms

as a narrow strip of flat land, situated between the sea and a great

maritime range of limestone which runs parallel to the coast. Inland

from Bushehr^ however, and again between Bandar ’Abbas and Minab

at the entrance of the Gulf, the hills retreat from the coast with the

effect of widening the maritime plain ; and behind Lingeh the same

effect is produced in a different manner by the projection of a low sub-

montane tract outwards into the Gulf. At one part of the coast, from

Kangun to 'Asalu^ the maritime range may be said to fall directly

into the sea, and here the littoral plain is in abeyance
; in other places

the plain is itself diversified, or is screened from seaward, by subsidiary

ridges and hills which only the most recent survey enables us to distin-

guish from the main maritime range.*

We may now proceed to examine the conditions more in detail, by

sections of coast-line taken in order from the head to the entrance of

the Gulf.

The first section consists of the coastal districts of Liravi and

Hayat Davud and the inland district of ShabS^nkareh. Here the con-

figuration may be styled normal, for these three districts compose a plain

from 15 to 20 miles in depth inland, of which the surface is unbroken

save by the Kuh-i-Bang ridge skirting the coast at one place for about

miles. The true maritime range is here of no great elevation and

still of service is Colonel E. C. Boss’s Sketch Ma^ of Fdrs, which is included with

the Persian t^ulf Administration Report of 1875-76. Recent and special Survey of

India maps are Bushahr {i.e., the whole Biisliehr Peninsula), 1904-05, and a

Map ofParts of the Pehhehdn, Bindiydn, Jarrdhi and FaUdhlyeh Distrias by

Jamna Parshad, Surveyor, 1905. A good map of communications in Persia was

published by the Postal Department of that country in 1906.

Marine surveys and charts are : the Persian Gulf, No. 2373-2837A. (with

insets of Charak, Chiru, Hanjam, Qais and Qishm); the Persian Gulf, No.

2374-2837B. (with insets of Shaikh Sliu’aifo, Kkarag, Kkargu and Bustielir)
;

the Fntranceofthe Persian Gulf, No. 2375-753; Basidu, No. 2376-35 ; and Ahu

Shahr, No. 2378-27, now superseded by a preliminary chart of the same which

depends on a re-survey of the harbour by Captain T. H. Heming, R.N. (retired), in

November 1904.

# Distant views of the coast range from the sea between Busliehr and Shivuli

are given in Chart No. 2374—2837B., and between SMvuh and Bandar ^Abbas

in Chart No* 3373—2837A,, Persian Gulf^
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behind Dilam, where it most nearly approaches the coasts it is only about

1,000 feet ill height. The plain itself in this section consists in some

places of grass lands and in others of good arable soil ; hero and there it

is pierced by light-grey protruding sandstone rocks, and everywhere it is

more or less seamed by lines of drainage from the hills.

The second section of the littoral tract comprises the littoral districts of

Rud-hilleh, Angali^ Dashtistan and the Bushehr Peninsula, besides tlie

small districts of Zira and Mazara’i which are cut ofE from the sea by

the others. This is one of the exceptional parts of the coast, for, partly

by the receding of the hills in a curve that passes inland of Daliki and

partly by a protrusion of the coast about Bushehr, the depth of the sub-

montane region is here increased to about 45 miles, the greatest width

which it anywhere attains. Moreover this section is distinguished by the

possession of a river, the EjUd-hilleh, which gives it an alluvial cliaracter

and is, as we shall see, an unusual feature upon the Persian Coast.

The maritime range behind this second group of districts varies in altitude

from about 3,000 to about 6,000 feet and is highest towaixls tlie soirth and

east ; the plain, which at the foot of the hills is not unfertile, degoncratos

as it approaches the sea into a barren desei't of baked clay, a.nd at the

coast is gradually merged in extensive a.nd ill-defined mud-flats.

The third section consists of the districts of Tangistaxi juuI Daskti
only. In it the maritime range is 25 miles from the coast and at

one place reaches a height of 6,500 feet; but there arc two subsidiary

ridges immediately skirting the coast which are unusually conspicuous
and give these districts the character of trougbs parallel to the sea,

not connected with it except by two passages of which the more
important is the valley of the Mund river. The coast range north
of the Mund river is straight, and in one place it rises to a height t)E over
2,600 feet : south of the Mund river it forms a half moon witli tlie

convex side to the sea, and the plain that it encloses is open to the coast
only at one point between Daiyir and Kailgun. The Mund river is,

with the exception of the Eud-hilleh and Minab rivers, the only
considerable stream which reaches the Gulf on the Persian side in the
districts now under consideration. *

The next or fourth section, consisting of the Shibkuh and Lingeh
districts, is the most extensive and in some ways the moat remarkable of
all.^ The mam mantime, range, which at the commencement of this
section at Kangun abuts upon the coast, extends theneo in an unln-okcn

almost straight line for over 200 miles, with heights of 3,000 to
o,000 feet, to a point between Lingeh Town and Khamir where the
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coast again meets and terminates it. In this section the physical geo-

graphy of the land enclosed between the range and the coast is very

complex, and, being fully described in the articles on the Shibkuh
and Lingeh. districts, need not be dealt within detail here. Its principal

features are two subsidiary coast ranges en echelon^ meeting the main

range at a slight angle and so forming the valleys which reach the sea at

NSband and Mugam. To these may be added a third feature, the Lingeh
plain, in which the submontane terrace attains its maximum breadth (in

this section) of 20 miles
; the plain is basin-shaped, containing a marsh in

the centre, and its rim towards the sea is studded with detached coast

hills 1,000 to 2,000 feet in height. Throughout this section the main
range is of limestone and supports some vegetation, whereas its outliers

upon the sea are of sandstone and absolutely barren.

The sea-front of the Bastak district upon Clarence Strait constitutes

in itself a section. As far as Khamir it is free of hills and is in fact

the mouth of an immensely long valley which has followed the back of

the maritime range all the way from a point inland of Tahiti and here

discharges its drainage into Clarence Strait. A little beyond Khamir
another range of hills, running in a direction parallel to the original

maritime range, strikes the coast and accompanies it for some mile^.

The sixth section is entirely cut off by the section preceding it foom

the littoral of the upper Gnlf, but it is not dissimilar from it in

character. It consists of the district of Shamil alone and bears some

analogy to the widening of the maritime plain at Bushehr, but its

maximum depth inland is only about 25 miles and its two streams, the

Kul and Shamil rivers, are not comparable with the Rud-Mlleh
river in volume or importance. The hills however which form its

inland boundary are of great height, attaining in Kuh-i-Ginan nearly

8,000 feet. This section is subdivided at its western end by a low

sandstone ridge, which is parallel to the coast, into two belts ; the coast

belt is for the most part sandy and swampy, while the inland belt is

comparatively fertile.

The seventh and last section of the Persian Coast of the Gulf is a

plain, co-extensive with the Jlinab and Biyaban districts and tapering

from 20 miles in width at its north end to 10 miles and less at its

southern extremity. The portion situated in llinab is swampy towards

the coast and elsewhere fertile ; in Biyaban the surface is partly sand

and partly clay. The maritime range behind this section decreases in

height from about 2,000 feet in the north to 1,000 in the south. In the

northern part of this section the not inconsiderable Minab river reaches

tbp spn.
^
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Boyond tills sGction cohhughcss PGrsiGiii wliicli lies oiitsiclG tliG

Persiaa Gulf on the shores of the Gulf of 'Oman, but of which the

westeramost or Jashk district belongs for administrative purposes to

the Persian Coast.

Administration .—The administrative system—^iO such it can bo called

—which prevails on the Persian Coast of the Persian Gulf is difficult to

explain and even to understand ; it is full of irregularities, complexities

and fluctuations, and there is no recognised nomenclature oven for

territorial divisions or for official appointments.* The arrangements

are haphazard and undefined. The districts of the Persian Cosist at

present are dirided,t in the manner shown in the following table,

between the jurisdiction of the Governor- General of Pars and that of the

Governor of the Gulf Ports, each of whom is directly subordinate to the

central Government at Tehran ;

—

* Persevering attempts by local officers to establish a consistent tcnninoloiiy have

ended in proving that none exists. Large provinces sncli as Pars and Ivirmiln are

ordinarily called Mamlakats or Ayalatg a-nd tlio Governor- General

placed over such a province is generally styled Farnaan-Farms

At present, however, the Governor-Goneral of Kirmiln happens to possess the

title of Farman-Farma as a personal honour, and in his official capacity is fre-

quently called Yali instead. The Governor-Genernl of Fars appears to bo

generally spoken of in the Gulf as '‘the Ayalat’* and not as tho Karman-
Farma. Behlbelian and Lar are both sub -provinces of Fars, and on<di is admi-

nistered by a Governor subordinate to the Governor- Genora I and styled

Hakim • yet the former territorial unit appears to be described aw a Mahn,Hat

while the latter is denominated a Khittah Tlio Gulf Ports

form a Mamlakatj but are governed by a Hukmriin Fctr a district, in

the sense in which the word is used in the present article, tlure ax>pear8 to bo no

current term ; and such expressions as Mnzafat oUl^.-o (nn^aning “ depundeucies*’),

Qasbajat (meaning “small towns’") and Diliat oUo (meaning

** villages”) are loosely employed as a substitute: in a similar manner Tavilbi’

^1^* (meaning “dependencies”) is sometimes used instead of Mahrdlat. There is

also a word Buluk which seems to denote a territorial division intormediato

in size between a sub-province and a district. The official called in the table

below a Deputy-Governor appears generally to rank in tho Persian biovarchy as

a Uaib-nl-Hukumeh In the Gulf tho other rulers of districts are

KhSns, Shaikhs, Kalantars, etc. ; and the local executive authority In a small group
of villages is sometimes called a Zabit IojU#] Among tho higher officials posi-

tion and title are frequently determined loy personal rank instead of by official

status, and the confusion regarding the relative importance of appointments is thus
further increased.

+ The political constitution of the Persian Coast in 1873 is described in the Gulf
Administration "Report for 1873-74, and that obtaiuinsr u* 1875 is given with much
detail in the Eeport for 187l&»7f),
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The population of the Persian Coast tlins np]>oars to bo about

283,600 souls ;
while the Government revenues, assigmed and non-

assigned, amount to about 184,710 Tumaiis.

It will be seen that four difEerent kinds oE achn ini stration s exist side

hy side in the districts dealt with in this table. The Jirst o\' these is direct

rule by Persian officials at places where the I'crsian Gov(Tnment have

retained the full rights of sovereignity in their own hands
;
such are the

Bushehr Peninsula and Town, Lingeh District and Town, and Bandar

*Abbas. The second is government by a local hereditary ehiei. to whom

the revenues of his own domain have been farmed, and this is the kind

which predominates in the part of Persia now in ({uesllon. TJio tliird

is administration hy a non-local, but wealthy or otherwise influential

personage, who has farmed the revenues ol: the tract from the I'^ersian

Government; on the Persian Coast of the Gulf an arrang’ement of this

nature exists only in regard to the islands of Qishm, Hanjam, Larak

and Eormuz, the district of Minab and x)art of i.h<^ disti-iet‘. of Bastak,

all of which are farmed by the Muhn-ut-Tujjar. The fourth is the ndc

of a holder on Tiyul,* that is by royal grant, instan(.*es of Avbieb are found

on the Persian Coast in the districts of Rud-hillehj Zira and Mazara'i*

It should be noted that the Persian Government in making a Tiyfili

grant or in farming out revenxie do not regard existing* administ rative

boundaries, and the effect of sucli operations is consecpioni.ly to disniemher

or confuse previously recognised districts ; tlu^ yn’csent districts of

]ffiazara% Zira, Angali and Shabankareh appear to have Ix^cn carved

in this manner out of the formerly larger district of Daslxtistan, and in

common parlance the name Dashtistan is still sornciimes listed as if it

included the smaller and now separate districts.

In all cases the general political control and the power of inflicting

death or mutilation as a punishment for crime a.r(^ nn<lerst,ood t.o be

reserved to the Governor-General of Fars or the Governor of t he Gulf
Ports, as the case may he

; but, with these exceptions, where there is a

revenue farmer (either of the local or non-local class) or a gn*ant holder,

the whole powers and functions of government arc delegated to him and
^ Tiyul is of two kinds. The first is a tree assigument by iho Khaht generally

in lieu of a pension : it corresponds to an Indian “ Jagir
** and is called Kani

The second is a grant made by the same authority in return for a lump sum paid into

the treasury or for an engagement to make periodical payments at a fixed t‘ate ; in the
latter case Tiyul differs from an ordinary farm of the revenue only in bring for
more than a year, or for an indefinite period. Hero wo may mention that tlio ordinary
agricultural revenue is styled in Persia Maly at while rho total assossment

of a district in view of its assets of every kind as known a;^ Tunafir The
. existence of the Tumar is said to date from early Qajar times.
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he uses them to wring the highest possible revenue out of the tract thus
placed under his authority. There are no criminal courts and no forms
of procedure in criminal matters. Civil justice of a kind is dispensed
by the Shara courts^ which exist everywhere

; but these are hopelessly
venab and conflicting decisions can be bought by the parties from rival

Mujtahids, and sometimes even from the same Mujtahid. Civil cases
accordingly drag* on for years^ and frequently they cannot be settled at
all except by agreement of the parties^ a result which is sometimes
brought about by arbitration.

The principal defects of the administration which we have now
described are intermixture and conflict of jurisdictions^ anomalous forms of

decentralisation which in practice are almost the same thing as local inde-

pendencCj and an entire want of fixity or permanence. The Persian

authorities are feeble and opportunist and maintain themselves chiefly by
keeping dissensions afoot among the local powers. The small military

force at their disposal is concentrated for the most part at Bushehr
Town, where there are 50 artillerymen and 200 infantry

; trifling detach-

ments however are maintained at Lingeh Town, Bandar ’Abbas and in

the Minab district.

The results of this system, especially in the group of Persian districts

nearest to Bushehr and in the semi-Arab district of Shibkuh, are in

the highest degree unsatisfactory, and they ai)pear occasionally to strike

even the Persian mind in this light. In the Bushehr neighbourhood

the Khans of Burazjan, Shabankareh, Angali, Hayat Davud and
Liravi and the Shaikh of Chah Kutah are^ constantly engaged in

intrigues against one another and form combinations and counter-com-

binations among themselves for the promotion of their ends. Burglaries

by night and cattle raids by day. in the various districts are the outcome

of these factions, and they are sometimes followed by general encounters

between the subjects of the different chiefs, in which many persons are

slain and wounded, for in these days nearly every fighting man possesses a

modern rifle and a cartridge-loading machine. The local Persian officials

appear indifferent to these disturbances and are sometimes suspected of

bringing them about, which they can easily do at any time by displacing

a hereditary chief in favour of a neighbour or enemy who undertakes to

pay a higflier farm for the district. Disorders of which the raison

Sire is to discredit the new chief soon break out, while the rivals lay

their complaints before the central government by post and telegraph

and each receive in reply satisfactory assurances which have passed into a

proverb among the peasantry as Tehran promises Eventually the
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question is settled on the spot by force or by ncg-otiatioii between the

parties chiefly concerned.

In the Shibktih district also disturbances are not uncommon
; but

for these the Persian Government is perhaps less to blame^ inasmuch as

their control over the Zabits or rulers of g-roups ol: villages^ in this

district for the most part Arab Shaikhs^ is slight and insecure. Here

they find it practically impossible to replace a Shaikh except by a

member of his own family^ for an intruder from outside Avould soon

be removed by assassination^ and the certainty of such a fate deters

aspirants.* Intrigues and enmities are no loss rife here than among the

local chiefs near Bushehr. The principal groux)S arc the Ilamadis and

Saramis, who are in alliance together against the Nasiiris^ and the

Hamadis and Marzuqis who are combined against the Al ’Ali, the

Bushri section of the Al ’Ali however being in league with the JIainadis

and Marzuqis against their own kinsmen. The ^Obaidlis also are on

bad terms with the Al ’Ali. These warring comniunitic\s and their

leaders occasionally, when common interests ap])ear to he in danger,

undergo formal reconciliations
;
but their jpacts, thougdi solemnly (nitered

into by ah oath on the Quran, are of shoi*t duration, and iheir power has

be^n much weakened by internecine feuds which the Persian autho-

rities have carefully fostered.

Cmrenoy^ weights and measures.^ this is the only article^ whi(*h

deals with the tract as a whole, the present is a convenient opportunity

for dealing with the currency, weights and measures of the Gulf Ports
and the coast districts of Pars. The money table of the l^crsian Coast is

as follows :—;

60 Dinars jUjo 1 Sbahi

SO Shahis or 1,000 Dinars . . =1 Qrfm

10 Qrans or 10,000 Dinars . . . = 1 Tuman t

The Binar is an imaginary coin, and there is another fictitious unit
called Pul Jjj which is used by native traders in their calculations and is

equal to of a Qran ; the Imperial Persian Customs in their a<xjounts

conjecture7i007)7”^ See article

fFor further information under this head the reader is referred to the Persian Gulf
Administration Beport, 1877^78 ; Mx. H. W. Maclean’s Beport on the Conditionsmd Projects of British Trade in Persia, 1903; and Mr. A. II. Gleadowe-Now-
comQxiBBeports on the Commercial Mission to South Pastern Persia, 1006. The
suh]ects of credit, exchange, etc,, are fully explained by Mr. Maclean.

i Tumitn means 10,000, sc. Dinars.
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divide the Qraii into hundredths or Cents called Ghazjti.. The
average value of the Qran is at the present time about four pence

English^ but the number of Qrans to the pound sterling fluctuates

between 52 and 65 according to the i*ate of exchange^ and 100 Indian
rupees are worth from 360 to 410 Qrans. Actual coins are the

following :

—

Nickel

Silver

G-old

1 8bah i piece, called yakshahi')
or Dupuli.

f

y
n Tfl

3 1 Tfi

1 2 Tc
(.5 Ti

Ui f

2 Sliahi piece, called Dusbahi f

or Cbabarpuli. J

1 Qran piece

Oran „
2 Qran „
Qran „

Tuman
Tuman
Tuman
lumaii

Besides these there are old copper
coins of the same face values in
circulation, but they are not neces-
sarily accepted at their face value.

Of these the two Qran piece is the
commonest.

These coins are not so common as they
are in the north of Persia. Other
gold coins are seen, but have no fixed

values in circulation.

The newer Persian coins are all of Belgian mintage. Notes of

1 Tuman value and upwards, issued by the Imperial Bank of Persia, are

in circulation. English sovereigns and Indian rupees are accepted in

Btishehr Town at the current rate of exchange.

The unit of weight throughout Persia is the Man ; but it varies,

within considerable limits, from place to place. The Tabriz

or Batman,* eq^ual to 6*547 lbs. English, has been adopted by the

Imperial Persian Customs as a standard of weight for the use of the

department in all parts of the country ; but in the Gulf region a local

Man varying from 5 lbs. 13 oz. to 10 lbs. 10^ oz. is still universally

employed in all but customs transactions. The weight of this Man in

each district is given in the article on the district : at Bushehr Town,

where before the advent of the Imperial Persian Customs it was wrongly

described as a Tabriz Man, the local Man is equal to 7| lbs. English.

In each of the Persian Coast districts thereds, in addition to the simple

Man, a larger Hashim Man consisting of 16 local Mans.

The table of weights on the Persian Coast runs as follows :

—

24 Nakhud

48 Misqal

16 Qiyas

16 Man

100 Hashim Mans

= 1 Misqal JliLI/o

= 1 Qiyas

=: 1 Man

= I Hashim Man

= 1 Kharv^

There is no liquid measure in Southern Persia, and the quantity of

liquids is estimated by weight, the eight df the receptacle being

deducted from the total weight.

^ The writer haTnot been able to ascertain the oiigin of this word or the language

to which it belongs.
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The table of liaeal measure is as follo-ws :

—

4 Girel =1 Chaharak

4 ChaMrat = 1 2ara’ or Gaz y
The Gaz is ordinarily equal to 40^ inches English , local variations

in a few districts are noted in the articles under their names. The

Zara’ is supposed to be the distance from the tip of a inarr’s middle

finger (when one of his arms is extended horizontally) to his nosC; his

face being at the same time turned in the opposite direction. There

is also a Zara’-i-Dast ^
ji or cubit, which is not now in general

use ;
it is defined as the distance from the tip of a man’s middle finger

to his elbow, and it is regarded as being half of the ordinary Zaiu,’.

The only unit of square measme for land is a veiy iudcfiuitc one

called Gau ^ ;
it is described as the area which one yoke of animals

can plough in the ploughing-season of about 25 days, or alternatively

as the area which requires 6 Hashim Mans of seed grain to sow it, and

it appears to be approximately represented by a square of wliich the side

is 250 yards.

QAPAR Frequently pronounced Gnfar or Jifar
;
the second town in imporli.mcc

in Jabal Shammar proper^ hardly inferior (if it is not equal) to the tjapital

in population, Qafar is situated about 9 miles south-west of Hail,

than which it stands about 400 feet higher
;

it consists of two main

parts and there are 4 distinct quarters. The place with its cultivated

fields and date-groves stretches some mdes
;
palms arc mure nmnerous

than at Hail itself. The people are Baiii Tamim and luimbcr 5,000

souls or more. This is the westernmost point between Hail and Taimah

where women are seen veiled. The wells are said to be 15 to IS

fathoms in depth; and there are the usual livestock.

HHTIlII The singular is Qahtani
;
and, as distinguished from the

.coheCtive plural (iahtan, there is a distributive plural Qaliatin

The Qahtan are an important tribe, principally nomadic, o£ Central

Arabia.

Bistrihution a%d numler ,—The eastern, southern and western limits

of the territory of the Qahtan are not precisely ascertained ; hut on the
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north they wander in Sadair and Washain ; sometimes they dispute

the pastures of Qasim with the Mutair or visit the districts of “’Aridh

and Summan. They are believed to be numerous in Wadi Sabai^^

Wadi Bishah and Wadi Tathlith and to be found also in the Tihtoah

of the Bed Sea basin
; but in Widyto Dawasir they have no place.

The distribution of their Bedouins is explained in greater detail in the

table of tribal divisions below ; and we may note that settled eommuni**

ties of reputed Qahtani blood are found in the south-western part of

Najd at Quwai^iyah and Sha^arah ; in Qasim at Basr and Hatan ; in

Sadair at Majma/ Eaudhah and Zilfi; in “'Aridh at Malqa and

Manfuhah; and in Hautah at Hautah town. By some the Hamadi
tribe of Arabs found at places on the Persian Coast of the Persian

Gulf are said to be of Qahtani extraction.

Divisions ^—Some of the principal divisions of the tribe are the

followings but the list is probably not exhaustive * :

—

Division. Location. Name of present Shaikh.

Abidah Tibamab. Zaid-asb-Sbiflut.

j^snmah Wadi Tathlith. Hamad-ahAmmSj

.

’ll if (A
OtlsLe jD

North of Wadi Sabai’. Hiidbdhali-bin-Hasbar.

Jamb Wadi TatMith. Ma*adbdhi-bin-Hashar.

Jumal (Al)

JT

Wadi Bishab. Sahli Al Ali.

Khanafir Wadi SabaP. Shilaivvib-bin-Ma adbdbi.

Mobammad (Al)
Washam and the neigh-

bourhood of Duwadimi
Nasir-bin-’Umr.

vjT and Sha arah

Roq (Al) About Ranyab in Wadi
SabaP.

Manabi-al-Hadi.

Sa'ad (Al) Wadi Sabai'. Salim- bin-’Abud.

• A list of Qahtan sections""by Boss will be found in the Persian Gulf Adiuiuistra-

tion Report for 1379-80,
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BiTision.

1

Location. Name of present Shaikh.

Sahamab Wadi Sabai.* Mubammad-biu-* Umairah,

Shiflut fAl)

hjiSLvi

About Eanyali ia

Sabai*.
Wadi Pahad-bin-Labjan.

Sudah Tihamab. Haraimis-bin-Asal.

The smaller constituents of the divisions given above have not been,

investigated, except in the ease of the Al Muhammad whose sections are

these :

—

Section, Location. I Nam® of present Shaikh.

Da*5yali (Bin) Washam. Nnmran-bin-I^asir.

cr?

Hadi (Al)

tjoU jt
Do. Muhamiuad-bin-Qarma lab,

but a certain Nasir-bin-
Umr bas more actual power.

Hatlan (Al)

vJi

*
Do, ’Ali-adh-Dba*in

.

Nuwasir About Quwai’iyab. ’Ali Al Muqbil.

'UbaidSn (Al)

Jf
Wasbam, but in the
date harvest Ranyah in
Wadi Sabai*.

Nasir-bin-Hadi.

‘TJmr (Al)

jT
About Duwadimi. Nasir-bin-Muhammad.

v=tanian or Arian are said to belong to a section
called "Aidh and those in Zilfi are Mashf

The toM eember of nomedio Qahfaa in Centpal Arabia has been
eshmated at 8,000 eonle. bntthi. is Httle better than a cenjeetore.

Otorfer Oahttnappear to be unpop.lar amonr-

^ mo»n^m tabes with whom they are in contaet, by these the

for instanee that they m.r^rsmoher.,«theye:ttheaI^tar.^
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enemieS; and that their own dead are thrown to the birds without buriah

These stories are probably untrue^ but they are in reality an evil-natured

race and austerely fanatical in religious matters to an unusual degree.

That they are habitually treacherous in war is a well established fact.

Nevertheless they are an Arab tribe of the noblest lineage, and none of

the Bedouins excel them inarms except perhaps the ^Ataibah. They are

fairly rich in cattle and horses.

Political position ^—In 1864, in consequence probably of their nearness

on one side to the centre of Wahhabi power, they were under the influence

of Riyadh, but their loyalty to the Amir was apparent only. In 1878

they intruded close to ’Anaizah and raided the Mutair ; but they were

surprised in their turn and suffered a disastrous defeat by the wells of

Dukhnah at the hands of the Mutair and the townsmen of ^Anaizah.

In English formerly known as ^^Kaeese,^^ ^^G-hes^^ or^^Kenn^^: QAIS *

the origin of the last name is not now traceable. An island in the Persian

Gulf still of considerable, and in former times of great importance ; it is

situated 1 1 miles off the coast of the Shibkuh district, slightly nearer to

Chiru than to Charak, and is divided from the mainland by a fine

channel from 20 to 30 fathoms deep. Qais in its conformation resembles

an oval and slightly convex stud : it measures about 10 miles in length

from west to east by 4J in breadth, and it rises from the coast to a

plateau in the interior which is 120 feet above sea level. The shores of

the island are low, and the beach is sandy with rocky points ; eastwards

and westwards Qais ends in very low cliffs. The island is encompassed

by a reef which is nowhere more than a mile broad and has deep water

immediately outside it j
it is surrounded by pearl banks except at one

place on the east side off Masheh. The general colour of the island is a

light brown, and it is bare of vegetation except a few scattered date

groves and some stunted herbs. The water level is high, and at a cape

called Sar Masheh or Mamzar j>y^, at the north-eastern corner

of the island sweet water can be obtained near the beach by digging to a

depth of between 1 and 4 feet.

^ For a plan of the anchorage and port of the island see Admiralty Chart

No. 2373—2837 A., Pemaro and for an older plan of the whole, Bombay

Selections XXIV of 1856, page 45, ,
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•The island contains the following villages :

Fafaail

msheli*

j- At the soTith-WPst 15 houses. Resources are 4 donkeys,

?* corner of the cattle, 30 sheep and

S • island. goats, 80 date-palms
and 4 fishing boats.

Dalmeh Oii the north coast, 5 houses. There are 4 donkeys,

immediately east ^ cattle. 15 sheep and

of Dih. goats, 300 dale- palms
and 5 fishing boats.

ill On the north coast, 30 houses. The inhabitants possess

IJ miles north- 4 donkeys, 6 cattle,

west of Masheh. 80 sheep and goats,

200 date trees and
6 fishing boats.
There are some gar-
dens.

'ah ail In the middle of 6 houses. There are no boats, and
the south coast of date trees only

" the island. number 30. Live-
stock are 2 donkeys,
2 cattle and lO sheep
and goats. Also called

!Fahal ^Lacr*,

alai On the north side 15 houses. Animals are 3 donkeys,

Lj of the westenmost di cattle and 30 sheep

point of the goats. There are

island. d) fishing boats and
200 date trees. The
name is properly
Falaj gl5 .

lalah On the east coast, 50 houses. Th'^re are 8 donkeys,
a little south of JO cattle and some
Masheh. sheep and goats.

Date trees number
200 and water melons
are grown. There are
10 fishing boats.

ilasheh * On the east coast, 400 houses (the ma- The village extends
immediately south jority at present un- about a mile along the
of the cape (Sar occupied). shore ; it has two
Masheh) which square forts and a
projects from the round tower and there
north-e astern are some banyan trees,
corner of the Resources are 80
island. donkeys, 60 cattle,

40() sheep and goats,
1,000 date t^ee^^ and
40 fishing boats. An
Agent of the Snaikh

page 47, it would appear that this
Ti g , now the most inopoifcant on the island, did not exist in ISfifi-

At the south-wpst 15 houses,

corner of the

island.

On the north coast, 5 houses,

immediately east

of Dih.

On the north coast, 30 houses.

IJ miles north-

west of Masheh.

In the middle of 6 houses,

the south coast of

the island.

On the north side 15 houses,

of the westenmost
point of the
island.

On the east coast, 50 houses,

a little south of
Masheh.

On the
^

east coast,

immediately south
of the cape (Sar
Masheh) which
projects from the
north-e astern
corner of the
island.

400 houses (the ma-
jority at present un-
occupied).
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Name, T*oRition, Houses.

of Cliarak resides

in one of the forts,

which was built about
1900.

Eaval

Jj'j

On the north aide

oP the . south-

easternmost point
of the island.

6 houses. There is a water cistern

here. Animals are

8 donkeys, 2 cattle

and 10 sheep and
goats. Date-palms
number 40.

Safil

or
Safain

Oti the northern
coast, 4 miles
west of Dih. ^

1 100 houses. There are 2 water re-

servoirs. Eesources
1 are 40 donkey s, 30

cattle, 200 sheep and
goats, 1,000 date-

- palms and 20 fishing

boats.

Saifat-ai-Gbafek On the southern
coast -at its

eastern end.

3 houses. ••

Sajam A short way inland
of DalmeL

20 houses. There are 10 donkeys,
10 cattle, 80 sheep
and goats, 1,700 date
trees and 5 fishing
boats.

There are thus in all about 450 occupied houses^ and the total population

may be estimated at 2,250 souls, chiefly of the Al ’AH tribe. They possess

only a score of modern rifles. In summer the population is considerably

increased by an influx from the Arabian and Persian coasts generally.

Some cultivation of dates, wheat and barley 'is carried on at all the

villages by means of irrigation from weUs and, at Masheh, of an

inferior aqueduct. Onions, cucumbers, water melons and marsh melons

are also grown ; but the principal resources are fishing and pearling.

There are 26 large pearl boats, chiefly Sambuks, which go to the pearl

banks on the Arabian side in the season ; also 27 small Baqarahs and 40

Shu’ais which are used for fishing in winter, and in summer for pearling

off the coasts of the island itself. There is also some general trade. To

the island belong 3 trading B^^ghlahs which make voyages to Basrah,

Bahrain, India, and even Yaman. The bazaar at Masheh contains about

50 shops and 9 commercial warehouses. About 12 Hindus, British

subjects, without their families are settled here as shopkeepers and pearl

merchants, and about 10 more sojourn temporarily in the island dur-

ing the p^arl season. .Pjearl boats working in tne vicinity call at

6 B
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-Masheli twice or thrice during the diving season to dispose of their

takings and replenish their stock of provisions and water.

Qais island was till lately understood to belong to the Shaikh of

Charak, who is locally represented by an agent, at the present time his

nephew ;
and the comparative wealth of the Shaikh was attributed to his

possession of Qais. Towards the end of 1906; however; it became known

that the Qawam-nl-Mnlk of Shiraz and his family claim absolute ownership

of the island on the strength of an autograph deed of gift; said to have

been executed by Nasr-ud-Din Shah about 1878 in favour of ^Ali Muham-

mad Khau; Qawam-ul-Mulk; as a reward for services rendered by him in

the Gulf provinces. The Qawami family allege that they derive about

800 Tumans a year from Qais, chiefly by way of di|.es on the pearl

fisheries.

From the antiquarian standpoint Qais is interesting on account of

ruins,* probably those of the mediaeval Muhammadan town of Qais or

Harirah which hne the northern coast for about half a mile midway

between the villages of Dih and Safil. These ruins are of less extent than

the supposed ruins of Siraf at Tahiri and consist now of more mounds

of stone and fragments of masonry. A mosque, however, which was of

well-cut stone, had one minaret standing until about 50 years ago; the

pillars of this mosque were octagonal in section and the blocks of which

they were composed were mortised together by central tenons. There are

remains of several large oblong water-reservoirS; formerly vaulted over,

two of which measured 150 feet by 40 feet and in 1857 were still 24 feet

deep. Near these began a fiue Qanat nearly half a mile in length, cat in

the solid rock and running at its deeper end 20 feet beneath the surface :

it had about 40 shafts at intervals of 1 5 to 20 yards apart, and the

bottoms of the shafts were accessible in four cases by a stairway’ of

shallow steps cut in the rock.

QAIWAIN
(TJHM-AL-)

TOWS
and

PRINCIPA-
LITY

In English at one time known as “ Amnlgavine A town on the
western coast of Tmeial ’Oman forming, with the country adjoining it, a
small independent principahty of which -the political position is described
in the general article on Trucial ’Oman.t

• TSxese are described by Capt. Stiffe in an avtiole on Qais in tbe <5cographidal
Journal tor 1896, Volume 7, page 644. Qais, by the mediaval Arab and Persian
geogwphMs also styled Qaisb and Kish, was tbe prindpal centre of trade in the
Persian Gult in tbe 12th century A.D., haring succeeded to the position of the earlier
8ir^ (e«f« TShin). See Le Strange s Land, of the Eastern Caliphate.

I« autbonties, maps, diarts, etc., see first foofenoto to article Trneial 'Omfin,
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The town of Umm-al-Qaiwain is 27 miles south-west of Eas-ah

Khaimah Town and 18 miles north-east of Sharjah Town. It is

peculiarly situated on the eastern end of a peninsula which is so turned in

as to point towards the coast and to form^ with the island which Khor-al-

Baidhah divides from mainland, a landlocked creek 3 or 4 square miles

in area and containing several low islets. This creek, at the town, is 600

yards wide and 6 to 8 fathoms deep
; but its entrance, which is 8 miles

to the north-north-east, carries only 2 feet at low water
;
nor can a depth

of 5 fathoms he found at sea nearer to the town than 1 mile. Umm-al-

Qaiwain is defended hy a wall with towers, which traverses the isthmus

to the west of the town, and by several detached blockhouses. The town,

except for a quarter called Lazimah which is situated J of a mile

west of all the others, is compactly built and arranged ; the western part

of it, in which the Shaikh has his residence, is called Libinah .

There are in all about 1,000 houses of which 3 are of masonry, the

remainder being huts of date branches. The people, except a few Al Bu

Mahair and others in theXiazimah quarter, all belong to the Al ’Ali tribe

and may number some 5,000 souls. Three Hindu traders are settled in

the place, two of whom are accompanied by their families and one of whom
has a Hindu servant. The inhabitants of IJmm-al-Qaiwain are chiefly

pearl divers and fishermen, owning about 70 pearling and 60 fishing boats.

One Baghlah, which runs to Bombay, is the only sea-going vessel belong-

ing to the port. There are about 38 horses, 720 camels, 40 donkeys, 10

cattle and 200 sheep and goats : the water supply, which is from wells

about 6 feet deep, is good : the date plantations comprise about 1,500

trees. The bazaar contains 20 shops. About 20 boats per annum are built

here, or more than at any other place on the coast of Trncial ^Oman.

The Shaikhdom of which Umm-al-Qaiwain town is the capital has

no clearly defined boundaries, but it forms an enclave in Sharjah

territory. On the coast it reaches north-eastwards to Jazir^^j^al-Hamra

and south-westwards part of the way to Hamriyah : the Siniyah island

formed by Khor-al-Baidhah is thus included in it.

The only place of importance not on the coast which belongs to

XJmm-al-Qaiwain is Palaj Al ^Ali jT —
* for short generally

called Falai ^ ,
— which is about 16 miles south-east of Umm-

al-Qaiwain town and perhaps 8 miles north-west of Bhaid village.

Falai is said to consist of some 60 households of the Al ^Ali tribe

who possess 50 camels and a few other animals. There are here

about 5,000 date palms, irrigated by the Falaj from Thiqbat-as-Sanaibil

on Wadi Mangbol and all belonging to the Shaikh of Umm-al-Qaiwain.
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Falai is the regular rendezvous for Bedouins in the Tlmm-al-Qaiwain

service vrhen they are called to arms.

The Shaiuh of Umm-al-Qaiwain lerives a regular income of about

Es. 19;000 a year from the pearling industry in his state, besides which

he himself engages in trade as a pearl merchant, and to a lesser extent as

a dealer in rice ;
his date plantation at Falaj A1 ^Ali, if it is not a source

of wealth, at least enables him to avoid certain pecuniary expenses. In

one year he obtained enormous profits by obliging the pearl fleet of

Umm-al-Qaiwain to purchase all their provisions from himself.

Q4LArAH
(KH0E-AL-)

The name is commonly pronounced as if it were Khor Lijlai^ah.**^

A lagoon 2 miles in width by 3 miles in length, lying to the southward

of Muharraq Island in Bahrain.

Shelter ,—It is enclosed on the south by Sitrah Island and its

flinging reef on the west by the Island of Bahrain ; on the north by

Huharraq Island
;
and on the east by a barrier-reef extending 3 miles

to the southward from Muharraq Island and terminating in a rock,

one foot above sea level at high water, yrhich is called Qassar-ad-
m

Diwan jUu

Intranee .—The only entrance available for shipping lies between

Oassar-ad-Biwan and the Sitrah reef
; it is two cables wide and has a

bar, formed by an extension of the eastern barrier-reef which stretches

right across its month and is 120 yards across at its narrowest part.

In the centre of the har is a gut, 60 yards wide and generally 16 to

17 feet deep ; bnt the bottom is rocky and uneven, and in places the

depth is only 14 feet. The remainder of the entrance-channel is from
5 to 7 fathoms deep and steep-to on both sides. A shoal lies outside the
entrance, and there are two approaches, one to the north, the other to the

south of the shoal, of which the northern is the better.

Interior.—WxWoL the Khor the 5-fathom line extends for a mile,

enclosing a gutter from 1 to 2 cables wide with an average depth of 6
fathoms j this gutter is situated between the barrier-reef and a large

sandbank which lies in the middle of the Khor. The 4-fathom line

extends further northward and encloses an anchorage about 1 mile long
and 8 to 4 cables wide, suitable for vessels of moderate draught. The
bottom here is hard and covered with a, thin layer of sand

; it does not
afford good holding-groimd. Therg are :two other good anchoi-ages, lying
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respectively south and west of the middle ground, with mud bottoms and

depths of 4 to 5 fathoms
; but they are difficult of access. There is

abundant anchorage for light-draught ships up to within a mile of

Muharraq Town, A channel which leads from the north-west corner of

the Kbor into Manamah. harbour is 2 feet deep at low water and con-

sequently fit only for small boats.

The velocity of the tidal streams in the Khor is generally about

i a knot; the flood setting to the northward. In the entrance they are

much stronger; being about 3 knots at springs, with swirls, eddies and

overfalls at the bar.

^faml mlue .—The entrance to Khor-al-Qalai^ah could be very easily

defended by forts erected on the reef, and ships lying within would be

secure from torpedo attack. The Khor is also perfectly sheltered from

all winds. On the other hand it would be expensive, if indeed it were

possible, to dredge out the entrance and anchorages to the depth necessary

for large ships ; the entrance even after improvement would be difficult,

and the holding-ground inside, as already remarked, is indifferent : m
these respects Khor-al-Qalai^ah does not lend itself to the establishment

of a large defended port, but it might serve as a station for a torpedo

flotilla.

Survey .—The Khor was surveyed and reported on by Lieutenant and

Commander H. B. Somerville of H.M.S. Redbreast in 1905 and

the above are the principal results of his inquiry.*

A village on the north-east coast of Muharraq Island in Bahrain*

It consists of about 450 mud and reed huts with two good masonry

houses, of which the one nearest to the sea resembles a square tower and

is a good mark for mariners. On the ground near the square house lie

three old iron guns, relics of former times but of uncertain origin. Ihe

inhabitants of Qalali are all Sunnis, chiefly of the M an awa^ab tribe (100

houses), engaged in pearl-dealing, pearl-diving and sea-fishing. About 60

sailing vessels belong to the village, viz., 55 Shu'^ais and Sambuks and 4

Mashuwahs and joUyboats
;
out of these 21 are used for pearling.

^ For iull deuils see Lieutenant Sonaerville’s report, with two charts, printed in the

Foreign Department of the Government of India, Simla, July 1905.

QALALI
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There are bo dates or cultivation : livestock are 12 donkeys and 2 cattle.

The islet and springs of Jurdi lie off Qalali.

The name also appears in the forms Al-Qaldi and Liqladdi. A valley

) in the hills of the ^Ojnan Promontory within the limits of the Shaikhdom

of Sharjah; the route from Eas-al-Khaimah Town to Dibah lies

up it. The pass from which Wadi-al-Qaliddi apparently descends

in a west-noi-th-westerly direction to the neighbourhood of Khatt in the

Jiri plain seems to form the watershed between the two coasts and to be

situated about 11 miles in a straight line to the west-north-west of

Dibah
;
and the Qaliddi hill^ from which perhaps the valley takes its

name^ is said to occur about midway between the pass and Khatt.

The following two villages are in or near Wadi-al-Qaliddij but their

exact positions are uncertain :

—

i\ame. Situation. Inhabitants. Heuasks.

Muhtiirciab Near the paSs where
the valley rises.

Sharqiyin. The water supply

is good, and chere

are some dates-

Ta’akal A little below the

pass on the way to

Khatt.

... There are iSome

dates.

Muhtarqah is administered from Dibah, whither the Zakat on its

dates goes, but its cattle Zakat is paid at Ras-al-Khaimah Town.

An uncivilised tribe of the Samham hills and certain coast villages^ in

-the district of Dhufar ; in their own tongue they call themselves Hakli
and the word.Qara is locally pronounced Gurrah. Their range is

6om Sadah oh the east to Kakhyut on the west and inland as far as the
country is habitable, that is to say for no great distance.

Physical eharactemticB .
—^The Qaras are commonly stated to be a

brancli of the Maira tribe. They differ greatly in appearance and
character fi-om the typical Arab, and, tiiongh they are generally regarded
• This valley is skown in the map Eoute.of H..C0I. Serlert Disbrom, ete„, 1865.
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as belonginjg* to the Gliafiri faction^ it may be doubted T^^betber tbey are

really a part of tbe Arab race, Tbey are an active and well-built people,

too slender to be termed athletic and formed for agility and endurance

rather than for strength. The typical Qara face is oval, with a forehead

low but not receding, a prominent frontal sinus,,and eyebrows horizontal

rather than arched. The! cheekbones are high and prominent ; the nose

is long j the lips are thin, the upper one short ; and the chin tends to

protrude. The Qaras have generally handsome features and a pleasant

expression.

Character^ Teligio'n and tanguage^^H'hQ Qaras appear to be excitable

and untilistworthy. They profess Islam and undergo circumcision, but

they pay little attention to other forms or ceremonies and are regarded

as heathens by the ordinary Arab. Their beliefs are said to relate chiefly

to Jinns and sorcery, but they are classed as Sunnis. No specimens have

as yet been obtained of their language which has been described as

a dialect of Mahri.

Food and clothing^—The food of the Qaras is chiefly milk and flesh

'^^ith honey, wild fruits, roots and vegetables. I'^hey are much addicted

to smoking, and tbe men all carry short pipes carved out of stone.

The clothing of the male sex is a piece of cloth 7 cubits long by 4 cubits

broad, fringed or tasselled at the ends ; this they wrap round their

loins allowing it to hang down to their knees like a short kilt. The

men wear their hair long and secure it in a bunch by means of a leather

fillet or a cord made of their own hair : the fillet serves upon occasion for

many other purposes. The women dress in a piece of cloth measuring 9

cubits by 2 cubits ; it is fashioned with short sleeves and descends a

little below the knee in front, while behind it trails upon the ground : in

.addition to this they throw" a cloth 4 cubits long by 2 \cubits wide over

the head and shoulders. Female ornaments are nose and toe-rings>

armlets and necklaces of silver ; the women divide their hair in the

middle and collect it -on each side in a tress which passes behind the ear

and hangs loosely over the breast. The garments of both sexes are dark

blue, being dyed with indigo, and men and women alike mark themselves

tipon the cheekbones with 8 vertical cicajtrices.

Mode of life and .—During the greater part of the year the

majority of the Qaras inhabit thatched huts, and a few of them live in

small tents : but in the 3 winter months they occupy caverns. Certain

of their cave-dwellings are of great size, accommodating the flocks and
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herds as well as the families of the owners ; in some there is an tipper

storey. One of these caverns at Dirbat is 150 feet in span, 50 feet

high and 30 feet deep.

The Qaras keep eamels, eattle, sheep and goats ; they have very

little cultivation. They subsist chiefly by collecting franldncense and

other gums but they deal also to a small extent in hides and ghi.

The Qaras salute strangers by touching fingers with them, they do
not shake hands. Qara relations kiss one another upon each cheek by
way of greeting. A distinctively Qara custom is to slaughter a bullock

at the grave on the occasion of a funeral and to distribute the meat
to the assembled poor. As a race the Qaras are quarrelsome and
addicted to mutual slaughter. The blood-feud is tempered only by
the employment of Rabi'^s

,
or third persons specially engaged as

protectors, whose duty it is to take up' the feud should the person for

whose safety they are responsible be attacked while under their protection.

Qara disputes, so far as they are not fought out with arms, are settled

by the authority of elders.

Jrms. The arms of the Qaras are a wooden, shark-skin, basket-
work or metal shield, about feet in diameter and conical in shape,
which is also used as a stool, as a head-dress and for carrying water ;
a throwing-stick a yard long and pointed at both ends which they can
deliver with great precision at 80 feet, causing it to turn over once in
its flight, and can also make to ricochet along the ground

; and an iron
sword without a guard, straight-bladed, 3 feet long and 2 inches broad,
which they carry on the right shoulaer without a scabbard : the sword
IS sometimes of German manufacture. They also wear daggers and
a few of them have muzzle-loading guns.

mdal divinom and number.—^he principal divisions ot the tribe

Section.
Fighting Btiength. Habitat.

.

Rstmauks*

^Ak’Sk (Bait)
150 At Rakhyut. NiL

Bara'amah
160 In the Samhau hills

behind SaiSiah.
Do.

Hardan (Bait) 70 In the hills near
Bakhyut.

Do.
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Section. Fighting strength.

*Isa (Bait) 80

Jabub (Bait) 160

Qatan Bait 150

Ka*bob (Bait) ...

Kishob (Bait) 170

Kath5b or

Ma’afibani

700

Said (Bait) 300

Sbamasah 9u

Tabok (Bait) 170

'Umr (Bani or Ahl)

J*s JUI

1,200

Habitat.
|

Bemaezs.

At Rakhyut. Nil.

In the Samiian hills. Do.

Do. The chiefs of the
Qaras belong to

this section, which

...

is in every way
the elite of the
tribe.

• ««

In the SamhSn hills. Nil.

At Taqa and ia the
Samhan hills about
“Wadi Dir bat.

Their present chief
is Fankhar.

^n the Samhan hills

and behind them at

Hasiki.

Nil.

At Rakhyut. Do.

In the SamhEn hill84 Do,

At Murbat and in

the Samhan hills

near that place.

This section, which
is friendly to the

1

Snltan of ’Oman,
includes a si*b-sec-

tion caded Bait
Makhab ir

The trifce is supjposed io number in all about 5,000 souls, o£ whom all

except a few hundred are nomadic : settled Qaras are found only at

Kharifot (30 houses), Murbat (10 houses), Rakhyut (65 houses), Sadah

(^0 houses) and Taqa (20 houses).

Political characteristics.—Politically the Qaras appear to be a restless

and irresponsible, but not a resolute or really dangerous tribe. Saiyid

Muhammad-bin-^Aqil, pirate and self-constituted governor of Dhufar,
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murdered in 1829 in pursuance of a blood-feud by SMim-bin-Thorij

the head of all the Qaras. In 1845-6 parties of British officers in

Dhufar were fired on by the Qaras, and it was found unsafe to move

about in theii' hills without the company of a Qara Rabi^
;
but other

and more recent travellers experienced no trouble. In unsettled times

the tribe sometimes cause annoyance to the villag^ers of Dhufar plain,

especially by damaging their crops at night ; but they never attack

the settled villages, and the Al Kathir say they are not afraid of them.

qAuas a coastal tract in Eastern Ai-abia -which may perhaps be reckoned as

(BAEBrAL-) included in the Sanjaq of Hasa, It reaches from Ras-as-Sufairah on the

»jWlj north to the bottom of Dohat-as-Salwa on the south, a distance of about

36 miles
;
and inland it estends to a depth of about 12 miles. Upon

the coast it meets BaiT-al-’Oqair to the north, and Qatar to the south of

it
;
and inland, in all directions, it merges in the Jaffirah desert. Some

authorities would even make Barr-al-Qarah a pai-t of Jafurah.

The following are the chief features of all kinds in BaiT-al-Qarah

Name. Position. Nature. Rbuauxs.

‘Ashaiyir (Khari-

qat-ai-)
m

Inland, 9 miles wesi

by south of

Adamat-al*M uqil

at the coast.

Wells. ...

Ba’aij Inland, 10 noiles

west of the foot of

D5bat-as-'Salwa.

Ro. The desert route be-

tween Hofuf in the

Hasa Oasis and
Dohah in Qatar
passes by these Wells.

Bahailiq Inland, 10 miles
West of Kas Umm
Huwaidb.

A group of 3 or 4

Wells.

The water is fairly

good*

Ghubaitain (Jaba*

lain-al*)

Ramah (Dobat)

On the coast imnie-

,

diately . south of
Dobat Hamab.

On the coast
; the

entrance is 6 miles

south of Has
Umm Huwaidb
and 17 north of

1

the foot' “ of^

j

Dobat-as-Salwa.

A double-headed hill,

A bayr

It appear^ to be also

ealled^ Jahalain

Lughbatain

Small, but forms a

decided indentation
in the coast.
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Name. Position, Nature. Beuaxes.

. Hamrar Inland, 8 miles wesi
of Dobat Hamah,
behind Khashm-
az-Zainah.

Wells.

1

A halting place on one
of the ECofUf-
Dohab routes, the
next before Ba’aij.

Huwaidh (Ras)
and Jabal Umm)

- u-b
0

On the coast, 15
miles south-south-
east of Ras Limail.

A cape and hill. ...

Huwaiqil (JDdhat) On the coast, imme-
diately south of

Ras Umm Huw-
aidh.

A bay. In February 1906 an
attack on 2 Bahrain
boats was committed
here by A1 Morrah
of the A1 Bahaih
section.

Limail (Raa)

c^b

On the coast, 1 mik
east of Ras-as-
Sufairah and
about 14 miles
south-east of
*Oqair Port.

A cape. This is the point at
which the coast after
running from west to

east south of Zakb-
niiniyab island again
begins to run from
north to south.

Maharab (Ras
Abu)

On the coast, S

miles south-south-
east of Ras
Limail.

A cape.

Muqil (*Adamat-
^ al*)

At the coast 8
miles north of the

foot of Dohat-as-
Salwa.

A mound. The mound stands in
a small hay.

QS^rah (Jabal-

al-)

sjlftJI <JL^

Inland, 10 miles
south-west of Ras

’ Limail.

A hill of insignificant

height, forming a
landmark from tb6

side of the inteiior

but invisible from
the sea on account

of intervening sand-
hills. It is of black

rock and there is a
considerable flat

surface on the top.

There are wells in the
vicinity at which
Bedonins are usually
to be found en*
camped ; the hill is

utilised by them for
ambuscades.

Qdz-bin-A^hiufi
(Jabal)

At the coast, 3

nailee^ north from
the foot of Ddhat-
as-Salwa.

A hill or mound.
...
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QARARAH
b!/

Name, Position. Nature, Kemases.

Salwa (KMsat-

as-)

A short distance

inland, about

midway between

Qoz-bin-Ash r n fi

and the foot of

Dohat-as-Salwa.

A group of 2 or 3

wells.

The water is indifferent,

Salabah (Ras-

as-)

On the coast, 5

miles south-south-

east of Bas
Limail.

A cape.

Zainah

(Khashm-az-)

Inland, 1 or 2 miles

west of Ddbat
Hamah.

A hill.

In Turkish ’Iraq, on the left bank of the Tigris, about 4 miles

south-east of Baghdad City by road but 12 miles by river. Qararak

consists of large date plantations in which stand the summer houses of

the owners, who are mostly inhabitants of Baghdad, and the residences

of the cultivators. Here are 4 distilleries, owned by Jews and worked

under the control of the Public Debt Department^ which supply nearly

the whole of Turkish ’Iraq with native liquor. ‘ There is a long boat

bridge of 86 to 45 pontoons, according to season, of which 7 adjoining

the left bank are swung down stream to let vessels pass. There are

no shops. A Nahiyah which formerly existed was abolished about 10

years ago, and only a few police now remain. When epidemic disease

prevails dower down the Tigris, steamers for Baghdad undergo a

sanitary inspection at Qararah,

An island about 5 3 miles from the coast of the Abu Dhabi Princi-

pality, lying in the middle between the islands Arzanah, Das and Zirko.
It is 1^ miles long, north-west and south-east, by ^ a mile broad.

Qarnain has three remarkable detached peaks, one of which is 190 feet

high, near its northern end
5 the southern part of it is low. There is no

freshwater. The following pearl hanks are -in the neighbourhood of

* A view of this island will he found in Chart No. 2374—2837 B.
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Qai'nalTi Qidair; 4 miles to the north
;
and on the south, closely adjoin-

ing, the great group known as Sutuh Arzanah which reaches from Zirko

almost to Arzanah. The Shaikh of Abu Dhabi appears to be the

owner of Qarnain.

A small sandy islet in the Persian Grulf, situated in latitude 28° 49' QARTI

north and longitude 48° 47' east, about 25 miles off the Kuwait coast and

24 miles south-east of the island of Kubbar. Its diameter is 200 yards,

and its level 3 or 4 feet above high-water. There are some tufts of grass

but no fresh water. The island swarms with sea-birds and is covered

in the season with their eggs and young : it is overlaid with a deposit

of guano a few inches thick* Qaru is reckoned to the Shaikhdom of

Kuwait.

A small, but comparatively populous and highly important district in QASIM
the very midst of Central Arabia

;
in shape it is compact and measures on

the average about 80 miles across.

MIDDLE
LimiU .

—

QasTm is bounded on the north and north-west by the NAJD*
frontier of the Jabal Shammar principality, which runs between the

Shammar village of Kah^fah on the one side and the Qasirn villages of

Quwarah and Qusaibah on the other ; on the east it meets the Sadair

district of Southern Kajd; on the south-east it is divided from the district

of Washam by the desert containing Wadi-as-Sirrj on the south and

west it ends where a country of igneous rock begins, a little beyond

Kass.

Physical geography,—Qasirn is a flat and almost featureless tract.

Its elevation above the sea probably varies above and below 2,500 feet, and

its surface is thus 1,000 feet lower than the plains of Jabal Shammar.
Qasim falls from both sides to the Wadi-ar-Rummah in its centre, of

which the slope and direction, within the bounds of Qasim, are

downwards from south-west to north-east. Though Qasim contains

numerous villages the greater part of it is stony or sandy desert
; and

accidents of surface are generally insignificant. Where rock protrudes it is

* Por information regarding authorities, maps, etc., see the footnote to the title of
a.rt^e ISTajd. ‘

,
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generallf sandstone^ the volcanic formations which belong' to the

territory of Jabal Shammar and girdle Q.asim on norths west and south

not apparently penetrating within the district. The water table is generally

high; few wells having a depth of as much as 10 fathoms^ hut the

water is commonly brackish and in many places almost undrinkable.

Wadi-ar-Eummah is the chief physical feature of the country; but it is

scarcely distinguishable; owing to the width and ill-defined character of

its bed; from the country on either side of it ; more than one European

traveller has crossed it without; apparently; becoming aware of its exis-

tence. Jabal Sarah is a low sandstone ridge which has its origin in

the vicinity of Bnraidah and runs thence north-westwards for about 30

miles; the villages of Shiqqah; Clara'^ah; ^Ayun and Rodh lying in bays

upon its south side j a little to the west of R odh it throws off a low spur

which is crossed by the road from Buraidah to Samirah in Jabal

Shammar. A great plain; called Fuwailik remarkable even in

Central Arabia for the unbroken level of its surface; begins on the south

side of Jabal Sarab near Eodh and extends westwards for some 25 miles;

its breadth however is inferior to its length.

A number of the villages of Qasim are situated in remarkable

hollows or pitS; in which water and loamy soil approach the surface ;

such are the depressions; several miles in extent, which contain the villages

of Qnwarah; Qusaibah and ^Ayuil; and the valley a little to the west of

Buraidah^ free of sand though surrounded by desert, along which the

plantations of Khabb, Hawaiian and Qisafah extend for 7 miles ; such

too is the Sarif hollow to the north-east of Buraidah^ which is 5 miles

long by a mile broad and like the Khabb valley has a northerly and
southerly direction.

Certain of the larger deserts which separate the cultivated basins

of the villages from one another are known by special names.
Among these may be mentioned Batain

, a tract of which
Jabal Sarah possibly forms the scarp on tlie south-w (»st ; it consists

towards its southern end of sandstone boulders and towards its northern
of round pebbles ; not a blade of green is to be seen in its whole extent
of 25 miles from Wathal to Qnsaibah. Another is Tarmus a
wilderness of disintegrated sandstone hearing not a single shrub; which
stretches along the border of Qasim between Qusaibah and Kah^fah, with
a length from east to west of 20 miles and a breadth of 10. Tarmus is

remarkable^for a small, deep depression near its centre, called Thiqbat-az-
Zaxraq which holds rain water for 3 or 4 months in the year
and IS adjoined on the south by a small hiU named "Anz . A som^-
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what fiimilaT hollow exists some 10 miles to the west of Qawarah ; it is

m
known as Baqrijah contains tamarisks and tall grass^ and holds

rain water throughout the year.

Climate^ products and livestoch ,
—

^The air of Qasim is often stagnant

and sultry. From April to June the weather is warm, with overcast skies

and on some days light rain.

Dates and cereals—especially wheat, barley, maize and millet—are

the principal crops, and both are abundant ; the barley harvest is in the

end of April. Fruits also are grown, including grapes, pomegranates, figs,

citrons, melons and peaches ; radishes and onions are among the vegetables ;

lucerne is raised in the date groves. Cultivation is everywhere dependent

on irrigation from wells which are worked by camels, and in the less

favoured localities it is desultory and fluctuating.

The usual domestic animals are horses, camels, donkeys, horned cattle,

sheep and goats.

Inhabitants.—A large proportion of the population both in town and

country are probably Bani Tamim, and the people may perhaps be

assumed to belong to that tribe when no other is specially mentioned.

Next in number to the Bani Tamim are the -"Anizah, ^Ataibah, Harb

and Mutair, and there are some representatives also of the once renowned

tribe of the Bani Khalid. It is possible however that in some cases the

connection claimed with well known Bedouin tribes is fanciful. In conse-

quence of the flatness of the country, and of the insecurity of property

when Bedouins are about, almost all villages in Qasim are provided with

watch towers
; these, when the village, as is often the case, stands in a

hollow, are the first indications of its existence to the aprproachiug

traveller.

The Qusman (Singular, Qasimi, or Qasaimi ) or settled

inhabitants of Qasim are a prudent, industrious and not unintelligent

race
\
but Wahhabi-ism has soured their disposition, and nowhere does

their reputation for hospitality stand high. Qasim furnished a strong

contingent of labourers to the original Suez Canal works, and the Qusman

are almost the only villagers of Central Arabia who ever take service

with the Turks in border provinces ; these are facts which seem to indicate

some enterprise and energy. It is said that one of the principal purveyors

of camels at Damascus, a supplier at the same time of escorts to

Muhammad!p>n pilgrims, is at the present time Bin-Rawwaf, a native

of Qasim, Their history and institutions bespeak a sturdy love of

freedom among the people of Qasim ; and, though mainly addicted
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to husbandry and trade, their citizen infantry have always borne a

good name for steadiness in the wars of Najd. The main peculiarity

of dress in Qasim is among the women, who wear sleeves so loose as

sometimes unexpectedly to expose their persons to view from the

shouldrr to the knee. The men generally wear their hair short.

A number of the Qusman, but probably less than half, are Wahhabis ;

and, among these, Wahhabi doctrines as late as 187» harried more weight

fhHTi law or civil authority. 'V et even then Wahhabi-ism was not really

popular, for intercourse with abroad had rendered the people compara-

tively tolerant, and the word “ Wahhabi ” had even begun to be used

among them as a term of abuse applicable to an ill-natured fellow.

The Bedouins of Q,asim are chiefly Mutair, but the Harb and Qahtan

also visit the district, and a few Shammar encamp in summer within its

northern border.

On the data available the fixed population of Qasim may be roughly

estimated at 45,000 souls ; if 2,000 be added on account of Bedouins the

total population will be 47,000. The area of the district being approximately

5,000 square miles, the density of population works out at less than 10

individuals to the square mile.

Occupations and Agriculture and the carrying trade are the

principal means of subsistence j the latter, it is calculated, employs one-third

of ttie population of Qasim, and the operations of the Qasimi camel masters

extend to Makkah, Madinah. Hail, Baghdad, Basrah, Kuwait and

Biiyadh. Dates, which in Qasim are sold by weight, are commonly

exported to Jabal Shammar. and gbi to Makkah ; and in some years,

when the rate is favourable, the dates and corn of Qasim find their

way to Madinah. There is also an important trade in horses bought

from the Bedouins, chiefly with India through Basrah, and horse and

camel dealing are accounted highly respectable occupations. '’Auaizah,

supplied by the Qahtan, aud Bnraidah, supplied by the Mutair, are the

two principal horse markets ; at Bnraidah the number of a,Tiim a1s is gener-

ally larger, while at ^Anaizah they are of better class. '’Anaizah is the

principal trade centre of the conntry, and farther details of the trade and
industries of Qasim will be found in the article on that town. Both
’Anaizah and Bnraidah are wealthier places than Hail. Usury is

common in Qasim, and a^enltuiists, and even Bedouins, in the
neighbourhood of the towns are frequently burdened with debt ; the cash
rate of interest is 15 per cent, a year, and the -rate in kind 50 per cent,
at harvest prices. The weights and measures of Qasim are identical with
13x0(86, of SouthernHajd, - - .
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Political position and administration ,'—Qasim has generally enjoyed

a virtual autonomy
, but at times the whole or parts of it have been depen-

dent or semi-dependentj now on Southern Najd and now on Jabal

Shamniar. It has frequently played the part of a make-weighty
causing the scale to dip on this side or on that in the long contest

between the Wahhabi Amir of the south and the Shammar Amir of the

north. Qasim is moreover the battle-field of Central Arabia ; but its

people, unlike those of Belgium, have 'ever taken an active and frequently

a decisive share in the combats waged upon their own soil. Qasim
contains the principal cross-roads of Central Arabia, routes* from S>iyadh,

Kuwait, Hail, Madinah and Makkah meeting at Buraidahor ^Anaizah,
The internal political constitution of Qasim is loose ; but, such as it is,

it seems little subject to change under the influence of external events,

and it has outlasted many vicissitudes of foreign war and alliance. The
affairs of Qasim are dominated by the great municipalities of ^ naizah
and Buraidah, each ruled by an Amir or chief who is in name a tyrant

but in practice efiectually restrained by public opinion. Between the twin

capitals there is perpetual rivalry and sometimes war
; but they are not

incapable, in great emergencies, of sinking their differences and taking

united action for the common weal. Each stands at the head of a cluster

of dependent townships and villages, related to it in various and varying

degrees o^ closeness and subordination; as a rule places south of Wadi-
ar-Rummah are thus attached to ’Anaizah and places north of it to

Buraidah* In 1878 some of the places subject to Buraidah paid to it a

tribute of one-twentieth of their produce, the corn by measure and the

dates by weight. About 1878-80 '"Aushazlyah, Shabibiyah, Wadi and
Wahlan were included in the ’Anaizah sphere of influence, while that of

Buraidah comprised ^Ayun, Bukairlyah, ^Ain Ibn-Pahaid, Hilaliyah,

Huwailan, Khabb, Khahrah, Khadhar, Nabqiyah, Qara^ah, Qisai'^ah,

Qusaibah,Quwarah, Nabqiyah, Rakaiyah, Rass, Rodh, Rodhat-ar-Rubai^i,

Sarif, ShamasTyah, Shiqqah, Tarfiyah and Wathal. The distribution at

that period was probably normal, and from the positions of the places

mentioned it is easy to infer what must have been the political situation of

most of the remainder
;
in some cases however the present political con-

nection is specified in the table below. Between 1874 and 1884 the

village of Mudhnib and the Washam town oB Shaqrah were also

tributary to Buraidah : Mudhnib is still so. The administrative and

military system of ^Anaizah is described in the article upon that town,

and the system at Buraidah is similar.

* See article Jin*
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There is at present (1906) a Turkish cantonment at Shaihiyah and small

Turkish gan-isons are stationed in '’Anaizah and Buraidah ; in all but

name; however, the district is still independent.

Tojiograjphy .—The following is a table of the principal inhabited places

in Qaslm; in which is embodied such information as it has been possible

to procure regarding each of them :

—

Name.
1

Position. Houses and inhabitants. Beuahes.

'Amudijaa
IB

3 miles north-
i

west of Qnsai-
bah.

One small Qasr.

Shammar Be-
douins camp
here in sum-
mer.

There are a few date-

palms and some corn
is grown. Water is

saline at 3 fathoms
from the surface.

’Anaizah • •• ... See article ’Anaizah.

AnLuwSn 1 or 2 miles east

of Qusaibali.
2 enclosures occu-

pied in seasons

of agriculture

A small tract where
corn is cultivated and
Shammar Bedouins

only. encamp in summer.
Water is at 2 fathoms
and is drinkable.

Aqaiyil (Qasr Ihn-) About 7 miles
west of Rass.

A Qasr of about
16 bouses of

'Ataibah.

There are dates, wells

8 fathoms deep, and
some cultivation of
wheat. This place was
the scene of a Turkish
defeat in 1904. Under
Buraidab.

A’raimdhi 6 miles west*
south-west of
Buraidah.

50 houses scat-

tered among
date groves.

Ordinary cultivation

(including dates) and
animals ; good water
at 8 fathoms.

Athlah
sm In the extreme

south-west of
Qaslm.

A walled village
of 40 houses of
'Ataibah.

!

i

1

There are no dates but a

good deal of wheat.
Water is good at 7

fathoms. The place is

under Buraidab.
Aushaziyah 7 miles east by

north of
’Anaizah.

20 houses of
Arabs, said to
be Sabai’ of
the Matarid
section.

On the west side are a

number of small date
groves, and cereals are

grown. There are a
few of the ordinary
livestock. Irrigation
is from wells of good
water, 6 fathoms or

rather moro deep.
Salt deposits are said
to exipt.
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Name. Position. ! Houses and inhabitan ts. Hehaszs.

*Aytin 25 miles north-
west by west

j

of Buraidah.

... See article ^Aytin..

Badayah
43)JO

Several miles
westwards of
'Anaizah.

A colleotion of
Qasrs occupied
by Sabai’ and
’Ataibah.

The settlement is said

to cover an area of 2
or 3 miles and most of
the melons sold at
’Anaizab are grown
here. The wells are in-

side the Qasrs which are

strong and defensible.

(Possibly this is the
same as Shabibiyah
below.)

Barud-aa-Siyah 30 miles north
of Buraidah.

Several small
Qasrs occupied
by cultivators.

The wells are inside the
Qasrs for safety ; they
are 5 fathoms deep and
the water is good.
There are no dates.

Livestock are placed at

30 camels, 8 donkeys
and 20 cattle.

Mutair encamp here
sometimes, also Sbam-
mar.

Basr

j. \iAiiJI

7 miles west of
Buraidah.

50 houses of
’At a i b a b .

Harb and
Qa h t a n —
principally the
first.

Water at 6 fathoms ; the
date groves are exten-
sive.

Bitah Adjoins Jau*i on
the north-west-

About 15 watch
towers guarding
wells, occupied
by ’Ataibab.

Water is sweet and at 2
fathoms from the sur-

face. Some corn is

grown.

Bukairiyah 5 miles north-
north-west of
Ktiabrah.

1

160 houses, said

to be of the
'A t a ib a b,
ECarb nnd
Mutair tribes.

The village is walled
and has some towers.
Dates of good quality
and citrons are grown

;

and the inhabitants,
who are well-to do, own
camels and do some
trade with the Bedouins.
There is a small bazaar.
The TurJ?s were
defeated here by the
people of Qasim on or
about the 16th July
1904. The place is

under Buraidab,

5c2
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Name. Position. Honaes and inhabitants. Bewares.

Buraidali •t«
See article Buraidah.

Butainiyat

oUiokfll
5 miles north-

north-east of

Buraidah.

Some 60 houses
and towers of

Miitair and
Shammar.

There are no dates but
considerable cultivation

of cereals.

Dhalfa’aL

ixiJJs

Abont 16 miles '

south-west of

Buraidali and
the same north-

east of Bukairi-

yah.

16 houses of
’Anizah.

There are a few palms
and cereals and vege-
tables are grown. Ir-

rigation is from wells

7 to 8 fathoms deep
of which the water is

drinkable.

Dbaras 7 or 8 miles

rorth-west of

B uraidah.

100 houses of

Arabs, believed

to be 'Anizali.

The place stands in the
desert

;
it contains a few

shops and has several

large date' groves.
Water is at 6 or 7
fathoms from the sur-

face and is good.

DhldaH 15 miles north-
west of ’Ain
Ibn-Fahaid.

A watering-place with
numerous wells, some
of which are lined with
stone. The water is

good and is at a fathom
or less from the surface.

Dilaimiyab
«i

About 10 miles
north-west of
Bass.

A halting-place on one of
the routes from Burai-
dah. to Madinah.
There are a score of
wells, 3 fathoms deep,
with slightly saline

water. Corn is grown
by cultivators from
Bass, and Karb
Bedouins occasionally
camp here in summer.

IDild (A.b«ad-)

bl
y

or
Ahlab-ad-Dud

About 40 miles
north by east of
Buraidali and
20 from Wadi-
ar-Rummali

:

it is the
northernm o s t
village in
Qasim.

40 honses of
people of
’Ataibah and
S bam mar
origin.

A walled village with
a few old date palms.
Melons and cereals are
grown, the cultivation
of wheat and maize
being consideiable.
Irrigation is from wells
of good water 8 to 9
fathoms deep or less.

Livestock are estimated
at 60 camels (chiefly

used for drawing
water), 60 donkeys
and 60 cattle.

Mutair and Sham-
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Position. Houses and inhabitants.

Buwairah

Pahaid (’Ain Ibn-

Several miles
north or north-
east of Burai-
dah.

mar Bedouins occa-

sionally encamp here in

summer. Under
Buraidah.

A cultivated tract with
4 wells of sweet water,
5 fathoms deep, where
corn is grown by agri-
culturists of Burai-
dah.

Ghaf (I)

Ghaf (II)

vJti

Ghammash
Ol

About 35 miles 75 houses, chiefly A village with date palms
north-north-east of 'Ataibah, and cornfields. Water
of Buraidati. but there are- for irrigation is pro-

some Harb vided by a spring ; it is

and 'Anizall clear but undrinkable,
families. and potable water is

brought from Wasaitafc
6 miles to the south-
wards. Livestock are
said to be 10 horses, 50
camels, 50 donkeys and
100 cattle besides
sheep and goats. At
2 miles east of the
village is an ancient
ruined fort called Qasr
M&rid jaoj

and adjoining it is a
table-rock with many
Himyaritio inscrip-
tions ; a few such in-
scriptions and many
more in Arabic are
found on stones to the
west of the village.
’Ain Ibn-Fahaid is a
stage on the route from
Kuwait to Makkah :

cattle, sheep, dates and
grain are available in
small quantities.

2 miles west of 35 bouses of Ordinary cultivation and
Bur aidah, ’Anizah, livestock. Water at 7
near Quwai’ah. ^Ataibah and fathoms in wells.

Mutair.
I

3 miles west- 20 houses,
south-west of

’AyTin in the
same large de-
pression.

There is a great date
plantation, partially

smothered in desert
sand.

12 miles west- About 10 houses There is a considerable
south-west of of ’Ataibali number of palms, also
Buraidali. forming a vil- cultivation of wheat
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Hoases and inhabitants Remarks.

Hajnawi

Hanaidhil

lage and 15
more scattered

in date groves.

and lucerne.

I

In the eouth- A village of 15 There are no dates, but
western part of houses and some other cultivation exists.
Qasim. Qasrs of Under Buraidah.

’Ataibali.

Perhaps 20 to 30 A locality with
miles south- corn cultivation
west of
’Anaizah ; the

name appears

to cover a con-
siderable stretch

of country.

on the south
bank of Wadi-
ar-Bummah.

Dates, wheat and lucerne
are grown. The village,
which is a well-to-do
one,is under ’Anaizah.
The surrounding gravel
desert also is called
Hajnawi.

4 miles west of 50 houses, said to The usual cultivation.
Buraidali. heofHarband Water is at 5 fathoms

Shammar. but half the wells are
brackish. Under
Buraidah.

iieigh- A dozen houses The place exists chiefly
bourhood of contained in a for the protection of
Tarflyahj but a fortified en- some cultivation and
few miles from closure.

|
wells which adioin it.

it—probably
north-westwards.

some cultivation and
wells which adjoin it.

It is a dependency
of 'Ain Ibn-Fahaid.

Hilaliyah

Hawaiian

Janah (Wadi-al)

3 miles north by 80 houses of The village is walled.

-u T.
Arabs, said to be There are many date

Hhabrah. ECarb. groves
; cereals, melons

and other fruits are
grown. Irrigation is

from wells of brackish
but drinkable water 11
fathoms deep or less.

The place is under
Buraidah.

Between Khabb
and Qisai*ah,
in the same
hollow.

2 miles north-
' west of
’Anaizah, on
the right hank
of Wadi-ir-
Bummah.

26 houses, said to
be of Dawasir.
There are more
hocuses among
the date trees.

26 houses of
mixed Arabs*

The date plantations are
nearly 2 miles long.
They almost meet those
of Qisai'ah, but are
separated by a short
interval from those of
Khabb. There is good
water at 9 fathoms.

There are a few poor
date gardens irrigated
from wells 5 or 6
fathoms deep. The
place was at one time
altogether deserted.
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Name. Position. Houses and Inhabitants

after the departure of

the original founders
who are said to have
been Bani Khalid of a

section called Janah.
It is reputed older

than ’Anaizah, and is

perhaps only a part of

the settLsment described

below under the name
Wadi.

Jan’i i or 2 miles
soutb-west of

Bass.

20 houses in the
form of Qasrs
guarding wells ;

the people are
said to be Harb
and ^Ataibah.

Corn is grown but no
dates. Water is 7

fathoms from the
surface and is drink-

able but brackish.

Khabrah 35 miles soutb-
wes t of
’ Auaizah.

... See article Khabrah.

Khabb
w

4 miles west of

Buraidah, in
the same bollow
as Hawaiian and
a little to the

north of it.

80 bouses,

chiefly of Bani
Khalid or, ac-

cording to ano-
ther account, of
^ Anizah and
Mutair.

The date groves, which
are very valuable* ex-

tend between 2 and 3

miles from north to

south*

Kliabb-al-Qabar 2 miles east of

Buraidah,
40 houses of
Mutair scat-

tered among
date groves.

Water is brackish.

Khadbar 4 miles from
Buraidah on
the route to
’Ana iz a h,
north of Wadi-
ar-Bummah.

50 houses of

mixed Arabs,
mostly ^Ani-
zah.

There are numerous
small date groves ;

and
fruit, grain and veget-

ables are grown by
irrigation from wells

of sweet water 8 or 9
feet deep.

Khudbairab
1

Adjoins Khabh-
al-Qabar on the

south-west.

16 houses of

Mutair, to-

gether and
others scattered.

An ordinary village.

Mudhnib
or

Midhnib

20 to 25 miles

south-east of

’Anaizah,

200 houses of

^Anizah or

possibly *Atai-
bah.

The place is w"ailed and

has 4 gates ; in recent

years building has

extended beyond th©

walls and houses are

also scattered among
the date g^o^cs to some
distance. A good pro-

portion of the houses
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have an upper storey.

Ihe bazaar contains 20
shops and there are 3
mosques. The date

proves are extensive

;

and wheat, maize,
lucerne, fruit and vege-
tables are grown.
Water in wells about 6
fathoms deep is abund-
ant but rather bitter.

Marble blocks of which
coffee-mortars are made
are quarried in the
vicinity. Mudhnib is

under Buraidah.

There are large date
groves and much
lucerne is l^rowu
between the palms.
The wells are 8 fathoms
deep.

There are a numbor of

date groves and corn is

grown. The wells are
10 fathoms deep and
the water is sweet.

Harb Bedouins some-
times camp near by.
This village is on the
route from Kass to

Madinah.

Date palms are scattered
and only number 300 or

400. Cereals, melons
and vegetables are
cultivated. Irrigation
is from wells 9 or 10
fathoms deep ; the
water is good. Under
Buraidab.

No dates. Under
Buraidab.

Desultory cultivation by
agriculturists from
Buraidab.

The village is in 2 parts,

the smaller called Qasr-
al-Hawaiti^k^3r^|j.^5

is a mile north or the
other. There are dates,

fruit trees, grain and
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vegetables, all irrigated
from wells of brackish
but drinkable water
which are 13 to 14
fathoms deep. About
2 miles from Qara'ah

I is a lake, about 1 mile
!

in extent, which some-
times dries up leaving
a thick deposit of salt.

Qaryah 2 miles north-
west of Burai-
dah.

15 houses of

Harb scattered

among date
groves.

There are a number of
small date plantations
and a little cultivation
of wheat.

^

There is

good water in wells at
5 fathoms.

Qisai’ab 4 miles south by
west of Burai-
dall in the same
hollow as Rhabb
aud Hnwailan,
to the south of

the latter.

60 houses of
Bani Khalid
or perhaps of

’An i z a h.
There are also

outlying houses
among the plan-

tations.

The date plantations
extend north and south
nearly 2 miles and on
the north almost meet
those of Hawaiian.
Fruits, cereals and vege-
tables as well as dates
are grown by irrigation

from wells holding
sweet water at 7 to 8
fathoms. There aie no
horses, but all the usual
animals. The place is

under Buraidah.

Qusaibah 46 miles north-
west by north
of Buraidah.

... See article Qusaibah.

Quwai’ah 2 miles west of

Buraidali.
20 houses of

’A t a i b a h,
D a w a s i r
and BCarb

;

others also are

scattered among
the plantations.

The wells are 7 fathoms
deep, and dates and a
little wheat and lucerne
are grown. Grapes, and
oranges are abundant.

QuwSrah

or

Quwarah

24 miles north-
west of ’Ayun

;

Quwarah is

the nearest

village in Qasim
to the Jabal
Sh. a mm a r
frontier.
Height above
the sea is about
2>640 feet.

70 houses of
mixed Arabs,
noted for their

indolence and
poverty.

Quwarah stands in a basin
smaller but more fertile

than that of Kahafah.
The village consists of
two portions which lie

more than a mile apart.

Date groves are nume-
rous but small, and the
trees indifferent. Cul-
tivation of cereals,

melons and vegetables
also is carried on by
irrigation from wells.
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Name. Position. Hoases and inhabitants. I

ItElMAnEB.

frds of which yield
drinkable water

; the
water of the rest is

clear but bitter. The
place is under Burai-
dah.

Rafi’ah

Eakaiyah
«0

or

Qasr Mahan na
Qt

Basais

Baas
m

li miles east of A Qasr containing
Buraidala. 8 households

of Mutair.

Some date palms and
other cultivation.
Water is brackish at
7 fathoms.

About 18 miles
north-east of
Bur aida h
and east of

Wadi-ar-
Rummali.

A fort containing
half-a-dozen
houses of vari-

ous Arab tribes.

There are also

a number of
watch towers
in the fields,

some of which
are occupied.

This place was founded
about 1860 by Mahanna,
Amir of Buraidah

; it

stands in the middle of
a depression 2 miles in
diameter. The fort is

remarkable for contain-
ing a magnificent well
or water-pit with an
opening 78 feet square
and a depth of about
70 feet, the upper 3U
feetUn sand and earth
and the remainder in

sandstone rock. The
water is raised bv
camels and after pass*
ing out through the
wall of the fort irri-

gates fields of wheat,
barley, maize and
melons. In good years
the water in the well
stands 46 and even 60
feet in depth. Better
water for drinking pur-
poses than that of the
well is said to he ob-
tained from a hollo w
Quwaitir called

2 miles to the south-
ward. There are
camels tor working
the wells and some
other animals.

Between Bass
and Jan’i.

20 houses. There are some date
groves and corn is
grown. Water, which
is drinkable, is from
wells 2 fathoms deep.

40 to 45 miles
south-west of
Buraidah.

See article Bass.
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Saudh '6 miles west-soufcb,

west of ’Aytin,
under the south
side of Jabal
Sarah

.

50 houses of

mixed Arabs.

1

There are a number of

small date groves, aiid

fruit and cereals are

grown. The water is

sweet in wells 9 to 10
fathoms deep-

Bodhat-al-Mahanna
aa

15 to 20 miles
east-north-east

of Buraidati,
east of Wadi-ar-
Rummah and
about 12 miles

south of Sarif.

40 bouses, said

to be chietij

Mutair.

Some dates and good
water. About 10 miles
further east (or accord-
mg to a different

account, several miles
further west) is Ruw-
aidhah where

Ibn Rashid was killed

on 11th April 1906.
One report identifies

Rodhat^al-Ma h a n n a
with R5dhat-ar-Ruh-
bai*i below, from which
it cannot be very far

distant.

Eodhat-ar-E/ubai’i Apparently 15
miles east of

Buraidali.

70 houses partly

of ’Anizah.
There are here a iarge

Qasr belonging to the
family of the Shaikhs
of Buraidab. and
about 30 date planta-

tions, most of which are

owned by them. The
wells contain sweet
water at 7 or 8 fathoms-
Dates, fruits, cereals

and vegetables are
grown. The people
are well-to-do.

account identifies this

place with Rodhat-al-
Mahanna above.

Sa’id (Qasr)

OOLAaw

5 miles north-
east of

Buraidah*

Half a dozen
houses of the
family and
dependants of
a Shammar
Arab named
Said.

Date palms are few,
but wheat cultivation

is fairly extensive.

There are the ordinary
livestock. The wells
are brackish, 8 fathoms
deep, and good water
is from a hollow called

Madassab , 2
miles to the north,
which holds rain water.

Saib 12 miles south-

west of

Buraidali.

40 houses of

’Anizali and
’Ataibah,
scattered amidst
date groves.

Under Buraidab.
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Saqlj,iii
OP

dxst^

3 miles west of

Qusaibah.
' 5 small scattered

enclosures, occu-

pied at certain

seasons only.

[ Water is at 3 fathoms
and saline ; cereals
are grown. Shammar
Bedouins encamp here
in summer.

Sarif 20 miles north-
east by north of
Buraidah and
west of Wadi-ar
Bummah.

8 small ruined en
closures occnpiet

hy cultivators
- from Buraidai

at the times of
ploughing and
reaping.

- Sarif stands in a valley
i of the same name, 5

miles long from north
l to south and 1 mile wide,

with some volcanic rooks
near the northern end.
Barley and sometimes
wheat are grown in
favourable seasons.
The wells are 1 to 4
fathoms deep. Between
Sarif and Tarfiyah
Mubarak, Shaikh of
Kuwait, was defeated
on the 17th of March
1901 by the Amir of
Jabal Shammar.

ShaHhijah
«0

1

8 miles south-
south-west of

’Anaizaii.

A corn-growing
tract with a
dozen inhabited
enclosures, but
no dates or other
trees. The cul-
tivators are from
’Anaizah.

Water is drinkable and
abundant in wells 7 to
8 fathoms deep.
’Ataibah and
Qahtaii Bedouins
encamp hereabouts.
The place is under
’Anaizah.

Shaihiyah 5 miles north-
west of Bukai-
riyah.

Formerly 60
houses of
^ A n i z a h ,

^A t a i b ah,
Harb and
S h amm a r,
but now (1906)
almost deserted
on account of
the

^
Turkish

soldiery.

There are a number of
small date groves, and
fruits, cereals and
vegetables are grown.
Water is brackish, in
wells 10 to 11 fathoms
deep. The principal
Turkish cantonment in
B'ajd in 1906 was
here.

Shamasiyah
w

18 miles south-
east of Burai-
dah and 3
from the south
bank of Wadi-
ar-Bummali.

100 houses of
mixed Arabs
mostly Dawa-
sir.

The village is walled. It
contains half-a-dozen
shops and about ^rd of
the houses have upper
storeys. Dates, fruit
cereals and vegetable
are grown by irrigation
from wells, 8 to 9
fathoms deep, of drink-
able water.
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Position , Houses and inhabitants.

Shiqqah

or
Shaquq

Shimas

10 miles west-
north-west of

Buraidah.

100 houses of

mixed Arabs
chiefly ’Anizah,
Harb and
Shammar,

1 mile north of

Buraidab.
20 houses of

mixed Arabs.

Shiqqah is really the
name of a depression' on
the south side of Jabal
Sarah, 9 miles long and
containing several

villages of which the
principal are Rafi’ah

and Sufailah

the latter is 2 or 3
miles south-east of the
former village. There
are extensive date
plantations, and wheat,
barley, millet, pome-
granates, figs, pump-
kins, radishes, and
onions are grown. The
wells are 7 or 8 fathoms
deep. To the west or
south of the village is a
place called Dhari^j^ji

with a salt deposit.
The water of Shiqqah is

generally brackish and
the place is poor.

There are date planta-
tions and orchards
irrigated from wells,

also the usual livestock.

This place is said to
mark the original site

of Buraidah.

Shinanah See article Rass.

Subaih About 20 miles 36 mud houses of
north-west of Harb.
Bass.

There are a few dates and
corn is grown. Water
is 10 fathoms from the
surface and sweet.
Harb Bedouins encamp
here when there is

pasture.

Immed i at e 1 y
adjoining
Buraidah, on
the south side.

No permanent
habitations, but
Bur aidah
people encamp
here for coolness

in summer.

There are a great number
of wells, 7 to 8 fathoms
deep, of good water.

Suwair East of Burai- 15 houses Wheat and barley and a
dah, at the scattered in few dates are grown;
south end of date gardens. water is brackish.
Rafi*ab.
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Ta*ainijah
«n

15 or 20 miles
eastwards of

’Anaizah and
Buraidali.

40 houses and
towers of

’Anizah and
Mutair.

No dates, hut wheat and
maize are grown.

Tanumah Apparently be-
tween ‘Ain Ibu-
Fahaid and
Tarfiyah.

30 houses said to

be of Sham'
mar.

The village is walled and
surrounded by date
groves irrigated from
springs and wells.
Wheat, barley and
millet are grown.

Tarfiyah 15 miles north

-

north-east of
Buraidah.

35 houses of

mixed Arabs.
Formerly a considerable
place but ruined by the
deterioration of the
wells, only one of which
now yields drinkable
water. Water is at 6
fathoms. There are still

a few dates, and corn
is grown. The inhabi-
tants bring grass and
firewood for sale to
Buraidah. Tarfiyah
is on the route from
Kuwait to Makkah;
supplies are very scanty.

Wadi On the right bank
and scattered in
the bed of
Wadi-ar-Bum-
mah, about 3
miles north of
’Anaizah.

100 houses of
servants and
cultivators from
^A n a i z ah,
mostly Sabai’.

Water here is only about
1 fathom below ground.
The inhabitants tend
the palms of Wadi-ar-
Bummah and in the
off-season many of them
live in ’Anaizab town.
Janah above is perhaps
only a part of this

settlement.

WablSn 3 miles south-west
of ’Anaizah
not far from
the right bank
of Wadi-ar-
Bummah.

A number of
small enclosures
stand here
among date
plantations and
fields ; they are
only occupied
at certain sea-
sons.

Irrigation is from wells,
6 to 7 fathoms deep.
The country surround-
ing the place is flat and
sandy. Wahlan is the
rendezvous of travellers

proceeding by caravan
from ^Anaizah
to Makkah.

Wahtan A little south-
east of
Buraidah.

90 houses of '

Q a h t a n ,

Dawasir and
Mutair.

There are huge date
groves, but little other
cultivation. The wells,
8 fathoms deep, are
brackish, and drinking
water is brought from
Subakb, one mile to the
westwards. Uuder
Buraidah.
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WatSt About 4 miles

north of

Tarfiyah.

30
^
houses of

mixed Arabs,

chiefly ’Anizah.

The village is walled.

Wheat, barley and
millet are grown and
there are a few dates.

The wells, which are

brackish, are 5 fathoms
deep.

Wathal 14 miles north-

west of Shiqqah.
45 houses of

’Anizah.
Ihere are a score of

small date groves, and
wheat, barley, millet,

melons and vegetables

are grown. Irrigation

is from wells of drink-

1 able water 8 to 9
fathoms deep.

Wudhahh 1 mile east of

Nad.
10 houses of

’Ataibah.
There are no dates.

The place is under
Buraidah.

Zaid (Qasr) 2 miles east of

Buraidah.
A Qasr of about
8 bouses o!

Mutair.

An ordinary Qasiir

village in all respects.

Zarqah

«;_yi

Immed i a t e 1 y
north of

Qnwai’ah.

A hamlet of 5

houses.

Water is good at 5
fathoms. There are

some dates.

Ziyabah (Uminahat-az-)
UJ

About 20 miles

west of

Buraidah.

Some 80 houses

and towers, said

to he of Harb
and Mutair,

Water and ordinary

cultivation, but no

dates.

Properly a spot 7 miles above Warbah island, on a prolongation QASR*
northwards of the Abdullah and Sabiyah Khors. (UMM)

^ An account of Umm Qasr and its surroundings by Mr, P. B. Crow, Consul at

Basrah, m\\ be found in the Government of India’s Proceedings in the Foreign Depart

»

ment for January 1904. Fide also a report by Commander T. W. Kemp, R.N., in

the Government of India's Foreign Proceedings for July 1902 ; Captain H. Smyth’s

Reconnaissance Report, 1904, in Foreign Proceedings for February 1906; and a

report, dated 24th July 1905, by Captain E. W. S. Mahon, E.E., relating particularly,

as does also the last, to the suitability of TJmm Qasr as a terminus for the proposed

Baghdad railway. Detailed information was also supplied by Lieutenant C. H, Gabriel,

I.A-, who visited the place in 1904. The most recent authority is however

Commander W. G. Beauchamp, R.I.M., whose report was forwarded to the Govern-

ment of India by Major P. Z. Cox, Resident in the Persian Gulf, with a demi-official

letter, dated the 20fcb November 1906 ; the results of Comnuander Beauchamp’s survey

are embodied in Chart No. 2381—3293 (1907 edition).
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For 6 miles above Warbah island the inlet on which Umm Qasr
stands is on the average three-quarters of a mile broad and its depth

varies from 6 to 9 fathoms : at 6 miles it divides into two branches, one

of which i-uns for a short distance (perhaps 3 miles) north-westwards,

narrowing as it goes ; while the other continues northwards in the
direction of Basrah. The former branch at low tide is a mere
mud-flat with a channel not more than 3 or 4 feet deep close to its wes-
tern bank j but the branch which mns northwards continues undivided,

with a depth generally exceeding 7 fathoms, for a distance of 14 miles
and then splits into two arms of minor importance. Of these arms one,

going north-north-east, reaches to within 12 miles of the Shatt-al-'’Arab
at Abul Khasib with soundings of 8 1 fathoms and over j while the
second, going north-north- west, has its head only 11 miles south of
Basrah and 10 miles east-south-east of Zubair Townj but it is

narrower and much shallower than the other. Nowhere within Khor
Umm Qasr or Zubair is the navigation easy, for the channel is winding
and the banks are submerged and disappear at high tide.

There is some doubt as to the true nomenclature of these waterways
;

but the mam inlet for 6 miles above Warbah island appears 'to be
known locaUy as Khor-ath-Tha^alab s-bAfl

, the small branch run-
ning to the north-west as Khor Umm Qasr, and the large branch ranning
to the north as Khor Zubair.

Umm Qasr proper is situated about 1 mde above the point where
the mlet first divides and about half a mile inland fr-om the western
bank of the western branch (Khor Umm Qasr) : the usual landing-place
however, is opposite to the point of separation of the branches. The
country to the east of the main inlet and to the north of Khor 'Abdullah
^pears_to be a marsh several miles in extent ; but it is possible from
amdan on the Shatt-al-'Arab to reach, without leaving ierra firma,

a point about 5 miles east of Umm Qasr proper.

The o^y buildmg at Umm Qasr proper'is now a small Turkish fort
garrisoned by an infantry detachment from Basrah of about 30 men
un er an ofiieer. The fort is nearly square, measunng about 1 20 feet eachway and having one enti-ance in the middle of the north face; a recently

salient on the west side enfilades two faces. The walls are 15
&et from the ground, and are built chiefly ofmud:butthe gatewayandcopingofthe wall are of burnt bricks. Theree wells wi& a plentiful supply of water to the northward, opposite^r^ance to the fort at 250 yards disW, and the waterg^on IS sweet: whether it is obtained fr-om these wells or from
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elsewHere is uncertain. No supplies are obtainable at Umm Qasr and not

even vegetables are grown
;

there is grazing for sbeep^ but not for horses.

The wells are a favourite camping ground of Bedouins. At 300 yards to

the east of the Turkish fort are the remains of an old Arab Qasr.

The ground in the neighbourhood is firm and gravelly.

Umm Qasr is 15 miles east-south- east of Safwan and about 3-i

miles south and a little east of Basrah ;
there are no wells on tbe

direct route from Zubair to Umm Oasr^, and travellers between Basrah

and Umm Qasr ordinarily pass through Zubair and Safwan.

Frequently pronounced Gatai% and sometimes spoken of as Barr-al- QATARI
Qatar especially when the reference is to the interior rather than

to the coast. Qatar is a remarkable tongue of land projecting

from the Arabian coast of the Persian Gulf midway between its

entrance at Ras Musandam and its head at the mouth of the Shatt-

* The bulk of the information contained in this principal article on Qat^r, and in

the minor articles subordinate thereto, was obtained expressly for this Gazetteer

during tbe years 1904-07; previously little was known regarding the promontory.

The data at tbe time existing were condensed by the writer in November 1904 into 6

foolscap pages of print, which formed the basis of the snbsequent investigations. The

further enquiry was begun by the writer in Bahrain early in 3905, was continue d

by Mr. J. C. Gaskin, Political Assistant in the Persian Gulf, and was completed by

Captain P. JB. Prideaux, Political Agent in Bahrain, in the same year : the greater

part of the information obtained was supplied by the last named officer. A set of

draft articles was then compiled by the writer, which extended to ueailj 40 printed

octavo pages and was ready at the end of 1905 ; it was sent to Captain Prideaux for

revision, a process which occupied a considerable part ofthe year 1906, Early in 1907

the draft, improved and somewhat amplified, was reprinted, and investigations for the

purpose of clearing up uncertain points continued to be made by Captain Prideaux

throughout the year.

Previous to these recent enquiries, as already remarked, there was a deficiency of

information concerning Qatar. The principal authorities up to 1904 were Bombay
Selections XXIV, 1856, Palgrave’s Central and Eastern Arabia, 1866, and the

Persian Gulf Pilot, 1898, of which the last was the most valuable. The most

important public contribution to a knowledge of Qatar since 1904 is Herr H. Bor-

chardt's article Osb^Arahien von Basra his Maslcat, 1906.

The best small scale map of Qatar is that issued with the present Gazetteer,

superseding the Map of Parts of Arabia and Persia, 1883 ;
as regards the interior

tbe new map is founded on a Bough Map of the Qatar Peninsula, 1907, by Captain

Prideaux from native information, which is filed in the Library of the Foreign

Department, Simla, as No. 1368. The only chart showing the whole Qatar coast is

No. 2374-3837B., “Persian Gulf', but a portion of that coast is included in Preliminary

Chart No. 0. 2, Bahrein to Bas BaleJoin, Poona, 1903.
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al-'^Arab : tlie axis of Qatar runs due north
^
and south, and the

promontory as a T^hole measures about 85 miles in length by about 40

in breadth.

Boundaries .—On the east, north and west Qatar is surrounded by the

sea. The southern boundary is somewhat indeterminate. It begins at

the foot of Dohat-as-Salwa on the western side of the promontory, and

fi’om that point runs south-eastwards to the wells of Sakak

:

thence, according to one account, it strikes east-north-east to the

north end of the Naqiyan sandhills, or, according to another, east

by south to the southern end of the same hills on the north side of the

entrance to Khor-al-’Odaid. As the territory of the Trucial Shaikh of

Abu Dhabi has never clearly been asserted to extend beyond Khor-al-

’Odaid, and as the A1 Thani Shaikhs of Qatar undoubtedly claim the

Naqiyan tract, the latter of the two alternative lines is to be preferred :

the British Government have recognised Khor-al-‘'Odaid as belonging
to Abu Dhabi and the boundary consequently cannot be placed nearer
to Trucial "Oman, though the A1 Thani Shaikhs assert a right to the whole
coast as far as the Sab^khat Matti. It is said that three men, stationed
at Dohat-as-Salwa, Sakak, and Niqa-al-Maharah, respectively, can
watch the whole southern border of Qatar from sea to sea.

Physical characteristics.-—The interior of Qatar has only once been
visited by a Euiopean^ but its nature is tolerably well known from native
accounts, and a list of the chief wells and camping grounds is o>iven in
this aiiicle: the principal features of the coast line also are enumei-ated and
described below. Practically the whole promontory consists of undulating
rocky and pebbly desert, and the northern part at least is very low ; the
level of the rest is generally higher than that of Bahrain Island. The
only hill of any importance is Jabal-at-Tawar. Wells are numerous, andm winter there are also many pools of water among the rocks.
The soil is poor, consisting in the best localities of gravel and marl mixed
with sand ; fields and date groves there are almost none, and such gardens
as exist near towns and villages are small and unproductive, while
hardly a tree IS to be seen anywhere. The only natural vegetation is
coarse grass, growing in tufts upon the sandhills, and stunted brushwood
in places. The climate is dry, and at a few miles inland the air appears^o_^tirely destitute of moisture; nevertheless the rainfall appears

P.B.Prideaux
" January 1904. In December 1906 Capt.

tile Hasa oasis, 12 miles frond Lusail,
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to be less scanty than in Bahrain^ and fine crops of natural hay are said
to be produced.

Places and features of the coast,~^]ie folio-wing* are alphabetically
arranged lists of the chief places, bays, headlands, hiUs, and islands -vrhich
form 01 adjoin the coast

; the first table is of those uj)on the eastern side^
the second of those upon the western :~>

Past side of Q^atar^

Name. Position.* Nature, Bemares.

’Abud (Ras Abu) 3 miles below
Doliah.

Cape. ...

Aliyah (Jazirat-
al-)

^

3 miles off the
coast, 8 miles
above Doliali.

Island. Small and uninha-
bited.

’Arq (Eas-al- or
Easht-al-)

8 miles below
Wakrah.

A coral reef. Projects from the coast

and almost forms a
cape. Also called

Fasht Shuwaimsaii

Bishairlyah
(Jazirat-al-)
w

A short distance off

the coast, 18 miles
below Wakrah.

i

Island. Small, barren and un-
inhabited. Pearbffsb-
ers wade around it at

low tide searching
for pearls in shallow
water. It is also

called Mishairyat.

Dha^ain
...

See article DhaAin.

Dliakliirali
... ...

See article Dhakhi-
rah.

Dohah f «• ...
See article Dohah.

Puwairat
'^jiy

...
See article Fuwairat.

Ghariyah

ZjJd\

1 mile above
Fuwairat,

A deseited village. There aie remains of a

large fort.

Hasah (Eas
Umm)

Mf

sLm«JX pi

7 miles from the
tip of the promon-
tory.

Cape. ...

* In this column “ above ’* means nearer to the tip of the promontoryj and below
’

means further from it, in following the coast line.

5 D
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Hast side of Qatar—contd.

Xanie Position.* Nature. Beharcs.

Hassan (Khor)
itf

... ... See ai-tiole Khor Has-
san.

IIul (Doliat

cmm-al-)

Jf^'f pi

6 miles below
Wakrah.

A small bay. There was formerly a
small settlement of
the Sudan tribe

here, but it has been
abandoned in con-

sequence of the
1 badness of the water

supply.^ Remains
are visible of a
village and fort.

Huwailah ... ... See article Huwailah.

Ibrahim (Bilad)

tilb

5 miles above
Wakrah.

A deserted village. Ruins of a fort romain.
There is no water
nearer than Wakrah.

Kandwi (Tall-

f)
^_yjL^>AXJ| iJj

3 miles east of

Bii'wais.
Hillock. ...

Laffaii (Kas)
w

i

8 miles below
Huwailah.

Cape. On account of a feud
between the ^Ama-
marah of Bahrain
and the A1 Bin ’Ali
of Qatar, pearl boats
from Bahrain do
not 9t present work
below, nor those
from Hdhah above,
this cape.

Irtlsail
... See article Xiusail.

Mairumali (Bas'
aVj
w

c-rlj-

3 miles below
Fuwairat.

Cape. A hillock stands on the
cape, 1 mile from the
sea, and there is a
small well of bad
water.

Masshut (Ha'S

Abul)
hjiJl yi

7 miles above
Wakrah and
rather les«! below
Dohah.

1

1)0

^^ove’- means nearer to the tip of the promontory, and “ below "
meauB further from it. in following the coastline. ,
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Ea%t side of Qatar—contd*

Name. Position.* Nature. Hei^abss.

Matbakh. (Bas-

al-)

On the north side
of the entrance of
Khor Shaqiq.

Cape, The cape is continued
seawards by a coral

reef called Fasht
Ardh-al-Matbakh.

Mijtalah (Dohat-
al-)

2 or 3 miles below
Dohah.

Bay. There was once a vil-

lage here, but now it

is deserted.

Mishairyafe
•• ... SeeBishairiyah (Jazlrat-

al-) above.

MukaiySr (Jazi-

rat-al-)
u>

Near the coast

between Dha’-
aixL and liti-

sail.

Islet. ...

Mulaiji (Dohat) 7 or 8 miles above
Khor Shaqiq.

Bay. Waterless and unin-
habited.

Naqijan
or

Naqiyan-al-
Qatar

jhsJI

JProm a point 10
miles below
Wakrah to the

entrance of the

’Odaid inlet.

A narrow range of

high white sandhills

skirting the coast.

The length of the range
is about 80 miles.

Two sandhills at

the extreme north
end of the range
are called NaqiySn
Abu Qasbatain

one at the other end,

abutting on Khor-al-
’Odaid, bears the
name of Niqa-al

Maharaf

Nazwah

by
1| miles below Eas
Abul Mashut.

A deserted village. Until recently inha-

bited by bO families

of the Ma’adhid
tribe.

Nisa'ah(Ilas-an-) At the eastern end
of Dohah town.

Cape. The A1 Bin *Ali and
Sulutah quarters of

Dohah town stand

on this cape.

lT5f (Ras-an-) On the south side

of the entrance of

Khor Shaqiq.

Do. A coral reef which

1

prolongs this cape

seawards is called

Fasht Ardh-an-N5f.

^ In this column ** above ” means nearer to tbe tip of tKe promontory, and ** below
"

^means further from it, in following the coast line.
°
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' Mast side of 'oontd.

N ame. Position.* Nature.

J

Qarradii (Jazl-

rat)
w

Qirfas (!Ras)

urb

Qntaifan (Kas)

Buwais

Safliyah (Jazn’at'

as-)

Sliagiq. (Khor)

0^
(Has-Siiuwa’

ash-)

Sidir (E.5s-as-)

Sniaik (Dohat-as-.

Sumaismah

Ta am (Has
Abut)

Tabainah (Jabal-
at-)

iSx^

On the south side-

of the entrance of
the DLakMrali
inlet.

Near the northern
extremity of 1

Qatar, 5 miles east
|

of Euwais.

At the northern
extremity of

Qatar between
Jazirat Ras Ra-
kan and Jazirat

Umm Tais.

4 miles below
Huwailah.

12 miles above
|

Dohah.

6 miles north-east

of Dohah town.

A small islet.

Caiie.

Do.

A small island.

1 mile above
|

Dohah town.

6 miles above
|

Buwairat.

4 miles above
Huwailah.

Cape.

A deserted village.

Bay.

Cape.

Hill.

Reuarss.

5 wells of brackish
water exist near its

base.

See article Ruwais.

See article Khor
Shaqiq.

A^ short distance inland
is a hill called Jabal-
as-Smaik. The
nearest drinking
water is at Jasasiyah
half a naile south of
the hill.

See article Sumais-
mah.

A coral reef called
Fasht Ardh Abut
Ta*am prolongs this
cape seawards.

means
means nearer to the tip of the promontory, and below"means furtherftom

it, in followiivg the coast Une.
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side of Qatar— coDcld.

Name. Position.* Nature. Eemabcs.

Ta’s (Jazlrat 4 miles east by Islet. No water is obtainableUmm)
uu

north of Buwais. here.

Tha’ailib (Ras) 6 miles above Cape.
Dohah.

Wakrah
»yjJl

1

]'* ... See articleWakrah.

Zai'ka 1 mile above Well. Contains only brackish ,

Fuwairat. water.

Off the north-eastern and eastern coasts of Qatar lie numerons pearl

banks; of which details are given in the Appendix on the Pearl Fisheries.

West side of Qatar.

Name. Position.* Nature. Rxmabsh.

Abui’uk (Eas)

u*b

Forms the west
side of D5hat-al-
Hasain.

Cape. Points northwards and
measures 8 miles

across. At spring-

tides the northern
portion is separated

from the remainder
by a shallow channel.

Adkhan (Ghari-

ya.t)

3 miles below
Zikrit.

Do. ...

Ajirah (Jabalat) Between Eas
’Abnruk and
Jazlrat Hawar.

Island. Small, but has a hill of

some height. There

1

is no fresh water.

Akhadai (Eas)
or

Khidai

Between Dohat-ar-
Euwaidhah and
Kbor Hassan.

Cape.
1

There were once a few
houses here, and the

i
ruins of a fort are

' still visible.
^
The

nearest water is at

Thaghab.

’AmrSn (Eas
Abu)

Between Ruwais
and Abu Dha-
luf.

Do. Barren.

* In this column “ above ” means nearer to the tip of the promontory, and ‘' below’*'

means further from it, in following the coast line. -
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We^t side of Qatar-^conid.

Name. Position.* Natare. Bemabks.

Anaibar (J azi-

rar)

In Dobat-as-Salwa,
10 or 12 miles

north from the

foot of the bay.

Island. It is small and carries a
low peak.

Aqalah (Ddbat-

al-)

18 miles below Eas
Aburuk.

A Bedouin camping-
place.

Some date trees and a

few wells of bad
water exist here. The
place is now nearly
forsaken by the Bed-
ouins.

Araisli 1 mile below
Khor Hassan.

Tower. Now ruinous and
deserted.

Ashairiq (Ras) Between Znbarah
and Eubaijah.

Oape. Forms the southern
side of the Zubarali
harbour and carries a
ruined tower.

Da*asah (Eas) 18 miles above the
foot of Dohat-as-
Salwa.

Do. There is a masonry
well of good water at

1 mile inland.

Dhabaiyali (Eas-
adh-)
C9

10 miles below
Zubarah and jnst

above entrance to

Dohat-al-Usaiwad.

Do. •••

Dhaluf (Abu)
UtjLa jjI

... ••• See article Abu
Dhaluf.

Fabal

J^\
16 miles north of the
foot of Dohat-as“
Salwa.

An uninhabited place. There are 4 masonry
wells of good water.

Pabaibll (Eas)

1^1;

6 miles below
Zubarab.

Cape. Points north and en-
closes a bay of the
same name between
itself and the main-
land. There is a well
here.

Faisbsbskb(Ddbat) The innermost and
southernmost por-
tion of Dobat-al-
Hasain.

Bay. There is a masonry well
of good water about
4^ miles north-east of

1

the foot of the bay
at 2i miles inland.

Falitab (Jazirat
Abu)

In D6hat-aI-Hasain>
near its foot.

Island. It is small and has no
water.

inean7fn^K«r!"““-r promontory and “ below "
means fnrthei from it, in following tbe ooas t line.
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West side of Qatar—contd
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Name. Position.* Nature. Eehaszs.

Faraihah

Gliubaibah

Hadiyah
m

Hasain ( Dohat-al)

2 miles above
Zubarah.

West of Ruwais
and adjoining it.

Its entrance is half-

way down the

west side of Qatar.

A deserted village.

A deserted village.

Bay.

There are ruins of a fort.

See article Hadiyab.

This bay is large

and runs inland
in a southerly direc-

tion. The foot of it

is called Dohat
Faishsbakb. It con-
tains Jazirat Abu
Falitah, and Eas
Aburuk forms the
western side of its

entrance. Eas-as-
Snmaiyah projects

into it from its

eastern side. On the
west side of the bay
are the ruins of a
fort which was built

by Eahmah-bin-Jabir
early in the 19th cen-

tury. There ate 4 or

5 masonry wells of

brackish water near
the site of the fort.

Hawar (Jazirat) Due west of the

point of Eas
Aburuk and about

5 miles from it.

Island. About 10 miles long,

north and south, and
roughly parallel to

the Qatar coast.

There are no wells,

but there is
^
a

cistern to hold rain-

water built by the

Dawasir of Zallaq

in Bahrain, who
have boused at two
places on the island

and use them in winter

as shooting boxes.

Fishermen also fre-

quent Hawar. The
island is adjoined on

the north by Jazirat

Eubadh and on the

south by J azirat

• In this column “ above ” means nearer to the tip of the promontory, and « below

means further from it, in following the coast line.
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West side of contd.

Name. Position Nature, Bemabes,

Janan, while Jabalat
Ajirah and Jazirat
Suwad lie in the
channel between it

and the mainland.

ImMsh (Eas) The southern
entrance point

of the Dohat
-al-tlsaiwad inlet.

Cape.

Janan (Jazirat)

JnmaE

In the channel
between Jazlrat
Hawar and the
mainland.

Midway between
Abu Dhaluf
and Khor
Hassan.

Islet.

A deserted village.

The ford called Maqta’-
al-Ipahlsh in Dob at

-

al-Usaiwad starts
from this promon-
tory.

Waterless.

Also called Yamailand
Lumail. There are
remains of houses and
of a fort.

Ma (Dshat Umm-
al-)

w
boJ)

Madakhkhan (Bas-

al-)
«v

12 miles below Eas
^Ashairiq and just

above Dohat
-al-tJsaiwad.

7 or 8 miles above
Eas Aburuk.

Bay.

Cape.

There are some good
masonry wells inland
and a mined fort
built by ’Ali-bin-
lOialifah, late Shaikh
of Bahrain, who
used to spend part of
the cold weather here.

Nakhsh (Jabal-al) 6“ miles above the
foot of Dohat-
as-Salwa.

A hill on the coast. One mile above the hill

is a bay of the same
name, without habi-
tations or fresh water.

Naqaiyah (Bandar)
w '

Between Eas
Imhish and Eas
Madakhkhan.

Anchorage, Uninhabited but occa-
sionally visited by
native boats for the
sake of water obtain-
able at 'Aqalah,
miles inland.

(^I’ah (Eas-al-) 8 miles below Eas
’Ashairiq.

Cape. There is a landing-]placG
for native boats call-

ed Bandar-al-Qirah.
The name is fre-
quently pronounced
Lijla’ah.

^ below
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West side of contd.

Name. Position,’** Nature. Bsmares.

Eahhal (D5hat
Bin-)

10 miles below Ras
’Ashairiq.

Bay. No wells or houses.

Jbx) y/?

Rakan (Jazirat

Eas)

crO U“b

About 2| miles
north or north by
east of Euwais.

Island. The channel between
the mainland and this

island is not passable
for boats, and Jazirat
Ras Rakan may
accordingly be con-
sidered to form the
northern extremity of
the Qatar promontory.

Rubadh (Jazirat)

lab)

Close to the north-
ern extremity of

Jazirat Hawar.

Islet. Destitute of fresh
water.

Rubaijah. 1 mile below
ZubErah.

An old village, now
deserted.

...

Ruwaidhah (Ddhat«

ar-)

3 miles above
Khor Hassan.

A deserted village. The inhabitants migra-
ted to Zubarati
when the latter was
founded.

Salwa (Ddhat-
as-)

Sumaiyah (Ras-

as-)

...
See article D5hat»as-
Salwa.

See Ddhat-al-Husain
above.

Suwad (Jazirat)

Usaiwad (Dobat-

al-)

Between Jazirat

Hawar and Ras
AburUk.

14 miles below
Zubarah and
the same above
Dohat-al-Hasain.

Island.

Inlet.

No fresh water.

This inlet opens be-

tween Eas Dhabaiyah
io the north and Eas
Imhish to the south.

It can he crossed on

foot, but only at low

tide, by a ford called

Maqta' -al-Imhish •

•m t <1 *

* In thU column ‘‘ above ” means nearer to the tip of the promontory, and below

means further from it, in following the coast line.
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WeBt side of Qdf conoid.

Name.

Yusnfiyah (Eas)

Zikrit (Dobat)

Zubarali
«;byi

Position.* Nature. Bemaeks,

Between Abu
Dhaluf and
Jumail.

Cape. Eemains of a deserted

village of the same
name exist here.

10 miles below Eas
Aburuk.

1

Bay. There are about 12
masonry wells of

brackish water
^
and

a deserted and ruinous
fort which was built

by Eahmat-bin-Jahir
early in the 19th
century.

See article Zubarah.

*In this column “ above ” means nearer to the tip of the promontory, and below
**

means further from it, in following the coast line.

Vlaces and features of the inter list below gives in alpha-

betical order the more impoi*tant wells^ camping grounds and other points

of interest which lie inland in Qatar the positions assigned to them are

of necessity only approximate.

Name
1

Position.
1

N atare. Bemaekk.

‘Adhtah 9 miles south-east

of Euwais and
6 from the east

coast.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

There are 5 masonry
wells, 4 fathoms deep,

of good water.

Adham (TJmin-

al‘)

18 miles south of

.BuwaiS and 8

from the west
coast.

1

Do* There is a
,
masonry

well of good water,
10 fathoms deep.

’Aqalah
ddAjJI

3 miles south of

Ddhat-al-C’saiwad
and 1| miles from
the west coast.

Do.

1

An unlined well, 1

fathom deep, yields

indifferent water.

^Aqdah 4 miles south-west
of Khor Shaq.iq.
and 5 from the
east coast.

Do. At this place is a
masonry well, only
two fathoms deep, of

good water.

Aqiam 4 miles south-east
of Huwailah
and 3 from the east

coast.

1

Do. A well, on the north
side of which are two
hillocks called Jibal
AqlSm, It is unlined,
only one fathom deep,
and the water is in-

different.
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Interior of (^atar—oontd.
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Name. Position. Nature. Beuabss.

’Ai'aiq-al-Janubi 12 miles east of the
foot of D5hat-as-

Salwa.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

A stage on the route

from Hofuf in Hasa
to DoEali in Qatar.

*Araiq-asli-

Shamali

14 miles east by
north from the
foot of D5hat-as-
Salwa.

Do. There is a masonry
well here, 5 fathoms
deep, of indiifferent

water.

’Aras

utr^

10 miles west-south-
west of Khor
Shaqiq and 9
miles from the
east coast.

Do. Here is a masonry
lined well, 20 fathoms
deep, of good water.

Aswaijah (Umm)
tw

pi

5 miles west-south-
west of Khor
Shaqiq and 6
from the east coast.

Do. A masonry well here,

6 fathoms deep, yields

good water.

"Awainat Bin
Hasain

c?*

9 miles south-west
of Khor Shaqiq
and 4 from the
east coast.

Do. At this place are several

small masonry wells,

of good water, 4
fathoms deep, from
which the villagers of

Sumaismali and
Dlia’ain obtain

their supply.

'Awainat Hasan 8 miles south-east

of Euwais and
5 from the east

coast.

Do Here is a small masonry
well of good water, 4
fathoms deep.

’Awainat-ash-
Shuyukh

^^^)I }Lyij£

11 miles west of

the foot of Ddhat
Faishshakh, and
1 mile from the sea

at Eas Ghariyat
Ad khan.

Do. Good water is obtain-

able here from a

masonry lined well, 8
fathoms deep.

' Awaisak (Abu) iO miles south-

south-east of

Euwais and 5

from the east coast

Do.

1

There is a masonry well

o£ good water, 4
fathoms deep.

Bahath (Sab4kh-
at-al-)

2 to 3 miles inland

from the west coast,

beginning from a

point 1 4 miles

noi*th of the

foot of Dohat-as-

Salwa and run-

ning up into Eas

1

A marshy tract . This swamp is about 20
miles in length from
south to north with a

breadth varying from
2 to 4 miles. Farts

of it are dangerous to

travellers. About 1

mile from the south
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Abumk between
D5bat-al-Hasain
and the sea.

end, ab 4 miles from
the sea, are some 10
wells of indi^erent
water which have
given their name to
the whole Sabakhah

;

they are of dry-stone
masonry and their
depth is 1^ fathoms.

21 miles south-west
of Khor Slia(liQL

and 15 miles from
east coast.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

Here is a masonry well
of good water, 27
fathoms deep.

Busaiyir-al-’Aud
w

25 miles west by
north of Dohah.

Do. There is a masonry
well, 27 fathoms deep,
which contains good
water.

Busaiyir Bin-
Jimaz

vu

19 miles north-east

from the foot of

Boh at Faishshakb
and 12^ from the
west coast.

Do. This camp has a
masonry well of good
water, which is 8
fathoms deep.

Bxisaiyii'-az-Zor 12 miles north from
the foot of Dohat
Faishshakh and 2
from the west
coast.

Do. Do., but the well here
is only 3 fathoms
in depth.

Daliail -

JUa^oJ)

6 miles west-north-
west of Ddhali.

Do. Here is a rocky pool
containing good
water ; it is in a cave
at the foot of a lo w
hill.

Dalial-adh-
DLalam

17 miles west by
south of Dotiali.

Do. At this place is another
pool in the rock con-
taining good water

;

it is in a darkcave and
ca.nnot be approached
without an artificial

light.

Dahal-as-Sifar 17 miles west of
Dolialx.

Do. Here also is a pool in
a cave at the foot of
a low hill.

Dba’an (TTnim)
Ml . »

f'

IJ miles south of
Buwais and the
same south-east of
Abu Dhallif.

An altogether uninha-
bited spot.

A masonry well here,
3 fathoms deep, sup-
plies good water to the
people of Ruwais
and Abu Dlialuf.
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Name.

Filihah

Ghafat
otiUJI

Ghailam (Umm-
al-)

Gbasliamlyah
w

Ghuwair

Ghuwairayah
w

£[adayaii

oblvH^I

Position.

2 miles soutli-west

of Fuwairat.
A

Nature.

Bedouin
ground.

Eemabes.

camping
;

Fuwairat depends for

!

part of its water
1

supply on a well at

I

this place, 3 fathoms
deep, which yields

good water.

16 miles south-east

of the foot of

Dohat Faishshakb
and 22 from the

west coast.

Do. There are several

masonry wells of good
water, 18 fathoms
deep, and some high
Ghaf trees from
which the place
derives its name.

11 miles south-

south-east of

Buwais and 7
from the east

coast.

10 miles west-

north-west of

Huwailah. and
5 from the east

coast.

Do.

Do.

1 A masonry well, 6
I fathoms deep, con-

j

taining good water.

!
Here are 2 masoniy

I

wells of good water,
1 2 fathoms deep, and
I the ruins of a fort*

1 1 miles west-

south-west of

Huwailah.

Do. At this place are found
a masonry well, 5
fathoms deep, of good
water, and the ruins

of a fort. The fort

is old and the Arabs
have a tradition that

it was built by
Persians. It is said

to cover a space about

40 yards square and
to have had walls 10
feet thick which in

some places are still

20 feet high.

12 miles south-west

of Huwailah.
Do. There is a masonry

well, 8 fathoms deep,

yielding good water.

1 8 miles north-

north-east of the

foot of Dohat
Faishshakh and 9

from the west

coast.

Do. A masonry well here, 3

fathoms deep, con-

tains good water.
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Hadhan 11 miles south-

west of Khor
Shaqiq. and 6

from the east

coast

.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

Halwan 3 miles south-east

of Zubarali and

3-J from the west

coast.

Do.

Hamalah 3 miles north of

the foot of Dohat-
as-Salwa and

from the west
coast

.

Do.

HamsLmah 12 miles north of

DotLah and 2

from the east

coast.

Do.

Hamar (Ahn) 8 miles north-west
of Khor Shaqiq.

Do.

Hasa (Bu) 10 miles west by
north of Liisail.

An oasis or Rodhah..

Jadidah

j

4 miles south of
Dohah and 6
from the east

coast.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

Jassasiyah
m m 4 miles west of 1

Huwailah and
immediately south
of Jabal-as-'Smaik

.

Do.

Jidad (’Ayun-
al-)

'0 miles north-
north-west of
Khor Shaqiq.

Do •:

Jif5rah
6 miles south 6f
Buwais and 2
from the west
coast.

Do. ^

This place has an un-
lined well which
holds good water at 7

fathoms.

Here are 2 masonry
wells of bad water,
2 fathoms deep, and
the ruins of a fort.

A few date trees tended
by Bedouins and 4 or
5 unlined wells of
brackish water,

fathoms deep, are

found here.

There is a masonry well

of brackish water, 2
fathoms deep.

There is good water in
a masonry lined well

6 fathoms deep.

It consists of about
300 acres of low
ground, very suitable
for sheep grazing.
The well of Luthail-
ah is in it. Shaikh
Jasi m-b i n-T h a n i

sometimes camps
here.

Indifferent water is

obtainable from a
large masonry well
4 fathoms in depth.

A masonry well, 3
fathoms deep, con-
tains good water.

’here are 2 masonry
lined wells here
which are 3 fathoms
deep and contain in-
different water.

lined wells at this
piaoe, 4 fathoms deep,
but the water is

indifferent.
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Jimaliyali 16 miles east-north-
eas6 of the foot of
Ddhat Faishshakho

A Bedouin
ground.

camping G-ood water is yielded

by a masonry lined
well 18 fathoms in

depth.

Jirthamab Half way between
Kara*anah and
Kharaij.

Do. There is a masonry
well of good water,

10 fathoms deep.

Judai' 8 miles west of

Huwailali.
Do. Fairly good water is

obtainable here from
a masonry well 1

fathom deep.

£ara*anah 23 miles east from
the foot of Dohat-
as-Salwa.

A stage on the route
from Hofuf in

Hasa to Dohah
in Qatar.

There is a masonry
lined well here ; it

yields good water, but
the depth is 25
fathoms.

Khadhairah 9 miles sonth by
east of Huwai-
lah and 8 from
the east coast.

1

A Bedouin
ground.

camping There is a masonry well
of 7 fathoms depth,
containing good
water.

Khanaifsal
JU*M.AAiuk

2 miles sonth of
Zubarah and 1
from the west
coast.

Do. There is a lined well at

this place only 1
fathom deep, but the
water is hitter.

Kharaib 19 miles south-
west of Khor
Shaqiq and 16
from the east

coast.

Do. Good water is obtain-

able here from a
masonry lined well,

15 fathoms deep.

Kharaij 9 miles north-
north- east of
the foot of Dohat-
as-Salwa and
two from the west
coast.

Do. There is a masonry
well, fathoms deep,
of bad water.i

Kharais iO miles north-west
of Khor Shaqiq.

Do. There is a tower here,

also a masonry well

4 fathoms deep of

indifferent water.

Kharrarab

Sjl^l

20 miles sonth of
Dohab. and 6

from the east

coast, between
Naqiyan and Jabai-
at-Tawar.

Do, A masonry well here,

27 fathoms deep, con-

tains good water.
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ilharsa'ah 11 miles north-east

of the foot of

Dohat-as- Salwa
and 6 from the

west coast.

A Bedouin camping

1

ground.

There is good water
at 18 fathoms in a
masonry well.

Khayaisah
(Umm)

w

pi

14 miles south by
east of Zubarah
and 5 from the
west coast.

Do. A masonry well, 5
fathoms deep, sup-
plies good water.

Klhlsah 12 miles north-

north-west of

Dohah and 4
from the east

coast.

Do. This station has 2
nnlined wells, 5
fathoms deep, of in-

different water.

LalDraqah 7 miles sonth»west
of the foot of

Ddhat Faishshakh
and 8 from the

west coast.

Do. Here is a masonry
well of good water, 10
fathoms deep.

Laqtah
shj^

5 miles west of

Dobah.
Do. At this place is a small

date grove belong-
ing to the Shaikh of
Dohah ; there are
also 2 wells of in-

different drinking
water which are 2^
fathoms deep.

Lisha
UJ

4J miles south-east

of Zubarah and
5 from the west
coast.

Do. There is a ruined fort
with 2 masonry wells
of indifferent water,

2^ fathoms deep.

Xiubwairdah 5 miles north of
Khor StLaqiq
and 2 from the
east coast.

Do. Here is a masonry woU
of fairly good water
from which the vil-

lagers of Bhakhi.-
rah fetch their sup-
ply ; it is 2 fathoms
deep.

Ltltliaiiah 10 miles west^ by
north of Lusail,
in the Bu Hasa
oasis.

Do. Here is a masonry lined
well, 10 fathoms
deep, containing good
water.

Mahairqali 8 miles south-west
of Dohah.

Do. An unlined well, 1
fathom deep, yields
indifferent water.
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Maharali (Niqa^
al-)

,

11 miles inland,
westwards from
Jazir at-al-Bis-
hairiyah on the
east coast ; it

is about midway
between Dohah
and Kbor^al-
’Odaid, 25 miles
from either.

A solitary hill of
sandstone or sand.

The hill is used as a
lookout post by the
people of Dohah
in time of war,

Maharaqah 3 miles south-
south-east of
Zubarah and 3
from the west
coast.

A Bedouin camping
ground

.

Here are 2 masonry
wells of indifferent
water, 1 fathom deep,
and a ruined tower.

Makin 7 miles north-east
of Zubarah.

Do. This place has 6 wells

of good water, 2|
fathoms deep, and a
ruined tower.

Malaihah (I) 10 miles south by
east of Zubarah
and 4 from the
west coast.

Do. There are 2 masonry
wells, 2 fathoms
deep, of brackish
water.

Malaihali (II) 13 miles south by
east of Dohah
and 3 from the

east coast.

Do. A well here was re-

lined with masonry
by the Sudan tribe
in 1905. It "is 4
fathoms deep and the
water is brackish.

Maraikh 9 miles west by
south of Dohah.

Do. Here is a masonry
well, 2 fathoms deep,
of good water.

Markhiyah
U)

4 miles north-west
of Dohah and 2
from the east

coast.

Do. A masonry well, 3 fa-

thoms deep, yields
good water. There is

also some cultivation
including dates ; it

is enclosed by a wall,

and belongs to J asim-
bin-Tbani, the most
influential Shaikh in

Qatar.

Mashrab 8 miles south-south-
east of Huwailah
and 7 from the
east coast.

Do. There are 9 unlined
wells of fairly good
water ;

they are 1
fathom deep.

5.£ 2
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Mazru ah

irjjjJI

14 miles nortii-west

ofX}5b.all and 10
from the east

coast.

A Bedouin camping-

ground.

There is a masonry
well, 7 fathoms deep,

which yields good

water. There are

trees, but cultivation

is wanting, notwith-

standing the'name.

Milaihat 6 miles south-east

of Huwailali
and 3 from the

east coast.

Bo. Bo., hut the depth

in this case is

fathoms.

Misaimlr
jJUJkwO

7 miles south of

Dohah and 8

from the east

coast.

Do. There are about 10

1

unlined wells, I5
fathoms deep, of good
water. This is the

spot where Turkish
troops were cut up in

February 1893, when
the Wall of Basrab
visited Dobab.

Muhammad
(’Ain)

2 miles north-east

of ZubaratL.
Bo. Here is a masonry

well, 3 fathoms deep,

of indifferent water

;

also a ruined fort.

Muhanua (’Ain

Bin-)
IM

6 miles west by
south of Dotiali.

Bo. This place is also

called Abu Sadairah.

It has a masonry
well, 4 fathoms deep,

of indiflerent water.

Mukainis

<_r^
18 miles west by
south of Dobali.

A stage on the route
from Hofuf to

Dohah.

Good water is supplied

by a masonry lined

well, 7 fathoms deep.

Murair (Qal’at) miles south-east

of Zubarah.
A ruined and deserted

fort.

Inside the fort is a
well 2 fathoms deep,

and outside it are 5
wells, 1 fathom deep ;

the water of all is

good.

MuBaikah 6 miles east by
south of Zuba-
rab.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

There are a masonry
well of good water, 5
fathoms deep, and
the ruins of two forts.

Musnairib 1 mile west of
Dohah.

A group of about 15
wells of fairly good
water ; they are 2
fathoms deep.

The place is protected
by a watch-tower.
Vegetables and dates
are grown in a garden
which belongs to the
Turkish garrison of
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1 BShali and the
troops and the
poorer people of
Dollah fetch their
water from here.

Na^aijah 4 miles south of
Bohah.

A fort and wells. The officers of the
Turkish garrison and
the wealthier people
of Bohah get their
drinking water from
here.

^
Depth of the

wells is 24 fathoms :

the best of them is

called ’Asailah

There are some date
palms.

Na’am^u 7^ miles south of

ZuTbarah. and 2J
from the west
coast*

A Bedouin camping
ground.

There are a ruined fort
and a well of good
water: the latter ia

masonry lined and
7 fathoms deep.

Nafafis 10 miles > south-

south-west of

Ddhat Faishshakh
and the same from
the west coast.

Do. There are here 2 ma-
sonry wells, 3 fathoms
deep, and containing
good water.

NaLi 15 miles south by
east of Ruwais
and 11 from the

east coast.

Do. This place has a ma-
sonry lined well, 8
fathoms deep, of good
water.

Nasraniyah
Ul

11 miles south of

the foot of Dohat
Faishshakh and
16 from the west

^ coast.

Do. There is a masomy
well, 25 fathoms
deep, of good water.

Qa*abiya^
w
dUU5jLl|

9 miles south-

south-east of

Ruwais and 7

from the east

coast.

Do. Here is a masonry well

of good water.

Qa’aiyah 16 miles west of

Khor Shaqiq.
Do. Good water is obtain-

able from a masonry
well, 16 fathoms
deep.

Qain (Umm)
w

4 miles north-west

of Kbor Bhaqiq
and the same from
the east coast.

Do. There is a masonry
well, 5 fathoms deep,

of good water.
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Qalailah (Abu)
jJI

16 miles &outb-west
of Kbor ShacLiq.
and 12 from tbe
east coast.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

A masonry well, 15
fathoms deep, con-
tains good water.

Qaiafah 6 miles west of

Doliah.
Do. Here is a masonry well,

3 fathoms deep, of
good water.

Qaraibab (TJmm-
aH

13 miles south of
Huwailah and 9
from the east

coast.

Bo. Do., but the depth is

12 fathoms.

Qatilwah (Qalai-

bat-al")

ajlkiiJI

4 miles west -north-
west of the foot of
B5bat Raishshakh,

Do. Here are 2 masonry
wells of bad water
which are 1-| fathoms
deep.

Eakaiyafc

oUf^!

5 miles north-north-
west of Zubarah,

A ruined fort. Here is a masonry
lined well of fairly
good water, 3 fathoms
deep.

Raki 12 miles south of

Ruwais and 10
from the east

coast.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

Good water is supplied
by a masonry lined
well, 8 fathoms deep.

Eaenidali 11 miles west-south-
west of Khor
Shaqiq and 10
from the east

coast.

Do. Do., but the depth of
the well here is 23
fathoms.

Rodhah 8 miles west-north-
west of the foot of
Bob at Faishshakh
and 1 from tbe
west coast.

Do. There is a masonry
well here which con-
tains good water and
is 2 fathoms deep.

S5dhat-al-*Ajnzah 13 miles south-west
of EThor Sbaqiq
and 10 from the
east coast.

Do. Do., but this well is 7
fathoms deep.

Riifaigh

Sadairab (Abii)

10 miles south-
south-west of foot
of Dobat Paish-
sbakh and 10
from the west
coast.

Do. There is an unlined
well here dug in
stony ground

; it is
6 fathoms deep and
contains indifferent
water.

See^ Muhanna (*Ain-
Bin-) above.
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Sabalah 21 miles west of
Dohah.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

A masonry well here
contains good water
at 22 fathoms.

Sahnat (Umni-
as-)

olAar-^-'l

8 miles soutk-west
of Huwailah.

Do. Do., but the water in
this case is at 7
fathoms.

Sailiyah
Mf

13 miles west by
south of Dohali,

A stage on the route
from Hofiif to

Doliah.

Do.

SakaJk
uXJI

... See article SBlsisikb.

Sakhamah 1 3 miles south-

south-west of

Khor Shaqiq
and 5 west of
Lusail,

i

A spot with a garden
of about 4 acres en-
closed by a neat, low
wall of mud and
bordered on all

sides by a line of
tamarisk trees.

The garden was laid

out a few years ago
by Jasim-bin-Thani,
the principal Shaikh
in Qatar; it contains
about 300 date palms,
some pomegranate
trees, and cultivation

of lucerne. Irriga-

tion is from 8 large
masonry wells, 7
fathoms deep, each
of which is" worked
by a pair of donkeys.
There are quarters
for the gardeners,

who aie all negroes ;

also a small rest

house for the Shaikh
which, haying a roof-

less tower, appears to

have (but has not) an
upper storey.

Sanan (*Ain)
4 miles south-west

of T’uwairat,
A fort with a masonry
well, 6 fathoms
deep, containing

good water.

The fort was originally

built by the
Ma’adhid, but
they allowed it to

fall into disrepair.

It is now held by the

A1 Bu Kuwarati
of Fuwairat in

order to protect their

water supply.

Sarriyah
r ivw

15 miles north-

wards from the

foot of Dohat-as-
Salwa and 2
miles from the

west coast

A Bedouin camping
ground.

There is an unlined
well here, 1 fathom
deep, which contains

indifferent water.
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Shahlniyah 10 miles soutb-

soutb-east of

Ruwais and 7

from the east

coast.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

Here is a masonry
well of good water,
6 fathoms deep.

Shaqab
V».^£L«ai

7 miles west of

DoHali and a

little north-east

of Maraikh.

Do. There is a fort here
with a masonry well,
6 fathoms deep, of
good water inside : it

is on the way from
Ddliah to Wajbah.

Shariyah 16 miles west
bj north of

Dotiali and the
same from the

east coast.

Do. There is a masonry
well, 9 fathoms deep,
but the water is bad.

ShifaWiyaii 14 miles west-

south-west of

Kbor Shaqiq
and 10 from the
east coast.

Do. There is a masonry
well here, of good
water and 7 fathoms
deep.

Slmwail (Umiii-

asb-)

4 miles east of
Zubarah.

Do. At this place are a
ruined fort and one
masonry well, 5
fathoms deep, yield-
ing good water.

Sidai’ab (Abu) 16 miles north-
north-east of
Dohat Faisbshakh
and 8i from the
east coast.

Do. IndifEerent water is

supplied by an un-
lined well 1 fathom
deep.

Sinqais 1-| miles west of
Bobali*

Do. There is a masonry
well, 3 fathoms deep,
with indifferent
water, and an empty
tower stands on a
hillock near by.

Suwaiitaliyah 15 miles south-
south-east of
Ztibarala and 8
from the west
coast.

Do. A masonry well, 3
fathoms deep, yields
indiiEPerent water.

Tsqab (Umm) 14 miles south of
Ddhat FaishsbSkh
and j6 from the
west coast.

Do. There is a masonry
well, 25 fathoms
deep, of good water.
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Tawar (Jabal-
at-)

jl^J) c4?"

20 miles sontb by
west of Dohah
and 12 from the
east coast.

HiU. The largest and
highest hill in the
Qatar promontory : it

is 4 miles long and
runs east and west,

and fi’om descriptions
by Arabs it would
appear to be about
600 feet high. The
northern part of
the Naqiyan sand-
hills separates it from
the coast.

Thagbab 3 miles south-east

of Khor Hassan.
A well and fort in

good condition.

The people of Khor
Hassan fetch their
drinking water from
here. The well is of
masonry 6 fathoms
deep, and yields
good water.

Tinbak
(SJlAjj

4 miles south of
Khor Shaqiq
and close to the
east coast.

A fort and camping
ground.

' There are 6 masonry
wells at this place

;

they are 2 fathoms
deep and the water
is fairly good.

Tuwaim 11 miles west
by north of

Huwailaliand7
from the east

coast.

A Bedouin camping
ground.

I

There is a masonry
well here sunk in
stony ground ; its

depth is 7 fathoms
and the water good.

Tuwaiyil 14 miles north-east

of the foot of

Dohat-as - Salwa
and 6 from the
west coast.

j

Do. A masonry well ; 26
fathoms deep, yields
‘good water*

Wajbab 12 miles west of

BOIiali.
A walled garden with
a tower and mosque

;

Bedouins also camp
at the place.

There are 3 masonry
wells, 7 fathoms deep,
containing good
water. The garden
belongs ' to Shaikh
Khalifah-hin-J Ssim,
of the A1 Thani, and is

cultivated by negroes.

WiisbSb (Umm)

r'

26 miles west of

DOhali.
A Bedouin camping-
ground.

The water is good in
wells 24 fathoms
deep.
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IntefioT of concld.

Name. Position. Nature.
j

Wntliailali (Abu) 13 miles west-south-

west of Khoi*

ShaOLiq and 11

from the east coast.

A Bedoui n camping
ground.

1

There is a masonry
well of good water
23 fathoms deep.

Tuglibi 9 miles south of

Zubarah and 2
from the west

coast.

Do. A masonry lined well
here contains good
water. Depth 2
fathoms.

1

Zaghab

i

7 miles south-south-

east of Buwais
and the same
from the east

coast.

Do. Do. Depth 4 fathoms.

Zaght^ab
yjji

1

9 miles west-north-
west of Dobali
and the same from
the east coast.

Do.

1

Do. Depth 5 fathoms*

1

The fact that nearly all the desert wells of Qatar are masonry-lined

is a remarkable peculiarity of the district
;
the masonry is generally

dry^ hut at places where villages formerly existed the stones are some-

times set in mortar. It will be observed that a few gardens are the

only places permanently occupied which are not situated upon the coast

:

this also is a noteworthy circumstance.

The peojple,—The Inhabitants of Qatai% as of most of the districts on
the western shore of the Persian Gulf, may be conveniently classified as

fixed and nomadic.

The sedentary population consists of a number of different communities
and tribes of which nearly all are common to Qatar and the Bahrain
islands

; the following table gives its composition in some detail

—

Name of tribe or commu-
nity. Number of souls in Qatar. Where fouod iu Qatar.

’Ainain (Al Bu) 2,000 Wakrab.

*Ali (Al Bin-) 1,760 D51iah.

’Amamarab 200' Dohah and Wakrab.
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Name of tribe or
commuaity.

Number of souls in Qatar. Where found in Qatar.

Arabs of Najd 500 Dohah and Wakrah.

Baliarinah 500 Do. do*

Baqaq.alali 50 D5hah.

Dawasir 15G Do.

Hamaidat 260 Llisail and Dha’ain.

Huwalali 2,000 Dohah and Wakrah.

Khalaifat 850 Wakrah.

Kilbisali 700 Khor Hassan, Fuwairat,
Hadiyah and Sumais-
mah.

Kuwarali (AlBu) 2,500 SumaiSDQah, Dha’ain
and Fuwairat.

Ma’adhid 876 Dohah, Wakrah and
Dusail.

Madhahakali A few. Dha’ain.

Mahandah 2,.500 Khor Shaqiq and Dha-
khirah.

Manana’ah 4.00 Abu Dhaltif and Dohah.

Maqla (A1 Bin-) 60 Wakrah.

Musallam (Al) 40 Dohah, Fuwairat and
Wakrah.

Negroes (free) 2,000 Dohah and Wakrah.

Negroes (slaves, but

not living in tbeir

masters’ houses)

4,000 Do. do.

Negroes (slaves, living

with their owners)
Are reckoned in this table fo the.

tribe ia which they are owned.

Persians 425 Dohah and Wakrah.

Sadah 350 Buwais and Dohah.

Sudan 400 Dohah.

Sulutah 3,250. . . _ Do.

Yas (Bani) of the Al

Bti Falasah and
“ QubaisSt sections

125 Ddhah and Wakrah.
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Of the tribes mentioned above the Hamaidat and the Mahandah appear

to be peculiar to Qatar. The settled population of Qatar—that; namely^

of the towns of Dohah and Wakrah and of the villages of^-Dha’ain,

Dhakhirah^ Abu Dhaluf, Puwairat^ Hadiyah, Khor Hassan; Lusail,

Euwais, Khor Shaqiq and Sumaismah, together with the Turkish

military garrison at Dohah and a few families of negro gardeners at 2 or

3 small gardens in the interior—cannot be far short of a 7;000 souls, A
considerable proportion of the settled tribes of Qatar go into camp in the

iaterior in winter with their flocks and herds.

The Bedouins properly belonging to Qatar are the Bani Hajir and the

small Ka'aban tribe of whom about 60 families usually roam there, A
large body of the of Trucial ’Oman, however, have become detached

from the parent stock and now fluctuate between Bahrain and Qatar.

Qatar is also visited by Al Morrah from Hasa and in the cold weather

by Manasir from Trucial ’Oman; ^Ajman too are sometimes seen, but

not frequently.

The inhabitants of Qatar—whether townspeople, villagers or

Bedouins—are Maliki Sunnis in religion, Prom this statement we

must however except the Sudan and a few of the Ma^Sdhid, who are

Hanbalis ;
the Sadah, who are Hanafis and Shafi^is ;

the Baharinah

and Persians, who are not Sunnis but Shi^ahs
;
and the Arabs of Najd

who are Wahhabis, Negroes generally follow the religion of their masters.

Occupations^ resources and trade.—The principal and almost the

exclusive source of livelihood in Qatar is pearhfishing, supplemented in

some places by the breeding of camels. Agriculture hardly exists. The

only date palms—and they are not numerous—appear to be those in the

gardens at Laqtah, Markhiyah, Mushairib, Na’aijah, Sakak, Sakhamah
and Wakrah ; and it is hot clear'that any vegetable gardens exist except

at some of the same places, A few semi-wild clumps of dates are found on

the west coast near D5hat-as-Salwa* Besides camels the settled villagers

have a few horses and cattle, which they keep in their own possession,

and some sheep and goats which are tended for them by the Bedouins,

They also fish along the coast of the district.

'These remarks are not intended to apply to the Bedouins of Qatar,
who are pastoral in their habits, like the rest of their race elsewhere,

and own livestock in the proportions usual among Arab nomads.
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A tabnlar estimate of the principal resources of Qatar follows below,

from which the property of Bedouins is excluded :

—

Town or village. Number of
pearl boats.

Number of
other sea-
going boats.

Number of
fishing boats.

Camels, Horses.

Dha’ain 70
I

10 10 60 10

Bhakhirah 15 2 5 10 Nil.

Dhaluf (Abu) 20 5 10 30 Nil.

Dohah 360 60 90 800 150

Fuwairat 85 9 12 100 20

Hassan (Khor) 20 Nil. 5 20 Nil.

Iiusail 9 2 3 70 20

Ruwais 18 2 10 20 4

LShaq.iq (Khor) 80 20 30 100 Nil.

Sumaismah 50 10 10 70 6

Wakrah 150 20 30 150 40

Totals 817 140 215
^

1,430 260

The boats, it may be remarked, are built by carpenters who come over

from Bahrain and from Persia. The Qatar pearl fleet carries about

13,000 men, the average crew of each pearl boat being about 16 men.

Such foreign trade as Qatar possesses is carried on chiefly with

Bahrain and Lingeh. Pearls are the only export of value.

Routes ^—As may be judged from the remarks above on the physical

characteristics of the promontory and from the table of wells, travel is not

more difficult in Qatar than in any other barren but open country which

is without inhabitants but not altogether without water. The lines of

movement from point to point are generally optional, but caravans from

Hofuf in Hasa to Dohah in Qatar after leaving the Ba'aij wells in Hasa

generally proceed by the wells of ^Araiq-al-Janubi, Kara^anah, Mukainis

and Sailiyah, giving 5 stages between Ba^aij and Dohah of 20, 12, 16, 6

tod 14) miles respectively, or 67 miles in all.

RoliticoX tc 1.766 A,D. the peninsula of Qatar, it

is believed, was included in the dominions of the Bani Khalid Shaikhs,
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whose head-qnarters were at that time in Hasa and whose jmdsdiction

then extended as far north as Kuwait ;
and it is probable that

the ’Utub, when they arrived at Zubarah in 1766^ found the A1

Musallam occupying a pre-eminent, though not a paramount position

in the country. In the course of about 20 years the pre-eminence of the

A 1 Musallam appears to have been transferred to the ’Utub; but the

attention of the latter was for some time held in another quarter by their

conquest of Bahrain. By the middle of the 19th century, however,

the Shaikh of Bahrain had established a suzerainty—more apparent than

real—over Qatar, and was represented at Bida^ (D5hah) by a political

agent who was a member of his own family. In 1868 direct negotia-

tions took place between the British Government and the tribal Shaikhs

of Qatar ;
and, in the result, the interest of the Shaikh of Bahrain

in Qatar was limited to the receipt of tributes probably on behalf of the

Wahhabi Government of Najd. In 1872 the Turks established a

garrison in Dohah. ;
and with the cessation of the Wahhabi Zabat the

political connection, such as it was, between Bahrain and Qatar came to

an end.

At the present time the Turks are stiU in occupation of Dohah, which
they hold with a regular infantry battalion, nominally 850 strong,

commanded by a Bimhashi or Major
; there are also 3 old guns. The

title of the Porte to the ownership or possession of
.

‘any part of the Qatar
promontory is not admitted by the British GoTernment

; but want of

British recognition has not prevented the Turks from acquiring

strict control over the foreign relations of the Shaikh of Dohah a
control which possession of the Dohah fort enables them to enforce

without difficulty. Otherwise Turkish authority in Qatar is merely
nominal extending to little or no distance beyond the walls of their

military posts*; nor does the. pretence of government at Dohah go
beyond the conferment by them on the Shaikh of Dohah, a junior
member of the ll Thani family, the Turkish title of "Qaim-Maqam
of Qatar-.” Occasional efforts have been made by the Turkish autho-
rities to introduce a Tm-kish official as “Assistant Qaim-Maqam,”
but these as yet have been unsuccessful, and matters which arise in
the town continue to be disposed of by the Shaikh, or, if of a legal
nature, by the local Qadhi. It is reported that a Rais-al-Liman^or
Turkish harbourmaster is about to be appointed at Dohah. In 1903 the
Porte were about to attempt the establishment of Mudii-ates in chai-ge

* The evidence of the German traveller Hera H. Burchardt is conclusive on thispomt ; the position of the garrison in 1904 even struck him as precarious.
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o£ Turkisli officials at Wakrah and Zubarak^ but they desisted in

deference to a protest by the British Government, Communication

between the Turkish garrison and the outside world appears to be kept up

by means of a letter post exchanged monthly with Hofuf across the

desert.

The Al Thani family of the Ma^adMd tribe, to whom reference has

just been made, are the natural leaders among the Shaikhs of Qatar

;

their authority however is not by any means absolute or despotic through-

out the district. The present senior member of the family is Jasim-bin-

Muhammad-bin-Thani, who usually resides at Lusail or in the interior

to be out of the way of the Turks
; and the coast from Lusail to Khor-al-

^Odaid may perhaps be regarded as strictly subject to his rule. 'Abdur

Eahman, the governing Shaikh of Wakrah, is Jasim^s third souj and

’Abdullah, recognised as Shaikh of Dohah both by his own father and

by the Turks, is ’Abdur Kahman’s next brother. Jasim from being a

Maliki Sunni has become a Hanbali, that is to say, a proselyte to

Wahhabi-ism, and has carried a portion of his tribe with him in his

change of belief. The Shaikhs of Qatar are said to exact forced labour

under the name of Sukhrah from foreigners and poor Bedouins in

their jurisdictions
;
and occasionally they compel their tribesmen to work

out of kindness ” {i.e,, without pay) for the public good.

There are now no Indian or other British subjects anywhere in Qatar.

A well watered maritime tract in the Sanjaq of Hasa, the counter- QATIP
part upon the coast of the larger and richer Hasa Oasis in the interior.
^

OASIS*

Position and esctent.-^The oasis of Qatif immediately adjoins the

coast for a short distance on both sides of the town of the same name :

on the east it is bounded by the sea, and on the other sides it is enclosed

by the large desert tract of Biyadh, except at its south end upon the

coast where it meets Barr-adh-Dhahran, The oasis extends about

9 miles north and the same distance south of Qatif Town and has thus

a total length of about 18 miles ; its depth from the coast inland is

on the average about 8 miles.

* The principal authorities, maps, etc., on this tract are included among those

speciEed in a footnote to the title of the general article on the Hasa .Saniaq.
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Plyaical charaeterisUcs and elimate.—The greater part of the Qatif

Oasis is a sandy plain, saturated with spring water and raised only a

few feet above the level of the sea. The springs are not warm like

those of the Hasa Oasis, but the source from which they are supplied

is doubtless the same—the drainage, namely, of Southern Kajd which

disappears underground in the Dahdriiah desert and the Sah^bah. tract.

There are also various marshes producing reeds, especially in the north

about Safwa and Umm-as-Sahak.

Not the whole area comprehended by the boundaries above described

is cultivated. On the south cultivation ends altogether in the latitude

of Saihat, or about 6 miles south of Qatif Town, and to the north and

north-westwards it is somewhat dispersed j the villages of Safwa,

Umm-as-Sahak and Lajam stand, as it were, in separate small oases of

their own, and these are divided from one another and from the main

oasis by intervals of 2 or 3 miles. The intervals ai-e occupied partly

by sandhills, but partly also by the marshes already mentioned.

Throughout Qatif generally the atmosphere is denser and heavier,

the heat more oppressive, and the vegetation ranker and more luxuriant

than in the twin oasis of Hasa. The climate of Qatif is damp and
unhealthy, and the results of malarial fever are manifest in the sallow

complexion and poor physique of the inhabitants.

Population and inhabited places .—The settled population of the
Qatif Oasis is not large; it may be reckoned at 26,000 souls in all, viz.,

5,000 in the town proper of Qatif, 5,000 more in the suburbs of the
same, and 16,000 in the remaining villages of the oasis, which are 17 in
number. Except some non-nomadic Bani Khalid chiefly at Umm-as-
Sahak and a few Huwalah and Turkish officials and troops at Qatif
Town—who are Sunnis—the people of the oasis are by race nearly all

Baharinah and by religion Shiahs. There are some negroes, both
enslaved and free, who have been included for statistical purposes in the
communities with whom they live or by whom they are owned

; in
religion the great majority of these are Shi'ahs. The ’Utub, who a
century ago dominated the district along with the rest of the coast on
both sides of it and later were displaced by the Wahhabis, have now
entirely disappeared. In addition to the sedentary population some
Bedouins, chiefly of the Bani Hajir, Bhni Khalid and ’Awazim tribes,
frequent the oasis and are held in fear by the timid Baharinah. It
IB reported that nearly every n^e adult in the villages of the oasis
possesses e.*rifle*
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The following, given in alphabetical order, are the principal places at

present or formerly inhabited in the oasis :

—

*Anik

Name, Position. Nature and inhabitants.

On the coastj 4
miles south-south-
east of Qatif
Town.

A. walled hamlet of 20
permanent houses
forming a quarter
which is called

Fariq-al-*A 1 a i w a t

after the family of
the Baharinali by
whom it is inhabited.
During 3 months in
the hot weather the
population is greatly
increased by an
inSux of Bedouins,
chiefly of Bani
Khalid from the
interior and from
M 11 s a 1 lamiyah
island and of Bani
Hajir, but among
them are a few A1
Morrali and ’Aj-
mSn; these visitors

occupy tents and
hnts arranged in

Farqan or quarters
of their own and
may be regarded as
semi-permanent re-

sidents.

The name is generally

pronounced ’Anicb.

The Bedouins who
flock in during the
summer tend date
plantations which
they own here and
work on the pearl

banks. There is a
fort at 'Anik, upon
the sea ; it is garri-

soned by a battalion

of Tm-kisb infantry
under the command
of a Major, supplying
a military detach-
ment for Qatif
Town

; and it is the
headquarters of 150
mounted Dbabiti-
yahs, a few of whom
are detached to Sai-

hat.

'Awamiyah 3 miles north-north-
west of Qatif
Town and 1 to 2
miles inland.

A walled village of

300 houses of Ba-
harinali.

This village is excel-

lently watered by the
springs of Taihah,
A’raf, Hashaish and
Jadldah. The people

own 5 pearl boats.

Bsb-ash-Shamal Immediately outside

the gate in the
north-west face of

the Kut of Qatif
Town.

An un walled village

of 80 houses, chiefly

date stick huts of
Baliarinati.

A suburb of Qatif
Town. The iuKahi-

tants are pearl divers,

fishermen and makers
of mats, bas^kets and
cages ; they also own
date plantations.

Bahari miles north-west
of Qatif Town 1
mile inland from
the sea.

A walled village of

- 100 houses of Baha-
rinali ; there are

some huts ^ outside
I

the walls, and the
dwellings within are-

partly buildings of

mnd and stone and
partly huts.

The people of this

village cuHivate dates

and make gypsum
mortar. To this

lace belong 7 pearl

oats.

5 u
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Nature and inhabitants.

Dabaibiyab i a mile south-west A walled village of 250 A suburb ofQatif
of the Kut of houses of Bahari- Town. The iuhabi-

Qatif Town. nab.
;

most of the tants are date grow-
habitations are of ers, shopkeepers and
stone and lime, but merchants ; they

some are huts. owa 4 pearl boats.
The lands of the
village are watered
by a spring which
rises near by and
is also called

Babaibiyab.

Bammam On the coast, 9
miles south-east

of Qatif Town.

Jfirudiyah

200 yards west of
Bsb-ash-Shamal.

2| miles west-south-

^

west of Qatif
1 own.

j

Now deserted. (When This place is really

occupied was called about 3 miles beyond
in English “ Be the southern eud of

maum).** the oasis. There are
the remains of a con-
siderable fort built

by the notorious
’Athi, Kahmah-bin*
Jabir : it stood on
an island on the shore
reef nearly joined to

the mainland. Ee-
malns of a smaller
fort, containing a
good spring of water,

and of a village,which
was occupied by
Kahmah’s A1 Bu
Samait and Sulu-
tatL followers, are
visible on the adjoin-

ing shore. The old

guns still lie neglect-
ed in their former
positions. There are

no date gardens.
The channels through
the reef by which
native boats approach
the place are shallow
and

^
probably not

practicable except at
high water.

An anwalled hamlet A suburb of Qatif
^ houses of Town. The inhahi*

Baharinati, mostly tants are date grow-
buts of datesticks. ers and potters.

A walled village, of
houses of Ba-

harinali
^ most are

of stone and mud, but
a few are huts.

The lands are watered
by the Saddain
spring which rises

inside the village
itself.
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N^me. Position. Nature and inhabitants. BEaiAlLES.

Some of the houses
are outside the vil-

lage wall.

Jishsh
m

4 mileg south of

Qatif Town and
3 miles from the
sea.

A walled village of

260 houses of Ba-
harinah ; some are

of stone and mud,
and a number of

them are without
the wall.

This village has 3 fine

springs near a mos-
que outside the wall

on the east side : it

also receives water
from the Ka*ahah
spring.

Kawaikib

s-V

KbamSm (ITmm-
al>)

r'^'
'

At the south end of
the Qatif Town
bazaar, about i of
a mile south of

the Kilt and the
same inland from
the sea.

3 miles south of
Qatif Town and
2| miles west of
•Anik.

A walled village of
250 houses of Ba-
harinaih, most of

stone and lime but
some of them huts.

A walled village of

260 houses of Ba-
harinati ;

within
the walls they are

mostly of mud and
stone, but outside

there are some huts.

Pronounced Chawai-
cbib. The place is

a suburb of Qatif
Town, and the in-

habitants are date-

growers, shop-keepers

and pearl-divers r

they possess 5 pearl

boats.

Khuwaildiyah
•»

H miles west south -

west of Qatif
Town.

A walled village re-

sembling the last, ex-

cept that the bouses
here only number
160.

The fine spring called

Qashtiriyah waters

the village, and 3

miles to westwards
are deposits of ful-

ler *8 earth which is

exported chiefly to

BasrSh.

L&jsm 6 miles west-north-
west of Qatif
Town.

A walled village of 60
mud and stone
houses of Baha-
rinati.

Lajam io the centre of

a cultivated area

which is detached

from the rest of the

oasis. Its springs

are " Aq’aq and
Bnddi

.

Madaris 160 yards west of
the south-western
corner of the KtLt

of Qatif Town
and the same soutl

of Jarari.

A village, walled on
the west side

only, of 120 houses
of Baharinah

;

1 the buildings are
mostly of stone and
lime.

A suburb of Qatif
Town. The inhabi-

tants are cultivators

of dates and traders.

‘Mehaiah (HJllat)
m

^jSLjLap'*

2 miles south of
Qatif Town and
1 mile inland fron
the sea.

A walled village of

136 houses of Ba-
1 liarinali : some

which are outside
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Name. Position. Nature and inhabitants. Hemaukb.

the walls are huts,

those which are

within are partly

mud and stone build-

ings and partly huts.

Mallahali IJ miles sontli-west

of ’Anik.

A walled village of

60 houses of Ba-
Iiarinali, some of

mud and stone and
the rest huts.

MaiySi 200 yards west of

the middle of the

bazaar of Q,atif

Town.

A walled village of

150 houses of Ba-
harinah., built of

stone and mud or

stone and lime.

A suburb of Qatif
Town. Some of the
inhabitants are date

growers ; the rest

are shopkeepers,
bakers and butchers.

Qatif Town On the coast of

Eastern Arabia
about 230 miles

south-east by
south of Kuwait
Town and 36 miles

north-west by
west of the nearest

part of BaliraiiL
Island.

See article on Qatif
Town.

Qudaih 2J miles north

-

north-west of

Qatif Town and
l\ miles inland

from the coast.

A large walled village

of 350 houses of

Baliarinah. About
^ ^ of the habitations
are date-stick huts
outside the walls

;

the remainder, with-
iu, are partly huts
and partly stone
and lime houses.

The lands of ;this

village are watered
by the dauhariyah,
Sadriyah and Umm-
al-Majalis springs.

The inhabitants own
10 pearl boats.

Safwa

«JO=^

8 miles north by
west of Qatif
Town and three
miles inland from
the sea.

A large walled village
ot 350 houses of

Baharinah ; inside

the wall they are

^partly houses of

mud and stone and
partly huta, outside
they are all huts.

-

This is the north-

ernmost village in

the oasis and stands

at the west end of

a detached hlook of

cultivation which is

separated by an inter-

val of two or three

miles from that of
' Awamiyah to the

’southwards. Springs
are Darush, the

fiLnest in the. o^sis^

and 'Aftiqah. Some
of the inhabitants
are pearl divers.

^
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Nature and inhabitants.

Safwa. houses : the people
are a mixed lot,

both Shi’ahs and
Sunnis.

Saihat 2 miles south-east A walled town of 600
of ' Anik ; at the houses ; of these
south end, upon
the coast, of the
oasis proper.

Sahak CUnm-as-) 2 miles west of A viDage of 60 Umm-as-Sshak stands

J Safwa. houses : the people in a small detached
r are a mixed lot, area of cultivation

both
^
Shi’ahs and of its own. It was

Sunnis. founded about 1902
by the Shaikh of
the IBani Slhalid,
who is allowed to

keep f of the revenue
and pays J of it to
the Turks.

Saihat 2 miles south-east A walled town of 600 This is a prosperous
of ' Anik ; at the houses ; of these place depending
south end, upon about 200 are huts chiefly on agri-
the coast, of the situated beyond the culture ; it has date
oasis proper. wall upon all sides

;
groves and cultiva-

the rest within are tion on its north and
mostly buildings of west sides, and its

stona and mortar. lands are watered by
The

__
people are the Ka’abah spring.

Baharinah. There are also 30 pearl
boats. The people
have a Shaikh of their

own, who is in execu-
tive charge of the
town and*^ through
whom they pay
revenue to the Turks
on account of their

pearl boats and
date trees. There is

a small detachment
of mounted Dhabi*
tiyahs here, sent
from ’Anik to assist

the Customs ; they
are accommodated in
01dinary houses hat

the town.

about 200 are huts
situated beyond the
wall upon all sides ;

the rest within are
mostly buildings of
stona and mortar.
The people are
Baharinah.

Sharl’ah 100 yards west of An unwalled village A suburb of Qatif
the middle of of 120 houses of Town. This place

the Qatif Town Baharinah, mostly has a graveyard^^ on
bazaar. built of mud and its north side, the

stone. bazaar on its west,
and a thick forest

of dates to south-
wards. Part of its

own land lies on the
further side of the
bazaar. The people
are shopkeepers,
rioe-huskers, cop*
persmithg, black*
smiths and doukey
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Name. Position. Nature aud inhabitants.
I

Kbmasss.
,

Shawaikah f of a mile south

of Qatif Town
and 4 a mile in-

land from the

sea.

A walled village of

200 houses of

Baliarinah ;
most

of them are date-

stick huts and 4 of

of them are outside

the walls.

Pronounced Shawai-
chah. The people
are date-growers and
weavers.

T6H 2 miles west by
north of Qatif
Town.

A walled village of

100 houses of
Batiariiiah.

Irrigation is appa-
rently from the
Qasair spring.

The villages on Tarut, which lies off the coast of the Qatif Oasis, are

described in the separate article on that island*

Irrigation .—As in the
. Hasa Oasis, the land in Oatif is irrigated

chiefly, if not entirely, by flowing streams which have their origin in

springs ; the following is a list of the principal among these springs :

—

Name. Position. RnMASKS.

’Aq’aq About 4 a mile east of Lajam
. village.

One of 2 springs which iririgate

the cultivation of Lajam.

' A’raf 2 miles north-west by west of
’Awamiyah village.

Apparently irrigates the plan-
tations of ’Awamiyah next bn
the south to those watered by
Hashaish.

’ Atiqah

shlx}]

1 mile south of Safwa village. One of two springs on which the
cultivation of Safwa depends*

Buddi 4 a mile south-west of Lajam
village.

One of 2 springs from which the
cultivation of Lajam is irrigated.

Dahaibiyah
fU

Closely adjoining the villagp
of the aame^name.

The lands of Dabaibiyah village
are watered by this spring*

Dariish About 4 of a mile south of
, Safwa village*

Darusb is the finest spring in the
whole oasis : with 'Atiqah it

waters the entire lands of Safwa
village and is not exhausted* The
surplus waters reach the sea to-

wards the top of Qatif bay by
3 separate channels, the
only case in Qatif in which water
is partially wasted in this fashion.

Hasbaish

-1

14 miles north-west by north
of ^Awamiyah village.

Hashaish apparently waters the
northernmost part of the plan-
tations of ^AwSmiyah*
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Kame. Position. Eehasss.

Jadldah
3

^
miles west-north-west of
’Awamijab village.

Assists to irrigate tbe southern
part of tbe cultivation of ^Awami-
yah.

Jaubariyah
Wl

1\ miles west-nortb-west of
Qudaib village.

Tbe water of this spring apparently
goes to tbe lands of Qudaib
village.

h!a abab ‘About fa mile sontK of tbe
village of Jisbsb.

Tbe cultivation both of Jishsh
and of Saihat benefits by this
spring.

Majalis
(Umm-al-)

(,1

In a line between tbe villages
of ’Awamijab and Qudaib,
about \ a mile from either.

Tbe irrigation of Qudaib depends
partly on this spring.

Qasair About 1 a mile to tbe north of
Tobi village.

This spring must apparently irri-

gate Tobi, the village nearest
to it.

Qasburiyab
Ml [

About J a mile south of tbe
village of Kbuwaildiyab.

Qasburiyab waters tbe lands of
Khuwaildiyah,

Saddain •

Ol
Within tbe village of Jarts-

diyab.
As is natural, this spring irrigates

tbe Jarndiyab cultivation.

Sadriyah miles west of Qudaib village. Sadriyah helps to irrigate tbe
plantations of Qudaib.

Taibab Close to tbe north side of
’Awamiyab village.

One of tbe various sources of irri-

gation belonging to ^Awamiyah.

Agriculture and UvestocJc ,—Dates ate the staple crop in Qatif^ no

village being without its date grove ; the water irrigating the plantations

is in some places brackish, but this does not appear to affect the trees

injuriously, and the total annual yield of dates in the oasis is

computed at 24,000 tons. Cultivation other than dates—mostly wheat,

barley and rice—is inconsiderable. Fruits are abundant and of fair

quality 3
they include pomegranates, figs, peaches, grapes, bitter limes

and citrons : besides these there are musk and water melons, the

last sometimes of gigantic size, and a few mangoes are produced at

Saihat. Vegetables of many sorts are grown.

Domestic animals are the same as in the Hasa Oasis. Transport

animals in the possession of villagers are estimated at 50 horses, 200

donkeys of the famous white Hasa breed, and 650 donkeys of ordinary

breeds
3 the last are small and generally grey or dark in colour.
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GonmitnicationSj transport and supplies,— only important route

is that from Qatif Town to Hofuf, whicli lies for a short way only in

the oasis
;
it is dealt with in the article on the Hasa Sanjaq.

There is no definite information as to the quantity of transport and

supplies locally available; but the resources of the district may he

roughly gauged by means of the village table and the remarks on

agriculture and livestock above.

Manufactures^ irade^ civil administration and military arrange-

ments, matters are disposed of in the general article on the

Hasa Sanjaq, except the trade in dates^ the nature of which is explained

by the following table :

—

Quantity in tons. Disposal. Heuabeb.

2,500 Exported to Bahrain. For local consumption in

Bahrain.

12,500 Exported to ’Oman and
Persia.

4,000 Exported to India, partly

direct and partly vid
Bahrain.

These are boiled dates.

6,000 Locally consamed in the
Qatif Oasis.

*•.

The sea customs of the Qatif Oasis were leased in 1904-05 for a sum
equivalent to £4^230 sterling

; and in the following financial year a

larger amount was obtained.

^ATIP principal place and only considerable town in the Qatif Oasis

;

it is situated on the coast of Eastern Arabia about* 230 miles south-east
TOWN by south of Kuwait Town, 36 miles north-west by west of the nearest

part of Bahrain Island, and 64 miles north by west of ^Oqair Port.

Site and marine approaches,-- CiBitli town stands on the shore of the
bay which reaches from Ras Tanurah. to Dammam and may be called
aatii Bay. The coast at this point runs nearly north and south ; and
Tariit island, in the bay,- bears east-north-east from the town at a
distance of about 2 miles. .
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Landing* at Clatif is inconvenient, for boats of over 6 feet draft

cannot in any circumstances reach an inner berth. The reef opposite

the town extends about 10 miles to seawards ; and upon it, 2 miles

east of the town, is an islet carrying a small and ruinous but conspi-

cuous fort, of which the name is Burj Abul Lif . On the

north side of Burj Abul Lif 3 channels leading from the open sea

converge ; two of them are in the shore reef and come from the south-

east and east respectively, the second of these passing immediately

south of Tarut island ; the third approach is round the north side of

Tartit, but it is only practicable at high water. From the basin in

which these three channels unite, a single passage conducts landwards

to the town and a passenger by boat feels as if he were ascending a

river. The berth of Turkish Government vessels calling at Qatif is

just within Eas Taniirah, at a place where the Ottoman Government

maintains a coal depot, upon the side of the cape nearer to Tamt
island : this anchorage is 10 miles east-north-east of Qatif Town, Tarut

island being between, and the circumstance helps to illustrate the defects

of Qatif as a port.

Tow% and suburbs,—The town proper consists of a Kilt or forti-

fied quarter, and of a long bazaar outside but connected with it
; and

besides these there are various suburbs.

The Kut, called also QaFat-al-Qatif, is surrounded by a bastioned

wall 30 feet high and presents a front, about 400 yards long and

containing a gate, to the sea ; the shorter faces on the north and south

measure about 300 yards each. There are gates also in the western

and southern faces, the former opening on the suburb of Bab-ash-Shamal,

to which it gives its name, and the latter leading into a cemetery.

The front of the Kut is almost upon the beach ; but between the gate

and the sea are a pier and the Port Office of Qatif, and a building known
as Mansur Pasha^s house stands at the water^s edge a short distance

to the south of them. Immediately to the north of the Kut is a dense

forest of date palms, and on the west and south sides are suburbs

which will be mentioned further on. The whole space within the walls

of the Kut is filled by about 700 houses, mostly constructed of stone and

gypsum mortar but a small proportion of them mere huts. There are ho

shops in the Kut; but the Turkish Government ofiSces stand in its extreme

south-eastern corner, and a minaret of considerable height towards the

southern end is one of the most conspicuous objects at Qatif. .
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The bazaar^ joining on externally to the south-western corner oi tbe

Kut, runs due south for quarter of a mile to the suburb of Kawaikib in

which it ends ; it is built of stone and lime, is roofed, and contains about

300 shops. There is also a quarter known as Fariq-al-Maqbarah

perhaps from its adjoining a graveyard which is situated on the east side

of the bazaar, between the bazaar and the south wall of the Kut.

The principal suburbs are Bab-ash-Shamal, immediately outside the

back gate of the Kut; Jarari, 200 yards west of Bab-ash-Shamal

;

Madaris, 200 yards west of the Kut end of the bazaar ; Maiyas, a

similar distance west of the middle of the bazaar ; Dabaibiyah, i of a

mile south-west of Maiyas ; Kawaikib, at the south end of the bazaar

;

and Shari’ah, a little east of the middle of the bazaar, between it and the

sea. All of these are capable of being regarded as distinct villages and

they have accordingly been described, each under its own naine, in the

general article on the Oasis. The ground between Bab-ash-

Shamal, Jarari and Madaris is open ;
that between Madaris> MaiySs

and the bazaar is occupied by enclosed yards and godowns ; that

between Maiyas, the bazaar and Kawaikib is open.

Defences .
—^There are no defences except the wall of the Kut. The

Turkish garrison of Qatif consists of a detachment of 50 infantry

furnished by the battalion at ^Anik.

Pojptdation.—The total population of Qatif town, inclusive of the 7

suburban Villages of which the names have been given, is estimated at

10,000 souls; or, without the suburbs, at 5,000. Nearly all the inhabit-

ants belong to the class called Baharinah and are consequently Shfahs
by religion ; but there ate a few Huwalah artisans, who are Sunnis, and
to the latter sect must be reckoned most of the Turkish oiSoials, but these
are not many. There are no Oriental Christians or Jews, neither are

thete any permanently settled Persians. British subjects, even Indians,
are entirely absent.

Occuf)aUons^ manuftxctures and tiade.—feome of the people engage in
pearling and 13 pearl boats belong to jfche town, of which 4 are owned
in the Faiuq-al-M aqbarah quarter and 4 and 5 respectively in the
suburbs of Dabaibiyah and Kawaikib.

There are no manufactures of importance at Qatif.
As a port and market Qatif serves only the oasis in which it stahds

and the nomad country dependent on the same ; it does not compete with
^Oqair for the foreign tra^ of the Hasa Oasis nr Nagd. The principal
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exports of Qatif are dates to Bahrain, largely for tbe Indian market, to

’Oman and to Persia ; date syrup to Bahrain, Trucial ’Oman and Persia;

date branches for firewood to Bahrain and Persia ; fuller’s earth, used for

ablution, to Bahrain and Basrah ;
reeds for mat-making to Bahrain

;

hides to Bahrain and Persia
; and finally, Qatif Town being a market of

the Kuwait pearling fleet, a quantity of pearls and mother-of-pearl shells

to Bahrain and some to Bombay. ' The imports of Qatif are mostly from

Bahrain, through which come rice, coffee, piece-goods, spices, sugar and

metals, these being to a great extent of Indian origin ; but unhusked

rice is also received from Basrah and wheat from Persia. Qatif traders

visit Bahrain periodically to buy goods and there are some Bahraini

merchants settled at Qatif ; but inconsiderate treatment and insufficient

protection by Turkish officials have brought about the removal of the

Hindu traders at this port, who before the Turkish occupation numbered

70 or more and had a share estimated at 15 lakhs of rupees annually

in the trade of the place. There is a small direct trade with India, the

goods consigned in both directions being transhipped at Bahrain.

ffover^me^f^^^Uhe place of Qatif in the civil and military adminis-

tration of the Hasa Sanjaq is described in the article under that name:

it is the headquarters of the Qatif Qadha. Dhahitiyahs actually

present in the town, for duty there, number 2-0 to 80. The port is in

charge of a Turkish Rais-al-Liman or harbourmaster.

Generally pronounced Jawasim and sometimes even spelt : the QAWASIlt
singular is Qasimi or Jasimi THsis the family (or small

tribe) to which the iniling Shaikh of Sharjah and his relations belong

:

they claini to be Shurafa descended from the family of the prophet

Muhammad.

At the present time the genuine Qawasim in Trucial ’OuaaE

number only 18 adult males, 5 at Sharjah Town, including the

Shaikh himself ; 8 at Ras-al-Khaimah Town, including a son of the

Shaikh who is Deputy-Governor of that place] 2 at ’Ajman, namely,

a cousin of the Shaikh who holds the Shamailiyah district in fief and

his son ; and 8 at B[amriyah, vijs.) an exiled uncle of the Shaikh and

his two sons.

Outside Trucial ’OmSn, for example on the Batinah coast, the

subjects of Sharjah generally are sometimes spoken of .as Jawasim, and
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a tribe which has submitted to the Shaikh of Sharjah is said to hav^

become ^^Jasimi”; to this fact is probably due the indiscriminate

application; in old British records; of the term Joasmee * to all

the piratical inhabitants of what is now Trucial ^Oman. The trncial

flag of 1820 unfortunately come to be knowm (and is still known) as the

Jasimi flag; and the Bani Yas of Abu Dhabi have consequently always

shown a certain disinclination to fly it.

A tribe of Qawasim; by some supposed to be identical with the

Qawasim of Trucial 'Oman, are found in the ^ Oman Sultanate at

Miltiqa in Wadi Samail, at Nafa^ah in Wadi Mansah, in Wadi Eisail,

at Falaj-al-Hijari in the sub-Wilayat of Saham in Batinah; at

Mizra^-al-'^Alowi in Wadi Maih; and at Bandar Jissah on the coast of

the Masqat District According to some authorities; however, these

Qawasim are a section of the Uidabiyin.

Other Qawasim; about 650 souls, occur at Duvvan in the Lingeh
District of the Persian Coast.

QISHMt Also pronounced Jishm, and by Arabs occasionally styled Jazirat-at-

Tawilah The largest and most important of all the

ISLA2TD
.ifilaiids in the Persian Gulf j it; is situated off the coast of the Persian

districts of Bastak and Shamil, which it subtends from Lingeh almost

to Bandar ^Abbas, and is divided from the mainland by the channel 1 to

15 miles in breadth known to British mariners as Clarence Strait. The

islands of Larak and Hanjam may be regarded as being physically

appendages of Qishm.

Size and configuration .—The extreme length of Qishm from east-

north-east to west-south-west is 68 miles
; its average breadth is difficult to

calculate on account of the irregularity of its outline, but may be roughly

stated at 10 miles, though in one place, nearly abreast of the adjoining

island of HaHjam, it actually exceeds 20. The shape of Qishm is some-
what that of a fish, the eastern end representing the head, the western
end the tail, and Laft point a projecting dorsal fin. .The coast is

* This term, it may be observed, is in any case an ungrammatical compromise
between “ Jasimi ’’ and ** JawSaim.

t A monograph on Qishm island by Lieutenant V. Hunt will be found in the
Government of India’s Foreign Proceedings for May 1901 ; and the marine surround-
ings of Qisbm are best shown in Chart No. 1376-763, Entrance of the Persian Gulf
There is another report by Captain W. Grey in the Proceedings for June 1904 In the
writings of the medieval Arab and Persian geographers Qishm appears to figure
under the names of Bam Kanan, Abarkafan, Abarkuman and Laft: its inhabitants
in those days were hardy sailors, much given to piracy

; i^ide Le Strange’s Lcmds of the
Eastern Caliphate.
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generally rocky : its two principal salients are La£t point and
Khargu pointy both about the centre of the island, the former on the
northern, the latter on the southern coast. Khargu point is low
and rocky, but Dairisfcan bay to the west of it is sandy and
has swamps behind it. Has Dastakto the south-western point

of the island, is also low and rocky : Basidu point, the westmost, is

described in the aitiele on Basidu.

Sills and Qishm is nearly covered with table-topped hiUs of

a light brown colour, having broken-down sides and in some cases of very
remarkable appearance j there is however a general absence of dominant or

characteristic peaks. The land which rises immediately behind Qishm
Town continues increasing in elevation till, at one point 3 miles west of

the town, it reaches 560 feet ; it then falls away abruptly to a low plain

which reaches across the island from sea to sea and is several miles in

breadth. Beyond the plain the hills recommence, but without any remark-

able features until Kishkuh the highest summit on Qishm with ah
elevation of 1,300 feet, is reached at about 17 miles from BasIdu and nearly

in the middle of the island. About 3 miles west of Kishkuh a range of

dark red hills with patches of slate colour crosses the island

from north to south ; where it abuts upon the southern coast,

with which it is in contact for 5 miles, it contains great salt-caverns

and is known by the name of Namakdan The largest

cave is at the eastern end of NTamakdan; it is over 200 feet

in height, is about as deep as it is high, and has a span of 60 or 70 feet,*

The general geological formation of the island is the same as that of the

adjoining coasts. The upper strata are of coarse sandstone grit and con-

glomerate, supported by a blue lias marl and interrupted in one place by
the salt hills already described : the aspect of the whole island is that

of a plateau rising by a perpendicular scarp from the sea beach and
eroded by weather into many valleys, some of which are parallel to the

coast.

Flora and fauna .—The surface of the island along the southern

coast has the bleak and barren appearance generally associated, in this part

of the world, with the formation to which it belongs. Qishm is in fact,

apart from its villages, almost a desert ; but the hills contain some wild

goats, black and grey partridges and pigeons, and the plains some
gazelle.

* This cave, with the methods of working, and the Namakdan generally are deaeribed
Felly in the Bombay Geographical Journal, Volume XVII, 1865, pages 239-^241.
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population, including Qishm Town, anaounts to

about 13,500 souls. Nearly all are Arabs by race and Sunnis by religion ;

but there are Persian communities at Qishin Town and Diraku, who

together may number 500 souls and among whom also the Sunni form of

Islam prevails. The Arabs belong for the most part to tribes of Trucial

^Oman, but their tribal divisions are not here of much importance ; the

Shaikh of the island belongs to a tribe called Bani Ma^in or Mu'^ain

^ who are said to be connected with the Shammar of Najd and

number in Qishm Town about 100 persons, and of whom a few belonging

to a section called Shaqosh are found at ’Ajman in Trucial ’Oman. The

population of Qishm is said to have been considerably reduced by a severe

earthquake which in 1898 visited Qishm and levelled many villages with

the ground. Arabic is the language of the island.

Besources.—Salt is the only natural product of value, but most of

the villages possess date-groves and some have small expanses of

cultivation, these forming the only verdurous spots. Fishing,

navigation and boat-building are the principal occupations, Qishm

Town and Laft village being centres of the last mentioned industry ;

but there is also some weaving of Lungis and Chadars, and some

villages are given up to camel-breeding and stock-raising

Shijppmg,^Th.Q following is a table of the native craft belonging to

Qishm :

—

Kind. Number. Aggregate
tonnage.

Aggregate hands
employed.

Boris . ft 100 40 200

Zaruqahs* • 4 • 60 560 240

Jolly-boats • m • 4 20 20

Mashuvrabs • 9 80 400 480

Ghtmcbabs • 15 1,876 240

Sambflks
’

• -
i

^

16 2,000 240

Bagblabs • * 5 1,896 190

Total 279 1,610
t

j

8 narrow with a higi item. ' See ' Appendix on Native
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Of these vessels fully |. belong to Qishm Town^ about ^ are owned
at Laft^ and the remainder are distributed among the small seaport

villages of the island.

Political position ,—Qishm island is held in farm by the Mu^in-ut-

Tujjar of Tehran, whose authority is concurrent with a general political

control exercised by the G-overnor of the Gulf Ports. The Deputy*

Governor of Bandar ’Abbas occasionally attempts to assert jurisdiction

over the island, but his authority is not respected. The local chief

through whom the general administration is carried on is the Shaikh of

Qishm, who resides at Qishm Town and is an Arab of the Bani Ma^in

tribe, at present Shaikh Hasan. The Persian central government is un-

represented save by officials of the Imperial Customs at Qishm Town,

Laft, Dairistan and Suzeh.

Tojpogra^hy .—The following is a table of the villages of the island in

alphabetical order :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eem;a.ses.

Ala Mulk On the north coast

of Qishm island, 4
miles east of Laft
point.

There aie no permanent
dwellings, but the
people of Laft resort

to this place in

summer.

There are 70 date-
palms.

Basidu At the western-
most point of the
island.

... See article Basidu.

B&sidii (Old) Immediately east of

BSstidu, 1 a mile
inland from
Clarence
Strait.

• • • See Nakhlistan below.

1

Ch&hu
_^u

Near the north
coast of the island,

14 miles east-

north-east of

Basidu.

20 houses of Arabs

.

i

The people own 700
date palms, 20 cattle
and 50 sheep ; a few
of them are fishermen.
There is water from
wells and from a
reservoir ; and some
grass and fodder are
available.

Dairistan Inland, towards the
south side of the
island, about
4 miles north
from Bas
Khargu.

100 houses of Arabs. The inhabitants grow
dates, catch and cure
fish and are sailors.

There is water from
wells and reservoirs,

and provisions are
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Name. Position. Hoaaea and inhabitants. Bshabics,

obtainable, but scanty.
Resources are 1,000
date palms, 30 camels,
30 cattle and 40 sheep
and goats. An Imperial
Persian Customs post
here is occupied by a
Mudir and 2 Tufang-
ohis.

Dargawan

or

Dargahan

On the north coast

of the island, 13
miles west of

Qishm Town.

40 huts of Arabs. A fishing village, but
possesses some good
arable land. Water is

from reservoirs.

I^ate trees number 40,
and there are 30
camels, 20 cattle and
30 sheep and goats.

DliSku On the north coast

of the island, 8
miles east of

Basidu.

26 houses of Arabs
and Persians.

The inhabitants are
agricnlturists growing
barley, and some
fruit and vegetables
also are produced.
Water from wells and
reservoirs is sweet.

Livestock are 6 camels,
10 cattle, and 20 sheep

and goats, and there

are 120 date palms.

Guran

.'"by

On the north coast

of the island, 21
miles east by
north of Basi-
dll.

30 houses of Arabs . The people own
30 camels, 10 cattle

and 30 sheep and
goats. They are also

wood-cutters and
generally have large

supplies of firewood

on hand. Water is

from wells and reser-

voirs. A shrine

dedicated Saiyid

Ahmad stan s on the

shore. There are 80
date palms.

Gliri

S?)/

hTear the north coast,

6 miles east^ by
south of Basidu.

j

16 houses of Arabs. The people are mostly
fishermen, hut own
about 300 date trees,

also 12 camels, 6 cattle

and 35 sheep and
goats. From this

place a track runs

over the hills to the

south coast of the

island.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bcmtabss.

Halor On the north coast 70 houses of Arabs, Ihe inhabitants' culti-
aho«)t 2 miles
east of Darga^vau.

Sunnis. vate a 1 ttle barley and
are weavers of Lungis
and Cliadars. Water
is from reseivoirs and
some supplies are
obtainable.

JijiySn In the centre of 30 houses of Arabs, Fishing and cattle

or

Jijun

the island about
25 miles from
Qishm Town.

Sunnis. grazing are the chief
occupations. The
people have 300 date
trees, 10 donkeTS, 15
cattle and 40 sheep
and goats.

Kari (Qal’eh On rising ground blow deserted ; there There are here the

Haji close to the shore were formerly '^0 ruins of a fi>rt from

A*Iil of Clarence
Strait, about t
a mile east of the
boundary of the
British Basidu
stat ion.

huts. which the people of
Nakhlista*^ take stones
for building their
huts.

Knnar Siyah On the north coast. 20 houses of Arabs, The people are date-
of the isl.nd, 9
miles east of

Basidu.

Sunnis. j^roweis Water is

fioin re‘4e>voits and
wells. Tt-ere a'e 2 0
<iate palm', 4 cam'-ls,

6 < at le and 60 sheep
and goats.

Kusheh In the centre of 60 houses of Arabs, D.ites, barley and a little

StMOyS the island, about
30 miles from
Qisbm Town
a* d 3 II lies north-
west of dijua.

Sunnis. wheat are cultivated
and Lungis and Cha-
dars woven. Date
palms number SOO,
and tb^re are 12 don-
keys, 20 cattle and
50 sheep and
goats. Water is

from wells and a
reservoir : supplies are
scanty. There is a
shrine of Shaikh-
al-Barkeh or

Barkh

Kuwai

i

On the north coast,

16 miles west of

Qisbm Town.

30 houses of Arabs,
Sunnis.

The inhabitants are
fishermen and own
30 date trees, 7
donkeys, 10 cattle and
40 sheep and goats.
Water is from a
reservoir.

& a
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Kama. Position. Houfes and iiihabitants. Remarks.

Kuvvainn

criijiy
or

Kuwardin

About 3 miies soath

of Baft.
120 houses of Sunni
Arabs.

The people are fisher-

men and breed camels,
of which they are

said to possess 80,
Other resources aie

1,000 date palms, 30
cattle and 60 sheep
and goats. Water ia

from wells and a small
quantity of supplies

is available.

Baft On the north coast

about, half way
between the ends
of the island,

miles on the

Basidu side of

Laft point.

See article Baft.

Laft Qadim
1*^03

On the north coast

2 miles east of

Laft point at the
narrowest part of

Clarence
Strait.

Here are two ruinous
mosques, some reser-

voirs and a plantation

of 80 palms. The place

was destroyed by an

earthquake ; its

auchoraj^e was inferior

to that of the present

Baft.

MassD On the south coast

of Qishm Island,

4^ miles noith-
easfc of Eas
Khargu.

15 houses of Arabs . The people are fisher-

men and cultivators

owning 200 date trees.

Water is from wells,

fodder is available,

and there are a very
few camels, donkeys,
cattle and sheep.

iNakhlistaii Immediatel}^ out-
side the eastern
boundary of the
Basidu Station,

and i a mile in-

land from Clar-
ence Strait.

35 stone huts of

immigrants from
Charak, Kung, etc

Or Old Basidu. The
village stands amidst
Portuguese ruins,

some of which have
been adapted for

occupation. There
are extensive date
groves, and wheat and
barley are cultivated.

Some of the inhabit-
ants are fishermen.
There are 1 or 2 wells,

but they do not suf-

fice, and the people
obtain their drinking
water from the reser-

voirs within the limits

of the British station

of Basidu.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eeuabks,

Paipusht On the north coast
of Qishm Island,

23 miles west by
south of Qish-in
Town.

lOO houses of Arabs. The inhabitants
^

are
mostly boat-builders

\vorking in yards at
Qishm Town. Water
is from reservoirs and
wells, and provisions

are available in small
quantities. Resources
are a few camels,
donkeys, cattle, sheep
and goats and 500
date trees.

Qishm On the eastern
point of the
island.

— See article Qishm
Town.

Town

Eamchah On the south coast
of Qishm Island.

150 houses. Pishing and navigation

are the chief resources.

Water is from
reservoirs and wells,

and some transport is

available. There are

1,200 date palms, and
a few camels, cattle,

sheep and goats.

Rautkan

1

About 5 miles north-
east of Dairistan.

100 houses of Arabs. Cattle and sheep are

reared and Lungis and
Chadars woven.
Water is from reser-

voirs and wells j

supplies are scanty.

There are 1,600 date

trees, and livestock

are 8 camels, 60 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats.

Salagli On the south coast
of Qishm Island,

12 miles west of
Has Khargu.

50 houses of Arahs^ The inhabitants are

fishermen, date-

growers and sailorsi

they have 20 camels,

a few cattle, sheep

and goats and

80 dat e trees.

Water is from wells ;

supplies are scanty.

Naptha from springs

near by is said to

be used locally for

lighting, bnt the

spring is too small

to be of commercial

value.

^ o
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STame. Position. Houses and inlialiitants. BESlAltKS.

SuTiH Not far from Laft,
to the south-west-

wards.

20 huts. A little barley is

grown, and the in-
habitants possess 30
camels, 40 cattle, 60
sheep and goats and
600 date trees.
Water is slightly
brackish, from reser*
voirs and wells.

Suzeli On the south coast

of the island, 12
miles north-east

of Ras Khargu.

200 houses. The inhabitants are

sailors, fishermen
and date-growers and
some of them are

camel‘h r e e d e r s ;

they have 200 date
palms, 6(> camels and
a few cattle, sheep and
goats. Water is good
and plentiful from
wells and reservoirs.

A jVludir and 2
Tufangchis of the
Imperial Persian
Customs are stationed
here.

Taul

J>
or

Tabi

South-west of Laft,
in the centre of

the island.

i

100 houses. The people fish and
own a few camels
and other livestock:,

besides 170 date tives.

Water is slightly

brackish from wells

and resoivoirs, and

1

some supplies and
transport ax'e obtain-
able.

Tumbanu About 3 miles west
of NamakdSn.

30 houses. Barley is cultivated
anl livestock owned.
Water is from reser-
voirs : supplies are
scanty. There are
400 date trees.

TariySn
wbjjJ-

In the interior east
of and close to
Kishkfth hill.

60 houses. A few camels, cattle,

sheep and goats are
kept and Ltingia and
Chadars are woven.
Water is from reser-
voirs and U good.
There are 400 date
trees.
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Name. Position, Houses and inhabitants.

Zainnbi On the north side

of Qishm Island,

20 miles west hy
soath of Qishru
Town.

100 huts of Arabs.
j

!

The people fish, culti-

vate dates and barley,

and own 12 camels
and a few other live-

stock. There are 120
date palms.

ZirSng In the centre of

the island about
20 miles west of

Qishm Town.

60 houses of Arabs. The inhabitants are

graziers, owning a
rew cattle, sheep and
goats ; they are also

weavers of Lungis.
-Water is sweet from
reservoirs, but supplies

are scanty. There are

200 date trees.

The chief place and only town in Qishm Island^ on the easternmost QISHM
extremity of which it is situated. The town stands on a fairly level,

sandy site close to the water^s edge ; it has a small date-plantation on TOWN
either side of it and several domed water reservoirs aba short distance to

southward. Behind it aad to the south of it the land rises in a gradual

slope from the sea ; the hill thus formed breaks oS precipitously on

the north and west. Qishm is a well-built town and formerly contained

several high Badgirs reaching 50 to 60 feet above sea-level, but they were

destroyed by an earthquake in 1898 ; there is an old Portuguese fort now

in a ruinous condi tion. A number of the private houses in the town still

bear witness to the violence of the earthquake, and many of the inhabitants

still avoid residence in stone-built houses. There are several wells in and

about the town ,* but only one, which is about 1 mile from the fort,

furnishes good water : 7 Birkehs also exist for storing rainwater and these

generally suffice for the needs of the population. The climate is cooler than

that of Bandar ^Abbas. The ftopulatxon maj> amount to 8,000 souls and

comprises 1<»0 families of Persians, of whom 8 are ^Avazis, and 2 of

Hindus (goldsmiths)

;

the remainder of the people are Arabs of the

same tribes as occupy the rest of the island, 'i'be inhabitants are mostly

engaged in iBshing, in trade, in boat-building and in the weaving of

Lungis. The chief exports are dried fish, shark-fins, Lungis salt, and

a small quantity of ghi collected from the villages of the island ; the
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leading imports are rice from Bombay or Karaclii, piece-goods, planks and

beams^offee and sugar. Some common pottery is manufactured from

local clay. Date-palms number about 900 and livestock are a few camels^

aO donkeys, 60' cattle and 200 sbeep and goats. The bazaar contains

47 geueri shops, besides which there are 19 fish shops. The shipping of

the port (included in that of Qishm Island g. v.) is considerable
;
but there

is no harbour, aud off the town there are several reefs of rock and

sand. Vessels of moderate or large size must anchor; a mile or more

from the beach, but there they are fairly well sheltered from the pre-

vailing winds.* Qishm is the seat of a Shaikh who, unjder the Persian

authorities, has executive power over the whole island, but cannot inflict

tbe penalty of death. The town possesses a Madrasah in which

advanced instruction in Arabic and theology is said to be given.

QITAB
(BAND

This or Qatab (rather than Kitab or Katab) appears to bo the

correct form of the name, though colloquially it seems to be sometimes

pronounced Chitab or Chatab : the singular is Qitbi The Bani

Qitab are an Arab tribe of the 'Oman Sultanate and Trucial and Inde-

dent 'Oman, having a considerable range over the 'Oman Promontory and

extending into the district of Dhahirah.

They are divided into the following sections

:

Section. Location. riglitiug strengtli.

PaJilriyah

H)!/

Anywhei'e within

the tribal terri-

tories

100 Nomadic.

Hawafir Chiefly between
Wadi-al-Qor and
Wadi Ham and
about Yahfar-al-

Fsiyah.

80 These arc Bedouins

dependent on the

Bani Qitab, but did

1

not perhaps origin-

ally belong to the

tribe.

Pkrtsawin-ih As a rule at the
western foot of

the hills of the

*OmatL Promon-
tory, between the

120 Nomadic

saotf anehorase wiU be.fou.id in an inset iu Chart N'o.2373.
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Section, Location. rigWing etrength.
j

Bsmabzb.

Jiri plain on the
north and the
Barairni Oasis
on the south.

Ma’aliyah In the neighbour-
hood of the Ba-
raimi Oasis.

40 Nomadic.

Masaid Generally in the
country adjoining
the towns of

Sharjah and
Dibai.

180 Do.

Midhaqarah In Gharif and
about J a b a 1

Faiyab.

30 Do.

Mugharibah Aflai Bani Qitab
in Bhahirah.

100 Settled.*

Shibanat ... 50 Nomadic.
’

1

The settled part of the Bani Qitab tribe is approximately equal to fche

iiomadic ; it is represented by about 500 households at the cluster of

villages kno>vn as Aflaj Bani Qitab in the Thahirah district of the

^Oman Sultanate and by 40 families at Dhaid in the Sharjah Princi-

pality, and it may therefore be reckoned at about 2,700 souls in all,

exclusive of the Baluchi colony at Aflaj Bani Qitab who are generally

included for the purposes of tribal calculation.

The limits of the Bani Qitab Bedouin territory are the northern end of

the Dhaid plain, the towns of Sharjah and Dibai, the Baraimi Oasis

and the western slope of the hills of the ’Oman promontory. These

Bedouins do not as a rule enter the hills, but they occasionally send their

women and children and flocks and herds thither for asylum in time of

danger. The fighting men of the nomadic sections being estimated at

600, the total strength of those sections may be assessed at ^,100 souls ;

and they aic believed to own about 3 SOO camels, 200 donkeys, 200 cattle,

and 2,000 sheep and goats.

The Bani Qitab have recently been recognised by the Shaikh of Abu

Dhabi, the most powerful chief in Trucial ‘’Oman, as clients of the Shaikh

of-Umm-al-Qaiwain and entitled to cliiim the protection of that ruler.

* Either the number of the Muoharibah fighdng men is greatly aiiderebtiTr-a.ted

heie or other settled sections must he represented at Aflaj Bani Qitab ; see page 429.
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QOE which rises in the hills of the ’Oman Promontory between

(WADI-AL-) Wadis Hatta and Ham and reaches the sea at Bn Baqarah village in

jy»'l Batinah: it is the last Wadi of flajarinthis direction of which any

part is included in the ’Om^ Sultanate.

The places in Wadi-al-Qor, in descending ordei-j are

Village. Position.
On wbicli

bank.
Houses and
inhabitants.

Bemares.

Baba

iiS^)

Uncertain; proba-

bly a considerable

way below tbe head

of tbe valley.

Eight. 3 houses of

Dahaminah.

This place is con-

sidered to pertain

to the Kas-al-

Khaimah Dis-
trict of Sharjah,
There are 5
donkeys, 5 camels,

5 cattle and 20
sheei), also 200 date

palms.

Fasbrab

0jjS*3

J an hour below
Baba.

Bight. 15 houses of

Dahaminah.

This place also is

considorod to per-

tain to tho Bas*al-

Khaimah District

of Sharjah. There
are HOO date trees,

a few animals and
a little cultivation.

Nnslali

aLo)
i of an hour below
Fasbrab, in a side

valley called Wadi
l^usiah.

Left. 6 houses of

Dahaminah.

Likewise belongs to

Sharjah; dates

number 150. "Wadi
Nuslah also contains

a village Induk
wbioh con-

sists of about 14
houses of Jalajilah.

Aswad
Oj.'wl

1 hour below Nuslah ;

here Wadi-al-Qor
emerges from the
hills and enters

Batinah.

Right. 80 houses of

Washahat,

-

This place, which
is 3 hours from
the sea, is regarded
as belonging to

the Sultanate of

’Oman. The in-

habitants cultivate
and have 5,000
date palms.

a tobutexy of W^.al->Qor,.xs a vfflage Manai’i, consisting of 10 houses

L-
plantations; and a Wadi caUed Sfai ^ which

il r '.1
contains some small viUages of iffazari’.

ni Aa ab and other tribes. Of the settled inhabit-
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ants about 400 appear to be subjects of the Sultan of ^Oiuan and 250

of tbe Shaikh of Sharjah.

Native informers state that the gradients of Wadi-al-Qor are easy and

that there is no nigged pass at the top
;
they beheve that a road for

wheeled traffic could be made up the valley without great difficulty, but

the point must be regarded as doubtful. The route from Murair to

Dhaid lies for the first part of the way in Wadi-al-Qor.

A barren sandy tract in the Kuwait Principality, bounded on the

north by Kuwait Bay, on the east by the sea, on the south by the

district of 'Adan, and on the west by the locality called Kabd : its

dimensions are thus about 15 miles either way. Qra^ah contains, besides

the town of Kuwait, the village of Dimnah and the fort of Sirrah, the

following places, which we give in alphabetical order t

Name. Position. Character. PtBVABSS.

’Adailiyali
ou

8 miles south of

Kuwait Towq.
About 100 wells. A little cultivation

and, in the cold

weather, many
Beaouin tents.

Water is scanty and

brackish and about

40 teet irom tbe

surface. The supply

improves after rain.

Qalaislyali

O)

10 miles soutii-east

of Kuwait Town
and miles from

the coast.

6 wells. Good water at 27 feet

;

no cultivation.

Kaifan On the east side

of li/as-al-Ardh,

about i a mile

from the point.

A few wells. The wells are sunk in

sandstone, and there

is a fislierman’s hut
near by.

Majiwah 1 mile north of

Malah.
JJumerons wells. Only one contains

good wa^er, at 20
feot.

• Qra’ab is a common ncmn rather than a proper name 5 it is used to denote any

tract of land which has been denuded of its natural vegetation. The district adjoining

Kuwait Town naturally answers to this description ; but the propriety of using

QtS’ah in this case as a geographical expression is doubtful.

QRA’AH*

ic]J
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QEAm
lU

QEAITN
os

Name. Position. Nature. PiEMABKS.

Malah 15 miles south of 5 wells. Depth of wells 20 feet;
water trackish but

Kuwait Town
and 8 miles west

of Abu Halaifah
drinkable. The place
was formerly oulti-

i

on the coast. vated and has the
remains of an old
fort.

Mishrif 2 miles east of Qasr-

as-Sirrah.
A group of wells. The water is good, and

some is supplied to
the Shaikh at
Kuwait.

Snlaibikhat
6 miles south-west
of Kuwait

White sandhills. Nil.

Town, less than
2 miles from the

shore of Kuwait
Bay.

Besides the above the wells of Jadadiyah and Snlaibiyah (mentioned
under Route IV in the article on the Kuwait Principality) are perhaps in

Qra'ah; but this is uncertain.

Ras’ Ajtizah and Ras-al-Ardh, both described in the article on the

Kuwait Principality, are among the maritime features of the Qra’ah
distinct.

The name of a small isolated hill, of a Khor or depression, and of

some wells, all situated in Kuwait territory on the boundary between the

’Adau and Salu' districts. The hill is about 40 miles south of Kuwait
Town and about 14 miles inland fi-om the sea-coast, and the wells are 4
miles from it to the south-south-west. The Khor or depression lies to

the north and east of the hill, between it and the sea
; it measures about 6

miles in each direction and is overgrown with grass and bushes. In spite

of the fact that it is called a Khor or inlet, it appears to have no communi-
cation with the sea and its diainage is said to sink into the ground.

small' sandy islet, hardly above high-water level, 4 miles south of
Qiau Island. There is apparently no territorial authority.
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An island off the coast of the Hasa Sanjjaq, about 36 miles north-east

by east of Kas-al-Bidya'. It stands only a few feet above sea level and

is quite fiat and covered with brushwood. There is an anchorage on

the south side^ in 8 fathomS; | a mile off the island. The island is

frequented by fishermen from Mnsallamiyah and Jinnah islands, from

Hadd (II) in Bahrain and possibly from Kharag island, who dry fish

and make turtle oil for sale at Basrah and Kuwait. The oil is used

as a remedy both for rheumatism and for costiveness. The ownership

of Qran is apparently indeterminate.

QRAN

Grenerally pronounced Gubban. A deserted site on the western border

of the Fallahiyeh District of Southern ’Arabistan ;
it lies at the point

where the Khors Bu Khadhair and Khuwairin unite to form the Qan^eh

branch of Khor and it is thus distant about miles south-east-

wards from the Marid creek on the Karun river and 7 miles north and

somewhat east of the village of Bu Shaneh on the Bahmanshir. The

highest point attainable by boat on Khor Qanaqeh is about 1^ miles

east-south-east of the place. A bush-grown hollow, in former times

probably a canal, connects the Marid creek with Qubban: and the

Salmaniyeh canal, now nearly dry, which crosses the Fallahiyeh-Marid

canal in a south-easterly direction a short distance east of Marid, also

runs in the direction of the settlement and may have been originally

constructed for its benefit. In dry weather, e. y., November, there is a

scarcity of water about Qubban
;
but at other seasons, e. y.. May, the

whole country to the northward as far as the eye can reach becomes a

swamp and the mounds mentioned below are converted into islands.

Qubban was formerly the capital of the ^ Ka^ab tribe^ but was deserted

by them about 1747 A.D.—whether on account of drought or of flood-

ing, or for some other reason, is not known. The only traces of

occupation now remaining are 3 large earthen mounds, about 20 feet

high, which appear to be relics of fortified mud buildings, possibly of the

corner towers of a village.

QUBBAN *
03

^Authority', Chiefly Major Cox, who examined the spot in November 1905 and

May 1907, and was the first European to visit it since Colonel Chesney’s Expedition

in November 1836. In Colonel C heaney’s map Qubban is shown nearly 10 miles

south of its true position : the latter is given in Commander Shearmens Topographical

Sketch showing Dry Bed of Blind Karun River, 1908, and is 30® 22' 20'' N. by

4.8® 26' 55" E.
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QUMARAH Singular Qamairi (Sjh^ • A small tribe of non- Bedouin Arabs

found in the Bahrain Principality in Muharraq Town, where they have

about 10 houses in a quarter named after them Farlq-al-Qumarah.

They are Maliki Sunnis in religion and pearl divers by occupation. They

are said to have come fi’om Qatar with the ^Utub*

QUMAT A large village in the DizfSl District of Northern ^Arabistan : it is

situated about 4 miles from the right bank of the Diz River at a point

6 miles above Kut Bandar, and 8 miles from the left bank of the Shaur,

The place consists of about 400 mud houses and mat huts inhabited by

mixed Arabs, and it is divided into 4 Qariyehs or hamlets known by

the names of Saiyid Ahmad, Saiyid Saim, Saiyid Salih, and Saiyid Khalaf.

The inhabitants possess about 100 rifles, and of the fighting men 100 are

mounted. Livestock are estimated at 200 camels, 100 mules, 200

buffaloes, 4,000 cattle, and 10,000 sheep and goats. The community has

gathered round the sacred personality of Saiyid Ahmad, the principal man,

who is a Tufakh^^—that is a diviner ox exorciscr credited with power

to discover thieves, cure the bites of rabid animals, etc. Saiyid Ahmad

is much respected by the surrounding Arabs, who oven make use of his

name in oaths*

QURAIN

or

QEAIN

Frequently pronounced Grain, A small barren islet in Kuwait
Bay, about half a mile off shore at a point 4 miles to the west of Kuwait
Town. Towards its south end is a small brown-coloured moimd 27 feet

high. On the south-east side of the island, between it and the shore,

there is a small basin called Bandar-ash-Shuwaikh jojj where native

boats may ride, perfectly sheltered from all winds, in 3 to 4 fathoms of

water. This harbour is connected with the open bay by a long, narrow

gut, which over a distance of 400 yards carries only 12 to 13 feet of water

at low spring tides:, the obstruction appears to be of rock which could

not be very easily removed.* « Graine,’' the old English name for

Kuwait Town, was probably taken from this island.

. *For an account of this anchorage and channel, see the Government of India's
Foreign Proceedings for September 1905 and plan there.
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A division of the Basrah Saniaq of the Basrah Wilayat in Turkish

'Iraq.

Position and hotmdaries .—The Qadha of Qiirnah is situated on both

banks of the Shatt-al-'Arab immediately below the point where that river

is formed by the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates ;
a small portion of

the district also, containing the administrative centre^ is enclosed between

the Tigris and Euphrates above their confluence. Conterminous tracts

are the Qadhas of Shatrat-al-'Amarah and (perhaps) Zubair on the

northj Persian territory on the east^ the Qadha of Basrah on the south,

and that of Suq-ash-Shuyukh on the west.

Topogra^pJiy and mhahitants .—The chef-lieu^ Qurnah Village^ which

is elsewhere described in a special article, is the only place of any import-

ance in the Qadha, and it too is of small size. The only other villages

deserving of mention are Madinah, Nashwah and Sharish, which are the

seats of Mudirs : the first of these is the subject of a separate article, and

the other two are noticed in the article on the Shatt-al-'^Arab. The only

great natural features of the district are the rivers Tigris, Euphrates

and Shatt-al-'Arab, on which its entire character depends. The principal

tribes of the Qadha are Ahl-al-Jazair, Qatarnah, Bani Malik and Bani

Mansur
;
of these the first and the last are found on both banks of the

Euphrates and on the right bank of^the Shatt-al-Arab the whole way

from Hammar to Sharish, while the Bani Malik are found chiefly on

the eastern side of the Shatt-al-Arab.

Population .—The fixed population of the Qadha is estimated at

30,000 souls, and nearly all of these are Arabs belonging to the Shi'ah

section of Islam.

"Resources .—Qurnah is a damp and unhealthy district, but fertile and

well-irrigated. Large quantities of dates and rice and smaller quantities

of wheat and barley are produced year by year; and livestock are

abundant, especially buffaloes. The only local manufacture is one of reed

mats.

Administration .—Qurnah is divided into 4Nahiyahs besides that form-

ing the headquarters or Markaz : they are Dair-wa-Sharish
j on

the right bank of the Shatt-al-Arab
;

Madinah upon both

sides of the Euphrates before its junction with the Tigris; Bani

Mansur
;
and Nashwah on the left bank of the Shatt-

QUENAH

QADHA
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QFENAH

VILLAGE

QUEYAT*

al-’Arab. The headquarters of the firsts third and fourth of these are

the villages of Sharish, Madinah and Nashwah, respectively.

A small municipality in Tm^kisli ^Iraq, situated between the Euphrates

and Tigris rivers at the point of their junction.

Qurnah consists of about 160 houses with a ll;rger number of huts
j

and the inhabitants^ who are almost all Shfah Arabs of the Bani Mansur

and Ahl Nahairat tribes^ may number about 2^000 souls. Many natives

of the place are employed as lightermen at Basrah and elsewhere. The

neighbourhood produces dates, barley, wheat and rice and many buffaloes
;

but the climate is unhealthy and there is very little trade. The only

manufacture is of fine summer ^Abas, some of which (it is said) can be
«w

passed through a finger-ring and are called Khachiyah Qurnah is also

famous fora kind of cheese which is made in strands and plaited together

for sale.

The position of the town, commanding both rivers where neither is

more than 100 yards broad and the water in each is 20 to 30 feet deep,

is one of high administrative and military importance, and the fact has been

realised, though imperfectly, by the Turks. Qurnah is the headquarters

of the Qadha of the same name. There are a customs-house, a quarantine

station and a telegraph ofiSce, the line from Basrah to Baghdad
dividing at the latter into two branches, one of which follows the Tigris

and the other the Euphrates valley. The Department of Public Debt is

represented by a Mamur, and river conservancy is controlled by a harbour-

master. The military garrison of Qurnah consists of 50 men, com-

manded by a lieutenant.

The present Qurnah was founded more than 100 years ago by the

Turks, who fortified it with a double wall on the landward side against

Persian attack
; but the name existed as early as the 17th century, and

there was a '' castle even in the 16th. Qurnah is said to occupy the site

of a more ancient place called Dighah
, while local tradition even

places the Garden of Eden here and points to a tree, still in existence, as

planted by the patriarch Noah.

A town on the coast of the Eastern Hajar district of the ^Oxaan
Sdtanate, on the south side of a creek formed by Wadi Mijlas at its

* A distaat view qf the, hills behind (^urjat, is given in Chart No. 2383—38.
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moutli ;
Quiyat is situated 31 miles south-east of Mas<iat Town and

4 miles to the north-west of Daghmar. Quiyat consists of 12 hamlets,

of which 3 stand upon the sea-shore and the remainder upon a plain,

about 2 miles wide, between the coast and the hills of Eastern Hajar.

This plain is traversed by two Wadis from the hills, one being Wadi

Hijlas at the northern end, and the other Wadi Bani Battash at

the southern.

The hamlets or detached q^uarters composing Quiyat are :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Ebmabxs.

’Afa 2 miles inland near

the left bank of

Wadi Bani Bat-
tash.

70 houses of Bani
Battash and other

tribes.

The people keep
camels and burn
lime for export to

Masqat Town.
There are 50
camels, 20 don-
keys, 30 cattle

and 200 sheep

and goats ; some
grain is cul-

tivated.

'Aqlbah 1 mile north-west of

’Afa.

10 houses of Bani
Wahaib.

The people are

cultivators.

'Ainaia 1 a mile south of
’Aqlbah.

15 houses oi Bani
Battash.

Ditto.

Ghafah The south-eastern-

most of the coast

villHgeSj near the left

bank of Wadi Bani
Battash.

20 houses of mixed
tribes.

The people are boat^

men owning 8
Badans and 10
small boats.

Hajir
Inland. 25 bouses of Bani

Wahaib.
The inhabitants are
carriers.

HijraTi

Janain

Do.

Inland, a short dis-

tance south-west of
Ghafah.

10 houses of Bani
’Adi.

120 houses of Balu-
chis.

The people are tra-

ders.

The people are

fishermen and own
- 15 small boats.

Jazairah
The north-western-
most of the coast

villages, on the right

bank of WMi
Mijlas.

too houses of Bani
Sinan.

Fishermen owning 3
Badans and some
small boats.

Ma’lali
Inland. 30 houses of mixed

tribes, chiefly Bani
Wahaib.

The inhabitants cul-

tivate.
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Xame. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eemabss.

Minshikmah The middle village

upon the coast.

150 houses of mixed
tubes.

The inhabitants are
fishermen and have
20 small boats.

Suq J of a mile inland,

half wav between

Wadi Mijlas and

Wadi Bani Bat-
tash.

Ditto. Cultivation is carried

on. This q arter

contains the bazaar
and a fort belong-
ing to the Sultan
of ’Oman.

Waljah Inland. 10 houses of mixed
tribes.

Do.

Tlie total population of the place is about 3^500 souls. In the Su(j

quarter there is a good bazaar with 7 shops of Hindus who reside

here for the sake of the trade with the interior via kii Tayin, of which

Quryat is the port. There is also one family of Khojah traders^ under

British protection. The date-plantations are considerable and barley

and musk and water melons are cultivated. All the hamlets have date

plantations; but they are small and unimportant. The people are also

fishermen and export lime; which they burn; and firewood to Masqat

Town : they own a dozen large Badans by means of which communica-

tion is maintained with Masqat Town; 12 smaller ones used for fishing,

and about 50 Horis or skiffs. There is a tradition that horses were

once bred here for the Indian market; but that the trade expired some

two centuries ago in consequence of political troubles. The Sultan

of ^0man maintains at Quryat a Wali and a military detachment of 15

men who occupy the fort in the Suq quarter. The customs of the port

bring in a revenue of $3,000 and Zakat yields $1;700 a year, but,

with the exception of about 11,000 remitted annually to Masqat, the

whole is swallowed up by the expenses of the local administration. The

present Wali holds an assignment at Quryat from the private property

of the actual Sultan (Saiyid Faisal)
;

it consists of date plantations

and arable land at Quryat and is worth $ 350 a year.

QIJSAIBAS ' A large village or small town in Qasim near its northern border ; it is

about 45 miles north-west by north of Buraidah. The site of Qusaibah

is in a natmral basin with sides about 100 feet high. The place consists of
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4 detached quarters^ at considerable distances apart, lying along the west

side of the basin. The population of the entire settlement is about ‘2,500

souls, mostly ^Anizah, Bani Khalid and negroes
;

they are small, thin

and weak and have a drawn and emaciated appearance. This is doubtless

due to the climate, which varies little with the season, mosquitoes and

fever being prevalent all the year round. The date plantations of

Qusaibah extend 2| miles, and there is cultivation of fruits, cereals and

vegetables as well ; the dates are reputed among the finest in ftaslm. A
small artesian well of warm water is one of the features of the place.

The ordinary wells are unrehable, frequently failing or turning salt so as

to necessitate the digging of new ones. It is reported that there are

about 8,000 goats and sheep, but that larger and transport animals are

not numerous at Qusaibah.

The strait between Ghanam island and the coast of the

RuuS-al-Jibal district in the ^Oman Sultanate. It is 2 miles long, 600

yards wide at its northern and southern entrances and 1,000 yards

broad in the middle. The soundings are 15 to 10 fathoms, and the

bottom is of sand and gravel without hard rock. A well-sheltered, safe

and commodious anchorage, Khor Quwai is also naturally defensible and

would make a good naval flying-base, but there is . no water supply

deserving the name.

A strong and well-to-do Arab tribe in Tm'kish ^Iraq.

Territory .—The Bani B,abi^ah inhabit .both sides of the Tigris in the

neighbourhood of Kut-al-Amarah : on the left bank their territory

extends from opposite Bghailah to Kut-al-Amarah and on the

right bank from Bghailah to Shaikh Sa^ad, with a depth in either case of

20 to 25 miles from the river. They are also found sporadically in other

places, a;S for example at Mahmudiyah on the route between Baghdad

and Karbala.

*A full report on Khor Quwai by Commander W. Kemp, KN., will be found in

the Government of India’s Proceedings, Political, for June 1904 ; also some remarks

by Admiral Atkinson-Willes, R.N".

QtIWAI
(KHOE)*

UABf’AH
(BAND
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Divisions and number

.

—The principal divisions of the Bani Eahi’ah

are the Amai-ah* sjUI, the largest of the clans and the one frona which the

Shaikhs are drawn, occupying the right hank of the Tigris for some
i&l ^

distance below Bgliailall J
the Maiyah^ or Maiyah in the angle

between the Tigris and the right bank of the Shatt-al-Gharaf \ the Sarai

or Siraj in the corresponding position between the left bank of the

Shatt-al-Gharaf and the Tigris, and around Hai Town j the Maqasis

between the Sarai and Shaikh Sa^ad ;
the Bulhah ^^=-4 between

lU

the Am arah and the Maiyah ;
and the Khammas upon the left bank

of the Tigris. A section called Karaish are found chiefly in the

Kut-al-Axnarah Qadha ; the most important of their subsections are

(1) the Kawam who are found on the left bank of the Tigris

between Kut-al-Amarah Town and occur also in the Kadhimaiu
Qadha, and (2) the Bani Tamim who are represented in both the

same Qadhas. Of the above sections the Maqasis are respected as Saiyids

by the other Bani Babi^ah and wear their hair long ,* they engage in

agriculture and also in robbery, and some of them are considered to belong

to the Bani Lam rather than to the Bani Babi'ah. There is also a

predatory section called Kintoah every member of which owns

a breech-loading rifle. The distribution and composition by subsections

of the Kawam and Maqasis sections of the tribe are exj)lained in the article

on the Kut-al-Amarah Qadha, where the names of a number of petty

sections not mentioned above will also be found. In number the Bani

Eabfah are inferior to the Muntafik and the Bani LSm^ but no

exact estimate is possible.

Beligioit and life,—All the Bani Babi^ah, with the exception of

the Kawam, are Shi^ahs by religion and live in tents ; they both

cultivate themselves and employ others to cultivate for them
;

their

chief crops are wheat and barley ; they possess many sheep, cattle,

horses, and camels.

Military strength and political position,—Ahovi\i one*foui’th of the

fighting strength of the tribe are horsemen and are well mounted. A
proportion of old-fashioned firearms is still carried by the Bani Babi^ah,

who are in fact on the border line between the well-aimed tribes of

Lower and the worse-armed tribes of Upper ^Iraq.

As revenue to the Turkish Government, the Bani Babi'^ah pay
one-fifth produce on account of lands classified as easily irrigable, and

• Apparently the section whose subdivisions are given at page 130 of the Gazetteer
'

of Baghdad, 1889. Kut-al-Am§xah appears to be named from tbexn.
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one-tenth for those which are only irrigable with difficulty : there is

also a tent-tax of 3 Majidis a year, but it is not rigorously collected.

A tract in the north of the Hasa Sanj^ : it is bounded on the north

by the district of Sudah in the Kuwait Principality and on the other

sides by tracts in the Hasa Sanj^, namely, by Wadi-al-Miyah on

the west between Jabal Na^airiyah and Jabal-al-Hass
;
by Sanfan-al-

HaiLUa and Jan Shamm on the south, the former as far as the wells of

Hajrah and the latter to those of Mistannah; and finally by tie Sabakhat-

al-Mutaya on the east, from the wells of Mistannah north to the

borders of Sudah. The extreme length of Radaif from Jabal Na^airiyah

to its southernmost limit is about 40 miles and its average breadth about

14; its eastern boundary is some 20 or 25 miles from tie sea.

Radaif consists of dark, fiirm soil, witi here and there stony mounds

or patches of rising ground. There are no trees, and grazing consists of

Thamam grass and ^Arfaj and ^Ausaj plants
;
Hamdh and Rimth are not

found. Except in the matter of vegetation Radaif very closely resembles

the adjoining tract of Jau Shamin.

The water of Radaif is generally indifferent, and the average depth

at which it is found below the surface is about fathoms. The

following are the best known wells

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position.

Ahfariyah 7 miles south-east of Hasanah.

*Aqbi 6 miles east-north -east of HammaiT;.

Atmah Jje| 3 miles north-west of Hammar,

Dabainah 7 miles south of Hammar.

Gba’aitiiah y miles south-west of Hammar.

Hammar pi 1 6 miles west-south-west of Jahal

Manifah at the coast, and 19 miles

east by south of Jabal Na*a*iiyah.

Hasanah 3 ) miles north-easi h3 east of Jahal-al-

Hass.

Jamal (Umm-al-) 2 miles north-east ot Jabal-al-Hass.

Ebandairiyab 7 miles west of Jabal-al-Hass.

EADAIF
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Name. Veraaealar equivalent. Position.

Khuwaisah (Umm)
m About midway between Gha’aithah and

Naairiyah.

Makbruq 3 miles east of Jabal-al-Hass.

Mnraikh 3 miles north of Hammar.

Na’airiyah
(0

At the foot of Jabal Na'airiyah on its

east side.

Shahamah 7 miles north-west by north of Hasa-

nah.

Shinaifiyah

00

4 miles south-east of Hammar.

Shubak 8 miles east-south-east of Hasanah,

Subaiqain 4 miles east of Hammar.

Suwabab 4 miles south-west by west of Hasanah.

Taraifali 7 miles north-west by north of Ham-
mar.

A deserted site is said to exist near the Na^airiyah wells, similar to

thosein ‘Wadi-al-Miyah.

EAHBI'SIH Singular Rahbi . A tribe of the Eastern Hajar of the 'Oman
Sultanate, Ghafiri in politics and Ibadhi in religion : they are found in the

upper part of W adi Tayin and in Wadi llansah and have freqvLontly been

retained by the Sultan of ’Oman to bar the advance of Sharqiyah rebels

through their passes against Masqat Town. Their chief settlements are

Wasit (35 houses), Manaithirah (S5 houses), Kahbah (20 houses), Sharabat

(30 houses), Mizra^ Halilah (10 houses), Mizra’ Sidr (30 houses),

Jardaman (15 houses), Mizra^-al-Ghaf (40 houses), Musibt (50 houses),

Lahan (15 houses), Murr (15 houses). Mala (30 houses), Ghurabah (50

houses), Damdam (30 houses) and Khatwah (80 houses) in Wadi Mausah
audits tributaries

; Wasit (60 houses) between Wadi Mansah and Wadi

Tayin
;
Ba^ad (60 houses), Naqsi (30 houses), Hindaruit (30 houses), Miss

(150 houses), Mizbur (30 houses), Huk (15 houses), Ghiyadhah (50 houses)

andBaiyadh (60 houses) in Wadi Tayin. They are also found at Matrah.
The total number of the tribe is thus about 5,000 souls- Wasit is the seat

of the principal Shaikh. One of the sections of the Eahbiyin are the

Suvabiq who are found at Baiyadh
; another are perhaps the Aulad
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or Bani Mahrizjj^ at Ba^adand Mizbur^ who according to some accounts

are a separate tribe^ not Eahbiyin, and who oscillate between the Ghafiri

and Hinawi sections.

A village on'‘the coast of the Eas-al-Khaimah District of the Sharjah RAMS
Principality^ about 8 miles north-east of Ras-al-Khaimah Town. It

stands on the south side of a small creek, the entrance of which is nearly

diy at low water
;
the shore in the vicinity is swampy

;
and another

creek; which opens from the sea 2 miles sonth-west of Earns, enters the

bay at Eas-al-Khaimah Town after running parallel to the coast for 5

miles. There are no trees at Earns itself.

Rams consists of about 400 houses, mostly of mud and stone, but a

few of date branches
;

the inhabitants are all Tanaij. The principal

occupations are pearl diving and fishing; the inhabitants own some 3

pearl boats and 10 fishing boats, also 1 sea-going Sambuk, which fetches

dates from Basrah. The only shop at Rams is kept by a Persian.

The date plantations belonging to Rams are partly situated at Dhayah

a place 2 miles inland to the eastwards, and on the south they

join the plantations of Sir, forming a belt of palms which is continuous

as far as Ras-al-Khaimah Town : they are said to comprise about 7,000

trees and to be irrigated from wells about 10 feet deep. Livestock at

Rams are estimated at 20 camels, 50 donkeys, 20 cattle, and 500 goats.

The place Dhayah, just mentioned, is now uninhabited
; but there are

wells and the remains of a fort situated upon a hill. A century ago

Dhayah was of more importance, and in 1820 the general

treaty of peace between the British Government and the Shaikhs of

Trucial ^OmaR was signed by the Shaikh of ^bZyah^^ among the others

;

this was Hasan-bin- *^Ali a prominent partisan in his day of the Wah-

habi interest.

The easternmost district of ’Arabistan ;
it is attached for fiscal pur-

poses to the northern division of that province and may therefore be

reckoned, though administered separately from the rest, to belong to

N ortherni'Atabistan.

Boundaries .—The Ramuz district is bounded along its norih-eastern

side, beginning at some naphtha springs known as Naft-i-Safid

RAMUZ
y]j
or

EAU
EUEffiUZ

iVrl)
BISTEICT
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at its northern corner, by the range of Kuh-i-Gach. ^ or the

Gypsum Hills, which reaches to the Ramuz river; its south-

eastern corner is on the Marun river, above Jaizan which is

included in the district. From Jaizaji the boundary runs, at a short

distance from the left bank of the Martin, to a point Cham Mani^

on the Jarrahi 3 miles below the confluence of the Ramuz river

and the Marun ;
from Cham Mani^ it is continued to the low mud

and rock hills through which the Jarrahi breaks above Cham-as-Sabi,

crosses that river and, following the same hiHs, arrives at a point on the

Eamuz-Nasiri route on the eastern verge of the Bu^airish plain and

about 9 miles east of the village of Mirbacheh. The remainder of the

boundary is a line connecting Bu’airish with the naphtha springs first

mentioned ; this line crosses the Gupal stream about 4 miles above the

barrage on the same.

'PTiydcal characteristics ,—The district is a fertile plain, about one-

half of which is said to be watered from various streams and springs.

The most important of the streams are the Ramuz river (or upper

course of the Jarrahi) between its exit from the hills and its junction

with the Marun and a short section of the Jarrahi proper between

that junction and its exit from the district, also the Martin river which

is the principal feature of the south-eastern part of the district ; informa-

tion concerning these will be found in the articles on the Jarrahi and

Martin. The Gupal stream, which traverses a part of the district

north of the Eamuz-lSfasiri road, is described elsewhere under its own
name. It remains to mention the Zarnini and Muwailheh streams

which are features of some importance in the neighbourhood of

Mirbacheh. The Zarnmi or Zarini is crossed about

4 miles from Ramuz Town on the way to Mirbacheh ; at that point it

is (in winter) a swiftly flowing stream of fresh water, 1 to ^ yards wide
and ^ to 8 feet deep, with perpendicular banks 4 or 5 feet high except

at the crossing place, and its course is to the west-south-west. The
subsequent course of the Zarnmi is uncertain

;
a good deal of it is

probably expended in irrigation, but it has been identified conjecturally

with a fresh water stream of about the same size which passes a mile to

the east of Mirbacheh village ti'avelling in a north-westerly direction

;

possibly however it goes southwards towards the Jarrahi river. The
Muwailheh is a salt stream which is crossed about £ miles west of

Mirbacheh on the way to UTSlsiri i at that place it is running to the
north-west, its bed is 200 to 800 yards across, and on the left bank,,
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wHch is scarped, there are stony hillocks rising as much as 80 feet above

the level of the water. The stream here resembles a canal and hugs the

left bank of its channel ;
its average breadth is about 10 yards, but even

in winter a place was observed at which its breadth was only 4 yards and

its depth nevertheless did not exceed feet. About 5 miles from the

crossing place the Muwailheh falls into the GrUpal* Besides these two

streams in the neighbourhood of Mirbacheh, springs of fresh water are

said to exist 10 or miles to the south or south-east of that village.

People .—The inhabitants of the Ramuz district are chiefly Ahl-i-

Ramuz, a local breed of mixed Arab, Lur, Behbehani and Qanawati

blood, who are related to the surrounding population much as Dizfulis^

and Shushtaris are to the tribes in the districts of Dizful and

Shushtar. The who are the next most numerous, are chiefly

Chaharlang Bakhtiyaris, including Shir ^Alis and Talawaris, or

Kuhgalus of the Bagdali, Bahmai, Bair Ahmadi, Agha Jari and Taibi

sections. The balance of the population are Arabs or Saiyids. The

Arabs belong chiefly to the Hamaid, A1 Khamis and Bani Lam tribes

and are mostly settled or semi-settled cultivators. It is calculated that

among the Lurs one-half of the fighting men are armed with rifles and

one-fifth are mounted. Ramuz Town is the principal place in the

district ; a conspectus of the villages is given at the end of this article.

The total population of the district is probably about 12,000 souls

inclusive of the A1 Khamis, only a few of whom, though the tribe is

now semi-settled, appear in the table of villages below.

Agriculture^— sesame, cotton, wheat, barley, beans, linseed,

and tobacco are produced, and the fruits grown include dates,

oranges, sweet and bitter limes, pomegranates, plums, apples, grapes, figs,

quinces, citrons, apricots, pears, and almonds j
the fruits, except dates,

are mostly of recent introduction. The district, under its present judi-

cious managers, the Bakhtiyari Khans, promises to improve m every

respect and is attracting settlers from all directions, especially feom the

Jarrahi region and further east. There are 20 fl.our mills driven

by water power in the district.

The ordinary unit o£ land measurement in the district is the Khish

, or area which requires 5 ti amuz Mans of wheat or 3 of barley

to sow it. As the thickness of the sowing varies with the nature of the

soil, the Khish cannot be expressed in terms of acreage.
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Trade .

—

Ramuz Town is the only commercial centre. Exports

are wheat, barley, sesame, rice, beans, linseed, ghi, wool, and hides,

which are the produce o£ the district, and wool, Zidu or gum-

arabic, a kind of logwood called Runiyeh and various nuts,

which are brought from the hills. Exportation takes place direct to

both Uasiri and Muhammareh, but nearly all imports—namely,

piece-goods, metals, sugar, tea, coffee, spices, crockery, and candles—are

received through Nasiri ;
the more highly taxed of these commodities,

however, as also prohibited articles such as firearms and ammunition, are

brought by muleteers from ports such as Fallahiyeh, Ma^shur, Hindiyan
and Dilain, into which they are smuggled from abroad. The Man of

Eamuz is equal to 106 lbs. English.

Administration .—The district is subject to the rule of the Bakh-
tiyari Khans, who also enjoy its revenues subject to a yearly payment
of 15,000 Tumans into the Persian treasury at Shushtar. The agricul-

tural taxes are generally collected in kind at the rate of one-fourth of the

gross produce in the case of wheat, barley, linseed, cotton, beans, and
tobacco, and at the rate of one-third in the case of rice and sesame.

Unirrigated crops ordinarily pay revenue in cash at the rate of 33 Qrans
per Faddan.* In 1904 the revenue collections in kind consisted of 2,000
Eamuz Mans of wheat, 12,000 of barley, 100 of beans, 1,500 of linseed,

70 of tobacco, 12,000 of rice, and 1,000 of sesame, and their total value
was estimated at 65,000 Tumans : in the same year the area cultivated
by rainfall was 2,000 Paddans and yielded 6,500 Tumans in cash.

The revenue-paying cultivation of the district at the pi'esent time is

estimated as below by a reliable authority;—

XJnirrigated land.

Area in Ehlsh.
Proprietors.

600
Muntazim-

800 The Shahab-ns-Saltaneh and others.
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Irrigated land.

Area in Xbisli. Proprietors.
Owner’s share of produce
iQ 1906-1907 (in Bamuz

Mans).

Beuaseb.

600 The I’tizad-us-

Sultan.

650 But for damage by hail

the owner’s share

should have been 700
to 800 Eamuz Mans.

100 The Samsam-us-
Saltaneh.

600 In this case the rent

was a full one.

500 The Muntazim-ud-
Dauleh and the

Mu n a zzi m-ul-
Malk.

10,000 Do.

450 The Shahab-us-"
Saltaneh and
the Mu’in
Humayun.

S50 Arsalan Khan,
Hasan Khan
and the heirs of

the late Sardar
Mufagh g h a m
(or Sipahdar). J1

10,000

1

Do.

250 The Sarum-ul-
- Mulk and the
Shiija’-us-Saltaa.

1,500 Do.

The remarkable difEerences in the rate of these rentals are said to be

justified by corresponding diflEerences in the productiveness of the estates.

The people are generally contented under the present regime^ and the land-

owners are busy in improving their properties by extending the irrigation

canals.

The Khans pay one Qmn per Man of their rents into a common fund

which is maintained by them for the internal government of the BaklLti”

yari tribe.

Tojpography.—^The following is a table of the principal inhabited places

in the Eamuz district and contains such information about them as it has

beenpossible to collect*
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^ame. Position. Houses, inhabitants and
arms.

’Abdullah
(Qaleh-i-Mir)
*

1J miles east-south-

east of Bamuz
Town.

45 houses of Abl-i-

Eamuz They have

25 rifles.

The village is also called

Bunneh-i-Akhund
and part of it bears
the name of Bunneh-
i-Qal’eh Pulad

It is owned by the
Mun tazim-ud -Dauleh *

Ahmad (Bun-
neb-i-Mulla)

m w

2 miles or less to

the south-east of

BSLniuz Town.

15 houses of Ahl-i-

Eamnz, with 10

rifles.

The property of the
Muntazim-ud-Dauleb.

'All Khan
( Bunneh- i -

Qsid)

Adjoins the last. 20 houses. Belongs to Arsalan
Khan, Hasan Khan
and the heirs of the
late Sardar Mufagh-
gham (or Sipalidar).

BSsaidi About 4 miles

south-south-east of

Bamuz Town, on
the further side

of the Bamuz
river.

50 houses chiefly of

Ahl-i-Eamuz, but

a few of Bagdali and
Bahmai (Kuhgalu)
Xiurs. There are 25

rifles.

Water is from the Eamuz
river. The village is

the property of the
Shahab-us-Saltaneh and
the Muln Humayun.

Bayatnan Between Qal’ch-i-

Mlr ’Abdullah

and Dih Yur, on
the western side

of the Eamuz
river.

20 houses of Saiyids

and a few Ahl-i-

Ramuz. There are

no rifles.

Pronounced Bayamun.
The owner is the
Mnntazim-ud - Dauleh.
There are a few date
palms and a shrine
known as the ImSm-
zadeh Harun.

Daur*i‘Kal About 1 mile from
the right hank of

the Eamuz river

a little below its

exit from the
hills, and about
5 miles east of

Bamuz Town.

40 mud houses of

Bahmai (Kuhgalu)
Iiurs.

Owned by the I’tizad*
us- Sultan. There is

a garden here and a
caravan sarai with a
building having an
upper storey.

Diikuhak 4 miles east of Dih
Yur ; there is a
small hill between
with some Kunar
trees.

30 houses, chiefly of
Bahmai (Kuhgala)
LurSjbnt a few of

Ahl-i-Kamuz.

There are two mills
owned by Saiyids
and some trees and a
garden. The place be-
longs to the Sarum-ul-
Mulk and the Shuja’-us-
Sultan.

Jaizan 33 miles south-

south-east of
Bamuz Town,
34 miles north-
west of Behhehan
town and 1 mile
from the right

l^ormally 126 houses
chiefly of Kuhgalu
Iiurs of the Agha
.lari, Bahmai and
Bair Abmadi sec-

tions, hut also partly
of Arabs, At present

Pronounced
. Jaizun.

The lands of the village
are irrigated : it is the
property of the Shahab-
ns-Saltaneh and the
Mu'in Humayun. The
Bamuz District ends
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Houses, inhabitants and
arms.

Jtj Asiyab

Kiineh

Mai Qaidi

M amuhiyeb

a few miles beyond
Jaizau.

About i a mile

north of Ramuz
1

Town. I

bank of the the village is re- a few miles beyond
Martin river. duced to of Jaizau.

Slevation above its usual dimen-
the sea is 350 sions, having been

feet. plundered by
Kuhgalu Lurs at

the instigation of the

Shaikh of

M u b. ammareb
during a split in

1906 between t wo
factions of the

Bakb tiySri
Khans. Some of the

bouses are of mud,
the rest grass huts.

About -I a mile 30 houses of Ahl-i* The property of the

north of Ramuz Kamuz. Muntazim-ud - Bauleh.
Town. There is a shrine of

Imam Riza. A^ canal
passes Ju Asiyab,
running in the direc-

tion of Paigaohi.

1 mile south and 100 mnd houses of Half belongs to the
slightly west of Ahl-i-Eamuz. They ShahSh-us-Sa 1 t a n e h
Ramuz Town. have about 65 rifles. and the Mu*in

Humayun, and half

to ArSalau Khan,
Hasan Khan and
the heirs of the late

Sardar Mufaghgham
(or SipahdSr). A large
brick house here is

nearly finished and a
garden is being laid out.

Near the left bank 30 houses of Ahl*i- The property of the
of the Ramuz Ramuz. There are Shahs b-us-'Saltaneh
river, about 16 rifles. and the Mu'in Huma*
miles above yun.
Bs.saidi>

1 mile south and 100 mnd houses of

I

slightly west of Ahl-i-flamuz . They
Ramuz Town. have about 65 rifles.

On the left bank
of the Giipal
stream and 1

mile from the

foot of the Gyp-
sum Hills, 7

miles from
Ramuz Town
on a Bearing
of 308° from the

west end of the

same. There is a
direct track from
Mamuhiyeh to

Ramuz Town.

10 reed huts of Ahl-i-

Ramuz.
By Persians the name

is pronounced Mamuhi
or Mamuwi. The
village belongs to the
Muntazim-ud-D a uleh
and is surrounded by
cultivation which is irri-

gated _partly from
the Gtipal stream*
A dilapidated shrine

adjoined by an enclo-

sure containing 60 or
70 date palms and 1

or 2 Kunar trees stands
4- of a mile from
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Name. Position.
Hoaees. inbabitanta and

arms.
Beuabes.

Mamubiyeh on the
side towards Ramuz
Town, and the trees

form a good landmark.
On the west side are
encampments of A1
Rhamis of the section
called Zubaid.

Mirbaclie^i About 11 miles

1

west by south of

!

Ramuz Town,
on a bearing of

2f35® from the
,

west end of the
same.

See article Mirbaobeii.

Psigaclii

1

About 2 miles
north-north-east
of Ramuz Town,
on bearings of
13° to 20° from
the west end of

the same.

'65 'houses and reed

huts, partly of

Bahmai (Kuhgalu)
Iiurs, partly of

Zanganeh, who are

reckoned to the

Chabarlang Bakli*
tiyaris, and partly

of Ahl-i-Earauz.
There are 15 rifles.

The Samsam -us-Saltaneh
has large stables hei’e.J

Water comes by canal
from Saratao.

Palim 6 or 7 miles south-
south-east of

Ramuz Town, to

the east of the
Eamuz river.

76 houses, chiefly of

Bagdali (Kuhgalu)
Iiurs, but partly
also of Talawari
Bafclitiyaris and
a few Abl-i-Ramuz.
They have 25 rifles.

J list east of Palim is a
dry shingly ravine
running down to the
Marun river which is

6 miles to the south-
ward. Palim is owned
by Aisalan Khan,
Hasan Khan and the
heirs of the late Sardar
Mufaghgham (or Si-

pahdar).

Qumar 1| miles south of

Ramuz Town.

10 houses of Kuhgalu
Iiurs of the

1

Bahmai and Taibi
i

sections and of
Talawari Bakbti-
yaris.

Pronounced Gum 5 r .

The owners are Arsalan
Khan and Hasan Khan.

Qindaqi A short distance to
the west of

Kimeh.

25 houses of Ahl-i-
Eamuz and of
Zanganeh, who are

reckoned to the
ChahSrla n g
BakhtiySris.

Palidai^

(KTjrnhi)

ji^
»!)

Some miles be-
yond Mamuhlyeh,
reckoning from
Eamuz Town.

Some houses of Shir
*Ali Baklitiyaris
and Arabs.

Owned by the Samsam-
us-Saltaneb.
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Name* Position.
Hoases, inhabitants and

arms.
KE3£ABES.

RSmuz Town

yb
About 48 miles

almost due east of

Wasiri on the

Karun.

... See article Bamuz
Town,

Bustamabad

j (j 1

3 miles north-west

of Sultanahad.

50 mud houses and
grass huts of

JKuhgalu Iiurs of

the Bagdali, Bahmai
and Bair Ahmadi
sections and of

Talawari Bakliti-
yaris. There are

20 rides*

The owners are Arsalan
Khan and Hasan Khan.

Sar-i-Chishmeb About 4 miles

north-west of

i

Bamuz Town,
on a bearing of
315® from the west

end of the same.

25 reed huts of Ahl-i- i

Eamuz, with a few
Arabs, apparently

i

Al Khamis of the
Zubaid section.

Owned by the Muntazim-
ud-Dauleh. Near this

place is a shrine named
Ma*sumeh-i-Kh a t u n,

erected in honour of
a woman.

Saratao

jV
About 3 miles east-

of Eamuz Town
in a straight line

with Daur-i-Kah

i

125 houses chiefly of
Bahmai (Kuhgalu)
Lxirs and 10 of Sai-

yids from Bamuz
Town. The main
village is of mud
huts, and is sur-

rounded by small
groups of reed huts,
each group bearing a
distinctive name

The property of the
rtizad-us-Sultan. There
are a garden and canal.

A shrine called Imam-
zadeh *Abb§>s is not
far off.

Shaikh (Kut-i-) 4 or 6 miles from
Mamuhlyeh on a

bearing of 281°

from that place

and of 295® from
Bamuz Town.

Two mounds with
Arab camps of reed
huts at 1| miles to
the north-east of
them.

Shaikh
(Qal’eh-i-)

12 miles south by
east of BamtLz
'J own, in the

anjfle between the

Bamuz and Ma-
rlin rivers at their

junction*

lOO houses chiefly of

an Arab tribe called

Mir. There are about
35 rifles.

Arsalan Khan and Hasan
Ehan are the proprie-

tors. Some buffaloes

are kept. A fort be-
longing to the place
stands? on the opposite
or right bank ot the
Eamuz river.

Sult&nahad

«^(j| (^^Us-Lw

!

18 miles south-
south-east of

Bamuz Town,
1 mile from
the right bank of

the Martin river.

55 bouses, chiefly of
Shir Ali Bakiiti-
yaris, but. partly

of mixed Lurs,
and partly of Al
Khamis of the
Bani Eashaid
section.

The village belongs to
Arsalan Khan and
Ha^an Khan, one
of whom has a large
bouse here. A small
saline stteam runs into
the Marun river be-
tween this village and
Eustamabad.
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position.
Houses, inhabitants and

arms.
Bemabks.

Tugliali Near Kimeli. 20 huts of A1 Kha-
mis of the Rizaij-

as-Sultan section.

They have 10 rifles.

The owners are Arsalan

Khan and Hasan Khan.
Water is from the Zar-

nmi.

Yur (Dih) 5 miles east-south -

1

east of Bamuz
Town.

80 mud houses chiefly

of Saiyids, but there

are some Eahmai
(Kuhgalu) Lurs.
fofles are few, if

any.

There are fruit gargens
here and about 1,000

date palms : also a

shrine called Saiyid

Husain Zahidan.

. The proprietor of the

village is the Sarum-
ul-Mulk.

Zarnini 4 to 6 miles from

Bamuz Town,
j

south of the

road to Mirba-
obeli

60 huts of A1 Kha-
mis of the Man-
sur and Eizaij-as-

Sufur sections,

forming 3 small

Bunnebs or hamlets.

Or Zarini
.

This

settlement “ is situated

on the lands of the

Muntazim-ud-D au 1 e h
and the late Sardar Mu-
faghgham (or Sipahdar)

but some land belonging

to the I’tizad-us-

Saltaneh approaches it

very nearly.

These Tillages are all agricultural. In the Persian villages the livestock,

consisting of cattle, sheep and goats, are not in excess of the requirements

of the villagers ;
but the Arab settlers are believed to possess a consider-

able surplus of sheep.

EAMUZ Also called Ram Hurmuz
j.!)

and Suq Ram Humuz yyt |.l;
,

yh is the chief town of the district similarly named. It stands 2 or 3 milofl

TOWN Ramnz river about 12 miles above its

junction with the Marnn river and is situated about 48 miles almost

due east of Nasiri. The hills of the Bakhtiyari country begin about 2

or 3 miles north of the place, Ramuz is a thriving town and consists

of about 600 houses j most of these are of mud, but a few arc of brick

and plaster, the latter being the property of the Bakhtiyari Khans,
who reside at Ramuz in winter. The population is about 3,000 souls

and consists entirdy of a class of mixed origin who are describd

M Ahl-i-Ramuz. There are about 100 indifferently supplied shops,

partly collected in a vaulted bazaar 100 yards in length and partly
scattered through the town

; there are also two water mills. Wood^
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fuel, and charcoal are cheap. Several good gardeng already exist

on the south side of the town, and others are being laid out on the north

side. The trees are dates, oranges, pomegranates, figs, lemons, and vines.

Irz'igation is from a canal which takes out of the Eamuz river near its

exit from the hills and about 5 miles to the east of Ramuz ; the

water is fresh and good and is used for drinking. There are also wells,

said to be about 50 feet deep, but they are little used. Ramuz
town is the chief centre of trade in the district, and here the produce of

the adjacent hills finds a market* Messrs. Lynch Brothers have an

agency at Kamuz in charge of a native. There is a Persian Government

telegraph to Nasiri on the one side and to Behbehan on the other ; but

there is no post oflSce. The town appears at one time to have covered an

area much greater than that which it at present occupies
; it possesses

twoshrinesjone,Haft Tanan in the north-east corner of the town

among some date palms ; the other, ^AlamdarjI^iJ^, of a tapering shape,

north of the centre of the town in the outskirts.

Ramuz in the 10th century A. D. was a prosperous place, famous for

its raw silk. There were excellent markets and a fine Jami^ mosque built

by the Buyids
;

also a celebrated library. The name Ram Hurmuz,

received from King Hurmuz, grandson of Ai'dashir Babgan, was already

in the 14th century A. D. generally shortened to Ramuz,*

A river in Persian Makran which comes down by Bint in the

Gaih district and reaches the coast by two mouths 9 miles apart, of which

the western, Khor Rapeh, is 92 miles east by south of New Jashk, and

the eastern and more important, Khor GaJag, is 78 miles vest by north

of Chahbar Town. Both estuaries have shallow bars with deep water

inside, and on each is situated a small village having the same name as

the Khor ; neither place however is much frequented except by fishing

boats.t Khor Eapchis the more considerable on account of a large

tidal backwater, and it could be used by small vessels if it were buoyed.

The coast on both sides of the river is low and sandy and full of creeks

and backwaters. At about 12 miles from the coast the Rapeh river is

crossed by the land telegraph line between New Jashk and Gwadar,
its width from bank to bank being at this point 612 yards. On the

east hank is a telephone hut. This spot is chiefly memorable as the

RAPCH

Strange.

t For Khoi Eapch s,ee Admiralty plan No. 146.
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scene of the cruel murder by Karwanis on the 2nd December 1897 of

Mr. E. Graves, Telegraph Superintendent. The country on both bants

of the river from near Balat on the east to the Kashi stream on the

west, at a distance of 10 to 25 mDes from the sea, forms the district of

Zarwan, which is described in a separate article. The Rapch river, when

in flood, inundates the country on both sides of it. The usual ford is

at the telegraph crossing, but a better one exists 1| miles further

down, while the last ford to become impassable in floods is 3 miles further

up.

RASHA-
IDAH

Singular Rashidi An inferior Bedouin tribe found in Kuwait
territory, in the fixed villages of Wadi-al-Miyah and in other parts of

the Sanjaq of Hasa. In some respects they resemble the ’Awazim

;

they appear to be of Hataim extraction ; and they are clients or

dependents of the Mutair. Their fighting strength and numbers are

about the same as those of the ’Awazim. The Rashaidah in Hasa
breed horses and camels and take meirial service under various Shaikhs.

BASIS
(BANp

Singular Rasibi • A tribe of the Ja'alau district of the ’Oman
Sultanate, where they possess the one large village of Wafi. They are

said to be of Nizari descent and in polities are Ghafirryah; but although,

according to tradition, they were the first tribe in ’Oman to embrace the

national Ibadhi form of Muhammadanism, they are now bigoted Wahha-
bis, having been converted during the Najdi invasions at the begin-
ning of the 19th century. They have an old feud with the Rani Bu
Hasan and amicable relations with the Bani Bu ’Ali and the Hishm.
They intermarry chiefly with the Bani Bu ’Ali and in conjunction with
the Hishm are able to close the route from rfur into Sharqiyah. At
present they are at feud with the Hajriyin. Their number is reckoned
at 1,500 souls. Their principal sections are the Aulad Faris

Maraziqah and Aulad Rab? yjj . The Bani Rasib are better-
off than most of the tribes of ’Oman. Their chiefs are Sa’ud-bin-
SuMman and Nasir, Ms brother, who reside at Wafi,
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An important township or oasis oi Qasim, about 40 to 45 miles south- BiASS

west of Buraidah and perhaps 10 miles soufch-south-west of Khabrah^

*

situated on one bank (most probably the southern) * of Wadi-ar-

Bummah ;
it is the last place of importance on this side of Qasim, and

immediately beyond it begins a granitic and basaltic region which

stretches to Makkah. The name Eass means place of pits for watering/^

Eass is described as consisting of 3 quarters lying north and south ; the

first and largest, Euwaidhah is a walled town t j the second, Rafl^ah

(or perhaps Eass proper), is a village with a high watch tower

rising above its palms; the third, Shinanah is the smallest

but is sometimes accounted a separate village.! The total population

of Eass is about 3,500 souls and is regarded as belonging to the

^Auizah, ’Ataibah and other tribes. The oasis is girdled, except on

the east, by date groves§ and orchards and possesses much arable land,

the last lying in the bed of Wadi-ar-Eummah; water is good and

abundant at 6 to 7 fathoms below the surface. Several outlying granges

also, where corn is grown, are associated with Eass. Eass lies on the

route between Kuwait and Makkah and is consequently in the path of

many caravans ; supplies are plentiful and many of the inhabitants live

by the carrying trade. The place is usually subordinate to the Amir of

Buraidah : the local Shaikh is said to be one of the ^Ataibah.

A considerable village with several dependencies in the Aflaj district RAUDEAK
of Najd, where it lies about 3 miles south of Kharfah and 10 miles north

* This is doubtful. See Doughty’s index suh Jarada, but also Huber’s

and oui article on Tfajd.} Route II. Two recent and entirely independent reports

concur in placing Rass south of Wadi-ar-Rummah.

t According to a recent report, however, Ruwaidbah is no less than 10 miles north*

west hy west of “ Rass ” and is separated from it by Wadi-ar-Rummah.

t According to one report Shinanah lies 5 miles south-west of the centre of
Rass ; according to another it is miles to the north-west and nearer to Wadi-ar '

Rummah. Both reports agree that it is south of Wadi-ar-Rummah. It appears
to have been unoccupied since the fighting in the neighbourhood in 1904 between
Ihn Sa’ud on the one side and Ibn Rashid and the Turhs on!, the other, a’od the
cultivators are said to live at present in Eass proper.

§ The major portion of these are now said to have been destroyed by'thn Rashid iu

the recent war, before his defeat in 1904. i
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by west o£ Badi’. Eaudliah bas about 1,200 inhabitants belonging to

these tribes :

—

Tribe. Section. Hovises,

•Anizah lidaimat 10

Dawasir Hiiqhan 50

Do. Mubarak
(’Ammar)

100

Fadhul Mugbj^irah 20

Khadhir (Bani) ... 50

The date palms number about 5^000, and there are citrons and the

other fruits usual in Najd except peaches. Lucerne and melons are pro-

duced, and the ordinary livestock are found but not horses. The water

in wells is at about 1 fathoms. The present Amir or headman of Raudhah

is Ghusan-bin-Mashnan.

The table below shows the principal quarters of Raudhah and other

points of interest connected with it :

—

2irame.

i

Position. Nature. Ebma3i:eb.

Bakbait To the south-

west of Sugbu.
An outlying Qasr,

but forms part

of Eaudhah proper.

The inhabitants are a

few Bani Khadhir.

Jabaishah To the north-east

of Haudbab
proper.

A tract of

vated land

a Qasr.

culti-

with
The Qasr is inhabited by
cultivators from Saih,
but only in the seasons

of agriculture. Water
, is at 5 fathoms and

there are no dates.

Mafaraji A short distance
to the west of

Sugbu.

Au outlying Qasr. The only inhabitants
are a few caretakers.

Mabaqanijah
(spelling uncertain)

In the direction

of Kharfah,
i. e., north.

Do. Sometimes reckoned to

Kharfah.

Mazjadi Not far to the

south-west of

Sugbu.

Do. The occupants are

Ijdaimat *Auizah,

Mitbna About midway-
between Bau-
dhab and Khar-
fah.

'

A distinct village, but
administered from
Eaudhab. There
are about 60 houses.

Mibhna boasts 1,500

date palms and the

usual fruits ;
lucerne,

melons and cereals
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Name. Position. Nature. Bemabss.

vtis., 40 of Bani Kha-
dhir and 20 of Mug-
hairah, a shaikhlj

section of the

EadhuL

aie also grown. Wa-
ter is at 7 fathoms
in wells. There are

no horses, but ordina-

ry livestock of other

kinds are kept.

Naqail

JSIaJ
To the south-east

of Sughu.
An enclosure and two
date gfoves.

The owners are Bani
Khadhir.

Riqaiiyah
Ol

To the north of
Sughu.

A quarter of Randhah
proper.

The people are Ban!
Khadhir.

Eumaiyah
U)

On the side towai'ds

Saih, i.'e., north-

east.

Arable lands without

permanent dwell-

ings.

The cultivators are

Bani KhadMr of
the Qasim section

belonging to Saih.
Water is at 5 fa-

thoms, There are no
dates.

Sa’idiyak
Do. Cultivated lands with

enclosures, which are

'

occupied in winter ;

and spring and
deserted in summer.

The cultivators are

from Saih. There
are no date trees.

Water is at 5 fa-

thoms.

Sugku In the centie of

Eaudhah.
This is the principal

quarter of Eaudhah.

The Amir of Raudbah
has bis residence in
Sughu.

Zara^aniyah
u>

Near to Eumai-
yah.

A stretch of arable

land.

This ground had been
allowed to fall out of

tillage, but has recen-

tly been cultivated

again by people from
Saih.

In name a Qadha of the Karbala Sanjaq of the Baghdad Wilayat

in Turkish ^Iraq ;
in practice rather a Muqata’ah of the Karbala Qadha.

Razazah is really a small estate situated on the i^orth-western bank of

the Rashdiyah branch of the Husainiyah canal, about 1 2 miles south-

west of the town of Karbala : on the south side of it is the swamp
known as Hor Abu Dibis, fed by the water of the canal. Originally the

property of the Turkish 0-overnment, Razazah was, as a measure of

policy, conferred by the Porte as a free gi*ant on Fahad Eaig-bin-^Abdul

5 I

EAZAZAH
*Jlb
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aiPA’-AL-
GHAEBI

Muhsin, a leading Shaikli of the ^Anizall tribe, and about 1875 was

constituted a Qadha of the third class, the Shaikh being at the same

time appointed Qaim-Maqam. At a later period Fahad Baig, while

allowed to retain the ownership of the estate, was deprived of the

official post of Qaim-lil^am in favour of his cousin Fahad-bin-

Daghaivin, by whom it is now held. The emoluments of the Qaim-

Maqamship consist in monthly allowance of 12| Lirahs and one-

fourth of the net amount of the cattle tax collected from the Arabs:

under his authority. Both the owner and the so-called governor of

Eazazah lead a wandering life in the desert with their tribe
;
the former

is represented locally by a negro agent and has a small mud fort

there, in which he used at one time to reside and which is now used as a

granary. The ordinary inhabitants of the place live in huts and

number about 750 souls. The value of the Government share (-1-) of

the crops of Razazah is estimated at 500 Lirahs per annum.

Or Eifa^-al-Qibli . A village situated on the bleak, stony

plateau of Bahrain Island, 1 J miles west-north-west of Eifa^-ash-Sharqi

and overlooking the great central depression of the island from the north.

It consists of about 40 reed huts and one masonry house, the latter

inhabited by Khalifah-bin-Ahmad, a member of the ruling family
; the

village however is in the jurisdiction of Shaikh Khalid, brother of the

ruling Shaikh of Bahrain. The people are Malild Sunnis, chiefly of the

^Utub tribe, but there are 3 houses of Kibisah, 4 of Ua’im and 3 of

natives of Hasa. Most of them are engaged in the sale of drinking water

at'Manamah, whither they convey it on camels. The well,* Umm
Ghuwaifah, in the water of which they traffic, is situated on the high

plateau and is considered by natives to be the best in the island : it is

probably however not so pure, being practically in the village, as that

of the Hanaini wells belonging to Rifa’-ash-Sharqi. There are no

dates or other trees or cultivation here. Animals include 8 horses, 85

donkeys and 7 cattle. .This place and Eifa-ash-Sharqi are the sanitaria

of Bahrain.

* An analysis of water from this well will be found in Lieutenant Somerville’s

report on Klior-al-Qalai*^ftli, printed by the Foreign Department of the Government
ef India,‘Simla, Jnly 1906.
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A large village of fortified aspect^ with several watch towers^ over-

looking the central depression of Bahrain Island at its north-eastern

corner ; it is 7 miles south of Manamah fort and occupies a dreary

and barren site. It contains about 300 mud houses and two large

masonry houses, one of which is occupied by Shaikh Khalid-bin-’Ali,

brother of the ruling Shaikh of Bahrain, and the other by Shaikh

Sahah-bin-Hamud, the oldest member alive of the ruling family. In

the middle of the village is the fine well of ^Ain Khalid in

which the water stands at 20 fathoms below the ground level. Close to

the village, beneath the cliffs that enclose the central depression, are

the wells of Hanaini. The inhabitants of Rifa’-ash-Sharqi are Maliki

Sunnis, and may be classified as follows : TJtub, 170 houses
;

naibives

of Hasa, 60 houses
;
free negroes, 20 houses ; and slaves living apart

from their masters, 50 houses. The place is in the jurisdictio]! of

Shaikh Khalid. Most of those who are not members of the ruling

family live by purveying drinking water at Manamah. Except a few

dates near the Hanaini well no vegetation is vhible here. Animals

however include 16 horses, 85 donkeys and 20 cattle. Eifa^-al-Gharbi

and this village are the natural sanitaria of Bahrain.

The port and chief town of the Persian Coast district of Hayat

Davnd; it is situated on the coast 31 miles north-north-west of Bushehr

Town and 156 miles due east of Kuwait.

Situation and cTiaracter ,—^Elg stands upon a low sandy coast which

runs north and south \ there is a creek at the town fronted by two sandy

islets or banks inside which native boats he aground at low w^^ater. On

the north and south the town is adjoined by cultivated lands and on the

east, at about 2 miles distance, is a chain of low sand-hills which screen

it from the view of the traveller as he approaches on that side. The only

defensive work is the loopholed, semi-fortified residence of the Khan,

built of stones and mud. The smaller houses are built of sundried brick

;

in the construction of those of a better class stone from the Bushehr

Peninsula and cement from Kharag Island are employed
;
but the Khan,

fearing the cupidity of the Persian Government, quietly does his best to

prevent the improvement of the town. Eig possesses a few date trees.

There, are two unimportant shrines. The place is said to be very ancient

EJFA’-ASH
SHARQI

BIG
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inhabitants number about 2,500 souls : they are a

moDgrel breed in whom Arab and Lur blood predominate. Persian

modified by the Lur dialect is the language spoken. The people are

cultivators^ boatmen, sailors and traders ; they are reputed peaceable and

not fanatical, but there are about 3 Martini rifles to every 5 houses. The

inhabitants of Eig are Shi'ah Muhammadans, but traditions survive of a

time when some of them were Gabrs.

Trade and mpplies.---&ig is a fairly prosperous port, dealing princi-

pally with Bushehr and Kuwait, and serving the considerable district

of Hayat Davud, and part of the district of Shabankareli, The

bazaar contains about 50 shops, and trade has increased during the last

few years ; the monthly imports are said now to average 100 packages

or bags of sugar, 5 cases of tea, 50 bags of Indian rice, 100 cases of

kerosine oil and 50 bales of Manchester prints, all from Bushehr.

There is also a considerable importation of camels from Kuwait.

Exports are wheat, barley, gum, wool and cattle, all to Bushehr except

the wheat of which tbe bulk is sent to Kuwait, Bahrain and

Masqat. The Peisian Qran is the basis of tbe currency, buc rupees

and dollars also circulate. The standards of weight are those of the

Hayat Davud district. The unit of length is a Gaz of 38 J inches.

Besourees and communications .—Water is from wells, and some wheat,

barley and straw are locally obtainable. About 50 horses, 100 camels and
150 donkeys are owned in the town, also 100 cattle and 600 sheep and
goats, and there are 8 Bums of various sizes besides 10 Mashuwalis and
about 15 fishing boats. A Persian post office was opened here 4 years,

and a telegraph office about 1^ years ago (1905) ;
but very little use is

made of the latter, which is intermediate between Burazjan and Dilam
on tbe Burazjan-Ahwaz branch line. There is frequent communication
with Bushehr by sailing-boat.

Administration,—Eig is the residence of the hereditary Khan and
governor of the Hayat Davud district. The Imperial Persian Customs
established a post here in 1903,

TElil

'A tribe of Makran who claim to be of Arab origin and to have conie
f^om Aleppo, but are to all intents and purposes Baluchis.’ Their head-
quarters ^aie at Mand ^

, about 80 miles north of Gwadar and a short
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distance east of the Persian frontier, but a few are found scattered through

the districts of Persian Makran. Their fighting strength is estimated

at 1,500 men. The majority of the Kinds ordinarily follow peaceful

pursuits, but the headmen exercise little influence over individuals, and

the tribe is conseq[uently prone to misbehaviour and difficult to control.

The Rinds hardly fall within the scope of this Gazetteer but for their

connection with Gwadar, in the neighbourhood of which they have some-

times given trouble by raiding. In recent years, however, they have

conducted themselves peaceably and have taken to cultivation, of which

their country, which is open, is not incapable.

A group of wells situated within the limits of the Batin, apparently

in the bed of a tributary from the south-east at or near the point where it

joins'the Batin, RiqaT lies about 105 miles west by south in a direct

line from Kuwait Town and may be regarded as marking the Kuwait
frontier in this direction

; it is the usual third halting place on the route

from Kuwait to Qasim and lies 61 miles north-east of Hafar. At a short

distance from Riqa^i, on the side towards Kuwait, a torrent bed (which

is perhaps identical with that containing the Riqa’i wells) drops in its

descent to the Batin over a ledge of limestone rock about 50 feet wide

and 10 feet high. The wells of Eiqah are dotted about in the middle of

the hollow which contains them and are connected by subterranean

galleries. In January 1906 they were found empty except one, named
CM

TJmm Khurjin
l^f,

which descended vertically for about 7 feet

and then divided into two pockets which continued downwards, obliquely

and in opposite directions, for a few feet further
; this well yielded half

a skin of water. It is said however that, should a full flood occur in

spring, water may be obtained at KiqaT thi-oughout the whole following

summer.

A small valley at the west end of the Masqat District of the ^Oman B.ISA1L
Sultanate

j
it comes down from the Eastern Hajar and reaches the sea (WADI)

four miles soutt-east of H ail Al ^Umair in Batinah. Its course for some (Ji") ^
From a report by Captain S. G. Knox, the first and as yet the only European to

visit RiqaT
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six miles below its source at Najd Bidbid is sinuous ; it then runs in a

genei-ally noi-th-nortb-east direction, but making a slight curve to the

west, and passes the following places :

—

Name. Position. On whidh bank.
Houses and inliabit'

ants.
Eema&kb.

Marairat 12 miles due south

of Hail A1 *Urn air.

Left. 2 or 3 houses of

Siyabiyin.
There are 20 sheep

and goats and
100 date palms,

and lucerne is

cultivated.

Jafnain 3 miles below

Marairat.

Bo. 10 bouses of

Siyabiyin.
Watered by a
Falaj. Lucerne
is grown and
there are 200
dates

; animals
are 4 donkeys
and 40 sheep

and goats.

Risail 2 miles below Jaf-

uain.

- Right. 10 houses of

Siyabiyin.
There is oultiva*

tion of lucerne

and indigo, irri-

gated from a

Falaj. Date
palms number
200; animals are

6 donkeys, 4
cattle and lOO

sheep and goat’s,

Mawalikh 7 miles below Risail,

on the sea.

Do. 40 houses of

Qawasim.
Lucerne is grown
and there are

8U0 date palms.

Livestock are 10
camels, 6 don-

keys, 20 cattle

and 200 sheep

and goats.

The settled population of the valley is thus about 300 souls.

There is water in the valley, but the flow is not constant. At Risail

the Wadi receives a tributary called Wadi Jaba If?, which comes down
from the west end of Wadi Boshar.

EITiDH

Jkj
_
The capital of Ihe Wahhabi dominions and the principal town of the

^

’iridh district in Southern Najd: it is about 195 miles south-east of
’Anaizah in Qasim and the same west-south-west of Hofuf in Hasa.
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The name Riyadh is the plural of Raudhah, meaning not only a garden

but any moist hollow in which natural vegetation grows.

Riyadh stands about 2 miles from the left bank of Wadi Hanifah

upon a plateau with higher ground to the northward. The town is

walled and has 6 gates, and in the midst of it is the fortified palace of

ibn Sa^ud. There are about 20 mosques, of which 3 are recognised ag

Jamies. Sundried brick is the only building material. In the suburbs,

especially on the south and west sides, are many cultivated enclosures

•and very extensive date groves. Neither the town itself nor its surround-

ings are in the slightest degree picturesque. *

The population of Riyadh amounts to about 8,000 souls ; the majority

are said to be of ^Anizah descent, but some are Bani Tamim of a section

called Wahub, and there are also many Bani Khadhir and slaves.

Drinking water is obtained from weUs in the town and its environs,

which are from 40 to 50 feet deep ;
and the date plantations are said to be

irrigated entirely from this source. Wadi Hanifah also, after good

spring rains, contains flowing water for some months.

Trade is mostly with Hasa, whence the bulk of the imports is derived
;

the remainder are from Kuwait and Hijaz in about equal proportions.

Coffee mortars and pestles are manufactured at Riyadh from local

marble.

The Wahhabi ruler maintains a small standing force in Riyadh; the

defence of the capital however rests chiefly with the citizens, who are

said to be well armed with Martini rifles. There are half a dozen

muzzle-loading guns belonging to Ibn Sa’ud, some of brass and some of

iron, which are said to be in good condition.

Singular Riyami A somewhat peculiar tribe of the ’Oman
Sultanate, found chiefly in ’Oman Proper, but also in Jabal Akhdhar and

in the upper villages of some of the valleys in the seaward slopes of

Hajar. In ’Oman Proper their settlements are Izki (450 houses), Kamah
(20 houses), Karsha (20 houses), Manah (140 houses), Birkat-abMoz

(250 houses), Muti (300 houses), Nizwa (500 houses), Tanuf (40 houses),

and Zikait (15 houses) ;
in Jabal Akhdhar they have Sharaijah (100

houses) and Saiq (60 houses) ; in Wadi Bani Kharus they are found at

Misfah (100 houses), and in Wadi Mistal at Hijar (50 houses), and

Qorah (40 houses). Those of Saiq belong to a section called Jawamid

RITAM
(BANI)

* Foi’ a plan of Riyadh, as it was 40 years ago, see Palgrave.
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,
and those of Misfah to a section called Sharaiqiyin

The ’Azur of Khashbat ’Aziir in tbe Baldan-al-Habus division

of the Sbarqiyah district are beUeved to be connected with tbe Bani

Eiyto.

The Baai Riyam are said to be of Yamani descent and are reputed

to have been among* the earliest Arab settlers in ’Oman J
but they are

now attached to the Ghafiri political faction* In religion they are

Ibadhis : none of them are Bedouins. They are a large tribe of perhaps

1 1^000 soulsj well-to-do and peaceably inclined, but those of the hills do

not bear a good reputation among the people of ’Oman generally, who

regard them as irascible, slothful, immoral and wanting in hospitality
j

the prejudice against them may be partly due to their disregard of

Muhammadan principles in drinking a wine which they themselves

manufacture from home-grown grapes. The men, in the hills, are

described as haggard and prematurely old, without the usual vivacity

and rebustness of mountaineers
;
the women go unveiled and are

sometimes of a clear, ruddy complexion. The Tamimah of the Bani

Eiyam is Hamyar-bin-Nasir, who resides at Tanuf
;
his father Nasir-bin-

Sulaiman exercised much real authority over the tribe and unlike most

other Tamimahs was equally conspicuous in peace and in war*

EUB4'-AL-
KHALI

CO

This great desert of Southern Arabia skirts ’Oman along its entire

western boundary, and most of the Bedouin tribes of inner ’Oman roam

the fringe of it with their camels. The number of the wanderers is

small, for the only water is that left in hollows after rain and some

springs of brackish fluid which well up here and there. The soil on the

side next ’Oman is said to be generally salty or nitrous. The oryx, wild

ass and two species of gazelle are said to be found in most parts of this

desert.

HTJI) SHIJR stream which rises in the coast range where it is called Taviseh,

to the north-east of Eig; it passes the villages of Khalifeh, Samiyeh,

AnjlrUj Chahrusahi and Bidu and finds an independent outlet to the sea.

Throughout the greater part of its length this watercourse forms the

boundary between the district of Hayat Davud and the district of

Shabankatohi Its bed, where it is crossed by the route between Hih
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Kuhneh and Clialimsahi, is about 150 yards wide^ and in May is

almost dry.

A small district of the Persian Coast^ subordinate to the Governor of

the Gulf Ports ;
it is wedged in between the district of Hayat Davud

on the north, the sea on the west and south, and the districts of Angali

and Shabankareh on the east.

Limits andphysical characteristics .—The Rud-hilleh district comprises

only the banks of the river of the same name to a distance of 15 miles

inland, together with the uncultivated mud-flats which extend from the

river to the north shore of the Bushehr harbour : including the latter it

measures about 15 miles in each direction. The coast of the district

opposite Bushehr Town is swampy, but at its extreme southern point,

called Tahima
^

there is a rocky patch; throughout its length the

coast is only a few feet above high-water level. Ihe district is flat and

its only important feature is the Rud-hilleh River, The winter is said to

be colder than in Bushehr, while in summer the day-breezes are less

scorching than those of Angali and Shabankareh and the nights are

fairly cool.

Pop'ulation,'^^\xQ inhabitants of the district number somewhat

over 4,000 souls. The majority are Arabs who speak both Persian and

Arabic and are Sunnis by religion. Some of them claim to be the descend-

ants of Ka'ab immigrants from the Pallahiyeh district in Southern

'Arabistan, and the remainder represent themselves as Bani Hajir and

Bani Tamim from the mainland of Arabia; both classes say their

ancestors came to the country 150 years ago and that they were refugees

from Turkish oppression {sic). The Bani Tamim claim to have been the

earlier settlers. The villages consist of huts and are generally defended

by small towers.

Agricutture.'^l^)iQ^/(i and barley are the ordinary staples ; musk and

water melons also grow
; and there are dates, but not many. Cattle and

sheep and goats are fairly numerous.

Trade.^^x^iiQ is insignificant. Exports are a little wOol and sonie

wheat, barley and melons, which go to Bushehr, Muhammareb, Kuwait,
Bahrain, and Lingeh. Imports are piece-goods, rice, tea, coffee and

RTJD-
HILLEH

CO

DISTRICT
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sugar from Bushehr, Tlie Persian Clran is the medium of excTiange

;

the standards of weight are a Man of 8 lbs. 4 oz. English, and a Hashim
Man of 16 ordinary Mans or 132 lbs. English. The Gaz or unit of

length is here 404 inches.

Communications and transport .—The Rud-Mlleh River is a consider-

able obstacle to movement, especially in summer. There is a ferry over

it at Mahmadi, where it is crossed by a land-route from Bushehr to

Behbehan.* The district can produce about 250 horses, 200 mules

and 1,300 donkeys. The inhabitants own about a dozen cargo boats of

small size by means of which they maintain communication with Kuwait
and even Basrah.

Administration .—The district is subject to the general control of the

Governor of the Gulf Ports, who at the present time also farms the

collection of the revenue from the holders in Tiyul, the Eateh-ul-Mulk
and the Sa^id-ul-Mulk. About 60 years ago the district was leased to the

Khan of Angali, with whom it remained until its transfer by the farmer
of the revenues, 6 years ago, to the Khan of Hayat Davud ; the latter now
manages it through a brother of his own stationed at Mahmadi.
Justice is dispensed as in the Khan's own district of Hayat Davud. The
taxes are 60 to 80 Grans per Gau of cultivation

; also ^ of the produce of

the date-palms or, in a bad year, 2 or 3 Qrans in cash on account of

each tree. The district is at present farmed for an annual sum of 3,500
Tumans. An oflScial of the Persian Imperial Customs at Mahmadi
is the only direct agent of the Persian Government in the district.

Topograph^.—llhe villages of Rud-hilleh, with some details concern-
ing them, are given in the table below :

—

ITame. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemarks.

&.hmadi (Khashm) On the right bank of
the Bnd-hilleh
Eiver - at its

mouth. I

100 houses of Bani
Hajir and Bani
Tamim Arabs.

Wheat and barley are

$rrown. There are

20 horses, 20 mules, 160

donkeys, 100 cattle and
200 sheep and goats, also

6 boats (small Mashu-
wahs) and 2 fishing boats.

"Askari On the left hank of
the Bud-liilleh
River 12 milets
from the sea.

Ska .

60 houses of Arabs,
said to be immi-
grants from
Eallahiye. -

Wheat and barley and
some dates are cultiva-
ted. There are 10 horses
10, mules, 80 donkeys, 60
cattle and 200 sheep and
goats.

*&ee JRout4s in JPenia, J, No. 21.
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Name. Position. Houses and inliabitanis. BEUlABKS.

Farakeh
dfjji

On the left bank of

the Bud-hille
River at its

mouth.

80 houses of Bani
Hajir and Bani
Tamim Arabs.

Wheat and barley are

grown. There are 20
horses, 15 mules, 100
donkeys, 60 cattle and
200 sheep and goats, also

7 small Mashuwahs and
8 dshing boats.

Guvabin

uriW!/

On the right bank of

the Btid-hilleh
River. 9 miles

from its mouth.

60 houses of do. There is cultivation of
wheat and barley and
the inhabitants have
20 horses, 20 mules,
100 donkeys, 40 cattle

and 100 sheep and goats.

H a j H a ji

(Khashm)
Do. 5 miles from
its mouth.

25 houses of do. The crops are wheat and
barley : there are 10
horses, 6 mules, 40
donkeys, 20 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

Halqeh (Cham) On the left bank of

the Bud-hilleh
River, west of

Muhrazi.

6 houses of do. Ordinary cultivation.

Animals are 11 horses, 6
mules, 40 donkeys, 20
cattle and 100 sheep and
goats.

!

HamUd (Khashm
Shaikh)

l5

Uncertain. 20 houses of do. There are a few horses
and donkeys. Wheat
and barley are grown.

Karaband .

*^^1/

On the left bank of

the Bud-hillelip
River, 4 miles

east of 'Askari.

120 houses of Bani
Tamim Arabs
and IiUrs in

about equal pro-
portions : the for-

mer speak both
Arabic and Per-
sian and are
Sunnis, the latter

speak Persian
only and are

Shfahs.

There are a few dates
and wheat and barley
are cultivated. Trans-
port animals are 30
horses, 30 mules and
200 donkeys. There
are two small shrines.

Majniiu
On the right bank of

the Bud-hilleli
River, 1 mile

west of Qal’eh

Sirhan.

70 houses of Bani
Hajir and Bani
Tamim Arabs.

Wheat and barley grow
and there are 30 horses,

20 mules, 150 donkeys
and 400 sheep.

Mahmadi

1

On the risht hank of

the Btid-hilleh
River, 10 miles

from the sea.

See article MaRmadi.
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Name. Position. Houses and iubabitants. Eemabes.

Muhrazi 2 miles west-south-

west of ’Askari.

75 houses of Ka’ab
Arabs, sard to

have come
originally from
Fallahiyeh.

Wheat and barley g,r0

cultivated and some
dates. There are 20
horses, 12 mules and
100 donkeys. Also
called Muhammad Razai

Naairi 6 miles north-west

of Ahmadi.

6 houses of Arabs
from Kharag
Island ; they are

Sunnis and speak

both Persian and
Arabic, also 2 or

3 houses of Lurs.

The inhabitants are

fishermen only and have

6 small Mashuwahs.

Hustami 3 miles south-west

of Muhrazi.
50 bouses of Lurs
and oi: Bani
Hajir aud Bani
Tamim Arabs;
the Lurs, about ^
are Shi’ah s, and
the Arabs are

Sunnis.

There is cultivation

of wheat, and 20

horses, 16 mules aud 60

donkeys are owned.

Sirhan (Qal’eb) On the right bank
of the Etid-
hilleh River op-

posite ’Askari.

40 houses, | of

Sunni Ka’ab
Arabs from
Fallahiyeli, and

J ^of Shi’ah
Persians from the
Sbabank a r e h
district.

Wheat and barley are

grown ; there are a

lew horses, 20 mules,

and 40 donkeys.

Sukhteh (Qareh) On the left bank of

the Eud-hilleh.
River miles

above ’Askari.

70 houses divided

as at Qal’eh

Sirhan,

There are 20 horses, 16

mules and 100 donkeys,

and the usual wheat

and barley are grown.

RTrD-
HILLEH

w

RIVER

A river in Persia formed at about 35 miles inland from the coast of

the Rud-hillei. district by the junction at Durugah, near the meeting
point of the Zira, Shabankareh and Dashtistan districts, of the Etid
Shirin or Shapur river with the Daliki stream.* The Kud Shirin
comes from ShtiHstan and the Mamasani hiUs, passing
Khishtt immediately before it breaks through the last barrier of

’in mediseval times the whole Eud-hilleh Eiver appears
Shapur ; seeLe Stranse's Lands ofth$ Eastern Oalipkate.

t Conseiiuently it is sometimes called the Khisht Riypr.

cu unvc uefr.u I
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hills and enters the maritime plain
; the waters of the Eud Shirinj as the

name betokens, are sweet and potable. The Daliki stream rises in the

hills far to the south-east of Daliki ;
but near that place, at its exit from

the mountainous country, its course suddenly changes to south-west.

The Daliki stream differs from the Eud Shlrin in being brackish, at

least below Daliki. Neither of these streams is fordable in winter ;
but

when the water is low it is possible to march from Burazjan to Sa^adabad

and thence to Dih Kuhneh by fording both streams, which upon this route

are each over 100 yards in width. The Eud-hilleh, as the joint waters are

called below the place of union, is described as a sluggish stream flowing

in a firm bed between banks of considerable height : the depth is said

to be about 20 feet on the average, but at the shallowest parts it varies

from 2| or 8 feet in summer to 4 or 5 feet in winter. In floods the river

sometimes rises as much as 20 feet and submerges its banks. There is a

fordbetween the villages of ^Askari and QaFeh Sirhan, the river being

100 yards wide at this place ;
fords are said to exist also near Karaband

and Mahmadi, and there is a ferry at the village of Mahmadi ;
these

places are all situated in the Eud-hilleh district. The Eud-hilleh stream

divides the Shabankareh district on its right bank from the districts of

Dashtistan and Angali on its left
;
and in its lower course it bisects

longitudinally the fertile part of the district which is called, after it,

Eud-hilleh.

A large shallow hay in the coast of the Hasa Sanjaq ; it is situated

in Biyadh between Qatif Town and the port of 'Oq^air, about 35 miles

from the former and 26 miles from the latter ; and it divides Barr-

adh-Dhahran to the north of it from Barr-al-^Oqair to the south.

The entrance, the north side of which is marked by Eas Euraiqat in

Barr-adh-Dhahran, is about 3 miles wide ; inland the bay expands and

has a roughly circular shape and a diameter of 6 or 7 miles. Along the

south side of the entrance stretches a line of sand hills called Tall-az-

* Captain F. B. Prideaux, Political Agent in Bahrain, has ascertained, by very care-

ful inquiry, that several names in the neighbourhood of Dohat Ruhuni are misplaced in

the present naval charts. Thus the real Dobat Enhum has been marked “ Dubat

Thalnm **
;
the name of “ Knreya ” has been transferred to Eas Buraiqat

;
and Tall-

az-Zabanat figures as “ Hamadiya These incorreci names are taken from places

in Barr-al-'Oqair, the article on which may be considbed,

EDHTIIC
(DOHAT)^
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Zabanat oUoyi Ji‘
j and to tbe west of these again, at the south-

western corner of the bay, is a detached sandy eminence known as Niqa-

al-Maharaf ojLsr-^l Wells adjoining Dohat Euhum are mentioned

in the articles on Biyadh (Division V) and Barr-adh-DhahraU,

A small tribe of non-Bedonin Arabs in Bahrain, all of whom are

pearl divers. They have 80 houses at Jau, 20 at Bnsaitin and 15 at

Mnharraq Town. In religion they are Maliki Sunnis.

A town or settlement in Turkish ’Iraq, now half deserted on account

of the drying up of the reach of the Euphrates upon which it stands

;

it is situated upon both banks of the river above Samawah Town, ap-

parently less than half way from that place to Diwaniyah. The houses

of the place are scattered about among gardens and plantations so that

their number is difficult to estimate ; but it is placed at 600, mostly low

mud huts, of which a large proportion are now deserted. There is no

bridge connecting the two parts of the town. The inhabitants of

Rumaithah, whose number does not exceed 2,500 souls, are all Shi’ahs

by religion, and with the exception of about 70 Persians they are all

Arabs by race. Animals are kept, except camels
;
and the place possesses

about 8,500 date palms. There are 180 shops, chiefly of cloth merchants,

grocers and druggists
; but of these 40 are now unoccupied. A few

rough carpets manufactured ^by the surrounding tribe are obtainable.

Rumaithah deals with both Basrah and Baghdad and in the days of its

prosperity was a centre of commercial distribution serving a considerable

area : after the date harvest a good deal of business is still transacted here

with the Arabs of the neighbourhood. Manchester cottons and drugs

and groceries are the chief imports, while the principal articles of export

are barley, wheat, Idhrah, ghi, wool and hides : the annual value of the
imports is estimated at about £T.12,000 and of the exports at about
£T. 23,500. Rumaithah is in the Nahiyah of Abu Juwarir (also called

the Nahiyah of Rumaithah) in the Qadha of Samawah and is the seat of

the Mudir. This official formerly had his residence in a stone fort on the
left bank of the river near the end of the town, but he has -changed his
quarters.
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The longest valley in all Arabia^ it begins in the Harrat Khaibar

ysL towards the western side o£ the peninsula and sweeps north-

eastward
;

after bisecting the district of Qasim and traversing the

Dah^nahit ends near Jabal Sanam in the neighbourhood of the Shatt-

al-‘’Arab. In the successive stages of its course this great Wadi bears

different nameS; and though really one valley it does not form, at the

present time^ a continuous waterway : the floods of the upper portion

never, it is said, succeed in passing the DahSinah, and the lower end

is blind and seems to lose itself in the gravelly plains to the north of

Kuwait.

RUMMAH'
(WADI-AR-:
w

Its place of origin, which is at the eastern foot of Jabal Abyadh, ^ a

peak of Harrat Khaibar, lies about 35 miles west-south-west of Hayat and

has an elevation of some 5,000 feet or more : Jabal Abyadh has itself an

altitude of 6,000 t fe^t above the sea, and is therefore the highest known

point in Najd. Prom its commencement to the point where it enters

Qasim near EasSj a distance of about 200 miles in a direct line, the Wadi

is generally called Wadi Risha U) and has an almost due easterly direction;

here it runs through an uninhabited country, the banks are often of

clay and gravel, and the bed is sometimes 3 miles across from cliff to

cliff. On its downward way it receives several tributary Wadis,

the first being Wadi Makhit which comes down on its left

bank from the exceedingly barren and monotonous desert of Zarb in

the Harrah, and the next Wadi Qahid at the head of which

stands Thurghud, also on the left and from the Harrah. The third

tributary, Mubhil ,
is likewise on the left, and between it and

the last lies the wilderness of Kalankuwah. Then follow Wadi Rakuh

on the right ;
Wadi Sha^abah, on the left, draining the Sha'^abah district

of Jabal Shammar and having the villages of Grhazalahand Mustajiddah

not far from its left hank; Wadi Jadak on the right ;
Wadi-al-

Miyah or Wadi Jarir ,
the greatest of all the tributaries, coming

in from the right at a place called Hamaliyah; Wadi Thalahut from the

left, the outlet of the drainage of the country immediately east of

Qasim ;
finally Wadi Garib on the riirht, after the twin hills of Abanat,

between which the main valley passes, have been left behind.

The next section is that situated in Qasim, the true Wadi-ar-

Rummah, often called simply ^^Al-Wadi. At Rass where it enters

* Most of the names in ibis paragraph are from Huber, who has not given the Arabic

etiuivalents of all ;
the rest are from Doughty.

t Ab calculated by Lieutenant F. Fraser Hunter from Huber’s observations (see foot*

note to article Jabal Shammar.
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Qasim, its course turns to the north-east, a direction which it thereafter

steadily pui’sues. In the sandy plain of QaSiUl the bed of the Wadi is

hardly discernible by an unpractised eye ; it first passes the towns of

Eass and Khabrah, and after them it leaves the Qasim capitals of

'Anaizah and Bnraidah on its rig’htand its left respectively. The arable

lands of Eass lie in the Wadi bed ; its palm groves are upon the high
banks. Below the fields of Eass are those of Khabrah sti’etching- for

5 miles down the hollow of the valley. Between 'Anaizah and
Enraidah, Wadi-ar-Eummah is full of palm gi'oves attaining a breadth
of as much as a mile j the water here is only 6 to 10 feet below the
surface, but it is brackish and fever is prevalent among the negroes who
tend the plantations. These outlying plantations, which belong to

'Auaizali, are ancient
j but they are the first to suffer in time of war

and old trees are consequently seldom found among them. A village
here, called Wadi, is for the most part temporary and is at its full size

only in the date harvest. In the centi'c of the bed is much good loam,

but it cannot he tilled on account of the saltness of the subsoil water; it

bears only tamarisks and desert bushes, and in places the ground is

covered with a white efflorescence. In leaving Qasim Wadi-ar-Eummah
seems to take temporarily a more noi’thwai'd dii’ection, for it is I’eported to

pass between Saiif and Eakaiyah.

From Qasim downwards the valley preserves its general north-easterly
dheotion and perhaps bears the comprehensive name of Batin; but some
distinguish the portion lying in the Dahanah as Wadi-al-Mustawi

tjclj and call only the remainder Batin or Batain. Of the
section between Qasim and the frontier of Kuwait little is known except
that at Thuwairat about 50 miles below ’Anaizah, the valley
IS blocked by a great natural dam consisting of sand dunes ; that it is a
route of caravans from and to the north, and that it contains a few halting
^acM with a little water, the most important politically being that of
Safar, about 160 miles west south-west of Kuwait Town.*

Except m time of flood Wadi-ar-Eummah is dry. Great floods do
not occur on the average more than twice or thrice in a century, and
the Wadi, even when the water rises, can be .crossed by camol riders
except where the stream is co.nfined. The last great flood was about 1888,
when the waters pent up by the Thuwairat dam washed back towards
Anaizah and formed a lake of about 200 square miles which remained

stages desoribcd in the article on the Kuwait prineipalitv
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for two years and attracted many water-fowl not seen before, within

the memory of man, in Central Arabia.

The following are places or features of interest connected with Wadi-

ar-Rummah

Name.
j

Position. ReMASKS,

Abanat Some 60 miles west by A mountain ridge running north
south of ’Anaizah. and south, through a breach in

the middle of which Wadi-ar-
Rummah passes. The portion

north of the Wadi is called *Asmar
that south of it Ahmar
In the latter lies a village

of the Madhaiibah Hataim
which is approached through a
narrow gorge.

Mislawi Immediately east of

1

Qasim.
A tract of country.

Qatan On tbe left bank of A solitary bill with very shallow
Wadi-ar-Rummah be-

tween Bass and
Abafiat.

wells of sweet water at which
’Ataibah Bedouins encamp.

!

Zi’gliaibiyab Perhaps 40 miles below
’Anaizah.

A great depression with corn lands,

(spelling nnceriain) flooded in the winter rains
;

salt is dug here for ’Anaizah.

In English formerly “ Rostag." The meaming of the term Rustaq is

ambiguons: in its wider sense the name embraces all Wadi Fara’
in the Western Hajar district of the ’Oman Sultanate, from Hazam
inclusive upwards, with its villages : in a narrower sense it denotes

only the village and fort properly known as Qal’at Kasra UlS. The
full name of this last place is Qal’at Kasra Bin-Sharwan, and some

educated Arabs suppose this to be a corruption of the name of the

Persian King Anosharvan or “Naushirwan.” The fort is said to date

from pre-Islamie times and is now in an extremely dilapidated condition.

The viUage is the capital of the whole Fara’ valley ; it stands 800 feet

above sea-level and consists of 400 houses of the Miyayihali tribe.

Livestock are aO horses, 240 camels, 400 donkeys, 400 cattle and 1,000

sheep and goats. Crops are wheat, barley, millet, beans and lucerne.

Date palms number about 13,000 and every kind of fruit grown in ’Oman
5x3
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is found here. There are about 80 shops, forming* a considerable bazaar,

beside® flour-mills driven by water which are somewhat of a rarity in

’Oman. QaTat Kasra is the seat of Saiyid Sa^id-bin-Ibrahlm-bin-Qais,

a relation of the Sultan of ^Oman, and the fort is held in his name by a

tribal garrison of 100 men of the Miyayihah.

The name of a mountainous district in the ^Oman Sultanate, form-

ing the northern part of the great ’Oman Promontory : the name is

practically a synonym for the country of the Shihuh tribe.

Limits,— lL\ie coast of Ruus-al-Jibal may be considered to begin at

Dibah bay in the Gulf of ’Oman and to terminate, after running round

Eas Musandam, at Eas Sha’am in the Persian Gulf. The inland

boundary of Enus-al-J ibal between Dibah and Ras Sha’am has not been

determined
]
but the route which runs from Dibah by Khatt to Ras-al-

Khaimah Town is regarded as the boundary between the country of tlie

Shihuh on the noHh and that of the Sharqiyin and other tribes on the

south. These are the boundaries of Euus-al-Jibal in the political sense

and define the scope of the present article, but geographically the

Shamailiyah tract with its hills belongs to Ruus-al-Jibal.

Physical characteristics .—The whole district is a maze of biiri’ou

mountains. On tbe east side these rise abruptly from the sea,, a,nd the

east coast is accordingly precipitous throughout, the cliffs being frequently

undercut at tbe water-level
; where valleys come down from the hills,

however, small sandy bays often occur. The northern portion of Ruus-al-

Jibal is indented by numerous deep-water inlets, some of considerable

extent, the largest being Ghubbat Ghazirah or Malcolm Inlet and

Rbor-ash-Sham or Elphinstone Inlet
j their navigation is rendered

diflScult for sailing vessels by baflflina' winds, and only sucli native boats

enter ‘them as can be propelled by oars. On tlie western coast tlie

hills, from the entrance of Khor-ash-Sham to Eas-ash-Sha’am, closely

adjoin the sea. The mountains of Euus-al-Jibal are almost entirely

bare
; but some scanty vegetation affording pasture for goats grows

fissures of the rock, and there are date-groves in some of the

valleys, especially where they debouch upon the coast. Wild animals

*Three views from fihe sea of Ruus-al-JIbal will be found in Chart Ko. 2373 ~2837A,
Fot authorities, maps and charts, gee footnote to article ’Oman Sult-anate

; Me also
the ^^oreign Proceeding* of the Government of India for -Harch 1905, where a naval
appreciatidn o! partiouiar places will be fonnd.
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are said to include the jackal^ and striped hysena ; and Jayakaris

wild goat is fairly commcn^ especially in the hills near Limah. The chief

peaks in the district are that by Europeans called Pine Peak^

4.^470 feet high^ 8 miles .^outh-west of Khasab j Jabal-al-Harim

by the Shihuh called Tutuh in the centre of the peninsula

15 miles south of Khasabj 6^750 feet high with a small table-top ; and
Jabal Qa^awah 8 miles north-north-west of Dibah^ height 5^800

feet. There are also 2 peaks^ each 3^000 feet high, which overloolc

Khor-ash-Sham and are called Jabal-ash-Sham and Jabalash Sibi or, by

the Shihuh, Jabal Sa'^adun and Qarn Ghubar. A peak adjoining the

Pakkal-Asad strait is named Jabal Qafa'^an

I7ikab itants.-' The fixed population of Ruus-al-Jibal are entirely of

the Shihuh tribe^ with the exception of some Dhahuriyin who inhabit

the villages of Shabus and Shisah and most of the villages in Ghubbat
Ghazirah and Khor-ash-Sham ; from the topographical table below it

will be seen that the number of the settled inhabitants of the coast^, where

alone such are found is about 18,750 souls. In the interior of the district

the people are all Bedouins of the Shihuh tribe. The mode of life of both

sections of the community is described in the article Shihuh.

lopograph^,— The following alphabetical table contains particulars

of the principal places on the coast of the district; some others in the

interior are mentioned in the article on the Shihuh tribe :

—

Kame. Position.
!

Nature. BE21&.a£S.

Aqabah
dLxiije

On tbe promontory
which forms the
eastern side of
Limah bay.

1

Village of 48 houses. The people are Sbililih
fishermen, of the Baiii

Hadiyab section.

They own 20 fishing

Batils.

Ali (Ghnbb) On the west coast,

about midway
1 Inlet with a village The inlet runs inland.

Ul
1

of about 150 bouses nearly straight, for 4
between Kumzar of stone and mud miles with i breadth
and Khasab. situated on a sandy

beach at tbe foot of
the inlet.

of about 1 mile. The
people of the village

axe Sbihlili of the
Bani Sh&tair section,

fishermen and owners
of some dates at
Kbasab. There is

some good water

;

but no dates grow.
20 small Batils are
owned here.
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Kaine. Position. Nature. EeMARKS.

Bai’ali ... See article Bai’ali.

Babhali On the west coast,

8 miles west-south-

west of Khasab.

Village of 200 houses

situated in a shallow

sandy bay which is

open to northward.
Water is from wells

30 to 60 feet deep in

a date-plantation

behind the village.

There is a square

fort on a hillock | a

mile east of the

village.

Population is i Shi-
liuli of the Bani
Hadiyah section and f
Persians, living by
date-cultivation and
lishing. They have
7 sea-going vessels

running to Batinah,
Trucial 'Oman and
the ports of IPars,
also 30 fishing boats.

Chi i(Abu) 2 miles west of

Gun island and
separated from the
mainland by the

Muktalif
_

strait, which is i
mile broad with 35
fathoms of water
in it and a high
rook in mid-chan-
nel.

Island 1,200 yards
long from north to

south, having cliflis

all round and a
peaked hill 400 feet

high.

In charts called ** Jazi-
rat Abu Sir. ” (A view
of a bay near the
Mnkhalif strait is

given in Burchardt’s
Ost-Arabien^ etc,)

Borsixmi
«

A the extremity
of the peninsula
at Ras Qabr
Hindi.

A fishing station with
one house owned by
the fishermen who
frequent it.

Visited by Shihuh
of the Bani Shatair
section from Kum-
zar.

Elphinstone Inlet ... ... See article Khor-ash-
Sham.

Eadhgfaah On the west coast 2,

miles south-west
of Bakhah.

Village of 40 mud and
stone houses with a
few date-trees,

situated on a sandy
beach with deep
water close to it.

People arc Shihuh
of the Bani Hadiyah
section, subsisting by
fishing and cultiva-
tion of dates. They
have only 3 or 4
fishing boats.

'PaiySrin (Umm-al)
w

1*5

On the east coast, 7
miles north-east of

the middle of the
entrance of

_ Gr li u b b a t

Ghazirah.

Rocky islet 360 feet

high and about ^ of
a mile long.

Nil.

i

Eanabhali On the east coast,

. 2 miles east of
Hhasab, within
the entrance of

. Hhor-ash-Sham.

Village of 6 or 6 mud
and stone houses.

People are Shihuh
of the Bani Hadiyah
section. They own 2
or 3 fishing boats.
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Name. Position. Nature. Remarks.

1

Film At the bottom of

the outermost
large cove which
runs out ot

G li u b bat
Ghazirali on its

north side.

VDlage of 60 mud-
built houses.

Inhabitants are Dha-
huriyiUs who hsh and
own some dates at

Dibah. They possess

5 large Sambuks and
30 small fishing

Batils.

Ghaindliah On the west coast,

3| miles south-

west of Bakhah.

Village of 35 houses
with a few dale-

trees, situated on a

sandy beach.

People are Shihuh of

the Bani Hadlyah
section who live by
dates and fishing.

They own 6 or 6

fishing boats.

Griianam (Jazi-

rat-al-)

... ... See article Ghauam
island.

Qhassali
tti

On the west coast,

about midway
between the
entrances o f
Ghubb ’Ali and
Khor-ash-Sham.

1

1

Village of 30 houses,

situated on a sandy
beach.

This place is only oc-

cupied in winter for

fishing purposes. 7'he

ownership is in dis-

pute between the Bani

Shatair and the Bani
Hadiyah sections of

the Shihuh, who
have referred the
question to the arbi-

tration of the Sultan

of ='Oman.

Gh u b b a t

Ghazirab
... ... See article

Ghubbat Ghazirali.

l}iy

Gbaram On the west coast,

opposite the south

end of Gbanam
island.

Village of 20 huts

standing on the hill'i

in a little cove of

the same name : it

has some dates.

People are Shihuh of

the Bani Shatair sec-

tion, Kumazirah sub-

section. They have
4 fishing boats.

Gun (island)

c/

^ 3 miles west of

Mu s a n d a m
island and 3 miles
north-east of

Kumzar.

Precipitous island,

600 feet high
towards the west

end.

1 mile long, east and
west, with a depression

, in the centre.

f

Habalain At the westernmost
end of Gbubbat
Ghazirali.

Village of 25 houses.

,

Inhabitants are Dha-
huriyiu with 5 or 6
fishing boats.
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Naaoe.

HafFah

Harf

Position.

I

Mouth of cove is

7 miles north of

Difoah, on east

coast.

On the hills above
Ras Shaikh

Nature,

Cove and village. The
cove runs inland
northwards^ keeping
parallel to the
coast for 2-| miles.

It varies from J to

f a mile in width, has
regular soundin gs
of 7 to 8 fathoms
and is completely
landlocked to sea-

ward. It might he
useful for naval pur-
poses of secondary
importance.

Tillage of a dozen
houses.

i

H anah Ig miles south of ' Cove and village of
Shaikh 16 houses.

Mas’ud ou its t

east side.

Hurasi In Khor-ash-Sham!
on the south side,

about a mile east-
wards of Nadhifi.

I

Tillage of 6 houses.

EnifAsss.

The cove contains a
village of 1 0 mud
and stone houses
occupied by StLihuh
of the Bani Shatair
section, K umazirah
subsection, \\ ho fish

and own some dates
at Dibah. They have
5 fishing boats.

People are ShihUh
of the Bani HadTyah
section. They have
4 small boats kept at

’Idah cove, IJ-

miles south-west of
Ras Shaikh Mas’ud,
where there is a well

of good water 10 feet

deep.

Inhabitants are Shi-
huli of the Bani
Hadiyah section. They
have some dates, and
there is a well of good
water 300 yards from
beach There are 3
or 4 fishing boats.

Inhabited by Shibuh
of the Bani Hadiyah
section, owning 2
fishing boats.

Jadi On the west coast,
2 miles north-
n orth-east of
Bakhah.

Village of 160 houses.

Jirri
w

On west coast, 3^
miles north-east
of Bakhah.

Tillage of 46 mud
and stone houses,
standing on a beach
which extends from
here to Bakhah.

People are Shihuh
of the Bani Hadiyah
section. There are
some dates and wells
of good water near
the beach. Pour sea-
going l^ats running
to Baitinah and
Makran ports and to
Masqat Town arc
owned hei’e ; also 6 or
6 fishing boats.

People are Sbihuh
of the Bani Hadiyah
section ; they live by
date-growing and
fishing. There are
5 fishing boats.
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Name. Position. Nature. Eemiabzs.

Karsbah On the north side of

Bai’ali, adjoining
it.

Village of 20 houses. People are Bani Shatair

Slaihlih. of the
Kumazirah subsec-

tion ; they have no
boats.

Kkasab See article Khasab.

Kximzar
yyi

Limah

Ma’ili (dabal)

kJ ••

On the east coast, 23
miles north-north'

east of Dibab.

Near the north
coast, 2^ miles
south-e^t of

Kumzar.

Village of 1 50 houses,

partly built up the

side of the hills on
the steps of the strata,

one hut above
anotlier. It stands

at the bottom of a

bay open from east-

noith-east to north-
nr.rtli-east. The
eastern horn of the

bay forms a promon-
tory 2 miles long,

and off its extremity
lies Jazirat Limah,
a small island 285
feet high.

Remarkable sharp
peak 1,894 feet high
and overhanging
slightly to the east.

See ai-ticle Kumzar.

There are dates and
some other culti-

vation, also a fair

number of goats and
a few cattle, but only
3 or 4 donkeys.
The people are
Shihnh of the
Bani Shatair (Kuma-
zirah) section (a few
however belonging to
the bani Hadiyah
section) and own
8 sea-going boats
which voyage to

Ma&(iat Town,
Trncial 'Oman
and the Persian ports.

They have also 15
fishing boats. Cattle

are procurable, hut
firewood is a difficulty

and good water is

rather scarce. A path
crosses the hills to the
neighbouring village

of 'Aqabah, and there
is a route through
the mountains to
Eas - al - Kbaimab
Town, which can be
reached in 2^ days.

At the foot of it, on a
sandy beach in a hay,
is a nshing station

frequented by fi.sher-

men from Kumzar.

Malcolm Inlet
See article Gbnbbat
Gbazirah.

Mansal On the southern
shore of Gbub-

- bat Gbazirab.

Village of 6 houses. The people are Dba-
buriyin and own
4 fishing boats.
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Name. Position.

Maglab

Nature. Eemaeks.

See article Maqlab.

Mas*ud
Sliaikli)

Maqaqah

(Ras On tlie west coast,

11 miles north by
east of Fine Peak.

A prominent cape
pointing north and
covering the entrance

of Khor-ash-
Sham from the
west.

The land slopes up
gently from this point
towards Fine Peak.
In a little bight at the
northern end of the
cape is the tomb of
the Shaikh from
which it takes its

name. The Shihuh
say that the Shaikh
was a Saiyid from
the Persian coast who
was killed in battle

with the Turks (^ic)

about 200 years ago.
They take no interest

in the tomb and do
not even repair it

In the western of
the two large

coves that run
northwards out
of Ghubbat
Gbazirah, at the
north-east corner
of the Maqlab
isthmus.

Village of 100 houses. Inhabitants are Dha-
huriyin. Houses
are of dry stone with
roofs of timber sup-

porting stones. There
arc 5 Samhuks run-
ning to Makraii ports

and 15 fishing boats.

Midah

Mfikhi

Mnntaf

Musan am
land

On the north side of
Khoi'-ash-Sham,
about the middle

'On the west side of
the entrance of the
Qidah cove.

On the northern
shore of Ghubbat
Shabus.

1 house.

Village of 70 houses,
of which only 30
are at present in-
habited.

Village of 15 houses.

Is.

There are some wells of

good water, said to be
the best in Kbor-ash-
Sham The
inhabitant is an
emigrant from Sibi

who quarrelled with
his wife and removed
to this place with his

daughter. He has a

boat.

I

People are Bani Had!yah
Shibub and live by
fishing ; they own 10
fishing boats. There
are wells of fairly

good water.

People are IDbabtiri-
yin, owning 6 or 7
fishing boats.

See article Musan-
dam Island.
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Name, PoBition. Nature. Rekabks.

Nadhifi On the west side of

a little land-locked
cove in the south
shore of Khor-ash-
Sham, 1 mile
south-east of

Fanakhah.

Village of 15 houses. People are Bani Hadiyah
Shihtih. The cove
would be a convenient
place to lay a vessel

aground. There are

4 or 5 fishing boats.

Qabal (Dohat) On the east coast

6 miles north of

Limah.

Inlet miles wide
at the entrance : it

runs inland for over

3 miles turning
south as it goes.

i

The cove teems with
fish. In a valley at
its head are several

huts of Bani Shatair
Shihtih. They are

herdsmen and fisher-

men and their

diet consists large-

ly of shellfish

(Stromhus Baluchi'
ensis), hut they have
only 1 boat. In a
western branch of
the same valley are
ruins of an extensive
village which was
built of large stones
without mortar. This
place is closely con-
nected with Limah
by land, and there is

said to be a route
from here over the
hills to Khasab.

Qabbah.
on

dj3

In a small bay on
the west coast

between the south

end of Ghanam
island and the
headland which
forms the north
point of Ghuhb
’Ali.

Village of 60 houses. People
^

are Bani
Shatair (Kumazirah)
Shihtih. There are
15 fishing boats.

QanaU
sjVs

On the south side

of Khor-ash»
Sham, immedi-
ately west of

Maqlah bay.

Village of 40 houses
standing in a sandy
bight.

People are Dhahti-
riyin and have an
alternative settle-

ment at Sham. They
have 10 fishing boats.
See Sham below.

Quwai (Khor) - See article Khor
Quwai.

Qidab
8^

Between Khasab
and Eas Shaikh
Mas’ud.

Cove and village of

30 houses.

The village stands at
the bottom of a little

cove and has a con-
siderable number of
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Natue. Position. Nature.

dates. The people
are Hani Hadiyah
Shibuh and own 6
fishing boats.

Sakhr-al-JMalthruq
[ Close to tbe north-

westernmost point
of the Bniis-al-

Jibal mainland.

An islet 40 feet bigb.

with perpendicular
sides.

A horizontal hole tra-
verses the islet and
can be seen through :

hence tbe name
“ Perforated Book
(A view will be
found in JBurch-
ardt*s 08t^Arahie%
etc.)

Salamali wa
Binat-ha
Uyjj j

... ... See article Salamah
wa Binat-ha.

Sawik 2 miles west-north-

west of Musan
dam island.

Precipitous islet, 4ci0

feet high.

It is similar in size
and appearance to
Salamah. In charts
called Tawakkal."

Shabus (Gbabbat)
U1

Immediately north
of Ghubbat
Ghazirah.

A considerable bay
running inland 4
miles and turning
north as it goes.

1

On the north side of the
bay is tbe village of
Muntaf already de-
scribed, and at the
south-west corner is a

village called ShabuB
or Balad consist-
ing of 20 houses of
Dhahuriyin, who
have 4 fishing boats.
On the south side
of the bay is a

place Sawairat
where there was
formerly one house
of Dhahuriyin, but
it is now deserted.
Gbubbat Sbabus would
afford shelter to small
craft.

Sbam On the north shore
of KhoT-avsh*
Sham, opposite
to Maqlab bay
on the south side.

Village of 26 houses
of Dhahuriyin.

This is an alternative
settlement to Qanah,
where water is scarce.
The people remc»ve
from Qanah to Sham
in autumn and return
to Qanah as soon as
rain falls.

Sham (Kbor-
asb-»

*

r
...

... See article Khor-ash-
Sham.
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Sharili JBetween Hafeh and Village of 20 houses,
the ’Aqabah cove,

iu Ddhat Shari

h

I

or Sharjah

Occupied by Shihuh
of the Bani Shatair
section.

Sliariyqt In Dohat Shisah. 3 or 4 adjoining
places, each called

Shariyah.

These are fish-drying
grounds. There are
no permanent inhabit-
ants. but wandering
fishermen of the Bani
Shatair section of the
Shihuh resort to
them.

shisah (Dohat) On the east coast,

between Musan-
dam island and
Ghuhbat Shabus.
The northern
entrance point of
this inlet is known
as Bas Qabr
Hindi

a name which local

tradition explains

by affirminsr that
many years ago
an Indian who
died on board an
Indian sailing

vessel was buried
here by his com-
panions.

Inlet 41 miles wide
at the entrance and
6^ miles in diameter
within : its foot is

separated by an
isthmus 1 mile wide
from the foot of

Ghubb ’Ali on the
opposite side of

Euus-al-Jibal and
by a still narrower
one from Khor-ash-
Sham.

I

On the south-west side

of the inlet, on the
isthmus dividing it

from Khnr-ash-
Sham, is a village of
15 stone and mud
houses of the Dha-
huriyin tribe called

Shisah ; it belongs
properly to Kuma-
zirah of the Bani
Shatair section of the
Shihuh. There are

3 large boats running
to Batinah and 20
fishing Batils. This
inlet also contains
the fishing stations
of S5f-al-Bait, Tasah
and Shariyat. The
people draw their
supplies from Hha-
sab and in summer
migrate to Bibah
and Khor Bakkan.

In Khor-ash-
Sh.aTU i , at its east

end under Jahal
Sibi

Village of 7 houses on People are Bhahuriyin
a sandy beach with
deep water off it.

and own 2 fishing
boats. There is a well
40 feet deep which is

said to he brackish
after drought. The
inhabitants migrate
to Karshah and
Bibah in summer on.

account of the intoler-
able heat. There is

no land route from
Sibi to any other
place.
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Xanie. Position. Mature. REMi.:RES.

Sif-ai-Bait ' On fete northern

shore of Dohat
Shisah near Kas

Qahr Hindi.

A 6 shing station. There are no permanent
inhabitants, but fisher-

men from Kumzar
resort to the place.

Sir (Abu) ...

... See Abu Chir above.

Tasah In Dohat Shisah,

close to Sif-al-Bait.

A fishing station. There are no habita-

tions, but Kumzar
fishermen visit the

place.

Tawalvkul ••• ... See Sawik above.

Tibat

ol^
On the west coast,

nearly 5 miles

soTith-sonth - west

of Bakhah.

Village of 15 houses

on a sandy beach

with some date trees.

Sharjah jurisdiction

begins miles south

south-west of this

village at Bas-ash-

Sha’am: Tibat is the

last village of Ruiis-

al-J ibal in this

direction. The people

live by fishing and

are Shihuh of the

Bani Hadiyah section.

There are 4 fishing

boats here.

In the foregoing table a few unimportant and uninhabited islands are

omitted, of which the native names have not been ascertained with

certainty.

Adminidration,—Euus-al-Jibal is a district in the Sultanate of 'Oman.

The Sultan is represented by a Wali who has his seat at Khasab,

in the article on which his position is described. The district brings in

no revenue to the Masqax exchequer and it probably'^ does not even pay

for its own administration—if the slight political supervision exercised

by the Wali may be called by such a name. The amount annually

collected by the Wali as Zakat is about | 600^ and the present Sultan of

'Oman (Saiayid Faisal) has in addition, out of his own private property,

assigned him at Khasab a date plantation and land of the value of

$ 1,000 annually.

EUWAHAH Singular Euwahi or Ruwaihi This important tribe of
(BAUp Hajax in the Sultanate of 'Oman are said to be of Nizari descent, but
w * they are now attached to the Hinawi political faction

;
in religion they
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are Ibadliis. Their principal s^eat is the upper part of Wadi Samail^
called Wadi Bani Ruwaliah, which they entirely monopolise^ and where

they have about 900 houses ; but they also inhabit the lower villages of*

‘^Adhdah (50 houses)^ Rissah (II) (20 houses)^ Rufai'^ah (80 houses)^

Qarwashiyah (50 houses), Naghzah (50 houses)^ Suharah (100 houses)^

Hijrat VVilad Sa^ad (50 houses), Jammar (75 houses), Hijrat-al-Bakriyin

(100 houses), Ibrahimiyah (40 houses), Bait Walad-al-Khahli (100

houses), Dighal (100 houses), Suharah (50 houses), Daqdaqain (20

houses) and Tasawir (25 houses). In Wadi Boshar they are found at

Balaij-ash-Sham (15 houses), in Wadi Dima at Hajir (100 houses), and

in ’Oman Proper at Izki, Khadhra Bin-Daffa*’ (60 houses), Nizwa
(4 houses) and Saddi (10 houses). In Wadi Mistal, on the northern side

of the Western Hajar hills, they occur at Ghubrat Bani Ruwahah (40

houses) and Hail (40 houses). The greater part of Wadi ^Andam
belongs to them and the whole of Wadi Mahram. Their total

number is perhaps 18,500 souls.

The Bani Ruwahah are a troublesome tribe ; they were consistently

adversaries of the Sultan of ’Oman during the reign of Turki (1871-88)

and are supposed to be still very hostile to the ruling power ; but they

can be subsidised when necessary, and in 1905 the Sultan made use of

them against the Bani Eiyam of Izki and Birkat-ahMoz. They are

perpetual enemies of the Bani Jabir, the hostility between the tribes

being, it is believed, a remnant of the ancient historic feud of Abs and

Dhubyan. The Bani Rawahah have no general Tamimah : each section

is ruled by a Shaikh of its own.

The principal subdivisions of the Bani Ruwahah are :

—

Seotiou. Houses. Habitat. Bescabks.

’Ali(Wilaa) 200 Wadi Mahram. Nil.

Aqid (Aulad) 95 Wadi’Andam. Bo.

1

’ Awamir 200 Rissali and Rufai’ah
in Wadi Samail,
also Wadi
’Andam.

Do.

*Ayish (Wilad) 200 Wadi Mahram, etc.

1

Do.
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Section. Houses. Habitat. Rescabeb.

Bah^il Naghzah in Wadi
Samail.

Nil

Bahis (Aulad Bin)

cW ‘^^
3

'

30 Sabarah in Wadi
Samail.

Do.

Bakriyin 160 H ijrat -al -Baltriyin ^

Ibrablmiyah, and
Sabarab in W adi

Samail.

Do.

Barkat (Wilad)
80 Wadi Mahram. Do.

Hamad (Wilad) 100 Do. Do.

Hamim (Baiii) 100 Do. Do-

Harmal (Wilad) 150 Wadi ’AndSm. Do.

Hasan (Wilad;

Hasliim (Ban!)

180 Do.

!

i

1

60 Mihail in Wadi
Samail, etc.

|

1 Do.

Husain (Wilad) 50 Wadi 'Andam. Do.

Ibrahim (W ilad) 60
i

Wadi Samail.
I Dc.

o3)j

Khalf (Wilad) ;o
1

Wa'sad in Wadi 1 Do.
uAiA Samail.

Khalil (Wilad)

cJ^A ^1)^

200

1

Suharah and Bait
Walad-al-Khalili
in Wadi Samail

Do.

Khamis (Wilad) 60 BiySq in Wadi
Samail, etc.

Do.
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Section. Houses. Habitat.

Mas’ud (Wilad) 80 Biyaq in Wadi
Samail and

Himamt, etc.

At these villages are two

different sections bearing

the same name.

Na’aman (Eani) 50 Wadi *Andam Hil.

liSsir Muhammad
(Wilad)

20 Wabal in Wadi
SamaiL

Do.

Qui’un 70 Snbarali in Wadi
Samail.

Do.

EasMd (Wilad) 200 Himamt, etc. Do.

Sa’ad (Wilad) 100 Hijrat Wilad
Sa*ad in Wadi
Samail.

Also styled (perhaps more
correctly) Bani Sa’ad.*.

Salim (Wilad) 120 Wadi Mahram. Do.

Sula'm a n-b i n-’TJ m r

(Wilad)
10 Hibat in Wadi

’Andam.
Do.

Wakil (Aulad) 140 Digbal in Wadi
Samail, etc.

Do.

This table of sections appears to be incomplete : no mention is made

in it of the Bani Rnwahall in ’Oman Proper and in some other places.

A village of Qatar, the nearest to the tip of the promontory, about

miles south of Jazlrat Ras Bakan. It is inhabited by about 70 families

of Sadah who own 18 pearl boats, % other sea-going' vessels, and 10

fishing boats ; they have also 4 horses and 20 camels. There is a reef in

front of the village within which the boats belonging to it anchor. The

place is protected by a small fort with four towers, and diinldng water

is fetched from the Umin Dha’an well, miles inland south of Ruwais.

5l

RUWAIS
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EUWI

SA-’AD
(BAIT)

An important but not large village in the Masqat District of the

^Oman Sultanate, 2^ miles south-south-west of Matrajh
j
it is situated in

a small W^i of its own which is a right-bank tributary of Wadi ^Adai,

It consists of about 50 houses, a few of mud, the rest huts ; the inhabi-

tants are ^Awamir and Bani Wahaib. Plenty of good water is obtain-

able from wells 50 feet deep, and the cultivation of the village, which is

a market-garden for Matrah and Masqat Town, includes sugar, maize,

onions, lettuce, radishes and brinjals. There are fine dates, about 400

trees, also mangoes and tamarinds ; some of the palms are the

private property of Saiyid Faisal, the present Sultan of ^Oman. A refer-

ence to the article on the Masqat District will show that Ruwi is the

point from which all routes from Matrah to the interior diverge, and

this fact has more than once invested it with military importance when

rebellions tribes were threatening an attack on Masqat. Inhere is a

fort, now practically in ruins, resembling the smaller fortifications at

Masqat Town.

A numerous tribe of Arabs occupying part of both banks oi

the Diz above the territory of the ^Anafijeh, and found also in the

Miyanab and even on the left bank of the Gargar ; upon the Diz they

are to some eitent interspersed with the Kathir tribe. Their total

number may be about 14,000 souls. The Bait Sa^ad claim descent from

Ja^far the Barmecide Their main divisions are

Section. Location. rightiog strength.

Tailam Left bank of the

Diz river about
Abal Bisbr, viz,,

above Dill Nau

I

and below the
1 'Ajirub.

400, all armed with
rifles but none
mounted.

This section have about

1,600 buffaloes, 3,000
cattle and 2,000 sheep
and goats.

Hamdan (A1

Bu)

Jf

Between the left

bank of the Diz
and the ri^bt bank

1

of the ’Ajirub.

500, all with rifles,

of whom 30 are
mounted.

Livestock owned are

2.000 buffaloes, 3,000
cattle and 4,000 sheep

and goats. This section

are subjects of Shaikh
Farhan Asad of the

Katbir tribe.
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Sectioji. Location. FiglitiDg strength. Ebhabks.

HSyi (il)

Jf
To the west of the
Ka’ab-as-Sitfttleh
section, at 3 or 4
miles distance from
the right bank of
the Diz river.

500, all armed with
rifles bat none
mounted.

They are said to own
1,000 hu^aloes, 5,000
cattle and 2,UOO sheep
and goats.

K!a*ab-as»

Sitatleh
Right bank of the
Diz river about
Ishareh, near and
a little below the
Inaamzadeh of
Abur Ridha ; also
on the right bank
of the £1hatait
at Bunnat 'Abbas.

700, all with rifles, of
whom 60 are
mounted.

This section possess 160
camels, 2,000 liniffaloes,

5,000 cattle and 3,000
sheep and goats.

Mabamid Saiyid Hasan and
Hilaleh on the
left bank of the

i

Gargar, and in

i

that neighbour-
hood.

100, of whom 50 have
rifles and SO are

mounted.

1

The Mabamid are sub
jects of FarbSn Asad,
the Kathir Shaikh.
They possess 60 mules,
200 cattle and 6,000
sheep and goats.

Mizra’eh Hawasiyeh, between
the Shatir and the
Diz, immediately
above the 'Anafi-
jeh.

300, of whom 200 are
armed with rifles, hut
none are mounted.

This section live in mat
and grass huts ; they
own 160 buffaloes and
600 Crtttle. They are
really Bam Turnf, hut
attached themselves to
Sha'kh Farhan Asad of
the EZath.ir tribe about
10 years ago.

^ais Scattered, but most-
ly at *Adhafeb on
the ri^ht bank of
the Gargar.

200, of whom 40 are

mounted and 40
have rifles.

The Nais are believed to
be of the same stock
as the section similarly
named of the 'Anafi-
jeh* They own 40
mules, 200 cattle and
5,000 sheep and goats
and live both in huts
and tents.

Sa’ad (Bait) Left bank of the
Diz river about
Dih Nan.

800, of whom 600
have rifles and 400
are mounted.

f

The animals belonging to

this section are esti-

mated at 400 camels,

200 mules, 1,000 cattle

and 20,000 sheep and
goats This section is

divided between Shaikh
Farhan of the Kathir
tribe and his brothers,

and IS accordingly some-
times*depcribed as «nn-

sisting of the follow-

ing sub-sections :

—

Farhan, Shaya', Mnttalib
and 'Abdul Hasan.

b ji a
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SectioD.
Location. Fighting strength. Hbhakes.

Taraif Chiefly in Miya-
nab, hut a few

also on the right

hank of the Ta-

raifi canal,between

Jajls on the Diz
and the Sbatir

river.

300, of whom 50 have

rifles, hut none are

mounted.

The Taraif inhabit huts.

They own 20 rauies,

100 buffaloes, 30G cattle

and 4,000 sheep anci

goats.

Zahariyeh Nawafilyat on the

Shaur;
^
also

Cham Faraj, op-

posite 'Ahdun

Nabi, on the left

hank of the

Gargar.

160, of whom 40 are

mounted and 60
have rifles.

The livestock of this

section are 60 mules,

200 cattle and 5,000

sheep and goats.

The Bait Sa^ad, with certain exceptions noted above, are all dwellere in

tents. The whole tribe pay revenue, through Shaikh Farhan Asad of

the Kathir, to the Persian Governor of Northern 'Arabistan. Both

the principal Shaikhs of the KatMr at the present time. Shaikh Haidar

and Shaikh Farhan Asad, are said to be of Bait Sa'ad extraction and

not true KatMr.

SA’AD
(SHAIKH)

A village in Turkish ’Iraq with a small police post and a customs

house ^ it is situated in the Qadha of Kut-al-Amarah on the right baxrk

of the TigriS; 25 miles above 'Ali-al-Grbarbi and 6(i below Kut-al-

Amarah by river. It consists of 50 to 100 houses of sun-dried brick

and about 25 shops. The inhabitants are mostly Kurds, and the ad-

joining Arab tribes are the Al Bu Daraj on the east and the Bani

Rabi’ah on the west. The trade, such as it is, resembles that of

'Ali-al-GUtarbi.

SA’AD
(YAL)

Jb

Singular Sa^adi A numerous tribe of the ’Oiuan Sultanate

estimated at 18,000 souls. The Tal Sa^ad occupy a block of territory,

in length,, towards the east end of Batinah, but a number of

the coast places in their tract are in other hands. Their traditional

houiidary on the east is the lower course, called for this reason Wadi-al-
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Qasim, of Wadi Bani Kharus; on the west the furthest point they

occupy is Khadhra. Their principal villages or towns are Masna’ah (50

houses), Tau-ash-Shawi (20 houses), Tarif (60 houses), Muladdah (400

houses), Raqqas (100 houses), Gharaifah (500 houses), Sur-al-Qarat (200

houses), Tharmad (250 houses), Bat-hah Suwaiq (600 houses), Khadhi'a

(230 houses), and Sur Haiyan (50 houses) ; of these only the first and the

three last are upon the coast. They are also found at Khabbah and

Hadhib (II).

The Yal Sa^ad belong to the Hinawi faction and are Ibadhis by reli-

gion. Among other Arabs they are reputed unwarlike, mean-spirited and

inhospitable and are little respected. They are wealthy, owning hun-

dreds of thousands of date-palms and a good deal of land under grain^

also many trading and fishing-boats ; but some of them are Bedouins.

They have always shown a predilection for the ^Azzan branch of the ruling

family in ^Oman, perhaps because Eustaq adjoins their own territory

;

and they pay no taxes to the present Sultan of ^Oman. In 1874, when

Ibrahim of Rustaq seized Masna^ah, they plundered some British sub-

jects of the place and a heavy fine was recovered from them at the

instance of the British Government, not without diiEculty. On the

whole, however, they are peaceably disposed, and, so long as they are left

alone, give no trouble to the Sultanas Government.

The principal subdivisions of the Yal Sa^ad are ;
-

Section. Fighting strength. Habitat. BElkCABXS.

Haiyiz (Yal)
m

700 Muladdah, Bat-hah
Suwaiq and Kha-
dhra.

Nil.

SilBl (Tal)

JIU JIj
650 Masna’ah, Sur-al-

Qarat and Thar-
mad.

Do.

Kbanaljarah 400 Do. Do.

Khuwaitar 300 Tarif, Muladdah
and EaqqSs.

Do.

Maghabishah 400 MLasna’ah, Tau-
ash-Shawi, EaqqSs
and Khadhra.

Do.

Shnwaikat 300 Khabbah and
Iladhlb (II).

Do.
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SA’ADAN
(JAU-AS-)

SABAV

A tract in the Hasa Sanjaq; of the ordinary desert character
; it Is

e^ielosed by Habl on tlie north, by Taff on the west, by Wadi Faruq

and Na’alah on the south, and by Badd-al-AsiS on the east. Its north-

r^-sste^ri, south-western, south-eastern and north-eastern corners are marked

respectively by the hills of Mathluth, Hamrat Judah, Ghar-ash-Shuyukh

and Dam
;
and Jabal Bavaimds situated on its eastern border between the

two last. Jau-as-Sa'^adan is a low tract covered with a thin coating of

yellow sand. The name is said to be derived from a plant called Sa^adan

which grows in the tract and of which the thorns or prickles, falling oS

when the plant withers, make it impossible for people to walk about

barefoot.

An important tribe of Najd, partly migratory and partly settled.

Butrihution—The Sabai^, both Bedouin and non-Bedouin, have a

wide distribution.

Their nomads are found as far to the north-east as Banban in ^Aridi,

as well as about Hair on Wadi Hanifah and in the district of Kharj,

and they sometimes vifeit Summan ; but their headquarters are in the

district of Wadi Sabai’ in the far south-west, to which they have given

their name. They are probably not unknown in the districts inter-

mediate in position between those just mentioned.

Non-nomadic Sabai^, like their Bedouin fellow-tribcsinen, are found
chiefly in Wadi Sabai^, especiaUy at ^Amair, Dhm-um, Hanqan, Hazam,
Ehazam, Lamlah, Ranyah, Eaudhah, Suwaiyid and Ziyad, and at

Khinmah in the Wadi Ttirabah division of that district. Further to

the north-east they occur at the desert villages of Duwadimi, Khanuqai
and Sha arah

; in Wasihain at Shaqrah. and Wathaithiyah
; in Qasim

at -Anaizah/Aushaziyah, Badayahand Wadi; in Sadaif at ’Attar^
Ghat^ Hannah, Hautah, Khatamah, Khis, Majma' and Rnwaidhah';
n ^Aridb at 'Awainidh, Ban-ah, Ghiyanah, Haraimlah, Hizwah,
Malham, Rghahah, Salbukh and Sidus in Mahnaal, at ’Ammariyah,
Ilh, ’Audah, 'Arjah, MasSni' and Hair on Wadi Hanifah, and at

Diiumah; in Hharj atDilam and Yamamah; in Hariq at Hariq
town; m Hautah at Hautah town and Hilwah; and in Aflai at
TiQ-ilah "
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Divmons and number.^— following are the principal divisions of

tbe Sabai’ which have come to notice i:

Ajnian-ar-Kakhm.

*Amir (Bani), at Khurmah in yoU ^
Wadi Turabah.

’Amr (Bani). yjc

'Askar, in Kharj.

'Aziz (A1 'Abdul), at Jf
Dlarumah.

Kbanaizan (Al), at 'Awainidh Jf

in ’Aridh.

Khatblat), at Hailq town in

Hariqt and at Hautah

town and Hilwab in

Hautah.

Maragbin, at Raudbab in

Wadi-as-Sabai’.

Matarid, at 'Ausbaziyab in

Qasim.

the course of onr inquiries :

—

Miiami’ab, at Dbnruin, iJt/oUr'®

Hanqan, Lamlah and

Suwaiyid in Wadi
Sabai’.

Mubawirab, at Zi^ad in

Wadi Sabai’.

Qaraisbat.

Rasbid (Al _Bin), at

Malham in ’Aridh.

Rasbul, at Lailah. in

Afliaj.

Sudab, at Shaqrah in

Washam and at

Ranyab and Raudbab

in Wadi Sabai’.

Tbaur (Kani), at Kbnr- Jj
mab in Wadi Turabab.

WuzrSn, at Anair and

Kbazam in Wadi
Sabai’.

Some authorities regard the entire SaMl tribe as being a section of

the Sabai’.

The number of the nomad Sabai’ is altogether uncertain : the settled

Sabai’ are included in the estimated populations of the districts where

they are found.

Character.—Ut&Q is known of the Sabai’ Bedouins, and the settled

Sabai’ resemble in their characteristics the other sedentary tribes of Uajd,

In religion the Sabai’ are Hanabilah, or, in other _ words, -Wahhabis

who claim to be Sunnis.

FoUticd position.—The bulk of the Sabai’ have always been subject

to the ruler of Riyadh, and 40 years ago the Take of their annual

tribute was estimated at $8,000, During the recent struggle in Rajd

the Sabai’ were ranged on the M ahhabi side.

WMi Sabai’ is the south-westernmost district of Southern Najd.

'Va list of seoUoBS of the Sabai’ is given, by Col. B. C. Ross in tbe Persian Gulf

Administration Report for 1879-1880*

SABAI*
(WiDI)
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Bomdaries.--^t^'^ Sabai" is bounded on the east by Widyan

33aW^sir \
on tbe soutb by Bisliab and W^adi T3;tjlllitjll

^
on tbe west

by the Hijaz province \
and on tbe north by an unknown tract which

sejDarates it from Hazm-ar-Raji.

Physical character and divisions.—Arabs state that the surface of

WMi Sabai^ is level, but that it is traversed by occasional hollows.

It is mostly sandy desert^ but here and there earth crops up, and in such

places dates; wheat, barley and maize are grown, both springs and wells

exist, the weUs being generally shallow ;
and there are depressions in

which rain water collects and forms ponds that remain for as much as a

year and become the abode of aq^uatic birds.

Little is known of the district except from native accounts*^
; but it

seems clear that the name Wadi Sabai^ apiDlies not, as might have been

expected, to one great valley, but rather to an open plain with two main

lines of drainage. The north part of the district appears to fall to Wadi

Turabah, 4'arabah or Trubah which has its head in the Hijaz

mountains about 150 miles east of Makkah and is I'eported to send

water down to a depression called ^Irq Jj-c near Shaqrah in Washam;
if these data are accurate the direction of Wadi Turabah is from

south-west to north-east and its length some 350 miles. The

drainage of the southern portion of WMi Sabai^ appears to be carried by

a Wadi called Ranyah, which rises near the head of Wadi Turabah and

runs eastwards for perhaps 120 miles to a point where it is joined by

a great Wadi named Bishah. Wadi Bishah seems to have its origin in

the district of ^Asir, possibly 150 miles to the south-west of its junc-

tion with Wadi Ranyah. It should be added that the term Wadi Sabai^

seems to be used at times in a restricted sense to describe WMi Ranyah
only, or even a part of it.

Tojpography of Wadi Banyah or Wadi Sahai^ jsroper .—The following

appear to be the principal villages and points of interest in Wadi Ranyah
or Sabai* proper ;

—

!Name. Position. Nature. Beuabsb.

'Amair About 12 miles east- A village of about This is a settlement
^onth-east of 260 houses of rather than a village
Eanyah. Salbai’ of the

Wuzrau section,

or town, and is scat-

tered over a large

laap at the end of Mengin’s JSistoire de
’

'JBgypte takes in a part of it
only.
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Name. Position. Natorc. Ebmabks.

houses, huts and dis-

persed Qasrs being

all reckoned

together.

space. Dates, figs

and grapes are grown

by irrigation from

wells, 3 fathoms

deep, of good water.

Kabrah (Raudhat-

al-)

(spelling uncer-

tain)

About so miles

west of Ranyah.
A tract containing

trees.

The western villages

of the Wadi supply

themselves with

wood from this place*

Dhurum 20 to 25 miles

west-soutli'west of

Ranyab.

A village of about

200 houses of

Sabai’ of the A1
Mijami’ah section,

exclusive of a

number of huts scat-

tered among the date

groves.

Cultivation as at

*Amair above, but

there are also peaches

and melons, and irri-

gation is assisted by
drainage from hills

near by. These hills

aie called Jabal

Dhurum ; they begin

here and stretch

westwards passing

between Harrah and
Khasah below.

Hanqan
(spelling uucer-

taln)

About 15 miles

west-south-w e s t

of Ranyah.

A village of 100
houses of Sabai* of

the Al Mijami’ah
section, exclusive of

huts in the date

gardens.

Dates, figs, peaches,

grapes and melons

are grown, but no
cereals. The wells

contain good water

and are 2 fathoms
deep.

Harrah

*j^

40 or 45 miles

west by south of

Ranyah, on the

north side of the

Jabal Dhurum.

A winter camping
ground of Bedouins
with a number of

scattered wells.

The nomads frequent-

ing this place are

Sabai*, Shalawah
BjlU and Buqum.
Harrah is said to be

infested by scorpions

and by snakes of the

kinds called Haiyah
and Hanasb.

Hazam About 8 miles

north-w e s t of
Ranyah.

A walled village of

80 houses of

Dawasir and of

a tribe called Sha-
nabirah: there are

also a few SabaP.

Dates, figs, grapes and
pumpkins are grown

;

and the wells, which
are 2 fathoms deep,

contain good water.

Here resides a Sharif

named Mansur-hin-
Madhi who about

30 years ago was
deputed to Wadi
Sabai’ to collect
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Kemabks.

fiuwaiyah
•p

Kbasah

Khazam

liamlali

Abouf-. 20 miles

norfcli-nortlL-west

of Ranyah. I

About 60 miles A summer camping
west by south of ground of Sabai’
T» j 1 - •

Eanyab, on the
south side of ‘

Jabal Dhurum.

About 8
south'west
Eanyab.

About 7 miles
south-west of
Dhurum, at the
foot of Jabal
Dhurum.

Munkhashshah
(spelling uncer-
tain)

IJamlah v

About 35 miles
east-north- east of
Banyah.

About 40 miles
north-west of

I

Eanyah.

Zakat by the Sharif
of Malihah. This
emissaiywas unable
to realise anything
on behalf of the
Sharif

; but he con-
tinues to reside here,
enjoying the barren
respect of the people*

A summer camping There are about 15
ground of SabaP wells hero, 3 fathoms
and^ ’Ataibali Be- deep and containing
douins. good water, hut no

cultivation of dates
or cereals exists.

A summer camping There are some 10
ground of Sabai’ wells here, 4 fathoms
Bedouins. deep and containing

I

good water, scattered
over an area of about
3 miles iii extent.

A walled village of There is cultivation of
about 150 houses of dates, figs, peaches,
Sabai’ of the Wuz- grapes and pome-
ran section. granates. Wells are

2 fathoms deep and
the water good.

Dates, figs, and grapes
grow here, also the

ALijami ah section. Bambar tree of which
the fruit and leaves
are used as medicine*
A number of the in-
habitants wore once
slaves of the A1
Shanaif, but now
they have obtained
their freedom and
some of them
own land. The
Shaikh of Lamlah is

Shaikh also of Su-
waiyid.

A camping ground of This is a sandv
Sabai’ Bedouins, locality with a dozen

wells, 3 fathoms
deep, of good water,

A summer camping There are about 8
ground of Sabai’ wells here, 3 fathoms
Bedouins. deep, of good water.

Bedouins.

A walled village of
about 150 houses of
Sabai’ of the Wuz-
ran section.

A walled village of
Sabai’ of the Al
Mijami’ah section.
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Name. Position. Nature. BEldTABSS.

Qunsaliyah

^JIaw.A5

Bail yah

50 to 60 miles
north -north-west
of Ranyah.

This may be taken
as the central
place in Wadi
Sabai’, but it

seems to lie be-
tween the actual
centre of the dis-

trict and its south-
west corner. It

is probably 90 to

100 miles east of
Turabah.

A summer camping
ground of Sabai’
Bedouins.

The capital of Wadi
Sabai' proper,
though perhaps not
the laigest place in

it ; Eanyah consists

of 200 houses of
Sabai’ of the
Sudah section, ex-

clusive of a very
large number of
huts which are

scattered among the
date plantations.
In summer the popu^
lation is about
doubled by an influx

of Bedouins of the
Sabai’ tribe.

The ground is sandy
and the wells, about
10 in number, are

2| fathoms deep and.

contain good water.

This is the seat of

Bidai'-bin-Bahas, ti-

tular Shaikh of
Wadi Sabai proper,

but he has little in-

fluence over the
Shaikhs of villages 5

and some parts of the
Wadi are altogether
e xempt from his

authority. The date
plantations are fine

and extensive
; and

figs, peaches and
pomegranates are
also produced . Wells

are numerous and
contain good water
at 2 fathoms.

Baudbah About 6 miles south-
west of Banyah.

A walled and fortified

village consisting of
about 400 houses of
Sabai’ of the
Maragbm, and Sudah
sections, Dawasir,
and a few ’Anizah,

There is a fort called

Qasr-al-Mar a. g h i n
occupied

by the Shaikh of the
place

; also a con-
siderable bazaar, said

to contain lOO shops,
and a large Jami*
mosque. This is the
market town of the
district and goods
are imported chiefly

from Makkah; coffee

however is brought
from Najran and
arms and ammuni-
tion from Qatar
md Affaj and Wadi
Dawasir. Swords,
lances and daggers
come either from
Wadi Dawasir ot
from Hauhranaaut,
the best daggers

—

called Hadhram—
being from the latter.

There are not many
craftsmen here, only a
few blacksmiths, car-
pf^nters and cobblers.
Wells are 3 fathoms
deep and contain good
water. The date plan-
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2?ame. Position. Nature.

tations are extensive ;

and figs, peaches,
melons, grapes and
even, it is said,

oranges are produced#

Riqali About 20 miles

south- east of
Eanyah.

A tract where wheat
and barley are ex-

tensively grown in !

winter, this being
one of the few places

'

in Wadi Sabai’

where there is any
cnltivation of cereals.

The cultivation is car-

ried on by agricul-
turists fronoL difEerent

villages, who build
themselves huts of
date leaves here for
the season. The
number of huts,
it is said, sometimes
amounts to 1,000.
There are 200 or
more wells with good
water at 3 fathoms,
hut dates are entirely

absent, Seveial miles
to the south-east of
Blqah is a hill called

Jabal Sillah .

Sharif (Qulban) In the extreme
north-west corner

of the district,

near Wadi
Turahah.

A summer camping
ground of Sabai'
l5edonins.

The ground here is

stony. There are
half a dozen wells,

of good water, 3*1

fathoms deep.

Suwaiyid
(spelling uncer-

tain)

Apparently near

Lamlah.
A village of 100
houses, mostly of

Sabai’ of the A1
Mijami’ah section,

but a few of

Dawasir.

The Shaikh of Lamlah
is Shaikh also of the
greater part of Su*
waiyid ; but the
small Bawasir
community have a
separate Shaikh of
their own. Dates,
figs, peaches and
grapes are the chief
products and there
are many wells, 2
fathoms deep, of
good water.

Taghdawi (Jabal) Begins on the north

side of Hazam
and runs north for

some miles.

A ridge or line of
hills in the middle of

Wadi Sabai* proper.

—

ZiySid

«3b^

About 6 miles

south of Ranyah,

,

A settlement of 100
or more houses and
huts scattered
through date gar-
dens; the people ate
Sabai’ of the
Mahawirah section.

Dates, peaches, figs

and grapes are grown#
The wells are 3
fathoms deep and
the water good.
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Of Wadi Bishah^ whicli in its lower course joins Wadi Ranyah^ but

little Las as yet been ascertained. It is said to contain a large village

named Bishahj which is partly inhabited by Buqum Arabs and partly

by negroes. In the Bishah district are ofcher villages called Janainah

, Nimran and Raushan .

Topography of Wadi Twalah .—The chief points in Wadi Turabah

are these ;

—

^amo. Position, Nature, Eemaeks.

Khurmah In Wadi Turabah,
at a long distance
(perhaps 80 miles
or more) from
Turabah village,

apparently north-
eastwards and
probably lower
down the Wadi.

A large walled village

of 300 houses of

S_abai’ of the Bani
’Amir and Bani
Thaur sections, of

’Anizah, of Bani
Zaid,^ and of

Dawasir. Besides
the town proper
there are many
Qasrs, houses, and
hnts scattered in the
very extensive date
plantations : some
of these are practi-

cally separate vil-

lages. If these
suburbs be included
the estimated size

of the place must
be doubled. The
people, as elsewhere
throughout this
valley, are Wah-
habis. The Shaikh
of Khurmab, at

present Malaisan-
bin-Dhabban of the
Bani Thaur, divides
with the Amir of

Turabah the sover-

eignty of the Wadi.
Large numbers of
Bedouins camp in
the environs of
Khurmah in winter.

There is a large fort

belonging to the
Shaikh, one mosque
of great size, and a
bazaar containing a
considerable number
of shops. Trade is

chiefly in the hands
of Dawasir and of

immigrants from
Qasim ; imports
are partly from
Makkah and partly

from Qasim. CofEee
and American piece-

goods are brought
from Yaman and
Najran, while arms
and ammunition are

imported either from
Kuwait via Qasini
and Washam or

from Qatar via
Afl.aj and Wadi
Dawasir. Gun-
powder is obtained
from Makkah also.

The date plantations
are described as being
of enormous size

and owned exclu-

sively by the Bani
'Amir and Bani
Thaur^ between
whom they are about
equally divided. A
good deal of wheat
and barley is grown
among the dates, but
very little elsewhere.
Water is good and
stands at about 4

I

fathoms below
ground level.
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Ifame. Position. Nature. Eemabeb.

Eiimadan * Apparently a short

;
way troni Turahah

! village in the

I

direction of Khnr-

1

mah.

I

A walled village of

5^50 houses of

Bu<iuni. Shalawah^
Dawasir, and'

Bani Zaid. There
are suburbs in tlie

date plantations but
not so large aa those

of Khurmah.

The bazaar here is as
large as that at Khur-
mah, and trade is

carried on in much
the same manner,
but is more brisk.
V ater is good and is

obtainable at 3
fdthoms. E-umadan
is independent in
internal matters, but
in its external rela-

tions it is politically

dependent on Tura-
bah village. Sultan-
bin-Ja’afar, a refugee
from the Sharif of

Makkab, resides here.

Shndhnb About 15 miles east

of Khurmah,
A camping ground of

Sabai* Bedouins
of the Bani ’Amir
and Bani Thaur sec-

tions.

There are a score of

good wells, only 2
fathoms deep.

Turabah ! On the south-south

-

1 east side of Jabal
Hadhau , a

I

hill which is about
I 150 miles east

of Makkab
and can be seen

from the Burai-
dali- Makkab pil-

grim loute.

A long narrow vil-

lage of 150 houses
of Buqum,
surrounded by date
gloves

; there is a
consideralde subnr-
ban population, who
inhabit bouses, huts
and watch towers
among the date
groves Large
iinmbers of Bedouin
Buqum encamp in

the environs in

summer.

There is little or no
trade at Turabah, of

which the market
town is Burnad an.

There is one large

mosque. Cultivation

is chiefly of dates ; the
wells are 3 fathoms
deep, and the water is

good. The Amir of

Turabah, at present
Manahi-bin-Mahmil,
rules the southern
(that is probably the

upper) part of Wadi
Turabah, which is

outside the jurisdic-

tion of the Shaikh
of Khurmah. There
is no Qadbi at Tura-
bah and cases are

referred by the Amir
to the Qadhi of
Humadan.

The preceding tables suABci^ntly e'splain the facts regard-

ing the population, agriculture, trade and political organisation. o£ Wadi
Sahai’,, and no further analysis is necessary here. On the iaformation
available the settled population may be roughly estimated at 1 6,000 souls,

of vrhom about 10^000 are located in Wadi Sabad’ proper and tibe
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remainder in Wadi Tnrabah. Except in the villages of Bnmadan and

Turabah, which belong to the Buqum, Sabai^ everywhere greatly pre-

dominate ;
but a few Dawasir and even ^Anizah and Bani Zaid; also

tribes known as Shalawah and Shanabarah, are intermingled with them,

Camels are numerous and horses not rare, but cattle and donkeys

appear to be scarce in proportion. Ranyah, Turabah and Khurmah

are, as will be seen/the three political centres.

A village situated on the right bank of the JarraM, but separated

from the' stream by a few hundred yards of low-lying ground, a little

below the point where the river emerges from a low range of hills and

enters the JarraM District. The village is miles from Ramnz

Town on the route to Ma^shur* An old disused canal of considerable

size takes off from the right bank of the Jarxahi about 1 mile above the

village
y

after passing a large flat-topped mound which seems to be an

ancient site, it cuts through a low mud ridge and can be traced beyond

this for several miles running nearly parallel to the river. At Cham-as-

Sabi there are about 15 permanent habitations, mud houses^ belonging

to Bani Khalid who are connected with the Bawiyeh ;
and in winter a

large encampment of about 200 tents of the same tribe is located here.

The low land near by is regularly cultivated. The village is said to derive

its name from Sabians who formerly inhabited it
;
and among this sect a

vague tradition is current that many of their faith were once massacred

here, but they are unable to assign any date to the supposed event.

Along with the rest of the Jarrahi District, Cham-as-Sabi is farmed by

the Shaikh of Muhaminarell from its owner the Nizam-as-Saltaneh.

m

In Arabic and Persian Subba : singular Sabi The Sabians

are a remarkable people dispersed in small communities over parts of

Turkish ^Iraq and Persian ^Arabistan, but united everywhere by the

possession of a common religion. In ^Arabistan they claim a Syrian

origin and say that their ancestors formerly owned most of Shushtar,

and they have also a tradition that many of them were once massacred at

Cham-as-Sabi.

Bistrilution and nnmhers,^ Suq-ash-Shnyukh, on the Euphrates,

where they number 700 soulsj is now the headquaiTers of the Sabians^

SABI
(CHAM-AS-)

SABIANS
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and they are found also at 'Amarah (1,000 souls), Nasiriyah (300

souls), QaFat Salih, and Shatrat-al-Muntafik in Iraq. In Southern

'Arahistan they occur at Muhammareh (40 families), at Hawizeh

Town which 60 years ago was one of their important places (20

families), and at Amimyeh on the Karun river (4 families) : there

are also a few at the port of Buziyeh. The numbers of the Sabians

have greatly declined in recent years and are still dwindling. There are

none now at Ahwaz Village or Dizful or Shushtar Towns, but there

are still 15 families at Shahwali in the Shushtar District. Their

religious head, known as the Qari or Reader, has his residence at

Suq-ash-Shuyukh.

life and occupations . dress and appearance the Sabians are

indistinguishable from their Arab neighbours, nor do they, perhaps,

differ from them in descent, though their speech is different and their

Arabic is broken and less emphatically pronounced than that of the

Musulmans. The men all wear their beards long. They show a special

aptitude for working in gold and silver, and probably a considerable ma-

jority of them follow that profession : in 'Iraq, however, many are canoe

builders and carpenters ; few or none are agriculturists. The use of the

term ‘‘ Sabian '' by different authorities at different times has not been

consistent, and it may be doubted whether the Subba of the present

day are the same as the Sabiuna of the Quran.

Ueligion and customs ,—The exact nature of the Sabian religion and its

affinities with star-worship, Judaism, Christianity, and Muhammadanism

have not been clearly ascertained. It is stated, however, that baptism is

one of the principal rites and that water enters into all the important

ceremonies j
that the Sabians respect Yahya or John the Baptist as a

prophet, regarding him as a re-incarnation of Seth, and that they consider

both Moses and Christ to have been false teachers : their paradise is said

to be located in the North Star. They possess scriptures of their own

and a book of ritual. It is said that strangers are not admitted to their

rites and that these are conducted in Syriac. They are an uncircum-

cised race, not monogamous
;

but a second wife is seldom taken

except when the first has proved barren.

SABIYAH
(KHOR-AS-)
m

A remarkable inlet of the sea running north-north-west for nearly

'SO miles from the entrance of Kuwait Bay to Warbah island, and

dividing, throughout its entire course, the island of Bubiyai^ from the
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main. A small prolongation of tlie Khor passing west of

island joins Khor-ath-Tha^alab on a branch of which Umm Qasr stands ;

and a channel with soundings of 3 to 8 fathom apparently known as

Khor Bubiyaii
^ runs along the south side of Warbah island and

unites the head of Khor-as-Sahiyah with that of Khor ^Abdullah-*

The average width of Khor-as-Sabiyah appears to be about three*

quarters of a mile ; at its mouth it is one mile broad, but at places higher

up it contracts to as little as half a mile. The banks are swampy, but

there are a good many boulders, especially among the eastern shore. A,

route which runs along the western side of the Khor is part of the first

route described in the article on the Kuwait Principality. The sound-

ings appears to vary from 1 to 5 fathoms ; but navigation just outside the

mouth of the Khor is difficult on account of numerous patches and

rocks which are almost dry at low water, and even native boats cannot

enter at less than half flood.

Qasr-as-Sabiyah is a fortified mud enclosure belonging to the Shaikh

of Kuwait ;
it is situated on the east bank of the Khor about 8 miles

from the tip of the promontory that divides the mouth of Khor-as-

Sabiyah from Kuwait Bay. The enceinte of the Qasr is about 100

yards long by 80 yards broad, and at high tide the sea approaches it

very closely ;
in spite, however, of a rather steeply shelving bank, landing

is difficult, on account of mud, in all states of the tide. The garrison

consists of about a dozen retainers of the Shaikh of Kuwait. The supply

of water, from wells outside the enceinte, is brackish ; there is a planta-

tion of about 300 young date trees. Qasr-as-Sabiyah formerly boasted

some cultivation, which it owed to Yusuf-bin-Ibrahim, the enemy (now

deceased) of the present Shaikh of Kuwait : but the place was ruined

in hostilities between Shaikh Mubarak and some of his nephews about

1899. Qasr-as-Sabiyah is surrounded by some tamarisks which, in

approaching the place from the west, first become visible at a distance

of about 5 miles.

* From a report by Commander Kemp, R.K., which, with a sketch chart, will be

found in the Government of India’s Foreign Proceedings for July 1902, it may he

gathered that Khor Buhiyan and the upper part of Khor-as-Sahiyah were found

navigable by H.M.S. “Sphinx,” but that the chaunel to the weet of Warbah. island waa

too narrow lo he safe. The latter is a mere boat channel, 100 yards broad at the

northern end, but widening to f of a mile (including swamps at high tide) at the

southern end : see a report dated 24th July 1905 by Captain B. W. S. Mahon, R.E..

who calls this channel Khor Salem.”

5 M
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SlDAH Or Saiyids; singulai’ Saiyid JL. This article relates tea eom-
mnnity of Saiyids who had theii- origin in Qatar and afterwards, for

the most part, removed to Bahrain in the train of the conquering ’TTtub.
There are still 70 families of Sadah at Rnwais in Qatar and a few
at Dohah ; in Bahrain their headquarters are BEadd where they have
150 houses, and they have also 10 houses on Tarut Island off Qatif.
In Bahrain and Qatar they are pearl merchants or divers

; some
of those in Qatar are breeders of cattle. By religion they are Sunnis
of the Hanafi and ShafiT schools, and they continue to be notorious for
their fanaticism and slave^dealing propensities.

SADAIB Sometimes pronounced Isdair. A district of Najd, the northernmost
of the Wahhabi dominions proper, and one of much general and political
importance. Sadair is bounded on the east and north by deserts,—on
the east, namely, by the DahSnah, and on the north by a Nafud which
passes between Jabal Tuwaiq and Qasim and contains Wadi-ar-Eum-
mah ; on the west the Jaraifah valley separates Sadair from the
district of Washam, and on the south the valley of Ajsh marhs its

border with ^Aridh. The length of Sadair, which is greatest from north-
west to south-east, is about 145 miles.

I’asf)zcal/eafKm.~The district thus defined practically coincides
with the northern part of the Twaiq plateau or range, consequently
the geography of the hills hereabouts is also the geography of Sadair

;

from this statement, however, must be excepted the flat, low countrym the extreme north between Zilfi and Wadi-ar-Eummab, lyino-
etween the Tuwaiq hills and the northern part of Qasiia. The hilly

portion of the distnot has an elevation increasing from north to south •

the bulk of its di-aiuagegoes eastward to the DabSiiah; and its principal
eatures Me four valleys or torrent beds which we now proceed to/IACAVIiKa *

The ^rthernmost or Ghat vaUey, rising at no great distance to the
u 0 ajma

, the capital of Sadair, pursues a winding but generally
nor herly comse by the villages of Euwaidhah and Khis to Ghat, where

Tuwaiq,tMns westward into the Nafud; at one place shortly before
».4u.s GhM 1,.M i. .topt, I,
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from this valley penetrates into the Nafud as far as the sand hills of

Imghair-az-Zilfi 10 miles from Ghat, where it is absorbed

and disappears. At this place Imghair there are wells, and in favour-

able seasons some cereals are grown by cultivators from Zilfi. The

Ghat valley is the only one in Sadair which drains to the west side of

luwaiq; the other three all run eastwards.

The ne3:t valley, that of has its origin in a group of 6 sum-

mits of Jabal Tuwaiq, c«lLd iV'iishqar , to the south-east of

Majma^ ; Mishqar is said to overlook from tlie north the plains of

Washam. From Mishqar the valley of Majma* is described as iunnit»g

northwards for about 1 % miles to Dhaimah , and thence 6 miles

north-eastwards to Majma^, which is situated upon it. A little beyond

Majma' it receives on t‘ne left a small tributary from Harmah ; and at

about 10 miles beyond Majma* and to the east-south-east of that place,

it reaches Qadhaimah , a locality where there are wells of

7 fathoms and where an affluent from the villages of Wus-hai and Ijwai

comes in, apparently from the south-west. From Qadhaimiih the liol-

low continues for about 9 miles eastwards to Amtaiwi , and

then for 12 miles further in the same direction till it ends in a Rodhah

or bottom named Shahamah • Shahamah is situated in the

“"Iblat-as-Sadair I
,
wliich seems to be a sort of plain lying

entirely to the east of the Majma^-Jalajil route and reaching almost as

far south as Tamair.

1 he third valley, which we may call that of Tuwaim, begins in the

neighbourhood of Dhaimah and trends at first soulh-ea'-twards to Jalajil

which it leaves on tlie right, and Tnwaim which it leaves on the left

bank ; it then goes eastwards for abt ut 15 miles and terminates in a

Rodhah under ^Abaid-al-Iblah , a hill in the centra of

'Ibl at-as- Sadair,

The fourth valley, known as l^atin-as-Sadair, is by far the most

important and contains, with its affluents, a majority of the villages of

the district. Its head is apparently a little to the west of Tuwaim, and

it runs at first southwards, having Dakhilah, Raudhah, Hasun and

Hautah upon its left bank, and then Janubiyah, Attar (with Janaifi

over against it) and 'Audah upon its right ; at ^Audah, where it is about

15 miles north-west of the hamlet of Hasi in ‘^Aridh, it turns eastwards

and exchanges the name of Batin-as-Sadair' for that of ^Ajsh or

A] . From this point to its termination, 15 miles to the eastward, in

a Rodhah called Haqaqah , it forms the boundary between Sadair

and ^Aridh. Haqaqah is about 2 5 miles north-west of the Khafs basin
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in ’Aridh. 'Ajsli has two tributaries from the north which enter

it before it reaches Haqaqah ; the more western of the two comes down

from the villag*es of Khatamah and ‘'Ashairah and the other from Tam air.

It is stated that when the Tuwaim valley is heavily flooded part of its

water overflows into the Khatamah affluent of ^Ajsh.

Sadair is partly arable, especially in the north, and in the valleys

just described which furrow its surface at intervals and are sometimes

steep-sided. The rest of its surface is down-land with some pasture,

but bearing few trees. The rocks and soil of Sadair are reported to be

generally calcareous.

InhalitanU.—The settled population of the district appears, from the

table of towns and villages at the end of this article, to amount to about

21,000 souls. The predominating tribe are the Bani Tamim with about

7,500 persons ;
after them come the Bani Khadhir, or inferior tribes of the

district collectively, who number about 4,000, These again are followed by
the Dawasir, Padhul, ^Anizah, and ^Ataibah, with strengths of

2,600 to 1,000 each ; the remainder are chiefly Shammar, or Qahtan,
neither of whom are numerically considerable ; there are also a very

few Harb, Bani Khalid, Mutair and ^Awazim or Hawazim. The
villagers of Sadair are described as hardy and of good physique, with a

complexion in some cases almost ruddy. Their houses have ordinarily

stone foundations, but the walls are of clay.

The district is subject to visits from various Bedouin tribes, among
whom are the ^Ataibah and the Mutair.

Agficult-uTCil dnd otlieT resouTces.—The nature of cultivation in

Sadair will be apparent from the topographical table which concludes
this article. The crops are watered from wells of 6 to 20 fathoms ; the
most important staples are dates, wheat and barley

; but lucerne, melons,
water melons and some ordinary fruits such as grapes, citrons and
pomegranates are also grown. Domestic animals are chiefly camels,
donkeys, horned cattle and sheep and goats ; both camels and bullocks
are used to work the water lifts. Horses are few. Poultry and pigeons
are plentiful in the villages of Sadair; but ducks, unless an occasional
wild duck, are never seen. There is little local trade : Majma" and Zilfi
are the sole commercial centres, and they are so only upon a small scale.

^

CommumcaHons.~i;!]iQ principal route is that from Buraidah to
BxySdli) which traverses the district lengthwise ; it is described in the
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article on Najd. The roads of Sadair are not entirely safe^ and the

^Ajsh valley in particular has an evil reputation as being* haunted by

marauding Bedouins, generally "'Ataibah
;
this fact is referred to by a

local poet in a line in which he speaks of dJULJI
t

the neighbourhood of ^Ajsh, the highroad of the attacking bands/^

Adi7ii%i$tTation ,—Sadair belongs to the Wahhabi dominions; it was

formerly ruled through an indigenous family who had their seat at

Majma^; but, as early as 1862 at least, a Wahhabi governor had been

stationed at Tuwaim. There is again at the present time a non-local

Wahhabi official in Sadair, but he has his headquarters at

The present relations of the Shaikh of Majma^ with the Wahhabi ruler

are noticed in the article on that town.

Tomography ,—The following are the chief towns and villages of

Sadair in their alphabetical order :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bbm:abe:s.

* Ashairah Upon a hollow
which is a left

About 150 houses,
60 of Bani

There are considerable
date groves, but no ocher

hank tributary of
’Ajsh.

Tamim, 40 of
Fadhul, 4 of

Mutair and 60
of interior tribes.

The houses are of
clay and are

perched on a hill

overlooking the
date groves. Half
the able-bodied
population of this

village are said to
be at present at

Kuwait or Bas-
rah in search of

e m p 1 0 y m ent
(1907).

fruit trees. The ordin-
ary cereals, lucerne,

melons and wafer melons
are grown. The wells

are 6 to 14 fathoms deep,

hut sometimes dry up,
causing the village to

he deserted. Livestock
are estimated at 200
camels, 100 cattle, and
40 donkeys, besides
sheep and goats, but

1

there are no horses.

* Attai On the west side of

the Batin-as-Sa-
About 125 houses,

30 of Satoai*,

There are large date plan-
tations ; the only other

dair near its lower
end, a few miles
above Andah.

25 of Bhammar
of the Qidarah sec-

tion, 20 of Fa-
dhul and 60 of

Bani Khadhir.

fruits besides dates are

grapes and citrons. The
usual cereals, lucerne,
melons and water mel-
ons are cultivated, The
water level is at 8 to
14 fathoms. There are
80 camels, 20 donkeys
and 50 cattle, besides
sheep and goats.

\
5

. .. ....
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Houses And inhabitants.

*i.xidah On the west side of 200 houses, via., 70
the Batin-as-Sad-
air at its southern
end, about 15
miles north-west
of the hamlet of

Hasi in ’Aridh.

of Dawasir, 70
of Bani Tamim
and 60 of bani
KBadhir.

Bakhilah At the head of the About 45 houses,
Batiu-as-Sadair, a viz., 25 of Bani
few miles east

of Tuwaim.
Tamim, 8 of
’Anizali of the
A1 Bu Biaba* sec-

tion and 10 of
Bani Khadliir.

Dhalmah About 6 miles
south-west of
Majma", further
up the torrent on
which Majma’
stands, and about
the same distance
(probably south-
iraidu) from Bu-
waidbah.

15 houses, viz,, 10 of
Bani Tamim of
the *Abdul Jahbar
se.^tion and 5 of
AnizatL of the
*Askar section, the
whole forming a
Qasr.

About 20 miles
south-sou th eavt of
Zild and 25 miles
west-nc»rt h-w e s t
of Majma* on
the route between
the two, at the
exit ftom Jabal
Tuwaiq of a
torrent bed which
conies down from
Huwaidhah and
Khls.

170 houses, viz., i

130 of Dawasir
20 of Sabai*
and 20 of Bani
KhadBir. 1 here
are also some
’Awazim or
Hawazim.

Hs2IASES.

The ordinary crops are
those of the preceding
villages ; the date groves
are large, and besides
dates there are vines,
citrons and pomegran-
ates. Water is at 12
to 20 fathoms. Ani-
mals are 150 camels,
200 cattle and 60 don-
keys, also sheep and
goats. Both camels
and bullocks are u'^ed
to work the water lifts.

The date plantations are
small and theie are no
fruit trees. The other
crops are as in the
villages above. Water
is at 8 to 14 fathoms.
The usual animals are
kept. There are no
horses.

There are wells 6 to 10
fathoms deep and some
dates.

The village is built in
terraces on the slopes
of Jabal Tuwaiq upon
the east side of the
torient bed. The date
plantations are exten-
sive

; they are chiefly
on the satne sirie of the
valley as the village and
extend along it for -ome
mih 8. Citrons, grapi*s,

pomegranates, figs,

peaches and the ordinary
cereals and other crops
of Sadair are grown

; all

the cultivation is irri-

gated, Some date plan-
tations near the *Adhai-
dan spur of Jabal Tu-
waiq on the way to
Zilfi. are owned by the
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Name. Position. Houses and inli&bitants.

^Awazim of Ghat.
Water is good; the
depth of the wells varies

from 6 to 14 fathoms
according to rainfall.

There are 3 or 4 horses
here, also 200 camels,
80 donkeys and 300
cattle, besides sheep and
goats. Some ’Abas are
manufactured.

Harraah Close to Majma*
on the east or
nortli-east, upon
a left bank tribu-
tary of the diaiti-

age hollow which
passes Majma’.

240 houses, vis,,

140 of Bani Ta-
mini of the A1
Madhi section, 40
of ’Anizah, 30
of Sabai’ and 30
of Bani Kha-
dhir.

The date groves are large
and the wells from 7 to

18 fathoms deep. Fruit
trees and ordinary crops
are the same as in most
villages of Sadair.
There are 300 camels,
100 donkeys and 200
cattle, also sheep and
goats.

Hasun On the east side of

the Batin-as-
Sadair a few miles
below Haudhah.

About 40 houses,
mz., 15 of Daw-
asir, 14 of Bani
Tamim and 10
of Bani !Klia-
dhir.

There are the usual dates,
other fruits, and crops
of Sadair ; also live-

stock. but no horses.

Water is at 7 to 14
fathoms.

Hautah On the east side of

the Batin-as-Sa-
dair about the
middle of its

course.

150 houses, viis*, 110
of Bani Tamim
(40 of the Nawasir
and 70 of the
Husain section),

10 of Sabai’ and
30 of Bani Kha*
dhiy.

The date groves are

extensiTe Other fruits,

cereals and lucerne grow,
as elsewhere in S-idair.

The water level is at 7
to 18 fathoms. Ani-
mals are about 40
camels, 30 donkeys and
100 cattle, besides sheep
and goats.

Ijwai About 6 miles from
Majma’ on the
way to Jalajih on a
hollow that drains

to Qadhaimah on
the Majma*
torrent.

20 houses of ’Ani-
zah.

There are some dates.

Jalajil On ' the route

between Majma’
and Tuwaim, con-
siderably nearer

to the latter.

400 houses, ISO
of Bani Tamim,
160 of Dawasir
of the Bidaxin
section, and 70 of

Bani Khadbir.

The place is walled and
many of the houses have
upper storeys. There
are very large date

plantations, also the

other ordinary fruit

trees ; cereals, lucerne

and melons are produced

in abundance. The
1

'
'
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemabks.

depth of the wells is

6 to 14 fathoms. There
are no horses, but about
400 camels, 160 donkeys
and 200 cattle besides
sheep and goats are
kept.

Janaifi East of and close to

’Attar, OQ tlie

eastern side of the

Batin-as-Sadair.

About 80 houses. There are some incon-
siderable date planta-
tions.

Jantbiyah
w

On the west side of
the Batin-as-
Sadair immedi*
ately below
Hautah.

About 80 houses,

mz.i 60 of Bani
Tamim, 14 of
’Anizali and 15
of BaniKhadhir.

There are considerable

date groves ; and
citrons, pomegranates,
figs and grapes are cul-

tivated as well as dates.

The usual cereals,

lucerne, melons and
water melons are grown.
The water level is at 7
to 18 fathoms. No
horses ; but the ordinary
livestock of the country
are kept.

KbatSmah On the same drain-
ag’e hollow as
'Ashairah, a little

above and to the
north of it.

40 houses, viz,, 20
of Sabai,* 10 of
Bani Tamim
and 10 of Bani
Kiiadliir,

Dates are few, and there

are no other fruit

trees. Lucerne, melons
and water melons are

in small quantities
only. Water is scanty,
at 6 to 14 fathoms.

JSiHft To the west of the
route between
Obat and
Majma’9 on the
valley that goes
down from Ruwai-
dhah to Ghat.

About 40 houses,
viz., 14 of Baui
Tamim, 10 of
’Anizah, 10 of
Sabai* and 5 of
Bani Khadhir.

An ordinary village of
Sadair in every respect.

Maaskibali South and some-
what west of Jala-
jil, midway
between that place

and Haraiyiq in

“Wasliam.

20 houses of Dawa-
sir.

Some dates grow here.

laCajxua* About 25 miles
south-east of Ghat
and perhaps 34

... See article Majma’.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

miles north-north-

west of Tawaim,
on the route from
Zilfi to Riyadh.

Bftudliah On the east side of

the Batin -as-Sa^
dair near its head»

perhaps 10 miles

to the south of

Jalajil.

280 housesj viz,9 130
of Bani_Tamim
of the A1 Madhi
section, 60 of

Dawasir, 40 of

Qahtan and 50
of Bani Kha-
dhir.

The date groves are
large and other cultiva-

tion is ordinary. The
wells are 8 to 18
fathoms deep. There
are the usual livestock

of Sad air and two or
three horses.

Buwaidhah

duJuj;

Near the head of

the hollow which
^jfoes down by
Khis to Ghat.

About 70 houses,

mz,9 20 of *Ani-
zah, 20 of Bani
Tamim, 8 of

Dawasir, 8 of

SabaT and 15 of

Baui Elhadhir.

There are the usual
cultivation and live-

stock of Sadair. The
wells vary in depth
from 6 to 12 fathoms.

Tamair About 10 miles

south-south-ea s t

of Tuwaim on the

way to Thadiq.

270 houses, viz.,

240 of Bani
Tamim and 30
of Bani Rha-
dhir.

1

A light coloured rock
hearing the remains of
a fort adjoins the place.

The date groves are
extensive and there are
the usoal fruit trees

and cereals, besides
lucerne, melons and
water melons. The
water level is at 6 to 12
fathoms. Horses there
are none, but the usual
livestock are found, and
this village is described
as specially rich in sheep
and goats.

Tuwaim About 33 miles

south-south-ea s t

of Majma’ on
the route to Riy-
adh and 35 miles

north by west of
Thadiq.

220 houses, viz,, 70
of ’Anizah, 40
of Tadhul, 40
of Bani Tamim
and 70 of Bani
Rhadhir.

A walled village, de-
scribed as standing high
on the second step of
the Tuwaiq plateau.
It contains a number
of upper-storeyed
houses. The date groves
are extensive, other
cultivation and live-

stock are average. In
1862 Tuwaim and not
Majma’ was the seat

of the Wahhabi gover-
nor of Sadair.
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SAFWAN

SAHABAH

Name. Position. Houses land inhabitants. Bsmabeb.

^Yushai A(ijoin8 Ijwoi

on the south-west

and is situated on

the same torrent.

10 houses of Bani
Tamim.

There is a little date
cultivation here.

ZilfL About 60 miles east

of Buraidah
and a little o^er

40 north-west of

Majma’, By
some Zilfi. is

reckoned to

Qasim and not to

Sad air.

See article Zilfi.

It will be observed from the paragraph above on physical geography

that these places, only Ghat, Khfs, Kuwaidhah, Zilfi and perhaps

Ma^ashibah being excepted, must lie in the eastern slopes of Jabal

Tuwaiq.

A village in Turkish ’Iraq situated on slightly rising ground, just

within the Turkish frontier, 17 miles south of Zubair Town and 56 miles

north of Jahrah in Kuwait territory ; it is visible to a distance of about

10 miles from both north and south. The place consists of two or three

small enclosures containing a few houses and of a date grove, surrounded

by a waU, belonging to the Naqib of Basrah. Lucerne and a few sheep arc

the only supplies available. To the east of the date grove is a post garri-

soned by a detachment of 40 regular Turkish infantry, and 1 mile to the

west is a Bedouin halting place with wells of passable water 1^ feet

deep ; between the halting place and the village is a ruined enclosure*

Jabal SaualU stands 5 miles west of the village.

An extensive tract, said to measure 5 caravan-days (perhaps lOO

miles) in any directioo, and to lie between Southern Najd and the

Bah^fUah desert, immediately to the north-east of the district of Kharj j

it begins about three jmiles from the village of Yamamah in Kharj.
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Sahabah proper has a sandy soil, but some wheat is grown by irriga-
ai

tion from an unfailing spring, called UmmKlusali of which the

waters reach to a distance of 18 miles from its source. The drainage

of W adi Hanifah and of the Hariq-Hauta-Zharj system flows across

Sahabah and is lost in the Dahtoah. Parts of Sahabah are swampy

at times and oblige caravans foom Eharj to Hasa to make a detour.

The south-easternmost subdivision of the Wilayat of Sohar in the

Sultanate of ^Omau : it is governed by an official subordinate to the "Wali

of Sohar and its capital is the town of Saham. The villages^ which are

mostly upon the coast, lie in the following order from south-east to

north-west :

—

Village. Houses and inhabitants. Rsuabks.

Qasbiyat-az-Za’ab 25 bouses of Za’ab. The people are date-o«raers,

cultivators and fishermen.

There are no shops, and
supplies are obtained from
Knaburab. which lies 4 miles

to the south-south-east’. There
are a few S’ashabs, but no

livestock worthy of mention.

Qasbiyat-al-Hawasinab 30 houses of HawSsinaliof
the Aulad Kasbaid section.

The inhabitants cultivate and
finb. They have a few Shashabs,

but not many animals.

Qasbiyafc Al Bu Sa’id

cll

20 bouses of Al Bu SaTd. There are 20 ShSshabs, and
animals are 10 camels, 8
donkeys, 10 cattle and 30
sheen and goats. Here Wadi
Shafan reaches the sea.

1

Qasbiyat Yal Braik

Jb

70 bouses [of Yal Braik. Livestock are 7 camels, 10

donkeys, 15 cattle and 60
sheep and goats. There
are 20 Shashabs.

Sabailab 80 bouses of mixed tribes. Near the Qashiyat. Henna is

grown, and there are 10 camels,

40 donkeys, 20 cattle and 60
sheep and goats. No boats.

Kbor-al-Milb 80 bouses of Bani Khalid. The people cultivate and possess

8 camels, 15 donkeys', 20 cattle

and 90 sheep and goats. No
boats.

SAHAM

SUB-
WILATAT
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Yillage. Houses and inhabitants. JRei^abzs.

Falaj-al-Hijari 20 to 30 houses o£ Qawasiro

.

A mile inland from Khor-al
Milh. Plantations belong to

Badr*bin-Saif ; they are not ojf

great value. Livestock are 9

camels, 18 donkeys, 10 cattle

and 80 sheep and goats. No
boats.

Manatif 1,000 houses of Bani Khalid. Village is scattered and consists

of 5 quarters, each of which

is called Mantaifah
It extends along the coast for

3 or 4 miles, rather nearer to

Khaburah than to Sabam.

Dll Yal Braik 90 bouses of Yal Braik. A mile or so from the other Dil.

The people grow dates, wheat,
sugar and cotton and export

firewood from Hajar to

Masqat Town. There are 10
Sbashahs, 15 fishing boats, 6

camels, 15 donkeys, 10 cattle

and 40 sheep and goats.

Dll Yal ^Abdas-

SalSm

OsW Jb

100 bouses of Yal *Abdas-
Salam.

There are 10 Badans, 15
SbSshahs and 25 fishing boats.

Animals are 8 camels, 20
donkeys, 20 cattle and 50 sheep

and goats.

Dmm-al-Ja’arif

uiJ^Ujsr^l j*!

1

1

60 houses of Yal Braik. This is a fishing village only,

with 7 Badans. 8 Sbashahs and
16 fishing boats. There are 7
donkeys and 10 sheep and
goats.

MakbaiDf

uijdjLsr^

70 houses of Fazara/ There are dates and cultivation

of sugarcane, wheat and barley.

No boats. Animals are 10
donkeys, 7 cattle and 20 sheep
and goats. This place is 15
miles north-west of Khaburah.

Kbor-al-Hamam 30 houses of Marazlq, also

Shamus and Fazara*.
The people depend on dates and
cultivation. There is no trade

and they own no large boats.

They have 8 Shashahs, 4
fishing boats, 6 donkeys, 5 cattle

and 10 sheep and goats.

Saham Town

r-
See article Saham Town. Wadi
Sarrami reaches the sea on the

east side of this place, and Wadi
’Ahin a little to the west of it.
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Village. Houses aud iuhabitants. Bemases.

Sur-ash-Sbiyadi 60 bouses of SbiySdi and
Persians.

Earthenware is made here. There
are no boats. Animals are

6 donkeys, 10 cattle and 30
sheep and goats.

Ghuwaisab 30 bouses of Sbiyadi, Bani
’Adi and Persians.

1

This village is a little inland

of Sur-ash-Shiyadi. The people

are mostly shepherds, etc.,

owning 80 camels, 15 donkeys,

30 cattle and 600 sheep and
goats. No boats.

Abu Dhurus 40 houses of Za’ab and
Sbiyadi,

Earthenware is manufactured :

there are 8 Shashahs, 4
donkeys, 20 cattle and 15 sheep

and goats.

These villages are supplied with water from wells, which are numerous.

The palm groves of the whole group comprise about 30,000 trees. The

settled population of the sub-Wilayat appears to be about 12,800 souls.

A town upon the Batinah coast of the ’Oman Sultanate composed of SAHAM
a number of separate quarters

; it is the capital of the Saham subdivision

of the Sultan of ’Omanis Sohar Wilayat and is situated 18 miles north- TOWN
west of Kiahiirah and 15 miles south-east of Sohar Town, a mile or two

to the east of the mouth of Wadi ’Ahin. It is the largest port next to

Sohar in the Wilayat of Sohar, serving Wadis Sarrami and Shafan and

to some extent Wadi ’Ahin, and to it belong some 80 Badans running to

Masqat Town, Shinas Town and the Persian Gulf, also 30 fishing-boats

and 10 Shashahs. The divisions of the town are the following ;

—

Quarter. Houses and inhabitants. BE2£ASES.

Buwailah (I) 100 houses of Tal Braik. People are sailors and fishermen.

Ab;

Ruwailah (II) 40 houses of Za’ab, Do.

Hillat-as-Suq 200 houses of Za’ab,
Ba73>sirali, Bam *Ali and
Baluchis.

There is a bazaar of 50 shops.

Ten or twelve Hindu traders

reside here.
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Qaarter. Houses and inhabitants. Eemases.

Hillat Bani Suhail 100 houses including a few
of Shihuh of tiie Bani
Siiatau* section who are ser-

vants of the Bani ’Ali.

This quarter is on the west side

of Hillat-as-Suq.

Sur-al-Balush 300 houses of Baluchis. This is a suburb and stands a
Utile back from the sea.

Hillat-al-Manqal

JliLiU)

20 houses of mixed tribes,

mostly menial.

This also is a suburb,

The total population of the town is thus about 3^800 souls.

Most of the dwellings in the town ai-e mere hnts. The inhabitants

are fishermen and cultivate dates, their palms numbering about 15,000;

livestock are 30 camels, 40 donkeys, 300 cattle and 300 sheep and goats.

Water is from wells, which are numerous. There are at this place six

Hindu traders and oue Muhammadan trader who is under British protection.

The garrison under the orders of the sub-governor consists of only 10 men.

SAHTAN
(WADI)

A valley in the Western Hajat district of the ’Oman Sultanate
; it

is a right bank tributary of W adi Bani Oliafir, which it joins close to

the village of Tabaq^ah, and contains the following villages :

—

Name. Position. Hoases and inhabitants. Kemabeb.

’Amq At the 50 houses of There is a fort liere held by the
head
of the

valley.

'Abriyin. inhabitants. Animals are £0
camels, 20 donkeys, 20 cattle

and 160 sheep and goats. Date
palms are estimated at 2,000.

Fasliah 1| hours

below

*Amq,

30 do. Wheat is grown and there are 20
camels, 4u cattle and 60 siieep

and goats Date trees number
about 2,000.

M&qamma
«D

uu

2 miles

below

Fash-
ah.

20 do. Wheat is grown and there are

600 palms. Livestock are
80 came's, 160 cattle and 1,000
she(*p and goats.

Mahu 2 hours

below

Jiaqam-

ma.

4 do. The people are grass cutters and
have only 4 cattle ; there are
700 date trees.
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Kame. Position. Houses and inhabitants. R'SMABES.

Khadhra
1

2 hours 40 houses of Wheat is cultivated and animals

1)^ below Miyayihah. are "k-O cattle and 250 sheep

Mabu and goats. Palms number
and 1

hour
fi om
Tabs-

qah in

Wadi
Bani

Gha*
fir.

500.

The fixed population of the valley is about 700 souls.

Wadi Sahtan contains flowing water, and a Falaj called '’Atabi

luns through it.

An Arab tribe of Southern Najd, both settled and nomadic. Fixed

Sahul are found in Aridh at Barrab, Malham and Dhrumah ; in Hariq

at Hariq town and Mufaijir ; in Hautah at Hautah town ; and in Aflaj

at Haradhah and Starah. Those at Malham belong to a section Al

Sulaiman Jl ,
those at Haradhah to a section ’Anajid

,

and those at Starah to a section Qubabinah Sahul Bedouins camp

in ^Aridh and sometimes in the Turkish province of Hasa. By some

authorities the Sahul are regarded as a branch of the Sabai\

Singular Al Bu Sa^idi ^ JI ;
an important and widely

diffused though not very large tribe in the Sultanate of ^Omam, to which

belongs the family of the Sultans of ^OmaB. The Al Bu Sa^id are of

the Hinawi political faction and Ibadhis by religion except a few who

reside in Batiliah and are Sunnis.

The Al Bu Sa’id are found at Masqat Town (8 houses), where

they mostly belong to the Sultan'^s family ; at Sawaqim (20 houses)

• A list by Col. E. G. Ross of the sections of the Sabul will be found in the

Persian Gulf Administration Report for 187 9*80.

SAHUL

(AL BIT)
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in Wadi ffiijlgs, and at Hail-al-fthaf in Wadi TSyin j
at Dhiyan (65

houses) and at Qasbiyat A1 Bu Sa^id (20 houses) in Batinah ; at Hihra

(80 houses) in Wadi Ma’awalj at Fath Al Bu Sa'id (50 houses) in

Wadi Boshar ;
at Harat-al- Jabah (20 houses) and at Bait-al-Qarn (5

houses) in Wadi Fara’j at Jammar (75 houses) in Wadi Samail ; and

at Samad (50 houses)^ Khadhar (25 houses) and Shari^at Al Bu Sa^id

(10 houses) in Wadi Samad. In '’Oman Proper^ which is their head-

quarters^ they have settlements at Adam (150 houses), Birkat-al-M5z

(20 houses), Falaj (20 houses), Mahyul (10 houses), Manah (200

houses), Nizwa (250 houses) and Raddah (20 houses). In all the tribe

number about 6,000 souls.

SAIH A somewhat populous village or group of villages in the Aflaj

district of Najd, covering a space of about six miles in length from

north to south by two miles in breadth ; the central portion of Saih

appears to be about four miles south-east of Lailah and seven miles

north-east of Raudhah, The settlement is said to consist of about

1,000 houses, of which 50 are occupied by Ashraf of the Hamid section

and the remainder by Hani Khadhir. Some of the inhabitants of

Lailah own date palms in Saih, but they never reside at Saih except in

the date season, and even then their interests are sometimes left in

charge of their cultivators or agents. On the other hand a large

number of Dawasir of the ^Ammar section, estimated at 2,000 souls,

flock into Saih in the hot weather
; nearly all the subsections of the

^Ammar own date groves here. The winter population may accordingly

be estimated at 5,000 and the summer population at 7,000 persons; or,

with the dependent village of Mishrif, at 5,500 and 7,500, respectively.

The date plantations are described as extensiye and as containing a

prodigious number of trees; the other fruits of Najd are also grown.

Wheat is cultivated, also maize and millet to a small extent, but not

barley. Lucerne is plentiful. Water
^

stands in the wells at less than a

fathom below the surface of the ground and is of fair quality. Camels
are few, but other hvestock are found in the proportions usual in ITajd,

except horses
j these the ^Ammar Dawasix possess in large nnmbers, but

they do not keep them at Saih,
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The following table contains some particulars of the principal quarters
and other points of interest in Saih

Name. Position, Nature.

Fuwaidlialiyali On the road from
Saih to liailali, at
the point where
the Saih date
plantations end.

A tiny hamlet of 5
houses.

Included in the estimate
of total population
given above.

Khizam On the eastern
confines of the
Saih plantations.

One of the enclo-

sures composing
Saih.

Lazidi Towards the west-
OTn side of Saih,
in the bounds of
the village called

Mishrif.

A fort with mud
walls which has
not been occupied
witbin the me-
mory of man.

This is described as a
huge square construc-
tion, with faces each
200 yards long and
walls very high and
thick which are still in

good preservation. It
is ascribed by local

tradition to the Bauul*
Asfar jjj, a race

of foreigners who fionr-

ished in the ages before
Muhammad.

Masimah On the western
margin of the
Saih date groves.

One of the Qasrs,
surrounded by
plantation s,whi c*h

compose Saih.

It consists of aoout 30
houses of Bani
KtiadMr.

Mishrif On the west side of

Saih, round the

fort called Lazldi.

A distinct village

rather than one
of the quarters
of Saih ; this has
been recognised
in calculating the
population of
Saih (see above).

Mishrif consists of about,
100 houses of Bani
Khadliir of the
Qasim section ; these
appear to be peasant
proprietors and not
mere cultivators as are
the rest of their tribe

in Afiaj.

Qatam Towards the east

side of the Saih
dale plantations.

One of the two
principal quarters
which compose
Saih, the other
being Thillah.

The permanent inhabit-

ants are Bani Khadtiir
and there is a great
influx of nomads in

the season.

Tbillah

«0

s\j

Ditto.

It is about 2 miles
south and slightly

to the east of
Qatain.

This is the other
principal quarter
of Saih besides

Qatain.

Ditto.
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SAIJANI

(WADI)

A small valley itt the Eastern Hajar of the ’Oman Sultanate j it

rises to the west of Wadi-al-’Aqc[ which it joins at the village of

Pankh.

Wadi-Saijani contains the following villages :

—

ITame* Position.
On which

bank sitnated.

Honaes and
inhahltants.

Bbicasks.

Hizra’ At the head of

the valley.

Right. 20 houses of

Nidabiyin.
12 camels, 20
donkeys, 15 cattle,

60 sheep and
600 date trees.

Mizra’-al-Hai-

tani

1 mile below

Mizra*.

Do. 30 bouses of

Nidabiyin.
15 camels, 20
donkeys, 20 cattle,

70 sheep and 300
date palms.

Eissah
Ol

or

Bti Mu*basili

Immediately be-

low Mizra*-al-

Haitani.

Left. 20 bouses of

Siyabiyin
of the Muba-
sili section.

10 camels, 15
donkeys, 12 cattle,

50 sheep and goats

and 1,500 palms.

Saijaui 1 mile below

Rissah and 2

miles above the

junction with

Wadi-al-^Aqq.

Do. 100 houses o£

Siyabiyin.
75 camels, 70
donkeys, 50 cattle,

270 sheep and

goats and 1,500

palras.

The total population of the valley is thus about 850 souls.

SAIQ A village in Jahal AkMhar in the Sultanate of ’Oman, the largest

Jli* and most important after Sharaijah, from which it lies about miles

westwards. It is picturesquely situated under a scarp, 400 feet high,

which is ascended by a staircase cut in the rock. The houses aa-e of

stone plastered with yeUow clay, but stand out white from a green

setting of fruit trees. The inhabitants are 60 &,milies of Bani Riyam
of the Jawanud section. There is a small Falaj for irrigation, and two

crops of wheat and jowari are reaped in the year. The gardens contain

roses, myrtle and jasmine, and there are vines supported on rude but

strong trellises; also pomegranate and plum trees, but no date palms.

Animals are 40 donkeys, 40 cattle and 600 sheep and goats. The place

consists like Shairaijah. of a parent village and of tw o offshoots named
’Am and ’Aqar. " Saiq ” is said to mean a cleft or a chasm.
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A place on the southern border of Qatar about midway between the

eastern and western coasts ; it is approximately 37 miles south-south-east

of the foot of Dohat-as-Salwa and 44 miles south-west of Dohah.

There are here a masonry well and some small date plantations which

are tended by the servants of Jasim, the chief Shaikh of the A1 Thani

of Qatar. In the vicinity are some hiUs, one carrying a look-out

post where a man is stationed in times of trouble to watch for hostile

Bedouins.

The capital of the Dhufar District situated about 6 miles from the SALA.LAH
west end of the plain of Dhufar Proper at a short distance inland.

The village consists of two portions about ^ of a mile apart and at equal

distances from the sea : a few hundred yards to the north of either

portion is a cemetery surrounded by a low wall. The eastern division of

the village contains about 150 houses^ some of them good with one

and even two upper storeys^ also a spacious and well built mosque

;

the western division is composed of about 100 houses
;
in both the houses

are nearly all of stone. There is no school. The inhabitants of Salalah

are Al Kathir of the Bu Ghawwas, Bait ^Amr-bin-Muhammad and

Bait-al-Marhun sections. There are no Indians nor Baluchis. A few

traders in piece-goods from Shihr do business here in summer and

return to their homes for the winter. Cotton and wheat are grown, also

tobacco, sugarcane, melons and a few figs. About ? of a mile from

Salalah on the way to Kisn are quarries of a peculiarly white and hand-

some but not very durable stone : of this material most of the houses in

the neighbourhood are constructed. Salalah is garrisoned by about ^0

^Askaris of the Sultan of ^Omau.

A long island or chain of islands off the coast of Dhafrah in Trucial SALALI
’Oman ;

it begins 28 miles south-west of Abu Dhabi Town and extends

westwards some 30 miles, parallel to the mainland and at a short

distance from it. If we regard the group as one island, the land being

practically continuous at low water, we may say that the east end is

called Salali, the middle Abul Abyadh and l:he west end

Miqaishit . The extreme western end is called Bus Miqaishit.

Salali is included in the Abu Dhabi Prinpipality,

5 IT 3

SAKAK
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SALAMAH-
WA-

BIN5T-

HA*

Salamah and her daughters/^ known to Europeans as ^^the Ctnoins/*^

a remarkable group of 3 rocky islets lying in the entrance of the Persian

Gulf noith of Musandam island. Salamah or the Great Quoin; 540 feet

high; is 7 miles from Eas Musandam and visible; in clear weather; 27

miles. It is half a mile across; and in profile wedge-shaped; having the

perpendicDlai' fall on the south-east side : the north-west side alone is

accessible : there is a small detached fragment of rock in the sea about 80

yards o£E the north side. The Little Quoin; 168 feet high; is 5 miles from

Eas Musandam : its highesi bluff is on the south side and this island is

accessible from the north only. Between the 2 Quoins and a little to the

north-east of a line joining them is Gap Island;'" the third of the group,

which has cliffs all round and a peak 250 feet high in the centre. The

Shihuh of Kumzar call the Great Quoin Mumar^/*^^; the Little Quoin

Didamar or Shanaku^ and Gap Island PanakuyTii ; Mumar ap-

pears to be a Kumzari word for mother and Didamar for '' daughter."

SALAMAT An Arab tribe of the Ahwaz District in Southern ’ArabistSn,

numbering perhaps 1;600 souls
;
they are connected politically with the

Buwiyeh. Most of the Salamat live in tents : they grow wheat and

barley and own a considerable quantity of livestock. The particulars

available about the Salamat are given in the following table; from which

it will be seen that they have some 460 fighting meU; of whom
half possess rifles and 130 are mounted :

—

Saotiom, SatsectioxiB. Location. Fighting strength. Rbkabes.

Hama d*as* «•« North of the 100, of whom This section, named
Salim Haddam, 6 40 have rifles after its present

miles east of

Saiyid Hasan
on the Gar-
gar.

and 30 are

mounted.
Shaikh, includes

subsection called AI

Bu Ghuwainam

ji JT . The
H a m a d-a s-S alim

have 4,000 sheep

and goats and are

said to pay 100
Tumans a year as

revenue to the

Shaikh of Mutiam-
jnareti.

^ A view of these islets is given in Chart No. 2373—3837 A.
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Section. N. Subsections. Location. Fighting strength.

Masakh Huwaidi Buwairdeb, 4 200, of whom This section is named
*

f

«

and Suwaidat to 5 miles 100 have after its present

east of Wais. rifles and 60
are mounted.

Shaikh. The live-

stock belonging to

it are 50 camels and
6,000 sheep and
goats. The revenue

payable yearly by
this section to the

Shaikh of Muiiam-
mareh is said

to be 400 Tnmans.

1

Wais (Abdu) BadrSn (A1 Ba) Hubaishiyat, 6 160, of whom This section also is

miles on the 80 bsive rifles called after its

Ahwaz side and 40 are present Shaikh.

The *Abdu Wais
have 70 mules, 50
cattle and 5,000
sheep and goats.

Dhabi (Bait)

and Bait

JEiaji Tubbash.
The

Bait TubbSsb
includes a small-

er division called

A1 Bti Warrao

of Raghai-

web.

moanled.

A few of the tribe are settled at the villages of Krai(h; Saiyid Hasan

and Saiyid Mnhaminad upon the Gargar ;
but the sections to which

these belong are uncertain. The rest of the tribe are nomads.

This is the commoner name and is derived from that of the original SALBITQ

settler^ but the island is also known as Mnhilleh It is situated (HAJI)

on the Persian side of the Shatt-al-Arab and belongs to Persia, 67^
being separated from ^Abbadan island, which it snbicnds from Hartheh

to Baraim, only by a shallow channel. The length of the island is about

5 miles, and its greatest breadth miles ; its upper end is about 4

miles below the junction of the Karun with the Shatt-al-’A.Tab. Haji

Salbuq is very fertile and is being gradually brought under cultivation

;

on the southern side, called Bahriyeh iUiere are several small villages.

The ground appears to be rising, and ahready there are date plantations

and wheat fields on the higher grounds, while in the lower rice is still
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grown. The whole of the cultivated land is irrigated by canals from the

river.

In 1836 the main channel of the Shatt-al-'^Arab ran between Haji

Salbuq and ^Abhadan island ;
what now remains of it is a boat passage,

nearly closed at its upper end by a shoal, but having a width elsewhere

of 4)00 to 700 yards^ and a depth in the fairway of 9 to 16 feet.*

SALEH A large and strong Arab tribe of the Hawizeh District in Southern

(BANT) ^Arabistan, amounting to perhaps 15,000 souls. Their territory from

^ north to south has an extent -of about 20 miles, beginning a few

miles south of Hawizeh Town ; its eastern boundary is at a place called

Shaikh Muhammad
;
and on the west it includes part of the Karkheh

or Karkheh-Tigris marshes. The majority of the tiibe engage in wheat

and barley cultivation and own large flocks of sheep and herds of cattle

besides about 3,000 camels,* but certain of the subdivisions inhabit the

marshes, where they cultivate rice, keep buffaloes and cattle, and move
about in Mashhufs and Taradahs. The fighting strength of the bani

Saleh is estimated at 1,000 horsemen and 3,350 footmen, and the

proportion of rifles is about 1 to every 2 men. The tribe, which is Shi'ah

in religion, is composed of the following divisions and subdivisions :

—

Division. Sabdivision. Fighting strength. BeMAUKS.

'Adbar {il Bu) 260 The family of the

i-uling chiefs be-

longs to this

division.

Birahineh 100 ...

Ghaiiinieh^ (A1 Bu) 200
••t

Hal&f 'Abaiyid (A1 Bu)
w

450

1

This subdivision

is among those

which inhabit the

marshea.

- Do. Braiheh
200

!

Do.

* Teidis are fully shown in. Commander Sinclair’s Sketch Survey, 1905.
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DiT^ion. Sabdivision. 1righting strength. BE3£ABES.

HalSf GhurbelL ^(Al BQ) 280 ...

Do.

iSjjSi yj jT

Hiyadir 650 This subdivision

Do Sakain (Bani) 200

18 among the

marsli dwellers.

Do. Sawaijit 160

Do. SMan 350 ...

Hamiidi

Do.

*Alw5n

Manjur

Do. Nabd-lyo 1- 650 •••

Do*

Do.

Do.

Snwairi

Snwaiyid
01

Dirairat

J

30

Do. HawaisMm 350

Do. Mir i
60

Do. Zakairiyeh
W

80

MaDasir 300 «•

Qraiyeh 100 •••

Su’wat (Al Bii )

160 ...

]c]ya yi JT
[

1-

The Halaf Division were originally a separate tribe : they are now

found among, the Bani Turuf also, and perhaps among the Banx lamim
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In BSihrOriu generally spoken of simply as “ Jazirah/'* An island of

the Bahrain group, situated in the large inlet of Kabb on the east

side of Bahrain Island off the north-west corner of Sitrah Island-

Jazirat Nabi Salih measures about ^ a mile in each direction and is

practically one large date gi-ove, being entirely covered with palms

which are said to number 16,000. At the south-eastern corner is a patch

of sandstone, supplying material for the numerous solidly built tombs

that are a feature of the place. Fresh water, derived from two copious
Ui

Springs named ^Ain-as-Safahiyali and ^Ain-al-Kliadlira

is abundant. There are two villages inhabited by SahS>rin8ih^

who are pearl-divers^ fishermen and cultivators : one, Kaflan
,
has

40 houses 3 the other, Qxayah has 35. To these places belong

1 Baqarah, 8 Mashuwahs and jollyboats and one other boat, all used

for pearling
;
also 1 1 donkeys and 6 cattle.

About 200 yards north of Nabi Salih is a still smaller island without

houses, except 2 huts, but covered with date trees : it is called J azaiyirah

The date palms here are now in the possession of Shaikh Khalid,

brother of the Shaikh of Bahrain, but they were formerly attached to a

Shi^ah mosque, of which the ruins are still visible at the spot.

Nabi Salih is subject to the jurisdiction of the Shaikh of Bahrainis

brother, Khalid-bin-'Ali, who ordinarily resides at Bifa^ ash, Sharqi.

Salih officially known as Shatrat-aVAmarah ;
a small town

(QAL^AT) in Tm'kish ^Iraq on the left bank of the Tigris, 27^ miles above

. ‘’Azair and 32^ miles below ^Amarah Town by river ; it has grown up

out of a small village during the last twelve years in consequence of the

general pacification of the country and the development of the rice

trade, of which it is a centre.

The town, divided into two portions by a canal, consists half of

brick houses and half of huts; and the population is 2,000 or some-

what more. The people, said to be of Central Arabian origin, are

nearly all Muhammadans, Sunnis greatly predominating j but there

are some 400 Shi^ahs, about 50 Jews, and some Sahians. The

Sabians are goldsmiths and make Mashhuf canoes. The surrounding

tribe are the A1 Bu Muhammad ; the original fort, to which the place

owes its name, belonged to Faisal, one of their chiefs.

There are some dates and the chief local products are rice, maize,

millet, sesame, cucumbers, onions and radishes. The bazaar is well

stocked with cotton cloth, sugar, cofiee and tea, mostly from Basrah^

SALIH
(NABI)
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QaFat Salih is the headquarters of the Qadha of Shatrat-al-

^Amarah in the Sanjaq of ^Amarah
;

it has one Sabian and three

Muhammadan schools and a customs house
;
and it is connected by a

single line of telegraph with Qurnah Village on the one side and

AmarahTown on the other. The Dairat-as-Saniyah have an office here.

A range of granite hiUs in Jahal Shammar, resembling Jabal Aja but gALMAH
inferior in size and importance. Jabal Salmah runs parallel to Jabal Aja (JABAL)
at a distance of 30 miles to the south-east

;
it is lower than Jabal Aja

and only about half the lengthy reaching to a corresponding distance

on the north-east but falling short on the south-west. Hail

stands on the plain, called Batn, which is enclosed between the two

ranges. Jabal Salmah is divided into two nearly equal lengths by a

pass called Ri’-ash-Shara^ over which the road from Sabian to

Tabah runs at an elevation of 3,990 feet above the sea, or nearly 500

above the Batn plain. Both sections of the range contain craters or

amphitheatres, accessible only by narrow gorges and exhibiting in their

interiors basalt, granite, red basaltic schist and gravel conglomerate.

The principal crater in the northern part of the range is entered by a
m

gorge at the north-eastern corner which is called Fuqqah ^ and

is the most difficult of the many passes in Jabal Salmah, being obstructed

at its narrowest part by a step 3| feet high over which only strong

unloaded camels can pass
;

it can also be reached however by a pass from

Tabah. The approach to the chief amphitheatre in the south end is by
•* (W

Wadis Madhaiyih Horah Matraflyah Dahshamiyah

AxjLibd and Mahdaj ,
and finally through a gorge called Ri^ Mahdaj

which loaded camels can pass in single file. Each of the principal

amphitheatres contains many petty valleys, of which 49 belonging to

the northern and 22 belonging to the southern have special names.

Jabal Salmah also possesses a number of external valleys, the chief of

these in the northern section being Na^ai , Rak uS”;, Jub Amlah

,
Shinayin ,

Hamrah^ ,
Halqum Hafiyah TJmm '

Haruj ^1, Tiryan and ^Adwah ; all drain towards Faid

except Tiryan, which has no outlet, and ^Adwah which goes towards

the Dorth-east. The exterior valleys of the southern section are those

already mentioned as affording access to the southern amphitheatre, they

form a series of which one leads into the next and all five art
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SALU’

SALUBA
bJLd

or

SALAIB

absolutely barren. The valleys of the north on the contrary mostly

contain date palms belonging to Shammar of the Aslam section ; these

palms flourish on the natural water of the subsoil and receive no

attention except when they are fertilised and again in the date harvest,

when the owners camp beside them. Some of the Ri^s can be passed by

horses only after they have been unshod. Jabah Salmah is crossed by

the route from Hail to Paid, not however via the Ri^ash*Shara/

but by a pass near the northern extremity of the range which is

narrow, difficult, for camels even dangerous, and was in former times

a noted larking place of brigands.

A tract in the Kuwait Principality between the district of ^Adan on

the north and that of Hazaim on the south. Its extent is uncertaiii

but may be considerable, possibly 30 miles from north to south and

20 miles from the sea inlands. Other accounts make it only a small

locality towards the north end of the region between ^Adan and Hazaim.

The name is derived from a peculiar geological formation consisting of

more or less horizontal strata of rock interspersed with layers, about three

feet thick, of sand and earth : the Arabs are accustomed to obtain water

by excavating the soft parts. There are no very celebrated wells in

Salu^, and water, where found, is generally fit only for animals. The

surface of the Salu^ tract is described as extremely sterile, consisting of

a somewhat loose and dark-coloured sand, and bearing little or no vegetation

except the Sflaij plant.

“ On the coast the following maritime features between ^Adan. on the

north and Hazaim on the south may be regarded as connected with the

Salu^ tract :—the southern end of Dohat-az-Zarq, Ras-az-Zor, Ardh-al-

^Khor, Jabal Banayah and .Ras Bard-halq. These are all described in

the article on the Kuwait Principality.

Singular Salubi A race or tribe dispersed in small nomadi^

Najd, m Kuwait territory, and to some extent in Turkish

their range is said jjo be from Syria in the north to Yaman

}?:
th*^,

.
BU'^th. ,In particular they,: ^?:e__knpwn to frequent Haiyaniy^h
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in the Nafud and Bir Taiyim on the direct route from Hail to

Najaf *

Numbers and divisions .—^No estimate exists of their numbers, and

nothing is known of their divisions ; the different sections, however, appear

to have fixed limits within which they wander ;
and there is said to be one

section, called Ghanaimi which declines to intermarry with the

others.

Appearance and character .—The Saluba are a peculiar and interesting

people, but the problems of their origin and history are as yet unsolved,

and may be insoluble. The cast of their featmres is almost European,

their complexion is fair, their eyes are often light-coloured j and in character

they are tolerant and humane, less suspicious and reserved than the

Arabs, more peacefully inclined and more intelligent.

Mode of life .—The Saluba, though they own some cattle and flocks of

sheep and goats, are extremely restless, and can hardly be described as a

pastoral race. They are to a great extent hunters who live by the chase,

but they eke out their subsistence by mechanical industries and veterinary

surgery. They ai^e reported to be excellent marksmen and unrivalled in the

art of finding and stalking the gazelle and even the ostrich ;
in landcraft

generally they are as superior to the Bedouins as the Bedouins are to the

Hadhar or settled Arabs; and in the desert the Saluba are the safest of

guides and the surest of water-finders. They own an exceptionally

fine breed of donkeys, with which they go hunting and perform desert

journeys that are diflS.eult even to Bedouins mounted on dromedaries*

They mend firearms, they tin pots and kettles, and they manufacture

hatchets, sickles and flint-steels for the Bedouins and the inhabitants of

the oases ; but their work in this line is ruder than that of the Simna «

^W^orkei’S in wood also, they make well-pulleys, milk-vessels and camel"

saddles of desert acacia. They are besides the farriers and cattle surgeons

of the Bedouins, to whom they also act as guides and for whom they

perform many menial services. Their occupations vary with the season,

and the summei', when the Bedouins have no milk to give them, is

generally devoted by the Saluba of Najd to hunting in the desert : those

of the Kuwait side encamp near the coast for four months in the hot

season.

The Saluba subsist chiefly on dates, on the milk and ghi affoided

by their flocks and herds, and on the flesh of the animals they kill in. the

chase j dried locusts are also a part of their diet ;
and the Arabs accuse

them of feeding on carrio% such as .sheep and camels that have died a

- # See Route 111 Xadjin.) iu the article on HajU.
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natural death. In personal habits they are far frona clean. Their di’ees

often consists of a smock-frock made of gazelle skins.

Religion ,— In religion they now conform^ at least outwardly^ to the

Muhammadanism by which they are surrounded
;
but it is certain that

they also possess^ or possessed till 40 years ago^ a religion of their own.

When following their ancestral opinions they profess, it is said, belief in

one God and respect for Muhammad as a man ; revere some nameless

celestial beings whom they style the confidential friends of God pray

three times a day, at sunrise, noon and sunset ; fast three times a year, to

wit for 80 days in Ramadhan, for 4 to 7 days in Sha'^ban and for 5 to 9

days in one of the summer months ; adore the Pole Star, which they caU

Jah by facing it and spreading out their arms so as to form a

cross \
respect a star named Jadi in the constellation Aries; and consider

a part of Mesopotamia to be holy ground. They sometimes declare that

they were originally Sabians, and the position of the North Star in their

system of belief gives colour to the assertion. But it is difiicult to

predicate anything of a religion which is now concealed and is moreover

in course of being superseded by another.

of the customs of the Saluba appear to be peculiar to

themselves. It is said that a child 40 days after its birth is seven times

immersed in water, and that all male children are circumcised before they

are seven years old ; at the circumcision sheep are killed and all comers are

made welcome to the feast. The marriage ceremony is simple and is per-

formed in the presence of the fathers or next-of-kin of the bride and bride-

groom ; the voluntary consent of the principals is necessary and a present

is given to the bride^s father ; after this has been done, a greybeard asks

the parties whether they agree to the union, receives a fee, pronounces

them married, and sends them off to cohabit. Corpses are washed, wrapped

in a white shroud, or when cloth is not procurable in a new deerskin

mantle, and then interred with a prayer. The characteristic feature of

Salubi festivals, especially their circumcisions and weddings, is the erec-

tion of a cross,* draped with red cloth and topped with feathers, at the

door of the tent where the ceremony takes place ; the planting of the cross

serves as a general invitation to the neighbours to assemble and dance
round it. In the Salubi dance the men lightly kiss their female
partners on the shoulder, but do not otherwise touch them.

* Some of the authorities accordingly derive the term Saluba from Salib

the word for a cross. Their cross-like attitude in addressing the Noith Star will also
he recollected.
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Political position.>^^kQ political position of tlie Saluba is peculiar,

somewhat resembling that of the Zatiit. It is one of semi-subordination to

the Arabs as a race. The Saluba wander among the Arab tribes and are

friends with all, but remain entirely distinct and take no part in Arab

feuds. The Arabs do not intermarry with them, and in joint camps the

two communities pitch their tents apart. The Saluba have a patron in

every considerable Arab tribe who protects them from wrong, and they

pay a small tribute wherever they go. They themselves never plunder,

and the Arabs generally disdain to injure them. Socially they are

contemned by the Arabs, and an Arab will not drink out of the same vessel

as a Salubi. To the west of Hail in Najd they are called Khaluwah

or Solitaries sometimes, in disdain, Kilab-al-Khala or “Dogs

of the Desert.’’^ The term Salubi is sometimes used opprobriously in

addressing members of other inferior tribes such as the Hataim, Shararat

and Suiina^] yet a sickly Bedouin Arab child is occasionally named

“ Salubi or “ Khaluwi in the hope of propitiating the fates to spare

him.*

A considerable bay forming the southern extremity or foot of what may

be called the Gulf of Bahrain, the sea, namely, which divides the shores

of Qatar from those of Hasa. On the eastern shore of the bay is a

small group of date groves belonging to Bedouins who profess allegiance

to the Al Thani Shaikh of Qatar, also a few wells of indifferent water.

One of the plantations, now abandoned, has a small spring of water

which runs down to the sea and is resorted to by Bani Hajir. The route

between Hofuf and Dohah passes close to the foot of D5hat-as-SaIwa.

An important oasis and township of about 2,500 inhabitants ; it is

situated on the left bank of Wadi Samad in the Baldan-al-Habus

division of the Sharqiyah District of the ’Oman Sultanate.

The inhabitants are Habus (180 houses), Jahadhim (100 houses),

Zikawinah (60 houses), Al Bu Sa’id (50 houses), Shuruj (50 houses),

’ Hirlh (40 houses), and Warud (40 houses). The crops grown are

* The chief authorities on the Saluba are Doughty, passim, and Colvill in a note

appended to Felly’s R&portm a Journey to the Wahahee Cafital,

SALWA
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wiieat; barlej; sugarcane and lucerne. Livestock are 800 camels^ 200

donkeys, 200 cattle and 1,000 sheep and goats.

A valley whicli rises in the Eastern Hajar in the Sultanate of

^Oman, andj after traversing part of the Baldan-al-Habus division of

the Sharqiyah District, joins Wadi ^Aixdam fromjthe eastern side at

a point opposite Khadhra Bin-Daia^ The following are, in descending

order, the villages of this Wadi

Name. Position.

.

On whicli
bank

situated.

Houses and in-

habitants.
Bemabes.

'Alo Within the hills

of Eastern

Hajar,
^

Left. 40 houses of

Habus.
Resources are 10
camels, 30 donkeys,

10 cattl^, ,300 sheep

and goats and 1,000

palms.

Eodhah Half an hour

below ’Alo and
a very short

distance below

the exit of the

valley from the

hills.

Do. 30O houses of

Habtis.
But for the character

of its water supply,

which is unsatis-

factory, Eodhah
and not Mud-
liaibi would be the

tribal capital of

the Habus. The

inhabitants of

Eodhah have 20

camels, 60 don-

keys, 30 cattle, 700

sheep and goats and

2,000 date trees.

Khadhar Half an hour
below Eodhah.

Eight. 60 houses of

Habus and
A1 Bu S ’id.

Livestock are 26

donkeys, 10 cattle,

100 sheep and goats

and 1,000 palms.

Shan’at A1
Bu Sa’id

One mile below
Khadhar.

Left. 100 houses of A1
Bii Sa’id.

Here are 10 camels,

30 donkeys, 16

cattle, 200 sheep

and goats and

1,600 date palms.

Samad
Town

... Left. M. See article Samad
Town,

Magbsar One mile below

3amad Town.
Eight. 70 houses of

Habus.
The inhabitants possess

80 camels, 20 don-

keys, 60 cattle, 300

sheep and goats and

1,600 palms.
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The junction of Wadi Samad with Wadi ^Andam at Khadhra Bin-

Daffa^ is about 6 miles below Maghsar. The population of Wadi Samad

is about 5^500 souls. This valley forms part of the boundary between

Sharqiyah and Eastern Hajar.

Also called Kut Samail JjUw oy . An important place situated SAMAIL
on the right bank of Wadi Samail in the ^Omau Sultanate and dividing (HlSN)

the ^Alayah or upper valley, tenanted by Hinawi tribes, from the Sifalah JJU^
or lower valley, which is occupied by tribes of the opposite faction. The

main feature is a fort, in the possession of the Sultan of ’Oman,

commanding the great highway between coast and interior that lies . up

the valley. It stands on an isolated rocky eminence, scarped all round

at the base and presentiug a high precipitous cliff on the side towards

the valley. On the east or lower side is a massive barbican containiug %

unfailing wells cut through the solid rock. The keep is a circular stone

tower built on the highest point of the rock and contains a capacious

water reservoir. The curtain walls connecting the keep and barbican

enclose a considerable area of irregular shape. Immediately under the

fort on the west side stands a collection of 30 or 40 houses and 60

shops which is called Suq Samail UjU-* A Wali ordinarily resides at

Hisn Samail on the part of the Sultan of ’Oman, and his authority is

supported by a detachment of 25 ’Askaris, under an ’Aqid. About

|2,4O0 is annually collected as revenue, and of this a balance of |l,000

reaches the Masqat treasury. Saiyid Faisal, present Sultan of ’Oman,

owns some land and date plantations here as his private property
; these

have an annual value of $2,000 and are at present assigned as a grant-in-

aid to the Wali.

The largest, the most populous, and politically the most important SAMAIL
valley in the Sultanate of ’Oman. It cuts the range or mountainous (WADI)
district of Hajar across, dividing it into an eastern and a western massj

and is thus a leading feature in the physical geography of ’Oman.

Rising at Najd-al Mughbariyah, called also Qarn-ad-Daru’ I

oyer which a pass leads into ’Oman Proper, the Wadi runs in a
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iiortli-nortli-easterly direction and readies the coast by several mouths

in the neighbourhood of Sib after a course of about 50 miles. In different

parts of its course it bears different names^ and in strict parlance

only a portion is called Samail : within the hills it is first Wadi Bani

Buwahah, then Wadi Samailj after emerging from the higher hills it

becomes successively Wadi Bidbid^ Wadi fanjah and Wadi Khodh.

The Wadi Bani Ruwahah section extends from Najd-al-Mughbariyah

to Darwazahj a distance of 10 miles. The followings in descending order,

are its villages ;

—

Name. Position.
On which

bank.
Houses and
inhabitants.

Kemabes.

Mughtarlyah
ca

At the head of

the valley.

Both. 100 houses

of Bani
Ruwahah.

Resources are 25 don-

keys, 20 cattle, 200
sheep and goats and

6,000 palms.

Hammah Bear Mugbbari-
yah.

Eight. 40 houses of

Bani Buwa-
hah.

Livestock are 20 don-

keys, 30 cattle and 70

sheep and goats and

1,000 palms.

Mihail Immediately
below Hammah.

Do. 50 houses

of Bani
Ruwahah.

The people are of the

Bani Hashim section.

They have 25 don-

keys, 40 cattle, 80

sheep and goats and

1,200 date trees.

Jinah

.

Half a mile below
Mihail.

Both. 70 houses
of Bani
Ruwahah.

Resources are 30 don-

keys, 50 cattle, 300

sheep and goats and

2,000 palms.

Eissah (I)

wl

One mile below
J ina.b.

Do. 50 houses
of Bani
Ruwahah.

Here are 20 donkeys,

40 cattle, 200 sheep

and goats and 1,600

date palms.

Biyaq 3 miles below
Kissab (I).

Eight.

1

40 houses
of Bani
Ruwahah.

The inhabitants belong

to the Wilad Khamis
and Wilad Mas’ud

sections. They have

16 donkeys, SO cattle,

200 sheep and goats

and 1,000 palms.

Qari

^j3
One mile below
Biyaq.

Left. 20 houses of
Bani Ruwa-
hah.

Resources are 10 don-

keys, 20 cattle, 100

sheep and goats and

800 palms.
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Name. Pogitioii.
On which
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants

B£:vcabes.

Hinaamt Between Qari
and Wasad.

Both. 400 honses of

Bani Ruwa-
hah.

1

1

Resources are 10
camels, 60 donkeys,
40 cattle and 600
sheep and goats.

Wasad One mile below
Qari.

Do. i 70 houses of

Bani Ruwa-
hah.

The people are of the
Wilad Khalf section

They possess 30 don-
keys, 60 cattle, 400
sheep and goats and
4,0u0 palms.

Wabal ^ a mile below
Wasad and the
same above
Darwazah.

Right. 50 houses

of Bani

1

Ruwahah.

i

!

The inhabitants of
Wabal are of the
Wilad iJasir

Muhammad section.

A short distance

below Wabal is

Darwazah mentioned
below.

Half a mile below Wabal is a wall with towers, through a gate in

which the highway passes ; this barrier is Darwazah and its

object is to close the route up the valley ; it is permanently occupied by a

tribal garrison of the Bani BiUWahah. A desert plain called Saih

follows and forms the transition to the Samail section of the valley.

About 4j miles below Darwazah the village of Qurain is reached

:

particulars concerning it and the other villages which follow it in

Wadi Samail Proper are given in the table below :
—

Name. Position.
On which

bank.
Houses and
inhabitants. Eemabks.

Qurain

1

1

j

Right. 100 houses of
Bani Hina.

The people are culti-

vators and carriers.

’A.dhdah Opposite Qurain. Left. 60 houses
of Bani
Ruwahah.

Do.

Habbas
w

Do. Do. 20 houses of
ShawS.mi3 and
80 of Ban*;

Hina.

Do.
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On which
bank.

Hoasos and
inhabitants.

Eissah (II)

Eiofai'ah

I
A little below Right.
Habbas,

I m m e d i a tely Left,
below Eissah.

Opposite Eissah. Do.

40 ] lonsps

of Zalut
B a 1 uchis,
and Bani
Buwahah
of the
’Awamir sec-

tion.

80 houses
of Bani
Buwahah ol

the ’Awamir
section.

200 houses of
Bani Hina.

Opposite^ on the left
bank, there stood for-
merly a village Mad-
rah

deserted.

The people are traders.

The inhabitants are
cultivators and
gardeners.

Qadimah J of an hour Do.
iWvii below Haili.

Jamraab I m m e d i a tely Do.
*• below Qadimah.

I

40 houses
of Bani
Hina.

60 houses
of Bani i

Hina.

Sbarqaiain Partly opposite Both banks. 30 houses of The people are
Jammah. Habahmah gardeners and car-

and Baluchi penters.
slaves;

Qarwashiyah
m 50 houses

of Bani
B u w ahah
of the il
Mahram sec-
tion.

Traders and gardeners.

Nagbzah

Subarah

Partly opposite Right.
QarwSshiyah,

Partly opposite Do.
Naghzah.

100 houses of
Bani Hina
and Bani
B u w ahah
of the
Bahall I sec-
tion.

100 houses
of Bani
Buwahah
of the Wilad
Khalil and
Qurun sec-
tions.

Dates are cultivated.
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Name. Position,
On wliich
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants.

EE3{ASEB.

Hijrai Wilad
Sa’ad

I m in e d lately

below Suharah.
Ri ght. 100 bouses

of Bani
Buwaliali
of the Wilad
Sa’ad section.

Date cultivators and
traders.

Jammar
w

Opposite Bijrat

Wilad Sa*ad.

Left. 150 Louses
of Bani
B uw.ahali
and Al Bu
Sa*id.

Do.

Hijrat-al-

Bakrijin
1 mile below
Jammar.

Right. 100 houses

of Eani
B u w ahah
of the Bak-
riyin section.

The inhabitants are

gardeners.

Ibrahimiyah
IW

Immediately
below Hijrat-

al-Bakriyin.

Do. 40 houses
of Bani

B u wahah
of the
Bakriyin sec*

tion.

Do.

Bait Walad-
al-Khallli

I m m e d i ately

below Ibrabi-

miyah.

Do. 100 houses

of* Bani
E u wahah
of the Wilad
Khalil sec-

tion.

Nil.

Diffbal or

H ijrat Diglial
Opposite Ibiahl

mlyah.
Left. 100 houses

of Hani

B u wahah
of the Aulad
Wakil sec«

tion.

The people are traders

and cultivators.

Harithiyah
ou

^

Opposite Digbal. Right. 20 houses of

Bani Hina.
Do.

Piihaii^ ah
Ul

Opposite Hari-

tbiyah.

Left. 30 houses of

Baluchis.
The inhabitants are

gardeners and carriers.

SaVarah
I m m e d i a t ely

below Hari-
tbiyah.

Right. 60 houses

of Bani
Buwabah
of the Aulad
Bin-Bahis and

BaUriyin sec-

tions.

Nil.

i

Paqdaqam Opposite Hisn
Sam ail.

Left. 20 houses

of Bani
Buwahah.

G-avdeners.

‘

5 o X
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Name. Po.qition,
On which
hank.

Houses
and inhabitants. Remaeks.

Hisa Samaii Partly opposite
Harithiyah.

Kigbt. ... See article Hisu
Samaii.

Hijrat-ad-

Dabali
Just below Hisu
Samaii.

Do. 80 bouses of
Bani Jabir.

The people are
gardeners and provi-
sion merchants.

Murriyah Just below
H i] rat-ad-
Dabab.

Do. 50 houses of
Bani Jabir.

The inhabitants trad)
and cultivate.

ELallut
m

J ust below
Murrlyab.

Do. 10 houses of
Bani Jabir
or their

slaves and
servants.

Cultivators.

Bistan

«;ULo

1 mile below
Hisu Samaii
and just below
Khallut.

Do. 15 houses of

Bani Jabir.
Do.

Jabailiyat

oUJU^
Opposite Bistan. Left. 60 houses of

Bani Jabir.
Cultivators and silver-

smiths.

Sib-adb-
Dbafar

I m m e d i a tely

below Jabai-
liyat.

Left. 40 houses of

Siyabiyin.
The inhabitants are

carriers.

Kafarab Partly opposite

Jabailiyat.
Eight. 13 houses

of Bani
Hadharmi.

Gardeners of Sa*id-bin.

Nasir, *Aqid :f

Matrah.

Gbail-ad-
Dakk

Ji^

Opposite Sib-
adh-Dhafar.

Do. 20 houses of
Siyabiyin.

Carriers.

Manqal 'Asin

JiiLs/®

Opposite Kafarab. Left, 10 houses of

Bayasirah.
Cultivators.

Hsjir
^ a mile below
Manqal ’Asin.

Do. 80 houses of

Bani Jabir
( Dafafi sec-

tion) and
Bayasirali.

Cultivators and
carriers.

Mifla’ad Opposite Hajir. Eight

.

50 bouses of
Bani Jabir.

Do.

Hijrat-as-
Sufa

li miles below
Hisn Samaii
and opposite
Hajir.

Do.

1

100 houses of
Bani Jabir.

Do.
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Name, Position, On whicli
bank.

Hoases and
inhabitants.

Ee3IABKS.

Mahbab Opposite Hijrat-

as-Sufa.

Left. 40 bouses of

Bani Jabir
and I^'ida-

biyin.

Cultivators and carriers.

Hisn-bin-

Hammas

(W

I m m e d i a tely

below Mahbub.
Do. 10 bouses of

Bani Jabir.
Do.

Ghabrab 2 miles below
Hisn Samail.

Eight. 50 houses of

Bani Jabir
and Siya-
biyin.

Do.

Dan J a mile south-

east of Ghu-
brah.

Do. 40 bouses of

Bani Jabir
and Siya-
biyin.

Do.

Farn 1 mile below
Gbubrah.

Do. 40 houses of

Bani Jabir.
2 miles south-south-

east of Faru in the

bills is a village called

Siyab 8^^. The
people of Faru are

cultivators and carriers.

Hillat
or

^Chubar-al-

Majalibah

&Xa, or

1 mile below
Faru.

Do. 30 bouses of

Majalibab.
The inhabitants are cul-

tivators and carriers.

Hillat or

Kbubar Bani
Harras

CM

sSa. or

“ m

1 mile below
Hillat-al-MajS.-

libab.

Do. 100 bouses of

Bani Harras.
A. short distance below
this place is a spring

called Furdhat Hasss^s
09

The villages in Wadi Samail Proper above Hisn Samail are called

collectively ’Alayat Samail "iU or Upper Samail, and those below

it Sifalat Samail JJU- ,
or Lower Samail : the 'Alayah has a

length o£ 2 and the Sifalah of 4 miles. The ’Alayah, it will be seen,

is entirely Hinawi, while the Sifalah is not less exclusively Ghafiri. Wadi

Samail Proper ends at the spring called Furdhat Hassas, a short distance

below HiUat Bani Harras.
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The remaining course of Wadi Samail to the sea contains the follow-

ing villages and towns

On which Houses and in-

bank, habitants.

Miltiqa

Bidbid

MilaiyinalL

1| miles below Right.

Hillat Bani

H arras.

4>i miles below Do.

Hassas.

1^ miles below Left.

Sarur.

3 miles below Do.

Miltiqa.

25 houses of Melons are grown.

Nidabiyin.

f of a mile below Do.
Bidbid.

1 mile below Bid- Right,
bid, between
Wadis Samail
and Mansab at

their iunction.

1 mile below Do.
Qurta*.

500 houses of

Nidabiyin
and Bani
Jabir.

40 honses of

Qawasim.
40 houses of

Bani Jabir
(Aulad Wadi
section) and
Siyabiyin.

30 honses of

Siyabiyin.

Here are 60,000 palms
hearing Fard dates.

Animals are 50
camels, 700 donkeys,
700 cattle and 400
sheep and goats.

Ordinary cultivation.

There is a fort here be-

longing to the Sultan
of 'Oman ; it is

held by a garrison of

20 ’Askaris. Musk
and water melons aud
lucerne are grown.

| of the village

belongs to the present

Sultan of ’Oman as

his private property

and is generally leased

for 5f.2,600 a year.

Ordinary cultivation.

60 houses of Ordinary cultivation,

I

Siyabiyin. especsially lucerne.

20 houses of
i

Siyabiyin.

Amqat

oliu^

mile 8 below
QurtiL*.

Do. 40 houses of

Siyabiyin,
Bani Jabir
and Bani
Maharib.

Sham

AT
1 mile below
*Amqat.

Left.- 60 houses of
Bawaris and
Hadadabah.

Fanjah

Aatr^

1 mile below
Sham.

Do. 460 honses of

Hada d a b a h

and Bawaris,
mostly of

stone.

A route leads over a

pass called 'Aqabat

'Amqat, 2 miles east

of this place, into

Wadi Boshar.

Ordinary cultivation.

There is a small bazaar.

Mats, cloth and pottery

are made. Here there

are 30,000 palms, but

the dates are not of the

Pard variety. Animals
are 60 camels, 120 don-

keys, 700 cattle
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Name. Position. Oa whicli
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants. '

Tasawir 2 miles below
Fanjah.

Both.

1

25 houses
of Bani
Euwahah.

and I320O sheep and
goats. There are two
Sot springs.

There is a small bazaar
here.

Khodh 6 miles below
Tasawir and 9
miles from the

coast at Sib.

Right. 120 houses of
Bani Hina
and 80 of

’Awamir.

There is a fort here,
belonging to Hamaid
bin-’Umair of the

1

Bani BaLri.

The principal tributaries of Wadi Samail are Wadi-al-’Aqq, on the

right bank, 2 miles below Hassas ; a Wadi, possibly also called ^Aqq,

1 mile above Sarur ;
W adi Bani Jabir (II) on the left bank immediately

below Miltiqa, of which the upper course is separated only by low water-

shed from W adi Samail ; Wadi Mansah^ on the right bank immediately

below Qurta^

;

finally, on the left bank immediately below ^Amqat^

Wadi Dhaba^un in the basin of which lie the following villages :

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Beuasks.

Hamlm IJ miles west of the
1

40 houses of Bani Bates are cultivated.
junction of Wadis
Dhaba’un and

Jabir.

Sama’il, in the hills.

Thumaid 1 mile south of 15 houses of Bani Do.
Hamim. Jabir.

Farfarah 1 mile south of 45 houses o£ Bani Do.
Thumaid, on the
Wadi.

Maharih.

The settled population of Wadi Samail appears to be about 27,500. or.

including Wadi Dhaba^un, 28,000 souls.

In its course through Hajar, that is, in its Bani Ruwahah and Samail

sections, the Wadi is enclosed between lofty ranges of irregular outline

which rise to heights of 5,000 and 7,000 feet : the eastern wall of mountains

has fewer high peaks, but presents more broken contours than the

western. Wide in some places and narrow in others. Wadi Samail is

extremely contracted near Ghubrah ; its aspect also varies, desolate

stretches of sand and pebbles alternating with well-cultivated and thickly-

populated tracts. As far as the middle of Wadi Samail Proper, the

slope is somewhat rapid, though free from sudden falls ; lower down it is

more gradual, and the soil, which is dark in the Wadi^Ruwahah, becomes

lighter coloured and more sandy as the valley descends. The famous

Samail date groves are watered by open conduits, not by the subterra-

nean Palajs common elsewhere, and the palms are estimated at fiOOiOOC^
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of all soi'fcs. Samail is the home of the Fard date^ and cotton is

extensively grown. Below Sarur the hills recede^ especially on the west

;

and the stream^ perennial above this point, vanishes under ground to

reappear again nearer the coast. At Bidbid theWadi bed is broad, barren

and sandy : finally it breaks up into branches as it approaches the coast.

Wadi Samail was at the beginning of the 1 7th century the seat of

a chief who, in coalition with the Bani Hina tribe and the Ya'arabi chief

of Eustaq, successfully resisted and eventually overthrew the power of

the dynasty of the Kabahinah. In recent times it has generally been

submissive to the Sultans of ’Oman, but it is often disturbed by feuds

between the Hinawiyah of the upper and the Ghafiriyah of the lower valley,

The trade of the WMi is with Matrah and Sib.

SAMAIT
(AL BtJ)^

A restless tribe of non-Bedouin Arabs, at the present time settled on

the Persian Coast, chiefly in Lingeh Town. In Ghariyeh, an eastern

suburb of Lingeh, upon the sea face, they are said to own 34»0 houses

;

and in Lingiyeh, a western quarter of the town, 2. Besides these there

are about 4 houses of AlBu Samait at Mughu, 10 at Barku, and about 10

at Halat Naband, all places in the Shibkhh district. The total number of

the tribe is approximately 1,800 souls. It is estimated that among them

they own 8,500 date palms
;
but they are chiefly engaged in pearl fishing

nd other seafaring occupations, and they possess a numljer of boats. In

religion they are Maliki Sunnis.

The original habitat of the Al Bu Samait appears to have l)ecn at a

place near Khor Shaqiq in Qatar, but towards the end of the 1 8th

century they removed to Zubarah, where they joined the ’TJtub. About

1810 they migrated from Zubarah to Jau in Bahrain, and there they

remained for about 20 years
} afterwards, a blood feud having arisen

between themselves and the Nairn in Bahrain, they transferred their

abode to Dammto in Qatif. At Dammam they stayed for about 7

years only and then returned for a short period to Bahrain, eventually

emigrating about 1840 to Lingeh, where they still remain. In 1899

they incurred the displeasure of the Persian authorities by supporting

the cause of the Arab Zabit of Lingeh, who was expelled in that year
;

and in 1900 they appear to have entertained some idea of emigrating

to the British station of Basidu, but did not carry it into effect. Their

relations with the Shaikh of Bahrain have never ceased to be friendly,

and it is believed that oppression by Persian officials might even now
cause them to return to his jurisdiction.*

. The history of the AL Bu Samait is contained iu the Foreign Proceedings of the
(Jovernmeat of India for June 1901 .
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A division of the Diwaniyah Sanjaq

Turkish ’Iraq.

of the Baghdad Wilayat in SAMAWAH

QABEA
Position and boundaries .—The Qadha of Samawah is situated on

both sides of the river Euphrates immediately above the point where

it leaves the Wilayat of Baghdad and enters that of Basrah. It is

bounded on the east by the Nasiriyah Qadha of the Muntafik Sanjaq,

on the south and west by the Shamiyah Desert, on the north-west by

the Qadha of Shamiyah, and on the north by that of Diwaniyah.

Topography and tribes.—The only considerable town in the Qadha is

Samawah, which is the headquarters of the local administration ;
the

other principal places are EiUmaithah, which forms the subject of a

separate article, and Durraji, Abu Juwarir and Khidhar, all of which

are described in the article on the Euphrates, besides Ishan

(100 houses), Sadah (30 houses) and Wusaitah (40

houses). The ancient site of Warkah is situated in the Durraji

Nahiyah of this Qadha.

The Muqata’ahs or tracts that compose the district are, with the

tribes and section that occupy them, the following

:

Tracts. Tribes or sections. Tracts. Tribes or sections.

1. ’Ajib (Nusf-al-) Zubaid of a Jabiii

section, ’Ajlb

subsection.

39. Eankuu A1 Bii Hassan.

2. ’Ajinah (Umm)
w

A1 Bu tTaiyash.
40. Kar’ah Do.

3. ’Akaf (UmiD*al-)
w

Zaiyad.
41. Khail (Umm)

HI

Do.

4. ’Akariyah
w

A1 Bu Hassan. 42. Khauaq Zaiyad and Zubaid
of a Jabur section,

Jawabir subsection.

5. ’Alamak Dbawalim. 43. Kkanjar (Shaft) Bani Zaraij.

la.u»

6. 'Aridh (Baiii) Khaza’il of the

Bani *An*dh sec-

tion.

44. Kharijiyah
00 w

A1 Bu Hassan.

7. ’Arukah

V
A1 Bu Hassan. 45. Khazar Dbawalim,
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Tracts- Tribe or section.
1

Tracts. Tribe or section.

8. Baidbah Bani Hakim. 46. Khumas Bbawalim.

9. Bandariyali A1 Bti HassaQ. 47. Liwah (Kard)

oji

Jabur and Bani
Zaraij.

10. Batadah Dhawalim. 48. Madjam Al Bu Has sail.

11. Barjab A1 Bu Hasaaa. 49. Mabnhi (Umm-
al-)

Al Bu Jaiyasb.

12. Bathath Do. 60. Manjnrab Al Bti Hassan.

13. Baziil Saiyid Drie. 51. Masa’adah Various.

14. Biraidiyab
m

Dbawalim* 52. Miraifnah Al Bn Hassaii.

15. Dahiah (INusf)

8jA 1«3 ui-aS

A1 Bn Jaiyasb. 5B. Muhaddad
(M

Bani Hakim.

16. Daidamyali
IM

Dhawalim. 54. Muraijiyah
w

43CJLp:Jj./®

Dhawalim.

17. DuTraji
«u

Al Bn Mutsim. 55. Nashabah Al Bn Hassan.

18. Dbail A1 Bn Jaiyasb,
| 56. Qatan (Abu)

uUaji jj)

Dhawalim.

19. Dhawalim Al Btl HassS.li. 67. Raftisb (Abu) Elhaza’iL

20. Dinan (A1 Bti) Do.
I

1

58. Rami Al Bu Hassan.

21. Biyabam- EZbaza’il. 69. Rami (Abu)

jjJ

Do.
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Tracts. Tribe or section. Tracts. Tribe or section.

22. Faza’iyah A1 Bii Ha8S§.n. 60. Rashdiyah Dbawalim.

23. Gass Do. 61. Rizaijiyah
Bani Hakim.

24. Ghaim (.Umm-
al-)

Dhawalim. 62. Euba’

d'J

Al Bu Hassan.

25. Ghumaijaii Bani Hakim. 63. S3.fi
Bani Hakim.

26. Hadam Bani Zaraij. 64. Sahiir Al Bii Hassan.

27. Hamrab Al Bii Hassan. 65. Said (’Ain) ’Awailiyin.

28. BassSn (Hor A1
Bn)

Do. 66. Sharbah

Hr^

Saiyid Dris.

29. Hassan (Nuaf A1
Bn)

yJS Jl

Do. 67. SMraisb (Abu) Dbawalim.

30. Husain (A1 Bti) Saiyid Drie. 68. Shuwaikbiyah Bani Hakim.

JT dAsr»^..«M

31. Husainiyab
CM

Al Bii Jaiyash. 69. Shuwait (Abu) Dbawalim.

S2. lyaniyah (A1

Bu)

jJ Jl

Al Bii Hassan. 70. Suwaihiyah
tM

iChaza’i! of the

Bani 'Aridb section.

33. JaTidiyah (A1

Bii)
M9 .

Do. 71. Tabrabab Do.

j-J Jl

34t. Jida’ (Umm)
w

e‘»^r'

Do. 72. TJsbutab Al Bii Jaiyasb.
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Tracts. Tribe or section. Tracts. Tribe or section.

35. Jobah A1 Bu Hassan. 73. Wailihah (Umm) A1 Bti Hassan.

36. Jolanah Saiyid Dris. 74. Wakham ah
(Aksur)

Do.

37. Jollyah (Bin) Hassan (A1 Bu). 75. Zahadiyah Do.

38. Jliri (XJmm)
CD

Do. 76. Zaiyad (Hor-az-) Zaiyad.

r'

Pop%lation.~The fixed population of the Qadha is estimated at 60,000
souls, of -whom 3,000 only are Sunni Muhammadans

; the remainder,

except some 600 Persians and 200 Jews at Samawah Town, are nearly

all ShPah Arabs.

Pesottrees .—The date palms of the district are estimated at 75,000

;

agriculture and livestock do not differ from those of the other Qadhas of

the Sanjaq. In many pai-ts of the Samawah Qadha the soil produces salt
;

and about 10 miles south of Samawah Town there is a lake, fed by salt

streams, which yields by evaporation a lai-ge quantity of excellent salt

resembling rock-salt. The deposits of the lake are not under the

management of the Department of Public Debt, but the dep6ts of the

Department at the towns of Samawah, Diwaniyah, Nasiriyah and
Suq-ash Shuyu^h ai’e stocked from them, as also to some extent the

dep6ts at Hillah and hlajaf. It is estimated that the lake could

produce about 15,000 tons of salt a year.

Administration—Samawah is a Qadha of the 2nd class : the head-
quarters of the district are at the town similarly named. Besides the
Markaz Nahiyah of Samawah there are 2 othei-s,—Durraji (3rd class) and
Abu Juwarir or Rumaithah (1st class) : the Mudir of Abu Juwarir has
his head-quarters at Rumaithah and the Mudir of Duiraji at Khidhar.
Duiraji belongs to the Dairat-as-Saniyah.
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A large and flourishing municipal town in Turkish Iraq, situated SAMAWAH
on the Euphrates about 5 miles below the point where the water di’awn

off by the Hindiyah near Musaiyib rejoins it. Samawah is about 60 TOWN
miles south by east of Diwaniyah Town and 70 miles west-north-west of

the town of UTasiriyah.

Situation and buildings.—The river divides the town into two parts,

of which that on the right bank is the larger and better and contains

the Government offices j but there are brick houses in both quarters, and

the military barracks, ruinous but occupied, are upon the left bank.

There are 6 Khans and 8 mosques. The river is crossed at the town by

a boat bridge.

Inhabitants*—The population, which may be about 10,000 souls, is

almost entirely Arab and Shi’ah, but there are some 500 Persians, 200

Jews, 80 Abyssinian slaves and 60 Turks ; Christians, Afghans and

Indians there are none. Samawah is much frequented by the Muntafik

tribe, especially as a market.

Agricultural resources and transport,—The neighbourhood as far as

Rumaithah is well cultivated ;
but it is also studded with forts, and

among the Arabs there is constant tribal warfare. The town possesses

some 20,000 date palms, the groves being chiefly on the right bank of

the river, but these do not suffice for the local consumption : the case of

cereals, vegetables and fruit is however different, for of these the town

possesses and exports a considerable surplus.

All kinds of transport animals, except camels, are owned by the

surrounding tribes ;
but the number that might be forthcoming if

required cannot be calculated.

Trade and manufactures,'— and exportation take place

chiefly by river, and there are complaints of an insufficiency of boats.

There is‘ a bazaar of over 250 shops, and commercially the town has

a prosperous appearance. The chief exports are wool, wheat, barley and

lambskins ; while the imports of most value are Manchester piece-goods,

coffee, sugar and indigo. Most of the trade, both export and import,

is with Basrah Town, but the tribes of Najd also make purchases here,

and cotton piece-goods and articles such as glass and chinaware come

from Baghdad, while the lambskins exported mostly go to, Russia.

The only local manufacture is of a kind of woollen carpet, which sometimes

fetches as much as ^ Lirahs the piece, but is not ordinarily exported^
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Achiinistration ,—The ordinary officials of a Qadlia are stationed at

SamaM^ah^ and the police force consists of about 50 Dhabitiyahs. The

Department of Public Debt and the Tobacco Regie are each represented

by a Mamur^ and there is a harbour master for the river. Samawah is

connected with Diwaniyah Town above and Durraji below, both on the

Euphrates, by a single line of telegraph. The military garrison consists

of one battalion of infantry and two guns
;
but, as usual, the greater part

of the force is generally absent, engaged in collecting the revenue of the

tribes. Samawah, though not shown in the distribution scheme of the

Radif, seems to be a centre for about 300 reservists. Politically Sama-

wah is important as one of the chief points at which the Turks come in

contact with the tribes of Najd.

SAMHAN ^ range of mountains which extends along the southern coast of

(JABAL) Arabia from Eas Nus to Eas Sajar, a distance of 130 miles. At both

extremities of the range, and also near Murbat, it impinges upon the

coast ; but it does not follow the sinuosities of the shore line, and the

hills are in places removed to a considerable distance from the coast.

Between Eas Nus and Murbat a level plain with a maximum width of

about 10 miles divides the hills from the sea
;
and, at the deepest part of

the curve into which the range falls behind the maritime plain of Dhufar

Proper, its crest is 30 miles from the coast. There are no spurs of

importance upon the seaward side, and the inland slopes subside through

a 'Waterless tableland styled Qatan towards Hadhramaut and

Central Arabia. The highest points in the Samhan range are one of

8,600 feet, 6 miles north of Murbat, and Ras Sajar, the western

termination of the range, which has an altitude of 3,880 feet ;
behind

Dhufar Proper the range has a constant elevation of about 3,000 feet.

Between Ras Nus and Murbat the range, which is here of limestone

supported on sandstone, drops almost in one scarp to a plain of igneous rock

at its base ; in the neighbourhood of Murbat the scarp is relieved by
sloping buttresses reaching |- of the way to the top ; inland of Dhufar
the fall of the hills towards the coast is grsrdual, not precipitous. The
portion of the range to the east of Murbat is bare and rocky

;
that

to the west is covered with grass which in winter withers for want
of Tain, bears patches of trees, and is farrowed by several well-marked
valleys,"
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The easternmost of these valleys is Wadi Murbat, which reaches the

sea about one mile north-west of Murbat ; it is inhabited by the Qara
tribe and is said to be of considerable length and to contain wells of good

water thi'oughout its course. The next to westward and the most re-

markable is Wadi Dirbat which reaches the sea by Khor Eori : it

rises in Jabal Qarhah and at first flows from east to west for about

25 miles ; then^ turning, it runs 8 miles southwards to the sea. About

4^ miles from the coast the valley is divided by an isolated hill into two

branches, the larger being on the western side, each of which immedi-

ately drops sheer over a calcareous ledge 250 feet high. The ledges

are white and grey^ adorned with long white stalactites, and feathery

waterfalls are continually adding fresh materials to the chalky secretions

composing them. Below the ledges is vegetation of luxuriant growth,

including plantains and the castor-oil plant ; above is a small grassy

plateau with pomegranate, fig and lime trees, and some cultivation of

grain, indigo and onions. About | of a mile above the ledges begins the

lower of two narrow lakes which extend up the valley for about

miles : they are connected by a running stream and are the resort of

various aquatic birds. The greatest breadth of these sheets of water is

about 30 yards and the greatest depth about 12 feet ; they are overhung

in places by trees and bordered here and there with bulrushes. Wadi

Dirbat is inhabited by the Ma^ashani section of the Qara tribe. The

third Wadi is that of Rizat olj), about 12 miles west of Dirbat ; its

stream waters the settlement of the same name in the plain of Dhufar.
Ul

The fourth W adi, Sahannut comes down to the sea about the

middle of Dhufar Proper ^
at several different points it feeds water-

courses ; the water-supply is unfailing and there is good pasture. W adi

Nahiz ,
the fifth of the series, belongs to the Qatan section of the

Qara tribe and reaches the coast in the neighbourhood of Bilad-al-

Qadimah. The sixth and westernmost of the series is Wadi Jarziz

(pronounced Garziz), which emerges from the hills behind Salalah; it

contains a spring forming a pond at a place about 2 miles above the

entrance of the valley. About the pond grow figs, limes, cactus, aloe

and mimosa, while jjessamine and maiden-hair fern also are found.

Here Wadi Jarziz, or the lower part of it, ends in a cul-de-sac surround-

ed by high rocky cliffs, in which are a number of caves. The valley is

said to afford good grazing in June and July ; in the rains a considerable

stream issues from it ; and the remains of a stone aqueduct leading from

the spring to the plain of Dhufar may be traced in places upon the face

of the cliff. The main route to the interior, for travellers by land tp
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Hadhramaul or ’Oman, lies up Wadi Jarziz. The highlands of the

range behind the plain of Dhufar are grassgrown and studded

with oTOups of trees, which give them a park-like aspect. Behind the

hills, 'on the confines of the Great Desert, is a place, Hasiki

inhabited by the Bin Sa’id section of the Qaras, where frankincense of

the best quality is obtained.

The chief product of Jabal Samhan is frankincense,* by the Qaras

called Shihaz, which is obtained in May and December : the gum

is collected 7 days after the scratching of the stem, an operation which is

repeated 3 or 4 times in the month ; the trees are marked and are recog-

nised as belonging to particular families. The tree yielding caoutchouc,

called Tishkat by the Qaras, grows 15 to 20 feet high; the Akor tree

producing Mnql or bdellium is found; and the Sulbur tree of

Soqotrah, which grows upon limestone without visible soil, is said to attain

a height of 3 to 15 feet. B.egarding the fauna of the Samhan hills we

have no very precise information, but it is said to include a kind of

ibex, the civet eat, fox and hare
;
also guinea-fowl and pariridges. There

is also a large black and yeUow spider which produces a strong filament

of a bright golden colour resembling silk. No minerals are known to

be present, but natives report the existence of something resembling coal.

The terms Samhan range and Qara country arc pi'actically syno-

nymous; and the Qaras live by the great herds of camels, cattle,

sheep and goats which they pasture upon the sides of Jabal Samhan.

The Bedouin sections of the Al KatMr tribe also inhabit the Samhan

hills.

An important valley in the Dhahirah district of the ’Oman

Sultanate; it is formed by the junction of Wadi-al-Kabir and Wadi

Sharsah and runs southwards or south-eastwards to the desert, where it

principal places in W adi Sanaisal, containing altogether a

settled population of about 6,400 souls, are :

—

Name. Position.
On wMoh
bank.

Houses and
inhabitants.

Remabkr.

Bait-al- *Ainain Below tbe junc-

tion of W adis

ZaBir and

SharsaB.

Eight. A fort oc-

cupied by a

tribal garrison

of Miyayi-
hah. Con-
nected with

Tbe fort is reputed

tbe second strongest

in Dhahirah and

its possession was

fiercely contested for

many years by the

important article by Carter on the franTsiocense tree and libanopbcrons region

wUl be fcandiatbe.Journal of tbe Bombay Asiatic Society for 1844i—47, pages 88C—ilO.
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Name. Position, On which
bank.

Honses and
inhabitants.

HSHADES.

the fort is a

village of 20
huts of the

same tribe

;

it is also

known by
the name of

Sanaisal.

surrounding tribes;

but in 1885 it was
found to consist

merely of a large

house with 2 flank-

ing towers. A great

date-gi'ove watered

by 3 Falajs is

attached to the fort.

’ArSqi Adjoins Bait-al-

’Ainain.
Right. « See article ’Araq,i.

Ghabbi
w

Adjoins ’Araq.i. Do. There are now
only two
houses heie>

garris o n e d

and used as

forts by the

Bani Kal-
ban and

Ya’aqib.

There was formerly
a large village of

Bani Shak&il ana
Miyayihah here.

It was destroyed in

the course of tribal

wars about 1875, and
the people dispersed

to ’Ibri, ’Araqi,
Dariz, etc.

’Ibri 2 miles below

Ghabbi.
Do. ... See article ’Ibri.

Dabaishi 3 miles below

’Ibri, at the

junction of

Wadi Sanaisal

with Wadi-al-

’Ain.

Do. 25 bouses of

Daru’ and

other tribes.

There is a fort here.

Livestock are 100

camels, 15 donkeys,

10 cattle and 400
sheep and goats.

At Dabaishi Wadi Sanaisal is joined by Wadi-ayAin from the east.

South of Dabaishi; perhaps upon this Wadi; is a settlement of the Daru’

tribe called Tana^am which is described in the article on Dhahirah,

A remarkable isolated hill; five miles west of the village of SafWaH,

on the frontier between Turkish ’Iraq and Kuwait. It is one mile

long from north to south; half a mile in breadth and covers a lozenge-

shaped space } its height is 430 feet and its summit commands an

excellent view of the flat; featureless country by which it is surrounded.

The hill first becomes visible from the south near the southern end of

Batih, at a distance of about 30 miles : it can also be seen from three

miles beyond XJmm Qasr to the east-south-east. The Batin passes about

15 miles west of Jabal Sanam.

sanAm
(JABAL)
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SANlTJ A toTTii o£ nearly 3;500 inhabitants in the Baldan-al-Habus division

of the Sharijiyah district of the ’Oman Sultanate, probably about 4

miles to the east of Mudhaibi ;
mth reference to Samad its position

is uncertain. The houses are of mud and some have upper storeys. The

town stands upon an eminence with date groves below. The inhabitants

are Bani Kashid (800 houses), Suwawifah (200 houses), Mahariq (100

houses) and Yal Bin Rashid (60 houses). There are also a few Bani

Naaman. Resources are 18,000 date-palms, 20 camels, 100 donkeys,

100 cattle and 500 sheep and goats.

SANFAN- A small triangular desert tract in the Hasa Sanjaq
; some Bedouins

AL-HANNA would include it in Habl and a few in adi-al-Miyah, but the predomi-

tWl ^ant opinion seems to be that it is distinct from both. The border of

Sanfan-al-Hanna on the side next Wadi-al-Miyah is 15 miles in length

and inns south- south-east from Jabal-al-Hass to Jabal Labtalah
; on the

south-east the tract is conterminous for 12 miles with Habl, the line

which divides them running from Jabal Labtalah about east-north-east

to the Hajrah wells at the corner of Jau Shamin; the remaining side is

in contact with Eadaif throughout its whole extent of 16 miles from the

wells of Hajrah to Jabal-al-Hass.

The soil of Sanfan-al-Hanna is superior to tliat of Habl, but less

fertile than that of WMi-al-Miyah. The tract receives part of the

drainage of the Hass and Labtalah hills as well as of the northern part

of Wadi-al-Miyah. There are only 3 wells, of which the particulars

follow, hut their water is excellent

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Eemaeks,

Hanna

w
Ua. 8 miles north of J abal Labtalah and

the same south-east of Jabal-al-Hass.

Qatmur
(U

4 miles south-south-east of Hanna.

Thamailali iUJ 4 miles north-north-west of Hanna.

Singular Saui*’ . As a common noun this Arabic word denotes

handicraftsmen or artificers of any race ; but it is also used, almost as a
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tribal name^ to distingnisb the members of a cei^tain menial caste (or

castes) who are found distributed among the Arabs everywhere in Central

Arabia. These Sanna^ are blacksmiths and carpenters^ and as workmen
they are more skilled than the Sulaba. The Arabs do not interma.rry

with them.

Or Sarami a valley in the ^Oman Sultanate t it rises in the

northern slopes of Western Hajar and crosses Batinah. to the sea, which
it reaches neai\Saliain, apparently somewhat to the east of that town.

The following is a list of the villages in this Wadi in their order from
above downwards :

—

SAERiMI
(WADI)

w

Name. Position.
On which

bank kitnated.

Boases and inhabit*

ants.
EEMA-BES.

Hibi At the head of

the valley.

Right. ... See article Hibi.

Khadd
«u

li hours below
Hibi.

Left. 150 houses of

Hawasinah
of the Hawa-
mid section.

Ordinary livestock

and 1,0C0 date

palms.

Khadhra
i an hour below
Khadd.

Do. 60 booses of

Hawasinah
of the Bani

Sa’id section.

Do. and 1,000 palms,

Sakhiyat
w

ot^-***

1 an hour below
Khadhra.

Right. 100 houses of

ditto.

Do. and 800 palms.

Qalah
1 hour below
SakbijSt.

Do. 200 houses of

ditto.

Do. and 2,000 palms.

Khabt 1| hours below
Qal’ah.

Do, 100 houses of

ditto.

Do. and 1,000 palms.

Sai barah
*

1 mile below
Khabt.

Do. 40 houses of

ditto.

Do. and 700 palms.

Falaj Harmal 1 hour below
Saibarah.

Do. 60 houses of

ditto.

Do. and 700 plams

Battab lit hours below
Falaj Harmal.

Left. 90 houses of

Bani Kalban.
Do. and 800 palms.

6 p %
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Name. Position.
On which

bank siiaatod.

Houses and inhabit-
ants.

Reuahes.

Dhuwaihirah i ati hour below

Rattah.

Left. 100 houses of

Hawasinah.
ot the Bani

Sa’id section.

Ordinary livestock

and 1,000 palms.

Fajaij
!

1 hour below

Dhawaihirab.

Do. 80 houses of

ditto.

Do. and 400 palms.

Hail Rasah an hour below

Fajaij.

Do.

j

70 houses of

ditto.

j

Do. and 500 palms.

From Hail Rasah tlie town of Saham on the coast is visible.

The total population of the valley seems to be about 5,500 souls.

SHA^AM ^ village on the west coast of Trucial ’Oman, 1 7 miles novth-north-

east of'Ras-al-Khaimall Town. It is the northernmost village in the Ras-

al-Khaimah district of Sharjah] *2 miles north oO it is Ras-ash-Sha'am

which marks the boundary between that in’incipality and the Ruus-al-

Jibal district of the ’Oman Sultanate. Sha’am stands on a sandy shore

with a plain I to H miles broad between it and the mountains of the

^Oman Promontory. Five miles south of Sha’am, half-way to Rams,

is a creek called Khor Khuwair ^
which can be used by boats

at high water and near which is a village of the same name, described in

the article on the Eas-al-Khaimah District.

Sha’am consists of about 300 houses, mostly of mud
;
it is protected by

a small tower on a hillock 5 0 feet high about 1 mile south of the town.

The people are all Shihuh of the Bani Shatair section
; they live by pearl

diving and fishing, and by date and other cultivation. They have only 2

pearl boats and no large vessels, but they own 6 or 7 coasters in which they

bring firewood and dried fish to Sharjah Town for sale, also 8 fishing

boats, Sambuks. About 30 camels, 50 donkeys, 20 cattle and some sheep

and goats belong to the place, and there are about 7,000 date-palms.

SBABADI) ^ valley in the Eastern Hajar district of the ’Oman f^ultanate, reach-

ijlfi ^ point 26 miles north-west of Sur and 37 south-east of

Q^uryat
5

it is the north-westernmost of the 3 valleys called Wadi Bani
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Jabir (I). From tire coast it appears as a deep chasm in the hills from

which issues a fine stream of fresh water
;

the course of this stream

between its exit from the hills and the coast is shorty and it forms a lagoon

within 50 yards of the beach. The principal village of Wadi Shab is one
00

at the coast called Hillat-ash-Shab or Ghail-ash-Shab *

it stands on the eastern side of the mouth of the stream^ is built upon a

slight eminence and consists of about 50 stone and mud houses. The in-

habitants are Bani Jabir of the Bani Muqim section ; they grow quinces,

bananas, pomegranates and betel-nut. A mile or two inland of Hillat is

Qata^ah within the hills
;
it has a large date-plantation and is

merely a summer resort for date-owners, and above Qata^ah are various

other plantations possessing distinctive names. The only fixed villages

are Jahl a place of 30 houses, and Jailah, both villages of the Bani

Muqim
j they are said to be distant respectively 4 and 6 hours^ journey

on foot from the sea. The settled population of Wadi Shab (inclusive of

Ghail-ash-Shab) may be about 500 souls.

An inland district of the Fars province, separated from the sea by the SHABAN-
Gulf Ports district of Hayat Davud, and meeting on the south the Gulf KAREH*
Ports districts of Dashtistau, Angali and Eud-hilleh. Shabankareh

is said to have been originally a part of Dashtistan and to have been

separated from it for administrative reasons.

limits .—Shabankareh is bounded on the west by the Eud Shur.

which divides it from Hayat Davud ;
on the north and east by the outer

range of the Persian hills, in this neighbom'hood called Taviseh ; and on

the south by the Eud-hilleh River. Its length from north-west to south-

east is thus about 20 and its breadth about 12 miles.

TJiysical characteristics ,—Except for the seaward slopes of the Taviseh

hills, which are included in the district, Shabankareh appears to consist

entirely of flat open country. It is crossed by various •watercourses from

the hills, but there is none of importance between the Rud Shirin or

Shapur River on the east and the Eud Shiir on the west. V\’ ater is

generally derived from wells, but the -villages on the Eud-hilleh River

* The name Shabankareh appears to have been tnken from a Dailami family or

tribe. By the mediaeval geographers of the country it was applied not to the district

now in question, but to one further eastward in P5rs, having its capital at Databjird.

See be -Strange’s Lands of the Eastern Qali'phate,
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derive Uieir supply fi-om that stream. In summer, hot winds blow for 8

months from June to August, but the temperature falls considerably at

niglit.

Inhabitants .—The population mofstly belong to Persian-speaking

tribes who have been settled here from time immemorial, but there are

a few villages of immigrants from neighbouring' Persian districts and

of Arab settlers. Most of the ^Deople belong to small or obscure tribes ;

the inhabitants of Dih Kuhneh, the princixml are described as

fJaijab and Khajahvan the latter from Behbehan,

With few exceptions the x>eople are Shi'ahs. They are neither fanatical

nor turbulent, but they are well armed and Martini rifles are almost as

nuDaerous as households. The dwellings in most ^daces are huts, but

about i are houses of sun-dried bricks and mud. A list of the villages,

most of which have one or two small towers for defence, is given below,

with particulars of each village, under the head of toi)ograj)hy ; the total

population amounts to about 10,000 souls.

Agrictiltnre ,—Wheat and barley arc the stajdes of cultivation, but

there are date xplantations in some of the villages, and in particular places

tobacco and water melons are grown. Cotton has recently been intro-

duced on a small scale. Livestock includes a fair number oO cattle,

sheep and goats.

Trade .

—
'lliere is a small export of wheat, barley, tobacco, straw and

wool; and i)ieee-goods, rice, tea, coffee, sugar and sxhces are imported to a

limited extent. Business is chiefly with the town of Bushehr, the more
noi-thern Aullages dealing with that place through the uort of Big and
the more southern through Shif. The standara o length is a Gaz of

33^ inches
;
the unit of weight is a Man of 9 lbs. 11 oz.

; and there is also

a Hashim Man of 16 ordinary Mans or 155 lbs. English. Persian
Qrans make up the bulk of the currency.

Co7nmt(.nications and iransgoort.—Dih Kuhneh^ the principal xilace
in Shabtokareh, lies upon the route from Burazjan to Dilam and Zaidan,
and from Dih Kuhneh there is a track to the sea at Ilig.=i= Sliif on the
coast opposite Bushehr Town is easily accessible across country from
the southern villages of Shabankareli, the distance being about 15 miles.
The transport resources of the district are roughly estimated at 200
horses, 100 mules and 3,000 donkeys. In most villages where there are
horses mules are found, to about half the number of the horses. There are
also some camels.

See Bontes in Tersia, I, Nos. 19 A. and 21 A.
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Administration *—Shatankareli is ruled by a hereditary Khan who is

subject to the Governor-General of Pars; the 'pieseni incumbent is

Isma'^il Khan. The Khan at present pays 5^500 Tumans a year for the

farm of the district j he manages it through the Kadkhudas or headmen

of villages. There are no arrangements for the administration of justice^

and private retaliation of injuries is the rule, though to a certain extent

disputes are adjusted by the Khan, by village-headmen and by local

Qazis and Mullas. Land revenue is collected at the I’ate of 60 Qrans pei

Gau of cultivation. There is also a cash tax on dates, equal to J of the

value of the produce, and an annual j)oll tax of one Qran per man is

collected. There is no official directly representing the Persian Govern-

ment in the district.

Tomography ,—The villages of the Shabankareh district are the

following ;
—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

Anjlru 8 miles south-west
of Dih Kulineli,
close to the bank
of the Rud Shur
stream.

15 houses of Per-

sians of unknown
origin.

Wheat, barley and water
melons are grown.
There are 7 hoises, 3o
donkeys, 20 cattle and
400 sheep and goats.

*Atlbeb 4 miles west of

Dih. Kuhneh.
50 houses of do. Ordinary cereals are culti-

vated and there are 10
horses and 80 donkeys.

Bahramabad 6 miles south-east
of Dih Kuh-
ueh.

30 houses of
Shaikhs who are

said to have immi-
grated from
Khisht.

Besides wheat and barley,

a good deal of tobacco is

grown, some being ex-

ported to Bushehr
Town via Rig. There
are 50 donkeys.

Band Muhammad
Abdullah

(Hi w

5 miles south-west

of Dih Kuh-
!

neh.
!

20 houses of a

Peisian trihe from
Khisht.

j

The people cultivate and
export some wool : they
have a few donkeys and
700 sheep.

Basri On the risfht bank
of the Rud-hil-
leh River, 15
miles in a direct

line from its

mouth.

40 houses, two-
thirds Persians of

unknown origin

and the remainder
immigrants from
Kazarun.

The people cultivate cereals

and own a few horses, 50
donkeys and 500 sheep.

Bnvairi

tsjiy.

East of Dih
Kuhneh.

50 houses of Per-
sians of unknown
origin.

Ordinary crops are grown
and there are 100 don-
keys.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Heuasks.

Chahdiil

J^o aLx

West of Bih
Kuhneh.

i

80 houses of a tribe

who claim to he

Bani Tamim
of Central Arabia.

They speak Ara-
bic as well as

Persian and were
till lately Sunnis.

Dcite.s and cereals are
grown. There are a few
donkeys.

Ohaharjjurj At the south-east
corner of the
district close to

the right bank of

the Bud-hilleh
Eiver.

60 houses of Per-
sians, origin un-
known.

There is a small fort with
three towers. The
people grow dates and
cereals and own 80 don-
keys.

Chihilgazi *Ajain

'-*W

7 miles west of

Dih Kuhneh.
80 houses of Per-
sians, origin un-
known.

Dates, wheat and barley
grow and there are 100
donkeys.

ClnLilgazi ’Arab

</y <-4^
1 of a mile south of

the preceding.
80 houses of a tribe

speaking Arabic
and Persian and
claiming to be
J amalab
{sic) from Central
Arabia.

Wheat and barley are

cultivated and 20 horses
and 100 donkeys are

owned here.

PebdarSii Haji
’Abdul ’Ali

3 miles south-west
of Bih Kuhneh.

80 houses of a
Persian-speaking
tribe of unknown
origin.

There ai e a few horses and
100 donkeys ; wheat,
barley and dates are

cultivated.

Debdaraii H aji

Farumeh
\ a mile south of
the last.

100 houses of do. There are about 15 horses

and 200 donkeys.
Cereals are grown.

Bih Kuhnela About 1 6 miles
north-west of

Burazjan.

See article Bih Kuh-
neh*

BAivai (Cham)

s^^rt
Probably south of
Bih Kuhneh.

40 houses ofahorigi-
nal Persians.

There are 50 donkeys

;

wheat and barley are

cultivated.

Darvai Pai Eud
‘jj

9 miles south of
Bih Kuhneh.

100 houses of
Ruuseh, said to
have immigrated
from the Bashti
district some gene-
rations ago.

The village has a small
fort with 3 towers.
Dates, wheat and barley
are grown and there are

a few donkeys. There
is an old shrine, the
history of which is

obscure.
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Name, Position, Houses and inhabitants. BE2IABES.

Dasliti On tbe ligkfc bank
of the Rtid-hil-
loli Biveis 2 miles
above Basri.

100 houses of ab-

original Persians.

There is a small fort with
4 towers. Wheat and
barley and a few dates

are grown, some wool is

exported, and 20 horses,

100 donkeys and 1,000
sheep are owned.

Qaid (Bunari) On the right bank
of the Rud-liil-
leh River, 4
miles above Dashti.

Do. The village has a small
fort with towers. Dates,
wheat and barley are

grown, and some wool is

exported to Bushehr
Town vid Shif. There
are 20 horses, 15 mules,

200 donkeys, 100 cattle

and 500 sheep and goats.

Khallfeh Perhaps 7 miles west
of Dih Kuhneh,
close to the Rtid-
Shur.

100 houses of Arabs,

tribe unknown.
The crops are wheat, bar-

ley and dates ; there are

a few horses and 150
donkeys. The village

is said to be named
after a learned man
named Khalifab Muham-
mad, who founded it.

Khayarzar About 9 miles west
of Dih Kuhneh.

30 houses of abori-

ginal Persians.

There is a tower. Cereals

and water melons are

cultivated, and animals
are 6 horses, 40 donkeys,
80 cattle and 400 sheep
and goats.

Layipeh

v»*

2 miles west of Dih
Kuhneh.

30 Do. This village has a small

tower. Some wool goes

from here to Bushelir
Town via Shif. Wheat,
barley and melons are

the crops. There are

7 horses, 40 donkeys,
a few cattle and 400
sheep and goats.

Makabari On the right hank
of the Riid-hil-
leh River, 3

miles below Basri.

60 houses, f of

Bani Tamim
Arabs aud J of

Persians ; the for-

mer are Sunnis
speaking both
Persian and
Arabic, the latter

are Shi’ahs, and
speak Persian

only.

Some wool is exported

to Biislielir Town,
through Shif. Wheat,
barley, dates and melons
are grown. A few
donkeys and horses are

owned, and 800 sheep
and goats.
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S’ame. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eemab£:s.

Muhammad Ja-

mali
w

2 miles north of

Dill Kuhneh.
30 houses of

Ehishtis arid

immigrants from
Mazara’i Dis-

trict.

There is cultivation of
wheat and barley

; the
people collect gum in

the Taviseh hills and
own about 50 donkeys.

Mushki (Chah)
»U

About 11 miles

south-east of Dih
Kuhneh.

30 houses of abori-

ginal Peisiaus.

The inhabitants grow
wheat, barley and to-

bacco and own 400 don-
keys.

Eustam Khani
(QalSi)

About 8 miles south

of Dih Kuhneb.
80 Do. Wheat, barley and to-

bacco are grown ; of
the last about 1,COO
Hdshim Maus a year are
exported to Bushehr
Town tbfough Rig.
The inhabitants own 100
camels and 100 donkeys.

Samiyeh 8 miles west of

Dih Eubneh,
near the Rtid
Shiar.

20 houses of Lurs
from the Liravi
district.

Crops are wheat and
barley, Tobacco and
water melons are grown
also.

Shahpiru 4 miles north of

Dih Kuhneh.
40 houses of Lurs,
immigrants from
the HayatDa-
vud district.

Wheat and barley are
grown : there are a few
horses and 50 donkeys-

Sihkunar
^\jS Asw

Uncertain. 30 houses of abori-

ginal Persians.

Crops are isrheat and bar-
ley : there are 40 don-
keys and 800 sheep and
a little wool is exported
by Shif to Bushehr
Town.

Sulaimani (Bun-
ari)

On the left bank of

the Rtid-hilleh
Kiver, perhaps 4
miles east of

Bunari Qaid.

100 Do. Wheat and barley are
the crops : there are
about So horses, 15
mules, 200 donkeys,
100 cattle and 500 sheep
and goats. A small
4-towered fort protects

the place.

Tangu (Cham) On the right bank of

the Rud-hilleh
Eiver, a little

above Makabari.

70 houses, half of
Bani Tamim
Arabs and half
of Persians of un-
known origin.

Wheat, barley, dates and
water melon s are grown,
and a little wool is

exported to Bushehr
Town through Shif.

There are a few horses
and donkeys and 600
sheep.
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Name. Positiou. Houses and inhabitants. Remaeks.

Turkaki Akout 8 miles

south-east of Dih
Kuhneh*

50 houses of aborigi-

nal Persians and
immigrants.

Wheat, barley and tobacco

are grown
;
some of the

last goes to Bushehr
Town via Rig. The
people have about 60
donkeys and 40 camels.

Zakaryai 2 miles nortli of '

Dih Kuhneh.
10 Do. Ordinary cultivation here

and about 20 donkeys.

Zan^i (Chak) 5 miles west of Dih
Kuhneh.

20 ditto. Half the

inhabitants are

S.iiyids from
Guuiarmi, in the

Hayat Davud
district, who are

religiously inclin-

ed hut not very in-

telligent. !

There are about SO don-

keys and 400 sheep and
goats here : wheat and
barley are grown. The
headmanship is heredi-

tary in a Saiyid family.

A Talley in the Sultanate of ’Oman; it rises in the northern slopes of

Western Hajar and reaches the sea at Qasbiyat A1 Bh Sa’id in the

Saham sub-Wilayat of the Batinah district.

The villages of this Wadi, from above downwards, are ;
—

Name. Position* Bank. Houses and iobabitanrs. Resources,

Aqair At the head of

the vailey.

Bight, A fort and 100 houses

of the ’Abriyin.
The ordinary live-

stock of ’Oman
(camels, donkeys,

cattle, sheep and
goats) and 2,000
date psClms.

Hail Bani

’All

2 hours below

'Aqair,

Do. 50 houses of Bani
Ali.

Do. and 1,000 palms.

Nakhshah 3 horns below

Hail Bani
'All.

Left. 40 houses of Hawa-
sinah. of the Bani
Sa’id section.

Do. and 2,000 palms.

Gbashain 1 hour below Right. 100 houses and a fort Do, Do.

Hakhshah. of the same.

SHAFlN
(WADI)
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Name. Position. Sank. Houses and inhabitants. Kesoureos.

Safa 3 hours below

Ghashaio.

Left, 150 houses of the

same.

The ordi nary live-

stock of ’Oman
(camels, donkeys,

cattle, sheep and
goats) and 3,000
palms.

Khishai 1 hour below

Safa.

Do. 100 houses of Hawa*
sinali of the

Hawamid section.

Do. and 4,000 palms.

Iqli 2 hours below

Khishai.

Do. 180 houses of Hawa-
sinali of the Bani

Sa’id section.

Do. and 1,000 palms.

Bi’aik

j

2 hours below

^Iqli.
I

Do. 180 houses of the

same. i

Do. and 4,000 palms.

Qasbiyat Al Bu Sa'id is situated an hour or less below Bihaik.

From the table it wffl be seen that the total population of the valley is

about 4,500 souls. Livestock are estimated at 60 camels, 200 donkeys,

250 cattle and 5,500 sheep and goats, distributed in a rough proportion

to the size of the villages.

SHAH
ABUL
SHAH

»L4J| jjI

So styled by Persians, but by Arabs called Shaikh ^Abdullah

It is the easternmost village on the coast of the Hindiyau

District of Southern ’Arabistan ;
8 miles to the south-south-east of it

is Dilam. Shah Abul Shah is situated on a ridge of sand which has

evidently at some former time been an island and is still snu oundod by

mud flats. High tides reach the present village on its western side.

There is a small coasting-trade. The inhabitants arc sometimes at feud

with the people of Dilam. A white-domed tomb gives its name to

tbe place: the Mullas in charge of it are hospitable and have

even lodged a Em-opean traveller in the gateway. On the sand dunes to

the north-west of the village of Shah Abul Shah are the remains

apparently of some consideiwhle place, with much broken pjottery and

other debris. According to local tradition 'Abdullah, Ibrahim and Bibi

tTa.MTnfih, two brothers and a sister of Imam Biza, having- fled from

Baghdad took refuge and died in this part of the country, and Shah Abul

Shah is the burying place of 'Abdullah. The shrines of the other two

are in the hills, an^ that of Bibi Hakameh is the most respected of the

three.
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Singular is Shakaili . A Ghafiri tribe of the ’Oman Sultanate,

Ibadbis by religion
;
they are sometimes at feud with the ’Abriyin, and in

tlie rebellion of 1883 they sided with the Sultan of ’Oman. They are found

chiefly in Western Hajar, where they occupy Umm Himar (30 houses)

in Wadi Fara’ and Maihah {60 houses), Maq[ham ^18 houses), Midan

(30 houses) and Sani (120 houses) in Wadi Bani Ghafir, also Qariyah

a village of 120 houses, and Hail Ghafah one of 60, in a

valley to the west of Wadi Bani Ghafir. Others of their settlements

are ’Aridh (20 houses) in Dhahirah, and Bahlah (40 houses), Bisya

(120 houses) and Saifam (180 houses) in ’Oman Proper. Their total

number is about 4,000 souls. Saifam is the tribal capital. The principal

Shaikhs are Muhammad-bin-‘’Ali at Saifam, ^xVbduUah-bln Sulaiman at

Qariyah and Nasir-bin-^Umair at Sani.

Also called Elphinstone Inlet. This is an extensive and winding arm

of the sea by which the Euus-al-Jibal promontory is indented on its

western face about 1 4 miles from its norths,mniost extremity
;
it runs

inland for about 10 miles, first for 3 miles to v^e south* south-east and

then for 7 in an east-north-easterly direction ; and its width varies from

half a mile to H miles. On the south side, throughout the greater

part of its inner reach, it is divided from Ghubbat Ghazirah on the other

side of the peninsula only by the slender isthmus of Maqlab, w^hile the

barrier separating its foot from Dohat Shisah is also very narrow. On its

northern side stand the villages of Sham and Midah ; on the southern

side are Fanakhah, Nadhlfi and Humsi near the entrance
; further in is

Qanah ;
at the foot of the inlet is Sibi : these with their positions are

described in the article on the Euus-al-Jibal district. The principal

islands of the inlet are Sham and Sibi, opposite the places similarly

named, and Telegraph Islet, 50 feet high, on which once stood a British

telegraph station, 600 yards south by west of the island of Sham. The

foundations of the telegraph buildings are still visible. Immediately

south of Telegraph Islet is Maq^lab bay, which gives its name to the

better known isthmus and also to the islet itself, by the Arabs called

Jazirat-al-Maqlab. Two peaks, each 3,000 feet high, overlook Elphin-

stone Inlet ; they are Jabal-ash-Sham on the eastern side of the entrance.

SHAEAIL
(BANI)

SHAM*
(KHOR-
ASH-)

* Some remarks on this inlet by Admiral Atkinson- Willes, K.N., will be found in

the Government of India’s Pioceedings for June 1904*
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SEAMAIL!'
YAH*

ui

whidi lias a great precipice on its south-east side, and Jabal Sibi at the

bottom of the inlet between it and Gliiibbat Sliabus. Among the

Shihub Jabal Sham is called Jabal SaMun while Jabal Sibi

is stjled darn Ghubar cy. Khor-ash-Sham is a fine natural harbour,

but the heat in summer is intolerable.

A littoral tract situated on the eastern side of the ’Oman Promontory,

but forming part of the Sharjah Principality.

Bomidaries . the coast Shamailiyah extends from Khor Kalba

on the south to Gharfah (not Gharaifah) on the north, and includes both

of these yillages
; Dibah, immediately north of Gharfah, is the only place

belonging to Sharjah on this side of the ’Oman Promontory which is

outside the limits of Shamailiyah* Inland Shamriiliyah reaches for

some distance into the hills, and north of the Wadi Ham it is in contact

there with the Eas-al-Khaimah district of the Sharjah Shaikhdom:

the lower part of W adi Ham belongs to Shamailiyah and the upper

to Ras-al-Khaimah. South of Wadi Ham the inland frontier of

Shamailiyah is altogether indefinite.t

Pkpical features .—The coast for the most part resembles that of

Enus-al-Jibal further to the north; but opposite the villages of

Ghallah, Gharaifah, Fujairah and Saqamqam the desolate coast hills

retire inland, forming a curve between which and its chord—the latter

represented by some 11 miles of coast— these villages are enclosed.

From Saqamqam to Khor Fakkan, a distance of 12 miles, a mass of low

hills comes down to the sea
;
but the coast is broken by numerous

small indentations, in which stand little hamlets and date plantations.

The principal feature of the interior of the district is Wadi Ham,
elsewhere separately described.

Topograph^.—The following are the principal places in the

Shamailiyah district ; those in "WadiHam and Wadi-al-Qor are excluded,

as they are given elsewhere, and some in the hills behind the maritime

authorities, maps, charts, etc., see first footnote to article Trucial ’Oman.
tAnotlier view as to the limits of Shamailiyah must however be mentioned,

according to which the district so styled only reaches from Khor Kalba to Khor
^akXau'.and does not extend into the hills,
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plain are included because they belong to Sharjali and yet are not

reckoned to the Ras-al-Khaimab District

•

Kame. Position. Nature. Ke&tabes.

Bidyaii On the coast, 5 or 6

miles nortli of

Khor Fakkan.

1

See article Bidyab,

Ohadnah On the coast, 15
miles north of

Khor Fakkan.

A village of 50 houses
of SbarqLiyin.

There are 3 fishing

boats. The inhabit-

ants also own a few
camels and donkeys,
ICO cattle, iOO sheep
and goats, and about
500 date palms.

Fakkan (Khor)
(U

In the centre of the

coast of Shamai-
liyah, about 23
miles north of
Khor Kalba and
20 miles south

-

south-east of
Dibab.

See article Khor Fak-
kan.

Pujairab. Two miles from the
coast at a point

15 miles ‘^outh of

Khor Fakkan
and 27 miles
north-north - east

of Sbinas in

Batinah.

See article Fujairab.
V^adiHam reaches

the sea near this place.

F urfar

y.y
In the hills near
Bithnah. possibly

in Wadi Ham
itself.

A village of .about 10
houses of Kunud
and Jalajilah.

G-ballali On the coast, mid-
way between
Khor Kalba and
Fijjairab,

^
4

miles from either.

See article Gballab.

Gharaifah On the coast,

abreast of Fujai-
rah.

A village of 50 huts
of Sbarqiyiu.

The people live by fish-

ing and cultivation

of dates ; they also

grow tobacco and a
little wheat. They
have about 10 don-
keys, 100 cattle,

and some 3,000 date
palms. Gharaifah is

the landing place for
passengers, but not
the commeicial port
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Name. Position. Natare. Be MAXES.

of Fujairah.. It
is now in possession
of the rebel Shaikh
of Fujairah.

Ghalfah On the coast, the
northernmost vil-

lage of Shamail-
iyah and imme-
diately south of

Diball.

A village of 100
houses of Sliar-

There are 10 fishing
boats and 6,000 date
palms. Livestock
are 30 camels, 30
donkeys, 50 cattle

and 300 sheep and
goats.

Ghiinah Said to he at the

foot of the hills,

2 miles inland
from Khor
Fakkan.

A village of 60 houses
of Bani Sa’ad, a sec-

tion of the Shiliuh,
or possibly of the
DhawShir.

Hesources are esti-

mated at 1,500 date
trees, 400 sheep aud
goats and a few
camels, donkeys and
cattle

.

Hail Inside the hills be-
hind rujairah.

A village of about 10
houses of Jalajilah

and Kunud.

...

Hair At the foot of the
hills, south-west
of Khor T’akkan
and north-west of

Fujairah.

A hamlet of 6 houses
of Bani Hamid.

This village is under
Khor Fakkan.
Li vestook are 30
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 300 sheep and
goats. Date palms
are about 300.

Kalba (Khor) On the coast, the
southernmost vil-

lage of Shamaili-
yah, 20 miles
north -north - west
of Shinas in
Batinah.

See article Khor
Kalba.

Lnlaiyah In the plain by the
the sea, apparent-
ly about 2 miles
northwards from
Khor rakkan.

A village of 50 houses
of liaqbiyin.

There are about 40
camels here, also Some
20 donkey's, 30 cattle,

150 sheep and 2,000
date palms.

Mad-hah In the hills, 8 miles
west of Khor
Fakkan, but
said to be visible
from the sea.

A village of 100
houses of Bani Sa’ad,
a section of th e Shi-
huh or possibly of
the Dhawaliir.

*• *

Marbah On the coast, 3 or
4 miles north of
Gharaifah.

i

A village of 100
houses of Sbar-
qiyin.

Date trees number
about 6,000 , and
livestock are esti-

mated at 15 camels,

60 donkeys, 100 cat-

tle and 300 sheep and
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Name. Foeltlon. N attire. • EEacAszs.

goats. This place is

at present in posses-

sion of the rebel

Shaikh of Fujairah.

Qaraiyah
tti

On the coast, 1 or A village of iCO houses

2 miles north of of SharqiyirL.
Gharaifah.

Also in possession of

the revolted Shaikh
of Fujairah. Re-
sources are 20 camels,

100 donkeys, 100
cattle, 300 sheep and
goats, and about
8,000 date palms.

Qidfa*

Eul Dhadnab

and
Bill Dibah

On the coast, 4 or

5 miles north of

Gharaifah.

Do. Also pronounced Jidfa*.

Livestock are some
60 camels, 60 don-

keys, 100 cattle, and
10!^ sheep and goats.

Date trees number
about 7,000. The
insubordinate Shaikh
of Fujairah holds

this place at present.

On the coast, be-

tween Charfab and
Diiadnah, Bul Di-

bah being the
more northern of

the two.

A pair of villages,

about 2 miles apart,

each containing
about 40 houses of

Sharqiyin.

Between them these

two villages possess

about 2,600 date

trees, 200 cattle and
200 sheep and goats,

besides a few donkeys
and fewer camels.

A short distance

inland from a
point on the coast

12 miles south of

Fhor FaRkan.

A village of 30 houses

of Sharqiyin.
The hills rise imme-
diately at the back
of.the village. There
are a few camels and
donkeys, about 30
cattle, 20C sheep and
and goats, and per-

haps IjOOO date

palms. This is one
of the villages at

present held by the

rebel Shaikh of

Fujairah.

Sfai (Wadi) A tributary or

branch of Wadi-
al-Qor, with
whioh it connects

near Nuslah.

A valley. Said to contain some
small villa ges of

Mazari^ which
acknowledge

^

the

Shaikh of Sharjah.

Sharam

cr

On the coast, the

next village south

of Dhadnab.

A village of 40 houseis Here there are about

of Sharqiyin. 2,000 date palms, 4
camels, 10 donkeys,

50 cattle and 200
sheep and gciitfic*
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Name, Position. Nature. Bhhabks.

Sufad About 5 miles in-

land, a short dis-

tance north of

Pujairab. Snfad

should perhaps he

reckoned to Wadi
Ham,

^

being

situated in the

same valley as

Manamah.
i

A hamlet of 15 houses

of Sharqiyin of

the Hafaitat sec-

tion.

Xjivestook are esti-

mated at 3 camels,

20 donkeys, 16 cattle

and 200 sheep and
goats ; and there are

said to be about 3,000
date trees.

Znbarah

o43

I

On the coast, 4
miles north of

Ehor Fakkan.

A village of 50 houses
of IS'aqbiyin.

The inhabitants own
15 fishing boats and
have about 40
cattle, 30 donkeys,

400 sheep and goats,

and 2,000 date

palms.

ani resoiones^—’^vom. the preceding^ table it will be

apparent that the population of the district amounts to about 10,000

souls, of whom about 6,000, or more than half, are Shar^iyilL ; the

other tribes represented are, in order of numerical strength, the Naqhi-

yin, Shihuh, Za'ab, Persians, Baluchis, Jalajilah and Kunud, but

of these only the irac[hiyin number more than 1,000 persons. Bidyah

is apparently the largest, though it is not the most important, place.

The inhabitants are settled ;
they are date growers, farmers and

fishermen, but only upon a small scale.

^d9ninistT€Ltio% ctud political position.—The Shamailiyali tract is

a part of the Sharjah Principality ;
for some time past, however, the

district has not been directly managed by the Shaikh of Sharjah, hut

has been held of him as a fief by one of his relations. In 1902 the

fief-holder was Hamad-bin-Majid, a first cousin of the Shaikh ; this

feudatory had his residence at Ghallah and was in a position to collect

about $ a,000 a year by way of revenue for himself. The position in

Shamailiyah subseq^uently became complicated through the action of

Hamad-bin-'^Ahdullah, Sharq[i, headman of Fujairah, who had for some

years been striving to render PujaiTah and certain other villages in

Shamailiyah, occupied by his adherents, indei^'endent of Sharjah juris-

diction
; the rebel now holds adverse possession not only of Fujairah

but also of Bithnah, G-haraifah, Marbah, Claraiyah, Qidfa^ Saqamqam
andrSufad. ' Sa^id-bin-Hamad, the successor of the Qasimi fief-holder

of 1902, now resides at ^Ajman ; and the connection of the Sharjah
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family with Shamailiyah appears to be^ at the present moment^ little

more than nominal. As the ownership by the Shaikh of Sharjah of

the whole of Shamailiyah was explicitly recognised by the British

Government so recently as 1903 and as the actnal state of affairs has

now ceased to correspond with the view then taken^ the present position

in Shamailiyah is somewhat difficult to define.

A district of the Persian Coast bordering the north-west side of the SHAMIL
loop formed by the Gulfs of Persia and ^Oman at their junction ; it

encloses the port of Bandar 'Abbas, which however is not administra- or_

tively included in the district* SHAMILAT

DISTRICT
Zimtts.—Tlhe bulk of Shamil lies eastward of Bandar 'Abbas iu the

form of a somewhat elongated parallelogram with its south-west corner

at that town : the boundaries of this portion are, on the north, a line

running from Euh-i-Namak: to Kuli-i-Niyan in such a manner as to

include Khurgu village and thence crossing the valley of the Shamil

river to the Zindan hills j on the east, the Zindan hills from the Shamil

river almost to the breach formed by the exit of the Minab river

;

and, on the south, an imaginary line running from the point last

mentioned to the coast at the mouth of the Shamil river, and beyond the

Shamil estuary, the sea-coast as far as Bandar 'Abbas, To the west

of Bandar 'Abbas the district is irregularly bevelled off to the coast at

the mouth of the , Kul river ;
the northern boundary is first carried

south from Kuh-i-Namak to the eastern shoulder of Kuh-i-Ginau, the crest

of which it follows westwards to the Kul river ;
from the point where

the, boundary strikes the river to the sea the Kul itself is approximately

the boundary, but a few villages, of which the most important are the

two Kishars, though lying to the west of the river are included in the

Shamil district.

Pkpioal characteristies.'^ThQ district is in fact a maritime plain

enclosed between the sea and some bold mountain ranges of which the

elevation generally exceeds 3,000 feet. The dominant feature of the

whole country is Euh-i-Ginau^y, of which the summit reaches 7,7 83 feet

at a point 18 miles north-north-west of Bandar 'Abbas. The mouD tains to

the north of the district rise very steeply from the plain and attain 4,481

feet in Kuh-i-Namak^ y at their western end and 6,057 feet in

6c^2
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Kuli-i-Niyan sy at their eastern extremity;*^ between these points

they are interrupted by 4 gaps through which valleys of some size descend

to the plain giving the range a disconnected appearance. The Kuh-i-

Zindaa V range (also called the Rudbar hills) on the east

of the district appears to have a nearly constant elevation of over

8 000 feet. A great mountain situated beyond the district but visible

from the Persian Gulf is Kuh-i-Bakhun »y , which is 42 miles north

of Bandar ^Abhas, 10,660 feet high, and covered with snow in winter.

Besides these considerable mountains the district possesses a

generally low and in places ill- defined sandstone ridge, which subtends

the sea-coast at a distance of from 3 to 10 miles and divides the

country into two portions that differ widely in their characteristics

;

the ordinary height of this ridge is perhaps 200 feet, but at a point 13

miles west by north of Bandar ^Abbas and 6 miles from the sea it reaches

a height of 1,645 feet. On the east this ridge dies away a little beyond

Baghu. Between this ridge and the mountains the land js a fertile plain;

between it and the coast it is a sandy expanse, impregnated with salt and

diversified, at intervals only, by date groves and small patches of

cultivation. From the sandstone ridge numerous steep sided and

extremely tortuous ravines, containing no water except during heavy

rain, run down to the coast. The seashore is sandy in its whole

extent.

The only valleys of importance are the Tang-i-Zaj ^!j ,

which enters the district between Kuh-i-Ginau and Kuh-i-Namak, and

that of the Shamil river, known as Dareh-i-Salugalam ^ ,

which enjerges between Kuh-i-Nivto and Kuh-i-Zindan. The

former contains a salt stream, called the Rud Shur , of which

the channel, turning to the south and leaving the villages of

Nung and Baghu on its right bank, reaches the sea at a point

8 miles east of Bandar 'Abbas. The bed of the Shamil divides

on reaching the district, sending one branch straight to the village

of Shamil and thence south-south-east to the sea, while another branch

strikes south-westwards until it receives, near Budik village, an affluent

from the hills known as the Jamush , when it turns to the south-

sonth-west and rejoins the eastern branch at 8 miles from the sea : in

the neighbourhood of the coast the united stream hears the name of Rud
Shirin . Both the Rud Shur and the Shamil river vary greatly

in volume, being sometimes wide rippling streams a few inches in depth

*A distant view from. tHe sea of Kiih-i-Niyan (callod Jabal Shimil) will be foqnd in

Ch^ii No. 2373—2837A> FerHaif Gulf,
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atid after rain impassable torrents ; the westem branch of the Shamil river

is frequently dry. The Rud-i-Kul or Kul river •which bounds

the district on the west is very salt, and its riparian villages depend on

wells for their drinking water ; near Gurband it receives from the north

a stream called the Rud Shur. In the neighbourhood of its mouth the

Kul is about 7 0 yards wide, with a bed of soft mud and banks of sand 3

or 4 feet in height
;

it is said never to contain less than 1-1 feet of water,

and after rain it is hable to become a raging flood. The Kul river

carries part of the drainage of the southern slopes of Kuh-i-Ginau ; the

remainder of the southern drainage of that mountain is borne by a

channel which runs eastwards to Chah Chakur, then breaks through the

sandstone coast range and, turning southwards, reaches the sea a very

little to the west of the stream from Baghu.

The Shamil district contans some clear flowing streams and a number

of springs, especially in proximity to the hills ^ the water of most of

these is absorbed in irrigation or sinks into the porous soil before reacning

any channel by which it could be brought to the coast. Mimosa and

oleander are among the commonest plants, and in places the country is

covered with thorny jungle.

The climate of Shamfl resembles that of Bandar ’Abbas, but inland

the summer heat is even more intense, owing to the distance from the sea

and the reflection of the sun’s rays from the bare sandy soil.

Population .—The inhabitants of the Shamil district are of Persian

race, but there is probably a considerable infusion of Baluchi and Arab

blood. The universal language is Persian of a purity which increases

with the distance from Bandar ’Abba.S } Arabic is scarcely unders'tood,

and Baluchi is not heard except at the eastern end of the district. On the

west side of -the mouth of -the Shamil river, however, is a cluster of

villages near the coast, of which the inhabitants are all BaldcMs speaking

both Persian and a debased form of Baluchi. There are no distinct or

well-known local •feribes.-

- The people are mostly Shi’ahs except the inhabitants of about a dozen

villages, to the west of Bandar ’Abbas, which are either altogether of

predominantly Sunni.- As subjects the inhabitants of Shamil are weak,

peaceable and oppressed : as cultivators they are idle and unthrifty. Th&

majority live in a squalid fashion in date leaf huts, and as long as they can

obtain enough dates to eat they are content to do nothing. In the interior

they are cultivators, on the seaboard- fishermen andboatmen; ii the season

every man, woman and child becomes a date picker. There are
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praeticaUy no arms among them ;
only a headman here and there owns i

rifle or t-wo. The total population, excluding Bandar 'Abbas, which is

not reckoned to Shamil, probably amounts to about 25,000 souls.

Villages are somewhat numerous, bub they are small, and those that

possess so many as 100 houses are less than a score.

AgrimlUcre and trade.—Deites and barley are the staples of cultiva-

tion, hut in some places wheat and tobacco aie grown, and a few villages

possess a considerable acreage of henna. In a number of the villages the

lauds are watered by means of channels cut from the Shamil river
.

and

other streams j in a few irrigation is from wells, the water being raised

by means of a balanced pole called Duro , similar to that used in

Egypt; elsewhere the crops are grown by rainfall. The grain harvest is

in April and May, the date harvest in August and September. Potatoes,

turnips, radishes, tomatoes, lettuce, cucumbers, carrots, and water melons

grow.

The grain raised is only sufficient for home consumption ; but there

is a small surplus of dates which is exported. Imports are trifling on

account of the poverty of the people and comprise little except tea and

cotton goods. The commercial capital of Shamil is Bandar 'Abbas, and

the currency, weights and measures of the district are (with some

trifling ditferences^ the same as those of the town, except that the

Indian rupee is seldom met with in the district. The ai'oa of land is

generally estimated by Mans,_ that is, by the number of Mans of seed

grain required to sow it.

Oommwiicatio-m and transport.—The land routes which radiate from

Bandar 'Abbas all lie in their first stages within the Shamil district.

1. The coast route from Bandar 'Abbas to Minab (5dj miles) runs

within the Shainil district as far as the Shamil river ; and the first

halting place, Qulughan (at 24 miles), is in Shanxil. Several muddy
and swampy streams have to be crossed which might at any time

present ditliealties to wheeled carriage, and in wet weather this mute
would be impracticable.* The remaining stages are mentioned in the

article on Miuab District.
;

*b middle route from Bandar 'Abbas
Nau (at 20 miles) and Jallabi (at 30 miles) to

Gavarband (at 50 miles) which is on a direct route from Shamil Village

MinSfb. This route is said to
be a good one, and passable except in very wet weather. This is the

_
* Se# ^ I,jNo. 16.
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route by wbich caravans for Bam, Kirman, Sistan and Khurasan

ordinarily leave the district in winter.

3, The best known and most frequented route in the district is one

still further to the north which runs from Bandar ’Abbas by Baghu

(16 miles) and Kalkazi (32 miles) to Kushku (50 miles) j beyond

Kushku it enters the hills by the Tang-i-Zindto or gorge of the

Shamil river. This route is free from obstacles, at least in ordinary

weather ;
but some streams are crossed here and there, the plains

traversed are hard and stony going, and there is some swampy ground

just before Kushku. In summer caravans for Kirman generally leave

the district by this route, and it is frequently used by hot weather caravans

for Yazd. It is also a section of the Persian postal road between

Bandar ’Abbas and Kirman.

4. The preceding routes are linked together by various cross-roads,

which are considerably used. The principal of these is a route from

Minab Town by Gavarband already mentioned under Route No. 2

(at 16 miles), and Shamil Village (at 30 miles) to Kushku (at 40 miles) ^

this route is good from Minab Town to Shamil Village,* but between

Shamil Village and Kushku it is bad and liable to be swept by floods.t

There is also a route, said to be fairly good, which runs due north from

Shamil Village and joins Route No. 3 near the Tang-i-Zindan.

5. The route to Furg and Shiraz, also to Sa^idabad and Yazd, goes

north by Chah Chakur (at 9 miles) and Ginau village (at 22 miles),

leaving the district by the Tang-i-Zaj, W ithin Shamil it lies over

rough stony or rocky ground. J

6, The route to Lar (137 miles) and by Lar to Shiraz goes by

Chistaneh (at 15 miles) and Gachin Bala (at 23 miles) and so leaves

the district : the only part at all diflB.cult in dry weather lies apparently

in broken country 4 miles beyond Chistaneh.§

Ordinary supplies are obtainable throughout Shamil in small quanti-

ties, but it is estimated even a single regiment moving rapidly would

have difficulty in subsisting upon the country. Not much transport

is available. The only animals are camels and donkeys, and according

to a rough estimate the district possesses only about 700 camels and

1,000 donkeys, which could ill be spared by the owners*

^ Described by Preece in bis Notes of a Journey made between Shiraz and Jashh*

t See Boutes in Bersia, I, Nos. IB and 17, and Preece's Notes,

J See Boutes in Bersia, I, No. 60, and Preece’s Notes*

§ See Boutes in Persiai I, No 20*
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Adm{mstraHon.—^h.Q district of Shamil is under the Governor of

the Gulf Ports ;
the local ruler or Kalantar (at present Asad Ullah Khan)

has his residence at Ziyarat, is virtually indexDendent of the Deputy-

Governor of Bandar ^Abbas, and holds his position in virtue of a lease

of the revenue in his favour by the Governor. The district is not

capable; in its present condition; of j)aying more than 8,000 Tumans even

in a good year as land revenue, but nominally it was leased in 1904? for

1];000 and in 1905 for 13,000 Tumans.

The administration is carried on through the headmen or Kadbhudas,

each of whom is resi)onsible to the Kalantar for the behaviour and

revenue of his village. There is no syst^^m of police or of civil or

criminal justice. The land ' revenue, which is payable in cash and

represents of the gross produce as valued by the Kalantar^s Kharras

f.^or assessor, is the only recosrnised form of taxation ; but the Kalantar

levies as many irregular extra imi>osts as he can.

Ecclesiastical authority is not strong in Shamil, The principal

local families are that of the Kalantar and another at Shamil Village of

which one Mir Ahmad Shah is the present head.

—The following are the principal villages and jpoints of

interest in the Shamil District :—

Kame. Position. Houses and mbabitants. Kemauks.

AbPish^ ... » ** See Budik below*

~

'Ali (Birkeh Band • On the coast 10
miles west of Ban*
dai ’Abbas, on
the route to Lar.

mi . One reservoir contain-
ing water.

Alu Mihtari."

y 1

3 miles south
by east of
Sbamil Village.

100 hilts of Persians,
Shi’ah s.

There are about 100 date
palms and a large
area ia sown with
barley. Cattle are
about ICO and sheep
and goats 200. Water
for all purposes is

from, the Zarfivi

stream, a tributary
of the Shamil river.
The annual Maly at is

50 Tumans.

Atignm
- -

30 miles west-
north-west of
Bandar ’Abbas.

30 houses of Per-
sians, Sunnis.

Dates, barley and wheat
are cultivated, the
palms numbering 500,
and there are 20 cattle

. and 60 sheep and
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Remarks.

goats. The annual
Malyat with several

adjacent small villages

is 176 Tumans.

Baghu

Banuband
yiy

Bilandu

Budik

13 miles north-

east of Bandar
’Abbas, but only

20 feet above sea-

level.

12 miles north-
west of Bandar
’Abbas.

20 miles west
by north of Ban-
dar ’Abbas, near

the left bank of

the Rud-i-Kul.

3 miles south-east

of Ziyarat.

40 permanent date

leaf huts of Persians,

Shi*ahs ; the number
of the inhabitants is

greatly increased in

the hot weather.

20 houses of Per-
sians, Sbi’ahs.

Half-a-dozen houses

of Persians, Sunnis.

25 houses of ShVahs.

The first stage on the

caravan route from
Batidar ’AbbaS to

Kirman. The vil-

lage, which is sur-

rounded by date groves

with a rocky eminence
in the middle, is sub-

divided into the three

hamlets of Karima-
bad, Husainabad and
Baghu proper. The
date crop averages

12,000 ’AbhSsi Mans
(of 9 lbs.) aunually, and
much fire-wood is col-

lected and sold in

Bandar *Abba^.
Water is by a canal

from Hung ;
there are

wells also, but brackish.

There are 60 doukeys
and 200 sheep and
goats. The village

and its lands belong to

the Agha Khan of

Bombay and pays 40
Tumans of annual
revenue. There is a

1

Qadamgah of Murtaza
All*

Wheat and barley ate

grown. Water is

from wells 30 feet

deep. Livestock are

10 camels, 30 donkeys
and 100 sheep and
goats. The annual
Malyat is 16 Tdmans.

Woollen Abas and
cloaks are manufac-
tured. Water IS brack-

ish from a well 25 feet

deep. Livestock are

8 cattle and 50 sheep

and goats.

Budik includes a hamlet
called Ab Pish on the

north-east of the
; village proper. Dates
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Eeuabbs.

and barley are culti-

vated ; there are no
other resources.

Water is fiom the
Shamil i iver and th ere

is outlying cultivation

at !Shokam. Budik is

included in the
revenue assessment of

G5du below.

The people are fisher-

men and boatmen, quar-

ry stone in the adja-

cent hills, make mill-

stones and grow a few
dates. There are 10
camels, 30 donkeys, 10
cattle and 150 sheep

and goats. Water is

from a reservoir and
wells. The hills be-

hind, called Kuh Kala-
tu jj 11^, are said

to yield sulphur,

salt, copper and red

iron oxide ;
the salt

and oxide deposits are

to some extent worked.
There are 5 boats.

A prosperous village

with large date groves

and cultivation of

wheat and barley irri-

gated by lifts from
wells only 8 to 10 feet

deep. The soil is

gravelly^. Water is

good and plentiful, but
grazing is poor ; there

are 50 cattle and 160
sheep and goats, but
no transport animals.

There is a solidly built

square domed struc-

ture, the shrine of Haz-
rat A mlr, which stands

on tlie north side of

the place and forms a

good landmark. The
annual revenue is 50

Tumans with Dih Nan.

A place in a dry hollow
where water can some-
times be obtained ; it

is used by camel
owners and graziers.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bbkabes.

Chahu 14 miles vrest-

north-west of
Bandar ’AbbaS.
on the left bank of

a watercourse.

A dozen houses of

Sunnis.

Dates are grown and
there are a couple of
wells ; the place has no
other resources.

Chakur (Chah) 8 miles north by
east of Bandar
’Abbas.

30 houses of Sunnis. The people are graziers

and date growers. The
water, which is slight-

ly brackish, comes
by a Qanatfrom ’Isin.

Livestock ai e 20
camels and 100 sheep
and goats. The
annual revenue is 10
Tumans.

Charmaidan 18 miles west-north-

west of Bandar
’Abbas, beyond
the Kud-i-Kul.

25 huts of Sunnis. Beally a part of Kishar
village, where the Kad-
khuda resides. The
people cultivate barley
and possess 6 cattle

and 30 sheep and
goats. There are 5
water reservoirs. The
annual revenue is 10
TumSns.

Ohiju

jy^
1 mile from the

coast, 7 miles west

of Bandar
’Abbas.

Half-a-dozen houses of

Sunnis.

1

The people fish, culti-

vate dates and own 6
cattle, 30 sheep and
goats and 5 small
fishing boats.

Chistaneh
<>jlAiWigw

15 miles west of

Bandar ’Abbas
on the route to

Lar and 3 miles

from the coast.

Nil. There are a caravan-
sarai and reservoir in
good repair

; the latter
contains good water.

Chuj 17 miles north-east

of Bandar
’Abbas.

Temporarily occupied

at times when there

is pasture by fami-

lies of herdsmen and-
camel owners from
Dih Nau.

Water is from wells 15
to 20 feet deep,

Pamagh Blr IS miles west of

Bandar ’Abbas,
on the route to

Lar.

Nil. A date grove with a
well of good water.

Damilu
jAa/oJ

30 miles west by
north of h'andar

’Abbas, a little

.north of the route

to Lar.

60 huts of Persians,

Sunnis.

i

The village is scattered ;

only about half the
houses are in one place.

Latidan ^’11 ham-

let, 3 miles "to west-

ward on the east hank
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants* BeMASKS.

of Rud-i-Kul, is part
of Damiln, Dates and
barley are grown, and
there are 100 sheep
and goats besides a

few camels and cattle.

Water is fair, from
wells and ponds. The
headman is a MuHa.
The annunl revenue
is 20 Tiiinans.

Dam Shelir 18 miles soutb-

south-east of

Shamil Village.

50 houses and huts of
Shl’ahs.

There is a mud fort

here. Livestock are

20 camels, 30 donkeys
and 100 sheep and
goats. The date groves
and gardens are said

to be irriarated with
water brought through
the hills from the

Mlnab river. The
annual revenue is 28
Turns ns.

Darohiju 10 miles south-
south-west of

Shamil Village,

a little to the
north of the Rah-
i-Miyan route.

25 houses of the Ma-
zajaii tribe.

Barley is grown : water
is from wells. A few
donkeys, cattle, sheep
and goats are obtain-

able, but the place is

poor. The annual
revenue is 5 Tumaus.

Dargir

-

10 miles north by
west of Bandar
’Abbas.

20 houses of Shi’ahs. Dates and barley are

grown* There are a
few cattl«^, donkeys,
sheep and goats.

Water is from wells.

Darmngli
-

14 miles north

-

north‘west of
Bandar ’Abbas,
at the foot of

Kiih-i-Ginau.

15 do. The crops are wheat and
barley. Water is from
a perennial spring.

There are 8 cattle and
10 donkeys.

Dih Nau 9 miles sonth-south-
west of Ziyarat,
on the north side

of the Rah-i-
Miyan route.

30 houses of Persians,
Shi’ahs.

The people grow henna
and own 30 camels, 60
cattle and 100 sheep
and goats. Drinking
water is from wells,

and irrigation is from
a brackish canal. For
revenue purposes this

village is connected
with ChahistSo above.
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Name. Position. Houses and inbabitants. Bemaszb.

Dlzak 15 miles north of
Bandar ’Abbas,
at the sonth-east
corner of Kuh-i-
Ginau.

A dozen houses of

ShVahs.
There is a stream of
fresh vater ; date
palms and fruit trees
are cultivated. No
supplies except a
little fodder. There
are 10 donkeys.

Pafcila Jari 16 miles north-
north-east of
Bandar ’Abbas.

Nil. A garden of dates,

lemons and other fruit

trees, watered by a
tributary of the Baghu
stream.

FeWeli (Chah)
dJ.^ ]{L^

1

16 miles south of

Ziyarat, on the
R & h-i«M i y a n
route.

15 houses of Shl’ahs. The inhabitants culti-

vate barley and have
some camels, goats
and sheep. A date
plantation has recent-

ly been laid out
(1905).

^
The annual

revenue is 10 Tumans.

Gachin Bala 23 miles west by
south of Bandar
’Abbas, 1 mile
south of the LSr
route and 6 miles
from the coast.

160 houses ; the
inhabitants are

mostly Sunnis.

The people are stone-

workers, fishermen
and date growers

;

they own 30 camels,

100 cattle and 400
sheep and goats.
Water is from wells.

There are a dilapi-

dated Sarai and reser-

voir on the Lar route
near the village.

There are also two
shrines, one called

Chihil Tanan, the
other a Qadamgah of
Mnrtaza ’Ali. The
annual revenue of this

village and the next
jointly is 124 Tumans.

GaeMn Z!r 2 miles from
Gaebin Bala,

nearer the coast.

70 houses ; the people

are mostly Sunnis.

The inhabitants fish and
work stone : mill and
building stones are

sent from here to

Bandar
^

’AbbaS.
Water is from wells.

There are 20 camels,

20 cattle and 100
sheep and goats, but
supplies are scanty.

Half-a-dozen small
skifPs and 2 or 3
larger boats are owned
here.
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Gaiaslii 11 miles east by
north of Bandar
^AbbaS, on the

E a h -i-H i y a n

route, just west

of Bahdar.

Here are remains of old

earthenware vessels

called Kh umreh 8^^,
let into the ground to
catch rain water.

Gavarband

On the coast, 6 miles Nil.

west of Bandar
’Abbas.

14 miles south- 300 houses of Sunnis,

south-east of

Shamil Village.

Date groves and a well
of sweet water.

The tillage stands on a
flat sandy site with
hills to the east of it.

There is an old and
dilapidated mud fort.
Wheat and barley are
grown in abundance,
but there are only
about 300 date palms!;
the people are all

agriculturists. Live-
stock are 75 camels,
200 donkeys, 300 sheep
and goats and 100
cattle. Water is froca
wells 40 feet deep.
There is a shrine called
Saiyid Baba, also a
Qftdamgah of Amir.
This is a thriving
village, but the
annual land revenue
is said to be only 25
Tumans.

20 houses of Persians
and Baluchis,
Sunnis.

The people grow barley
and own 30 camels
and 75 sheep and
goats.

20 miles south-

south-west of
Shamil Village,

on the right bank
of the Shamil
river at 6 miles
from its mouth
and adjacent to the
coast route from
Bandar ’Abbas
to Minab.

20 miles north of 20 houses of Shi’ahs : The inhabitants cul-

Bandar ’Abbas,
at the north-
eastern foot of
Khh-i-Ginau.

the population is

greater in summer
than in winter owing
to an influx from
Bandar ’Abbas.

tivate dates and fruit.

Water is from a

reservoir and a few
saltish springs. A
hot spring nep by,

impregnated with sul-

phur, is used to turn
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Name. Position, Houses and mhabitants. Remarks.

mills. There are 10
donkeys, and the
annual revenue is 10
Tumans.

Gisban 3 miles north of
Ziyarat, oa the
Bandar ^Abbas-
Kirman route.

20 houses of Shi'ahs. Dates and barley are

grown : water is from
a spring in the hills

to the north. There
are 8 cattle and 60
sheep and goats, but
supplies are scanty.

The annual revenue is

8 Tumans.

Godu 2 miles south of
Ziyarat, on the
right bank of the
stream called

Jamush.

150 houses. There is a small mud
fort. Dates and henna
are cultivated, also

barley. Water is from
the stream. There
are 60 camels, 50
donkeys, 50 cattle

and 300 sheep and
goats. The annual
revenue, with Budik
and Shokam, is 600
Tum&ns.

Gulisfcan 5 miles west of

Bandar ’Abbas,
near the coast.

Nil. Date groves only, and
a^well of sweet water.

Gam Stirkh

t-r /
8 miles south-west

of Shamil Til-

lage.

Half-a-dozen huts,

occupied in winter

by labourers who
attend to the water

-

channels and cultiva-

tion of neighbouring

villages.

There is water frona

wells and canals.

Gurband
jLj/

16 miles west by
north of Bandar
’Abbas, on the

left bank of the

Rud-i-Kul.

50 houses of Sunnis. The inhabitants culti-

vate date groves, which
are all on the right

hank of the Kud-i-Kul,
and own 50 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

There is no transport.

The river is salt, and
water is from 3
reservoirs and a pond.
The annual revenue is

25 Tumans.

Hasan Langi 9 miles south of

Shamil Tillage.

200 houses of Shi’ahs. The village is very
widely scattered and
its size difficult to esti-

mate. Dates, barley
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and henna are

cultivated ; the date

palms nil mber at least

5,000. Livestock are

50 donkeys, 50 cattle

and 250 sheep and
goats. W ater is

from the Shamil river

and a local spring.

There is a large garden
here belonging to the
Kalantar of Shamil.
The village pays an
annual assessment of

300 Tumans.

Hnrmudar 10 miles north by 40 houses of Shi'ahs.

east of Bandar
^Abbas.

A double village, the
northern portion being

called Hnrmudar Bala
and the southern

Hnrmudar Qal'eh. It

stands on the left

bank of the ravine, a

wide bed with iiigh

sandstone clifEs on each

side, down which the

road to Bandar
’Abbas runs for

some distance. The
inhabitants are date

growers. Water, from
the stream, is slightly

brackish. The annual
revenue is 30 Tumans.

Husain (Chah)

Husainlibad (I)

21 miles west-sonth-
west of Bandar
’Abbas, on the
coast.

;

2 miles west of

I

Bandar ’Abbas.

Date groves only.

A garden and two new
reservoirs, the property

of Haji Amln-nt-
TujjSLr of Bandar
’Abbas.

HusainSbad (II) 11 miles south by
west of Shamil
Village and 2 miles
west of the place
where the Eali-i-

j

Miyan route
crosses the Shamil

There is cultivation of

barley at this place ;

water is from the

Shamil river.
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Name. Position. Houses and inliabitants. RElfABES.

*hm 10 miles north of

Bandar ’Abbas,
near the left hank"
of a stream of the
same name.

100 houses of Shiahs. The inhabitants grow
dates and fruit,

Water is from the
stream and from we (is.

Some fodder and sup-
plies are obtainable ;

livestock are 50
donkeys and 100 sheep
and goats. The
annual revenue of this

place along with
Tazijan Bala is loO
Tumans.

Isma’il (Ohah) 1 mile west of Chah
Isma’ili.

1

Half-a-dozen houses

of Shl’ahs,

Resembles Cbah IsmS.’-

‘ili.

Isma’ili (Chah)

. sLsk.
Sr

13 miles south-east
of Shamil Vil-
lage.

Do. Wheat and barley are

grown ; the water,

from wells, is slightly

brackish. The revenue
of this place together
with the last is 12
Tumans a year.

J aghiin 7 miles north of
Ziyarat and 4
miles north of the
Bandar AbbSS-
Kirman route.

10 houses of Persians,

Shi’ahs.

The people cut wood
and burn charcoal in

the hills to the north-

ward. There are a few
date trees but no sup-
plies. A shrine of

Imam Riza exists

here.

Jallabi
Ml

6 miles south by
east of Ziyarat,
on the Rah-i-
Mijan,

75 houses and huts

of Persians, Shi’abs.
The people are barley

growers and graziers,

owning 30 camels, 50
cattle and 150 sheep
and goats. Water is

from wells about 25
feet deep. The
revenue assessment is

120 Tumans a year.

Kalat Bala and
Zlr

j
Db olb*

16 miles north-west
of Bandar ’Ab-
bas, near the left

bank of the Rud-i-
Kul.

80 houses of Persians,

ShVahs.

Kalat Bala contains a
mined mudjfort, also

a shrine of Aqai Sadat
o loUu a local

saint of whose history

nothing is now known ;

it is situated 2 miles
north-north-east of

KalSt Zir. Tobacco,
dates and barley are

grown. Water in both
villages is from wells

about 15 feet deep,

and there are 15

5 E
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KalkftZi

Kandali

25 miles north-east 260 flat* roofed mud
of Bandar ’Ab- houses of Shl’ahs.

bas ;
it is the

second stage on

the route from
there to Kirman ;

elevation above

the sea is 140 feet.

13 miles west bj
north of Bandar
’Abbas, on the
lelt hank of a

watercourse.

camels, 40 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

The annual revenue is

46 TumSDS.

The village is rich and
is hidden in its date
groves, which are very

extensive; numerous
w el I-grown mimosas
also ai'e scattered

about. Dates, wheat,
barley, tobacco and
henna nre cultivated.

Water is sweet and
abundant, from a num-
ber of shallow wells

which are used for

irrigation as well as

for other purposes.

Supplies are plentiful

but transport is scarce

;

20 camels, SO donkeys
and 15 cattle are the

only livestock. There
is a Qadnmgah of

Imam Riza, and
shrines also exist of

Bibr Salihuh

Mnrtaza *AU and the

12 ImSms.

A small tract where

j

lai'ge tanks have been

I

dug to collect rain

water.

Karandu

Karvausarai

16 miles north-west
of Bandai *Ab“
bas, TK t far from

j

tne left b*Ank of

i

the Rud-i-Kul.

15 houses of Shi’ahs.

24 miles east by
north of Bandar
*Abbas and 8
miles from the sea,

on the coast route
from Bandar
’Abbaa to
Minab.

Dates and barley are

giovvn and there are

30 sheep and goats

and a few camels and
cattle. Water is from

4 wells about 15 feet

diH'p and is fairly

good except when the

wells are low ; it then

becomes somewhat
brackish.

Here are ruins of a

Sarfii and reservoirs

said to be of the time

of Shah *Abhas.
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Name. Position, Houses and iDhabitauts.

Khftjeli Khizar On the coast 3 mile«

south -south-we
^ ‘ of Karv5nsarai,

Nil. A shrine of Khizar
which forms a good
landmark ; H is a high
domr-d. structure of

solid appearance.

Kharg (Chah)

Khargun

Khun Snrkh

6 miles south by
ea$^t of Shamil
Village, on the

route to Minab.

150 houses of Shl’ahs. A prosperous village,

situated m flat and
rather stony country.

Wheat and barley are

grown, and water is

plentiful in canals

from the Shamil
river. There are

ordinary supplies, and
livestock amount to 20
camels, SO dotibejs,

60 cattle and 200
sheep and goats. The
annual revenue is 80
'i'umans. A route
from here to the
poutli-west thronL>h

H san Langi connects
with the Ral)-i-MiySu
route between Minab
and Bandar ’Abbas*

15 miles west by
south of Bandar
’Abbas, near the

coast.

10 Do. The people cultivate

dates and are fisher-

men. Water is fr‘>m

wells 15 feet deep
which are slightly

brackish ; there are a
few cattle and 40
sheep and goats. A
few small boats are

owned here.

15 miles west by
south of Bandar
’Abbas, on the

coast.

15 Do. Some of the houses, 2
miles inland, form a
group called JahSzi

. Dat'-s are

grown, 0^6 of the

plantations being

Toq Mahmud ; and

the iuhabitunts fish

and are graziers, own-

ing a few cattle and
donkeys and 50 sheep

and goats. Water is

from a cistern and
from wells.

Khurgu

/A
In the hills, 13 miles

north-west of

ZiySrat.

250 houses. There are a small fort

and a Qadamgah of

Imam Biza, besides

shrines of Murtaza

5 R 2
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*Ali, KLajeh Khizar,
and Bibi Shehrbanu.
The people grow dates
and barley, the for^

mer to a large extent,

and are wood-outters
and charcoal-burners.
Water is from
springs, two of which
are large. There are
150 donkeys, 60
cattle and 300 sheep
and goats. The
annual revenue of the
village is 400
Tumans.

Dates are grown, stone

is quarried, and sul-

phur is mined from a
hill to the north
called,.Kuh Tankhah

; at the last

mentioned place a hot
sulphurous spring
exists. Water is

from 7 reservoirs,

sweet, and from
well s, brackish. There
are a few cattle and
donkeys. The village

possesses a shrine of

Shaikh Sangur

Part of the village

is detached from the
rest and is called

Sargap
whole is very
scattered. The people
are date cultivators
and graziera with 20
cattle and 100 sheep
and goats. Water is

from 3 reservoirs and
from brackish wells
about 20 feet deep.
The joint annual
revenue of this vil-

lage together with
the last is 100
Tumans.

The people are graziers

and migrate elsewhere
in summer. Water
is brackish from a
stream ^ of a mile
to the east called
Tasbar
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Houses and inhabitants.

Kfikam

Kunak

Kunarii

8 miles south-east
of Ziyarat, on
the Eah-i-Miyan
route and near
the left bank of
Shamil river.

6 miles north-west
of Ziyarat, at the*

exit of the Jamnsh
stream from the
hills.

20 houses of Shi'ahs. There is a small fort.

The people grow
barley and have a

few sheep and goats*

A few huts in the Barley is grown here

season for cnltiva- hy the people
^

of

tion. Musafiri. There is a

I

spring of rather

brackish water.

16 miles north-west 20 houses of Shi'ahs- Dates and barley are

of

’Abbas.
Bandar

Kurangi (Bagh) 17 miles north-north- 2 or 3 huts.

Jjj ch '^®st of Bandar
Sf C * ^Abbas. in the

Kusbku
yCiiS

’Abbas, in the
seaward slopes of
Kuh-i-Ginau.

7 miles west-north-
west of Shamil
Village, the 3rd
stage from Ban-
dar ’Abbas on
the route to Kir-
man, but inferior

as a camping
ground to Chahis-
tan.

800 houses, many flat-

roofed and of mud,
the rest huts, ten-
anted by Sbi'ahs :

in the hot weather
the people mostly
migrate to the north
side of Kuh-i-Niyan.

grown and there are

a very few cattle and
donkeys. Water is

from wells.

A garden watered hy a
spring from the
mountain and owned
by Haji’Ahdur Rasul
of Bandar ’Abbas.

The site as bare and
stony and some of the

houses are built oE
stone ; being immedi-
ately under the hills,

the heat in summer is

extreme. The inhabit-
ants are cultivators

and graziers, owning
50 cattle and 200
sheep and goats, hut
no transport animals.
The lands lying south
of the caravan route
between this village
and that of Shamil
are irrigated from
the Niyan stream.
There is sweet water,
from wells and a
spring called Chah
Sar. The annual rev-
enue is 400 TumSns.
There are shrines of
Hazrat ’Abbas and
the Amir, of Imam
Biza, and of Khizar
and Iliyas. Kusbku
appears to he one of
7 places, all in the
same neighbour-
hood, which were
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants* EiEMABKS.

1

taken and burnt by
Timur at the end
of the 14th cen-
tury A. D.

Mabaini (Cbab)

i

9i miles north-east

of Bandar
’Abbas, on the

route to Kir-
man.

20 huts of Shi’ahs.
;

There are a few date
palms, but the main
resources are pastoral.

Besides sheep and
goats there are a few
camels. Water is

from 3 wells 15 feet
deep ; it is scanty
and slightly brackish.

Mah Dai^aishi On the coast, 17
miles west by
south of Bandar
’AbbSs.

Nil. A date grove of about
200 trees.

Mazlum Kusbteli 8 miles east-north-

east of Bandar
’Abbas, between
Tasbar and the

Nil. A large plain which
affords a little graz-
ing in winter, but in

summer is a desert.

sea.

Mirzsi 20 miles west of

Bandar ’Abbas,
on the route to

Lar and about 6
miles from the

Nil. A re'^ervoir with good
water.

sea.

Mugb KamS/l

yJU^ ^
14 miles north by
west of Bandar
’Abbas, at the
foot of Kub-i-
Ginau.

A few huts of garden-
ers.

There is a date planta-
tion, the joint pro-
perty of several
owners who reside at
Bandar ’Abb&S.
Water is from a
spring and is good
and sweet.

Mubmadi (Chab) 20 miles north-west
of Bandar ’Ab-
bas, on the west-
ern route to Sa’id-
Sbad, near the left

bank of the Rud-i-
Kul.

Do. There is a well, 20 feet

deep, but the water is

slightly brackish and
is liable to run dry.

3 miles north-west
of Ziyarat, on
the left bank of
the Jamush

^
stream just out-
side the hills.

20 huts of Shi'ahs. The village is much
dispersed. The whole
property of the people
consists in dute
groves which are
scattered ,along

1
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several streamlets
that issue from
the hills.

Naiband On the coast, 3 miles 30 houses and huts of The British Consulate

east of Bandar Shi*ahs and Sunnis; for Bandar ’Abbas
’Abbas.

1

j

the former are in a.

proportion of 6 to 1
to the latter.

and the Persian
quarantine station

are situated here.

There is a date grove

1

between the village

1

and the shore, and in
the village is a high
hou<fe with an U}‘per

storey which as seen

1

fromtue sea resem-

1

hies a tower. V'ater
is sweet and plentiful

in shallow wells and
is exported to

Bandar ’Abbas.

Nakhl Nakhuda
|

On the coast, 5 miles 50 houses of Shi'ahs.

IjAU I

^8.st of Bandar

j

’AbbSs.

Nauhand XO miles south- 30 Do.

sonth-east of

Shamil Village.

There is a shrine

of Saiyid Muzalfar.
Trsere are no boats,

and the only animals
are 5 camels, 20
donkeys and 10
cattle. The village

exists chiefly on
account of the Con-
sulate and the quaran-
tine station*

This place supplies

Bandar ’AbbaS
with fodder and vege-

tables. One-ihiid of

the people are fisher-

men, owning 10
Mashuwahs and small
boats ; the remainder
are date and barley
cultivators and gra-

ziers. There are 10
camels, 10 donkeys and
lOO sheep and goats ;

water is from wells.

The annual revenue
is 16 TumSiUS.

i

The village is surround-
ed by date groves
and by fields irrigated

from the Mlnab
river. The people are

cultivators of dates,

wheat and barley and
own 10 camels, 25
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donkeys, 10 cattle

and 200 sheep and
goats. Water from
the irrigation chan-
nels is sweet and
plentiful. The annu*
al Malyat is 30
Tumans,

Niran 4 miles north-north-
west of Shamil
Village.

SO houses of Balu-
chis.

The village is situated
at the southern foot
of the Kuh-i-Niyan
on exceedingly^ stony
ground ; the inhabi-
tants are pastoral but
cultivate some dates
and barley. Water
is from a stream
called Giru ,

which falls into the
Shamil river and its
tributaries. There
are 30 camels, some
cattle and 150 sheep
and goats. The
annual revenue is 15
Tumans.

Nung

Pinyeh

17 miles north-east
of Bandar ’Ab-
bas.

ou nouses and huts of
Sbi’ahs.

3 miles north by i

east of Bandar
"AbbSs,

Nil.

on tno righu
bank of the Baghu
stream, which makes
& bend ronnd the
village. There are
extensive date planta-
tions, containing
3,000 trees, and on
the north are low
but abrupt hills.
The inhabitants are
date growers

; water
is from the stream
and from wells 15
feet deep ; the water
of the Wells is slight-
ly brackish. This
place is a favourite
resort of the towns-
people • of Bandar
’AbbSs in summer.
The annual revenue
is 158 Tumans.

There are an old Sarai
and water reservoir
in good repair, and a
shrine in ruins.
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Piyadeh On tlie coast, 17
miles west by
soutli of Bandar
’Abbais.

Nil. A date giove.

Qadahar 15 miles north-

north-east of

Bandar ’Abbas.

15 houses of Shi’ahs, There is a shrine of
Saiyid ’Abdul Qahir

inhabitants
are mostly beggars,
bnt they cultivate a
little barley and keep
a few goats and sheep.
Water is from a
spring.

Qalati Khstutt 6 miles north-west

of Bandar * Ab-
bas.

Nil. This is a wilderness of
ravines and of jagged
sandstone ridges which
reach a height of 150
feet. The name is

said to have belonged
to a fort, of which
even the traces are
now lost.

QalSitiU
1

yas
6 miles west by
north of Bandar
’Abbas and some
distance inland.

20 houses of Shi’ah s. The inhabitants are
date growers and
gardeners. Water is

from wells. There
are 50 sheep and goats
and a few camels and
cattle. The ti’aces are
visible of an old canal
from the sea, which
must have been large
enough to carry native
sailing vessels of aver-
age size. The village
has a shriae. There
are no boats.

Qirtai 23 miles east by
north of Bandar
’Abbas, on the

coast route to

Minab.

Half-a-dozen huts of

Baluchis and Per-
sians.

The people own 6
cattle and 80 sheep
and goats

; water is

from wells. There are
no other resources.

QulnghSti 22 miles east by
north of Bandar
’Abbas on the

coast route to

Minab, at 2 to 4

miles from the sea

and 60 feet above

sea-level.

80 houses of Balu-
chis.

1

>

The place consists of
7 small hamlets to
the name of each of
which QulughSn is

prefixed : 4 lie north
and 3 south of the
caravan road. They

m
are ’Abdnllali .JJ)

Sbutur ’Ashu
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!

i

Ghulatn Hasan
M ahmad

Mir 'Ali

1

Mallmad
Shahu

^

CL»Lo^

^Husain Hnsain
Mnb’^iiT^^aiad ’Abdul-

lah. The people have

a few dates and are

graziers owning 10
camels, 100 cattle,

some donkeys and
150 sheep and goats.

The annual revenue

is 40 Tumans.

25 miles east by
north of Bandar
^Abbas and 3
miles north of the
coast at the mourb
of the Shamil
liver.

Half-a-dozen huts of

Shrahs.
1

Water is from wells.

200 oate palms have
recently been planted.

A desert tract which
suiTounds Rabidu
and bears cnly a few
gum trees is called

bahdar ; it

is low-lying and iJi

winter becomes a

saline swamp.

Bameh (Bagii)

*>•!;

17 miles north-
north- west of

Bandar ’Abbas,
in the sonthem
slopes of Ktih-i-

Ginau.

A couple of huts only. A fruit garden watered
by a spring.

Sagbanu , 1 mile west of
Bandar ’Abbas
on the south side

of the route to
Ls,r.

Nil. A hill with a reservoir

beneath it.

Sam§,t (Gh&h)

V

11 miles south-
sonth-east of Sba-
mil Village.

A few huts, occupied
only while the crops
are growing.

Wheat and barley are
cultivated ! water is

f l oin wells, scanty and
brackish.

Sardareb
•^!o^

1 mile east of

Ziyarat,
100 houses of Sbl'ahs. Dates are grown ; there

are at least 1,000
trees. "Water is from
the Zi,^ 5rat stream
and from irrigation

channels- The annu-
al revenue is 300
Tumans.
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Sarkbun

Sarvistau

Houses and inhabitants.

17 miles north' 70 houses of Shi’ahs.
north-east of

Bandar ’Ab*
bsis.

Between Shamil
Village, Nijan
and Kushkn.

Oates, henna and to-

bacco are grownj water

j

is good, from wells 25
feet deep and from a
spring, Ihere area

I

few cattle, sheep and
goats. A Qadamgah
of Imam Eiza and a
sbiiue of Kbajek
Khizar exist here,
Tiie annual revenue
is 170 Tumans.

A highly cultivated
tract.

Tehrangi 2 miles south of SO houses of Shi’ahs.

I

Shamil Village.

dbaghun
. it

Shamil Village

Shebru

9 miles north- 80
east of Bandar
’Abbas, on the
route to Kirman.

42 miles east*

north-east of
Bandar 'Abbas
and 22 miles
north -north-we s t

of Minab Town.

12 miles north*

east of Bandar
Abbas.

60 houses of Sunnis.

!
Dates and barley are

I

grown and there are

I

30 donkeys, 20 cattle

!

and 350 sheep and
goats. Water is from
the Shamil river.

The annual revenue
is SO 'I’umans.

The people are graziers
owning 30 camels,
10 donkeys and 260
sheep and goats

;

a few are cultivators
of barley.

See article Shamil
Village.

Really a group of 3
distinct villages bear-
ing the same name.
Ihe people grow
barley and possess 100
camels, 20 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

Water is from wells
16 feet deep and is

slightly brackish.
On the west side is a
stream called Gurind,
which flows into the
BSghn stream ; it is

dry except after
rain. The annual
revenue is 40 TumSns.
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Houses land inhabitants.

Shdkain 5 miles sooth-east

of Siyarat.
There is cultivation
here belonging to the
village of Budil?
above. Water is from
wells.

Sudaru (Chah) ) miles south- 20 houses,
south-east of
Shamil Tillage.

There is extensive cul-

tivation of wheat and
barley. The water,
from wells 20 to 25
feet deep, is slightly
brackish.

18 miles west
by north of

Bandar ’Ab-
bas, on the left

bank of the Eud-i-
Kuh

15 huts of Sunnis. There are a few date
trees, but most of the
inhabitants work as
hired labourers in tbe
groves and fields

of Kisbar village.

Water is from a
reservoir and from
wells 15 feet deep

;

tbe well water is

slightly brackish.

Onthecoast 2 miles 200 houses of Shi’ahs A large village with
Bandar and Sunnis in the gardens, practically a

Abbas. proportion of 6 of suburb of Bandar
the former to 2 of ’AbbaS. The
the latter. wealthier inhabitants

are traders in Ban-
dar ’Abbas

: 7 the
poorer are fishermen,
boatmen, and weavers.
Water is from 9
reservoirs at Husaina-
bad and also from
wells 16 feet deep ;

the water of the wells
is^ fairly good but
slightly brackish.
There are 10 small
boats, and corn and
dates are cultivated

;

but the palms do not
number more than
500.

both sides of a dry
and shallow water-
course in which the
caravan road runs ;

when there is water in
the nullah in winter
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UoasGS and inhabitants.

Tai Si\ah 7 miles west of

(Jj Bandar ’Abbas
and 2 miles from
the coast.

20 houses of Shl’ahs.

Tashtak (Birkoh)

Taxiyai.

8 miles north-east 80
of Bandar *Ab-

I

bas, OD the Kir-
maii route.

18 miles north of

Bandar 'Ab-
bas, on a road
thatrans past the

east end of Kuh-i-
Ginan.

11 miles
west of
’Abbas.

north- 60 honses of ShVahs.

Bandar

another path is used.
Large areas here

are cultivated with
henna ; there are also

dates (1,000 trees),

wheat and barley.
Water is from wells

and hy channels from
the Jamush stream.
There are cattle, sheep
and goats, but no
transport animals
except a few donkeys.
This is a prosperous
village and the
Kalantar of Shamil
at present pays 900
Tumans a year for it.

The people are graziers

and cultivate barley
;

they possess cattle,

sheep and goats.

Water is from
,

wells

15 to 20 feet deep.

Dates and barley are
grown, and water is

sweet and plentiful

in wells and from a
stream on the east of
the village. There
are no transport
animals. The annual
revenue is 6 Tumans.

A reservoir in excel-

lent order at the
meeting of several
roads from the
interior, from Bandar
’Abbas and from
the Shamil plain.

The village is a double
one consisting of two
parts, Bala and Zir,

which are about 1 mile
apart, the former
being to the north.
Wheat, barley, to-
bacco and some dates
are grown and there is

a fruit garden in Tazi-
yan B§<la. Water is

irom Wells. The
people own 10 camels,
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Name. Position. S Honses and iukabitaiits.
!

f

Eeuaecs.

1

i

1

1

20 cattle and a dozen
donkeys. There 5s a
ZiyaratgSh of Saiyid
SiilaimSa Darwaish
Muhammad. Taziyan
Bala is included for
revenue purposes
with^Isin : the annual
revenue of Ta/iySn
Zir is 5 Tumans.
Taziyan was taken
and burnt by Timur
at the end of the 14th
century A. D.

Tehlii

. or

Tehrn

21 miles north-west
' of Bandar ’ATd-
bas on the right

bank of the Eud-i-
Kul.

Half-a-dozen houses
of Sunnis.

The inhabitants are
labourers in the date
plantations and fields

of other villages.

There is sweet water
from reservoirs and
brackish water from
wells 15 feet deep.

Tihruv 13 miles south-
south-east of

Shamil Village.

10 houses of Shi’ahs. Barley is grown and a
very few dat^s.

Water, from wells 20
to 25 feet deep, is

i

slig-litly brackish.

Toq Mahmud 15 miles west by
south of Bandar
•Abbas and 2
miles from the
coast*

ivn. A date plantation
belonging to Khun
Surkh village.

Zamin-i-Sang

1

!

4 'miles south of

Shamil Village,
30 houses of Shi’ahs. Barley is cultivated

and there are 100
sheep and goats.

Water is from a
stream.

Ziyarat
'=9^j

2t‘^ miles north-east
of Handar *Ab-
bSS and 19 miles
'west by south of

Shamil Village.

NTil. See article Ziyarat.

“Ziyarat Murtaza
*Ali

13 miles south-
south-east of
Shamil Village,

Half-a-dozen houses of
Shfahs.

[

Barley is cultivated
and there are 70
sheep ' and goats.
Water is scanty and
slightly hrackish from
wells 25 feet or more
deep.
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Namer Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eemabes.

ZugtSli 20 miles east

ncrth of Bandar

’Abbas and per-

haps 4 miles from

the coast.

Nil. A sandy plain of no
great extent.

Ziurrat
«»

8 miles sonth-west

of Sh amil Vil-

A few huts of labour-

ers who tend some
irrigation canals and
a few date trees

belonging to the

villages of Chah
Kharg and ShamiL.

The water, from wells,

is brackish.

The largest and most impoidant place in the Persian Coast district SHAMIL
ofShacail; it is not liowever the administrative centre, the residence

of the Kalantar being at Ziyarat. Shamil consists of 4 separate

quarters or villages named Pakam (20 houses) , Lad Aqa U!|

(15 houses), Oaz Shani (20 houses) and Shamil proper (300

houses), all of which are buried in dense date plantations. On the east

side of the plac(‘, on a gravelly eminence, stands a dilapidated mud fort.

Some of the houses are very well built ;tlie total population is about 1,800

souls. The inhabitjints arc Shi'ahs ; they belong to no well-known tribes.

Besides date palms, which number not less than 10,000, wheat and barley

are very extensively cultivated, the fields being irrigated from the Zaruvi

iS)))) stream, a tributary of the Shamil river. There are 100 cattle,

300 sheep and goats, 100 donkeys and a few camels. Water is abun*

dant. A Qadamgah of the Amir {i.e., 'Ali) and a shrine of Shah Ghaib

are situated here. Shamil is a flourishing place and the yearly Malyat

is 770 Tumans. Shamil was one of 7 places, all in the same neighbour-

hood, taken and burnt by Timur at the end of the 14th century A. D.*

A long and narrow tract in the Sanjaq of Hasa, running from north-

north-west to south-south-east, with a length of about 45 and an average

breadth of 10 miles. Its north-western corner is at the Hajrah wells

SHAMlN
(JAU)

See he Strange’s Lands of the Eastern Calij^hate,
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these it may be taken to include, and at or near them it meets the 3

adjoining tracts of Radaifj Sanfan-al-Hanna and Habl. On the west

and south Jan Shamin is bordered by Habl J and on the east, from its

south-eastern corner for two-thirds of the distance northwards, by

Riyadh, and for the rest of the way by Huzum. The parts of Jau

Shamin nearest to the sea are distant from it about 40 miles in the

south and 20 miles in the north. The north-eastern corner of the

district is at the Mistannah wells, which are regarded as belonging

to Huztim but at the same time are the meeting place of Huzum,
Jail Shamin, Radaif and Sahakhat-al-Mutaya. On the north Jau

Shamin is divided from Radaif by a line connecting the Mistannah and

Hajrah wells.

Jau Shamin is a sandy plain. Its vegetation consists chiefly of

Thamam grass and of the shrubs known as Hamdh, Rashad, Markh,

^Abal and Arta, The water level is about 12 feet below the surface

of the ground
;

the wells, of which the following is a list, are said to

fill up with sand when disused by the Bedouins

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position and remarks.

Dhabbiyah
to to

Near the western border of the tract,

12 miles due east of Jabal Labtalah.
Also called Dhubban (see below).

Dhnbaib miles rorth-noith-easfc of Dhabbiyah.

Dkubban eV The same as Dhabbiyah above, q.v.

Hajrab 12 miles north-east of Jabal Labtalah.
Ih^s is the quadri-junctional point
of the Jau Shamin, Habl, Sanfan-
al-Hanua and Badaif tracts.

Jafiyah 10 miles south‘-east of Dhabbiyah.

Jabaimi '

In the south-east corner of the tract,

18 miles west by south of the
Mubarakiyah hill in Biyadh.

Ja’nl 9 miles south-east of Hajrah.

JaUlah 2 miles noith-north-west of Ja*iiL

Ifassatmh 10 miles north-west of Jabaimi,
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The name applied hy dwellers in Turkish ’Iraq to the great desert SHAMIYAH
which inteiwenes between the Euphrates and Syria and which is eonse-

quently regarded by them as the “ Syrian ” deseii : the term as ordinarily

understood^ however; refers only to the part which is nearest to ^Iraq..

The Qadha of Shaittiyah takes its name from this desert, which it

adjoins ;
and the part of Hillah Town on the west bank of the Euphrates

is likewise called Shamiyah because it is on the side of the river towards

the desert and not, like the other quarter; in Mesopotamia,

A division of the Diwaniyah Sanj^ of the Baghdad Wilayat in SHAMIYAH
Turkish Iraq.

Position and ho^mdaries.—The Qadha of Shtoiyah is situated QADHA
between the Euphrates river on the east and the Bahr-an-Najaf or lower

course of the Shatt-al-Hiudiyah’ on the west. On the south it is

bounded by the beginning of the Shamiyah Desert, from which it derives

its name ;
on the west by the Qadha of Najaf in the Sanjaq of KarVala

;

and on the north and east by the Qadhas of Hillah and Diwauiyah

respectively.

Topography and inlialitants.—l^VQ administrative headquarters of

the district are at Hamidiyah, a place described in the article on

Umm-al-Ba^rur which was formerly the seat of the administration : the

largest places in the Qadha are probably Hamidiyah and Shiuafiyah, the

latter a village which forms the subject of a separate article. The

Mushkhab tract, Ja arah and Abu Sikhair, important places in the Qadha,

are noticed in the article on the Shatt-al-Hiudiyah.

The following is a list of the Muqata ahs or tracts in the Qadha, so

far as ascertainable ;

—

Tracts in the

1 . Butliyah
(D

AJJaj

Dahaisiyat-ash-Shalal
. w

3. Dakhin (Bad^at),

IlClSJ

Qkmas Mhiyal.

4. Paturab

5i Fatuiab (Sbati)

6. Obamas
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7. Gliazaliyali (Bad’at)
m

S. Gliurbaii (Abii)

c^by jjf

9. Hamaidat

Tracts in the Ghamas NaJiij/aJi.

12. Jazair (Abu)

13. Juwad (Hor)

14. Rgbailab

10 . Hawa 15.

11, Jamdah Sbalal

Rnmab (Abu)

16. Tuwailab

The inhabitants of these tracts nearly all belong to the Al Khuzaim
division cf the Al Shibil tribe^ hut those of Hamaidat are Hamaidat,

those of Rghailah are ^Awabid, Al Bndair^ Hamaidat^ and Uwaizat^ and
those of Dahaisiyat-ash-Shalal^ Jamdah Shalal and Abu Rumah are

Shalal. The Rg'hailah tract is owned by Saiyid Jawwad^ Kdid-dar of

the Najaf shrine.

1. Hatbal
<JUia>

2. Hor Allah
tti

aUl

3. Karkashah

4. Mahaz (Abu)

5. Muzalak

Its

Tracts in the Allah dJJI^y) Nahiyah.

6.

Rahlah

7. Rukbaniyah
00

8. Sa^id (Hor Bani)

and

9. Thamad (^Ain)

In this ISTahiyah the people of Karkashah^ are Khafajah^ and all the
rest belong either to the ^Ayash or Bani Saliamah tribes.

Tracts in the

1 ^Akr

2. Ankushi

B. ^Awabid

SalaMyah NahiyaJi,

4. •’Ali (Abu Dhahab-al-J
jjI

5. ‘'Ali (Kharabat-al-)

6. Batt (TJmm-al-)
W CD

1^] J
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Tracts in the Saldhlyah Ndhiyah.—contd.

7. Fatlali

8. Hamaidat

9. Hasan (Bani)

10. Hijaiiyali
w

11. Kufuf (Abn)

12. Kurd
-j

13. Kuwaisab

14. Laqwah

15. Mabanawiyab
u>

16. Manfahto

17. Qnrtubali
Axiojfi

18. Sakan

19. Salichiyah

•i V

20. Tnjariyali

21. Ward (Umm-al-)

ojyi p

22. Warish (Qat'at)
Ixlas

Tbe inhabitants of all the tracts of this Nahiyah are Hamaidat.

Regarding the Markaz Nahiyali and the Nahiyah of Shinafiyah we

have no detailed information ;
but the latter, it is said, is not divided

into Mnqata’ahs.

There is also, either separate or included in one of the above Nahiyahs,

a MuqaWah of Ja’arah which is owned in its entirety by the Dairat-as_-

Saniyah and is cultivated by Al Bu Fatlah, Ghazala,h, Ibrahim, and Al

Shiba of the Ahl-ad-Dawab and Al Lajam sections ; it extends for about

ao miles along both banks of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah below Kufah.

In this Muqata’ah, which is one of the most flourishing and prosperous

at the present time in Turkish ^raq, aa-e situated the villages of Abu

Sikhair and Ja’arah and the tract of Mushkhah, which are described

in the ai-ticle on the Shatt-al-Hindiyah. Most of the inhabitants of

Samiyah are agriculturists j
the rest are breeders of horses, sheep,

goats, etc.

FopulaUon.-The fixed population of the Qadha is estimated at

65,000 souls. With the exception of about 500 persons m e °3'-

ment of tiie Turkish Government, who are Sunnis, all are Shiah

Mi^bammadans belonging to local tribes.
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Piesout'ces.—^'h.Q number o£ date palms in the district is calculated

at abont 75,000. Besides wheat and barley, grown in spring, large

quantities of rice are cultivated in the summer, and rice may perhaps be

regarded as the staple crop of the district. The whole district is marshy

and unhealthy, and only a proportion of its area is in present circum-

stances capable of cultivaticn. Livestock are numerous, and there are

many buffaloes. The grazing in Shamiyah is excellent, and even

the northern Shammar are said to visit the Shamiyah pastures in

summer. Nothing is manufactured locally except mats of reeds.

AdmumUation,—Shamiyah is a Qadha of the 1st class. It is

divided into 5 Nahiyahs, that of the Markaz or headquarters, that

of Ghamas, and those of Hor Allah, Salahiyah and Shinafiyah
; these

subdivisions are all of the second class. The Markaz is Hamidiyah near

Umm-al-Ba’rur t the headquarters of Ghamas are at an Arab encamp-

ment between Hamidiyah and Shinafiyah
;

those of Hor Allah at an

Arab encampment between Shinafiyah and Samawah Town
;
those of

Salahiyah at an Arab encampment between the Shatt-abHindiyah and

Hamidiyah
;
and those of Shinafiyah at Shinafiyah.

The interest of the Dairat-as-Saniyah in Ja'arah, which is one of the

largest and most prosperous places in the Qadha, has already been

mentioned above.

SHAMMAR
(JABAL)

or

NORTH-
ERN

NAJDi=

This term primarily denotes the hilly portion of the territory of the

Shammar tribe in northern Central Arabia, that is, the region which has

for its chief landmarks the i.ja and Salmah hills. On the plain between

these two ranges lies Hail, the capital of the Shammar Amir, and from

this circumstance, doubtless, the words Jabal Shammar have come to be

employed,'—almost as an equivalent of Dirat Ibn Rashid

—to designate the whole of the Amiris dominions.

As the principality governed from Hail is a political unit, and as, in

some other respects also, it lends itself to a general description, we shall

proceed to deal with it as a whole under the title of Jabal Shammar.
Jabal Shammar in the more restricted sense will be styled in this

article “ Jabal Shammar proper,” - -

* For iB-formatbn regarding aotirorities, maps, etc., see footnote to the title of
the article Kajd.
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Boundaries of Jahal Shawmar.—The dominions o£ Ibn Rashid extend

on the north to the Hamad, a portion o£ the Syrian desei*t^ and embrace

the oasis of Jauf-al-^Amir and Wadi Sirhan, but the frontier in this

direction is indefinite. The Ruwalah and Dhafir tribes to the north and
north-east may be regarded as entirely indepeudent of the Amir ; but the

Shararat owe him a nominal allegiance^ and the whole of the Hafud or

Great Northern Desert^ in which he maintains posts at Haiyaniyah and

Trnbah, is under his control. On the east his influence does not extend

beyond the Dah^nah desert. On the south Wadi-ar-Rummah is the

approximate limit of the Amiris jurisdictioa
;
but on this side we must

exclude that portion of Qasim which, with Buraidah for chief town,

lies north of the Wadi, and include, midway between Qasim and

Madinah, a considerable distinct south of Wadi-ar-Rummah where the

authority of the Amir, if of any ruler, may be considered to prevail. To
the west the watershed between the Red Sea and the plateau of Central

Arabia is roughly the boundary of the Amir’s possessions, which comprise

Taimah and H ayat but not Madain Salih or Khaibar. Madinah lies

about 100 miles from his south-western border.

Physical features of Jahal Shammar proper .—The more outlying

possessions of the Amir of Hail—Jauf-al-^Amir and its connected

villages. Wadi Sirhan, the Nafud, and the Taimah oasis—are described

in separate articles under their own names.

The central region or Jahal Shammar proper may be shortly described

as a granitic and basaltic plateau with a mean elevation above the sea of

8,000 to 4,000 feet,’*‘ diversified by some mountain ranges but generally

consisting of gravelly plains with intervals of sand. The bulk of this

region drains southwards to Wadi-ar-Rummah, but the Batn plain

between Jahal Aja and Jabal Salmah discharges its floods to the north-

eastern desert, in which they are soon lost. A few springs occur in the

hills, but in the plains flowing water is not seen : life and cultivation

depend on wells, of which the depth is usually considerable but the

water, as a rule, is soft and wholesome. On the north the igneous central

region of Jabal Shammar proper passes abruptly into the sands of the

Nafud desert ; on the east and south-east it merges, through a transi-

* The elevations given in this Gazetteer and in the map accompanying it have been

very carefully worked out by Lieutenant F. Fraser Hunter of the Survey of India from

the observations taken by Huber in 1888-84 and with reference to barometric pressure

at mean sea level at Karachi at the actual times of the observations. The results are

closely corroborated, in some cases, by heights given in the recent Turkish survey for

the HiiSjs Railwav.
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tional stage of sanclstoiiej into tlie sands of DahS/liall and Qasim ; on

tlie scutii it stretches unbroken uj) to and far beyond the Sliammar

boundary j on the south-irest it Las a unique termination in the Harrat

Khaibar j on the ^est it gives place to a wide sandstone tract that

reaches to TaimaL and beyond.

The cardinal features of Jabal Shammar pro^oer are the twin ranges of

Aja and Salmah, to which principally it owes' its title of Jabal^ and

the plain between them^ called Batn . Jabal Aja is fully described

elsewhere ; it is a great parapet of granite, 76 miles in length, with a

maximum elevation above the plain of 2,000 feet, which j)i’oteets the

country on the north-west side against the advancing sands of the Hafud.

Jabal Salmah, also the subject of a separate article, is a miniature Aja
parallel to the first and distant from it 30 miles to the south-east. The

plain of Batn, enclosed between the two, is the heart of the Shammar
principality ; on it stands the capital. Hail, and the town of Qafar.

Some of the subfeatures of Jabal Shammar proper are the follow-

ing

Name, Position. Nature. Eemaeks.

Baharat SliavbSn About It) miles west
of Sab*an.

A plain several miles
in extent.

Overgrown with scrub
and contains good
camel-grazing.

Da’aijan (Wadi) Begins in the slopes
of Jabal Aja about
35 miles south-west
of Hail.

A valley on ^ the right
bank of which stands
Hail town ; imme-
diately beyond Hail
it pierces Jabal
Samra.

Also called Wadi Hail.
The whole course
of the Wadi is

from south-west to

north-east, and it

appears to end in the
Baqa’a hollow 45

1

miles north-east of

Hail, or even earlier,

and not to join Wadi-
ar-Rummah as was
at one time supposed.

Fitiq (Jabal) 18 miles south-east
of Hail.

A small chain of
granitic hills.

Parallel to Jabal Aja
and Jabal Salmab.
and about midway
between them, but
only some 20 miles

in length.

Habsbi (Jabal) Begins a few miles
east of Samirab
and skii'te the
north side of the
road thence to

Buraidah for
some miles.

A range of black
basaltic hills.

Jabal Salmah is about
30 miles distant to
the north-north-west.
The top of part of
Jabal Habshi, form-
ing a watershed be-

tween Wadi-ar-Rum-
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Name. „ Position. Nature.

mah. and t'^e coun-
try to the north, is

3,870 feet above sea

level.

•‘‘Jildiyab (Jabal) 35 miles east-nortb-

east of Hail.
An isolated sandstonn
bill beyond the
limits of the basal-

tic tract. The base
is 3,170 feet above
the sea.

The 1) eight above the
plain is over 600 feet

and the slope of the

sides about 70^ or 80®.

There is fair jjasture

about, and the place

is often named by
the Amir of Jabal
Sbammar as a ren-

dezvous for his

military expeditions.

The rocks of this and
neighbouring bills

abound in Himyar-
ihic inseiiptions and
pictures*

Rumman (Jabal)
w

1

j

50 miles south
of Hail.

A small range running
south-west wards
from the southern
extremity of Jabal
Salmah,

The range is traversed

by a gorge through
which runs a route
from Hsil to the
south. Jabal Rummin
may be regarded as
the limit of the Batn
plain on the south.

Samra (Jabal) Adjoining Hail
town on the north
and east.

... See article Hail.

Sivrab (Jabal) 40 miles south by
west of Halil.

A bill on the route

from Hail to Mus-
tajiddah.

Remarkable for a
long Himyaritie in-

scription of 98 charac-

ters. Jabal Sirrah
rises 3,890 feet above
sea level.

Two other iujportant features o£ Jabal Shammar, thought they lie

beyond the limits of Jabal Shammav proper, may be mentioned here ; they

are Jabal Misma and the Harrat Khaibar -to which allusion

has ah’eady been made.

Jabal Misma is a range of reddish sandstone in vertical stratification ;

it is crossed by the ordinary route from Hail to Taimah about 60

miles west of Jabal Aja, to which it is approximately parallel, and it

abounds in Aramaean and Himyaritie inscriptions.

Harrat Khaibar is a great lava region which begins about lOv miles

south-west of Hail and extends perhaps 100 miles further in the same

*A coloured sketch of this hill will he fovmd at the end of Huber’s Journal de Yoyagt,
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direction with an average breadth of j)robably 50 miles. The town of

Khaibar^ which does not belong to the Jabal Shammar principality, is

situated in the Harrah towards the further end, and the village of

Hayat, which acknowledges Ibn Rashid, lies in a cleft in the nearer

extremity. Wadi-ar-Eummah has its origin in this tract.

Climate, joroducts and animals of Jahal Sham^nar climate

£>£ Jabal Shammar proper is healthy. There is considerable cold in

winter: indeed snow has been known to fall and to lie for a few days,

causing much mortality among camels. Rain is uncommon ; and

showers, when they fall, are local and erratic.

Date palms are abundant in the plains and flourish even in clefts and

hollows of the hills^ as for instance in the remarkable amphitheatre of

’Aqdah. Other fruit-trees are found, but their number is limited by

difficulties of irrigation. Wheat, barley, oats, millet, and maize are

grown, partly on unirrigated lands ; also lucerne for fodder : it is

said that the grain produced is in good years sufficient for local

consumption, and that it fetches a higher price than what is imported from

abroad. Gourds of uncommon size and pumpkins and melons of different

sorts are raised and are stored in large quantities for winter consumption.

Truffles grow in the desert.

Horses are more numerous than in Southern Najd and are owned in

greater or smaller numbers by all the wealthier men. The camels of

the country are good, though not equal to those of Southeim Najd or

^Oman
;

they are of lighter colour, better tempered and more tractable

than those of Southern ITajd. Donkeys, frequently white, are used

for short journeys between inhabited places. Cattle are few and poor.

Sheep and goats are numerous, the former being all of the broad-

tailed variety and yielding fine wool
;
the sheep of the Harb tribe are

mostly black. Dogs are not many and are kept at a distance for religious

reasons. There is a sufficiency of fowls.

Wild animals include the leopard (Nimr), wolf (Dhib), hysena (DhabaO^
jackal, fox (Husani), mountain-goat (Badan and Wa^al), gazelle (Dhabi)

of various kinds, and wild cat (Fahd) ; also the hare (Arnab), and a curious

creature called Wabar, resembling a large grey Alpine rat, but arboreal in

its habits in spite of the want of claws. Besides these are found a
large variety of lizard called Dhabb, the hedgehog (Abu Shauk), the

jerboa, scorpions and snakes. In some of the deserts there are ostriches;

other birds are the hawk, buzzard, small black cao^lea-Tid sunall -wlri-iTP
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carrion eagle ; the true vulture is not found.* The climate^ flora and

fauna of the l^afud are described in the article on that region*

Pojpulcbtion of Jaial SJiammao\—The settled inhabitants of Jabal

Shammar proper are chiefly Sharamar, mingled on the side towards Wadi-

ar-Rummah and Qasim with some Bani Tamim ;
the Shammar are

enterprising both in trade and war, while the Baiii Tamim are skilful

and diligent in agriculture but take little interest in other matters. In

the west, beyond the limits of the central region, especially at Hayat and

Huwaiyat, are negro communities ; and there are a few sedentary

Hataim. The villages of the plain are surrotmded with mud walls and

flanked by watch towers resembling lighthouses
;
generally they stand in

date groves which rise from amidst an expanse of sand.

Villagers and townsmen are commonly lean and tall, and often of un-

healthy appearance ; they have somewhat remarkable eyes and long faces

of a flat or hollow type. Diseases of vision are rife ; it is even said that

one ijerson out of every three is partly blind. The men wear a long

garment of white cloth under a blacky brown or black-and-white striped

'Aba ; their head-dress is a cloth kei'chief and their foot-wear sandals :

the garb of the women consists of a blue gown, beneath a black or

brown ''Aba which covers the figure from head to foot, and of a black

crape veil. In mind the people are more active, and in disposition more

magnanimous, than the sedentary population of Hijaz. The national

character is temperate and self-restrained ; brawls are consequently

uncommon.

Wahhabi-ism no longer tyrannises over the land, but in some

families moustaches are still shaved and smoking is discountenanced de-

votion to the coffee cup is however universal. Pastimes are few and

gambling is unknown. The prevailing form of religion is Sunni-ism

of a fanatical cast, which does not readily tolerate the presence of

Jews or Christians. The law of inheritance is that of the Quran, There

is a strong prejudice against the marriage of Arab women with negroes

or half-castes.

Many of the people can read and write, hut men of real education

are rare
; the art of extempore composition in verse, however, is said to

be commonly practised among both sexes. The people consider their

language to he purer than that of Mesopotamia, Syria, Egypt or Hijaz,

but admit that it has departed from the standard of the Quran ; the

final % of nouns is by them pronounced indistinctly.

* I’ull information, about the animals and birds of the country will be found in

Huberts Journal de Voyage^ pages 568—71 and 576—-80

.
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The foregoing* remarks refer to the fixed population of the central

tract : information regarding the settled inhabitants of the outlying parts

of the state will be found in the articles on Janf-al-^Amir, Wadi Sirhan,

the Nafud and Taimali. Roughly estimated the non-nomadic popula-

tion amounts to 28^000 souls, composed as follows :

—

Jahal Sam mar proper . , • • • 16,000
Jauf-al-’Amir and district • ft « 10,000
Wadi Sirhan . • • • 250
Haftid .... • • • • . 750
Taimah .... • • ft . 2,000

Total . 28,000

The Bedouins of Jabal Shammar eom^^rise the whole of the nomad
Shammar, inhabiting the country round Hail j part of the ’Anizall, in

the northern Nafud and on the west between Jabal Aja and Taimah :

some of the Shararat, in and about Wadi Sirban ; and part of the

Harb and most of the Hataim, upon Wadi-ar-Hummall between

Harrat Khaibar and Qasim. Most of these are Arabs, but the Shara-
rat and Hataim belong to inferior castes, as do the despised Sulaba and

‘’Awazim, or Hawazim, who also have their recognised beats and loca-

tions in Jabal Shammar territory. The nomadic population may be

set in round nnmbers at 27,000 souls, as below :

—

’Anizah 12,000
Harb 3,000
Hataim ......... 3,000
Shammar . 4,000
Shararat 3,000
’Awazim, Sulaba, etc 2,000

Total . 27,000

The life of these Bedouins is at onee free and hard, roving and

monotonous. Tor nine months of the year they are dispersed over the

country in small Farqto or nomad villages, each Fariq consisting

of families more or less connected by blood ; but in the height of

summer the Farqan collect together and form large Manzils or

standing encampments at the principal watering places of the Dirah,

that is, of the territory belonging to the tribe. The Bedouin
women wear a silver I’ing in the right nostril and have a braided
forelock banging over the temple

; the majority*' of them cover their

faces from the mouth downwards."^ Close and friendly intereonrse

* of the customs, etc., of a typical Bedouin tribe, though not one belonging
.
to Jabal Shammar, axe described, in’ the article on the Mutair.
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between the village and desert populations is a peculiar feature of Jabal

Shammar, and one by which national life and unity are sensibly

strengthened ; it results probably from community of bloody the bulk

of both sedentaxy and nomad classes being* here of one tribe, the

Shammar. The townspeople, in whose hands is the caravan trade,

frequently send their worn-out camels to recover in the desert under the

care of the Bedouins and hire fresh animals from the nomads to take

their place. Again, most Bedouin families own date gardens in the Aja
and Salmah hills and encamp beside them in the date season, whereby

a complete exchange of r61es takes place, for some town families are

accustomed to wander in the desert in spring accompanied by their

horses, camels and sheep. Occasional companionship in arms also

brings the two classes together, but iu skill and courage the towns-

man or villager enjoys an indisputable superiority over the nomad.

We may estimate the total population of Jabal Shammar at 55,000

souls ; and as the area of the principality (including the Nafiid) is 70,000

square miles at the least, there is less than one person on the average to

the square mile.*

Trade and industries ,—Jabal Shammar is an entirely pastoral and

agricultural country, yet it is hardly self-supporting even as regards the

necessaries of life. In bad years there is a heavy import of graia from

Turkish 'Iraq through Karbala and Najaf ;
and rice, which is a

luxury, is brought from that side at all times. Manufactui'ed goods

come from abroad through Turkish 'Iraq, Southern Najd and Hijaz,

and are hawked about the country by itinerant vendors. Iron, metal for

tinning, English pig-lead and English gunpowder can be obtained in

the Hail market, and most of the cotton cloth worn in the country is

of Bombay or Manchester make. Horses, collected from the Bedouin

breeders bv merchants for sending via Basrah to India, and camels,

which find a sale in Turkish 'Iraq, are the most noteworthy exports ;

some ghi and wool also are sent abroad.

Common cloth is woven by the women in their homes, and

striped ^Abas and coarse carpets are made ;
other than these there are no

manufactures.

Usury and money-lenders are said to be as yet unknown. Kiyals or

Maria Theresa dollars and Turkish Majidis make up the ordinary

currency, while the small silver is mostly Persian. The weights and

* The detailed estimates given above oi population are of course in a high degree

conjectural.
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measures of Jabal Shammar are the same as those of Southern Najd, but

at Hail there is a Sa’ used for measuring ghi which is double the size of

the ordinary Sa\

Internal administration .—In the pros23erous days of the Jabal

Shammar principalityj about 1880^ it was governed with vigour and

efficiency.

The Amir or Mahfudh , as he was at that time generally

styled, maintained a fluctuating force of 500 to 1,000 armed retainers,

distinguished by brown cloaks, red and blue Kafiyahs and silver-hilted

swords, who formed the nucleus of his fighting force. For the rest a

loose system of compulsory military service prevailed. Accoi'ding to a

cautious estimate, the AmTr had at call in the settled villages about 2,000

fighting men, mostly mounted on dromedaries ; but only about a fourth

of this number could be mustered for a particular expedition. It was

calculated that he could raise about 1,300 nomads as well, mounted on

dromedaries
;
but this Bedouin contingent was not trusted. The fire-

arms of the country were at that time old fashioned, but modern rifles

are now widely distributed.

Prom the attention bestowed by more than one European visitor on

taxation and finance we may infer that the subject was a prominent one

at Hail a quarter of a century ago. There were taxes on date trees, on

corn and on sheep, which were regularly collected even in the remoter

districts ; Turkish coin was accepted in the villages north of the Nafudy
and elsewhere payment seems to have been made in kind. An incidence

of £1 per head of taxation seems to have been nob uncommon in either

town or country. The ordinary Government revenue, exclusive of

large receipts from pilgrim caravans, was about £50,000 a year, the

greater part being derived from the settled 2)opulatioii, besides wbieli

the Amir owned valuable private property. H is chief expenditure was

on hospitality, which he disj)ensed on a lavish scale, aud large sums also

Went in military expeditions and stores, in presents and political bribes,

especially in disbursements at Makkah and Madinah made to secure his

border from Turkish encroachments.

Justice was well administered ; theft, in consequence of the rigorous

infliction of the usual Muhammadan penalty, wns almost unknown j

highway robbery had been stamped out ; and arms were not usually
carried in Jabal Shanamar proper. The Government was popular with
all classes, and its policy was influenced by public opinion to an extent
not universal in the countries of Europe. The chief political weakness
was uncertainty regarding the succession to the chiefship.
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In recent years the prestige and power of the Amir have been seriously

rediiced by the defeats which he has suffered at the hands of his rival Ibn

Sa^ud and by the dependent relations which he has found it necessary to

form with the Turks ; it is probable however that his system of internal

government, so far as it has escaped disorganisation, remains substanti-

ally the same as it was before.

The ruling family of Jabal Shammar, which belongs to the JaTar

section of the ’Abdah branch of the Shammar tribe, is generally charac-

terised by ability and caution ; but there is a strain of insanity in the

blood which has shown itself most strongly in the collaterals of ^Obaid^s

line.* From the fact that the father, or possibly a more remote

ancestor, of the founder of their house was named Rashid, the family

are known as the Al Rashid Jl ; and their head, the ruler of the

dajj is often spoken of as Ibn Rashid in contradistinction to

Ibn'Sa^ud, the Wahhabi Amir of Southern Najd, A petulance which is

apt to distinguish the Al Rashid princes in early youth is attributed to

their upbringing along with slaves. The family own large private

estates in Jabal Shammar (<5 .^., at Hayat and Laqitah), in Jauf-al-’Amir

and at Taimah, which alone would secure to them consideration in a

country so poor as Jabal Shammar. The Wasm of the Al Rashid is IX
or +, which is placed, in camels, on the near quarter ; their battle-cry is

A horseman of the Compassionate, a descendant

of Sin’us.'^^ Sineus is believed to have been an ancestor of the tribe, and

the chief in addressing his followers sometimes calls them

Sina'is.

FoUtieal position, —Jabal Shammar has, as we have seen, a fixed

population of about 28,000 and a nomadic population of about 27,000

souls, or in all 55,000 inhabitants, and the density of population falls

short o£ one person to the square mile. Such a country would ordinarily

be a cypher in politics, but Jabal Shatnmar is rescued from insignificance

by its central and commanding situation. Practically equidistant from

Damascus, Baghdad and Makkah, it lies also midway between the Red

Sea and the Persian Gulf and dominates several routes. Its external,

relation*, however, are move restricted than might be anticipated from

such a position ; and,—with the reservation that Jauf-al-’Amir and the

part adjoiniog it are in communication with Syria while normally, that

is in the absence of hostility between the rulers, there is some slight

intercourse with Kuwait,—Jabal Shammar may be said to have no

A genealogical table of tbe family will be found in the historical volnme of thie

Gfizetteer.
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dealings except with Turkish ^Iraq. There is but one route to Syria,

by Jauf-al-^Amir ; to Turkish ^Iraq there are at least two, a -western

and an eastern, the former being the safer though the more arduous,

while the latter is a section of the Najaf-Makkah route. These routes

are dealt with at greater length in the article on Najd,
There is an in veterate enmity between the rulers of Northern and

Southern Najd, and the chances of war have for some years been adverse to

Jabal Shammar, of which the fortunes are now correspondingly depressed.

The principality has for the present sunk into a state of semi-vassalage to

Turkey, but it does not appear that any part of its territory is occupied

by Turkish troops, or that the Amir has renounced the right of

negotiating with foreign powers.*

Topography,—^The principal inhabited or frequented places in Jabal

Shammar proper are given below j with them are included three which
belong to the Harrat Khaibar :

—

Name. Position, Houses and inhabitants. Eemases.

’Adwah Near the entrance
of

^

the pass by
which the route
from Hail to
Faid traverses
Jabal Salmali.

4 small enclosures,
only occupied in
the^ seasons of
agriculture.

The cultivators are from
Sab’an. The wells are

3 fathoms deep.

’A<idah 6 miles west-south-
west of Hail.

... See article ’Aqdah.

'Aqlah

ilSLS

45 miles south-
west of Hail, on
the way to Khai-
bar.

Sliammarand Harto
Bedouins encamp
here in summer.

A tract some miles in

extent and partly
cultivated in the
season. There are
wells.

Alaq 10 miles north-
east of Sab’an
and 4 from the
foot-hills of Jabal
Salmali.

20 mud houses of
Bani Tamim and
Shammar of the
Aslam subdivision.

Cereals are grown by
irrigation from wells

8 or 9 fathoms deep.

'AshirwSt (Qasr-
aU) 1

13 miles south-
west of Qafar.

30 houses chiefly of
Bani Tamim.

Cereals, vegetables and
melons are cultivated,

and there are half-a-

dozen small date
groves. The water is

good but the wells are
15 to 16 fathoms deep.

article on
power are discussed in the
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Hoases and inhabitants.

Baqa’a

tjJij

45 milos north-east

of Hail on the

! ronte to Najaf.

See Article Baqa’a.

Balazlyah
15 miles west of No fixed inhabitants

.

Samirah.

' Harb Bedouins encamp
and grow corn here.

There are wells of
drinkable water 4
fathoms deep.

A few miles north
of QaBi-ar-Eabai’-

iyah, near Wadi
Da’aijan.

20 mud houses of

Shammar.
There are a few date
palms and corn is

grown. Water is at

10 to 11 fathoms and
is sweet.

Duwairah 5 miles south-west
I of Faid.

A depression where
Shammar Bedouins

cultivate corn.

There are 4 wells of
sweet water 5 fathoms
deep.

Fuwarah

45 miles south-east

by east of Hail,
on the route to

Qasim.

A short day’s march
west or north-west

of the north end
of Abanat.

A Qasr belonging to a

Mustajiddah villager

existed here 35 years

ago, but has since

been abandoned

owing to the hosti-

lity of the ’Ataibah.

See article Faid.

The Bani *Ali sub-divi-

sion of the Harb col-

lect here to be taxed
by Ibn Rashid’s agent
and remain in camp in

the vicinity during the
summer. There are

wells of sweet water.

Ghamrah

Ghazalah

Ghumaisah

15 miles south- No fiixed inhabitants,

west of Ghamr
in Jabal Aja.

lO miles west of

Mnstajiddah, near

the route from
Hail to Madinah.

4 of a mile south-

east of Habafali.

60 mud houses of
|

Shammar, ’Anizah
and Hataim.

10 mud houses

.

There are dates belong-
ing to Shammar
Arabs, who camp beside

them in summer. The
wells are shallow.

There are date groves
and orchards, and
cereals and vegetables

are jjrown. Irriga-

tion is from wells 8 to

9 fathoms deep.

There are several date

plantations and corn

is grown. Water is

at 6 fathoms and
better than that of

Kahafah.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Kbmaek*?.

Hafainah A mile north-east

of Hafnah.
20 mud bouses of

Shammar.
There are palms and
corn is grown. Water
is at 4 to 5 fathom';

and sweet.

ffafnab

Ma
A few miles north-

east of Mustajid-
dah.

50 houses of Sham-
mar.

Do.

Hayat^

kyiA

Between Mustajid-

dah and Khaibar,

about midway or

75 miles from
either. It is on
one route from
Mnstajiddah to

Madlnah.

100 houses of negroes,

half-castes and
Hataim. The non-
African blood in

the place is increas-

ing by intermar-
riage.

i

An ancient and pros-

perous oasis village,

almost hidden in a
cleft of Harrat Khai-
bar Tip which its

plantations extend
for 2 miles. There
fire three springs of
drinkable water.
Dates are abundant,
but not very good,
and wheat, barley,

maize and tobacco are

cultivated ;
there are

no cattle or beasts of

burden. The place

originally belonged
to the ^Anizah, who
were expelled by Ibn
Rashid. The present

occupants pay half the

produce of the dates

to the Amir as his

proprietary share and
also

remainder as revenue.

Hail ... • « See article Hail.

Huwaiyait
w

20 miles south-

west of Hayat.
40 houses of negroes . There are palms. The

route from Hayat to

Madinah passes this

way.

JadhSmiyah
u;

s^ISa

8 miles north by
east of Hail.

Half-a-dozen mud
houses of Sham-
mar.

There are palms and
corn. The place was
founded in 1830 and
was once larger than
it is now.

Jalaifah 20 miles south-west
by west of Muqaq

25 houses. The plantations^ extend
along a valley, with
great intervals, for 10

* Hayat actually lies outside Jabal Shammar Pro] )er. r

t Huwaiyat aci^lly lies outside Jabal Shammar Proper.

J The names will be found in Huher’s Journal de Vb^a^e, pages '235-236*
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Name. Position, Houses and inhabitants. Ebii:aer:s.

miles. Clorn is grown,
and watiBr is plentiful

and good at 4 fathoms.
Palms v’ere first plan-

ted here in 1372 ; they
were bi'onght from
Mtiqaq. Shammar
Arabs encamp here in

summer.

Eab&fah
iSL^

About midway be-
tween Hail and
Buraidah, nearly

80 miles from
either.

... See article Hahafah.

Kbashabah (Umm«
al-)

A few miles south-

east of Kahafah.
Formerly there were
permanent hamlets,
now there are f>nly

3 Qasrs occupied for

ploughing and reap-
ing by people from
Kahafah.

A corn-growing tract

,

Water is at 4 fathoms
and good.

Kihailali Half-way bet-

ween Kihlah and
Najibab.

Wells only. Water is at one fathom
and drinkable.

Kihlah 2 or 3 miles north-

east of Mak'bul.
Do. Shammar Bedouins

camp here when
there is pasture.

Water is at 2 fathoms

and drinkable.

Laqltali

or Laqitab

iJasJ

12 miles north of

Hail.
35 h()usew«! of Sliam-
mar.

The houses are scattered

in small groups

through nearly a score

of date groves. There

are some fruit or-

chards. One-fifth

both of groves and

orchards is owned by

Ibn Basbid. The
place has declined

greatly in recent

years.

Mak-bul Some miles east of

’Odhaim.

4^ Qasrs, only occupied

in the agricultural

seasons.

Water is at 2 or 3

fathoms and is drink-

able.

Muqaq Nearly SO miles

west-south-west of

Hail.

iOO mud houses,' (oiv

possibly very many
less) of Shammar.

Lies at the foot of a

pvomin ent hill which

juts out from the

western flank of Jabal

AjtSt, and is the nearest

village to that end of

m _
6 T
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bbmasks.

-

the B.i**as-Salf pass*
The subsoil water is

lukewarm and fetid,

and fever is prevalent
except in summer.
Dates are grown but
they are dry, scanty
and of poor flavour.

Wells are 9 to 10 fa-
thoms deep and sur-
face water is re-
ceived from Jabal Aja.
In years when the best
pasturage is on this
side of the hills Ibn
Bs.shid’s stud are sent
here to graze.

Mnstajiddali About 60 miles south

and very slightly

west of Hail.

L 100 mud houses, Bani
Tamim, also Sham-
mar and Hataim.

The place was formerly
larger. Dates, fruits,

cereals and vegetables
are grown. Water is

good and the wells are
14 fathoms deep.
There are 4 shops.
There is cultivation of
corn at a place called
Ghadhwar
at some distance to the
south-west.

8 miles east of

Kihlah.
Wells only. Shaminar Bedouins

camp here when there
is pasture. Water is

at 2 fathoms and
drinkable.

Katbil (Baidba) About 75 miles west-
south-west of Hail
on one route to
Khaibar.

A great watering-
place, in dispute bet-

ween the Sliammar
and the Bishr (*Ani- i

zali).

The water is braokish
and the wells are 4 to
9 fathoms deep. Cere-
als are grown.

*Odbaim About 80 miles
south-east of Hail
and the same west
of Buraidali,

2 or 3 peimanently
inhabited Qasrs of
Aslam Shammar.

Water is at 2 fathoms
and is drinkable. Corn
is grown. Harb
Bedouins sometimes
encamp here.

Qafar

jUl3

9 miles south-
west of H§;ii.

••• See article Qafar.

Qusair Near GhazSlah, 3 hamlets of 1 or 2
houses each.

There is some sweet
water at a depth of
76 feet.
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Qussah

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Remarks.

16 miles north-
west of Musta-
jiddab.

No permanent inhabi-
tants.

Shammar Bedouin s

grow com here and
camp ill Tibe neighboni-
hood in summer. The
wells are 5 to 6
fathoms deep and tha
water is drinkable.
Thei e are no palms
here now.

Rahai *iyah(Qasr-

ar-)

2 mHes north-east of 35 mud houses of
Hail. Shammar.

Water is at 10 fathoms
and is good ;

dates and
corn are cultivated.

This place is said to

have been included in

the ancient town of

Hail which lay

further east than the

modern.

Raudhah 16 miles north-east

of Mustajiddab, at

the southern foot

of a pass over

Jabal Rumman.

70 houses of mixed
Arab tribes.

Water is good in wells

at 10 fathoms.

Cereals, melois and
vegetables are grown
and theie are a few
dates and fruit trees.

Sab’ an 35 miles south

-

sotith-east of Hail,
at the foot of

Jabal Salmalion
the side towards
Hail.

60 houses of Sham-
mar of the Aslam
division and of

Baui Tamim.

There ate dates, fruit,

grain and vegetables.

Wells are 12 fathoms
deep. Some of the

iMid round is in the

hands of cultivators

who pay one-tenth of

the produce to Sham-
mar of the Mas’ud
section.

Samirah 76 or 80 miles south-

south-east of Hail
and slightly over
100 miles west of

Buraidah.

50 mud houses of

Tamim.
Baui The village consists of

two small Qasrs and

one larger one with

clay towers ;
the

whole site covers less

than 2 acres. There

are no palms, but good

crops of wheat and
barley are obtained.

Water is abundant at

7 feet below the sur-

face. Harb Bedouins

assemble here to be

taxed by Ibn Rashid.

Tbe place though

small is said to be

ancient.

5 t2
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N ame. Position, Houses and inhabitants. Remaezs.

Silaimi Uncertain, but pro-

bably abont 20

miles south of

Mustajiddah.

Half-a-dozen houses

of Hani Tamim in

a walled enclosure.

There are a few palms

and several wells, but

on1v one is sweet. A
little wheat and maize

is cultivated.

Tabah 12 miles east
^

by

south of Sab’an,

near the foot of

Jabal Salmah on

its south-east side.

150 houses of Sham-
mar of the Aslam

section.

Consists of about a

dozen groups of houses

with palm groves.

Tabah stands in a vol-

canic crater of which

the inward sides are

perpendicular and

about 60 feet high

except on the east,

consequently it is

not visible except

from a short distance.

The water is sweet and
the level of it rose sud-

denly about 1875

from 25 to 15 fathoms

below ground, at

which it has since

remained. Corn, fruit

and vegetables are

grown.

^Thnrghud
{spelling nncei-

tfiin).

Ah'iut 25 miles

north of Hayat,

OP. the west edge

of the Harrat

K haibar.

2 or 3 houses of

Hataim,
There are palms, wheat

and barley, and wells

6 feet deep.

Waqld 4 miles north of

Hail,

40 houses of Sham-
mar.

Cereals, melons and
vegetables are grown
and there are a few
small date groves and
orchards. Wells are 8

to 9 fathoms deep.

SHAMMAR Generally called the Northern Shammai'; on account of their position^

(NORTH- or the Shammar Jarbah from the name of their principal subdivision.

£RN) They are a powerful tribe whose territory adjoins “’Iraq on the north-

jtJli west; but they lie generally beyond the scope of this Gazetteer : the

“Shammar of Jabal Shammar are their relations and the Shammar

To^ah are reckoned one of their offshoots.t Some of their Bedouins

frequent the Shamiyah and Najaf Qadhas.

~ * Tlmrgliud actually lies beyond the liirits of Jabal Shammar Proper.

Pot parti'cnlaTs regarding the hforthern Shammar, see Gazetteer of Baghdadt

1889, pages 126 and ^2-3 ; also Lady Anne Blunt’s Bedouins of the Buphrates%
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One of the most remarkable and important tribes of Central Arabia
j SHAMMAR

they form the main strength of the Jabal Shammar principality and the (SOUTH-

Amii' himself is of then number. Part of the Southern Shammar are

settled and part are Bedouin.

The settled portion of the Southern Shammar are

almost confined to the plains between or immediately adjoining the

ranges of Aja and Salmah ;
the more noi-thern parts of these they

monopolisGj and the central and southern they share with the Bani

Tamim }
they have moreover an important detached colony at Taimab.

and a smaller one at 'Ayun in Qasim. The ascertained settlements of

the Shammar in Jabal Shammar are Hail) Taimah, ’Alaq, Aqdah^

’Ayun, Bida^ Faidj Ghazalah, Hafainah, Hafnah, Jadhamiyah,

Xah^fah, Laqitah, Muqaq, Mustajiddah, ’Odhaimj Qasr-ar-Rabai iyah,

Sab’an, Tabah and WaqTd. A number of the inhabitants of permanent

villages in Qasim also claim Shammar descent, especially at Butainiyat,

Ab-ad-Dud, Hamar, Qasr Sahd, Shaihiyah, Shiqqah and Tanumah.

There are settled Shammar at Qana in the Nafud, at Attar and Zilfi in

Sadair, and even in the villages of Wadi-al-Mijyah in the Hasa Sanjaq .

some Shammar also, apparently of the Ja’afar subdivision, reside in

Hofuf town in the Hasa Oasis.

The Bedouins of the tribe have on the whole a more extensive

range. On the south they enter the borders of Qasim ;
on the west

they reach to Jabal Mlsma ;
on the north they visit the wells of Shaqiq

towards Jauf-al-Amir, dispute Batn beyond the Nafud with the

’Anizah and camp in tl ajai-ah ; on the east their boundary is a line

southwards through a point to the east of Lainah. Places near whie

they are known to encamp in Qasim are Amudiyah, Anbuwan, Ab-ad-

Dud, Barud-as-Siyah and Saqiyah, all close to its northern border

;

Haiyaniyah, Jubbah and Umm-al-Qulban ai-e among their camping places

in the Nafud ; to them belongs 'Wadi-ar-Butha ;
the easternmost wells

^

of which it is certain that they avail themselves ai-e those of Bida', some

miles east of Lainah, where some of them pitch their tents in t ® °

weather, and those of the Madhhur tract at the south-east end of the

Nafud. As has been remarked in the article on Jabal Shammar e

distinction between nomads and non-nomads is not so s arp y ra n

among the Shammar as in some of the other tribes which follow both

cotirsee of life.

of /(A.-The western territories of the Shammar tribe are full

of "basaltin and ei'rev-red granite hills and contain many water o i
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their Bedouins live even more dispersedly than is usual among Central

Arabian nomads. In the valleys of Jabal Aja and Jabal Salmah the

Shamniar Bedouins own a multiplicity of small date plantations^ in which

they camp during- the summer months ; but they depend chiefly on their

flocks and herds, and they .eke out their subsistence by carrying

merchants' goods on camels and by transporting pilgrims to and from

Madinah. In their tents the wife^s apartment is at the left side in

entering. Of the settled Shammar it is unnecessary to speak at length

as they are included in the description of the fixed population of Jabal

Shammar.

Gharacte '}^.—The Shammar are one of the most vigorous tribes of

Arabia and regard themselves as the noblest of all,—a pretension which

may be excessive but is not without justification. They are believed to

be mainly of Yamani or Qahtanic descent but do not appear to be of

uamixed race. The men are generally tall, wear brown 'Abas, and

are easily distinguishable in physiognomy from their neighbours the

^Anizah. The Shammar aie of a hospitable disposition.

Divisions and numbers ,—The Shammar tribe consists of 5 main divi-

sions, the 'Ahdah Aslam ^v-l, Dighairat
, Sinjarah and

Tuman ; these again are constituted of the following subdivisions

and sections :

—

1 Abdah division.
Miyakhah

1. Fadhl

Ham:l

3. Ja'iar

Jinidak

i

Shir.iini

Cir“ 5. Mufadbdbal
a»

6 .

7.

Shimailab

Silait

8. "Waibar

Jibrin

Manis

Mas’iid

/
Bu.wwazb(

Ml

Matran
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The ruling family of Hail belong to the Khalil section of the

Ja’far. Some of the settled Shammar at Zilfl are '^Abdah^ from which

division some would even derive the '^Obaidli tribe of the ShiDkSh

District in Persia and the ^Abadilah of Trucial ^Oman.

II.—Aslam divisioum

1, Jahaish

2. Ma’adhid

3. Manni*

. Bii’zati

Tyad ah

Janfah

Mahallaf

and

Waraik

/ paid

Linah

Madha’ir

jSfas’nd

Masharraf

4 Manasir

5. Nifqan
(jUUi

6. Tnwalah

7. Wahab

'Athi-

Piridaly

Kamil

Badar

Di^haai

Dihail

FiraySln

The chief shaikh of the Aslam division helongs to the "Arar section

of the Tuwalah.
, m i i t i

The Shammar of ^Alaq, Kah^feh, ’Odhaim. Sab^an and Tabah belong

to the Aslam division, and those of Kah^fah are of the Mas ud section

of the same,

XIX.—DigJiairdt division.

1, *Alaiyan

2, *Amud

3, Ghithah

4, Himizah

'Atqah
isCkss _

5. Husain \

Duwahah

1 M asa'ad

1

1

1 Qilaidah

\ 8

6. Kharisaii
6,aPjA,

7. Mismar

8. Suwaid

9. Taraibali

TheSnV^aid subdivision are stiU noted, as they were 60 years ago,

for their excellent ghi, and are said to be purveyors of this article to Iba

Rashid. The settled Shammar of Zilfi are partly Dighairat.
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JF.—Sinjarali division.

1. Armai 9. Bakhis

2. GhasD 10. Saad(Abi)

3. Xhausau 11. Salii]

4. Kilab 12. Shilqan

5- Maiyi] 13. Shiraihah

6. Mistah 14. Thinaiyan
ve

7. !Nimsaii and

8. Nuvvaishi
1

16, Zimailah

V.^Tumaii division.

1

r 'Ayisli 2. Euba*ah

1, Hidbah
\

1

<JL30j

1

Maqqashah

i

f
w

AwiU and

3. Widhah

In addition to the above there is a section called Salailat who

were originally Shammar, but are now reckoned to the *Anizah and

the Shammar of ^Attar in Sadair are said to belong to the Qidarah

3;Io5, who are not shown in the table above. The numbers of the settled

Shammar are included in the estimated population of Jabal Shammar

Proper j
and the nomad Shammar, regard being had to their political

strength and to the wideness of their range, cannot be placed at less

than 4,000 souls.

SHAHMAl^ This tribe of Turkish ^Iraq is reputed a branch of the Northern
TOQAH Shammar or Shammar Jarhah: it was originally Sunni, but is now

entirely Shi'^ab.

The Shammar Toqah domains extend upon the left hank of the

Tigris from Baghdad to opposite Bghailah, and the depth of the tribal

territory from the Tigris bank in the direction of the Persian hills is

about ^5 miles and includes part of the course of the Diyalah.

* Much inlormation abom the divisions of the Shammar will be found in Huber
{Jcurml de, Voyage, pages 637-8, 660-4 and 670), It does not fit in well with that

given in the text.
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' Considerable uncertainty prevails as to tbe true divisions of the Sham ’

mar Toqah, but the following may be mentioned :-«•

1. Banwah
Ul

2. Battah

3* Da’aiyah or Da^ijah

4. Dalabhah

5. Dawar

6. Dawud

7. Hadail

8. Khawalid

9. Majabilah

10.

Majli

11. Manahir

12. Manasir

13. Mardan

14. Nifafshah

15. Qaraghol Jyly

16 . Qnfaifan or Fukaifan

17. Shwaifi

18. Shnwaiqi

19. Sud’an

20. Zakaitat

Of these the Qufaifan and Manasir, who live on the Tigris a little

below Khaaasah and Ctesipbon respectively, are possibly Zubaid ; and

so perhaps are the Qaragbol. Some regard tie Dafafi’ab as a separate

tribe, others as a branch of the Shammar Toqah. Sections known as

^Atbah njj: and Salmat are found in the Kut-al-Amarah Qadha

;

of these the former have their residence among the Bani Rail ah

;

and there are 'Atbah also in the "Aziziyah Qadha. The distribution of

the sections given above will be found, in part, in the article on the

'Aziziyah Qadha.

The Shammar Toqah are agriculturists and a large proportion of them

are now employed by Kazim Pasha, a brother-in-law of the present

Sultan of Tm-key, who is kept in honourable detention at Baghdad,

to cultivate his lands near Ctesiphon ;
their crops are wheat, barley,

maize, and sesame. They also breed cattle and camels. Like most of

the other cultivating Arab ti-ibes, they are inclined to wander in spring,

and tents are tbeir only dwellings at all seasons.

As yet the Shammaa- Toqah are not well provided with modern rifles,

nor are they strong in horses. The recognised Shaikh of the whole tribe

is at present Saiyid Sufukh, and the actual heads of the Khawalid and

Qaraghol section ar-e Abtan-al-Hardi and Mutlaq-bin-Rashid respectively.

An island in the Shatt-al-^Arab belonging to the left bank; beWnd SHAMSHA-

it is the mouth of the Khaiyain creek, which here forms the boundm-y I AH

between Pei-sia and Turkey ;
and opiiosite to it, on the other side of the

livei’; is the tract known as Baljaniyah,
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Shamsliamlyah, itself only a mile long, is virtually a continuation

of tlie Island of Tawailah; but it is divided from Umm-al-Khasasif,

tie nest island below it, by the main stream of the Shatt-al-’Arab, which

here sets from the right to the left bank.

On Shamshamiyah is a post of Turkish Dhabitiyahs, who are respons-

ible for patrolling the river. There are also some scattered huts,

inhabited by about 80 persons of the so-styled Shaikh Hasan tribe, to

whom belong about 2,000 date palms, besides other fruit trees, 10 cattle

and 20 sheep and goats.

Shamshamiyah has apparently come into existence since 1836. It is

a Turkish possession, and the Turks have recently proposed to locate on it

the sanitaiy lazaret for travellers arriving in Turkish ^Iraq from the

Persian Gulf.

SHAQIQ Generally pronounced Shajij or Shagig. The name of an inlet and of

(SHOE) the village which it contains, upon the east side of the Qatar Promontory :

the entrance of the inlet, which is shallow and inns about 4 milpa inland,

is situated between Kas-an-Nof and Kas Matbakh, about 26 miles north

of Dohah. Khor Shaqiq is frequently called “ K.hor-al-Mahandah,” or

simply “ Khor,"’ in contradistinction to " Khuwaii-,” that is, Khor
Hassan, on the other side of the peninsula. The village stands on the

south side of the inlet, near its foot
; not far fi-om it is a hill, surmounted

by a watch tower, and under the hill is a well of good water called

Halaitan lylirU. Dhakhirah is only 4 miles to the northward of Khor
Shaqiq and is reached by a track which turns the foot of the inlet and
then crosses a level plain. Four miles south of Khor Shaqiq is Halat
TVabil tljJj iJla., an island-reef, still covered at high tide but said to be
rapidly increasing in elevation. The village consists of about 400 mud
and stone houses of Mahandah, half of the A1 Hasan and half of the
Misandah section, to whom belong 80 pearl boats, 90 other sea^going
vessels, and 30 fishing boats, besides 100 camols

SHAQQ a long, shallow vaUey, forming a district in the principality of
Kuwait, perhaps 80 miles long from north to south and on the average
about 10,miles broad. On the north it ends about 20 miles noith-west of
Jahrah ; on the south it is bounded.by Dhula'-al-MFaijil

; Umm Janaib
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encloses it on tlie east and Dibdiball on the west
; Suiuinan approaches

its south-western corner. Shaqq has no fixed inhabitants^ but yields most

of the grass and firewood that are sold in the town of Kuwait j
in the

north it marks the boundary between the Hamdh grazing on the east and

the ^Arfa] on the west. Where it is crossed by the route from Kuwait
Town to Riqa^i, at 4 0 miles west- south-west of Kuwait, it contains a

Kbabrah called Faraq oly • and similarly on the direct route to

Hafar, at 54 miles south-west of Kuwait Town^ there is situated in it

Kliabrat-ad-Dawisli which was disputed in 1905 between the

^Ajman and the Mutair and was assigned by the Shaikh of Kuwait to

the latter.

A large town^ the capital of the Washam district in Southern Najd; SHAQRAH
it is situated towards the west side of the district about 100 miles south-

east of ^Anaizah and the same distance north-west by west of Riyadh.

Shaqrah stands in a plain between two hills, one to fche north, the other to

the south, which are two miles or more apart. The town is surrounded

by a wall, both high and thick, with towers
;
and it has 4 gates. The date

plantations belonging to Shaqrah are considerable, and there are many

wells of excellent water about 8 fathoms deep both inside and outside the

town. The population is about 3,000 souls, mostly Bani Zaid, but

partly Sabai^ of the Sudah section ; besides cultivating they engage in

trade, dealing principally with Kuwait. The bazaar is large and contains

many shops. There are about 500 camels and many horned cattle besides

sheep and goats, but horses and donkeys are few* Shaqrah lies on the

direct route between '’Anaizah and Riyadh. Between 1874 and 1884

the place was tributary to the Amir of Buraidah. The ruling family

are Bani Zaid of a section called A1 Sabyan.

The principal village in Jabal Akhdhar } it stands on terraces on the SHARAI-
face of a cliff at the head of Wadi Mfaidiu and looks down the valley; JAH
its elevation above the sea is 6,.300 feet. The houses are. square, solid

and built of stone j but they are small and mean in appearance and a
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few only are plastered witt clay ; the windows are narrow and the doors

small, the better to keep out the weather. The dwellings appear to over-

hang one another, and the different rows are connected only by flights of

irregular steps. Sharaijah consists of a main village with two annexes

called, as is not uncommon in ’Oman, ^Ain [i e., having a spring) and

’Aqarjiu {i.e.^ barren). Just below the village are a copious spring of pure

water and a circular reservoir. Cultivation extends for about 1,000 feet down

the hillside upon ledges, only 10 or 12 feet wide, wdiich are frequently

revetted. These pensile gardens,’^ as they have been called, contain

apricots, grapes, figs, pomegranates and grain ; the grain is sometimes sown

intermixed wdth leguminous plants and even with melons. The greatest

attention is given to the cultivation of the grape, and from it the inhabi-

tants make a wine with w^hich they regale themselves in the long winter

evenings; after the vine the pomegranate ap]3ears to be the most highly

valued plant. The people are Eani Riyam (100 houses) and Eani

’Umr (100 houses). Animals are 100 donkeys, 60 cattle and 400 sheep

and goats. The name Sharaijah” means a place where water flows

out of rocks into soft ground.

SHARA-
RAT

A considerable Bedouin tribe on the northern borders of Central

Arabia between Jabal Shammar and Palestine; on the north-west they

reach to Ma’an towards the Red and the Dead Seas, on the west to

Tabuk on the south to Taimah; and on the north-east to Jauf-al-

^Amir ;
on the last side they make excursions into the Uafud as far as to

the wells of ShaqTq. Some of the tribe are permanently settled in Jauf-al-

’Amir. Wadi Silhan is the headquarters of the tribe, and one of their

principal summer stations is at ’Obaid between Taimah and Jauf-al-

’Amir. The Shararat Dirah, generally, is one of sandstone hills. The

tribe are not considered to be Arabs ; they rank below all Arab Eedouins;

but above the Hataim andthe Sulaba. Striking differences appear to

exist among the Shararat. Some of those in the north are of fair com-

plexion and blond, but dirty and almost naked
;
the men are strong and

handsome, and the women are bold with an innocent freedom in the

presence of the opposite sex. Shararat coming in to trade at Taimah, on

the other hand, have been, described as lean and ragged with quiet and
dejected manners. The Shararat possibly number 3,500 souls and they
are divided into .a number of sections not subject to any common chief.

The^Shaxaratdiave almost no. horses, but their riding camels are the
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lightest and swiftest in Western Arabia and are used by Ibn Easlnd to

mount his armed retainers. The dealin-is of the Shararat are chiefly with

JSiUf'S)!'* Amir) whicli they visit in the date harvest to bartpr camels^

cattlo; woolj bntter, cheese; rice imported from abroad; and even milk; for

dates, mats, sacks, tent cloth; ^Abas and calico; they also resort to

T3>im0)ll) where their camels and wool find a market. Besides these two

places they have no market town. The Shararat render tribute and

obedience to the AvnTr of Jabal Shammar.

An Arab tribe represented in the Jarrahi District by two sections; SHARIFAT
the Eoijaibat and the Bani Rashid who inhabit the left

bank of the Jarrahi River near Khalfabad, The former section has

^0 fighting* men and 30 horseS; the latter 30 fighting men and 85 horseS;

and each has about 100 eamelS; besides some donkeyS; cattle and sheep
;

both inhabit tontS; but both are to some extent tillers of the -

ground. The Sliavifat are also found in the Hindiyan District

at Hindiyan YillagC; Shirabad and QaPeh Mashraqi; and upon the

Turkish side of the Shatt-al-^Arab in the neighbourhood of Abul

Khasib. Those who visit QaToli Mashraqi are nomads and number about

100 families : the remainder of those in the Hindiyan District are few

but settled. The chiefs of the Sharifat are called MiTs and the tribe

themselves claim descent from the Shurafa of Makkah; hut they are

generally believed to be of Bani Tamim (I) extraction. They seem to have

immigrated from Najd about 'ZOO years ago.

Also written 1̂ 9JJl-
^
and pronounced both Sharjah and Shargah.

Limits ami e,vkiit.~~ThQ Shaikhdom of Sharjah; the most imqiortant

of the Arab principalities of Trucial ^Oman, covers a considerable portion

of the ’Oman Prom(mtory ;
indeed with the exception of the small

Shaikhdoms of 'Ajman and Umm-al-Qaiwain on the west coast; and of a

part of the if)terior which is virtually independent, it may be considered

to embrace everything between a line joining Sha^’am "tio Dibab on tbe

north and another connecting Sharjah Town and Khor Kalha on the

SHARJAH

PEINCIPA
LITY*

Pop authorities} inaps> cha-i'tr, etc., see first footnote to article Trucii^l ’Oman.
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south. On the east it is hounded by the Gulf of ’Oman and on the

west by the Persian Gulf.

Divisions .—The principality consists of 4 portions, namely, of the
Eas-al-Khaimah District on the north ; of the Shamailiyah tract on
the east ; of the village and plain of Dhaid in the interior

; and, lastly,

of what we may call the district of Sharjah Proper upon the west coast

towards the south. The upper part of Wadi-al-Qor belongs to Sharjah :

it is uncertain whether it should be regarded as connected with
Shamailiyah or with Dhaid.

The maritime possessions of Sharjah are the islands of Bu Musa and
Sir Bu Na’air, which are associated with the district of Sharjah Proper

;

and the island of Tlinb, and probably that of Nabiyu Tunh, which are

attached to the Eas-al-Khaimah District. The island of Sirri was once,

it cannot be doubted, in the efEective occupation of the Shaikh of

Sharjah J but, though the validity of Persian claims to it is not admitted
by the British Government, it cannot be regarded at the present time as

forming part of the Sharjah dominions.

The district of Sharjah Proper.—The other divisions of the prin-

cipality are separately described elsewhere under their own names, but
the district of Sharjah Proper can be most conveniently dealt with at
this point in the present airicle. It is situated on the sea between
’Ajman and Dibai, its boundary with the former Shaikhdom being at a
place called Dabdabah miles from the north end of the date
groves of Sharjah Town, and with the latter at Abu Hail : Hamriyah
however, which is beyond ’Ajman, may be considered as attached to
this division. Inland the district does not, it is stated, extend beyond
Wasit la-Ij

, a locality 5 miles east of Shaijah Town, the tract between
this and Dhaid not being under the Shaikh’s control. The surface
of the district is flat sandy desert.

The following are the principal places in Sharjah Proper.

Name. Position Nature,

|

Bemabks.

Oq the coast, 1

1

mile north-east of
Sharjah Town.

locality nninhab-
ited during the
last 30 years.

There was once a
village here with a
fort and date plan-
tations.

Hair On the coast bet-
ween Sharjah
Town and

A village of 250
houses of Ka^im
of the DarSwishah

The inhabitants own
25 pearl boats, 10
fishing boats, 2,500
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Name. Position. Nature,

_ .... _

’Ajman, about 2
miles from the
former and 3
from the latter.

section, to which the
Shaikh of the village

himself belongs.

date trees, 40 camels,
60 donkeys, 40 cattle

and 200 sheep and
goats ; there are also

3 or 4 shops. Wells
3 to 6 fathoms deep
are the source of the
water-supply. The
village is defended
by 7 or 8 towers.

Hamriyali
•1

On the coast, 11
miles north-east
of Sharjah
Town.

... See article Hamriyah.

Khan On the coast, 2
miles south-west
of Sharjah
Town.

... See article Khan.

Sharjah Town On the coast, about
6 miles south-
west of ’Ajman
and 7 north-east
of DibaiTown.

*** See article Sharjah
I Town.

The settled population of the district appears to be about 18,750 souls

and is almost altogether concentrated in Sharjah Town ; its tribal com-

position may be ascertained from the preceding table and the articles

quoted therein ; no single tribe enjoys a great numerical preponderance

over the rest. Questions of resources, trade, etc., are chiefly dealt with

in the article on Sharjah Town,

facts regarding the settled population of the

Sharjah principality as a whole can now be thrown into the form of a

general statement. The following are the numbers by districts:—

Has-al-Kliaimah District

Shamailiyah
IDIraid . « •

District of Sharjah Proper

Bu Musa island

and the total is approximately 45,500 souls. The tribes represented

aye numerous, and no one of them can claim a general as distinct from

16,000

10,000

700

18,760

100
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a local superiority ; they are detailed in the special articles upon the

divisions. The subject of Bedouins is dealt with in the general article

on Trucial ^Oman.

Resources, trade, and communications.— resources and trade of

the Sharjah Shaikhdom are described in the articles upon the component
districts and tracts, aud in those upon the towns of Sharjah, and
Ras-al-Khaimah. The total number of pearl boats in the principality

appears to be about 360, and they are of average size.

The subject of communications is dealt with in the article on
Trucial ^Oman.

Administration .—The principality forms a somewhat disjointed

whole and is at present governed without efficiency or success. The
headquarters district is under the personal rule of the Shaikh, Saqar-
bin-IChalid, who resides at Sharjah Town ; and the detached oasis of

Dhaid is administered by him through the medium of a Wali, at the
present time an individual of servile origin. The district of Eas-al-

Khaimah is under the management of the Shaikh^s only surviv-

ing son Khalid, who resides at Eas-al-Khaimah Town ns Deput.y-
G-overnor on behalf of his father : the town of Dibah however, in
that district, is held as an appanage by Eashid-bin-Ahmad, a first cousin
of the Shaikh of Sharjah, who lives there and enjoys the style of
Wali. The Shamailiyah District is nominally made over to Sa'fd-bin-
Hamad, son of a first cousin of the Shaikh, who is settled at ’ Ajm^ti
and is in fact l)eyond the control of his relation and superior; but this
is of the less importance that the feudatory has lately been deprived by
the rebellious headman of Eujairah of the central part of his fief and'
of most of his influence in the remainder.

The Ras-al-Khaimah and Shamailiyah Districts bring nothing into
the exchequer of the Shaikh of Sharjah, but neither are they a source of
expense, for the local revenue is sufficient in each case to meet the local
expenditure. There are customs houses at t,he towns of Shaijah and
Eas-al-Khaimah only, the collections at the former* amounting to about
Es. 8,000, and at the latter to about hs. 800 a year. Eiece-goods pay
a duty of about. per cent, .and other articles are charged 2 per cent.
There is also a tax of one-twentieth produce in kind on date trees throughout
the Shaikh’s dominions, but its proceeds, except in the Ras-al-Khaimah
DistricV are insignificant; and other' taxes on sheep, miscellaneous
cultivation,- etc., are stated to yield only about Es'. 1,000 a year. The-
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annual revenue of the Shaikh--apart from taxation of the pearl industry,

•Vfhich is his main resource and produces about Rs. ^3,400 a year^—prob-

ably does not exceed Rs. 10,000.

At Sharjah Town the Shaikh has only about ^0 armed retainers,

and these, with a larger guard of 70 men maintained by his Deputy-

Governor at Ras-al-Khaimah Town, compose his entire army. For

the defence of Sharjah Town, he relies chiefly upon the ordinary inhabi-

tants, among whom are some 1,600 rifles. At Sharjah Town, but not

at Eas-al-Khaimah, there are public arrangements for the watch and

ward of shops at night, and a small due is recovered on this account

from the occupiers.

Political position.—The ruler of Sharjah is one of the Trucial

Shaikhs whose political position is described in the general article on

Trucial ’Oman.

The name may also be written it is pronounced both

Sharjah and Shargah, but the present Shaikh appears to favour the

former pronunciation. Sharjah is the largest and most important town on

the coast of Trucial ’Oman, the capital of the principality of the same

name, and the residence of its Shaikh. It is situated between the two

other Arab capitals of ’Ajman and Dibai, about 5 miles from the former

and 7 from the latter, and it is almost equidistant from the base and the

extremity of the ’Oman Promontory, being a little less than 100 miles

from either.

SHiEJAH

TOWIT

Site, surroundings and defences^
—

^The main town extends for more’

than a mile along the eastern shore of a small creek parallel to the sea,
m

while a detached quarter called Laiyah stands on the western

shore of the same. The low sandspit which forms the bank of the creek

on the seaward side is long and narrow. The entrance of the creek is

on the coast about a mile north-east of the middle of Sharjah town and

there are only 1 or 2 feet of water on the bar at low tide ; the foot of

it adjoins the creek on which Khan village stands, and boats can pass

from the one to the other at very high tides. At the south end of

the town is rocky rising ground 30 or 40 feet high, forming a blufE

to the south. The country inland is a desert of white sand with sparse

date groves which are separated from the town by a short interval.
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Water is from wells and is moderately good. There is now no town

wall ^
and the fortified residence of the Shaikh and a series of mud

towers which command the plain between the town and the date planta-

tions constitute at the present time the sole defences.

Quarters ani inlialitants.—The only divisions of the town are the

main town or Sharjah Proper and the quarter of Laiyah, already men-

tioned; which stands on the sand spit outside the creek, near its south-

west end where the Sharjah and Khan creeks unite. There was formerly

another detached quarter called Mbaraz to the north of the town,

but it is now incorporated. Good masoniy buildings are numerous, but

the bulk of the town consists of date-branch huts : the streets are a

labyrinth of narrow, crooked lanes winding between the date-mat walls of

the courtyards.

The population of Sharjah is about 15,000 souls. The principal tribes

are, in Sharjah Town Proper, Shwaihiyln (400 houses)
; Huwalah and

Sudan (300 houses each) j A1 ^Ali, 51 Bu Mahair, ’Abadilah and

Matarish (200 houses each) j and NTaTm of the A1 Bu Shamis division

(100 houses) ; besides about 700 houses of mixed tribes, mostly Arab and

known collectively as Harat-as-Suq Laiyah consists of 200

houses of Marar and 100 of Sudan. The ruling family alone are of

the Qawasim tribe. There is also a lai'ge negro community, many of

whom still speak their original Swahili tongue. About 51 Hindus and

158 Muhammadan Indians, British subjects, are permanently settled

here ^ the figures given for both communities include a number of women
and children. The Muhammadans are Khdjahs.

All the Arab tribes inhabiting Sharjah belong to the Ghafiri faction,

and nearly the whole of the people are Wahhabis calling themselves

Hanbali Sunnis ; exceptions are the Marar who are Malikis and some

of the Sudan who are ShSfifis. “The open sale of tobacco is still prohi-

bited, but it is freely bought and sold in private houses. The mosques

number 21, of which 2 are JamPs.

Tradey manufactures and There are 4 or 5 shops in Laiyah,

and Sharjah Proper contains a bazaar of about 200 shops, and all equal

number of warehouses in which most of the merchandise of the place,

such as wheat, rice and dates, is deposited. Hindu merchants Uumbet 16,

but their number increases in the pearling season. There are 35 EhojUill

traders
; and about 14 Khojah. women, mostly widows, deal in gold

lace, etc.
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’Abas are inanufactrirM of fine sheep’s wool.

To Sharjah Proper belong five Baghlahs and 13 Sambuks riinning to

Basrah, the Persian Coast, Bombay and occasionally Yaman, also 183

pearl boats and a similar number of fishing boats. Some 5 or 6 large

boats are built locally every year.

Agricultural resoureeg.—^\xQ date plantations of Sharjah include

about 3,600 trees, and the livestock of the place are some 500 camels,

560 donkeys, 130 cattle and a,200 sheep and goats. The Shaikh and his

relations have 22 horses.

An important inland district of the ’Oman Sultanate, at present difficult SHARQI
of access to Europeans on account of the political disaffection towards the

*

Sultan which prevails there.

Boundaries and f?m«ottS.-Sharqiyah is bounded on the north and

east by the lulls of Eastern Hajar; at its south-east corner it meets the

district of Ja’alan; on the south it merges in the Rnba’-al-KLali

or Great Desert ;
on the west it is conterminous with the district of

’Oman Proper. By some authorities Ja’alan is regarded as a part of

Sharqiyah, but it seems preferable to treat it as a separate district.

The divisions of Sharqiyah, Ja’alan being excluded, are, in order

from south-east to north-west, Badiyah, Baldto-al-Hirth

Baldan-al-Masakirah , and Baldan-al-Habus ,

also a p-mall tract called Maghsat oUi.-, of which the position is uncertain

but appears to be south-south-east of Baldan-al-Habus.

Natural character.—TkQ Badiyah division resembles Ja’alan in

being an open sandy plain ;
the other divisions consist of a net work of

smaU valleys adjoining the hills of Hajar. Nowhere is there natural

wood of any size. A few miles from Wasil, on the way to Ibra, are loW

limestone hills i-ising about 150 feet above the plain. Eurther to the

west, between Ibra and Samad, the country is described as consisting

of valleys and plains sprinkled with grassy knolls or scrub jungle, among

which are interspersed small limestone hills of pyramidal form and rugged

outline, devoid of vegetation. A Hne of di-ainage, called in its upper

com-se Wadi Ibra and in its lower Wadi-al-Haimah wt-
,

is said to

traverse Sharqiyah from Ibra to Wafi in Ja’alan and thence to i-un ,to

tte sea.

* Bor authorities and maps, see footnote to article ’Oman Sultanate.

5 U 2
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Baldan-ahSirth—The Baldan-al-Hirtli division contains the follow-

ing* places

Name, Position, Bouses and inhabitants. Bemaukb.

Pariz About 9 miles
norlb-west of

Wasil in Badi-
yaii and 12 miles
south-east of
Ibra.

60 houses of Hirth. There are 4 horses, 16
donkeys, 30 cattle, 80
sheep and goats and
about 2,000 date
palms.

Dhalma (Bu) 7 or 8 miles from
Dariz.

15 houses of do. There are 10 donkeys,
5 cattle, 40 sheep and
goats and 400 date
trees.

Falaij 3 or 4 miles south
of the Sifalah of

Ibra.

200 houses of Hirtb
of the Ghayuth and
Mashahihah sec-

tions and of Bawa-
kah Bedouins.
They have 200
camels, 80 donkeys,
60 cattle, 3,000
sheep and goats
and 3,000 date
palms.

Falaj Mas’tld 3 or 4 miles south
of Dariz.

26 houses of Hirtii. This village has 3
horses, 10 camels, 6
cattle, 140 sheep and
goats and 600 date
palms.

Ibra fSifalah

o£)
See article Ibra.

•Jzs
m

y
5 or 6 miles south
of Dariz.

40 houses of Hirtb
and a fluctuating
Bedouin encamp-
ment.

Tim present abode of

'Isa-bin-Salih, the
Harithi rebel against
the Sultan of ’Oman.
Eesources are 150
camels, 30 donkeys, 20
cattle and 400 sheep
and goats, also 700
date palms.

Mndbairil) 2 or 3 miles north-
west of Dariz.

300 houses of Hirtb.
and 20 shops.

There are 3,000 date
trees and animals are
6 horses, 40 camels, 60
donkeys, 40 cattle and
400 sheep and goats.
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Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eeitaeks.

QSiMl

JblS

3 miles south-east
of Dariz.

60 bouses of Hirth,
of which 3 or 4 are

well built.

The ordinary residence
of the family to which
the rebel ’ Tsa-bin-Salih
belongs. Animals are 7
horses, 30 camels, 20
donkeys, 16 cattle and
80 sheep and goats

;

date palms number
400.

Qaoatir Immediately north
of the Sifalah of

Ibra.

100 houses of Hirth.
of the Aulad Hadri
section.

The people have 30 don-
keys, 100 cattle, 800
sheep and goats and
3,000 date palms.

Sah

C

Half a m lie south-

east of the Sifa-

lah of Ibra.

100 houses of Hirth
of the Aulad
Hadam section.

Resources are estimated
at 40 donkeys, 80
cattle, 500 sheep and
goats and 1,000 dat^
trees.

Sira

1^
One mile south of

the Sifalah of

Ibra.

150 houses of Hirth
of the Maqadibah
section.

To this village belong 6Cl

donkeys, 70 cattle, 700
sheep and goats, and
8,000 date palms.

The people of these villages are all Hirth^ and their houses are

generally of stone and gypsum stucco. It will be seen that the villages

form two groups, one at the south-east end of the division adjoining

Dariz, the other at the north-western end adjoining Ibra.

Baida n-al-Masahirah.—Baldan-al-Masakirah meets Baldan-al-Hirth

at Ibra, that town being divided between them. The chief places in

Baldan-al-Masakirah are i

—

Name* Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eehaeks**

Fai^ikh 1 mile north of

Yahmadi.
30 houses of

Masakirah.
Resources are 7 camels,

13 donkeys, 10 cattle,

200 sheep and goats
and 500 date palins.

tCazam

cr

3 or 4 miles west

of the ’Alayah of

Ibra.

40 do* Resources are estimat-

ed at 25 camels, 30
donkeys, 30 cattle,

300 sheep and goats,

and 70,000 date palms.

Ibra (Alayah
of)

-

See article Ibra.

^ The number of date palms appears to he exaggerated in this division. In the

other divisions it is probably under-estimated.
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Kame. Position, Bouses and inhabitants. Kemauzs, *

Nadharah 1 mile north of

Tbabiti.

40 houses of

Masakirah.
There are here 4 horses,

6 camels, 25 donkeys,
10 cattle, and 150
sheep and goats and
1,000 palms.

Nasib :

Nearly a mile
noith-easfc of the
’Alayah of Ibra>

SO do. There are said to be

1 horse, 9 camels, 28
donkeys, 30 cattle and
200 sheep and goats,

also 6o,000 date

palms.

Tbabiti 2 miles east of

Nasib.

50 do. Resources are 2 horses,

13 camels, 20 donkeys,
15 cattle and 100
sheep and goats, be-

sides palms estimated

60,000.

Tahmadi 2 miles north of

Thabiti.

200 do. Livestock are estimated
at 25 camels, 30
donkeys, 30 cattle and
300 sheep and goats;

palms are said to

number 100,000.

The houses in Baldan-al-Masakii-ah are mostly of mud and stone, but

some are of stucco. The largest place in the division is the ^Alayah or

northern part of Ibra town, which it includes, and none of the other

villages are far from it.

To complete the topography of Baldan-al-Masahirah, we may add

that there are two streams or tanks in the district known as Lamma’ j

U

Oil

and Sivali resiDectively, of wMcli the former is nearly always

dry and the latter generally contains water. A few miles to the north-

ward of this division of Sharqiyah is a desert plain called Judhahyah*
w

Baiddn-al^Haim .—The most important places in Baldan-al-Hahus

are :

Name, Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemauxs.

’Ainain Near Fath. 35 houses of Halbtis
of the Yal Shabib
section.

&«•

Bilaidah ^

3 miles south of
*Alo in Wadi
Samad.

30 houses of Halb>us.

1

The people possess 400
date palms, 2 donkeys,
2 cattle and 20 sheep
and goats.

* The ntimher of date palms appears to he exaggerated in this division ; in the

other di-visiotis it is probably under-estimated.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemabks,

Fath-al-Habus Perhaps 2 or 3
miles eastward of
Mudhaibi.

.

50 stone houses and
huts of Habiis.

Besources are 2,000
date palms, 4 camels*
8 donkeys, 6 cattle

and 60 goats and
sheep.

Khashbat ’Azut Uncertaiu. 40 houses of *Azur,
said to he a section

of the Bani Biyam.

Here there are 1,000
date p a 1 m Sj 10
donkej s, 6 cattle and
60 sheep and goats.

Lizq

c3y

Do. 30 houses of Y al

Shahib and 50 of
the Maqadamah and
other sections of
Habus,

Besouroes are 1,000
date trees, 10 drnkeys,
10 cattle and 70 sheep

!

and goats.

Ma’aidin
Do.

i

15 houses of Habus. There are 200 date
palms, 6 camels, 12
donkeys, 6 cattle and
60 sbeep and goats.

Milalh 7 miles south of

Mudbaibi.

1

Now deserted. There are 600 date
trees.

Mudhaibi ... See article Mudhaibi.

Qabil Bani Bu
Sa*id

O^JUw

A few miles east-

wards of Path-al-

Hahns.

40 houses of the Bani
Bu Sa’Id section of

the Habus.

At present (1905)
deserted on account
of drought. Theie
are 200 date palms.

Qufaifali A long distance

south-east of

Khashbat ’Azur.

30 houses of Habus
of the Sawalim
section and 60 of

the Naji.yah and
other sections.

Date palms number 800
and there are 30
donkeys, 20 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats.

Eaddah 2 miles south of

Mudliaibi.'
40 houses of Habus,
some of them of the

’Ayal _ M a h r a h
section.

Here are 600 date palms,

6 camels, 4 donkeys,

4 cattle and 60 sheep

and goats.

Banau
See article SauaxL.

Besides tte above, tbe places in Wadi Samad, including Samad

Town, axe situated in Baldta-al-Habus ;
so also, probably, are most of

those in "Wadi’Andani and Wadi Mahram.
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The houses of Baldan-al-Habus are some of date-bt anclies, some of

mud, and some of stucco : the lai’gest places in this subdivision are

Mudhaibi and Sanau.

Maghsat.—The villages of Maghsat are :

—

Name, Position. Hotjses and inhabitants. Ebmaeks.

Aflaj

lU)
rr

Seven miles poutli-

west of Mn-
dhaibi.

100 houses of Al
Wahibah.

The people possess 60
camels, 10 donkeys,
14 cattle, 600 sheep
and goats, and 1,500
date palms.

Sadairah Uncertain. 150 houses of Al
Wahibah of the
Madhawirah, Mara-
mihah and Shuwalil
sections.

There are 400 camels,
20 donkeys, 12 cattle,

1,000 sheep and goats
and 10,000 date trees.

Population .—Besides the fixed villages enumerated above, all of which
contain some date-branch huts, Sharqiyah has many temporary settle-

ments of the Sa'’adiyin.

From the preceding tables it is possible to work out an estinoate of

the settled population of the Sliarq.iyah district as follows

Division. Souls.

Badiyah « • « • • • • . 6,500

Baldan-al-Hirth • « « • 1 . 7,650

Baldan-al-Masakirah • • • • - 3,700

Baldan-al-Habus (excluding Wadis ’Andath Mahram and

Samad • « • • • • » . 9,100
'Wadi *Andain • • • • > 6,000
"Wadi Mahram • « • • • • 4,500
Wadi Samad » • • • • • . 6,600
Maghsat . • • • 4 • • 1,250

Total . 44,200

Ibra is the largest place in Shai-qiyah ; the second in size is

Mudhaibi. The Bedouins of Sbarqiyah belong chiefly to the Al
Wahibah and Jannabah tribes, but some of them are ’Awamir, Habus,
Mirth and Dawabah. Then' total number cannot be stated.

AgHmUure.—Yn Sharqiyah there are few wells and nearly all irriga-
tion is from springs. All the permanent settlements have date-groves
of their ownj and quinces, limes, mangoes, olives, plantains and
pomegranates -are generally grown. Sharqiyah is the principal camel
district in ^Oman.
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Singular Sharqi an Arab tribe of the ^Oman Promontory, found SHABQI*
chiefly in the Shamailiyah tract and in Wadi Hain^ but also (in smaller

numbers) in the Jiri plain, about Wadi-al-Qaliddi^ and at Dibah and

other places in the Ras-al-Khaimah District. In Shamailiyah they

occur at Bidyah (300 houses), Dhadnah (50 houses), Fujairah

(150 houses), Ghallah (70 houses), Gharaifah (50 houses), Gharfah

(100 houses), Marbah (100 houses), Qaraiyah (100 houses), Qidfa^

(100 houses), the two Euls (80 houses), Saqamqam (80 houses), Sharam

(40 houses), and Sufad (15 houses)—total 1,185 houses; in Wadi

Ham, at Bilaidah (4 houses), Bithnah (50 houses), Khalaibiyah (15

houses), Manamah (7 or 8 houses), Masafi (25 houses) and Taiyibah (25

houses)—total about 125 houses
;

in Jiri at Habhab (35 houses) and

Khatt (30 to 35 bouses)— total about 70 houses; in Wadi-al-Qaliddi at

Muhtarqah ;
and in the Ras-al-Khaimah District at Shariyah (10 houses),

Wamm (30 houses), and Dibah (10 houses)—total 50 houses. The total

number of the Sharqiyin thus appears to be about 7,000 souls. The

most important section are the Hafaitat to which belong the well

known Shaikh of Fujairah and most of the people of that village, as

well as the Sharqi inhabitants of Manamah and Masafi in Wadi Ham
and of Sufad in Shamailiyah. The Sharqiyin of Muhtarqah and

Shariyah belong to a section called Yamamahah (singular Yammahl

^Uj) and those of Wamm are Hamudiyin According to some

(possibly interested) authorities, the Jalajilah, Maharizah and Zahum are

also sectious of the Sharqiyin ; but, the evidence on this point not being

conclusive, they have been treated in the present Gazetteer as independent

tribes of Trucial Dman. The Sharqiyin reside, without exception, in

the jurisdiction of the Shaikh of Sharjah j but about half of those in

the Shamailiyah tract have succeeded; under the leadership of the

Shaikh of Fujairah, in casting off—temporarily at least—the yoke of

Sharjah. Their independence has not, however, been recognised by the

British Government.

A valley in the Dhahirah district of the ' Oman Sultanate, joining

"Wadi Sanaisal from the east between Dariz and Bait-al-’Amain# It

contains the villages of Bat above and Wabrah further down.. Bat obis ^ J

a walled village of about 180 houses of Maqahil who possess 80 camels,

50 donkeys, 50 cattle and 400 sheep and goats; Wahrah has 100

houses of the Miyayihah tribe who cultivate wheat, indigo, .sugarcane.
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jowari; lucerne^ dates, mangoes, plantains and limes, besides owning 15

camels, 25 donkeys, 20 cattle and 800 slieep and goats. There are wells

at both villages. The settled population of the valley is about 1,400 souls.

The Karun river is known by this name between Shushtar Town

and Band-i-Qir, the stage in which it suffers temporary diminution

through part of its waters taking the alternative channel of the Gargar.

General stream of the Shatait is much wider than

that of the Gargar, attaining a maximum breadth of 250 yards at a

point about 16 miles by land above Band-i-Qir. At and for some

distance below Shushtar Town the bed is stony and the stream swift,

but the latter is usually shallow enough to be fordable at a point 1^

miles below the town ; at its junction with the Gargar and Diz the

Shatait is still 150 yards wide. Its colour when in flood is a greyish-

green, and it is slower to show discoloration than either the Gargar or

the Diz : it carries less silt than either the Gargar, the Diz, or the lower

Karun, The lower half of the Shatait is more winding than the upper,

and even when the water is high the current is less rapid below Chahar-

dingeh than it is above. At two places in its course, 6 to 10 miles

above ^Arab Hasan, the river impinges against hillocky clay ground

on its right bank, but rocks are nowhere seen; the upper of the raised

tracts is about | of a mile, the lower about \ a mile long, and they are

separated by an interval of about 2| miles. Below ^Arab Hasan there is

a good deal of small scrub on the banks, especially on the right bank.

IMie worhs and irrigation .—At Shushtar Town a canal called the

Minau, fed by the Shatait but described in the article on STiUshtar,

has its head. About 500 yards below the QaBeh of Shushtar the Shatait

is crossed by a dam, the Band-i-Mizan supporting a bridge which

is known as the Pul-i-Dizful from its carrying, when in repair, the Dizful

road*.^; .-The original height .of the dam above low water a|)pears to have

been ^ifeet, anA the rise of the river at this place seems to be from 10 to 14

feet above the . lowest level. The bridge winds irregularly, and when

'^The'jiaiiie'Ptil-i-Qaisar is no longer m use. The term Band-hMirza is occasionally

perhaps applied to this dam (as also to the upper barrage on the Gargar) on account

hjQing hemrepaired by Muhammad *AJi
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complete it had 41 arches and was 570 yards long with a cobble-paved

road-way 21 feet wide. In 1905 there were still 28 arches standing on

the left bank and 8 upon the inght, but these were divided by a breach

about 170 feet long through which the mainstream of the river poured,

the dam at this point having given way as well as the bridge. The

materials and construction of the dam are superior to those of the bridge,

and it was formerly a magnificent work, but the greater part of it has

now been either broken uj) or removed in the course of endeavours to repair

the bridge.*

The Shatait is not at present applied to irrigation.

Navigation ,—When steam navigation was introduced on the Karun,

the Slmshan,*’^ still in use, a stern-wheeler 100 feet long with a beam

of 23 and an ordinary draft of 2^ feet, ran for more than a year upon

the Shatait, instead of upon the Grargar as at present, it being at that

time believed that in the' low season the channel of the Gargar might

become impassable. It was found that the Shatait could not be navigated

with safety by a vessel of the Shushan^s dimensions above Chabar-

dingeh, a point 12 miles distant by land from Shushtar Town, on account

of the intricacy and number of the channels and of the shingly nature of

the bed which prevented the use of anchors for getting off when aground,

Below Chahardingeh, which from the end of 1890 to the beginning of

1892 was the Shushan'^s regular terminus, the only serious obstacle

was a double reef of rocks, not far from Band-X-Qir, with a narrow

channel through which the water raced violently : the difficulty of the

reef was at times increased by the formation of sandbanks below it.

It was found that, owing to want of water, the passage of the reef was

uncertain in August and September, dangerous in October, and impossible

in November ; but the level of the river did not vary regularly with

the season. Once the Shushan crossed the reef when there was only

21 feet of water on it ; in this case she was slacked over with lines,

sheering about very much in the strong water, and took the ground

twice in the operation, Native craft prefer the Gargar to the Shatait.

Tljie descent of ^ the Shatait on a skfn-raft from Shushtar to Baud-i-Qir

occupies nearly 17 hours even with a high river.

:
^ The dartC in ancient times called the Sliadhnrwan, is a very old constmction, and

according to Persian historians it was designed by the Eoman Emperor Valerian

during his captivity with the Sassanians, which began in 260 A. D, In the 10th

century A. D., however, the only bridge appears to have been a bridge of boats, Yide

Le Strange. A notice of the bridge in its present condition will be found in the

Eoreign Proceedings of the Government of India for June 1904.
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Villages.—The following are the villages upon the Shatait ; none of

them are more than about a mile from the river :

—

Nailie.

Distance, in miles by
river, below Sliushtar
Town and on which bank

situated.

Honfles and
inhabitants. Eeharxs.

Buraki
Left.

15 mud huts of Sblr
’Ali Bakhtiyaris
and of Ibailat and
Taraif herdsmen of
the Bakhtiyaris
talking a mixture
or Persian and Ara-
bic. The people have
10 rifles.

Beans, wheat and barley
are cultivated

; animals
are 30 bufl'aloes, 60 cat-

tle and 16 donkeys.

Yissareh
kt

8jU>

7
Left*

20 houses, of which 5
are unoccupied. The
inhabitants are
Shushtaris and Shir
'Ali Bakhtiyaris

;

they have 5 rifles.

The inhabitants are gar-
deners and fishermen

;

they own 20 donkeys,
30 buffaloes and 50
cattle, irrigation is

from the Minau canal.

Chakardingeli 18
Left.

At present deserted. The site is the property of
Khuda Karam Khan,
Chaharlnng Bakhti-
yari of QaTeh Tul.
This place, which by
land IS 12 miles from
Shushtar Town and 8
from Shalaili on the
Grargar, has been used

1

by the upper Kariin
steamer as a landing
stage to discharge cargo
for Shushtar.

’Arab Hasan 20
Left.

40 mud houses^ chiefly

of ’Anafijeh of
the Bailam section,

but there are 10
households of Shush-
taris, 5 or 6 of Gun-
duzlus and a few of
Hathir. There are
80 mounted men.
'1 he headman be-
longs to the Ka-
thir.

By Arabs called also

*Arab Hasan Khan or
Bait Hasan -a 1-H a j i

and by Persians Ka
Hasan Khan. Wheat
and barley are groWn
and much charcoal is

manufactured and sold.

Livestock are 3* f mulei^,

10 buffaloes, 100 cattle

and 1,500 sheep and
goats. ’ArabHa^anis
the regular half-way
stage on the land route
between Shushtar
Town and Band-i-Qir

:

it is somewhat nearer

to the latter place than
to the foriher. Like
Chahardingeh this place

is owned by Khuda
Karam Khan.
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Name,

Distances in miles by
river, below Shushtar
Pown and on which bank

situated.

Houses and
iuhabiiants.

Shaikh Jarrah 22

Left,

A village of mixed
Arabs, chiefly

’Anafijeh of

vai lous sections.

They have 10 rifles.

There are 500 sheep.

Khuda Karam Khan
is the owner of this

village as of the last.

Abu ’Amud 2i
Left.

60 mat huts and tents

of ’Anafijeh of

the Dailam section.

There are 30 rides

and 30 mounted
men.

The crops are wheat and
barley : animals are 150
cattle and 2,000 sheep

and goats.

Saiyid Salih
w

^JU

24
Bight,

70 reed huts of

’Anafijob. They
have 20 rifles.

There are 50 cattle and
1,600 sheep here.

Mizbau (Bun-

nat)
Left. 20 mud hots of

’Anafijeh of vari-

ous sections, with 15

rifles.

Livestock are 20 cattle

and 600 sheep.

Thamar (Bun-
nat).

j/o(j Kb

Do. 40 tents and mud
huts of ’Anafijeh.
of various sections.

They have 20 rifles.

There are 40 cattle and
600 sheep.

*Ahu Qraniyeh
•I

Bight, opposite to

Bunnat Thaniai.

15 reed huts of

’Anafijeh. The
people have 9 rifles,

There are 400 sheep.

Abbas (Baunat]
1 w

Kb

* Left. 20 tents and reed huts

of Bani Sa’ad of

the Ka’ab-as'Sitatleh

section, etc. There

are 10 rifles.

Livestock are 600 sheep.

Band-i-Qir 40
Left.

... See article Band-i-Qir,

With the exception of Chahardingeh; ^Arab Hasan^ Shaikh Jarrah

and Band-i-Qir, all these places are the property of Saiyid ^Abdus

Samad; Mujtahid; of Shushtar Town and his family.

A division of the ^Amarah Sanjaq of the Basrah Wilayat^in Turkish SHATRAT

^AMAEAH

Position and boundaries,-^Tl]xq Qadha of Shatrat-al-*Amarah is ^

situated on the river Tigris; it begins a short way below 'Ama^all

LcaJ) k
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Town and ends some distance atove Qurnah. It is 'bounded on the

noith by the ^Amarah Qadba, on the east by the Persian fi-ontier, on

the south by the Qadba of Qumah, and on the west by that of Shatrat-

al-Muntafik.

Topography and inJiaUtants .—The only place of size in the Qadha is

the administrative capital, QaPat Salih, which is described elsewhere

under its own name ;
another place well known in spite of its small size

is ’Azair or the Tomb of Ezra. The Tigris river and the marshes

formed by the JahS,lah canal in its lower course are the only physical

features of importance. The country at large is inhabited by the A1 Bu

Muhammad tribe.

Fopnlaiion.—The fixed population of the district is about 45,000

souls, of whom nearly 43,000 are ShPah Muhammadans. The balance

consists of about 1,500 Sunni Muhammadans, some Sabians and about

50 Jews ;
almost all of these live in the town of QaPat Salih.

Jlesotirces.—The district as a whole is wet and marshy, and rice,

maize, miliet and sesame are among the chief crops. Buffaloes are the

most valuable kind of livestock and exist in enormous numbers, ’being

bred by the Al Bu Muhammad for exportation. Fish and feathered

game abound in the marshes. There are two salt fields in this Qadha,

Abu Kubah "j; and Bani Malik, but the produce at least of the latter

is inferior.

Administration.—Shatmt-al-’Amarah as a Qadha has no administra-

tive subdivisions.

SHATRAT- A division of tte Muntafik Sanjaq of the Basrah Wilayat in Turkish

TOH-
TAFIK

TosiUon and lo%ndanes.-^This Qadha is situated on both sides of

Shatt-al-Gharaf in its lower middle course and appears to be enclosed

QADHA Toetween the Qadhas of Hai on the north, Shatrat-al-'^Amarall—or

po^ibly Suq-ash-Shuyukh—on the east, Nasiriyah on the gquth, and

either Samawah or Diwaniyah on the west.

TojiograjoJby and inhabitants ,—The only considerable place in the

Qndha is the town of Shatrat-al-Muntafik, and except the Shatt-al-

QTaaxaf there is no salient physical feature.
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Topdation.^T\iQ fixed population of tlie district is estimated at

65; 000 souls; all Sti^ah Arabs 'witli the exception of some Sunni

Muhammadans and Sabians and a few Jews, who are settled in the

chief and only town,

Besources .—There is nothing remarkable about the agriculture or

livestock of this Qadha.

Administra5im,--lLh.e Qadha is subdivided into 4 Nahiyahs, namely,

that of the Markaz or headquarters and those of Bada^ah Dajjah

and Shatt-al-Kar;l^I la^
: the last named is at the western end of the

district, while Bada^ah is apparently on the eastern branch of the Shatt-

al-Gharaf; not very far from the town of Shatrat-al-TSInntafik on the

western branch. The Dairat-as-Saniyah have land in the Qadha and

are represented by a Mamtir in the chief town.

Frequently called Shatrah only, but confusion with QaFat Salih,

of which the ofiicial name is Shatrat-aVAmarah, should be avoided
;

it is TAFIK
a municipality and country town in Turkish 'Iraq near the right bank ’^la^

of the western branch of the Shatt-al-6haraf about 20 miles above the JOWU’
junction of that stream with the Euphrates near Nasiriyah Town.

The inhabitants of Shatrah number about 4,000 souls and are nearly

all Shi'ah Arabs
;
but there are a small Jewish community, who maintain

a primary school taught by a Rabbi, and some SabiauSj the latter as

usual mostly goldsmiths. The bazaar contains about 300 shops and is

much resorted to by the surrounding Muutafik Arabs, but there is

not miioli trade with distant places. In summer, when the Shatt-al-

Gharaf ceases to flow, the inhabitants of Shatrah obtain water for

drinking and irrigation from wells which they dig in the dry bed of the

stream. Shatrat-al-Muntafik is the headquarters of a Qadha, similarly

named, in the Sanjaq of Muntafik, and is the residence of the ordinary

Qadha officials and of a Mamur of the Public Debt and Civil List

departments. A harbour master for the Shatt-al-Gharaf is common to

this place and Hai. There are about 50 Dhabitiyahs, mostly mounted,

under a Tabur Aghasi. The military garrison consists of 1 battalion of

infantry and 2 guns. The ancient site of Talluh lies about 8 miles to

the north-east of Shatrah.
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SHATifT Ab irrigated tract in tlie Pallahiyeh District of Sontliern ^Arabistan,

reacliing on the east to Imamzadeh ’Abdul Hasan^ which is about 2»0

miles west-north-west of Ma^shur, and on the south almost to Khor

Doraq ; on the west it falls short of Buziyeh and on the north it

does not extend to the left bank of the Jarrahi River^ though it

approaches within about 4 miles of it at Qarakhan. From north to

south Shatut measures about 8 miles. The tract is irrigated by a num-

ber of distributaries of which it is difficult, without the aid of a survey,

to establish the relative positions or direction of flow ; they are, with

two exceptions, fed by the canal variously known as Shakhat-as-Saiyid

F^khar, Qahan or Sharukhiyeh, which leaves the Jarrahi River a

little below Gharaibeh and is mentioned in the table of canals in the

FaRahiyeh district. The following are the principal distributaries in

Shatut

Name.

Khatar
jJoL^

Wuli

Jabar
jjUbb.

La-issanwi

Ghanim

Qraian

Occupiers,

Number
of

Paddans
irrigated.

Ka’abofthe Al Bu Ghu-
baish subdivision, whose
Shaikh is Rizaij. Sections

represented are A1 Bii

Badar, Bait Itbamneh,
Qara}?hul, A1 Qawam and
Bait Eahan.

30 The first of the distri-

butaries crossed in

jroing south by west
from Imamzadeh ^Abdul
Hasan. It flows about
south-east.

Do. Section represented is

Dallam.
Do. Crossed next after Khatar

in going south by west
from Imam zadeh
’Abdul Hasan. It also

appears to flow to the

south-east.

Do, Sections represen^d are

Al Bu_ HamM, A1 Bn
Sa*id, Al Bu Salih, Bait
Shabaiyib, Al Bu Shamal
and Bait Ziba’ad.

40 This distributary is the

next beyond Wuli on
the way south by west
from Imamzadeh 'Abdul
Hasan and it seems to

flow in the same direc-

tion as Wuli.
Do. 6 ...

Do. 3

Kdi’dib of the *Asakireh
subdi vision, whose

1

Shaikh is Mtsa,

4 The lower end of this dis-

tributary is passed in
going south by west
from Im a m z a d e h
’Abdul Hasan,
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Name, Oeoapation,
Number

of
Pad4llii')

irrigated.

RjlUAJtKS,

Nahr TaryaM Rla^ab of the Asakireb 10 The water of this distri-
subdivision, whose Shaikh
is MUsa.

butary comes from the
flooded land between
BuziyehL and Imam-
zadeb ’Abdul Hasan,
not from the Qahan
canal.

Gha d h b a n-ibn-
Rizaij

Ka’ab of the A1 Bu Ghn-
baish subdivision, whose
Shaikh is Rizaij.

6 Do.

Nabr ’Abud Do. 4

ilzzaz Hadrani
•M

jlyc

Do. 8 Probably in the northern
part of the Shatut tract.

Duwaiyir

• ••

Do. 4 Do.

^izzaz FauqSni Do. 20 Do.

Daimeh Do. 15 Three or four miles south
of the Pallahiyeli
District village of Qara-
khSn.

Tilat Do. 6

Haji ’Abdullah Do. ... Probably in the northern
part of the Shatut traot.

Canals known as Nahr-as-Saiyid
j
Bait Widai v«^

and Haji •’Isa 9 which, take out of the Jarrahi River

below Qarakhaii; are the property of Shaikh Rizaij of Buziyeh and his

dependents^ water 40^ 30 and 40 Faddans of land respectively^ and

contribute to the irrigation of,the Shatut tract; but it is believed that only

portions of the land which they serve fall within the Shatut tract proper,

The distributaries in Shatut are empty in the dry season^ but wells in

their beds still supply drinking water. On each ^distributary there is a

settlement of the same name; which consists of reed huts and is at

least partially inhabited throughout the year. The crops grown are

wheat; barley and onions.

5 X
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shatvae

SHiUR

RIVEE

A small and low islet; 1 mile long from east to west and \ a mile in

breadtli; off the eastern point of Shaikh Shu^aib island, from which it is

separated by a strait less than a mile wide with 3 fathoms of water

in the passage, Shatvar is politically a dependenoy of Mugam, but it

is uninhabited and visited only for fishing and for pearling upon a

bank which adjoins its western extremity.

This river rises from springs in the plain between the rivers Diz and

Karkheh at a point opposite Aiwaii-i-Karkheh : it flows to the south-

south-east, and throughout its course of about 60 miles (bends being

neglected) it is roughly parallel to the Karkheh and never many miles

distant from it. Some 1 2 miles below its source the Shaur washes the

western foot of the ruins of Shush, and it ultimately joins tlie Diz by

two branches which separate at Hawasiyeh and enter the larger river at

38 and 26 miles respectively by water above Band-i-Qir ;* the former

of these branches is named the Sharish and the latter the Kharur

;
both contain water at all seasons of the year, but the Kharur

IS the more important. It is believed that the Shaur originally flowed

into the KaruU; at one time near Wais and at a later period near

Ahwaz, and some hold that it was originally an artificial canal from the

Karkheh ;
it is stated in support of this view that in one place it passes

through a ‘ridge of low hills by an obviously artificial cutting.

The stream of the Shaur is winding, deep and sluggish, with a fairly

uniform width of 25 to 30 yards ;
there are fords at frequent intervals ;

the bed and banks are of soft alluvial soil. The banks are clothed in

spring with luxuriant herbage ; in the upper reaches they are lined with

thorn trees and in the lower with tamarisk jungle. The river is largely

drawn on for irrigation and at the low season its waters are practically

exhausted in this manner. The lands which adjoin its course are fertile

;

in some places the stream forms marshes, which are tenanted by pastoral

Arabs and cultivated with rice. The principal canals which leave the

Shaur on its left bank are, in descending order, the following : the

Khairabad
, the Taraifi

; the Qumat ,
the Ishsbreh

•* w
(near Jajis on the Diz) and the Hawasiyeh ; of these the

Taraifi and the Hawasiyeh benefit the 'Anafljeh tribe and the re-

mainder water the lands of the Bait Sa’ad. The village of Khairabad,

^ One report makes the mouths of the Sharish aud the Kharur much closer together,

near a piare called Harijeh
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described in the article on the Karkheh, is possibly situated on the

left bank of Shaur and so not in any sense on the Karkheh.

The Bait Sa^ad and Kathir occupy both banks of the Shaur ; and

until 1905; when they removed; Bani Lam also were to be found on its

right bank below Khairabad,

A small coast village of the 'Adan district in the Kuwait Prinei* SHI'AIBAH

pality ;
it is situated about 24i miles south-south-east of Kuwait Town.

It consists of 15 houses situated inside a ruinous fort
;
the inhabitants

are 20 families of various Arab tribes. There are 10 wells containing

good water at 16 feet; 150 date palmS; a few her treeS; and a little

cultivation of barley and vegetables. The inhabitants own three or four

pearl boats. The place is to some extent a country resort for townsmen

of Kuwait.

A peculiar and important section of the Persian Coast extending SHIBKITH
from the boundary of the Dashti district on the north to that of Lingeh

on the south : its direction is approximately from west-north-west by

north to east-south-east by south, The name Shibkuh means below

the hills. The Shibkuh district evidently corresponds with the Sif

Zohair j^j of the mediinval Arab and Persian geographers; so called

in the 10th century after an Arab tribe from the opposite side of the

Gulf by whom it was then occupied.*

north-westernmost of the Shibkuh ports is Banak;t

8 miles north-west of Kangun, and the south-westernmost is JHughu J

the distance between is 180 miles. Along its south-western side

Shibkuh is bordered by the Persian Gulf ; the inland boundary is the

crest of the main maritime range, which at Kangun is about 6 miles

from the sea aud at Mughu slightly over 20, the difference being

due not to any change in direction of the range, which is nearly straight,

hut to a gradual though irregular trend of the coast-line away from

the hills.

* Vide Le Strange’s Lands of the Bastern Caliphate.

t In reality Shibkuh, properly so called, does not extend so far north as Banak, and some

authorities would make it end at Shivuh or even Mugam. As however the coastal

tract between Shibkuh proper and the Dashti district has no general name of its own

h?ive been obliged to include it in the present article.

5x8
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The islands of Shaikh Shu'aib:, Shatvar, Hindarabi, Qais and
Farur are attached for administrative j)rirj)oses to the Shxbkuh district.

Physical geograi^hy.—The disposition of the rang'es composing this

hilly littoral tract has been made clear by a survey executed in 1900-0^
;

previously it was not well understood.

The dominant feature of the whole district is the great maritime

range of Southern Persia^ which, forming a tangent to the coast

near Kangun, runs thence south-south-eastwards without interruption

and almost without change of direction until it falls into the sea

between Lingeh Town and Khamir at a point immediately north

of Basidu: the distance from Eangnn to this place is about 210
miles. The range throughout is composed of masses of limestone

which have a quaquaversal dip and rise in places to as much as

5^000 feet above sea-level ; its mo5t general name is Jabal Sat-heh

The principal summits are Jabal Siri 4 miles inland

from Miyalu, height 4^660 feet; Sir-i-Yalfal 6 miles inland

from Nakhl Taqi and 4^870 feet high; and Jabal Turanjeh
,

20 miles inland from Gurzeh^ elevation 5,150 feet.

We may here notice that a great trough, co-extensive with the

portion of the maritime range just described, adjoins the range on its

inland side and is divided into two parts by a watershed which is

behind Tahiri on the coast. Portions of this great valley are still un-

surveyed ; but the part of it to the north-west of the watershed, con-

taining the small district of Jam ^ about 10 miles north of Tahiri,
seems to drain to the upper course of the llund river, while the major
or south-western part runs straight in the opposite direction to Clairence

Strait, the channel between Qishm Island and the main. The valley

contains 3 places of some importance whose trade with the outer world

is conducted through Shibkiih ports ; they are Oalehdar 8 miles

from the sea at a point rather nearer to ’Asalu than to Tahiri;
Tarakameh 20 miles inland from Shivuh ; and Ishkani

,

22 miles from the coast at Mugam.
It remains to describe the sub-features of the Shibkuh tract between

the main range and the Persian Gulf.

From Kangtin as far as ’Asaln, a little over 40 miles, the main
range immediately adjoins the coast and presents to it . a face appar-
ently precipitous, on which however the fires of charcoal burners are

. seen to twinkle at night. Immediately below ’Asalu is Naband bay,
and from there to another but less pronounced hay at jllllugam,

—

a
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distance of about 60 miles,-—the coast lies parallel to the foot of the

main range at about 20 miles from it, the intervening space being

occupied by the Gabandi valley which begins immediately inland of

Shivilll and, skirting the foot of the main range, reaches the sea

at the foot of Naband bay. The Gabandi valley is separated from

the coast by a sandstone ridge, called Shahin Kuh
,
which is

nowhere more than a mile or two from the shore and in the neighbour-

hood of Sbivub attains its maximum height of 1,100 feet. This ridge

continues along the coast to Magam, when, the littoral making a fresh

echelon seawards, it is left at some distance inland and almost immediately

terminates about 16 miles due east of Mugam. Between SMvub and

Mngam, rather nearer to the latter, is a gap in the sandstone ridge

through which a small valley, called Darveh Asuh, comes down to

the sea in a direction perpendicular to the coast : this valley has two

branches in the interior which unite at about 10 miles from the sea, one

of them coming from the west from a point near the head of the

Gabandi valley and the other from the east, from a watershed on the

other side of which a valley called Hamiru , a tributary of the

Mugam valley, has its origin. The Hamiru valley from its source at

first runs eastwards, then bends southwards round the end of the sand-

stone ridge; to the east of Mugam, and joins the Mugam vaUey which,

with a course of 30 or 35 miles from east, to west, reaches the sea at

Mugam by an opening between two parallel ranges similar to that of

the Gabandi valley at Naband. The southern of the two parallel

ranges in this case is another ridge of sandstone which extends from

Eas Naband for 30 miles to Charak, where it ends, closely adjoining the

shore throughout its length ;
between CMru and Charak it has an

elevation of 2,000 to 3,000 feet. The greater part of the interval

to the north of this ridge between it and the great maritime range

is occupied by the Mugam valley and by the turn of the Hamiru

vaUey aheady described ;
but the remainder consists of the basin of

the Gulshau valley, which has its mouth on the coast less than a mile

to the east of CMrak. Beyond Charak a gap about 5 miles in width

occurs in the coast ridge and a plain caUed Tank Khum etn ei tends

from the edge of the sea to the main range, here 15 miles inland, I token

only by some dark- coloured detached hills between 1,000 and 2,000

feet high. Between this gap and Mughu, the last of the SHbkuh

ports in this direction, the detached hill Kuh Namaki ^ (in the

Admiralty Chart called Jahal Yarid) rises close to the sea to an elevation

of 1^200 feet.
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The strata o£ the sandstone ridges whieli skirt the sea belo-w Eas

Naband dip toward the coast, and it appears not improbable that the

ridges themselv<)s have been formed by the gradual elevation of the

great inner limestone range through a bed of superincumbent light-

coloured sandstone.

It is worthy of remark that, while the limestone range gives birth to

many fresh springs and streams and is clad, though sparsely, with

almond, dwarf-oak, hawthorn, rose and terebinth, the sandstone ridges

produce hardly a shrub or a grass and the streams that spring from them

are generally brackish.

The actual coast of the Sh'ibkuh district possesses no remarkable

features, unless we reckon the islands of Shaikh Shu'aib, Shatvar,

Hindarabi, Qais, Farur and Nabiyu Farur. Dangers of navigation,

apart from these conspicuous islands, are few ; and north of Shivuh the

tide-stream is either faint or impercei3tible.

Po^pulatiooi.—The number of houses in the Shibkuh district—the

valleys of Qabandi, Darveh Asuh and Gulshan in the interior being

included—appears to be about 8,500, indicating a population of about

42,500 souls I but at the present time, in consequence of recent emigra-

tion, there is at most places a considerable proportion of unoccupied

houses.

Persians of unniixed descent are few in the district, and such as are

found are mostly settlers from Lar and other Persian districts ; the bulk

of the people are of mingled Persian and Arab blood and the tribes

to which they belong are of no consequence. Local j)atriotism is however

strong among those who are subjects of the same chief, a bond which is

here regarded almost as one of clanship.

The following Arab tribes are deserving of notice :

—

Estimated uxunber of
soxils ia the Sbibhdh

district.
Where found.

’All (All 3,500 At Charak and Sunnis. They are a

(Also 300 in the TSyuneh and on branch of the tribe of

Lingeli District). Qais island. (Also . the same name in Trucial
at Duvvan in

the Lingeh Dis-
trict.)

1

’Oman and maintain
intercourse and inter-

marry with those of the
parent stock. Those at

Tavuneh belong to a

section called Boshri

and are at enmity

with those of Charak.
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Name.
Estimated number of

souls in the Shibkvib
district.

Where found. BeMAESS.

other sections on th"

Persian side are ^ Ba
Khazam, pL. Al Bu

Muflih Al Bu
Yamish a^^d Al
Eu 'Abdullah-bin-
Aiimad,

Hamad (Al)

*3^ ^J)

About 200 only. At Muqam, Mar-
bakh, Kalat and
Gurzeh.

The Hamadis claim de-
scent from the Qahtan
of Arabia. Many per-

sons now call them-
selves Hamadis merely
because they are snh-
jects of the Hamadi
Shaikh.

Haram fAl)

Cf^
Jl"

2,000 At ’Asaln and
Naband.

Sunnis. They claim to

be a section of a tribe

called Baziyah and say
they immigrated front

the neighbourhood of

Makkah about 6 or 6
generations ago. It is

probable that a number
of the tribe are not
Haramis by descent
and are called so only
because they aie sub-
jects of the Harami
Shaikh.

Marazlq 1,500
(Also 300 in the

Iiingeb. District).

At M u g h u,
Haslneh and Kun-
darun. (Also at

Bustaneh in the

Lingeb. District.)

Wahhabis. They claim
to be a branch of the

’Ajmaii tribe on the
Arabian side. The
Shaikh^ at Mugbii,
belongs to a section

called Al Sulaiman
‘

1 • T h e s e

i Maraziq are supposed

to be the same tribe as

the Maraziq of the
’Oman. Sultanate, who
are Snnnis. Of the re-

puted Maraziq in.

Persia many are not
really of Marzuqi de-

scent.

Nasiir (Al)

^ya5 jT

A few only*.

,

Chiefly at Gabandi
Tillagje in the

Gabandi valley.

The Nasuris have been
almost exterminated
in SMbkub by constant
wars with the Al
Haram. Almost the
only true Nasuris now
surviving are the family
of the GSbandi
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Name.
Estimated uumher of

souls io the Shibkuh
district.

Where found. Bemabeis.

Shaikh, but a number of

the inhabitants of the

Nasuri group of villages

in Gabandi have
assumed the name of

Nasuri. Those who
have done so are mostly
Persian- speaking
Sunnis of the Shafi*i

sect, hut a few of

them are ShPahs.

^Ohaidli 1,SOO At Chiru and
on Hindarabi
island.

Sunnis. They claim to

be a section of a
larger tribe called

Ahmadah and

say they are derived
from the ’Abdah
Shammar of Najd.
It is sometimes stated

that the ’Abadilab of

Trucial ’Oman are

connected with
this tribe. The sections

of the ’Obaidli of

Chiru and Hinda-
rabi are : Pu ’Ali jJ

A1 Bu 'Ali Jl,

Bu Hasina 0.^*.

Maghair
,

Ma-

hafir
y

Bani

hluhanna Llg/o
^
Bani

Muqhil and

Bu Sulaiman jJ,

Some Jews are found at Khund in the Gabandi Valley,

The proportion of rifles varies from place to place : in some localities

as mucli as f of the male adult population is armed, in otBers not more
than

. Agriculture^ trade^ weights and Measures dnd shipping*—
barley and dates are the staples of agriculture, and cultivation is carried
on entirely without recourse to artificial irrigation.

Tiece-goods are the 3)rincipal import, and tobacco from the interior is

article of exportation; trade relations are with Ling^h Town,
®heial ^OiKian, and Bahrain.
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The unit of weight is a Man, equal to 9 lbs. English, and that of

length a Gaz or double Zara^ of 88 inches.

The shipping in the ports of the coast and islands of the Shibkuh

district amounts; as will be apparent from the topographical table at the

end of this article; to about 111 vessels^employed in the carrying trade,

103 large sea-going* pearl boats, and 64j3 small fishing boats which from

’Asalu to Mughu are generally used for pearling near home as well as

for fishing.

Bo^otes and trans^ioH .—A route presenting no special diflSculties

follows the sea-coast from Kangun to Naband bay, from the foot of

which it runs up the Gabandi valley, traverses the upper basins of the

Asuh and Gnlshan valleys and passes across the swampy plain of the

Lingeh District to Lingeh Town. * There is a land route along the coast

from Charak via Mughu to Lingeh Town j one from Charak inland to

Bastak and so to Lar; and a third, crossing the last, from Mughu to

Lar.f The coast route is fit for aU arms.

Transport resources can be gauged from the topographical table in

this article and in the connected articles on the Gabandi valley, etc.

Administration .—The following table explains the organisation of

the Shibkuh district, for administrative and revenue purposes, as it stood

at the end of 1906

Grrottps of

villages.

Province to which
attached.

Villages of th e

group.

Iiocal authority and
revenue.

1. Kangun Fars. Banak, Kangun,
Miyalu, ’Ayanat
and Akhtar on the

coast.

In 1905 this group was
farmed hy the present

Khan of Dash-ti for

1,800 Tuman:; a year and
was sublet by him to bis

cousin Abmad for 1,500

Tumans a year. In 1906,

the sea customs of this

and of the Tabiri and
*Asalu-Naband groups,

which also be held, were
transferred from the

Khan to the Imperial
Persian Customs, from
whom ha receives an al-

lowance of 2,300 Tumans

* It was travelled by Cdvill in 1865-66 ;
hrs report forwarded to the G«vem-

ment of Bombay by fhe Eesident in the Persian Gulf with his letter No. 46 of 4th

May 1866. The description of the route is unfortunately of small value as such j all

the stages even are not specified.

t See Routes in Fersia, I. Nos. 62 A and 54.
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Groups of
Tillages.

Province to which
attached.

Villages of the
ffronp.

Local authority and
revenue.

a year as compensation.
The Khan apparently con-
tinues to collect the other
revenues of the 2 first-

named groups, but it does
not appear that he now
pays^ anything to the
Persian Government. The
total revenue formerly
derived by the Khan from
the 8 groups was 8,000
Tumans a year, of which
4,910 Tumans went to the
Persian Government and
the rest was retained by
the Khan.

2v Tahiri Fairs. Bagh-i-Shaikh, Tah-
iri, Barak and Ras-
ash-Shajar on the
coast.

In 1904 the Khan of
Dasliti succeeded in
expelling Shaikh Sulai-
man, Nasuri, nephew of
the Nasuri Shaikh of G§i-
bandi, from Ttoiri

;

and the group was there-
after farmed by him for
1,900 Tumans a year. The
subsequent arrangements
of 1906 are described
under the Kangtin group
above.

3. * Asalu-Na-
band

!

Gulf Ports, Nakhl Taqi ’Asalu
Baidhah Khan,
Halat Kaband, Nai-
baud, Barkn, JRas

Ghujab, Ghaf,
KhuT?adain, Tibin
and *Amarlyeh on
the coast.

Up to 1905 the villages
of the group, except Ras
Gburab, Ghaf and Khuva-
dan, were subject to
Shaikh Ahmad-bin-Saif,
Harami, of 'Asalu,
under the Khan of Dasli-
ti who held them in
farm ; and Ras Ghnrab,
Ghaf and Khuvadan were
controlled by the Nasuri
Shaikh of GSbandi. In
1906, the whole group was
transferred from the
jurisdiction of irars, in
which it had formerly
lain, to that of the Gulf
Ports

;
and the Tamimi

Shaikh of Gabandi wa.s

at the same time placed
in charge, superseding the
previous holders. The
revenue of the Harami
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Grroups of

villages.

4. Ga.l)aiidi-

Shivah

5, Hagam

Province to which
attached.

Villages of the
group.

Local author Itj and
revenue.

portion of the group
before the change was
4,300 Tumans a year

;

that of the iN'asuri portion
was not separately assess-

ed. It is not clear
whether after 1906 the
Shaikh of Dashti
preserved any interest in
this group. The present
annual revenue of this
group is indicated in the
remarks upon the next.

Bastak district

of Fars.
The following places
upon the coast :

Dasthr, Kharabeh,
Bustaua, Buraghleh,
Ziyarat, Kalatu,
Sliivuh and Saif-

ash- Shaikh; also

the Harami, Maliki,
Nasuri and Tamimi
villages of the Ga-
bandi valley and
the villages of
Darveh Asuh,

This entire group was,
before 1906, subject to the
Nasuri Shaikh of Ga-
bandi, who paid 12,000
Tumans per annum as
revenue for the whole

;

but in the year mentioned
the Harami, Maliki and
Tamimi villages of the
Gabandi valley were
transferred to the Tamimi
Shaikh of GSibandi on
condition of his paying
3,560 Tumans a year to

the Imperial Persian
Customs for the Harami
villages of this and the

. preceding group, and
6,000 Tumans a year to

the Governor of Bastak
for the Maliki and Ta-
niimi villages of the
Gabandi valley. The
annual revenue of the
Nasuri Shaikh of Ga-
bandi was at the same
time reduced to 7,000
Tumans a year for the

Nasuri villages of the

Gabandi valley^ ^he
villages of Darveh Asnil,

and the places upon the

coast.

Do. The following places

upon the coast

:

Mugam, Nakhiln,
Jazeh and Makahil;
also the villages of

Mugam valley.

This group is held by the^

Hamadi Shaikh ot

Mugam, who also holds

the Kalat group below.

The revenue of the

Mugam group separately

is 800 TurnSns a year.
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Groups of
villages.

Province to wMeh
attached.

Villages of the
group.

Local autl ori'ty aud
revenue

.

6. Chiru Bastak district

of Fars.
Chiru on the coast,

Hindarabi island,

and Gulshan in the
Gulshan valley.

The holder of this group is

the ’Obaidli Shaikh of
Chiru, who pays 1,600
Tumans a year as revenue
for the same.

7. Kalat Do. Kalat and Gurzeh on
the coast and the
islands of Shaikh
Shu’aib and
Shatvar.

This group is held by the
Hamadi Shaikh of

Mugam, -who also holds
the Mugam group above.

The revenue of the Kalat
group separately is 1,400
Tumans a year, and the
Hamadi Shaikh is re-

presented on the spot by
his younger brother
Ibrahim-bin-’Abdul 1 a h .

It should be observed
that the Qawami family
ofShiiaz claim Shaikh
Shu^aib island as their

propeity, but nothing is

known of their relations

in this connection with
the Hamadi Shaikh.

8, Charak Do, Tavuneh and Cha-
rak on the coast ;

Qais island ; the
villages of the

Gulshan valley,

except Gulshan ;

BavirduD ; and
part of Buwan
in the Lingeh
District.

This groupJs under the All

’Ali Shaikh of Charak ;

the annual revenue for
which he is responsible
being 1,600 Tumans- The
headman, however, of the

Bushri section of the Al
’Ali at present holds

Tavuneh on the coast and
Nakhl-i-Mir in the

Gulshan valley and de-

fies the authority of the

Shaikh of Charak.

9. Mughu Do. Hasineb and Mu-
ghu on the coast

;

Fartir island

;

Kundarun; and part
of Bnstaneh in the
Lingeh District.

This group is subject to

the Marzuqi Shaikh of

Mughu, the annual
revenue payable by whom
on that account is 1,000

Tumans.

-Prom this table it will be aj>pa3’ent that at the end of 1906 the

great bulk:, of the district was stiU subject to the Governor-General of

PaiSj but that a- curious exception existed in the ’Asalu-Naband group
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of villages wMch had recently been transferred to the Governor of the

Gtilf Ports. The prime movers in the transfer were the Customs
Department, who had more influence at Buslielir than at Shiraz and
were conseq[ueiitl7 desirous that the Shibkuh ports generally should he

brought under the authority of the Governor.

The two groups of villages to the north of ‘’Asalu were, it will be

seen, managed in 1906 by the Khan of Dashti, whose hereditary

dominions they adjoin ; and the remainder of [the coast with its islands

was parcelled out among various Arab Shaikhs, namely, the Tamimi
Shaikh (then Saqar-bin-Mubarak) with headquarters at Chah Mubarak
in the Gabaudi valley ; the Nasuri Shaikh (then Hasan-bin-Mazkur)

residing at Gabandi village in the Gabandi valley ; the Hamadi Shaikh

(then Abmad-bin-’ Abdullah) with his seat at Mugam ; the ’Obaidli

Shaikh (then ^Abdullah-bin-Muhammad ^Abdur Rasul) of CMru ; the

Al ^Ali Shaikh (then Salih-bin-Mubammad) of Charak, and his rival

Miihammad-bin-Rahmah, Bushri headman, residing at Nakhl-i-Mir in

the Gulshan valley ; and, finally, the Marzuqi Shaikh (then Ahmah-bin-

Bashid) of Mughu.

In 1907 the situation in groups Nos. 3 and 4 above was

modified by the assassination, in March 1907, of the Tamimi Shaikh

Saqar along with his son Mubarak, against whom the Harami and

Nasuri Shaikhs, although at enmity between themselves, formed a

coalition. The head of the Harami family at the time of this incident

was in consequence of the death of Shaikh Ahmad-bin-Saif, who formerly

held part of group No. 3, a certain Muhammad-bin-Ahmad, his nephew,

then residing at Sarvbash in the Gabundi valley. Shaikh Sulaiman,

Nasuri, who at one time controlled group No. 2 in opposition to the Khan
of Dashti, was also dead by the end of 1907. The administrative

consequences of the murder of the Tamimi Shaikh have not as yet fully

declared themselves.

Up to the present time the local influence of the hereditary Shaikhs

has been sufficient, except in the instance of the 3rd and 4th groups above,

to restrain outsiders from attempting to farm the revenues of their

villages, which the Persian Government would otherwise have no hesi-

tation in handing over to the highest bidders ; and the failure of the

recent experiment at ’Asalu and Nabaild may now for some time deter

the Persian Government, who had hitherto interfered but little' in local

affairs, from endeavours to assert their authority over these semi-inde-

pendent chiefs. The jurisdiction of a revenue farmer being very similar

in character to that of a hereditary Shaikh as described below, a conflict
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would necessarily ensue from the introduction of the former in a place

where the latter already existed. Although the conduct of the Shaikhs

towards their own people is often^ if not generally^ characterised by

violent and extortionate proceedings^ they enjoy the full sympathy and

support of their subjects in every effort to maintain local independence

against the encroachments of the Persian Government
; and for this

purpose also the Shaikhs^ though ordinarily at feud with one another,

are able to combine among themselves for joint action, as instanced

lately in the removal of the intruding Tamimi Shaikh.

Each hereditary local Shaikh at present exercises considerable powers

in his own district. He settles all civil disputes—except such as ai'e of a

religious or semi-religious character, for example matrimonial cases— ac-

cording to his own idea of what is right and proper ; he disjDoses of all

criminal matters, inflicting at his discretion imprisonment and the

bastinado, but not the penalty of death ; and without his permission no

stranger dare engage in pearl diving in his territorial waters. As a

rule
,
he is also, as we have already seen, the exclusive revenue farmer of

his own territories
;
and the system in this respect does not seem likely to

be permanently altered at any very near date.

The revenue of the Shibkuh district after the reorganisation of 1906
appears to have stood, nominally, at 21,960 Tumans a year, j)ayable as

below :

—

By the Khan of DasMi , Nil.

By the Tamimi Shaikh , , 8,500 Tumans,
By the Nasuri Shaikh • 7,000 Do.
By the Hamad i Shaikh 2,200 Do.
By the 'Obaidli Shaikh . 1,600 Do.
By the A1 'Ali Shaikh • , 1,600 Do.
By the Marzuqi Shaikh • . 1,000 Do.

In some instances however, it is believed, the demand is not and
cannot be recovered in full from the local authorities.

Topo^mj)k?/,— -T'he following is a table of the principal inhabited

places on the Shibkuh coast in their order from north-west to south-

east :

—
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Name.

Kangun

Mi3alu

'Ajanafc

o(i(^

or
Tumbak

Position.

9 miles east of
Daiyir and 20
miles north-west
of Tahiri.

8 miles east-south-
east of Kangiin.

13 miles south-east

of Kangun.

Houses and inhabitants.

50 houses. The
people are Sunnis of

the Shati’i school.

225 stone houses. The
people are Shafi’i

Sunnis.

Hehabeb.

barley are grown and
there are 800 date-

palms. Animals are
50 camels, 100 don-
keys, 100 cattle and
3,000 sheep and
goats. Water is from
cisterns and from
wells 12 fathoms
deep.

See article Kangun.

This village has a
foit bnilt on an eleva-
tion. The inhabitants
are fishermen, pearl-
divers, traders, date-
gardeners and culti-

vators. They own 2
trading Sambuks and
4 fishing 'Amilahs.
The farm of this

place is 300 Tumans
a year.

The inhabitants are
mexchanfcy, sailors,

fishermen and pearl
divers and also culti-

vate dates and grain.
They have about a
dozen trading Sam-
buks, plying all over
the Gulf and to

Basrah and 'Oman,
besides 7 fishing

'Amilahs. There is

a date grove at each
end of the village and
a reef of rocks forms
a boat harbour. This
place is farmed for

660 Tumans a year.

There is a post of the
Imperial Persian
Customs. On the
coast a little to the
east of *Ayanat is Ba.s

Aswad where

there is pearl bank.
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Remarks.

The inhabitants are
sailors, fishermen,
pearl-divers, culti-

vators of wheat and
barley and date
growers. Date palms
number 1,000 ; live-

stock are 100 camels,
60 donkeys, 200 cattle

and 2,000 sheep and
goats. There are
5 trading Sambuks
and 5 fisbing

’Amilabs. The farm
of this village is 400
Tumans a year.

In this vicinity is a
cape called Eas-al-
Bagh, ofE which is a
pearl bank. The in-

habitants of Bagh-i-
Shaikh cultivate

wheat, barley and
dates and own about
half a dozen small
fishing boats.

See article Tatiiri.

The people are traders,

sailors, pearl-divers,

cultivators and date-

growers : they own
2 Ghunchahs, 2 Bums
and 20 fishing

’Amilalis. The reve-

nue of this place is

farmed for 300
Tumans a year.

The people have one

or two fishing boats

and dive for pearls

on their own coast.

Since J 904, when
charcoa 1-b u r n e r s

from the mountains
made a disturbance
in the village and
killed two of the in-

habitants, it has been
deserted. Near Ras-
asb-Shajar is a pearl
bank adjoining the
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Name. Position, Houses and inhabitants. Bemaeks.

coast and bearing the
same name ; and a
little fni’ther to the
east is an inlet called

Havneh where
there is another pearl
bank.

N'akhl Taqi

s?"

’Asalu

20 miles south-
west of Tahiri
and 6 miles
north of
Waband.

' 4 miles north-east
oflfl'aband, with
the Nabaiid bay
between.

80 huts. About J of
the people are

Shl’ahs, the rest are
Snnnis.

The people own 5
Bums, which make
trading voyages, and
14 fishing Baqarahs.
They dive on the
pearl-hanks in sum-
mer, and fish, culti-

vate and grow dates
at home.

See article ’Asalu.

Baidheh Khan

Naband (Halat)

2| miles south-east
of ’Asalu and
one mile inland
from the north
side of aband
bay.

I

About miles east

of Ivaband, cn
i

the south shore of
I hi aband bay.

15 huts, mostly of

Shi‘ah immigrants
from ’Asalu.

60 huts. The people

are mostly Shafi’i

Sunnis. 10 families

belong to the A1 Bti ,

Samait tribe.

On the shore of the bay
opposite tbe village is

a small anchorage,
protected from the
west by a sandy point
and reef. The village

is nearly hidden in a
grove of date and
other trees, and there

is a little stream of

good water used for
irrigation and to

turn mills. The
people grow tobacco

as well as dates and
cereals and own 10
fishing Baq5.rahs. The
people of ’Asalu
have a favourite

fishing ground here.

Also called Nakbl Ha^

shim JLi', Xh

people cultivate dates

and grain and own 6

Sarahuks on which
they go to the Bab*
rain pearl-banks, be-

sides 16 smalhr Baqa-
rahs and 5 Varjis from
which they fish and
dive for pearls along
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Name. Position, Houses and inhabitants. Eemaeks.

their own coast.

Tliere are here about
100 date palms and
80 sheep and goats.

Waband

o-ioU

On. the south shore

o£ Nsband bay, 4
miles south-west

of ’Asalu nnd 39
miles west-north-

west of Shivuh.

See article Naband.

Barfeu

:!-y-

About 7 miles
south-east of

l^abanda

A few huts. The
inhabitants are

Shafi*i Sunnis. 10
families belong to

|

the A1 Bu Samait
tribe.

The people have 16
Varjis from which
they fish and dive for

pearls on banks near
the village. There is

a well of good water
here. Pearl banks
called Naband and
Barku extend conti-

nuously between the

two places.

Has Gliurab About 1 mile south-
east of Bavku

.

Half-a-dozen houses,
but not permanent.

The inhabitants, who
come from places in

the Gabandi valley,

are Sunnis. About 20
Yarjis are kept here,

and there is pearl-

diving on a bank near
the village which is

known as the Ras
Ghurab bank

.

GLaf

4-3 h-

Less than a mile
from Ras Ghurab,

.

Half-a-dozen houses. A dozen Yarjis are

owned here, and there

is diving on an ad-

jacent pearl bank
which extends in the

direction of Eas

Ghurab and is called

the Ghaf bank.

Khuvadsn About 7 miles south-
east of Ghal

8 huts. The inhabit-
ants are Shati’i

Sunnis.

I'he people possess 4
Baqarahs and 10

Yarjis, u-^ed for fishing

and pearl-diving, also

two water-reservoirs.

There is a pearl bank
here which is known
as the Khuvadan
bank.
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Namo.

Tibin

'Amarlyeh
uu

Bastur

Kbarabeh

Bustanu
*

j. jLvJ

Houses aud inbabitauts. Eemaess,Position.

About 7 miles
: south-east of

Khuvaclan.

On a hill about 7
miles south-east
of /Pibin.

About 7 miles
south-east of
'A marlyeh.

Quito dose to
Dastur.

About 3 miles
south-east of
Kharabeh.

10 hats.

17 houses. The people
are Shafi’i Sunnis.

A dozen houses. The
people are Sunnis.

A very small hamlet.
The people are

Suunis.

100 houses. The
people are Sunnis.

Tibia is a port of
the Gabandi
district. The inhabit-
ants possess 3 sea -go-
ing Baqarahs, used
for pearling on the
Arabian side, and 9
Varjis. There are 5
water-reservoirs. The
Imperial Persian Cus-
toms have a post here.
A pearl bank, known
as the Tibin bank,
reaches from a little

west of the village

almost to *Amariyeh.

The people fish at home
in winter and in
summer most of tliOm
go pearl-diving in
other parts ; they
have 3 small Baqarahs
aud 5 Vurjis. There
is a water-reservoir
here. Localities con-
nected with this place
and situated be-
tween it and Tibin are
iSar-i-Pufiht

with two wells of fresh
water; Yapasi

with two reservoirs
;

and Parmu
with two reservoiiSj
At the last mentioned
there is a fort.

There is a -vrater-reser-

voir. The in habitants
have some 8 boats
(4 small Baqarahs
and 4 Varjis), which
they use for fishing in
winter and for pearl-
diving in summer.

The people are fisher-

men and have some
wells of good fresh
water and about 200
palm trees. There arc

some ruins here.

This is the port of the
surrounding districts

and of Tarakameh ; it

is under the ISfasuri

5 Y 9,
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iSTame, Position. Hoases and inhabitants. BEMiBSS.

Buraghleli

!2iyarat

Kalatii

yi^S

Shivuia

Saif-asL-'Sliaikh

Mugam

:

Some distance to the]

east of Bustanu.

About 2 miles south

east of Buniighleh,

About 4 miles west

of SMvuh.

39 miles east-

south -east of
K'aBand and 73
miles west-north-
west of Charak.

Between Shivuh
and Mugam;

22 miles east-south*!
east oF SMvtili,

45 houses. The people

are Shafi’i Sunnis.

40 houses. The people

are Shafi’i Sunnis,

Nil.

10 houses of Shafi’i

Sunnis.

Shaikh of Gabandi.
There is a considerable

trade with Bahrain.
Tobacco and sheep
from Tarakameh are

exported, and about
100 bales of piece-

goods and 9,000 bags
of rice, etc., are

imported annually
from Bahrain.
The inhabitants trade

and cultivate grain
and dates. They own 6

large boats (Sambuks,
etc.) which run to

Bahrain, Qatar
and Qatif and are

used for pearl-diving
on the Bahrain,
banks ; also 5 smaller

fishing BaqSrahs.

There are two water
reservoirs. The people

own about 6 fishing

Baqarahs, which in

summer are used for

pearl -diving in the

neighbourhood.

There are two water

cisterns and the people

own 6 fishing Baqarahs,
which .in summer they

use for pearl-diving

near the village.

There is one water
reservoir here, and 6

boats for fishing and
local pearling are

owned.

See article Shivuh.

The people are sailors,

fishermen and divers.

They have 4 or 5 small

Baqarahs, which they
use for fishing and for

pearl -diving.

See article Mugam.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants.

Nakhilu 3 miles south ( f 80 houses. The people
are dark complexion-Mugam.
ed IJanbali Sunni
Arabs, desciibed as

Badu, and for
this reason l^akhilii,

Jazeh and Makahil
are known collective-

ly as “ the Bedouin
teriitory.”

Jazeh 7 miles south-south-
east of Nakhihi,

100 houses of the same.

and 8 miles west
of the nearer end
of Shaikh
Shu’aib island.

Makahil 1-|- miles east by
south of Jazeh.

50 houses of the same.

Chiru

i

1

46 miles south-

east of Shivuh
and 4 or 5 miles

Eemaeks.

The people fish, dive
for pearls, cultivate,

and grow dates : they
own 2 Sambuks,
which go to the
Bahrain pearl- fish

-

eiies and 9 ’Amilahs,
which are employed
in sea- fishing in
winter and in pearling
on the Shaikh
Shu’aib banks in

summer.

There are date gardens
and some cultivation ;

the people also fish,

dive for pearls and
navigate, and a few
engage in trade. They
own 2 Sambuks, which
go to the Bahrain
pearl-hanks, besides

10 smaller Baqarahs,
which are used
for fislxing in winter
and in summer for
peailing opeiations
near home.

There are date gar-
dens and cultivation

and some of the people
are sailors and pearl-

divers. To this

village belong 2 Sam-
buks, which are used
for the carrying trade
in wiiLtef and for

pearl-fishing on the
Bahr&riin side in
summer, also 6 small
Baqarahs used for

pearling on tiie

Shaikh Shu’aib
banks. Near Makahil
is a pearl ban is: upon
the coast which is

known as the Makahil
or Ras Bazali

bank.

See arLiole Cbiru.
About 3 miles west of

Ohirn is a pearl bank
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Isauae. Pobltiou. Ho 1863 and inhabitants.

noith-east of the

nearest part of

Hindar abi
island.

9 miles east by 200 houses. The in-

north of Chim. habitants are Shati’i

oK ISunnis.

1

Gurzeh 14 miles east by 60 houses, Tlie people
north of Chiru

;

are Sunnis.
the island of Qais
is 12 miles to

southward.

Tavuueh 4 miles west-south- 95 houses, chiefly of
west of Charak. Bushris, a section of

the Al ’Ali who are

RemAUKS.

on the coast which
bears the name Eas
M ansuri

,

Tlie village has a large

fort with a round
tower which is 250
feet above the sea.

Tlie peoi>le own 14
Sauibuks, 20 Baqarahs
and 3 Varjisj of which
10 are trading vessels,

6 are large sea-going
pearl boats, and the
remainder are smaller
craft used both for

fishing and for pearl-

ing near home. They
also possess some dates
and cultivation, and a
few of them are

merchants. The
Persian Imperial
Customs have a post

at Kalat. A pearl

hank known as 'Askar
runs parallel to the

coast from the neigh-

bourhood of ICaiat

towards Gurzeh.

The inhabitants have
7 Sambfiks, 16
Baqarahs and 4
'Amilahs, of which 4
are trading vessels

and 3 are large sea-

going pearl boats,

w^bile the rest are used
for fishing and pearl-

ing at Jiome. Near
the coast at Gurzeh
is a pearl bank known
as Kalan

;
and

another bank called

Muveb extends from
near Gurzeh in the

direction of Taviuieh.*

The village stands on a

small point
;
there are

a few date-trees, also a

Being exactly opposite to the island of Qais it seems not improbable that the
position of Gurzeh may CO frespond with that of Huzu

^
where in the 13th

century A. I), a caravan road from Shiraz reached the coast and travellers were wont
to emoai'k for th® then flourishing city of Qais.
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Charak

J V

Hasineh

Position,

34j noileo east of

Chiru and 1

6

miles west -north-
west of Mughu.

8 miles south-east
of Ckarak.

Houses and iuhabitants. Be masks.

at feud with the rest castle on a rocky hll-

of the tribe; they lock at the extreme
are Sunnis. pointy which is some 60

feet high. The
mountains rise at less

than a mile beldnd the
village. A pearl bank
known as the Tavuneh
bank begins a little to

the south- west of the
village and runs to

meet the Muveh hank
from Gurzeh. The
poeple are mostly
poor. They have
some dates and
cultivation, but chiefly

follow sea-faring occu-
pations. To this place
belong a couple of
trading Sambuks, 12
Baqarahs, 6 *AmiIahs,
4 Shu’ais and S
Yarjip ; the smaller
craft are used for

fishing and also for
pearling on the adja-
cent coast and at the
islands of Fartir and
Shaikh Sh.u’ai'b.
The Shaikh of Charak
is responsible for the
revenue of Tavuneh
to the Persian autho-
rities, but he seldom
succeeds in recoveiing
any of it from the
village. The local

authority is the head
of the Bushri section

of the A1 ’Ali.

... See article Charak.

200 ];ouses of Kuh Nemakw*ises iin-

Marazlq, mostly mediately inland of

Wahhabis, the village. Some of

the people follow agri-

cultural pursuits and
cultivate dates, but
the majority are

engaged in navigation

and tiaie. A num-
ber of them are Na-
khudas commanding
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Kamo. Position. Houses and inhabitaute. Klmabks.

vessels belonging to

Iiingeli Town and the

ports of Trucial

’Oman, and the rest

are mostly sailors and
pearl-divers. They
own 10 trading ves-

sels (Baghlahs, Ghun-
chahs and Samhuks),
which ply in the Gulfs
of Persia and 'Oman
and pay occasional

visits to Indian ports,

and they possess also

some 15 smaller craft

(Baqarahs and ’Ami-
lahs) which are used
for fishing and for

pearl-diving on
adjacent banks.
Hasineh is subject to

Shaikh Ahmad-hin-
Eashid, Marztiqi, of

Mughn, and the

inhabitants are on
sood terms with their

fellow tribesmen
of Mughu.

jVLngliii 17 miles south-east

of CharaE and
23 miles west by
north of Lingeli
Town.

See article MugEu.
Between Hasineh and
Mugliu is a cape
styled Has Yarid

which is a pearl bank
known as Bafleh.

The following villages connected with this district^ which are neither

npon the coast nor situated in the Asuh, Gabandi, or Gtllshan valleys,

are deserving of notice :

—

Name. Fosidou. Houses and inhabitants. Bemabes.

Bayirdun 6 miles inland and
i4 miles north-
west of Mughu.

80 houses of Wahha-
bis of mixed tribal

origin.

This place is under
Charak. The
people are pearl
divers and agricul-
turists

; they have
3,000 date palms,
60 camels, 15
donkeys, 80 cattle
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Name.
1

j

Position. Houses and inhabitanls. Eemasks.

i

i

I

1

j

and 500 sheep and
goats. There are 4
water-cisterns, also

5 wells which are 4
to 6 fathoms deep.

Kundariin 10 miles inland
and 13 miles

north-north- west
of Mughu,

150 houses of

Wahhabis, wbo are

mostly Maraziq, and
of Shafi*i Sunnis
of mixed orgin.

A dependency of

Mughu. The
people cultivate and
are pearl-divers.

There are 20,000
date palms, and live-

stock are 60 camels,

150 donkeys, 100
cattle and 4,000
sheep and goats.

The water-supply is

from two reservoirs

and from wells 4
fathoms deep.

Vai’zaiig (Chah-i-) 12 miles inland, to

the north-west of

Oharak.

A large and ancient

well with pasturage,

Dependent on ChSrak,
for the inhabitants of

Muragh ih the
Gulshan valley have
some cultivation here

;

but the grazing is

enjoyed by subjects of

Charak and Mughu
in common.

By Persians^ and in Turkish official parlance, styled Shitatah nlii
^ SHIFATE-

OYj more pedantically^ Shifatljah : a fruitful palm oasis and

thickly inhabited settlement on the border between Turkish ^Iraq and

the Shamiyah Desert.

Fosition, * Shifathali is situiated nearly 40 miles to tie west of

Karbala Town, from which it is separated by a barren and sandy desert.

The village of Eazazah apparently lies between, at about one-third of the

distance from Karbala.

* Authorities ; Muhammad HaSan, Muhsin, Vice-Consal at Karbala^ and the

Turkish Almanac. .
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8tte and character,—Shifathali is described as occupying a site wbicb

is flat, but raised somewhat above the level of the neighbouring country
;

the surface of the district surrounding it is said to be broken up by

hollows and stony mounds. The date plantations of Shifathah extend

over an area of many square miles ; and among these are scattered^ at

intervals of half a mile to a mile apart, the 17 Qasrs or walled villages

of which the settlement consists. The 4 largest Qasrs, those of ^Ain

Darawishah Hasawi and Al Bu Zain-ad-Din

Jl contain about 200 houses each ; while the smallest, that

of Mutlaq has 50 and the remainder are intermediate in size. The

enclosing walls of these Qasrs are 9 to 12 feet high and about 1 foot

thick : the houses within are entirely of mud and very poorly constructed.

The oasis is said to be 7 or 8 miles in length and the same in breadth.

Vopiblation,—The population of the entire settlement is estimated

at 8,000 souls, nearly all of whom are Shi^ah Arabs not belonging to

any of the well-known country tribes. Among them live a few

Persians and Baluchis, who ai*e Persian subjects. The nomad tribes

of the vicinity are Al Shibil and the KhawMhir, who remain in the

neighbourhood for so much of the year* as they can obtain sujOScient

water and pasture for their animals.

Agriculture,—Tllie chief ^or only wealth of Shifathah consists

in its date plantations, which are extensive and form a sort of forest.

The number of the palms has been estimated at between 50,000 and

60,000, and the average annual yield of dates is said to amount to 4^,000

Taghte
; of the palms only about 35,000 now bear fruit, the rest being

barren or worn out. Pomegranates are the only kind of fruit produced

at Shifathah besides dates.

In the settlement itself there is little cultivation cxcejpt of dates, but

lucerne for cattle fodder and small quantities of vegetables are sometimes

grown in the open spaces between the groves. A little cultivation of

wheat and barley is carried on at Jultah a locality 4 miles west of

Shifathah, and there is a little also at a place called Raudhah

Irrigation,—The whole of Shifathah proper is irrigated by the water

of a large and copious spring which rises inside the village of ^Ain and
supplies 3 canals, each of them as large as the Hanaidiyah branch of the

Husainiyah canal at Karbala Town ; and there is even a surj)lus
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which escapes and is lost in the hollow containing salt that crosses the

Karbala Qadha to the north-east of Shifathah. There are many other

similar springs in the neighhonrhood, but their How is feeble and scanty

by comparison.

The cultivation at Jultah is dependent partly on local springs and
partly on rain, that at Raudhah exclusively upon rain,

Livestoclc and transport,—The animals owned in the settlement are

estimated at 100 horses^ 1,500 donkeys, 1,500 sheep and 500 goats :

there are no buffaloes or camels. The horses are said to be good, but the

other stock are not of much account.

There is little communication with the outside world, and transport

between Shifathah and Karbala must as a rule be specially engaged.

Twice or thrice a month, as a rule, a small caravan of 15 to 20 mules and

donkeys makes the journey from Karbala to Shifathah and back again.

Water-sitppl'j/ and food.—Drinking water is obtained from the spring

at Qasr-al-'^Ain and from the channels which it feeds. This water, where

it issues from the ground, is warm and tastes and smells of bitumen and

suliDliur
;
when it cools it becomes inodorous, but the flavour remains

brackish, and it is said to cause indigestion. Rain water is procurable in

hollows at Jultah until the end of July, when it dries up. Good water is

also obtainable by digging to a very slight depth at Khaidhir

or Akhaidhir^la^I
, a place situated in the sandy desert about 12 miles to

the south-east of Shifathah.

Food, except dates, is scarce at Shifathah and is mostly imported : the

inhabitants have little besides dates and barley bread. Vegetables can be

had in small quantities only.

Occupations and industries^—Date culture is almost the only occupa-

tion at Shifathah, but some of the inhabitants are engaged in the manufac-

ture of palm-leaf baskets and matting*.

Trade.—The only bazaar in the settlement is in Qasr-al-''Ain, where

there are 60 shops : of these 10 are occupied by grocers, 8 by barbers, 2 by

dyers, 14 by drax^ers, 4 by cafe keepers, 9 by grain dealers, 9 by tobacco

merchants, 1 by a cox^persmith, 1 by a blacksmith and 1 by a carpenter

;

the rest are at each of the other Qasrs are 1 or 2

shops only, in which necessaries are sold.
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Tradej aj)art from commodities consumed in the settlement itself, is

small ;
and the demand of the settlement for goods is declining in con-

sequence of the misgovernment under which the place has laboured for

some years. External commercial relations are with Karbala and

Baghdad on the one hand and with the ^Anizah and Dilaim tribes on the

other ;
the tribesmen come periodically in bodies to make their purchases,

bringing with them wool and skins, and the market thus formed is called

the Musabalah . The annual imports and exports of Shifathah

are estimated at about £19,000 each. The principal imports are piece-

goods (£17,500), loaf sugar (£650) and coffee (£270) ; the main exports

are dates (£18,000), lambskins (£450), wool (£270) and baskets, etc.

(£180).

Administration .—Shifathah is the headquarters of a Nahiyah in the

Karbala Qadha and as such is the seat of a Mudir, whose authority

is maintained by a force of 20 Dhabitiyahs, half mounted and half

unmounted. The government of the place, especially in the matter of

taxation, has been reckless and shortsighted in recent years and has been

a cause of impoverishment and discontent. It is reported that a number
of cultivators have emigrated, while others have cut down their date

groves and sold the wood at Karbala to avoid payment of the tax on

trees. The Government revenue of Shifathah is said to amount to

10,500 Lirahs a year, of which 7,500 Liralis are produced by the Silyan

or tax on palms, 2,000 Lirahs by anihtisab tax, and 1,000 Lirahs by
cattle and other taxes ; but more than this is collected from the people.

Antiquities .—Reliable reports have been received of the existence of

ancient remains, known as Q.asr-al-Akhaidhir, at the watering place

already mentioned 12 miles south-east of Shifathah. They are said to

be those of a vast twc-storeyed building, constructed mostly of hewn
stone, facing the west, and containing some very large rooms and deep,

dark cellars. Local tradition connects them with the pre-Islamic

Arabian dynasty of Mundhir, and the Turkish Almanac definitely

ascribes them to the 8th ‘Niman of the kingdom of Hirah. There is now
no cultivation anywhere in the neighbourhood of these ruins ; but water,
as already mentioned, is obtainable by digging. To the east are other
remains, and in a knoll about 4 miles distant in that direction is a cave
from which a spring issues. Half way from Shifathah to Rahaliyah,
to the left of the road, is a small ruined fort known as Qasr JBardawil

i stands on a mound about 20 feet high^ from the summit of
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which a winding passage leads down into the interior. At Shifathah

itself, in the Q,asr-al-Hasawi, are a small mud fort said to have belonged

to Shama’un, with which various traditions are connected, and a peculiar

stone-lined cistern or well reputed inexhaustible.

Singular Shihhi . A peculiar tribe who inhabit the ’Oman SHIHUE
Promontory from Bai’ah northwards on the eastern, and fi-om Ehor

Khuwair northwards on the western coast. The whole of the Ruus-al-

Jibal district of the ’Oman Sultanate is in their oeeupation, except a few

villages which belong to the Dhahuriyin. They also form the population

of the three northernmost places in the Sharjah Piincipality, viz.,

Sha’am, Ghalilah and Khor Khuwair, and of the village of Wa.il in

Sir ;
they are found, too, at Saham Town in Batinah.

The Shihuh are divided into two main sections and various sub-

sections, as follows :

—

or

SHIHHI
YIN

w

I.

Hadiyah (Bani)

- ^ .

^ 1. 'Abaid (Bani

Mubara'mad)

^Ali (Bani)

j

^
II.

3. Pam Mazyud Shatair (Bani)

(Bani)

r‘^ .

4. Kbanazirali"

and others in-

i eluding a 'group

known as Habus. L

Kumazirah
jjjU

3. Mahabib

4. MaqRdibah

and others.

Among the Shihuh of the coast the main distinction between Ban

Hadiyah and Bani Shatair alone is regarded; and the people ordinarily

classify themselves in detail by villages and not by subsections.; in the

interior however the minuter classification is .by. subsections.

* Tlie information for this article^has been obtained chiefly fro'm the Bani Shatair

section. of the tribe a^id.di^e allowance„mTist.bfi..ma(l£ for the fact. -
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Tlie following table sliows tbe distribixtion of the Shilmh upon the

coast :

—

Bani HadTtah. Bani Shataie.

Place. Houses. Place. Houses.

lA.Qa'bah • • • 48 'Ali (Ghubb) 150

Bakhah . . 200 Bai’ab. 450

Fadbghah 40 Dorsinni 1

Fanakhah . • 5 Ghalilah . , 50

Ghamdhah 35 Gharam 20

Hnmsi . . . 6 HafFah 10

Harf . . • 12 Karshah 20

Hanah • • 15 Khuwair (Khor) 30

J adi • • a 160 Kumzar . 600

Jirri . 45 Llmah . 150

Elhasab 300 Qabal ( Dohat) 5

Mukhi . • • 30 Qahbah 60

Nadhifi . , ^ 16 Sba^am 300

Qidah . • 30 Sharih 20

Tibat 16

Total houses . — . 946 1,866

Besides the above the Bani Sa’ad of Ghunah and Mad-hah in

Shamailiyah are perhaps Shihuh
; but this is uncertain.

Brom this table it will be seen that,, with the exception of ^Aqabah^ all

the coast villages of the Bani Hadiyah are upon the western side of the

^Oman Promontory from Khor Ghubb "'Ali to Tibat, the latter place being
included ; and that the remainder of the littoral of the Shihuh country^

so far as not occupied by the Dhahuriyin tribe, is in the possession of the
Bani Shatair. Khasab is the headquarters of the Bani Hadiyah and
]Cunxzar of the Bani Shatair. The two sections are not found together
except at Ehasah, where there are a few Bani Shatair, and at Bai’ah
andLimah, where there are a few Bani Hadiyah.

To the above settled Shihuh must be added those of Hail in Sir (50
houses) and those of Saham Town (a few only) ; the former are Bani
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Hadiyah of the group called Habus, and tbe latter are Bani Shatair.

The Dhahuriyin of Larak island {4j0 houses) are closely connected with

the Bani Shatair Shihuli of Kumzar.

The following is a conspectus of the nomad Shihuh of the interior ;

—

Bani Radiyali.

Section. Families. Eemabes.

*Abaid (Bani MuLammad) 100 Inhabit the hills above Khasab.

'Ali (Bani) 200 Live in the hills above Limah and are
divided into two clans of equal

^Strength, viz.^ the Ahl ’ Aqabah
and the Bani Yidaid 'H'H »

Ibrabini (Bani) 70 Inhabit the hills near RSs-al-Khaimala
Town,

Khanazirah 100 Singular Khanzuri Dwell

at Saih above Khasab.

Ham Mazyud (Bani)
1

Say 100 Occupy the hills east of Khasab. '

Total families 670
’

Bani Shatair^

Section. Families. Habitat.

Asamm (Bani-al-)
<w

(^3)1

70
Ui

Musallih near Limah. [ The
name of this section is due according

1 to some accounts to a deaf ancestor,

according to others to the obstinate

temper of the section.]

Hail fAlil)

(Jia. Jjk)

70
Maskin-al-Kail

BaBah.
near

Hamud (Bani) 35

(W

KhahhabdA^ or Hair

Limah.

above
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Bani SJiatair—contd.

Sectic-33.
FaoiiUes.

Kanar (Bani)
70 Kanaif

Sahwah

Habitat.

above Shanli

above Limah.

and

Khaiiabilab

dJjLiji.

90 Piddbab
j

Salhad and

Maqalaili above Dibah.
(Singular is Khanbiili ).

Mabablb 60 Yarious places in the bills ;
they visit

Salhad near Dibah.

il aqadihah 60 Saqattah dkii^ near Dibah. (Singular

is Maqdahi )

.

Muqam (Ahl)

Murrah (Ban!)

*r

Qaiyashah
tn

Sa ad

Salhad (Ahl)

100

So

100

100

180

Total houses 970

Khabbat Sot near Dibah
;

there are some at Karsh ah.

Sal’alah and Ghishah near
Khasab.

A place Baighut .

The hills above Grhalilah,

Salhad and Khabbat S5t, already men>
tioned.

The total nnmber o£ the Shihuh tribe may be roughly estimated at

.

21,500 soulsj of whom 14^500 belong to the coast and 7^000 to the
interior.* The Shihuh are almost entirely included in the dominions of

the Sultan of ’Oman ; only about 2,000 of those on the coast and a few
of those in the interior are resident outside the limits of the Sultanate

in Trucial ’Oman.

In complexion, the majority of the Shihuh are somewhat darker than
the generality of Arabs. A broad distinction may be drawn between those

• Ihe estimate of nomad sections is of doubtful accuracy
^

it was mostly obtained
from Bani Sbatair of Kumzar,
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of the coast and those of the interior, between whom there is little inter-

course and who know little of each other. The Shihuh of the littoral

inhabit houses built of stones and mud : their food consists of the fish they

catch, of rice imported from the towns of Sharjah, Qishm and Masqat,
and of dates grown at Khasab or imported from Dihah or Batihah,

supplemented in some places by shell-fish which they gather in the

shallows. Their occupations are fishing, pearl diving on the pearl

bants of the Persian Gulf in boats belonging to other, tribes, wading for

pearls on their own coasts, the culture of dates where possible, and

the herding of goats ; they also keep poultry. A part of the date plant-

ations at Khasah and Dihah is owned by Shihuh of other places on the

coast of BnuS-al-Jibal ;
and in the date season the majority of the

httoral Shihuh forsake their coast villages and migrate to Khasah,

Dihah and Batinah, partly to escape the intolerable heat which then

prevails at their homes and partly to gain a livelihood by labour in the

date harvest.

The Shihuh of the interior are described as Bedouins, but some of

them have houses built of loose stones. Their chief wealth appears to

consist in goats, of which they own large numbers, but they are said to

grow the greater quantity of the grain which they require. Water they

are said to obtain from natural reservoirs in the rooks which, where

necessary, they have improved ; they have no regular wells. They are

entirely ignorant of fishing and seafaring pursuits and many of them

never come down to the coast.

In religion the Shihuh, both settled and nomad, are mostly Shafi'is ;

but from and including Sha’am and Bai’ah southwards on either side

of the ’Oman Promontory they are now Hanbalis. They have, since

Wahhabi times, abandoned the practice of worshipping at certain Mazars

or tombs of holy men to which they were formerly wont to resort

;

but those in the hills have no mosques and are extremely superstitious,

and the tribe as a whole are still ignorant and imperfect Muhammadans

In the last cholera epidemic (1904) some of' the Shihuh ofiered

sacrifices to the ' Jinns in the mountains and- dug ditches round their

villages to keep out the cholera spirits. Two languages are spoken

-

among the Shihuh. ' The more general is the Shihhi dialect of Arabife

the other, which is confined to the Kumazirah subdivision of the Bani

Shatair and to their Dhahuriyin. relatmns, is heard chiefly at Kumzar

and on Larak island and is an Iranian dialect. From this fact

it may not unreasonably be infeiu-ed that the Shihuh are a composite

tribe, essentially Amb, that has absorbed some Persian elements.^

^
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The Sultan of ^Oman intervenes hut little in the affairs of the tribe
;

the Wali who represents him has his seat at Khasab. The Shihuh

belong to the Hinawi political faction and are now fairly well armed

with modern rifles. The Dhahuriyillj whose settlements are surrounded

by Shihhi country, generally follow the lead of the Shihuh in political

matters, though nominally they belong to the opposite political faction :

their connection with the Shihuh appears to be chiefly through the Bani

Shatair section, only those of Maqaqah, it is said, and perhaps of Qanah

and Sibi being connected with the Bani Hadiyah. The Bani Shamaili

tribe of Trueial ’Oman are closely related to the Shihuh, of whom they

may almost be regarded as a section,

A town or large village in Turkish ’Iraq, situated chiefly on the left

bank of the itshan continuation of the Shatt-al-Hindiyah immediately

below its exit from the Bahr-an-Najaf. The people number about 3,500

souls and most of them inhabit huts ; among them are said to be included

most of the former inhabitants of Lamlum village, now deserted, on the

Euphrates. There is a bazaar of some 60 shops. Shinafiyah is the

headquarters of a Nahiyah similarly named in the Shamiyah Qadha and

is consequently the seat of a Mudir. There is also a harbourmaster

at this place.

A subdivision of the Wilayat of Sohar in the 'Oman Sultanate
;

it lies

to the north-west of the Liwa subdivision of the same Wilayat, and, the

detached Euus-al-Jibal tract excepted, is the last possession of the

Sultan of ’Oman in this direction. The following are the principal

places in Shinas in their order from south to north :

—

Name. EoTises and inliaMtaDts. Eemabeb.

SMnas Town

|;j«UA

... See article Skinas Town. About
here and Widaiyaj Wadi Hatta
falls into the sea.

’WidaiySj

A
40 houses of Bani Jabirc The inhabitants own 80 camels,

15 donkeys, 30 cattle and 400
sheep and goats. Dates number
1,600.
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Name. Houses and inhabitants.

|

Beiiiabus.

Aqr 100 bouses of MazarP.

'

Tobacco is grown. There are 8
camels, 10 donkeys, 25 cattle

and 80 sheep and goats, also

1,500 date palms.

Bilaidah 20 houses of Bani ’XJmr. The port of IChadhrawain, There
are 7 camels, 15 donkeys, 20
cattle, 70 sheep and goats and
600 date trees.

Khadlirawain 200 houses of Biduwat. About a mile inland from Bilaidah.

Tobacco is cultivated and there
are 5,000 date palms. Animals
are 20 camels, 50 donkeys, 30
cattle and 300 sheep and goats.

Bu Baqarah 200 houses of Za’ab and
Bani Jabir.

Wadi-al-Qor reaches the sea at

this place. Tobacco, wheat and
millet are grown, and there are

10 camels, 20 donkeys, 30 cattle

and 200 sheep and goats, also

2,000 dates and 25 Shashahs.

M urair-as-Sagliirah 70 houses of Daramikah. lanrair serves as a port for W»di-
al-Qor : 16 Baqarahs and Batils

1

belonging to the place run to

1

Masqat Town and the Persian

Gulf. The inhabitants have
4,000 date palms, 20 camels, 20
donkeys, 35 cattle and 250 sheep

and goats.

Mnrair-al-Kahirah 200 houses of Matarish. There are 3,000 date palms and
ordinary cultivation ; tobacco

also is grown. Animals are

25 camels, 25 donkeys, 40 cattle

and 200 sheep and goats. 18

Baqarahs belong to this port.

The settled population of the sub-Wilajat is thus about 6^^00 souls.

The houses are mere hutS; except at Bu Baqarah and Murair, where a

certain proportion are of stone. Wells are found throughout the tract.

A considerable town on the Batina>li coast of the’Oman Sultanate | it is

situated 30 miles north-north-west of Sohar Town and is the capital of the

Shinas subdivision of the Sohar Wilayat. It consists of about 400 houses

of Riyayisah;, Bani Ka’ab and Baluchis, and the population is thus about

^;000 souls. There is a fort occupied on behalf of the Sultan of ’Oman
hjr a garrison of 10 men under an ^Aqid The bazaar contains 7 shops, cf

6z2

SHINAS

TOWN
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T^liicli 4 are kept by HindiTS. Tbe people depend upon their date plantations

and on fishing and other sea-faring occupations : there is no cultivation of

cereals. The water-supply is from wells. Shinas is the port of Wadis

Hatta and Faidb and possesses 4 Baqarahs which run to Masqat Town.

SHlyQAQ
m

»• 1*

0.SL^

A district in the Kuwait Principality, lying between the Batin on the

north, the Mahzul hill on the west, Dibdibah on the south and Umm-ah
Khilan and Batih on the east. Its centre is about 50 miles north-west

of Jahrah; audit appears to take its name from a number of Shiqqahs

or depressions, some of which run north-east and others south-west.

Shiqqaq is understood to resemble the districts of Batin and Yah in its

physical features
;

it has no fixed inhabitants.

SHIVUH One of SMbkuh ports of the Persian Coast ; it is situated about
39 miles east-south-east of Naband and 78 miles trest-north-west

of Cbarak. Half-a-mile south-east of the village is a peaked hill about
250 feet bigb, and a bill about 120 feet in height behind tbe village

carries a toww
; there is also a fort in tbe place itself. A large, flat,

black rock, projecting into the sea in front of the village, forms a small
boat-harbour and is the best landing-place. The anchorage at Shivuh is

said to he tolerably well shelteied, close in, from the Shamal
; but there

must be a considerable swell. A moderate amount of good water is

contained in wells close to the beach. Shivuh consists of about 150
stone houses and huts, partly of Arabs and partly of Persians
from Lar, etc.

; the people are mostly Sunnis, and are engaged in ti-ade,

navigation and pearl-diving, but they have also some ordinary cultivation
and date-gardens. Their palms are estimated at 2,000 trees and their
Uvestock at 4 horses, 20 donkeys, 60 cattle and 200 sheep and goats.
Sweet water is yielded by two weUs. Shivuh is the principal port of the
Gabandi valley and carries on a considerable trade with the ports of the
Persian Gulf generally and also with ’Oman. There are no shops but
there Me several warehouses. Here are owned 15 trading Sambuks, 9
Sambuks used for pearl fishing on the west side of the Gulf, and 21
small Baqarahs and Varjis which are used for fishing and pearling
up^on the Persian coast. Shivuh is subject to the Nasuri Shaikh of
Gabandi, and the annual revenue of theplace, which till lately was payable
to the Khans of Lar, is now payable to the Governor of Bastak. The
place has recently received a considerable accession to its population through
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immigration from Kangun and TaMri J the immigrants were

sympathisers with Sulaiman^ the Nasuri Shaikh of Tahiri^ whom the

Khan of Dashti expelled by force of arms in 19 o4^.

To British navigators at one time known as Bnsheab/^ An island
*

o£ some importance in the Persian Gulf; it subtends the coast of the
(SHAIKH)

SMhkuh district, to which it is nearly parallel, from Shivuh in the

westto Nakhilu in the east at a mean distance of about 14- miles, but _
TAyTRiAT*

at the east end a curve in the coast line brings it within 5 miles of
ASH-

the island. The length of the island from west to east is almost SHAIKH
15, and its breadth nearly 3 miles. It is of brown colour and ^-5^-11

level outline, rising to a height of 120 feet in the centre and having alow

plain 1 to 2 miles in extent at either extremity
; the greater part is

nearly destitute of vegetation. The coast of the island all round

consists chiefly of low clifi with sandy points and bights ir. places

;

the ancliorages ofE the coast are sheltered from one direction only

;

pearl banks are found upon the whole circumference except at one pai*t

on the north side near the east end of the island. W ater occurs in wells

2 to 3 fathoms deep and is of good quality.

There are 10 villages on the island, which are as follow :

—

Name, Position. Houses. Reuases.

Dehm ... 20 lionses.

1

I

Resources are 8

ing boats, 6, donkeys*

5 cattle and 50 sheep

and goats. There

are no dates.

Dehkun 40 houses. The people own 10
fishing boats (Baq-

arabs), 5 cattle and

60 sheep and goats.

There are no dates.

Halah
|

Not far from Ras. 15 houses. There are 6 fishing

boats (BaqSrahs), 120

date-palms, 6 donkeys,

5 cattle and lOQ
sheep and goa.ts.

* A plan of part of Shaikh Shn’aib island will be foi»nd as an inset in Admiralty

Chart No. 2B78—2S37 A. To the mediaeval Aran and Persian geographers the

island appears to have been known as Lawan, Allan, Lan and Lar : vide Le Strange’s

Lands of the Eastern Caliphate* - ' ,
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Narae. Position. Houses. Eemabes.

KnfSli 10 houses. There are 4 fishing
boats, Shu ais.

Knseh ... 10 houses. There are 3 fishing
boats (Baqarahs). ITo
dates.

Laz

y

On the north coast,

one mile from the
east end of the
island.

70 houses. The principal village
on the island : it

stands on a small
rocky point and has
some cultivated land
with date palms and
other trees to the
south of it. There
are 21 fishing boats
(Baqarahs and ShU-
'ais), 7 donkeys, 10
cattle and 100 sheep
goats.

Laza On ti e north coast,

5 miles from
the east end of
the island.

80 houses. There are 19 fishing
boats (Baqarahs), 10
cattle and 150 sheep
aiid goats.

Qui’at On the south coast,

6 miles from the
east end of the
island.

60 houses. ^Resources are 8 fishing
boats, 600 date trees,

6 donkeys, 10 cattle
and 120 sheep and
and goats.

Has

crb

Ou the north coast,

one mile from the
west end of the
island.

20 houses. The inhabitants possess
6 fishing boats, 20
date-palms, 6 donkeys,
10 cattle, and 100
sheep and goats.

In all there are thus about 300 houses on Shaikh Shu-’aib and the

total population may be about 1,500 souls. The people are Arabs o£

various tribes ; in religion they are Shafi’i Sunnis. In summer the

population is augmented by immigrants from the Persian Coast who
build themselves huts. A few of the inhabitants are ’Abadilah who
immigrated about 50 years ago- Some cultivation of wheat and barley

is Carried on, but the principal occupations are fishing and pearl-diving.

Only one pearl-boat is large enough to visit the banks on the Arabian
side in summer j but thei’e is also a Sambuk which makes trading
voyages to the Shibkflh ports and Bahrain,. The smaller boats, about
85 in number, are used for fishing and for pearling on the local banks
only^ Shaikh Shu aib is subject to the Hamadi Shaikh Mugam, who.se
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authority is represented by a resident Naib at Laz : the SbalU^ who is

reputed better off than most of his compeers, is said to derive most of his

substance from the possession of the island. There are about 40 modern

rifles in the possession of the inhabitants.

To English navigators formerly known as " Sherarrow.” A very SHTJEA-
small island, not rising more than 40 feet above the sea, situated in ’AWAH
the bay between Abu Dhabi and Qatar about 84 miles norih by west of ’’H/"

Dalmah. Its political position appears to be indeterminate, resemb-

ling that of Halul island, in the neighbourhood are two peai’l hanks,

viz.) Tuhiibat Shura’awah about 5 miles to the north, and Qarn-al-

'Ashaii'iii about 6 miles to the north-west.

The site and rains of the ancient palace and citadel of Susa, on the SHUSH
left bank of tlic Shaur stream^ 15 miles sontli-west of Dizful Town, Tlie

city of Susa extenclecl from tlie right bank of the Shaur to the river

Karkheh, miles distant, and beyond it. The remains upon the left bank

of the Shaur occupy a space over 6 miles in circumference and consist of

three concentric tiers : the second of these, representing the palace and its

enclosure, is still 72 feet high with a perimeter of 24 miles; the

uppermost or citadel^ still known as Qaheh Shush, is 120 feet in height and

measures 1,100 yai*ds round the base and SSO yards round the summit. ^

Below the chief mound of Shush, with the Shaur running immediately

below its walls, is the reputed tomb of the prophet Daniel the custody

of which affords a livelihood to a Saiyid. The shiine is admittedly empty,

and the guardians maintain that the cofSn, made of glass and containing

records as well as the body of the prophet, is buried beneafcJi the waters

of the river
; they trust to the uncertainty regarding the exact spot to

protect the remains from the sacrilegious curiosity of the European

* A French Arohjeological Mission under M. De Morgan Las for some years been

engrtged in excavations Lore, and the proportions of the citadel Lave now been

reduced to less than tLo dimensions stated in the text. The Mission occupy a sort

of castle which they have themselves constructed, A plan of the rules, as they were

and a sketch of the tomb of Daniel will be found in Loftus*s Travels and Researches.
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arehsoiogist. The shi-ine is much resoi-ted to by pilgrims from the towns

of Dizful aud Shushtar, and it is natm'ally held in high veneration by

the Jews, who admit its authenticity. When the country between is

quiet it is occasionally visited by Jewish pilgrims from ’Amarah on the

Tigris.

In the 10th century A. D. Shush was a populous town, and the

district in which it stood was celebrated for its raw silk and sugarcane,

both of which were then important products of ’Arabistan. To the

mediseval Arab geographers the place was known as SGs

SETJSHTAE district of Persia, forming with the districts of Bizful and EaiUltz

the northern division of the province of ’Arabistan. The physical

DISTEICT geography; climate, population and government of the Shushtar District

are described in the article on Northern ’Arabistan, and its agriculture,

trade and communications receive notice in the article on ^Arabistan

as a whole : only the question of limits and that of topography remain to

be dealt with here.

Boundaries ,—The Shushtar district is completely surrounded by

Persian territory. On the north it is bounded by the Bakhtiyari hills,

extending however for a short distance into the same to include the level

tract of ’Aqili upon the Karun river
; on the east its limit is the

Gargar river, except opposite Shushtar Town, where it makes a loop

7 miles in length to the eastward so as to include the village of Bulaiti

along with its lands
; its southern boundary, which is short and divides it

from the Ahwaz district of Southern ’Arabistan, crosses the Miyauab
island from side to side about 5 miles above Band-i-Qir and thence runs

to the left bank of the DiZ, which it strikes immediately above the

locations of the ’Anafijeh tribe ; its western border is at the same time

the eastern border of the Dizful District of N orthern ’Arabistan and

is defined in the article on that district.

TopograpIi^.-^^The majority of inhabited places in the Shushtar

district - are emunerated and described in the articles on ’Aqili, on the

uargar and Shatait rivers and on Miyanab i a few more which are

situated to the west of the Shatait are given in the table below. Re-
-ter^nee to -the -various articles -quoted and to the followmg table will show
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that the population of the district without ’Aqili, inclusive of Shuslltar

Town (20,000) and exclusive of nomads, is about 85,000 souls.

Kame.

Daimcheh

V

Dih Nau
(Qal'en)

Axis

Position.

About 8 miles

north-west of

Shnsb-tar Town.

About 30 miles

south-south-east of

Dizftil Town, not

far from the left

bank of the Diz
and level with the

tract called Umm-
al-Wawi.

Nature,

A tract of land with
traces of former
occupation, namely,
a deep masonry well

on the south side of

the road and a

ruined stable facing

it. A flight of

stone steps leads

down to the well

and the entrance is

covered by a small

building.

A house and stables

belonging to Shaikh
Farhan Asad of the

Kathir who has

recently transferred

his residence to this

place from Lim
Kathir on the Diz :

there are also some
huts. The site is

in an open plain,

grassy and culti-

vated. !Near the

tillage is a large

flat-topped mound,
the remains appa-

rently of an old

and once strong

fort: theie is also

an Imamzadeh
called Nabi Jarjis

Be BeARKS.

The stable is said to

have been built by the
Nizam-ua-Sa I t a n o h
during his Governor-
ship of 'Arabistan.
In the hot weather some
Arabs under Shaikh
Farhan ® Asad of the
Kathir camp and open
shallow wells at a place

a mile or two nearer to
Shtishtar Town than
these remains.

Wheat and barley are culti-

vated without artificial

irrigation
; and water

is from a stream, the
Luieh which conaeS

from a spiing near
Shalgahi in theDizful
District. Livestock are
mares, mules, oainels,

donkeys, buffaloes,

cattle and sheep. In
the neighbourhood 200
households are camped
in tents, who muster
400 rifles and are

subject to Shaikhs
Abdul Hasan, Shaya*
and Muttalib, brothers

of Shaikh Farhan.

Farajahad 17 or 18 miles

south -south-east of|

Dizftil Town, to

the east of the

’Ajirab.

,V village of 60
bouses of Shiish-

taris, Arabs, and a

few Dizfulis. They
have about 60 rifles.

Wheat,
cotton,

millet,

grown

barley, beans,
rice, Kunjid,
and Mash are

animals are

mares, mules, donkeys,
buffaloes, cattle and
sheep. Water is from
the stieam called Lureh,
which goes also to
Qal’eh Dih N'au ; it

is not of good quality.

There are 2 mills, one
out of repair and the
other nearly 2 miles
distant from the village.

100 yards from
the village fort is a
shrine called Buq’ehd-
'Ali-ibn-Musa Kiza.
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Name, Position. Nature, Kemares.

Garmak (Ab)

Gotland

West of the Slia-
tait and east of

the Bait Sa’ad
and Katliir
country.

On the right hank
of the Karun,
about 12 miles
north by west of

Shtislitar Town
and 5 rn^iles south-
east of Ab Bid ill

the
^

Dizftil
District.

A tract of arable and
pastoral land.

A town said to con-
tain 1,000 households
of Haftlang Bakli-
tiyaris. The houses
are of stone and mud
with brick roofs, and
there are 2 public
baths and 12 mosques.
The place is divided
into two wards,
Saiaki and Mai

Bala kb JUo , each

under a separate Eais.

About 1,500 rifles are
said to be owned here.

*

The place originally be-

longed to the Sadatd-
Mar*ashiyeh of ShushL-
tar Town, hut t
of it is now owned by
Shaikh Farhan Asad of

the Katliir tribe, who
keeps 24 riflemen in

the village ; the
remainder is the pro-

perty of Agha Nij;am,
son of the late Agba
Biza, Mustaufi, of
StLUStLtar, by whom it

was bought.
Belongs to residents of
SliHshtar Town. There
are no habitations.

This place is the property
of* the Baklitiyari
Khans and the writ of

the Persian Governor of

N orthern
’Arabistan

does not run. Wheat
and barley are cultivated

without inigation, and
water is said to be from
the river only. There
are many mares and
mules, also donkeys,
cattle and sheep ; and
rafts are maintained on
the Karuii. Gotwand
was plundered about
1902 by the Dirakwand

Jallakan

Naisi^eh

On the right bank
of the Karun, 9
miles north of

Shiislitar Town
and 3 miles south-
east of Gotwand.

1 Near the right bank

\ of the Shatait,
opposite Buraki.

A village of 200 houses
of Haftlang Bakli-
tiyaris, variously,
constructed. There
are about 100 rifles.

Same as Garmak above.

Lurs.
Owned by the Baklitiy-
toi Khans, who seized

it 20 years ago^from a
Kalaatar of Shushtar ;

there is a small mud
fort and some date trees.

Water is from the river

and there is no irriga-

tion. There is dry culti-

vation of wheat and
barley, and livestock are

the same as at Gotwand.
The annual Persian
revenue assessment of

Jallakan is 280 Tumahs.
Same as Garmak above.

. 5,According , to ‘another authority there are oulv 600 households and about 1,000
fighting men at Gotwand.
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Name. Position. Nature. Eemabks.

Pahwindeh On the road from
Siiushtar Town
to Kaunak, 16

miles from the

former and 6 from
the latter.

A village of 60 mud
huts of Haftlang

Bakht i y a r i s.

There is a small fort,

and 200 yards to the ,

north are a few Ku-
nar trees ;

while 600 1

yards to the south,

upon the road, is a

built-over well of

fresh water.

This place was the pro-

perty of Fazim Khan,
a Kalantar of ShUsh-
tar Town, but he was

done to death and his

property seized by the

Governor of ’Arabis-

tan in 1905. In the

hot weather Arabs under

Shaikh Farhan Asad of

the Kathir come here

for pasturage and sink

shallow wells in a dry

watercourse beside the

village.

Shahwali 3 or 4 miles south-

east of Farajabad.

200 bouses of Shush-

taris, some Arabs

and a few Dizfulis :

15 families of Sa-

bians are included

among the popula-

tion. There are

about 200 rifles, 80

of the men are

mounted, and the

people are noted for

their fighting qua-

lities. There are 2

mills, one at 3 miles

from the village

;

the other, at 100

yards from the vil-

lage fort, pays 12

Qrans in cash and 6

Mans of flour daily

to the owner.

Mares, mules, donkeys,

buffaloes, cattle, sheep

and goats are owned

here ;
the crops are

wheat, barley, beans,

rice, Kunjid, cotton,

millet and Mash ; water

is from the Shureh

stream, apparently the

tributary so named

of the ibiz river. Of
the village f is owned
by Shaikh Farhan Asad

of the Katkir ; the re-

maining f belong to

a certain Qaid 'Abdul-

lah who is rich and

hospitable.

Sorakan Same as Garmak
above.

Same as Gaimak above. Same as Garmak above.

Tahir Khan
(Cham)

Said to he near the

right bank of the

Shatait, further

up than Naisijeh.

Do. Do. The name is pronounc-

ed Chimt,ar Khan.

The town of Shushtar, the administratiTe capital of Northern

’AtaMstaU) is situated at the northern extremity of the MiySuah in the

angle formed by the division of the Kafun into its Shatait and Gargar

branches. Shushtar, by the Arab geographers called T-ustar, was a very -

SHUSH-
TAE

. . A

TOWN
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flourishing place in the 10th and 14th centuries A. D. and appears to

have been at that time the capital of ’Arabistan.*

— Shushtar stands for the most part on somewhat elevated ground,

consisting of the ordinary alluvial soil of the country intermingled with

the ruins and rubbish of ages. Overhanging the Shatait, however, at

the corner where its course changes from west to south, is a high isolated

sandstone clifE 100 feet high, on which stands the citadel or Qa^eh
;

except at this point the left bank of the Shat ait at Shushtar is low, and

exhibits, when the river is running at its normal level, a long shelving

beach of shingle. On the Gargar an outcrop of sandstone commences a

little way below the head of the stream and continues for a short way

down.

BtdlcliTigs ami pnhliQ works -—The houses of Shushtar, though of

some height and architectural pretension, are mostly old and in bad

repair, and large parts of the town are ruinous and deserted. The majority

of the houses are provided with subterranean chambers, lighted and venti-

lated by vertical shafts here called Shawwadans and with

flat parapeted roofs about 30 feet from the ground. Both these appurte-

nances are designed for comfort in the hot weather ; the cellar then

becomes by day the scene of family life, which at night is transferred to

the roof.t The sanitary condition of the town, chiefly in consequence of

an arrangement which makes the public street a receptacle of domestic

sewage, is indescribably foul ; but, as the ground in most parts has a

natui-al fall, matters are improved by rain instead of being aggra-

vated as at Dizful. The bazaar consists of an open space, surrounded by

rows of hovels used as shops, and encumbered with fragments of ruined

walls against which shelters and screens are placed in the day time to

form booths. The chief architectural features of the town are a large

Jami^ mosque standing on an eminence near the Pul-i-Lashkar bridge

to the south of the town ; a lofty leaning minaret ; about 20 mosques,
,

some of which have blue-tiled domes ; and some 15 Imamzadehs and
Qadamgahs.

^ A 'Vide Le Strange.

t A envious point about SbUshtar is that some of the houses in the town have nick-
namesby which they are universally known. Such are the Khaneh-i-Pashkheh or House
of Elies, the JKhaneh-i-Buz or House of the Goat, the Khaueh-i-Kalleh Xhushk or House
of the Hot-Tempered One, and the, Khaneh-i-Mawas Biro or House of “Hurry and
Begone,- the name in the last case referring (it is believed) to some former owner of
particularly repulsiTe aspect. .
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The engineering works connected with Shushtar upon the

Gargar and the Shatait are noticed under those names
;
hut here

must be mentioned the Minau canal^ which traverses part o£

the town and is the only canal that waters the Miyanab. This channel

leaves the Shatait by an opening pierced in the base of the citadel rock

and^ running for some distance underground^ emerges near the head of

the Dizful bridge : thence it finds its way by a deep cutting to the south

of the town where^ passing under a bridge called the Pul-i-Lashkar cb,

it gains the open country. The discharge of this canal, measured on the

25th of March 1905 when it was running 5 feet below its maximum
level, was 970 cubic feet a second ; its bed-width was found to be about

60 feet, the maximum depth of water was 6 feet and the surface velocity

5 feet a second.

Shushtar could formerly be quitted by three land-routes; that .to

the west over the Dizful bridge has now ceased to exist in conse-

quence of the rupture of the bridge, and its place has been taken by a

ferry
;
the others are the Puhi-Lashkar* road already mentioned, which

conducts to the Miyanab, and the Pul-i-Bulaiti dam which affords at

passage to Bulaiti village, virtually a suburb of Shushtar on the left

bank of the Gargar, and to the country beyond.

InJiahitants ,—The present population of Shushtar is about 20,000

souls, but the place seems to be declining. The great bulk of the people

belong to an indigenous mongrel breed, unknown by any name save that

of Shushtaris, who speak a Persian patois of their own resembling (but

distinguishable from) that of the Dizfulis. All of the Shushtaris are

Shfah Muhammadans : their most prominent sections are Saiyids,

Khawanin and Mashaikh, found here as at Dizful, who number about

1,000, 500 and 500 persons respectively. The town contains no Ai^abs,

and a few Bakhtiyaris constitute the only community which is not

merged in the general body of Shushtaris : the greater homogeneity of

the population may perhaps be regarded as indicative of a municipal

existence longer or more continuous than that of Dizful*

Manufactures, occupations and trade.—

k

number of local industiues

are carried on at Shushtar. Among the articles manufacteed are woven

carpets of wool called Oilims or Haramis ;
woollen cloth for Abas ;

coarse

cotton canvas ;
light cotton stuffs for clothing ; turbans and waist cloths

;

cotton shoes ;
coats, hats and floor cloths of felt ; objects of iron, copper,

* This road no doubt led to the towu of Lasbkar or Askar Mukram while it ej^sted,

heace name of the bridge.
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brass and German silver as at Dizful ; silver work
;
glazed earthenware

;

pack and riding saddles. Oceupations not connected witli these manufac-

tures are the bui’ning of bricks^ the making of limC; the manufacture

of opium for local use and for export^ the tanning of leather, and the

dyeing of cloth. Such of the inhabitants as are not engaged in these

manufactui’es and other occupations live for the most part by wholesale or

retail trade, by agricultm-e or by religion : the residue are builders,

carpenters, muleteers and raftsmen. Shushtar is the river port of Dizful,

through which the latter receives all its imports from abroad and des-

patches all its foreign exports ; and all Dizful merchants have agents or

correspondents at Shushtar. Messrs. Lynch Brothers have a trading

agency at Shushtar
;
their representative is at present an Armenian.

Trade methods are much the same as at BizfuL The Shushtar Man is

equal to 15*487 lbs English,

lteso7irces and tfansport»—The water*supply of Shushtar is of course

unlimited. Supplies, except fuel which comes from ^Aqili and the

jungles on the DiZj are drawn chiefly from Miyftnab : food and forage

cannot be called abundant, but in good years there are considerable

stocks of both in the town. About 800 mules are owned at Shushtar, but

of these a varying number are always absent either at grazing or on

caravan. There are 20 flour mills in working order on the Gargar, but

only 10 of them can be run in the hot weather.

Admtnisto'ation and Tavenua.^—Shush.tsiTy though inferior to Dizful
in size and prosperity, is the head-quarters of the Persian administration
in Northern Arahistan and the seat of the Hakim or Governor
this distinction it no doubt owes to its historical pre-eminence,
strategic importance with regard to both hills and plains, and convenient
position upon the Karun river. The citadel or castle, formerly known
as QaPeh-i-Salasal but now generally styled simply Qa?eh-i-
Hukumati is situated, as already mentioned, upon a rocky
bluff that overlooks the headwaters of the Shatait : it contains the
Governor's palace and is adjoined by an arsenal. The aaEehis con-
structed in several tiers, is surrounded by a lofty wall and appears to
threaten rather than to protect the town. In former days it might well
have withstood siege, but its defences would be valueless against modern
artillery

; moreover, it is partially commanded at a short range by the
houses on the edge of the town, and, at longer ranges, from the further

r«oeutly a Depxity-Goveruar : seethe autiele on North^n
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side of the Shatait. The strength of the garrison is not fixed and is

usually a negligible quantity. There are at Shushtar a Persian post
office; telegraph office and customs house.

The revenue levied on the town is a part of that assessed on the district,

but it is collected separately^ it is distributed in lump sums among
the different trade guilds and the amount due from each trade is collected

by the head of the guild and paid by him to the Mustaufi.* The
following are some of the principal items ; Baqqals or general dealers,

300 Tumans per annum
\ Bazzazes or cloth merchants, 200 j

"Attars

or grocers and druggists, 120 ; copper-smiths, 14 ; Harambafs or

carpet weavers, 150. The flour mills upon the Gargar afford an annual
revenue to Government that fluctuates between 600 and 800 Tumans;
this is collected by a curious double method. The mill-owner first takes

for himself 1 Chaharak of the flom: for every Man ground and the

Government Farrash at the same time takes 2 Siyah Pul in cash from the

owner of the flour on account of every Man
;

afterwards, the money
received from the persons patronising a particular mill having been totalled

at the end of the week, the owner of the mill is required to deliver to

Government one Man of flour for every Qran which has been collected by
Government from his customers. The Governor at present holds a

monopoly of the ferry upon the Dizf&l road, for- which he pays 600

Tumans a year to the Persian Government.

Folitical matters .—Shushtar is the seat of two powerful groups of

Mujtahids who are much more influential than the Mujtahids of Dizful

:

the principal Mujtahid is at present Haji Saiyid "Abdus Samad, who
with his family owns numerous villages situated on the Gargar and

Shatait and in Miyanab and is landlord of the Hardan tribe in

Kharran. The administration of public charity and the management
of education are in their hands ;

and before the advent of the present

strong Governor in 1905 the town was virtually ruled by them, some

of the more important among the Khawanm being then the only other

persons who had any voice in public affairs. There is an Imam Jum"eh

at Shushtar as there is at Bizful. Shushtar is not now a natural

political centre, and if the Persian Governor and Mujtahids were to be

removed it would probably fall into obscurity.

A scattered town on the SatinS/h coast of the "Oman Sultanate ;
it

is 25 miles west of Masqat Town and is the first place of importance

* In 1908 tbe Mustaufi stated that the assessmei’t on the town of Shushtar, and

on the villages most closely connected with it, was 3,000 lumSns a year in cq,sh and

XOO Kharvars of grain.

SIB
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reached in Batinah from the Masqat side. Sib consists of several

detached quarters ; the aggregate number of dwellings may be about

1;000 ;
nearly all of them are huts. The principal tribes are ^Awamir

(460 houses^ including 60 of the Aulad Mahaiyi section), Baluchis and

Jadgals (200 houses)
, Siyabiyin of the Mabasili, iMahtoil and other

sections (80, 30, and 5 houses), Bani Hina of the Aulad Yusuf section

(60 houses), Aulad Hadid (50 houses), Bani ’Umr (45 houses), A1

^Umair (45 houses), Bani Jabir (30 houses), Hirth (30 houses)

and Persians (15 houses). The bazaar consists of about 50 Arab and

Persian shops, besides 8 which are kept by Hindu traders.

Extensive date groves and many gardens producing lucerne, mangoes,

limes and almonds, surround the town
; the chief resources of the

people are date and fruit-growing and fishing. Sib is the port

for Wadi Samail, so far as not served by Matrah, and for Wadi Tau
the trade of which it divides with Barkah : 10 Shashahs and 40 small

boats are owned here which do not ordinarily run further than Masqat.

Sib is cooler and healthier than Masqat, and in summer many
inhabitants of Masqat resort here and erecttemporary houses. A Wali,

whose residence is at the inner edge of the date groves about a mile

from the coast, is posted here with a detachment of 40 men commanded
by an ^Aqid to support his authority. The customs duty on goods

imported into Sib is payable at Masqat, but Zakat to the amount of

f1,000 a year is collected locally at Sib and remitted to Masqat.

SIKJlN- Turkish Iraq, a village of - some 50 mud houses with a Khail

DABilYAH and several brick enclosures, forming a stage on the main route from

Baghdad to Karbala. Sikandariyah is situated in the Qadha of

Karbala on the left bank of a canal of the same name
;

the canal

belongs to the Dairat-as-Sanijah and is fnentioned in . the article

on the Euphrates river. Cultivation is being rapidly developed,

especially to the east of the village
; there is also some grazing in

the neighbourhood, and numerous flocks and herds may be seen in

winter between Sikandariyah and Musaiyib. A school and a mosque
' here are the property of the Dairat-as-Saniyah, and that d epartment
IS represented by a local manager.^ The inhabitap.ts ,of Sikandariyah

nearly all Shi^ahs and agriculturists.
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A village of Tiirkisli ‘’Iraq on the left bank of the Shatt-al- Gharaf,

about 20 miles south-south-west of Hai Town and 30 miles north by

west of Shatrat-al-Muntafik. It is situated in the Qadha of Hai.

The population is about 1,000 souls, most of whom are Faili Kurds^

and there is a small bazaar of 20 shops. Wheat and barley are eultivated

in the neighbourhood ; but there is no accumulation of grain and no

transport. The Arabs about are Bani Hashim. The Turkish Govern-

ment is represented only by a Chaush, or Sergeant of Dhabitiyahs,

with a dozen men under him.

A fertile; cultivated strip on the coast of the Ras-al-Khaimah Dis-

trict in the Sharjah principality in Trucial ’Oman : it extends from

two or three miles south of Bams to about seven miles south of

Ras-al-Khaimah Town and is thus about 12 miles in length. On

the eastern side it is bounded by the hills of the ’Oman Promontory^

which are here live or six miles from the coast; and on the west by

the sea north of Ras-al-Khaimah Town and by red sand hills south

of that point : its extreme breadth; towards its south end; is about five

miles.

The following are its villages in order from north to south ;

—

Name, Hoported position. EEUA-BES.

Shimil

lU
6 miles inland. 200 houses of Bani fehamaili. Ihere are

60 camels, 20 cattle, 700 sheep and 4,000

date palms.

'

Ghubb
M

miles inland. 40 houses of mixed tribes. The people

own some 10 cattle, 20 donkeys, 18 camels,

50 goats and sheep and about 700 date

trees.

Hadaibah Do. 30 houses of Bayadir, owning the usual

animals and about 500 date fiees.

'Araibi 1 mile or less south-west

of the town of Eas-al-

Elhaimah.

40 houses of Bayadir, who possess the

usual animals and 600 dates.

Qawais On the sea. 7 or 8 houses of Bayadir: they have no

livestock.

* Porbions of Sir are shoini in the .maps 'Moute of Lieutenant'Colonel JB.ei'hert

LHshrowe, etc.^ 1866, and Soute tafsen hy Major P . Z* Cox, etc,, 1905*
_

- ' pA

SIKAR
(QAL’AT)

SIR
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Xame. Eeported position.

Qasaidat 14 miles south-south-

west of the town of

Ras-al-Kliaimali.

20 houses of Bayadir. The animals are

10 camels, 20 donkeys, 15 cattle and 300
sheep and goats. There are 700 dates.

Falaiyah
ut

6 miles south of Ras-al-

Khaimali Town and

4 miles from the coast.

15 families of mixed tribes. The date

plantations, containing about 300 trees,

are irrigated from wells nearly four

fathoms deep and belong to the Qawasim
of Ras-al-Khaimali. The inhabitants

have 10 camels, 26 donkeys, 10 cattle

and 50 sheep and goats,

Hail

wV

1 mile soTith of lalaiyah. 50 houses of SMhtih ; they are of the

Bani Hadiyah section, from Khasab
and Bakhah, and own some 20 camels,

50 donkeys, 20 cattle, 150 sheep and
1,000 date trees.

Fahlain 1 mile south-west of

Hail.

60 houses of ITaq[biyin, who possess 25

camels, 50 donkeys, 30 cattle, 200 sheep

and 2,000 date palras.

Tlie fixed population is thus about 2^500 souls. The houses in these

villages are mostly of mud and stone
;
a few are of gypsum stucco.

The soil of Sir is earth mixed with stones i
in parts it is sandy, hut

at the west side it becomes muddy after rain and caravans then take the

sand hills to westward. The uncultivated parts are fairly well covered

with mimosa bushes and tussocks of coarse grass. Irrigation is from

wells : there are no Falajs.

In old-fashioned books and records the whole of the Ras-al-Khaimah

District is sometimes called Seer or Julfar^^ : the latter word appears

to he a corruption of Jhfal , which is the name of a tract in the

bounds of Shimil village.

$IUHAjr ^ valley, or rather a long sinuous tract of depressed ground, in north-

(WADI) western Arabia extending from Kaf, 160 miles south-south-east of

Daraascus, to a point 2.0 miles 'west of Jauf-al-’Amir ;
its length., from

north-west to south-east, is about 140 miles. On the north-east the W adi

is bordered by the Hamad or Syrian desert, on the south-west by basaltic

~ hihs and sandhills and, towards its south-eastern end on that side, by a

plain of clayey soil and' pebbles called Basaitah The breadth
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of the Wadi varies ; near its north end at Ithrah it is about 12 miles

V'ide* The lowest part appears to be in the neig'hbourhood of Ithrah and
Kaf, where the elevation is about 1^800 feet above sea-level. There are

different routes along the valley following different series of wells, conse-

quently the accounts of travellers are difficult to compare and their stages

are rai'ely the same
; this much however is clear, that the northern half

of the Wadi is the more sandy and level and has some vegetation, while

the southern is sterile, stony and broken. Near Kaf are some saline

marshes, where the ground is difficult for camels and the surface for some

miles is covered with a dazzling white deposit of salt. The Basaitah

plain already mentioned is said to contain ostriches, and it produces Samh

seed in large quantities, which Euwalah Bedouins bring to Jatlf-al-‘’Amir

for sale. In midwinter there is sometimes hard frost in Wadi Sirhan.

The following are the chief points in Wadi Sirhan regarding which

we possess definite information

Name. Position. Nature,

^Amiri 20 to 25 miles A water place and
north-west of

Maiqum.
camping ground.

Itbrah 8 miles east by A walled village of

syl south of Kaf,
from which it is

divided by hills.

25 mud and stone

houses.

Kaf About 160 miles A walled village of

oli' south-south-e a s t

of Damascus, at

tbe north end of

Wadi Sirhan.

20 houses

>

The wells are sunk in

soft sandstone and
contain sweet and
abundant water at 1

fathom and less.

They are used by the

Shararat and by
the Hawazim section

of the Harb or

Hataim.

Corn is grown and there

is sweet water at one
fathom and less. A
Turkish official is pos-

ted here to collect the

salt tax from person**

exporting salt, of

which there are de-

posits in the vicinity.

The village stands on
the margin of some
saline marshes in a

crescent of sand-

stone and basalt hills.

A little to the north

of .the village is a

hill 260 feet high
composed of black

volcanic blocks and
surmounted ny me

6 A 2
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Name. Position. Nature, Ee]S£aiie:s.

ruins of a fort.

There is a date grove
of 450 palms which,
with some salt de-
posits 2 or 3 miles to
southward, forms the
chief resource of the
place. The salt is

purified by crystal-

lisation and becomes
very white but re-

tains a bitter taste.

It seldom rains here,

and the summer is

hotter than at Jauf-
al-*Amir. The people
wear Bedouin costume
and many of them
suffer from ophthal-
mia. In 1877 the
village acknowledged
Ibn Rashid and paid
an annual tribute of

£4.

Maiqnm 50 miles west by
n<*rth^ of Jauf^
al-^Amir.

A watering place and
camping ground.

The wells are 6 fathoms
deep and the water is

sweet. The place is

frequented by the
Shararat.

I^atq Abu Qasr 12 miles north-west
of ’Amiri.

Do. This is a station of the
Shararat and of

the Hawazim section
of the Harb or

Hataim. The wells

are sunk in sandstone
and contain sweet
water at 1 fathom
or less.

Wilisit

JQiWWi^

Rather nearer to
KSfJihan to Jauf •

al-’Amir.

Wells. The spot is hidden
among sand hillocks

covered with brush-
wood and has a few
stunted palms.

Wadi Sirhan belongs to the Shararat and is visited also by the

Hawazini section of the Harb or Hataira and by the ^Anizah, both
Ruwalah and Bishr, With Jauf-al-^Amir it formerly belonged to the
,Jabal Sliammar principality^ but *Kaf and Ithrah at the north end
-appear no-w to have passed under Turkish domination.
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A depressed tract in Najd, situated in the desert between Shaqrah

and 'Anaizah j
it is said to be about 40 miles in length from north to

south and 20 mdes in breadth. Wadi-as-Sirr contains wells and springs,

but its drainage is stated to have no outlet. It is traversed by the route

between 'Auaizah and Shaqrah and is separated from the latter place

by a tract of red sandhills. Wadi-as-Sirr contains the following S

villages :

—

sma
(WADI-AS

m

Name* Position. HoQSes and inhabitants. Bemaeks.

'Ayun-as-Sii-

waina*

One stage from
Mudhnib on the

way the Shaqrah*

120 mud houses of

Hataim.
’A y a n-a s-S u w a i n a*

possesses 15 small date

plantations and cereals

are grown. There are

one large and two small

Spiings. The place is

poswsiidr connected with
'Uniyat (see article

Najd, Route V).

Sarrud-as-Sirr
w w

One fitage from
Shaqrah on

the way to

Mudhnib.

100 mud and brick

houses of settled

Harb and other

Arabs*

The village is walled.

There are 5 or 6 plan-

tations of dates, and
good water in wells

8 to 9 fathoms deep.

The place is possibly

connected with 'Ainu-
as-Siir (see article

BTajd, Route V).

Faidhah. About midway
between ’Ayuii-

as-Sirr and Bar-

rM-as-Sirr.

60 mnd. houses of

Hataim and Bani

Tamim.

Faidliah is suiTonnded

by a wall with towers,

and there are a few
outlying towt'rs to

protect cultivation.

There are several date

groves, and the wells are

6 to 7 fathoms deep.

’Ataibah and Mutair
encamp here occa-

sionally.

A fortified desert residence of the Shaikh of Kuwait, 8 juiles south- SIRRAH
south-east of Kuwait Town : it was built about 1900. The fort is {QASR-AS*1

oblong and measures 150 by 120 feet ! there is a tower at each comer.

The walls are of mud faced with gypsum plaster, 12 feet high and 2

feet thick ; they are not loopholed, The only entrance is in the north

face. The fort stands at an elevation of 180 feet above the sea upon the
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Iiig']iest of iiilf & dozen lov MEs, and it is suppUed with water from weEs

GO to 70 feet deep; the water is good and abundant for this part of the

emrntry, and the Shaikh when living at Kuwait sometimes obtains his

supply from here. About 12 miles south and slightly east of Sirrah are

the wells of Thamilat-ayAtul (so eaUed from a section of the

’Ajinaii tribe) of which the water is always sweet.

In English maps of a former period shown as “Surdy”. An island

in the middle of the Persian Gulf, 40 miles south by west of

Bustaneh, which is the nearest point upon the Persian Coast. In

shape it is a truncated wedge, 8^ miles in length from east to west,

2| miles broad at the eastern end, and 1 mile across at its western

extremity ; it is low, sandy and bare of natural vegetation, with many
small detached hills of dark colour, none of which exceed 50 feet in

height. On all sides the sea is deep at more than \ a mile off shore, and

on the east and south-east sides the deep water comes close in ; the

anchorages are all indifferent.

There are two permanent villages on the island : BEad ZaraEyah

jJlj and Bilad Ghawawis .

Bilad Zara’iyah is situated towards the north-eastern corner of the

island and consists ofa dozen mud huts tena.ufced by Abu Dastur _jjI

Arabs; the Abu Dastur are one of the divisions of the Arabs of the

Persian Coast who are known under the general name of Pawarisj in

religion those of Sirri are Sunnis of the Hanbali school. The village

possesses a date grove of about 500 trees, and the inhabitants cultivate

a little wheat and barley and some melons and onions for their own
.-consumption. Irrigation is from a group of 12 weEs called TuiNaWh
i*" about « fathoms deep, which provide a fair supply of good
water ; but it seems that at some previous time water was more plentiful

than it is now, and the cultivation of the village more extensive.

Livestock at Bilad Zarahyah are 20 donkeys, 12 well-bullocks, 12 milch
<Jows..and’400 sheep and '.goats. There ai-e no Iroats.

: '- -Bilad Ghawawis is situated on the south-eastern coast of Siri-i opposite
..the anchor-age marked in the Admiralty Chart. It is occupied by 40
. faimires of SEdaiiand 30 of- Huvalah; all originally from the coast of

Pewid
fro^Jte.sea is .given

,

in- Chart ]!T«..2873-2837A
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Trucial 'Oman ; ttey are Hanbali Sunnis and, as the name of the village

imports, they subsist chiefly by pearl-diving. At this village there

are no animals and no cultivation, but the people own 15 Sambubs

for pearling on the Arabian banks and 30 small Baqarahs which are

used for pearl-diving and fishing round the island. Their drinKng

water is from a single well called Bu Surjj-jJ, about- 600 yards

north-west of the village, which yields an abundant supply but inferior

in quality to the water of Tui Na’amih.

There has been a Persian flagstaff on Sim since 1887, and since

1899 it has been located at Bilad Ghawawls. In 1904 two Tufangchis

of the Imperial Persian Customs were stationed at Bilad Ghawawls,

where they are now in charge of the Persian flag and collect duty on

all imports reaching the island not covered by an exemption pass

from Lingeh. From 1887 until recently tithes used to be collected on

Sirri after each harvest by an emissary of the Deputy-Governor of

Ling^eh, and the island is apparently regarded by the Persian

Government as belonging to their Lingeb District j but the title of

Persia to Shri is not admitted by the British Government, and the

Shaikh of Sharjah has certain hereditary claims to the island.*

\n island of the Bahrain archipelago, the third of the group both SITEAHt

in size and importance. It lies off the east coast of Bahrain island,

from which it is separated by a narrow and shallow chamiel on its

south-west side. Sitrah island measures H miles from north to south and

tapers from the north, wha-e it is H miles broad, to its southern

extremity. The northern part is exceedingly fertile, watered from both

springs and wells and covered with high date palms; it contains 7

viUages of Baharinah, of which the laa-gest is Kharijryah. The

remainder of the island is an expanse of sand, raised only a few mches

above high-water level ;
the only viUage in this part is Umm-al-Bm

^

,

near the southeim extremity, which is inhabited by Surinis. As in

Bahrain the only crops grown, besides dates
rThalif

vegetables. Sitrah forms a valuable part of the fief held by KM
bi'Ali, a brother of the Shaikh of Bahrain «. his summer- residence

is a bastioned house at Kharijiyah,

* Inforniation about the status of Siitiis

the Government of India for February 1905.

f The more important authorities, maps,

the general article Bahrain principality.

contained in the Foreign Proceedings of

charts, etc., are specided in a footnote to
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The principal places and features of interest on or connected with

Sitrah island^ some of which have already been mentioned above^ are as

follow :

—

Name. Position. Nature. Bemabks,

Paidh (Halat-
Umm-ah)

tt)

On the east side of
the island, at its

southern extre-

mity.

A village of 30 huts
of pearl divers
and fishermen of the
’Utub and Murai-
khat.

The site is low and
sandy, and only a
few inches above high
water level. There
are 7 donkeys and
6 cattle here.

Dav (D5hat Ban-
dar-ad-)

jv>3j

On the east coast of
the island, IJ-miles
from its southern
extremity.

A place of embarkation
and disernhaikation
only. No houses.

The^ usual starting
point of residents on
the east side of
Bahrain island
when proceeding to
Qatar. Fishermen
of *Aqur, Nuwaidrat,
Tubli and other
villages on Bahrain
island keep their
boats here.

Halah or Halat On the north coast
of the island.

A hamlet of 10 huts
of Baharinah.

The usual landing place
for passengers
arriving by boat
from Manamahor
Mnharraq Town.

Kharijijah Near the west coast,
1 mile from the
north end of
island.

50 reed huts of
Baharmah. who
are pearl divers,
fishermen and
mat makers.

There is fort in which
Shaikh hZhalid, who
is lord of the island,

and brother of the
, regnant Shaikh of

Bahrain, generally
resides in the hot
weather. There are
1,600 date palms

;

also 13 donkeys and
3 cattle.

Marqnban Near the centre part
of the ialand, about
a mile from its

north end.

30 huts of Bahar-
inah, pearl divers
and cultivators.

Situated on the edge of
the date groves. The
palms are about 5,000,
donkeys number 6
and cattle 6.

Mnhazzah '

w
On the east coast,
near the north end
of the island.

60 reed huts. The people
are the same as at
Quryah.

The village is partly on
the coast and partly
scattered in adjacent
date plantations.
Close to it is a good
spring of fresh

- water which feeds a
tank 50 yards west
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Name, Position, Natare,

of the village. Vessels
here are 30 Shu’ais
and Samhnka and 1

Mashnwah or jolly-

boat, Dates number
about 4,300 trees, and
there are 4 donkeys
and 7 cattle.

Qasfiarain 600 yards from
the north side of

Sitrah island.

2 rocky islets. There are no houses or
fresh water, hut
Wa’im Bedouins
encamp ou them in
the hot weather to
escape the files.

Quryali Close to the north-
west corner of the

island.

40 reed huts of

Baharinab. who are

cultivators, fisher-

men and pearl

divers.

There are numerous
gardens belonging
to Shaikh Khalid,
brother of the Shaikh
of Babrain. Nine-
teen Shu’ais and

1

Samhuks are owned
1 here, and there are

over 7,000 date trees.

Donkeys number 7

1

and cattle 2.

Raha (’Ain-ar-) On the north side®

of the island

between Quryah
and Halat villages,

in a date grove

160 yards from
the beach.

A fine spring of fresh

water.

'

Water is collected in

a masonry tank of
good construction,

and thence di'^trihut-

ed by plastered

channels to the
gaidens around.

Sufalali On the east coast,

miles from the

north end of the

island.

60 mat huts occupied

by Babarinali
who are cultiva-

tors fiebermen and
pearl divers.

The water-supply is

from the excellent

spring at Muhazzah.
To the north are date

groves ;
to the south

a low-lying stretch

of sand. Sailing

vessels owned here

are 19 Shti’ais and
Samhuks.

^
Date

palms are estimated

at 4,000. Donkeys
number 11 and cattle

3.

Tarif (Qasslir

Bin-)
260 yards from the

north-west corner

of the island.

A rooky islet. Nairn Bedouins

encamp on it in the

hot weather.
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Name. Position, Nature. Bemassb.

Wadijan f of a mile east-

south-east of

Xharijiyah.

60 reed huts of

Babarinah, who
are fishermen and

pearl divers.

On the southern

fringe of the date

groves. A fine spring

of water, rising close

to the village, is

extensively applied to

irrigation. Date
trees are about 4,000.

In tie table above, bouses of negroes have not been distinguished

from the houses of the community among whom they live.

Of the vessels owned in the island are used as pearl boats,

SITABITIN Singular is Siyabi . A somewhat widely distributed but

not very numerous tribe of the ^Oman Sultanate, Ghafiri in polities and

Ibadhi in religion. None of them are genuine Bedouins. They are

disposed to friendship with the Bani Jahir and to enmity with the

Nidahiyin, Bani Battash, Bani ^Arabah and Hadadabah.

The Siyabiym are found chiefly in Hajar and the Masqat District,

their principal settlements being in Wadi Mansah at Nafa^ah (300

houses) I in Wadi Samail at Sib-adh-Dhafar (4i0 houses), Ghail»ad-Dakk

(aO houses), Ghubrah (25 houses), Dan (20 houses), Bidbid (20 houses),

Mizra^ (30 houses), Qurta^ (50 houses), Milaiyinah (20 houses) and

^Amqat (15 houses)
;
in Wadi Bani Kharus at Malialil (20 houses) and

Salaiyah (10 houses) and also at ’Awabi ; in Wadi Saijani at Rissah

(20 houses) and Saijani (100 houses)
;
in Wadi Para* at Falaj Shirah (50

houses) and, Misfah (50 houses) ; in Wadi Khabbah at Khabbah

(50 houses)
;
in Wadi Tayin at Ghubrat-at-Tam (60 houses)

;
in Wadi

Boshar at Sa’al (20 houses), Ghallah (15 houses) and both Misfahs

(40 houses) in Wadi Hisail at Marairat (3 houses), Jafnain (10

houses) and Risail (10 houses). They occur also in Batinah at Sib (65

houses) and Barkah (20 houses) and are represented at Matrab. Their

total number is thus roughly about 5,500 souls. Those at Rissah

in Wadi Saijani belong to a section called Mubasili .

Some of the Siyabiym are rich, but the tribe generally are not held

in much repute. Nafa*ah is the tribal capital and the residence of the

chief of their Shaikhs, Saif-bin-Muhsin.
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I'his is aa important administrative division of the 'Oman Sultanate
: SOHAR

it comprises the whole western half of the Batinah District. Sohar is in

charge of a Wali of the Sultan of 'Oman who has his seat at Sohar WILATAT
Town ;

it is composed of 4 administrative subdivisions, which are, and

.in order from south-east to north-west, Saham, Sohar Proper, Liwa and

Shinas. Sohar Proper is under the direct supervision of the Wali and

details concerning it are given below ; the other three subdivisions, each

governed by an official subordinate to the Wali of Sohar, form the subjects

of separate articles. The valleys of Western Hajar from Wadi 'Ahin

to Wadi-al-Qor inclusive are regarded as pertaining, along with the

faibes that inhabit them, to the Sohar Wilayat; but the degree of control,

if control it can be called, exercised by the Wali over this part of his

charge is slight.

The Sohar Wilayat resembles the rest of Batinah in most of its

physical features. Springs, however, ocem- at Palaj-al-Hijari, 'Auhi

and Palaj-al-Qabail ;
elsewhere, as is usual in Batinah, water is from

wells.

The chief places in the subdivision of Sohar Proper, in their order

from south-east to north-west, ai’e the following

Name* Posttlou. Houses and inliabitants. Beuabes.

K-hislidah On the coast. 100 houses of Bani

Kashid.

The people are fisheimen

aud have 500 date

trees, 30 camels, 70
donkeys, 1 60 cattle

and 200 sheep aud
goats.

Majiz-al-

WablbaTi

Do. 100 honses of"^

A1 Wahibah.
j

These villages are

separated only by a

short interval. There

!

i

are dates and the

people fish but have

no seagoing boats.
1

Maiiz-an-j^u-

wafil'

Do. 300 houses ofJ The Wahibah village

NuwSfil. has 500 date palms,

60 camels, 40 donkeys,

JiljjJI
^ .

- 100 cattle and 250

sheep and goats; the

other has 700 dates,

40 camels, SO

donkeys, 60 cattle

- and 150 sheep and

goats.

*

AwaiQSfc
Do. ] 00 houses of Wadi-al-Hilti reaches

Shawafi’ and of the sea between this

oliVy: Maqabil of the place and Sawaibarah.
••jr

Samah section. Here there are 600 date
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Name* Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemaiies.

1

I

i

S

1

palms, 20 camels, 30
donkeys, 25 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

Wadi-al-Hilti reaches

the sea hereabouts by
various branches.

Sawaitarah

i

On the coast.

i

100 houses of

Fawaris.
Date palms number 1,000.

There are 25 camels, 20
donkeys, 80 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

SohaT Town ! ... See article Sohar Town.

Himbar

jU^

About a mile in-

land of the H»-
rat-ash-Sh a i k h
quarter of Sohar
Town

90 houses of

Maqabil.
Livestock are 30 camels
‘20 donkeys, 40 cattle and
200 sheep and goats.

There are 300 date

trees.

Waqibah About a mile in-

land of the walled
town of Sohar*

100 houses of Bam
Ghaith.

i

Dates nnmber 200;
animals are 40 camels,

26 donkeys, 40 cattle

and 100 sheep and goats.

Fitnah About i a mile in-
land of the walled
town of Sohar#

20 houses of Bani
Ghaith.

...

Sbiluh On the coast. 100 houses of
Baluchis.

SallSa
^

w
On the coast 2 i

miles north-north-
west of Sohar
Town.

160 houses of
Fawaris, Balu-
chis and mixed
tribes.

Wadi-al-Jizi reaches the

sea here on the north-

west side of the village.

Resources are 80 camels,

20 donkeys, 20 cattle,

100 sheep and goats and
600 date trees. Wsdi-
al-Jizi reaches the sea

immediately to the

north, of Sallan.

Taraif

(Ji^

One mile inland of
Sal Ian, south-west
wards.

200 houses of
Maqalbil, some
of whom are of the
Samah section.

• • •

'AuM 3J miles west of
Sallan and 2)
miles from the
sea.

100 houses of

Bidarln

said to be Dawa
sir from ITajd.

The residents are agents

and cultivators for the

owners of the land who
live in Sohar Town.
Dates, limes and man-
goes are grown by Falaj

- -
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Name. Position, Houses and inhabitants.
1

BeMASKS.

irrigation. The palms
number 800, and there

are 70 donkeys, 60
cattle and 400 sh.eep and
goats. 8ome laud and
palms here, worth $300
a year, are the private
property of the present
Sultan of ’Oman
(Saiyid Faisal).

FSsiqah Oa tlie coast, 4

miles nortli-west

of Salkn.

150 hoTises of mixed
tribes.

There are 1,000 date-
palms, 85 camels, 30
donkeys, 60 cattle and
150 sheep and goats.

Falaj-al-Qab»il

JL>U5JI ^
4 miles inland,

so ath -weatward s,

from I’asiqah.

800 houses of Bani
Jabir of the
Ma’amarah sec-

tion.

The dwellings are mostly
temporary, the inhabit-
ants being nomadic

;

resources are 4,000 date
palms, 500 camels, 80
cattle and 1,000 sheep
and goats.

Sanqar On the ooaat. 40 to 50 bouses of
Na’im of the
Kil&binah section.

The people fish and own
a few small boats and
about 400 date palms,
but they have almost
no livestock.

’Amq

6^

Majis

Do.

Do. 2 miles iiorth-

!
west of FS«iqah.

40 houses of Baui
Jabir of the
Ma’amarah sec-

tion.

200 houses of

Baluchis and
Bani Kahail.

Do., but the
number of palms here
is about 300.

There are no sea-going
boats but about 20 used
for fishing. Dates,

fishing and a little trade
are the resources of the
place. There are 400
date palms, 20 cattle

and 80 sheep and goats.

GhadhfSn A mile or less from
the sea, to the

west of Majis.

250 houses of Bani
'Dmr.

The dwellings are mostly
temporary, the inhabi-

tants being nomadic 5

date palnQS number
6,000 and there are

70 camels, 100 cattle

and 200 sheep and
goats.

Hadd
w

A mile or less from
the sea to the
north-w e s t of
Ghadhfan.

1
.

"

60 houses of Bani
'Dmr.

The dwellings are mostly
temporary, the inhabit- -

ants being nomadic

;

there are 2,000 date

trees, 8 camels, 60
donkeys and 700 goats

and sheep.
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The total hsed population of the sub-Wilajat is thus about 20^000

souls.

In the Trhole Wilayat practically no substantial houses are found

except at Sohar Town^ Bu Baqarah and Murair ; there are one or two

also at the subdivisional headquarters of Saham^ Liwa and Shinas.

Huts of date branches are the usual hind of dwelling. The subject of

trade^ so far as trade exists in the Wilayat, is dealt with in the

articles on the subdivisions and on Sohar Town.

The revenue of the whole Sohar Wilayat, to which for fiscal purposes

Hibi in western Hajar is attached, amounts to $10,000 in customs duty

proper and $15,000 in Zakat; the whole of this, however, is swallowed

up by the expenses of the local administration, nothing remaining over

to be remitted to the central treasury at Masqat.

SOHAE

,UP-

TOWN

An important town on the Batinah coast of the ^Oman Sultanate, the

seat of government of the whole western half of Batinah and the port

of Wadis ^Ahin, Hilti, Jizi, Bani ^Umr-al-Gharbi and, to a certain

extent, of the Baraimi Oasis. Sohar is situated on the coast about 34

miles north-west of Khaburah and 30 south-east of Shinas : Baraimi

lies about 65 miles from it, almost due west. A remai'kable isolated hill

1,550 feet high, to Europeans known as Sohar Peak but by Arabs called

Hurah Barghah ^ 8;;^, rises 14 miles inland to the west-south-west

of Sohar.

The town of Sohar proper contains about 800 houses, of which half

belong to Persians, 100 to Bayasirah and 40 or 50 to Baharinah : the

rest of the population belong to miscellaneous tribes among whom the

Yahamidah though now reduced to a few families, appear to be

universally known. The town proper is walled upon the landward sides

and contains a huge, square, 4-storeyed fort of brick
;
parts of the works

connected with it have a Portuguese appearance.

Several villages upon the coast adjoining Sohar are reckoned quarters

of the town. On the north-west side there is only one such quarter,

Hadhirah a place of 250 houses inhabited by Baluchis and

divided from the town proper by a small creek which extends about 300

yards" inland
;
half a mile north-west of Hadhirah another creek breaks

the line of coast and i'uns southwards for 600 yards in a direction roughly
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pArallsl to tli6 shore. On the other side of the to^wii the exterior
quarters, proceeding south-eastwards along the coast, are

Name of quarter.

Harat Shlzao

Houses and inhabitants.

80 houses of Persians.

Eemabks.

The inhabitants are
workers, weavers
bakers.

silk-

and

H5rat-as-Subarah

is^ f iji (,A.

120 houses of
Baluchis,

Arabicised The people cultivate dates.

Harat-ash-Shaikh

Ghaihash-Shahul

v^«J|

120 houses of Fawaris. Po*

60 houses of Shabul, Do.

Tlie houses in the town proper are of mud and stone, and those in the

extra-mural quarters are huts. The total population of Sohar is pro-

bably about 7,500 souls.

The Batinah date belt is about 8 miles deep at Sohar, and the palms

belonging* to the town are estimated at 15,000 to 20,000 ; there is conse-

quently great abundance of dates, and mangoes also are plenljiful, but

ordinary cultivation, which is chiefly of lucerne, wheat and sugar, is

insignificant. The remains of an ancient stone aqueduct called Falaj-al-

Mu^tavidh which once brought water a distance of 14 or 15

miles from Wadi-al-Jizi near Hurah Barghah to Sohar town, are still

traceable for the greater part of the way.

The Sohar bazaar contains about 200 shops. The only industry at

Sohar town, except tanning in which about 12 households are engaged, is

the manufacture of silken turbans and lungis which find a sale at Masqat

;

but local weaving has been nearly extinguished by the competition of

cheap Indian manufactures. The principal exports of the circumjacent

district which are shipped at Sohar are dates, ghi, dried limes, cow-hides

and goat-skins ; these are mostly destined for Masqat. _ Three Khojah

and 6 Hindu traders are settled at Sohar, some on their own account and

some as agents for Masqat merchants ; they deal in cloth, flour and i*ice

which they obtain from Masqat. Here the Indians do not engage in the

date trade, the whole surplus stock being cleared off by boats which

come from the coast of Trucial - OmaXL, Masqat and other places to

purchase. About 8 sea-going Badans running to Masqat and Makran

ftre owned here^esides some 80 ^mailer craft.
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SDBAIH
(QASRAL)

SUDAH
8(1^^

Sohar town is tie seat o£ the Sultan of ’Oman’s Wall for all Western

Batinah j
this individual resides in the fort and has at his disposal a

force of about 30 men. A wet ditoh^ staaiing from the head of the

creek between Hadhirah and the town proper, girdles the latter on the

landward side, keeping dose to the outside of the town wall, and rejoins

the sea between the town proper and Harat Shizao.

A considerable village in the Sanjaq of Hasa it is situated in the

Biyadh tract (I), about 4 miles from the coast midway between Jubail-

al-Bahri and Ras-ad-Dafi. The village consists of the Qasr proper, a

fortified enclosure, and of about 850 permanent date-stick huts by which

it is surrounded. Tbe Qasr is described as about the same size as the

Shaikh of Bahrain’s fort at Manamah and its armament consists of

6 muzzle-loading guns, in good order and well oiled, which have been

there for many years. The fort was in a ruinous condition and the

exterior village did not exist until 1905, when the fort was rebuilt and

the village was founded by the Shaikhs of the Had-hud and Dhahairat

subsections of the Al Subaih section of the Bani Khalid, as a base of

operations against the Mutair and Al Morrah tribes. The Shaikhs of

the Had-hud and Dhahairat now reside permanently in the fort, and the

paramount Shaikh of the Al Subaih section camps periodically in the

vicinity. The inhabitants of the place, which is also known as Qasr

Mar’ubr vjfy regard themselves as out of reach of the Turks.

An extensive plain forming the southernmost district of the Kuwait
Principality. It lies on the sea

j is bounded on the north by the district

of Blazaim, from which the Maqta’ stream divides it ; reaches on the

west to the eastern extremity of the Dhula’-al-Mi’aijil range and to

the Na airlyah hiU at the head of Wadi-al-lliyah : southwards it is

bounded by Radaif, Sabhkhat-al-Mutaya and Zor-al-Audhan in the
HasaSanjaq. At its north end it includes, the Labihah plain. The
length of Sudah from north-north-west to south-south-east is thus about
60 miles j its surface is said to be very level, consisting of a dark firjn
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Band. There are no trees, but Rimth, 'Andal, 'Arfaj and Thamam afford

camel and other grazing. The following are the principal inland features

of the district :—

Name, Position.

i

Gharaoter.

f

Remarks.

’Al’af
w .

8 milos west of
Jabal ’Amudah.

Wells. The water is drink-
able ; depth of the
wells is 15 feet.

’Arq

3f

12 miles north-
north-west of
Takhadid, 18
miles south-south-
eaat of Maraghah
in Hazaim^ and
perhaps 20 miles
from the sea.

Do. Water almost undrink-
able ; depth 12 feet.

Ba’a.1

JUj
Towards the south-
west corner of the
Sudah district.

Plateau or flat-topped

hill.

About 6 miles in dia-

meter. Bedouins
often encamp here
and obtain water
from Haqair which is

several miles to the
east or north-east.

Hamudh 20 to 25 miles north
by west of the
Na'airzyah hill.

Wells. Water at 12 feet

;

slightly brackish.

Kaqair

or

Inqair

12 miles south-
south-east of
Hamudh and
several miles east

or north-east of
the Ba’al plateau.

Do.

Kaqirah

^a]
or

Inqairah

4 miles north of

Naqair.

Do. Water sweet ; depth
of wells 12 feet.

ShadH Some miles west of
'Arafjiyah.

Do. Depth b’teet; some of
the wells are sweet

;

the water of *thers

is undrinkable

.

TakLadid 12 miles south-
south-east of ’Arq
and 11 north-
north-west of
Hamudh,

Do. Water sweet ; depth of
wells 12 feet.

'
'

6 B
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s5dan

SJJLTATJ
(AL BIT)
yUai-wy jy

The principal features of the coast of Sudah are described in the

ai’ticle upon the Kuwait Principality : in order from north to south they

are*—Eas-al-Khafji, Hadd-al-Misha’ Jazirat-al-Maqta’, Bandar Mis-

ha’abj Jahal ’Amudah^ Bu Rasain, Eas-as-Safaniyah, Dohat-al-Kharais,

Eas-at-Tanajibj Dohat Balhul and Jahal Manifah.

Sing*ular Suwaidi . A tribe of Trucial ’Oman, Qatar and

Bahrain
;
they are closely connected with the Kunud, and their descent

from Aswad-al-Eindi—supposed to have been an immigrant from Yaman

in the time of Muhammad—is generally admitted.

In Trucial ’Oman the Sudan have 375 houses at Abu Dhabi Town

and 30 at Batin in the Abu Dhabi Principality
;
250 at Dibai Town,

300 at Sharjah Town and 20 on Bu Musa Island in the Shaikhdom of

Sharjah
;
and 12 at ’Ajman : in all nearly 1,000 houses. In Qatar they

occm’ at Dohah, 80 houses, and in Bahrain at Hadd, 10 houses. On

Sirri Island there are about 40 families. The total number of the tribe

may consec^uently be estimated at about 5,500 souls, of whom almost

5,000 reside in the ports of Trucial ’Oman.

There is little to differentiate the Sudan of Trucial ’Oman from the

other tribes among whom they dwell ; but those of Qatar are distin-

guished from most of their Sunni neighbours by being Hanabilah and

not Muwalik
;

their two principal divisions are the A1 Kamdha and

the Al Salmin. The northern Sudan of Qatar were once an influential

community ; but after 1867 their power declined, in consequence of

the attack made on Dohah in that year by the Shaikhs of Bahrain

and Abu Dhabi ; they now live by pearl dealing, by pearl diving and

by seafaring occupations.

A iribe of which the population of the Hillah Qadha in Turkish

’Iraq is to a large extent composed : they seem to occupy the whole, or

nearly the whole, of the Barmanah and Mamduhiyah subdivisions of the

district, which follow one another on the left bank of the Euphrates

below Hillah Town, The Al Bu Sultan are also found in the Najaf
Qadha.
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The following are some of the better known sections of the Al Bu

Sultan :

—

^Abdullah (Al Bu)
a>

iJUl Odi: Khalil (Al Bu)

^Anah (Al Bu) dip Maraizah (Al Bu)
;

Daghairat Mansur (Al Bu)

Darwlsh (Al Bu) Masahd (Al Bu)

Gharan (Al Bu) vylfi Salih (AlBu)

Hamad (Al Bu) Samandar (Al Bu)

Hamdah (Al Bu) Saqar (Al Bu)

Harish (Al Bu) Shakair (Al Bu)

Husain ^Ali (Al Bu) Shaiifat

Isa (Al Bu) Shawi (Al Bu)

Janabiyin Talabah (Al Bu)
,

(UXb

Jaraiyat
m

Thabit (Al Bu)

Jarbu’ Zahairiyah
w

Jasim (Al Bu) and

Kasairat Zuwain

The Karakishah tribe are sometimes spoken of as a section of the

Al Bu Sultan^ so also the ’Uwaisat.

The Al Bu Sultan are poorly armed and have few horses : there is

enmity between them and the Jahaish, They are a sedentary tribe,

Singular Salaiti A tribe found at the - present day almost STJLUTAH
entirely in Qatar and described as a- branch of- the Bani Malik.

According to some: authorities they arrived from an original seat in

Turkish ’Ira(J by way of .Persia and should therefore be * classed as

HHwalah.^ but statement and inference are both doubtful. They have

650 houses at Dohali in Qatar and 1

0

,

at Halat-as-Sulutah in Bahrain

,

6 B 8
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they live by pearl diving, pearl dealing, navigation, and the breeding of

cattle and camels. The Sulutah are Maliki Snnnis and appear to be of

restless habits. A number of them immigrated into Bahrain with the

’TJtub in 1783
;
and some were settled at Dammam in the Qatif Oasis

during the earlier part of the 19th century. The descendants of

those who went to Bahrain, finding themselves on the losing side when

Shaikh ^Isa was established as Shaikh of Bahrain in 1869, fled back

to Qatar ;
but a few of them returned to Bahrain in 1898 in con-

sequence of trouble between the Shaikh of Ddhah and the Wali of

Basrah.

SUlffAIS* walled village on the east coast of Qatar, situated at the bottom of

HLAS, a small bay about midway between Lusail and Khor Shaqiq. One mile

east of it, at the southern point of the same bay, is the village of Dha’Sin

with which it is intimately connected. Sumaismah is inhabited by about

^50 families of the Al Bu Knwarah tribe, and there are also a few

Kibfsah. There are 50 pearl boats here, also 10 other sea-going vessels

and 10 fishing boats. Livestock include 6 horses and 70 camels.

Drinking water is obtained from the wells of ^Awainat Bin-Husain, 4

miles to the westward : near the village there is also a small well called

Khariqat Sumaismah, but its water is bitter.

SIJHUAN A huge district, the northern part of which is claimed by the present

Shaikh of Kuwait as part of his territory ;
it lies between the

DahSuah desert on the west and the districts of Dibdibah and Shaqq,

the Abu Dhahair hiUs and the Taff hills in Hasa on the east. Summan

extends approximately from the latitude of Hafar on the north to the

route between Riyadh and Hofuf on the south, and possibly beyond;

its length from north-west to south-east is thus at least 240 miles.

It is divided, half way between the extreme points mentioned, by the

Wahrah route from Kuwait to Kajd ;
and its breadth, which at Wabrah

is 90 miles, diminishes southwards to about 20 miles at the place where

the road between Riyadh and Hofiif crosses it.

Entered from the Kuwait side, by the 'Wahrah route, the Summan is

at first a confused region of earthy mounds and flat-topped sandstone
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hills, througlL which run shallow winding valleys that in spring are

brightened here and there by wild jdowers, grass and shrubs. Further on

the hills become more entangled, and the celebrated wells, cross-roads and

camping ground of Wabrah are reached. Beyond Wabrah the country

becomes again more open ; the valleys, broad and flat-bottomed, run with

winding courses almost noith and south, while the hills, low, level and less

iiTegularly disposed, are frequently ribanded near their bases with brick*

colour or, when their form is conical, exhibit brick-red in their summits.

A baiTen and glaring tract follows and is succeeded by a second labyrinth

of valleys, but the aspect of the country is now milder. The last ^0

miles, as the western border of the Summan is approached, consists of

broken ground with patches of grass and brushwood ; it gradually opens

into undulating plains, with outcrops of sandstone, which end abruptly

at the sandy barrier of the Dah^Lnah.

On the Riyadh-Hofuf road the Summan presents towards the west

scarped and embayed cliffs from 50 to 100 feet high, and on this parallel

the central portion consists of bare plains, reaching to the horizon and

strewn with gravel and small stones, that afford no fuel and no grazing

for camels.

After good rain there is admirable pasture throughout the greater

part of the Summan, better than that of the Dd/h^liah. The common

brushwood of the tract is a kind of wild myrtle; and sour sorrel, said

to have been introduced by the Turks in Hasa, is abundant. In spring

wild parsley and various wild flowers are seen.*

The Arabs who encamp in Summan are nearly all Mutair ,* but

towards the south end there are some ’Ajman who occupy it in common

with the Mtttair. The tract is visited also by Bani Khalid^ QahtSU

and SabaF.

The. best known wells in the Summan are those of Wabrah, but

it also contains those of Safah, mentioned in the articles on Hafar and

Dhula'-al-HFaijil.

A division of the Muhtafik SanjSq of the Basrah WilSyat in Turkish

^Iraq.

•Mer faftvWYiAtfnu about the botany and geology Of Sums^ is oontamed in

Felly's Sepof^ on a. Journegto the Wcthabee Capital, especially Appendices Tl and

III. ,

s9(i-ASl-
SHUYUKH

Of"
QASXA
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PosiUoii and hoiindaries.—This Qadha lies upon Both sides of tlie

Euphrates river, nearly all of it below the town from which it takes its

name. It is bounded by the Qadha of Shatrat-al-^Amarah on the

norths by that of Qumah on the east, by the Shamiyah desert on the

south and by the Easiriyah Qadha on the west.

To]j}ogra]i'hy and inhabitants .—The town of Suq-ash-Shuyukh is the

only place of importance in the Qadha, unless Garmah and

Hammar are to be reckoned as being the“ headquarters of

Nahiyahs. Hammar is situated at the eastern end of the district, on the

left ’ bank of the Euphrates at the place where it is joined by the

principal channel of the Shatt-al-Gharaf, viz,) about 35 miles by water

below Suq-ash-Shuyukh and on equal distance above Madinah. The

Euphrates and the large marshes formed by the meeting of that river

with the Shatt-al-Gharaf are the distinctive features of the district.

The people of the country are Muntafik, Bani Asad, Ahl-al-Jazair, Bani

Mansur and Bani Sa-’id
;
and Hammar, from the inhabitants of the

marshes surrounding it, is sometimes spoken of as Bani Asad.’’^

Populations—The fixed population of the Qadha is placed at

86,000 souls : except some 3,000 Sunni Muhammadans, 700 Sabians

and 300 Jews, all are Shi^ah Arabs, The general health is not good in

consequence of the marshes.

Resources.—Large parts of the district consist merely of swamp ;
and

the productions, vegetable and animal, are those of the wetter portions

of Hraq, Large quantities of matting are made from reeds and some

matting is exported,

Administration.'^Sixq-B>Bh-Shuynkhi contains, besides the ^arkaz or

headquarters Nahiyah, two others, viz., Garmah and Hammar. There is

generally a military detachment about 100 strong at Hammar, furnished

(it seems probable) from the cantonment of Khamisiyah nearer to

Suq-aSh-ShLuyukh. Hammar is a telegraph station. The Dairat-as-

Saniyah department holds land in the Qadha and is represented by a

Mamurat Hammar.

'

and mnnioipality, m Tmkieh situated tor the

^ 'raost part’ en.tke rigkt bank' of the Eupbrates t. it derives its name from

itOWJT
that the desert tribes resort to it for trader
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The town has numerous fruit gardens, and its date plantations extend

up the left bank of the Euphrates till they meet those of Nasiriyah Town

;

the neighbourhood; unfortunately; is marshy and the climate unhealthy.

The Euphrates is spanned at the town by a bridge of about pontoons,

the number of wliich is increased to 15 or 16 when the river rises.

The population of Suq-ash-Shuyukh amounts to about 1*2;000 souls^

about three-fourths of whom are Shi^ahs, but it includes 700 Sabians and

aSO Jews, The religious head of the Sabiaus, known as the Qari, lives

here. The Sabian community, who have a small primary school for their

children, are mostly goldsmiths, blacksmiths, and builders of Mashhuf

canoes ; they inhabit a quarter on the left bank of the river which is

connected with the main town by the bridge of boats. The Jews are

mostly petty traders and money-lenders.

There are over 200 shops at Suq-ash-Shuyukh, and ^Abas are

hianiifaetured ; but, except with the Arab tribes, there is no consider-

able trade.

Suq-ash-Shuyukh is the headquarters of a Qadha of the same name in

the Sanjaq of Muntafik, and it is connected by a single line of telegraph

with the town of Nasiriyah above, and with the village of Hammar

below it. A post office also exists, and the Customs department is repre-

sented by a Mamur, while the affairs of the river are controlled by a harbom--

master. There are no troops at Suq-ash-Shuyukh proper ; but a battalion

of infantry with its headquarters at Khamisiyah
,
a little further

down the Euphrates^ is dispersed in detachments about the adjacent

country.

A town of great political and commercial importance on the coast of

the Eastern Hajat of the^'^Oman Snltanate ; it is reckoned the second

town of the Sultanate in size, coming next after Matiah of which

the population is 14,000, while that of Sur with its suburbs is about

12,000 souls. Sur is situated 17 miles west of Eas-al-Hadd and 94 miles

south-east of Masqat. The shore at Sur is low and sandy, destitute both

of trees and of other vegetation. The principal features of the place are a

creek, with the town standing on both sides of its entrance ; a stony

ridge, called '’Is which rises about 50 feet high from shingly flats,

* A rough plan of Sur will be found among the Government of India’s Foreign

Broceedings for September 1903. See also Admiralty Chart No. 236 100 and Sketch

Map of the OounVKy romd Sur, 1903. Foreign Proceedings, for May 1905 may also

be consulted.

SUR*

or
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and runs from south-east to north-west behind the town at a distance

of 2 miles from the sea ; and a plain, having the same direction as the

ridge and lying behind it, which contains the lower course of "Wadi

Falaij.

The entrance of the creek runs southwards, is half a mile long, 150

yards wide aud has only f of a fathom in it at low water. The interior

basin is about ^ miles in extent from east to west with several indenta-

tions ; at low tide it is practically dry. It follows that Sur cannot serve

as a port except for vessels of the smallest size.

The town of Sur consists of two large quarters separated by the

entrance of the creek. That on the eastern side is ^Aiqa • it

consists of about 300 houses of the Bani Bu ^Ali tribe. On the opposite

side is Muqraimatain , a large quarter of 1,500 houses inhabited

by Jannabah. The houses in both quarters are mostly of mud and stone

with stuccoed roofs, but there is also a proportion of huts; the Mnqraima^

(lain quarter contains both the best houses and the largest number of huts*

There are no dal e-groves in the vicinity of those two quarters, which

together compose the town of Sur Proper and have an aggregate population

of about 9,000 souls; but livestock amount at ^Aiqa to 15 camels, 50

donkeys, 30 cattle and 150 sheep and goats, and at Muqraimatain to

8 horses, 40 camels, 200 donkeys, 85 cattle and 600 sheep and goats.

Adjoining the north-west end of the stony ridge already mentioned,

about 1^ miles west of Muqraimatain and i a mile from the sea, is

Sanaisalah
,
a village of 200 houses inhabited by the Ghafiri

tribe of Bani Sinan, which, with another village Shaghi of

100 houses of the Jannabah tribe on the coast to the north of it, iiay be

regarded as a component part of Sur. Animals at Sanaisalah are

60 donkeys, 30 cattle and 80 sheep and goats; at Shaghi 15 donkeys,

10 cattle and 30 sheep and goats* The people of Sanaisalah and Shaghi

are sailors and fishermen, owning 8 Baghlahs, 20 Badans and 15 smaller

boats. On the plain at the back of the ridge^ between the ridge and
the bed of Wadi Falaij, is Bilad-as-Sur, ‘ilij

, a stone-built

village with extensive date-groves and cultivation of lucerne, divided into

about 7 quarters and comprising altogether some 250 houses of

Masakixah, Hishm and other tribes, who supply the town proper of

Stir with vegetables and fodder : Bilad-as-Sur is said to be a

fiourishing settlement and to possess 95 wells, 260 cattle and 150
donkeys. Part of Bilad-as-^Stir is called Suq Stir One mile

north-west of Bilad-as-Sur is a village called Jinah of 40 houses,

mostly huts, of Bani Bu Hasan of the Huwajir section ; it has 10 cattle

tod 400 sheep and goats, and there is an old fort. .
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I'iiere are two routes from Muqraimatain to Bilad-as-Sur ; the

more direct follows the shore of the creek and crosses the stony ridge

at its middle ; the other, more circuitous, crosses the ridge near its

east end.

The inhabitants of Muqraimatain obtain their didnking water

from Bilad-as-Sur ; from Jinah
;
from Sakaikarah a white-walled

enclosure with date-palms at the head of the Sur creek ; and from

Shamih ,
a spot on the east side of the creek to the south of

^Aiqa; the iohabtants (»f ^Aiqa depend chiefly on ShamiW.

Sur is the port of all Ja^alall and nearly all Sharqiyah : the celebrated

dates of Badiy^h arc shipped at Sur. Imports at Sur are rice, piece-goods,

wheat and other grains, coffee, kerosene and other oils from Bombay and

various Indian ports; g hi from Dhttfar ;
and tortoise-shell, shark-fins

and dried fish, for re-export, from Masirah. The trade of Hadd and

Masirah is entirely with Sur, and that of Kalhat is partly with S ur and

partly with Masqat Town j but Daghmar and Quryat deal exclusively

with Masqat. It is said that there were once 100 Hindu traders in Suq

Sur, but after the attack on that place in 1865 by Wahhabis,

Jannabah, etc., in which one Hindu was killed and another wounded, they

lost confidence, aud noW there remain (exclusive of dependents) only 7 in

Muqraimatain, one in’^Aiqa and one at Suq Sur. The sea-going vessels

belonging to Sur and its suburbs are at present 50 Baghlahs, 4 Sambuqs

aud 40 smaller craft, chiefly Badans. The slave trade still lingers here

but in a much restricted condition.

Sur is a troublesome and disturbed place in consequence partly 6f a

perpetual feud which exists between the Bani Bu '^Ali of ^Aiqa and the

Jannabah of Muqraimatain, partly of the insufficient control exercised

by the Sultan of "Oman, and partly of the way in which the inhabitants, in

late years, have been encouraged by French agency to defy the Snltan S

authority. The Snltan maintains a Walihere, but has no garrison in

the town of Sur Proper. The following forts and posts in the environs

are kept up by him, partially for the protection of the town and

partially in order to control it by commanding its water supply :

Name. Position. Strength of garrison.

Sanuisalah At the north-western
extremity of the

ridge, adjoining the
i

village of Sanaisalah.

30 To oommaUd the
approach to Sur
and protect the
village of Sanai-
salah.
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Xame. Position. strength oi garrison.

is On the lidge 2 miles

south-west of Sur.

10

Burj-al-Miirabba’ Between is and Burj

Sulaiman.

15

Jinah At the village of

Jinah.

5

flisn-as-Saiyid At Bilad-as-Sur. 40
tu

Burj Sulaiman Do. 15

Sahaikarah At the head of the

Sur creek.

10

Shamih South of ’Aiqa , on the

east side of the

creek.

10

Besiabkb.

To command the

road from Sur to

Bilad-as-*Sur and
the interior whicli

at this point runs

in a gorge in the

ridge.

Built in 1902.

To control one
source of water

supply to Sur.

To protect the

settlement and
cut off, if neces-

sary, part of the

water supply ot

Sur.

Do*

To control the

water at this

place.

Do.

The total garrison of Sur is thus about 135 men. The weakness of

the Sultanas position at Sur is illustrated by the fact that from this place

and £rom Hadd he only succeeds in realising about |6;000 a year as

customs -proper and as Zakat^ the whole of which is absorbed by

the local expenses of maintaining his position^ whereas if his power were

firmly established he could collect (according’ to an estimate) $50^000

per annum in customs from Sur alone.

SUWADI Some small islands off the Batinah coast of the ^Oman Sultanate

(JAZAIE)* closely adjoining Eas Suwadi on its west side^ about midway between

and Jlasna^ah. Tke group consists of one large islet and 6

* A large scale delineation, of these islands (with view) will he found in Chart

Ep. 2371-228.
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smaller ones extending 2 miles east atid west. Th,e large isletj called

Jabal ^Add is the easternmost
; it is more than | a mile long and

more than J of a mile broad, and it rises 280 feet above the sea ; the

channel dividing it from lias Siiwadi is fordable at low water. The

other islets westward of* Jabal ^Add are from 60 to 150 feet high, and the

only one of them deserving notice is the southernmost, Maqbarah :

between it and the mainland is a partially sheltered anchorage, which is

crowded in the date season and has been used as a headquarters for

boats of the British naval squadron on detached duty.

A town and port on the Batinah coast of the 'Oman Sultanate, 14 miles

west-north-west of Masna^’ah and 22 miles east-south-east of Khahurah.

It is a compact place of 600 dwellings, all huts; the inhabitants are

Suwalih, Baluchis and Persians : they live by sea-faring occupations and

the cultivation of dates. There are 6 families of Kh5jahs and 7 Hindus.

Suwaiq is one of the ports of Wadi Bani Ghafir. About 10 Baqarahs

and 6 Badans are owned here and run to Masqat Town and the Persian

Gulf
j
there are also 20 fishing boats. Date trees number about 8,000 ;

irrigation is from wells* Animals are 100 camels, 90 donkeys^ 150

cattle and 400 sheep and goats. The Sultan of '"Oman has a Wali here

and a fort garrisoned by 25 men. Since 1901-02 the collection of taxes

has been directly managed instead of being farmed
;
but as yet there is

no revenue from customs proper and Zakat brings in about $2,000 per

annum only, the wholo of which is still spent locally in salaries, etc.

Also known as Hamidiyah Sirah Jazirah and

Juwaimisah a village in Turkish 'Iraq on the right bank of

the Tigris, 85 - miles by river below Baghdad City, By officials the

place is generally spoken of as Jazirah,. and . the name Hamidiyah is

hardly ever used.

The population of Suwairah is about 750 souls, of whom a proportion

are Paili Kurds, 15 -are Jews, and 15 are Oriental Christians. Of the

present inhabitants- 5 are British and :2:0 are Persian, subjects.,
, ^ _

SUWAia

SUWAI-
EAH

or
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The soil of Suwairah is productive, but the facilities for irrigation

are not adequate. Wheat and barley are the usual crc»ps
; and, when the

river overflows, cultivation of maize, sesame, and peas also is under-

taken. Agricultural supplies not locally produced are generally brought

across country from places in the Hillah Qadha. 1,’he liquorice plant

grows in abundance in the vicinity.

The bazaar contains about 50 shops, and there ai-e 3 merchants of

substance and 1 goldsmith. An American liquorioe-e^zporting firm has an

agency here, and the Christians of the place are its employfe.

Suwairah is the headquarters of the Jazirah Qadha and the seat of a

Qaim-Maqam who has under him a few civil police. In order to

encom-age the growth of a settlement here, the present Sultan of Turkey

ordered free grants of land to be given in and around the place for a

period of 10 years, which has now just expired
;
and to this fact the name

of Hamidiyah owes its origin. There is a customs house and a passport

examining station, and the Turkish army is represented by a captain and

lieutenant of the Eadifs; but the place is not, apparently, a regular

Eadif centre. An elementary school is maintained by the Government,

and the Turkish river steamers stop here to deliver and take up mails.

Much land on the opposite bank is owned by Muhammad Pasha,

Daghistani, of the Turkish army, who has much influence with the local

Arabs and is sometimes employed to mediate between them and the

Government. The Dairat-as-Saniyah has at present no land in the

neighbourhood, but intends, it is said, to acquire some. There is a

government reserved forest near Suwairah on the left bank of the Tigris.

Suwairah is completely sourrounded by the country of the Zttbaid

tribe.

TaJP A tract in the Hasa Sanjaq ; it ndjoins Jabal Taff, towards its

southern end, upon the east side. Its border on the west is Jabal-at-

Tafi from the salient known as Naslatain-al-Farha to the south end of

the range, dividing it from Summan J
on the south it is terminated by

the Hamrat-al-Judah hill ; on the east it is bounded by a line running

from Hamrat-al-Judah to Jabal Mathluth and separating it from Jau-

aS-Sa’adan; and on the north it meets the Habl tract along a line

Oonnecting Jabal Mathluth and Naslatain-al-Farha. It should be

remarked, however, that the Bedouins who would include the south*
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\resfcern part of Habl in Wadi-al-Miyah would deal similarly witH TafE

;

but the general opinion seems to be adverse to this view.

TafE consists of low lying, rocky ground, which forms a strip at the

foot of the hills similarly named. It contains the following 5 wells :

—

Name. Vernacular equivalent. Position,

^Arairah 8 miles east-sontb-east of Injaibiyah*

Injaibiyah
**

1
9 miles south by east of Naslatain-al-

Faxba.

Jiidab
20 miles south of Injaibiyah between
Jabal Judah and Jabal Hamrat*al-
Judah.

Mat3.1aiya’
i

2 miles north of 'Arairah.

Robai'ah (Umm) 19 miles north-north-east of Jndah
and 11 miles south by west of Abwab
in Habl.

In English formerly called
“ Taurie One of the Shlbkuh ports of

the Persian Coast; it is situated about &0 miles south-east of Eailg^

and 25 miles north-west of Nahand. Tabiri lies in a small open

bay, formed by low points 2 miles apart which proieet from the shore at

either side of it and carry date-groves. The bay deepens regularly from

the coast to 8 fathoms at | a mile ofE shore. The village is built partly

on the shore and partly up the side of the coast range behind it, which is

here 700 feet high. A square fort stands on a hill at the west end, about

100 feet above sea level. There are about 150 stones houses inhabited by

Arabs and Persians of various tribes ;
the Arabs are in the majority and

are Shafi’i Sunnis ;
the Persians supply a Shi’ah element. Water is from

wells 3 fathoms deep, and there are about 350 date-palms besides cultiva-

tion of wheat and barley. Livestock are 10 horses, 50 donkeys, 500 cattle

and 100 sheep. Tahiri is the port of the Galehdar and Jam districts,

immediately behind the maritime range, with which it is connected by

passes practicable for camels and donkeys. The chief exports are tobacco

and charcoal from Galehdar and salt-fish collected from the neighbouring

coast villages. The people of Tahiii are merchants, sailors, fishermen,

pearl-divers, cultivators and date-gardeners: they own 6 trading

gj^mbuks, yrhich yun to ’Oman and Basrflh as well as to Gulf ports, and

TAHIRI
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4 fishing* "AmilaHs. In the neighbourliood is a small cape called Ras

Majnun, ofE which is a pearl bank. There is a post of the Imperial

Persian Customs at Tahiri.

The hills inland of 1 ahiri, at a distance of 3 to 6 miles from the place,

are said to be occupied by a Baluchi tribe who possess a quantity of

liyestock, chiefly sheep and goats, also a few date-palms, and who culti-

yate wheat, barley and maize.

The only claim of Tahiri to distinction is the possession of prehistoric

remains and early Muhammadan ruins. The sides of the ravines which

come down from the hills on the north-west of the village are pierced

with numerous chambers, most of which are inaccessible except by lad-

ders, and in one place the hillside over a space of half a mile square has

been worked ^ into tiers of remarkable troughs. This portion is iiiter-

sected by a ravine to which a flight of broad shallow steps, cut in the

rough conglomerate rock, descends on either side. Here and there pillars

of natural rock have been left standing, and the largest of these has been

hollowed out to form a chamber. There are many wells in the hillside,

one of which is 204 feet deep and contains 36 feet of good water ; some

of these wells are circular, some oblong, and the diameter is usually two

or three feet ; those furthest up the hill are the deepest. These remains

are apparently pre-Islamic : the chambers appear to have been sepulchral,

and some of them in 1857 still contained crumbling human bones.

On a plain near the shore immediately to the west of Tahiri are the

ruins of the old Muhammadan town, of Siraf , extending for a mile

or more along the coast and for some distance up the slope of the foot-hills.

These are now mere heaps of rough masonry ; but foundations of houses,

wells^ and the remains of water-cisterns of the pattern still common on this

coast— oblong excavations lined with gypsum cement and vaulted

over—are still traceable. The whole extent of the ruins is strewn with

broken pottery including many fragments of Chinese porcelain. The

only building in a state of tolerable preservation is a mosque of well-cut

stone and elegant design with pointed doors and windows. There are

many ornamental monolithic tombstones bearing Ktific inscriptions :

one of these, now in the British Museum, bears a date equivalent to

991 A. D.*

* AcooTints of the antiquities of Tahiri are given by Kempthorne in the Transac-

tions of the Bombay Geographical Society, Yolnme X VI I (1867); by Colvill in a

report forwarded to the Government of India with a letter No. 46 of 4th May 1866 by
the Hesident in the Persian Gulf ; and by Stiffe in the Journal of the Geographical
Society, Yolume YI (1895) : tlie last contains a sketch and ground*plan. Siraf was the
principal emporium of the Persian Giidf in the lOtli century of the Christian era a:p:d’
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An oaBis and town on the western frontier of the principality of Jabal

Shammar, to which politically^ though not geographically, it belongs ; it

lies almost 300 miles west of Hail and slightly over 300 miles north

and a little west of Madinah. The altitude is some B,130 feet above sea^

level. Taimah stands in the midst of a barren, undulating desert with

protruding rocks and a sprinkling of ironstone shingle
;
the actual site is

a shallow, loamy flood-bottom ; the place is healthy, and fever is unknown^

The town consists of three blocks detached and separately walled ; the

principal is Haddaj in the centre, the others are G-harb on the

north and Sharq on the south.* The interior of each of these

quarters consists of a labyrinth of shady lanes
;
the houses, many of which

have an upper storey, do uot as a rule form streets but stand apart, each

surrounded by the date plantations belonging to the owner ; the town

consequently, in its general aspect, resembles one vast date grove. Less

a mile to the westward are the ruins of an ancient town, built of

black basalt, including remains of columns.

The population, now estimated at 3,000 souls, is j
a colony,

itissaid, of Jabal Shammar which has been 200 years in existence.

Though far removed in distance from the Shammar Dirah, the speech of

the people of Taimah is still that of their ancestors, and like their Hnsmea

of Hail they are tall and ready of tongue. They go barefoot, but are

well dressed in clothing from Turkish ’Iraq; their women do not wear

the veil. In chai’acter they are said to be shallow-minded, without fore-

sight or reflection. There are no beggars or destitute in the place. The

surrounding Bedouins are ’Anizah of various sections : Shararat also pay

annual visits to Taimah.

Taimah is iu the first place a date oasis
;

its produce as such is ex-

cellent and includes the variety of date called Hilwah. Some of the palms

are 90 feet high and are said to be 200 years old. Wheat, barley and

very fine oats are grown, also millet and Duqsah, a small grain

resembling Dukhn, but the cultivation of cereals is not extensive;

the wheat and barley harvest is in the beginning of April.

Fruits ai-e figs, grapes, peaches, and pomegranates, and there is some

was then oommeroially a rival of Basrah, but it saffered severely by an earthquake m
977 A. D. and thereafter was gradually supplanted by Qais ;

at the beginning of the

ISth century A. D. SMf was already reduced to a heap of ruins. T.he imports cf

Siraf in the 10th century were aloes-wood (for burning), amber, camphor, precious gems,

bamboos, ivory, ebony, paper, sandal-wood, and all kinds of Indian perfnmee, drugs

and condiments ;
in the town itself excellent napkins were made, also hnen veils, and it

vas a great market for pearls. See Le Strange’s Zands of the Eastern Cahfhate,

* See.plan in Donglity (I, 287).

TAIMAH
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tobacco. Cattle are few but poultry common. Water is abundant

clear, and agreeable to drink. The main well of Haddaj, from which

the most of the plantations are watered, is on an enormous scale and is the

most celebrated object at Taimah. The mouth has 4 unequal sides and

is about 50 feet in diameter, the depth is about 40 feet
; there are no less

than 60 draw-wheel frames, and 48 camels are constantly employed

in raising water. This well is in theory public property, but in practice

it is controlled by several of the more influential families who mulct the

others for its use. Landed property is of, high value in Taimah owing

to the security of the water supply, which never fails.

Local manufactures are ’Abas, sleeping carpets of black wool with

coloured borders, saddle-bags, goats’-hair cloth for making tents, and

household utensils. There are a few shops, but they are usually rooms
in private houses opening on the street. Taimah is a date-purchasing

market for the Bedouins of the surrounding desert, who dispose here of

part of their sheep, goats and pastoral produce. The imports are chiefly

piece-goods, metals, spices and a few articles of ^European manufacture
j

these are received partly through Hail and partly through Madinah.

The currency consists of RiySls and Turkish coins, supplemented by

camels and dates which are used for barter.

In 1878 Taimah was govemed in the name of the Shammar Amir by
an African freedman, and the revenue realised from the town was $4,000

a year.

Taimah is interesting chiefly on account of its ruins, which in 1883
yielded the celebrated Taimah stone, one of the most precious of Semitic

monuments.*

An important and widely distributed Arab tribe of Central Arabia

;

they form one of the principal ingredients in the population, not only in

Southern Najd, where perhaps the bulk of them are found,' but also in

Qasim and Jabal Shammar.

BistriMion.—ln Hautah Bani Tamim are found at Hilwah and
Q,uwai’; in Eharj at ’Adhar, Dilam, Na’ajan and Sulaimiyah; in ’Aridh
at DhTUmall Proper and Mizahmiyah in Dhrumah, at ’Ammariyah,
Bara iyah, Arjah, Riyadh, Manfuhah and Masani’ upon Wsdi Hanifah,
andatHaraimlah, Hizwah, Mahriqah, Sidus, Sufurrah and Thadiq in the

*;See Hogarth, pages 280-2,
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Malimal division of the district ; in Sadair at ^Ashairah^ ^Audah^ Dakhilah,

Dhalmah^ Harmah, Hasun, Hantah, Jalajil, Janubiyahj Khataniah,

Khis, Majma’^ Randhah^ Ruwaidhah, Tamair, Tuwaim, and Wnshai

;

in Washam at Fara^ah, Haraiyiq, Qussab, Tharmidah and Washaiqir

;

and in Wadi-as-Sirt at Faidhah. These are their principal settlements

in Southern STajd. In Qasim they are numerous in the two capitals,

^Anaizah and Buraidah^ as well as in a number of other villag’es ; and

in Jabal Shanxinar they occur at ^Alaq, Qasr-al-'^Ashirwat, Faid, Qafar^

Mustajiddah, Samirah, Silaimi and Sab^an. Qafar is probably the

northernmost place which they inhabit, unless, as is stated in one report,

some are found at Jaiif-al-’Amir also.

Arabs who claim to be Bani Tamlm are found at places on the PersiaE

Coasts in the Rud-hilleh district.

Divisions and number.—The genealogical divisions of the Bani TamTm
are of little importance, inasmuch as their tribal organisation has dis-

appeared and all of them are now attaclied to the soil. T'he following

however, recognised as sections, have come to light in the course of our

enquiries :

—

Husain i^i***^

Jabbar (’Abdal)

Madbi (Al) J

Majid tXAwbo

Mu’ammar (Bin)

at Hautah in
Sadair.

at Dhalmali
in Sadair.

at Harruali
and Raudhah
in Sadair*

at Tbadiq in

"Aridli.

at &*dus in

’Aridti.

Naw5sir

Tbamarah

Tuwaim

Wahabab

Wahiib

j^ljj at Dhrumli,
and at Hautah
and Majma*
in Sadair.

sjUj’ at Majma*.

in Kiiarj.

at Majma*.

t,, ^ st BiySdli*

The total ntimber of the Bani Tamim can he roughly ascertained

from the hst of villages given above. In aU districts in which they are

found they are included in the estimate of the fixed population.

Zi/e and character.—h.\, the present day the Bani Tamim
^

are

entirely a settled tribe and have lost altogether those nomadic habits to

which a proportion at least of nearly all other tribes chng. They are

sldlful and diligent agriculturists, seldom engaging in war ^d not often

in trade Those of Qasim and Jabal Shammar are physically more

robust than the Bedouins by whom they axe surrounded, and they have

the spirit of industry and a good plain understanding; but they are

heavy, dull, mean and inhospitable, and sometimes they axe ultra-rehgi-

ous, visiting Makkah as frequently as they have opportumty. -
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TAMlM A large and powerful Arab tribe^ dwellers in tents, who range the

(BANI) (II)
clrier parts of the country between the Karun, Sliatt-al-’Arab and

^ Tigris Rivers j
they are said to be of Muntafik origin. In religion they

are mostly, but not all, Sunni Muhammadans ;
and in their mode of life

also they differ considerably from the other Arab tribes of ’Arabistan.

Their territory in Southern '’Arabistan includes the right bank

of the Karun between Milaihan and SaVeh, and they may be

found anywhere to the west of that line up to the Turkish frontier. In

summer the hulk of the tribe approach the Karun; in the date season

they encamp on the left bank of the Shatt-al-’Arab between Nashwah

and Da^aiji, where many of them own date plantations
} in vvinter

and spring they occupy the western end of their country, but a few of

the ^Ayaishah section sometimes encamp and cultivate in the cold

weathei at Maqtu^ on theKarun River and others more regularly appear

at Qajariyeh. The Maqatif of the Jarrahi district are said to

be a branch of the Bani Tamim. There is no estimate of the number of

the tribe by sections, but) their strength is reckoned at 1,000 unmounted

and 2,000 mounted men, part of the latter being camel-riders anid ,their

total number of souls may therefore be about 10,000. They own some

2,500 camels, 1,400 horses and large numbers of donkeys, cattle, and

sheep. They also cultivate wheat and barley. When in Southern

^Arabistan they pay revenue to the Shaikh of Muhammareh at the

rate of 10 Qrans per cultivated Faddan as well as one-fourth of the

actual gross produce. Their divisions are the Bani Malik

to vT^hom belong the ruling family
; the ^Awainat

;

the ^Ayaishah ;
the BarajFah ; the Ghazaiwi

;

the Ghizli Jy ;
the Ghizzi : the Halaf

;
the Htoid

j the Hamudi ;
the Bani Nahad

; the Bani Sakain

,
and the Sulaiman . The correspondence of some

of these names with those of sections of the Bani Saleh will be observed.

The Bani Tamim are now all enrolled in the Al Bu Kasib division of

the HEiihaisin tribe
;
the ^Awainah and the “"Ayaishah divisions have

been so affiliated to the Muhaisin for some years.

TANAIJ Or Tanaiq : singular, Tanaiji An Arab tribe of Trucial

^Oman; their principal places are Rams (400, houses) and Dhaid (70

houses), and~a few are found at Hamriyah, They have exclusive posses-
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sion of Rams, and Dhaid is the chief centre of their nomad sections,

whose fighting men are said to number 500. The settled portion of the

tribe may perhaps be estimated at ^,500, and the nomadic at 1,500 souls.

The Tanaij belong to the Ghafiri faction and are HanbaU Sunms in

religion.

This district of the Persian Coast, which belongs to the province of

Pats, is somewhat irregular in shape. Its maximum length from north

to south is about 40 miles and the northern half has a breadth inland of

about 20 miles, but the southern half is merely a narrow strip upon the

coast.

Limits *—The northern boundary is a line running east and west a

few miles south of the important village of Chah Kutah and dividing

the district from Dashtistan. The western boundary is the Mashileh of

Bushehr and, further south, the coast of the Persian Gulf. The peri-

meter is completed by a line which, commencing at the north-east corner

of the district, follows the crest of the main maritime range until it

has passed several miles beyond Ahram and then crosses to the summit

of a subsidiary maritime range, much nearer to the sea, along which it

continues southwards for about 20 miles, finally running down to the

coast a little south of the Baraki group of villages and north of Qalat in

DasMi. Khaiz* in the upper valley of the Ahram stream is attach-

ed to the district, but does not belong to it geographically.

Physical characteristics *—The great maritime range where it adjoins

Tangistan is of no great elevation, the highest point being Kuh-i-

Qareh-i-Dukhtar (better known locally as Kuh Gugardi

which is 3,938 feet high and is situated a few miles to the

north-east of the Tangistan capital of Ahram. A spring of extremely

hot water is said to issue from the westein face of Kuh Gugardi

and to be adjoined by deposits of sulphur-

An important feature of the district proper is the Ahram or Bahush

stream, which has its exit from the hills on the south side of Kuh

Gugardi and, leaving the town of Ahram on its right bank, runs north-

west and joins the Chah Kutah stream of the Dashtistan district a few

* KbSiz, though possessing apparently the best water and orchards in^ the Khan’s

jnrisdiction, has been omitted from the Gazetteer as lying beyond the maritime pla.iu.

60S
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miles above the point where the latter empties itself into the swamps near

Bushehr Town. A short way below Ahram Town this stream has a

channel width of 100 yards^ the right bank being ^0 feet high^ of a

tenacious white clay^ while the left bank is lower and more shelving

;

but the breadth o£ the actual stream is ordinarily about 30 feet and its

depth 1 foot only : it is believed however to be liable to sudden floods

after rain in the hills. Part of the district is irrigated from this stream.

The surface of tbe Tangistan district would be flat and open through-

outj as it is in its northern part^ were it not for the accident of a consider-

able sandstone range which, running parallel to the sea at the distance

of a mile or two inland, divides the southern portion of the district into

an inland valley and a littoral tract. These three physical features, the

inland valley, the coastal range and the maritime strip, are all prolonged

southwards into the Dashti district. The inland valley is cultivated,

under the hills, and a chain of small villages depending on cultivation

extends down each side of it. The coastal range has a length of over

50 miles and belongs as much to the Dashti district as it does to

Tangistan : its most general name appears to be that of Kuh-i-Mund

^ derived probably from the Mund River upon which its

southern extremity abuts
;

but it is also called Kuh-i-Kar

because parts of it are capable of being cultivated. The northernmost

point of Kuh-i-Mund is only 467 feet high
; but at the middle of its

length, behind the coast village of Bulkhair, the range attains a

height of 2,68a feet. It is crossed in one or two spots by passes leading

from tbe coast to the Tangistan Valley and Khurmuj.
Where the district is flat the surface is generally an alluvial clay,

oEten covered with good natural grazing and sometimes cultivated with

cereals, and travelling is rendered difficult by mud in wet weather. The

water of the Ahram stream is almost undrinkable except in rainy weathex’,

and in the hot season the water supply everywhere depends upon wells.

The climate and seasons of Tangistan resemble those of Dashti.

The Tangistan coast possesses no remarkable features : off it tbe tidal

stream is so weak as often to be imperceptible.

Fop'iilcbtion .—The population of Tangistan may be roughly estimated

at 10,000 souls. The people belong to various little known tribes among
which are the Darhiru , Darshamal

, Gutu ,

3anim5.Ii
, Khadatu » Puladi ,

Zanganeh
and Ziandabud

^ but they are generally spoken ^ of

in: the aggregate as ^ Tangistanig. „The Zandabud are said to have
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immigrated from the neighbourhood of Shiraz^ the Zanganeh to haye

come from central Persia or Afghanistan^ and the Puladis (of whom the

Khan is one) to be settlers from Central Arabia^ but the last are now
completely Persianised. The name Grutu means large in the Tangis*

taiii dialect ; the Gutus and Jammalis are always at feud. The Khadaru

tribe is also called Zair Khizar j-Ak ylj . The Zanganeh are reckoned

a brave tribe. In religion the Tangistanis are Shi'ahs and their language

is a dialect of Persian. Notwithstanding their nearness to Bushehr

Town; they still live in a rude and uncivilised state ; blood-feuds flourish

amongst them and their name continues to be, in Bushehr Town, a

synonym for lawlessness, brutality and ignorance. The houses in the

villages arc mostly huts of date leaves plastered with mud, but some are

built of stones. The people are poor in consequence of their perpetual

wars. There are about 2 rifles to every 3 houses.

Agricultitre and, trade ,—The district is entirely agricultural and is

reckoned highly fertile. The chief crops are wheat; barley and dates,

to which may bo added water melonS; cucumbers of two kinds (Balang

and Khiyarzeh) and onions. Fruits are lemonS; sweet limeS; pomegranates

and a kind of orange (Naranji) which is grafted on the lemon. Part of

the district is irrigated from the Ahram stream. There is no internal or

external trade unless we reckon a small uncertain export of dates and of

other fruits from the hills, such as pomegranates, grapes, lemons, oranges

and citrons, and a more regular export of locally manufactured Gach or

gypsum cement. A poor kind of woollen cloth for making ^Abas is the

only local manufacture. The cuiu'ency consists of ordinary Persian Grans

and copper change; and the standards of weight throughout the district

are a Man of 8 lbs* 4j oz. EngUsh and a Hashim Man of 16 Mans or 132r

lbs, English.

Communications and transport*—The only routes traversing the

district are one from Bushehr vid Ahram to Jahrum and Fasa and the

coast-route from Bushehr to Bandar ^AbbaSj neither is of much

importance; and the latter is of course unable to compete with sea-

carriage. The journey from Ahram to Burazjau presents no difficul-

ties; but the road crosses a spur of the hills between Abad and Samal.

The transport of the Taiigistan district has been calculated at 150

horses, 60 mules, 850 camels and 2/;500 donkeys.

-^(^»2«W5^r^^*o^.>---*TaBgistarL belongs to the province of Fars. The

total revenue is 10;300 a year; for the whole of which the Khto
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q£ Tang’istaii; at pr6SGiit Haidar Kliarij is rGSponsiblc j liG pays 7^300

Tumans a year to the Governor-General of Fars and 3,000 Tumans to

the Nizam-as-Saltaneh, who holds Ahram, Khaiz and Ahad in Tiyul.

The residence of the Khan, who belongs to the Puladi tribe, has for at

least 40 years been at Ahram ; it is said to have been formerly at

Tangistan village. In Tangistan there is no pretence of government, a

deficiency which is attributed to the backward condition of the people and

their intractable character ; but Saiyids and Mullas are respected and

dispense a kind of rudimentary civil justice, as they do in other districts,

The Khan is badly off in consequence of the unsettled condition of

the country, but by leasing the villages of the district to their headmen

he manages to realise a considerable revenue. The incidence of the land

tax is about 26 Qrans per Gau of cultivation; date trees are subject to a

tax of ^ a Qran each per annum ; and there is a poll tax on residents of

50 Qrans a year and on new settlers of 25 to 30 Qrans. At the coast

there is a tax on boats. The rule of the present Khan is considered

oppressive, and of late there has been much emigration from his territory

to the Bushehr Peninsula.

Topograph^/*—The following are the principal places in Tangistan;—

FoBitiOD. Houses and iuhabitants. Eehabzs.

Abad

cibT

10 miles north by
west of Ahram.

80 houses of Zang-
aneh.

Wheat, barley, dates

and water-melons are

grown, charcoal is

manufactured, and
firewood is collected.

Date palms number
about 6,000 and ani-

mals are 10 horses,

150 donkeys, 100 cattle

and 400 sheep and
goats.

Ahram 27 miles east-south-
east of Bushehr
Town and 1 7 miles
north-north-we s t

of Khurmtij.

c«» See article Ahram.

^Ali Changi 12 miles east by
south of Bushehr
Town.

-

60 houses. The crops are wheat,
barley and dates, the
palms being about
2,000 in number.
Animals are 10 horses,

100 donkeys, 70
cattle and 200 sheep
and goats.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. KbMASKS.

Ambllrak 5 miles west by
south of Ahram,
on the western
side of the Tan-
gistan inland
valley.

20 houses. Wheat and barley are

grown and there used
to be 3,000 date palms,

but these have been
destroyed in tribal

fighting. Livestock
are 3 horses, 2 mules,
20 donkeys, 10 cattle

and 100 sheep and
goats.

’Amiri
^^yolc

On the coast adjoin-
ing Dilbar.

See Dilbar below.

Bagbak
cilcb

9 miles west by
north of Ahram,
at the northern
end of the Kuh-
i-Mund coaat-

range and upon
the route from
Bushehr Town
to Ahram.

50 houses. Wheat, barley, dates,

water-melons and
firewood are the pro-

ducts of this village,

the palms numbering
about 500 ; and live-

stock are 10 horses,

3 mules, 200 donkeys,

170 cattle and 500
sheep and goats.

The place is enclosed

by a mud wall 8 or

9 feet high with
round towers at the

corners.

BSghcbeh 6 miles south-

south-west of

Ahram, on the

western side of

the inland Tangis-
tan Valley.

15 houses. Wheat, barley and
dates are grown.

Baraki On the coast, extend-

ing a few miles

north and south

of Khur Shahabii

A general name for

the group composed
by the villages of

Gfahi, Bustami,
’Umari, Khur Shaha-

hi, Bulkhair, Bunju,
Karri and Salima-

badeh, which (except

bulkhair and Bunju)

sacceed one another in

order from north to

south. All are separ-

ately described below.

These villages occupy a

narrow plain between

the hills and the sea.

They supply Grach to

BusKelir Town and
each has about 4 fish-

ing boats.

Bs.sbi On the coast, 16

miles south-east

of Halileh on the

Bushehr Penin-

sula-

100 houses. The people are fisher-

men and own some
Varjis and two cargo

vessels, besides culti-

vating grain and dates

and manufacturing
lime.
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jJJ^arae, Position. Houses and inhabitants.

Bulkhair A village of the
Baraki group (see

above), about 2
miles inland of

Khur Shababi and
close to Bunju.

100 houses The inhabitants grow
dates and cereals and
have several Baghlabs,
Bums and Batils

^hicli run to

Bushehr, Bahrain
and Basrah. There
are 200 date palms,
40 donkeys, 40 cattle

and 200 sheep and
goats 7

Bunigaz 4 miles east-south-
east of * Ah
Ohangi, on one
route from
Bushehr Town
to Ahram.

oO Looses. Wheat, barley and
water-melons are
cultivated and there
are 8,000 date trees.

Livestock are 8
horses, 2 mules, 100
camels, 160 donkeys,
60 cattle and 1,00(J

sheep and goats. The
village is defended by
several small towers.

Bunju A village of the
Baraki group (see

above), about 2
miles inland of
Khur Shababi
and close to Bul-
khair.

A dozen houses

.

The people are fisher-

men, owning a couple
of Varjis, and cultiva-

tors-

Cbaghadak

V

11 miles east of
Buskehr Town,
near the eastern
edge of the
Mashlleh.

A small fort in
a ruinous condition.

The land-route and tele-

graph line from
Bushehr Town to

Shiraz both run by
this place, which,
though geographically
belonging to Tangi-

' Stan, is administrative-
ly under Btishehr
Town. 20 horses of
the Bushehr artil-

lery are kept here for

grazing.

Obab Pir In open country, 9
miles north-north-
west of Aliram.

40 houses.' Wheat, barley and
water-melons are

grown. There are 10
horses, 2 mules, 20
donkeys, 40 cattle and
800 sheep and goats.

D-lbSr and *Amiri On the coast, 7 miles
north of Bashi-

70 houses. The villages may be
treated as one.

Wheat, barley, dates
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Name, Position. Houses a,nd inhabitants. Eemaszs.

and water-melons are
grown ; the date
palms number 6,000.
Animals are 4 horses,
4 mules, 100 camels,
150 donkeys, 60 cattle
and 2,000 sheep and
goats. There are 6
cargo and 10 fishing
boats.

Gahi On the coasb, includ-
ed in the group
of villages called

Baraki (see above)
of which it is

^

the northernmost.
Near the coast a
little to the north
of Gahi is a
hill called Kameh
Parwar

A dozen houses

.

There is cultivation of
wheat, barley and
dates, the palms num-
beiing 200. Livestock
are 5 camels, 10 don-
keys and 100 sheep
and goats. Q'here are
4 fishing boats.

Galnak Near the coast, 8
miles north of

B&shi.

40 hous There is cultivation of
wheat, barley and
dates, date palms num-
bering about 3,000.
Animals are 4 horses,
3 mules, 30 camels,
100 donkeys, 70 cattle
and 1,200 sheep and
goats.

Gargur 7 miles south of

’Ali Changi.

30 houses

.

There are 4,000 date
palms, and animals
are 4 horses, 2 mules,
50 camels, 100 don-
keys, 50 cattle and
1,000 sheep and goats.

Gurak 2 miles south of

*Ali Changi on

the route from
Busliolir Town
to Aliram.

1

50 houses mostly of
Shi’ah Saiyids.

Their pedigree is

doubtful and for

this reason little

respect is shown
them by their neigh-

bours. Their title

to wear black tur-

bans has however
recently been admit-

ted by the Sadr-nl-

Islam of Bushelir.
They are renowned
as cheats and swind-

lers.

Wheat, barley and dates

are grown ; the palms
are about 3,000. Live-
stock comprises 5
horses, 4 mules, 40
camels, 110 donkeys,
35 cattle and 1,300
sheep and goats. The
dTvellings are partly
mud and stone and
partly mat huts.
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Name
1

PositiOD. Houses and inhabitants. Remaeks.

Ihsh§m Shaikh 1 mile south of ’Ali

Changi.
40 houses

.

The crops are wheat and
barley and there are
1»000 date trees.
Animals are 2 horses,
2 mules, 30 camels,
50 donkeys, 30 cattle
and 500 sheep and
goats.

thsham Shaikhha 3^ miles south of
’ Ali Changi.

20 houses. Wheat, barley and dates
are grown.

Jawahari (Tul)

Jlls>

1 mile north of
*Ali Changi.

!

20 houses. Wheat and barley are
grown and there are
1,000 date palms.
The water-supply is

from Tul Siyah. Live-
stock are 3 horses, 4
mules, 25 cattle, 56
donkeys and 600
sheep and goats.

Karri
w On the coast, a vil-

lage of the group
called B a r a k i

(see above).

100 houses. Wheat, barley and dates
are grown. The
palms are about 1,000
and there are 4 horses,
30 camels, 60 donkeys
and 600 sheep and
goats. Four cargo and
6 fishing boats are
owned here.

Khabidu Near Bunju, but
does not belong to

the Baraki group.

A dozen houses. The people are fisher-

men and cultivate
corn and dates.

KhiySri 5 miles west of
Ahram, on the
west side of the
Tangistan Valley.

30 houses. The crops are wheat,
barley and dates,
palms numbering about
4,000. Livestock are
4 horses, 2 mules, 50
camels, 100 donkeys,
20 cattle and 1,000
sheep and goats.

Khuvair (Khor) 3 miles from the

coast, on a creek

which runs inland
10 miles north
of Bashi near
"the 'conimenoe-
"ment of the
Biishelir Ma-
shlleh.

20 houses. The people have date
plantations compris-
ing about 4,000 trees,

own 2 cargo boats, and
are traders and fisher-

men. Animals are 10
camels, 20 donkeys
and 100 sheep and
goats. The creek is

dry at the entrance at
low water.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemabss.

Madumari On the coast, 1
mile north of
Bashi.

40 houses. Wheat, barley and
dates are grown, the
palms numbering 500.
Animals are 20 camels,
50 donkeys, 10 cattle
and 300 sheep and
goats.

Makri 6 miles south-south-
west of Ahram,
on the west side

of the Tangistan
Yalley.

20 houses. There are 600 date trees,
and wheat and barley
are also cultivated.
Livestock are 2 horses,
30 camels, 25 cattle
and 800 sheep and
goats.

Mankali (Qal’ek-i-)

AjtILS

6 miles west by
north of Aliram,
on the west side

of the Tangistan
Yalley.

50 houses. There are 400 date
palms, and wheat and
barley are grown.
Animals are 2 horses,
20 camels, 30 donkeys
and 200 sheep and
goats.

Midar Hasani 2| miles south-

south-west of *Ali

Changi.

60 houses. Wheat and barley are
cultivated and 10
camels, 20 donkeys
and 100 sheep and
goats are owned. The
people also own 10
fishing boats.

Muhmid Ahmadi 5 miles north of

Ahram, at the

western foot of

the Ktih Gngardl
hill.

40 houses. Properly Mahmud Ah-
madi

Wheat and barley are

grown and there are

6,000 date palms.
Animals are 2 horses,

4 mules, 70 camels,
100 donkeys, 50 cattle

and 1,500 sheep and
goats.

Nargiszar

jbo*^

Near the coast, 3

miles north of

BSshi.

40 houses. There is cultivation of
wheat and barley and
date palms number
about 1,000. Live-
stock are 2 horses, 25
camels, 50 donkeys, 30
cattle and 600 sheep
and goats.

FSikaslii

7 V

4 miles south of

*Ali Changi.

20 houses. Wheat, barley and
water-melons are

grown and there are

4,000 date trees. The
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iN^aine. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eemaeks,

1 people own 4 horses,

2 mules, 50 camels,
100 donkeys, 50 cattle

and 1,000 sheep and
goats.

Bubtami On the coast, moiad-
ed in the group
of villages called

Baraki (see above).

20 houses
•

j

The inhabitants culti-

vate wheat, barley and
dates and are fisher-

men, owning a few
sailing boats ; they
also manufacture Gach.

Saliuiabadeb. On the coast. The
southernmost vil-

lage iu the Baraki
group (see above)

and iu the Tan-
gistan district.

40 houses There are 20 donkeys,
10 cattle, 100 sheep
and goats and 400
date trees, also two
cargo boats.

Samil ^Ali 6 miles south-west

of Alirain, on the

west side of the

Tangistan Valley.

i

1

20 house This village produces
wheat, barley and
dates. Animals are
4 horses, 50 donkeys,
30 cattle and 600
sheep and goats.

There are 500 date-

palms. Also called

Sama’il *Ali

^1^ *

Shababi (Kbur} On the coast, a
village of the
group called Bara-
ki (see above),
in which its situa-

tion is central.

50 housi

i

' Wheat, barley and dates
are cultivated by the
inhabitants who also

possess 6 trading-ves-
sels and 20 fish-

ing-boats. The people
manufacture Gach and
send it by their own
boats to Bushehr,
Bahrain and Bas-
rah. Animals are 50
donkeys, 30 cattle

and 200 sheep and
goats.

^
There are

1,000 date palms.

l^bakar (Bagb) 6 miles north of

Ahram, at the
foot of the Kuh
Gugaxdi.

20 housesi* Wheat, barlo}^ and dates
are grown. Livestock
are 4 horses, 3 mules,
20 camels, 60 donkeys,
SO cattle and 600
sheep and goats.
There are 4,000 date
palms.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Eemabks.

Suraki

i/jr"

5 miles west-south*

west of Abram.
40 houses. Wheat, barley and dates

are grown, the palms
number 4,000. Ani-
mals are 3 horses, 3

mules, 30 camels, 50
donkeys, 40 cattle and
600 sheep and goats.

Also called Shuraki

TatJgistall About 5 miles south

of ’Ali Ghangi.
10 houses. This was formerly the

residence of the

Khans of Tangistan,

but is now practically

deserted. There are

some very shallow

wells

»

Taqi (Qal’ch-i-) 6 miles south-east

of ’Ali Changi, at

the noTthern foot

of Kuh-i-Mund.

50 houses.
Wheat, barley, dates

and water-melons are

grown ;
palms number

1,000. There are 5

horses, 3 mules, 20
i camels, 50 donkeys,

20 cattle and 500
sheep and goats

.

Tul Siyah
(JJo

2 miles north of

’Ali Changi.

30 houses of a tribe

said to have come

from ’Iraq-i-’Ajam.

The crops are wheat

and barley and there

are 4,000 date-palms

Animals are 4 horses,

2 mules, 20 cames,

100 donkeys, 50

cattle and 2,000^ sheep

and goats. This is a

well-to-do village.

Tuklim Mari 4 miles soath-east

of ’Ali Changi,

on one route from
Busbelir Town
to Abram.

20 houses.
Wheat, barley, dates

and water-melons

grow; the palms are

about 2,000. Animals
are 4 horses, 30

camels, 100 donkeys,

80 cattle and 600

sheep and goats.

Tunb Seh
<Lw

3 miles south-south-

east of Abram.
Half a dozen houses. The crops are wheat and

barley, and there are

2,000 date-palms.

Livestock are 20

donkeys, 10 cattle and

100 sheep and goats.
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Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Kemahef;.

1

1

On the coast,

a village of the

group known as

Baraki (see above).

50 houses. The people are sailors,

fishermen and cultiva-

tors : they have 5 boats

which run to BH-
shehr, Basrah and

Bahrain. Their

crops are wheat, barley

and dates, and they

also manufacture and
export Gach.

Vakanku 8 miles west-north*

west of Ahram,
at the north end

of the Mund hills.

40 houses. 'Wheat, barley, dates

and water-melons are

grown. There are 20
donkeys, 10 cattle and
1,000 sheep and goats.

Charcoal and firewood

from the hills are

exported in consider-

able quantities.

Zair Zhizar
(Kiiaslimj

7 miles north of

Ahram.
20 houses. The people grow wheat,

barley and water-me-

lons and collect fire-

wood. There are

2,000 date-palms, and
livestock are 10 horses,

4 mules, 60 camels,

100 donkeys, 60 cattle

and 1,700 sheep and
goats.

TANTJEAH
(EAS)

A sandy promontory running north-west and south-east so as to foim

the north-eastern side of Qatif bay in the Sanjaq of Hasa. Its length is

8 miles or more
; but it is very narrow, its breadth in places not exceediag

100 yards; and near its extremity it is exceedingly low. There is an

anchorage just within the point of the cape where Turkish Government
vessels visiting Qatif generally lie, and near which, on the shore, the Turks

maintain a coal dep6t. A great meeting of tides takes place off Eas Tanu-
rah

;
the courses of the currents are complicated but the general result

appears to be a division of the tides, for the flood stream south of the cape

sets to southwards, and north of it to north-westwards in the direction of

Kuwait. At the extremity of Eas Tanurah is a pearl bank, known as
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TJmm Rahim, immediately north of which upon the coast are others, viz.

(in order from south to north), Duwaiyisain, Abu ’Adhum, Ahul ’Uruq
and Ja^aimah.

An island in Qatif bay, of which the parb nearest to the coast is about

2 miles east-north-east of Qatif Town
;

it forms part of the Turkish

Sanjaq of Hasa. At low water it is connected with the mainland by a

ford about \ a mile north of the Kut of Qatif. The island measures

about 4 miles each way and about ^ of it is covered with date groves :

the western side, however, has no trees. The whole island is irrigated

and supplied with drinking water by two fine springs situated near the

centre, in the lands of Tarut village : the water of these is hot, but

excellent. The total population of the island may be about 4,000

persons : the following table gives the villages with the tribes of the

inhabitants and some other particulars.

Name. Position. Houses. Inhabitants.

Darin

or

Darain

On the south coast

of the island.

100 Mostly Bani
Klialid with

a few Junai-
dat, 10 houses

of Sadah and a

sprinkling of

In ajdis and Bah-
rainis. Almost
all are Sunnis.

The village is defended
by a square fort.

There are no dates

or other kinds of cul-

tivation, but the
people have 16 pearl

boats. A detached
quarter on the east

side, called Halat
Darin, forms about

1 of the village.

Fanyah On the north coast

of the island.

40 Imm i g r a n t s

from Abu
Dhabi of the

A1 Bu Falasah

section of the

Bani Yas tribe,

all Maliki Sun-

nis and mostly

pearl divers.

This village is also

called Zor. It is

unwalled and possesses

some date gardens

irrigated from the

Tarut village springs,

also 7 pearl boats.

Sanabis On the eastern

shore of the

island.

200 Baharinah, who
are fishermen

and pearl-divers;

they are all

Shiahs.
'

An unwalled village

without any date

gardens. To this

place belong 68 pearl

boats.

taritt
0

,^
0

'
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TATHLITH
or

TATHLI-
THAH
(WADI)

iMXi -

Xame. Position. Hottses. lubabitants.

—

i

Taiut

o^yj

In the centre of

the island.

350 B aharina h.
'

Shi’ahs, pearl-

divers, petty

pearl-merchants

and cultivators.

Iho village is walled, but

many of the houses

are outside the wall.

There are two fine

springs, *Am-al-Bam-

mam
and Ain Umm-al-

m
Fursan

the former is f a

mile north-west, and

the latter -1 a mile

north-east, of the

village ; the chan-

nels of Umm-al-Fur-
san have fallen into

disrepair. Dates, other

fruit trees, lucerne

and vegetables abound.

There is an old fort

with bastioi3s, in bad

1

condition but occupied

by a detachment of

10 Turkish Dhabi-

tiyahs.

Zor See I’anyab above. t tt 1 ••

A valley or district adjoining, or possibly included in, tlie Wabbabi

dominions at tbeir soutb-westem extremity
;

it lies apparently between

Wadi Sab ai^ and Najran; or possibly somewhat further to the east;

south-westwards from Widyan Dawasir. Very little is known of this

remote tract except that it belongs to the Qahtan tribe ; but it is stated

to be bounded on the south-west by hills called Jabal ’Amk and

on the south-east by a ridge known as Jabal Jahar . According

to the same authority it contains a detached hill styled Jabal Kilab

and villages (or perhaps camping grounds) known as Habaiyah
m w

,
Hamzah , Jasb , Maraighan ,

Murabba^ ,

Nabamsah and Qasr Bin-Toq [jjio . The Qahtan of Wadi

Tathlith are said to profess allegiance to Ibn Sa^ud.
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A vaEey rising in the Western Hajar of the ’Oman Sultanate and

reaching the Batinah. coast not far from Rumais ; it is to the west of Wadi

Wadi Tan contains only one village of importance, that

of Tan jJa
;

it consists of 300 mud houses of the Bani Jahir, partly of the

Aulad Rashid section, and lies some 10 or 12 miles inland from Rumais.

Dates are the principal if not the only form of cultivation and the groves

contain 10,000 trees. There are 70 camels, 100 donkeys, 60 cattle and

800 sheep and goats. The trade of Wadi Tan is with Sib and Barkah.

Tan is one of the capitals of the Bani Jabir, and the chief Shaikh there

is Saif-bin Sulaiman.

A long narrow island adjoining the left bank of the Shatt-al- ’Arab,

forming a continuation virtually of ’Ajairawiyah, and itself prolonged

downstream by Shamshamiyah. Tawailah begins about 10| miles by

river below the British Consulate at Basrah and ends about 6 miles above

the junction of the Karun and the Shatt-al-’Arab ;
its length between

these points is 5i miles, while its average breadth is i of a mile or less.

It fronts the village of Labani, the ci-eek of Abul Khasib, and the

tracts of Abu Ibgai’ and Abul Fulus, and partially that of Baljaniyah, on

the right bank of the Shatt-al-'Arab ;
and on the other side nearly the

whole stretch from Nahr Jasim down to the Turco-Persian frontier is

subtended by it. Tawailah is part of Turkish ’Iraq^.

The only village on Tawailah appears to beknown as Shiraji ;
it stands

on the noi-th shore of the island about midway between its two extremities

and consists of about 50 huts of the so-styled Mashid tribe, and its agri-

cultural resources are estimated at 10,000 date palms besides other
^

trees, 30 cattle, and 50 sheep and goats. About 50 other families of

Mashid are scattered over_the rest of the island, most of theit huts bemg

near the southern shore : these cultivate wheat and other cereals, possess

fruit gardens and about 10;000 date palms, and own 50 cattle andan [

number of sbeep and goats.

It would seem that in 1836 the lower part of Tawailah island vm

non-existent, and that the upper pai-t of it was then connected with e

present island of ’Ajairawiyah.

TAB
(WADI)

TAWAI-
LAH
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TAWAIRlJ Also called Hindiyah a town and municipality in Turkish ^Iraq,

Bjtanding upon both banks of the Hindiyah at 13 miles below its head.

Most of Tawairij is on the right bank of the stream and^ the environs

being low^ is protected on the three landward sides by an embankment

which circles round it at a radius of a few minutes^ walk. The quarter

on the left bank^ consisting of some mud houses, a few shops, and a

good Khan owned by a Jew of Baghdad, is connected by a boat bridge

of 21 pontoons with the main town. The latter contains numerous

masonry buildings and all the public offices.

Tawairij thirty years ago was merely a small village and the centre

of a rice-growing tract ; it is now a considerable town. The population

is about 4,000 souls, of whom nearly all are Shi^ah Arabs ; there are

however some 40 Persians, 60 Jews, 50 Turks, 10 Panjabi Indians and

Afghans regarded as British subjects, and half-a-dozen Oriental Chris-

tians. There are 3 mosques and 4 Khans.

The staple business to which, in conjunction with political and admi-

nistrative causes, Tawairij owes its present position has now declined

;

for, in consequence of the general drying up of the country round, half

of the tract formerly under rice is now thrown entirely out of cultivation,

while the rest only produces crops such as barley and wheat. The

produce tax payable to the government has fallen to about one-third of

its former amount.

Tawairij, however, shows no symptoms of commercial decay and is

still to a large extent an entrep6t for rice brought from other places.

Shops number about 150. Manchester piece-goods, received from

Baghdad, are the only valuable import
; some other foreign goods are

received direct from Basrah; exports other than rice are chiefly dates,

barley, wheat, and wool. The ^Anizah tribe from the Shamiyah Desert

visit Tawairij in large numbers to make their annual purchases of food

and clothing.

Camels can he had only when the ^Anizah are in the neighbourhood,

but a considerable number of horses and donkeys are procurable in the

district, as also bufEaloes, cattle, sheep and goats. About 20 boats of

the size ordinarily in use on the Hindiyah are as a rule obtainable at

Tawairij.

Tawairij, in addition to the ordinary appurtenances of a Qadha head-
quarters^ has a telegraph-office connected by a single wire with the towns
of Hillah and Karbala : the department of Public Debt and the Tobacco
Eegie^are each represented,by a Mamur. There is also a harbour master.
The mxhtary force at present consists only of 75 Radifs under 3 officers:
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tlie town is the headquarters of the 2nd battalion of the 84th regiment

of Radif.

One of the largest, most populous and most beautiful valleys in

the ’Oman Sultanate ; it forms a deep trough in the heart of Eastern

Hajar, Wadi Tayin rises a few miles to the north-west of Najd Wasit^

on. the opposite side of that pass from WadiMansah, and mns at first to

the south-east for 25 miles between two high ranges till it reaches

Q-hubrat-at-Tam ; then, turning at right angles towards the north-east

and assuming successively the names of Wadi Dhaiqah and Wadi

Hail ,
it breaks out of the bills and reaches the sea at Daghmar

after a further course of about 27 miles.

The following are the principal places in or directly connected

with Wadi Tayin in order from its head downwards ;

—

2(ame.
\

Positiou.
Oa which
bank.

Houses and in-

habitants.
Beuabes.

Ba’ad

#•1

In Wadi Wasit,a short

right bank tributary

which joins Wadi
Tayin near its head

from Najd Wasit,

M. 60 honseS}

Bahbiy in
and AulSid

Mahriz.

Eesources are 30
oamels» 25 donkeys,

80 cattle, 400 sheep

aud goats, and 8,000

date palms.

Naqsi In the angle between

Wadi Wasit and

VYadi Tavin imme-
diately aboye their

junction.

30 houses of

Ealibiyin.
There are 2,000 date-

trees, 15 camels, 40
donkeys, 100 cattle

and 700 sheep and
gouts.

Hindarut A short distance bolow

Naqsi.

30 houses of

Bahbiyin.
There are 2,000 dates

;

animals are 10

donkevs, 7 cattle

and 50 sheep and

goats.

Mibs
m

A short distance

below the junction of

Wadi Tayin and

Wadi Wasit.

Eight. 160 houses of

Bahbiyin,
Stands amidst

orchards in a little

forest of date trees.

There are 160

camels, 800 don-

keys, 100 cattle,

4,000 sheep and

goats and 5,00Q

date palms.

Mizbur Just below Miss. Do* 60 houses of

Hamahimah
and BalLbi-
yin of the

Aulad Mah-
riz section.

Animals are 10 don-

keys, 10 cattle and

60 sheep and goats

and there are 5,000

palms,

TAYIN

(WADI)

6 a 2
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Xamc. Position.
On which
bank.

Hoases-and in-
habitants.

Eemasks.

Huk Adjoins ^izbur. Right. 15 houses ol

RaLbiyin.
There are 2,QOO
palms ; animals are
17 donkeys, 5 cattle

and 30 sheep and
goats.

Ghiyadhah
dJot^

j

' 3 miles below Mizbnr. Both. 50 houses of
Rahbiyin.

There are 4,000 dates.

Livestock are 10
donkeys, 10 cattle

and 50 sheep and
goats.

Madairah Just below Ghiyadhab Right. 100 houses
of Bani Bat-
tash. of the
Barn* Ghasain
and Wilad
Hazam sec-

tions.

Animals are 4 don*
keys, 4 cattle and
30 sheep and goats

;

there are 2,000
dates.

Badi’ali 3 miles below
Madairah.

Do. oO houses of
Bani Bat-
tash and
Bani RaqSd

There are 4000 dates,
10 donkeys, 5 cattle

and 30 sheep and
goats.

Shat

oU
Just below Badi’ah. Do. Houses of Bani

’Arabah.
6,000 date palms, 12
donkeys, 6 cattle and
60 sheep and goats.

Kamiuaiit

1

1

1 mile bploi7 Shat. Left. 40 mud houses
of the Bani
'Arabah.

The village is walled;
it has a hot spring
and considerable
cultivation. Re-
souices are 3,000
date palms, 8 don-
keys, 7 cattle and
60 sheep and goats.

Qnrr '

I

••

1

1

2 miles be’ow Hammara. Do. 40 mud houses
of Bani
’Arabah,

There are 3,000 dates,

7 donkeys, 8 cattle

and 60 sheep and
goats.

Sibal
1

4>*^
j

.

1

1

1

Midway between Najd
Wasit and Ghubrat-
at-TSm, about 13
miles from either.

Do. 50 houses of
the Bani
^Arabah.

This place is 1,600
feet above sea-level

;

it has an abundant
supply of water,

extensive date plan-
tations, consider-

able cultivation and
many kinds of

fruit trees. There
are some substan-
tial houses, 4 mos-
ques and several

Sablahs. Palms
number 6,000 and
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Name.

1

Position.

1

On which
bank.

Houses and in-
habitants.

Behabss.

\

f

2^ miles below SibaL l

there are 10 don»
keys, 10 cattle and
50 sheep and goats.

Hida ^
a

Right. 150 houses of

the Bani Bat-
tash, Bani
*Umr section.

Donkeys are bred
here and a good
many are available.

The date plantations
are extensive, con-
taining 10,000
palms. Animals are
120 donkeys, 50
cattle and 100 sheep
and goats.

'ITqdah 1 mile below Hida. Left. 30 houses of

the Ban i Bat-
tasli, Baui
*Umr section.

Considerable cultiva-

tion. This is an un-
ruly village where
European travellers

have more than
once been molested.

There are 10
donkeys, 20 cattle,

70 sheep and goats
and 6,000 date trees.

'Ajma

i

6 miles below ’Uqdah,

at some distance

from tbe W adi bed.

1

Do. iOj houses of

tbe Bani
*Umr section

of the Bani
BattSsli.

Wheat, millet and
lucerne are culti-

vated and there are
600 date palms.
Animals are 7 don-
keys, 3 cattle and
20 sheep and goats.

Malalilah Halt a mile below

'Aima.

Right. About 60 mud
houses of the

Bani ’TJmr

section of the ^

Bani Bat-
tash.

From this place there

are two routes to

Sharqiyah. Ani-
mals ai’e 5 donkeys,

10 cattle and 50
sheep and goats.

There are 3,000
date trees.

Ghai^yan 1 mile below *Ajma. Do. 30 stone houses

of the Bani
'Umr section

of the Bani
Battash.

Wheat, millet and
lucerne are grown
and dates number
3,000. Animals are

lO donkeys, 15
camels and 70 sheep

and goats.

Sidafi '

,

miles loelow Gbai-

yan.

Do. 30 houbes of

Bani Bat-
tash.

At this point Wadi
Dima joins Wadi
Tayin. Ihere are

4,^000 date palm?,
6* donkeys, 7 cattle

and SO sheen and

goats.
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Eikalny&h | a mile below Sidafi. 30 bouses of

I

tash.

Wheat, and other
cereals are culti-

vated and there are

3,000 date trees.

Livestock are 6 don-
keys, 7 cattle and
30 sheep and goats.

Baiyadh li miles below Ri-

kaklyah.

60 houses of It is a quaint, pic-

the Suwabiq turesque village,

section of the built up the side of

Rahbiyin. a knoll with a tower
at the top. The
date groves com-
prise 10,000 trees.

Animals are 5 don-
keys, 10 cattle and
70 sheep and goats,

1 mile below Baiyadh, 50 houses of

Bani Bat-
tasb.

Date palms number
10,000 and there are

10 donkeys, 10
cattle and 70 sheep
and goats.

Lashkhar

Ghnhrat-at-
Tam

2^ miles below Bai-

yadh.

2| miles below Laah-
khar.

Do. 10 houses of Tbe houses stand in

BaniBattasb an enclosure. There
of tbe Wilad are 1,000 dates, 5
Ward section, donkeys, 4 cattle and

20 sheep and goats.

Right. 120 houses, half Dates, maize, millet

Siyabiyin
and half

Hanadbilah.

and lucerne are cul-

tivated, but not
wheat. Elevation
above tho sea is

1,000 feet. There
are about 25 don-
keys, 20 cattle and
100 sheep and goats.

Wadi Khabbah
joins Wadi Tayin
on its right bank at

this place. Ghubrah
is protected by an
oblong fort at the
western extremity of

a bill. A small ham-
let called Tul
adjoining Ghubrab,
was practically de-

populated in the
cholera epidemic of
1899 and has ceased
to exist as a village.
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As far as this place the Wadi is broad and straight, and is enclosed

between two parallel ranges of hills which present a remarJrable contrast to

one another. The range on the north-east side is called Jabal !Baidhah <*A
tti

or Baiyadh ;
it consists of limestone in horizontal strata and appears

to have a table-top ; its height has been estimated at 3^000 feet. It

is arid and sterile in aspect^ but is said to support a large number of

shepherds with their flocks j the hollows and crevices conceal much thorny

undergrowth and coarse herbage. While Jabal Baidhah is distinguished by

its light coloui', the range of Jabal Halwi which faces it across the

valley is equally remarkable for the darkness of its hue and differs no

less from Jabal Baidhah in its general configuration^ which is ragged

and intricate. The ravines in the slopes of these mountains contain

some of the villages of Wadi Tayin^ but others extend along the

fertile bed of the valley^ tbeir orchards and plantations fringing it

at intervals for miles and alternating with scenes of desolation and

stretches of barren rock. In the bottom of the valley there is no

continuous stream ; but water is perennial and abundant, now above the

surface and now below. The vast assemblage of date-palms is very strik-

ing, and grapes, peaches, apricots, custard-apples, guavas, figs, pome-

granates, plums, limes, sweet limes, quinces, oranges, bananas, citrons,

mangoes, melons and mulberries ai'e grown with success. Here,

besides the ordinary grains and vegetables of ’Omailj are found tur-

meric, sugarcane, bastard saffron and henna.

At Ghubrat‘at-Tam the direction of Wadi Tayin changes to north-

east, and 2 ^ mile from Ghubrah it enters an extraordinary cafion and

becomes Wadi Dhaiqah. A quarter of a mile down the canon occurs a

sadden drop in the bed of the valley, where men and baggage are

lowered with ropes, and camels are sent round by a circuitous track on

the left bank, involving a delay of an hour. At the end nearest

Ghubrah the width of the gorge is only 100 yards and further down it

varies from 150 to 500, the cliffs on either side rising sheer to 1,000 and

even 1,500 feet. This deep and narrow section of the valley is liable to

sudden and dangerous floods, and even at ordinary times„ there is a

considerable flow of water which increases in volume as it descends. It

is this cafion which, seen from the sea, has obtained among English

mariners the name of the ^^DeviEs Gap.’^*
.
The W^i Dhaiqah section

continues narrow for about 6 miles and opens out about miles before

elsewhere described under its own name, is reached.

* A distant view from the sea of Devils Gap will be found in Chart No. 238,^38 and

another in No. 2373-2837 A,
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About 10 miles below Mazara’ is Hail-al-Ghaf, wliicbalso

forms the subject of a separate artielCj and here the name of the valley is

changed to Wadi Hail ;
indeed nowhere below Ghubrah is it called

Wadi Taym. The coast is reached at Daghmar about 7 miles below

Hail-al-Ghaf.

The entire settled population of Wadi Tayin amounts; apparently; to

about 8;600 souls.

Wadi Tayin has only two tributaries of any importance, both on its

right bankj these are Wadi Dima, which joins it at Sidafi, and Wadi

Khabbali, which comes in at Ghubrah.

Wadi Tayin forms a sort of vestibule to Sharqiyah ;
it is entered by

routes from the Masqat District over the ^Amdah and Manqal passes and

by a route from Wadi Mansah ovei- the Wasit pass; on the other side

routes to Sharqiyah leave it at Malahlah and Ghubrah. All these

routes are said to be passable for camels.

The trade of Wadi Tayin is partly with Quryat and partly with

Matrah and Masqat Town.

The eastern and now the more important, at least with reference to

communications, of the two great rivers of Turkish ^Iraq; it is the nearer

to the Persian frontier, it is the highway to Baghdad from the Persian

Gulf, and it offers at the present time greater facilities for navigation than

the Euphrates ;
but as a source of irrigation it is probably of less value.*

The general direction of its flow is from north-west to south-east, like

that of the Euphrates, but both above and below Baghdad it deviates

in a curve to the north-east of the direct line, and in this respect its

behaviour is contrary to that of the twin river.

The Tigris is the Hiddekel of the Bible and the present name (Dijlah)

represents the last two syllables of that word.

* AwthoriUes,^']^\\Q information contained in this article was partly supplied by Col,

L. S, Newmarch and Major J. Ramsay, Political Residents at Baghdad, and partly

obtained by the writer on the spot from Sir W. Willcocks and from Messrs. Braine and

Cowley of the B. T, S. N. Company’s service. The best existing maps of the Tigris

are Chesney's of 1836 ; Felix Jones’s of 1849-60 (in Bombay Selections XLIII) , and

Selby, Collingwood, and Bewsher’a of 1860-65, but they are about to be superseded:

the first is of the whole river, the second of the portion from Tikrit to Kut-al-Amarah,

and the third of the part from Kadhi main to Kut-al-Amarah. The most elaborate

survey yet made of the river Tigris between Baghdad and Qiirnah was carried out

by Lieut. A. Hamilton, of the “ Comet ” in 1906*07 and completed by Lieut.

Gardner, R.I.M., in 1907
;

the resulting map has not yet been published, but the

principal data obtained in the survey are embodied in the last paragraph of the jpresent

article. Some information about the river is contained in the Foreign Proceedings of

the Government of India for June 1899. ^
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General coztrse and character.—Tlie source of tlie Tigris is in

Armenia and after passing Mnsal the chef-lieu of the Wilayat of

that name, it enters the tract with which we are concerned at Samarrah.

The following is a tabular account of its course in "^Iraq, the names given

being those of the principal places on its banks :

—

Name,

Tikuit

Samarrah
Ul

(l)lOn which side situated,

(2) distance hy stream
and (3) direction from

tbe last place.

Nature. BEiTABZS.

Eight bank* A town of 10,000
Arab inhabitants.

The people are poor
and mostly inhabit
mud and stone huts-
Supplies are obtain-
able in moderate
quantities only.

Left bank.

30 miles.

South-south-east.

A walled town of about

5,000 inhabitants,

nearly all ShPahs

;

tbe head-quarters of

a Qadba of tbe same
name in tbe Sanjaq
and Wilayat of

Baghdad. Tbe town
stands inland frorn a
high bank and is in-

visible from tbe other

side of the river

where the land is

lower ;
tbe eastern

bank is 70, tbe wes-

tern 30 feet high.

The Sanitary and
Public Debt Depart-

ments and the Tobac-

co Eegie are repre-

sented at Samarrah.

Many of the bouses

are empty and tbe& seems to be

ing. There are

several fine mosques.

The Persian Govern-

ment is represented

by a paid Naib K.ar-

pardaz or Constilar

Agent. There is a

carriage service

between Samarrah

and Baghdad.

Samanab is tbe burial
place of the 10th and
11th Imams and
consequently a place
of Sbi’ah pilgi image.
It was founded by
tbe Kbalifah Mo’ta-
sim, who transferred
his residence thither
from Baghdad in
836 A.D., and it

remained tbe seat of
the Abbasid empire
until 892 A.D., when
the ruling Khalifah
returned to Bagh-
dad. The original
(Aramaean; name of
the place, Samarra

was officially

changed to Sarra
ai

man raa ”
1;

( =: who beh old

it lejoices), but it is

now written and
spelt as above. The
river is here 460yatds
wide when full, and
the current is normally
3 miles an hour. There

is a bridge here vary-

ing in length from^ 82

I to 65 boats.

Qaim Left bank.

7 miles below

Samarrah.
South-south-east.

The ruins of a tower,

probably a Sassanian

structure.

The second or lower

1 head of the ancient

Nahrwaii canal was

at this place.
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Name.

(1) On which side situated,

(2) distance by stream
and (3) direction, from

the last place.

Natme. Brmares.

Qadisljali j
*“ « 1

' Left bank.

4 miles.

EasL-'SOuib-east.

The site, no w deserted,

of a place which in

the time of the

Khalifate was
famous for its glass

works.

Kot to be confounded
with the battlefield

of tbe same name
near iWajaf Town.

Qanatir C
8 mJes below Qaim.
EuaC -south-east.

The site oc two
massive barriers,

one above the other,

which held up the
water of the whole
river ; they h&vo now
disappeared leaving
rapids which boats

cannot without diffi-

culty ascend. At
this place the
Dujail canal takes
off from the right
bank ; and imme-
diately below it, on
the same side, an old

bed of the Tigris

strikes off, in a more
southerly direction

than the present one,

towards Baghdad.

The barriers appear to

basre been natural,

consisting of a baid
conglomerate, but
they may have been
increased in height

bv artificial works.
The disai)pearance of

the conglomerate
foundations appeals

to have resulted from
! the erosion by the

liver of a clay bed on
i

which they rested.

“Adliaim f

[

Left bank.
18 miles belovv

Qanatir.
East by south.

(The position is that
of the confluence
with the Tigris).

A stream joining the
Tigris from the
north ; in summer
it is a petty rivulet,

iu winter a brawling
stream and some-
times an impassable
torrent.

The ancient- city of
Opis probably stood

somewhere in this

neighbourhood. Cap-
tain Felix Jones
would identify with

its site a place now
called Manjur which is

2 or 3 miles from the

right bank of the

Tigris at a point

opposite tbe mouth of

the 'Adhaim.

KSiiMmain f

j

Town •{

and"
[

Mxi’adlidliam

Eight and left banks
respecbive-lv.

6o miles below the
’Adhaim.

Nearly south.

See articles Kadhi-
main Town and
Mu’adlidiiam.

The two places are con-

ned ed by n boat

bridge of 21 pontoons.

Baghdad r

City (

Both banks.
4 miles below
Kadhimaiu.

South-east.

See article Baghdad
City,

Tbe Tigris is spanned
here by a boat bridge

of 24 pontoons, 240
yards in length. The
width of the river
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Name.

(1) On which side situated,

(2) distance hy stream,
and (3) directiou from

the last place.

Nature. Be xMABES.

within the city varies

from about 250 to 350
yards, and the depth
in floods is 30 to 36
feet.

Kharr /

lU 1

Right bank.

6 miles below
Baghdad,

South-west.

(The position is that

of the mouth).

A stream or creek

carrying the drain-

age of the desert

west of Baghdad
City to the Tigris.
Id spring it is filled

by the reflux of

water from the

Tigris to a maxi-
mum depth of 10
feet : in summer it

almost dries up.

The Kharr is crossed at

some distance above
its mouth by an iron
bridge on the road
from Baghdad to

Karbala. Kear the

mouth of the Kharr
thei*e is an island in

the Tigris called

Khalij .

Qararali 1

(

Left bank.
7 miles below the
Kharr.

East by south.

See article Qararah. There is a boat biidge

here varying in length

from 36 to 45 pon-
toons : it connects the
Si’adah reach on the

left hank with that of

Dibaiji on the right

bank.

Diyalali 1

<)Jbj
j

Left bank.

7 mi'es below
Qararah.

South-east. (The

position is that of

the confluence with

the Tigris.)

See article Diyalah

.

Qusaibah i

1

Rij^ht bank.

9 miles below the

Diyalah.
. South by east.

A locality on the left

bank and a forest.

'1 he upper part of the

forest belongs to one

Ibn Jamil and the

lower to Sabri Pasha;

the latter instructs

the soldiers whom
he employs as guards

to say that it belongs

to Government.

The whole reach from
here down to Ctesi-

phon is described as

the Qusaibah reach ;

its navigation is diffi-

cult in a low river.

Madaixi
^

(

' Both banks.

1

From 2 to 4 miles

1
bolow Qusaibah.

j.
South.

See article Madaih. Madain includes Salman
Pak and Cte&iphon or

Taq Kisra, both of

which are about half a
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Name.

(1) Oa which side situated,

(2) distance by stream,
and (3) direction

from the last place.

Nature.

mile from the left

bank of the Tigris

;

the latter is half a
mile below the former
and marks the lower
end of Madain.

Jirf-al-Balta^J (w
^

y Commences at the

end of Madain.
Sout h-south- west.

1

A reach of the river

beginning just below
Ctesiphon and ex-

tending down-stream
for If miles.

This is a shallow* reach
and difficult of naviga-
tion when the water is

low. It takes its

name from a locality

of less extent on the
left hank of the river.

Hurrljah \

m <

I

Right bank,
A little below Ctesi-

phou; in Madain,
Soath-south-west.

A locality where a
forest formerly exis-

ted, but it has dis-

appeared .

Not far below this place
the coni’se of the river

changes from south-
west to north-east,

and further down it

passes again at If
miles from Ctesiphon,
this time on the south-
east side of the ruins.

Khannasah \
w \

f

Begins a little Way
below Hurriyah.

South -south-west.

1

A reach of the river

contjnuinif the last

and extending for 4

1

miles. There was a
forest here of the
same name, hut it has
recently been cut
down by a Baghdad
Pasha who has taken
up the land for

cultivation.

1

A shallow reach diffi-

cult to navigate in a

low river : it takes its

name from a locality

on the left bank.
There are sometimes a
few Arab tents on the
bank here, and Muham-
mad Pasha, Daghis-
tani, has a grain store

aud keeps some horses
at this place. There is

good black partridge
shooting in the neigh-
bourhood. A long
reach of the river called

w
Lajj J follows

and is succeeded
by another called

Dawar The

-

navigation of Lajj is

difficult in the low
season ; at DSwar,
there is a Government
forest.
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Name,

Suwairah

or

(1) On which side situated,
(2) distance by stream
and (3) direction from

the last place.

Ifature. Be IfABES.

(
r

Right bank. See article
73 miles below Suwairah.
Qararah.

South-east bj^ sooth.

About 14 miles below
Suwairah begins a
reach 4 miles in
leng th, called

(also called Ja-
zirab Hami-
diyab, etc.)

Qutuniyah

where there is a reser-

ved forest on the left

bank. A few miles
below the Qntnniyah
reach there stood on
the left banks from
the 9 th to the 14tb
century of the Chris-
tian era at least, the
Chri8tian_ convent of

Daii-al-’Aqul

rounded hy a con
siderable town : the
ruins are still visible.

At this place there
was a toll bar for
vessels and the river
was closed at night by
means of cables. A
little fnither down,
but on the right bank,

tv

was Huinaniyah

of which the site is

still traceable
;

here
Zubaidah, the widow
of Harun-ar-EMshid,
wa_s kept in captivity
for a time by the
Khalifah Mamuo.

’Aziziyah Left bank.

32| miles below
Suwairah.

South-east.

See article ’Azizi-
yah.

A little above ’Azizi-
yah is an island,

called Kbalij

The tail of the ancient

f^ahrwan canal, of
which the head was at
Qaim above, appears to
have almost reached the
Tigris again in the
neighbourhood of
^Aziziyah. Not
many miles below
’Aziziyah. is a place

Tawil on the
right bank, where
about 30 families of

Zubaid of the
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Name.

(1) Ou vrhich side situated,

(2) distance by stream,
and (3) direction from

the last place.

1

Nature.

1

Kemarsb.

1

1

Dawar section encamp
in tents and cultivate
wheat and barley. 4
long shallow reach
called Shidhaif l isS.w

! follows Tawil ; and a
considerable distance
further on, perhaps 12
miles above the next
place Bgliailah, is a
reach known as Sha-
rish or Sharshar

The navi-

gation of both
Shidhaif and Sharish is
troublesome in the low
season. Tlie left bank
on the Sharish reach

is called Summar^^
or Samr
A short way below
Shidhaif is a spot called

Jarjaraiyah

on the left bank,
representing the town
of Jarjaraya

whiclt iu the 9fch cen-
tury of the Christian
era was the lesidence of
many Persian nobles
and the capital of the
lower Nahrwan tract,

but by the 13th century
had become a ruin.

Bghailali \

AkM 1

Right bank.

60 miles below
’Aziziyah.

Bee article Bgliai-
laii,

1

1

Immediately below
Bgliailah a canal
called Bada’ah

takes off on the right
bank of the Tigris,

and, running inland,
forms swamps with
its surplus water. Not
far below Bgliailali
the reach of Imam
Mahdi is

passed, then that of

' -

Umm-al-’Ajaj^L**^!

at the latter there are
generally Arab encamp-
ments on the right
bank.
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(1) On wbicli side situafed,

(2) distance by stream,
and (3) direction from

the last place.

K u t - a 1

Amarali
^

Left bank.
\ 50 miles below
1 BgliaiLah.

East by south.

See article Kut-
I

al-Amarah.

Shaikh Sa’ad

’A 1 i - a 1 -

Glaarbi

Right bank.

42 1 miles below
Kut-al-Amarah,
East by north.

Right bank.

30 miles below

Shaikh Sa’ad.
East by south.

See article

Sa^ad*

Opposite this place the
Shatt-al-G-tiaraf runs
eff from the right bank
of the Tigris to join
the Eupjirates after
a course of 120 or more
miles

; it is described in
a separate article.

There is a boat bridge
here varying from 35 to
41 pontoons : it extends
between a tract called
Jadriyah on the left

bank and one called
Muhammad AWl
Hasan on the right.
From this point down
to ^Amarah. Town
the Pusht-i-Kuh hills

of the Persian frontier
are in full view from
the river.

Shaikh

See article ’Ali-al- *Ali-ash-Sharqi on the
Grharbi. left hank is passed

more than 30 miles be-
low ’Ali-al-GrIiarbi.

Kumait
Right bank.

45 miles below

’Ali-al-Gbarbi.

I

South -south-east.

See article

mait.
Several miles above the
next place, ’Amaraii
Town, the Bitairah
8jsh canal takes off

from the right bank,
withdrawing a consider-
able part of the water
of the river. The Tib

a stream from the

Persian hills, probably
comes in on the left

bank in the same
neighbourhood.

’Amarab Left bank.

26 miles

Kumait.
South-east.

See article ’Amar- The large Jabalali canal

ah Town. leaves the Tigris on the
left bank at the upper
end of ^Amarah
Town. The boat bridge
here formerly consisted
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Karae.

M a j a r -a 1

Kabir

Qal’afe Saiih

’Azair

or

-Ezra’s Tomb

Qurnali

Tillage

(1 } On which side feituatocl,

(2) distance by stream,
and (3) direction from

the last place.

Nature. Remarks.

of 40 pontoons, but
the number of boats is

said to have been re-

cently reduced by halt

in consequence of the
substitution of larger

pontoons.

Right bank.
12 mile!5 below
’Amarah Town.

South by east.

See article Majar-
al-Kabir.

About here a large canal
takes off from the right

bank of the river and
is understood to run
across Mesopotamia
a long way to-

wards _ Siiq-ash-
Shuyukh ; this is

apparently the Majar
Minshad mentioned in

a paragraph below.

Left bank. See article QaPat
20| miles below Salib.
Majar-al-Kabir

South-east.

A canal from the left

bank goes off from the
river at the middle of

the tow IK Another

called Ghumaijah
which surplus

water returns from the
marshes to i"he river,

joins the Tigris on the
left bank about 22|
miles below QaTat
Salili and a little

below a sharp bend in
the river, at a place
called MantariH, which
is known to Europeans
as the Devil’s Elbow.

Right bank.

27i miles below
Qal’at Salili.

South-south-east.

See article ’Azair. The reacli from QaTat
Salili above down to

this place is known as

the Marshes. The sea
tides cease to affect the
level of the river at

a place Humaiyan
w

, a few miles

only below ’Azair.

!

Right bank.
SO miles below
^Azair.

South-south-east.

See article Qurnah
Village.

This reach also is

swampy. I m m e -

diately below Qurnah
Village the Tigris
unites with the
Euphrates to form
the Shatt-al-’Arab.
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The distances given in the above table are by river and are only
approximate ;

* the direct distances by land, especially in the part
between Baghdad and Kut-al-Amarah, are much less ^nd on the
average are hardly more than half of those by water.

The general width of the Tigris above '"Amarah Town is from 200 to
400 yards, but below Amarah it is greatly reduced in consequence of the
absorption of water by canals

; in the Marshes, between Qal^ah Salih
and Azair^ its average breadth is only 60 to 70 yards

; but in the reach
from *Azair to Qurnah Village it expands again to about 100 yards in
consequence of the return of some water from the adjoining swamps*
The banks from Baghdad down to ^Ali-al^Gharbi vary in height from
5 to 20 feet, and are generally abrupt and only occasionally shelving;
near "Ali-al-Gharbi they rise 15 to 20 feet above the lowest summer
level of the river. In the Marshes the swamps which skirt the river are
divided from it by a firm bank, which sometimes^ however, is awash

;
and

for some distance both above and below this section the banks are but
little above water level. Below Baghdad the bed of the Tigris is all of

mud and sand, with a little red clay in places.

The country traversed by the Tigris below Baghdad is chiefly

pastoral, inhabited by semi-settled Arabs whose villages of reeds and
matting frequently stand upon the^ very bank. Except in the Marshes,

bufEaloes, cattle, ponies and large flocks of sheep, mostly brown, are to be

seen in every direction ; and the Marshes themselves are alive with wild

The water of the Tigris contains some salt, sulphur and lime in

solution, and it is never clear
;
but it is drinkable at all seasons of the

year.

Irrigation.^^T^he Tigris, less constant in its flow and running in

a deeper bed, is probably inferior to the Euphrates as a source of irri*^

gation. There is, howevei’, a considerable similarity between the two

rivers ; for the Tigris has the same average gradient as the Euphrates,

* The results of the latest survey' <1906-07) appear to iudioate that the course of

the river is now Ippger than had been supposed evea bj those employed on it, from

whom the distances between the main points in the above table were obtained.

“According to a prelinainary foi'ecast the distance* from Baglidad. to Basrsli may
now prove to be more nearly 496 than 448 miles, 2 miles of the i»»crease being above

Shaikh Sa'ad, 24 miles betw®®“ tbat^ ^ace and ’AmUrall Town, and 22 miles

below 'Amarah. Towu, This is still uncertain ; but comparison witli older siiiveys,

shows that, in places at least, the course of the river has become more crooked and

therefore longer* ' -
^

6 E
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or about 1 in 13^000, and the same average velocity
;

while the diagram

of periodical increase and decrease given in the article on the Euphrates

will serve approximately for the Tigris also. But the rise of the Tigris in

flood is greater than that of the Euphrates and may amount at Baghdad
to metres. The minimum discharge of the Tigris at Baghdad has been

calculated at 250 cubic metres per second^ and the maximum at the same

place at 5^000 to 6^000 metres. Moods in the Tigris ordinarily arrive

a week in advance of the corresponding floods on the Euphrates^ and

the level of the Tig'ris has been known to rise by 12 feet in a single

day. The Tigris carries much silt^ and in winter and spring it runs a

rich brown in colour.

In ancient times an extensive system of perennial irrigation was
dependent on the Tigris and had for its two princip)al features the Nahr-
wan or Nahrawan and Dujail canals^ to both of which
reference has been made in the table in the preceding paragraph. The
Nahrwan^ which had a course of about 140 miles from Qaim to

^Aziziyah on the eastern side of the river, or possibly of 200 miles to

the neighbom'hood of Kut-al-Amarah, was constructed so as to inter-

cept the ^Adhaim and other torrents from the Persian hills; and
Sir W. Willcocks, the designer of the Assouan Barrage, has pronounced
it to be an engineering work as bold in its conceiDtion as the canals of
the ancient Egyptians were ingenious. The Nahrwan was destroyed
by a change in the course of the Tigris which closed in upon its flank
from the south and swept part of it near the head entirely away : the
lower part of it had ceased to be operative by the 13th century of the
Christian era, probably before the failure of the uppermost section. The
Dnjail on the south side of the river, probably less ancient, had originally
a bed width of 4h0 metres, but it is now reduced to 3 : this canal has been
once more brought into operation on a small scale by the Dairat-as-
Saniyah.

,
The only other ancient channel supplied by the Tigris was the

present &hatt-al-6haraf, perhaps natural and not artificial in its origin.

Immediately \ before the Muhammadan conquest of ^ Iraq, probably
about 600 A.D., the main stream of the Tigris was diverted into the
Shatt-al-Gharaf, through which it continued to flow until about
15jO A.D. ; but Newberie (in 1581 A.D,

)
and Tavernier (in 1652

A.D.) seem to have travelled by the present course of the river, to which
it had by then returned.

There is no modern irrigation, except on a small scale from the Tigris
aoove Kumait ; and below that point, though there is much, it is wasteful
nd inefiSoient. The Bitairah canal on the inght banl^ several miles
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above ^ Amarah. Town and the Jah^lah on the left bank at that place

itself are said to carry off between them nearly half of the river ; but

most of the water which they -take is wasted and merely goes to form

swamps. Prom ^ Amarah down to QaPat Salili there are many canals

thrown off on both bankS; some of which are Dairat-as-Saniyah property

:

among the best known is the Majar on the right bank^ which is said to

reach to the Euphrates and is at present the proj)erty of Shaikh

Saihud of the Al Bti Muhammad tribe. Then come the Marshes^ and

below the Marshes the flow in side-canals^ such as the Ghumaijah^ is

generally of water returning from the swamps to the river. It has been

suggested that waterlogging in this tract could probably be reduced

if the heads of the canals were reconstructed facing down stream^

instead of opening upwards—as at present—^to receive the current; but

the Turkish Government are either too apathetic^ or they too greatly dread

a confl.ict with the tribesmen^ to undertake such an experiment,

Navigation,-^Th.Q steam navigation of the Tigris is troublesome^

though not diflSicult or dangerous^ and it is carried on by night as weU as

by day. The general course of the river, which is nearly the same as at

the survey of 1836, appears to be little liable to alteration, no

doubt in consequence of the banks being well held together by vege-

table matter ; but many and considerable modifications have taken place

in the smaller bends and windings dxiring the last 70 years. The

navigable channels are constantly changing and the steamers are

steered by eye, men being sent off to sound only when the channel ahead

is not apparent. As the river bed consists of pure and soft alluvial

matter, no regard is paid to occasional contact of the steamer with banks

or bottom, and she feels her way along on all but the darkest,nights.

The river' begins to rise with the melting of the snow in the moun-

tains about the end of March and is at its best for navigation during

April : in the middle of May it commences to decline and it is lowest in

August and September. Freshets due to rain in the hills at its source

may occur at any time between November and February. The current

varies from half a knot with a low river to 7 or 8 knots with a full one,

and it is most powerful where the channel bends. The influence of the

sea tides extends, as mentioned in the table above, to a place Humaiyan

whigh is about 30 miles by water above Qurnah.
£ -.T. O
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In tlie swampj tract from Qumak up to "Azair there is a depth of

no<- hsB than 12 feet^ but some of the turns are so sharx3 that a vessel

more than 220 feet in length could not negotiate them. In the Marshes

proper, from ^Azair to Qal^at Salih, the river is at its narrowest with a

navigable channel of only 25 to 50 yards ; in this section there is no place

where a steamer of 220 feet could go about, and two steamers cannot

pass one another without one tying up to the bank. The channel here

is shallow in a low river. The unsatisfactory character of this reach is

due to the numerous canals,—some of them 20 to 80 yards across at the

head,—between Qa?at Salih and ’AmSrah Town which, after the river has

lost nearly half its water above ’Amarah, absorb perhaps one-third of the

remainder ; conversely the improvement below the Marshes is due, as

already indicated, to the return of part of the water by circuitous courses

to the parent stream. The channel through the Marshes is deteriorating

and has lost about one-fom'th of its breadth during the last ten years.

Above the Marshes the depth and width of the channel are both as a

rule satisfactory, and from ^Amarah Town to ^Ali-ash-Sharqi there is

always 8 feet of water even with a low river. There are three or four bad

reaches after this before Kut-al-Amaxah is reached ; but the worst on

the upper river are above Kut and are usually those known as Sharshar

or Sharish, Shidhaif, Laj j, Khannasah, Jirf-al-Battah, and dusaibah ;

the shallowest sounding obtained at low river in this part is generally

8 feet, and the xDlace (or places) where it occm's varies from year to year.

These reaches, as will ap^Dear from the general table in the first paragrax)h

of this article and from the special table in the j)aragraph below, are

sometimes more extensive than the river-bank localities from which they

take their names.

The banks having been denuded of wood, except where there are

Government forests, fuel is not now obtainable by the way.

The Turks maintain Nuqtahs or small police posts on the banks

at short intervals from 5 miles above -daFat Salih down to Ezra’s

Tomb ; but the river, -in spite of these, is not always entirely safe. When

the local Shaikhs have differences with the Turkish Government, native

craft, especially Mahailahs being towed along the bank, are liable to

depredation, and at such times an official order prohibiting the carriage

of valuable goods by boat is not uncommon j steamers however are never

molested,
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To^ogfa^hy of the hanhs with especial reference to irrigation and
navigation,'^^-‘^\i.Q following table contains a more precise description of
the course of the river than the general table above; it may be
useful in connection with questions of irrigation and navigation.

Direction of river.
Names of localities

(right bank).

Names or
number of
canals (right

bank).

Names of localities

heft bank).
Names or number of
canals (left bank).

i^From Baghdad City to Qararah t distance 12 or 14 miles, f)

S. K. and S. S.

W,
Karradah

tti

... Albab-ash-
Sharqi

...

w.

W. and S. S. E.

S. S. E.

U mm-al-’Idham

Kharr
tif

Bad*ah
dLcOJ

Mas’Mi-
yah
OJ

Kharr
Ol

Karradah
ttV

8^!^'

Khalii

Do.

*•>»

S. S. S. and E.
N. E.

Jardrah Gharab-an-
Naqib

N, E. by E. Abu Rumail ... Jirf-ar-Rot

E. Do. ««• ninaidi ...

E. S. E. Do. ... Qararaliw ...

S. Dibaiyi
m

Si'adah
80«XfW

...

{Frotn Qardrah to Suwairah : distance 73 or i^2 mites.)

S. Hillawiyin 14 badawiyah

E. Do. ...

«jOj

Rustamlyah

1

t««

* This table has been supplied by Major ' J, Ramsay, Political Resident at

Baghdad. It is based on the information collfeetod by Lieuts. Hamilton and

Gardner, whose survey of the Tigris in 1906-07 has been mentioned in a

previous footnote.

t In these headings the first distance giveu is that which has hitherto been

accepted, the second that which is expected to lesult from the survey of 1906-0/^.



1894 TIQBIS

Direction of ri7«r,

E.

E. and S. W.

S. W.

S. W. and S.

Names of localities
Names or
number of Names of localities

(right bank). canals (right (left bauk).
bank).

Abu’Asaflr

Do.

Abu Jihash

S. and S. E. Ja’afar

Znwair

E. S. E* Do.

3- S. E. Znnbaraniyah

E. S. E. Znwair

S. S. W. and S. Do.

S. S. E. and S. Bartidab

8. Do.

S. and S. S. W. Saiyafiyah
m

s. W. and N. W. Hurrijab

Zunbara-
niyab

Rustamlyah
m

DiySlah

Diraidir

Tuwaithali
sliy

Do.

Ja'arab

Do.

Qnsaibali

Sharai’Salman

Jirf-al-Battah
m

DiySlab
dJbj

N. W. and N. Huwaish
and N. E.

SamraH
Xhmmi

S.and S. ^E. DiwSniyah
and S. S. W.

Bustan



TIGEIS 1895

Direction of river.
Names of localities

(right bant).

Names or
number of

canals (right
bank).

1

Names of localities
(left bank).

Names or number of
cauals (left bank).

S, E. andN. E. Ghannamiyab
«M IM

5 Kbannasah
tv

N. E. and E, Saibanab 22 Ijaii I^’ahr-ash -Sba bail
and S. S. E. IW

S* and S. W. Babooan!yah
<n

3
e.

’Owain 9

S. and S. S. E. Do. Daw a r - a ]
-

Gharbi
...

S. E. andN. E* Jubail 3 Do.

N. and E. and
S* iS« E.

Jnwaimisab 2 Dawar- a s b -

Sbarqi

6

S. S. E. Do. ... Mibacb 1

S. and E. Suwairab Suwairab Ruwaibiyah
i

...

E. and 'N, and
N. E, and
N. W.

Do. 2 Do.

(From Suwaira/i to ^AizlzlyaJb : distance 32^ or 32 mites.)

E. and S. Bagbdadiyab Hafr,
1

IS

E. and E. !N. E. Mintbav • •• Qntniyat- a 1 -

Gharbiyab
*•

i

• v«

E. and S. E, Zuwair-al-J6z 3 Do. 1

S. B. Do. ••• Qutnlyati-asb-

Sbar-qiyah

f «•»

XjkiJbiUJ 1

E. and N. E.
and S. E. and
S. W.

Eumailat Do.

1



1896 TIGRIS

Direction of river.

1

Names of localities

(rig-ht bank).

Names or
number of
canals (right

(bank).

Name.5i of localities

(left bank).
Names or number of
canals (left bank).

s. w.

S. E.

Eumailat

'Abdnllah
w

ddJI

...

Huwailali

Sanad

1

2

N. E. Abu Ma’alif

jJI

... Eadid&t

N. E. und S. E.

8. E.

Brainij

Do.

^Aziziyah
03

"jiy

Do.

• t a

{From ^Aziziyall to Bgkailah .* distance 60 miles!)

S. and S, W«
and W.

Braiuij Bawiyat - a z -

Zara*
j

gjyi hib

!

W. and S. Do. ... Humamah
j • • •

S. E. Shihaimlyah 4 Do. 1

S. S. E. Zaljah 4 Do. • ••

S. S. E. Do. 4 Sbarban ...

N. B. Do. ... Umm-at-Tubul 5

B. E. Tawll 1 Do. ...

B. S. B. Tmah - 2 Shidbaif - a 1 -

Gharbi
2

E. S. 1. Sha’urab 4 Shidbaif“as h •

Sharqi
...

3 W. and S. Umm-as-Salaim 1 Dabuni 7

S. B. and B.
ftndN.

Majsaiyir
«»

>yi

6 Do. 8



TIGRIS 189?

Direotiou of riTer.

1

Kalmes of localities

1

(right bank)

.

Names or
‘fnumber of
canals (right

bank)!

Names of localities
(left bank).

Names or number of
canals (left bank).

S- and S. E. and
N. E.

Sharshar 1 Snmmar 1w

S. E. and S. Nu*inan 2 Mamlah 1

S. Bghailab Do.

[From Bi(fliailah to Kut-al-Amarah .* dutance 50 or 48 miles.')

N. E. Maftul-al*’Ajam Bad’ah Hamraijah
(U

...

N. E. and E, Abii Himar 1 Qal^at Sbadi
^Ct3l.faiu A'xij

S. E. and S. and
S. W.

Do. ••• ImSaci Mahdi 9

N- E. Umm-al-’Ajaj 10 Umm'al-^Ajaj

S. W.
er'^'P

Nufaishiyah *•« ’Alqaya t - a 1- 1
«p

Gharbiyah
(M

S. and S. E. Do* 1 ’Alqayat-as h -

Sharqiyah

iuUiJLc

S. S. E. Husaini 2 Do. 1

N, and E. and Battar D .

S. E.
jOJI

E. S, E. Umm-al-Binni 1 Zuwair Ham- 3w w

s^'r'
mad

m

jiX)

S. E. and S. Do. 3 Shumran 3

S. Yniifiyah
w

3 Do.
• ••

E. and N. and E

.

Do. 1 Abu Dhakar 2
jjT

S. E. Sanb-al-Gharaf Do- 1
ol^I

S. E. D6. Shalt«a 1- Kut Saba* 1
Griiaraf (Kut- a 1 «

a>

law
Amarala)



1898 TIGRIS

Names of localities

Names ox
nntiiber of Names of localities Names or number of

^ (right baulj). canals (right , (left bank). canals (left bank).Direction of river.

|

bank).

{From Kut-al~Amarah to SJiaiJeh 8a’ad : distance or 46 milea.)

S. E. and N. E*
and N.

TJmm Hallanali
w m

S Knt Saba,(Kut-
al-Amarah)

N. iT. W. Do. • •• Jadriyah •••

N. N. W. and
E. N. E.

Muhammad
Abul Hasan

Do.
...

E. N. E. Do. » • • Kumailat •••

E. N. E. and
N. E.

Kardhiyah ... Do. ...

S. E. and S. and
E.

Dnjailah 1 Daqq-ai.Hajjaj
ttl . «»

...

Do# #•« Shatt-al-’Atiq

N.and N. E. Hafr • •• Do. Shatt-al-’Atjq

>

N. N. W. Do. • •• Naba'ah

- dxfj

N. E. Huwai Do.
• • «

N. E. and IST. N.
E.

Do. ••• Abu Nakbal

jj]

...

S. E. Ghatairahi Do.
• a

N. E. and S. E. Do. • • « Abu Rumma-
nah

- -J jj]



TIGRIS 1899

Direction of river.
Names of localities

(right bank).

Names or
natnber of
canals (right

bank).

Names of localities
(left bank).

Names or number of
canals (left bank).

N.B. Sanna *iyat

«i

... Sanna 'iyah
w

• • a

S. E. and N. N.
E.

Do, ... Falahiyab

S. S. E. Umm-al-’Uruq • •• Do. ...

E. N* E. and N.
E.

Do. 1 Umm-al-Hin-
nah

1

E* N. E. Do. ... Widyan

S. E. *Orali

SjyJ\

’OraE

ijyJ)

Do. ...

S. E. and S. S. E. Umm-at-T n m-
man

Umm-at-
Tumman

Do. «•%

S. and B. Umm Jida’

m^ (*•

Do. ...

E. and S. E. and
E. and N. and
E.

Shaikh Sa’ad Na^asah

4K4M.xi

...

{JErom Shaikh Sa^ad to ^Ali-al-Gharhi : distance 30^ or 36 miles,)

S. E. and S* Ahud-Diid ... Abu Sab-
kbayah

^j|

! 1

S. and E. Hibsh

1

• « « Mandaliyah
Gharhi'

m

...

E. Do. • •• Mandaliyah
Sharqi

m

E S.E Musandaq • • • Do. • ••



1900 TlGBIS

Direction of river.
Names of localities

(right bank).

Names or
number of

canals (right
bank).

Names of localities
(left bank).

Names or number of
canals (left bank).

N. N. E. Dar-us-S a i y i d

'Abbas
(0

... Mandal5> ah
Sharqi

cu

...

E. N. B. and E.
and S-

Do. Dawwayah
wt

• ««

E. N.E. Minthar
jSjUl

1 Handhal
cjLlsiirk.

« • •

E. S. E. and S*

G.

'Umaiyah
w

2 Do. ...

N. Do. ... Qubair ...

S. S.lE. and E.
and N. E.

Zahhawiyah
<u cu

... Do.
...

S. and E. N. E, Mighail 2 ’Ali Jabal 1
and S. E.

S. E. and S. Ali-al-Q-Iiarbi
1

Kuruc ...

(From ’Jli-ol-Gharbi to Kumait : distance 45 or more miles'/

S. W. and S. and
S. E.

Elraimat 1
1

Subaihah

S. and S. S. E. Handhal (Dar
ush-Shuyukh)

... Sufaiji

'4^'"

...

S.jS. E. Jisr EilaiSlah

i

t

Do.

S- S. E. and S. S.
W.

Do.
• *v. Surud

• ••

s. s. w. Pilaifilah
,

“

iSliSUili

""
Do. ...

N. W. and S.
and W,

Do. ••• Pilaifilah

(dojjj

1

...



TIGRIS im

Direction of river.
Names ot localities

(right bank).

Names or
number of

canals (right
bank) ,

Names of localities

(left bank).
Names or number of
canals (left bank).

vv. Mifsil Eilaifilah. ... Filaifilah ...

R uwaslidiyah. ... Do. ...

B. and S. and S.

s. w.
Umm Charisli

r'

... Mis’adah
J5vyit.ua/0

...

S, S. E. Silihaviyah M. Do.

S. W. and S. Shafi 4 Mukarramat
lU

ot^oyCo

-

S. Shufaij Sa’id Do.

E. N. E.
1

’Atah
dJfiUj)

1 Umm'as-Sam-
sam

u>

/*}

1 t

...

S. W. Sufaihat Ghnrbi 1 Do.

-

...

S. S. \v. Sufaihat Sharqi Sufaihat

(2)

Po. . ..

s. Karmat-as-Saij i d
’Ali

1 Mukarramah
w

S. S. E. Do. ... ’Ali-agh-Sharqi

S. B. E. and E. Mudalil 1 Do. • « •

S. E. Do, ... Do.

S. E. Dujailali 2 Umm Tali -

cu

r'

3

E. Khirbah ... Abu KbisaJwab 1



1902 TIGEIS

Direction of rivei .

Names of localities

(right bank).

Names or
number of
canals (right

' bank).

1

Names of bmalitief

(left bauk).
j Names or number of

canals (left bank).

N. E. and S. Silal Tannaz
w

jUls

...

S. B. andS. W. ’Akaisni} ah Wailsldyah

S. B. and S. S.B.

i

Kumait
I

K«iina>t Qal'at Sultan
tJb.i AW

]

{From Kumait to ^Amdrah Toion t distance 25 or more miles-)

S. S. E. Sidra

h

S\i^
... Nahr Sa’ad 1

S. S.E. Do. ... Dar-al-Parati-
sah ...

S. S. B. ’Cfainiyah
Ul

... Fudaiyin ...

S. S. E. and S.

S. W.
Do. Sufair Jibihih

aJUjLau

...

S. E. and E. Dahamiyali
... Do.

S. E. Siifiiiha

lari*--
... Do.

E. and S. E. Saqlawi^ah
Ul

Ruhum 1

N- E. Bitairah Bitairah Qabr-al-’Ulwi-
yah

jy'i

E. S. E. Danaiiiat Do- ...

E. N. E. Do. ... Mikalah ...

S. S. E. Palhiyah ... ’Arris ...

S. S. E. . Do.
... Abu Shitaib

j|J1

...



TIGRIS 1903

Direction of river.
Names ol localities

(light bauk).

Names or
number of

eanala (right
hank).

Names of localities
(left bank).

f

Names or number of
cauals (left bank).

E. Daffas
u>

... Abu Sbitaib ...

E. and S. ’Amarah ’A m a r a h
Town.

Jahalah

{From ^Amarah Town io QaVat Salih .* cUslance S0\ or 35 miles,)

s. s. w. Kumaill 3 Dab a EQ i y a b
Qal’at Ibn-
E arrban

...

S. and S. E. ’tifiyah 1 Do.

S. B. Tabr

> 1 Do. • ft

S. Ubaiji’ 3 Do. • • t

S. and S. W, and
S.E.

Jawwar
lU

2 Ubaiyidli ...

S. Do. 2 Umm Jamal • •«

S. E. and N. B. Majar (or Mijarr) Majar (or

Mij arr)

Minshad

Do. ...

S. S. E. and E.

S. S. E.

S. S. W. and W,
and S. and W.

Abu Sidrah

Barbugali

Siyayid 1

Abtt Sidrah
yi]

Sill

jLji

Siyayid

•••

•••

S. E. ’Ukashi 3 Dhuwa t«a

S. E. 'Eubaihah 2 Basatlnah ...

S, E, and S. and
S. S. E.

Diraiwishi

1

Dhilaimah
dL^jJllaJf

• ••



TIGBIS

Direction of rirer.
Names of localities

(right bank).

Names or
ntimbor of

canals (right
bank).

Names of localities

(left bank)-
Names or number of
canals (left bank).

S. S. E. and E.
N. B.

Mlizaniyali 6 Dbilaimab ...

E. and S. and
S. B. and S.

Emm Mas-ha 1 Latlatah
dJfUkI

Latlatah and Micb-
riyab

jdoUkJ

E. S. E. Hafairah Saiyid
Ul

Qal’at Salih

f

1

E. Bihdhah 1 Do. ...

{Irom Qal^at Salih to ^Azair : distance 27\ or 82 miles.')

S. E. ihdhah ... Abu Sab-
kbayah

1

E. Bitaibitiyah
(W

dJkJajjJx)

3 Abul Chayab 1

S. E. Nnfaikh ' 2 Abu Muzaini-
yab

u>

5

S. and S. E. Abu Tarar’ Abn Tiiuir
1 ’Abdullrth-ibn-

’Ali
3

S.E. Hadd&mab ... Do. 5

w. s. w. Abn Rubah Hisan 5

S. S. E. Jauhari Jammali
uu

4

S. and W. and
8. and E.

Mantrais
'

• • « Digbaimiyab
_

Ul
1

...

E. and S, and
S.tE.

Jamsbab "
, ... Do. ...

8. E. and E . and
S. E.

Muhaiyarab
tu

... Gbum aijab
Gbarbi

1



TIGBIS 1905

Direction of river.
Names of localities

(right hank).

Names or
number of

canals (right
bank).

Names of localities
(left bank).

! Napier or number of
canals (left bark).

S. and S. E. and
Sa

Mahaiyarah 1 Ghum a i ] a h
Sharqi

1

S. W. and W, and
N. W.

’Azair 1 Mihaibis
^jstfcJJJUsr^

1

s. w. Do.
... 'Azair 1

{From ^Azair to Qurnah Tillage : distance 30 or 33 miles,)

S. and S, E. Manjabi Shatt-al-*Atiq
CO

JaAJ)

•••

S. Abu Khilkbal Humaiyan
j

••a

S. and N* E. Nahr Sbafi 1 Do. 1

S. Sarifah 1 Do. • ••

W, and S. S. E. Do. Subaifab Waisaj

g-ij

»aa

S. and W. Siloh-al-Maqruu Do. •M

S. Sikhairij 2 Do.

E. and !N. E.
and E. and S.

E. and S.

Mala’ab ... Itbailst • ••

S. and S. W.
and W. and N.
w.

Do# ... Mad-bunah 1

N, W, and W.
and S. W.

Hiraibah ... Do. ••

s. s. W, Do. ... Rotab EotaL

S. Zacbiyab
w
d(Xsh.\
••vJ

... Hnmayiin



1966 TIQBIS

Tiwi
or

TAIWI

VILLAGE

Plrsetion.'of river.
Names of localities

(right bank).

Names or
number of

canals (right

bank).

Names of localities

(left bank).

Names or number of

canals (left bank}.

s. w. ZacMjah
w r

... Karaimat Ka’ab ...

s.
Danrat-as-Saih 1 Do. ...

S. and S. E. and Ibn Mandil 2 Do. • ••

S.

S. Barbukh ... Muzaira’ah

sxtjiy>

S. Nabalrat 1 Do.

S. E. Qurnah Vil-

lage

•*« Do.

A large village at the mouth of Wadi Tiwi on the coast of Eastern

Hajar in the ^Oman Sultanate ; it is the chief port of the Bani Jabir

country. Tiwi consists of 3 separate quarters, namely, Eamlah QuiS US

and Jaraif ,
all upon the sea ; of these Ramlah is the nearest to

Masqat and Jaraif to Sur, while Quff is in the middle ; Wadi Tlwi

comes out between Quff and Jaraif. Ramlah is a walled village' of sLbout

200 mud houses and 10 shops belonging to the Bani Muqim section of

the Bani Jabir J
the people are seamen and fishermer^, owning 10 Badans

and 15 Horis. Quff, separated by an interval of a few hundred yards

from Ramlah, is also walled and' consists of about 100 mud houses and 5

shops ; the inhabitants are Bani Jabir of the Salut section and are at

feud with the people of Ramlah ; many of them are weavers, the rest

fishermen and cultivators. The remaining quarter, Jaraif, is composed of

20 houses of Salut, who are all fishermen. Tiwi is at the mouth of a

gorge in the hills and possesses a good date grove of *600 palms and

many fruit trees. It has a lagoon of f;L’esh water 400 yards from the sea.

54''spesto<}k.are IS capiel^, 75 donkeys, „40 cattle and 400 sheep and goats.



1907•mn (WADI)

A valley in the Eastern Hajar district of the ^OmSn Sultanate, one TIWI
of the three which together compose W adi Bani Jabir (I); its mouth is 86 m
miles north-west of Sur. Wadi Tiwi is inhabited esclusively by Bani

Jabir, mostly Salut and Bani Muqim, but a few of the Aulad Eashid

section are intermingled with them. The villages of Wadi Tiwi,

iuascending order, are :
—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. Bemasss.

^iwi On both sides of the'

Wadi, at its mouth.

See article Tiwi.

Pahdah ^ of an hour above

Tiwi.
20 houses of the Salut

section.

This and all the

places above it are

within the hills.

There are 200
date palms, 7
donkeys and 40
sheep and goats.

Hillat-al-Hifin J of an hour above

Fahdah.
70 to 80 houses of the

Salut section.

There is a fort

here : dates are

1,000, donkeys

10, cattle 20 and
sheep and goats

250.

Harat Bidill
j

-J of an hour above

Hillat-al-Hisn.

60 houses of Saint. Pomegranates are

grown and there

are 6,000 date

palms, 10
donkeys, 60 cattle

and 1,000 sheep

and goats.

Hnvat Bani ’Isa J of an hour above

Harat Bidih,

SO.houseaof Salut. Date palms number
2,000; animals

are 4 donkeys, 12

cattle and 600
sheep and goats.

'Aqt

>
i of an hour above

Harat Bani ’Isa.

10 houses of Salut. There are 2,000

date palms, ^ 10

donkeys, 10

cattle, and 200

sheep and goats*

Saima 1 hour above ’A^r. 150 houses of the Bani

Muqim section.

-Besouroes ane

8,000 dates, 20

donkeys, 6 cattle

and 2,000
' and goats.



TlWI (WADI)

TUNB*

.ttOS

Name. Position. Rouses and inhaliitants.

Mibam 1 hour above Saima. 100 houses of Bani
Muqim.

Palms number
8,000 ; there are

30 donkeys, 20
cattle and 2,000

sheep and goats.

'Amq 4 hours above Mibam. 7 or 8 houses of the Pomegranates are

Bani Muqim section. grown and there

are 1,000 date

palms, 100
donkeys and
1,000 sheep and
goats.

The settled population of the valley is thus about 3;800 souls, inclusive

of Tiwi Village.

WadiTiwiisa deep, narrow valley, so difficult that cattle, it is

said, cannot be marched up or down it ; those imported by the

inhabitants are carried up when they[are young. In many places the

track crosses bridges of single date trunks. Dates, grown on terraces on the

hills, extend the whole way from Mibam to the sea and are prolific
; other

crops are millet, jowari, sesame, lucerne and gourds. The valley contains

a stream of flowing water.

In English formerly Tomb an island in the Persian Gulf, lying

17 miles south of the south-west point of Qishm Island and 46 miles

north-west of Jazirat-al-Hamra, which is the nearest point on the coast

of Trucial ’Oman.

It is roughly circular in outline, but flattened on the south side
; in

diameter it measures about miles. The island is 1 65 feet in height at

the highest point, level and of a brown colour : it is very barren and sandy,

but there is some growth of coarse grass and shrubs, and a weU on the

south side, near which there is a large banyan tree, yields a small

quantity of indifferent water. The best anchorage is off the south coast.

Tunb belongs to the Shaikh of Sharjah, and is connected with the

Bias-al-Ehaiuiah District of his principality
;

of the six huts which at

present exist on the island one belongs to the Shaikh’s representative, who
is in charge of a Shaijah flag and flag-staff, two are occupied by Bani

*A distaut view of this island will be found in Chart 2373-2837 A.



TURUP (BANI) 1909

fas families originally from Dibai^ and one is inbabited by a family of

Persians from Lingeb who bave lived on tbe island for many years

as employes of tbe Sharjah Shaikh. At times tbe population has been

temporarily increased by immigration from Bu Musa and Sirri, dne to

tribal differences at those places. Tbe permanent inhabitants live by

pearl diving and fishing, by their flocks and herds, and by one small date

grove ;
they are extremely poor. About 20 horses annually are sent from

the mainland to graze here.

An island in the Persian Gulf, 8 miles west of the island of Tunb.

It is of triangular shape, 1 mile long from north-west to south-

east, and I of a mile broad at the south end. A dark-coloured hill

which stands on its north point is 116 feet high. The island is uninhabited

and destitute of water, but there is a good deal of vegetation of a salsola-

ceons kind. Nabiyu Tunb is a favourite breeding place of sea birds.

The ownership is presumably determined by that of Tunb.

A large and powerful Arab tribe in the Hawizeh District of Southern

’Arabistan, numbering some 20,000 souls and occupying the whole of

the country watered by the Karbheh below Kut Nahr Hashim, including

the marshes. The seat of the ruling family, who belong to the Al Eu

'Adhar, is at Khafajiyeh, on the left bank of the main stream several

hours to the west of Kut Nahr Hashim, where there is a bazaar of

about 90 mud-built shops.

A colony of Bani Tnruf has recently teen planted by the

Shaikh of Utlliammarell on the Khaz’ali canal in the FallaMyeh.

District, and hy some the indigenous inhabitants of Ma’shiil" are

believed to be of Bani Turuf extraction.

The Bani Turuf are Shi’ahs. They live in huts made of mats, reeds

and grass, and they subsist chiefly by agriculture, but are also stock

breeders; rice is their staple crop j
some wheat and barley also are

cultivated by them, and they are said tO Cwn 20,000 h^ of buffaloes

and cattle, but no sheep. They export large quantities of rice an^

* A distant view of this island is given in Chart No. 2378-2837A.

TUNB*
(NABIYU

or

NABI)

TUBUF
(BANI)
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hides to ’Amarah vid Hatvizell and send ghi by direct caravan to

Muhammareh and Basrah. Piece-goods, sugar and coffee they

obtain principally from ’AlUarah'j but their tobacco comes from

Shushtar.

The Bani Turuf fall into two main divisions, the Bait
tt)

Sa'id and the Bait Saiyah
^ of which the sub-

divisions are given below in tabular form. Altogether the Bani Turuf

can muster about 5^600 fighting men^ of whom two-thirds possess rifles

;

but only some 50 men belonging to the families of the Shaikhs are

mounted.

Suhdivuio^s of the Bait 8a?ld.

iTanie. ^
Fighting
strength.

Fighting
strength.

*Adhar (Al Bu)

jLAjS jJ jf

300 Hariz(AlBu)

jt

230

Fijaijafc .... 260 Maiyah * . , .

to

660

Ghawabish . * 400 Mazra’eh .... 400

Baiaf . . . 200 Nais .... 100

Haindan (Al Ba) . .

vJI

160 Shakheh (Ahl-ash-) 250

Hardan (Al Bu) * .

^ Jj

300 Sitatleh . «
,

•

aJJoLIxijw

120

Of the above the Halaf were originally a separate tribe ; they are now
found among the, Bani Saleh also^ and. perhaps among the Bani Tamim.

. The Mazra^eh too were at one time independent and powerful and, are

mii to have owned. J of the HawizehriDiBtrict.

I heNais ai^ of the -same origin as the separate tribe so named in the
fiaW5z«SJi Disfeaot, aaift as the Nais -sections of- the ^Anafijeh md Bait
Ba’ad tri,bep<

‘
,
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8%biivmons of the Bait SaiyaL

Name, Fighting
strength .

Name. Fighting
strength.

AdhUr (A1 Bu) . «

^ jf

200 Han (ll Bu) ...
(Ji*. jJ (Jf

850

Afraj (Al Bu) 200 Mish’al (Al). . , • , 4C0

’lH(ilBn) . . . 250 Naqreh (Ahl-al-) .

«jiUJ| Jjt]

' 800

Fara,isg|i . . , . ?50 Tlkai • • • ^ 300

From the names of the sections it may be conjectured that the Bani-

Ttiruf are largely composed of fragments detached from other tribes

in ’Arabistan or Turkish ’Iraq; but it should be added that the

information as yet obtained about this tribe is not of a very clear or

satisfactory kind^

The Bani Turuf have from time to time resisted the authority of the

Shaikh of Muhammareh iu the Hawizell District; but without much

sappess. They are generally characterised as thieves and robbers.

This mountain range; of which the name is frequently pronounced

Tuwaij or Itwaij, is the dominant feature of Southern Central Arabia

and divides the districts of Southern Najd into an eastern and a western

group* For convenience of description we may distinguish, the northern

part of the range from the southern; dividing Tuwaiq at the point

where it is crossed by the route between the villages of ’Ayainah and

Barrah. in the ^Axidh district.

Nofthern northern division of Tuwaiq is perhaps a

plateau rather than a chain of hills ;
it contains most pf the viHagcs of

TUWAIQ
(JABAL)
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the Sadair district besides those of the Mahmal division of ^Aridh, and

in describing* the physical features of those districts a good deal has been

said about its configuration which need not be repeated here. In the north

the range begins somewhere to the north-east of Zilfi^ on the east side of

which it passes. Near its north-western corner it has four spurs or outliers

which are rounded in succession on the way from Zilfi to Ghat : they are

Khashm Samnan Khashm Imlaih Khashm Iswais ^4^1 and

Ehashm A'^dhaidto ; to these may be added Khashm ^Arniyah
t

, at the foot of which lies Ghat. Of the better known valleys of

Sadair only the northernmost^ that of Ghat, leaves Jabal Tuwaiq in a

westerly direction j the other three, namely, those of Majma^ and Tuwaim
and the Batin-as Sadair or "’Ajsh hollow, all go eastwards. From this it

may perhaps be inferred that the major portion of Tuwaiq in the Sadair
district drains to the east, and that the western slopes are here shorter and
more abrupt. To the south-west of Majma^ there is a group of 5 peaks
called Mishqar which are said to command a view of the Washam
district to the south

j
and about 15 or 20 miles to the south-east of

Tamair is an unusually high portion of the range.

In the ^Aridh district it is necessary to distinguish between the main
range and a subsidiary range which goes off to the south-eastwards. The
main range passes southwards by Haraimlah, which is situated

.

apparently
on or near its watershed

; and the surface of the plateau seems, from the
number of valleys and villages on both sides, to be more equally divided
than it is in Sadair between the eastern and the western slopes. On its

eastern side this main range is said to merge in the plain along a curving
line marked by the viUages of Dqalah, Diqail, Mahriqah, Malham and
Sidus. At the southern limit which we have assigned to the section now
Under discussion we find the Haisiyah hollow, which goes to form Wadi
Hanifah, descending the eastern slope of Tuwaiq ; while on the other
side at the same point a smaller torrent bed, also called Haisiyah, goes
down to the plains on the west. The eastern Haisiyah contains water
only after rain

; but in the other, near its origin, are shallow wells called

Hasyto in which water stands at two fathoms. The route
from Ayainah to Barrah runs up the larger Haisiyah and crosses Jabal
Tuwaiq by a pass which, as demonstrated by the Turkish expedition of
1818, p>resents no serious obstacle to field artillery ; in descending again
from this pass the smaller or western Haisiyah is not followed but
remains to the left.
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The subsidiary range of Tuwaiq in the ’Aridh district breaks off

from the main one in the Sadair district, not far from Tamair, at a
cu n

hill known as Umm Jazzal pl and thence runs south-eastwards

to a place called Hit somewhere between Riyadh and the

Bah^uah desert. This subsidiary range encloses between itself and the

main range to the west the Khafs depression which is such an important

feature of the *Aridh district, and it also separates the Khafs depression

from the ^Urmah plain to the east of it. Some further particulars are

given regarding it in the article on the ^Aridh district.

The northern part of Jabal Tuwaiq is described as white and calca-

reous, with a maximum elevation above the surrounding plains of less

than 2,U00 feet and an altitude generally increasing from north to south.

There is good pasture which lasts throughout the year, and a few Sidr,

Markh and Talh trees are seen
;
generally speaking, the higher the eleva-

tion in this portion of the range the less the fertility and the drier the

soil.

Southern Tuwaiq. Ouv knowledge of Jabal Tuwaiq south of the

point where it gives birth to Wadi Hanifah is fragmentary and conjec-

tural. Immediately 'south of Haisiyah, Tuwaiq seems to project very

considerably to the eastwards, for the main range is said to run parallel

to the right bank of Wadi Hanifah and at no very great distance from

it as far as Riyadh; but at Hair it has again begun to recede towards

the west. Just below Hair the range appears to be entirely cut across

by a valley from Dhrumah^—a place regarded as being on the west side of

Jabal Tuwaiq,—which enters Wadi Hanifah below Hair. The mass of

Jabal Tuwaiq between Dhrumah and Riyadh is said to contain two

very high portions ; they are Jabal Kharshah , which is appar-

ently close to Haisiyah, and Abaljid ,
which is crossed on the

direct route' through the hills from Dhrumah to Riyadh.

To the south of Dhrumah, according to native information, Tuwaiq

changes its character and becomes of a greyish colour. It is uncertain

whether Jabal "Alaiyah, which separates 'Aridh from Hariq and

HaUtah and is described in the article on Hariq, is a spur of Tuwaiq or

a separate range j
and a similar doubt prevails in regard to Jabal Birk,

which forms a barrier and a boundary between Hautah and Afiaj*

Jabal Tuwaiq however is evidently prolonged to the southwards behind

the districts named ;
for, near the south-west corner of the Aflaj district,

Shutbah stands in a recess in its eastern face, and the Maqran valley,

forming the southern boundary of Aflaj, leads down from, its foot hills
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to the I)allS;nall desert. Prom the neighbourhood of Shutbah a series o£

detached eminences extends southwards and connects Jabal ^Aridh—as

Jabal Tuwaiq in the ’Aridh district and also to the south of it is fre-

quently called—with the hills of Salaiyil.

Of the western slopes of Jabal Tuwaiq in these lower latitudes nothing

is known ;
it is possible that, as has been stated by one authority, a long

limb stretches away to the south-westwards between Wadi Dawasir on

the south-east and the route from Qasim to Makkah on the north-west

and reaches to Wadi Sabai\ The aggregate length of the two sections

of Jabal Tuwaiq has been described by Bedouins as equalling a month’s

journey,^" a statement which could hardly be considered^as justified, even

in a loose sense, if the range ended at ^Aflaj.

Singular Ma^amari A tribe of the ^Oman Sultanate found at

various places in Batinah and the Western Hajar : they are not to be

confounded with a section similarly named of the Bani Battash tribe. In

politics the Bani^XJmr are Grhafiriyah, in religion Ibadhiyah, except some

of those in Hajar who are Sunnis ; none or few of them are Bedouins, The

Bani ^XJmr are always at feud with the Hawasinah and Maqabil, their

neighbours. In Western Hajar they occupy the whole of Wadi Bani

^Umr, Mijzi (70 houses), Jahanat (200 houses), Kabbah (150

houses), Hail Islat (50 houses), Farfat (100 houses), Grhaiz (50 houses)

and Lihban (100 houses); also the following villages in Wadi Bani ^Umr-

al-Gharbi:—Hail (15 houses), Shuwaimarah (15 houses), ^Aqrabiyah (3

houses), Rahab (50 houses), Dhabyan (6 houses), and Baidha (4 houses) ;

also Hibi (^5 houses) in Wadi Sarrami. In Batinah their settlements

are at Sib (45 houses)
;
atGhadhfan (250 houses) and Hadd (60 houses) in

the sub-Wilayat of SohSr ;
at Harmul (50 houses), Nabar (IfiO houses),

Asrar Bani ^Umr (250 houses), Umm-al-’^Inah (100 houses), and

Hamairah (100 houses) in the sub-Wilayat of Liwa ;
and at Bilaidah

(20“]iouses) in the sub-Wilayat of Shinas. The tribe are also found at

Ghashab (225 houses) n.nd Falaj*al-^Ali (150 houses) in Wndi Para’ J
at

Haiyal in Wadi-al-Kabir (50 houses) ; and at Sharaijah (100 houses)

in Jabal Akhdhar. The Bani ^tJmr number in all about 11,000 souls,

Ghadhfan is their prm-dpal place -in the - north, while Lihbitn is their

dajital in the south, but^ the present chief Shaikh,, Sllimrbin-Marhun
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In the W estern Hajar district of the ’Oman Sultanatej a left-bank

tributary of Wadi-al-Hawasinah 'which it joins between Ghaizain and

Qasaf ;
it contains the following villages from its head downwards, aU

of which are inhabited by Bani ’Umr

Villages. Position. On which bank.
Number

of boases. Bbhabes.

M.ipi 3 hours below the

head of the valley-

Left 70 Wheat, maize and
lucerne are grown

:

there is one Falaj.

Animals are 20
camels, SO donkeys,
30 cattle and 2,000
sheep and goafs.

Date palms, 4,000.

Jahanat 2 hours below
Mijzi.

Eight. 200 Wheat, maize and
lucerne are grown :

there are two Falajs.

Livestock are 40
camels, 20 donkeys,

50 cattle and 3,000
sheep and goats.

Date palms, 16,000.

Rahbali l-l hours below

Jahaii&t.

Left. 150 Wheat only is grown :

there are five Falajs.

Animals are 100
camels, 400 donkeys,

20 cattle and 6,000
sheep and gcrats.

Date palms, 6,000.

Hail Islat 8 hours below

Kabbah.

Both.
1

50 Crops are wheat and
maize : there are

three Falajs. Live-
stock are 400 sheep

and goats. Date-
palms, 4,000.

Farfar 2 hours below Hail

Islft.

Do. 100 Wheat, maize and
lucerne are grown.
There are 30 camels,

10 cattle and 1,000

sheep and goats.

There are two Falaje.

Date palms, 8,000.

Ghaiz

>
4 an hour below

Farfar,

Left. 50 Crops are wheat,

maize, lucerne and
sweet potatoes, ; there

is one Falaj. Ani-

mals are 20 camels,

7, donkeys, 7 cattle

and 1,000 sheep and
goats. Date palms,

1,000. . .

’UME
(WADI
BAND
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Villages. Position.
1

On which hank.
Number,
of houses.

BEMABSe,

Liliban 2 hours below

Ghaiz and 2 from
the junction with

Wsdi-al-Hawa-
sinah.

Bight. 100 There is one Falaj.

The crops ai’e wheat
and maize. Animals
are 20 donkeys, 15
cattle and 800 sheep
and goats. Date
palms, 3,000.

The settled population of the valley seems to amount to about 3,600

souls.

In its general characteristics Wadi Bani ^Umr resembles Wadi-al-*

Hawasinah. Water runs above ground throughout the valley*

A valley of the Western Hajar district of the ^Oman Sultanate* it

is situated between Wadi-al-Jizi on the south and Wadi Hatta on the

north and reaches the sea at Harmul. The villages of this W adi in

order from its head downwards are :

—

Villages. Position. On which bank.
Houpes and
inhabitants. Remabes.

Tawi

iS:^

At the he&d of the

valley.

Left. 60 bouses of

Riyayisab*

Grain is cultivat-^

ed) but there

are only 1 oi* 2
cattle and a

few sheep and
goats. Palms,

4,000.

Hail
i of an hour below

Tawi.
Do. 15 bouses of

Bani ’Umr.
Do. Palms, 500.

Shuwaimarah J of an hour below

Hail.

Right, 15 bouses of

Bani ’Umr,
Do. Palms, 800,

*Aqrabiyah
ai

d^jiu

i of an hour below

Shuwaimarah.
Do. 3 houses of

Bani 'Umr.
Do. Palms, 100*

Hahab
1 honr below
Aqrabiyah.

Left. 50 houses of

Bani ’Umr.
Do. Palms, 5,000.

Dhabyan 1 hour below
Hahab.

Right. 6 houses of

Bani 'Umr.
Do. Palms, 500.

Baidha

Ij^
i of an hour below

Dhabyan.
Do, 4 houses of

Bani ’Umr.
Do. Palms, 400.
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The settled inhabitants of Wadi Bani ^Umr-al-Gharbi number

apparently about 800 souls.

A small stream flows through the valley* One hour below Baidha

the valley emerges from the hills and enters Batinah, and 6 hours further

it reaches the sea.

Singular ^Atbi The dominant tribe in the Bahrain Princi-

pality and alsoj of all the Bahrain tribes properly so called, the strongest

in numbers. To the ^Utflb belong the rifling family of Bahrain. The

'Kuwait Shaikhdom also is in the hands of an ^Atbi family^ and some

of the tribe are found in Kuwait Town.

Subdivisions and number ^—The following are the principal subdivi-

sions of the ^Utub :

—

’UTUB

or

ITBAH
(BAKI)

Section. Subsection. Houses. Habitat. Beiicases.

Fadhil (Al)

JLalj Jl
... 35 Manamah and

Muh a r r a q
Town.

The Al Fadhil

were formerly

much more
numerous than

they are now.

Jalabimah There is a sub-

section called

Al Zaid

Ji.

40 These also are

fonnd at

Manamah and

Muh a r r aq
Town, with the

exception of 5

families who
are at Kuwait.

Do.

Khalifah (il)

AaflA J

1

’Abdullah (Al)

Jf.

25 Bahrain,
Hasa and

Qatar.

Only 5 families

are on good
terms with the

Shaikh of

Bahrain^ and
live in his juris-

diction. The
remainder, con-

sisting of 20
greybeards and
their descend-

ants, having an
irreconcile a h le

difference with

the Shaikh, lead
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Section. Sabsection. Houses. Habitat. Heatabkb.

a nomadic exist-

ence, among the
Bani Haijir of
BEhsh and
Qatar

; their
leader, Nasir-
bin-Muba ra k,

is son-in-law
to Jasina,

Shaikh of the

Ma’adhid of
Qatar, and
grandson to the
late chief
Shaikh of the
Makhadhdhabah
(Bani Hajir).
The founder of
this subsection
was ’Abdallah-
bin-Ahmad who
ruled Bahrain
between 1825
and 1843*

E:halifab’(Al)

vjf

Salman (Al) 860 Muh a’r raq
Town, Ma-
namah, the
2 Bifa’s,
Sharaib ah,
Busaitin and
Hslat Umm-al-
Baidh.

The present
Shaikh of

Bahrain and
his family
belong to this

subsection.

Subsh

JI
(Al) 30 Kuwait Town The present

Shaikh of

Kuwait with
his family
belongs to this

subsection.

On fke basis supplied by the table above^ the strength of the ^tJtub

at the
,

present day may be roughly stated at 5,000 souls. It should be

added that at Kuwait uncertainty prevails as to who are really '^Utub,

^and the number of the tribe at that place may have been under-

estimated in consequence, possibly to the extent of 1,000 souls or

more.

Religion and occupations , ^XJtuh are Maliki Sunnis. Those of

are engaged in date cultivation, peai’l dealing and pearl diving,
and in navigation both 'within the Persian Gulf and beyond it as far as
Jndia and Zanzibar.
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Migrations and political position.—1\, is generally admitted tiat

the 'Utub are of the ’Anizah, but beyond this fact their antecedents

are obscure. Their first appearance in the Persian Gulf was probably

at Kuwait, where they seem to have settled about 1716 A.D. The
AlSubali section have never left Kuwait j but about 1766 A.D. the

A1 Fadhil, Jalahimah and Al Khalifab commenced to distribute them-

selves along the eastern coast of Arabia between Kuwait and the

southern limits of Qatar. The headquarters of the principal Shaikh of

those sections—himself a member of the 11 Khalifah section—are said

to have been at Zubarah in Qatar until 1783, when the southern ’Utub,

as we may call the sections other than the Al Subah, crossed over from

Qatar accompanied by most of the Arab tribes of that promontory

(the Na’ini, Al Bin-’Ali, ’Amamarab, etc.' and conquered Bahrain with

the assistance of their Idnsmen of Kuwait. Since then the southern

Utub have remained practically paramount in Bahrain, but in 1800

tHey -were subjugated for a short time by the Imam of ^Oman and they

have been at various times compelled to profess allegiance to that

potentate, to the Wahhabi Amir, and even to the rulers of Turkey and

Persia. There are now no ^ Utub in the towns or villages of the Hasa
Province or of Qatar. The northern ^Utub have retained undisturbed

possession of Kuwait. A certain degree of intercourse and relation-

ship between the norlhern and southern ^Utub is maintained by inter-

marriage.

A well-known camping ground and watering station in Summan,
about 140 miles south by west, as the crow flies, of Kuwait Town;

it is close to the southern limit of the Shaikh of Kuwaitis jurisdiction,

either just within or just outside it. Wabrah is a main and central halt-

ing place for tribes on the move between the coast and the interior in

this part of Arabia, and, as indicated in the article on Summan, the

M^abrah route to Kajd lies about half-way between the northern route

from Kuwait to Qasim and the southern route from Hofuf to Riyadh.

At Wabrah there are over 100 wells within a space of about 400 yards

square, 'but ordinarily only a few are in good repair. They are sunk some

8 or 4 fathoms through sandstone rock and are reputed ancient
; their

mouths are deeply grooved by the friction of the ropes with which the

waterds drawn ; the fluid they yield is brackish. Wabrah is a centre npon

which many routes converge : one leading to Majma’ in Sadair leaves

Wabrah in a direction south-west by west across masses of rugged san4'

WABRAH
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stone tills; while the direct route to Riyadh departs in a line about south

hj west : on an eminence to the west of the latter, immediately after it

enters some broten ground, are the remains of a small hill fort.

A large depressed area in the southern part of the Hamad^ not far

north of the Nafud ;
it begins a little to the east of Jauf-al-^Amir and

runs north-eastwards towards the Euphrates basin, to which it is said to

drain. Wadyan is composed of numerous large valleys and contains

good pasturage and several large wells. Among the valleys are Suwaif

Hilali ^Ar^ar
, Abal Jbl, Qur jy, Abaiyidh

Ghadaf ,
Safawi

, Madaisis Marah Hamar

Tubal Wadi-al-Miyah Marba^ah Mihaiwir

Horan and Khir y., Wadyan is in the territory of the Fida^an

and Saba^ah sections of the ’Anizah and is also known under the name

of Wadyan-al-Mahannah .

Also called Balad Bani Rasib olj. A large village in the

Ja’alan district of the ’Oman Sultanate, situated about 6 miles north of

Balad Bani Bu Hasan. It is inhabited exclusively by Bani Rasibandis

the only village of that tribe. Wafi consists of about 300 houses, mostly

of mud and gypsum-stucco, and is surrounded by a wall. The date groves

are excellent, containing perhaps 15,000 palms, and are watered by a

spring reputed the finest in Ja’alan or Sharqiyah except only that of

lludhaibi of the Habus. Lucerne and millet are grown, and the fruits

include limes, oranges, plantains, pomegranates, tamarinds, olives and

.grapes. Livestock are IS horses, 200 camels, 50 cattle, 400 sheep and

goats and some donkeys.

Singular Wahaibi A tribe found in the Masqat District, but

not elsewhere in the ’Oman Sultanate except at Daghmar and Quryat
(60 houses) V A section in Wadi Hatat are known as the Bajaibiyin

and those of ’Arqi belong to a section styled Jaradinah

The Bani Wahaib are Hinawiyah and Ibadhiyah. In the Masqat
District their settlements are : in ^adi Mijlas and its tributaries, at
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La^ban (40 houses)^ Salifah (30 houses)
^ Bulidah. (25 houses), Habubiyah

(60 houses), Mizra^ Sumair (20 houses), MiziV Balail.(15 houses), Hai-

thadh (30 houses), Fayaclh (20 houses) and Haifal (15 houses) ; in W^di
llaihandits tributaries, at Dhahr Sidrah (30 houses), Tuyan Jahlut

(40 houses), Sa^adi (60 houses), Mahaidith (20 houses), Eakil Milh

(30 houses), Mandhariyah (20 houses), Mahail (25 houses), Tawilah (30

houses) and Hajir (30 houses)
; on the coast at Bistan (20 houses) aud

Yiti (20 houses
)

;

and at Wataiyah (6 houses), Euwi (25 houses) and

MaS(iat Town (45 houses). Besides these settled Bani Wahaib there

are two Bedouin sections, the Kawasibu^fj<'(25 families) and the Shabul

(35 families
)

;

the former possess about 30 camels, 18 donkeys, 14

cattle and 1,000 sheep and goats, and the latter about 20 camels, 20

donkeys and 300 sheep and goats. The total number of the Bani

Wahaib may be about 3,500 souls. Their principal chief is '^Ali-bin-

Qulaim who resides at Tuyan Jahlut.

Singular Wahaibi . A very important tribe of the Sharqiyah WAHIBAH
and Ja’alan districts in the ’Oman Sultanate, almost entirely Bedouin,

but enjoying at present a liigli position in the tribal system. Jf
In the Baldan-al-IIabus division of Sharqiyah settled A1 Wahibah

occupy the villages of Sadaiiah and Aflaj and part of the town of

Mudhaibi. On tlie South-Eastern Coast of ’Oman they are found as

far north as lifts Shaiblah (20 houses) and as far south as Ras Sarah.

Settlements of tliem exist at Majiz-al-Wahibah (100 houses) and

Laghshibali (20 houses) in Batinah ;
at ’Adaibah (15 houses) and

Ghubrah (30 houses) in the Masqat District
j
and at Ghallah (10 houses)

in W adi Bdshar.

Of the nomadic A1 Walubah a great majority are purely pastoral, owning

camels, sheep and goats ; but some of those on the south-east coast are

expert fishermen and venture as much as 2 miles out to sea on skin

floats to catch small fish with easting nets.

The Al Wahibali as a whole are warlike and have the usual Bedouin

virtues and defects
; they are always ready to fight when there is a pros-

pect of plunder, but they are not unpleasant in their ordinary dealings.

They are undoubtedly a very numerous tribe and are besides enemies of

an inconvenient kind
;
for their camels are the swiftest in ’Oman, and

they have almost no date groves or villages on which damage can be
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inflicted by wblJ of retaliation. In polities the A1 Wahibah are Hina-

wiyah^ in religion Ibadhiyali. Their last great Tamimab, Nasir-bin-'^Ali,

died in 18fl6at an advanced age ; the principal Shaikh at the present

time is ^Ali-bin-Sultan who lives at Aflaj. Parties of Al Wahibali

regularly visit the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi in Trncial Dman, the most

important Hinawi chief not connected with Masqat, and receive

from him presents or subsidies. The Al Wahibah have a standing

feud of great bitterness with the Jannabah, and they sometimes

annoy the Hitman of Mahot.

The Al Wahibah are divided into a number of sections arranged in

6 large, but apparently nameless groups, as follows ;
•—

Section. Fighting strength. Habitat. Beuabes.

First group.

*Asakirah

Baratamln 60 Batinah.

Gbafailah
(Hal Ba)

70 ’Oman Proper. ...

•JL^ jJ JLa.

Hidai (Al Bu) 70 ^Oman Proper,
especially at Dub.

Jahamah
(Wilad-al-)

I 0^^

60 Do.

Khamis (Halj 60 ’Oman Proper.

LikSuin

MahsbisSb

-

Madhakir 70 ’Oman Proper. • • •
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Section. Fi;riiti»g strength.

t

Habitant. K£]£ABXS.

Munis (Hal) 60 ^Oman Proper. «•«

Muwafid ... ...

Na’aman (Bani) 60 Aflaj. ...

Shalalibah 60 ’Oman Proper. ....

’Umr (Wilad) 80 Ja’alan.

Second group.

Asasif 100 tFa alan. '
,

Badr {*A1) too 'Oman Proper. !

jjj jLc

Jahatif 80 Do. Said to have been origin-

ally a Bedonin section

UftwLac-?- of "the Al Bu Sa'id.

Karabiiiali * * •
••• ...

Ma’amar (Hal hu)

Mu^Mirah 200
This section is entirely

Bedouin.

Shuwalil

]yMi

160 Sadairah in Shar-
q.iyali«

Suwaid ...
...

Third group.

Hatatimah 60 ’Oman Proper. This is js.n
^

altogether

Bedouin section.

d.«.l0LlnG^
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Section. Fighting strength. Habitat. Beuabks.

Madbawirab 200 Sadairab in Shar- Tbis is an altogether

qiyali. Bedouin section.

Mnfana] • • « ...

JllTibarram (Hal) • t ... ...

Mushin (Hal) iia

Fourth group*

t*.

Hadam (Hal) tit ... ...

Hindi (Wilad-al-) ... *•«

Jidalab 200 'Oman Proper.

Fifth group.

fit

Badr (Hal)

jOJ iJbiiw

100 Wadi ’AndSm. «« t

Gbarib (Yal) ... « it

Hindi (Hal) 60 In Sliarqiyah. ...

Mabasib (Hal)

uUi-

tfrv ...

«5inao (Hal)

ciLa..

Sixth group.

MarSmihali 250 Sadairab in Shar- tt

qiyah.
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This fragmentary account is all that it has been possible to procure

of the constitution of the Al Wahibah. They are believed to number in

the aggregate about 13,000 souls.

A village on the left bank of the Karun river about 35 miles by water

above Ahwaz Village and 14 miles from it in a north-easterly direction

by land. Wais takes its name from the shrine of one Wais-ibn-Karani

^1/ who is said to have been a companion of Muhammad. The

place consists of about 250 mud houses of which only 150 are occupied;

the inhabitants are mixed Arabs and natives of the towns of Dizffil or

Shushtar, most of whom are engaged in the cultivation of wheat and

barley. There is one garden with a few Kunar trees. About 60 mules

are owned here, which, when not in use for the plough, are employed on

the caravan routes to Ahwaz, Ramuz and Shushtar. There is a ferry

with 1 small boat, and the Ahwaz-Isfahan road leaves the Karun bank

at this point. Some Muhaisin cultivate in the neighbourhood in

winter.

A town on the east coast of Qatar, about 10 miles south-south-east

of Dohah.

Situation anSt is no harbour or even bay ai

the town
;

but a coral reef lies in the sea about 1 mile north-east of

Wakrah, reaching east and west, while 7 miles to the south-east another

reef, known as Fasht Shuwaimsah or Ras-al-^Arq

projects from the coast
;
between them these reefs enclose, as it were,

a large and imperfectly sheltered basin. The town is near the beach,

and at high water native boats can run close up to it, either over or

through the shore reefs
;

but European vessels, even of small draft,

cannot anchor within a less distance of the shore than 2 miles. One

mile to the south of the town is a hill, Jahal Wakrah, 85 feet high.

The country between Wakrah and Dohah is bleak and barren.

The houses in Wakrah are all of mud and stone, for no date

fronds are available here for use as building, material. . The town

WAIS

WAKRAH
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originally formed a compact block, but during* tbe last few years a

detached quarter known as Kumailah has sprung* up about 800

yards further to the northward.

Inhabitants .—The population of Wakrah is two^thirds that of Dohah
or about 8;000 souls. It appears to be composed of the following

elements

Tribe. Souls. Tribe. Souls.

"'Alnain (ll Bu) . 2,000 Maqla (Al Bin) 60

'Amamarah 100 Negroes (free) . 1,000

Arabs from Najd . 250 Negroes (slaves, but not
resident with their mas-
ters) . • . . 2,000

Baii^rinali . 200 Persians .... 125

Huwalali 1,000 Yas (Bani) of the Qubaisat
section 75

Ehalaifat 850 ... ...

Ma’adhid . 350 ... ...

The Rumailah quarter is inhabited chiefly by Khalaifat and Ma’adhid
and their slaves. The Baharinah and Huwalah are tradesmen and
artisans. There are no British subjects of any sort at this place.

iResoufees and trade*—The people of Wakrah are mostly pearl divers,

sailors and fishermen
; and 150 pearl boats^ 20 other sea^going vessels

and dO fishing boats belong to the port. In a grassy Eandhah ahout 1

mile west of the town is a walled date grove ; it contains about 80 palms
besides some cultivation of lucerne and is surrounded by about 15

tinallow masonry wells. From this spot, which is called ^Ain Wakrali,

the drinking water of the town is fetched. . Live-stock at 'Wakrah include
oibout 40 horses and 150 camels. Wakrah is a naarket town of *fche

Bedouins and has about 75 shops,

. Oovernment.^Uhe governing Shaikh of Wakrah is at present ^Abdur
U^Su of the-ll Thani family of the Ma’Sdhid o£ ftatar, third soa
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of Shaikh Jasim who is the present head of the family. ^Abdnr Rahman

is the owner of the date plantation at ^Ain Wakrah and inhabits a

large fort about | a mile inland of the town
; in the area whicli it

covers this building is similar to the fort of the Shaikh of Bahrain

at Manamah^ but the walls are not so massive and, except where tliey

support an upper storey^ probably do not exceed 2| feet in thickness.

The Rumailah quarter has at the present time a separate headman in

the person of Shaikh Thani, another son of Shaikh Jasim. There are

no Turkish officials or troops or other tangible evidences of Turkish

influence at Wakrah.

A small tract or plateau, situated apparently between the Sudah WAEAI’AH
district and Summan on the southern confines of Kuwait territory : it

extends from 6 miles north-east of Wabrah to 21 miles north-east of

Wabrah. The surface of Warai^ah is irregular : the ground is broken,

strewn with pebbles, and diversified with mounds of earth and sandstone

At the western end of Warai^ah is a group of 3 or 4 eminences, called

Hurbat ,

An island lying between the north end of Bubiyau island and the WARBAH
mainland of Turkish ’Iraq. It is enclosed by Khor ’Abdullah coming

from the south-east and Khor-as-Sabiyah coming from the south,

which, breaking into two channels each, meet around it, while from

opposite its west end the inlet on which stands Umm Qasr runs

off in a north-westerly direction. Warbah is about 8 miles long

north-east and south-west, and is shaped like a crescent with its

concavity towards the south
;

its greatest breadth is over 2 miles. The

surface is flat and sandy with low scrubby bushes ; the general level is

about 10 feet above high water
;
at the south-west corner the ground

has a steep slope and there is deep water close in shore. * The channels

surrounding Warbah are described in the articles on Khor ’Abdulluh,
o

Umm Qasr and Khor-as-Sabiyah.

*See a repoit, dated 24th Jhly 1905, by Captain 1. W.S. M ahon, E.I., who

considered the island a suitable terminus (from a purely engineering point of view)

for the proposed Baghdad Railway.
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WASHAM
n

Lmits.—The north-westernmost of the districts of Southern Najd,

hounded on the north-west by Wadi-as-Sirr, on the north by Sadair,

and on the east by a valley called Jaraifah which runs north

and south under the western side of Jabal Tliwaiq. The southern
tw

boundary of Washam is a locality called Hammadah which divides

it from Dhrumah in ’Aridh ;
to the west there is desert and no definite

border.

Physical featurefi.--'W2LshQ,m is described as a flat district, narrow

ia proportion to its length which is from north-west to south-east.

Towards the west end Washam is traversed by a longitudinal ridge called

Dhaharah ^1^, which is parallel to Jabal Tuwaiq and only, it is said, 10

or 15 miles distant from it : in the middle of this ridge is a break in which

stands Shaqra h, the principal town of the district. Under the face of

Tuwaiq which overlooks Washam from the east is a broad belt of

sandy desert; containing the valley of Jaraifah already mentioned. The

general slope of Washam between Dhaharah and Tuwaiq is understood

to be towards the south-east corner, but it is stated that the drainage of

the district fiuds no outlet even in this direction and is absorbed. A

valley which comes down from Haraimlah by Barrah in the ^Aridh

district is reported to end in a swamp, called Mufidh near the villages

of Shams and Shamaisah in Washam. None of the villages of Washam

are to the west of the Dhaharah ridge, beyond which the district

extends only a short distance and the country is all desert.

Inlialitants.—The settled population of Washam are chiefly Bani

Zaid and Bani Tamim, but a few Sabai’, Dawasir and even Mutair

are found. Their number may be roughly estimated at 6,000 to 7,000

souls. The ’Ataibah are the principal Bedouins, but nomad Mutair

and Qahtan also visit Washam.

Agnculture and trade.— cultivable parts of Washam consist of

a sandy loam in which crops can sometimes he raised by rainfall ;
and

there are good date plantations, especially at Shaqrali. Camels,

donkeys, horned cattle, sheep and goats are fairly numerous ;
but there are

not many horses in the possession of the villagers. Such trade as exists

is centred at Shaqrah, where the best horses for the Indian market were

formerly collected from the surrounding Bedouins.
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To'pogra'phy .—The following are the principal inhabited places in the

Washam district ,

—

Name. Position. Houses and inhabitants. RSMABIirS.

Fara’ali About 3 miles north
of Stiaqrah.

50 houses
,
of Bani

Tamim.
The date groves are large
and productive, and
wheat also is grown

;

the irrigation here is

said to be done by the
women. Water is abun-
dant in wells 6 fathoms
deep.

Haraiyiq
“ w

About 20 miles

north-east of

Shaqrah.

40 houses of Bani
Tamim.

A poor vill.jge with a few
dates and a little culti-

vation of wheat.

Jaraifah About 16 miles from
Shaqrah, north
or north-east.

One lar^e house and
2 or 3 small ones of

Mutair.

There is one well only
and a little cultivation
of wheat and maize,
also a. few date trees.

Camels and cattle num-
ber only 3 or 4 each.

The owners of this vil-

lage are induential.

Marat
0^0

A few miles east of

Tharmidah.
40 houses of Dawa-
sir.

Dates are few, but culti-

vation of cereals is con-
siderable. There are
several wells of good
water.

Qarain 15 miles south-east

of Shaqrah.
25 houses of cultiva-

tors employed by
residents of Shaq-
rah.

The date groves contain
about 5,000 palms, and
a good deal of wheat is

grown.- Irrigation fiom
wells, uhich are numer-
ous, is performed by
camei-power.

Qaasrtb
CM

About 15 miles east

of Shaqrah.
100 houses, mostly of

Bani Tamim.
There are extensive date
plantations containing
perhaps 10,000 trees,

V\ ater is good in wells.

It is said that large salt

deposits exist here, from
which salt is exported
to all parts of IWajd
and even to Makkab.

Shamaisah Between 12 and 15

miles west
^

of

Barrab iu ’Aridh
and about the

same south . of

Tharmidah.

A hamlet. There are wells of good
water, 3 to 4 fathoms
deep, and cultivation

of cereals. This place

is a sta^ on the route

from Hiyadh to

Makkah.
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Ifame. Position.
I

Houses and inhabitants. Remahkb.

Sbams Within a mile or

two of Shamaisah,
direction un-

certain.

A hamlot. There are wells of good
water, 3 to 4 fathoms
deep, and cultivation of

cereals. This place is a

stage on the route from
Riyadh to Makkah.

Shaqrali About 100 miles

south-east of

’Anaizab. and
the same north-

west by west of

Riyadb.

See article Sbaqrab.

TiiaTmidah
or

Tharmudali

About 20 miles

south-east or

south-south-e a s t

of Sbaqrab.

200 houses of Bani
Tamim, Sabai’
and others : the

place was formerly
larger.

There are date groves
visible from a long way
off, and considerable cul-

tivation. Water is not
good, but is drinkable

;

the wells are 9 fathoms
deep. The town is

surrounded by a wall
having towers at inter-

vals ; and a large new
fort was built here by
Ibn Rashid in 1905.
There are 3 mosques
and 12 shops. A
number of the ordinary
houses have upper
storeys. The walls
of Tharmidah were
razed to the ground by
the Egyptians in 1818.

Wasbaiqir
About 6 miles
north of Sba-
qrab.

100 houses of Bani
Zaid and Bani
Tamim.

The village is walled,
boasts of 3 mosques
and 15 shops, and is

built of sun-dried
bricks. It is sur-
rounded by date planta-
tions and fruit

gardens, and some
wheat also is grown.
Water is good, in wells
of 10 fathoms. The
great merchant family
of Bassam, which has
nov' its headquarters at
’Anaizab and is

represented at Basrah,
is said to have originated
here : the Bassana are
Bani Tamim.

Watlbaitliiyali

--

A few miles west
1 of Tharmidah.

A meviium sized vil-

lage of Sabai*.

i

An ordinary village.
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Singxilar is Yaarabi A Ghafivi but Ibadbi tribe of the ’Oman TA’AEIBA^
Sultanate, once important but already reduced in 1881 to very small do.Uj.

proportions. They ai-e now found at NakW (60 houses) in Wadi
Ma’awal, at T.nvaiyah in Western Hajar, and at Tikhah (20 houses)

and Hazam
(
tO houses) iu Wadi Fara’. Those at Tikhah belong to

a section called Wilad ’Abdas Salam. The Ya’aribah probably number
about 800 souls. They have no prominent chief. The tribe supplied

the rulers of ’Oman between 1625 and 1744 A. D., but they have since

lost all influence and credit. Their power was not finally broken until

the capture of Hazam by Saiyid ’Azzan bin-Qais in 1870 after a 9

months^ siege.

A tract ill t]io Kuwait Principality between Jahrah and Batih. It

begins 15 miles north of Jahrah and thence extends northwards 8 miles

to the beginning of Batih
j

its eastern and western limits are not

ascertained. Ha.lf-way between its northern and southern borders it is

crossed from t^ast to west by the Jal-al-Yah JU, a well-marked

ridge 50 feet high, half a mile broad and covered with round stones : to

the soutli this ridge presents a rather steep face, but on the north it

declines gradually to the level of the plain. Yah is an exceedingly

barren tract Avitli very little grazing. Its average elevation above the

sea is about 250 feet.

An island in the liay between Abu Dhabi and Qatar; it lies rather

over 100 miles west by south of Abu Dhabi Town, 18 miles east-south-

east of the island of Dalmah and only 4 or 5 miles north of the coast of

Dhafrah at Jabal Dliannah. The island measures 6^ miles from north to

south by 5 miles ao’oss, and its shape is roughly oval with a remarkable

indentation at its south end. The shores of Yas are low, but the centre

consists of volcanic bills culminating in twin peaks each 430 feet high.

The indentation already mentioned forms a singular landlocked natural

harbour, to British mariners known as Meriton Bay ; the depth is from

4 to 6 fathoms and the bottom mud, hut the entonee is rather narrow

and inconvenient. The island is frequented in winter by Bani Tas

fishermen, mostly from Dhafrah^ and pearl boats sometimes take refuge
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there during storms. The following peai-1 banks exist in the

neighbourhood Ghashshah, 3 miles north of the north-west corner

of the island; Umm-al- Kurknm, 3 miles north of the north-east corner
;

Buwaii-dahj 5 miles to the south-west ;
and Dhahr-al-Yas, which, though

33 miles to the westward and considerably nearer to Dalmah, appears

to take its name from Yas Island. Water is obtainable only after rain.

Yas is included in the Abu Dhabi Principality of Trucial ’Oman.

YAS
(BANI)

One of the most compact and powerful tribes of Trueial ’Oman

;

their range is practically eo-extensive with the territories of the Shaikh

of Ahu Dhabi, the basis of whose power they are.

The following is a tabular view of the composition of the tribe :

—

Section. Houees and distribution. Eemauks.

Falah (Al) 85 houses at Dhawaihir,

Kaiyih and Shidaq-al-

Kalb in Liwah.

This section own 2,000 date palms ; they

have no pearl boats of their own, but

some of them go to the hanks from
Bandar Eadaim on boats belonging to

otter sections. One of their subdivisions

is known as the Al Sa*adtin JT.

Ealah (Al Bu) About 10 houses at ^hu

Dhabi Town, and 5

at Kaiyih and Shah in

Llwah.

The Al Bti Falah are also known as the

Al Nahyan
;

they are the section to

which, the Shiiik of Abu Dhabi person-

ally belongs. One or two of those in

Liwah go to the pearl fisheries, but they

own no boats : the remainder of those in

Liwah subsist by their date palms which

number about 4,000. Singular is Palahi

Falasah (Al Bu) 440 houses in Trucial

’Oman, viz., 400 in

Dibai Town and 40

in Abu Dhabi Town

;

12t) houses in Bah-
rain, viz., 100 at

Hadd and the re-

mainder at Bisaitin,

Umm-a s h-S h a 3
a r,

Umm-ash-Shaja i r ah,

Halat-as-Sulutah and

Muharraq. Town ; 10

at Dohah in Qatar

;

and 40 at Panyah on

I

Tarut island in the

Hasa Sanjaq.

The Al Bti Palasah who live outside of

Trucial ’Oman aie divided into the

following sections:—Mijardah

(singular Majarudi
),

Eawa-

shid (singular Eashidi
J

and Yidaiwat or Lidaiwat

(singular Yidaiwi ).

These are all Maliki Sunnis, like the

rest of the tribe elsewhere, and are

engaged in the pearl fisheries and in

navigation. Singular is Palasi
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Section. Houses and distribution. Eemabks.

Hamir (A1 Btij 60 houses iu Abu
piiabi Town and 140
in the open with the
Qumzan.

This appears to be the principal Bedouin
section. Singular is Hamiri .

HawSmil 100 houses at Abu
Dliabi Town, 60 in
the neighbourhood,
and 190 in Liwah at

Hadhi, Shah, Suba-
khah, Tharwaniyah,
Wahaidah and Wazil.

The Hawamil of Liwah own 20 llaqaiahs
in which they go pearling from Bandar
Rad aim. They have also 100 camels and
8,000 date palms. Singular is Hamili

Lolib,

Mabai'ibah 60 houses in Abu
Dhabi Town, 50 in
the neighbourhood,
and 160 in Liwah at

Dhafir, Muzaira’ah,
Qarmidah, Salimi and
Taraq.

The Maharibah have 40 BaqSrahs of
their own in which they go pearling,

those of Liwah from Bander Radaim and
those of Abu Dhabi Town from their

own port. The Maharibah of Liwah
have 600 date trees. Singular is

Mahairahi

Mazari’ 60 houses in Abu
Dhabi Town andl 315
in Liwah at *Ayih,
Hafif, Huwailah,
Khannur, Lidatnah,
Latir (II), Mariyah
and Suhail.

The Maz3,ri’ of Liwah own 20 BaqSrahe
and go pearling from Bandar Radaim ;

they have also 8,000 date trees and are

said to possess very large numbeis of

horses and camels and a few goats. The
other MazarB of Trucial ’Oman, who
may or may not he identical with this

section of the Baui Yss, are dealt with in

the article Mazari’.

Qanaisat

oLo^

15 houses in Liwah at

Latir (I).

This seo-tion have 3,000 date trees, and a

few of them go pearling from Mu-
ghairah. They possess 5 or 6 camels and
a few goats. Singular is Qanaisi

Qasal

cJUaiUl

8 houses in Liwah at

Shah.
The men are all pearl fishers and own
4 boats. They have also 800 date trees.

Qubaisat

oLw.^

75 houses at Abu
Dhabi Town ; 185

in Liwah at ’Attab,

Dhawaihir, Mariyah,
Muzaira’ah, Qarmidah,

Qutsf, Shi^q-al-Kalb,

and Yaif ; 15 on
Dalmah island ; and
16 at Wakrah in

Qatai*.

Those in Liwah are credited with the

possession of 10,000 date palms and 60

camels. The section geneially are pearl

divers and have 40 Baqarahs at Abu
Dbabi Town and 16 others at Mu-
gbairab, etc., upon the coast of Dbafrali*

The Qubaisat bad formerly a^ permanent

settlement at Khor-al-’Odaid, a place

to which they have more than once

seceded.
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Section. Houses and distribatiun.

Qumzan 50 houses in Abu
Dhalbi Town and^ 100
m the country adjoin-

ing:, especially in the

neighhouThood of

Raknab.

This section have 100 camels; tlioy go
pearling from Abu Diiabi Town and
possess 20 taqarahs. Singular is Qamzi

Enmaithat 100 houses in Abu
Dhabi 'I'owu and 60
in the country adjoin-

ing, particularly about
Samaih.

The Bumaithat have 100 camels and 30
Baqarahs

; they to the pearl fisheries

from Abu Dtiabi Town. Singular is

Armaithi •

Sabais 40 houses at Dibai
Town.

Originally Tanaij, but now regarded as a

section of the Bani Yas. Singular is

Sab Aaw

Sbikr (Bani) 80 houses in Llwah at

Muqab.
They have 4,000 date trees and 12 pearl

boats ;
the base of their pearling opera-

tions is generally Bandar Mirfah on the
Dhafrah coast. Singular is Shukri

Sultan (Al)

Vi^UoUw (Jl

35 houses in Liwah at

Kaiyih, Qarinidah and
Shidaq-al-Kalb.

The Al Sultan are very closely connected
with the Al Falah. They own 3,000
date palms and go to the pearl banks
from Bandar Kadaim and Khor
Mughairah Singular is Sultani

The Al Bu ’Amim of Abu Dhabi Town are now generally regarded

as included in the Bani Yas ; and the Halalamah, who where formerly

a section of the Bani Qitah, are at the present day attached to the Bani

Yas ;
so also the Thamairat, who were originally Marar.

Besides the above, a few Bani Yas whose section has not been

ascertained are found at Jumairah in the Dibai Principality and about

l,a00 on Hanjam island.

It will he observed that the total number of the tribe in Trucial

’Oman is about 1^,000 souls, of whom some 10,000 are settled and

-3,000 are Bedouins. The Bedouins are all in the Abu Dhabi Pi'inci*

pality ;
of the non-nomadic portion about 3,000 are in Dibai territory,

but the remainder- of them, about 8,000 persons, are 'all subjects of the

Abu Dhabi Shaikh. Besides the Bani Yas of Trucial ’Oman there are, it

will be seen, about 600 of the tribe settled in Bahrain, 200 on Tarut

island in the Hasa Sanja<i, and over 100 in Qatar, besides those on

Hanjam. The mins of the Muraijib fort and the. incipient villages of

Jahali and Mas’udi attest also the past and present connection of the
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tribe witli the Baraimi Oasis, which is nearer to their ancestral country

than the settlements just mentioned but still outside the tribal territories

proper.

It will also be noticed that the Bani Y as of the Dibai Princii^ality

nearly all belong to the A1 Bu Falasah section and that those of

Bahrain and Tarut and part of those in Qatar are likewise members of

this roving subdivision, which is now but slightly represented in the

original home of the tribe.

The resources of the Bani Yas and their occupations are sufficiently

explained in the table above and in the article on Dhafrah^ in the Liwah

division of which tract nearly half the tribe have their permanent

abode.

The Bani Tas of the Abu Dhabi Principality are on the whole well

affected and faithful to the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi, who is himself of their

number. The principal exception to this rule are the Qubaisat section

who have at times evinced a disposition to follow the example of the Al

Bu Falasah by hiving off from the main body of the tribe ;
but at the

present time they are stationary and appear to be contented. The prin-

cipal men of the tribe, under the Shaikh of Abu Dhabi, are Buti-hin

Khadim of the Qubaisat section, wim generally resides at Abu Dhabi

Town hut is headman of Muzairahih, ^Attab and Qarmidah in Liwah;

Hamad-bin-Aghtail of the Maharibuh section, under whose authority

are Dbafir and Taraq in Liwah ;
Rashid-bin-Humaid of the Hawamil

section, to whom Hadhi, Shah, Subakhah and Wazil in Liwah are

subject ;
and Faris-hin-^Ali of the MazarP section, who is over Khannur

Hafif and Mariyah in Liwah, and himself lives at Khannur.

The Bani Yas are of the Hinawi political faction and differ from most

of tlieir neighbours in being, wherever they occur, Mahki Sunnis and not

Hanabilah. They have at present no special relations of friendship or

enmity with adjoining tribes.

A small tribe of Bahrain who claim conuection with the Bam

Tamim, but are generally believed to be of servile descent. They have
jj

10 houses at Salbah and live by pearl diving and fishing; in mligion "
••

'

they are Maliki Sunnis. They immigrated from Qatar with the

Vtub.
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ZA’AB
Cjlcj

ZAID
(BANI)

‘H) ^

ZAIDAN
(CHAM)

Singular Za^abi : a tribe of Trucial ^Oman, found also in the

^Oman Sultanate. They are Hinawi in politics and Hanbali Sunnis by

religion. Their headquarters are at Jazirat-al-Hamra, where they have

500 houseS; and they are substantially represented also at Ehor Kalha by

about 150 families
;
both of these places are in the Sharjah Principality

but on opposite sides of the ’Oman Promontory. Some of the Za^ab of

Jazirat-al-Hamra own date plantations at the village of Khatt in the

Jiri plain in the interior and betate themselves to that place in the hot

weather. In the ’Oman Sultanate Za’ab are found at Saham Town and

at Qasbiyat-az-Za’ab and Abu Dhurus in the Saham sub-Wilaj at, also at

Bu Baqarah in the sub-Wilayat of Shinas. The total number of the

tribe may be estimated at 3,300 in Trucial ’Oman and 1,200 in the

’Oman Sultanate, or at 4,500 souls altogether. The two territorial

divisions still maintain communication with each other and intermarry.

A settled Arab tribe of Southern Najd, whom some authoritie

would connect with the Bani Tamim and some with the Dawasir
j

they are found in Washam at Shaqrah and Washaiqir ; in Wadi
Turabah at Khurmah and Rumadan

; and, in the tract between the two

districts mentioned, at Quwai’iyah and Sha^arah. They are said to

consist of three main divisions, Bawarid ‘>ij!^?,Ghaihab or

Qaihab and ’Isa .

Apart from a well known line of poetry * in which the Bani Zaid are

described as resembling the Snlaba in one particular, there appears to

be no reason at all for regarding them—as has been done—in the light

of a socially inferior tribe. As a matter of fact the ruling family at

Shaqrah, the A1 Sabyan, belong to the Bani Zaid.

Often pronounced as if written Cham Zaitun
. A village, the

administrative centre and chief place of the Zaidan district in the province
of^ Behbehan

j it is situated near the right bank of the Zaidan or
jindiyan River about 5 miles below the

junction of the Khairabad and

socil
'"

be the

aocnsationisuiiderstoodtoblM^nrihardTis^^^^^^^
^ the Sulaba.” The
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Shulistan streams. The route from Dflam to Behhehan crosses the river

here by fords which are described in the article on the Hindiyan River.

Cham Zaidan consists of about ISO houses of the Agha Jari tribe of

Lurs and of Behbehanis, who, besides other crops, cultivate rice on the

river-banks, and possess about 400 cattle and 500 donkeys. The Shaikh

of Muhammareh and the Bakhtiyari Khans, who have a joint interest

in the Zaidan valley as lessees of the government revenue, maintain

representatives at this place.

An island off the coast of Barr-ayOqair in the B[asa Sanjaq, about ZAKHNlTi
10 miles east-south-east of ’Oqair Port, 20 miles south-south-west of the NIYAH
southern tip of Bahrain Island and 32 miles distant north-north-west-

wards from the foot of Dohat-as-Salwa. Zakhnuniyah lies parallel to

the coast, from which it is separated by a shallow channel 2 miles wide :

the length of the island is 4 miles and its greatest breadth about

It is barren and without good water, and there are now no permanent

inhabitants. The Dawasir who are now settled in Bahrain halted

here for some years in the course of their emigration from Uajd ; they

left again for Bahrain about 60 years ago
;
but their Shaikhs with some of

the ’Utub of Bahrain still occasionally visit Zakhnuniyah for sport

in the cold weather, as they also do the mainland opposite. A fort built

on the island by Shaikh ^Ali-bin-Khalifah of Bahrain 40 years or more

ago is now in ruins.

A small tract in Kuwait territory between Jahrah and Qira^-al- ZAQLAH
MarrUj extending from 6 miles north of Jahrah to 9 miles north of

Jahrah
i

its eastern and western limits have not been fixed. Zaqlah is

a basin, somewhat lower than Qira^-al-Marru, and its drainage falls to a

hollow in the centre ; it is covered with ^Ausaj, a thorny plant which

affords grazing for camels, and with colocynth.

An Arab tribe of Southern ’Arabistan, politically allied to the ZaE^N
Bawiyeh; they occupy Qraneh on the KStSU; the country inland ,
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from Qraneh, and, it is said, a small tract on the Jarrahi River. Their

fio'hting* men number about 4^20, of whom half are armed with rifles and

about 180 are mounted: the total strength of the tribe may be about

1,500 souls. The Zarqan live principally by cultivating wheat and

barley, but they also own a considerable number of sheep and goats.

The divisions of the Zarqan are :—

*

Section. Location. Fighting strength.* Eemaeks.

Padhil (A1 Bb)

J,<li (jl

YarrSt, near Bu-
wairdeb, 5 to 6

miles east of

Wais.

100, of whom 50
are armed with

rifles and 60 are

mounted.

1

Their livestock are 4,000

sheep and goats.

Lahaiyeh (A1 Bu)
(•> . f*

Jl

Tbidlyain, 4 miles

east of Qraneh on

the Karlin
River ; abo at

Qraneh on the

Kartin.

60, of whom 30
have rifles and 20
are mounted.

They possess 3,000 sheep

and goats.

Munfirib (Bait) Yarrat. 80, of whom 40
have rifles and 30
are mounted.

Do,

Subti (A1 Bu)

J.J Jl

Tbidlyain. Do. Their animals are 4,000

sheep and goats.

Sumaq
«»•

Qraneh on

Kartin.
the

i

100, of whom 50
have rifles and 50
are monnted.

The head of this section

is at present chief of

the whole Zarqan tribe.

Their livestock are

6,000 sheep and goats.

All sections alike dwell in huts, which are sometimes of mud and

sometimes of matting ; but some of the tribesmen at Qraneh inhabit

mud houses. About ^ of the tribe is settled or semi-settled at Qraneh,

while the remainder is still nomadic. The Zarqan are said to pay 500

Tumans a year as revenue to the Shaikh of Muhammareh.

ZATTJT * Singular Zutti • A peculiar non-Arab tribe, sometimes nomadic,

found in various parts of ’Oxnan and particularly at Baraimi, Masqat

Town, Matrah and Nakhl. They are easily distinguishable from Arabs,

•A. fuller account of tbe 2atut with some specimens of their language Is given by

^
Col. Miles, J. A^ S. 'Vol. XL7I for l?77, pages 57-5Q.
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have apparently a language of their own^ and are regarded as being a
branch of the Saluba, who are found all over Arabia and m
Mesopotamia : some authorities however connect them with the Jats of

India; and it is stated that according to their own traditions they came
from India : others have remarked on their resemblance to Gipsies.

Everywhere the Zatut maintain themselves as separate communities,
mariying chiefly among themselves and readily welcoming members
of their own tribe from other places who come to settle amongst them.
They are despised but are not molested by the ArabS; who value them for

the useful services they render. They are farrierS; goldsmiths; black-

smiths; armourerS; carpenters and pedlars; their women are handsome
and dance publicly for payment; but are not immoral. Levirate law
obtains among them; and in default of a brother the nearest male relative

of the deceased can take the widow to wife. Some of them are regarded
as more closely connected with the Arabs, and others with the Baluchis of

the places where they are found. In ’Oman they are generally Ibadliis,

and their number in the Sultanate may be estimated at 1;000.

A large village or small town in Najd, with its dependencies; Zilfi

is generally reckoned to the district of Sadair in Southern Najd, but

some authorities would include it in Qasim.

Site. —Zilfi is situated at the western foot of Jabal Tuwaiq; near the

northern end of that range
;

it apparently lies about 60 miles east of

Buraidah and a little over 40 miles north-west of Majma’. A desert

route connects Zilfi with Kuwait Town, crossing a valley called

Artawiyah at a point about 50 miles from Zilfi and running

thence to the wells of Subaihiyah, or to those of Laqit in the Kuwait
district of ’Adau.

Zilfi proper ,—Zilfi proj)er lies in Batin
,
a depression consist-

ing of arable land ijnmediately under Jabal Tuwaiq \
out of this depres-

sion a hollow leads westwards, which, is known as ’Khali Izlaiqif and

carries the route to Qasim (see article Najd, Route No. VI). The

inhabitants of Zilfi proper number about 2;000' souls there are approxi-

mately 150 houses of Bani Ehadhir, 100 of Dawa$ir; 100 of ’Ataibah,

50 of Shammar and ^0 of Padhul. IJates, grain; nnisk. melons, water

melons, lucerne and the usual fruits of Sjadair are ^jultivated by irrigation

from wells. Water is obtained at 8 to 18 fathoms. There are a few

ZILFI
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horses among* the Padliul, and flocks and herds are exceptionally numer-

ous. Some merchants live here whose o]perations extend to Kuwait on

the one side and to Makkah on the other ; Zilfi benefits by its proximity

to the route between those two places^ and also by the transit of trade

between Northern and Southern Najd.

More than 100 households from Zilfi are now settled at Kuwait
Town.

Connected villageSj etc .—The following places are situated near Zilfi

proper and are directly connected with it : they are given in alphabetical

order.

Name. Position. Nature. Bekases,

’Arairali In the western
slopes of Jabal
Tuwaiq, perhaps
3 miles north-east

of Zilfi proper.

Date plantations and
arable lands culti-

vated by rainfall.

The owners are
Shammar and Bani
iSliadliir of the
Bani ’Atij and Nata-
qah sections.

There are no houses
here.

Artawiyali About 6 miles south
of Zilfi proper.

4 houses of Sham-
mar who tend a date
grove owned by
Bedouin *Anizah
of the Saqur section.

The cultivators receive
half the produce from
the owners. This
place is not to be con-
founded with the
Artawiyah valley
mentioned above.

Athlah In the sandy desert,

about 9 miles west
of Zilfi proper.

8 houses of Sham-
mar of the Dighai-
lat section, 5 houses
of Bani Khadhir,
and 3 of Masa’irah
Dawasir.

There is a date planta-
tion.

Tlaqah In the Batin hollow,
3 miles north-west
of Zilfi proper.

100 houses of 'Atai-
bah of the Parahid
section and 60 of
Bani Khadhir.

D.ites are abundant and
there is excellent cul-
tivation of the ordi-
nary cereals.

Ilm-QT

jJ)
1 Among sand hills,

about 8 miles
south-west of Zilfi

proper.

5 houses of Sham-
mar and oof 'Aid
or ’Aidh,

Only dates are grown
here.

•Iqlah Among sand hills,

about 6 miles
south of Zilfi pro-
per and 1 or 2
miles east of
Artawiyah. •

3 houses 0 f ’Ataibah,
5 of Dawasir, 2 of
Bani Khadhir and
some of slaves.

There is some cultiva-
tion of dates, hut none
of cereals.
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Name, Position. Nature. Pi!BIASES.

Samnan In the western
slopes of Jabal
Tuwaiq, periiaps

3 miles east of

Zilfi proper.

A village of 50 houses,
ol which 10 are

’Anizah of the
Hawaishan section,

20 are Bani Khalid
of the Hamran sec-

tion, 5 are Harb of

the Bani Hammad
section and the re-

mainder Bani
Khadhir.

Umwaih In the Khali Iz-

laiqif, about 8
miles from Zilfi

A date plantation. The owners reside in
Zilfi proper.

proper.

ZahluUh

1

In the sandy desert,

about 3 miles west

of Zilfi proper.

5 houses of Qahtau
of the Mashi'
section.

.

There are only dates at
this place.

The total population of the connected villages is evidently about

ha50 souls.

Dependent milages, e^c.—More distant from Zilfi proper, but regarded

as dependent thereon and even as included in the name Zilfi, are the

following which form a chain reaching 40 or 45 miles to the north-west

or north-north-west : they are given in order from south-east to north-

west.

Name. Position. Nature. BE3£AREB.

Rabaiyah
lO

About 12 miles

north-west of Zilfi

proper.

5 houses of Masa idah

’Ataibab and 5 of

Bani Kbadbir.

Cultivation is of dates

only.

Shilwan About 4 miles

north-west of

Eahaiyah.

6 houses of Bani

KbSlid, 3 of

Qabtan and 2 of

Bani Kbadbir.

Cereals are grown as

well as dates.

Artah (Umm) 6 miles north of

Shilwan.

3 houses of Farahid

*Ataibab and 2 of

Bani Kbadbir.

Do.

Qasaihah 4 miles north-west

of TJmm Artah.

10 houses of Bani

Kbalid of the Du-
shgin section and 5

of Bani Kbadbir.

De»
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Name. Position, Nature. Remakes.

Tarafat (Abu) 8 miles north-west
of Qasaibah.

5 houses of Sham-
mar (’Abdah), 5 of

’Ataibah (MasaM-
dah), and 2 of Bani
Khadhir.

Cereals are grown, but
no dates.

Saja*ah (Umm) 2 miles north of

Abu Tarafat.
10 houses of Baui
Khadhir.

Do.

Jawai 3 milos north-west
of Umm Tarafat.

4 houses of Masaidah
*Ataibah.

Do.

Mandassah
w

2 miles north-east
of Jawai.

2 houses of Bani
Khadhir.

Do

Harar

jW)
8 miles north-west
of Jawai.

4 honse>^ of Masa’idab
’Ataibah.

Do.

Munsaf 3 or 4 miles north-
vrest'of Harar.

6 houses of Bidarin
Dawasir, 3 of

Masa idah 'Ataibah
and 2 of haul
Khadhir.

I'a^es and cereals are

both grown.

Baidhah Nathil 3 miles north-west
of Mansaf.

4 houses of Maaa'idah
'Ataibah,

There are cereals, bub
no dates.

’Asbairah 4 or 5 miles north-
west of Munsaf

.

4 houses of Farahid
*Ataibah,

Do

Thu vrair 7 or 8 miles north-
west of Munsat.

6 houses of Masa’idah
'Ataibah, 3 of Bani
Khalid and 2 of

Bani Khadhir.

Do.

The total population of those dependent villages is apparently about
4j00 souls. The villages are situated among sand hills known as
Thuwairat

^ northern extremity of which^ ^s the village
Thuwair is said to be about 20 miles (probably north-eastwards) from
Itaudhat-al-iVTahanna in Qasim, it seems permissible to identify with the
Thuwaii’at dunes mentioned in the article on Wadi-ar-Rummah.

Communications .—One of the routes between Qasim and Riyadh
ses^ as already indicated abovej through Zilfi. It is further reported
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that a trotting* camel travelling northwards from the village of Thuwair

can reach some sand hills known as Fruq in one day ; and

that^ if the line of these sandhills be then followed to the north-west for

two days more, the Darb Ziibaidah will be struck. (See article Najd,

Route No. III.)

A small district of the Persian Coast belonging to the administrative ZIRA

division known as the Gnlf Ports ;
it is situated between the Rud Shirin )ii

and Daliki streams immediately above their junction where the

Eud'liillell River is formed, and it extends also a little to the west of the

Rud Shirin. Zira is enclosed between the Sliabank5reh district on the

west, the llazara’i district on the north, and the Dashtistan district (of

which it is supposed at one time to have formed part) on the east and

south ; it lies close under the hills and the heat in summer is great. Dates

and some cotton are grown, but the principal crops, as in the neighbour-

ing districts, are wheat and barley. The inhabitants are a medley of

Persian-speaking tribes, all of whom are Shi'ahs ; their number is

estimated at 3,000 souls. The men are well armed with rifles, and

knives and revolvers are worn. Agricultural produce is the only export,

and imports are the same as in the other small districts near Bushchr.

The Hashim Man of Zira is equal to about 160 lbs. English. The trans-

poit available in the district amounts to about 00 horses, 30 mules and

900 donkeys. This district (like Mazara’i) is held in Tiyul by Mehdi

Khan, a cousin and vlard of the Sal§,r-i-Mu^azzam, and is formed at present

bv the Khan of SHabankareh, who has a representative at Duriigah.

Arable land is assessed at 100 Qrans per Gau of cultivation, and the tax

on dates is half the produce or the value of the same in cash. The culti-

vators in this district appear to be regarded as tenants rathe^han as

proprietors. Administrative arrangemenfo are the same as in Shaban-

kateh. The annual revenue is 10,000 Tumans.

The followihsr' are the viUages of Zira

Nanoe. Position.
Houses and inhabi-

tants.
1

BemaRxs.

Burugah 2 ID lies north-

west of the con-

fluence of the

Caliki stream

and the End
Shirin.

I

See article iu'rligSh.

1
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Name. Position,
Houses and inhabi-

tants.
IlEMAli]B:S.

Jatta

tv

About 3 miles

east of Durii-
gah.

60 houses. There is one tower.
Wheat and barley are
grown and irrigation is

from a branch of the

Zira canal. Animals are

7 horses, 100 donkeys,
60 cattle and 300 sheep
and goats. Date-palms
number about 1,000.

Kharaki (Tul-i-)

Jle

4 miles north-

east of Duru-
gah.

30 houses. Animals are 5 horses,

60 donkeys, 25 cattle

and 160 sheep and goats.

Irrigation is from
the Zira canal ; wheat
and barley are grown
and there are 1,000
date-palms. The village

is defended by a tower.

Kharpfii (Tul-i-) Close to Ziraj on
the east of it.

60 houses. There is a tower. Re-
sources are 7 horses,

100 donkeys, 60 cattle,

800 sheep and goats,

and 1,000 date-palms;
wheat and barley are

grown!and irrigation is

from the Zira canal.

Qatil (Tnl)

Juts JJtf

8 miles north-

east of Du-
ragah.

20 houses. There are 1,000 date-

palms. Livestock are

4 horses 5 mules, 30
donkeys, 20 cattle and
160 sheep and goats.

Sa’dalad 5 miles east by
north of Du-
rugah.

100 houses. Here are 4 towers, 1,500
date-palms, 20 horses,

10 mules, 160 donkeys,
100 cattle and 500
sheep and goats. Irri-

gation from Zira canal.

Saa (Tul Al) On a knoll on the
north side of
the main canal.

60 houses. This village is defended
by a tower. Wheat
and barley are grown,
and there are 6 horses,

100 donkeys, 60 cattle

and 300 sheep and
goats.

Saraknli (Tul). 1 mile north-
west of Tul
Qfttil

40 houses.

j

This place has 1 tower,

1,000 date trees, culti-

vation of wheat and
barley, 6 horses, 6

mules, 60 donkeys,
40 cattle and 300 sheep
and goats. Irrigation

is from the Zira canal.
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Name. Position. Hoases and inhabi-

tants.
Bemases.

Zlra

'A)

About 6 miles

from Durti-
gah.

100 houses. The defences consist of

8 small towers. Irri-

gation is from the Zlra

canal, wheat and barley

are grown, and there

are 5,000 date-palms.

Animals are 20 horses,

40 mules, 160 donkeys,

100 cattle and 500
sheep and goats. There
is said to be a remark-
able cave here.

An island in the bay between Abu Dhabi and Qatar : it lies some

85 miles west-north-west of Abu Dhabi Town and 50 miles north-east

by east of Dalmah. Its length from north to south is 8 miles and

its breadth 2 miles ; it tapers to its southern end and carries a rather

remarkable peak 540 feet high. There is no water^ and no vegetation

except grass and stunted brushwood. An anchorage exists on the

south-east side and there are several pearl banks in the neighbourhood,

particularly the following :—Khor Zirko, 12 miles to the north-east

;

Qasmul and Sutuh Umm-ash-Shait, at 4 and 8 miles respectively, to the

south
; Sutuh-al-Hulah, a group of banks 7 or 8 miles to the south-south-

west
^ and Ghazrat Zirko, 2 miles to the north-west. About 27 miles

to the north-north-east, but apparently named from this island, is the

pearl bank Urnm-ash-Shaif Zirko. A great group of banks, known as

Sutuh Arzanah, runs westwards from Zirko almost to Arzanah. Zirko is

reckoned to the Abu Dhabi Principality.

ZIRKO *

h)

An island or insulated tract of land on the right bank of the Shatt-al- ZITADI-

^Arab, cut off from the mainland by a creek of the same name which

leaves the river about 1 mile below the lower end of Haji Salbuq island

and returns to it immediately opposite to the upper end of the Dawasir

islands. The tract thus enclosed extends for 5 miles along the river and

* For a view of this island see Chart No. 2374—2837 B.
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its breadth is a mile to a mile and a half : it should be noted that the

eastern side of the island—not the western shore of the creek behind it

—

is the true bank of the Shatt-al-’Arab. The inhabitants are some a,000

persons of various tribes whose huts fringe the island on both sides
; they

are agricultui’ists and their property consists of 100/) 00 date trees besides

orchards of other fruits^ 300 cattle^ 500 sheep and goats, and 5 horses.

The whole island belongs to the Naqib of Basrah.

Closely associated with Ziyadiyah are two small islands named

Bardah 2.^ and Sibyah which lie on the eastern and western

sides respectively of the upstream entrance of the Ziyadiyah creek,

l^jardah, which very closely adjoins Ziyadiyah island, is inhabited by

about 150 persons of mixed tribes owning some 2,000 date palms, other

fruit trees, 30 cattle and 30 sheep and goats. Sibyah, opposite to the

lower extremity of Haji Salbuq island, is of very small size, with only

25 inhabitants and proportionate resources.

Ziyadiyah with both its satellites is in Turkish ^Iraq.

ZIYAINfAH Singular Zaiyani : the name is said to be derived from Zaiyanah,

iiSbJ a place near Makkah. They are also called the ^Adawin on

account of their supposed descent from two brothers who were perpe-

tually fighting each other and were nicknamed for that reason ^Adwan.

The Ziyainah are believed to have come to Bahrain from Qatar with the

’TJtub. They have now 150 houses in Mnharraq Town only. In

religion they are Maliki Sunnis : their occupations are general trade,

pearl dealing, pearl diving and navigation in the Persian Gulf and

beyond.

ZITSilAT The present admiliistrative centre and residence of the Kalantar of the

Persian Coast district of Shamil; it is situated near the left btok of the

Jafdutsi stream, 28 rnile^ north-east of Bandar ^AbbS,S and 19 miles west

by south of Shanill Village, and takes its nam’6 from, a shrine dedicated to

Saiyid Sulaiman,- a Supposed descendant of one of the 'twelve Imams.
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The house of the Kalantar is a conspicuous object. There are 200 hoilsOs

and the population may be 1,000 souls; the inhabitants are Shi'ahs of no

particular tribe. Dates and barley are the staples of cultivation. Sweet

water for drinking and for cultivation is obtained from the adjacent

stream. There are 50 cattle and 500 sheep and goats, but 50 donkeys

are the only transport animals. The annual revenue is 812 Tumans.

The name of the district in Kuwait territory that bounds Kuwait ZOE
Hay on its north side from the neighbourhood of Jahrah to Khor-as-

Sabiyah. It consists chiefly of a range of hills or hilly
,
belt called

Jal-az-Zor which runs in a general north-easterly and south-

westerly direction, for the most part in an almost straight line, passing

about 8 miles to the north-west of Jahrah. At the point nearest to

Jahrah is a gap in the ridge ; the hill on the east side of the gap, 415

feet high, is called Mutla’ ; that On the west is Mutaili^ah

;
and through the gap a small valley, which has its head 2

miles to the north and is called Jauf-al-Mutla' ,
discharges its

drainage into the Jahrah plain. A few miles to the west of the Jauf

are some hills forming a landmark known as Khashm-a]-‘’Ifri

Between the Jal-az-Zoi* and Kuwait Baiy stretches a plain from 1 to 5

miles in breadth with numerous wells, called simply Sif or ^^the

beach this plain is generally barren and stony, but for 8 miles between

Mdairah and Mghairah its surface is muddy, though beyond the reach of

the sea. The range declines in height as it goes eastward, and at Mdairah,

at half its length, is only about 150 feet high. Near the east end, about

2 miles north of the Mghairah wells, it has a conspicuous cone-shaped

peak called Mghatti Full information about the wells in Zor will

be found in the first route described in the article on Kuwait Principality.

A strip of land on the west coast of Trucial 'Oman between ZORA^

Hamriyah and "Ajman ;
at high tide it is practically aB island, and lyj

this and other circumstahees have eomhined to invest it with a oertaan

poKtical importance. The seaward flank of Zora is in Hne with the rest

* OAiefau(A>cfmiy.'^Maior Cax, frotti ipersonal ob^fervatirtii and enquiry.
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of the coast; but a creek which runs inland immediatelj to the south of

Hamriyah and rejoins the sea a little to the north of ^Ajman passes

behind it and effectually detaches it from the mainland. The tract thus

enclosed is about 5 miles long, the direction of its length being that of

the coast; and perhaps 2 miles broad. Towards its south end Zora

contains one or two wells and a few palm trees. The people of Hamriyah
and •’Ajman, when there is peace between them, send their cattle to

Zora to graze, but the chief value of the place is as a military

stronghold surrounded by a natural ditch. The creek which protects it

is not fordable at more than half tide, and then only at 2 places, one

near Hamriyah and the other near 'Ajman, each of which could be

easily commanded by the building of a tower. Thus secured from the

landward side and already inviolable from the sea by reason of the

Maritime Peace, Zora would be a secure place in which to keep flocks

and herds during warfare on the mainland ; or, under different condi-

tions, it might serve as a base of offensive action against the Bedouins of

the interior. These obvious facts have not been lost on the Shaikhs of

Trucial ^Oman, and various contests relating to Zora have taken place

among them during the last 60 years, of which the incidents are related

elsewhere,*

ZUBAID A numerous and widely distributed Arab tribe in Turkish "Iraq :

their territory covers the whole of Mesopotamia from Baghdad City and

Musaiyib on the north to Bghailah and the Dagharah marshes on

the south.

The principal divisions of the Zubaid are the following :

—

1. AbduUah (Al)

jJJ) ^ jf

2. Ajll (Bani)

3. 'Ammar

jUc

4. Azzah
mi

y
B. Ba'aij

6. Battah
lO

7. DawaikSt or Dawaijat

8. Bawar

jjb

9. Duwaghinah

10. Ikxish

11. JabUr Al Bu Khattab

* See the Historical Volume of this Gazetteer.
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18. Ma’amirah

19. Na'aim (A1 Bti)

20. Sabutah

dJoto

21. Sultan (A1 Bn)

^/UsUm yJ ^1

22. Taif (il Bu)

J.J (Jl

and

23. YasSr

jLvJ

Of these sections the Ba^aij and Dawar are sometimes regarded as inde-

pendent tribes and may perhaps be so : it will be noticed that the

Shamnaar Toqah have also a Battah and a Dawar section. The

Jahaish section, now generally regarded as an independent tribe, comprises

two sub-sections known as Al Bu Dadah and Al Bu Sanaid
; and a

number of the sub -sections of the two Jabur sections are specified in the

article on the Hillah Qadha, also one in that on the Qadha of Najaf, and

two more in that on the Qadha of Samawah. Some would mate the two

Jabur sections a tribe by themselves (see tribal table, ^Iraq). The entries

under •’Akai'at, ^Atij, Da'^um and Jahaish in the table of tribes in the

article on Turkish ’Iraq may also be consulted. The position of the

Khasraj is doubtful ; they are by some identified with the section so

named of the Bani Ijain and by others considered to be neither Bani liam

nor Zubaid. The Jabur Al Bu Khattab (or part of them) live at the

confluence of the Diyalah and the Tigris, the Jabur-al-Wawi on

the Euphrates below Hillah Town, and the Jahaish in the direction

of Nasiriyah Town. Some further facts regarding the distribution of

the sections will be found in the articles on the Hillah and Jazirah

Qadhas.

With the exception of the Bani ^Ajil and ^Azzah (or some of those

sections) who are Sunnis, the whole Zubaid tribe is Shi^ah. They dwell

in the usual black tents, or at best in huts : they are agriculturists,

cultivating wheat, barley, rice and maize, but not sesame ; and they

breed horses, camels, cattle and sheep, but no bufEaloes.

12. Jabur-al-Wawi

13. Jahaish

14. Kalabiyiii

15. Khafajah

16. Khasraj

17. Khidhr (Al Bti)

jj jT
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The Zubaid are not as yet particularly well armed with rifles.

They are politically allied with the Dilaim and have a standing* feud with

the Northern Shamiliar. Their recognised chief at the present time is

Rashid Baig, who lives 10 or 1 a miles west of SuwairaL

A division of the ^Amtoh Sanjaq of the Basrah Wilayat in Turkish

^Iraq : it is not to be confounded with the town and Nahiyah of the same

name in the Markaz Qadha of Basrah.

Position and homdaries ,—The Qadha of Zubair is situated ' on the

JahSlah canal below, or to the south-east of, the Qadha of ^Amarah.

It is bounded by the ^Amarah Qadha on the north-east, and probably

by that of Dawairij on the north
; on the east it meets Persian territory,

and on the south apparently the Qadha of* Qiirnah ;
on the west the

Qadha of Shatrat-al-'Aisaarah seems to be interposed between it and the

left bank of the Tigris.

Topography and inhalitants.—Nothing definite is known of the

geography of the Znbair Qadha, which lies at a distance from all main

lines of communication, but it appears to be watered by the

JahS^lah canal. The only fixed village is Masa^idah which

is the seat of the local administration and seems to be situated on

the JahJlah canal somewhere 20 or 25 miles to the south-east of

^Amarah Town. Masaldah consists of about 100 mud houses and Si)

shops; it is the residence of a manager of the. Pai-rat-as-Sanlyah and is

protected by a garrison, of 100 regular infantry. The people of the dis-

trict belong almost entirely to the Al Bu Muhammad tribe.

Populatim^rr-ThQ fixed population of the Qadha is estimated at

14,000, souls, who> are all Shi^ah Muhammadans with the exception of a
fe\5f’ Sunni officials and Government employes at Miasa^adah.

i?(?5wm.—Eice and maize are cultivated by the tribes; and some
date

5
plantations laid; out, by the ip^rat-as-.Saniyah in its estates promise

to h® highly profitable. Bnffialoe^j eati^e and aheep. are bred in large*

numbers. .
*

Administration^y- ^beina^^ai Q^dha, has no subdivisions.
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A town of Turkish ^Iraq; it stands in the desert 9 miles to the south-

west of Basrah Town and forms the first stage on the route from Basrah

to Kuwait or Najd. It has no connection with the Zuhair Qadha.

Around the towU; which is walled, the country is entirely barren except

to the south-east, on which side a scattered series of lucerne and melon

fields, hedged with tamarisks, extends to a distance of 3 miles j this tract

is called Dirhamlyah and the drinking water of the town is

supplied by its wells. A few miles to the north-west of Zuhair are a

property and fortified dwelling-house belonging to the hereditary Shaikh

of Zubair.

The principal object of interest outside the town is the tomb of Hasan-

al-Basri, about half a mile from the western gate
;
and within the walls

is the tomb of Zubair, distinguished by a blue tile-work minaret about

40 feet high, now inclining dangerously to the north. There is in the

town a large covered bazaar, mostly of masonry, and the dwelling-houses

are either of sun-dried or of burnt brick, the latter being excavated in

great quantities oh the adjoining site of ancient Basrah. The better

houses are fitted with Badgirs or wind-catchers, and with subterranean

apartments or Sardabs ventilated by the Badgirs.

The population is about 6,000 and virtually all are Sunni Muham-

madans, as is natural in a place which holds the tomb of Zubair, arch-

rebel against Ali and killed here in fighting against him. Many notables

and land-owners of the Basrah neighbourhood have country houses at

Zubair, to which they retire in the hot weather in quest of a drier

atmosphere^ and some important families of Central Arabian origin are

located here.

Juss or gypsum mortar is exported from Zubair, and sandals and rude

saddlery are manufactured ;
but the carrying trade probably supports

a larger number of the population than any other industry. The melons

of Dirhamiyah have a high reputation.

Zubair is a market town for the surrounding Bedouin tribes.

Asa Nahiyah in the Qadha of Basrah it has aMudirand a few

civil police
; and there is also a small military detachment of about 20

men under an officer. The inhabitants of Zubair are themselves still

legally exempt from military service; but some of them, caught in

Basrah Town, are made into soldiers by the Turks.

The ruins of Old Basrah extend from the walls of Zubair for three

miles along the road to the modern Basrah ;
they consist of mounds of

earth intermingled with fragments of yellow burnt brick, and they cover

an area of several square miles. Two miles from Zubair, on the southern

ZUBAIE

TOWK
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edge o£ the highroad, are the remains of one of the principal mosques of

the ancient town
;
part of its northern minaret, faced with excellent yellow-

brick, is still erect. About a mile to the east of this old Jami^ is the

tomb of Talhah who was slain along with Zubair in the Battle of

the Camel, fought near this place in 656 A.D. These two monument^

alone remain to testify to the greatness of the former city.

ZUBAEAH A ruined and deserted town on the west side of the Qatar Promontory,

about 5 miles south of Khor HassaH. It stands at the foot of a deep bay

of the same name, of which the western point is Eas ^Ashairiq and which

contains a small island, also called Zubarah. The town was formerly the

stronghold of the Al Khalifah ruling family of Bahrain : its site is still

frequented by the Na^im of Bahrain and Qatar. The town was walled

and some 10 or 12 forts stood within a radius of 7 miles round it, among

them Paraihah, Halwan, Lisha, 'Ain Muhammad, Qal'at Murair,

Eakaiyat, Umm-ash-Shuwail and Thaghab, which are mentioned in

the article on Qatar. All of these are now ruinous and deserted, except

Thaghab, which the people of Khor Hassan visit to draw water. Murair

is said to have been connected with the sea by a creek which enabled

sailing boats to discharge their cargoes at its gate, but the inlet is now

silted up with sand.
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